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Enuma Elish
English
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, ed. J.

t9r3-27)
Ergiinzungsheft, Ergiinzungsreihe
Eretz- I s rael, Jerusalem
E r ano s - J ahrb u c h, Tttrich
especially
E s tudio s bib li c o s, Madrid
Estudios eccle sidsticos, Madrid

Hastings, 13 vols. (New York,

CThM
CTM
D
DAWB

DAWW
DB
DBS
DISO

diss.
DID
DIZ
DMOA
DN
DtrN
DtrP
DTT
E
EA
EAEHL

Eb.
EB
Enio
ed.
EdF
EDNT

Egvp.
EH
EHAT
EMiqr
emph.
EncBib

EncJud
EnEl
Eng.
ERE

Erg.
ErIsr
Erlb
esp.
EstBib
EstEcl



xvl Abbreviatiotu

Eth. Ethiopic
ETL Ephemerides theologicae lovanienses, Louvain
ETR Etudes th4ologiques et religiewes, Montpellier
ETS Erfuner theologische Srudien, I*ipzrg
EU Einheitsiibersetzung der Heilige Schrift (Stuttgart, 1974-80)
EvQ Evangelical Quarter$, l.ondon
EvT Evangelische Theologie, Munich
ExpT Expository 7imes, Edinburgh
fem. feminine
fig(s). figure(s)
fr. fragment
FRIANT Forschungen zur Religion und Literatur des Alten und Neuen Testaments,

Giittingen
FUF Forschungen und Fortschitte, Berlin
FzB Forschung zur Bibel, W0rzburg
GaG W. von Soden, Grundriss der akladischen Grammatik. AnOr 33 (1952,21969

[with Erg., AnOn 471)
Ger. German
GesB W. Gesenius and F. Buhl, Hebriiisches und aramiiisches Handwiirterbuch iiber

das AT (Berlin, 171921, 181987-)

GesTh W. Gesenius, Thesaurus philologicus criticus linguae hebraecae et chaldaeae
Veteris Testamenti, 3 vols. (Iripzig, 1829-58)

Gilg. Gilgamesh epic
Gk. Greek
GK W. Gesenius and E. Kautsch, Hebriiischc Grarunatik(Halle,41909) (= Kautsch

and A. E. Cowley, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar [Oxford, 21910])

GLECS Comptes rendus du Gruupe Linguistique d'E'tudes Chanito-sdmitiques, Pais
GSAT Gesammelte Studien zum AT, Munich
GTT Gereformeerd theologisch Tijdschrift, Aalten, Kampen
GTTOT J. J. Simons, The Geographical and Topographical Texts of thc OT SFS,2

(1959)
Guillaume A. Guillaume, Hebrew and Arabic lzxicography (repr. Leiden, 1965)
GUOST Glasgow University Oriental Society Transactions, Glasgow
H Holiness Code
Habil. Habilitationschrift
HAL L. Koehler, W. Baumgartner, et al., The Hebrew and Aratnaic l,cxicon of the

OI 5 vols. plus Sup (Eng. trans., Iriden, 1967-96)
HAT Handbuch zum AT ser. l, ed. O. Eissfeldt Tiibingen
HAW Handbuch der Altenumswissenschaft, ed. W Otto (Munich, 1923-)
HDB Dictionary of thc Bible, ed. J. Hastings, 4 vols. @dinburgh, 1898-19{J2; Sup,

1904; New York, 21963)

Heb. Hebrew
Herm Hermcneia, Philadelphia, Minneapolis
Heyl Heythrop loumal, Oxford
Hitt. Hittite
HKAT Handkommentar zron AT d. W Nowack, Gtittingen
HO Handbuch der Orientalistih l*iden
HP E. Jenni, Das hebrtiische Pi'el (Zrfich, 1968)
HS Die Heilige Schrifi des ATs, ed. F. Feldermann and H. Herkenne, 8 vols. (Bonn,

1930-31)
HSAT Die Heilige Schrift des ATs, ed. E. Kautsch and A. Bertholet,4 vols. (ftibingen,

4t9zz-23)



xvllAbbrcviations

HSM
HSS
HTC
HTR
HUCA
Hurr.
IB
ICC
IDB

IEJ
IKZ
Irc

IIR
impf.
impv.
inf.
in loc.
Int
Intro(s).
IPN

J

JA
JAC
JANES
JAOS
JARCE
JARG
Jastrow

JB
JBL
.IBLMS
JBR
]CS

JDAI
JDAISUp
JE
JE
JEA
JEOL

Jer.

]ES
IHS
JIS
IIA
JM

Harvard Semitic Monographs, Cambridge, Mass.

Harvard Semitic Studies, Missoula, Chico, Atlanta
Herders Theological Commentary on the NT, New York
Harvard Theological Review, Cambridge, Mass.

Hebrew Union College Annual, Cincinnati
Hurrian
The Intetpreter's Bible, ed. G. A. Buttrick, l2 vols. (Nashville, 1952-57)

The International Critical Commentary, Edinburgh

The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, ed. G' A. Buttrick, 4 vols' (Nashville,

1962); Sup, ed. K. Crim (Nashville, 1976)

Israel Exploration Jountal, Jerusalem

Intentationale kirchliche Zeitschift, Bern
J. Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and Culture,4 vols. in 2 (Eng. trans', Oxford,

1926-40,51963)
Israel Inw Review Jerusalem
imperfect
imperative
infinitive
on this passage

I nt e rpretati on, Richmond
Introduction(s) (to the)
M. Noth, Die israelitischen Personcnnamen im Rahmen der gemeinsemitischen

Namengebung. BWANT 4613llO) (1928' repr. 1980)

Yahwist source (J1, earliest Yahwist source)

Jo urnal a si at ique, Pais
Jahrbuch fiir Antike und Chistentum, Miinster
Journal of the Ancient Near Eastem society of Columbia (Jniversirl^, New York

Journal of the American Oriental Society, Baltimore, Boston, New Haven

Journal of the Ameican Research Center in EgyPr, Boston

J ahr b uc h fir Anthru polo gie und Re li g io ns g e s c hi cht e, Saarbrticken

M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targwnim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi,

and the Midrashic Literature (1903; repr. 2 vols' in 1, Brooklyn' 1975)

Jerusalem Bible (Garden City, N.Y., 1966)

Journal of Biblical Literature, Philadelphia, Missoula, Chico, Atlanta

JBL Monograph Series, Philadelphia, Missoula, Chico, Atlanta
lournal of Bible and Religion, Boston

Journal of Cuneifurm Studies, New Haven, Cambridge, Mass.' Philadelphia'

Baltimore
Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archiiologischen Instituts, Berlin

Yahwist-Elohist source
The Jewish Encyclopedia, ed. I. Singer' 12 vols' (New York, 1916)

Journal of Egyptian Archaeology, [,ondon
Jaarbericht van het Vooraziatisch-Egyptisch Genootschap 'Ex Oriente hx,'

Leiden
Jerusalem (Palestinian) Talmud
Journal of Ecumenical Srudies, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia

Journal of Hellenic Studies, l,ondon
Journal of Jewish Studies, London
lewish lnw Annual, l*idelr
p. Jotion and T. Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew. subsidia biblica,

14lI-tI (Eng. trans. 1991)



Abbreviatioru

JMOS
JNES
JNSL
JOS
JPOS
JQR

"/RAS
JSHRZ
JSJ

JSOT
/ss
JTS
Jud
K
KAI

KAT
KBL

KBo
KD

KEHAT

KHC
KHS
KIV
KlPauly

KlSchr

KTU

KUB
KUD
Kuhn

l0).
Lane
T^APO

tls
Lat.
LB
LCL
LCP
LD
Leslau, Con-

tributions
lzi
lrAS

Journal of the Manchester Oriental Society, Manchester
Journal of Near Eastem Sndies, Chicago
Journal of Northwest Semitic Languages, Stellenbosch
Journal of Oiental Studies
Journal of the Palestine Oiental Society, Jerusalem
J ewish Quarterly Review, Philadelphia
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, l-ondon
Jildische Schiften aw hcllenistisch-rtimischer 7zit, GiJ;tersloh
Journal for the Study of Judaism in the Persian, Hellenistic and Roman Peiod,

Leiden
Journal for the Study of the OT, Sheffreld
Journal of Semitic Studies, Manchester
Journal of Theological Srudies, Oxford
Judaica, Zu,ich
Kethibh
H. Donner and W. RJSllig, Kanaaniiische und aramiiische Inschiften. 3 vols.

(Wiesbaden, 2 196r.-69, 3 197 I -7 6)
Kommentar zum A\ ed. E. Sellin and J. Herrmann, Leipzig, Giitersloh
L. Koehler and W. Baumgartter, l*xicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros Q*ide111953,21958,31967-)

Keilschrifitexte aus Boghazkiy. WVDOG (1916-)
C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Comm. on the OT l0 vols. (Eng. trans., repr. Grand

Rapids, 1954)
Kur4efasstes exegetisches Handbuch zum A\ ed. O. F. Fridelin

(l*ipzig, 1812-96)
Kurzer Hand-Commentar zwn AI ed. K. Marti, Ttibingen, Leipzig
Kleinkommentar zur Heiligen Schnfi, Diisseldorf
King James Version
Der Kleine Pauly. I*xikon der Antike, d,. K. Zegler and W. Sontheimer, 5 vols.

(Stuttgart, 1962-75)
Kleine Schrifien (A. Alt [Munich, 1953-59,319r,l-); O. Eissfeldt [Tiibingen,

1962-791; K. Elliger IThB, 32 (l%6)]; E. Meyer [Halle, t910-24])
Die keilalphabetischcn Tbxte aus Ugarit, l, ed. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and

J. Sanmartin. AOAT 24 (1976)
Keils chrifiurkunde aus Boghazkdi, Berlin
Kerygma und Dogma, Gdttingen
K. G. Kuhn, Konkordanz zu den Qumrantexten (Grittingen, 1960); Nachuiige,

RevQ, 4 (1963-@), 163-234
line(s)
E. W. t ane, An Arabic-English l,exicon,8 vols. (London, 1863-93, repr. 1968)
Litt€rature s anciennes du P roche -O ient, P aris
Leipziger tigyptische Studien, Gli.ickstadt
Latin
Linguistica biblica, Bonn
lneb Classical Library, Cambridge, Mass., and London
ltttinitas Christiarutrum primaeva, Utrecht
lzctio divina, Paris
W. Leslau, Ethiopic and South Arabic Contributions to the Hebrew ltxicon

(tos Angeles, 1958)
I*ioninu, Jerusalem
W. Helck and E. Otto, eds., l,exikon der Agyptologie (Wiesbaden, 1975-)
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Abbreviations

lzxHebAratn

lzxLingAeth
LexLingAram

I*xSyr
LitlzEph
Lisowsky
lit.
LSJ

LUA
LXX

MAD
Mand.
Mandelkem
MAOG
MarTS
MAS
masc.
MDAI.K
MdD
MEE
Meyer
mg.
MGW"I
Midr.
MIO
MKAW

Moab.
MPG

MPL
MRS
MS(S).
MSL
MT
MTS
Mur
Mus
MUSJ
MUAG
n(n).
N
Nab.
NBSS

NEAIT
NEB

F. Zonell, l*xicon hebraicran et aramaicum veteris Testamenri (Rome, 1958'

repr. 1968)
A. Dillmann, Izxiconlinguae aethiopicae (Leipzig' 1865)

E. Vogt, ltxicon linguai aramaicae Veteris Testamenti documenis antiquis

illustratum (Rome, 197 I )
C. Brockelmarrr., lzxicon syriacum (Halle, 1928, 21968)

M. Lidzbarski , Ephemeris fiir semitische Epigraphik (Giessen, 190G1915)

G. Lisowsky, Kinkordanz-zum hebriiischenAl (Stuttgart, 1958, 21966)

literally
U. C. iiaaeU, R. Scott, and H. S. Jones, A Greek-English Lcxicon (Oxford'

e1940)

Lunds IJ niv e r sit e t s Ar s s krift
SeDtuasinr (LXXA, Codei Alexandrinus; LXXB, Codex Vaticanus; LXXo',

'Oriien; LXXR, Lucianic recension; L)C(stl'2l, Codex Sinaiticus, correctors

1,2, etc.)
Mateials for the Assyian Dictionary, Chicago

Mandaic
S. Mandelkern , Veteis Tbstamenti Concordantiae (Tel Avir l97l)
Mitteilungen der Alt orientalistischen Ge sellschafi , l*ipzig
Marburger theologische Studien, Marburg
Milnchencr Agyptolo gischc Studien Berlin
masculine
Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archiiologischen Instituts. Abteilung Kairo, Munich

E. S. Drower and R. Macuch, Mandaic Dictionary (Oxford' 1963)

Materiali Epigrafica di Ebla" ser. maior, Naples

R. Meyer, itiUriisrne Granmatik 4 vols. (Berlin,31966-72)

margin
Moiatsschrift fiir Geschichte und Wissenschafi des Judenrunrs, Breslau

Midrash
Mitteilungen des lrutituts fiir Oientforschung, Berlirt
Mededellngen der Konir*lijkc Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschapen,

Amsterdam
Moabite
J. P. Migne, Patrologia graeca,767 vols. (Paris, 1857-66); index,2 vols' (1928-

36)
l. P. Migne, Patrologiatatina,22l vols. (Paris' 1841-64); Sup,5 vols' (1958-70)

Mission de Ras Shanra, Paris
manuscript(s)
Mateialen zum swneischcn Lexikon, Rome
Masoretic Text
Miinchener theolo gis che Studim, Munich
Wadi Murabba'at text(s)
Musion, Louvain
Milanges de l'Llniversiti St.-Joseph, Betrt
Mitteiiungen der Vorderasiatisch-Agyptischm Ge sellschaft Berlin, l*ipzig
note(s)
name
Nabatean
T. Ntildeke, Neue Beitriige zur semitischm sprachwissenschafi (strassburg'

l9l0)
Northeast Asia loumal of Thcology' Tokyo
Die Neue Echter-Bibel, Wi.irzburg

d



Abbreviations

NedGlfT
NERT

NGWG
NICOT
NJB
NJPS

NKZ
no(s).
NovTSup
NRSV
NRT
N.S.

NSS

NT
Nrs
NTT
obj.
oBo
OBT
obv.
OIP
otz
Or
OrAnt
OrBibLov
OSA
OT
OTL
OTS
OTWSA
p(p).
P

Palmyr.
par.
pass.

PEQ
ped.
Pes.

Phil.-hist. Kl.
Phoen.
PJ
pl(s).
pl.
PLO
PN
PNPI
PNU
POS

Nederduitse gereformeerde teolo giese Tydskrif, Kaapstad
Near Eastern Religious Tbxts Relating to the OT ed. W. Beyerlin. OTL (Eng.

trans. 1978)
Nachrichten von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschafien zu Gdningen, Beflin
The New International Commentary on the OT Grand Rapids
The New Jerusalem Bible (New York, 1985)
The New Jewish Publication Society of America Translations of the Holy Scrip-

tures (Philadelphia, 1962-78)
N e ue kirkliche Zeits c hrift, Erlangen, Leipzig
number(s)
Novwn Te stamentum, Supplements, l*iden
New Revised Standard Version (New York, 1989)
Nouvelle revue thiologiqze, Louvain, Paris
new series
J. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen C1894, repr. Hilde-

sheim, 1967)
New Testament, Neues Testament, etc.
New Testament Studies, Cambridge
Norsk teologisk Tidsskrift, Oslo
object
Orbis biblicus et orientalis, Fribourg, Gcittingen
Overture s to Biblical Theology, Philadelphia, Minneapolis
obverse of a papyrus or tablet
Oriental Institute Publications, Chicago
O rie ntalistische Literaturzeitung, l*ipzig, Berlin
Orientalia, Rome
Oriens antiquu,$ Rome
Orientalia et biblica lovaniensia, l,ouvain
Old South Arabic
Old Testament, Oude Testament, etc.
The Old Testament Library, Philadelphia, L,ouisville
Oudte stamentisc he St udidn, Leiden
O u testamentie s e we rkgeme enskap in Suid-Afrika, Pretoria
page(s)
Priestly source (PG, Priestly Grundschrift ["basic material"]; Ps, secondary

Priestly source)
Palmyrene
parallel / and parallel passages
passive
Palestine Exploration Quarterly, London
perfect
Pesiqta
Philosophische-historische Klasse
Phoenician
P a lii s t in aj ah r b u c h, B erlin
plate(s)
plural
Porta linguarum oientalium, Wiesbaden
Personal name
J. K. Stark, Personal Names in Palmyrene Inscriptions (Oxford, l97l)
F. Grondiihl, Die Personennarnen der Texte aus ugarit. StPohl, I (1967)
Pretoria Oriental Seies, l*iden



Abbrcviations

POT
prep.
PRU
ptcp.
Pun.
PW

a
o
R
R (preceded

by roman
numeral)

R.
RA
RAC
nln

RB
RE

RechBib
REJ
repr.
Rdpr. giogr.

RES
RES
rev.
RevBibl
RevExp
RevQ
RGG

RHPR
RHR
RivBibl
RIA
RoB
RS
RSO
RSP

RSPT
RSR
RSV
RT

rto.
RyNP

De Prediking van het OI Nijkerk
preposition
k Palais royal d'(tgarir, ed. C. F.-A. Schaeffer and J. Nougayrol. MRS

participle
Punic
A. Pauly and G. Wissow4 Real-Encyclopiidie der classischen Altertumswis-

senschafi,6 vols. (Stuttgart,1839-52): Sup, ll vols. (1903-56); ser. 2, l0
vols. (191448)

Qumran scroll (preceded by arabic numeral designating cave)

Qere
Redactor (RD, Deuteronomistic; RP, Priestly)
text in H. C. Rawlinson, The Cuneifurm Insciptions of Western Asra, 5 vols.

(tondon, 1861-84)

Rabbi
Revue d'assyriologie et d'archiologie orientale, Pais
Reallexikon fiir Antike und Christentum, ed. T' Klauser (Stungart, 1950-)
H. Bonnet, Realleikon der iigyptischen Religionsgeschichte (Berlin' 1952,

2t97 t)
Revue biblique, Paris
Real-Enzyklopiidie fiir protestantische Theologie und Kirche, ed. A. Hauck, 24

vols. (Iripzig, I896-1913)
Re che rche s b ib I ique s, Paris
Revue des itudes juives, Paris
reprint, reprinted
Ripertoires gdograpique des textes cuniifurmes, ed. W. Rtillig. TAVO Beihe{te,

8,7 (1974-)
Rdpertoire d'ipigraphie sdmitique (Paris, 1900-) (with number of text)
Revue des itudes simitiques, Paris
revised, revision
Revista biblica, Buenos Aires
Review and Exposito4, Louisville
Revue de Qumrdn, Pais
Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart (Tiibingen, 21927-31, ed. H. Gunkel

and L. Zscharnack, 5 vols.; 31957-65, ed. K.Galling, 6 vols.)
Revue d'histoire et de philosophie religieuses, Strasbourg, Paris

Reyue de l'histoire des religions, Paris
Rivista biblica. Rome
Reallexikon der Assyiologie, ed.E. Ebeling and B. Meissner (Berlin, 1932-)
Religion och Bibel, Stockholm
Ras Shamra text
Rivista degli studi oientali, Rome
Ras Shamra Parallels: The Texts from Ugait and the Hebrew Bible' ed- L. R.

Fisher, et al,l, AnOn 49 (1972);Tl, AnOr 50 (1975); lA', AnOr 5l (1981)

Revue des sciences philosophiques et thiologiques, Paris
Recherches de science religieuse, Pais
Revised Standard Version (New York, 1946, 1952)
Receuil de travaw relatifs d la philologie et d l'archiologie igyptiennes et

assyriennes, Paris
recto, on the obverse of a papyrus or tablet
G. Ryckmans, lzs noms propres sud-simitiques,3 vols. Bibliothique de musion,

2 (Louvain, 1934-35)



Abbreviatiow

Sab.
Saf.
SAHG

Sam.
SANT
SAOC
SAT

SAW

sa
SBFIA
SBL
SBLDS
SBLMS
sBZsBs
sBz,scs
SBM
SBOT
sBs
SBT
ScrHier
SDAW
SEA
Sem.
Sem

ser.

Seux
sFs
sg.
SGKA
SHAW
ShnuMikr

SJIA
SJT
SKG.G

Sz
SNumen
SNUAO
Sond
Soq.
SOTS
SPAW
SPIB
SR
ssAw

Sabaic
Safaitic
A. Falkenstein and W von Soden, Sumcrische und akludische Hymnen und

Gebeten (Zurich, 1953)
Samaritan
Studien zum Alten und Neuen Testarnent, Munich
Studies in Ancient Oriental Civilization, Chicago
Die Schriften des ATs im AuswaW, ed. H. Gunkel and H. Gressmann, 7 vols.

(G<ittin gen, 2 1920 -22)
Sitzungsberichte der 0sterreichischen Alademie der Wissenschafien in Wien,

Vienna
Source s bibliques, Paris
Studii biblici franciscani liber annus, Jerusalem
Society of Biblical Literature
SBL Dissertation Seies, Missoula, Chico, Atlanta
SBL Monograph Series, Missoula Chico, Atlanta
SBL Sources for Biblical Study, Chico, Atlanta
SBL Septuagint and Cognate Studies, Missoula Chico, Atlanta
Stutt garter biblische Monographien
Sacred Bool<s of the OT, ed. P. Haupt (London, 1893)

Stutt garte r B ib e l- S tudien
Studies in Biblical Theology, London, Naperville
S c ip ta hi e ro s olymit ana, Jerusalem
Sitzungsberichte der Deutschen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin
Svensk exegetisk Aarsbok, Luod
Semitic
Semitica, Pais
series
J. M. Seux, Epithites royales a&adiens et surniiennes (Paris, 1967)
Studia Francisci Scholten mcmoiac dicata, Leiden
singular
Studien zur Geschichte und Kultur des Altemtms, Paderborn

Sitzungsb erichte de r H eidelberger Akademie der Ws senschafien
Shnaton le-mikra ule-l.teker lw-mizral.t la-kadum (Slmationian Annual for Bib'

lical and Ancimt Near Eastern Sndies), Jerusalem
Sndies in Judaism in late Antiquity, l*iden
Scottish Joumal of Theology, Edinburgh
Schriften der Kdnigsberger Gelehrten Gesellschafi, Geisteswissenschaftliche

Klasse, Halle
A. Deimel, Sumerisclcs lzxikon (Rome, 1925-37, repr. l96t)
Sup to Nwnen, Leiden
Skifter utgitt av det Norslce Vidcnskaps-Alademi i Oslo
Sonderband, Sonderheft
Soqolri
Society for Old Testament Studies, Cambridge
Sit zung sberichte de r Preuss ischm Akademie der Wis sensclwfi en, Berlin
Scripta Pontiftcii Instituti Biblici, Rome
Studies in Religionl Sciences religieu,ses, Toronto
Sitzungsberichte der Siichsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften at l*ipzig,

Phil.-hist. Kl.
Studia s emitic a nee rlandica, Assen
status

ssN
st.



Abbrcviations

sr
st.-B.

STDJ
StOr
StPb
StPohl
StSem
subj.
subst.
suf.
Sum.
SU/VT
Sup
s.v.
st4
syn.
Synt
Syr.
Sy,
Tanb.B
Targ.
TAVO
TCL
rcs
TDNT

TDOT

TGI
TGI
Tham.
ThB
ThS
Tigr.
TLOT

Ttz
TM
TOTC
TP
rQ
trans.
TRE

Srudia ttwologica, Lund, Arhus
H. L. Strack -a p. silt"rbok, Koruacntar zum NT aus Talmud wrd Midrasch,

6 vols. (Munich, lY224l)
Studies on the Terts of the Desert of tudah, Leiden, Grand Rapids

Srudia oriennfia, Helsinki
S t udia P o s t bibl ica, l*iden
Srudia Pohl, Rome
Studi semitici, Rome
subject
substantive
suffix
Sumerian
Studien zur Ilmwelt dcs NTs, G0ttingen

Supplement(s) (to)
sub voce (vocibus), under the word(s)

Supplements to W, l*iden
synonym(ous)
i. B.o.k"l-"nn, Hebriiisclu Syzrax (Neukirchen-Vluyn' 1956)

Syriac
Syia. Revue d'art oriennl et d'arcMologie, Paris

Tanl.tunw (ed. Buber)
Targum; Targ.r, Targ. Jonathan from Codex Reuchlinianus

Ttibinger Atlas des Vorderen Oriens, Wiesbaden

Textei cunCiformcs du Musde du Lotnre,3l vols. (Paris' 191067)

Tex* from Cuncifurm Sources, Locust Valley' N.Y'
Theoiogical Dictionary of the NT, ed. G. Kittel and G. Friedric[ 9 vols. plus

index vol. (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids,196/,'76)
Theological Dictionary of the OT ed. G. J. Botterweck, H' Ringgrcn, and H'-J'

Fabry (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids' 197'1-)

K. Galling, Tinbuch zur Geschihte lsraels (Iiibingen, 1950, 21968,31979)

Theologie und Glaube, Paderborn

Thamudic
Theolo gis che Biicherci, Munich
Theolo gische Studien, Zttich
Tigrifla
Tieological Lcxicon of tlw OT ed. E. Jenni and C. Westermann, 3 vols. (Eng.

trans., PeabodY, Mass., 1997)

Theolo gische Literarurzeirung, Leipzig, Berlin
Tell Mardikh-Ebla tablets

Tyndale Old Testanent Comnentaries, London, Downen Grove

Theologie und Philosopffie, Freiburg im Brcisgau

Theologische Quartalschift, Tiibingen, Stuagart

translation, ranslated bY

Theologische Realenzyilol*idie, ed. G. Krause, G. M0Uer, and H' R' Balz,z2

vols. (Berlin, 1977 -92)
Theolo gis che Rundschau, Tiibingen
Theotogische Studien und Kitiken, Hamburg, Gotha tripzig
L C. L. GlUson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions, 3 vols'

(Oxford, 1975-82)
Tiibinger theologisches Quarnlschrifi, Tiibingen
Trierer theologische Studien

Texte und Uniersuchungen der altchrgliclun Literarul; l'eipzig' Berlin

TRU
TSK
rssl

rTQ
TTS
TU



xxtv Abbreviations

TUAT
TW
TWNT

TZ
UF
Ugar.
UM
Univ.
W
UUA
v(v).
UAB
UAS

VD
VF
VG

vo.
w
Vulg.
WAW:L

WbAS

WbMyth
WbTigr
wdF
Wehr

Whitaker

WMANT

wo
wTt
WTM

WUD

WUNT
WUS

WVDOG

IYZ Halle

WZKM
YNER
YOSBT
YOSR
74,
ZAS

Texte aus der Umwelt des ATs, Giitersloh
Theolo gische Wissenschafi, Stuttgart
Theologisches Wiirterbuch zum NT, ed. G. Ki$el and G. Friedrich, l0 vols. plus

index (Stuttgart, 1933 -7 9)
Theolo g is c he Zeit s c hrifi , Basel
IJ gait- F orschzzgen, Neukirchen-Vluyn
Ugaritic
C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Manual. AnOr 35 (1955)
University
C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Tbxtbook AnOr 38 (1965,2196'l)
U p p s ala univ er sitet s dr s s krift
verse(s)
Vorderasiatische Bibliothch 7 vols. (Lripzig, 1907-16)
Vorderasiatisclw Schrifidcnloniiler dcr kiniglichm Museen Berltn
Verbum domini, Rome
Verkiindigung und Forschung, Munich
C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik dcr semitischen

Sprachcn,2 vols. (1908-13, repr. Hildesheim, 196l)
verso, on the reverse of a papyrus or tablet
Ve tus Te st ame nt um, l-ei&n
Vulgate
Verlwndelingen van de KoninHiilce Vlaamse Academie voor Wetensclnppen,

lctteren en Scltone Kwrsten van Belgid, Klasse der letteren, Brussels
A. Erman and H. Grapow, Wiirterbuch der iigyptischen Sprache,6 vols. (Lrip-

zig, 1926-31, repr. 1963)
Wiinerbuch der Mythologie, d.H. W. Haussig (Stuttgart, 1965-)
E. Littmann and M. H6ftrer, Wiirterbuch der Tigre Spraclu (Wiesbaden' l!)62)
Wege der Forschang, Darmstadt
H. Wehr, A Drc rtonary of Modern lYitten Arabic, ed. l. M. Cowan (Ithaca I 96 l,

31971,41979)

R. E. Whitaker, A Concordance of the Ugaritic Language (Cambridge' Mass.,
1972)

Wssenschaftliche Monographim zum Alten und Neuen Testamcnt,

Neukirchen-Vluyn
Die Welt des Orients, Gtittingen
Westmiwter Theological Journal, Philadelphia
J. Levy, Wiinerbuch iiber die Talmudim und Midraschim, 4 vols. (-eipzig'

21924, rcv. 1963)
Wort und Dienst, Bielefeld
Wssenschaftliche Untersuchungen zwn NI Tiibingen
J. Aistleitneq Wdrterbuch der ugaritischen Sprache. BSAI{ Phil.-hist. Kl.'

106t3 (t9$,41974)
Wssenschaftliche Verflffentlichungen der deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft,

L.eipzig
Wssenschaftliche ?iitschift der Martin-l,ttther-[Jniversitiit Halle-r,llittenberg,

Halle
lViener kitschift fiir die Kunde des Morgenhnde.t, Vienna
Yale Near Eastem Researches, New Haven
Yak Oiennl Sertes: Babylonian Texts, New Haven
Yale Oiental Seies: Researches, New Haven
Zeitschift fiir Assyiologie, Leipzig, Berlin
kitschift fiir tigyptische Sprache wtd Altenwnskunde, l*ipzrg Berlin
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7AW
ZBK
ZDMG
ZDPV
ZEE
ZKT
zuR
uw
ZRGG
ZS
ZTK
-)

7*itschrifi fi)r die alttestamentlichc Wissenschaft, Giessen, Berlin

Ziirche r B ibelkommentare, Zttrich, Snrttgart

kitschrifi der Deutschen Morgenliindischen Gesellschafi, l*ipzig, wiesbaden

Tzitschifi des Deutschen Pakistina-Vereins, l*ipzig, Stuttgart, Wiesbaden

kitschrift fi)r evangelische Erhi& Gtitersloh
Tzitschifi fiir lcatholische Tleologie, lnnsbruck
Tzitschifi fiir Missionskrmde und Religionswissenschaft, Ber.lin

kitschnft fiir die neutestamentliche Wssensclwft, Giessen, Berlin

7*itschrifi fiir Religions- und Geistesgeschichte, Cologne

kitschifi fiir Semitistik wtd verwandte Gebiete, l*ipzig
7*itschrifi fiir Theologie und Kirche, Tiibingen
cross-reference within this Dictionary
derived from
whence derived, to
theoretical form:i
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l)Q maral; 't -'tD 
mered; nrTlp mardfi1

Contents: L Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. Usage. IV. Meaning: l. Political; 2. Theological.

V. Summary. VI. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymologr. The root mrd, "rebel," is attested in Egyptian Aramaic, Jewish

Aramaic, Ctristian Palestinian Aramaic, Mandaic, Arabic, and Safaitic, as well as in

Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic. In Ethiopic the noun mirdd means "rebellion"; in

Lihyanian it means "rebel"; in Old South Arabic the root appears as a proper name'l

The noun that appears as mere/ in Biblical Hebrew and as mera/ in Biblical Aramaic

("rebellion") occurs as mirdA'in the Jewish Aramaic of the Targums, as merdd tn

Syriac, and as mirda in Mandaic.2 Biblical Heb. mardfi1 is cognate with Mand'

marda/mardita2, "rebellion."3 The root mrd also appears in the Hebrew PN mereQ

(1 Ch.4:17,18).4

II. Occurrences. The vetb mrd occurs 25 times in the OT (only in the qal): 5 in

Iosh.22,4 each in 2 Kings and Ezekiel, 3 in Nehemiah, 2 each in 2 Chronicles and

Dnl. 9, and I each in Genesis, Numbers, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Job. The nouns mere/

(Josh.22:22) and mardAl (1 S. 20:30) occur once each. In the Aramaic section, the

nounm"raQ occurs once (Ezr.4:19) and the adj. mdrdd twice in the feminine (Ezr'

4:12,15).
The text of Josh. 22:t9b is difficult: the qal of mrd is preceded by an accusative

object. Martin Noth and BI/S read the hiphil of mrd.s lt is probably better to follow

*re rarg., reading fibana instead of w"olanfr and retaining the qal of mrd.

III. Usage. In most cases, the verb mrd is used with the ptep.b" (18 times)' Twice

it is used with 'al (Neh. 2:19; 2 Ch. 13l:6), and 4 times it is used in the absolute (Gen'

l4:4;Ezk.2:3; Neh. 6:6; Dnl. 9:5). Once it appears in the construct (Job 24:13).Ten

times the objwt of mrd is a king, 9 times Yahweh/God, once the nine and a half tribes

(Josh. 22:19), and once it occurs in a construct relationship with "light" (Job 24:13)'

Tivo different usages of mrd may be distinguished: political and theological.

nfira!. R. Knierim, ,,1:lD mrd.to rebel,' " .TLOT tr, 684-861 idem, "yu)t paiia' 'cime,l'

TLOT It, lo33-37; I. plein, ..Erwiigungen zur uberlieferung von I Reg l-1,26-14,20," 7AW 78

(1966i, d-zq;1. Riesener, Der Stanunily i* AT. BZAW 149 (1979); C. Schiifer-Lichtenberger,

Stadt ratd Eidgenossmschaft im AT. BZ,AW 156 (1983)'

l. See, respectively, LexLingAeth, 169; HAI. A,632; ContiRossini, l81a'

2. HAl.1.,632.
3. MdD,253; cf. M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen und grammatikalischen Aramaismen im

alttestamentlichen Hebriiisch- BZAW, 96 (1966)' no. 179'

4. Cf. [PN,250.
5. Das Buch losua. HAT vII (31971), 130.
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fV. Meaning.
l. Polilical. In political contexts mnrad denotes the attempt to escape from political

dependency with the goal of achieving or regaining political independence (Gen. 14:4;
2K.18:7; 18:20 par. Isa. 36:5; 2K.24:l;24:20 par. Jer.52:3;Ezk.17:15;' Neh. 2:19;
6:6;2Ch. 13:6;36:13). [n mostcases, a vassal refuses to acknowledge vassal status.
Hezekiah escapes from the suzerainty of the Assyrian king that had been accepted by
his predecessor Ahaz by refusing to pay tribute (2 K. 18:7f.). This act is described as
mnraj b" and ld' '"bdd6,"he would not serve him" (v. 7). From the Assyrian perspec-
tive this act is also described as maraQ (v. 20 par. Isa. 36:5). The rejections of vassalage
to the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar by Jehoiachim (2 K.24:l) and Zedekiah (24:2O
par. Jer. 52:3: 2 Ch. 36: 13) are also designated nfiraQ. Ezk. l7 :15 alludes to Z€dekiah's
rebellion reported in 2 K. 24:20.

As synonyms for mara/,2 Ch. 13 6 uses --> dll qfim, "rise up," andEzk. 17:14
uses -) Nirl nf' (hithpael), "rise up." The only antonym found in a political context
is -+'II9'a\a!, "sewe" (Gen. l44; 2 K. l8:7) or hdy6'ebed, "be slave/servant"
(2 K. 24:l).In 2 K. 24:l the opposition between "be someone's servant" arrd mdra!
is underlined by -+ )ll2 ifi!, here used adverbially, "expresses a movement opposite
to one mentioned previously."6 In these passages, the expressions'd!aQ and hAyd'elej
denote a vassal's dependence on his suzerain, which finds concrete expression in tribute
(+ ilhrD minhd); cf. 2 S. 8:2,6; Jgs. 3:15,17f.; I K. 5:l (Eng.4:21);2 K. l7:3; Hos.
10:6;2 Chr. 17:11; 26:8.7 The vassal relationship is established by oath in rhe presence
of God and by treaty (2 Ch. 36:13; Ezk.17:13-18). Politically, such apostasy consists
in refusing to give tribute and joining foreign coalitions (2 K. 17:4; l8:20ff.; Ezk.
l7:I5). In international law, it represents breach of treaty (Ezk. 17:13-18; -+ htll
b"rt!).

In political contexts, therefore, mdraQ has a meaning similar to that of the verb -+
!tl2D p^i'when it appears in political contexts. There are differences, however: only
twice is a king the subject of pi' (2 K. 3:5,7); 9 times the subject is a land (l K. 12:19;
2 K. l:l; 8:2O,22a:2 Ch. l0:19; 2l:8,10acr) or ciry (2 K. 8:22b;2 Ch. 2l:lOap). By
contrast, the subject of maraQ is always a person or group of persons, l0 times one or
more kings (Gen. 14:4; 2K.18:7,2O;24:1,20:' Isa.36:5; Jer.52:3;Ezk.17:15;2Ch.
l3:6; 36:13), twice a nation and its govemor (Neh. 2:19; 6:6). In political contexts the
only prepositional objects of mira/ are kings, whereas the prepositional objects (with
b'or mittaha!ya{ of pJ'include the names of countries (2 K. l:1; 8:20,22;2Ch.
21:8,10) and dynasties ("house of David": I K. 12:19 2 Ch. 10:19). The antonyms
found with maraQ Cabad, "serve," arrd hnyd'eleQ, "be slave/servant," in Gen. 14:4;
2 K. l8:7; 24:l) are not found with p.i'. It is true, rhough, that 2 K.3:4 also refers ro
a dependency relationship involving tribute, against which the king of Moab rebels
(pi'; 2 K. 3:5). pJ'probably always has negative connotations,8 whereas the valuation

6. JM, $177b (1).
7. Riesener, 142f.
8. Plein, 10.
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of an act denoted by mdraQ may vary according to the political and theological

standpoint of rhe author: it can be positive (2 K. l8:7,20ff.), negative (2 K. 24:l,lo;
Ezk. 17:15;2 Ch.36:13), or neutral (Gen. 14:4).

The verb p.i'points historically to the small-scale altercations of the tenth and ninth

centuries B.c. among the "fratemal nations" of Judah, Israel, Moab, and Edom, which

were politically about equal in strength. Here p.i'denotes the usually successful "drop-

ping out" of a country or city from the sovereignty of an adjacent or surrounding

country or from a political alliance based on personal union. In the passages cited here,

it should be translated "secede."
The verb m6rad, however, points historically to the period of Assyria's expansion as a

major power in the eighth and seventh centuries (exceptions: Gen. l4:4:2 Ch. 13:6). It
denotes the usually unsuccessful attempts of the kings of Judah, robbed of their political

independence, to rebel against the king of the power to which they were subject. Besides

the meaning "secede, desett," miralthus has the sense of "rise up, rebel." This semantic

distinction between p,f' and rnnrad is also preserved in Chronicles' In 2 Ch. 10:19 the

Chronicler usesp.i'b'to denote the separation of the northern from the southern kingdom

("so Israel seceded from the house of David"); in 2 Ch. 13:6, however, he uses mdra/
'al best translated "rebel against," as the context (w. 7-20) suggests: "And Jeroboam . . .

rose up (qfrm) andrebelled against his lord [= Rehoboam]."

The verb mdraQ can also denote the attempt of a governor to achieve autonomy.

Nehemiah is accused of seeking political separation from the Persian king by rebuilding

the walls of Jerusalem and reorganizing the Judahite community, with the goal of

himself becoming king of the Jews (Neh. 2:19; 6:6). The accusation addressed to

Artaxerxes, the Persian king, by those who opposed rebuilding the temple (Ezt.4:7-16;

preserved in Aramaic) calls Jerusalem a rebellious (mdrdStd') and wicked (biiitd')
city (v. 12; cf. v. 15: qiryd' mdrdQd)- The document conjures up the danger that the

Persian king will no longer receive tribute, custom, or toll from the Jews (w. 13'16).

The reply of the Persian king includes the statement: "This city has isen (mi5naiS"'d)

against kings from long ago; rebellion (m'raQ) and sedition ('eitaddfir) have been made

in it" (v. 19).

The noun mardfil is found only in I S. 20:30, in the expression ben-na'"wa1 ham-

mardfi1, probably a colloquial term of abuse. The double construct and the niphal

participle of 'dwd (cf. Prov. l2.8: na'"w€h-lebe) make the expression hard to translate

("you son of perversion and rebellion"?). As I S. 20:30b-31 shows, it is emphatically

political: from Saul's perspective, Jonathan's loyalty to David represents rebellion

against Saul and his kingdom.

2. Theological. The meaning "secede, turn away," found in political contexts, is

still clearly present in Josh. 22, atextthat may reflect an ancient tradition, now probably

the product of Priestly redaction.l0 The nine and a half tribes accuse the Reubenites,

9. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT, VIII/l (1973)' 378f.

10. For the most recent discussion see Schiifer-Lichtenberger, 338f.
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Gadites, and the half-tribe of Manasseh of having rebelled against Yahweh @fird
beYHWH: w. 16,18,19,29) because they have built a second altar by the Jordan (w.
19,23,29) outsidethelandof thechildrenof Israel(v. 1l)inadditiontotheonealtar
(in Jerusalem). As synonyms of maro/ we find here the phrases ifr! mE'aharA YHWH
(-+ IlU, .ir2|), "turn away from Yahweh" (w. 16,18,23,29), and md'al bcYHWH/
be'bhA yiird'El, "break faith with Yahweh/the God of Israel" (vv. 16,20). Y. 22
describes this breach of faith with the nouns mereS (a hapax legomenon) and ma'al,
here appearing in disjunction. As an antonym of mara!, v. 27 uses the root 'bd infigura
etymologica: abAd'e!-'obdda! YHWH, "perform the service of Yahweh."

ln the characteristic complaint narratives of the desert tradition (Ex. l5:22-25a; 16;
l7:l-7; Nu. 12-14; 16 17; 20), mdra/ occurs only in Nu. 14:9 (JE), and then not as

a description of Israel's complaints in the narrative context (for which l4:2 uses -r ll)
lhn), but as a warning (vetitive of mira!) by Joshua and Caleb not to let apostasy
frustrate the occupation of Canaan made possible and guaranteed by Yahweh. Here
mnraS has the political connotations described above,ll insofar as the text reflects the
conception (typical of J) that the relationship between Yahweh and Israel is based on
royal law, a conception that probably arose to counter the royal ideology of Assyria.

Two Ezekiel passages exhibit an extended meaning of mira{. In the prophet's
commission, Ezk. 2:3 uses maray' as a participle in apposition to "people of Israel," 12

followed by a relative clause infgzra etymologica Here the verb no longer describes
an individual act but rather the total conduct of the house of Israel in the past as

permanent apostasy from Yahweh. Directly in parallel with mAraQ the text uses p.i'be,
"break with." The context goes on to describe the people of Israel as having a "hard
heart" and a "stubborn face" (v. 4). They are called a "rebellious house" (bA1 mcfi;
w. 5-8). tn Ezk. 20:38 the plural participles of maraQ and p.i' appear in parallel: the
relaels (hammdr"$m) and transgressors (happdi"im) will be purged by Yahweh and
not allowed to enter the land of Israel.

This extension of meaning continues in the theological use of the word in the
postexilic books of Nehemiah, Daniel, and Job. In the historical retrospect of Ne-
hemiah's confession, mdraj parallels -+ ;1"1D m.drd, "be disobedient" and "reject
Yahweh's law" (Neh. 9:26). In Daniel's confession (formulated in the pl.), mnrad
parallels+NUn b!',"sit," -+;l'ly'dwd,"do wrong,"-+ylr"t ri',"actwickedly,"
"turn aside (+ TlD s64D from your commandments and ordinances," "not listen (->
gDUi iAma) to your servants the prophets" (Dan. 9:5f.), and "not obey (iAna') the
voice of Yahweh our God by following his laws" (9:9f.). In these passages nfiraQ is
one of many terms for "sin." [n a similar vein, Job 24:13 describes the wicked as
"those who rebel against the light" (mdre/A:6r).

V. Summary. The verb mdraS presupposes an asymmetrical relationship. A king's
political, economic, or military weakness forces him into willing or unwilling depen-

ll. See fV.1 above.
12. On the text see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),89f., n. c.
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dence on another king. He is obligated to political loyalty. Our verb denotes the attempt

of the subordinate to escape from this dependent relationship. The relationship between

Israel and Yahweh is an asymmetrical relationship. The exodus and gift of the land

enable and require that Israel sewe ('dlaQ) Yahweh alone. Now mdra/ denotes lsrael's

attempt to escape from this relationship of loyalty. This attempt is always doomed to

fail.

VL LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX translates mdraQ9 times with aphistdnai

(politically and theologically: Gen. 14:4; Josh. 22:18,19,29;Ezk. 17:15; Dnl. 9:5,9;

Neh. 9:26; 2 Ch. 13:6), 5 times with athetein (only politically: 2 K. l8:7,20;24:1,20;
2 Ch. 3613). 3 times with apostdtEs ginesthai (only theologically: Nu. 14:9; Josh.

22:16,19), twice each with apostatein (politically: Neh. 2:19; 6:6) arr,d parapikrainein
(theologically: Ezk. 2;3), and once each with apeithefn (Isa.36:5) and asebils (Ezk.

20:38).
In the Dead Sea Scrolls mdra! occurs 5 times.In lQpHab 8:11 the Wicked Priest

is said to have "robbed and taken wealth from men of violence who rebelled against

God ('"ier mir"dfr b"'eu." In l. 16 the wicked Priest is described in a relative clause

with mira{: the rest of the text is damaged. CD 8:4 uses maray' absolutely, describing

all the princes 6Arim) of Judah as apostates or rebels (m6re/tm). In 4Ql8l fr. 1 2,

m.ira/ in parallel with p,i' describes apostasy ftom (min) the community. The context

of 4Q509 233:2 is too damaged to reconstruc,. 
,, hwienhorst
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. Itr. Usage. IV. Meaning: L Basic Meaning; 2.

Preexilic Prophets; 3.Eznkiel 4. Deuteronomistic History; 5. Pc; 6. Other Exilic and Postexilic

Literature. V. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. Heb. mdrd, "be disobedient," is etymologically related to Jewish

Aram. (Bab.) mry @phel), "make angry, be disobedent," Syl mry (pael)' "contend,

provoke," and Arab. mry, "goad," [I "oppose."t

mnr6- W. Dietrich, Prophetie und Geschichte. FRI,ANT, 108 (1972); F. Hossfeld, Untersu-
chungm zu Komposition und Theologie des Ezechielbuches. FzB, 20 (21983); R. Knierim, "i?'lD
mrh'to be obstinate,' " TLOT II, 687-88; H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdE 164 (1982); J. J-

Stamm, Beitrtige zur hebriiischen und altorientalischen Narnenkunde. OBO, 30 (1980); T. Vei-
jola Dic ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen, 193 (1975); idem, Das Krinigtum in der Beurteilung der
deuteronomistischen Historiographie. AnAcScFen, 198 (1977); E. Zenger, Gottes Bogen in den

Wolken. SB.S, ll2 (1983); idem, Die Sinaitheophanie. FzB, 3 (1971).

l. GesB, 459f .; HAI. ll, 632:' Knierim, 687.
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The masc. PNs merayd and meray61, "obstinate," probably derive from the root
mry.z Four etymologies have been suggested for the name miryam..3 (l) ..stubborn,'

(mrh), (2) "fatty" (mr'), (3) "beloved" (Egyp. mryt), and (4) "gift (of God),, (Akk.
rym). J. J. Stamm considers the derivation of the name from mrh tnllkely.a The inter-
pretation "gift" is most appropriate, both linguistically and semantically. The name
yimrd in I Ch.7:36 should probably be emended to yimni'(cf. v. 35).5

The phrase 'eres meralayirn reflects Ah'k. nar marratu, which denotes only the
territory around the mouth of the Tigris and Euphrates.6 Its use in Jer. 50:21 to refer
to the entire land of Babylonia is probably a deliberate play on m"ri, "disobedience,
rebelliousness," formed after the pattern of misrayim or 'aram-nahorayim.T

II. Occurrences. The verb mard occurs 45 times in the OT: 22 n the qal (4 in
Lamentations; 3 each in Numbers, Isaiah, and Psalms; twice each in Deuteronomy,
1 Kings, and Jeremiah; and once each in 1 Samuel and Hosea; the root mr' n Zeph.
3: I is probably a by-form). It occurs 22 times in the reflexively transitive hiphil with
roughly the same meaning as the qal8 (7 in Psalms, 6 in Deuteronomy, 4 in Ezekiel,
once each in Joshua, I Samuel, Isaiah, Job, and Nehemiah). The noun meri oc,curs 23
times (16 in Ezekiel, once each in Numbers, Deuteronomy, I Samuel, Isaiah, Job,
Proverbs, and Nehemiah). This list assumes three readings that vary from the MT: 2 K.
14:26, hammar (from -+ -l"lD mrr) instead of mAreh; F:x.23:21, temer (hiphil of mArd)
instead of tammer (from mrr);e and Neh. 9:17 , bemisrayiz (following the LXX) instead
of b"miryam.

The earliest occurrences are Dt. 2l:18,2O; Hos. 14:l (Eng. 13:16);Isa. l:20;3:8;
Jer.4:17;5:23; possibly Prov. 17:ll; all are qal, except for Isa. 3:8. Both mard and
m"ii are common in the Deuteronomistic history (13 occurrences): Ex. 23:21;roDir.
l:26,43;9:7,23,24 (probably DtrNrr); 3l:27; Josh. l:18; I S. 12:14f. (DtrNr2); l5:23
(probably DtrPr:); I K. 13:21,26 (DtrNra). Isa. 30:9 probably also belongs to a
stratum reflecting exilic redaction.ls In PG mard occurs 3 times (Nu. 20:10,14;
21:14).

2. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT XX (1949), 66f.; cf . IPN, 250b.
3. HAI. tr, 635f.
4. Namenkunde, 129.
5. IPN, 246; W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT XXI C1968), j4.
6. AHw,II,6l2b.
7. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xll (31968), 303; HAL,II, 639.
8. W. Gesenius and G. BergsrAsser, Hebriiische Grammatilc, ll (2e1926, repr. Hildesheim,

1962), $l9d; GK, 9s3.2.
9. Cf. BHS; GesB, 460,463; HAL,11,639.
10. Cf. Zenger, Sinaitheophanie, Thf., 165.
I l. Dietrich, 96.
12. Veijola, Kdnigtum, 83-91.
13. Veijola, Ewige Dynastie, 102, n. 156.
14. Dietrich, l2O, n. 44.
15. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),292f.
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rlr' Usage. with two exceptions (Ex.23:2r; Josh. r:rg), the object of mard isresrricted to yahweh, God, other divine epithets (e.g., trr" u.rirrigh), or yahweh,s
ordinances or words- yahweh, God, or tr,e vrTt rrigh"i, tt" ou;""t o f mardin 26 texts,10 0f which use rhe expression mdra 'e1-pt (7 Deuteronomisiic, 2 w, Lam.l:,g), 6the prep' b", 3 theprep.'im 

.preceded by u purti"ipt" (Deuteronomistic), 3 the accusativeparticle 'e! 3 no connective (Isa. 3:g; is. zs:tz;'106:7 treading 
.ery6n 

instead, of'al-ydm)), and once apronominal suffix @s. 7g:40).In 3 texts thE object of mdraisGod's ordinances (Ezk. 5:6) or words (Ps. 105 :28; lo7:ll).on"" yun*"h,s.messenger
is the object (Ex- 23:2r, with b), and once Joshua is the object (Josh. l:rg). The verbis used absolutely 14 times, 6 of these as a participle.

In most cases, the subject is the peopre o. trouse of Israel, .,our fathers,,, or someother collective entity such as Jerusarem, samaria, or the land of Israer. Twice Mosesand Aaron are the subject (Nu. 20:24; 27:14 ffl), twice a ;;i God from Judah(l K. 13:21,26), twice in a_rst person singular lament ..virgin 7fin" (Lam.l:1g,20),
once each the Egyptians (ps. ro5:2g, p.ouuuty to be undJrstood with the MT as arhetorical questionr6), the enemies of the individuar in a lament (ps.5:il[r0]), Job,sfriends (Iob r7:2), and the "seryant of yahweh" in the lst p"rror-ringrlar, negated(Isa. 50:5).

IV. Meaning.
l' Basic Meaning. Dt..2r:rg-2r, which probably belongs to the earry nucleus ofDeuteronomy,rT is a good passage for deternnining a basic;;il; for mard.In thistext mdra, together with sarat; is an attributive participle modifying'ben it denotes thewillful and constant disobedience of a son toward his parents. Such a ..stubborn 

andrebellious son" (ben s6rer frmireh) does not listen to the voice oi ii, fu*,". and thevoice of his mother ('4nenna iom€a' b"qill, w.18,20), and must therefore be stoned.With this text as our point of departure, and taking into account tn" otrr". occrurencesof the verb in the or, we may outline the meaning of mdrdas follows: the subject isalways someone obligated to obey another by virtue of natural inreriority (son/parents;Israel/Yahweh). A deliberate, wiirful decision to disobey i, ut*ays-present. This deci_sion is totally at variance with what one would expect. it i, u ,"u",ion of rebelrion. Itis always condemned and results in punishment and/or change of heart and confessioncoupled with a plea to be forgiven. Thus mfird is a word .r"*guii"" import denotingwillful, fundamental, and rebellious di sobedience.

2' Preexilic prophets. The preexilic prophets (Hosea, Isaiah, and Jeremiah) oftenattribute predicted or actual disaster to reuetiious conduct on the part ofthose affIicted(Hos. 14:1[13:16]: "samaria shail suffer her punishment, because she has rebelledagainst fmarela bl her God"; Isa. 3:8; Jer. q:i). tnthe style oiu p."u"rr". presenting

16. Meyer, III, 87; for a different view see H.-J. Kraus, psarms 6ai50(Eng. trans., Min_neapolis, 1989),308.
17. Preuss, 56.
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an alternative, Isa. l:19f. says: "If you are willing (-+ il)N 'abhaD and listen (-+ gDIl

idma) . . . , but if you refuse (--) IND mE'En) and rebel (mdra).. . ." Rebelliousness

is here conscious and freely willed refusal to listen obediently, with death as its

consequence . Jer.5:23 charges the people with having a "stubborn and rebellious heart"

\eb sdrer fim6reh).In parallel we find sdrfr wayydla$fi, "they have turned aside and

gor" u*uy." The context (v. 21) lends the phrase "stubbom and rebellious heart"

overtones of obdurate impenitence.

3. Ezekiel. In Ezekiel rebelliousness is the outstanding characteristic of the house

of Israel. The noun m"rt, "rebelliousness," occurs 16 times in Ezekiel (out of a total

of 23 inthe OT), all but once in conjunction with bayi1. In 8 of these occurrences, it

is an undetermined predicate in a noun clause introduced by kt (kt b4 m"fi hammi:

Ezk.2:5,6,7 [LXX, Syr., Targ.l; 3:9,26,27; l2:2b,3);in 7 it is determined (balharnmeri:

2:8; l2:2a,9,25; 17:12; 24:3; 44:6 [LXXI). ln l2:9 ba1 hnmmeri stands in apposition

b bA! yisrd'el; in 44:6 the relationship is reversed. In Ezekiel, therefore, the phrase

"house of rebelliousness," after the analogy of "house of Israel," has become a kind

of second name for Israel.l8 Israel's rebelliousness finds expression in total incompre-

hension of the prophet's message, which therefore needs "unraveling" (17:.12ff') and

outrageous ry*Uoti" action (12:2f.). tn Ezekiel the people's rebelliousness tends toward

obduracy. Ezk. l2:2 expands on the phrase bA1 hamm"rt with a relative clause: "They

have eyes to see but do not see, ears to hear but do not hear." It then adds in summaryl

"For they are a rebellious house."

This rebelliousness is directed not least against the prophet himself. It can so terriff

him that he himself opposes the message of Yahweh. This theme is sounded in Ezekiel's

call (2:1-3:15): "Hear what I say to you! Do not be rebellious [meri; abstract for

concretel like that rebellious house. Open your mouth" (2:8)'

The experience of the prophetic call articulated here (cf. Jer. l:6ff.) appea$ also to

lie behind Isa. 50:5, where the "servant of Yahweh" speaks of himself in the third

Servant Song: "The Lord Yahweh has opened my ear, and I was not rebellious (/d'

martf),I did not turn backward."
p,zk.20 is an invective in the form of a theological review of Israel's history. Three

times a description of Israel's disobedience is introduced by the recurring formula

wayyamrfr-li,;but th"y rebelled against me" (vv. 8,13,21). Here Israel's rebelliousness

consists in its refusal toaccept Yahweh's life-giving instruction. Parallel to mard we find

in v. 8 "and they would not listen to me," in vv. 13,21 "they did not observe my statutes

but my ordinances they rejected (ma'as)lwere not careful to observe (ld'-idmar)'"

4. Deuteronomistic History. The Deuteronomistic history uses marA primarily in two

phrases: nrfrra'eyptYHWH (7 occurrences: Dt. l:26,43;9:23 [DtrN?];1S. 12:14'15

iOtrNl; I K. t3:2t,26 tDtrNl) and mamrim hiilem 'im-YHWH (3 times: Dt.9:7,24

[DtrN]; 3l.27). Neither phrase occurs earlier'

18. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 134; Hossfeld' 75; cf' Isa' 30:9'
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In the Deuteronomistic history mard appears primarily in historical retrospects. [n
the phrase mnrd 'e1-pi YHWH, it refers to the people's refusal to go up to the land given

them by Yahweh (Dl 1:26) to possess it (9:23) or to independent occupation of the
land without Yahweh's help (l:43; cf. Nu. 14:39-45).In the phrase mamrim hitlem
'im-YHWH, it refers to the continual rebelliousness of the people against Yahweh from
the exodus to "today" (Dt. 9:7 ,24; 3l:27).In irs rypical plerophoric style, this literature
uses many synonyms for marA: infinitive with la' 'd!d, "be unwilling" (Dt. l:2O;' la'
idma' (b"qbl YHWH), "not listen" (l:43; 9:23); ld' he'"min I"YHWH, "not trust
Yahweh" (9:23); rgn niphal, "complain" (l:27); zyd hiphil, "act presumptuously"
(l:43).

Thus in the Deuteronomistic history mdrd (esp. in the phrase mnrd 'e1-pt YHWfi
takes on a clear nomistic nuance: Israel's rebelliousness consists in not listening to the
"mouth," word, voice, or commandments of Yahweh. This development continues
especially in DtrN (1 S. 12:14f.; I K. 13:21,26:' cf.also Isa. 30:9).

5. Pc. The typical tse of mnrd as a term for the people's rebelliousness, established

by preexilic prophecy and Deuteronomistic theology, is adopted by Pc but turned
against the tradition. It is not the people - even though so addressed by their spiritual
and political leaders (Moses and Aaron: "Listen, you rebels. . . ," Nu.20:10)-but
the leaders themselves who were rebellious "against the mouth of Yahweh" (20:24;

27:14). They failed because they did not trust in Yahweh (20:l)1.re

6. Other Exilic and Postexilic Literature. In the postexilic period mard appeas
primarily (7 times) in Ps. 78 and 106, didactic historical psalms standing in the tradition
of Deuteronomistic historiography, and in the confession in Neh. 9. There it denotes

the rebellious conduct of the patriarchal generation (Ps. 78:8: dOr sbrEr fimdreh) during
the wilderness period (78:17,40:' fi6:7,33) and the occupation (78:56; 106:43; Neh.

9:26). Here mard appears with many synonyms; besides those of Deuteronomistic
origin, we find expressions from the language of wisdom and the general terminology
of sin: ftr', "sin" (Ps. 78:17); nissd:€l (b"ldb) "test God (in one's heart)" (78:18,41,56);

dibber be'ldhim, "speak against God" (78:19);'dsab (YHWH| "grieve (Yahweh)"
(78:40); twh hiphil, "provoke" (78:41); lb' iamar 'edfi! (YHWH), "not observe
(Yahweh's) instruction" (78:56); swg niphal, "turn away" (78:57); bdga/, "be faith-
less" (78:57); bt'piel, "speak rashly" (106:33); mdraQ, "rise up, rebel" (Neh. 9:26).

The meaning of mard is extended until it becomes one of the many words for sin.

In Lam. 3:42 it parallels p,f'(cf. Ps. 5:ll[0]). In Lam. 1:18 "virgin Zion" in her
lamentation describes her past misconduct in a single sentence: "He, Yahweh, is in the

right, for I have rebelled against his mouth/word" (cf. v.20).

V. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. In most cases the LXX translates mrh/mry with
parapikrainein (26 times) or apethein/apeithds (11 times).

19.Zrnger, Gottes Bogen, 47.
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In the Dead Sea Scrolls mard appears 11 times. [n the phrase mdrd ('e!) pt, the

object is once "his neighbor" (lQS 6:26), twice God (lQH 14:14;4QDibHam" t4Q504l
fr. lf. 2:8). In the scrolls, however, mard means primarily rebellion against the Torah

(4QOrda t4Q159l fr. 2-4 5; 4Q185 fr. lf . 2:3;4QDibHama ft. 7 14) and against

repentance as the basic condition for membership in the community (4QpPsa [4Q171]
2:2,3 par. mz'en, "refuse"). T\e byt hmrh of the Copper Scroll (3Q15 2:3) is, as the

context shows, an obscure toponym, which cannot be identified with the OT bA!

hamm"ri' 
schwienhorst

nI]D marzeab

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Extrabiblical Occurrences: l. Ugaritic; 2. Ararrraic;3. Phoenician;

4. Nabatean; 5. Palmyrene. trI. OT. IV. Rabbinic Literature.

I. Etymology. The etymology of marzEafz is obscure. The earliest occurrence is from

Ebla. The noun itself is a maqlil form of an otherwise unattested root rzlt.l
Wilhelm Gesenius proposed a root rzl.t, "cry aloud,"2 for the word in the OT, the

only occurrences known at the time, despite the "strange" LXX translation thiasos in

Jer. 16:5. For the extrabiblical occulrences, Otto Eissfeldt claims aroot rzh II, 'Join

mnrzEah. D. B. Bryan, "Texts Relating to the Marzeah" (diss., Johns Hopkins, 1973); M. Da-

hood, "Additional Notes on the MRZH Text," The Claremont Ras Shamra Tablets, ed. L. R.

Fisher. AnOr 48 (1972),51-54; M. Dietrich and O. [oretz, "Der Vertrag eines MRZIl-Klubs in
Ugarit," UE 14 (1982),71-76; idem and J. Sanmartfn, "Zur ugaritischen Lexikographie, XI["
UE 7 (1975), 157-169, esp. 157f.; O. Eissfeldt, "Etymologische und archliologische Erkliirung
alttestamentlicher W<irter," KlSchr fV (1968), 285-296; idem, "Kultyereine in Ugarit," KlSchr
V (1973), ll8-129; idem, "Neue Belege fiir nabatiiische Kultgenossenschaften," KlSchr Y
(1973), 127-135 idem, "B.l.)D und NlllD Kultmahlgenossenschaften im spiitjiidischen Schrift-
ttm," KlSchr V (1973), 136-142; H.-J. Fabry, Srudien zur Ekklesiologie des AT und der Qum-
rangemeinde (Habil., Bonn, 1979),48-130; T. L. Fenton, "The claremont 'MRZ.I'Tablet, Its
Text and Meaning," UE 9 (1977), 7l-75; R. E. Friedman, "The Mrzh Tablet from Ugarit,"
Maarav,2 (1979-80), 187-206; J. Greenfield, "Tlrc Marzeal.t as a Social Institution," Wirtschaft

und Gesellschafi im alten Vorderasien, ed. J. Harmatta and G. Komor6czy. AAH,22/l-4 (1974),

451-55; O. Loretz, "Ugaritisch-biblisch mrzh'Kultmahl, Kultverein' in Jer 16,5 und Am 6,7,"
Kiinder des Wortes. Festschift J. Schreiner (1982), 87-93;P. D. Miller Jr., "The MRZI.IText,"
Claremont Ras Shamra Tablets, ed. Fisher, 37-48; M. H. Pope, "A Divine Banquet at Ugarit,"
The llse of the OT in the New. Festschrifi W. F. Stinespring (Durham, N.C., 1972), l7O-203.

1. On the form see NSE 24ff.
2. GesTh 1280.
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together," positing a totally separate development of biblical marzEah and Can. mrzl.t.

There is, however, no evidence for such separate development. Rudolf Meyer therefore
uses the theory of semantic opposition to account for rzh:3 "be loud, make noise" led
to the meaning "cultic association," "festivity," as well as "funeral repast." This
etymology, however, is problematic.a

One must either look for a fundamental meaning lying behind all the occurrences,
which Ugaritic usage suggests might have been something like "gather together," or
stick to clearly attested evidence. Of the latter, however, there is only an Arab. razaha,
"collapse, sink to the ground,"s from exhaustion or sickness. In this case, raTah + m-
(locative preformative6) denotes a place where people sink down, whether originally
in orgiastic ecstasyT or in idolatrous proskynesis. In the course of semantic development,
this purely locative sense was weakened and the term was applied to the participants
in this cult and to the cult itself.

II. Extrabiblical Occurrences.
l. Ugaitic. The earliest occurrences of this word are probably from Ebla, where

we find mor-za-us with the meaning "observance of the marzAa&."S Next come the

Ugariti,c texts. There are 15 occurrences, with varying orthography: besides the basic
formmrzl.t (KTU, l.1lY,4;1.114,15; 3.9, 1, vo. 3; 4.52, vo. 12ltext?l;4.399,8;4.642,
2-6), we fnd mrz'y (KTU, 1.21 tr, l, 5) and in syllabic Akkadian documents marzifiu
(RS, 14.16, 3; 15.70,4,7,1O, 15; 15.88, 4, 6; 18.01, 7, 10). The different morphemes

do not appear to mark any semantic distinctions.e An occurrence in EA, 120, 2l is

highly dubious.lo These morphemes denote a religio-cultic institution the purpose of
which is to seek and achieve communion with a patron deity, whose name is sometimes
associated with the observance. This communion is to be achieved through a (regular?)
meal with the deity. The central ritual of the cultic fellowship was therefore a cultic
meal. The communion of the bny mrzh with the deity also constitutes the bond linking
the members of the fellowship. This religious fellowship developed into a social
fellowship. In the mrzh, eating and drinking as acts of fellowship take on theological
significance. The sacral foods, accompanied by wine, do not appear to have been
specified. Wild game and oil play a certain role. The danger of orgiastic excess became
apparent early on, as is made clear especially by the transfer of the mrzb ritual to the
mythical sphere of a banquet with the deity El.ll Ttl,e mrzl.t institution would seem to

3. Festschrift C. E A. Schaeffer UE ll (1976),603t.
4. Cf. Loretz.
5. Wehr, 336; t ane, 1075f.
6. GK $85e.
7. See F. Stolz, "Rausch, Religion und Realitiit in Israel und seiner Umwelt," W 26 (1976),

170-186.
8. G. Pettinato, Tbsti amministrativi della Biblioteca L. 2769 (Naples, 1980), 46, vo. 2.

9. Bryan, 151.
lO. AHw, II, 617 notwithstanding.
ll. See esp. KTU, 1.114, where El is described as being totally drunk. Cf. (among others)

l1
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be incompatible with the Ba'al cult in the narrow sense, since it appears only in
association with El and 'Anat. This restriction would make it much easier for the
institution subsequently to enter the Israelite sphere.

The Ugaritic mrzfi possessed property, assembly halls (byt mrzh), an.d generally
vineyards. The frequent references to a mrzh in the Rephaim texts (KTU, I .21 II, 1, 5)
have given rise to the theory that the mrzl.t was associated with the cult of the dead.l2
This association must be rejected insofar as it is based on the Rephaim, since they
cannot be tied to this cult.l3 The cultic association constituting the human community
had its prototype in the myth of the mrzl.t of El's pantheon.la The treaty text KTU,3.9
shows that a rb ("superior") functioned as leader in the mrzlt-15 "Probably only men
of great wealth could assume leadership of a mrzh and administer the common trea-
sury."r6 We see from KTU,3.9 that there could be disputes within a rnrzl.t, since its
structure allowed for accusations.

2. Aramaic. The only occurrence of mrzl.t in Aramaic is on an ostracon from
Elephantine.lT The ostracon makes no reference to any religious (-ecclesial) functions
of the mrzh', but merely requests payment of a member's account. The text does not
make it possible to interpret the mrzl.t unambiguously as a "funerary association."l8

3. Phoenician The Phoenician evidence documents the spread of themrzl.t institution
through the western Mediterranean region. The regulations contained in the Marseilles
sacrificial tariffspeak of amrzl.t'lmthat did not have its own meeting place but brought
its offerings to the temple of Ba'al T,aphon.te It is mentioned in conjunctionwith mzrl.t

[sic] and iph two terms denoting groups of people that are hard to differentiate. The
emphasis is less on the institution itself than on the cultic ceremony it performed,20

which took the form of a lengthy celebration. Thus the Phoenician evidence marks a

tuming point in the semasiology of the term.

S. Loewenstamm, "Eine lehrhafte ugaritische Trinkburleske," U4 1(1969), 7l-77;8. Margalit
"The Ugaritic Feast of the Drunken Gods," Maarav, 2 (1979-80),65-120. To interpret this text
as a medical text assailing_ the consequences of excessive revelry seems misguided, contra H. M.
Barstad, "Festmahl und Ubersiittigung," AcO4 39 (1978),23-30.

12. W. F. Albright in Miller, 47,n. l; Pope, 192f.; Loretz; M. Dietrich, et al., "Die ugaritischen
Totenregister rpu(m) und die biblischen Rephaim," UE 8 (1976),45-52.

13. -+ND''l rapa'.See S. B. Parker, "TheFeastof Rapi'u," UE2(1970),24349;idem,"T\e
Ugaritic Deity Rapi'u," UE 4 (1972),97-lo4; C. E. UHeureux, "The Ugaritic and Biblical
Rephaim," HTR, 67 (1974), 265-274; and esp. J. C. de Moor, "Rdpi'[ma - Rephaim," 7AW,
88 (1976), 323-345; A. Caquot, "La tablette RS24.252 etla question des Rephaim ougaritiques,"
Syr 53 (1976),295-304.

74. -->'l1O s61.
15. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UE lO (1978),421t.
16. Dietrich and Loretz, Un 14 (1982),71-76.
17. RES, 1295,3; cf. LidTEph, III, 119.
18. B. Porten, Archives from Elephantine (Berkeley, 1968), 179-186, esp. 184.

19. KAr, 69,20.
20. ct. KAr,60, t.
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4. Nabatean. All the Nabatean occlurences date from the first century e.o.2l The
texts show that the mrzh was an association drawn from the wealthy upper class; it
recognized a fellowship with a tutelary deity, but there are no further religious details.
A leader (rb mrzl.t') exercised authority over the members (bny mrzl.t' or l.tbryn22).

5. Palmyrene. The mrzl.t in Palmyra was clearly very similar to the Nabatean mrzh.
The abundant sources include inscriptions and inscribed terra-cotta tokens.23 Several
Palmyrene-Greek bilinguals treat thfasos as the equivalent of mrzb; the same word is
applied occasionally to the early church.2a Tlte mrzh had a clear hierarchical structure:
the president (rb mrzD, priest or layman, was elected for a term and could simul-
taneously hold major political offices. His functions included liturgical leadership,
divination, and charity. It seems that these functions could also be delegated.z5 The
members lbny mrzb) sometimes played important roles in the mrzb as scribes or
assistants.26 The mrzl.t was named after its patron deity or (in st. determinatus) B€1, the
head of the Palmyrene pantheon. Its central ritual was a banquet. Here the tesserae

serye a variety of purposes: they depict the banquet participants, including deities; they
depict the elements of the banquet, baked goods and wine; they admitted their bearers
to the banquet and were also distributed to needy persons who were not members of
the mrzfi. The purpose of the mrzl.t was thus to secure the weal of its members through
communion with the deity in the banquet. This benefit then found expression in the
charitable work of the bny mrzl.t. There is no necessary connection with the cult of the
dead or funerary rites.

III. OT. In the OT marzEal.t occurs only in Am. 6:7 (misread by the LXX); Jer. 16:5
(LXX thiasos). Am. 6:7 is textually difficult. The versions - especially the LXX
recensions - attest to a complex textual history. A series of misreadings (possibly
deliberate) produced the MT, which reads literally: "The revelry of the loungers (mirzal.t

s"rfrhim) shall pass away." The original text can be reconstructed as: ldlEn'and yiglfi
b"ro'i gdltm wesdr mirzal.t Safim min 'eprdyim, "They shall therefore now be the first
to go into exile, and the mrzl.t of the princes of Ephraim shall depart."27 This recon-
struction renders superfluous the myriad conjectures concerning a usable meaning.28

The woe oracle in Am. 6:1-7 is for the most part authentic and is directed against the

21. LidzEph,111,278; A. Negev, IEJ, lll (1961), 135; 13 (1963), ll3-17; J. Naveh, IEJ, 17
(1967). r87ff.

22. )1an hdber (IY,193-97).
23. For the former see J. T. Milik, Didicaces faites par des dieux et des thiases simitiques d

l'ipoquc romnine (Paris, 1972). For the latter see R. du Mesnil du Buisson, lz tessires et les
monnaies de Palmyre (Paris, 1962).

24. Eusebius HE 1.3.12; l0.l.8.
25. J. Teixidor, CMI, 1981, 3Ol-314, esp. 310.
26.H.-J. Fabry, "Der altorientalische Hintergrund des urchristlichen Diakonats," Der Diakon.

F e st s chrift A. F ro tz (Freibt x g, 2 1981), I 5 -26.
27 . For details see Fabry, Studien, 108-1 1 l.
28. See H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),273, 277f .
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upper class of Samaria. The conduct excoriated by the prophet in w. 4-6 is in fact
typical of the basic practices of the pagan mrzl.t together with their excessive perver-

sions.2e This marzeah of the Samaritan upper class Amos considers the root of all evil.
The prophet does not indicate whether he is thinking in terms of religious polemic. His

attack can also be interpreted within the existing system, in the sense that the mrzh is

not doing justice to his own (social) mission.
Jer. 16:5 does not present such textual problems. The versions unanimously interpret

bAlmarz4al.t as a "house of banqueting" or the like; the only exception is the Syr.: byt
mrqwdt', "house of mourning." Literarily, the text exhibits several layers of composi-
tion. What was probably its original core (vv. 1,5a,8) describes the prophet's commis-
sion to perform a fourfold symbolic action: he is not to enter the bA! marzEah, mourn
for the dead, show sympathy, or enter the bA1-miitefr. This commission is in the form
of a chiasm with double antithetical parallelism. In meaning, bAl marzdah and b?ymii-
teh are more closely related than entering the bfi marz4ah and mourning the dead.

Furthermore, bA! marz1ah cannot be translated "house of mourning,"3o since this

meaning is conveyed in the OT by bfi'ebel (cf. Eccl. 7:2,4 par. bQ miiteh; 4QQoha

reads bA! Simhi3r). It appears that the prophet is here forbidden to carry out actions

that are clearly part of normal everyday behavior in order to represent symbolically
the abnormality of the situation of judgment.

According to the basic stratum of Jeremiah, therefore, entering a marzEah was not

unusual and clearly not forbidden. The institution had been adapted, since it derived

from the El cult. Religious toleration of the marz?ahbegan to vanish, however, as this

institution became increasingly dubious, whether through its antisocial conduct (Am.

6:7) or its growing association with the cult of the dead and funerary rites (as reflected

in the secondary additions in Jer. 16:2,6,7). At ttre time of the Deuteronomic or

Deuteronomistic recension of Jeremiah, the marzEal.t was rejected as being an idolatrous

institution (Deuteronomistic verses: Jer. l6:3,4,9,10-t:;.lz The associations with
"mourning" and "idolatry" are therefore secondary and were not originally connected

with the marzEah.33 This conclusion still leaves open the question whether from the

very beginningthe marzEah in its early form was compatible with Yahwism. It clearly

constituted an "integrating element of social life."3a

IV. Rabbinic Literature. For the rabbis the marzZal.t was no longer a cultic insti-
tution.3s It became synonymous with Simhd,'Joy," and miiteh, "banquet," and was

associated with the Maiumas festival. Occasional metaphorical references to mourning

can be accounted for by their contexts. The Madeba map, from the vicinity of Baal-peor,

29. Ct. KTU, 1.114 above.
30. J. Schreiner, Jeremia 125, 14. NEB (1981), in loc.; NRSV.
3l . J. Muilenburg, BASOR, 135 (1954), 27 .

32. W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 1-25. WMANT, 4l (1973), 196.
33. Contra l-oretz, 89.
34. Ibid.,91.
35.WTM,A\247.
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identifies the BHTOMAPCEA with the Maiumas festival, widely celebrated in the
Levant, exhibiting a geographical locus for such a tradition.36 The rabbinical commen-
taries on Nu. 25:1f. also refer to the pagan rites observed there as marzEal.t.31 T\e
abstruse rites connected with this site38 indicate that this mrzh tradition had long since

diverged from the mainstream.
Fabry

36. H. Donner and H. Ci.ippers, Die Mosaikkarte von Madeba, I (Wiesbaden , 1977), figs. 17,

53-55,105.
37. E.g., Sifre on Nu. 131.
38. Pope, 196f.

an,D *rr;\D mar; ilab mdrL;ilaQ mdr6r; nl"l!"lD m"rirfi1; i1J)D m"rErd;

;lJilD merird; lrDD memer: E'J"IDD mamrortm; Et"t:l"tpEl tamririm

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. Usage: l. Taste;2. Emotion;3. Derivatives.

flltr. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls.

l, l. Etymology. At least two homonymous roots mrr are found in the Semitic
languages. One appears in Akk. mardru (only EA), Ugar. mr4 "go away,"l and Arab.
morra, "pass by." The other, meaning "be bitter," appears in Akk. mararu, Arab.
m.arra, Aram. (including Syr.) mrtr andEth. marara, marra. The last is often associated
with Ugar. mr4 "stengthen, bless,"2 and Arab. martr, "strong"; this association as-

sumes semantic ambivalence (jidd) in the root. It has been suggested that the first of
these roots is reflected in Heb. mar, "drop" (Isa. 40:5);3 the other is common and

appears in many derivatives.

2. Occurrences. The verb mrr (mar) appears 6 times in the qal, 3 times in the piel
("make bitter"),4 times (+ conj. in Ps.4:5 [Eng. v. 4]; 106:33) in the hiphil ("embitter,
distress, lament bitterly"), and twice in the hithpael. The adj. mar appears 38 times.

mrrM. Dahood, "QohelethandRecentDiscoveries," Bibl,39 (1958),302-318,esp.308ff.;
D. Pardee, "merbrdt-pctanim 'Venom' in Job 20,14," ZAW 9l (1979), 401-416; S. Rin and
Sh. Rin, "Ugaritic-OT Affinities II," BZ n.s. l1 (1967),174-192, esp. 189.

1. WUS, no. 1658.
2. WUS, no. 1659.
3. D. Winton Thomas, "'A Drop of a Bucket': Some Observations on the Hebrew Text of

Isaiah 4O15," In Memoriam Paul Kahle. BZAW lO3 (1968), 219-221.
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The distinction between the qal perfect and the adjective is not always clear. The
following derivatives are also found: mord, "bitterness" (2 times); mdfir "bitter" (5

times); merErd arrd mer6rd, "gall bladder" (once each; the last also occurs once in the

sense of "poison"+;, mertrfil and memer "bitterness, distress" (once each); mamrOrtm,

"bitterness" (once); ar,d tamrfirim, "bitterness" (3 times; to be distinguished from the

homonym meaning "road markers," Jer. 3I:21).
Ringgren

The textually problematic phrase mA hammarim, "bitter water," occurs in Nu. 5:18;
the context is an ordeal following the complaint of a jealous husband. Jack M. Sasson

proposes to derive mdrtm from Ugar. nr4 "strengthen, bless," citing also -+i11D mnrd,
"rebel."s One may also compare tatnmEr (Ex.23:21) and the proposals to derive it
from mrr.6

Fabry

II. Usage.
l. Taste.In the first instance, mrr denotes a bitter taste; as Isa. 5:20; Prov. 27:7 show,

it is an antonym of md!6q, "sweet." In Ex. 15:23, e.g., the water of Marah was "bitter"
and therefore undrinkable. After the fall of the great city in the Isaiah apocalypse, the

inhabitants of the earth no longer drink wine with singing, and strong drink tastes bitter
(Isa.24:9). InEx. 12:8; Nu.9:11, mar6rdenotesthebitterherbsof thePassovermeal.
In Lam. 3:15, in parallel with -+ ilY, la'%A (traditionally translated "wormwood";
cf. also Prov. 5:4), it likewise refers to bitter herbs, metaphorically describing Israel's
emotional reaction to the taunts of the nations. Dt. 32i32 is also figurative: "Their
grapes are grapes of poison (rbi), theil. clusters are bitter (merdrd!)," for their vines are

like those of Sodom and Gomorrah. It is unclear from the context whether these words
refer to devastated Israel or to the nations.T Since other passages use the vine to
symbolize Israel (e.g., Isa. 5:1-7; Ps. 80:9-20[8-19]), that is probably the case here as

well; the verse then means that Israel is as degenerate as Sodom and Gomorrah.

2. Emotion. A bitter taste evokes a negative emotional response. Therefore mar is
frequently used figuratively for feelings and emotions.

a. In describing her distress to her daughters, Naomi uses the phrase mar li, "it is
bitter to me," or more freely "I am sorry on your account" (Ruth 1:13). In v. 20 she

4. P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico, II: Anatomia e Fisiologia," AANLR, 19

(1964),254,267.
5. J. M. Sasson, "Nu 5 and the 'Waters of Judgement,' " BZ n.s. 16 (1972), 249-251. See

also above; and D. Pardee, "The Semitic Root mrr and the Etymology of Ugaritic mr(r) par.

brh" UF, l0 (1978), 249-288; G. R. Driver, "Two Problems in the OT, tr: The 'Waters of
Bitterness' (Numbers, v. I 1-28)," Syr 33 ( 1956), esp. 73-77.

6. Sh. Rin and S. Rin, Lei, 32 (1967 168),236f. (Heb.); E. Y. Kutscher, lzi, 32 (1967 168),

34346 (Heb.).
7. See the comms.
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asks to be called Mara instead of Naomi, because Shaddai has dealt bitterly (mrr hiphil)
with her. Referring to his illness, Hezekiah says (Isa. 38:17): "Surely it was for my

welfare that I had great bitterness" (mar lt mdr; the second nar should probably be

read as m"'ofi. Zion is described in Lam. l:4: "Her young girls gneve (nfr86!; i1\'
yasd), and her lot is bitter."

b. We often frnd mar in association with nepei, either attributively or in the construct

phrase mar-ncpei. The panicular nuance ("sad," "embiffered") must be determined

in each case from the context. Sorrow and distress may be involved: Hannah is
"distressed" and weeps because she is childless (1 S. l:10); the Shunammite woman

who comes to Elijah is "distressed" because her son has died (2 K. 4:27); Ezekiel

describes a bitter lament (misped mar) over Tyre, depicted as a sunken ship, with bitter
crying and lamentation (z'q; Ezk.27:30f .). Job speaks in general terms of the bitterness

of his soul (Job 7:ll, par. sar ritht; l0l; cf. also 21:25, "dying in bittemess of soul"
in contrast to "tasting of good tl6bl";27:2);Hezektah does likewise (Isa. 38:15; the

rest of the verse is obscure). According to the teaching of King lrmuel (Prov. 3l :6f.),

wine should be given to those in bitter distress, that they may forget their trouble

rcmAD. Prov. 14:10 is equally general: the heart knows its own bitterness. In this last

passage, the antonym is joy (Siml.td).

Elsewhere we find concrete situations: the people are bitter and seek to stone David
(1 S. 30:6); the "hot-tempered" Danites threaten to slay Micah and his family (Jgs.

18:25); David collects men who are discontented, in debt, or "desperate" (l 5.22:2);
David and his men are "enraged" like a bear robbed of her cubs (2 S. l7:8).

c. We find many of these same nuances in conjunctionwith rfiah. Esau's concubines

made life bitter (mdril for his parents (Gen. 26:35). Ezekiel is borne away by the Spirit,
"bitter in the heat of [his] spirit" G,zk.3:14; mar is absent from the LXX, and may

be an addition to explain or mitigate the daring expression "in the heat of my spfuit"8).

When Sir. 7:11 says, "Do not despise a person who is embittered in spirit," the reference

is probably to those who are in desperate strais, from the context probably those who

are desperately poor. The text of Sir. 4:1 must be comrp[ this verse, too, probably

refers to those who are desperately poor.

d. Ezk. 27:30 connects mar with z'e, "cry out, lament."e It appears similarly as an

attribute of ;"'dqA / ze'aqi in Gen. 27 :34; Est. 4:l .

e. We read in 2 K. 14:26 that when he saw the biffer distress ("nt) of Israel during

the reign of Jeroboam II, Yahweh helped them with the aid of Jeroboam. The words

recall Ex. l:14, which tells how the Egyptians made life bitter (mrr piel) for the

Israelites; bni is also used for the suffering of the Israelites in Egypt (e.g., Ex. 3:7). Ps.

64:4(3) speaks of the "bitter" words of the enemy, which strike the psalmist like arrows.

In Isa. 33:7 we read how, during the eschatological attack of the enemy, the warriorsl0

cry out (;a'aq) and the enyoys of peace weep bitterly: the enemy refuses peace

8. See W. Zmmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),94.
9. See above.
10. For the textual problem see BI1S.
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negotiations, deminding unconditional surrender.ll In 1 S. 1532 Agag says upon
meeting Saul that his "bittemess of death" is past (sdr). It is unclear whether he is
hoping for mercy or speaking ironically in fear of death. Sir. 4l:1 also speaks of the
bitterness of death (cf. Prov. 5:4 below and 2 S. 2:.26: "the bitter end").

Describing eschatological catastrophe ("on that day"), Am. 8:9f. (authenticity
questionable) mentions all kinds of mourning customs: lamentation, sackcloth, bald-
ness, mourning as for an only son;12 i, will be "a bitter day." In a similar vein,Znph.
1:14 says that on the day of Yahweh warriors will cry outmar.Z,ec. 12:10 likewise
speaks of bitter mourning for a firstborn or only son, although here the hiphil of the
verb is used; cf. tamrirtm in a similar context in Jer. 6:26.

ler. 2:19 states that the wickedness (rd'd) and apostasy (m"ifibd) of the people
are the cause of their punishment, and that it is bitter (mar) and evil (ra') to forsake
God. The conjunction of ra' and mar rec\rs in Jer. 4: l 8: "Your ways and your doings
have brought this upon you. This is your doom; how bitter it is!" Here the text is
difficult; we should possibly read "your wickedness and your recalcitrance
(meryck)."13

Eccl.7:26 states that the woman who is a trap is "more bitter than death"; "one
who pleases God escapes her, but one who displeases God is taken by her."la Prov.
5:4 speaks of the bitter end that results from consorting with the "strange woman"
("bitter as wormwood").

In a unique passage in the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 49:23), we read that archers
"fiercely attacked" him (mn piel par. Salam, "press hard").

Dnl. 8:7; I 1: I I use the hithpael to describe violent attacks: the goat against the ram,
and the king of the south against the king of the north.

3. Derivatives. The remaining derivatives have nothing new to offer. In Ezk.2l:ll(6)
m"rtrfi1 is used for the bitter moaning of the prophet. In Dt. 32:24 meriri descibes a
dreadful pestilence. The noun mamrorim appears in Job 9:18: "he fills me with bitter-
ness"; cf . 13''26 ("you write bitter things lm"rdr61l against me"); Lam. 3: l5 ("he has
filled me with bitter food fm"rdrtml").15 In Prov. 17:25 meme,i "bitterness, grief,"
parallels ka'as, "anger." Hos. 12:15(14) ases tamrfrrim similarly in conjunction with
the hiphil of /c's.' "Ephraim has given bitter offense." [n Jer. 31:15 the same word
describes Rachel's bitter weeping in Ramah.

Ringgren

The nouns m"rErd/m"r6rd, "gall, gall bladder," also the "venom" that was as-
sociated with the gall of a serpent,t6 appear only in the book of Job (16:131,20:14,25).

ll. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng.trans. 1974),344f.
12. -+ 111' yahaQ (Yl, 40).
13. BHS; HAI. n,629.
14. Cf. Rin and Rin, BZ, 11 (1967),174-192; Dahood,308f.
15. M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography Y" Bibl, 48 (1967),427.
16. A. van den Bom, BL2,5lO.
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Suggesting the most terrible poison imaginable,lT they serve as a metaphor for evil and

its consequences, as well as denoting one of the innermost organs of the human body,

an injury to which spells swift and certain death.ls Despite their Greek equivalent cholii,

mererd/merOri are not associated with any feeling or emotion in the OT. Gall was used

medicinally; the book of Tobit mentions such use of fish gall.le
Fabry

lll. l. lXX. The usual LXX translation is pikr6s, along with such derivatives as

pikrta and pikrainein. We also find odin€ and its derivatives, elegm6s, and a wide
range of translations occurring only once.

Ringgren

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb mrr occurs only twice in the Dead Sea Scrolls
(llQTemple 64:2,5); both instances are scribal errors for -+ 'I"lD mdra!. But the adj.

marbr xcurs 10 times, almost exclusively with an anthropological sense in laments of
a Qumran Essene. Not only the presence of sinners round about him but also insight
into his own sinfulness occasion "bitterness" ofsoul (lQH 5:12, par. sara!nepei; 5:32,

par. hnsaft, maihbr; 8:28, par. k'Eb 'dnii, "unceasing pain"; 11:19). The eschatological

situation of imminent expectation involves on the one hand bitterness over the wicked
enemies of the community (lQpHab 9:ll; IQS 4:13;4Q179 [4QapocrlamA]2:7 lcf.
Lam. 1l) and on the other personal bitterness within the worshiper (1QH 5:34; ll:.22),
a hopeful endurance that awaits the "end of wickedness," coming close to the Pauline

steruizein (Rom. 8).
Fabry

17. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 330; cf. Pardee.
18. H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974), 64f .; E. Dhorme,

L'emploi mitaphorique des noms de parties du corps en hibreu et en akka.dien (1923, repr. Paris,

1963), 130.
19. w. von Soden, A./o, 2l (1966),81f.; W. Bunte, "Galle," BHHW I (J962), 512: -+ 71

dash (ilr,139).
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*nNPA mifi€'!; Il$p .f"?4 *N"i, .fi'

Contents: I. Etymology and Forms. ll. maiiA'I, "Burden": 1. Literal Usage; 2. Figurative
Usage; 3. Metonymy. IIl.. maiia'II, "Utterance": l. General Usage; 2. Prophetic Oracles. IV.

Special Cases. V. l. Versions; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymologr and Forms. The noun maiid'can mean either (1) "burden" or
(2) "utterance." There is no doubt that in both senses it derives from n.f', "bear, lift."

In either case it is a verbal noun of the maqtal form, which denotes an object affected
by the action of a transitive verb, which is used to name the object. Tltns maSid'means
"that which one bears," i.e., "burden," as well as "that for which one raises (one's
voice)," i.e., "utterance." Analogous formations include ma'"\il, "food," mahmdQ,

"treasure," mattdn, "gift," and, mar'eh, "appearance." l Most likely the corresponding
feminine forms (maqtalat) mafid'd and maf'dl were originally nomina vlcis denoting
a single instance of the action (cf. Arab. fa'lat"z).

In the late period (under Aramaic influence?), maqtal > miqtal is used regularly
as a qal infinitive, as in the phrases lahem lc'An maSid', "until they could carry no
more" (2 Ch. 20:25), and'An-hftem maiia' bak:l<.a1ep, "you need no longer carry it
on your shoulders" (2 Ch. 35:3) (cf. Middle Heb. maSSd' frmattan, "taking and
giving" > "commerce"). We find variant formations in the phrases maiS6' pantm,
"partiality" (2 Ch. l9:7), and lemai'61'61dh miiYrdiAha, "to pull it from its roots"
(Ezk.17:9). Cf . mai'61, "portions" (Gen. 43:34), "utterances" (Lam. 2:14). We also
frnd miqtal + -, in frmiiS'd16' ld' 'frkal, "and I could not face (his majesty)" (Job

3t:23b7.t
The nominalized inf. See! l, "exaltation, majesty," and the hapax legomenon .(i',

"height" (Job 20:6), are used like the infinitive of mafid'1.
P. A. H. de Boer questions whether me(Sd'I[, "utterance," is in fact a meaning

distinct from maSSd'I, "burden": he argues that the passages claimed for maSid'II

maisd'. P. A. H. de Boer, "An Inquiry into the Meaning of the Term N[rD," OfS, 5 (1948),
197-214; H. S. Gehman, "The 'Burden'of the hophets," J@R, N.s. 3l (1940), lO7-l2l; G. I-am-
bert, "Mon joug est ais6 et mon fardeau l6,ge1" NRT, 77 (1955),963-69; W. McKane, "NirD in
Jeremiah 23,33-40," Prophecy. Festschrift G. Fohrer BTAW l5O (1980), 35-54; J. A. Naud6,
"maiia' in the OT with Special Reference to the Prophets," OTWSA, 12 (1969), 9l-100;
G. Rinaldi, "Alcuni termini ebraici relativi alla letteratura," Bibl, 40 ( 1959), 267-289, esp.278f .;
V. Sasson, "An Unrecognized 'Smoke-Signaf in Isaiah XXX 27," W,33 (1983), 90-95; F. Stolz,
"Nbl ni' 'to lift, bear,' " TLOT II (1997), 769-74, esp.769f .,773f.

l. Blz, $6lxe-pc; Meyer, II, 940, 4a.
2. W. Fischer, Grammatik des klassischen Arabisch (Wiesbaden, 1972), 9232.
3. On the inf. *miiid'1see W. von Soden, "Zum hebriiischen Wdrterbuch," UE 13 (1981),

159.
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refer specifically to "a heavy burden, a judgment of God."a In support of this view he

cites Hugo Grotius, the thesaurus of Eliezer Ben Yehudah, and Henry S. Gehman. Those

who agree include Gustave Lambert, Walter A. Maier, and Fritz Stolz.s Since Karl

Heinrich Graf,6 however, most scholars prefer to deive maisa'II from nS' qdl, "ruse
one's voice,"7 or from an elliptical use of ni'in the sense of "speak," as in Isa. 3:7;

42:2 (with the obj. q^l inthe parallel strophe), 11; Job 2l:l2.There may also be a

connection with nasi', "speaker" > "chief."8 We find n.('with "oracle" as its object

in the phrase wayyiisd' m"ial6 (Nu. 23:7,18;24:3,15,23). The verb n.f'with maSid',

"utterance," as paronomastic object appears in 2 K. 9:25, followedinv.26 by an oracle

of Yahweh. ln Jer. 17:21,27, however, ni' maisd'clearly means "bear a burden" (Dt.

1:12; Sir. 5l:26).
Several arguments favor a distinct maSSd'II, "utterance," derived from nS' q6l.

(1) Prov. 30:1; 31:1; Sir. 9:18 use maiia'in the general sense of "saying" without

specific reference to a prophetic oracle of disaster. (2) Even in prophetic contexts,

maflSd' is notlimited to the meaning "burden of disaster" > "oracle of disaster"; in

^ec.9:l;12:1; 
Mal. l:l: lQ27 fr. I l:8 it means simply "(prophetic) oracle." (3) The

use of masid'in the metonymic sense of "leading music" in I Ch. l5:22,27e cannot

involve maisd'I, "burden"; it can be explained only by reference to ni' q6l or ni'
zimr6, "lead singing" (Ps. 8l:3[EnE. v.2l: cf. Am. 5:l; Isa. 37:4; cf. also z'f' 'b"!dp'

w"f;inn\r in Job 21:12). For Northwest Semitic, the verb nf is closely associated with
the obj. "voice"; cf. the Ugaritic phrase n^f'g, "raise one's voice"; contrast Akk.

igma(m) iakdnu(m) with the same meaning.lO

IL maifld'I, "Burden."
l. Literal Usage. The noun maiid' I, "burden," is used primarily in a concrete,

literal sense: the "burden" under which a donkey lies (Ex. 23:5) ot which must not be

"borne" on the Sabbath (Jer. 17:21,27), i.e., neither "carried out" of Jerusalem (v. 22)

nor "brought in" (v. 24); cf. Neh. 13:15,19. Modified by a genitive denoting a beast

of burden, masid'I can be used as a unit of quantity, denoting the load that can be

carried by that animal, e.g., maiid' seme/-p"raQim, "two mule loads" (2 K. 5:17)' or

maisd' 'arbd'tm gdmdl, "forty camel loads" (2 K. 8:9).

2. Figurative (lsage. In Isa. 46:.lf. masid' I provides material for a simile. The

(comrpt) text speaks of the "burden" that the images of the gods Bel and Nebo are for

4. P.214.
5. Maier, The Bookof Nahum (St. Louis, 1959), 146;Stolz,773f.;onp.769, however, Stolz

contradicts his own etymology.
6. K. H. Graf, Der Prophet Jeremia (l*ipzig, 1862), 315.

7. HAI. 11,725, s.v. nf' qal 8.

8. On Akk. naifi[m], "utter," in the Alalakh texts see M. Tsevat, "Alalakhiana," HUCA,29
(1958), l19; on Eth.'awie'a, "speak," se HAL, I1,725, s.v. n.('qal 8.

9. M. Gertner, "The Masorah and the Levites," W, lO (1960),252.
10. For the Ugaritic see IVUS, no. 1859; for the Akkadian, AHw, III, 982, s-v. igmu(m) 2.
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the weary (animals?), who must bear them away for their disappointed worshipers (cf.
the "bearing" of idols in Am. 5:26). Isa. 22:25 is similar: the maiia', "load," of
Eliakim's ancestral house will perish together with the "peg" supporting it, i.e., Eliakim
the upstart ruler (w. 20-23). For the fool, wisdom is 'bn mi', a "burdensome stone"
that he would happily cast aside (Sir. 6:21); 5l:26 enjoins the readerto bear "(wisdom's)
burden" (cf .6:25;Mt. llizgf .).In Ps. 38:5(4) maiid'is the object of comparison, linked
by /c", "like," with the subject: the psalmist's iniquities are "like a heavy burden," i.e.,
"they are too heavy for me,"

Zeph. 3:18 uses mai'e1 metaphorically: maS'€!'dleyhd lterpi means "the reproach
burdening (Jerusalem)" i cf . ni' with herpd as object in Ps. 15:3. Also metaphorical is
the phrase hdyd lemaiid' 'al, "become a burden to" (2 S. 15:33; 19:36 [reading 'al]).
In Job 7:20 Job asks why he has become a "burden" to Yahweh (reading 'dleyln).ln
Nu. 1l:11,17;Dt. 1:12, the genitive following maiia'refers to the Israelites, who have
become a "burden" to Moses. The "burden" that Israel has become to Yahweh is the
point of the phrase 'attem hammaSid', "you are the burden," in Jer. 23:33 (conj.).tt
These words pun on the preceding question, mah-maffid'YHWH, "What is the utterance
of Yahweh?" itself parallel to "What has Yahweh answered (you)?" and "What has
Yahweh spoken?" in vv. 35,37. Vv. 34,36,38 build on this wordplay, using maiia'
YHWH frquently with the connotation of the burden of disaster Yahweh has laid upon
his people.

3. Metonymy. At a relatively late date, the figurative use of maisa'I gives rise to
metonymic meanings. In Nu. 4:15 it refers to the cultic "service" of the Kohathites at
the tent of meeting; cf. vv. 19,24,27,31f.,47,49, where maiia'is used in conjunction
with'bd, "serve (cultically)." In Ezk. 2O:40 mai'dyrefers to "offerings," and in 2 Ch.
l7:ll maiid' means "tribute," as does maiet.t2

The use of maifld'for "cultic service" might be related to -+ 0D rnas, "compulsory
service, forced labor," if the latter likewise derives from n.f',r3 although the elision of
the third radical 'is hard to account for. Akk. nutsstt, "corv6e worker," in the Alalakh
and Amarna texts appears to be borrowed from mas. In Punic, n.f'I, "offer, sacrifice,"
and n.i'II, "sacrificial offering," are relatively common;I4 the latter competes with m.f',
"sacrificial offering." ls

IIl. maffld' II, "Utterance."
l. General Usage. In Prov. 3 I : I the Masoretic accentuation suggests maffi' lI, in

parallel with the preceding phrase dif;rA Fmfi'El mele\ "the words of King Lemuel."
The relative clause 'oJer-yisserattf imm6, "that his mother taught him," follows; it
must refer to maSSd' rather than the distant dilrA, which already has a genitive

ll. P. Wernberg-Mgller, Vf, 6 Q956),415.
12. HAL, tr, 640, s.v. 2.
13. HAL, tr, 603f., s.v. mas.
14. DISO,186f.
15. C/S, 1,408,2; DISO, 169: mi'll.
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qualifier.r6 This analysis makes it most likely that in Prov. 3O:l hamma,f.(a'means
"utterance," in parallel with the preceding and following nouns dilrA .. . , "words
of . . . ," and n"'um .. . , "declaration of. ." In Prov. 30:1; 31:1, therefore,
(ham)ma(Sd'denotes the essence of a wisdom "utterance": the term refers to a

solemn and ceremonious style of speech for which "the voice is raised," as also in
the effective pronouncement of a curse (cf. nS' 'dld, "pronounce a curse," I K. 8:31;

2 Ch.6:2217). There is no necessary reference, however, to a specific content such

as the "burden" of announced disaster. Sir. 9:18 has mS''l pyhw, "utterance from (?)

his mouth," i.e., the mouth of the eloquent. Here, too, the word conveys a negative

sense: it parallels byth, "idle talk" (cf. b1'/h, "rash words," in Prov. 12:18; Sir. 5:13),

and the predicate y.(wn'states that it is "hated."l8 Again the meaning "burden" is

most unlikely.

2. Prophetic Oracles. When maiia'II refers to a prophetic oracle, it usually means

a proclamation of disaster (J. A. Naud6: "verdict, sentence"), directed against foreign

nations (Isa. 13:1; 14:28; l5:l: 11:l; l9:l;21:l,ll,l3;23:l;30:6; Nah. l:l;re Hab. l:l
t?l), Judah (Jer.23:33;Ezk. l2:lO; Hab. 1:l [?]), or individual Israelites (2K.9:25;
Isa.22:l;2Ch.24:27).In Lam. 2:14, however, mai'61 iaw' fimaddfihtm, "false oracles

and enticements (?)," refers to the false oracles of salvation spoken by preexilic
prophets.

The overwhelming preponderance of disaster oracles may be due to overtones of
the meaning "burden," as in Jer. 23:33-38.It would be inappropriate, however, to argue

on these grounds against the denotation "utterance" in all cases, precisely because such

an ingument would destroy the contrast between maf id'II, "utterance," in23:33 versus

masia'I, "burden," in vv. 34,36,38, depriving 23:33-38 of its linguistic and literary
appeal.

It is probably also inappropriate to explain the use of mafia' II followed by a
parallel delar YHWH, "word of Yahweh," in the headings of late collections of
optimistic prophecies such as Znc. 9;1; l2:l; Mal. 1 : I as an inversion of the meaning

of masid' I, "burden." ln lQ27 fr. I l:8, m.f'also appears in parallel with the quite

general expression hdbr lbw', "the word concerning the future," which again does

not suggest specifically a burden of disaster. Finally, such terms as mafia', llke d"f;ar
YHWH, can be used as the subject of hdyd in the sense of "come" (Isa. 14:28) and

astheobjectof hdzd, "see"(Isa. 13:l;Hab. l:1;Lam.2:14).In4Ql60fr.l4,mi',
"utterance," stands for MT mar'eh, "vision," in I S. 3:15.20 These uses at the very

least do not contradict a general meaning "utterance" for maiia'II in prophetic

contexts.

16. Contra B. Gemser, Sprilche Salomos. HAT XYI (21963), 108.

17. On the reading wendid'instead of Ml w"naia', see M. Noth, Kdnige 1-16. BK, lxll
(1983), ri3.

18. G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ, Itr/5 (1981),528.
19. K. J. Cathcart, Nahum in the Light of Northwest Semitic. BietOr 26 (1973), 36f .

20. HAL II, 640, s.v. maiia'll.
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IV. Special Cases. In certain passages, other objects than q6l, "voice," must be
understood with maisd'from n.f'. For example, the sons and daughters of whom the
Jerusalemites are bereft in Ezk. 24:25 are calledmaiid'napiam, "the affection of their
soul [NRSV 'heart']." The idiom in the background is ni'-nepei "set one's soul/heart
upon."2r lnDt.24:15; Hos. 4:8, this phrase means "be eageifor"; in ps. 25:lf .;143:8,
it means "trust"; in Ps. 24:4; 86:4; Prov. 19:18, it means more generally ..think

about."22 The use of maS'€1with geniriveshke kappay, "the lifting up of my hands (in
prayer)," yd 'l ySr'l '1, "the lifting up of the hand of the God of Israel against" (1eM
l8:3; cf. l8:1), or he'aian, "the sending up of the fire signal" (Jgs. 20:38,40; Lachish
ostracon 423), reflects the use of n f'with the object in question.

In Gen. 43:34 mai'61and its const. sg. mai'a! are used elliptically in the sense of
"portion(s) of food." Similar are the elliptical use of maffld'd, "exaltation,,' in Isa.
30:272a and Middle Heb. masid' frmattdn, "taking and giving" > "commerce.', In none
of these cases is the object of n.f' specified.

Y. l. Versions. The LXX uses a surprising variety of equivalents for masid'.25 Most
common are the verb airein Q.,lu.4:15,24,31f,47,49;2Ch.35:3 fepatrein LXXAI), its
related nouns drsis (2 K.8:9; used for mni?E! in 2 S. ll:8), dparsis (Ezk.24:25;for
mai'd1in Ps. 141[LXX 140]:2), and drta (Nu. 4:27 IMSSI), and their homonyms such
as anaphoni (Nu. 4:19), bdstagma (2 S. 15:33; Jer. l7:21f.,24,27; Neh. 13:15,19),
g6mos (Ex.23:5;2 K. 5:17), l6mma (2 K.9:25; Jer. 23:33f .,36,38; Nah. t:l; Zec.9:l;
l2:l; Job 3l:23), and phortion (2 S. 19:36; Isa. 46:l; Ps. 38[LXX 37]:5; Job 7:ZO);but
the frequencies of these forms do not yield a clear picture. That the LXX must have
been aware of a distinct maisd'II, "utterance," is shown by the translaions rhdma
(2 K.9:25; Isa. 14:28; 17:l;23:l; Jer.23:33 [LXXst]), chr€matism1s ("document" [?],
Prov. 31:l), and derivatives of ddein, "sing" (l Ch.l5:22)l.za

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls ma{Sd'(etc.) appears 8 times. The
semantic range corresponds to that of ttre oT. In l QSa 1 : 19f. the notion of "burden" 27

is extended through "service" to serve as a term for "office" in the community ftQfl.
Miiller

21. HAL,\,725, s.v. n.f'qal 11.
22. See Stolz,772.
23. KN,194, 10.
24. Contra Sasson; for the meaning "exaltation," cf. SeE!,

"loftiness" (Job 20:6).
25. De Boer,2OO-2U.
26. On the Targ., Peshitta, and Vulg., see de Boer, 204-9.
27. See II.3 above. ,l

I

"ascension, loftiness," and i?',
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Etr'l!EtD miibdfim.?:

Contents: I. Linguistic Evidence: l. Etymology and Basic Meaning; 2. Contextual Sense; 3.

Versions, Commentaries, Dead Sea Scrolls. II. OT: l. Mythological Usage; 2. Figurative Usage;

3. Theological Usage.

I. Linguistic Evidence.
l. Etymology and Basic Meaning. The word miibdfim occurs 5 times in the OT,

always in the plural and always in the construct or with a suffix; it also occurs in
Postbiblical Hebrew. The root .ibr "break," has the same meaning in other Semitic
languages (Akk. iebEru, Ugar. lbr kam. tbn etc.); but in none of these do we find a

noun form corresponding to our word. The miqtalr derivative of this root, with the

basic meaning "breaking," can have either active or passive force: the surf, i.e., the

"breaking" of the waters that the sea throws up and appears to shatter2 or the waves

that are broken.3 A noun with the identical consonants, maiber (const. miibar Hos.
13:13), refers to the "breaking forth" of a newborn child. Later linguistic use established

a connection between the homonyms.a

2. Contexrual Sense. The word is used as an emphatic synonym of gal, "wave" (Ps.

42:8[Eng. v. 7] and the derivative Jon. 2:41315); it also appears in the construct wittr
the genitive ydrn, "sea" (Ps. 93:4). The context establishes the meaning "waves." It is
not so easy to establish the meaning of the two other occurrences. In Ps. 88:8(7) our

word directly parallels hemd, "wrath (of Yahweh)," referring to the punishments

Yahweh imposes; the larger context (v. 7t6l), however, speaks of the "depths of the

Pit" and the "deep." In 2 S. 22:5 miibeft-mawe!, "the miibdfim of death," parallels
"torrents of perdition"; but the context (v. 6) also mentions "cords of Sheol" and

"snares of death." In these last two passages, it is possible that the word should be

miibaim. C. Barth, Die Erettung vom Tode in den individuellen Klage- und Dankliedem des

ATs (Zurich, 1947); O. Eissfeldt, "Gott und das Meer in der Bibel," Studia orientalia loanni
Pedersen septuagentario (Copenhagen, 1953),76-84= KlSchr III (1966), 256-2@; T. H. Gaster,

The Dead Sea Sciptures (New York, 1956), 135-37,2101, G. Iobes, Dictionary of Mythology,
Folklore, and Symbols (New York, 1962), \, 1669 ("Waves of the Sea"); O. Kaiser, Die
mythische Bedeutung des Meeres in Agyptm, Llgait und Israel. BZAW,78 (21962); H. G. May,
"Some Cosmic Connotations of Mayim Rabbtm, 'Many Waters,' " JBL,74 (1955), 9-21; P. Rey-
mond, L'eau, sa vie, et sa signification dans I'AT. SIrI 6 (1958); S. Thompson, Motif-Indcx of
Folk-Literature (Bloomington, 21966), index, s.v. "Waves" (vol. VI, 853); A. Wiinsche, Die
Bildcrsprache des ATs (1906), 17l-76.

t. VG,1,375-78; Bk, S*488492.
2. Rashi on Jon. 2:4.
3. Rashi on Ps. 42:8 (Eng. v. 7); Kimchi on 2 S. 22:5; et al.
4. See below.
5. A. Weiser, Der Buch der zwdlf kleinen Prcpheten, I. ATD, 24 (1979),222.
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understood not in its specialized sense but rather according to its etymology as "break-
ing, destruction" in general. In fact, the parallel text (Ps. 18:5[a]) reads hef;b-mdwe!
instead of miib"rA-mdwe!; hebb is usually understood 8s "snares,"6 but the ancient
versions (LXX, Latin Psalters, T*g.) and commentators (Ibn Ezra) interpret it as

"pangs."z This reading accords with the explanation of our word as meaning "dis-
aster. "

3. Versions, Commentaies, Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Psalms and Jonah, the LXX
translates miibdrim with meteoismoi, a neologism probably meant to refer to "tower-
ing (waves)." The Roman and Gallican Psalters echo this translation in the excelsa (Ps.
42) and elationes (Pss. 93 and 88 [where, however, the Gallican Psalter has lluctusf).
The Psalterium iuxta Hebraeos revises the translations to Jluctus (Pss. 88, 93) and
gurgites (Ps.42),i.e., "waves" and "eddies."8 Only once (Jonah) does the Targ. provide
a translation that clearly refers to "waves"; elsewhere it prefers to etymologize (root
tbr) or interpret: "disasters (that shatter someone)" (Ps. 88:8[7]). The earlier Hebrew
exegetes interpret the word in these passages as "waves of the sea."

The situation differs in2 5.22:5, where most interpretations are etymological: LXX,
syntrimmoi(fromsyntribein, "smashtopieces");Yulg,contritiones;eTarg.(paraphras-
ing), the pains a woman undergoes on the malberd', "birth stool" (cf. Middle Heb.
maibEr with the same meaning, which goes back, however, to the OT maiber "[place
ofl breaking forth [of a newborn child]"lo). Kimchi says that miiberA-maweJ means
"great pangs" 

- miiberA because they "break" (ibr) the human heart. He does, how-
ever, cite "waves" as a possible meaning. Another exegete (Metzudat David) translates
the phrase as "pangs of death."

The Dead Sea Scrolls bear important witness to the ambiguity of the word in
antiquity. There are 12 occurrences of miibdrim in the Hodayoth; the contexts suggest
both "waves" (lQH 6:23) and "pangs" (lQH 9:4-7). This ambiguity is used
deliberately in lQH 3:6-19, which combines the image of birth pangs with that of a
stormy sea. In 3:6 miib"rA mawe! refers to pain and means "pangs of death"; in 3:16
miiberA mayim means "towering waves"; in 3:12 the miibdrim of iaha1, the "Pit,"
remain ambiguous.

II. OT.
l. Mythological Usage. In all occurrences of our word, the context clearly reveals

its originally mythological background. In Ps. 93, a hymn, we hear echoes of the
motif of the rebellious floods of chaos, familiar primarily from Babylonian and
Ugaritic mythology.ll ln Ps. 42, a lament, v. 8(7) refers not to a realistic natural

o. -+ ):n hblr GY, 176).
z. -r ):n /,bl rv (ry l9lf.).
8. Luther: Wogen md Fluten.
9. Cf. Luther: Schmerzcn.
10. Cf. I.l above.
I L -+ E' yan (Y1.87-98).
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phenomenonl2 but to the primordial depths (t"h6m:el-t"hbm). 2 S. 22 speaks of death
(mdwefi, Sheol, and the "torrents of perdition" (nah"lA b"hya'al1;tt in addition to
ie'61 and tehim, Jon. 2 mentions --, ;l)l3D m"sAli, "the deep," lepaf; yammtm, "the
heart of the sea," and ndhar "the flood"; Ps. 88 speaks of the pit and the grave,
darkness and the depths of m"sdl61, identifying the realm of the dead with the waters
of chaos. Since miibdrtm appears only in such contexts, we may assume that it
denotes elements of the primeval ocean, which can be viewed in a sense as its
agents. la

2. Figurative Usage. The figurative language of the OT turns these mythological
notions into metaphors. The miibdfim, the "breakers" that "pass over" (br.'Jon. 2:413);
Ps. 42:8[7]) or "encompass" ('pp.' 2 5.22:5) the speaker of the lament, threatening to
drown him, symbolize terrible tribulation.

Similar images occur in other literatures. In Akkadian laments, we read: "You
became enraged at your servant . . . he was cast into the raging flood,"ts or "Your
servant . . . who lies in swampy waters."to A Sumerian hymn praises the god who
"destroys like a flood."l7 In Homer the "swelling waves of the sea" symbolize the
nations gathered before the gates of Troy.18

3. Theological Usage. In the Psalms where the verses in question are found, the
psalmist agonizes over the separation from God that has befallen him - surely not just
physical separation from the temple and its cult but also the consequent spiritual torment

- and the mockery of his enemies to which he is exposed. But suffering and tribulation,
the faithful psalmist knows, are sent - like everything - by Yahweh: miibdreyf;A,
"your waves," he calls them in his prayer. Thus the rebellious powers of the mytho-
logical underworld are reduced to instruments in the hand of Yahweh. To be delivered
from them, the psalmist cries in lamentation for help from the same God who unleashed
them.

Kedar-Kopfstein

12.E.g., W. Staerk, Lynk. SATlllll (1920),220.
13. -+ )yr): b"liyya'al (II, 131-36).
14. Kaiser,66.
15. 

'AHG,263.16. rbid.,228.
17. rbid., 146.
18. Iliad 2.144.
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Contents: I. The Era of Moses; IL The Pre-Prophetic Moses; trI. Moses in the hophets; IV.
Moses in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic Literature; V. Moses as Mediator in the Post-

exilic Cult; VI. Moses in Postexilic Literature; Vtr. Moses in Intertestamental Literature; VtrI.
Later Developments.

moieh.
l. General. E. Auerbach, Moses (1965; Eng. trans., Detroit, 1975); H. Cazelles, "Moi'se,"

DBg V (1957), 1308-31; idem, et al., Moise, I'lumme de l'alliance (Paris, 1955); O. Eissfeldt,
"Mose," OlZ, 48 (1953), 490-505 = KlSchr m (1966), 24O-255; A. G6lin, "Moses im Af,"
BilE, 3 (1962), 97-llO; M. Greenberg, "Moses," EncJud, XII (1971), 371-4ll; A. H. J. Gun-
neweg, "Mose 

- Religionsstifter oder Symbol ," Der evangelische Erzieher 17 (1963), 4148'
S. Herrmann, "Mose," EvT 28 (1968), 301-328; S. Horn, "What We Don't Know about Moses
and the Exodus," BAR, 3 12 (1977),22-31; C. A. Keller, "Vom Stand und Aufgabe der Mosefor-
schung," TZ, 13 (1957), 430-441; A. Neher, Moses (Eng. trans., New York, 1959); H. M.
Orlinsky, "Moses," Essays in Biblical Culture (New York, 1974), 15-37; E. Osswald, Das BiA
des Mose in der kritischen alftestanentlichen Wssenschafi seit J. Wellhausen AzT 18 (l%3)
(cf. TIZ, 82 |l957l, 391f.); H. Schmid, "Der Stand der Moseforschung," Jud, 2l (1965),
194-221; W. H. Schmidt, Exodus, Sinai und Mose. EdE l9l (1983); F. Stier and E. Beck, Moses
in Schift und Uberlieferun7 0963); R. Smend, Das Mosebild von Heinich Ewald bis Martin
Norlr (Tiibingen, 1959); R. J. Thompsola., Moses and the Law in a Century of Criticism since
Graf. SW, 19 (1970); G. Widengren, "What Do We Know About Moses?" Proclamation and
Presence. Festschifi G. H. Davies (London, l97O),2147; F. E. Wilms, "Die Frage nach dem
historischen Mose," fTQ, 153 (1973), 353-363; F. Wiist, P. de Capron4 and M. Faessler, l.a
ftgure de Motse (Geneva, 1978).

2. History of Religions. S. Abramsky, "On the Kenite-Midianite Background of Moses'
Leadership," Nelson Glueck Memorial Volwne. Erlsr 12 (1975),35-39; W. F. Albright, "From
the Patriarchs to Moses," 8A, 36 (1973),5-33,48-76; idem, "Moses in Historical and Theological
Perspective," Magnalia Dei. Festschift G. E. Wright (New York, 1976), l20-l3l; M. Astour,
"Les 6trangers d Ugarit et le statut juridique des flabiru," RA, 53 (1959), 70-76; R. Borger, "Das
Problem der'aprru ('Uabiru')," ZDPU,74 (1958), l2l-132; J. Bottero, k problDme des Sabiru.
Cahiers de la Socidti asiatique, 12 (Paris, 1954); P. Buis, "Qadesh, un lieu maudit?" W, 24
(1974),268-285;E.F.Campbell, "MosesandtheFoundationsof Israel," Int,29 (1975), l4l-154;
H. Cazelles, A la recherche de Moi'se (Paris, 1979); B. Childs, "The Birth of Moses," JBI. U
(1965), lO9-122; D. Daiches, The Questfor the Historical Moses (lnndon, 1974); J. Ebach,
"Moses," Lexli,g, lY (1982), 210t.:C. H. J. de Gets,Thc Tibes of IsraeL SSN, l8 (1976), esp.
182-87; R. Giveon, I*s bddouins Shosou des documents igyptiens. DMOA, 18 (1971);
H. Gressmann, Mose und seine kit. FRIANT N.s. I [8] (1913); J. G. Griffiths, "The Egyptian
Derivation of the Name Moses," JNES, 12 (1953), 225-231; A. H. J. Gunneweg, "Mose in
Midian," ZTK, 6l (1964), l-9 = Sola Scriptura (G6ttingen, 1983), 36-44; S. Herrmann, /srazl
in Egypt. SBT2127 (Eng. trans. 1973);J. P. Hyatt, The Origin of Mosaic Yahwism (Waco, 1964),
85-93; A. Jirklr, Die Wanderungen der Hebriier im 3. und 2. vorchistlichen Jahrtausend. AO,
2412 (1924); A. Lods, Israel from lts Beginnings to the Middle of the Eighth Century (Eng.
trans.,London,l932);E.Meyer, DielsraelitenundihreNachbarstiimme (1906,repr.Darmstadt,
1967),41-lC0; H. H. Schmid,, Mose: Aberlieferung und Geschichte. BZ-4W ll0 (1968); W. H.
Schmidt, "Jahwe in Agypten," Sefer Rendtorff. Festschrift R. Rendtorff. BDBAT I (1975),
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In view of the extensive bibliography cited, it should come as no surprise that
scholars have widely differing views concerning Moses. There is Martin Noth's Moses,
of whom nothing is known except the site of his burial outside Israel. There is Julius
Wellhausen's Moses, the liberator who led the Israelites to the oasis of Kadesh. There
are Moses the priest of Eduard Meyeq Moses the prophet of Andr6 Neher and Martin

94-ll2 = Kairos, N.s. 18 (1976), 43-59; K. Schubert, "Das Problem des historischen Moses,"
BiLi, 38 (1964), 451-460:' E. Sellin, Moses in seiner Bedeutung fiir die israelitisch-jildische
Religionsgeschichte (Leipzig, 1922); T. L. Thompson and D. Irwin, "The Joseph and Moses
Narratives," Israelite and Judacan History, ed. J. H. Hayes and J. M. Miller. OTL (1977),
149-212 (cf. J. B. Geyer, review, JSOT, 15 [980], 51-56; Thompson, response, 57-61); J. R.
Towers, "The Name Moses," JTS, 36 (1935), 407-9; R. de Vaux, "Sur l'origine k6nite ou
madianite du Yahvisme," Festschift W. E Albright. Erlsn 9 (1969), 28-32;P. Yolz, Mose und
sein Werk (Tiibingen, 1932); M. Weippert, "Semitische Nomaden des zweiten Jahrtausends,"
Bibt, s5 (197 4), 26s -280.

3. History and Theology. F. Baumgiirtel, "Der Tod des Religionsstifters," KuD, 9 (1963),
223-233; D. N. Freedman, "The Poetic Structure of the Framework of Deuteronomy 33," The
Bible World. Festschrift C. H. Gordon (New York, l98O),25-46; H. Gese, "Bemerkungen zur
Sinaitradition," ZAW,79 (1967),137-154; J. Gray, "The Desert Sojoum of the Hebrews and the
Sinai-Horeb Tradition," W 4 (1954), 148-154; A. H. J. Gunneweg, Itviten und Piester
FRIANT 89 (1965); K. Koch, "Der Tod des Religionsstifters," KuD, 8 (1962), 100-123; R. Mi-
chaud, Motse (Paris, 1979); E. W. Nicholson, Exodus and Sinai in History and Tradition (Rich-
mond, 1973); G. von Rad, "The Origin of Mosaic Monotheism," God at Work in Israel (Eng.
trans., Nashville, 1980), 128-138; R. Rendtorff, "Mose als Religionsstifter?" GSAT. ThB, 57
(1975), 152-l7l: H. Ringgren, Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1966), 28-40; H. H.
Rowley, "Moses and Monotheism," From Moses to Qumran (New York, 1963),35-63.

4. Excgetical History. G. W. Ahlstrdm, "Another Moses Tradition," JNES,39 (1980), 65-69;
W. F. Albright, "Jethro, Hobab and Reuel in Early Hebrew Tradition," CBQ,25 (1963), l-ll;
W. Beyerlin, Origins and History of the Oldest Sinaitic Traditions (Eng. trans., Oxford, 1966);
B. Boschi, "Il suocero di Mose," RivBibl, 23 (1975), 329-335; P. Buis, "Les conflits entre Moise
et IsraEl dans Exode et Nombres," W 28 (1978), 257-270; A. Caquot, "ks 6nigmes d'un
h6mistichebiblique," Dieuetl'Atre, ed. P. Vignaux (Paris, 1978), 17-26;H. Cazelles, "Pourune
ex6gbse de Ex 3,14," Dieu et l'Atre, el. Vignaux, 27-44; idem, "R6dactions et traditions dans
I'Exode," Studien zun Pentateuch. Festschrift ril. Kornfeld (Vienna, 1977),37-58; G. W. Coats,
"Despoiling the Egyptians," W, 18 (1968), 45G57; idcm, "An Exposition for the Wilderness
Traditions," W 22 (1972),288-295; idem, "History and Theology in the Sea Tradition," SI 29
(1975), 53-62; idem, "The Sea Tradition in the Wilderness Theme," JSOT, 12 (1979),2-8; idem,
"The King's L,oyal Opposition ," Canon and Authority, ed. G. W. Coats and B. O. Long (Philadel-
phia, 1977),91-109; idem, "Moses in Midian," JBI. 92 (1973), 3-lO; idem, "Moses versus
Amalek," Congress Volume, Edinburgh 1974. SW 28 (1975),29-41; idem, Rebellion in the
Wilderness (Nashville, 1968); idem, "A Structural Transition in Exodus," W22 (1972\,129-142;
idem, "Tt'rc Traditio-historical Character of the Reed Sea Motif," W, 17 (1967),253-265: F. M.
Cross and D. N. Freedman, "The Blessing of Moses," JBI- 67 (1948), l9l-2l0; D. Daiches,
Moses, Man in the Wilderness (London, 1973); H. Dreyer, "Tradition und heilige Sfitte" (diss.,
Kiel, 1952); J. Dus, "Moses oder Josua," ArOr 391I (1971), 1645; H. Eising, "Die igyptischen
Plagen," lzx tuaveritas. Festschrift H. Junker (Trier, 196l), 75-87;J. Finegan, Izt My People
Go (New York, 1963); G. Fohrer, Uberlieferung und Geschichte des Exodus. BZAW, gl (1964);
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figure of Moses to various redactions through a series of historical periods. It is this
theology of Moses that is the subject of this article rather than the life of the historical
Moses. We shall first discuss (l) the religious problems of the Mosaic (premonarchic)
era, then sketch (2) the figure of Moses presented by pre-prophetic texts, followed by
(3) Moses in the prophets, (4) Moses in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic litera-
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ture, (5) Moses the mediator in the postexilic culg (6) Moses in the postexilic period,
and (7) Moses in the Dead Sea Scrolls and apocalyptic literature.

I. The Era of Moses. The Mosaic era is roughly the thirteenth century before the
Egyptian armies in canaan came upon Israel (the Merneptah stela, ca. l2zo). IJntil
the time of Rameses II, the Egyptians know only the 'apiru (cuneiform fiabiru, lJgar.
'prm), the Hebrews of the Bible, a group to which Moses belonged (Ex. 2:6).r In the
polytheism of their environment, the Israelite tribes confronted a variety of religious
options:

l. Egyptian religion was both erudite and popular, with a systematic theology
(Heliopolis, Hermopolis, Memphis). Its focus was the cult of the pharaoh, at whose
court the unity of the divine was recognized behind the multiplicity of divine mani-
festations. Under Amenhotep rv, the "god of the sages," often.unnamed and represented
by the sun-disk, was recognized as the "only god." This nature monotheism, however,
did not last long.

2. The Semitic religions were cosmological rather than political. El, the supreme
god, was a beneficent deity dwelling at the distant source of all rivers. The most active
deity was the storm-god Ba'al (equivalent to Egyptian Seth), who brought fertility
throughrain. His virility, like that of El, was represented by the bull. one of the Amarna
letters says that he causes the earth to tremble and makes his voice thunder.2

3. Some deities affected the human body. They could be beneficent; the verb -+
NDI rp'means "heal" or even "endow with new vitality." But there were also deities
that brought sickness; magic was often used to combat them.

4. Human beings had tutelary deities, "personal gods," who accompanied their
devotees everywhere. These gods could become enraged when people under their
protection refused to believe their promises of offspring, prosperity, or possession of
the land. The God of Abraham was such a personal god. Since the protection of this
god extended to the offspring of the devotee, he became the "God of the father,, (Gen.
28:13;31:53; Ex. 3:6) and finally the God of the dynasty and the narion.

All these features appear in the biblical Moses tradition. His figure occupies a
religious intersection between Semites and Egyptians, city-states and nomadic tribes.
Moses was a leader, endowed with the religious prerogatives of the leaders of his era;
like Noah and Abraham, he could build simple altars. Shortly before, the tribal leaders
in Moab had similar functions. But this feature does not seem to be important in most
of the biblical traditions. Moses leaves to Jethro (Ex. lg12), to young people (24:5),
or above all to Aaron the responsibility of offering sacrifice. we must note, however,
that this borderland between Egypt and Canaan plays a different role in the biblical
traditions.

(1979); P. von der osten-Sacken, "Geist im Buchstaben," EvT 4l (l9gl), 230-35; c. perrot,
"Les r6cits d'enfance dans la Haggada," RSR, ss (1967),4g1-51g; T. saito, Die Mosevorstel-
lungen im NT. EH, 231 lO0 (1977).

l. See W. H. Schmidt, EdE t91,109,24-31.
2. EA, 147, 15.
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Therrarne m1ieft has no satisfactory Hebrew derivation, despite the popular etymology

that connects it with mih, "dravt out" (v. l0), for which a pass. ptcp. mdw would have

been required.3 The name most likely derives from Egyp. mfy, "give birth to," with a
theophoric element (cf. Thut-moses): "The deity N has given birth to."4 "A wide range

of conclusions has been drawn from the fact that Moses bears an Egyptian name. . . . The

name Moses has nothing definite to say about its bearer, but the tradition that a man with
an Egyptian name dwelt in the land of the Nile is very probably correct."s With Noth, we

should probably locate this man in the setting of the deliverance from Egypt.

If we are to wrest the theological personality of Moses from the biblical traditions,

we must use traditio.historical methods to analyze the text. A pre-prophetic Yahwistic
(Judahite) story focuses on family (i.e., dynastic) questions. A prophetic redaction (Gen.

20:6; Nu. llf.) is less well preserved; it corresponds to the Elohistic material, often

doublets of the Yahwistic texts. Finally, there is a JE redaction (frequently with Deuter-

onomistic features); this redaction is not itself a literary work but an attempt to combine

two divergent texts. Each by itself enjoyed such accepted authority that they could not

be integrated into a single literary unit.

tr. The Pre-Pmphetic Moses. There is no unanimity concerning the boundary

between J and E in the Exodus texts about Moses. The traditions are quite complex,

and scholars have felt compelled to postulate a pre-Yahwistic source (Jt, N, S, etc.). A
distinction between prophetic and pre-prophetic traditions can yield fairly clear results

(e.g., in Nu. llf.; more subtly in Ex. 32f.):6 Yahweh accompanies Israel (J, Sinai);
Yahweh's angel, not Yahweh, accompanies Israel (E); finally, Yahweh can mitigate the

punishment (JE). In any case, it would be a methodological error to isolate the major
traditions (exodus, Sinai, desert, occupation of Canaan) as though they had developed

independently. Analysis shows that the Sinai texts in Ex. 19-24 are repeated at Horeb
(Ex. 33); the manna traditions in Ex. 16 have parallels in Nu. 11. Moses'intercession
(Ex. 33) has its parallels in Nu. 14. The tradition did not develop historically through

literary units but rather in horizontal strata, as "documents."
For example, Ex. 19-24 contains some "Sinaitic" elements, while other verses

mention only the "mountain of God." The latter should be analyzed separately.T Neither

would it be appropriate to treat the Horeb traditions in 3:1; 17:6;33:6 as misplaced

additions. The only method that allows us to determine how the theological syntheses

J (Jt) and E, combined in JE, were put together is to begin with the concrete data:

geographical (Goshen, A. H. J. Gunneweg's Midian, Amalek, Baal-zaphon . . .), tribal
(I*vites, Reuben . . .), domestic (the different names of Moses' father-in-law: Reuel,

Jethro, Hobab, or unnamed; the varying number of Moses' sons .), sociological
(Pharaoh or the king of Egypt, the scribes of Pharaoh or scribes of the Israelites, sacrifice

3.Ontheliterarystructureof Ex.2,seeW.H.Schmidt, Exodus 14.BK,IIll (1988),inloc.
4. Ibid.,73f., with bibliog.
5. W. H. Schmidt, EdE 191,34tr.
6. Cf. Cazelles, Festschrift Komfeld; Weimar; Childs.
7.Fitz.
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or baE,elders, camp . . .), and historical (the exodus as flight or expulsion). This
material is clearly incoherent; but it seems that one can recover a coherent picture if
one keeps in mind the divergences in the life and history of the tribes that preserved
these traditions. As a function of the theological and political problems of the period,
the pre-prophetic Yahwist attempted to sketch a history of a united Israel (cf. the similar
program of the Sumerian King List).

Several observations help define the theological figure of Moses according to J.
(1) The accounts in the books of Samuel of how the Judahite monarchy was established
never mention Moses. (2) The Mosaic traditions are rooted much more firmly in the
north than in the south: Hos. 12:14 (Eng. v. 131;8 the Ephraimite Joshua as Moses'
servant (Ex.24:13;33:11; Nu. 1l:28); the Danite priesthood, which derives from Moses
(Jgs. l8:30); Moses as leader of Israel alongside Aaron and Miriam (Mic. 6:4); Moses
interceding like Samuel (Jer. 15:1); no mention in Isaiah or Amos. (3) Strong links
bound the Jerusalem court to Egypt the marriage of Solomone and the training of its
scribes. In fact, the Israelite tradition does not allow Moses to enter Judah; the redaction
of Jgs. I has Judah conquer the Negeb in league with the Kenites (v. 16) and capture
Hormah with the aid of Simeon (v. l7). J knows Moses through the traditions of
Northern Israel (Ephraim, Dan, and Reuben) and through southern traditions (the
Kenites of the Negeb as neighbors of the Amalekites; the Calebites of Kadesh, who
advanced as far as Hebron; the lrvites, related to Aaron). Furthermore, it is likely that
the Egyptian scribes at the court of Solomon added the tradition of the exodus as

expulsionlo to the version that depicted it as flight. Here the exodus that avoided the
land of the Philistines (Ex. 13:17) was assimilated to the exodus describing the driving
out of the Hyksos. This assimilation is supported especially by the mention of Baal-
zaphon, i.e., Mt. Casios on the Mediterranean coast: the camp opposite Baal-zaphon
presupposes a route along the Philistine road.

Finally, the special character of Ex. 34, with its ritual and liturgical overtones, in
comparison to 20:24-23:19 should lead one to assign the more ritual and liturgical
elements (3:5; cf. v. 12b) to the pre-prophetic Moses. But cultic elements appear to be
found in other traditions as well.

The essential function of J's Moses is to break the forced bond with Pharaoh and
establish the covenant at Sinai with Yahweh, the God of the fathers. The piel impv.
iallah (e.g., Ex. 5:l), which J uses as a refrain following the seven plagues of Egypl
does not mean "let go" but "send away." The verb is a weakening of gri, the term
used for driving out (the Hyksos). The people are to be sent back in order to bejoined
with YHWH qqnnd' (34:14), whom they must "serve" by offering sacrifice on the
mountain of Yahweh (Nu. 10:33), identified with Sinai.

The people prepare themselves ritually for the sacrifice (Ex. 19:10-13), but must

8. E. Z,enger, " 'Durch Menschen zog ich sie . . .' (Hos ll,4)," Kiinder des Wortes. Festschrifi
J. Schreiner (Wiirzburg, 1982), 183-201.

9. M. Gdrg, "Die'Siinde'Salomos," BN, 16 (1981), 42-59,recalling the role of Pharaoh's
daughter in Ex. 2:10; I K. 3:l (cf. ll:l).

10. De Vaux.
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keep their distance from the holy site (19:12;34:2f .), which only Moses may approach.

It is with him that Yahweh makes the covenant (cf. 34: l0 [stated more precisely in the

LXXI, 27 lexcept for the last two words, which are syntactically secondaryl).
The pre-prophetic Moses of J is thus the rival of the king of Egypt, who wanted to

"deal shrewdly" (ni1hakk"mil with the people to destroy them (Ex. l:9f.). Not himself
a king, Moses has features that are royalll and above all patriarchal. He is adopted by
Pharaoh's daughter (2:10) and marries under circumstances that recall Jacob. His
father-in-law is Hobab, a Kenite (Jgs. 1:16;4:11;Nu. 10:29) chased from his "nest"
by Edom (Nu. 24:21) and living as a nomad in the southern desert of Judah. There,

"beyond the wilderness," the theophany of Yahweh's angel in the burning bush takes

place (Ex. 3:2). This is a holy place, where the "God of his father" commissions Moses

to "bring the people up" into the land ofthe Canaanites and Jebusites, out ofthe sphere

of influence of their oppressors. Yahweh has "come down" (3:7-9) and will be "with"
Moses (3:12). The people are dwelling in the land of Goshen, where J says they had

been settled by Pharaoh in the time of Joseph (Gen.45:10; Ex.8:18[22]; 9:26). This
Goshen is located in the southern region of Judah, in the territory of Simeon (Josh.

l0:41; l1:16; l5:51r2), not far from Edom. It is far from Egypt and the Egyptians, but
under Egypt's political control.l3 Meyer already noted that the people driven from
Egypt were led there by a route along the Mediterranean Sea.la Fear of the Hebrews
and their God made the Egyptians let them go to Sinai to offer sacrifice (Ex. 8:24[28]).
It is Moses who holds in "his" hand the staff that is the symbol of power.ls Thanks to
this staff in Moses' hand, the military Joshua of J (17:9; cf .32:17) - 

in gsnt145t to the

Joshua of E, who guards the sacred tent (33:11; cf. Nu. ll:28)-gains victory over
the Amalekites, who dwell in the Negeb of Judah (1 S. 15:6, as neighbors of the Kenites;
30: l).

Together with the Levite Aaron (who died at the border of Edom), Moses takes part

in battles with the armies of the Egyptian king (Ex. l5:3f.). With Aaron's "sister"
Miriam, he sings of the victory over the sea (Ex. l5); he heals her at Kadesh (Nu.

12:ll-16), just as he makes the waters of Marah drinkable (Ex. 15:25) and heals the

Israelites who had been bitten by serpents (Nu. 21:8f.). From Kadesh, south of Beer-

sheba, he sends Caleb to explore the land as far as Hebron, where the Calebites will
settle and where David will be made king. There is no mention of Moses in connection
with the capture of Hormah (Nu. 21:l-3), a Simeonite ciry (Jgs. l:17; but cf. Josh.

19:.2-8); this capture was a first stage. Neither does Moses play any role in the prophe-

cies of Balaam (Nu. 24), which refer to all Judah's southern and eastern neighbors.

Thus J brings together some material concerning these southern neighbors (Kenites,

ll. Porter.
12. Cazelles, Fe sts chrift Kornfed.
13. Other scholars propose a different location: GTTOT $285ff.; M. Noth, Das Buch Josua.

HAT Yn c]97 t), 97 .

14. E. Meyer, "Die Mosessagen und die Leviten," SPAW Phil.-hist. Kl., 3l (1905), 640-652

= KlSchn I (1910),315-332.
15. -+ ;]DD matteh (Ylll,241-49).
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Calebites, Goshen, the Sinai of Jgs. 5:5 [cf. v. 4]; Dt. 33:2 [cf. v. 16]) as well as disrant
memories of wars with the Egyptian king.

Thus the pre-prophetic Moses (J) is attested as a controversial leader in the traditions
of the northem tribes such as Joseph. In monarchic Israel his role as covenant mediator
constitutes a counterpoise to the selection of a more or less pharaonic dynasty. To him
is traced the aniconic cult with its cycle of agrarian festivals @x. 34:17): the Feast of
Unleavened Bread, which coincided with Passover (34:25), the sacrifice after a journey
of three days (5:3; 10:24-27).

III. Moses in the Prophets. The prophetic Moses is the prophet who "brought Israel
up from Egypt" (Hos. 12:14[13]) and through whom Israel was "guarded (niimar) (in
the covenant)."16 According to Jer. l5:1, Moses, like Samuel, has access to God's
presence and can intercede for the people. Since the north is more complex than the
south, the Elohistic Pentateuch texts concerning Moses are also more complex. Here
we find Midianite traditions from Transjordan transmitted through Reuben and Gad;
Ephraimite traditions linked with the Ephraimite Joshua, a follower of Moses; lrvite
traditions preserved at the sanctuaries of Dan (Jgs. 18:30) and Bethel (Aaronide: I K.
12:28; cf. Ex. 32:4). The society presupposed by the prophetic Moses is not based on
a religious monarchy; it is a society with elders (sometimes an archaizing seventy) or
an Israel encamped in tents. Judicial functions are performed by Moses' subordinates,
who also perform military functions (Ex. 18:25). In Midianite tradition (east of the
Gulf of Akaba), Jethro is Moses' father-in-law; the Aaronide tradition calls him Reuel,
an Edomite name (Gen. 36:4,10,13,17).

The prophetic Moses, son of a Levite (Ex. 2:l), is a judge who is forced to flee
when he seeks to mediate a quarrel (v. 14). He flees to Midian, where he marries the
Cushite Zipporuh Cush is a Midianite tribe (execration texts cited by Georges Posener;
Hab. 3:7). In the vicinity of Midian, at Horeb, God reveals his name to Moses in a
burning thombush: "I am" ('ehyeh; E;x.3:14, explaining the name Yahweh) and sends
him to the elders (w. 14,16) in the name of the God of the fathers.lT He meets Aaron
at the "mountain of God" (4:27). With the aid of "signs" ('d@t: vv. 28,30; cf. vv. 8,17;
J speaks of "wonders" [niplA'6!]), they persuade the people and demand permission
from Pharaoh not so much to go three days' journey into the desert to offer sacrifice
to Yahweh as to celebrate a festival (hag). After the plagues (v. 9: transformation of
water into blood; treated differently in the account of J and P in 7:14-25), Moses
instructs the elders in the Passover rite with the application of blood to the lintels and
doorposts (12:21-23).

Now begins the fugitive exodus through the southern isthmus, avoiding the route via
Philistia (Ex. 13:17). At Moses'intercession, the angel of God protects the escape,

16. But contra H. W. Wolff (Hosea. Herm fBng. trans. 19741, 216), see F. I. Andersen and
D. N. Freedman (Hosea. AB xxlv [1980], 621f.), who suggest another prophet, Elijah or
Samuel.

17. On the relationship between the God of the fathers and Yahwism, see W. H. Schmidt,
EdE l9l, 4548; idem, BK,lI, 147-153.
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appearing in the pillar of cloud and coming between the Egyptians and Israel. Immediately
afterward, Moses gives the people the law (hbq and miipdt: 15:25). The people are put to
the test (17 7b): "Is Yahweh among us or not?" l8 It is less the authority of Moses that is

at stake at Horeb (17 :6a) than faith in the God of the exodus (v. 7b). Aaron (a lrvite) and

Hur (a Midianite) (Nu. 31:8) hold up Moses' weary "hands" (Ex. 17:12;not "hand") in
the battle against Amalek. At the "mountain of God" (18:5), Moses meets Jethro, who

has come from Midian; there Aaron also comes to meet him (with the elders of the lsrael,

v. 12b). At Jethro's suggestion Moses appoints "able men" ('aniA-hayil) as judges

(18:25), while reserving to himself the legislative function (v. 20).

ln the cloud on the mountain, God once more puts the people to the test (Ex.

2O18-21) and reveals his "words" to Moses alone (20:l-17, Deuteronomistic and P

additions). Aaron and Hur remain behind at the foot of the mountain (24:12-14) to
judge the people. In Moses' absence, the people force Aaron to permit a festival in
honor of the golden calf (32:l-s;.te 1L"n, in the Midianite tradition of Horeb, the people

repent (33:6). Only the angel20 of God will go with the people during the conquest of
Canaan (23:2Of .;33:2). At the intercession of Moses, God has vouchsafed forgiveness;
but God will no longer dwell personally in the midst of the people. The tent where

God meets with Moses in the cloud stands outside the camp, guarded by Joshu4 the

servant of Moses (33:7-11).
The prophetic Moses is already the Moses of the four-stage historical sequence

illustrated by the judges: apostasy, calling on God, repentance, and deliverance. The

spirit no longer comes upon the king, understood as a charismatic figure; instead, the

spirit rests "on Moses." God takes some of the spirit of Moses and puts it on the

seventy elders (Nu. 11:16f.) to make them prophets (vv.24f.). But they do not remain
prophets. The spirit also makes prophets out of some who had not come to the tent
(Eldad and Medad, w. 26-30), and Moses does not object. 'Aaron and Miriam also

count as prophets (12:2), but they transgress by speaking against Moses; for God speaks

to Moses (unlike the other prophets) "mouth to mouth," and Moses "sees God's form
(temfrn6)" (12:8). He sees this form "from behind" (Ex. 33:18-23); for according to E
"no one can see God and live" (v. 20), while according to J Yahweh and the people

see each other "face to face" (Nu. 14:14).
Hormah is no longer the site of a victory: Nu. 14:40-45 recounts a defeat in battle

against the Amalekites and Canaanites. Moses does not play a military role - in the

conflict with Reuben (Dathan and Abiram, Nu. 16), in the conquest of Amorite Trans-
jordan (Nu. 2l), or in relations with Moab (Balaam, Nu. 22 and part of 23). In all
likelihood, Moses made the covenant of 8x.24:3-6,8 in Moab between Baal-peor and

Gilgal. This covenant still involves a blood rinral like the Passover of Ex. 12:22, btt
with an altar at the foot of the mountain and with twelve pillars, which appear to

18. On the question as a primary theme of RP, see Tnnger, Israel a*t Sinai, 50ff ., 56ff., 67.
19. J. Davenport, "A Study of the Golden Calf Tradition in Ex 32" (diss., Princeton, 1973);

J. Hahn, Das goUene Kalb. EH,23ll54 (1981).
20. -+'lN)D mal'dk (Ylll, 308-325).
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correspond to the twelve stones of Josh.4:1-9. Moses wrote down the ten "words"
(Ex. 24:3b; cf . 34:.27) as the basis of the covenant. This covenant ritual is preceded by
the "covenant code," which begins with the altar law (20:24) and includes ,.ordi-

nances " (miip dttm : 2l :I ; cf . 24 :3) in addition ro the "word s,, ( deldfim). The prophetic
Moses of the Elohistic texts is thus not just a mediator of the covenant, as in J, but
also ajudge, the ideal prophet, a scribe, and a lawgiver. He no longer has any royal or
patriarchal features. Like Abraham (Gen. l2:7f .; cf.22:8tr.), Moses builds an altar; but
the sacrifices are offered by twelve young men representing the twelve tribes (Ex. 24:5).

IV. Moses in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic Literature. The prophetic
Moses owes his complexity to the traditions of the northern tribes, which combine a
Midianite tradition (Horeb; zipporah:. Gershom [one son], whom Moses brings with
him on his return from Midian lBx.2:22;4:24-26; cf. Jgs. 18:301) and an Aaronide
tradition (mountain of God; Cushite wife; Gershom and Fjliezer [two sons; cf. I ch.
23:151, whom Jethro brings to Moses at the mountain of God). There is also an
independent Ephraimite tradition that preserved the memory of a fugitive exodus by
an unspecified southem route. This tradition culminates in the Blessing of Moses (Dt.
33): Reuben is the firstborn, but is on the point of vanishing from history; Joseph is
the "prince (ndzir) among his brothers" (v. 16); and the Levites see that God's will is
carried out. Judah is a marginal tribe who must retum to his brothers (v. 7).

By contrast, the Deuteronomistic Moses is a homogeneous figure, even though we
must note the presence of several Deuteronomistic redactions. He resembles the pro-
phetic Moses insofar as he is the prophet par excellence (Dt. 18:15), upon whom the
other prophets are to pattern themselves. He is also the sole mediator of the covenant,
made at Horeb and in Moab (28:69[29:l]). only exceptionally does he function as
judge ( I : I 7), but he organizes the judicial system; judges have precedence over kings
in the Deuteronomistic code. These judges are no longer "able men" (as in Ex. lg:25)
and military figures but "wise and reputable" individuals (Dt. l:15;cf. 16:19). Scribes
(iotertm) are also mentioned; they record decisions and maintain census lists. Except
for the song mentioned in Dt. 3l:22, these scribes rather than Moses do the writing;
for it is Yahweh, their God, who himself wrote the Ten Commandments (5:22; lo.4).

Above all, the Deuteronomistic Moses is understood as a speaker, who gives in-
struction like the wisdom teachers of the scribal schools. Even Israel's neighbors
acknowledge the law he expounds to be the highest form of wisdom; it was given to
Israel in the form of statutes and ordinances more 'Just" than any others (Dt. 4:6-g).
The Deuteronomistic Moses, speaker and wisdom teacher, teaches above all the worship
of a single God.2l The people must love Yahweh alone, as vassals love their lord; they
must listen to Yahweh alone; they must not forget Yahweh or forsake yahweh to run
after other gods. This Deuteronomistic Moses formulates the basic monotheistic prin-
ciple: "Yahweh is the only God, there is no other" (4:35).

21. N. Lohfink, "Gott im Buch Deuteronomium," in J. Coppens, et al., kt notion biblique
de Dieu. BETI. 4l (1976), 10l-126, esp. 104.
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This wisdom teacher Moses becomes a historian, recalling how on the day of the

qdhAl theGod of Horeb chose a people. Thus "all Israel" became a "church" 1+ );tp
qanat, cu. ekklesia) to be Yahweh's "treasured possession" (-+ ;tho s"gulld), a-

;people holy to Yahweh" (Dt. 7:6). Just as Yahweh chose only one from among all

the peoples, so too Yahweh chose only one cultic site. The Deuteronomistic Moses

totaliy disregards the patriarchs, retaining only the promises and the oath God swore

to them. The sanctuaries reverenced for their association with them, in both north and

south, are condemned as hotbeds of immorality. Moses eliminates them, just as he

would have preferred to eliminate the vanquished nations: the Deuteronomistic Moses

is highly exclusire. This sage sees his people forced to decide between life and death

tfO: iSl; he would like to eliminate all the sources of death that spring from the nations

and their gods.

Above all, besides being a prophet and sage, the Deuteronomistic Moses is a

lawgiver. All the texts authoritative for Israel - statutes, ordinances, precepts, dicta,

etc. - constitute the one "law" (t6rd; Dt. 1:5; 4:44; 3l:12), which is entrusted to the

Levitical priests (18:1-5). Moses was unsuccessful in controlling the people so as to

prevent thiir defeat at Hormah (l:44), but he organized the land and established the

places of asylum (4:41). He communicated the Torah orally; it is the Torah of Moses'

i{e himself did nothing wrong, but suffered God's wrath on account of the lsraelites

(l:37;3:26; 4:21); according to 9:18-20, God was angry only with Aaron'

Moses is mentioned 36 times in Deuteronomy and 53 times in Joshua; in the rest

of the Deuteronomistic corpus, however, he plays a very minor role (1 S. 12:6'8): 2 K'

l8:4 recalls that he made the bronze serpent (-+ InLrIl n"huitan; cf. Nu. 2l:9) that

Hezekiah broke in pieces. He is described as "God's servant" in 15 Deuteronomistic

texts, e.g., Josh. 1:7 ("all the torah that my servant Moses commanded you"), 15;

8:31,33 1'ep", t6ra!m6ieh,2K.14:6; cf. Dt' 28:61; 29:20|21));2K.18:12. He is also

called ..man of God" (ii'"ldhim, Josh. 14:6), like Samuel in 1 s. 9:6 and like many

other prophets in the Deuteronomistic history (Shemaiah, I K. 12:22; Elijah' 1 K.

l7:18; Elisha, 2 K. 4:7).

V. Moses as Mediator in the Postexilic Cult. A priestly redaction also appears in

the book of Joshua. Expressions in texts like Josh. 14:2;218 that speak of Moses'

power ("hand") may with some caution be ascribed to the language of P (cf. Nu.

36:13), which mentions Moses most frequently.

According to P, Abraham, not Moses, is the mediator of the covenant.22 But at

Sinai Moses renews the covenant of Abraham (Ex. 16:2ff.) and maintains it (kv'
26:9,15,42,45) against the danger of being broken, as Deuteronomy foresaw (Dt.

3l:16,20).23 Ezekiel is the first to speak of the covenant of peace, the perpetual

covenant that cannot be broken (Ezk. 16:60; cf. 34:25;37:26; Jer. 32:40). This

22.W.Zimmerli, "sinaibund und Abrahambund," TZ 16 (1960)' 268-280'

23. H. Cazr,lles, "Alliance du Sinai, alliance de I'Horeb et renouvellement de I'alliance,"

Beiirtige zur aluesiamentlichen Theologie. Festschift W. Zimmerli (Goftingen, 1977), 69'79'
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language is based on P's idea of the covenant as found in the covenants with Noah
(Gen. 9: l6) and with Abraham (Gen. 17:7; Ex.6:4;31: l6). In words spoken by Moses
to Aaron, the support of the priesthood through sacred offerings is called a "covenant
of salt2aforever"(Nu. 18:19;cf.Lev.2:13).Aftertheincidentof theBa'alof Peor,
Yahweh gives his eternal covenant of peace to Phinehas, the grandson of Aaron; it is
to be a "covenant of perpetual priesthood (kehunnal)" (Nu.25:12f.). Mal. 2:8 men-
tions this "covenant of Levi": through the revealed liturgy, God and God's people
can live together by virtue of the forgiveness of sins. The renewal at Sinai of the
covenant with Abraham (Ex. 6:4-8; l9:5) makes the people "a priestly kingdom and
a holy nation" (19:6). Aaron and his sons officiate in this liturgy of atonement, in
which the glory of God is manifested. Aaron is also associated closely with Moses.
In the P texts concerning the plagues of Egypt, it is he rather than Moses who bears
the staff of divine power. It is this staff that puts forth buds and blossoms, and bears
fruit (Nu. 17:23tr [8ff.]). Aaron is even described as Moses' elder brother (Ex. 6:20;
7:7).

It is Moses, however, who is the author of this perpetual Levitical covenant. Aaron
is only the prophet of Moses, to repeat to Pharaoh whatever Moses says to him (Ex.
7:2). Yahweh makes Moses like "God" before Pharaoh (7:1). He does in fact have
access to the sphere of the divine; he enters into the cloud on the mountain where
Yahweh is present inhis kn!68, which the Israelites can only view from afar. There he
receives from God the plan for the sanctuary where the most holy God resides, whom
only the holy priests can approach.25 Moses does not write; he speaks, he conveys
directives from God, he is a lawgiver and inaugurates rites through which the people
are called to holiness. Above all, Moses speaks to Aaron to give him the commandments
(misw6!, I*v. 27:34; Nu. 36:13) and ordinances that, taken together, constitute the
legislation of Sinai. It is the function of the Aaronic priesthood to interpret and apply
them, but not to change them.

As the sole lawgiver, Moses also has authority to consecrate. After the sanctuary is
built, Moses first consecrates this dwelling place of God and its fumishings, then Aaron
and his vesfinents; for Aaron is to have charge of liturgical worship. The Deuteronomis-
tic Moses was the supreme prophet; the Priestly Moses is a high priest. Moses continues
to function as leader after the consecration of Aaron and outside ttre limis of the
Levitical covenant. When Aaron dies, he invests Eleazar with the priestly vestments.
Shortly before his death, Moses separates the functions of the priest from those of the
political leader (cf. the theology of Ezekiel), who "makes the Israelites go out and
come in." As political leader he appoints Joshua, who, like Moses, is full of the Spirit
(E; Nu. 27:18; Dt.34:9). In the presence of Eleazar, whom he had already appointed
priest, Moses lays his hands on Joshua.

Despite his greatness, the Moses of P also (like Aaron) has his faults. Nu.20:12
makes no palliative attempt to ascribe God's anger to the sins of the people. Moses'

24. -+n)n melah (Ylll,33l-33).
25. M. Haran, Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford,, 1978), e.g., 149ff.
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lack of trust had prevented God from manifesting his glory. The immediate context
does not specify Moses' failing; it might have been in action (cf. Dt. 1:37: halting a
campaign against Canaan) or in words, as Ps. 106:32f. might suggest. Since P often
develops the traditions of J, it may preserve here a reminiscence of J without insisting
on all the details.

Cazelles

When compared with Ex. 17 :1-7 , Nu. 20: 1- 13 provides an insight into the changing
picture of Moses in the corpus of Priestly traditions: J still viewed Moses essentially
as the mediator of Yahweh's words; JE depicted Moses as a prophetic miracle worker.
PG now sees in Moses and Aaron representatives of the spiritual office, which is
subjected to massive criticism in Nu. 20 (v. l2). "This criticism of the office, which
as a text inspired by P represents impressively bitter self-criticism, was probably . . .

too one-sided for Ps and the redactor of the Pentateuch and appeared prejudicial to the
reputation of Moses."26 By making the people share in the transgression (20:4), Ps

exonerates Moses. In the postexilic period, RP undertook a thorough revision of the
figure of Moses, characteristically emphasizing the divinizing of Moses (20:5ap,6aa;
esp. Ex. 4:16; 34:29-35). For RP, Moses essentially ceases to be an individual and
becomes a stylized medium of divine revelation.2T

Fabry

VI. Moses in Postexilic Literature. The postexilic Moses retains these features.
The Psalms mention him only 8 times. The superscription of Ps. 90 describes him as

"the man of God." Ps.77:21(20) looks on him as a leader of the people, together with
Aaron. The final redaction of 99:628 sees in him a priest like Aaron, who intercedes
for the people. The historical Pss. 103, 105, and 106 mention him most frequently,
describing him as "chosen."2e In a historical retrospect concerning the Holy Spirit and
the lack of trust shown by the people in the wilderness, Isa. 63:llf. makes the only
mention of Moses in the postexilic prophets.

In contrast, Moses appears 31 times in the Chronicler's history. There he is a "man
of God" (l Ch. 23:14; Ezr. 3:2) and "seryant of God" (2 Ch. 24:9; Neh. 9:14;
10:30[29]). God entrusted the Torah to him (l Ch.22:13; Neh. l:7) and enabled it to
guide the people through the "hand" of Moses (2Ch.35:6; Neh. 8:14). But we are

also told of taxes that Moses "levied" on the people (2 Ch. 24:6)- The Chronicler
refers to the torah of Moses (Ezr. 3:2; 7:6; Neh. 8:1). Eight texts mention a writing
(ktb) or book of Moses without specifying who wrote it. These numbers do not suggest
particularly high esteem for Moses: David is mentioned much more frequently. Even
when the Chronicler speaks of the sanctuary it is not the sanctuary created by Moses

26.7nnge4 Israel am Sinai, 65.
27. See F. L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. OBO, 45 (1982), 185ff., etc.
28. See E. Lipitiski, La royauti de Yahwi dans la podsie et le culte de l'anrien IsraEl. WAW.L,

27 /55 (1965),296.
29. -+ ''lltl bachar (n,73-87).
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but the temple whose construction David began (1 Ch. 22:19; 2 Ch. 29:21; Neh.
10:40[39]).

Wisdom Literature from Proverbs through Ecclesiastes says nothing of Moses, not
even when the book of Job clearly alludes to the Torah. The situation changes in the
book of Sirach and the book of Wisdom ascribed to Solomon. Following the lead of
the historical psalms, Sirach calls to remembrance the great men of the past. The
memory of Moses is blessed; his glory is like that of the saints (Sir. 45: lf.).:O He is the
chosen one, permitted to enter into the cloud to receive "the law of life and under-
standing" as well as the precepts he was called on to teach Jacob and Israel (vv. 4-6).
These 6 verses concerning Moses (45: l-6) are few compared to the 16 verses devoted
to Aaron. Joshua, "Moses' successor in the prophetic office," likewise receives 6 verses.
But Wisdom, which proceeds from the mouth of the Most High and is established in
Israel, is identified with "the book of the covenant of the Most High God, the law that
Moses enjoined upon us" (24:3,8,23). In its meditations on the exodus, the book of
Wisdom does not mention Moses; neither does it speak of the patriarchs or Adam. But
Wis. 10:16 probably does allude to Moses: "[Wisdom] entered into the soul of the
Lord's servant."

VII. Moses in Intertestamental Literature. References to Moses become more
numerous in the era of the apocalypses. The book of Wisdom, redacted in this period,
also begins with a description of the last judgment (Wis. 1-4). This era begins with
the book of Daniel and the desecration of the temple; it ends after the destruction of
the temple. Dnl. 9 reaches back into history, twice mentioning the "law of Moses,"
God's servant (vv. I l,l3), before describing the tribulations of the last weeks of years
and the end.

The Dead Sea Scrolls contain more than 20 texts referring to Moses: his law (CD
l5:2), his book (4QFlor 2:3), and his intercession (1QM 10:7; lQH 17:12). A
frequent theme, which never appears in the OT, is "return to the law of Moses"
(CD 15:9,12; 16:1,4; IQS 5:8, etc.); the context associates this theme with reception
of novices into the community. The expression implies strict interpretation of and
obedience to the Torah of Moses as well as the numerous additional revelations and
regulations (lQS 5:8; 4QpPsa [4Q171] 3:9f.;.:t The Words of Moses (IQDM
tlQz2l) are less a midrash than a "new Deuteronomy."32 Finally, it is interesting
that the Temple Scroll does not mention Moses, although its legislation reflects the
Torah.

In the contemporary literature Moses plays a significant role, not only as lawgiver
but also as mediator of revelation. The Ascension and Testament and other pseudepig-
rapha of Moses consider him the prophet of the end time.33

30. V. Hamp (Sirach. EB, XlIIl2 [951], in loc.) translates: "like a god."
31. H.-J. Fabry, Die Wurzel SfiP in der Qutnran-Literatur BBB, 46 (1975), 28-32; --> )\V

ifrb.
32. J. Carmignac; see D. Barth6lemy and J. T. Millk, Qumran Cave I. DJD, I (1955), 9l-96.
33. See A. Denis, Into. aux pseuddpigraphes grecs de l'AT (Leiden,1970),128-141.
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VIII. Later Developments. The Moses of the Pharisaic Rabbis is the great lawgiver
not merely because of his written law but also by virtue of his oral tradition, which
goes back to Sinai. The Moses of the NT is discussed elsewhere.3a

Cazelles

34. J. Jeremias, "MruDoflq," TDNT M 848-873; TWNT X/2, 1184f.; also G. Fitzer,
"M<u0oflq," EDNT II (1991 ), 450-52.
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l.l. Etymology. Heb. mdiah I derives from the root m-s/i-lt/fi, which (esp. in West
Semitic) has the basic meaning "rub, anoint." We may posit a homonymous (?) root
mniafu II that denotes the semantic domain of "measuring."l In Akkadian we find
Middle and Late Bab. maidSu(m) I and its derivatives, "measure, measure out," and
Neo-Bab. maidfuu(m) tr, "flare up." Closer to West Sem. m.ift I may be Akk.
namidfiu(m), "a leather container for unguents?"2 But the Akkadian verb paidiu(m),
"anoint, rub in," largely covers the semantic range of West Sem. mih I: paiium,
"anointed"; piiiatu, "anointing oll": paiiiu(m), "anointed one (= priest).": 11r"
Amorite PNs Ma-si-fia-an and Ma-su-fiu-un can be derived from a qdtil form of the'
verb mifi I.a In Ugaritic, too, the verb milt is attested, albeit rarely, with the meaning
"anoint,"s as is the subst. zJlrr, "anointing" ([im]n miht k1pm, "anointing oil of the
enchanters"6). Other texts with mih in the sense of "shatter, strike down,"7 or the like
remain unexplained.

The Aramaic branch is highly developed. The root mih I and its derivatives are
attested from Old Aramaic on,8 especially in the later dialects; there are fewer occur-
rences of mih II, "measure." Nominal forms include meiah, miifuA', "anointing oil,"
and, with increasing frequency, the technical term meiiha'.e

The Arabic verb masaha clearly encompasses the full range of meanings: "rub,
wipe"; "measure out"; "rob of, deprive of"10-possibly within the more inclusive
sense "move one's hand over something." This usage suggests an original meaning
"rub," developing such senses as "anoint," "measure," "take," "extinguish," etc., as

well as derivation from an onomatopoeic biliteral m/pi or ih/fi echoing the sound of
rubbing; but this theory remains speculative.lt

2. Occunences. The following derivatives of mil.t I occur in the OT:
a. the verb mdiah (68 occurrences, not counting 2 S. l:21 MT or the 2 occurrences

of the fem. r.r;rf. moih6t2), found primarily in the qal and niphal;

Alten Oient, BiOr 23 (1966), 308-313; H. Weinel, "llOD und seine Derivate," ZAW, 18 (1898),
l-82; A. S. van der Wotde, Die messianischen Vorstellungen der Gemeinde von Qumran (Assen,
1957); idem, "2gpior C.I-[, 1y," TDM D(, 509f., 517-520; -+ 1]n melef, (Y81,346-375).

l. G. R. Driver, ,I7S, 41 (J940), 169f. For the possibility of a verbal root mil.rlll, s* HAL,
11,644; A. Guillaume, JBI. 76 (1957),4lf.; also J. Barr, Comparative Philolog and thc Tbxt of
the OT (London, 1968),284f.

2. AHw III, 1574, with a possible derivation from maiafiu(m) ill.
3. AHa tr, 845; cf. J. Renger, 7A, 59 (1960), 143tr.
4. APNM, 145,232.
5. UT, rro. 156l: two texts, one uncertain.
6. Ugaritica, v (1968), 574tt.,601.
7. WUS, no. 1689.
8.Sefue A,2l:KA(,222.
9. HAL,Y, 174l; DISO, l7O;' MdD,280; M. Baillet, et al., lzs "Petites Grones" de Qumrdn.

DJD, m Q962), s.v.; see III below.
10. Wehr,907.
ll. Weinel,9ff.
12. See (2) following.
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b. the inf. form moihit3 (2 occurrences);
c. the subst. miih6, a feminine segholatela (21 occurrences, not counting 2 K.23:13

conj., har-hammiih6, "Mount of Olives," for MT har-hammaihtl, "Mount of Destruc-
tion" [cf. Targ.]), found only in P texts (H, Lrv. 2l:lo,l2) and always in the genitive
with iemen, "anointing oil";

d. the subst. maitahls (39 occurrences, including 2 S. 1:21 MT conj., mnifiah),
always linked syntagmatically with YHWH except in 2 S. l:21;Dnl.9:25,26;

e. the Aram. noun m"iah, "o11" (2 occurrences).

II. Meaning and Usage of md.iafi l.
l. General. The verb maiah I denotes the act and process of wetting, rubbing,

smearing, or anointing something, exclusively and usually implicitly with oil (-+ JDlf
iemen; Am. 6:6: "with the finest oils") or paint, probably oil-based (idiar "minium,"
for painting a house Uer. 22:14; cf. Ezk. 23:.14)). In this usage it corresponds to silf
(Akk. sdfrz, "pour out"), a by-form of ndsa| (cf. Isa.30:1; Ps.2:6), which usually
appears in conjunctionwith rdhas, "wash," and is limited to cosmetic anointing in the
context of bodily hygiene. Also secular in usage is the verb mdraq I and its derivatives
(rare in the OT), "rub, polish, scour, cleanse" (cf. Est. 2:3,9; Prov. 20:30).

The verb may have as its accusative object either things (wooden shields covered
with leather [Isa.2l:5; cf.2 S. l:21], house walls [Jer.22:14],loaves of bread [e.g.,
Ex.29:2;Lev.2:4f,pillars [Gen. 3l:13], altan [€v. 8:11], cultic paraphernalia lExodus,
Numbers (P)l) or persons (Am. 6:6), especially kings, priests, and prophets (the last:
I K. 19:16; Isa. 61:1). The majority of texts refer to the anointing of kings, so that in
the OT we may say that the verb has become a technical term with this specialized
sense. It also appears in various idioms and formulas.

2. Kings. The frequent construction of the verb with /" (Pftdhen, lendf;i, PnagtQ,
with implicit or explicit reference to a person) shows that the process means a change
of status,r6 especially with the specification l"melef; (16 occurrences), which reveals
the relationship of the act to the enthronement of the king. The OT describes the
following kings as being "anointed" (beside the bramble of the fable in Jgs.9:15):
Saul (l S.9:16; l0:l; 15:1,17 [LXX ll,l5]), David (l S. 16:3,12f.;2 S.2:4,7;3:39;
5:3,17.. l2:7; I Ch. l1:3; l4:8; Ps.89:21[Eng. v.20]), Absalom (2 S. 19:11[10]),
Solomon (1 K. 1:34,39,45; 5:15[l]; I Ch.29:22), Jehu (1 K. 19:16; 2K.9:3,6,12;
2 Ch. 22:7), Joash (2 K. ll:12; 2 Ch. 23:ll), Jehoahaz (2 K. 23:30), possibly an

unnamed king of the northern kingdom (Ps. 45:8[7]?), and Hazael of Damascus (1 K.
19:15). This evidence shows that the absolute use of mdiah is elliptical (e.g.,2 S.

19:11[10]; 1 K. l:39).

13. BIz,9316d.
14. Bli, g60lb.
15. BlE, $470n; Meyer, $37.4.
16. Mettinger, l9l.
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The subject doing the anointing may be YHWH (l S. 10:1; 15:17: 2 S. 127:,2 K.
9:3,6,12;2Ch.22:7; Ps.89:21[20]; cf. Ps.45:8[7];Isa.61:l), Samuel (1 S.9:16; 10:1;
cf. 1l:15 LXX; I S. 16:3,12,13; llQPsa 28:8,11 [Ps. l5lA:5,7]), a prophet (1 K.
l:34,45; l9:15,16; cf.2K.9:3,12,13), apriest (l K. l:34,39,45;2Ch.23:ll;cf.2K.
ll:12), or a variety of agents (Jgs. 9:8,15; 2 5.2:4,7;5:3 par. 1 Ch. l1:3; 2 5.5:17;
l9:ll[l0]; I K. 5:15[1]; 2 K. ll:12; I C.h.29:22; cf .2 K.23:30).

a. Plural Agency. We may assume that formulations expressing plural agency refer
to the earliest form of royal anointing used in Israel.!7 According to 2 S. 2:4a, "the
men of Judah came [to Hebron], and there they anointed David king over the house of
Judah." The evidence of I S. 30:26 suggests that the "men" were probably the elders
of Judah.l8 It is clear that the text describes a juridical act of choosing and installing
a king (omitted by the Chronicler in favor of an anointing over "all Israel"). Because
the action is not described in detail, we may assume that the significance of the rite
was familiar to the participants and listeners (2 S. 2:7). From 2 S. 5:3 we learn more
about the juridical significance of anointing. Here it is "all the elders of Israel" who
come "to the king at Hebron." "King David made a covenant (b"rifi with them at
Hebron before Yahweh, and they anointed David king over Israel." Here the anointing
is the second part of a legal covenant ceremony; it is the contribution of the elders,
expressing the obligation they undertake after the Judahite king has come to an agree-
ment (not further specified) with them. Once again, the language indicates only that
the initiative was on the side of those representing the people, who were choosing
themselves a king.

The notion that anointing substantiates the choice of a king clearly lies behind the
other texts with plural subjects; the fable of Jotham may serve as a model: "The trees
once went out to anoint a king over themselves" (Jgs. 9:8; cf. v. 15). The same basic
idea, adapted to individual circumstances, appears in the other cases: a passage from
the story of Absalom's rebellion (2 S. 19:1 I I l0] with the abbreviated formulaic expres-
sion "whom we have anointed over us"); the account of the installation of Joash, the
legitimate heir to the throne, by the partisans of the priest Jehoiada (2 K. ll:12: "He
brought out the king's son, put the crown on him, and gave him the testimony [?
hd'eflAi; they [MT; LXX sg., 2 Ch.23:ll pl.] proclaimed him king, and anointed him;
they clapped their hands and shouted, 'Long live the king!' "); and the description of
how the 'am hd'ares, the free population of the countryside, intervened in the royal
succession (2 K. 23:30: "The people of the land took Jehoahaz son of Josiah, anointed
him, and made him king in place of his father").

Only in a limited sense can one assign I K.5:15(1) to this category. The text of
l:45 ("the priest Zadok and the prophet Nathan") can explain the plural verb (cf.
l:34,39), but there is no representative body that chooses the king. It is better to follow
the LXX of 5: 15(l) and the parallel in Hos. 12:2(l),te interpreting the rext as referring

17. Kutsch, Mettinger.
18. Contra Hesse, 487f.
19. Also KBo, I, 14; EA, 34; cf. Mettinger,225ff.
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to a gift of oil and "diplomatic anointing," a gesture of homage or an acknowledgment

of treaty obligations.2o
This seems to have been the case especially at the beginning but even at the end of

the period of the monarchy. There is little agreement as to its origin and spread (Franz

Hesse: Canaanite; Ernst Kutsch: Hittite; Roland de Vaux: Egyptian).

b. I K. 1. The account of the Davidic succession in 1 K. 1 also provides a historically
precise use of maiah.2l As requested by David, the priest Zadok and the prophet Nathan

performed the anointing of Solomon (vv. 34,45). Zadok, howeveq was the actual agent:

he took the horn of oll (qereu 1 S. l0:l; 2K.9'.1,3 use paft, probably "vial") from

the tent (sanctuary) and "anointed Solomon" (l K. 1:39). (In 1 Ch. 29:22the assembly

tqdhAll anoints Solomon as king and Zadok as priest.) The whole ceremony took place

at Gihon in the presence of Benaiah and the "servants of the king," the Cherethite and

Pelethite mercenaries. Then a trumpet was blown, and "all the people" cried, "Long
live King Solomon!" Then all returned to the royal residence. Here maial.t denotes the

crucial action; its sacral effectiveness and legal force are strongly emphasized (l K.

l:45ff.). The plural formulation indicates that I K. 1 is seeking to justify the integration

of the ceremony into the system of dynastic succession, which effectively rules out any

free initiative and choice on the part of the representative. Thus Solomon became king

over "Israel" (MT; the LXX adds "and over Judah"; 1:34).

c. I S. t6.In I S. 16:1-13 we have what is probably the earliest theological explana-

tion of the divine anointing of the king, i.e., the texts where Yahweh is the subject of
m1iall. The traditional account of David's anointing by Samuel is rightly considered

the hieros logos of the sacral anointing of the king, which clearly formed part of the

accession ritual since the time of Solomon. Now the theological formulation of the

sacral action is Amdial.tn ti, "and you shall anoint for me [Yahweh] " (v. 3; cf. w. 12f.).

Three factors define the significance ofthis sacral action. (l) It is no longer preceded

by a public selection of the king in a council of the elders but by divine election (rd'A

or bAhar instead of md'as): "Yahweh descries his anointed." Anointing is a visible sigrr

of divine election. (2) A representative of Yahweh - $4n1tlel, Elijah, a nabi - is sent

GalaD to give ritual expression to Yahweh's election. The consent of those performing

the ceremony and an acclamation by the participants are not needed: anointing is a
symbolic cultic act that conveys the king's divine mission and authority (cf. llQPsa

28:8; LXX Ps. 15lA:5,7). (3) As an immediate consequence, the Spirit of Yahweh

enters into (;AlaD the king, who is endowed with a special charisma (l S. 16:13).

Anointing signifies the manifestation of the gift of the Spirit. The verb mdial.t becomes

a theologoumenon; it takes on the weight and burden of a theological concept with
more or less fixed implications. This process is clearly already beginning in the period
of Solomon.

d. The Saul and David Cycle.In the cycle of traditions surrounding Saul and in the

2O. Cf. imn ilm, "oil of peace," KTU, l.lO1, 14.

21. See II.2.a above for 2 S. 19:11(10) and II.l above and II.3 below for 19.22(21);25- l2:7
is probably a Deuteronomistic formulation (see III.l, 3 below).
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context of the court history of David, we find uses of maiah that obviously have been
influenced by the theological tendency just described. This influence appears in the
theological use of the title ndgtjfor Yahweh's designated king (l S.9:16; l0:l MT
and LXX [it appears in conjunction with mditah in 1S. 24:7,11;26,9,11,16,23;25.
l:14,1622)) and the theological statement that the king rules 'al:ammt yiird'El or the
like (l S. 15:1,17). It is therefore doubtful that Saul was actually anointed.23 The
remaining texts exhibit the polished style that betrays Deuteronomistic origin (2 S. 3:39
conj.; l2:7; cf. 1 S. 12:3,5).

Ps. 45:8(7) ("therefore Yahweh your God has anointed you with the oil of gladness
beyond your companions") is probably addressed to a king of the northern kingdom.
It is not clear whether the words refer to his anointing as king or to some other festal
cultic act. The former is suggested by the theologoumenon, the latter by the expression
"oil of gladness" and the context (w. 9f.[8f.]).

e. Prophetic Tradition. In the Elijah and Elisha traditions, we can recognize a
reawakening of early ideas about anointing, albeit with fresh nuances. For the act itself,
the tradition uses the phrase "pour the vial of oil upon the head of so-and-so." The
verb miiah is sometimes used performatively with Yahweh as lst person subject: "I
hereby anoint you king over Israel" (the so-called coincidence case, 2 K. 9:3,6,12) or
in the jussive: "You shall anoint . . ." (l K. 19:15tr). Thus the theological heritage of
the term is reactualized in prophetic word and deed. At the same time, we can see that
the notion of choosing a king without dynastic constraints, even from outside the
borders of Israel (Hazael:1 K. 19:15), is still alive, being reclaimed and practiced by
prophetic circles.

3. P The P literature uses maiah almost exclusively in the context of consecrations,
usually in conjunction with the piel of qd"i (consecration of the high priest: Ex. 29;
Lev. 8; consecration of the tent sanctuary and the cultic paraphernalia: Ex. 40). Three
observations are noteworthy. (a) Expressions like "pour oil" Od;aq iemen; frequently
iemen hammiihd, "anointing oil), "anoint," "sanctify" (qdi piel), and occasionally
"function as a priest" (khn piel) refer to one and the same ceremony, clearly conveying
the technical, explicative, and functional aspect of the action (see, e.g., Ex.29:36:,1*v.
8:11 [with /e + inf.]; Ex.30:29:40:9ff.; l.ev. 8:10 [with w, + perf.]24). It is possible
that miiah denotes the verbal side of the process as in the coincidence of 2 K. 9 (cf.
Ps. 2:7ff.; 110:1ff.). ln any case, by alluding to the history of the term, it effecrs a
theological definition and categorization of what is taking place. That the traditional
implications of mdiah in the royal anointing continued to echo in the consecration of
the high priest in the postexilic period (l Ch. 29:22; z.ec. 4:14) is a safe assumption.25
(b) The immediate context includes detailed directives and cultic instructions (e.g., the

22. See below.
23. Mettinger, l94ff.
24. Hesse, 486.
25. Kutsch and Hesse.
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preparation of anointing oil: Ex. 3o:22tt.). (c) Except in [.ev. 16:32; Nu. 35:25 (pass.),

the agent performing the action is exclusively the Moses of P, representing the highest

authority of the priestly office.

UL mAiiab.
l.Usage. Thenoun mditallisaqatil formationwithpassivemeaning. Incontrastto

theformmdifraft, with punctiliar meaning ,mdital.tprobably conveys customary meaning,

"permanently endowed with a status."26 It has become a fixed theologoumenon; in the

OT it appean almost exclusively in syntagmatic association with Yahweh. Only in the late

text Dnl. 9:25f . do we find it used anarthrously as a technical term for the high priest. By

wayof comparison,theearlytext2S. 1:21 (MT) usesmaitalt asapassiveparticiple
modifying the shield of Saul, to be "anointed with oil no more" after his death; if the text

is not comrpt (21 MSS. readmdifrah). this usage suggests that the noun was still as flexible

as the verb (cf. Isa. 2l:5) and had not undergone the specialization noted above. Con-

versely, the difficult passage 2 5.3:39 (MT) uses the passive participle to modlfy melef;

- clearly a textual error. To date, no ancient Near Eastern parallel has been found to

mcitafu YHWH as a title of theological provenience. Transferences of what was originally

a royal honorific attest its theological consistency, as does its appearance as a loanword,

primarily after the OT period, in the Judeo-Christian vocabulary-27

2. Distibution The word exhibits a distinctive distribution, both literarily and tradi-

tio-historically. A large number of occurrences are found in the sources of Deuteronomis-

tic historiography: the story of David's rise (1 S. 16:6;24:Tl6lltrvicel'11[10];26:9,11,
16,23;2 S. 1:14,16,[21]), the story of the Davidic succession (25- 19:221211), and other

Davidic traditions (2 S. 23:l), as well as Deuteronomistic texts (1 S. 2:35; 12:3,5;2 S.

I2:7). An almost equally large number appear in the psalmodic tradition (Ps. 2:2;

18:51t501par.2 S. 22:51;Ps.2O:716);28:8;84:10[9);89:39,52138,51], 105:15 par. I Ch.

l6:22;Ps.I32:LO par. 2 Ch. 6:42;Ps.132:17;1 S. 2:10; Larrl.4:20:. Hab. 3:13), where it
is always a royal title, as also in the only occurrence in prophetic literature (Isa. 45: l; cf.

Hab. 3:13). The remaining occurrences are in P texts referring to the (high) priest (Lrv.

4:3,5,16:6:15122l) and in Dnl. 9:25f. Chronologicalty, the occurrences cover the period

of the monarchy down to the exile (Lalr,. 4:,20), always as a royal title (including Isa. 45: 1

[Cyrus]). In the postexilic period, it became an honorific title of the (high) priest. The focus

of its usage is Jerusalem (Davidic tradition and royal psalms). Except for Saul, none of
the northern kings is so characterized. The description of the patriarchs as "anointed"

represents a transference (Ps. 105: 15 par. I Ch. 16:22).

3. David. Comparison with the notion of a divinely initiated anointing associated

with the vetb mdiahzs shows that the exclusively theological expression meitah YHWH

26. Weinel, l3f.; cf. GK $8441.

27. HAL. rr,645.
28. See II.2.c above.
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originated and found general use in conjunction with that conception.2e This would
mean that the title came into being during the time of Solomon under the influence of
a developing official Jerusalemite royal theology and ideology.30 This conclusion is
confirmed by the anointing etiology in I S. 16:6: "surely yahweh's anointed now
[stands] before him." This fits with the observation that the earlier succession narrative
contains only a single occurrence (2 S. 19:22[21], referring to David).rt During the
period of David, the word still had primarily a verbal meaning (z s. l:21, if this text
dates from this period). A substantial group of occurrences does not appear until the
traditions of David's rise (dating from the post-Solomonic period).

In this case, the conclusion is inescapable that the Saul texts32 should be interpreted
more theologically than historically. In fact, the two parallel traditions in I S. 24 and
26 together with 2 S. 1 treat a fundamental theme of royal ideology: the question of
immunity and the indelible character bestowed as a charisma by anointing. The insistent
repetition of the justification formulas with m"iiah yHwH suggest that they may well
be the product of theological stylization.33 The Deuteronomistic occurrences in I S.
2:lo;2 s. l2:7 carry no independent weight, for they take the title from or adapt it to
the context. We may therefore assume that the title arose in connection with the
development of the royal ideology and the institution of the Judahite royal ritual,
probably under marked Egyptian influence, and soon found wide acceptance in Jeru-
salemite circles.3a As a theologoumenon it was able to combine the following elements:

a' It designated an exclusive relationship with Yahweh that finds expression in the
restricted use of the term - probably a reflection of the traditional belief in the exclu-
sivity of the relationship between "Israel" and Yahweh. The further evolution of this
element in Jerusalem during the monarchy produced the notion of the ..Davidic
covenant" (cf. 2 S. 23:l and 23:5; Ps. 89:39,52[38,51] and g9:4,29,35,40f3,2g,34,
391;,:s intended to summarize the special relationship between the Davidic ruler and
Yahweh.

b. It defined the status of the king and legitimated sacral kingship in Israel with the
aid of ancient Israelite notions of election (l S. 16). In agreement with the spirit of the
age, it also drew on traditions of royal ideology that were probably Egyptian in origin
(anointing of high officials and vassals),36 so that the Davidic king could be proclaimed
"Yahweh's vassal" with the full range of ideas implied by this claim (cf. the prophetic
criticism of the Judahite kings).

c. It integrated the institution of the monarchy into the nascent conception of the

29. Mettingea 198ff.
30. -+ 1bn mebft (Yilt,346-315).
31. T. Veijola (Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen, 193 t19751,33f.) claims that this text is

Deuteronomistic. On I K. I see II.2.b above.
32. See II.2.d above.
33. H.-J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. I<AT VtrI/ I (1973), in loc.
34. -r l)n melels (Yllt,346-375, esp. 362f.).
35. Mettinger, 224ff .,275ff.
36. Kutsch, de Vaux, Cothenet.
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(universal) kingdom of God, in which the anointed one is given a singular and out-

standing role (cf. the Royal Psalms), so that the title could independently designate this

function and become the embodiment of eschatological expectations.

d. It introduced the conception of a single individual chosen by God, which went

on to become the paradigm of a privileged relationship with God and the representative

personification of all humanity, eventually leading to the notion of the image of God.

4. Psalms. The psalmodic literature constitutes a second domain where the term

occurs with some frequency. It is not always clear what elements of the m"stah YHWH

concept are present if the context does not emphasize them. The texts include several

passages from the so-called Royal Psalms (Pss. 2,18,20,89,132), which deal centrally

and explicitly with the Judahite monarchy. Others mention the anointed only in passing,

as either a petition or an expression of trust in prayers of an individual (Pss. 28,84;

1 S. 2; Hab. 3; cf. Ps. 2O). Lwn.4; Pss. l5lA,l05 are unique cases. Except in the case

of Ps. 105, all the texts refer to regents and kings of the Davidic dynasty, although only
2 S- 23:l: Pss. 132,15 I mention the name of the anointed (David). As one might expect,

the actual psalm texts cease with the exile (Lam. 4:20). Even if one assumes the

postexilic composition of psalms like 89 arrd 132, the reference is still to the Davidic
kings, albeit now belonging to the past.

In Ps. 2 the term appears in a clearly secondary addition (v. 2b), which nevertheless

matches the meaning of the psalm precisely: the rebellion of the nations is directed
"against Yahweh and his anointed." The mere juxtaposition of the two recalls the

traditional kingship formula,3T which is the focus of the psalm and is quoted by the

royal psalmist(vv.6,7-9).It is noteworthy ttrat this formula is presented as being spoken

by Yahweh, in part as a divine proclamation (v. 6), in part as the recitable substance

of a divine decree (hdq, vv. 7ff.). In addition, the meaning of ritual anointing, also

clearly central to Ps. 2, begins with the theological metaphor "lhave poured (ndsaktt)

my king on Zion, the hill of my sanctuary" (v. 6), an allusion to the effectual and

juridical nature of the act of anointing. Finally, the threatened king has recourse to the

universal position and function he has been promised, expressed in the categories of
divine sonship, direct access to God, victory, and sovereignty over the nations. In this

way, Ps. 2 offers a comprehensive realization of the mditah concept.

The same holds true to some extent for Pss. 18 and 89. Here, however, the theological

concept associated specifically with the anointing of the king plays a smaller role, as

evidenced by the fact that the term appears with its special accent only in 89:39f.(38f.).

In his lament, the psalmist blames God for the fate of the king, which runs counter to

all trusting hopes and expectations: "You have spurned and rejected him; you are full
of wrath against your anointed. You have renounced the covenant with your servant;

you have defiled his crown in the dust." These verses allude to the privileges promised

to the anointed (election, covenant, royal insignia). Yahweh's actions appear incon-

sistent with the "steadfast love of old, which by your faithfulness you swore to David"

51

37. See III.2 above.
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(89:50[49]). Like Ps. 18:51(50); 132:17; I S. 2:10 (cf. Ps. 28:8), Ps. 89 concludes wirh
a petition that Yahweh will remember his anointed once more.

In a few passages, a prayer for the king combines the title with an expression of
help and deliverance (y,i'r Ps. 18:51[50], par. heseS;20:716),110(9)l); 28:8; Hab. 3:13;
1 S.2:10), clearly recalling the special intensity of the relationship: "Yahweh is the
strength of his people and the saving refuge of his anointed" (Ps. 28:8).

The anointed brings life and salvation to his people. Ps. 84: 10(9) uses the metaphor
of a shield38 ("behold our shield"; cf. 89:19[18]), while Lam.4:20 says: "yahweh's
anointed, the breath of our life, was taken in their pits 

- the one of whom we said,
'Under his shadow we shall live among the nations."'

Twice a horn symbolizes the enduring favor Yahweh shows his anointed: I S. 2:10,
"exalt the horn"; Ps. 132:17, "cause a horn to sprout." The latter verse uses -->aJ ndr
"lamp," as a parallel ("I have prepared a lamp [upon Zion] for my anointed one").

In later ages, the memory of David appears to have played an important role. He was
the prototype 

- and the "Davidic covenant" made with him the basis - of the relation-
ship between Yahweh and his anointed: "For your servant David's sake do not reject your
anointed one" (Ps. 132:10). Ps. 15lA (llQPsa 28) is also framed as a paraphrase of 1 S.
16: "He sent his prophet Samuel to anoint me" (w. 8f.); "he took me away from the flock
and anointed me with holy oil [or 'oil of rhe sanctuary']" (w. lof.).

In the so-called Last Words of David (2 S. 23:1-5; difficult to date, possibly to be
included with the David traditions), the title appears in.the unique phrase "the anointed
of the God of Jacob." TWo theologoumena, a divine predicate from the patriarchal era
and an honorific from the early monarchy, appear to have been combined here to parallel
the relationship with God that each represents - like the term beril in v. 5.

Ps. 105:15 is exceptional: it is the only text in the Psalms that uses the title for
someone other than a king. In extending its usage to the plural and applying it to the
patriarchs, this passage uses what had probably become a fossilized designation of a
type to emphasize the special character of the patriarchs, calling them both "my
anointed" and "my prophets." The former recalls I s. 24 and 26 and alludes to the
immunity of the anointed. we may possibly see here the influence of the shift in
meaning that marks the postexilic development of the term.3e

5. Pruphcts. The prophetic literature is familiar with the Jerusalemite royal theology
and the Judahite royal ritual, as well as the theological implications of anointing (Isa.
l1:1ff.; Znc.4:1ff.). But the term "the anointed of Yahweh" (cf. mdiah in I K. 19:16;
Isa. 6l:l) appears in only a single passage in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 45:l): "Thus says
Yahweh to his anointed, to Cyus, whose right hand I have grasped." Deutero-Isaiah
employs the ancient honorific with great freedom and audacity. (a) contrary to the
entire weight of tradition as well as contemporary prophecy (Ezekiel, Haggai, Zncha-
riah), the title is taken from the Davidic dynasty, Davidic kings past or future - as is

38. -r IrD mdgen (Y111,74-87).
39. See III.5 below.
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the privilege of the covenant relationship and its associate benefits (55:3ff.). O) With
prophetic authority, it is bestowed on a non-Israelite ruler, who appears to have made

no such claim himself even though he entered juridically into the Davidide succession.

(c) Cyms is thus accorded the role the anointed is to play in the program of universal

kingship (cf., e.g., 45:lff.). (d) The prophet consciously accepts that Cyrus neither knew

nor wanted to know anything about these privileges; his primary concern was clearly

that the function of the anointed simply be recognized. This advance by Deutero-Isaiah

was probably unique. Postexilic prophecy returned to the traditional promise to David,

though not without new emphases (cf. the two "sons of oil" - b"nA-hayyi;hdr inZ.e*.
4:l-14-elsewhere always --l lDtf iemenin this context).

6. I-ate Texts. Finally, maiiah occurs sporadically in P and in Apocalyptic Literature,

but only with reference to the high priest. l*v. 4:3,5,16;6:15(22), which belong to late

strata of P,a0 clearly use the word once more as an attributive participle in the phrase

haltkdhEn hammd.ital.t (cf. 2 S. l:21; then the normal form in 2 S. 3:39; P: Ex.29:2;
Lev.2:4;7:12; Nu. 3:3; 6:15), with no observable reference to the preexilic royal title.
The phrase seems already to have become a technical term. The wotd maitah simply

stands for gd!61. "The rivalry of the Davidides (Zec. 4) no longer needs to be taken

into account"al or is deliberately ignored by this language.a2 In contrast to other and

probably later P strata, which require all priests to be anointed (e.g., Ex. 40:15; Nu.

3:3),a3 the claim to anointing and the title are here reserved for the high priest.

The late midrash in Dnl. 9:1-3,21-27, dating from the years 167-164 n.c., uses the

anarthrous term "anointed one" for the high priest, probably Joshua, calling htmmnital.t
ndgt/ ("an anointed one [and] prince" |v.25); on this usage of nagtl, cf. l Ch. 9:11;

2 Ch.3l:13; Neh. 1l:11; Dnl. ll:22). The age of the Aaronide "princes" begins 70

weeks of years after Jeremiah and extends for 62 weeks of years until an anointed one

is cut off (yiklcdrcl mdital.t: Drn. 9:26), probably Onias III.aa After a further week of
years of extreme oppression and tribulation (v. 27), the apocalypticist expects his

conception of the "messianic" age, in which "a most holy place will be anointed,"

i.e., the eschatological sanctuary will be consecrated (v.24).

fV. Later Development.
l.IX{. The LXX usually translates the forms of nraiale precisely and consistently with

forms of chrtein (chist6s, chrisma), whose meanings corespond.a5 It takes another

courseonlyfortheanointingofastone(Gen.3l:13: aleiphein)andofpriests(Ex.4O:15;
Nu. 3:3), the rubbing of a shield (Isa. 2l:5: hetoinuizein), and spreading of cakes (Irv.

40. K. Elligea lzviticus. HAT lY (1966),57tf.
41. Ibid., 68.
42. Hesse,495.
43. Cotlrcnet,722ff .

44. A. Bentzen, Daniel. HAT XIX (1952),73ff. Ct. 2 Mc. l:10: Aristobulus "from the line
of the anointed priests" (ap6 toi tiin christdn hierion ginous).

45. Grundmann, TDNT, IX, 485f.
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2:4;7:2,12: diachriein), and correctly paraphrases 2 s. 3:39 with lathistdnai (treated
differently by Aquila and Symmachus). Both chrisis and chrisma translate miihA; hBx.
40:15 chrtsma also represents moihi, in Dnl. 9:26 (LXX, Theodotion) it represents
mditah. Elsewhere mdiiah is always translated with chrtstos, with the exception of l.ev.
4:3, where the participial function of the Hebrew term is emphasized; archierefis ho
kechisminos (cf. 2 S. l:21; thyre6s Saoul ouk echristhE). The translation follows the
diction of the Hebrew: ho hiereils ho chrkt6s is the high priest (cf. I*v. 4:5,16; 6:15[22]
and 4:3). There is no clear instance of lw chist6s used absolutely in the LXX.a6 The
passages where the LXX introduces chiein on its own do not change the picture: Am.
4:13 (probably misread); 25.339;n 2Ch.36:l formlkhiphtl; Isa.25:6; Hos. 8:10; Ezk.
43:3 (probably also misreadings); cf. Symmachus on I S. 15:ll; Ps. 2:6.

2. Sirach. The use of milt in Sirach corresponds in the paraphrases to the convention
of its model: Sir. 45:15, "Moses anointed [Aaron] with holy oil";46;13, "Samuel
anointed princes (ngydym, drchontes) over the people of God"; 48:8, Elijah "anointed
(mwih, chrfdn [ptcp.]) kings and prophets"; 46:19 clearly reflecrs I S. l2:5 (miykw,
christori autori).48

3. Dead sea scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls clearly continue the or usage of z.ift
and its derivatives.ae Especially important is the use of forms of the noun miyh. In the
plural it occasionally denotes the OT prophets (CD 2:12;6:1; leM ll:7 [disputed]).
In the singular it refers once to the prophetic messenger of joy who ushers in the
eschaton (miyh hrwh, "the one anointed with the Spirit"). In the majority of passages,
however, it denotes the priestly and/or royal anointed one expected "at the end of
days." The expectation of two messianic figures, usually termed "the anointed of
Aaron" and "the anointed of Israel," probably derives from the idea based on zr*.
4:14 that the functions of the anointed one would be divided into a royal and a (high)
priestly office.so The earliest evidence for the use of the absolute form hmiyh for the
anointed one(s) of the eschaton may be lQSa 2:12 (cf. 4QPBless 3).5r

The later development of the Hebrew term as a loanword in its Hellenistic transcrip-
tion Messias (Jn. 1:41; 4:25 [anarthrous]) or its Erhiopic form Ma(s)sr& (ltEth.l En.
48:10) is beyond the scope of this article.sz

Seybold

46. See the discussion of the questionable passages by van der Woude, TDNT IX, 5lO, n. j4.
47. See above.
48. De Jonge,5ll.
49. Van der Woude, TDNT LX,517tr.
50. Van der Woude, Vorstellungen, passim; idem, TDNT, IX, 5l7ff.
5 I . For further discussion of this complex of problems, see van der Woude, TDNT W, 517tr.;

K. weiss, "Messianismus in Qumran und im NT," Qumran-Probleme, ed. H. Bardtke (Berlin,
1963),353-368; R. B. Laurin, "The Problem of Two Messiahs in the eumran Scrolls," Reue
4 (1963),39-s2.

52. See HAt 1'645; A. S. van der Woude, "Messias," BHHW Il, 1197tr.
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tlgp maiqL

Contents: I. Etymology; II. General Usage; Itr. Special Instances of the Qal; IV. Niphal and

Pual; V. LXX.

I.Etymology.Heb.mdiaScorrespondsto Arab.masaka, "grasp,"l OSAzst, "take,
seize,"2 Eth. masalea, "draw (a bow)," and Jewish Aram. m"iaf;, "draw, pull." Ugar.
mlh "extand (a hand)," might correspond to Heb. mdiaf;, but the 1rules out the other
words (equivalent forms, e.g., would be Arab. *ma1aka, Aram. *m"1af). If Heb. meieft,
"leather bag," belongs to this root ("something pulled off" [from mdiak, "pull off"],
i.e., "skin"),3 there are parallels in several Aramaic dialects with ma/eikd', "skin,"+
as well as Arab. mask, "pulled-off skin," and Akk. maiku, with the same meaning.
Ugar. I still remains a problem. It is more likely, however, that ze.ie( should be

considered a primary noun.

II. General Usage. Heb. mdia$ appears 36 times as a verb: 30 times in the qal and
3 each in the niphal and pual. It is an everyday word with the basic meaning "draw"
and a wide range of connotations, e.g., lift out of a pit (Joseph: Gen.37:28; Jeremiah:
Jer. 38:13), pull out (a crocodile) with a fishhook (Job 40:25[Eng.4l:l)), draw a bow
(l K.22:34 par.2 Ch. 18:33; Isa. 66:19), blow the y6f;€l trumpt (Ex. 19: 13; Josh. 6:5),
go (Jgs. 4:6;20:37; cf. also Ex.12:21: miillfi frq"hfi, "go and take (a lamb)." These
and some additional texts are scarcely relevant theologically.

III. Special Instances of the Qal. The following passages, where maiaf; occurs in
theologically interesting contexts, merit special attention:

l.With hcseQ or'ap, maiaft means "extend in time," i.e., "prolong." In Ps. 36:11( l0)
the psalmist prays that God will continue his steadfast love for those who know him
and his "righteousness" to the upright of heart. This text assumes a mutuality in human
relationships with God, such that knowledge of God and uprightness have as their
consequence God's enduring faithfulness and favor. Ps. 85, a communal lament, records
the impatient question, "Will you be angry 1'anap) forever and prolong your anger
('ap) to all generations?" (v. 6[5]). The duration of God's anger is here emphasizedby
theexpressionsle'6lamand, leQbrwdd6r ThecurseinPs. 109:12saysof theusurer:
"May there be no one to extend him heseQ." Here the emphasis is not on how long
the hcseQ is not extended, but it is clear that md"iaf, hese/ represents a fixed idiom.

l. A. Guillaume , Abr-Nahrain, 2 (1960 l6l), 23f .
2. ContiRossini, 179.
3. P. Fronzaroli, AANLR, 19 (1964),252,266.
4. DISO, l7O; lzxSyr 407.
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Therefore Jer. 31:3 probably also belongs here: "I have loved you with an everlasting
love; therefore I have continued my faithfulness to you." The KJV translates: ..There-

fore with lovingkindness have I drawn thee" (Martin Luther: ... . . to me,,), taking
heseQ (with LXX and Syr.) as an adverbial accusative; b*'ahaf;a1 ?/arn supports thi
meaning "prolong." Luther's "to me" is not in the text, and the suffix in mciafttif;i
can very well function as a dative.5 The fundamental basis for the restoration of Israel
(Jer. 3l:4f.) is thus the constant love and faithfulness of yahweh.

In Neh. 9:30 we find a briefer idiom: mdiaf, 'al means "have patience"; the length of
time is emphasized by "many years." The context is a penitential prayer that emphasizes,
among other things, that God long had patience with his people but finally had to hand
them over to their enemies; he will, however, have mercy on them once more.

2. Hos. I l:4 is especially difficult: behablO 'dQdm 'emieftEm ba'"!6y61'ah"!d, ,,with
cords of human beings (= human cords?) I drew them [the Israelites], with bands of
love." Although the language here resembles that of Jer. 31:3 (mdiak,'ahaf;d), the
mention of cords and bands points in a different direction. If MT 'Al ("yoke") is retained
in the following line, the image appears to refer to the taming of a draft animal. The
rest of the passage, however, speaks of the son yahweh has brought up. If b/ is emended
to 7/ ("suckling"), the reference to cords and bands becomes difficult. Since mfriaf,
is not connected with 'ah"\a, an interpretation based on Jer. 31:3 is uncertain. In any
case, the passage speaks of Yahweh's loving guidance of Israel.6

3. The verb mdiaft is also associated with hepel in Isa. 5:18, where the MT reads:
"woe to those who drag iniquity along with cords of falsehood (iaw) and sin with
cart ropes." This seems to say that sinners by their conduct recklessly and inescapably
bring about their own punishment or even, as the following verse suggests, hasten it.
The text may also be comrpt. Scholars usually emend iaw'to.id4 to give the meaning
"withcordsofoxen."MitchellDahoodinterprets^iw'asequivalenttougar.J'r,..mother
sheep," and'agdld as'Egel, "calf."7 otto Kaiser therefore translated: "woe to those
who draw guilt with <sheep cords> and sin with <calf rop)es>."8

4. In Ps. 28:3 the psalmist prays: "Do not drag me away with the wicked." He seeks
refuge from his enemies, is convinced that they will receive their just punishment, and
now prays that he will not have to be dragged away with them. According to ps. l0:9,
enemies seize the poor and drag them off in their nets (or draw their nets around them).
Job 40:25(41: l) asks: "can you draw out lrviathan [the crocodile] with a fishhook?"
of course the answer is no. In cant. l:4 the bride says to her beloved: "Draw me after
you," i.e., "Take me to your chambers."

5. G& $ll7x.
6. --> tY, 177.
7. CBZ. 22 (1960).7s.
8. Isaiah l-12. orL (Eng. trans. 1972), 64.In the 2nd ed. of his comm. (Eng. trans. l9g3),

howeveE he returned to the MT.
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5. Hos. 7:5 states: mdial yad6 'e!-lat;tm, "He [the king?] stretched out his hand

with mockers t?]." The context is obscure. Scholars since Julius Wellhausen have seen

7:l-7 as alluding to a conspiracy against the king: he was made drunk and then

murdered. In good faith he had consorted (exchanged handshakes) with the conspirators

- conduct here represented as blameworthy. This is all quite uncertain; it is clear only

that "he" is accused of having performed some kind of act with wicked people that

somehow symbolized fellowship. H. S. Nyberg finds here an allusion to a cultic festival
("day of our Melek") that involved drinking wine and making a compact with the god

Melek.e Opinions differ about lad;tm. It is usually derived from /y,r and translated

"mockers" (Nyberg: "the abandoned").10 Other suggestions include "babblers" or

"drunkards," "spies" (cf. Arab. la4la4a, "spy out"), and "deviates" (cf. Arab. /w5

"furn aside";.tt

6. In the Song of Deborah, Jgs. 5:l4b reads: "From Machir come commanders

(fioq"qtm), and from Zebulun mdi"ftSm beiEPet soper" T\e mdi"ftim beialet are clearly

scepter bearers, i.e., princes; the meaning of sdp7r is obscure. If it is related to Akk.

iapdru, "send, write; ruIe," the phrase would refer to a ruler's scepter. Others connect

the work with Akk. siparnt, "bronze."

7. Am. 9:13 includes the following description of the coming time of salvation:

"The one who plows shall overtake @Aiaft) the one who reaps, and the treader of
grapes the one who sows the seed." In other words, because of the rich harvest the

vintage will last until it is time to plow; sowing will hardly be completed when the

harvest begins again.

IV. Niphal and Pual. The niphal and pual agree with the qal sense of "prolong."
At the end of the prophecy against Babylon in [sa. 13, v. 22 states that the day of
catastrophe is "close at hand" and will not be delayed (ydmAyha ld'yimmniefiA).
In a similar vein, Ezk. 12,25,28 promise that what Yahweh has spoken will be

accomplished without delay. A similar notion is found in the Habakkuk commen-

tary from Qumran: the men of truth will not slacken in serving the truth if the last

age is prolonged, for God's ages come in their order as God has ordained (lQpHab

7:12).
This nuance is present in the 3 occurrences ofthe pual. Prov. 13:12 speaks ofhope

deferred (memuiidk) that makes the heart sick, whereas a desire fulfilled is "a tree of
life," a psychological observation that is immediately understandable. Isa. 18:2,7 speak

of a people tall (m"muiid&) and smooth ([m1mdrdt, probably - "bald"), most likely
the Egyptians.

9. Sudien zum Hoseabuche. UuA,6 (1935),50f.
10. + VII, 548f.
ll. See, respectively, H. N. Richardson, l,/I 5 (1955), 166f.; P. Ruben, AJSL, 52 (1935136),

36; T. H. Gaster, IrI 4 0954),79.
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V. LXX. Most of the translations used by the LXX are forms of helblein with various
prefixes. For the niphal it uses mElcjnein and chronizein.

Ringgren

IPI?D miitrnn

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. l. SecularUsage;2. P;3. The Dwellingof
Yahweh outside P. III. l. Dead Sea Scrolls; 2.LXX.

l. l. Etymology. The noan miikan is an z-prefix formation from the root i/crz,
"dwell"; it denotes the place where the action expressed by the root J/cn takes place,
i.e., "dwelling (place)" or "habitation." Analogous formations appear in several Se-
mitic languages. Akk. maikanu denotes a threshing floor, a storage place, or a house.l
It also appears in Sumerian as the loanword, mai-gdna with the meaning "storage
placs."z One passage in the Mari texts refers to a mailcanu guarded by at apilum, so
that Abraham Malamat proposes the meaning "tent sanctuary" for Heb. miiknn.3

Akk. maikanu or maikattu/maikantr/ probably appears as a loanword in Hebrew
inmisk"nbT found only in the plural (Ex. 1:ll; 1 K.9:19; 2Ch.8:4,6;16:4; lj:12;
32:28). Ex. 1: 1 I describes the cities Pithom and Rameses as 'arA misk"n61. Heinrich K.
Brugsch therefore compares misk"n61 to Egyp. meskenet (clearly meaning mi[n.t,
"resting place, temple").5 It would not be wise to follow this suggestion, because the
phonetic correspondence is too vague. I K. 9:19 (p*. 2 Ch. 8:4,6), an account of
Solomon's forffesses, refers to the'drA miskenilthatSolomon had; LXXA here confuses

miiknn. F. M. Cross Jr., "The Tabemacle," BA, lO (1947), 45-68 = BA Reader I ( 1961, repr.
1975), 2Ol-228; V. Fritz, Tempel und Zelt. WMANT 47 (1977); M. Giirg, Das Zelt der
Begegnung. BBB, 27 (1967); M. Haran, Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford,
1978); D. R. Hillers, "MSkn', 'Temple'in Inscriptions from Hatra," BASOR,2O7 (1972),54-56;
W. Michaelis, "oxqv{," TDNT Vll,368-394; L. Rost, "Die Wohnstiitte des Zeugnisses," Fesr-
schrift Friedrich Baumgcirtel. ErE Al0 (1959), 158-165; W H. Schmidt, "l?PD als Ausdruck
Jerusalemer Kultsprache," zAW 75 (1963), 91f.; R. schmitt, Zelt und lade als Thema alttesta-
mentlicher Wis senschaft (Giitersloh, I 972).

l. AHw II,626b; CAD, Xll,369-373.
2.SeeA.Falkenstein, HO,l,2, sections 1-2,fascicle I (1959), 15.A.Goetzetakesadifferent

approach, pointing out that the meaning "threshing floor" can hardly derive from Akk. iakdnu,
so that the Akkadian word most likely borrowed this meaning from Sumerian ("The Meaning
of Sumerian kislab and Its Akkadian Equivalents," AISL, 52 U9361, 154-56).

3. Malamat, "History and Prophetic Vision in a Mari Letter," Erlsr 5 (1958), 67-73. For the
Mari passage see A. Finet, L'accadien des lettre de Mai. Compte-rendu des s4ances de la
commission d'histoire, ser.2, 50/l (1956), 58.

4. AHw,11,627; CAD, Xl1,375f .
5. Geschichte Agyptens unter den Pharaonen (l-eipzig, 1877),549.
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miskendl and miiken61. In a description of Jehoshaphat's wealth, 2 Ch. 17:12 mentions
the'arA misknbl built in Judah along with fortresses. We frnd misk"n61 without ird
in 16:4; 32:28. ln 16:4 some scholars, citing 1 K. 15:20, suggest that misk"n61 came

fromkinn"rby>kikkerdl,replacedby s"bib6!(cf.LXXperichdrous).6Ifinsteadmisk"n6l
means "storehouses" (cf. Akkadian), then 2 Ch. 16:4 means that the commanders of
Ben-hadad conquered not only Ijon, Dan, and Abel-maim, but also all the storehouses

of thecitiesof Naphtali.In32:28,finally, misk"nllfortheyieldof grain,wine,andoil
are mentioned alongside stalls for cattle and treasuries (v.27). This refers to storehouses

serving as depots.T Heb. miskendl thus borrowed and retained a specialized meaning
ofAkk. maikanu.

In two important passages in the Ugaritic texts, miknt referc to the heavenly dwelling
of the gods; both passages use 'h/, "tent," in parallel.8 In the Aramaic dialects, Jewish

Aramaic and Christian Palestinian Aramaic examples are found as well as Syr.

maik"na'.e In the Hatra inscriptions mikn'appears in 281.3 with the meaning "tent"'10
it is probably a toponym for MaikEna = Maskin = Dujail in 50.3; 79.10.rr

The word ma.ikna plays a special role among the Mandeans. For example, Theodore
ben Konai calls the Mandeans maik"naiA, "Ma5keneans," i.e., "Templers," obviously
because the earlier texts call theircultic sitesmaikna.l2 These "templets" (or, better,

"cultic huts"), gabled rectangular structures made of reeds and clay, resemble ordinary
huts in form. The term maikna merely borrows the OT technical term for the desert

sanctuary without continuing a tent or dwelling-place tradition.
Finally, Arab. maskan/maskin, means "dwelling, house, residence."

2. Occurrences. The roun miikan appears 139 times in the Hebrew OT; 103 of its
occurrences are in P (58 in Ex. 2540;30 in Nu. l-10). The phrase miikan ha'edfi!
appears 6 times (Ex. 38:21; Nu. 1:50,53[twice]; 10:11; 16:9) alongside 'dhel hd'dQfi1

(cf. Nu. 9:15; l7:23[Eng. v. 8]; 18:2). Apart from 8 occulrences in l-2 Chronicles and

Josh. 22:19,29; 2 S. 7:6, occurrences are in Isaiah (3), Jeremiah (3), Ezekiel (2),

Habakkuk (l), Psalms (11), Job (3), and Song of Songs (1). The word appears once in
an Aramaic context (Ezr.7:15). A feminine plural form in -61 appears 18 times (Nu.

24:5 ; J ob 18..21 ; 21 :28; 39 :6; Ps. 43:3; 49: l2lllll' 7 8:28; 84:201; 87 :2; 132:5,7 ; Cant.

1:8; Isa. 32:18:'54:2: Jer. 9:18[19]; 30:18; 51:30; Hab. 1:6), while a masculine plural
form in -im appears only twice (Ezk.25:4; Ps. 46:5[4]). In Ps. 43:3; 84:2(l); 132:5,7,

miikanfu denotes the temple as the dwelling place of Yahweh in Jerusalem; the plural

6. 8.g., W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT, XXI (.1955),246.

7. Cf . P. Welten, Die Kdnigs-Stempel. ADPV (1969), 124t.
8. KTU, 1.15, m, l8f.; 1.17, V 32f. See Schmidt; cf. also M. Dahood, RS^B II, 15.

9. LexSyr 776b.
10. R. Degen, Neue Ephemeris fiir semiische Epigraphik,3 (Wiesbaden, 1978), 68f.;

F. Vattioni, Le iscrizioni di Hatra. AIONSup,28 (1981), 90.
11. Contra D. R. Hillers, who here and as a conj. in 29:9 reads mikn', for which he assumes

the meaning "temple."
12. K. Rudolph, Die Mandrie4 I (Gcittingen, 1960), 31ff.,257f.
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form is used as a kind of plural of majesty, not because the temple comprises a whole
complex of structures.l3 Elsewhere miikhnfi can be understood as a plural consisting
of individual segments. By contrast, the masculine plural can be interpreted as a
collective plural. In Ezk. 25:4 the phrase nalan miikdnim is presumably a periphrastic
expansion of idf;an analogous to Eng. "take up lodging" from "lodge." "In ps. 46:5(4)
the collective plural in -iz is highly meaningful as a superlative construction."l4

II. l. Secular Usage. The noun miikdn is used only rarely to denote a human
dwelling. It would be wrong to ascribe too much weight to Nu. 16:24,27, which speak
of the miikdn of Korah or of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram; in both cases we are dealing
with the secondary redactional fusion of two narrative variants. The original text
probably spoke of the miikdn of Yahweh.

In Nu. 24:5; Job 2L:28;[sa. 54:2; Jer. 3O:L8, miikdn parallels -+ );rX 'o-[e/. In Nu.
24:5 Balaarn in his third blessing praises the magnificence of Israel, which he perceives
when he sees them encamped at his feet: "How fair are your tents, O Jacob, your
dwellings, o Israel." Here'dhiltm and miilcnnill used in parallel clearly denote the
lodgings of nomadic tribes. tn the summation of Bildad's speech about the end of the
ungodly in Job 18, v. 21 states: "Surely such are the dwellings of the ungodly, such is
the place of one who does not know God." Here rtnqbm and miiknndl are parallel. It
is questionable whether miikdn6! can simply be translated as a singular.ls It is better
to follow Eduard K0nig in taking'owwal as a categorical term,l6 so that the text refers
to the dwellings of the wicked-unless the plural reflects v. 14b and suggests the
various sites of a tent within an area (ndweh).

In v. 28 of Job's sixth speech (lob 2l:l-34), which describes the apparently wonder-
ful life of the godless, Job addresses the question of his friends: "where is the tent,
the dwellings of the wicked?" The implication of the question is that the houses and
dwellings of the wicked suddenly vanish away. The nouns '6hel and miiknndl are
apparently doublets. With MS. Kennicott lll and the Vulg., one may delete'dhel,tl if
the text does not allude once again to the various sites ofa tent (cf. 18:21 and 18:14f.),
so that miikanfi is added to'dhcl.

According to Ps. 78:28, the camp of the Israelites consisted of miikdnbg meaning
tents, as several recent translations, including the EU, recognize. In Ezk. 25 l-5, an
oracle against the Ammonites, v. 4 threatens that peoples of the east, unidentified desert
tribes, will set up their encampments (lirdil in the tenitory of Ammon, thus taking up
lodging funlan miikdntm) there.

In Cant. l:8 the Shulammite's beloved summons her to follow the tracks of the flock
to come to the miikdndl of the shepherds, so that she can pasture her kids there; thus
her beloved will find her. The noun miikandl can hardly refer to fixed refuges; it means

13. As claimed, e.9., by H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HAT IJl2 C1968), 370.
14. D. Michel, Grundlegungen einer hebriiischen Syntax, I (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1977), 47.
15. As proposed, e.9., by G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963),297.
16. Das Buch Hiob (Giitersloh, 1929), l8r'.
17. As Fohrer does, for example.
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the stopping places where the shepherds set up their camps for protection during the

night.
Deutero-Isaiah's call to Jerusalem (Isa. 54:2) to extend without limit the curtains

(y"ri'6il of her dwellings for the expected multitude of future inhabitants also uses the

poetic metaphor of a tent carnp. Hab. 1:6 states that at Yahweh's behest the Chaldeans

will seize dwellings not their own. In a similar vein, in Jer. 9:18(19) the prophet hears

the sound of wailing from Zion, which includes the destruction of Zion's dwellings.

Neither passage refers explicitly to solid buildings in contrast to tents; the texts are

speaking of dwellings without further qualification. Jer. 5l:30, which threatens the

dwellings of Babylon with fiery destruction, is to be understood in the same way. This

more general sense of miil<nn is also found in 30:18: Yahweh will have compassion

on the tents and dwellings of Jacob. Job 39:6 speaks in even more general terms of the

dwelling places (miik7t6!dw) of the wild ass in the salt land (m"lehd).

By contrast, in Isa. 32:18 the promise of secure habitation envisions towns and

villages. Isa. 22:16 calls the splendid tomb of the steward Shebna a miikdn, thinking
of a tomb formed like a small house, a houselike block cut from rock, containing a

small chamber. Ps. 49:12(11) (where qirbdm should probably be emended to qe\drtm)
refers similarly to graves as homes and dwelling places.

When Ps. 87:2 says that Yahweh loves the gates of Zion more than all the dwellings
of Jacob, the reference is clearly to the election of the Jerusalem temple. In the light
of Nu. 24:5; Jer.30:18, however, it is unlikely that miik"n6l ya'oqdb refers to cultic
sites outside Jerusalem, i.e., all the other temples in Israel.r8 The dwellings of Jacob

are a metaphor for the commonwealth and its members.

We have seen that miiknn in the sense of human habitation is frequently used with
'dhcl; n afew places, however, it can also refer to fixed settlements and villages. Manfred

Gtirg may be correct in thinking thatmiika,n can describe a habitation where one dwells

without right of ownership - not a permanent residence but a temporary domicile.le

2. P h the present complex text of P, two notions are interwoven: one envisions a

tent, the other a wooden structure. It is an open question whether the two notions can

be assigned to two distinct literary strata or tradition-historical considerations instead

account for the material discrepancies in descriptions of the "dwelling."zo It is also

possible that directions for constructing a wooden building modeled on the Jerusalem

temple were incorporated by P into earlier rituals associated with making the tent.2l

Apart from this question, it must be noted that the current text presents a construction

that cannot function in reality: the wooden structure, e.g., does not fit into the tent.22

18. As proposed by H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 186.

19. Pp. l06ff.
20. For the former see K. Galling, Exodus. HAT, U (1939), 132ff.; fot the latter see M. Noth,

Exodus. OTL @ng. trans. 1962), 21|ff.
21. K. Koch, Die Priesterschifi von Exodus 25 bis Leviticus 16. FRI,ANT,7l (1959), 8f.,

l 3ff.
22. Galling, 135.

6l
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Ex. 26:1,6 describe the miiknn as being made up of curtains (y"ri'd!); 26:15-30
orders the miikdn to be made as a wooden structure that originally has nothing to do
with the tent in 26:l-14. The wooden framework is roofless and open in front because
the structure is to be lodged inside the tent: its roof is replaced by the roof of the tent
and its front or east side is replaced by the curtain provided at the entrance to the tent.
It is not always clear how the wood is assembled. Since each frame is to be a cubit
and a half wide, the north and south sides, consisting of twenty frames (26:18,20), are
both 30 cubits long. It is more difficult to cietermine the width of the structure. Six
frames are to be made for the west side, so that commentators usually speak of l0
cubits in round numbers. The obscure and probably revised text in 26:23f. mentions
two comer frames; it is unclear whether these are two additional frames (as v. 25
assumes) or two of the six frames making up the rear wall that are specially fabricated.
Yohanan Aharoni has observed that the ratio of 2O to 6 frames corresponds to the
dimensions of the Arad temple: 20 by 6 cubits.23 If we reject the attempt to make the
dimensions of the miil<an half those of the Jerusalem temple (60 cubits long, 20 wide
[l K. 6:2]), this observation could show that the original figures in 26:l5ff . preserve a
construction tradition that is not identical with that of Jerusalem but reflects an "ancient
Israel temple construction tradition,"z+ associated secondarily with the dimensions of
the Jerusalem temple.

In the secondary sections of P, most of the occurrences of miikdn (e.g., Ex.
35:15,18; 36:14,20,22; but also Nu. 3:23,25,26,29,35,36,38; etc.) have come to
denote the complex tent sanctuary; the noun is thus another name, with different
nuances, forthe 'dhel m6'ZQ. When Ex. 38:21; Nu. l:50,53(twice); l0:ll; 16:9 speak
of the miikan ha'edfr! (alongside 'dhel hd'edfrl.. Nu. g;15; t7:23lgl;1g:2), they are
thinking of the miikdn as rhe repository for the ark with the testimony ('ar6n hd'1Qfi1:
Ex. 25:22;26:33f .; etc.). when these passages call the tent of meeting the "dwelling
of the testimony," there is a tendency to turn the tent into a "reliquary." "Now there
dwells in the midst of the people only the document in which yahweh proffers
himself to his people as God; the immediacy of 'I am with you' threatens to
vanish."25

3. The Dwelling of Yahweh outside P The language and conceptual world of Josh.
22:9-34 are dependent on P; in the midst of reproaches against the eastern tribes, v. 19
points out that the dwelling of Yahweh already dwells (idlgan) in yahweh's own land,
so that it would be wrong to build more altars (cf. the exculpatory response in v. 29).
Here it is probably the sanctuary at Shiloh that is called miit<in YHWH.In rhe Psalms,
too,onetext(78:60)mentionsthemiilcdnofShiloh.Theothertexts(26:8;43:3;46:5[4];
74:7; 84:2111; 132:5,7) always refer to the Jerusalem sanctuary: it is the goal of

23. "1\e Solomonic Temple, the Tabernacle and the Arad Sanctuary," oient and occident.
Festschrifi C. H. Gordon. AOAT 22 (1973), l-8.

24. Frilz, 164.
25. Rost, 165.
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pilgrimage (132:7; cf. also 43:3);it is lovely (8a:2[l]) and especially loved by the

psalmist (26:8) because the glory of Yahweh dwells there. In a similar vein, Yahweh

proclaims in Ezk. 37:27 that his dwelling place will be in the midst of his people for

all time; thus the nations shall know that Yahweh sanctifies Israel. The term miikdn

here refers to the Jerusalem temple.
Chronicles employs the language of P. When I Ch. 23:26 records that the lrvites

used to carry the dwelling, miil<frn means the tent sanctuary of the desert period. In

I Ch.6:23;2 Ch.29:6, however, the reference is to the Jerusalem temple as successor

to the desert sanctuary. The pleonastic phrase miikan'6hel m6'eQ in I Ch. 6:17 appears

already inEx. 39:32; 40:2,6,29. The expression miikan YHWH in 1 Ch. 1639-21:29

also has irs prototype in P (Lev. 17:4; Nu. 16:9; 19:13). Only the phrase miikan bA!

hd'"ldhtmin 1 Ch. 6:33 is not dependent on formulations found in the Pentateuch. This

independent creation of the Chronicler links the temple of Solomon, the "house of
God," with the term "dwelling," the sanctuary of the desert period, thus making an

identification also undertaken in Ps. 74:7;84.2(1); 132:5;Ezk. 37:27;2 Ch.29:6.26

The language of 2 S. 7:6 presents a special problem. Yahweh rejects David's plan

to build a temple, saying that he has never dwelt in a house since he brought the

Israelites out of Egypt; he has instead been moving about be'ohel frpemiikdn. It is hardly

allowable to understand the phrase as a hendiadys for "tent dwelling" or to interpret

the waw as a waw explicativum in the sense of "with a tent for a dwelling."z1 ln the

parallel text, 1 Ch. l7:5, the MT reads md'6hcl 'el-'6hel frmimmiikfrn Many exegetes

add'el-miikdn, following the Targ., so that the meaning is that Yahweh has moved

about from tent to tent and from dwelling place to dwelling place. Some scholars

consider this the original text and emend 2 5.7:6 accordingly; Wilhelm Rudolph, e.g.'

identifies the original text as reading "I moved about in a tent from dwelling place to

dwelling place"; he cites the Targ., which explicitly mentions Nob, Shiloh, and Gibeon

as stopping places of the tent sheltering the ark.28 This approach is hardly appropriate,

for it puts too much faith in the text of Chronicles.

The formulation b"'6hel fif;"miikdn in 2 S. 7:6 (perhaps originally with the article)

is probably based on the notion of the tent and framework desert sanctuary of Ex.26.
If Priestly traditions and notions find expression in the language of 2 S. 7:6,the purpose

might be "to emphasi ze the continued existence of the desert sanctuary until the

building of the temple (l K. 8:4).*ze The sanctuary at Shiloh was not taken into

consideration, possibly because it was considered cursed since its destruction.

IIJ. I. Dead Sea scrolls. The word miikdn does not play any role in the Dead Sea

Scrolls - 
not even in the Temple Scroll. Only in two fragmentary liturgical texts do we

find one occurrence each of mikn.The miikinis mentioned in conjunction with Jerusalem

26.Ibid., 161.

27 . For the former see, e.g., R. Kittel, Das oveite Buch samuel. HSAT | (1922), in loc. For

the lafter see, e.g., F. Stolz, Die erste und zweite Buch Samuel. ZBK, 9 (1981)' 298.

28. W. Rudolph, HAT XXI, 130tr
29. Schmitt, 302.
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in 4QDibHama (4Q5U) fr. l-2 4:2, while a liturgy for the Sabbath burnt offering
(4QshirShabbr [4Q405] fr.20-22 7r) uses miikin to refer to the heavenly temple.

2. lX{. The LXX's rendering of miikdn as skdnii (93 times; once kataskcrwsis, 17

times skEnoma) is striking. Since sken6 also translates 'dhel, the LXX ignores P's
distinction between '6hel ar;.d miikdn, apparent even at the level of literary analysis.
The use of skEnii has been cited as evidence that miikdn originally meant "tent."3l The
LXX translators, however, probably chose skenii to translate miikdn because both words
contain three similar consonants in the same order (s-k-n).32

D. Kellermannf

30. J. Strugnell, "The Angelic Liturgy at Qummn - 4Q Serek SirOt 'Otat Ha55abdt," Con-
gress Volume, Oxford 1959. SW 7 (1960),318-345, esp. 335ff.

31. Cross, BA ReaderI,227.
32. TDM Vtr, 371f.
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Contents: I. l. OT; 2. Other Semitic Languages; 3. Etymology. ll. mil I and maiAl: l. maial
1;2. mAidl: 3. Origin of the Term.

l. l. OT. The verbal root mil occurs in the OT with two different semantic domains,
which etymologically represent two distinct roots. (a) The denominative yerb miial
I (qal and piel), "formulate an expression," derives frommdidl, "saying, proverb."l

maiall. A. Alt, "Die Weisheit Salomos," KlSchr II (1953), 90-99; O. Eissfeldt, Der Maschal
im AT. BZAW, 2a Q9B); P. Fiebig, Altjiidische Gleichnisse und die Gleichnisse,/esu (Tiibingen,
l9M); idem, Die Gleichnisreden Jesu im Lichte der rabbinischen Gleichnisse des neutestarnent-
lichen Zeitalters (Tiibingen, l9l2); H. Fuchs, "Sprichwdrter," Jildisches lzxikon, V (1930),
580f.; A. H. Godbey, "TheHebrew Maial," AJSI.39 (1922123),89-108; F. Hauch "rapcBol"ri.
B. Ol Septuagint, l,ater Judaism," TDNT, V, 747-7511' P. Haupt, "Moses' Song of Triumph,"
AJSL,20 (l903l4), 149-172; J. Hempel, Die althebrciische Literatur und ihr hellenistisch-
jiidisches Nachleben (1934; Berlin, 21967)i A. S. Herbert, "The 'Parable' (ma.idl) in the OT,"
SJT 7 (1954), 180-196; H.-J. Hermisson, Studien zur israelitischen Spruchweisheit. WMAM
28 (1968); A. R. Johnson,"rVO," Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East. Festschifi
H. H. Rowley. SfI 3 (1955),162-69:' J. Krengel, "Maschal," Jildisches l,exikon, ln (1929),
l4l1-15; G. M. Landes, "Jonah: AMaial," Israelite Wisdom. Festschrift S. Tbrrien (Missoula,
1978), 137-158; T. Polk, "Paradigms, Parables, and meialtm," CBQ, 45 (1983), 564-583; G. Ri-
naldi, "Alcuni termini ebraici relativi alla letteratura," Bibl,40 (1959), 279-281; D. W. Suter,
"Maial in the Similitudes of Enoch," JBL, 16 (1981), 193-212.

l. HAI.n,647t.
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One should note also a niphal meaning "be like," a hithpael "become like," and a

hiphil "compare," which clearly derive from Proto-Sem. *mtl with a basic meaning

"be like" no longer found in the OT. (b\ mil II, "ruIe," derives from Proto-Sem.
*mil.z

2. Other Semitic languages. In Akkadian the verbal root m,il I appears as maidlu(m)

with a basic meaning "be(come) equal," which extends to the concept of equal portions

(miilu, "half "; miildnu, "half share").3 While the root mil I (< m1I) is not yet attested

in the Ugaritic lexicon, it appears in the Northwest Semitic languages in Jewish Aram.

and Syr. m"1al, "compare," as well as in Arab. malala, "resemble" (cf. mi1l, "similar-

ity"), OSA rnl, "similar; likeness," and Eth. masala, "resemble"'

3. Etymology. Although the root milll, "rule," and its derivatives are used more

frequently than mil I (98 and 58 occurrences, respectively), scholarly discussion has

focused primarily on the literary genre associated with the term mdidl. Only rarely has

the relationship between the two different meanings been discussed. As mentioned

above, two distinct roots are involved. Attempts to derive them from a common basic

meaningl depend for the most part on intellectual abstraction and run counter to the

lexicographic evidence just cited.
For the verbal root m.i/ of Biblical Hebrew, it is likely that the basic meaning of the

qal as evidenced by the meanings of the hithpael, niphal, and hiphil as well as by the

farallels in related Semitic languages has been displaced by the denominative meaning
i'formulate an expression, show a parable; recite derisive vemes,"s related to the noun

mfuiAl, which clearly denotes a literary concept. The original meaning appears to be

preserved only in the derivative mdiel, "equal," in Job 4l:25(Eng. v. 33): "On earth

it lleviathan] has no equal." What relationship (if any) there is between the noun

mdial, which denotes a kind of saying, and the verb mdial I, with the basic meaning

"be like," will be examined later.6

ILmilIandmdidl.
l. mdial /. The original meaning of the verb mil l, "be like,"7 has been preserved

only in the derived stems (hithpael, niphal, hiphil), as well as in the deivatle mdiel

mentioned above. The majority of texts express the futility of life, describing a human

being who becomes like the dead in the underworld (Isa. 14:10: the king of Babylon;

lob jo: t9; Ps.28:l;49:13,21112,201;143:7;thespeaker). Only in Isa.46:5 does Yahweh

speak of his own incomparability (mil pat. dmh piel par. Jwh hiphil).

2. rbid., 647.
3. AHw,11,623t.,661.
4. WTM, Itr, 280; Hempel, 44; B. Gemser, Sprikhe Salomos'

Eissfeldt,1-6.
5. HAI.n,647.
6. See tr.3 below.
7. Eissfeldt, 6.

HAT, Xvl (21963), 8; cf.
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2. maidl. Whether the noun maial is a literary term is disputed. The book of Proverbs
bears the superscription miik iel1mdh (Prov. 1:l), and this designation recurs at the
beginning of the smaller collections that the book comprises (10:l;25:l). By clearly
listing several synonyms, l:6 illustrates the range of meanings covered by mdial in the
book of Proverbs. Eccl. 12:9 uses mnidl in the same sense. The nature and purpose of
such sayings are indicated in Prov. l:2-6 (cf. also26:7,9). The claim of Solomonic
authorship for the biblical books of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes is based on 1 K.
5:12(4:32), although we must note that this passage probably refers also to kinds of
sayings and proverbs other than those in these particular books.s The expansion of
individual didactic sayings into discursive instruction is likewise called mdidl (cf. ps.
49:5[4]), as is retrospective reflection on the history of the nation, because it gives
instruction (78:2).Job'sgeneraldiscoursesarealso calledmdidl(Job2i.:l;29:l).There
are, however, situations where such instruction couched in wise sayings is of dubious
value (13:12: "Your maxims are proverbs of ashes").

Didactic sayings and discourses like those found in OT Wisdom Literature are not,
however, the only literary genres called maidL The word also has its place in prophetic
proclamation, where it refers to an oracle spoken as the result of a vision or inspiration
(cf. the Balaam oracles in Nu. 23:7,18;24..3,15,20t.,23).rt is also applied to a veiled
statement concerning the future, more like a riddlee or allegory; Ezekiel frequenfly uses
such statements (Ezk. 17:,2; 24:3; cf. the complaint of his hearers over this form of
prophetic proclamation cited in 21:5[20:49]).

To find the basic meaning of the noun mdidl, we must draw on the utterances
called mnidl that are quoted verbatim; these are found in 1 S. l0:12; 24:14(13);Ezk.
12:22: 18:-2.10 Since they are quoted frequently and in varied form (l S. l0:12 par.
19:24 [cf. Jer. 23:28b1; Ezk. l8:2 par. Jer. 3l:29; I S. 24:l4ll3] resembles Ezk.
16:M; Ezk. 12:22 is turned on its head by v. 23), they can be called "proverbs" or
"maxims."

By reversal of the notion found in Gen. 12:3; 48:20, the expression "become a
proverb" (Dt. 28:37) comes to signify Yahweh's punishmenr of his people (l K. 9:7
par. 2 Ch. 7:20;Ps.44:15[14); Jer.24:9;Ezk. t6:44;Mic.2:4) as well as mockery of
the misfortunes of others (Isa. 14:4: the king of Babylon in the underworld; Ezk. l4:g:
the idolaters among the people of Israel; Hab. 2:6: the oppressors of Israel; ps.
69:12lll} the devour psalmist; Job 17:6: Job himself). people who are experrs at taunr
songs are therefore called moi"lim (Nu. 21:17 [here a war or victory song]; Isa. 2g:14;
Ezk. l6:M clearly uses a proverb in a mocking sense).

3. oigin of the krm. This survey raises the questions of how so many different
literary forms have come to bear this collective designation mdidl, with which of these
concepts the word was originally associated, and how they are related among them-

8. Alt (p. 91) thinks in terms of "scholarly lists" based on Egyptian models and more like
natural science.

9. -+ ilTlt WdA GV,32O-23).
10. Eissfeldt, 7f.
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selves. Despite the methodological objections of H. J. Hermisson, Otto Eissfeldt is

probably correct in seeing a development from simple, prosaic popular proverbs to

iaunt songs on the one hand and to poetically framed wisdom sayings on the other.ll

He also brings together parable, oracle, and allegory. The term maial was applied to

the two literary genres of "proverb" and "parable" until well into the rabbinic period.l2

The use of the word mdidl, from the verbal root mil l, "be like," is easy to explain

for parables; note the introductory formula 'emidl l'ftd mdidl: FmA hadddbar d,meh.r3

fhii is not true for proverbs, since they do not always comprise two equal halvesla nor

do they always contain an extended simile, like many of the sayings in Prov. 25f.

(25:13;26:1f.,8,11).
Closer examination of the proverbs cited by Eissfeldtls shows, however, that they

all deal with two entities that are compared on the basis of some relationship: Saul and

the prophets (1 S. 10:12; 19:24), the wicked and their deeds (1 5.24:14[13]), straw

and wheat (Jer.23:28b), the prophetic oracle and its realization (Ezk. l2:22f.), mother

and daughter (16:44), the actions of the fathers and the effects they have on the sons

(18:2 par. ler.3l:29). Thus these sayings are rightly calledmdidl (possibly: "simili-

tude" or "simile") in the sense of a simple popular saying figuratively representing a

relationship of likeness or unlikeness. These may then be considered the primary form

of the mnidl, which Eissfeldt thinks was "no longer extant." 16

This kind of proverb continued to be common well into the NT period. Jesus quotes

such a proverb inLk. 4:23 ("Doctor, cure yourself");17 like the OT proverbs, it deals

with a relationship between the doctors and the medical arts they practice. They can

help others, but they cannot help themselves.

We conclude, then, that the term mnidl originally denoted only a simple popular

proverb that figuratively described a comp:rative relationship, capable of generaliza-

iion, between two entities, which were judged accordingly to be "like" or "unlike."

The proverb form led to artfully structured poetic sayings, while the similes at the heart

of such sayings developed into parables. The word mdidl in its original sense goes

back directly to the basic meaning of the verbal root maial I, "be like." The denomi-

nated meaning now found in the OT is a later development.
Beyse

I I . Eissfeldt, 42f .; cf . Hermisson, 3849'
12. Hauck, 750f.; Fiebig, Gleichnisreden, 6.

13. Fiebig, Gleichnisreden, 17.

14. As claimed by Haupt, 150.
15. See above.
16. P. 42.
17. Hauck,750.
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Contents: I. The Root n.il "Rule" : I . Statistics; 2.LYIX. tr. OT Usage: l. General; 2. political;
3. "Self-Control"; 4. Yahweh; 5. Nouns; 6. Theological Significance. Itr. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. The Root rzid "Rule." H eb. mil represents the coalescence of two different roots:
mil I = Proto-Sem. *mil, "be like, resemble, speak a parable, sing a taunt song"; mJl
II = Proto-Sem. *mil, "ru1e, govern." In Northwest Semitic (Phoenician, Punic, Old
Aramaic), the meaning "ruIe" is attested in only a few texts.l

l. Statistics. The root zil occurs 79 times in the OT: 76 times in the qal (including
24 occurrences of the ptcp.) and 3 times in the hiphil. It is especially frequent in the
Pentateuch, the Deuteronomistic history Psalms, Proverbs, and Isaiah. Occurrences of
the verb are distributed as follows: Pentateuch, 10; Deu-teronomistic history 13; Chron-
icles, 5; Nehemiah, 1; Psalms, 10; Job, l; Proverbs, l1'; Ecclesiastes, 2; Lamentations,
1; Isaiah, 9; Jeremiah, 5; Ezekiel, 2; Daniel, 5; Joel, 1; Micah, l; Habakkulq 1;
Zechariah, 1 . Three nouns derive from m"il.. mdiel (Dril. lL:4; Z,ec. 9:lO), mimidl ( 1 Ch.
26:6; DrrJ. 11:3,5), and the comparatively frequent memidh, which appears 17 times
(Genesis, 2; Kings, 2;2 Cfuonicles, 2; Psalms, 5; Isaiah, 2; Jeremiah, 2; Daniel, l;
Micah, l). The root is used 20 times in the Hebrew text of Sirach; 15 of these
occurrences are forms of the participle.2

2. IXX The LXX usually uses drchcin or lcyrieficin to translate n^i/, without apparent
distinction. The translator of Proverbs prefers kratein, while the translator of Psalms
uses desp6zein for the dominion of God. On rare occasions, dynastertein is used. The
translator of Sirach adds krftes, hegortmenos, and exous{a.

tr. OT Usage.
l. General. Throughout the entire OT, mil appears in texts that substantiate the

all-embracing order of the whole created world and assign the activity of ruling to both
God and human beings. Thus the divine plan determines the course of the world and
human life. Ps. 8:7(Eng. v. 6) may be considered paradigmatic: all human dominion
derives from God, who alone empowers mortals to exercise dominion. In this group

mAial Il. W. H. Brownlee, The Midrash Pesher of Habakkuk. SBLMS, 24 (1979), 143t.;
N. Lohfink, "melek, iallit und mdielbei Kohelet und die Abfassungszeit des Buches," Bibl, 62
(1981), 535-543: J. A. Soggin, Das Kdnigtum in Israel. B7AW, lM (1967); idem, "lUid mil'to
rule,' " TLOT tr, 689-691; --> 1)a meleft (YI11,346-375).

t. DISO, t7t.
2. F. Vattioni, Ecclesiastico, testo ebraico (Naples, 1968); D. Barth6lemy and O. Ricken-

bacher, Konkordanz zum hebrriischen Sirach (G6ttingen, 1973), 243t.
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of texts, mJl is usually constructed with De. God gives human beings dominion over

other people (Gen. 3:16 [male over female]; Ex' 21:8; Dt. 15:6; cf. Prov. 22:7; IQS

9:22; CD 13:12; lQH 12:23: for the dominion of human beings over creation, Gen.

l:28 uses -+;'ll"t rd,/d, found elsewhere only in IQS 3:17f. with memidld). Such

dominion can be treated as a curse (Gen. 3:16) or lead to disaster (37:8).3 God can also

punish people by depriving them of a ruler (Hab. 1:14). To have evil rulers is a sign

of God's judgment and punishment (Ps. 106:41; Prov.12:24',17:2;Lam- 5:8). The sons

of Jacob take offense when Joseph claims dominion over them (Gen. 37:8: mdlaft'

mdiaD. The wide range of meanings associated with m.i/ is also illustrated by its use

in Gen. 24: l; Ps. lO5:21 for the administration of property.

2. Political.In the majority of texts, this general meaning of rnJl moves in the more

specialized direction of political dominion. Its meaning thus comes close to that of -+

l)n mlk.In comparison with mlk, however, m^il focuses less on the percon of the ruler

and more on the rule or dominion itself. In Gen. 45:8,26, rt.il denotes Joseph's rule

over Egypt under Pharaoh. Josh. 12:2,5 similarly describe the rule of various Transjor-

danian kings, and Jgs. 14.4; 15:11 speak of the Philistines'dominion of the land of

Canaan. In Jgs. 8:22f. Gideon refuses to rule over Israel, since to do so would impugn

the kingship of Yahweh. In 1 K. 5:l(4:21);2 Ch.9:26,n.i/ describes Solomon's rule

over the Israelite empire (cf. 2 Ch. 7:18; 4QpGena [4Q252] 5:1).

According to Isa. 3:4,12; l4:5;19:4, incompetence or tyrannical cruelty character-

izes the rule of the sovereigns Yahweh sends as punishment for both his own people

and Egypt (cf. Jer. 51:46; Prov. 29:.12; Ercl. 9:l7a). The ptcp. m6iEl is used neutrally

in Prov. 23j;29:26; Eccl. 10:4, which give advice on how to behave in the presence

of rulers. In Jer. 30:21; 7,ec. 6:13, the verb is used positively for the restoration of the

people under a new ruler of their own.s The apocalyptic interpretation of history in

Dnl. 11:3-5,39,43 uses mil and its derivatives for the enornous power and authority

wielded by future kings as world rulers.

3. "Self-Control." kt a different kind of specialization , mil is used for self-control.

In Gen. 4:7 Yahweh tells Cain to resist "sin," his enemy, and master it. The psalmist

prays in Ps. 19: 14(13) that Yahweh will protect him from the dominion of the insolent.

According to Prov. 16:32, one who exercises self-control is better than the mighty and

victorious conqueror of cities (cf. l7:2;22:7;29:2).

4. Yahweh. All these texts ultimately reflect the fundamental biblical notion that in

the strict sense Yahweh is the ruler pure and simple, as Job 25:2 states absolutely. Here

the participle is used abstractly'
This fundamental principle applies in a special way to Israel, which in the earliest

3. For the former -+ ''l'lN 'arr (I, 405-418); for the latter see below.

4. See Lohfinh 541ff.
5. See below for a discussion of Mic. 5:1(2).
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premonarchic period considered itself a theocracy and recognized Yahweh as its true
king even in the sphere of earthly politics, as Jgs. 8:23 illustrates. Hand in hand with
this understanding goes the conviction that Yahweh is the ruler of the universe by virtue
of his act of creation. In the prayers of David (1 ch. 29:lz) and Jehoshaphat (2 ch.
2o:6), mil therefore refers to God's universal kingship. Knowing that yahweh rules the
whole world, Isa.40:10 promises the special intervention of this royal God to accom-
plish the second exodus, from Babylon. In a similar vein, in 63:19 the people pray that
God will appear to exercise judgment on the nations.

The steadfast faith that Yahweh is ruler of the whole universe by virtue of creation
and absolute sovereignty in history finds particular expression (with zJl) in the Psalms.
In their various ways, Ps. 22:29(28);59:14(13);66:7; 103:196 affirm yahweh as lord
of the nations and ruler of the universe. In 89:10(9) Yahweh's incomparable power is
demonstrated in a natural phenomenon; the text celebrates the God for whom it is
child's play to subdue even water, the most violent element.

Mic. 5:1(2) uses the qal active participle in promising the future messianic ruler for
Israel. The choice of mil instead of mlk may indicate that the rule of the Messiah is
not a continuation of the Jewish kingship but signifies a new beginning, in which a
qualitatively different dominion is realized. On the intimate involvement of the David-
ides in this notion, cf. Mic. 4:8; Jer. 33:26;7nc.9:9f.; negatively Jer. 22:30.rna similar
fashion, the unique dominion of the Messiah is distinguished from the theocracy of
Yahweh. Use of mlk cotld have suggested a kind of "competition" with the kingship
of Yahweh (Pss. 47,93,96-99; but cf.22:29[28]; 103:19; t45:13, where both rnlk and
mil are used with reference to God). For the early period of Israel, the same eschewing
of mlk and the concomitant emphasis on the unique kingship of God are attested by
Jgs. 8:22f.; 9:,2, in which the verb mil is chosen deliberately for both God and the
earthly ruler. Contrariwise, z,i/ is not used for the priestly supremacy expected in the
future (cf. Znc.6:13).

5. Nouns. In Dnl. l1:3,5, the rare notn mimial envisions the extraordinary power
of the future rulers; in I Ch. 26:6 it denotes the authority exercised by the heads of
families. As a rule, however, it suggests a claim to dominion over extensive territory.
It is used in I K. 9:19; 2 ch. 8:6, e.g., to emphasize the vast empire of Israel under
King Solomon. Similarly 2 K. 2O:13 par. Isa. 39:2 describes the extensive territory
ruled by Hezekiah; Jer.34:1;51:28 depict the broad extenr of the Babylonian Empire.
Mic. 4:8 states that Israel will be restored to its former dominion by yahweh, its God,
that former dominion having been made by the deliverance from Egypt (ps. 114:lf.;
cf. the parallel: Judah becomes the sancuau-y tqadeil of Yahweh).

God's dominion endures everlastingly from generation to generation (ps. 145:13).
The same noun is used in 2 ch. 32:9 to describe the great "forces" of sennacherib
(p*- 2 K. 18:17, hayil knbeil. Bur Isa. 22;21 :ur,es the same term for rhe "authority"
of Shebna, the governor of Palestine, again illustrating the wide semantic range of mil.

6. See M. Dahood, Bibl, 48 (1967\,434.
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6. Theological Significance. According to Ps. 8:7(6), all dominion originates in the

fundamental divine order governing the universe, especially the human realm. [t is
meant to serve this superior purpose (cf. Gen. l:26,28, where rdQi is used instead).

This notion helps explain the striking use of n.i/ in Gen. 1 : 16- 1 8 to describe the function

of the heavenly bodies: they serve as God's world clock, a necessary preparation for

the biosphere, without which there could be no vegetation and no life on earth. Ps.

136:8f. takes up this idea and relates it back to Yahweh in a hymn of praise. This

singular usage also demonstrates thatmil includes an element of service, an aspect that

is demonstrably present in most texts (in contrast to the usage of mlk). Seldom, however,

does this element stand so much in the foreground as in these passages about the task

of the sun, moon, and stars.

According to Gen. 3:16; Dt. 15:6; Ps. 106:4I, dominion is connected directly or

indirectly with judgment on sin. Thus dominion can become a punishment for a now

sinful humanity and a sinful people. Jgs- 2:23; lob 25:2; Ps. 8:7(6) trace all manifesta-

tions and varieties of mil back to the absolute dominion of God and derive it from

God. God is the beginning and end of all "dominion" in the universe and among human

beings.

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls largely continue OT usage. The root

is comparatively frequent in lQS, lQH, 1QM, and lQpHab. The last (lQpHab 8:9)

uses mAial, "ru!e," to interpret mAidl, "taunt song," in Hab. 2:6.7 Nouns are twice as

common as the verb.In Ps. 151:4,11 (llQPss), the qal active participle appears twice.

It is noteworthy, however, that the word appears more frequently in negative contexts,

e.g., to describe dominarion by an evil spirit (lQH 13:15; CD l2:2; cf.lQS 1:18,23f.;

lQM 1:5; etc.). Messianic dominion is nevertheless still associated with the Davidic

dynasty (lQSb 5:20;4QpIs" 4:4).
On the basis of Ps. 114:2, the Qumran community considers itself the memidld of

God (lQS 9:24). This memidlt will ultimately gain victory over Belial (cf. 1QM

18:1,11). When the scrolls speak of the dominion (memidil of the heavenly bodies

(developing the idea of Gen. 1:16ff.: IQS l0:1; lQH 12:6,9; 1Q34 fr. 32:3), the notion

of "management" appears alongside that of dominion. Of special interest is IQH 1:17,

according to which everything in the world has its place and its temporally limited

memidld' 
H. Gross

7t

7. See Brownlee,143.
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I]IDUD miimeret... ... :

Contents: l. Akk. massanz. II. Heb. miimere!/iomEr miimere!: l.P;2.Eznktel; 3. Postexilic

Literature. III. Other Forms: l. hiyd l"miimere!; 2. miimere! YHWH. IV. Postbiblical Usage.

I. Akk. maggartu. Heb. miimerel has a parallel in Akk. massartu, whose basic
meaning in combination with the related vetb nasaru (nasdru mossarta = iamar
miimerel) is "watch, attend to, observe." This idiomatic phrase appears frequently in
the general sense of being diligent or attentive in one's occupation or profession.l A
further nuance is discernible when the object being watched is vulnerable or threatened,

which is usually the case in military contexts, e.g., "they should protect the town and

work their fields" (massarti alam lissuru u eqeliunu ltpuifr).2
The ambiguity of many contexts conceals the inherent nuances of the term. [n general

we must rely on contextual evidence such as military terminology to determine the

specific differentia of "watching." Significantfor miimere! is the use of massartu with
reference to the temple, sometimes with the meaning "guard": "in order to increase

the security of Esagila I had Babylon surrounded with a wall" (aiium massqrti Esagila
dunnuni . . . dura danna . . . Bdbilam uiabir);3 and: "I rebuilt the enclosure wall and

made that temple into a secure place" (blta iudti ana ma;sartim dannatim aikuniu).4
In numerous other examples ma$artu is used with reference to the temple, but we

cannot with certainty define the meaning as "guard" or more generally "watch over"
in the sense of conscientious stewardship. One text uses dullu, the Akkadian equivalent
of Heb. -bddA, in parallel with massartu.' "I shall do corv6e work on my fief, I shall
perform my duty on my fief" (dulli id bit b7l?ia eppai ma;;artu ia blt b?lEia ana;;ar).s
Sometimes the aspect of stewardship stands clearly in the foreground: "Be not careless

in the service of Eanna (specifically) with regard to the land of the farmworkers and

whatever else I have entrusted to you" (ina mufili EN.NUN ma;sarti ia Eanna zeri ia
ikkdrdti u mimma mala apqidakku la taselli).6

miimere!. A. Cody, A History of OT Piesthood. AnBibl,35 (1969); M. Haran, "The hiestly
Image of the Tabemacle ," HUCA, 36 (1965), 19l-226; J. Liver, Chapters in the History of the
Priests and kvites (Jerusalem, 1968); J. Milgrom, "Israel's Sanctuary, the Priestly 'Picture of
Dorian Gray,"' RA, 83 (1976),390-99; idem, Studies in l*vitical Terminology (Los Angeles,
t97O).

1. A. Tremayne, Records from Erech: Time of Cyrus and Cambyses. YOSBT, Vtr (1925), 156,
14; ABL, 337, rto. 8.

2. ARM, IY 10, rto. 11; quoted from CAD, X/ l, 335b.
3. VAB, ry 118, ii, 57; quoted from CAD, Xl 1,337.
4. A. T. Clay, Miscellaneous Insciptions in the Yale Babylonian Collection. YOSBT I (1915),

45,ri, 17; quoted from CAD, Xll,337b.
5. ABL, 778, 15-17; quoted from CAD, lII, 173b.
6. BIN, l, 26, 6; quoted from CAD, Xl l, 340a.
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An interesting passage in which the verb nagaru is used with nwil@nam (probably

the equivalent of Heb. -+ J)t?D miikfrn, "sanctuary") is: "The prophet of Adad, lord
of Kallassu, guards the threshing floor of Ala[tu for NeUatu" (dpilum ia Adad bEl

Kallassu maikonam ia Ala$tim ana Nefiatim irw;;ar).1
The phrase miimere! YHWI(S has an equivalent in Akk. massartu ia iarri, "obser-

vance of the precepts, regulations, or laws of the king." On the one hand, it can be

used quite particularly with reference to specific precepts: "He who does not bring
bowmen to the police post (btt kddu) and does not perform the king's service (ma;;ar'
tum ia iari la inassaru) commits a sin against ttre king."e On the other hand, it can

refer in a very general sense to faithfulness in observing the ordinances of the king:
"Many people in Babylon are (still faithfully) serving the king" (massarti ia iari
inaq;aru).|o Heb. miimerel YHWH is used also with reference to a specific command
from God (Nu. 9:23) as well as in the more general sense of "faithfulness" in God's
service (2 Ch. 13:10f.).

tr. Heb. mi.imere!/idm0r miimere!.
l. P In P miimerel and iAmer miimere! in the context of the tent sanctuary refer to

the function of the Levites: "But the lrvites shall camp around the tabernacle of the

covenant, that there may be no wrath on the congregation of the Israelites; and the

Levites shall perform the guard duty (miimerefl of the tabernacle of the covenant" (Nu.

l:53). This guard duty is the lifelong responsibility of the lrvites, in contrast to physical

labor ('%odd),ll which consists in taking down the sanctuary, transporting it, and

reconstructing it - a duty from which those over the age of fifty are exempt: "From
twenty-five years old and upward they shall begin to do duty in the service of the tent
of meeting; and from the age of fifty years they shall retire from the duty of the service

and serve no more. They may assist their brothers in the tent of meeting in carrying
out their duties (miimere!), but they shall perform no service (-badA)" (Nu. 8:24-26).

This distinction between physical labor and guard duty also explains the double
census of the Levites in Nu. 3 and 4: the former deals with guard duty (miimerefl, the
latter with physical labor ('"!dQd). The enrollment of the Levites to determine how
many workers are available includes only those between the ages of thirty and fifty:
"All those who were enrolled of the lrvites, whom Moses and Aaron and the leaders

of Israel enrolled, by their clans and their ancestral houses, from thirty years old up to
fifty years old, everyone who qualified to do the work of service and the work of
bearing burdens relating to the tent of meeting, their enrollment was eight thousand

five hundred eighty" (Nu. 4:46-48).
By contrast, Levitical service could employ not only the older Levites (Nu. 8:25f.)

7. A. Malamat, "History and Prophetic Vision in a Mari Letter," Erlsr 5 (1958) 67-73.
8. See trI.2 below.
9. R. P. Dougherty, Records from Erech: Time of Nabonidus. YOSBT VI (1920), l5l, 16;

quoted from CAD, Xll,339b.
to. cAD, xll,339a.
I l. Milgrom, Studies, 60t.
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but theoretically also the very young - those over the age of one month. Clearly, from

P's perspective all but very young children should perform guard duty or be trained

for it. Therefore the number of those eligible for guard duty is substantially greater

than the number of physical laborers: "The total enrollment of the lrvites whom Moses

and Aaron enrolled at the commandment of Yahweh, by their clans, all the males from

a month old and upward, was twenty-two thousand" (Nu. 3:39).

Nu. 3:5-10 says that the Levites performing this function are to represent the

Israelites and to assist the priests: "They [the lrvites] shall perform duties for him

[Aaron] and for the whole congregation in front of the tent of meeting, doing service

at the tabernacle; they shall be in charge of all the furnishings of the tent of meeting,

and attend to the duties for the Israelites as they do service atthe miikan" (Nu. 3:7f-).

Both verses are necessary for defining the service of the Levites as a whole: when

encamped (v. 7) and during transport (v. 8). Mention of the sacred furnishings makes

the reference to transport clear: while the Israelites were traveling, the Kohathites

carried and watched over these fumishings (3:31;4:15). In camp the furnishings were

guarded by the priests (18:5), and the Kohathites were even forbidden to look directly

on them (4:17-20).
When the lsraelites were encamped, the Levites performed their service at the

sanctuary (Nu. 1:53). Nu.3:23,29,35 contain more details about the guard assign-

ments of the Gershonites, Kohathites, and Merarites in relationship to the camp. It is
probable that those encamped to the north, west, or south performed guard duty on

that side of the sanctuary. The priests camped on the east side at the entrance to the

sanctuary (3:38) and were responsible for guard duty there and within the sacred

precincts (3:38; 18:2b). When traveling, each group watched over the portion of the

sanctuary entrusted to it: the curtains of the tent were assigned to the Gershonites

(3:25f.), the sacred furnishings to the Kohathites (v. 3l), and the framework of the

miikfrn to the Merarites (vv. 36f.).
In ancient Near Eastem religions, there was a common perception that the dwelling

place of the deity had to be protected against invasion by demonic powers, which could

evict the deity from his or her residence. Outside Israel, we find apotropaic rites and

images of tutelary figures set up at the entrance to a temple. In Israel, however, these

demonic forces were no longer an object of belief. They are replaced by human beings:12

only the action of a human individual can evict God from his sanctuary. Since responsi-

bility for sin rests entirely in human hands, the protective circle of priests and Levites

is designed to guard God against human intrusion. The texts discussing the appointment

of the priests and trvites as guards therefore stipulate that improper intrusion must be

punished by death (Nu. 1:51; 3:10,38; l8:7).
After the revolt of Korah (Nu. l6f.), 18:1-7 redefines the miimerel of the lrvites:

miimerel in the sanctuary is reserved to the Aaronides. Only they may enter the tent

of the covenant ('dhel hd'edfiil. Under them come the Levites, who are to perform the

miimerel at the tent of meeting ('dhel m6'Cfl, all the service of the tent (l"bl '"bOdat

12. Milgrom, RB 83 (1976),390-99.
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hd'ahel) (vv. 3f.). Only the Aaronides are permitted miimere! at the altar and with the

sacred furnishings. All others are fbrbidden to intrude under pain of death (vv. 3,7).
J. Milgrom - L. Harper

The discussion in Nu. 18:1-7 is so confused "that one can scarcely expect any

consistency of thought."13 Literary criticism, however, can help resolve the problems

of this passage by distinguishing an Aaronide stratum and a Levite stratum. A. H. J.

Gunneweg has discussed the postulates behind such redactions.la It has also been

suggested that the miimere! of the trvites refers to military service.ls
Fabry

In the present context, following the plague that had broken out on account of
Korah's revolt (Nu. 17:ll-15116:46-501), these directives are associated with the fear
of the people that they will perish if they approach the sanctuary (17:28[3]). The

directives not only constitute a revision of the directives governing service at the

sanctuary already laid down in l:53; 3:l-51, but contain a new element: priests and

Levites alone must bear the punishment for any future offenses on the part of the laity
and clerics (18:1,3,23). The Levites are now made responsible for guard duty round

about the sanctuary and are to assist the priests in their service at the entrance to the

holy place. Thus a fundamental hierarchy of responsibilities is established: the priests

protect the most sacred furnishings within the sacred precincts against unauthorized
approach by trvites or unqualified priests (3:10; l8:1b,7a),the Kohathites shield them
from the laity during transport ( 1 8 : I a; 4:15-20), and the Levites are in charge of setting

up the whole complex (18:22f .).

The distinction between priestly service within and nonpriestly service without has

parallels in the ancient Near East. The Hittite "Instructions for Temple Duties"16 have a

series of regulations for temple service that assign priests to guard duty in the temple and

nonpriests to duties outside the temple. In addition, the entrance of the Hittite temple -like that of the tent sanctuary-was overseen by priests (Nu. 3:38; l8:2b). Like the

lrvites, the nonpriestly Hittite guardians are underpriestly supervision; the Merarites and

Gershonites are under the supervision of lthamar (4:28,33), while the Kohathites are under
the command of E,leazar (v. 16). Only at the command of the priests may the nonpriestly
Hittite guardians perform services within the sacred precincts. The lrvites, too, may leave

their posts to accompany the laity inside the sacred precincts and help them prepare their
offerings (16:9), but also to assist the priests in guarding the sacred furnishings against

unauthorized approach, especially during transport (3:6b,7a; 18:2-4). Like the kvite
guardians, the nonpriestly Hittite guardians are threatened with death if they approach

without authorization. The Hittite guardians, however, are slain by human beings, whereas

13. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 135.

14. Leviten und Priester FRIA,NT 89 (1965).
15. G. Schmitt, "Der Ursprung des lrvitentums," 7AW 94 (1982), 575-599, esp. 587 (-+

vrr,498f.).
16. ANET 2O'7-210; cf. Milgrom, Studies, 50ff.
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the trvites expect their punishment from God. In the view of R the punishment for an

offense is distributed equally among all the Levites.
As guardian of the sanctuary at Shiloh, Samuel performed nonpriestly sanctuary

service; to do so he slept within the sacred precincts (l S. 3:3,9). It is recorded that

Joshua similarly "would not leave the tent," while Moses returned to the camp (Ex.

33:11). Both examples recall the sddin of Arab nomads,lT who guarded the sanctuary

and of necessity also slept there. With the development of an extensive organization

at sanctuaries such as Shiloh, the inclusion of nonpriestly guardians who also functioned

as gatekeepers was no longer something unusual.

Responsibility for guarding the sanctuary required the lrvites to be armed. In the

view of P, they had the right to kill unauthorized intruders.l8 Thus they had not only
a police function but also a military function. For P this was important, since any

forbidden contact with the sacred furnishings provoked God's wrath, bringing plagues

that could endanger the existence of the entire community. Intruders had to be stopped

at all costs to spare the community the deadly consequences. Therefore the institution
of the protective circle of lrvites is often coupled with the reason for its existence:

"that there may be no wrath upon the Israelites" (Nu. 1:53; 8:19; 18:5).

The innovation following Korah's revolt is the limitation of guilt for unauthorized

intrusion to the intruder and the t evites who failed to prevent the intrusion. Because

their duty is dangerous, the Levites receive the tithe as their reward (Nu. 18:22-24).

Finally, it is also the miimerel that entitles the lrvites to a portion of the Midianite

booty (31:30,47).

2. Ezekiel. Ezekiel keeps the meaning "guard duty" for miimerel/idmEr miimere!
as well as the function of sanctuary guards for the priests and Levites. Ezekiel describes

the Levites as guards at the temple gates and as temple servants, who slaughter the

burnt offering and sacrifice for the people and attend them (Ezk. 44:ll). The assignment

of the duty of slaughtering to the Levites is new in Ezekiel and contradicts P's under-

standing of the sanctuary, in which the laity alone are responsible for offering their

own sacrifices (Lev. 1:5,11; 3:2,8,13;4:24,29,33). Ezekiel finds it necessary to disallow
the people their rights in this matter because he blames the laity - and to a lesser

degree the lrvites - for allowing foreigners into the sanctuary (Ezk. 44:G8). That

foreigners served as guards of the frst temple is clear from 2 K. 11:4. By reassigling
ritual slaughtering to the Levites @zk. 44:ll), Ezekiel punishes the people, who are

now kept away from the inner gates where the slaughtering takes place (40:39-42).

Ezekiel also differs from P in reserving altar service to the Zadokite priests alone

(Ezk. 4O:45f.;44:l5f .). We may assume that for P the priestly service was performed

in turn. The areas associated with priestly service are the same for Ezekiel as for P:

the altar and the sanctuary (Nu. l8:5a, where q68ei refers to the sanctuaryle).

17. Cody,78f.
18. Milgrom, Studies, 2lf.
19. Ibid., 39, n. 149.
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3. Postexilic Literature.In Chronicles the phrase i6m?r miimerel keeps the meaning
"guard." This can be seen from I Ch. 12:30(29), which speaks of the Benjaminites
who "do guard duty" in the court of Saul. The Chronicler is aware that the Levites
served as temple guards (9:27). This is also shown by the story of Jehoiada's revolt,
in which the Chronicler replaces the soldiers guarding the child Joash (2 K. 11:5-9)

with [rvites (2 Ch.23:4-8). The reason for this change is evidenl laypeople were not
permitted to enter the temple, as the Chronicler explains in an addition (23:6). Armed
Levites surround the king to kill any intruder (w. 6f.). Since the Chronicler does not
give any reason for his variant, this can only mean that he knew the former function
of the lrvites as temple guards; therefore no explanation was needed. This story also

reveals his knowledge that the Levites were originally armed, as we also find in P.

In the preexilic sources, miimere! is used only as a noun with the meaning "guard
duty" or "supervision" (e.g., I 5.22:23; "guardhouse" or "prison," 2 S.2O:3; "guard
post," Isa.21:8; Hab. 2:l).ln this usage miimerel is clearly a feminine abstract noun

from the masc. miimar.
In the postexilic sources, the usage of miimerel varies. Sometimes the usual meaning

"guard duty" is adopted, as in 1 Ch.9:27;25:8. In other texts it has a more general

meaning such as "service" or "duty" (Neh. 12:45; I Ch. 23:32;2 Ch. l3:.ll;23:6).
Nowhere do we find the postbiblical meaning "division" or "watch" (as a unit of
time).

The pl. miimdrdl first appears in postexilic literature, usually with the meaning
"guard units." [n Chronicles, however, this term is the plural of miimere!, "duty"
(2 Ch.7:6;31:16;35:2: and esp. 8:14), and should simply be translated "duties." In
at least one passage, it refers to divisions (l Ch.9:23; probably also26:12); but in this
case it refers to units of the guard and is thus the plural of miimar rather than miimere!.
The same is true for the occurrences in Ezra-Nehemiah (Neh. 4:3,16[9,22];7:3). In
l2:9; 13:30, the context does not permit any certain conclusions about the word's
semantic valence. It may refer to "divisions," in the flrst case perhaps the division of
temple singers. In Neh. 11f., confusion reigns (esp. in the use of miimir in 12:25), and
it appears that singers and gatekeepers have been interchanged. If so, miimdfil could
be taken as the plural of miimdr which would agree with usage elsewhere in the book
of Nehemiah. In any case, it is dubious whether "divisions" are meant, since this
meaning is not found elsewhere in the biblical text. More likely the plural is used

abstractly for "duty."

III. Other Forms.
l. lfiyd lemiimerel. The phrase hdyd l'miimere!retains the sense of guarding and

should be translated "kept under supervision orprotection." The lamb for the Passover

sacrifice must be "watched over" during the four days from its selection to its slaughter

in order to guarantee that it may remain unblemished and to prevent any incident that
might render it unfit for use (Ex. l2:6).n For similar reasons, it is necessary to keep

20.Ibid.,16, n.51.
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watch over the ashes of the red heifer (Nu. l9:9).zr In putting aside manna22 for the
Sabbath @x. 16:23), the need to guard it is associated with its uniqueness, since food
for the Sabbath is involved. A portion of manna must be preserved for future generations

as evidence of the desert experience (16:32-34). Aaron's rod is also preserved (Nu.
17:25), presumably for the same reason.

2. miimerel YIIWH. When God is the object of miimerel, the context always contains
divine commandments and prohibitions, so that the meaning "obserye" remains but in
a figurative sense: the individual must be kept from transgtessing the commandments
laid down by God. The offenses range from cultic infractions (Irv. 8:35; 22:9; Nu.
l8:8; Neh. l2:45;Ezk.44:16;48:.ll) to transgressions of contractual orlegalrestrictions
(Gen.26.,5; Lev. l8:30; Nu. 9:19,23; Dt. l1:l; Josh. 22:3; I K.2:3;2Ch.l3:ll;236;
Zec.3:7; Mal. 3:14). In one case the transgression concems the charge that God alone
is to determine the course of the desert wandering (Nu. 9:19,23; cf. "according to the
command of the Lord," repeated 7 times in vv. 18,20,23).

IV. Postbiblical Usage. In the Qumran literature, as in later rabbinic literature, the
pl. miimdrfu clearly has the meaning "cultic services" or duties: "The twenty-six
leaders of the cultic services shall perform the cultic services" (1QM 2:2).

Although the word miimere! is not used, the function of the Levites and priests as

guardians of the sacred precincts continues in the rabbinic vision of the second temple
(Sifre Zuta on Nu. 18:2; Sifra -Saw pereq 2:121' 3:5; Mishnah Tam. l.lf .). There were
twenty-four guard posts at the entrance to the sanctuary; three were occupied by the
priests, the others by the Levites. The levites are always presented as outside guards.

Finally, Philo provides a Greek translation of Nu. 8:24-26 in a treatise on the function
of the lrvites as workers and guardians of the sanctuary. He appears to follow the text
of the LXX until v. 26, where he omits part of the verse and substitutes his own
translation in order to juxtapose the two jobs of the lrvites and thus emphasize the
difference between them: "From (the age o0 fifty years shall he cease from the ministry,
and shall work no more, but his brother shall minister. He shall keep watch, but shall
not work'"23 

J. Milgrom - L. Harper

21. Ibid., 12, n.43.
22. ) lD man (YIII,389-395).
23. Philo, That the Worse Is Wont o Anack the Bener rcL \ 245t.,563. For further citations

see E. E. Urbach, "Miimdr61 ard. Ma'omn!67" Tarbiz, 42 (1973),3M-327 (Heb.); G. Moscati-
Steindler, "l* miimnrdt in una iscrizione di Beit Hadir," AION, n.s. 34 (1974),277-282.
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contents: I. L Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Meaning; 4. LXX. II. Secular Usage: l.
Definition of the Clan; 2. Clans of Nations and I-ands; 3. Clans of Cities; 4. Figurative Usage.

Itr. Religious Usage: l. Legal Significance of the Clan; 2. The Clan as a Cultic Association; 3.

Theological Contexts. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. It is most unlikely that the m-prefrx noun miipahd derives from a

root ipt| "pour out" (cf. Arab. safaha, etc., with reference to semen).l OSA .rjfir, "call
together," is closer to the mark.2 The best parallels are Ugar. ipl.t and the Punic noun

.ipft, both of which mean "clan."3

2. Occurrences. The OT has 303 occurrences of miipdhd; 159 and 47 of these are

in Numbers and Joshua, respectively, primarily in P texts' Then come 1 Chronicles

(19), Genesis (12), Zechaiah (11), Jeremiah (9), Judges (8), Exodus and I Samuel

(7 each), Irviticus (6), Psalms (3), 2 Samuel, Amos, Job, Ruth, and Esther (twice

each), and Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, Micah, Nahum, and Nehemiah (once each). There

are l7 occulrences in the Qumran literature, l0 of iph in Ugaritic, and 2 of ipl.t in

Punic.a

milpdl.ti. A. Causse, Du groupe ethnique i la communauti religieuse (Paris, 1937), 17ff.;

C. H. i. de Geus, The Tribes of Israel. SSN, 18 (1976), esp. 133-150; M. Haran' "Zebah

hayyamtm,,, w, lg (1969), ll-22; W Johnstone, "oT Technical Expressions in Property

UotOing," Ugaritica, VI (1969), 308-317, esp. 313f.; G. van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence

and Minifesntion,2 vols. (Eng. trans., New York, 1963), $33; A. Malamat, "Aspects of Tri_bal

Societies in Mari and Israel," lzs Congris et Colloques de l'universitd de Liige, 42 (1967),

129-138 I. Mendelsohn, "Guilds in Ancient Palestine," BASOR,80 (1940), 17-21; l.M.
Milgrom, "Priestly Terminology and the Political and Social Structure of Pre-Monarchic

Israit,,' JQR, 69 (1978179),65-81 = Studies in cultic Theology and Tbrminology. 
'JI-A" 

36

(1983), Ii7; F. A. Munch, "Verwandtschaft und Lokalitiit in der Gruppenbildung der altisraeli-

tischenHebraer," KdlnerZeitschriftfiirSoziologieundSozialpsychologie, 12(1960),438-458;
R. Patai, Sitte und Sippe in Bibel und Oient (Ftarrkfurt, 1962); J. Pedersen, ILC, l-Il, 46-60;

I. van der Ploeg, "Les 'nobles' isra6lites," ors, 9 (1951),49-64; L. Rost, "Die Bezeichnungen

fiir Land und Volk im AT," Festschifi Otto Procksch (Leipzig, 1934), 125-148 = Das kleine

Credo (Heidetberg, 1965), i6-t1t;c. Sauer, "Sippe," BHiIW:lll (1966), 1808f.; A. Sjiiberg,

"Zu einigen Verwindtschaftsbezeichnungen im Sumerischen," Hei.delberger Studien zum Alten

orient (fuiesbaden, 1961),201-231 E. A. Speiser, " 'People' and 'Nation'of Israel," JBl" 79

(1960), 157-163 = Oriental and Biblical sudies (Philadelphia, 1967), 160-170; R. de Vaux,

Anclsr 7-8.

l. GesB, 467.
2.Beeston, 124.
3. -+ II, 110. On the Ugaritic term see WUS, no.266/; for the Punic term see DISO, 316.

4. CIS, \ 165.16; LidzEph,I, 169.7.
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3. Meaning. In Ugaritic, .ipft parallels yr!, "hetr," {lm, "youith," and bnm, "sons."5
It accordingly means "scion, offspring."6In Punic the meaning "family, clan" is likely.z
The meaning of Heb. miipdhi is clear from Josh. 7:14-18.In order to determine the
guilt of Achan by lot, the selection process first finds the guilty tibe ge!et), then the
guilty miipaltA, then the correct household. Finally, members of this household are
examined one by one. A similar process is described in the selection of the first king
(1 S. 10:19-21): tribe by tribe, miipdl.tiby miipdhh, finally one man at a time. We can
also see from I S. 9:21 that miipdhd refers to an entity that stands befween tribe and
family or household. This suggests the translation "extended family" or "clan."

4. LXX. The LXX, especially when ffanslating P texts, prefers diimos (189 times).
We also frnd phyli4 (41 times, primarily ir,P), patrid (26 times), syngdneia (18 times),
gdnesis (6 times), gened (3 times), gdnos (twice), and genetii and eidos (once each). In
16 passages the LXX does not provide an equivalent.

II. Secular Usage.
l. Deftnition of the Clan. The word miipdl.th does not denote a regional or political

entity but rather an ethnic or restricted human community. Est. 9:28 divides provinces
into cities; in similar fashion it divides generations (dbr) into clans. In the Thble of
Nations (Gen. 10:5,20,31,32), P proceeds similarly, introducing the sons of Japheth,
Ham, and Shem divided into clans, languages, lands, and nations.s The clan of Rahab
includes her father, mother, brothers, and "all who belonged to her" (Josh. 6:23; cf.
2:13,18). And Abimelech addresses the "sons of his mother" and "the whole clan of
the house of his mother's father" (Jgs. 9: I ). A miipdhA is therefore defined by kinship
structures and includes more than just the nuclear or extended family of the man or
woman. It is hard to be more precise; although different terms are used for communities
of different size, no system of clear distinctions among them is convincing.

The clearest organization is found in P. In Nu. l:l-43 each of the twelve tribes of
Israel is suMivided into clans, and each clan is subdivided into "fathers' houses" (D21
'd!61. ln 26:5-58 "these 'families' [are] explained as being the posterity of the de-
scendants of Jacob"e (similarly 36:12; differently 36:l; cf. also P in Ex.6:l4ff.). P
follows a similar approach in the census of the l,evites (Nu. 3:14-4:49). Here, too, the
clans are understood as the kinship groups descended from lrvi's grandsons, sub-
divided into "fathers'houses." In the lists detailing the distribution of the land (Josh.

13-21), the tribes (matteh) of Reuben, Gad, and half Manasseh are mentioned first

5. For parallels with y4 see KTU, 1.14, 1,24; with flm, 1.14, IIL 49f.; VI, 33f.; with bnm,
1.16, I, 10, 2l;11,48.

6. WUS, no.2664: "lineage, offspring, scion"; cf. TDOT II, 110: "family, dynasty, ruler's
house."

7.'dr iph, "leader ofthe clan" (?): LidzEph,I,169,7; other meanings are suggested on the
previous page.

8. Cf. Speiser, 159; miipahh is "basically an administrative rubric."
9. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Eng. trans. 1968), 17.
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(13:15-31), followed by Judah (15:l-20), Ephraim (16:5-8), and half Manasseh

(17:1ff.), then Benjamin (18:1lff.), Simeon (19:lff.), Zebulun (19:10tr'), Issachar

(19:17tr ), Asher (19:24ff.), Naphtali (19:32tr.), and Dan (19:40ff.), each with its clans.

The list in Josh. 2l:4-40 is organized similarly. The failure of some texts to mention

fathers' houses must not lead to the conclusion that P does not presuppose such a

su6ivision in all the texts. It did not seem necessary to mention this structure explicitly.

The situation is probably analogous with regard to whether the "fathers'houses" are to

be understood as identical with "families" or as comprising several "families." Job32:2

at least presupposes the latter: Elihu belongs to the family of his father Barachel, the family

to the eitended family of Buz, and the extended family to the clan of Ram (cf. Ruth 2:1'3).

Convincing as this organization into families, extended families ("fathers'houses"),

clans, tribes, and nations is, at least in this developmental perfection it appears to reflect

late theory.lO That every Israelite belonged to a tribe Gebeil and a clan is also stated

by Jgs. 2l:24 (cf. Dt. 29:17[18]). What is noteworthy, however, is that in some texts

iiislara to distinguish between clans and fathers'houses (cf. also Ex. 12:21; I S.

9:21). Shimei son of Gera, e.g., is identified as coming from "the clan of the house of

Saul" (2 S. 16:5). In the story of the wooing of Rebekah, the expressions "my father's

house,, (Gen. 24:38,40) and "my clan" (vv. 38,q,4D appear to be parallels from the

E and J versions.ll This would mean that in the early period the organizational structure

of Israel consisted of families and clans, the latter comprising several families.12

In other texts, the ambiguity moves in the direction of identifying clans and tribes.

we are told that Manoah was of the clan of the Danites (Jgs. 13:2). Hans Wilhelm

Hertzberg suggests that this verse may reflect the historical reality that the tribe of Dan

had been dissolved as a group and only remnants of it were still living in the south.l3

The fact that other texts exhibit the same ambiguity argues against this theory. Accord-

ingtoJgs. 18:2,spiesaresentfromtheclanof theDanites; 18:11 statesthat600armed

min from the clan of the Danites set forth and asked the priest Micah whether he

preferred to be a priest "to the house of one man" or "to a tribe Gebeil and clan in

israel"(v. 19). Jgs. 17:7 speaksof atrviteof "theclanofJudah";if thetextiscorrect,

here, too, there is no clear distinction between clans and tribes.la Although the word

miipdhdis not used in 5:14,17 ,the same ambiguity is probably present, because Machir

and Gilead are numbered among the tribes (for Machir, cf. 2 S. 9:4: bQ mAkir). Tltis

situation may best be explained by Martin Noth's observation that the terms "nation"

and "tribe" "are part of human history, rather than of human reproduction," ls so that

10. As argued correctly by Pedersen, ILC, l-ll, 46. Ct. M. Noth, oT world (Eng. trans.,

Philadelphia, 1966), 63 -66.
ll. O. Eissfeldt, Hexateuch-Synopse (Berlin, 1922),4O*; for a different interpretation, see

M. Noth, A History of Pentateuchal Traditions (Eng. trans., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.' 1972),29,

n. 90.
12. Anclsr 8; _l II, 114.

13. W. Hertzberg, Richter ATD, lX (1954),225.
14. ILC,l-l[, 47.
15. OTWorld" 64.

8l
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we are dealing with different aspects when one and the same human community is now
called a "clan," not a "tribe."

The head of a clan may have been called ndit' (Gen. 17:20;25:16; Nu. 7:2);16
Roland de Vaux thinks instead of zaqen.tT De Vaux's theory is at odds with the
observation that "elders" belong more to the tribal organizationl8 and function as

tribal elders. Noth associates the elders with the extended families, so that the
governing body of a clan was an "assembly of elders."le This conclusion is in total
accord with Julius Wellhausen's statement that the polity of early Israel was that of
a "commonwealth without a ruling body." Citing Gen.36:40-43, Georg Sauer also
includes the 'allfip here; but de Vaux (probably correctly) associates this term with
the military leader, usually called ian because in theory a division comprised a
thousand ('elep) men.

2. Clans of Nations and Lands. The use of the term "clan" clearly developed further
under the influence of preexilic prophecy. The people of Israel are called "the whole
clan" that Yahweh brought up out of Egypt (Am. 3: I [according to Hans Walter Wolff 20

a Deuteronomistic additionl). The threat that follows begins with the words: "You only
have I known ofall the clans ofthe earth" (v. 2). In ler.2:4 "house ofJacob" and "all
the clans of the house of Israel" stand in parallelismus membrorum. Referring to the
northern and southem kingdcims, Jer.33:24 speaks of "the two clans"; 25:9 speaks of
"all the clans of the north" as instruments of God's judgment. Finally, prophets can
speak almost contemptuously of "this evil clan" (8:3) or "this clan" (Mic. 2:3),zt
meaning Judah.

In consequence of this rhetorical figure, miipAl.tk can parallel gby (Jer. lO:25; Ezk.
20:32; Nah. 3:4; cf . Gen. 10:5,20 ,3lf .;7cc. 14: 18). The text can also speak of the clans
ofthe Canaanites (Gen. 10:18) and the clan ofEgypt (Znc. 14:18). In the language of
the Psalms we find the expression "clans of the peoples ('ammtm)" (Ps. 96:7 par. I Ch.
16:28); for Ps. 22:28(Eng. v.27), "all the ends of the earth" are identical with "all the
clans of the nations (gbyim)."

Last but not least we come to J's expression "all the clans of the earth," who are
to bless themselves with Abraham/Jacob (Gen. 12:3; 28:14). This closes the circle with
Am.3:2.

In all these texts, the clan is the preferred designation for nations or portions of
nations. This usage once more calls attention to the "feeling of solidarity" or "sense
of unity" that comes from shared ancestry and represents something like a "psychic
community."22 As l,eonhard Rost puts it, "The nation is . . . like a large extended

16. Sauer, 1808, with a question mark.
17. Anclsr 8.

18. -+ lY, 127.
19. OT World, 64.
20. Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 175.
21. W. Rudolph, Micha. KAT XllIl3 (1975), 51.
22. See, respectively, Sauer, 1808; Van der Leeuw, 533.2; ILC, I-[, 50.
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family."z: It is important to note that these texts use a word with ettrnic rather than

historical or political overtones.

3- Clans of Cities. This notion probably also accounts for the usage, frst attested in

Chronicles but long an open possibility,2a that speaks of the clans of a city or town

(l Ch- 2:53; 4:2; cf . also 9:3-9; Neh. 11:4-8) or organizes the names of Esau's chiefs

by clans, localities, and names (Gen. 36:40 [P]). This resembles the allocation of free

cities to Lrvitical clans (l Ch. 6:40-66[55-81]).

4. Figurative Usage. The sense of solidarity established by shared ancestry also

enables the term miipdhd to be used figuratively. In I Ch. 2:55 we read of the "clans

of the scribes" and in 4:21 of the "clans of the linen workers." Both passages presup-

pose something like a guild system, so that miipdhA acquires the sense of a community

based on a common profession.2s Classification by species suggests speaking of animals

"according to their clans" with reference to wild animals, cattle, birds, and vermin

(Gen. 8:19). Jer. 15:3 names the four "clans" of God's punishment: the sword, dogs,

birds, and wild animals.

III. Religious Usage.

l. lzgal Significance of the Clan. When we turn to religious usage in the broader

sense, we must first address the legal significance of clans. It is chiefly the clan, not

the family or tribe, that appears as an independent autonomous entity. l-ev.25:lO,4l,
and similar passages decree that in the Jubilee Year tenants are to return to their clans.

In the law of inheritance, too, the clan is the accepted framework within which matters

are settled (Nu. 27: I I ); for if the deceased left neither a son nor a brother, the nearest

blood relative from the clan inherits. This legal concept probably also explains why

the land apportioned by lot was given to the tribes "according to their clans" (Nu.

33:54; Josh. 13ff.). Finally, Nehemiah's stationing of the people by clans (Neh. 4:7[13])

illustrates the organizational form of the postexilic community, which appears to be

modeled on the cultic and legal community of the premonarchic period.

That the clan represents a self-contained autonomous group is also clear from those

cases where its members share communal culpability. If anyone gives his child to

Molech, he and his clan must be punished (trv. 20:5). The reverse is true when the

whole clan profits from the good deed of a single individual, like that told of the

prostirute Rahab (Josh. 6:23) and the man from Bethel (Jgs. l:25); the same idea is

expressed in Ex. 20:5f.; Dt. 5:9f. Finally, we must note the clan's responsibility for

upholding the law, e.g., by putting to death a fratricide from among them (2 S. l4:7).
Job 3 1:34 reflects a similar notion, in that the clan has to react to the sin of an individual

by treating him with contempt and disdain.

23. Credo,86.
24. See Itr.2 below.
25. See Mendelsohn, l8f.
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2.The Clan as a Cultic Association.Itis therefore natural that the clan should represent

an independent entity in the cultic realm as well. It seems convincing to Saul that David
should ask leave ofJonathan in order to participate in the annual sacrifice ofhis clan at

Bethlehem (l S. 20:6,29). The instructions concerning the Passover also require lambs to

be seleeted according to clans (Ex. 12:21). When the festival of Purim is to be celebrated

tlnoughout every generation (dbr wd46r) clan by clan (miipdhd fimiipdhd) in every

proviice and city (Est. 9:28), the regional entities of province and city are echoed by the

Lthni" ,t-"tores of generation and clan. Finally, we hear that the people wept "throughout

their clans, all at the entrances of their tents" because they were sick and tired of manna

(Nu. 11:10); and the communal lament inzr*.1212-14 is organized by clans, within

which the men and women are separated. These texts show that the clan was something

like the smallest religious unit within the congregation of Israel. It is also the primary locus

for the demonstration of grace and favor.26

In contrast to this notion of the clan as a cultic community, texts like I S' l:21;2:19

describe "sacrifice limited to a family"; Hans Joachim Stoebe rightly explains this as

"the later form of the description."2T Menahem Haran points out that the annual

sacrificial festival of the clan of Jesse mentioned in 1 S. 20 might resemble the sacrifice

with Samuel in 9:12 in the participation of the whole local populace.2s

3. Theological contexts- A variety of theological meanings are associated with the

clan concept. The "humility motif"2e found in David's words "Who am I and who is
.my clan'?;'(1 S. 18:18) may have given rise to the notion of the election of the most

humble. Saul, who comes from the humblest of all the clans of the tribe of Benjamin

(9:21),is chosen king. Jgs. 6:15 expresses much the same thought but using 'elep (cf'

also Dt. 7:G8).
It is therefore understandable that the clan concept should enter the semantic field

of the exodus, election, and covenant and thus become a vehicle for theological ideas-

Yahweh says of "the whole clan" that he brought up out of Egypt that he has known

it alone ..of all the clans of the earth" (Am. 3:1f.). This text alludes to the election of

God's people; loss of this privilege can find expression in the despairing language of

the people in exile, who have become "like the pagans, like the clans of the [pagan]

countries" (Ezk. 20:32). Yahweh's favor toward the needy ('ebybn) and the upright

OAidr)justifresthestatementthathehasmultipliedtheirclanslikeflocks(Ps.107:4lf')'
it" p"opt" lament that Yahweh has now rejected "the two clans" that he had chosen

(Jer.33:i4), referring to the northern and southern kingdoms as parts of the people of

God. The promise in Jer. 31:l is formulated in similar terms: at that time Yahweh will

be the God of "all the clans of Israel," and they will be his people' The covenant idea

concerns the covenant people of God, understood here as a collection of clans rather

26. --+ 1On hesei (Y, 44-64).

27. Stoebe, bas erste Buch Samuelis. KATVIWI (1973),373f'

28.P.17.
29. Stoebe, KAT YIII|1,351.
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than tribes. The concept of kinship bonds based on clan solidarity shapes the idea of
the people of God. When Israel wants to express its own uniqueness, it prefers the term

miipdhd (or 'am3o), because this word expresses a solidarity based on natural factors

established, as it were, through creation. At the same time it has overtones of a future

perspective based on God's blessing in creation.3l

Since the people addressed by Jeremiah can be described as "this evil clan" (Jer.

8:3), our term can also appear in prophecies of disaster as "this clan" (Mic. 2i3).32

Finally, in Jeremiah we even find the notion that Yahweh will summon "all the clans

of the north" to execute his judgment (Jer. 25:.9; cf. l:15).
Following God's judgment, Jeremiah believes, Yahweh will not bring back the entire

nation but only part of it. He clothes this belief in the statement that Yahweh will "take

one from a city and two from a clan" and bring them to Zion (Jer. 3:14). Because Yahweh

is enthroned on Zion and is the highest God, "all the clans of the gbyim" (Ps.22:281271)

or "the clans of the'ammim" (Ps. 96:7 = I Ch. 16.28) are called upon to worship him.

Those among "the clans of the earth" who do not go up to Jerusalem will be punished

(Zec. 14:17; cf. v. l8). These words echo the promise to Abraham that "all the clans of
the earth" will bless themselves in him (Gen. l23 Ul). This statement about God's unique

relationship with Israel and his relationship with the gentile world through Israel is

repeated in2814 (J), which emphasizes that this promise is addressed to Jacob/Israel,

who is also its mediator to the gentile world. That these texts of promise choose clan

terminology for the entire world should probably be interpreted as reflecting the idea of
God as creator. The population of the world, once a great human community divided solely

into clans, will once more become this harmonious community through devotion to the

mountain of God or participation in the blessing of God's people.

fV. Dead Sea Scrolls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls the clan is a subdivision of the people

of God, as in the P material of the OT. This is clearest in IQM 4: l0: the standards bear

the inscriptions "Congregation of God," "Camps of God," "Tribes of God," "Clans

of God," and "Brigades of God." Thus each tribe is made up of clans, which in turn

are divided into brigades (cf. also IQM 3:6; lQSa 1:9,15,21; CD 20:13). Even if it is
not stated explicitly, this same idea seems to be reflected in IQM 2:14 ("the sons of

Ham, according to their clans, in their dwelling places") and CD 3:3 ("the sons of
Noah and their clans"). According to IQM 10:14, God "created the dwelling place of
the clans." CD 14:10 assumes that each clan speaks its own dialect. aQpNah 2:9 looks

forward to the destruction of cities and clans. In I lQTemple 57:17ff. the law conceming

the king of Dt.l7i14-29 is expanded by requiring that the king may take a wife only

from the miipdht of his father. No specifically theological meaning can be seen in the

usage of Qumran. 
hbel

30. -r !11 eby (I1,432t.).
31. C. Westermann, Genesis l-11 (Eng. trans', Minneapolis' 1984), 509.

32. See II.2 above.
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I. Occurrences and Meaning. The word miipdl is a mc-noun derived from + DDill

idpa1. ln addition to Biblical and Postbiblical Hebrew, it is found in Ugaritic and

Phoenician with the meaning "govemment, authority."t
The word occurs 422 imes in the OT, distributed among most of the books; only

Ru*r, Esther, Song of Songs, Joel, Obadiah, Jonah, and Nahum do not have it. In
Hebrew, trur-nouns have a wide range of use. They can refer to the place where the

activify denoted by the root takes place, the action as such, the result of the action, and

the means by which the action is performed.2 Within this range, miipdt exhibits a

variety of semantic variants. The question of its "basic meaning" cannot be separated

from consideration of the verb (-+ UDII idpat) with regard to the same question.3 For

miipd! the focal point clearly lies in the realm of justice, judgment, and law. But in
several texts the meaning "decision" is sufficient, without its being understood as

correct and positive. Other passages tend in the direction of "claim, demand," em-

phasizing positive engagement on behalf of a particular position. This range confronts

us with a variety of starting points for determining a basic meaning.

Since most occurrences appear in close association with justice and law, it has

seemed reasonable to begin with a meaning in this area. For example, GesB (lZth ed.)

lists the following meanings: "(1) judgment; (2) a matter under judgment; (3) what is

determined by judges and lawgivers, what is right, justice." Within the third meaning,

"customary law" leads to "custom" and "manner."
As a new point of departure, Hans Wilhelm Hertzberg takes the volitional proclivity

ascribed to David in 1 S. 27:ll, defrnng miipdt as a "constant certainty of action"
and an "expression of a centrifugal confirmation of the will," an "expression of a

volitional proclivity."4 Following Klaus Koch and Hans Walter Wolff, Gerhard Liedke

describes miipdl as a domain and the act of ipt as an act through which the damaged

order of a community (bound by law) is restored.s Here modern liberation theology

enters the field, finding h the miipdt of the poor the starting point for biblical inter-

pretation.6 Others take "decision" as their starting point.T This decision can be defined

more precisely in the sense of "legislation" or "verdict."8 Other theories have been

l. For Ugaritic see UT, no. 272'7; I4/US, no. 2921; W. Richter, ZAW 77 (1965), 60; W H.
Schmidt, Kiinigtwn Gottes in []gait und Israel. BZAW,80 (1966), 28. For Phoenician see DISO,
17l;2. S. Harris, A Grammar of thc Phoenician language. AOS, 8 (1936), 153; T. Ishida' RB,

80 (1973), s18.
2. 812,488ff; H. S. Nyberg, Hebreisk grammatik (Uppsala, 1952),205tr.
3. See esp. H. W. Hertzberg, "Die Entwicklung des Begriffes mipy im AT," 7AW 40 (1922),

256-287;41 (1923), l6-76; Booth; Fahlgren; Liedke, Gestalt, T3-100; idem, TLOT.
4. For the first two quotations see Z4W 40 (1922),263; for the last, 7AW 4l (1923),73.
5. For the former see Liedke, Gestalt, TT; cf. Koch, ";dq im AI" (diss., Heidelberg, 1953),

35ff.; Wolff, Amos the Prophet (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1973), 59-67. For the latter, Liedke,
TLOTm,1393.

6. Miranda, l09ff.
7. L. Ktihler, Deuterojesaja srtlkritisch untersucht. BZAW 37 (1923),110; idem, Hebrew Man,

I 33f.
8. For the former see O. Grether, "Die Bezeichnung 'Richter' fiir die charismatischen Helden
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proposed.e Many scholars emphasize that miipdt derives from the exercise of authority
in general and should not be limited to the judicial process in the strict sense.lo K. H.

Fahlgren does not accept the basic meaning of 'Judgment," preferring to take the

miipd! of the individual as his starting point, although he rejects Hertzberg's view that
every miipat should be based on a particular "volitional proclivigy."lt As the basic

meaning, Fahlgren prefers "manner, characteristic." Similar meanings are proposed by
Osborne Booth and Eliezer Berkovits.l2

No semantic development of miipdt can be detected when one compares its occur-
rences in earlier and later texts, although certain specialized meanings or specific
constructions may be present in particular texts.l3

II. OT Usage.
l. Ortrcles and Casting /,ors. Reaching decisions is an important aspect of miipdt.

But caution is advisable in proposing this as the "basic meaning," even when the verb

is also considered. Liedke comments: ".ipt seems to belong to the category of roots in
which the search for a 'basic meaning'is not illuminating."ta Despite this reservation,
however, it must be said that this meaning provides a good starting point for access to

the various usages of miipdt.
This is clear, first, from the use of miipdl in the context of casting lots, where it

stands for the decision of a priest reached by lot. The priest is to inquire "by the miipdl
of Urim" (Nu. 27:21). In Ex. 28:15,29f., the breastpiece of the high priest, which
contains the oracular lots Urim and Thummim, is called hdien (ham)miipdt.t5 In this
way Aaron is to "bear the miipdt of the Israelites on his heart continually" (28:30).

The result of casting lots is also called miipdl (Prov. 16:33). Jgs. 4:5 is cited as

an example of a text that associates miipdl with oracles: Deborah spoke miJpar under

the "palm of Deborah."t6 Hertzberg goes a step further, theorizing that the judicial
system as such emerged from consultation of oracles.lT In these examples, however,
it is better to understand miipd! as meaning "decision, answer, opinion." Even if the

answer was given within the framework of an oracle, the suggested translation

der vorstaatl. ZEit," 7AW 57 (1939), t lG l2l. For the latter see J. Begrich, Studien zu Deutero-
jesaia. BWANT,77 (1938), l61tf.

9.E.g., van der Ploeg, OIS, 2 (1943), 144-155; idem, CBQ, 12 (1950), 248-259; Thomson,
84; I. L. Seeligmann, "Zur Terminologie fiir Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz des biblischen
Hebriiisch," Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschrift W. Baumgartner SVT 16 (1967),251-
278, esp. 273, rt. I ; L. Monsengwo Palsinya, La notion de nomos dans le Pentateuque grec.
AnBibl, 52 (1973),97ff.; de Vaux; and HAL,tl,65l, which cites "ruling" as its point of
departure.

10. E.g., Rozenberg.
tt.P.124.
12. Booth, 107; Berkovits, 188-209.
13. See below.
t4.TLOT, rII,1393.
15. -+ lun hbien (Y,259-261).
I 6. Rozenberg, ErIs r 12 (197 5), 77f.*; Whitelam, 66, 84.
17. 7AW 40 (1922),269.
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suffices. One might also add that God's miipd! is autonomous and not limited by

oracular technique.ls

2. Juisprudence. a. General. Like oracles, judicial dicta have the nature of decisions.

When a judge has chosen between the available altematives, he renders his decision,

which is calle.d miipdt This decision, however, also entails the substance and con-

sequences of the decision. Therefore, miipd! often stands for the entire judicial proce-

dure, the forensic situation in its widest sense, as in Ps. 1:5.1e Even in cases where

miipdy refers to a particular element of the forensic process, other semantic nuances

are in the background.
In many texts miipdy has the general meaning 'Justice." One comes before the king

or judge lammiipdt, for a judicial decision (Jgs. 4:5; 2 S. 15.2,6); a slayer must stand

before the congreganon lammiipAl (Nu. 35:12; Josh. 20:6); parties draw together

lammiipdt (Isa. 41:1; 5417). The judge (divine or human) also comes lemiipdl/larn'
miipdy (Ps. 9:8[Eng. v. 7);76:10t9]; 122.5; lsa. 3:L4; Ezk. 44:24; Mal. 3:5). In Job

9:19 lemiipd, means "if it is a matter of justice."
When miipdf is used in the general sense of 'Justice," it often follows the prep. bl

Injustice must not be done bammiipdl, in judgment, in court (Lev. 19:15; Dt. l:17;
kov.24:23);by miipdl a king gives stability to the land (Prov.29:4). Here the general

sense of "administration of justice" suggests itself.2o The prep. 'el can also precede

miipdt: in Dt. 25:1 the parties come'el-lwmmiipdt, "to court." Here the meaning is

almost locative, a sense expressed elsewhere by further qualiffing the more general

termmiipdy:'ulamhammiipat, "hallof justice" (lK.7:7);meqbmhammiipdt, "place

of justice" (Eccl. 3:16). The construction with the prep. b/ probably belongs here as

well: "the one who sits in judgment ('al-hammiipdl)" (Isa. 28:6). The toponym ?n

miipdl (Gen. 14:7) can also be explained in this way.2r

b. kgal Case. ln some passages the best translation appears to be "(legal) case."

Moses brings the miipd! of Zelophehad's daughters before Yahweh (Nu. 27:5). Job

wants to bring his case before God (Job 13:18;23:4).In 2 S. 15:4 this sense of miipd!
is defined more precisely by association with -+ l!"! ri!, "lawsuit." Similar parallelism

appears in Isa. 50:8, where "Who will contend OartU with me?" parallels "Who is
my adversary @a'al miipdt)?" The fuvitical priests and the judge are to announce

d"par hammiipdt (Dt. 17:9). Here the legal case issues in a decision. These meanings

coalesce in the same way in 2 Ch. 19:6.

A legal case always includes a clum.zz In this context, Liedke, following Hans-

Jochen Boecker, proposes to give miipd! the specific meaning "proposed verdict,"
"pleading."z3 This proposal, Liedke avers, was occasionally put forward both by the

18. Gese,48.
19. See R. P. Merendino, W, 29 (1979),51.
20. See below.
21. G. von Rad, O? Theology (Eng. trans., 2 vols., New York, 1962-65), l, 12-

22. See tr.3 below.
23.Lie/lke, Gestalt, 88-92; idem, TLOT, l1l, 1396-97; Boecker, Redeformen T2.

L
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parties involved and by the judge. Such a theory seems hardly necessary, since the

meaning "case" or "claim" is sufficient in these passages.

c. Verdict. Among the texts using miipdt in a general forensic context, one group

has special reference to the decision reached, the verdict. Of course the wholejudicial
process cannot be divorced from the verdict, not even in those passages stating in
general terms that God or the king administers justice (2 S. 8:15; 1 K. 3:28; Jer.

9:23l24l,where the verb'a.Sd is used). But this more general activity issues in a decision,
a verdict, that summarizes the proceedings. Judgment is God's (Dt. 1:17); a case @abar)
can be too difficult to decide (lammiipdt) (Dt. l7:8); God leaves judgment to Oholibah's
enemies (Ezk.23:24).

The oral, audible nature of miipdl sometimes finds expression: the Levites "an-
nounce" miipdt (Dt. 17:11); it is on the lips of the king (Prov. 16:10) and is uttered by

God (Ps. 105:5 = 1 Ch. l6:12). lnZeph.3:8 Yahweh says: "For my miipd! is to gather

nations." Here miipat can be understood as "decision, determination"; its substance,

however, is defined by the gathering of the nations.

That miipdt sometimes has only the formal sense of "decision, verdict" is also

clear from texts where it is qualified by other terms, positive or negative: miipa!-
mawe!, "sentence of death" (Dt. 19:6; 2l:22; Jer.26:ll,16); miipat damtm, "blood-
guilt" (Ezk. 7:23); miipa!-$edeq, "just decision" (Dt. 16:18); miipat 'eme!, "true
decision" (Ezk. l8:8; Z,ec.7:9); miipdt idl6m, "decision making for peace" (Znc.

8: 16). In 2 Ch. l9:8 miipd! YHWH, 'Judgment of Yahweh," is conjoined with ri| to

describe the judicial function of the Levites. The phrase might emphasize that the

Levites are responsible before God when they utter judgments (cf. 2 Ch. 19:6); or it
might refer to different types of cases, some being matters of God and others matters

of the king (cf. v. 11).

d. Punishment and Deliverance. A verdict or judgment can also refer to the nature

of the judgment: positive for those who are just and innocent, but negative for the

wicked and sinful. With respect to the latter, several passages use miipdt without further
qualification to mean "sentence" or "punishment." When miipd! has this meaning, it
is synonymous with iepet and iep61, both of which have only this negative sense' The

noun iepet is found only in the plural: Yahweh will intervene in Egypt with mighty
acts of punishment (Ex. 6:6; 7:4); punishments await fools (Prov. 19:29); Yahweh will
send four punishments (Ezk 14:21). The usual construction is'd(d i"pdyim b", "execute
punishments upon (someone)" (Ex. 12:12; Nu. 33:,4;2 Ch. 24:24; and frequently in
Ezekiel: 5:10,15; ll:9; 16:41;25:ll;28:22,26; 3O:14,I9). Ezk. 23:10 uses the plural
of i"pdt in the same construction; the singular appears in 2 Ch. 2O:9, in a list of
punishments.

When miipdt is used in the sense of sentence or punishment, it is usually in the

singular. The Babylonian foe passes rni,ipa, on the captive King Zedekiah (2 K.25:6;
the parallel text Jer. 39:5; 52:9 uses the pl. miipdfrm). The sword of Yahweh descends

on Edom Pmiipdt (Isa. 34:5; cf. also Dt.32:41). When the oracle of disaster against

Moab in Jer. 48:47 ends with the words "thus far is Moab's miipd!," this refers not
just to the verdict, the decision reached concerning Moab, but also to all the disasters

listed, the entire fate of Moab. ln Jer. 49:12, too, miipat means "fate, lot": "Those
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whose miiptu was not to drink the cup."2+ The punishment of Yahweh strikes the

wicked among the people of Israel (Ps. l:5; Isa.5:16; Ezk.5:8; Hos.5:1;6:5), the

enemy (Ps. 7:7[6]; 9:17116); Jer.48:21;51:9; Ezk. 39:21), the whole earth (Isa. 26:9

tpl.l). In executing sentence, Yahweh can make use of the enemy: he has established

them lemiipdt, for punishment (Hab. 1:12).

One can pray to God but not enter into judgment with God (Ps. 143:2). Here b6'
b"miipdt (bammiipdfl is used; cf. Job 9:32;22:4; hiphil: Job 14:3; Eccl. ll:9; 12:14;

hdlak 'el-'cl bammiipdl: Job 34:23).In Znph.3:15 Jerusalem is told that Yahweh has

taken away her miipattm and (in parallel) turned away her enemies. Finally, miipdt as

punishment can be presented and understood as chastisement with a positive goal, as

illustrated by Job 36:17 in its context.
When God's punishment strikes the enemy, it means salvation and deliverance for

the innocent and oppressed. Thus punitive miipd! can also have positive content. The

psalmist waits for God's miipal against the enemy (Ps. 119:84; 149:9). God's people

execute the righteous ness (;idqa!) of Yahweh and his sentences (miipdtdyw: Dt. 33i21).

Therefore, they wait for God's miipdltm and rejoice over them (Ps' 48:12[1lJ; 97:8;

Isa. 26:8). Less clear is the reference to a forensic situation in 1 Ch. 16:14; Ps. l0:5;
105:7; here the meaning "law, ordinances" seems more apposite.25

Isa. 53:8 remains uncertain: "From 'o;er and miipdt he was taken (away)'" Was

the servant deprived of a saving verdict orjudgment, or was he delivered from punish-

ment? J. A. Soggin suggests understanding the text as meaning that the servant was

led away after a sentence that was formally unimpeachable.26

3. Right. a. lzgal Right. Apositive verdict in favor of one party in a case vindicates

that party's claim to be right, but the claim was valid even before the verdict was

pronounced. Although a just verdict vindicates the right of the innocent, it is also true

that it merely confirms an already existing right. Used in this sense, miipd! stands for
the righdul claim ofthe innocent party. Yahweh upholds thejust cause ofthe oppressed

or of his people (1 K. 8:45,49,59 2 Ch. 6:35,39; Ps. 9:5[4]; l4O:13[12]; 146:7; Mic.
7:9). Here the work of Yahweh is expressed by 'did miipd!. With the same meaning,

we also find miipdy as the object of idpal (Jer. 5:28; Lam. 3:59) or ndlan (Job 36:6).

The psalmist prays that Yahweh will arise for his miipd; (Ps. 35:23). A person's miipdl
can come from God (17:2)lke the noonday (37:6); it is found with God (Ptov.29:26;
Isa.49:4) but can also be hidden (lsa.40:27; Job 19:7). A female slave intended for
the son of the house is to be dealt with kcmiipat habbdn6l: she can claim the rights of
the daughters (Ex. 21:9). Jer. 30:18 says of the citadel that it shall be set on its rightful
place ('al-miipdl6).27 This is its prescribed place, but also the place that it may claim.

It is also possible to deprive individuals of their right, the miipd! that is properly

24. Cf. also the examples cited in tr.5 below.
25. See II.4 below.
26. Soggin, ZAW 87 (1975), 347 . For further discussion see Liedke, Gestalt, 87 .

27. See van der Ploeg, OTS, 2 (1943),154.

9l
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theirs. Various constructions express this idea. God asks Job whether he wants to
"break" God's miipdl, put God in the wrong (prr hiphil: Job 40:8); Job insists that
God has taken away his right (sr2r hiphil: 27:2;34.,5f.). Other expressions for violating
or infringing on someone's right include gzl (lsa.10:2); r,rs (Hos. 5:11); zt (Job 31:13);
and above all nrft hiphil, "pervert someone's right" (Ex. 23:6;Dt.16:19;24:17;27:19:
I S. 8:3; Prov. 18:5; Lam. 3:35).

The noun miipdl can also denote the right or authority that emanates from the power
of a ruler. In Ezk. 2l:32(27) the prophet speaks of the coming ruler to whom miipd!
belongs; Hab. 1:7 says of the Chaldeans that they cause miipdt to proceed from
themselves or seize miipdt for themselves. Here we are close to the development from
"legal right" to "law." Other passages use rni.ipar in this sense with a further qualifi-
cation to denote a particular ight: miipat habb"f;arA, "right of the firstborn" @t.
2l:17); miipal hagg"'uilA, "right of redemption" (ler.32:7); miipal hay"ruiiA, "ight
of possession" (Jer. 32:8; "right of first refusal" is also possible here).

To this category also belong miipal hammelelg "right of the king" (l S. 8:9,11),

and miipdt hamm"luf,fi, "right of kingship" (l S. 10:25). In this context miipdl can be

understood as the king's right or as the law governing the king and kingship. Dt. l8:3
employs a similar usage: miipal hakkahhfim, the right of the priests to a share of the

sacrifice. In the Samuel passages, Berkovits argues for the possibility that miipat should

be understood to mean "the manner of the king," the way kings behave.28 Especially
in the case of miipat hammeluf;h, a royal compact or "constitution of the monarchy"
is a real possibility.ze Z. Ben-Barak sees in miipa; hammeleft the Canaanite conception
of kingship, and in miipal hamm"luf,d the specific form in which it developed in the

Israelite monarchy.3o
b. Righteousness. Ajust cause coincides with the substance of a right verdict. In

this context miipd! often has the meaning "what is right and proper, righteousness."
Here miipat stands as an absolute entity, almost "world order," "the God-given nofln
to ensure a well-ordered society."3t Proper conduct in all spheres is to be done in
miipd! or in conformity with miipdl. The king is to reign lemiipdt (Isa. 32:1); "in
miipal" you shall swear (Jer. 4:2); Yahweh leads the humble nmiipdt (Ps. 25:9); Elihu
asks whether Job's claim is real l"miipdt, i.e., justified (Job 35:2). The devout psalmist
expects help from God kemiipdl @s. I 19:132).

28. Pp. 199f.
29. H. I. Boecker, Die Beurteilung der Anftinge des Kbnigtums in dcn deuteronomistischen

Abschnitten des l. Samuelbuches. WMANT, 3l (1969), 56; for further discussion, see Horst,
Gottes Recht, 107tr; A. Alt, "Der Anteil des K0nigtums an der sozialen Ennvicklung in den
Reichen Israel und Juda," KlSchr m (1959), 367;H. Wildberger, "Samuel und die Enstehung
des israelitischen Ktinigtums," TZ 13 (1957), 442-469, esp. 458; Liedke, Gestalt, 93;
T. Mettinger, King and Messiah. C8, 8 (1976), 80-88.

30. Z. Ben-Barak, " 'The Manner of the King' and 'The Manner of the Kingdom"' (diss.,
Jerusalem, 1972). Ot the problem see also W. I. Wolverton, "The King's 'Justice' in Pre-Exilic
Israel," ATR, 4l (1959), 276-286.

31. P. Uys, NedGTT,9 (1968), 185.
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In a series of passages miipdl in this sense takes on overtones of deliverance,

emphasized by the parallel use of the root -+ l1l ;dq (lob 29:14;Ps.72:2;89:15[14];
97:2;Isa.l:27;5:7;9:6U); Hos.2:21[9]) ory.i'(Isa. 59:11). Ezk.34:16 summarizes the

actions of the good shepherd thus: "I will feed them bemiipdl, 'as is righr' " Ps. 11 l:7
describes the works of Yahweh's hands as miipdt and'eme1; the thoughts of the righteous

are miipd! (Prov. l2:5); miipdt.(par. ge!firA) can fill the prophet (Mic. 3:8) or (together

with sdq) JerusalemlZion (Isa. l:21;33:5). As the "right way," miipdt can be conjoined

withderek(Dt-.32:4;Jer.5:4,5),ndlib (Prov. 8:20), and'dral.t (Isa.40:14; Prov. 2:8; 17:23).

Tlte miipdt ina land may be snatched away (Eccl. 5:7[8]) and not be found (Isa. 59:8,l5).
Honest balances (m6'z"ni miipdt) are from Yahweh (Prov. 16:11); cf . m6'zeni seSeq with
the same meaning. The people ask, "Where is the God of justice ('"l6hi hammiipdt)?"
(Mal.2:17). God acts with a spirit ofjustice (rfiafumiipA!,lsa.4:4;28:6).

In the two last examples, the meaning tends in the direction of God's active interven-

tion, to deliver or to punish. Even when miipdthas the general sense of "right," predicate

verbs and metaphors suggest activity. For example , Am. 5:24looks for zi.ipa-r (in parallel

withs"!dqd) to roll down like waters.32 Aberrantmiiptu springs up like poisonous weeds

(Hos. l0:4). It is impossible for miipdt to come forth, because it is perverted (Hab. l:4);
it will dwell in the wilderness (Isa. 32:16); it is far away and turned back (59:9,14). These

last three passages in Isaiah use g"Qdqd in parallel with miipdt. Ps. 94: 15 saysthatmiipat
will return to se{eq. Here seQeq is understood as the normative principle and miipdl as

the principle of conduct, which must conformto seQcq (cf. Ps. 119:160). M. Weber defines

the relationship between seQeq and miipdt with the aid of the conceptual pair "subjec-

tive/objective": se/cq is "the subjective sense of right, righteousness," and miipdt is
"objective right, the universally binding norm ofjustice."33

ln the sense of right as a principle, miipa! appears as the object of various verbs:

Yahweh or the king loves miipd! (Isa. 6l:8; Ps. 33:5; 37:28;99:4); miipdt can be chosen

(Job 34:4), sought (Isa. l:17; 16:5), known (Mic. 3:1; Eccl. 8:5), heard (l K. 3:11),

learned (Prov. l:3), sung of (Ps. 101:l). Right as a normative principle also appears as

a decision reached in a concrete situation.3a It can serve as a plumb line (tsa. 28:17;.

here again in parallel with ;"QaqA). Negatively, miipd! can be mocked (Prov. 19:28),

abhorred (Mic. 3:9), hated (Job 34:17), perverted (Job 8:3; 34:12;37:23), or turned to

wormwood and poison (Am. 5:7; 6:12). The active nature of miipdl often comes to the

fore: miipdt can be spoken (Isa. 32:7; Ps. 37:30; ler. l2;13s), established (Am. 5:15;

Isa.42:4), brought forth (42:1,3).36 It serves as a light (51:4; Znph.3:5; cf. Isa. 59:9;

32. Ot the position and development of miipat in this parallel, see H. W. Wolff, loel and
Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),2@.

33. M. Weber, Jiidisches l*xikon, IV/ I (Berlin, l93O), 1277.
34. See M. Noth, Kdnige. BK, lxl I ( 1968), 51, on I K. 3: I 1.

35. S. Blank, Jeremiah: Man and Prophet (Cincinnati, 196l), 119, understands miipathere
as "certain cases" that the prophet brings before God.

36. The broad meaning of miipa! in Isa. 42 is underlined by W. A. M. Beuken, "Mi5pdt: The
First Servant Song and Its Context," W, 22 (1972), l-30; and J. Jeremias, "Mi5pat im ersten

Gottesknechtslied," w 22 (197 2), 3 l-42.
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ll{ic.7:9; Ps. 37:6). Here it is common for miipd! to appear with a form of pdq.Above
all, miipdt as a principle is the object of 'dSd, "do" (Gen. 18:19,25iDt.10:18; 1 K.
10:9; Jer. 5:l; 7:5; 22:3,15; 23:5; 33:15; Mic. 6:8; Ps. 99:4; 103:6; ll9:l2l; Prov.

2l:3,7,15;1 Ch. 18:14; 2 Ch.9:8). Here too it is common to find miipd! in parallel
with a form of sdq: the righteous man does miipdl and;"{dqA @zk. 18:5,19,21,2'7i

33:14,16,191.45:9). Ps. 106:3 uses the parallelism "obserye miipd! and do {'ddqd";
here the meaning "law, commandment" suggests itself.37

4. I-aw. a. God's miipdltm. The meaning "law, commandment" occupies an impor-
tant place in the usage of miipdt. When it denotes that which has been established, the

law, miipay usually appears in the plural. God's miipattm arc the individual command-
ments as well as the summary of the entire law. Moses or God in person commanded

these laws (siwwd: Nu. 36:13; Dt. 6:1,20; Mal. 3:22[4:41; 2 Ch. 33:8), gave them
(nd!an: l*v. 26:46; Ezk. 2O:25; Ps. 72:1; Neh. 9:13), spoke them (dibbEr: Dt. 4:45;
5:31[28]; Jer. l:16; 4:12), set them (ffiz: Ex. 2l:1), declared them (Ps. L47:L9), and
raught them (limma/: DL 4il,5,l4i Ps. 119:108; h6rd: Dt. 33:10; h6dia': Ezk.20:11).
Moses tells (sipper) the people all the miipdtim of Yahweh (Ex. 24:3; the same verb
is used in Ps. 119:13 for counting allthe miipdfim from God's mouth). Israel is to hear

God's miipdtim (idma': Dt. 5:1; 7:12; with 'el, Dt.4:1), keep them (idmar: l*v.
18:5,26; 19:37; 20:22; 25:18; Dt. 7:l l; ll:-l; l2:l; 26:17; 3O:16; I K. 2:3; 8:58; 9:4;
2 K. 17:37;Ezk. LL:20; l8:9;20:19:'36.,27;2 Ch. 7:17), and do them ('a-^fd: Lev. l8:4;
Dl 11:32;26:16; I K. 6:12; l1:33; Ezk. 18:17; Neh. 10:30; 1 Ch.22:13:'28:7). Judg-

ment shall conform to these miipdttm (Nu. 35:24; Ezk.44:24;2 Ch. 19:10); in the
happy future, people will walk in God's miipdtim(Ezk.37:24).The miipdfrmof Yahweh

are found in Israel in contrast to the other nations (Dt. 4:8); they are plain to see (2 S.

22:23 = Ps. 18:23122]). God's miipdttm are described in more detail by association

with other concepts: they are truth ('eme1: Ps. 19:10[9]), like the great deep (36:7t61),
good (t6!im: ll9:39), ight Qtaiar: ll9:137), and righteous (se/eq: 119:75). The
construct phrase miip"ft-se/e4, "laws of righteousness," appeats in Isa. 58:2; Ps.

ll9:7,106.
Various expressions are used to denote contempt for and rejection of God's miipdtim

and disobedience toward them; gd'al (I*v. 26l.15), md'as (b") (l*v. 26:43; Ezk. 5:6;
2O:13,16), mdrd brpbrl (Ezk. 5:6), bdld' b' (Neh. 9:29), sfrr min (Dnl. 9:5), la' hdlaf;
b' (Ps. 89:31[30]), bal yala'@s. 147:20), 16' Cbilfr) idmar (Dt. 8:11; Ezk.20:21;
Neh. 1:7), ld' 'dSA (Ezk. 5:7; ll:12;20:24).

Other words besides miipdtim are used for God's commandments and ordinances,

e.g., tOrA, fiaq, and miswd. Albrecht Alt identified the miipdlim with casuistic law;38

but further attempts to find apodictic law n hbq, e.9., must rely on the argument from
silence.3e As Sigmund Mowinckel notes, the miipdt form and the apodictic form have

37. See below.
38. Att,92.
39. Liedke, Gestalt, 177ff. For further discussion -; ppn b1qaq (V, 139-147).
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influenced each other mutually.a0 We can say in general that the wide range of usage

of miipdt displays very little difference in meaning between miipd! and the other words

for "commandment"; miipdl repeatedly transcends the boundaries of the various

specialized meanings. The conjoining of synonyms seryes to emphasize the multitude

or totality of the commandments rather the specific meanings of the individual words.

A good example is Ps. 119, where the various terms of t6rd piety are woven into a

pattern so artful ttrat ttre possible differences between miipdl and other terms for the

law pale into insignificance.4l
b. numan miipdtim. Ezekiel also uses the pl. miipdtlm in the sense of human laws

and ordinances. These miipdtim stand in negative contrast to God's miipdtim: "You

have acted according to the rniipdttm of the pagan nations" @zk. ll:12); "Do not

follow the miipdt?m of your fathers" (20:18). Relatively speaking, however, these

human miipdttm can constitute a good: "You have not followed my commandments

and have not [even] acted according to the commandments of pagan nations" (5:7);
..According to their own miipdttm I will judge them" (7:27); "They will judge you

according to their miipdtim" (23:24).In some of these passages, the translation "cus-

tom, practice" is also possible; this leads to another section of our discussion.a2

c. Commandment, Statute. In a series of texts, the sg. miipd!, "right," appears in

the specific sense of "law, commandment, statute." If an ox gores a boy or a girl, the

ownei shall be dealt with according to the same miipal, the same rule laid down in the

preceding discussion @x. 21:31). One and the same miipdl is to govern both the alien

and the citizen Q-ev. 24:22; Nu. 15:16). God',s miipdl is to be done (7*ph. 2:3),

maintained (Isa.56:1; Hos. 12:7[6]), known (Jer.5:4,5;3'7+3), andnotforsaken (Isa.

58:2). In rhis context, miipdl may parallel baq (Ex.15:25; Josh. 24:25;Ps.81:5[4];

E7r.7:10) or appeif in the construct phrase buqqal miipd! (Nu. 27:11; 35:29)'

In cultic contexts an appended kemiipd; or lammiipdt often indicates that a sacrifice

or ceremony is to be carried out "according to regulation" (Lev. 5:10; 9:16; Nu. 9:3,14;

15:24;29:6ff;Ezt.3:4; Neh. 8:18; I Ch. 6:17[32]; t5:L3;23j1;24:19;2(}.30:16;
35:13). Discussing the celebration of Passover, Nu. 9:3 says that it is to be kept at the

appointed time kcf;ol-miipdydyl" (par. kc\ol-huqqaldyyu). The lampstands in 2 ch. 4:7,20

are likewise made "as prescribed." In Ex. 26:30 miipdl apparently stands for the plan

or model of the tabernacle. The preceding text uses the word taQnil twice in this sense

(25:9,40). This often leads to the assumption that miipd! and tabni! here have the same

meaning. We must note, however, thatmiipdtis not used here simply as a full synonym

of tabnil; it moves away from the concrete in the direction of a summary specification.

40. S. Mowinckel, Israels opphav og eldste Historie (Oslo, 1967), 215ff. On the subject see

also Ostborn, 45f.; E. Gerstenberger, Wesen und Herkunft des sogerulnnten apodiloischen Rechts

im AT WMANT 2 (1965); Hentschke, 112f.; Richter, 82, n. 119; Braulik, 61ff.; Boecker, /zw,
esp.19l-97.

41. s. Bergler, "Der liingste Psalm - Anthologie oder Liturgie?" w 29 (1979),257-288.

42. See tr.5 below.
43. According to R. Albertz, 7AW 94 (1982),41f ., mitpdt here refers to an early form of the

Deuteronomic law

I
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The words are also translated differently by the LXX Qtarddeigma, rjpon vs. etdos).
Note also the translation of the two words as "model - ordinance" and "design 

-pattern,"4a as well as the listing of the passage under "yllP l;llDl ll0" by Ben-
Yehuda.a5 The sameusage appears in I K.6:38 (cf. alsoJer.30:18; Ezk. 42:ll).

Position in a series can also be defined by regulation. The priests were assigned to
divisions according to the ordinance of David (2 Ch. 8:14), and barley and straw were
delivered from time to time kemiipdt (l K.5:8).

5. Custom. In 2 K. 17 :26f . we are told that the new settlers in Samaria brought there
by the Assyrians did not know the miipd! of the god of the land and were therefore
attacked by lions. After receiving proper instruction, they worshiped Yahweh but
continued also to worship the gods according to the miipdl of the nations (v. 33). They
continued to practice their former customs (lammiipdt?m hdri'idntm) and did not follow
the miipdt of Israel (v. 34). In this account miipdt clearly means not only "law" but
also "procedure, custom, tradition, manner."

In the same way miipdt is used in Ezk. 16:38 (pl.) and 23:45 (sg.) for "the law of
women who commit adultery and murder." T}.tis miipdl does not issue from legislators
but from the situation; it denotes the proper procedure to be followed in this case. Here
miipdl also has overtones of "fate, lot." In Jgs. 13:12 Manoah asks the angel what
shouldbethechild'sruleoflife:"Whatshouldbethemiipdt oftheboyandhisconduct
(ma'afidhfi)?" The parallel here suggests the meaning "proper procedure." God has

taught the farmer the proper procedure (lammiipd!) (Isa. 28:26). Every matter has its
time and its miipat, "manner" (Eccl. 8:6).

Several texts suggest the translation "custom, usage, manner, practice" (cf. dereL):

the people live securely, after the manner of the Sidonians (Jgs. l8:7); they cut them-
selves with swords and lances, as was their custom (l K. 18:28); such was David's
practice all the time (1 S. 27:11); David established this as a rule andpracnce (lel.tdq

filemiipat: I S. 30:25); the king stood by the pillar, according to custom (2 K. 1l:14).
In Gen. 40:13 the chief cupbearer is told that he will serve Pharaoh in "the previous
manner" (lammiipdt hdri'i6n). Here the meaning is simply "as before." The Israelites

marched around the city in the same manner (karnmiipdt hazzeh) seven times (Josh.

6:15). In 2K. l:7 the question is asked: "What was the mi"ipdt of the man?" The answer

is that he wore a hairy cloak and a leather belt around his waist. The man's miipdt is
thus understood as his characteristic appearance, his particular demeanor.

6. Moderation. In some passages miipdt means "moderation." Jer. lO:24 speaks of
chastisement b"miipdy, and 30: I 1; 46;28, lammiipaL All three passages represent this
chastisement as being less than total destruction: it is chastisement "in just measure,

in equity." This meaning also appears in negations: "Like a bird sitting upon eggs that

44.FortheformerseeK.Galling, Exodus.HAT,m(1939), 130, 1321,forthelafter,B.Childs,
The Book of Exodus. OTL (1974),513t,523.

45. E. Ben-Yehuda, Thesaurus totius hebraitatis, 8 vols. (repr. New York, 1960), Vtr, 3410.
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it did not lay [or: 'does not hatch'], so is one who amasses wealth, but not b"miipdt'
(17:11); ..Woe to him who builds his house without ;edcq and his upper rooms D'lo'

miipd!" (22:13). Here negated miipd! refers to unrighteousness in general, but partic-

ularly to lack of moderation, the senseless accumulation of wealth. The negated form

b"ld; miipdt also appears in Ezk. 22:29 thepeople are oppressing aliens without justice

(or "without measure"; the first part of the verse speaks of all kinds of violence).

Similar examples are found in Prov. 13:23 ("The field of the poor may yield much

food, but on"i- peishb"l6'miipAf') and l6:8 ("Better is a littte with righteousness

tbi;daqd than large income bcl6'miipdt"). Even though the general meaning "what

is right and proper" makes good sense here, these passages refer to situations that

suggest transgression of equitable limits.46

11I. LXX. The LXX generally uses different Greek words to translate the various

Hebrew words meaning "right, righteousness, law, statute." The standard translation

of miipdt is krtma or krisis. Consciously or unconsciously, the translators have thus

singled out decision as an important element within the concept of miipd!. In Ezk.

44:24 thiselement is underlined by the translation diakrinein. When the forensic activity

associated with the root krinein does not quite fit, some twenty different translations

are offered in particular passages, primarily dikni1ma, which is used some 40 times

for miipdt in the sense of "commandment, precept, specification." With the same

meaning we also find pr6stagma (7 times) arrd r!'ntaxis, "regulation, specification" (3

times). The semantic nuances of miipdt are reflected also in unique translations such

as latd tdnarchdn, "asbefore," in Gen. 40:13, andetdos, "form, image," inEx.26;30.47

IV. Dead Sea Scmlls. At frst glance, the use of miipdt in the Dead Sea Scrolls

(about 260 occurrences) conforms to OT usage. In many passages it means 'Judgment,"

especially punitive judgment or the last judgment.a8 In these contexts we also find the

noun jpr as a synonym (lQM 1l:16; lQH 15:19). Also common is the meaning

"commandment, stafutes," both the commandments of God and the regulations of the

community as an expression of God's will.ae As in the OT, at Qumran miipd! can also

refer to a judicial process, a decision, a verdict (lQS 6:23; 7:25;9:7,15,17; lQSa

l:14,2O lQH 1:6; CD 8:16; 13:5), right as a principle or entitlement (lQS 1:5; lQH

4:25), and the "covenant of righteousness" (b"rit miipd!: lQS 8:9). The meaning

"manner" is suggested in CD 12: 15: "This is the miipd! of their [the locusts'] nature."

The meaning "lot, destiny" also fits well. In negated form, miipd! occurs with the

meaning "without good reason" (1QS 7:4,8,18).

The meaning "(punitive) judgment" is underlined by parallelism with words from

the roots pqd a11d ng'. Whenmiipdt appears with ttre meaning "law, statutes," parallels

46. See )??n hdqaq,Y,142f.
47, See also F. Biichsel and V. Herntrich, TDNT, ln',920-25.
48. For further discussion, see A. Dietzel, "Beten im Geist," TZ, 13 (1957), 12-32, esp. 20;

and Becker, 162f., 188f., noting development toward a negative meaning of miipdt.

49. Delcor, R8,61,541; Becker, 143;Limbeck, 122.

t.
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include such words as firA and hdq. In connection with the latter, one should note that
in the Dead Sea Scrolls the root ftaq is associated closely with divine predestination.s0
The idea of predestination has also colored the concept of miipdt in the Qumran texts.
In IQS ll:12,14, Otto Betz translates miipdtt as "the (predestinizing) judgment of God
concerning me"; Jiirgen Becker translates similarly.sl Cf. also IQH 5:8f.: lemiipdl
yissa{tani, "you have destined me for justice."

B. Johnson

50. -+ ppn haqaq, Y, 147.
5l . Betz, 3l; Becker, 122.

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Usage: l. Secular lJsage;Z. Theological Usage. 3. personal

Names.

I. Etymology. In the OT the word mt occurs only in the plural; the lexicons
therefore list the singular without vocalization. It derives from East Semitic, al-
though there appear to be clear connections with Egyptian and Ethiopic (mdt,
"husband").1 For the Akkadian, Wolfram von Soden cites "husband" as well as the
rarer meaning "warrior."2 W. Eilers suggests that mutum, "man, human being,"
"from the biliteral root m1 originally meant 'mortal,' as in Indo-European."3 In
Akkadian texts the primary meaning of mutu is "husband."+ The word has this same
sexually determined sense in an Ugaritic text where two female deities engaged in
the act of procreation with the god El cry out "Oh, man, oh, man," repeatedly and
ecstatically.5

mt. W. F. Albright, "The Babylonian Matter in the Predeuteronomic Primeval History (JE)
in Gen l-11," JBL, 58 (1939), 9l-103; J. Barth, NSS,. H. Bauer, "Die Gouheiten von Ras
Schamra," 7AW 5l (1933), 81-l0l; 53 (1935), 5459; idem, review of IPN, OIZ,33 (1930),
588-596; H. B. Huffmon, APNM; T. Ndldeke, NBSS; M. Tsevat, "The Canaanite God Salah,"
w 4 (19s4),4149.

l. NSS, 5; VG, I, 332f .; AHw, 1I,690f.; contra NBSE 146, n. l. Egyp. lar is attested only as
the phonetic value of the determinative of gy, "man."

2. AHw, tr, 691f.
3. W. Eilers, WO,lllll (1964), 120, n.3. Cf. also J. J. Gliick, "Mat -'n.i = Mortal," Papers

of the VI World Congress of Jewish Studies,I (Jerusalem, 1977), 121-26.
4. ARM,Itr, 16, 7; Y 8, l3; in the latter text mutuis associated with "women" as an antonym.
5. KTU, 1.23, N,46.
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The meaning of mt in the Aramaic Zinjirli inscriptions is disputed.6 G. A. Cooke

begins by listing a variety of meanings the word might have in its various occulrences,

but then concludes: "It seems more reasonable to give mt the same meaning

throughout."T Citing Mark Lidzbarski, he translates m, as "surely, indeed." Herbert

Donner and Wolfgang R<illig calT mt an "emphatic particle of unknown etymology,"

whose meaning ("an indefinite pronoun") and origin remain obscure "for lack of clear

textual settings."8 In the disputed Phoenician text from Parahyba, mt appears to mean

"mighty man."e

II. OT Usage.
l. Secular (lsage.In East Semitic and Ugaritic, mt appeats with the meaning "man,

husband." This usage is found in the OT where the text emphasizes the sex of the

referent (Isa. 3:25, par. g"!fittm). This is clear in the book ofJob, where Job speaks of
his "contemporaries" (m"1A'oh,li:31:31), who are also his partners in the dialogue

(11:3; l9:19). The scene has to recall Gen. 18:1ff., where Abraham talks with his guests

while his wife is off in the tent preparing the meal.

The phrase ir meltm nDt.2:34 and 3:6 is unusual; it may also occur in Jgs. 20:48.

Using the hiphil of -+ D'ln hrm arrd -+ l1)l nkh, the text describes the destruction of
an enemy city and its inhabitants. The article is never used. This phrase, similar to a

proper name, clearly represents an idiom that may refer to a city together with its
population fit for military service. This usage could be related to the secondary meaning

found in Akkadian.lo
Similarly, melin could be understood in the collective sense ("people") in the

following passages, whose interpretation is disputed. In Isa. 5:13 m"zEh ra'af;, "dying

of hunger," should be read instead of m"1A, in parallel with ;ihch sama', "parched with

thirst"; the only other occurrence of mazeh is in Dt. 32:24.ht Ps. l7:14 most commen-

tatorsemendthetwooccurrences of mim"ltmtoformsof theverb mwtor itsderivatives,

while Arnrr Weiser translates: "before peopls."lt In Job 24'-12, too, the MT m"fim is

uncertain. Although the phrase 'ir meltm recalls Dt.2:34;3:6, the following line (nepei

h"ldlim teiawwEa', "the souls of the wounded cry out for help") suggests emending

m"1tm to melim (meir mEltm yin'dqil, "from the city of the dead they groan").

2. Theological usage. The phrase m"f;m mispa4 "men/people of [small] number,"

is used in secular contexts in Gen. 34:30 and Dt. 33:6; but it also appears in texts of

6. DISO,172; KAI,2l4,12-14,28;215,4, 10, 16.

7. G. A. Cooke, A Text-Book of North-Semitic Inscriptions (Oxford, l9O3), 167.

8, KAI,I],219.
9. See C. H. Gordon, Or 37 (1968),76.
10. See I above. Cf. also GesTh, a,830; N. Lohfink (-+ Y 187): 'tr melim probably refers

to a segment of the enemy population.
ll. A. Weiser, Die Psalmen. ATD, 14 (41955), 120 [not in the Eng. trans.]. For emendations

to forms of the verb see Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HKAT,lll2 (1926),59; and to derivatives, H'-J.

Kraus, Psclms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 244-45,249.
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theological import. Either the "small number of people" is the result of and punishment
for apostasy from Yahweh (Dt. 4:27 ; 28:62), or the passage extols the rise and increase
of the people under Yahweh's leadership, giving thanks in the form of a confession of
faith (Ps. lo5:12;1 ch. 16:19; cf. Dt. 26:5: m"1a m"'a!). This brings comforr to the
"small number of people," called a "remnant" (ie7rt1) eet 44:28). Deutero-Isaiah
even calls the me@ yiird'El "you worm Jacob" (t6la'a!ya'oq1b, Isa. 41:14).

Beyse

This interpretation, defended by Karl Elliger, was first proposed by Heinrich
Ewald.12 It requires emending the text, reading rimma!yifud? instead of m"p yisrd'El
in order to yield a parallel to tdla'a1 ya'"qob. But the interpretation of the ancient
versions cannot simply be rejected as an ad hoc solution and the lelsa reading wmyty
called "not a solution to the problem"; they support the MT. A derivation from + h'tD
mwt makes no sense in this passage, however; neither does recourse to the semantically
pallid mt help. Therefore emendation has been proposed. Now the construct phrase
tdla'a1 mtymoccurs in lQH 6:34;11:12 (thelatterinthecontextof asoteriological
confession). while Karl Georg Kuhn is undecided, Eduard Lohse commits himseH to
the translation "worm of the dead," without supporting his interpretation.l3 The an-
thropological overtones of the occurrences in the Dead Sea Scrolls (cf. ps. 22:7[6]; Job
25:6) clearly suggest the semantic component "mortal" for mt, so that these passages
should be cited in explaining Isa. 41:14.

Fabry

In contrast to the quantitative concept of mcla mispdr, ln/ is associated with a
qualitative concept in the lamentation of a psalmist @s. 26:4) and in the theological
disputes of Job with his friends (Job I 1: 1l ; 22:15). In ps. 26:4 mefi idw', ..worrhless

people," parallels na'alamtm, "hypocrites." In Job ll:11 it parallels 'awen, ,,iniquity,,,

while Job 22:15 speaks of m"1a'awen, "wicked people," who have lived in Job's day
and cannot be considered exemplary.

3. Personal Names. It has long been recognized that the pNs Methushael (Gen.
4:18) and Methuselah (5:21) must derive frommt.t4 Hans Bauer interprets them as
"kinship names," in which the kinship term in the construct is followed by the name
of a deity; thus melu- means "man/worshiper of the god N." 15 Elsewhere he proposes
associating the mt element with the Ugaritic deity Mot.l6 The first interpretation is
supported by the PN mt-b'I, found several times in the Ugaritic texts.rT According to

12. Ewald, Commentary on the Prophets of the OI 5 vols. (Eng. trans., London, lg75-gl),
[Y,266; Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK, Xll I (1978), 146.

13. Kuhn, 118, 138; Lohse, Die Terte aus Qumran (Munich, l97l), in loc.
14. NSS, 5; NBSS, 146; H. Holzinger, Genesis. HSAT (1922),53.
I 5. "Personennamen," 593f.
16. 7AW 51,94ff.; 53, 54tf .
17. KTU, 4.75 Y,2l;4.130, l0; 4.310,4. See IVUS, no. 1706; for other occurrences in Semitic,
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Claus Weste[nann,
disputed.l8

the interpretation of the name me1frid'El as "man of God" is

Beyse

see Albright, gT; and Tsevat,4l. Tsevat attempts to prove the existence of a Canaanite deity

Selab Gt n lah lvrl,5l4l).
18. C. Westermann, Genesis 1-Il @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984)' 328f.

'Il,D matav

Contents: I. Etymology; II. Akkadian; Itr. OT; IY.'a4:6n6.

I. Etymology. Heb. mAlay, "when?" has reflexes in most Semitic languages: can.

(Amarna) matima, Phoen. mtm, Syr. 'emmalQ), Arab. matd, OSA rna mtm, Amhat'

matu, Akk. mnti, all with the same meaning.l

II. Akkadian. AY,k. mati is in the first instance an ordinary interrogative: "When

did I do such and such?" "'when shall we hire reapers?" "when can I repay you the

favor you have done me?"2 Special interest attaches to the phrase adi mati, "unttl
when, how long," which occurs frequently in impatient questions, e.g., "How long do

I have to keep sending tablets [letters]?" "How long do I have to stay here?" "How

long do we have to be at odds?"3 It appears as a formula in laments and penitential

prayers, where it can be considered a stylistic element comparable to the language of

the Hebrew psalms. Among the passages cited, one occurs in a late Sumerian prayer

(possibly under Akkadian influence), the rest in Akkadian texts: "How long, my God,

until you. angry heart is soothed?"a "How long, O my Lady, are my enemies to look

darkly upon me, are they to plan evil things against me with lies and deception, are

my persecutors and those who envy me to rejoice over me? How long, O my Lady,

are the cripples and the fools to pass by me (in contempt)?"s "How long will you be

malay. H. Gunkel and J. Begrich, Einleitung in die Psalmen. HKAT Erg' (1966), 230;

E. Jenni, ":471 mate'when?' * T|OT Il, 691-92; C. Westermann, "The Structure and History

of the Lameniin the bT," Praise and Lament in the Psalms (Eng. trans., Atlanta, l98l), 165-213,

esp. 177f.

l. on Phoenician see D1so, 155; on Old South Arabic, contiRossini, 181; not in Biella.

2. For these and other examples see CAD, Xl l, 407.

3. For these and other examples see CAD, lll, 119.

4. SAHG,227.
5. NERI llof.
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angry, my I ady, and is your face turned away? How long, my Lady, will you be wrathful
and your heart enraged?"6 "How long, O Lady, have you inflicted on me an unceasing
sickness?"7 "How long, O God, will you do this to me?"8

trI. OT. In Hebrew both mdlay and the phrase 'a/-ma1ay appear in impatient
questions, e.g., Ex. 10:3, "How long will you refuse? . . . Let my people go"; 10:7,
"How long shall this fellow be a snare to us?"; 2 5.2:26, "How long will it be before
you order your people to turn from the pursuit of their kinsmen?" (cf. also Nu. 14:27;
I S. l:14). These impatient questions, which are often rhetorical, are concentrated in
psalmodic literature, frequently serving as introductory formulas:

Ps. 42:3(2): When shall I come and behold the face of God?
Ps. 101:2: When will you come to me?
Ps. 6:4(3): My soul is struck with terror, while you, O Lono - how long?
Ps. 74:10: How long, O God, is the foe to scoff? Is the enemy to revile your
name forever?
Ps. 80:5(4): How long will you be angry with your people's prayers?
Ps. 90:13: Ttn (ifiQd) to us, Yahweh - how long?
Ps. 94:3: How long shall the wicked . . . rejoice?
Jer. l2:4: How long shall the land wither?
Znc. l:12: How long will you withhold mercy from Jerusalem?

The primary purpose of these questions is to be heard as petitions: act, intervene!
Therefore Ernst Jenni rightly sees them as a topos rooted in the communal and in-
dividual lament.e

We also find the question "How long?" in prophetic discourse, possibly modeled
on the language of the psalms:

Hos. 8:5: How long will they be incapable of innocence?
Jer. 4:14:- How long shall your evil schemes lodge within you?
Jer.3l:22: How long will you waver, O faithless daughter?
Jer. 47 :5: How long will you gash yourselves?

Such impatient, reproachful questions are also exhortations to repent, issuing from
anguish over the delayed kairos, but also from anger at the people's hardness of heart.

From the language of prophecy, the formula entered the later language of wisdom:
"How long, O simple ones, will you love being simple?" (Prov. l:22); also the ironic
question in Prov. 6:9: "How long will you lie there, O lazybones?"

lY.'A!-'dnd. We find 'dd-'dnh (or 'ad:an, Job 8:2) used similarly to 'adnfilay, in
laments:

6. SAHG,333.
7. SAHG, 267.
8. SAHG,270.
9. P. 692.
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Ps. l3:2f.(1f.): How long, O Lono? Will you forget me forever? How long
will you hide your face from me? How long must I bear pain . . . , how long
shall my enemy be exalted over me?

Hab. l:2: How long, O Yahweh, shall I cry for help, and you will not listen?

and in reproachful questions: Ex. l6:28; Nu. l4:11; Josh. 18:2; Job 8:2; I9:2.InJer.47:7
the impatient question is addressed to Yahweh's sword: "How long can you be quiet?"

Ringgren

IDQ *aW; Pin? md!6q; f\b m61eq; l\Q meleq; D!|?D?P mam"laqqim

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Meaning; 2. Occurrences; 3. Semantic Parallels. tr. I' Literal

Usage; 2. Figurative Usage; 3. Theological Usage.

L l. Etymology, Meaning. The root mtq, foand in the various Semitic languages,

may be onomatopoeic in origin, imitating the sound of licking or smacking one's lips
(cf. rys- mws, etc.). If so, its original meaning would be something like "eat with
pleasure." This basic meaning easily accounts for the following semantic ramifications:

Ark*.matqu, "sweet"; matoqu, "be(come) sweet"; muttdquandmutqfi, "sweetcake";l
lJgar. mtq, "sweet";2 Syr. m'1aq, "suck happily"; Jewish Ararrr. m"1aq, "taste, lick";
Middle Heb. mfr1aq, "be sweet, tasty," piel "suckle, soothe," etc.;3 Arab. mqq $before
4 assimilated to /), stem V "taste with pleasure, smack one's lips"; mtk (k assimilated

to t), "(sucking) proboscis of a worm";5 Tigr. mallaqa, "sweet."6 It is undeniable,

however, that the connection between the stative vetb mtq, "be sweet," and the active

verb "suck" remains obscure.

2. Occurrences. The root appears 25 times in the OT: 6 times as a verb, twice in a
toponym, and elsewhere as a noun or adjective. The verb in the qal means "become

md1aq. A. lirktu, Mateialien zur Volksreligion Israels (l*ipztg, l9l4),3440; B. Kedar'
Bibtische Semantik (Stuttgart, 1981), 154f., 174f.; W. Michaelis, "lLELr:' TDNT IV, 552-54;

B. Olsson, "Die verschlungene Buchrolle," ZI'\W,32 (1933),9off.; J. Streitberg' "Der Mensch

in der Bildersprache des ATs" (diss., Bonn, 1935), 42-44;E. Struck, Bedeutungslehre {21.9SAy
ll3-18, l3l; G. Widengren, Literary and Psychoktgical Aspects of the Hebrew Prophets. UUA,

l0 (1948), 100ff.; A. Wiinsche, Die Bildcrsprache des AR (1906), 96; J. Zieglel Dulcedo Dei.

ATA, XtrU2 (1937).

l. CAD, )Kll, 405, 4l3f .; AHw,11,632t.
2. UT no.1576.
3. Jastrow, 864; WM, III, 301f.
4. VG, l,161.
5. E. Ben-Yehuda, Thesaurus totius hebraitaris, 8 vols. (repr. New York, 1960), VII, 3453tr
6. HAI. tr, 655.
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sweet" @x. 15:25) and "be sweet," i.e., be perceived as sweet, taste sweet (Prov.9:17).
The hiphil has a similar meaning where, as a reflexive-transitive modification of the
basic meaning "sweet," it indicates that this taste arises in the subject (Job 20:12; Sir.
49:1). Elsewhere, however, the causative sense "sweeten, make sweet" is clear (Sir.

38:5; Ps. 55:1S[Eng. v. l4]).
The toponym milqd (LXX mad / te kka, Sam. mtykh) is the name of one of the camps

on Israel's journey through the wilderness (Nu. 33:28f.); the name probably reflects
the presence of a sweet-water spring (cf. Targ. Yerushalmi; Jerome, De nominibus heb.:
"mathca, dulceda vel saturatis fmathca, sweetness or richness]").

The suffixed formmolqi in Jgs.9:ll implies an abstract nounmoleq, "sweetness."
The constructmeleq in Prov 16:21 has a similar meaning, suggesting either an identical
absolute form or an adjectival fonn *malEq (cf. const. kebed < kabeA; an erroneous
vocalization of mdldq has also been proposed.T The theory of an adjective form is
supported by the parallel word in the second hemistich (const. h"kam). The noun meleq
in Prov. 27:9, a difficult text, is discussed below.

The preformative form mam"laqqim (instead of mamtaqqtm or mamtaqim8) occurs
twice. In Neh. 8:10 it is a plural denoting a product ("sweet wine," par. maimannim,
"fat food)"; in Cant. 5:16 (par. mah"maddim), it is a'plural of amplification intensi-
fying the abstract concept "sweetness."q The adj. md!6q also has the feminine form
m"1fiqd and pl. m"lttqim; the variant vowel is explained most simply as a reduction
of o to z in an unaccented syllable.l0 We may therefore classify md!6q as an original
qalal form.tr

The meaning - with the exception of Job24:20, to be discussed below - is always
"sweet" in the literal or figurative sense. The LXX consistently uses glylcjs (and
derivatives) in translating the root; the Vulg. generally uses dulcis (and derivatives).
Greek and Latin also use these words metaphorically.l2 Only for mam"laqqtm does the
Vulg. prefer some different translations: suavissimus in Song of Songs atl,d mulsum,
"honied wine," in Nehemiah. LaL dulcis also represents other Hebrew words when
the text is describing jubilation (Isa. 24:8), a lovely voice (Cant. 2:14;4:3;Ezk.33:32),
or a pleasant sleep (Jer. 3l:26). Like the Greek word, it can also be used for 'dsis,

"must, grape juice" (Am. 9:13). Finally, it describes the "gentle (niml"sft)" words of
God (Ps. 119:103: Gk. glykea, Lat. dulcia [Gallican Psalter]). This translation and the
association with Ps. 3a:9(8) later gave rise to the notion of the sweetness of God,
epitomizes God's goodness and love: "What is sweeter than the [-oxo (quid dulcius
domino)?"13

7. Torczyner, ZDMG, @ (l9l0), 273.
8. GK, $85C, n. l; $93ee; NSE 174c.
9. For the former see GK, 51241-m; for the latter, $124e.
to. vG, t,143.
11. Contra NSS, 23b; P. Lagarde. Abersichr ilber die im Aramiiischen, Arabischen und He-

briiischen iibliche Bildung der Nomina (G6ttingen, 1889), 60.
12. Struck.
13. Jerome, Ep.78,25, on the Psalm verses in question. See Ziegler.
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The Targ. avoids the word m"1tq, using instead the two words harc ard bdsim without
distinction, so that their divergent basic meanings (sweet taste and pleasant odor,

respectively) become totally blurred.

3. Semantic Parallels. There are clearly profound physiological reasons why we
find a sweet taste pleasant: sugar in its various forms is needed by the body and is
indispensable for the functioning of all the body's organs. The individual sensory realms

influence each other, and we perceive an association between the impressions evoked
by the various senses. It is therefore possible to apply the terminology of "tasting
sweet" to other sensory spheres and finally to mental impressions.

Of the countless examples we could cite from a wide range of languages, we shall

list a few that exhibit particular similarities to OT usage. An Akkadian text extols the

goddess who "makes girls sweet (mumattiqat)." la Ugaritic verses speak of El's kissing

his wives and describe their "lips as sweet as pomegranates" (hn ipthm mtqtm mtqtm
klrmnm).rs Egyp. bnr means a "sweet" taste as well as "pleasant, gentle" speech, a

"beloved" person, and the like; its synonym n/m means not only "sweet" but also
"fragrant," "refreshing," and finally "pretty" and "happy" (ndm ib).16 Homer cele-
brates the "tongue from which flows speech sweeter (glykidn) than honey"; Euripides
praises the "sweet hghl" (hedi gdr t6 ph6s).r7 The rhetorician Seneca speaks of a

"sweet color" (color dulcis), and Goethe of the "sweet light of sounds." l8 But sweet-

ness can also represent a false, seductive charm concealing mischief and evil: "te veneni
calicem circumlinere melle voluisse, ut simulata dulcedo, virus pessimum tegeret."le

II. l. Lileral Usage. It is the nature of the OT writings to be concerned less with
depicting concrete situations than with interpreting them. Therefore determination of
the literal meaning associated with mtq has to rely on just a few occurrences and limit
itself to the most immediate context. A statement like "The drippings of the honeycomb
are ma!6q to your taste" (Prov. 24:13) clearly indicates that "sweet tasting" is the

concrete meaning of the Hebrew word; but even here, as the following verse shows,

we are ultimately dealing with a metaphorical facade.

Above all, md!6q describes honey (Jgs. 14: 18; Prov. 24:13), which served as sugar

in days gone by.20 Our word thus stands in close relationship with the words for honey

and nectar (Ps. 19:11[10]; Prov. 16:24; etc.)i nbpe!("honey from the comb") andmfr16q

appear as corresponding elements in poetic parallelism (Prov.27:7), and similes often
declare that something is as sweet as or even sweeter than honey.2t Fruit is md!6q

t4. cAD, Xn,405.
t5. KTU, 1.23,50.
16. wbAs, t, 462f .: il,379f.
17. Homer lliad 1.249; Euripides lphigeneia at Aulis l.l2l8.
18. Seneca Controversiae 1.4.7; Goethe, Des Epimenides Erwachen, l, 17.
19. Contra Rufinum 1.7.

20. +Ujf1 d"bhash (Itr, 128-131).
21. See tr.2 below.
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(Cant. 2:3), e.g., figs (Jgs. 9;11). Something sweet is good (t68: Prov. 24:13); as food,
it is pleasant (1tin'am: 9:17) and healthful (marpd': 16:24). Sweet wine (mam"laqqim)
is drunk at festivities (Neh. 8:10).

The quality frequently named as the opposite of md!6q is mat which means "bitter"
and "pernicious."22 The water at Marah, the flust oasis on the journey through the

desert, was bitter until Moses threw a piece of wood into it and it became sweet (i.e.,
potable; wayyimteqfr; Ex. 15:23-25). The relativity of our tastes did not escape the

notice of the sages: one who is full spurns even sweet food, but to someone who is

hungry anything bitter is md!6q (Prov.27:7). Food acquired unlawfully tastes seduc-

tively good, and stolen water seems sweet btimtAqfi: 9:17).
The original meaning of the root mtq, "suck with pleasure," appears to be preserved

in Job 24:20: m"1dqi rimmd, "worms have sucked him" (NRSV: "(he worm finds

[him] sweet"), but we may be dealing with an Aramaism. The text is difficult; in any

case the verse describes the fate of the dead. The Vulg. dulcedo illius vermes reflects
the reading rt olqb rimmk. The feminine subject is preceded by a masculine verb because

the subject is an animal.23 The Midrash, however, takes God as the subject: "who
causes the worm to suck them (iemmittZq)."2+

2. Figurative Usage. Figurative usage resembles that found in other languages. A
synesthetic extension of meaning enables light to be described as md!6q (Eccl. ll:7).
Here the physiological foundation has already vanished. The synesthesia is emotional:
in this context the sunlight is an image of life, which is perceived as mA!6q in contrast
to the darkness of death.

The refreshing sleep of the laborer is sweet (m"1fiqd: Eccl. 5: I I [10]). The Targ. finds
here a reference to eternal rest, clearly a mistaken interpretation; but Job 21:33 does

in fact speak of the sweet repose of the dead: "The clods of the valley are sweet
(md!"qfi) to them."

Above all, the ecstasy of love is perceived as ma16q. What now appears to be a
veiled answer to Samson's riddle in fact has love as its subject: "What is sweeter

@Afiil than honey? What is stronger than a lion?" (Jgs. 14:18). This was probably
originally an independent riddle, to which the answer was: "Love."25 The theory that
the riddle in 14:14 refers to sexual intercourse appears dubious, as does the conjecture
that it deals with adultery.26 It might, however, be an ancient hunters'proverb expressing

satisfaction that a ravening beast can yield a tasty meal (ma'"fual . . . mA!6q).

In one of the descriptive lyrics of the Song of Songs, the beloved lists among the

merits of her lover his mouth, which is sweetness (mam"laqqtm; 5:16). The text
probably alludes to kisses rather than sweet words. More explicit eroticism appears in

22. -+]]'D mrr.
23. GK, $145o.
24. Gen. Rab.33.32.
25. Gunkel, Reden und Aufsdtze (Gottingen, 1913), 53.
26. For the former see Eissfeldt, "Die Riitsel in Jdc 14," ZAW 30 (1910), 132-35. For the

latter see Gressmann, Die Anfcinge Israels. SAT, ll2 (1922),250t.
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2:3, where the lover is compared to an apple tree in whose shadow his beloved longs
to sit and whose fruit is md!6q to her taste. This refers not to "the security and joys of
marriage" but to sexual intercourse.2T

Sweetness can also represent enticement to foolishness and misconduct, which are

followed by bitter punishment. "The rascal enjoys the sweet taste (tmtyq) of what he

has begged" (Sir. 40:30), but afterward it burns like fire within him. Sinners hide
wickedness under their tongues, for "wickedness tastes sweet (tamtiq) in their mouth"
(Job20:12); ultimately, however, it kills them like the poison of asps. Folly is seductive:
"Stolen water is sweet (yimtaqfi)" @ov.9:17); but those who follow its counsel are

condemned to Sheol. This text expresses a general observation about the attractiveness
of what is forbidden, but it probably thinks particularly of sexual debauchery and
adultery.

For the most part, however, the concept of "sweetness" serves to represent positive
values. "Sweetness of the lips" (me1eq i"pdlayim) (Prov. 16:21), i.e., pleasant speech,

is recommended for the sage; for pleasant words are "sweet (md!6q) to the soul and

healthful to the body" (16:24).
This is probably also the meaning of fimeleq rE €htr, literally, " sweetness of a friend, "

in Prov. 27:9 - in other words, "a pleasant word from a friend," as interpreted by the
rabbinic commentaries. The text, however, is uncertain; the LXX reads a single word,
ttmilkdrEa' ("is torn" ?).

The bonds of friendship are perceived as sweet: "you . . . with whom I kept sweet

[i.e., pleasant] company" (Ps. 55:15[14]), the psalmist addresses a perfidious friend.
ln the prophet's woes against perversion ofjustice (Isa. 5:20), injustice is described as

bitter, whereas righteousness is good, bright, and mfr16q. Knowledge and wisdom, which
result in moral conduct, are to the soul what honey from the comb is to the lips (Prov.

24:l3f .).

3. Theological Usage. As the embodiment of what is good and true, useful and

healthful, the term ma!6q can be applied to the words of Yahweh. The prophet Ezekiel
ingests the scroll with the divine message like food; in his mouth, it is "like honey in
its sweetness (lemd!6q)" (Ezk. 3:3; cf. Rev. l0:9). The second section of Ps. 19 (vv.
8-12[7-11]) glorifies the law of Yahweh, whose ordinances are true and righteous, more
desirable than gold, and "sweeter (m"1frqim) than honey and drippings from the comb"
(v. 11[0]). To those who keep them they bring health and refreshment.

Kedar-Kopfstein

27. Quotation from Budde, Das Hohelied erkliirt. KHC, Xyll (1898), 7. See P. Haupt,
Biblischc Liebeslieder (Leipzig, l9O7), XI; on the apple free as a symbol of love see H. Ringgren,
Das Hohelied. ATD, xyll2 (1981),263.
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ilNJ n"; illltJ na'weh

Contents: I. Occurrences and Etymology: l. OT Occurrences; 2. Etymology. tr. Meaning: l.
Secular Usage; 2. Ethical and Theological Usage.

I. Occurrences and Etymology.
l. OT Occurrences.Three OT passages have verbal forms traditionally derived from

the root n'h: Isa. 52:7; Cant. l:lo (nd wfr); Ps. 93:5 (na'awd). More common are the

masculine (nd'weh: Prov. 19: l0; 26:l; Cant.2:14 4:3) and feminine (nd'wd: Ps. 33: l;
147:1; Prov. l7:7; Cant. l:5; 6:4) forms used adjectivally' Both the verbal and the

adjectival forms possess a broad spectruni of meanings, comprising aesthetic, ethical,

and theological domains.l Sirach uses the root (with a different orthography) only in

the ethical sense characteristic of.proverbial literature. The root is not attested in other

West Semitic dialects or in Akkadian.

2. Etymology.In Hebrew philology the etymology of the verbal and adjectival forms

assigned here to the triliteral root n'h is disputed. The majority of scholars are inclined

to derive this root from -+ i'llN wi; they analyze the attested forms as niphal perfect

tense and participle. The passive notion "(be) desired" would yield the meaning "(be)

beautiful" in the aesthetic sense, as found in the Song of Songs; the meaning "(be)
proper, correct" as an ethical and theological term would then represent a secondary

abstraction. Wilhelm Gesenius instead sees in the verbal forms a pilel of n7, similar

to the hithpael form of ihw = .ifth, with the meanings "be beautiful," "be seernly."2

While in his Wdrterbucft Gesenius called n'h a by-form of nwh (deriving from it the

form'anwEhil, "I will glorify him," in Ex. l5:2), inhisThesaurzs he sought to combine

the meanings of n'h a1rd nwh and derive from na'awd /", "suit, become someone," the

concept of "seemly" on the one hand and "beautiful" on the other. [n this case, the

basic meaning would be found in the concept "seemly, becoming," which reflects the

usage of the word in proverbial wisdom; the aesthetic categories of beauty and attrac-

tiveness as well as the word's theological use (as found in the Psalms)3 would then

derive from this meaning. The OT texts where nd'weh appears as an adjective (Ier.6:2;
Ps. 68:13[Eng. v. l2]) are textually uncertain and cannot be used for etymological
purposes.

z?. J. Barth, review of NB.IS, DlZ, 39 (l9l l), 717-732, esp' 731; J. Blau, "Ndwd lhillA (Ps.

cxlvii l): Lobpreisen," W 4 (1954),410f.; C. Brockelmann, "Zur hebriiischen l-autlehre,"
ZDMG,58 (1904), 518-524; T. Ntildeke, review of M. Hartmann, "Die Pluriliteralbildungen in
den semitischen Sprachen" (diss., Halle, 1875),ZDMG,30 (1876), 184-88, esp. 185; idem' NBSS.

l. See, respectively, ILl, II.2.a, and II.2.b below
2. GesB, 477. HAL (1, 295t.\, however, analyzes forms like hiitah"wh as the eshtaphel of

hwh; we already Niildeke's discussion h ZDMG,30 (1876), 186; -+ i1111 hwh (1y,248-256).
3. See tr.2.b below.
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II. Meaning.
l. Secular Usage. The Song of Songs is a collection of secular love songs.a In this

book, as one would expect, the verbal and adjectival forms of n 7 are used aesthetically
to describe the outward appearance of the young woman. She calls herself beautiful
despite her sun-darkened skin (1:5); the young man describes her face, whose cheeks
are surrounded with chains and strings hanging down from her hair or headdress,5 as

attractive (l:10); and he extols her lovely voice (4:3; cf.2:14).

2. Ethical and Theological Usage. a. Ethical Usage. The usage of the adj. nd'weh
in proverbial wisdom leads into the realm of ethical conduct. The negations ld' nd weh
and lo' na'wd citicize the conduct of the fool (ndldl, kesil) as inappropriate, unseemly:
"Like snow in summer or rain in harvest, so honor is not fitting for a fool" (Prov.

26:l).6
b. Theolo gic al U s ag e. In Ps. 33 : 1 ; 147 :1, the statement that it is fi tting for the upright

to sing Yahweh's praises is formulated as a religious obligation.T This usage leads into
the theological and cultic realm. Ps. 93:5 likewise belongs to the cultic sphere; here,
however, na'owA expresses the essential bond between the house of God and its sacred
character: "to your house holiness is due."8

The words of Isa. 52:7 effect a kind of integration of the secular and theological
aspects: the news conveyed by the "beautiful feet" of the messenger is comforting and
joyous; it promises the stricken nation peace, good fortune, and deliverance; it is an
"evangel"e that makes the world beautiful and whole. 

Beyse

4. O. Eissfeldt,The OT: An Intro. (Eng. trans., New York, 1965),486t.
5. W Rudolph, Das Hohelied. KAT XVll (1962), 127.

6. Cf. B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT, XVI (1963),92.
7. But cf. Blau, who takes rw'wd in parallel with zsmm"rh as a "feminine infinitive"; the

same approach is taken by H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs 6A150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 198), 555.
8. Cf. Kraus, ibid.,232.
9. -+ ''lirl bir (ll,313-16).

dXJ n"'um

Contents: I. Occurrences and Etymology. IL Semantic Development. III. Usage. IV. Theolog-
ical Meaning. V. Dead Sea Scrolls, LXX.

n"'um. F. Baumgiirtel, "Die Formel n"um jahwe," 7AW 73 (1961), 277-290; R. Rendtorff,
"Zum Gebrauch der Formel n"'um jahwe im Jeremiabuch," ZAW 66 (1954), 27-37 = GSAT.
ThB, 57 (1975), 256-266; G. Rinaldi, "Alcuni termini ebraici relativi alla letteratura" BibL 4A
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I. Occurrences and Etymology. The word ne'um occ;)rs 376 times in the OT; 365

times it is used as a formula for an utterance of Yahweh, 11 times for a human utterance.

It is common in Jeremiah (176), Ezekiel (85), and Isaiah (25). In proportion to the

length of the books, the number of occurrences in Amos (21), Haggai (12), and
Zeclnriah (20) is noteworthy. There are 5 occurrences in Z,ephaniah,4 in Hosea, 2 each

in Obadiah, Micah, and Nahum, and I each in Joel and Malachi. Outside the prophetic

books, n"'um occurs 4 times in 2 Kings, twice each in I Samuel, 2 Samuel, and Psalms,

and once each in Genesis, Proverbs, and 2 Chronicles. Numbers has 6 occurrences in
the Balaam oracles plus I additional occurrence.

A verb n'm appears only in Jer. 23:,3l.It has been compared to Arab. na'ama, "roar,
growl, sigh," probably a variant of nhm.t Despite the archaic feel of the verb, the

suggestion that it means "murmur" is probably wrong; mostly likely it is denominative

and means simply "speak." We often frnd n"'um in parallel or variation with -r "lIT
ddbhfrr (e.g., Jer. 23:31; Ezk. 37:14 Zec. 12: l; Prov. 30: I ). In Jer 23:28 God denies

that the false prophets who "utter utterances" (wayyin'\nfi ne'um, v. 31) speak his

ddQdr.
Giovanni Rinaldi nevertheless claims to detect a difference in meaning: in his

opinion, n"'um means the active revelation of God, whereas dapdr means the inspired

utterance of the prophet.2 Therefore dnldr introduces the latter, while ne'um stands at

the end of the utterance to emphasize its divine origin and guarantee.

II. Semantic Development. From the early Balaam oracles in Nu. 24, where nc'um

in the mouth of a seer serves as a self-presentation formula, Claus Westermann and

Dieter Vetter see a development leading to a divine utterance, through which the

prophets bear witness that their message originates in divine revelation and that they

have been sent by God.3 Both 2 5.23:l and Prov. 30:l are probably late emulations

of "seer oracles."

III. Usage. The normal, most common use of the Yahweh utterance formula is to
conclude a rhetorical unit beginning with a dnQdr such as "thus says Yahweh" or "the
word of Yahweh came." Such a unit may consist of a single verse (e.g., Jer. 3l:36;
34:17;Ezk.26:5;30:6). On a somewhat larger scale, a condition may lead to a promise

(1959), 271-73; T. Seidl, "Die Wortereignisformel in Jeremia," BZ 23 (1979),20-47; D. Vetter,

Seherspruch und Segensschilderung. CThM, ser. A,4 (1974); idem, "Dlll ne'um 'vttetance,"'
TLOT ll, 692-94; C. Westermann, Basic Forms of Prophetic Speech (Eng. trans., Philadelphia'
1967): H. Wildberger, "Jahwewort und prophetische Rede bei Jeremia" (diss., Zurich, 1942);

H. W. Wolff, "Die Begriindungen der prophetischen Heils- und Unheilssprtiche," ZAW 52
(1934), t-22.

t. HAl.t,657,676.
2. Pp.27l-13.
3. Westermann, 188f.; Yetter, TLOT II, 693. See also Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng.

trans. 1977), 143, who, citing Am. 3'.151'9:7, sees this development beginning with Amos. On
Nu. 24 see W. Rudolph, Der "Elohist" von Emdus bis Josua. BZAW 68 (1938), 120.
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(e.g., Jer. 15:19,20;28:2,4). In longer wtrts, ddldr arrd ne'um may frame an oracle
concerning Babylon (Jer.51:36,39) or Gog (Ezk.39:1,5). Sometimes the altemation
of the two forms results in an artful stylistic structure (Ezk. 14:12-20; Hag. 2:4-9;Zt*.
l:3-4).It is rare for the Yahweh utterance formula by itself to characterize words as

coming from God. In Zeph. l:2 a redactional introduction is followed by a threat,

affested to be the "word of Yahweh" (cf. also lsa. 14:-22;30:1; Ps. 110:1). The formula
serves as an introduction in six texts in Amos; Hans Walter Wolff rightly asks whether
this usage is not a sign of later redaction.a

Especially in Ezekiel, the Yahweh utterance formula often concludes extensive
rhetorical units (e.g., Ezk.22:23,31). It also appears frequently at the boundary between

prose and poetry (e.g., Jer. 8:3[Eng. 9:1];21:10; Ezk.14:23;21:12;lsa.66:17), where

it might serve to conclude a unit, but might also be associated with the compilation of
the prophetic utterances. The same is true when the formula marks a change of theme
(Jer. 27:22;31:14). But we must also reckon with the possibility that within a lengthy
discourse the prophet found it appropriate to emphasize that it was ultimately not he

who was speaking but God.
The Yahweh utterance formula can also coincide with a logical transition: it may

signal a conclusion (e.g., Isa. l:24; Jer.23:lf.; Ezk. l8:30) or introduce a particulari-
zation (Jer. 2:19f.; Ezk. 11:8; Znph.l:2f .) or an antithesis (Jer.22:16l'29:19f.).In short,

it can be associated with a wide range of rhetorical transitions; we should not assume

automatically that its presence is redactional.
In some passages the formula must be original because it is indispensable to the

context: without it the speaker would not be identified. Here and there it even seems to be

a characteristic ofprophetic discourse to begin with an uncertain subject in order to arouse

interest by raising a question; then the Yahweh utterance formula makes the situation clear.

For example, lsa. 49:14 begins by asking whether Yahweh has forsaken Zion; then the

unwavering love of a mother for her child is cited as a counterexample. Not until v. 18

does the formula make clear that God is asking the question. In Jer. 23:.9,loa, an

unidentified subject speaks in the I st person, while Yahweh is mentioned in the 3rd person.

Then the formula explains that Yahweh is in fact the speaker (cf. also Zec. 10: I lf.). Such

alternation between speaking about Yahweh and the Yahweh utterance formula can lead

to extraordinarily dramatic discourse, as in Am. 4:4-ll. Often the prophet appears to be

speaking; the formula, however, traces the words back to God, thus making clear (as in
messenger speech) how the God who speaks to and through his prophets is conceived and

represented as being one with them in their proclamation.s
It is also a mark of lively rhetorical style that the Yahweh utterance formula can

even stand parenthetically within a clause, as in Jer. 2:9: "Thercfore once more I accuse

you - utterance of Yahweh - and I accuse your children's children" (there are 12

instances in Jeremiah [e.g., 7:30], 8 in Ezekiel [e.g., 16:8], and 7 elsewhere in the OT).
The verb 'amar is used in the same way (Gen. 3:3a; Isa. 45:24a; erc.).

4. Wolff, Joel and Amos, 143.
5. See Wolfl ZAW 52,6.
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IY. Theological Meaning. After noting the occurrences and usage of the Yahweh

utterance formula, we must turn our attention to what is being said when it is used. It
is comparable to the phrase "I am Yahweh" that motivates cultic and social ordinances

in kv. 19.6 Our formula emphasizes that the message of the prophets comes from God,

through whom their words are true and effectual. That the formula refers above all to

God's truthfulness is shown by the addition in Ezk. 37:14 (cf.35:8): "I have spoken

and will act." The same point is made by the 2l passages where our formula underlines

an oath spoken by God (cf. Jer. 22:5; 49:13). This occurs 14 times in Ezekiel (e.g.,

34:8; 35:11).
The distinction expressed by the formula is important when God's word conveys

a threat: 8 times in Isaiah (e.g., l7:3),29 inJeremiah (e.g., 13:25),27 inEzekiel
(e.g.,23:34), and 8 elsewhere in the OT. Even more often,the formula is associated

with promises: 6 times in Isaiah (e.g., 37:35), 47 in Jeremiah (e.g., 32:44), 12 in

Ezekiel (e.g., 18:9), and 3 elsewhere. The texts where God's word is directed against

Israel's enemies may also be counted among the promises. It is true, however, that

many of the promises appear to be the product of later redaction, especially when

they are appended with the formula to long threat discourses (e.g., Jer. 46:26;48:47;
49:39).

Not uncommonly the Yahweh utterance formula appears in conjunction with the

phrase "the days will come" or "on that day." The point is to indicate that Yahweh

knows the future, that he governs the course of world history and controls future

destiny. Such statements are frequent in Jeremiah (26 times; e.9., 3:16 30:8) and

occur 19 times elsewhere in the OT. They concern weal and woe in the realm of
history; once, at most, in the victory over Gog (Ezk. 38f.), they rise to the level of
eschatology.

Sometimes the Yahweh utterance formula does not stand independently but is ex-

panded by an important addition. In Ezk. l6:62f.;20:44;34:31 37:14;43:27, it is

linked with "you shall know that I am Yahweh" (the "recognition formula").7 We may

recall Ex. 3, where the name of God bears witness that Moses has been sent by God,

and God seeks to show that he stands by his people and fulfills the promises to their

ancestors. Jer. 3l:32 and Ezk. 16:62 speak of the covenant in conjunction with the

formula. The same notion is present in Ezk. 34:15,31: Israel is God's flock and God

is the shepherd of his people. Isa. 17:6 similarly adds "God of Israel" and l:24 '"f;tr
yisrd'El. Finally, our formula is constructed 25 times with YHWH tbq'6! (e.g., Isa.

22:25', Jer. 25:29; Hag. 1:9; 2:4,8,9,23), which expresses God's "royal sovereign

power."8
In three passages (Jer. 46:18; 48:15; 5l:57) our formula reads "utterance of the

King." The important role played by the divine name is demonstrated, however, by the

addition of "whose name is YHWH seba'61" in each instance. The same meaning is

6. -+ Itr, 348-350.
7. -s lII, 350-52; Y, 47 t-76.
8. A. S. van der Woude, TLOT ll,1045.
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expressed by the addition of '"!6ndy to "Yahweh" (83 times in Ezekiel; only 4
exceptions); it is intended to characterize God as "ruler."e This understanding of the

name takes concrete form in Isa.6:2: all things belong to Yahweh, because he created

them. It is Yahweh who set a boundary to the sea (Jet 5:22). God fills heaven and earth

(ler.23:24), so that the false prophets cannot hide from this "God near by." Zer.8:17
uses the Yahweh utterance formula to say that God hates evil and false oaths; in Isa.

l:24 he threatens to avenge himself on his foes.

But the formula can also be used to express salvific situations. God calls the faithless

children to return (Jer. 3:14); acts with steadfast love, justice, and righteousness

(9:231241); looks on the oppressed (Isa. 66:2); and will gather once more the outcasts

of Israel (56:8). ff, following Hans Wildberger, we interpret 3l:9 as an assurance of
deliverance,l0 then "utterance of Yahweh" serves also to signal Yahweh's intimate

association with Zion. Thts n"'um YHWH, with its many associated statements, is a
confession of the self-revealing God of Israel.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls, LXX. The only occurrence in the Essene documents from

Qumran (CD 19:8) replaces the n"'urn YHWH ;"bd'6! of Zec. 13:7 with the sg. n"'um

el.
The LXX almost always uses l€gein to translate n"'um.

Eising(f)

9. --> t,62.
10. Jesaja 2U39. BK, ){l3 (1982), 1246; conta O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OIL @ng. trans.

1974),3t8t.
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Contents: I. Survey. tr. Adaptation of the Decalog by the Prophets. tII. Metaphorical Use: 1.

General; 2. Child Sacrifice. IV. LXX.

na'ap. G. Delling, "Ehebruch," MQ lY (1959), 666-677; A. Eberhardter, Das Ehe- und
Familienrecht der Hebriier ATA, 5 (1914); F.-L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. OBO, 45 (1982);

W. Komfeld, "UadulGre dan l'Orient antique," RB, 57 (1950), 92'l@; idem, Studien zum
Heiligkeitsgesetz (Yienna, 1952), 69-89; B. Lang, " 'Du sollst nicht nach der Frau eines anderen

verlangen,"'7AW,93 (1981), 216-224; H. McKeating, "Sanctions against Adultery in Ancient
Israelite Society," ISOT ll (1979), 57-72; A. Phillips, Ancient Israel\ Ciminal law (Oxford,
l97O); idcm, "Another Look at Adultery," JSOT 20 (1981), 3-25; H.-F. Richter, Geschlecht'
lichkeit, Ehe und Familie im AT und seiner [Jmwelt. BBET lO (1978); L. Rosso Ubigli, "Alcuni
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I. Survey. While the verb na'ap is also attested in Jewish Aramaic and Palestinian
Aramaic, its derivatives na'"pfip and ni'fip appear only in the Hebrew Bible. The 34
occurrences in the OT are concentrated in the prophetic literature (24), especially
Jeremiah (9), Ezekiel (7), and Hosea (6). It appears 6 times in the Pentateuch (once
each in the Decalogs and 4 times in [rv. 20:10) and 4 times in the Wisdom Literature.
Analysis of its distribution shows clearly that the term was shaped by the Priestly
tradition to denote an offense against marital law. The prophets borrowed this ter-
minology to describe offenses against the covenant between Yahweh as husband and
Israel his wife.

Since the Decalog itself does not go into further detail to explain its sixth (seventh)
commandment, lO' tin'Ap, the meaning must be determined from other texts. In [rv.
2O:lO-21, a list of casuistic laws dealing with sexual transgressions, v. 10 states: "If a
man commits adultery $in'a!) with the wife of his neighbor, both the adulterer (nd'dp)
and the adulteress (n6'epe1) shall be put to death" (the repetition of ?,i . . . 'e!:die! is
dittography).

Since nothing is said about whether the adulterer is married, this question clearly
does not matter in the situation. The woman's status, however, is defined, and therefore
represents a critical factor. The man commits adultery against the woman's husband,
not against the woman herself or against his own wife, should he be married. The
woman offends against her husband and their mutual relationship. The practice of
polygamy by the patriarchs, rare instances of bigamy in later times, royal harems,
regulations governing plural marriages, and the terminology of marital status in cases

of adultery show that we are never dealing with an offense against the wife of the
adulterer (if he is manied). (Although most Israelite marriages were monogamous,
monogamy was the product of social status and property considerations, not morality.)l

The offense, however, is more than just a violation of property rights. If a man
(manied or unmarried) had sexual intercourse with an unmarried woman, he did not
have to fear the death penalty; he had instead to pay the bride-price (Ex. 22:16f.). The
woman's father could give her to the man to be his wife or refuse to do so; in either
case, the bride-price had to be paid, since the financial value of the woman to her father
or guardian had been reduced through loss ofher virginity. But both Decalogs and t-ev.
20:10 treat adultery as a capital offense. The adulteress is not a piece of property whose
decreased value must be compensated for but the wife of a man whose relationship
with her has been profaned.

aspetti della concezione della 'pomeia' nel tardogiudaismo," Henoch, I (1979), 201-245;
J. Scharbert, "Ehe und Eheschliessung in der Rechtssprache des Pentateuch und beim
Chronisten," Studien zum Pentateuch. Festschifi W. Kornfeld (Vienna, 1977),213-225; H. J.
Schoeps, "Ehebewertung und Sexualmoral der spiiteren Judenchristen," ST 2 (1950/51), 88- 102;
S. Schreiner, "Mischehen 

- Ehebruch - Ehescheidutg," ZAW 9l (1979), 207 -228; H. Schiin-
gel-Straumann, Der Dekalog-Gottes Gebote? SBS, 67 (1973),47-53; -->i171 zdndh (IV 99-
104); -r ))ui iakab.

l. See T. Kronholm, "Polygami och Monogami i Gamla Testamentet," SD4, 47 (1982),45-92.
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Finally, adultery must be distinguished from fornication and prostitution. Ezk. 16: l-
43a describes Israel's idolatry as prostitution (zd.nk) and adultery. We read in w. 3 lb-34:

You were not like a whore (zond), tlr"cause you scorned pay. Adulterous wife (hd'iiiA
hamm"nd'dpefl, you receive strangers instead of your [MT: her] husband. Gifts are given to
all whores; but you gave your gifts to all your lovers, bribing them to come to you from all
around for your whorings (taznfifl. So you were different from other women in your whorings
(b"laznfilayib.' no one solicited you to play the whore khnnh); and you gave payment, while
no payment was given you; you were different.

An adulteress is therefore a woman who has sexual intercourse with others instead

of her own husband. A prostitute is paid for her sexual favors (w. 3lb-32). This
terminological difference between na'ap and zanl is also evident in the father's warning
to his son in Prov. 6:20-35. The father points out to his son that a prostitute ('iIiA zdnA)

sells her favors for "a loaf of bread." The man pays, and the consequences, if any, are

minimal. By contrast, the adulteress in her passion seeks to devour the man, with fatal
consequences. The enraged neighbor seeks revenge and will be content only with the
death of the adulterer (v. 34); compensation or bribes are fruitless (v. 35).

Prostitution (z"nfinim, z"nfi!, taznfi!) is thus the offer of sexual intercourse for sale;
adultery @i'fip, na'"pdp) is sexual intercourse with another's spouse, the violation of
a marital relationship. The result of the latter is dishonor, disgrace, and death (cf. David
and Bathsheba, 2 S. ll:l-12:23): the effect of the former is loss of the price of a loaf
of bread (cf. Prov. 2:16-19; 5:l-14;7:5-27;9: l3-18).

The terms, howeveq are not mutually exclusive: a prostitute can be married and

thus be an adulteress, and an adulteress can accept payment for sexual favors (Jer. 5:7f.;
Hos. 4:13f.). Hosea's wife Gomer is an example of terminological interaction, for she

is both an adulteress and a prostitute (Hos. 2:4[2);3:l-3).

II. Adaptation of the Decalog by the Prophets. Hos. 4:2 and Jer. 7 :9f . are examples

of flexible adaptation of the Decalog on the part of the prophets, who charge Israel
with violating the covenant. Comparison of the two lists with the Decalog shows that
the prophets combined and rearranged the material in different ways.

l. Both prophets eliminate the four commandments least concerned with the direct
relationship between offender and victim (prohibition of images, Sabbath, parents,

coveting); the accusations actually cited concern transgressions of the covenant that
directly affect the human rights of the victim.

2. Both prophets list Israel's transgressions in affirmative style (finite verbs + inf.
abs.), not the traditional apodictic style ("You shall not . . ."). What Israel should not
do, it has done.

3. Both lists comprise f,rve elements, four of which are the same. The last element

differs. Hosea and Jeremiah charge Israel with perjury, murder, adultery, and stealing
(kidnaping). Hosea's fifth charge has to do with lying, i.e., false witness; Jeremiah's fifth
charge has to do with worship of other gods, the only transgression not infringing on
human rights. (Since na'ap includes idolatry as well as violation of marital bonds, and

since the rites ofthe Ba'al cult included sexual intercourse and thus necessarily resulted

in violation of the marital relationship, Jeremiah's f,rfth charge is understandable.)

ll5
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4. The prophets do not cite the Decalog of Ex. 20 verbatim. They use the same verbs

for "kill" (rsh), "commit adultery" fua'a|, and "steal" (gdna\, but otherwise the

terminology is different. Finally, they vary the sequence of the commandments in the

two lists: Hos. 4:2 liss perjury, lying, murder, stealing (kidnaping), and adultery; Jer.

7:9f. lists stealing (kidnaping), murder, adultery perjury, and offering incense to Ba'al

and going after other gods.

These passages show that the prophets used the Decalog as a barometer to determine

the social and religious climate of the community, but its text could be interpreted,

shortened, and adapted to suit the purpose of the author in question.

In addition, na'ap and its derivatives are used in other contexts to denote sexual

infidelity by a manied woman and her partner; in this context nn'aP generally appears

in conjunction with the terminology of covenant violation: Jer. 9:lf.(Eng. vv. 2f.);

29:23;Hos.7:1b,4; Mal. 3:5 (nd'ap par. iqr); Ps. 50: 18 (nd'ap par. gdnab); Job 24:14f .

(nd'ap par. rd;al.t, SanaD.
A[l these passages use nd'ap in conjunction with .I4r (5 times) and gdnaf, (5 times).

This might suggest that the t'wro concepts are related, i.e., when adultery is committed,

other violations of the covenant follow. The adulterer has wronged his neighbor by

taking what rightfully belonged to his neighbor; in the final analysis, he has stolen and

exploited a human being bound to another.2 The adulteress has wronged her husband

in respect to theil relationship and has lied to him by breaking the marriage oath' In

any case, the breakdown of the social integrity of the nation is a well-known charge

against the covenant community; and adultery is one of the most frequent signs of
social chaos and violation of the covenant, along with stealing (kidnaping)' perjury,

and murder.

III. Metaphorical Use.

l. General. Since the prophetic movement found it appropriate to describe the

relationship between Yahweh and Israel in terms of the relationship between husband

and wife, it likewise characterizes religious transgression as adultery. This is especially

clear in Jer. 3:8-9 (nd'ap par. zdni). Addressing the Judahites of the seventh/sixth

century, he speaks of their sister nation Israel as an adulteress who has received her

decree of divorce. This divorce, manifest in the destruction of the nation, was the direct

result of Israel's infidelity "on every high hill and under every green tree" (Y. 6). The

prophet charges Judah with having learned nothing from the fate of her sister nationl

ih" *ort th"."fore expect the same terrible reaction on the part of Yahweh.3 The prophet

beseeches Judah to turn from her adultery "with stone and tree" (v. 9) and from

"scattering her favors ,rmong strangers under every green tree" (v. l3).
The prophetic condemnation of the adultery of Israel and Judah by no means refers

only to the spiritual adultery of idolatry; it includes the actual adultery of the worshipers

2. -+ fll ganabh (m, 39-45).
3. For further discussion see G. Hall, "The Marriage Imagery of Jeremiah 2 and 3" (diss.,

Union Theological Seminary of Virginia 1980).
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who surrender themselves to cultic prostitution in the Canaanite fertility cult. Although
the situation remains obscure, Gomer's violation of her marriage with Hosea may have

resulted from participation in cultic prostitution (Hos. 2:6-1314-lll). In this case, we

may be dealing with actual adultery and we would have here an example of how the

Israelites committed adultery when they took part in the worship of Ba'al.
This close relationship between sexual intercourse on the part of the devotees and

the worship of Canaanite gods to the exclusion of Yahweh explains why the prophetic

movement used na'ap and its derivatives to describe Israel's infidelity. The use of this

term was based on the fact that adultery against Yahweh represented adultery against

one's own marital partner (cf. Jer. 5:7f.; 13:.27;23:9-14).
We can draw a further conclusion from the prophetic use of na'ap: the term seems

to have coalesced wilh zdnd, and both words became synonymous with Israel's im-
moralify and infidelity toward Yahweh. The distinction between violation of a marriage

contract and sexual intercourse for pay was lost, and both terms developed into an

expression of flagrant disobedience toward the covenant between Israel and God.

2. Child Sacrifice. In the prophetic literature, three texts associate Israel's adultery

toward Yahweh with child sacrifice, which appeared in Israel during the eighth century

and was practiced until the exile. Trito-Isaiah speaks explicitly of the adulteress/whore
who sacrifices her children (Isa. 57:1-6, esp. w. 3-5, m"na'Ep par. zbnd, MT:. wattiTneh).

First, the association of adultery with child sacrifice derives from the prophetic

notion that violation of Israel's marriage with Yahweh is seen most clearly in cultic
prostitution and child sacrifice. The gravity of Israel's adultery with other gods is
revealed in the enthusiastic sacrifice of children. Second, the connection can also find
expression in a cyclic round of cultic observances. Men and women enter the sanctuary

and surrender themselves to sexual intercourse in fertility rites, thus committing adul-
tery against their own spouses and against Yahweh. It is quite possible that the children

sacrificed were the very children begotten in cultic intercourse.
In two passages (Ezk. 16:35-43;23:43-49) Ezekiel also illustrates the connection

between Judah's adultery/whoredom and child sacrifice. In 16:38 the prophet proclaims

the criteria for God's judgment: "I will judge you as women who commit adultery

@a'p6l and shed blood are judged, and bring blood upon you in wrath and jealousy."

V. 36 makes clear whose blood Judah has shed: the blood of her children. The terms

na'ap and idpaf; ddm occur together not only because they represent the two most

common violations of the covenant but also because they were performed together
within a cultic ritual. The ultimate fulfillment of the fertility ritual was probably the

birth of children, who were then sacrificed to the god who had bestowed this fertility,
or in order to appease him in a time of great distress. The combination of nd'ap and
idpaft ddrn shows that the prophet intends to assail this very cycle.

Ezekiel also damns these practices in his diatribe against Oholah and Oholibah
(23:3649). One of the charges is that "they have committed adultery, and blood is on

their hands; with their idols they have committed adultery; and they have even offered

up to them for food the children whom they had borne to me" (v. 37). A second time
Ezekiel attacks the adultery and bloodshed of Israel and Judah (vv. 43ff.). The repulsive
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practice of slaying the children of adulterous relationships in the sanctuary as a sacrifice
to the deity is the final, unforgivable violation of the marriage bond between God and
his people.

Freedman - Wlloughby

IV. LXX. The LXX generally uses moicherto to translate na'ap, distinguishing it
systematically fum the semantic realmof zani (porni6). Adultery and prostitution are
thus linguistically distinct phenomena.a The root has not yet been found in the Dead
Sea Scrolls.

Fabry

4. See F. Hauck, TDNT, [V,729-732; Hauck and S. Schulz, TDNT yl, 58r';t.

INJ na ^; i1$gJ n"asri; irlg| ne'd;a

Contents: I. l. Root; 2. Statistics; 3. Semantic Field. tr. 1. Meaning; 2. Theological Usage.

ffiltr. l. Sirach and Dead Sea Scrolls. 2.LXX.

L l. Root. The root n ',s and its derivatives are attested in West and East Semitic as

well as in the Hebrew OT. In Middle Hebrew we find both the verb and the new noun
n?'fis (- Heb. nc'dsd); the Aramaic of the Targs. uses only the corresponding noun
ni'fisd', "abuse, slander." I

In Ugaritic there are 5 certain occurrences of the root n'p "despise."2 The verb
appears once in narrative in an 'Anat text.3 The active participle (n's) with a suffix
occurs 4 times; 3 of these are in the Aqhat epic,a each time with reference to the
potential enemies of Danel who denigrate his royal appearance. The active participle
also occurs in a poorly preserved text in the Ba'al-'Anat cycle.5

nn'ap. H. Wildberger, "fNl nt 'to disdain,' * Tl,oT n, 694-96. on II: A. Geiger, Urschifi
und (Jbersetzung der Bibel (1857, Frankfurt am Main, 2tgZg); M. J. Mulder, "Un euph6misme
dans 2 Sam xiil4?" Wl 18 (1968), 108-114. On III: N. Peters, Liber Jesu Filii Sirach sive
Ecclesiasrtcus hebraice (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1905); H. Preisker and G. Bertram, "pumrlpi(<o,
tzpoztqp(or," TDNT, [Y,79G99; H. Seesemann, "nupo(riv<o, nnpo(uop66," TDM V, 857.

t. wTM,323.
2.WUS, no. l73l; UI no. 1589.
3. KTU,1.1,lV,23.
4. KTU, 1.17,1,291' tI, 3, 18; the reconstructed text of l, 47 might also be included.
s. KTU,1.5, ry 26.
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In Akkadian we find nasu(m) or na'dsu, "look upon with disdain."6 Two uses of
the root are of special interest. ln the Babylonian Theodicy, the sufferer laments that
he is "treated with contempt" (i-na-a-sa-an-ni;1.253); but he must let his friend accuse
him of himself "despising" (ta-na-su: l. 79) the plans of (his) god.7 The form na'apu
is found in the Amarna letters:8 Rib-Adi, the ruler of Byblos, complains that his is
"despised" (ti-na-i-srt-ni, ia-an-as-ni) on account of his military weakness.

Akk. na'dsu, "bite or chew to pieces," is not related to our root (cf. Arab. nhi,
"bite"), although there may be a connection with Arab. nws, "avoid.,'e

2. statistics. The verb n 's occurs 24 times in the or: 8 times in the qal, 15 in the
piel, and once in the disputed participial form minn6'as (Isa. 52:J).to Nominal forms
are ne'dsd (2 K. l9:3 par. Isa. 37:3) and ne'asd, an aramaizing piel infinitive with 3
occurences (Ezk.35:12:' Neh. 9:18,26).ll The 8 occurrences of the verb in the qal are
in Proverbs (3), Jeremiah (2), Deuteronomy, Psalms, and Lamentations (l each); the
15 piel occurrences are in Psalms (4), Numbers and Isaiah (3 each), 2 Samuel (2),
Deuteronomy, 1 Samuel, and Jeremiah (1 each). There are also 3 occurrences of piel
participles withpersonal suffixes (lstperson sg.: Nu. 14:23;Jer.23:17;2ndperson sg.:
Isa. 60:14), as well as an infinitive absolute (2 S. lZ:14).

3. Semantic Field. T\e following parallels constitute the primary semantic field of
n's.'+ \fi brp II, "despise, reproach, scoff" (Ps. 74:10,18); -+ DND md'as,..reject,'
(Isa.5:24; Jer.33:24); -+ llil 'dzaf;, "forsake" (Isa. l:4); -+ i11D mdr6 hiphil, ,.be

rebellious" (Ps. 107: I l; Neh. 9:26); -+ 'I'tD mdraQ, "rebel" (Neh. 9:26); -+ X)W iane,,
"hate" (Prov. l:30); -+ ):: nblpiel, "dishonor" (Jer. 14:21); -+ ODh chamas,,,do
violence to" (Lam. 2:6): -+ nnCI iht piel, "destroy" (Lam.2:6).

Usage that is clearly theological is exhibited in the parallels +'l'tD pn + b"fi1,
"break the covenant" (Dt.3l:20; ler. 14:21); -+ ?llt 'fuaQ with'"lohtm'"h*rtm as its
object, "serye other gods" (Dt. 3 l:20); zwr niphal + 'Ab6r "turn back', (Isa. l:4); hdlal
+ biirirfrlleQ, "walk in hardness of heart" (Jer.23:lj); and.ilk +'ah"rA gaw ,,cast
(the law of Yahweh) behind one's back, refuse to observe" (Neh. 9:26; cf. also I K.
l4:9; Ezk. 23:35; with gEw: Isa. 38: 17).

As antonyms we may note: -e lnVi iamar "heed" (prov. l5:5); + i,!X 'dbA,
"desire" (negated: Prov. l:30); hiitah'wd (-+ iilh hwh), *bow down,, (Isa. 60: l4); -+
IDX'dman hiphil, "trust, believe" (negated: Nu. 14:ll); and finally zakar b"ri1,,,re-
member the covenant" (Jer. 14:21), and -+ -lli'a bdchar "choose" (ler.33:24).

verbs with similar meanings include: -+1)V qll piel, "call contemptible," hiphil

6. AHw, tr, 758a.
7. BWI. 86, 76; also translated in AOT 285f., and ANET3, @3f .
8. EA, 137, 14, 23.
9. Contra K8L2,585b. On Arab. z&.f see Wehr, 1003; on Arab. ,?l1/r see Wehr, l0l0; HAL, ll,

658a; cf. also A. Guillaume, Abr-Nahrain, 4 (1963 164), lB.
10. See tr below.
ll. Blz, 479ny.
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"treat as contemptible"i bwz/bazA (-+ lll) bdzdh), "despise"; + O)P qls piel,
"scorn," hithpael "make fun of"; -+ !7) gddhaph piel, "revile"; gd'al and --> fgll
t'b piel, "abhor"; and sdh qal, "dismiss," piel "reject."

ll. l. Meaning. It is hard to distinguish the qal from the piel with respect to the
basic meaning of n's. According to Hans Mldberger, the qal should be understood as

meaning "fail to perceive, misjudge the significance of something," the piel as meaning
"treat with contempt."l2 But the 3 occurrences of the qal in which Yahweh is the
subject (Dt. 32:19; Jer. 14:211' Larn. 2:6) contradicr this distinction: they speak of
something more than disrespect. The contexts suggest instead that the qal of n's is close
to meaning "spurn" (Dt.32tl9t.), "reject" (Jer. 14:21), or "destroy" (Lam. 2:6). The
meaning of the qal is thus not estimative but effectual.l3 It goes far beyond the meaning
that Wildberger assigns to the piel. The basic meaning behind both the qal and piel of
n's is "disparage, disrespect."

Only in two areas do we find traces of secular usage of the root and its derivatives.la
ln Jer. 33:24, in words addressed to Jeremiah (the passage is not authentic), Yahweh
takes offense because there are people who "hold his people in such contempt" (z's
qal) that they no longer regard them as a nation. Of course the theological context
shows that these people, presuming to know that Yahweh has rejected (m's) the trvo
families, have drawn the correct conclusion concerning the degradation of the people
of God. Here we may also note the use of n"'asd in 2 K. l9:3 par. Isa. 37:3, which
speaks of a "day of distress, of rebuke, and of 'disgrace.' " Finally, we come to Ezk.
35:12, with the suffixed plural of ne?td (nd'sbteylld) dependent ot'mr ("utter"): here
a divine oracle accuses Edom of having uttered "abusive speech" against the mountains
of Israel.

Fundamentally, then, the qal of n'g used with respect to relationships between
nations, means "reduce (in significance), make contemptible," or "treat with con-
tempt." The passage in the Amarna letters cited above shows that in pre-Israelite
Palestine Akk .rw'A{y was already used for disparagement of a king (cf. also the Ugaritic
passages in Aqhat). Against this background, we may interpret the 3 occurrences of z's
qal just mentioned and its derivatives as showing that the verb na'as, used in the first
instance in a general sense, took on theological significance when used with Israel as

its object, touching on or illuminating antithetically the nation's understanding of itself
and its election by God.

The 3 occurrences of n's qal in Proverbs illustrate the other Silz im lzben of the
root: the educational system or wisdom instruction. The fool "despises" a parent's
instruction (mfrsdr) (Prov. l:15);those who "despise" the reproof (rdkabail of wisdom
(l:30; 5:12) must bear the terrible consequences of their actions. No one can "despise"
with impunity the ordering of life on the basis of experience (15:5) or wisdom (l:30;

12. P. 695.
13. He 22s.
14. Wildberger, 695f.
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15:5). While Babylonian wisdom in the Babylonian Theodicy (1.79) cited above speaks

of despising the plans of the deity, the texts in Proverbs have a remarkably secular ring.

Even here, however, people are required to conform to the given order of the world,

which may well (through wisdom) emanate from God, if they are not to suffer for their

disregard. Furthermore, special weight attaches to Prov. l:30, where personified Wis-

dom, created by God (cf.8:22), warns explicitly against disregarding her own reproof
(tflkabti), an opinion parallel to hating knowledge, rejecting the fear of God (1:29), and

refusing her counsel (l:30). In 1:30 at the latest, therefore, the initially secular usage

of n ',s qal in the context of wisdom merges into theological usage.

Thus only 4 occurrences of n'.s qal (Jer. 33,24 Prov. 5:12; l5:5;)' two of n"'asd

(2 K. l9:3 par. Isa. 37:3), and one of ne'd;d G,zk. 35:12) can be assigned at least

initially to secular usage - although the context certainly lends even these occurrences

"theological sigrificancs." ls

2. Thcological Usage. No less thar. 2l occunences betray theological usage with
Yahweh or God as subject or object. When we list the examples, we note that the qal

is reserved almost exclusively for use with a divine subject, whereas the piel is used

with a divine object (exceptions: Ps. 107:11 [qal]; Isa.60:14 [pieU); this distribution

can hardly be the result of chance. In fact the qal expresses a "real act and decision,"

whereas the piel denotes an "attitude . . . expressed in certain actions as an estimative

or declarative outcome." 16 Avoidance of the qal with God as direct object means that

it is impossible for human z's really to affect God; with the help of the piel, n 's is

"limited to the mental intent and attitude of the blasphemer."lT

a. As the earliest (preexilic) text using the qal with a divine subject, Jer. 14:21 has

special significance. The context is a communal lament that probably goes back to

Jeremiah himself (14:9-22). The substance of the prayer is that, for the sake of his

name, Yahweh will not "reject" r's or "dishonor" (nbl piel) his glorious throne (i'e.,

Jerusalem; cf. Jer. 3:17), but will "remember" (zkr)his b"ri1 and not "bteak" Qtrr
hiphil) it. Here n 's has already become synonymous with m's (rejec$. The passage

therefore presupposes belief in God's election (bltr), at least of Zion.
Larn.2:6 and probably also Dt. 32:19 look back on the rejection only feared in Jer.

14:21 as having already occurred: the rejection of king and priest, probably along with

the institutions they represent, is a terrifying fact, the more so because their (sacral)

foundation has been destroyed with the destruction of the temple: Yahweh has "broken

down" (nbl piel) his booth (sukl<h), "destroyed" (Jhr piel) his tabernacle (m6'efl, and

"abolished" (.itft piel) festival and Sabbath. In Dt. 32:19, unfortunately, it is not entirely

clear whether "his sons and daughters" (bdndyw frlendgyw) are the object of zd'a"s or

are dependent on the adverbial qualifier "out of vexation" (mikka'as). If the former,

we would be dealing with Yahweh's plan (subsequently changed, according to w.

15. rbid., 696.
16. HE 225.
17. Ibid.
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26-36) to destroy Israel (cf. w. 15-28); if the latter, we would be dealing only with
Yahweh's scorn for Israel's infidelity and idolatry (cf. vv. 15-18). The latter reaction,
however, would seem to be too mild. The verses that follow also demand the first
interpretation. A later transposition of wayyiS'ds wayyin'ag18 does not seem advisable,
not least because of the semantic parallel in Lam. 2:6 (wa1,yin'd; beza'am'appO + obj.).
A later glossator, however, might well have found the message of rejection too harsh
and hard to reconcile with w. 26ff., ard therefore mitigated it by deliberately changing
the b to an m (b"fta'as > mikka'as).

Ps. 107:1 I speaks of a group participating in a thanksgiving liturgy who once found
themselves in prison for "rebelling" (mrh hiphil) against the words of God ('imrA 'El)

and "spurning" (n'l qal) the "counsel of the Most High" ('"sa1'elybn) (cf. vv. 10-14).
The indirect rejection of God is manifested in contempt for God's will, probably as

expressed in the (ethical?) commandments of the law.
b. Of the 15 occurrences of the piel, 14 have to do with despising or disdaining God

or God's acts. The earliest texts are probably those in J. Yahweh asks Moses rhetorically
how long "this people" (hA'Am hazzeh) will continue to despise him (Nu. 14:lla); he
also threatens that "none of those who despised me [piel ptcp.] shall see it [the land]"
(14:23b). These texts refer to the spies and those Israelites who, discouraged by the
spies'report, decided to return to Egypt (cf. 13:31; l4:4). Their offense is primarily to
treat Yahweh's trusi,rvorthiness and faithfulness contemptuously. Their conduct exhibits
a lack of faith (ld'-ya'amtnfi), in the OT sense, as v. 1lb (probably redactional) interprets
their words. As a punishment, they are kept from entering the promised land, because
they doubted God's promise (14:23b). One can also assign 16:30 to J: Moses declares
that the ground will swallow up Dathan and Abiram as a sign "that these people have
despised Yahweh." Their rebellion against Moses (16:12-25 Ul) is interpreted and
requited as contempt for Yahweh himself.

In Dt.31:20, in a Deuteronomistic speech addressed to Moses by God, n's piel
signalizes Israel's total rejection of Yahweh. Here the piel of n's parallels turning (pdnd)
to other gods, serving ('abafl them, and breaking God's covenant Qtrr hiphil + b"riy;
cf. Jer. l4:2l,with God as subj.). The context (Dt.3l:16-22) serves as an introduction
to the Song of Moses in Dt. 32. Under the influence of that text,31:20 may well be
using Israel's rejection of Yahweh (n 's piel) to motivate Yahweh's rejection of Israel
(32:19: n's qal), experienced in the catastrophe of 586 s.c.

Like the lrvites Dathan and Abiram in Nu. 16, Hophni and Phinehas, the priestly
sons of Eli in the Deuteronomistic account of I S. 2, sinned through their contemptuous
attitude toward Yahweh in carrying out their own priestly tasks: they "treated with
contempt" the offerings (minhd) intended for Yahweh, a terrible offense in Yahweh's
eyes (2:17:. cf.2:29: b't, "spurn"). Divine vengeance is announced to their father by
a man of God (2:17-36); both are killed in a battle with the Philistines (4:17).

The Isaianic text Isa. 5:24b is a redactional conclusion summarizing the charges of
the woes in Isa. 5 : those addressed have "rejected" (m's) the (prophetic) r6rd of Yahweh

18. BIIS, in loc.
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Sebaoth and "despised" (n 'f piel) the word ('imrA) of the Holy One of Israel. This

verse probably refers to transgression of the divine law. Isaiah's rebuke in the woe of
l:4 goes even further, charging the "sinful nation" with doing evil, "forsaking" ('Azab)

Yahweh, and "despising" (n ',I piel) the Holy One of Israel. The continuation "and they
have turned their backs" (zwr niphal +'dhdr) may be a gloss. According to Wildberger,
the parallel terms 'dzaQ and ni'Zs do not actually mean apostasy and the worship of
other gods, as in later (Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic) texts, but "the overall
breaking away from the daily relationship with Yahweh . . . the refusal to trust and be

obedient." le

In Jer. 23 17, in a message from God, Jeremiah accuses the false prophets of
proclaiming well-being and security to "those who despise the word of Yahweh"
(limna'"sA d"bar YHWH)2O and everyone who "follows his own stubborn heart" (hblcll
biirirfu libbb).

Ps. 74 is a communal hymn of prayer, probably dating from the end of the exile; it
reflects the internal afflictions of the people of God.2l The psalmist grapples with the

problem of how the "enemy" CAyeU or "an impious people" ('am ndbdl) can "revile"
(n'*s qal par..brp piel) Yahweh's name with impunity (w. 10,18). The "impious people"
(-+ ):: nabdD are those "who challenge the activity of God."22 God's name (i.e.,

honor) has been impugned and disparaged by their disbelief.23

In Ps. 9/ 10, a postexilic acrostic thanksgiving hymn, the psalmist likewise laments

that the wicked (10:2) can boast of "wickedness," the greed of their throat, extol
"profit," and "despise" Yahweh (10:3).24 He agonizes over the problem of how the

wicked can simply "revile" God (10:13). Their contempt for God is made clear when

they say, "You will not call us to account" (10:13).

Even David is charged by Nathan with having "scorned" (n's piel, intensified by
the inf. abs.) Yahweh through his adultery with Bathsheba and the murder of Uriah
(2 S.12:14).In the MT the object of the verb is'dyef;A YHWH. Either this is an ancient
gloss based on religious aversion to charging the devout king with such a serious

offense, or '6y"f;A YHWH is to be understood as a euphemism, introduced relatively
early out of similar considerations, like the "enemies of David" for "David" in I S.

25:22.2s M. J. Mulder shows that n's piel cannot have causative meaning.26 He also

draws attention to the disjunctive passeq supplied by the Masoretes in Ps. 10:3,13,

likewise to avoid blasphemy. It is easy to understand that already in the OT period
pious circles would be offended at the notion that David, who had evolved into the

19. Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991), 23f.
20. Conj.; cf. BHS.
2l . See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-1 50 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 96f.
22. Kraus, 100.
23. rbid., lot.
24.The readings "wickedness" and "profit" are conjs.; cf. BHS.
25.The former theory was first proposed by Geiger, 267; cf . GesB, 478a: HAL,II,658b; and

most comms. For the latter theory see Mulder.
26. P. I I l, contra W. H. Hertzberg, I and II Samuel. OTL (Eng. trans. 1964), 314f.
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ideal of the devout king, at one time actually behaved like a despiser of God. Because

of this behavior, however, he was punished by the death of the child born of his

adulterous union with Bathsheba (2 S. 12:141' cf. 12:15-23), despite his confession

(12:13).
In an oracle of salvation on the rebuilding of Jerusalem and the temple (Isa. 60:1G

16), Trito-Isaiah proclaims to the city of Jerusalem that the sons of her oppressors (b"nd

m,'annayift) will come to her, and all who have "despised" her (lal-m'na'asayi&) will
bow down at her feet (v. 14). The use of the piel here is significant. No more than

Yahweh or his name can effectively be disdained, rejected, or despised (n'.s piel) can

this be possible in the case of Jerusalem. Like Yahweh, she can only be "treated as

despised" (nt piel) for a time, without impugning her respect in the eyes of Yahweh.

This theological usage of the piel of n's casts some light on the grammatically

obscure participial form minno'as in Isa. 52:5, it the context of a "marginal prose

gloss."zz This might be a hithpoel participle with an assimilated , or a hybrid

poel/hithpael.2s But parallels in which Yahweh's name is likewise "treated as despised"

(Ps. 74:10,18: z's piel) suggest following Franciscus Znrell in reading the ptcp.

minnb'as as a pual (men6'65).2e The MT appears to be a pis aller.

A similar theme appears in Ezk. 35 2 n a "proof-saying"3o against Edom (35:lG

l3). The mountains of Israel are the object of Edom's blasphemous abuse: "They are

laid desolate, they are given us to devour." This attempt to annex Yahweh's land cannot

go unpunished: Edom shall know that Yahweh is Israel's God and that he has heard

the abuse (v. l2), and shall itself be made desolate (vv. 14,15b; cf. vv. 3f.).

Twice in a penitential prayer (Neh. 9:6-37) we find one of the Chronicler's stock

phrases: "They committed great blasphemies" (wayya'"sfr nd'as61 9"/6161: vv. 18,26)'

The background here is the Deuteronomistic interpretation of history, which the Chron-

icler borrowed and developed into the notion of the violent fate of the prophets.3l

III. l. Sirach and Dea.d Sea Scrolls. Sirach contains only a single occulrence of n 'J,

and that textually uncertain: after making a gift, one should not "despise" the recipient

(?) (SiL 4l.22).zz Norbert Peters points as a piel, whereas M. H. Segal reconstructs the

text ("contempf';.::1n" LXX translates md oneidize.

According to Karl Georg Kuhn's concordance, the verb n 's appears 5 times in the

Dead Sea Scrolls, the noun nsh/n'; twice; the verb also appears once in an apocryphal

prophetic quotation (1Q25 a:6). Totally within the framework of oT usage, cD l:2
speaks of "all the despisers of God," lQS 5:19 of "all the despisers of his word" (n 's

27. C. Westerrnann, Isaiah 4046. OTL @ng. trans. 1969),248.
28. For the former sex BLe, l98g: HAI. tr, 658b; for the latter see Meyer' l, 126.

29. lzxHebAram,49la.
30. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983)' 232.

31. O. H. Steck, Israel und das gewaltsane Geschick der Propheten. WMANT 23 (1967),

60-64.
32. Cairo MS. B; cf. the Jerusalem ed., in loc.
33. Peters, in loc.; Segal, SEper ben Strh haiidhm (Jerusalem, 1958), in loc'
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ptcp., probably piel). In CD 1:3 we find the parallel term "forsake" ('zb1; in lQS 5:19,

the parallel phrase "not know his covenant" (lA' yA/a' 'e! berti). These texts refer to

the Jewish contemporaries of the Qumran community who did not recognize the

community's distinctive way or, possibly, had forsaken it.
In three of the Thanksgiving Hymns (Hodayoth), probably attributable to the Teacher

of Righteousness himself, the psalmist (i.e., the Teacher) is quite surprisingly the object

of n's; lQId4:22(par.bzhpar.l'l.tib),lQH7:22 (par.'aiy mlhmty, "menof thebattle

[waged] against me" par. b'ly ryby, "lords of the conflict with me": lQH 7:23). While

the first passage looks forward confidently to victory the second already looks back

on the failure of the Teacher's enemies, brought about with God's help. The third
passage is lQH 6:2, "my heart with scorning[s]" (lby bn's[wt]); the context is damaged'

Quite singular is the statement of lQH 4:12 that God ('dwny) "despises" (n 's piel)

or "rejects" (qal) all the designs of Belial, where "Belial" is probably a code name

for enemies who have deserted the Teacher. A quotation of Josh. 6:26 refering origi-
nally to Jericho is reinterpreted in 4QTestim (4Q175) 28 to apply to Jerusalem: "they"
(probably the eschatological enemies of the Qumran communiry: the priests of Jerusa-

lem [?]) will commit ('Jh) wickedness (hnwph) in the land and a great olutrage (nsh

[conj. n 'sh] gdwlh) among the sons of Jacob (cf. Neh. 9:18,26).

2. lX{. The LXX offers a wide spectrum of translations. Surprisingly, it regularly
renders the piel with divine object as parorfnein, "provoke" (Nu. 14:11,23; 16:30; Dt.
3l.20;2K.12:14; Ps. 9:25,34[MT 10:3,13]; 73U47:10,18:'Isa.5:24).In other words,

it interprets scom and contempt for God as a provocation of God (also the qal in Ps.

107:11). We also find athctein, "look down on" (1 S. 2:17), apAtheisthai, "dismiss"
(ler. 23:17), and parorgizein, "provoke to anger" (Isa. 1:4, as well as variants in 2 S.

l2:14; Ps. 9:34[0: l3]).
The three texts that consider rejection of Israel or Jerusalem and its representatives

possible or even assume it to have taken place are all mitigated: "The Lono was jealous

(ezi4l6sen) and became provoked (parirjnth7) by anger against his sons and daughters"
(Dt.32:19, with a double translation of MT wayyin'd; mikkn'as); "through the fierce-

ness of his anger he provoked (pariryncn) king, priest, and prince" (Lam. 2:6); and

finally the prayer in Jer. 14:21: "Show restraint (k6pason) for the sake of your name."

Other Greek equivalents include mykteizein, "turn up one's nose" (Prov. l:30),
oneidizein, "disgrace" (Sir. 4l:22), and ekklinein, "turn aside" (Prov. 5:12). In Isa.

52:5 the pual (or hithpoel?) is rendered with blasphemeisthai. The noun n"'dsd @zk.
35:12) is translated blasphEmia, "blasphemy" ; ne'd;A is ffanslated oneidismds, "dis-
grace," and o196, "anger" (Isa. 37:3 par. 2 K. l9:3: parorgism6s); the plural forms are

translated parorgismoi, "deeds of wrath" (Neh. 9:18,26).
Ruppert
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Contents: I. Etymology; II. Occurrences, Semantic Field; Itr. With Human Subjects; ry. With

God as Subject; V. l. LXX; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology. The etymology of nbt has liule to offer. Arab. nabata means "pour
forth," IV "bring to light." t The causative of OSA nbt means "dig a well until water
is found," i.e., probably "cause (water) to spring forth"; in personal names, however,
it means "look graciously upon." Akk. nandfu means "shine forth,"2 Jewish Aram.
nePat, "spring up" (not found in Syriac). Ugar. nbt means "appear, come to light."r
The causative meaning "look at" in Hebrew could derive from what seems to be the
co[lmon basic meaning: "appear, become visible."

II. Occurrences, Semantic Field. The verb appears 67 times in the hiphil. In
addition, the form nibbat, which might be either piel or niphal, occurs in Isa. 5:30;a
the similar passage 8:2 has the hiphil hibbtt. T\e verb means "look in a specific
direction, watch, look at, etc." It appears with sriking frequency in conjunction with
rd'd, "see," e.g., 1 S. 17:42: wayyabbEt wayyir'eft, roughly "when he [David] looked,
he saw"; I K. 19:6 is similar. The same construction is used with the hiphil of iqp,
e.9.,2 5.24:20:- wayyaiqEp '0rawnd waryar' 'e1-hammele$, "When Araunah looked
down, he saw the king" (the par. I Ch. 2l:21 has wayyabb€t); cf. Lam. 3:50. Other
texts using rd'drnclude Isa.42:18;63:15;Ps. 33:13;80:15(Eng. v. 14); 142:5(4);Lam.
l:12;5:I; cf. also Ps.91:8. Elsewhere ra'dpre*edes (Hab. 1:5; Lam. l:11;2:20; Ps.

8a:10[9]) or parallels hibbit (Job 28:24; cf . also 2 K. 3:14; Isa. 22:8).

m. With Human Subjects. The subject of the verb may be either a human being
or God. In the former case, the act of looking is a very ordinary occurrence, although
it may occasionally stand in a momentous context. Abraham looks toward heaven and
counts the stars; thus he learns how numerous his descendants will be (Gen. 15:5).

Elijah's servant looks toward the sea; the seventh time, he sees a little cloud that signals
rain (l K. 18:43). The people watch Moses when he prepares to enter the tent of meeting
(Ex. 33:8). The caravans look for the watercourses but find them empty (Job 6:19).
Lot's wife looks back and is turned into a pillar of salt (Gen. 19:17,26). The victims
bitten by serpents look at the bronze serpent and are healed (Nu.2l:9). When God
speaks to Moses out of the burning bush, Moses hides his face, "for he was afraid to
look at God" (Ex. 3:6; cf. 2Q2l 5), for whoever sees God must die.5 Notwithstanding,

1. A. Guillaume, Abr-Nahrain, 3 (1961 162), 4t.
2. AHw,11, 697.
3. UT no.456:' cf . WUS, no. 607: bt(w), "chatter."
4. For the piel see HAL, II,66la. For the niphal s* HE 257 and n.292.
5. -+ VtrI, 198.
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Nu. 12:8 says that Yahweh speaks with Moses face to face (cf. Dt. 34:10) and that

Moses sees his "form" (fmfrnil. This statement is at odds with F,x.33:'18-23 and may

be a secondary addition; it can be understood, however, as a "pertinent interpretation"
of the intimate relationship between Moses and God.6

The direction in which the subject looks is often introduced by 'el. In the Psalm of
Jonah, the psalmist laments that he will never again look on the temple of Yahweh

(with reverence? Jon. 2:5[4). Those who look to Yahweh will be radiant (with joy, Ps.

3a:6t51). Z,ec. l2:lO is difficult: "They will look upon the one [MT: me] whom they

have pierced." The context at least makes clear that there will be bitter mourning for
the one who has died, but who that is remains obscure. Does the "looking" here imply
appreciation?7 t ooking directly ahead without glancing to the side and without turning

aside to evil is the point of Prov. 4:25 (cf . v.27).The meaning of lsa.8:22 is reasonably

clear: if one looks at the earth, there is nothing but distress and darkness there; but the

significance of the verse in the larger context is hard to determine.

Oftenhibbtt connotes paying close attention: Lam. 1:12: "Come, all of you who

pass by, look and see if there is any sorrow like mine"; Hab. 1:5: "L,ook (re'it) among

the nations and see (habbittt), for I am doing a work in your days" ; Isa. 42: 1 8: "Listen,
you that are deaf; and you that are blind, look up and see," i.e., pay attention to what
Yahweh intends to do; Ps. 91:8: "With your own eyes you will look and see the

punishment of the wicked." Rather more neutral are Nu. 23:21: "There is no misfortune

to behold in Jacob, no trouble to see in Israel"; tsa. 38:11: "I thought, I shall no longer

see the land of the living, I shall no longer look upon a human being among the

inhabitants of the world." Here hibbit is almost a parallel to ra'A.

Other passages imply esteem for what is looked at, e.9., 1 S. 16:7, where Yahweh

says to Samuel with reference to Eliab, David's brother: "Do not look on his appearance

or on the height of his stature." This command is explained as follows: "For God does

not see (rd'd) as mortals see; they look on the outward appearance (b'Anayim), but
Yahweh looks on the heart." In 2 K. 3:14, in a critical situation, Elisha says to the king
of Israel: "Were it not that I have regard for (ndSd' pdntm) King Jehoshaphat of Judah,

I would give you neither a look (nbr hiphil) nor a glance (rd'd)," i.e., I would not bother

with you. [n a series of woes Isa. 5:12 castigates those who "do not regard (n]t hiphil)
the deeds of Yatrweh or see the work of his hands." Ps. 119 uses the hiphil for obedient

observance ofthe Torah (vv.6,15; cf. v. l8).
In Isa. 5 1:1f. Deutero-Isaiah admonishes his listeners to look to the rock from which

they were hewn and the quarry from which they were dug, i.e., to heed their ancestors

Abraham and Sarah and to learn from the blessing they experienced.8

In Ps. 92: 12( ll) hibbil b" means exactly the same as ra'd b", i-e., "see with delight":
"My eyes look with delight on [the downfall ofl my enemies."

Hab. 2:15 contains a woe against him (the Chaldean) "who makes [his] neighbors

6. See M. Noth, Nuzbers. OTL (Eng. rans. 1968), 96.

7. See below.
8. -+ nlpD maqqele! (VIII, 531f.).
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drink . . . until they are drunk, in order to gaze on their nakedness." The text may be
understood quite literally: the overlord takes delight in seeing his guests in this dis-
graceful condition. The words are probably metaphorical, however, and refer to the
Chaldeans' degrading treatment of their enemies. The passage is applied to the Teacher
of Righteousness in lQpHab ll:2ff.: he is persecuted by the Unrighteous Priest and
disgraced "at the time of the festival, during the quiet of the Day of Atonement." This
interpretation presupposes the reading m6'"Qihem, "their festivals," instead of m"'6rA-
hem, "thek nakedness."

IV. With God as Subject. With God as its subject, the hiphil of nbt is found in
statements and petitions. It is stated that God looks to the ends of the earth and sees
everything (Iob 28:24), that in the course of history God looked down from heaven at
the earth (hiiqtp and, hibbit) to hear grievances and free prisoners (Ps. 102:20f.[19f.];
cf. 33:13), that God will quietly (iqt; or should we read .i47a?) look down from his
"height" and wait for the time to intervene (Isa. 18:4). A different aspect appears in
Ps. lM:32: when God looks at the earth, it trembles. Different again is Hab. l:13:
Yahweh cannot look on wrongdoing; he cannot abide it (par. rd'a). According to Isa.
66:2, Yahweh looks with favor on one who is humble and contrite in spirit; according
to Am. 5:22,he will not look upon the offerings of the people (par. rd;d, "take pleasure
in").

Petitions are found primarily in the Psalms and Lamentations. For example, Ps.
13:4(3) reads: "Look upon me, answer me"; 80:15(14): "God of hosts, look down
from heaven, and see, have regard for this vine [i.e., Israel]." By using the imperatives
"look" and "see,". the author of Lamentations seeks to attract the attention of Yahweh
to the sufferings of his people (Lam. 1: I 1; 2:201' 3:63; in 5:l also z"kbr). Similar pleas
are heard in Isa. 63:15: "Look down (habbEt) from heaven and see (re'dh) from your
holy and glorious habitation. . . . Do not hold back, for you are our father"; and 64:8(9):
"Do not be exceedingly angry, Yahweh, and do not remember (zkr) iniquity forever.
Look, we pray (habbet-na'), we are all your people" (cf. also 4QLam [501] l:5).

Y. 1. IXX. The usual LXX translations are epibl4pein, embl4pein, or katanoein; we
also find anabldpein, epistrdphcin, etc.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls.In the Dead Sea Scrolls nbt appears 16 times, primarily in 1QS
and lQH. Here it denotes an intensive, existential attention to the works of God on the
part of the faithful (lQS 11:19; lQH 10:20). God personally opens rhe eyes of human
beings that they may "see" (lQS l1:3; IQH 18:19). In some texts, the looking clearly
implies an element of confident expectation: the apostate "beholds" darkness (lQS
3:3), one who is pure "beholds" the light of life (3:7) or erernity (11:6).

Ringgren
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I. Semitic Parallels. The Hebrew verb nb', found in the niphal and hithpael, derives
from the noun naf;t';t the noun, howeveq derives from the West Semitic root nb', a
verb of speaking. Because the term is deeply rooted in a group of Semitic languages,
an Egyptian etymology must be ruled out as long as a Semitic derivation appeius
possible.2
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1 . The Verb nby /'. The G and D stems of a Yetb nby (more precisely , nb) meaning

"name, call" are attested in North Semitic (Eblaite and Amorite) and East Semitic

(Akkadian). Eblaite lexical texts equate Sum. pd(d), "name, call, swear," with Eb.

na-ba-um or na-<ba->i-um.3 Finite G stem forms are found in personal names such

as i-bi + divine name, "DN named," as well as forms with a singular pronominal suffix,

e.g., ib-bt-ni, "named me," i-bi-ka, i-bi- su / sil.a A finite D stem form with a paronomas-

tic D infinitive is attested in the contextual form i-na-ba-kh-ma na-bu-i ('unabba'-ka-

ma nabbu'u), "and I shall certainly name You."s
In Akkadian texts nabd'um> nabfi(m) II is represented by the logogram SA4, colre-

sponding to Sum. se4 "rrame." In lexical lists from Babylonia, the identification with

pd(d), attested at Ebla, is only one among many.6 The G stem is used frequently in

Akkadian; in some rare instances it can change the basic meaning "name" to "decree

(a fate)" and "create."z Being named with a name becomes the quintessence of

existence;8 cf. the expression mola/ia iuma nabtt, "whose name is always named,"

for "everything, everyone,"e and Heb. qr'niphal + iqm (Jer. 44:26; Ruth 4:14; Eccl.

6:10).
In personal names we find the syntagmemes i-bi + divine name, "DN named/

called," andna-bi + divine name, "named/called by DN," as early as Old Akkadian.r0

Despite the arguments of J. J. Stamm,ll I believe it is possible that in Akkadian as well
as in Amorite and at Ebla the "naming" of a child by a deity could refer also to its
creation. In royal names like Ibbisuen, in royal epithets, and in contextual forms like
royal inscriptions with the king as object, the meaning is that the deity called the king

to his royal office.12 Also germane are the phrase nibtt + divine name, "the named one

of DN,"13 the use of nabfr(m), "decree," with the obj. iarriltu(n) "kingshiP," etc.,t+

the Sumerian royal name mis-an-n6-pd-da, "youthwhom An has called," and the royal

epithets cited by M.-J. Seux.rs

3. G. Pettinato, "Testi lessicali bilingui della bibliotecaL.2769," Materiali epigrafici di Ebln,

IV (Naples, 1982), 281, no. 725.
+. ti.-p. Mi.iller, "Neue Erwiingungen zum eblaitischen Verbalsystem," Il Bilinguismo a Ebla,

ed. L. Cagni (Naples, 1984),167-204.
5. TM, 75. G.l444,Xlll,l2f .; D. O. Edzard, Studi Eblaiti,4 (1981), 43,53', cf . M. Krebemik'

zA, 73 (1983),28.
6. CAD,Xlll,32f.
7 . Ibid., 37f . and 34, respectively; cf. also AHw, ll, 699, s.v. G.I.
8. AHw, U, 699, s.v. G.L lf.; 700, s.v. tr.2.
9. CAD,Xlll,35, s.v. 1.b.2'.c'.
10. I. J. Gelb, MAD,3 (1973),194f.: AHw, [ 7m, s.v. G.II.l; CAD' Xrlt,3l, s.v. nabtr

(adj.) b.
ll. AN, l4l.
12. For the royal epithets see Seux, 175-79. For the contextual forms see AHw, 1I,699, s'v.

G.I.l.a; 700, s.v. N.2; CAD,x.Itl,36f., s.v. 3.b; for the verbal adj. na-bi-il, etc., see also CAD'

XI/1, 31, s.v. rubfi (adj.).
13. AHw,II, 785, s.v. nibttulmf 2; CAD, Xllz,2O2, s.v. 4; Seux, 205-7.

14. AHw,II,700, s.v. G.II.4; CAD,Xlll,38, s.v.4b.
15. Seux, 433-36.
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Less common than the G stem are the D and N stems. The fo.*", tu, the meaning
"lament," for which CAD also lists two G stem citations (cf. nubfi, "lamentation";
menambfrfm), "lamentation priest").16 The 5 stem means "cause to be named," with
only one clear instance.

To some extent, nabfr is s)monymous with zakdru(m), with which it is sometimes
parallel.

In Amorite, nby appears in personal names.lT I. J. Gelb also finds the noun nabi'um,
"prophet"'18 but such forms as na-bi (+ DN) are better understood in the nontechnical
sense "called (by DN)," to the extent that they are not in fact Akkadian forms.
- A similar PN (obviously hypocoristic) nb[1 bn llri also appears in a Punic inscrip

tion.le There is one uncertain Ugaritic occurrence.2O
Manfred Gtirg notes an Egyptian root nbg "rave, be excited," found in medical

texts.2l But it may be a borrowing from Sem. nby/'.
The North and East Semitic primary verb nby also appears in West Semitic, as nb'.22

Arab. naba'a (I: "he uttered a loud voice or sound, cried, barked"; II and IV: "inform";
X: "inquire") is not a denominative from nably/a", "prophg1"'23 on the contrary, the
Arabic primary verb naba'a has nominal derivatives in naba',n, "report, information,"
and nab'atu", "soft sound." OSA tnb', "promise, vow (an offering to a deity)," is
probably also a primary verb, especially if the absence to date of a noun from which
it might derive is not accidental, if, as in Arabic, the fifth stem is often denominative
(cf. Eth. naba'a, "murmur, speak";.2+

A primary verb nby/nb'is easy to analyze in the structural and semantic categories
of Semitic verb formation: its biconsonantal base by/b'obviously reprcsents onoma-
topoeically a particular kind of articulation or sound production. A root augment z- is
common, especially in onomatopoeic verbs.25

2. Nominal Derivatives. Aqatil > qalil nominal derivative of nby/'is found in most
Semitic languages. The lengthened qatll (parls) form represents nominalized adjectives
of the form qatil (paris).26 In Akkadian the verbal adj. paris, which is identical with
the stative, already has passive (better: ergative) force: "called" > "one who has been
called."

16. Xl/|,39, s.v. nabft B.
17. See APNM,236.
18. I. J. Gelb, Computer-Aided Analysis of Amorite. AS, 2l (1980), esp. 26.
19. crs, t,451.4.
20. See 2 below.
21. "Weiteres," with additional bibliog.

23. Lane, 2752f .; cf. A. Wahrmund, Pralcisches Handbuch der neu-arabischen Sprache, 3
vols. in 2 (Giessen, 31898), s.v.; contra HAL, l,659.

24. On Old South Arabic see Beeston, 90; Biella, 289f.; on Ethiopic, W. Lrslau , Contributiors,
32.

GaG, SlO2b; S. Segert, Altaramtiische Grammatik (I*ipzig, 1975), 94.6.3.2.1.
GaG, $55i, 10.

25.
26.
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This is the etymology of Akk. nabium > nabfi(m) I, "one who has been called."27

The word generally designates the king; it never means a mediator called by a deity
to speak, a "prophet." A fossilized epithet serving as a divine name appears indNa-bi-
um, dNa-bu-um, dNa-bu-i, etc., designating the relatively late deity Nabu, the patron

of scribes and wisdom (cf. Heb. n"f;6 in Isa. 46:1). Although it is possible morphologi-

cally to interpret the G ptcp. ndbiu(m) > nnbu@) as active,2s the force of the verbal

adjective with stative/passive (ergative) meaning is more likely here as well. Apopular
etymology of the term "one who has been called" applied to the vizier of Marduk is

found in a Sumerian attribute of Nabu, atr4u-4vro'ga-sa4-a and Emesal, dMu-26-eb-ba-

sd-a, "who has been named with a good name."29

In Ugaritic the noun nb'may occur in the PN (bn) nb'm (<*nb' 'm, "called one [?]
of [the god]'Amm").30It is found in Punic in the PN nb'cited above.

In the other West Semitic languages, the passive (ergative) qattl noun seems to be

borrowed from Heb. ndbt' (fem. n"bi'd).In both Hebrew and these other languages, it
denotes a mediator who has been called by God to speak on God's behalf. The Westem

European languages use the word "prophet," borrowed from Greek, for such a person.

This word itself reflects biblical usage, so that - if we disregard colloquial and arbi-

trary extensions of meaning, such as "weather prophet" - no other word adequately

translates the Hebrew word. For the syntagmatics of ndf;t', see HAL.3|
Although earlier scholars preferred to assume an active basic meaning "speakeq

proclaimer" for Heb. nabi',32 this theory is less plausible. Agent nouns formed like the

Aramaic peal act. ptcp. qdlil do not occur in Hebrew; moreover, qatil and qatil atleast
are not specific to agent nouns.33 On the contrary, analysis of Akk. nabtum, etc., as

"one who is called" suggests that Heb. na-|i' should also be considered a passive

(ergative) verbal adjective or a noun formed from such an adjective with the same

meaning as in Akkadian; it is not necessary to postulate an Akkadian loanword.3a

Similar Hebrew qattl forms include 'dsi4 "prisoner"; bdbtn "chosen one (of God)";
ydfi/,"beloved";maitah, "anointedone(of God)"; naztr"dedicatedone(of God)";
idktr "hirehng"; etc. Friz Werner has theorized that in Biblical Hebrew the qatil form
was especially productive of nouns and nominalized adjectives, while in Modem

Hebrew the pure qattl adjective has overtaken the noun.35 This analysis agrees with
my findings.

Semantically, such an etymology of ndbi'can be compared to the use of qr', "call,"
with Yahweh as subject and the object either the servant of Yahweh (Isa. 42:6;49:l;

27. AHw, ll, 697b; CAD, Xll 1, 31, s.v. nabfi adj.
28. AN,141,2t8.
29. F. Pomponio, "Nab0," StSem, 5l (1978), 6-8.
30. PNU. 17.39, 164.
31. HAL,II, 661f.
32. See the bibliog. in Rendtorff, TDM Y1,796, n. 105.
33. For examples see VG, I, $138b; cf. Bk, E6ln".
34. Contra Rinaldi, 398, see Jeremias; HAI. tr,661f .

35. F. Wemer, Die Wortbildung der hebriiischen Adjektiva (Mesbaden, 1983), l3l.
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cf .22:20), Abraham (41:9; 51:2), or lsrael (Hos. l1:1; Isa. 54:6). Morphosemantically

comparable is the construct plural in q"ri'A ha'edA, "called to the congregation" (Nu.

1: 16 [I{; 16:2;26:9 [Q]; ct. qerfr'A hd'EQi l:16 [Q);26:9 lI<1.
The technical military language of the Lachish letters (3:20; 16:5) may exhibit a

metonymic shift of meaning.36

From Hebrew (including Middle Hebrew), naQt', "ptophet," entered the Aramaic

languages, from which Arabic and Ethiopic obviously borrowed it. Although the pri-

mary verb nb' with its G stem meaning is attested in both Arabic and Ethiopic, the

nouns nabty/ r,, (Arabic) and nabty (Ethiopic) and their derivatives do not appear to

be autochthonous.3T

3. The Denominative Verb nb'. ln Hebrew the noun ndf;t', derived from a North-
west Semitic verb nb', itself gave rise to a denominative verb in the niphal and

hithpael meaning "act as a ndlt', prophesy." The hithpael in particular sometimes

takes on the derogatory sense of "behave like a prophet" (1 K. 18:29; Jet. 14:14;
29:26f .: Ezk. 13 17 ; a different sense in Jer. 26:20; Ezk. 37: l0). On the syntagmatics

of nb' niphal and hithpael, see HAL; Jiirgen Jeremias outlines the distribution of
nabt' and nb'.ts

The hithpael is also found in Biblical Aramaic (Ezr. 5:1), as well as in other Aramaic

dialects.3e Syriac has both an etpaal and a less common pael with the same meaning.ao

Although Arabic has primary verbal forms of nb'in stems I-IV and X, the fifth stem

exhibits denominative forms with the meaning "he arrogated to himself the gift of
prophecy or office of a prophet."al The latter is plainly a borrowing modeled on Hebrew

and Aramaic (unlike OSA tnb'discussed above). Forms of the seventh stem, corre-

sponding to the Hebrew niphal, are not found, obviously because the borrowing was

by way of Aramaic and Syriac, which do not have a niphal.a2

4. n"bfi'd and Parallels. From the noun nabt', the Chronicler's history derives the

technical term n"!fi'd, "oracle" (2 Ch. l5:8; E,zr. 6:14 [Aram.]; Neh. 6:12) or "story

of a prophet" (2 Ch. 9:29). T\e term appears later in Sir. 44:3 (par. tbwntm, "thek
understanding")',46:1,13,20 as an abstract noun meaning "prophecy'" It is also found

in the Dead Sea Scrolls, and it undergoes a rich semantic development in Middle
Hebrew.a3 Its parallel in Jewish Aramaic is n"\fr'"1a', "prophecy"; in Syriac, nbiwfrld',

36. See provisionally H.-P. Mtller, "Notizen zu althebrdischen Inschriften 1," UE 2 (1970),

240-42, with bibliog.
37. See Leslau, 32.
38. HAL, II, 659; Jeremias, TLOT II,697f .
39. WTM, U.1,323t.; Jastrow, 868.
40. I*xSyr 411.
41. [-ane.
42. On stems II and IV in Arabic see also F. Leemhuis, "About the Meaning of nabba'a and

'anba'a in the Qur'6n," Akten des VII. Kongresses fiir Arabistik und Islamwissenschaft, ed.

A. Dietrich. Abhandlungen der Alademie der Wissenschaften in Gdttingen, Phil.-hist. Kl., ser.

3, no. 98 (1976), 244-49.
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"prophecy"; and in Arabic, nubu'af,", "prophecy, the gift of prophecy; olfice, function
of a prophet."a

5. nb'. The root nb', "gush," found in Akkadian (namba'u, "spring"), Hebrew
(nb'), Arabic (nb(), and Ethiopic, is not related to nb', since 'is distinct from 'and
7. The notion of "gushing" ecstatic speech therefore has nothing to do with the

etymology of Heb. nb'.as The metaphorical use of zb' to describe speech (qal: Sir.

50:27; hiphil: Ps. l9:3[Eng. y. 2l;78:2; ll9:l7l; 145:7; cf. 7l:16) is etymologically
irrelevant.

II. "Prophecy" in the Ancient Near East. If we understand a "prophet" to be a

mediator of divine words, we find prophetic phenomena more or less consistently (1) at

Mari in the eighteenth century s.c., (2) in Canaan in the fifteenth, eleventh, and eighth

centuries, (3) in the Neo-Assyrian Empire, and (4) among the Arabs.In these four areas

of the ancient Near East, the terminology for prophetic figures contains equivalents to

concepts relatedto nabt'; it is not yet possible to saying anything about Eb. nabi'frtum.46

A detailed study of the semantic field of "prophecy" in Semitic, particularly Hebrew,
is still a desideratum.aT

Claims that prophecy is found elsewhere in Mesopotamia, at Ugarit, and above all
in Egypt deserve critical caution.a8 In advanced civilizations, the need for divination
is met largely by technical means in the broadest sense, provided by sacral institutions.
Historical schemata with a finalistic view of the present, which appear to anticipate

apocalypticism,4e for this very reason do not fall within the realm of prophecy.

l. Mari. The Mari leffers use the word mafufifim > mufrfifrm, fem. mufiSnturn, "ec-
static" (already found in Old Akkadian), for the mediator of a divine message.so The

noun, a pqrras form designating a function, derives from mafifr(m), "rave (ecstati-

cally)." This etymology accords with the Mari evidence: the use of the N stem of
ma!fr(m) for the inspired state of the mediator dispels any doubt concerning the latter's

ecstatic condition.sl It must remain an open question, however, whether kumrum, hke
Heb. tonr niphal, "become excited" (cf. *kbmer "idol priest"), denotes an ecstatic.s2

In addition, we find dpilu(m), "answerer," the G stem participle of apdlu(m), and its

43. On the former see HAL, il,,660; on the latter, WTM, N,324f.
44. For Jewish Aramaic s* WTM, W' 325; ChW il, 85; Jastrow, 867. For Arabic see Lane.
45. Contra GesTh, il12,838a; Jastrow, 868; et al.
46. G. Pettinato, BA, 39 (1976),49.
47. Brief surveys are given by Rendtorff, TDNT, V[,809f.; Jeremias, 698f.; and many others.
48. For Mesopotamia see M. Dietrich; for Ugarit, van Selms; and for Egypt, Lanczkowski;

cf. Rendtorff, TDNI VI,80l.
49. W W Hallo, "Akkadian Apocalypses," IEJ, 16 (1966),231'24?.
50. ARM, Itr, 40:9, 19; 78:12, 20, 27; A 455; the fem. occurs in VI, 45:9; X, 5O:22.

51. ARM, X, 7:7; 8:7; contra Noort, 24f.
52. ARM, VItr, l:37-39, 44. See J. Renger, 7A', 59 (1969),219, n. 1042.
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feminine equivalent apiltum.s3 Except at Mari, however, the use of dpilu(m) and dpilum
for "prophet" appears to be rare.5a

The use of apdlu(m), "answer," for a prophetic oracle is analogous to the use of
Heb. + ilJlf 'dnd for the communication of a divine oracle in response to a lament, as

in Ps. 22:22(21), '"ni1dn4 "you have answered me," i.e., "you have granted my
request," and the petition '"neni, "answer me," in Ps. 13:4(3). We find a similar usage
in prose, e.g., 1 S. 28:6. Abraham Malamat also compares the second element of the
enigmatic phrase '€r we'oneh in Mal. 2:12 to lrkk. dpilu(m) ("he who is aroused and
he who responds").ss

The ecstatic character of inspiration is not at odds with the mediator's self-perception
as a messenger of the deity, an understanding expressed in the legitimation elements
of the language associated with prophecy at Mari.56 [n the case of the Hebrew prophets,
too, the ecstatic impulse can occasionally be translated into reflection and be articulated
to those addressed as lst-person discourse spoken by God. The "way" that leads from
impulse to articulation is symbolized as the consequence of being sent (Akk.
iapdru[m];s7 cf. Heb. -+ n]U idlahuse.dof prophets: Isa. 6:8; Jer.l:,7; 19:14;25:15,17
26:12,15;42:5,21;43:lf .;Ezk.2:3f .;3:6;Hag. l:I2;Zr,c. 2:12f .[8t.],15[ l]; 4:9; 6:15;
etc.).

2. Canaan. The Taanach trtter (15th century r.c.) speaks of an il!-ba?-/ma?-an
dA-ii-rat, "finger/(oracle-giving) pundit of Asherah" (ll. 20L;'ss a "sign" (it-ta-am,
l. 23) and "word" (a-wa-tam,l.24) are anticipated. William F. Albright associated the
umman Aiirat with the "n"bt' 'Aienih" of 1 K. 18:19.5e Authenticating signs are
associated with oracles in several texts, e.g., Ex.3:12;4:8f .,17,28,30; Isa. 7:11-14; also
Dt. 13:2(l). Ps.74:9 may allude to interpretation of signs as oracles by a cultic (?)
prophet (cf. Jgs. 6:17; I S. 14:10; Ps. 86:17).

The story of Wen-Amun speaks in a nontechnical sense of a'Qd't "old [?] man,"
a priest (?) associated with the prince of Byblos, who became possessed by a god while
offering sacrifice and raved through the night. During that time (or afterward?) he
conveyed a message from the god correcting the conduct of the prince.60

Thestelaof KingZakirof HamathandLSspeaks of hzyn, "seers," atd'ddn, "oracle

53. ARM, X, 9:6; 53:5; Xlll,23:6, 16:' All2l:24,26,30,37,41;the fem. occurs in X, 8l:4;
A ll2l:30.

54. AHw, l, 58a; CAD, Ill, 170, s.v. apilu A.l.
55. Pp. 2ll-13. Other words were used occasionally for "prophet" at Mari; see, e.g., Koch,

UE 4:76. For a general discussion of Old Babylonian terms for prophets see Renger, 219ff. (for
Mert,222).

56. Westermann, Forschung, I, 178f.; Koch, UE 4:62.
57. ARM,II,90:19; III,40:13; XItr, l14:11.
58. First published by F. Hrozn;i in E. Sellin, Tbll Ta'annek. AWW Denkschrifi, 50llY ( 1904),

I l3f. On the reading rt-mn-an see W. F. Albright, BASOR, 94 (1944), 18 and n. 281' ANET, 490.
59. Albright, BASOR,94 (1944), 18, n. 28.
60. Following the translation of E. Edel, based on A. Scharf, AS. 74 (1933), 147, found in

TGt3,4148, esp. 43; with bibliog.
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interpreters (?)," who pronounce a formal oracle of disaster against the king's enemies as

the "answer" of the god B'l5myn to his prayer.6l The term "seer" recalls Balaam (Nu.

24:4,16; cf. now also the phrase 'i bfz]h'lha "the man who sees the godsi" from the ink
inscription of Deir '4.116), who among other things (?) pronounces an oracle against his
own people.62 The long-enigmatic 'dd of the Afis stele63 resembles Heb. '6ded, a name

obviously invented ad hoc for afictive prophet rn,zCh.28:9 (cf .15:1,8 [text?]); the name

may have derived from a half-forgotten term denoting a profession or function.
Ugaritic parallels to Aram. 'ddhave been cited by James F. Ross (tZr, "embassy";

cf. Heb. 'wdhiphil, "warn"; t'dh,lsa.8:16,20; etc.) and by J. Sanmartin.e Aelred Cody
has proposed a connection with Egyp. 'gd.65

3. Neo-Assyrian Prophetic Oracles. Neo-Assyrian prophetic oracles call those who
pronounce themragimu(Gptcp. of ragdm, "call"), fem.ragintu; accordingtoWolfram
von Soden, a ragamu/raggimu, like an dpilu(m), is an oracle priest.66 Neo-Assyrian
"prophecy" is discussed by Manfred Weippert and by M. Dietrich. Weippert cites

several " 'spontaneous' oracles, namely, dreams or divine utterances comparable to the

words of the OT prophets," in connection with the "holy wars" of the Assyrians.6T

Dietrich points to the preservation of prophetic utterances both in royal letters and in
compilations like the tablet IV R 68;ffi the latter resemble the smaller literary units (like
Isa. [6:l-]7:l-8,18) on which the prophetic books are based.

4. Among thz Arabs. The pre-Islamic kahin*, fem. hdhinaf", are not actually priests

but soothsayers (cf. kahana, "foretell"). Theirmantic activity appears to have evolved
from priestly extispicy and oracular practice at sanctuaries; they are also consulted for
decisions in legal matters. The Koranic nabiy/tu is discussed elsewhere.6e

III. Usage.
L Amos. Am. 7:12-16 is characteristic of the cautious use earlier preexilic written

prophecy makes of ndlt'andnb'. Amaziah addresses Amos as l.tdzeh, "s*r" (v. l2),

61. KN,2024.,13-15.
62. See H.-P. Mtiller, "Die aramiiische tnschrift von Deir'Alld und die fllteren Bileam-

sprtiche," 7AW,94 (1982), 2l+244, with bibliog.
63. KN,202A,12.
@. KTU, 1.2,I, 22, 26, 28, 30, 40f., M. See Ross, 5ff.; J. Sanmartin, "Zu den'd(d)-Deno-

minderungen im Ugaritischen," UE 12 (1980), 34548.
65. A. Cody, "A Professional Oracular Medium," JEA, 65 (1979),99-106; cf. J. Ebach and

U. Rtiterswrirden, "Die byblitische Ekstatiker," Gdttinger Miszellen,20 (1977), 17-22;M. Gorg,
"Die Ekstatiker von Byblos," ibid.,23 (1977),31-33. See above.

66. AHw, I1,942.
67. Pp. 471tr.
68. Pp. 38ff See ANE?3, 605. The text is from H. C. Rawlinson, The Cuneifurm Inscriptions

of Western Asia (L,ondon, 1861-84).
69. H. Speyer, Die biblischen Erzdhlmgen im Qoran (Hildesheim, 21961), 416423; Zim-

merli, "Der Prophet im AT und im Islam," Studien, 284-310; also Leemhuis.
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and forbids him (using the niphal of nb) to continue to appear as a nfrf;t'in Israel (vv.
l2f .).In what follows, Amos does not return to this form of address, obviously because
he does not perceive it as a challenge. On the contrary, he takes the use of nD'niphal
to describe his activity as an occasion emphatically to reject his identification as a
ndf;t', "prophet," or ben-nali', "member of a band of prophets" (v. 14a). If this referred
to a typical cult prophet, Amos would also be disputing the right of the priest (as in
Jer. 29:26f.) to ban him from the "royal sanctuary" and "imperial temple." Amos,
however, is concemed primarily to refute the imputation that he makes his living
through prophecy (v. 12b) and is consequently greedy or venal (cf. Mic. 3:5; Ezk.
13:19). In v. l4b, therefore, he emphasizes that he earns his bread by agriculture. In
v. l5b (as in 3:8), of course, he must himself tse nb' niphal for his own prophetic
ministry, exercised under divine constraint.

Some scholars attempt to reconcile ld'ndli' 'dnbftiin v. l4a with the impv. hinndpd'
in v. 15b by interpreting v. l4a as a preterit: "I was not a prophet 

- until Yahweh
'took' me." Apart from the banality of such a statement, neither in v. 14a nor in l4b
can an atemporal noun clause be read as a statement about past time. The form /d'
hdytlt with a predicate noun would have been available had the reference been to the
past.To

The prophecy of disaster that follows (v. 17) is preceded by an accusation (v. 16)

that places in Amaziah's mouth the use of nb' niphal in parallel with n1p hiphil, "cause
to drip" > "slaver (ecstatically)" (cf. Mic. 2:6,1|'Ezk 2l:2,7120:47:21:'21). The priest
is characterized once more in terms of his aristocratic disdain for the n"f;tim, among
whom he includes Amos.

In Am. 2:l1f .;3:7, where nb' niphal and ndQi' are used positively, we are dealing
with "Deuteronomistic" redaction.Tl ln 2:12 n"!t'tm and Nazirites represent a conser-
vative nomadic set of values that the preexilic Israelites wanted to silence (cf. the
Deuteronomistic commendation of the Rechabites in Jer. 35:13-17). If the Deuter-
onomistic perspective accurately reflects the thinking of the prophets, they were mir-
roring (belatedly) the problems that beset the ancient Hebrew religion with the change
to an agrarian and urban milieu and the encounter with the higher civilization of the
Canaanites and their hierarchical social structure.

2. Prophetic Naruatives before Amos. It is relatively easy to date these Amos texts.
We shall now turn our attention to prophet narratives that are in part later compositions
although set in the period before Amos.

a. The 'Judge" Deborah is called 'iii6 n"f;?'d, a "prophetic woman" (Jgs. 4:4; cf.

70. Contra H. H. Rowley, H. Graf Reventloq et al.; see the bibliog. in H. W. Wolff, Joel and
Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),312, n. 30. A totally different approach is taken by Z.7cvit, " A
Misunderstanding at Bethel: Amos VII 12-17," W 25 (1975),783-790; idem, "Expressing Denial
in Biblical Hebrew and Mishnaic Hebrew, and in Amos," W 29 (1979),505-8; see the remarks
of Y. Hoffmann, "Did Amos Regard Himself as a Nabt'?" W 27 (1977),209-212.

71. W. H. Schmidt, "Die deuteronomistische Redaktion des Amosbuches," 24W,77 (1965),
168-193; cf. Wolff, Joel and Amos, ll2f.
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'ti ndlt'in 6:8 [Deuteronomistic]); alongside the military charisma of Barak, the phrase
suggests words that predict victory and inspire to battle (vv. 6f.,9,14). When Ex. 15:20
calls Miriam nePt'd, however, the title represents an attenuated concept of the ndQi',
albeit expressive of high esteem.

This is also true in 1 S. 3:20, which says of Samuel thatne'eman . . . lenaPt leYHWH,
"he was esteemed as a prophet for Yahweh" (cf. 2 Ch. 35:18; Sir. 46:13,(15),20.
Nowhere else is Samuel called ndbt'; only in I S. 19:.22-24, in the context of a
comparatively late narrative, is Samuel described as leader of a group of n"!tim. ln
the legendary narrative of Saul's search for the strayed donkeys, Samuel is called 'iJ
(hd)'"l6him, "man of God" (9:6-8,10). In the following scene with the girls ar the well,
he is introduced at first anonymously as ro'eh, "seer" (vv. l1f.); he himself claims this
title when speaking with Saul (vv. 18f.; on Samuel as "seer," cf. I Ch. 9:22;26:28;
29:29). Strangely, v. 9 relates the terms ndpt' and ro'eh, even though the context (vv.
l-9) uses ii (hd)'"lahtm and the following section (vv. 11-21) uses r6'eh. John B. Curtis
treats v. 7 as a popular etymology.

In 2 S. 24:ll; I Ch.2l:9, Gad is called hdz€h d6wid, "David's seer," clearly a more
accurate term (cf. hbzEh-hammeleft in 2 Ch.29:25). The appositive hannaf;t', wirhout
a genitive, is added to his name in 1 S. 22:5;2 S. 24:11. This is another example of
attenuated usage, especially in the latter verse, a product of Deuteronomistic redaction,
where it redundantly precedes hdzeh /AwiQ. The (a?) Deuteronomistic redactor also
uses hannapi'appositively with Nathan's narne (2 5.7:2; 12:25; I K. l:8,10,22tr.,32,
34,38,44t.; cf. Ps. 5l:2[superscription]), although Nathan plays a "prophetic" role ar
best in 7:2. The term also appears in apposition with the names of Ahijah ( I K. 1 I :29;
14:2,18) and Jehu (16:1,12).

In I K. 18:22 Elljah calls himself ndf;i' IeYHWH; he "alone remained" as such
during the persecution, in contrast to the 450 prophets of Ba'al (cf. 19:10). Therefore
the Deuteronomistic redactor (DtrP?) adds hanndlt', "the (true) prophet," attributively
to Elijah's name in v. 36 (cf. ho prophdt€s in the LXX [except the Lucianic recension]
of I K. 17:1; on Elijah as an eschatological figure, see also Mal. 3:23). Connotatively
similar are the expressions ndf;i' b"yiird'€I, "prophet in Israel" (2 K. 5:8 [Deuter-
onomisticl; cf.6:12), and hannnpt '"ier beiom"r6n, "the prophet in Samaria," used by
a captive Israelite slave girl to describe Elisha (5:3); cf. Elisha's call l"ndf;i (1 K. 19:16;
also 2 K. 3: I l; 5:13; 9:1,4). More commonly, of course, Elisha is called 'ti (hd)'elohtm,
"man of God"; this title and the concomitant motifs associated with being a miracle
worker were then applied to Elijah (l K. 17:18,24;2K.1:9-13).

An anonymoas ndpt' is described in I K. 20:-13,22 as predicting a victory; when
this prediction is fulfilled, he gives military advice (l K.20:13,22). Hostiliry berween
the ndlt' I"YHWH Micaiah ben Imlah, who predicts disaster, and the four hundred
optimistic court prophets of the "king of Israel" is presupposed in 1 K. 22:6,10,12f .72

Also anonymous is the old ndpi'of Bethel in the legend of 1 K. 13; he leads an
equally anonymous 'ti (ha)'"lAhtm from Judah (identified with Amos by Julius Well-
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72. On vv. 19-23 see 2.c below.
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hausen, Otto Eissfeldt, et al.) into temptation, pretending to have received a d"par
YHW H from a mal' dft (v. I 8).2: Catching the miscreant red-handed, he predicts disaster,
which naturally ensues, so that the legend can function as a burial site etiology (cf.
2 K. 23:16-18). Each title ('iJ lhdl'"ldhtm and ndbt) is assigned consistently to one of
the actors; only in the words of introduction, gam-'"nt nfut' kAmOSA, "I also am a
prophet as you are," addressed to the "man of God" (v. lSa) might we find a violation
of this principle. Are we dealing here with repressed polemic against the institution of
the "man of God," if indeed there was such a specific institution or function?74 The
text clearly acknowledges that "men of God" also come forward bi/Qar YHWH, "at
the command of Yahweh" (v. 1), so that the conflict between the functionaries appears

to be displaced onto the deity. It is also unclear whether the "son" (v. ll [text?]) and
the "sons" (vv. 12f.,27,31) of the nnbt', whom v. ll refers to as their "father," are his
children or his disciples (on the 'd! of a group of prophets, cf. 1 S. 10:12;2 K.2:12;
6:21).75

b. Moses is occasionally called a ndlt'. The earliest stratum of his call narrative,
Ex. 3:1-4a*,5,7f.*,16f.* (the association of which with the original Yahwist Martin
Noth finds dubious), presupposes a prophetic role for Moses: he receives a typical
oracle of salvation (w. 7f.) and is commanded to proclaim it (vv. 16f.).76 Since there
are no convincing historical grounds for categorizing Moses as a prophet,TT the question
arises as to what historical ideology led the author of the text to this picture of him. A
relatively early understanding of Moses as a ndli'is also found in Hos. 12:14(13),
which, like Ex. 3:4b,6,9-14(15) (E), clearly envisions a politically involved prophet
like Elisha.

Nu. 12:6-8a (linked to its secondary context by v. 8b) is difficult to categorize both
traditio-historically and literarily. It counts Moses among the n"!tim: Yahweh speaks

to him not only through visions and dreams (v. 6), and therefore "in riddles," but
"mouth to mouth" (v. 8acr; cf. "face to face": Ex. 33:ll; Dt.34:l0b). According to
v. Sap (secondary?), he "beholds the form of Yahweh." Thus he is Yahweh's "servant"
(vv. 7a,8b; cf. the Deuteronomistic [DtrN?] texts Dt. 3:24;34:5; Josh. l:1f.,7,13,15;
I K. 8:53,56;2 K. 2l:8; also Ps. lO5:.26; Mal. 3:22). Moses is "entrusted (ne"min)
with all [Yahweh's] house" (v. 7b; cf. Samuel in I S. 3:20b). But the terminology used
is inappropriate: speaking "in riddles," i.e., in visions or dreams, is characteristic of
those whose dreams come true (Gen. 37,40f.; Jgs. 7:13f.; Dnl. 2,4), not of neltTm.

73. See Wellhausen, Die Composition des Hexlteuchs (Berlin, 31899),277f.; Eissfeldt, "Amos
und Jona in volksttimlicher Uberlieferung," KlScha lY, 137-142. For analysis and dating see
E. Wiirthwein, I Kdnise l-16. ATD, ll I I (1977), 168tr.

74. Conta Holstein.
75. See Williams; Philipps. On I S. 10:12 see 2.c below.
76. M. Noth, A History of Pentateuchal Traditions @ng. trans., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1972),

30, n. 103, etc.; but cf. the cautious discussion by L. Schmidt, "Uberlegungen zum Jahwisten,"
EvT, 37 (1977),233-36. On the form see C. Westermann, "The Way of the homise through the
OT," The OT and Chistian Faith, ed. B. W. Anderson (Eng. trans., New York, 1969), 2N-224,
esp.2o2ff.

77. See Perlitt.
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Moses becomes the prototype of all prophets in Dt. 18:15,18 (Deuteronomistic

[DtrN?]78); in Dt. 34:10a, however, as in Nu. l2:6-8a, the prototype eclipses his
successors. Nu. l1:14-17,24b-25,30, a late episode,Te legitimizes "seventy elders" in
an undefined leadership role (contrast their cultic function in Ex. 24:9-ll and their
judicial role in Ex. l8:13-26; Dt. l:9-18); they receive a share of the "spirit" that rests

on Moses and fall into a frenzy (nb' hithpael: Nu. 11 :25-27). The mention in vv. 26'29
of two outsiders who also share in the spirit because they were "registered" (v.26ap;
a gloss?) is also secondary;8o v. 29 calls the ecstatics n"!t'im.

We are dealing with a late extension of terminology when Gen. 2O:7 (E) calls
Abraham a ndbi'. Ex. 7: I (P) even calls Aaron the ndli'of Moses (cf. 4: l6). Ps. 105: 15

calls the ancestors ofIsrael "anointed ones" and "prophets" ofYahweh. Finally, even

David, whom the Deuteronomistic history already calls Yahweh's "servant,"at becomes
'ti hd"l6him in Neh. 12:36 and the mediator of an"!A'd recorded in Psalms (llQPsa).sz

c. Two parallel narratives use the pl. n"Pi'tm for groups of prophets Saul meets (helel
n"pt'tm in I S. 10:5,10; lahaqal l?) hann"bt'tm in 19,,20), who infect him and his
messengers with their freruy (10:6,10; l9:2of.,23f.). The stories are told to explain a
mAidl that includes Saul in a group of contemptible people (10:llf.; 19:24); l923f.
tacks on some repugnant details. T\e n"pi'tm themselves would be especially con-
temptible if we had to think of the bami at gib'a! hd'"ldhim, from which 10:5 says

they came with all the paraphernalia for their frenzy, as a Canaanite sacrificial high
place; the second story is setb"niwi/61(?) in Ramah, where David is granted sacral

asylum. But 10:5ff. makes the theory of Canaanite or canaanizing cultic prophecy

unlikely: the etiology of the mdidl is used instead to represent Saul as a man endowed
with the Spirit of Yahweh.S3 The question in l0:12a about the "father" (i.e., leader) of
the group is unmotivated and intrusive: only in 19:19ff. is a leader mentioned.

Along with "dreams" and'firtm, I S. 28:6(15) speaks of (han)nept'im as vehicles
for an (oracular) answer from Yahweh; when (as here) such divination fails (cf. I S.

3:lb), it is a sign of God's withdrawal.
The Elijah legends include the nept'A YHWH among those persecuted by Ahab and

Jezebel (l K. 18:4,13; cf. 19:1,10; also 2 K. 9:7, Deuteronomistic [P?]); the latter in
particular plays the role of an antihero against the proponents of Yahweh's claim to
exclusive worship.8a The statement in 1 K. 18:22that Elijah alone is left as a prophet
of Yahweh is hard to reconcile with the hundred prophets saved by Obadiah (18:4,13);

78. See 4.a below.
79. For dating, see Wellhausen, Composition, 99f.; M. Noth, Numbers. Ofa (Eng. trans.

1968), 83f.
80. Hossfeld and Meyer, 19-21.
81. See 4.b below.
82. DJD,IV, 92:ll.
83. H. Wildberger, TZ, 13 (1957), 454 = his Jahwe und sein Volk. GSAT, ed. H. H. Schmid

and O. H. Steck. 7h4 66 (1979),40; see also J. Sturdy, "The Original Meaning of 'Is Saul also
among the Prophets?' " W, 20 (1970), 206-213.

84. Steck, 0berlieferung; U. Mnter, Frau und Gdnin (Frelbrtrg and Gcittingen, 1983), 577-
588.
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Georg Hentschel therefore argues that vv. 3b,4,12b,13(14) are a secondary addition.8s
The opposing group to the prophet(s) of Yahweh are the 450 n"pfA habba'al said to
be maintained by Jezebel (w. 19,22,25,40; cf. hann"f;i'tm in v. 20); the "400 prophets
of Asherah" mentioned in isolation in v. 19 are most likely an outgrowth of the history
of the text.86

The image of the n"!t'A habba'al in I K. l8:19ff would suggest Canaanite cult
prophets, were it not the product of the black-vs.-white imagery that belongs to the
dynamics of the legend. In 2 K. 10:19 "all the prophets of Baal" are generalized by
the addition of kol-'dpeQdyw ("all his worshipers" [text?]) and "all his priests"; this
language robs the image of the prophets of Ba'al of its specificity, at least if the cycle
of Elijah legends in I K. l7t-(19) presupposes Jehu's revolution,8T and 1 K. 18:210

(albeit traditio-historically secondary88) is intended simply to legitimize the slaughter
of all the followers of Ba'al in 2 K. lO:(14),18-24.

In I K. 22:19-22(23), a Judahite interpolation into what was probably already a
reworked North Israelite narrative,Se a rfiah ieqer ("lying spirit") from Yahweh's
council fills the 400 optimistic court prophets of the "king of Israel," identified in v. 20
(Deuteronomistic [P?]) as Ahab. The "king of Israel" is deceived by them, just as the
"man of God" in I K. 13 was deceived by a ndli'of Yahweh.

The scene of the council assembled around Yahweh's throne has a history that
stretches back to the Sumerian royal chronicle.m This mythological concept serves to
derive the conflict between true and false prophets of Yahweh from a providential
decision on the part of Yahweh; the underlying motif of divine deception projects onto
the deity a contradiction in the relationship of human beings to their religious and social
world. The deceptive oracle is fulfilled, although the "king of Israel" attempts to escape
his fate by disguising himself (vv. 30tr.). A similar theme appears in the lliad (2.1ff.):
Zeus, who can think of nothing better in the conflict among the gods, uses a "deluding
dream" represented as a personal emissary to send Agamemnon into a hopeless battle.

d. The plural phrase b"nA hann"f;i'irz, "sons of the prophets, members of a company
of prophets" (cf. ben-ndbi': Am. 7:14), is used throughout 2 K. 2:3-9:7 for the circle
around Elisha; they sit "before" their master and enjoy table fellowship with him (4:38).
The contrast with the court prophets of the North Israelite kings is noted in 3:13. The
members of this circle have wives (4:1ff.); it includes ne'arim (5:22), one of whom is

85. G. Hentschel, Die Eliaerztihlungen. ETS, 33 (1977),67-69.
86. Wellhausen, Composition, 279, n. l, and many others.
87. R. Smend, W,25 (1975),540.
88. E. Wrirthwein, ZTK, 59 (1962),134.
89. E. Wtirthwein, "Ztr Komposition von I Reg 22 l-38," Das ferne und rnhe Wort. Fest-

schrift L. Rost. BZAW, 105 (1967), 245-254,esp.252; Hossfeld and Meyer, 32-34;for a different
view, see H. Schweizer, "Literarkritischer Versuch zur Erziihlung von Micha ben JimlU" 82,23
(1979), r-19.

90. H.-P. Mtiller, "Die himmlische Ratsversammlung," ZNW, 54 (1963), 254-267; idena
"Glauben und Bleiben," Studies on Prophecy. SW, 26 (1974), 25-54, esp. 29ff.; --> ?10 sfol. On
the function of similar motifs in oral tradition, see A. B. Lord,, The Singer of Tales (Cambridge,
1960), 146tr.
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the na'ar hanndf;i', the "servant" of Elisha (9:4). While groups (1 S' 10' 19) and even

masses (1 K. 18, 22) of prophets appear earlier, the appearance of a new collective

designation shows that they now constitute closely linked companies.

In 1 K. 20:25, a late legend related to I K. 13, there appears ii'efuAi mibb"nA

hanneltTm ("a certain man of the sons of the prophets"), a prophet of disaster who

uses an exemplary story (cf. 2 s. 121ff.; l4:5tr.; Isa. 5:l-7) to force the king of Israel

(once again Ahab, according to I K.2O:2,13f., Deuteronomistic [P?]etl) to pronounce

his own doom. When he uncovers his eyes and forehead, which he had bandaged to

give the impression of having come directly from the battlefield, the king recognizes

him as mEhann"lt'im ("[one] of the prophets," v. 4l)-possibly because he had

shaved his temples (cf. Jer. 9:25[26);25:23;49:32; also the prohibition inl*v. 19:27;

21:5) or more likely because he had a taw tattooed (?) on his forehead (cf .Ezk.9:4,6;
also zikkar1n bAn 'Aneyf;d: Ex. 13:9 [Deuteronomistic]).e2

e. The Deuteronomistic sections of 1 Samuel and I Kings use the niphal of nb' just

3 times. In 1 S. l0 ll; 19:20, the participle denotes the existence of a state of ecstatic

frenzy; the extension to Saul of the taunts in 1 S. l0:1 lf. and 19:24 lends the texts an

ambivalent overtone. In 1 K. 22:12 the participle likewise denotes ecstatic speech that

clearly went on for some time. On the frequent attribution of ecstatic freruy to the rttal.t

YHWH or rfiah'rtdhim ("divine Spirit"; cf. 1 S. 10:6,10), note already the identification

of Sum. tnan-ni-ba-tu, "onewhohasbeenenteredbyadivinepower,"withAkk. eiiebfi
as the designation of an ecstatic priest, identified in tum with mabbfr.e3

By contrast, the hithpael is relatively frequent in the early period. The scenes in I S.

10:5ff. and l9:20ff. use the participle (10:5) to describe the ongoing ecstatic frenzy of
the group and the narrative tense (10:10) or consecutive perfect (10:6) ingressively for

Saul's falling into a frenzy (10:6,10) or his messengers' doing the same (19:20f.). In

18:10 the hithpael of nb' similarly describes Saul's (depressive?) raving under rttah
'"l6htm ra'A, "an evil divine spirit." Beginning with wayyalek hdl6b "while he went

there," 19:23 uses the narrative tense of the hithpael (cf. Targ.{, Syr.: inf.) for falling
into an ecstatic frenzy; contrast 10:13, where wayef;al m?hilnabb6! refers to the ending

of the frenzy. In 1 K. 18:29 the narrative tense followed by a temporal expression

clearly has derogatory overtones: "behave (constantly) like a nA!i'." Like the niphal

participle in I K. 22:12, the hithpael participle in v. 10 describes the extended ecstatic

speech of the false prophets.% The verb form itself, however, does not express a

derogatory judgment; for the same text uses the negated hithpael imperfect of the true

prophet, who continually "prophesies to the king of Israel nothing favorable, but only

disaster" (vv. 8,18). The hithpael is used positively in Nu. l1:25-27;ts the narrative

tense seems again to be used for the ingressive aspect (vv. 25f.), the participle for the

durative or stative (v.27).

91. W. Dietrich, 121.
92. See B. Stade, 7AW 14 (1894),301; Lindblom, Prophecy,6Tf'
93. CAD, lY,37l; see II.1 above.

94. But see Schweizer, I L
95. See 2.b above.
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3 . From Hosea to the Exile. a. Unlike Amos, Hosea sees a continuity between himself
and earlier "prophets," whose words brought disaster. Through them, yahweh hewed
and killed his people (6:5), after he had spoken in vain to (?) prophets ('al[!]-
hann"pt'im), "multiplied visions &Az6n)," and "depicted (rhe future) through them"
('a/ammeh < dmh I) (12:11[l0]). The sacred history of Israel began with the prophetic
figure of Moses (12:14[lf11s0 and has been continued ever since through prophecy of
disaster and repentance. when the "sentinel of Ephraim" (rightly identified as a ndpi'
by the gloss in 9;8; cf. Jer.6:17;Ezk.3:17;33:2,6t.) is rhreatened by snares, his protest
represents the beginning of a prophetic self-understanding as one who suffers in ful-
filling Yahweh's commission. Hosea is not prevented from using the term naf;i' in a
positive sense by his opponents' defamation of the ndf;t' (whom they also call 'ij
hdrfiah, "man of the [ecstatic] spirit") as 'ewil, "a fool," even m"iugga-', ..mad,' (Hos.
9:7: cf . 2 K. 9:11; Jer. 29:26). A society that had long lived secure without having to
mobilize its reserves of vitality in a struggle for survival obviously no longer had any
need or sympathy for ecstatic agencies of strength and power, so that ecstatic phenom-
ena degenerated into pathology. Hosea knows how to neutralize the mockery of his
enemies: the "iniquity" and "hostility" of his mockers rob the prophet of his sanity
(v. 7b). That the (hostile) prophet, like the priest, should stumble under yahweh's
judgment may be a Judahite glossator's addition to 4:5.e7

b. Despite calling his wife n"!i'A (Isa.8:3), Isaiah never calls himself ndpi'. The
proclamation of disaster in 3:l-3 encompasses ndli' and qdsEm ("diviner";e8 along
with the other functionaries of Jerusalem and Judah (cf. the addition in 9:14[5]). Otto
Kaiser, who maintains that the prophecy of Isaiah is a fifth-century fiction, ascribes
the words wenilt' weqos4m to a glossator.ee During the sacrificial meal, "priest and
prophet" become drunk; the latter are impeded in their "vision" (reading bdrd'd),the
former in giving priestly 'Judgment" (reading biplffiyQ Q8:7). By contrast, Isaiah feels
solidarity with r6'im and haztm, "seers," who are forbidden to deliver an authentic
message (30:10f.); here, too, Kaiser finds a fragment of later prophetic theology (cf.
Am.2:l2b ["Deuteronomistic"]).100 These appraisals of the prophets and seers recall
Amos's rejection of the appellation ndpt'while allowing himself to be addressed as

bOzeh (Am. 7:12ff.).Isaiah seems to have been influenced by the "school" of Amos,
especially in the early period of his ministry.l0l Like other prophetic narratives, the
Isaiah legend uses hannaf;i' in apposition to the prophet's name (Isa. 3j:2;38:l;39:3;
cf . 2 K. l9:2:20:l,ll,l4).

c. Micah is the first to proclaim an oracle of disaster against the n"f;t'im as a group
(Mic. 3:5-8; cf. 2:6-ll). ln 3:9-12 they are among the dignitaries rhreatened wirh

96. See 2.b above.
97. H. W Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), xxxii, 70f., 77f.; cf. W. Rudolph, Ilosea.

KAT Xm/ I (1966), 96f.; J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD, 241 I (1983), 63, 66.
98. See 3.c below
99. Isaiah 1-12. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983), 8,66.
100. Already in Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),292t.
l0l. R. Fey, Amos und Jesaja. WMAM 12 (1963).
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judgmenc they are accused of venality (v. 5) and facile trust in Yahweh (v. l1; cf. Ezk.

13:19). V. 11 links them with the priests (cf . Zeph.3:4). The use of the root -+ EOP

qsm apryars to associate the activity of the n"QtTm with oracles in the technical sense

(qsz is associated with oracular divination, Ezk.2l:26f .l2lf .l; kdh9fm with qos"mtm,

1 S. 6:2; ncltim with qosemim, Isa. 3:2; Jer. 27:9;29:8 ["Deuteronomistic"]; Ezk.

22:28). The announcement of disaster in Mic. 3:6 proclaims the end of all "vision"
(hdz6n) and "revelation" (qesom); cf. hahdztmpar. haqq1s"mtminy.7. Mic. 2:6 recalls

the use of ntp hiphil in Am. 7:16 for the despised and forbidden proclamation of oracles

of disaster.
The verb zb'is not used in Hosea Isaiah, or Micah.
d. The book of Jeremiah uses nfrf;t' and nb'more frequently than all the other

prophetic writings. Here for the firct time conflict with hostile n"\i'im (esp. Jer. 14:13-

16;23:9-321-401) leads to the beginnings of real reflection on Jeremiah's function as

ndli', inthe course of which earlier motifs of prophetic self-understanding are collected

and developed.
The accusations leveled against n"ptim in Jeremiah's oracles of disaster are in part

those already mentioned: facilely making soothing predictions of well-being (4:10;

5:12f.; "Deuteronomistic": 14:13;23:17;27:9f.,14,16;28:9; and probably 37:19),

which do not demand the repentance required (23:22b "Deuteronomistic") and are

therefore of no profi t either to "this people " or to their authors (v. 32b "Deuteronomis-

tic"); greediness, which (as in the case ofthe priests) leads to "deceit" (6:13;8:10;

ieqer in association with ndlt'and its derivatives: 5:1; also the "Deuteronomistic"

texts 14:14; 23:25f .,32;27:l},14-16:29:9,21,31b), immoral conduct (23:l4f;29:33),
etc.

New in comparison to I K. 22:19-23 is the blunt denial that the false prophets have

been sent by Yahweh or even have a revelation at all (Jer. 23:21; "Deateronomistic":

l4:l4f .;23:32;29:31 [contrast v. 15]); they did not "stand in the council of Yahweh"

(23:22; "Deuteronomistic": v. l8), although v. 30 appears to accuse them of plagia-

rizing words of Yahweh from each other. Dreams are their source of revelation (23:-l5f .;

"Deuteronomistic": vv. 27f.;29:8f.). Their words are ascribed rationalistically to
"deceit" (23.26 "Deuteronomistic": 14:14) or "the visions of their own hearts"

(23:16; cf. Ezk. 13:2). "Prophesying" babba'al ("in the name of Baal"), however,

seems to be a thing of the past (Jer. 2:8; 23:13).
Therefore, the ncpt'im must hear Yahweh's defiance (23:30tr.), just as they had

previously been devoured by the sword (2:30). The message of doom is addressed to

both priests and prophets (minndbt'w"'a/kohEn'6:13; 8:10; also 14:18;23:ll; and

the gloss 2:26b lcf . Z,eph.3:4)). Other groups, specifically identified as dignitaries, can

be included (ter. 4:9; 13:13;26:7; 29:l; "Deuteronomistic": 8:l;32:32; also 23:33f.;

cf. the quotation from unconcerned opponents in 18:18). Here, as in Isa.28:7; Mic.

3:11, the frequentjuxtaposition of "priests" and "prophets" probably points to cultic

prophecy (cf . nb'niphal with priestly subj. in Jer.2o:6 ["Deuteronomistic"]; also 2 K.

23:2; Lan. 2:20; Neh. 9:32).
In Jer. 26:11,16, priests and n"liim appear as Jeremiah's enemies in his trial; cf.

also their interference with his ministry in 1l:21; 29:26f.;32:3;37:21. The use of
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hannnlt'in apposition with Jeremiah's name is frequent in the so-called Baruch biog-
raphy, beginning with 2o:2, as though to indicate that Jeremiah's prophetic preaching
was repeatedly both the cause and the scandal of his martyrdom (outside the Baruch
biography: 29:29;32:2; and25:2;29:l:34:6).In ch. 28 both Jeremiah (vv. 5f.,10- 12,15)
and Hananiah (vv. 1,5,10,15[!],17) are so designated.

Jeremiah's unique designation of himself as ltAbt' laggiyim ("prophet to the na-
tions," 1:5) reappears in v. l0 as'al-hagg6yimw"'al-hammamldf;bl (similarly vv. r5f.).
It is explained in 25:13 and 28:8 in terms of prophecies against various nations, so that
Jeremiah's continuity with the earlier prophets is underlined ("the prophets who
preceded you and me from ancient times": 28:8a). continuity with the ncSt'im sent by
Yahweh (also called '"bd4ay, "my [Yahweh's] servans") ever since the exodus from
Egypt is emphasized in7:25f. ("Deuteronomistic") and elsewhere.

4. Exilic Prophecy. a.Dt. 18:9-22 records the law goveming prophecy; in its present
form, it has been shaped by one or more Deuteronomistic redactors. According to vv.
15,18 (DtrN?), a nnbt'like Moses is the positive alternative to the mantics and magi-
cians prohibited in vv. l0f. v. 20 declares that any "prophet" not legitimated by
Yahweh's command (swhpiel [positive], v. l8) shall die (cf. Jer. 14:15 ["Deuteronomis-
tic"l). According to Dt. 13:2,4,6(1,3,5), the same applies to a "prophet or dreamer,'
(cf. Jer. 23:25-28; "Deuteronomistic":23:32;27:9) who calls on the people to worship
"other gods." otherwise the criterion of true prophecy is whether what has been
predicted takes place (hdyd, b6'; Dt. 18.,22; cf. I S. 9:6a; prophecy of salvation: Jer.
5:13; 28:9; prophecy of disaster: Ezk. 33:33; Zr*. l:6), with the imporrant exception
recorded in Dt. 13:2(l)ff. False prophecy is attributed to presumption @dzt{, 18:20;
zdddn, v. 22); it can clearly include prophecy of disaster, as the gloss ld' figfrr
mimmennfr ("do not be frightened by it") in v. 22bp shows.

b. The Deuteronomistic history and is prophetic or nomistic redactional strata (DtrP,
DtrN)toz follow Dt. 18.22 by emphasizing the precise correspondence between proph-
ecy and fulfillment (e.9., I K. 14:18; 16:12 2 K. 14:25, where hanndli' is used in
apposition with ttre names of the prophets; also 2 K. 17:23). Both Mosesl03 and David
have already often been called Yahweh's servants; now the prophets, too, who constitute
an unintemrpted succession, receive the attribute '"yaflW or '"palayw (2 K. 9:7;
17:13,23:21:lO;24:2;cf .'apd6, etc.: 1 K. 14:18;15,29;18:36;2K.14:25).They were
often persecuted (2 K. 9i7).104

In contrast to the preaching of Amos (4:6-12:8:2;9:l), prophecies of disaster are
intended as calls to repentance, verbally anticipating the judgment of Yahweh so as to
renderitsrealityneedless (e.9.,2 S. 12:13f.; lK.2l:17-29;2K.22:t5-20). Asearly
as Jgs. 6:7-10, Yahweh sent an 'ii nAbf (cf. the role of the angel in 2:l-5)-to no
avail, as was always to be true. This failure is summarized retrospectively in 2 K.

102. See esp. W. Dietrich and R. Smend, Die Entstehung des ATs (Stuttgart, 31984), l22f .
103. See 2.b above.
104. See Steck, Israel, lloff.
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17:13-23; 24:2 by the formulaic use of the pl. hann"Qt'tm, and so on. In the prophetic

interpretation of Israel's disastrous history, the criterion of theodicy is the Deuteronomic

torah; the two oracles of "the prophetess Huldah" are characteristic of its simultaneous

threat and promise (2 K.22:16f .,18-20; on the threat, cf. v. 13).10s

The verb nb'is not used in the redactional sections of the Deuteronomistic history

- in contrast to the "Deuteronomistic" Jeremiah texts and Am. 2:12 ("Deuteronomis-
tic").

c. In the book of Ezekiel the conflict with hostile n"!t'?m manifests itself once again

in an oracle of disaster addressed specifically to them, ch. I 3. The paradox of prophet

against prophet is already determined in the introductory command: "Son of man,

prophesy against the prophets who prophesy 'out of their (own) hearts' " (v.2, conj.);
Ezekiel's prophetic opponents "follow [?] their own spirit and have seen nothing"
(v. 3). Clearly the "daughters of (the) people" claim to act as prophetesses (zb'hithpael)
out of their own imagination (v. l7). The normal function of prophets, to preach

repentance so as to preventjudgment through their message, probably lies behind the

accusation in v. 5: in view of the actual situation, the "falsehood" and "lies" of
prophetic vision and speech (vv. 6-8), i.e., the false prophecy of peace (v. 16), are like
whitewash on a cracked (?) wall, which increases the danger when the storm comes

(vv. 10-15; cf .22:28;Lan.2:14).Ezk. 13:.17-21 describes the magical ambitions and

greed of prophetic work performed by women for individual clients.
At present, God does not speak to the prophets (Ezk. 22:28), so that it is as vain to

seek "revelation" (hdzbn) from them as to seek instruction from the priests or counsel

from the elders (7:26, the opposite of the claim cited in Jer. 18:18; cf. Lam. 2:9;Ps.
74:9). lf a prophet nevertheless speaks a dabar Yahweh has "deceived" that prophet
(Ezk. l4:9): both the inquirer (dorei) and the prophet must bear their 'awdn (v. 10; on

the guilt of prophets and priests, cf. Lam.4:13); for Yahweh now gives answer only
directly (Ezk. 14:4,9) - in judgment.

Ezekiel nevertheless claims to be a ndf,i' called by Yahweh; if he speaks now to
deaf ears, when the prophesied judgment takes place the Israelites will "know that

there has been a nnli'among them" (2:5;33:33;cf. I K. 18:36;2 K.5:8, Deuter-

onomistic [P?]). Indeed, Ezekiel understands himself as a "sentinel" (sdpeh) warning

the "house of Israel" (Ezk. 3:17:- 33:2,6f .; cf. Jer. 6:17), as though through his watch-
fulness some individuals might still escape the unavoidable. In this vein, Ezk.3:18-21
and 33:2-9 even develop a casuistry of punishment.

With striking frequency, the niphal impv. hinnfrle'appears formulaically in the

elaborate introductions to several rhetorical units (Ezk. 6:2 et passim; cf. the consecutive
perfect in 4:7): the repetition is intended to counter a weaker and weaker legitimation
of prophetic speech.

105. On the assignment of parts of these oracles to DtrP and DtrN by W Dietrich (Prophetie,

55-59; idem, W, 27 U9771,25-29), see E. Wiirthwein, ZTK, 73 (1976),404f.; M. Rose, ZAW
89 (1977), 54-57; and, with exaggerated emphasis on the unity of the present text, H.-D.
Hoffmann, Reform und Redeformen. ATANT 66 (1980), 170-180.
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Ezekiel's appeal to the rfrah ("Spirit") or yaQ ("hand") of Yahweh (ll: f .;37:l),
as well as his trance (4:7f.) and rapture (37:l), have something of an archaic and
shamanistic air that does not eschew the pathological. But the attitude of those he was
addressing also included such elements of traditionalism if they needed such mani-
festations. ln2l:19(14), Yahweh's command to prophesy is associated with instructions
for magical clapping. On the association of magic with prophecy, cf. 11:13; 37:7tr.;
also facing in the direction of those addressed while prophesying: 4:7 (esp.); 6:2; 13: 17;
2l:2,7; etc.

In continuity with earlier prophecies, the "extension" of the Gog prophecy in 38: 17

describes this very prophecy in language with Deuteronomistic overtones. There is a
hint of apocalypticism when prophecies speak leydmtm rabbim andl"'itttm r"ltdq6g "to
many years ahead and distant times."

Ezk. 40-48, Deutero-Isaiah, and "Trito"-Isaiah do not use nnlt'and its derivatives.

5. Postexilic Prophecy. a. In Haggai andZechaiah, as is often the case in prophetic
narratives, hanndlt'is linked as a formulaic appositive with the name of the prophet
(Hag.l:3,121'2:1,10;Z,ec.l:7; cf. the superscriptions Hab. 1:1; 3:1;Hag. l:l:Znc.l:l
[Ps. 51:2(supencription)]). Only in Zechariah do we find other uses of the root. His
intelpretation of the futile mission of the preexilic prophets of disaster as preachers of
repentance (l:461.7:7,12) echoes the Deuteronomistic history. Only now, after judg-
ment, do those affected respond with a doxology (1:6), consult priests and prophets for
ritual instruction (7:3), and hear their message of comfort (8:9), which differs from the
preaching of the "former prophets" (7:12).

b. Like the Deuteronomistic history the Chronicler's history understands the preex-
ilic prophets as preachers of repentance: if they are heeded, their prophecies of disaster
may go unfulfilled, at least in part (2Ch.l2:5tr; 15:lff.; 28:9ff.; cf. 33: 10-13). Usually,
however, there is no repentance (20:37:21:12ff;24:20;36:12), and the prophet comes
to a violent end (24:21). The retrospective summaries in 2 Ch. 36:16 and Neh. 9:26ff.
describe the law by which rejection of the prophets brings God's wrath, against which
there is no remedy.

Already in the Deuteronomistic history the prophets as preachers of repentance are
exegetes of the Torah; inEzr.9:10f., where they are again called Yahweh's "servants,"
they are actually the givers of the "commandments" (similarly in IQS l:3; 8:15f.; and
possibly CD 5:21; 6:la). In 2 Ch. 2O:2O, in the light of an impending war, King
Jehoshaphat calls for faith ('mn hiphil) in both Yahweh and the prophets (cf .'mn niphal
with nby'yk as subj. in Sir. 36:16).

Ezr.5:lf .;6:14 (1 Esd. 6:1; 7:3LXX) emphasize the leading role playedby postexilic
prophecy, beginning with Haggai and Zechariah, in the building of the second temple.
By contrast, the use of nb' for the performance of music in the cult (l Ch. 25: l-3) and
the identification of Nathan as the founder of such music may reflect the decline of
earlier cultic prophecy to the Levites' temple music.

According to Neh. 6:7, Nehemiah's enemies charge him with having hired "proph-
ets" to proclaim him as (messianic?) pretender to the throne. In vv. 10ff. he himself
speaks of a hired "oracle" (n"!fi'Q, of "prophets" (including a woman) frightening
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him at the behest of these same enemies. Shemaiah, Nehemiah's chief enemy among

the prophets, is described (v. 10) as'dsfrr "(egally?) restrained" (cf. Jer. 36:5) or "in
an ecstatic trance" (cf. LXX synech6menos), at any rate "in (a kind of) confinement"
(cf. ne'sdr in I S. 21:8[7D.

The records of certain "prophets" mentionedby name (dibrA. . .; I Ch. 29.,291'2 Ch.
9:29; 12:15 26:22; 32:32; n"bfr'a! -hiyd . . . b"z6! ye'dt lI<) habdzeh: 2 Ch.9:29:'
mi/rai hanndbi"idd|) are considered historical sources. On written prophecy see 2 Ch.

2l:l2.tM
Using Jer. 25:llf.;29:10 as texts (Dnl. 9:2), Dnl. 9 seeks to interpret the present as

a sealing of hdz6n w"naf;t' (v. 24; similarly lQpHab 7:8). The role of 'obddeykn

hann"f;tim (Dnl. 9:6,10; cf. lQpHab 2:9;7:5) is the same as in the Chronicler's history.

Outside ch. 9, the book of Daniel does not use nfrli'or its derivatives.

Isolated prophetic utterances are also cited and interpreted with reference to a present

viewed eschatologically in 4QFlor l:15f.; cf. CD 4:13f.; 7:10ff.; 19:7, where the

interpretation contributes probative texts for new eschatological prophecies, in part ex

eventu,w
c. For an eschatological future in Jerusalem, 7-e,c. 13:2-6 proclaims the end of a

prophecy conscious of its special position; such prophecy will have fallen into total

disrepute. Should such prophets appeaf, their parents will consign them to the death

decreed in Dt. 13:6; 18:20 (Znc. 13:3). The former marks of a prophet, visions and an

archaic hairy mantle (cf. 1 K. 19:13,19; 2 K. l:8; 2:8,13f.),r08 will bring disgrace (Zr*'
l3:4). People will accept the onus of the most disgraceful excuses to explain the scars

left by ecstatic frenzy (v. 6).

lf 78fr. 13:2-6 referred to all kinds of prophecy, the author of the present utterance,

like Amos himself (cited with exaggeration in v. 5), would not have considered himself

a prophet: it would finally have become clear that loss of functionality had reduced all

forms of prophetic stimulation to arrogant presumption. V. 2, however, speaks of the

n"!i'tm in the immediate context of the "spirit of uncleanness" and in the broader

context of idolatry (cf. IQH 4:15f.; CD 6:1b); one might therefore think rather of a
revived interest in canaanizing ecstatic practices (cf. the self-laceration in I K. l8:28f.).
But when could pagan enthusiasm, actually claiming to speak in the name of Yahweh
(Znc. 13:13), have made such inroads into the postexilic cultic community?

It is therefore better to begin by interpreting the "spirit of uncleanness" (v. 2) as

106. On the history of scholarship in this area see D. Mathias, "Die Geschichte der Chronik-
forschung im 19. Jh. unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der exegetischen Behandlung der Pro-
phetennachrichten des christlichen Geschichtswerkes" (diss., Leipzig, 1977); idem, TIZ 105

(1980), 474f.
107. See F. du T. Laubscher, "A Suggested Reading for 4QFloril I:l5," "INSI, 6 (1978)'

25-31. On the use of prophdEs in 1,2, and 4 Maccabees, Sirach LXX, Tobit, and Wisdom, see

Fascher, 144-48; on Philo, Josephus, and rabbinic literature, se^. ibid., 152-164; on Josephus, see

also Aune; W. C. van lJnnk, Flavius Josephus als historischer Schrifisteller (Heidelberg, 1978),

4t-54.
108. But see Brunet.
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the antithesis to the "spirit of compassion and supplication" poured out on the house
of David and the inhabitants of Jerusalem (L2:lftao,; cf. Ezk. 36:26f.;39:29; IQH
7:6f.;.toe In this reading, Zec.13:2-6 is an antithesis to the pouring out of the Spirit
"upon all flesh" prophesied in Joel 3:lf.(2:28f.): according to Joel, all Israel receives
the gift of prophecy, so that there can no longer be a restricted circle of prophets,
especially prophets exhibiting extravagant behavior. The eschatological egalitarian
utopia may also include an element of nomistic rationalism that looks on self-
aggrandizing enthusiasm as ieqer and kahEs, "lies" (Znc. 13:3f.; cf. the LXX
translation of n"!t'tm in v. 2 as pseudoprophitas, although the book of Jeremiah also
uses pseudoprophdte s for ndbt'tto).

Before the eschatological day of Yahweh, according to Mal. 3:23f .(4:5f.), the prophet
Elijah will return in Israel to preach repentance and reorient the people to the Torah of
Moses, thus resolving the problem of religious conflict between generations and avert-
ing the "curse" on the land. In other words, he will bring to pass what the preexilic
prophets, in the view of the Deuteronomistic history and the Chronicler's history failed
to accomplish. The Qumran community looks for the coming of an eschatological ndpi'
before the appearance of the miyhy 'hrwn wy.fr7 ("messiah of Aaron and Israel"), i.e.,
a priestly messiah and a royal messiah (lQS 9:11).

The word nAlt' and its derivatives are not found in Wisdom Literature except for
Sirach (nby': 36:16; 48:1,8; 49:7,10; nbw'h "prophecy": 44:3;46:1,13,29; almost
exclusively in praise of those of earlier days). There are only 3 occurrences in the
Psalms: 51:2(superscription); 74:9; 105:-15. Ps. 74:9 suggests cultic prophecy.

d. The LXX uses prophdtzs to translate nabt'.l|t In Chronicles prophiites also
represents bnzeh r6'eh, and (in one text, 2 Ch. 36:15) mal'dk; it also translates r6'eh
in Isa. 30:10. For nelt'6 we find prophiitis; for nb', proph€teiein and for n"!fr'A,
prophekia.rtz

H.-P. Miiller

109. W. Rudolph, Sacharja 9-14. KAT, Xilll4 (1976), 288; et al.
ll0. Rendtorff, TDNT Yl,8l2.
lll. On pseudoprophdtEs see c above.
ll2. Tlte details are discussed by Fascher, lO2-1521, and Rendtorff, TDM Vl,8l2.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology and Meaning; 2. Distribution; 3. Semantic Field; 4. Syntax; 5.

LXX. [. TheVerb: l. Figurative Sense;2. Literal Sense. III. Nouns: l. Human n"bah;2.Dt.
2l:22f.:3. Isa.26:19;4. Regulations conceming thenebEld of Animals. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology and Meaning. Since our root is not attested with certainty outside
Hebrew (Akkadian occurrences being related to Heb. -+ )D: ndpalt), the problem of
its etymology is extraordinarily difficult. The many proposals fall into two basic groups:

a. Some scholars assume that a single root nbl became differentiated semantically
into nalEl [, "wither," and ndf;al II, "be foolish."2 An older lexicography claimed
"wither" > "be foolish" as the inherent semantic value of the etymon; other suggestions
are "break loose, tear out" (Akk. nabdlu) or "fall" (-+ )O: ndpat) or "not exist, go
out of existence" (bl + augment n).3

b. Since a semantic connection between nbl I and nbl II can be established only by
artificial arguments, the theory of two separate homonymous roots nbl l, "wither," and
nbl n, "be foolish," is more likely.a Other etymological theories are occasionally
suggested (e.9., neleli < Arab. nabala, "shoot arrows," stem VItr "be killed, die"s),
but they have nothing to offer until new textual citations from the ancient Near East
can be evaluated.

2. Distribution. The verb ndlEl occurs 19 times in the OT. It is especially common
in the book of Isaiah (11 occurrences); it appears 3 times in the Psalms, twice in the
Pentateuch, and once each in the Deuteronomistic history Jeremiah, and Ezekiel.
Establishing the chronological sequence ofthe occurrences involves some uncertainties,
but is generally possible. The earliest might go back to the early period of the monarchy
(Ps. l8:46[Eng. v. 45] par. 2 S. 22:46) but are textually not incontestable. The two

nApel. J. Blau, "Uber homonyme und angeblich homonyme Wurzeln, Il," W, 7 (1957),
98-102, esp. 99; M. Dahood, "Congruity of Metaphors," Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschift
W. Baumgartner SVT 16 (1967),40-49;E. Dhorme, L'emploi mdtaphoique des noms de parties
du corps en hibreu et en akkadien (Paris, 1923, repr. 1963); G. Gerleman, "Der Nicht-Mensch,"
W 24 (1974), 147-158; A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography," Abr-Nahrain 2
(1960/61), 5-35, esp. 24f.; P. Jotion, "Racine )l: au sens de bas, vil, ignoble," Bibl, 5 (1924),
357-361; idem, "Yerbe la1 deftuere," ibid., 356t.; G. Rinaldi, "nebab Dt 28, 26," BiOn 22
(1980), 30; W. M. W. Roth, "NBL," yZ 10 (1960), 394-409.

1. Contra Roth, 394-97.
2. Barth, NSS; Krinig; Caspari; lzxHebAram,494; Caquot; Gerleman; with some hesitation:

Joiion; Roth; KBL2, 589; HAI. ll,663.
3. See, respectively, Roth, 394-97 (inconect; cf. AHw, II, 733f.); A. Caquot, "Sur une d6sig-

nation v6t6rotestamentaire de 'l'insens6,'" RHR, 155 (1959), l-16; Gerleman.
4. M. SabO, TI,OT n,710f.; + )>l napal Il. Cf . GesTh, s.v.
5. Guillaume, 24f .; cf. Wehr, 940.
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occurrences in Ex. 18: 18 (E) are semantically unique. Only some of the many occur-
rences in the book of Isaiah are authentic. Isa. 1:30; 28:1,4 go back to Isaiah himsetf,
while 40:7,8 are exilic, 34:4 (3 times) and 64;5 are postexilic, and 24:4 (2 times) is
late postexilic. Jer. 8:13 was spoken during the reign of Jehoiakim (ca. 605; Ezk.47:12
belongs to the frst revision of the temple vision [ca. 57 l)).6 The two texts in the Psalms
(l:3;37:2) are clearly postexilic; the date of the latter is already suggested by the late
verb 'umlal. The conjectural emendation of npl (-+ )O:) to nbl in Job 14:18 and Prov.
l1:28 also belong to this period.T

The distribution of neleli (48 occurrences) is quite different. It occurs 24 times in
the Pentateuch, ll in the Deuteronomistic history 8 in Jeremiah, twice each in Isaiah
and Ezekiel, and once in the Psalms. This word does not belong to the ancient vocabu-
lary stock it flrst appears shortly before the exile (Isa. 5:25; Jeremiah; Dt. 2l:23
[pre-Deuteronomic]; Ezk.4:14).Ps.79:2;Ezk.M:31, and the late additions Dt.14:.8,21
28:26 arc exllic. The exact chronology of the occurrences in the Deuteronomistic history
is hard to determine. All the occurrences in the Pentateuch belong to the postexilic Ps
traditions. The latest occurrence is in Isa. 26:19.The only occurrence of ndQelelis in
lsa. 34:,4 (clearly postexilic).

3. Semantic Field. In most of its occurrences, ndpEl is used to denote the familiar
biological process of withering. This usage is soon extended metaphorically to all
conceivable statements expressing transitoriness, substantially expanding the word's
semantic field. The core comprises the verbs -, !|ll" ya\ci, -+ a1n hdrep, -+ hN
'dbhalll, qdmal, 'umlal, mdlal I,'dbai, and sanraq, all expressing the meaning "wither,
dry up, shrivel." The noun ieQepd/iiddnpdn stands for the "scorching" ofgrain. The
noun n"peld, "corpse," is a logical extension of the notion of transitoriness. Here we
approach the semantic field of -+ nlD mfr1, "death." Other Hebrew words for lifeless
bodies are -+ ;'lt'l: gevtyyah, gfrpd, mappeleT -s 1\D pegea -+ EIy 'e;em, and (only
of animals) terEpA.s

4. Syntax. The verb appears only in the qal; the prefix conjugation is much more
comrnon than the suffix conjugation or the participle. The intransitive verb in its finite
inflections is used almost exclusively in the 3rd person singular or plural (exceptions:
Ex. 18:18; Isa. 64:5). The commonest subjects are leaves ('dleh), flowers (sis), grass,
and herbs, but we also find human beings, foreigners, Moses (Ex. l8:18), and the stars
of heaven. The noun n"lElh never appears in the plural and must therefore be treated
semantically as a collective noun. In only a quarter of the texts is it used absolutely or
as the nomen regens of a construct phrase; elsewhere it appears in the construct in a
variety of linkages or with a suffix (only once with the I st person singular: Isa. 26: 19).
With striking frequency, n"!?ld is the subject of the verb --> i1ri1 hdydh.

6. H. Gese, Der Wrfassungsentwurf des Ezechiel (Kap.
W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 552.

7. Dahood.

4M8). BHT, 25 (1957), 90-95;
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5. IXX. The LXX translation of ncldlA is anything but uniform, although the LXX
was dealing with a semantically stable word. It uses compounds of piptein (7 times;
the same stem is used almost 400 times for ndpal), phtheirein (3 times; usually used

for iaha1, "be marred"), bdllein (twice; otherwise used for napal), and rhein (trvice;

in Prov. 17:21 Aquila treats nbl the same way, although the LXX, Theodotion, and the

MT point to nbl [). Ttvice the LXX uses the word palaioiln (2 S. 22:46 par. Ps.

18:46[45]), which suggests that the original text had the Hebrew root blh. The LXX
usually (31 times) translates neQZliby thdsmiaios, followed by sdma (9 times; also

used to translate g'wUA, gEw, pege4 gfrpA, and Aram. gciEm), nekr6s (4 times), and

nekimafos (once).

II. The Verb.
l. Figurative Sense. ln what are probably the earliest texts, the verb nfuEl is used

figuratively. Referring to the excessive burden of Moses' judicial activity, Jethro says,

"You will surely wear yourselves out (ndldl tibbd\, both you and these people with
you"; he then suggests decentralizing the administration ofjustice (Ex. 18:18). Scholars

generally ascribe Ex. 18:13ff. to E; it was probably composed with immediate reference

to the legal reform of Jehoshaphat or to legitimize a similar reform on the part of
David.e Martin Noth suggests a judicial system before the development of the state

parallel to the organization of the levy, but the text is not detailed enough to allow
reconstruction of nomadic jurisprudence.lo The appeaxance of ndbel in figura etymo-

logica as well as its use in a figurative sense with human beings as subjects shows that
in the eighth century ndbEl was part of everyday vocabulary.

In 2 S. 22:46 par. Ps. 18:46(45),tt ndlEl is used in the same way: "Foreigners lose

heart, they come trembling ftarag) out of their strongholds." The hapax legomenon
harag does not help define the meaning of nalel more precisely, because it draws on

the latter for much of its own meaning; therefore the parallel lcdl.tai in v. 45b must be

used to help interpret nAbel. This parallel permits interpreting ndpEl in the biological
sense as "languish, waste away,"l2 but this meaning does not fit the larger context.
Vv. 38ff. display the vast military superiority of the royal psalmist over his enemies,

who in order to survive have no choice but to "serye" (abad, v. 44) and "obey" (idma',
v. 45b) him, to "feign submission" (kdbai, v. 45a),13 "collapse utterly" (i.e., display

9. For the former see R. Knierim, "Exode 18 und die Neuordnung der mosaischen Gerichs-
barkeit," 7Aw,73 (1961), 146-17l; G. C. Macholz, ZAW, 84 (1972),322f. For the latter see

H. Reviv, "The Traditions concerning the lnception of the Legal System in Israel," ZAW 94
(1982), s66-575.

10. See W. H. Schmidt, Exodus, Sinai und Mose. EdE l9l (1983), 118; cf. Noth, Erodas.
OTL@ng. trans. 1962), 150.

I l. Text-critical issues are discussed by G. Schuttermayr, "Studien zur Text du Psalmen 9/ l0
und 18" (diss., Munich,1966), 197f.; F. M. Cross Jr. and D. N. Freedman, Studies in Ancient
Yahwistic Poetry (1975, repr. Grand Rapids, 1997), 105, n. 103; and H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59
(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 256. The psalm has been dated from David to DtrN.

12. Roth,400; Blau,99; EU.
13. -, Un) kdbal (YIJ,l34).
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total subjection; ndbzl, v. 46a), and "come trembling out of their strongholds" (bdrag,
v. 46b). The behavior of the psalmists'enemies moves graphically from defeat in battie
to a climax of total capitulation.

2. Literal Sense. In texts that ase nilEl in the literal sense of the "withering" of
vegetation, it always functions in a metaphor that becomes a commonplace in prophe-
cies that threaten transiency. Isaiah was the first to incorporate nnl1l into prophetic
threats: "For you [idolaters] shall be like an oak whose leaves wither, and like a garden
without water" (Isa. 1:30). This image, borrowed directly from the visual realm, casts
a revealing light on the preexilic understanding of the cult: it is understood to be the
source of life, whereas idolatry effects the reverse.

Despite text-critical problems, the meaning of Isa. 28 1,4 is clear. while samaria
thinks of itself as a "proud garland," in the eyes of the prophet it is nothing but a
"fading flower" (;t; n6lelra) that vanishes in a moment.

In a threat against apostates (Jer. 8:13-17), Jeremiah comp€ues them to a vine without
grapes and a fig tree without figs, whose leaves are withered (v. l3). Not only has
Israel failed to live up to its call, but it has also been robbed of all vitality through its
apostasy. The juxtaposition of this verse with v. 12 has created a notable cluster of
catchwords: nnpal, "fall"; kaial, "stumble"; ndldI, ,,wither.,,

During the exile, Ezk. 47:12 uses the image of withering leaves or grass to express
the opposite idea: the rivers springing from the temple mountain have so much water
that the vegetation along their banks will never wither, a metaphor depicting the blessing
that will go forth from Zion.

In the postexilic period, the commonplace appears in laments (Isa. 40:7,g; 64:5;34:4
[3 times]; 24:4 ftwice; very latel). As we approach the age of apocalyptic literarure,
we note an increasing universalization of the commonplace. According to 34:4, the
whole sky will roll up like a scroll and the stars will wither like leaves that have
withered and fallen from a tree. The great Isaiah apocalypse develops this apocalyptic
motif: "The earth mourns ('abal) and withers (ndpefi, the circle of the earth languishes
('umlal) and withers (ndpel)" (24:4). This elaboration of the theme of the apocalypse
(v. 1) sketches a progressive desolation of earth, an increasing contraction of the
biosphere and its vitality.

Independently of this development, Israel's wisdom tradition expressed the aware-
ness that the righteous are like a tree whose leaves do not wither (ps. l:3; cf. the
wisdom of Amenemopels).By contrast, the wicked fade (mll) like the grass and wither
like the green herb (Ps.37:2). Prov. ll:28 (textually problematic) also speaks within
the framework of retributive justice. To draw on the commonplace of withering leaves
as a formal criterion for reconstructing the text nevertheless appears dubious.16

l  tu the difficult ;t;a! nalel of v. 4, see Meyer, 997.6; and p. Wemberg_M Aller, AW, 7l
(1959),63,n.39.

15. AOT 39.
16. See Dahood for references.
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III. Nouns. The two nouns n"pdlA and ndf;elel are not found in the vocabulary of
early Hebrew. The former makes its first preexilic appearance in Isaiah, is used
copiously in the purity legislation of R and finally parallels meltm it the very late verse
[sa.26:19, an interesting and much-debated text in the Isaiah apocalypse.

l. Human n"!€h. In the preexilic period, ndbZl almost without exception refers to
human corpses; this term, too, occurs with surprising frequency in prophetic threats
(Isa. 5:25; Jer.l:33;9:21122); 16:4;19:7;34:20;36:30;1 K. 13:22;2 K. 9:37). These

threats lend stereotyped expression to the fundamental human fear of going unburied: 17

the nef;Elbl lie in the streets like refuse, food for the birds of the air. This was felt to
be the worst disgrace imaginable; it is therefore no wonder that such threats are also
found in the formularies of ancient Near Eastern curses (cf. Dt. 28:26;.ts One would
wish such a fate to befall one's worst enemy. To the exilic psalmist, this scene of horror
describes the situation during and after the destruction of Jerusalem (Ps. 79:2; cf .

4QTanh t4Ql76l fr. l-2 l:3).
The Deuteronomistic history contains a series of passages showing that the language

of the prophets reflects actual practice. We may even detect various gradations within
the general situation: The body of a man of God is left lying in the road (l K. 13:22),

but is guarded by a lion (w. 24-28) until a ndli' gives it honorable burial (vv. 29f.).
The body of the hanged king of Ai was thrown down at the entrance of the city gate

and covered with stones (Josh. 8:29); the body of Uriah was thrown into the burial
place of the common people (Jer.26:23); Jehoiakim's body will lie in the road exposed
to heat and cold (Jer. 36:30). Finally, Jezebel's body will be like dung on the field (2 K.
9:37), torn to bits by dogs (v. 35), for she is a "cursed woman" (4rfird, v. 34).

2. Dt. 2l:22f. Dt.2lt22f. requires the burial of a person who has been executed.
The text clearly provides that after execution the corpse will be hung (mld) on a stake;
it must not, however, remain there ovemight, but must be buried before sunset. The
parallel ordinance in llQTemple 64:10f. provides that someone guilty of a capital
offense "shall be hung on the tree so that he dies (wayydm6!)." This passage has raised
the question whether the Temple Scroll does not already envision crucifixion as a means

of execution (as commonly among the Romans), while Deuteronomy is thinking instead

of using the corpse as a deterrent demonstration. This is also the view of the Mishnah
(Sanh. 6.4). Nevertheless, 4QpNah l:6-8 appears to allude to Jewish use of crucifixion
(Alexander Jannaeus?). le

lT.Anclsr 56-61; B. Lorenz, "Uberlegungen zumTotenkult in AI," MfS, 33 (1982),308-31l;
L. Wiichter, Der Tod im AT. AzT II/8 (1967), 171-180. The last speaks in this context of
"aggravated forms of death."

I 8. D. R. Hillers, Treaty-Curses and the OT Prophets. BietOr 16 (1964),68f.; F. C. Fensham,
"Common Trends in Curses of the Near Eastem Treaties and kudurru-lnscriptions Compared
with Maledictions of Amos and Isaiah," 7AW 75 (1963), 155-175, esp. 161ff. -+ A\D peger.

19. For a discussion of the issue, see Y. Yadin, The Temple Scroll, 3 vols. (Eng. trans.,
Jerusalem, 1983), I, 378f.; A. Dupont-Sommer, "Observations nouvelles sur I'expression 'sus-
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3. Isa. 26:19. The words yihyfi m€ley[d nePdldlt y"qfrmfin in Isa. 26:19 may be
translated: "Your dead shall live, my corpses shall rise" (this translation is generally
accepted because of the form of the verb, although nebAldli is sg.). This passage is a
challenge to the exegete.2o The problems center on nebdldli. The consensus of present-
day scholarship is that v. 19 belongs contextually to the communal lament in w. 7-18.21
This justifies accepting MT n'|Eld1t instead of the Peshitta nilldgm or the conjectural
emendation niblAleyld.2z The change of sufEx, mEleyftd/neleldt, is explained by
assuming different speakers in v. 19acr, and l9ap:

a. Israel/Yahweh.23 Yahweh accepts the "dead" of Israel as his own corpses and
promises that they shall rise. Such resurrection means primarily national resto.
ration.2a

b. Yahweh/Israel.5 Yahweh's promise "Your dead shall live" is accepted with
confidence by the community. This might refer to a collective resurrection in the
literal sense.

c. Yahweh/a secondary interpreter.26 In this view v. 19ap is a gloss made by a
reader who wants to be certain that he was included explicitly in the hope of
resurrection. This solution best does justice to the singular form ncQEldlt; all other
occlurences are also singular. This implies individual resurrection.

All three proposals understand n"lEld as denoting something that has "withered away:'
a term compatible with the positive possibility of a promised resurrection (in contrast
to gewfuA and peger).

4. Regulations concerning the nelEld of Animals. The OT regulations goveming
contact with animal n"!El6 are quite extensive. The purity regulations of Ps in particular

pendu vivant sur le bois,"' CMI, 1972,709-720; J. M. Baumgarten, "Does r/i in the Temple
Scroll Refer to Crucifixion?"./BI.9l (1972),472481; J. M. Ford, " 'Crucify Him, Crucify Him'
in the Temple Scroll," ExpT Sl (1976), n5-78.

20. For bibliog. see F. J. Helfmeyer, "Deine Toten - meine Leichen, Heilszusage und An-
nahme in les 26,19," Bausteine biblischer Theologie. Festschrifi G. l. Botterweck. BBB, 5O
(t977), Vls-258.

21. H. D. Preuss, " 'Auferstehung' in Texten alftestamentlicher Apokalyptik," Linguistische
Theologie, 3 (1972), 101-133; H. Wildbergea Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997),
556, 567f.

22. For the former see E. A. l*slie, Isaiah (New York, 1963); W. Elder, "A Theological-
Historical Study of lsarah 24-27" (diss., Baylor, 1974); et al. For the latter see W. R. Millar,
Isaiah 24-27. HSM, ll (1976); P. L. Reddiu, "Isaiah 24-27" (diss., Vanderbitt, tg?.2); et at.

23. M. L. Henry, Glaubenskrise und Glaubensbewrihrung in den Dichtungen der Jesajaapo-
kalypse. BWANT, 86 (1967), 106; Wildberge4 5671. Preuss; J. Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancimt
I srae I (1962, repr. Philadelphia, 197 3), 41 4f .

24. But cf. G. Habets, "Die grosse Jesaja-Apokalypse" (diss., Bonn, 1974), 146f.: literal
resurrection.

25. Helfmeyer.
26. Wildbergea 556.
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make a basic distinction clear: on the one hand, n"lEld means any dead animal not
ritually slaughtered; on the other hand, frepA detotes a dead animal that has been

killed because of a blemish or disease, or that has been torn by another animal. Both
are considered unclean, and lsraelites are forbidden to eat their flesh. A technical
distinction is made, however, between the nclEh of an unclean animal (l*v. 5:2;
ll:8,11,24,28,35-38; Dt. l4:8) and that of a clean animal (Lev.7:24; ll:39,4O; 17:15).

The former makes the person coming in contact with it unclean under all circumstances,

whereas the latter can be used for certain purposes. Priests were required to abstain

from all animal nef;Eld (Ezk. 4:14;44:31 lZ.adokite stratuml). A later addition in Dt.
14:21 states that all animal n"lEh is incompatible with the holiness of the people of
God. This summary rule later became fundamental (cf. llQTemple 48:6).

IV. Dead Sea Scmlls. The verb appears only twice in the Dead Sea Scrolls. In the

context of a hymn by the Teacher, the tree metaphor describing the righteous (Ps. l:3)
is applied to the community, which is in full bloom. If God withdraws his protecting
hand, the leaves will "wither" (1QH 8:26). In lQH 10:32 ndlel appears in the anthro-
pological metaphor in the context of a lowliness doxology. The devout member of the

community sees himself withering away like a flower.
The noun n"lEh occurs in 4 passages, all of which directly cite OT texts: 4QTanlt

fr. l-2 l:3 @s. 79:2-3); llQTemple 48:6 (Dt. 14:21);51:4 (Lev. ll:25);64:11 @t.
2l:22f .).

Fabry

))) *uur i12)J n'bdbT?

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Meaning. II. 1. OT Occurrences; 2. Verb; 3. Noun and Adjective;

4. n"bal6: 5. Summary; 6. lJ(X. trI. Dead Sea Scrolls.

ndPdl. O. BAchli, "Amphiktyonie im AI," 7Z Sond. 6 (1977), l3O-142; J. Barr, "The Sym-
bolism of Names in the OT," BJRL, 52 (1969), 2l-28; J. Barth, Wurzeluntersuchungen lum
hebrriischen und aramriischen l*xikon (Leipag, l9O2),28t.; G. Buccellati, The Amorites of the
Ur III Peiod (Naples, 1966), 152t.; A. Caquot, "Sur une d6signation v6t6rotestamentaire de
'l'insen6,'" RHR, 155 (1959), l-16; W. Caspari, "Uber den biblischen Begriff der Torheit,"
NKZ, 39 (1928), 668-695; A. J. Desedar, La sabiduria y la necednd en Sirach 2l-22 (Rome,
1970); Y. Devir, "Nabal-The Carmelite," lzi,20 (1956),97-lM (Heb.); T. Donald, "The
Semantic Field of 'Folly'in Proverbs, Psalms, and Ecclesiastes," W, 13 (1963), 285-292;' K. H. J.

Fahlgren, {"dnqah rwhesteh.ende und entgegengesetzte Begriffe im AT (Uppsalu 1932),28-32 =
K. Koch, Um das Pinzip der Vergeltung in Religion und Recht des ATs. WdE 125 (1972),
l15-120; G. Gerleman, "Der Nicht-Mensch," W 24 (1974), 147-158; W H. Gispen, "De stam
NBL," cfl 55 (1955), 16l-170; P. Jotion, "Racine )fJ au sens de bas, vil, ignobte," Bibl, 5
(1924),357-361; idem, "Yerbe))1 defuuere," ibid.,356f.; H. W. Jiingling, Richter 19-ein
Pkidoyerfiir das Kdnigtum. AnBibl,84 (1981); J. D. Levenson, "1 Samuel 25 as Literature and
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I. The etymology of the root zbl is problematic and has not been accounted for
satisfactorily. Its basic meaning is disputed and translations have varied, beginning with
the LXX and Vulgate. Modern translations, probably building on this tradition, gener-
ally assign nbl to the semantic field "fool, folly, be foolish."

l. Etymology. There is no clear evidence of the root nbl and its derivatives nnldt
al;,d nef,dli in the Semitic languages apart from Hebrew, with the possible exception
of the Syr. pael nabbel.r Some lexicons still cite Arab. nabal, "wretched stuff."2 More
recently, Johann Jakob Stamm has returned to Theodor Ndldeke's citation of the Arabic
rootnbl with its contrary meanings (nabal, "wretched stuff"; nabil, "noble. eminent")
to explain the relationship between the name Nabal and the root ndbal IIJ This theory
sees the name Nabal in I S. 25 as a relic of the root's positive sense, while elsewhere
the pejorative dominates.

To date, the Ugaritic evidence includes only nbl = Heb. nElel l,'Jar, leather bottle,"
and nblt, "flame(s)."4 An Ugaritic occlurence of a verb nbl, "wither," parallel to Heb.
ndlal, "fall, wither" (leaves, flowers, fruit), and Akk. qbdlu has been proposed by
Meindert Dijkstra and Johannes C. de Moor on the basis of the reconstruction yb[{],
parallel to ltlhms, "become sour."5 There is an occurrence of nElel in Punic, and
possibly of n€lel II (a stringed instrument).6 In a Punic inscription of the third to first
century B.c. from El Hofra (Constantine, Algeria), fimlkt son of b'in son of nbl pledges
a child sacrifice to Baal Hammon and Tinnit.T

Martin Noth associates nbl with the name Nabal in 1 S. 25:25, as does Frank L.
Benz.8 There is no basis for seeing a relationship to the semantic field of ndpdl.e'I\e
same is true for two cuneiform names cited by H. Schult,lo id-an-bu-li and sa-amsu-
dna-ba-la; Schult claims that these names raise the suspicion ttrat the OT explanation

History," CBQ, q (1978), 1l-28; M. Noth, Das System der zwi)lf Stiimme Israels. BWAM 4l I
(1930), 104-6; A. Phillips, "NEBALAH, A Term for Serious Disorderly and Unruly Conduct,"
VI 25 (1975),237-242; W. Richter, Recht und Ethos. SANT, 15 (1966), 50f.; W. M. W. Roth,
"NBL," I/4 10 (1960), 394409; M. Sebs, "111 natat 'fool,' " TLOT \, 7t!t4; H. Schult,
"Vergleichende Studien zur alttestamentlichen Namenkunde" (diss., Bonn, 1967), 93t.;
U. Skladny, Die iiltesten Spruchsammlungen in Israel (Gdttingen, 1962); J. J. Stamm, "Der
Name Nabal," Beitrcige zur hebriiischen und altoientalischen Nanenkunde. Festschrifi J. J.
Stamm. OBO, 30 (1980), 205-213.

l. lzxSyr 4ll: increpavit, obiurgavit.
2. GesB,480; cf. HAI. 11,663: "miserable witness."
3. Stamm, 210ff.; Ntildeke, NBSS, 94f.
4. On nbl s* UT no. 1598; Whitaker, 441;M. Dahood, RSE 1,272f.; J. Khanjian, RSe IL

375. On nblt se UT, no. 1599; WUS, no. 1739; A. Schoors, RSB I, 25f.: I, 19.
5. KTU, 1.19, I, l8; M. Dijkstra and J. C. de Moor, UE 7 (1975),200; KTU, however, reads

vb.
6. RES, 942,5; cited by DISO, 173.
7. KAI, tO5.
8. Noth, IPN, 228f .; Benz, 358; see also the citations on pp. 33, 146.
9. As Benz (358) appears to do.
10. Pp.93f.
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of the name should not be accepted uncritically. Giorgio Buccellati thinks these names

may be related to Nabal in 1 S. 25,25,but he interprets id-an-bu-li as "(God) fights

for me" on the basis of Arab. nabala, "shoot arrows."11

In the search for an extrabiblical etymon, Wolfgang Roth, following an initial
negative judgment by Jacob Barth and a reference by Andr6 Caquot, has reintroduced

Akk. nabdlu/napdlu into the discussion.l2 Assuming a basic meaning "break forth,

destroy," he considers likely a direct connection with the two Hebrew word groups

ndbZl/nebdli, "separate from life/corpse," and ndbdl/nebdh, "separate from the com-

munity." As cognates to napdlu(m) I, "cause to fall, break down (buildings), destroy,"

D-G stem "ransack, blind," N stem "sag," however, Wolfram von Soden cites Ugar.,

Heb., and Aram. npl, "fall."13 But the context of the Akkadian citations differs totally

from that of the biblical semantic field. At the present time, therefore, a basic Akkadian

meaning appears far from clear enough to support such extensive etymological asso-

ciations.
Appealing to the principle of verb formation (defined by von Soden) that uses z as

a root augment added to a biconsonantal base, Gillis Gerleman explains nbl (n + bl;
cf. bett as a negation element) as nonbeing, nonbecoming, "a nonentity in the broadest

sense." 14 Apart from the philological hypothesis, this theory needs to be tested against

the actual biblical texts.

The hapax legomenon nabluld (with 3rd person fem. sg. suf.) in Hos. 2:12(Eng.

v. 10) represents a special problem. The usual translation is "(female) Pudenda."ls
Since P. Steininger, most scholars have derived it from Akk. baltu < baitu, "shame";

but baltu is now translated "dignity." to Paul Joiion derives it from "low." 17

2. Meaning. The preceding discussion indicates that nbl is a typical Hebrew root'

This conclusion raises the question, however, whether within Hebrew itself nDl tr is a

single root orhas abasic meaning that can explain bothndldl/ncldliandnalal/ncbdli.
The theory of a single basic roor is supported by Eduard K6nig ("wither 

- feeble

-be foolish"); by wilhelm Caspari, who associates ne!31d, "something withered"
(Isa. 28:1,4; 40:7), wittr ndbdl/n"bdA, "bringer of destruction, destructive"; and by

Caquot, who considers "fall" to be the common element of the root, which might be

related to npl.ts In Joiion's cautious words, ndldl in the sense of "low, mean, ignoble"

might be associated with nApel, "fall (defluere)."1e Following this lead, Franciscus

I l. Pp. 152f. For discussion of this name, see Barr, Stamm, and HAL' tr' 663f.

12. Roth, 39+97,409; Barth, 28f.; Caquot, l3f.
13. AHw, I1,773f., conna Roth, 397.
14. Gerleman, 153-56, quotation, 156. On the principle of verb formation sen GaG, $102,

1.2.
15. HAL, n,664.
16. CAD, tI, 142-44. Cf. Steininger, 7AW,24 (1904), 141f.; W. Rudolph, Hosea- KAT XIII

(1966), 64; Meyer, II, 35, $36.5.
17 . Bibl, 5 (1924),360; cf. also Rudolph, KAT Xru', 64, 70; HAI. 664.

18. K{inig, Handwi)rterbuch zumAf (1910),261; Caspari, 668-671; Caquot, 13f.

19. P. 360.
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Zorell suggests as the basic meaning of the verb "marcescit . . . delabitur, defluit,"
metaphorically "in miserum statum delabitur," hence "humilis, vilis," with reference
to both status and attitude.20 Such a development is clearly both consistent and possible,

albeit not always simple from the perspective of the texts.2l
Others support the theory of two semantically different roots, nbl I, "wither, fall,"

and nbl II, "act disgracefully" or "be worthless, foolish."22 Since the meaning of a
word is revealed less by a debatable etymology than by careful observation of is actual
usage, we shall determine the meaning of nbl II from its various contexts without
presupposing an association with nbl L

lL l. OT Occurrences. Statistical analysis of the word group nbl II, usually Out not
aptly) translated "(be) foolish, folly," reveals the following picture: verbal forms of
nbl II occur 5 times and related nouns or adjectives 18 times in the proto-canonical
writings and 4 times in the Hebrew fragments of Stach; the abstract noun n"f;ali occlus
13 times. In short, the root occurs a total of 36 times (40 counting Sirach). This count
does not include the name Nabal in 1 S. 25 or nallfr1in Hos. 2:12(10).

Considered in more detail, the various forms are distributed as follows: the verb
appears once in Deuteronomy, Jeremiah, Micah, Nahum, and Proverbs; the noun/adj.
ndpdl appears 5 times in Psalms, 3 in Proverbs, twice each in Deuteronomy, 2 Samuel,

Isaiah, and Job, once each in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and 4 times in Sirach (Hebrew).

The abstract noun nef;ali appears 4 times in Judges, twice in Isaiah, and once each in
Genesis, Deuteronomy, Joshua, 1-2 Samuel, Jeremiah, and Job. All in all, these data

reveal a rather broad and uniform distribution throughout the OT (Pentateuch 5, Deuter-
onomistic history 9, Psalms 5, Wisdom Literature 7 [11 with Sirach], Prophets 10),

suggesting no conclusions with respect to special emphasis or association with a

particular literary genre or time period.
Comparison with the semantic field of "folly" in Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes, and

Psalms conlrrms that nbl II is not specific to Wisdom Literature: kestl, 49 of 7O

occurrences in Proverbs, 18 in Ecclesiastes;'ewtl, 42 of 5l occurrences in Proverbs;
pth, 14 of l8 occurrences in Proverbs; l4s, 14 of 16 occurrences in Proverbs.23 Further-
more, of these characteristic wisdom terms, only t'sil appears in parallel with naf;al
(once only, Prov. 17:21). The only positive wisdom antonym is maSkil (Ps. 14:2; cf.
also Dt. 32:6: ld' babam). The specific meaning of the root, for which it is probably
impossible to find a single consistent translation, will be revealed by analysis of its
various forms in their contexts.

2. Verb. As the totally different terms chosen by the LXX show,2a the five verbal
forms are very difficult to translate. The perfect form in Prov. 30:32 is the only

20. LexHebAram,494.
21. TLOT, II, 710.
22. GesB. 503: BDB,614f; HAL tr, 663.
23. Donald.
24. See II.6 below.
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occurrence of the qal stem: 'im nalalta b"hilrwSSd' w"'im zammdfi yad l"peh. T}re

parallelism of nAbalatd with zammilla admits a variety of translations: "act like a

ndldl" par. "ponder wisely" (antithetical) or "devise evil" (syn.; cf. Jgs. 20:6). So

does the syntax: a main clause ("Warch out") completing the two conditional clauses

understood synonymously ("act llke a ndldl" par. "devise eYil")25 or decomposition

into two separate antitheses: "If you are a fool, (this will reveal itself in your) exalting

yourself; but if you reflect, (then you will place your) hand over your mouth."26 But

one could also understand 'im 
- 

'im as a double question, supply hilnaSfie'inthe second

hemistich, and take ydQ l"peh (impv.) as an apodosis.2T As regards the meaning of
nd!altd,28 the preceding numerical saying in Prov. 30:29-31 concerning the proud

demeanor of rooster, he-goat, and king calls special attention to hilna{Se' &ithpael),
which always denotes arrogant, presumptuous, or rebellious self-exaltation (Nu. 16:3;

23:24;24:7;1 K. 1:5; I Ch.29:11;Ezk.17:-14;29:.15:' Dnl. 1l:14). Both the antonym

own and the motivation stated in Prov. 30:33 emphasize the aspect of an act that stirs

up strife without considering the consequences for the community (Buber: "fool-
hardy"). Both translations - "If you act rashly (defiantly, recklessly), (it will be

revealed) in (emphatic) superiority; but if you reflect, (then you will place your) hand

over yogr mouth," or "If you have acted rashly (recklessly) by displaying an air of
superiority, or if you have thought of doing so, (then place) your hand over your mouth"

- counsel as the opposite of nbl a modest, discreet, circumspect demeanor that avoids

rib (v. 33). The verb hilnasie'makes the suggested aspect of wrath unlikely.2e

The piel occurs 4 times; Nah. 3:6 is the only instance of the suffix conjugation. In

the context of a woe cry and lament over Nineveh's debaucheries and sorceries among

the nations (w. 1-4), Yahweh announces his judgment: the city will be exposed naked

among the nations (v. 5). Yahweh himself will throw filth at her (v. 6a); as a synonym

of this forceful statement, wenibbalttk with Yahweh as subject (cf. Jer. 14:21) probably

means something more than "treat as worthless."3o Ernst Jenni translates the verb as

"treat wittr contempt."3l But the context, speaking of disgrace ,rmong the nations (v. 5)

that flee the sight of Nineveh (v. 7), suggests something more concrete: exclusion from

society, brought about by Yahweh (Roth: "treat as a pariah").
Jer. 14:.21 and Dt. 32:15 use the verb in the prefix conjugation, the former in the

setting of a communal lament over a drought, following God's negative response to a
first petition and the prophet's intercession (w. 7-9,10-18). Aquestion concerning God's

25. R. B. Y. Scott, Proverbs. AB, 18 (1965), 180; W. McKane, Proverbs. OTL (1970),260,
6&t.

26. G. Sauer, Die Spriiche Agurs. BWANI 5 (1963), lll.
. 27.M. Buber, Der Buch der Gleichspriiche. Der Schiftswerke (1962),271;W. Btihlmann'

Vom rechten Reden und Schweigen. OBO, 12 (1976),221-28.
28. GesB, 503: "act disgracetully"; HAI. 11,663: "be tutile, foolish"; IzxHebAram, 494:

"lapsus es in defectum (non praevidens)."
29. Biihlmann,223f.
30. Gerleman; HAL, 11,66.3.
31. H|4Of.,286.
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rejection of Judah and loathing fot Zion (v. 19) and a confession of sin (v' 21) are

followed by an even more urgent petition, underscored by the threefold repetition of
'cl. Recalling the promise in Jer. 3:16f., the people have already appealed to the throne

of Yahweh's glory and his name in Jerusalem (v. 9); their question in v. 19 recalls once

more Yahweh's ties with Judah and Zion. The climax in v. 21 summarizes their prayer

that this solidarity with Yahweh will endure: 'al-fnabbEl parallels (and intensifies?)

the prayer that Yahweh will not dishonor (n's) the throne of his glory (cf. 3:16) and -
further emphasized by z"f;br-will not break his befi1 with the worshipers. In this

context the verb denotes an act on the part of God that surrenders Jerusalem to disgrace

as a sign of the breach between Yahweh and his people. It impugns sacred ordinances

and signs of solidarity established by Yahweh himself (cf. Josh. 7:15:'df;ar b"fi1and

n"ldh describing the sin of Achan).
In the Song of Moses (probably exilic),32 Dt. 32:15 uses the verb in a series of

statements concerning the ingratitude of Jacob/Jeshurun33 despite his election (w' 8f.),

Yahweh's guardianship, and the wealth of the land (vv. 9-14). Jacob has become sated,

fat, and refractory (v. 15a); v. 15b heightens this insensibility: wayyittdi '"l6ah'didfi

way"nabbEl sfir yeiu'a16. The phrase "nbl the rock of his salvation" parallels "abandon

(nti) hiscreator," i.e., nbl means something more than "consider foolish or worthless" ;

at the very least it means "treat contemptuously."34 Abandonment and making Yahweh

jealous with srange gods (v. 16) might even suggest "break off relationships con-

temptuously, repudiate" (cf. w. 6,21).
The participle in Mic. 7:6a clearly emphasizes breaking off relations with someone

in one's intimate circle:3s among a people who bear no fruit and must look for God's

visitation, not only does public morality degenerate (w. 2-4a), but so do relations

between neighbors, friends, and family: one must be on guard against neighbors,

friends, even one's own wife (v. 5); within a household, daughter-in-law rises up against

mother-in-law (v. 6b). According to v' 6a, bEn menabb?l 'ab ba! qdmh !"'immqh, i'e',
the son as m"nabbel ?f parallels the rising up (qwm) of daughter (daughter-inJaw)

against (b") mother (mother-inJaw). "Son treats father with contempt" describes the

comrption as a breach of the fundamental ties binding a family together.36 The con-

clusion of v. 6 describes the situation brutally: "A man's enemies - his own house-

hold."
This destruction of communal bonds observable in the context of these forms of the

verb (Yahweh/Israel: Dt. 32:15; Jer. 14.21; Yahweh/Nineveh/nations: Nah. 3:6;

father/son: Mic. 7:6) goes beyond the estimative and declaratory meaning of the piel,

32. A. S. Carrillo, "G6nero literario del C6ntico de Mois6s," EstBib, 26 (1967), 69-75,

143-185, 227 -248,327 -351 G. Braulik, Testamcnt des Mose. Stuttgarter kleiner Kommentar. AT,

4 (1976),78t.
33. -+ Il'llt}' y"iurfin (VI,472-77).
34. For the former see EU and Gerleman. For the latter, G. von Rad, Deuteronomium. ATD'

8 (1964), 137 (not in Eng. trans.); F. Hotst, Hiob. BK, XVlll (1968),29'

35. Fahlgren, 28f.
36. HE 84; Roth, 407.
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"consider contemptible, treat with contempt."37 It also seems hard to reconcile with a
derivation from ndlEl with the basic meaning "pass away, come to nothing," or "fall,
fade."38

3. Noun and Adjective. With 18 occurrences (plus 4 in Sirach), the substantival-
adjectival use of ndldl is most frequent. This observation probably accounts for the

proposal to derive the intensive stem from the substantive/adjective.3e Once again, the

translation "fool(ish)" does little justice to the various contexts: specifically, it seems

to be too weak. More apposite is "futile, worthless (socially), Bodless."+o A primary
text, both chronologically and materially, is 2 S. 3:33a, in David's lament for Abner,
victim of Joab's blood vengeance in a treacherous attack (v. 27). The lament exhibits
strict parallelism and is set in a formal framework; it compares Abner's sudden death

to the death of a ndf;dl (v. 33a), described in vv. 33b-34a: "Your hands were not bound,
your feet were not fettered." V. 34b goes on: "As one falls before the wicked (b"nA
'awld)." Abner did not die the (honorable) death of a warrior or prisoner but the

dishonorable death due and\dl (cf. Jer. 17:ll). K. H. J. Fahlgren speaks of "death like
a criminal pariah"; Roth finds here the earliest instance of nbl as "outcast."4l At the

very least, it means "good-for-nothing";a the context seems to demand "malefactor,

commoner," or the like. Gerleman's suggestion that Abner is called a "real coward"
because he did not fight seems forced.a3

In 2 S. 13:.13 ndpdl must be understood in the context of Amnon's n"bdh against

Tamar.a Tamar pleads with Amnon not to commit a n"lalA in Israel (v. 12), then adds

(v. 13): "As for me, where could I carry my shame?" These words are echoed precisely

by her threat to Amnon: "You would be as one of the n"bdlimil Israel." This expression,

which reappears in Job 2:10 without the reference to lsrael, describes the ndldl of v. i3
from the perspective of v. 12: he is someone who has seriously damaged the community
of Israel through a sexual transgression.

The few texts from proverbial wisdom include the ndldl among those who are low and

common, both in social class and in character. Prov. 30:,21-23, fromthe numerical sayings

of Agur, speaks of three/four kinds of people under whom the earth trembles and cannot

bear up; these include the nabal (v. 22). To a slave who becomes king (v. 22a), v.23 adds

an unloved woman (S"nfr'il when she gets a husband, and a maid liipbA) when she

supplants (inherits from?) her mistress. Yv.22f . add a ndbdl who is glutted with food as

a further example of such insufferable or dangerous people: most likely a low and common
individual who oversteps his limits when things are going well.

37. HE 84.
38. For the former see Gerleman; for the latter see Joiion; I*xHebAram.
39. Barth, 29; LexHebAram, 494a;Roth,407.
40. HAL,II, 663.
41. P. 402.
42. HAL.II. 663.
43.P.152.
44. See below
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By contrasting the ndpdl with a noble person fuAdtu, hov. l7:7 probably empha-
sizes a societal aspect of the napdl, a lowly status without respect. By introducing the
element of speech, it also describes personal conduct: false speech (iepa1 ieqer) wrbe-
coming to a ruler (v. 7b) is parallel b nabal S'pa! yeler in v. 7a. Walter Btihlmann
renders this dfficult phrase as "grandiose speech" (in the sense of generosity), since
he understands nApAl as a covetous person; HALtakes the same tack.as The broader
antithesis "aristocratica6/common, low" also seems more appropriate b nAdtb/nAbAl
in Isa.32:5 (cf. also the syns. nAy'i!/saddtq in Prov. 17:26), as does "presumptuous
speech" for icpal yeler.

Wou 17:21 isnotallttratenlightening: "Theonewhobegets akcsilgets trouble;
the father of a ndldl has no joy." This is the only instance of ndf;Al in parallel with
the primary term for folly; it does not justiff translating nAbdl unrformly as "fool."

Among the other nAbdl trr.xts in Wisdom Literature, Job 30:8 (in Job's lament over
those who mock him) vses b'nA b"h-iEm, "people without name," i.e., without power
or respect, who have been whipped out of the land, in parallel with bcnA-ndpdl. Like
Prov. 17:7;30:22;Isa.32:5, this passage suggests "low" (in status and conduct); it can
hardly refer to demonic creatures of the underworld, after the analogy of the mockery
of the Babylonian king in Isa. 14:16.47 T\e language with which Job rebukes his wife
in 2:lO, "You speak as one of the nelalfi would speak," recalls 2 S. 13:13. There is
no direct reference to Israel, as in 2 S. 13:13, but the transgression is just as great:
Job's wife is one of the ne\dldl because she has urged Job to blaspheme God instead
of maintaining his integrity before God in his afflictions (v. 9). Here, as in Isa. 9:16(17);
32:5; Ps. l4:.l;74:18,22, the term refers to violation of the religious dimension: "ir-
reverent, impious," even "godless. "48

Apart from Isa. 9: 16(17) (ncbAlil, the earliest occrurence of ndldl in the prophets
is Jer. 17:11. This verse illustrates the word of Yahweh in v. 10 concerning recompense
for human ways and actions. V. 1lb says of one who unjustly amasses wealth: "In the
middle of his days it shall leave him, and at his end he will prove to be (yihyeh) a

nabal.'
Recollection of the ultimate end of human actions ('ab'rt| is a wisdom common-

place (Prov. 5:4,111. 29:21; Ps.73:17); not to remember this end is the mark of a fool.
According to 2 S. 3:33; 13:.13, the end of tbe nd\dl is associated with shame and
disgrace. With the strong emphasis on trust in Yahweh in Jer. 17:5,6f.,13, the end of
the nAldl reveals not merely a person who is unjust, covetous, or foolish, but also a
godless person, one who has forsaken Yahweh by building on false sources of security
(17:13).In the woe cry of Ezk. 13:3, the n"ltTm hannef;altm+e ("high-handed," "pre-

45. Pp. 14245; HAL, 11, 663.
46. O. Pliigea Spriiche Salomos. BK, XVm (1989), 198,202: "responsible, noble."
47. Caquot,1ff.
48. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 103; HAI. II, 663; N. H. Tur-Sinai, The Book

of Job (Eng. trans., Jerusalem,2l9671,26f.: "one of the wicked."
49. W. Zimmerli (Ezekiel l. Herm [Eng. trans. 1979), 285, 292) argtes that the MT is a

secondary interpretative miswriting of n"liim millibbam.
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sumptuous and contemptuous of Yahweh") follow their own sp:r:rt (rfrhdm) without
having seen anything (cf. Ezk. 13:5-9; ler.29:23).

The nAldl is described in detail in Isa. 32:l-8, a postexilic promise of the king of
salvation.5o Among the human endowments that will flourish once more is speech. v. 5
describes one of the consequences: "A ndlal wlll no longer be called rfiiltf;, nor a
villain said to be honorable." V.5b identifies nabalwith the not entirely clear kilay,
"scoundrel, schemer"; less ambiguous are the antonyms ndjtf; andJda', both of which
denote someone aristocratic or noble (cf. Prov. 8:16; Job 34:18f.). As in prov. l7:7;
30:22; Job 30:8, therefore, ndlal here refers to someone of low social class,5 I who also
thinks and acts in a low and common manner.

Isa. 32:6-8 develop the catchwords ndldl, ktlay, and ndfrb. V.6ab describes the
speech of a ndldl chiastically: itis neldld and consists in perversity against Yahweh.
The plotting of iniquity ('dwen) and the practice of ungodliness ('dia fianey) confirm
transgression against reverence for God. V. 6c adds harsh treatment ofthe hungry and
thirsty (cf. the lies and oppression of the poor characteristic of the ktlay). The naldl
of Isa. 32:6, the antithesis to the nafi! of v. 8, who is noble in status, deportment, and
public actions, is very close to the nnpdl of Ps. 14.

The adjective is used quite specifically in Dl32:6,21(cf. also vv. 15f.52). V. 6 asks,
"Do you thus repay the t-ono?" The question concerns the contrast between God's
faithfulness and Israel's apostasy (w. af.). Israel is addressed as'am ndpdl wel6' hdf;dm,
words that go beyond the realm of foolish vs. wise, touching the plane of Israel's special
relationship with God: na$al means oblivious to the fundamental relationship of the
people of Israel to their father and creator (v. 6b; cf. also vv. 9,18f.,43).53 Yahweh's
reaction in v. 21, whose hemistichs are symmetrical with the motifs of vv. 6 and 16,
confirms this conclusion. Just as Yahweh's sons and daughters (v. l9), a perverse
generation and faithless (ld':?mun) sons (v. 20b), have aroused his jealousy with what
is no god (16'-'eD and provoked him with vaporous beings (haldlim), so yahweh will
arouse lsrael's jealousy with what is no people (16'-'dm) and challenge them with a
g6y nAldl. Both terms denote a theological reality: the challenge to Jacob/Israel as
Yahweh's people and heritage (v. 8; cf. vv.6,9,36,43) among the nations (vv. 8,21,43)
through a "non-people" who are also allotted to a "non-god" (cf. v. l2). Therefore
goy ndldl is a godless nation, which serves other gods (from the perspective of the
Song, possibly Babylon5a) and thus challenges 'am ndf;dl Israel, a godforsaken nation
that contemns and shatters its relationship with its father, creator, and sayior (cf. also
Ps. 74:18; Sir. 50:26).

Recalling both aspects inDt.32 (godforsaken, ungrateful Israel/godless nations),
ndldl appears twice in Ps. 74 (a communal lament) describing the enemies of Yahweh,

50. H. Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39. BK, Xl3 (1982), 1252t.
51. Ibid., 1258f., with SebO, 713; and Gerleman.
52. Discussed in II.2 above.
53. See also N. Lohfink, "Beobachtungen zur Geschichte des Ausdrucks i11il, dg," probleme

biblischer Thcologie. Festschrift G. von Rad (Munich, 197 l), 27 5-305.
54. Carrillo,243.
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both times motivating God's intervention. V. 18, "Remember this, how the enemy
mocks Yahweh, an 'atn nd\dl reviles your name," goes beyond v. 10, describing the
enemies who revile (brp, n'l niphal) Yahweh or Yahweh's name as 'am ndldl. Y.22
beseeches: "Rise up, O God, plead your cause; remember how the ndpdl scoffs at you
all day long," against associating the ndldl with mockery &erp| of God. The verbs
and nouns (.'6y0!: vv. 10,18) here lend active, aggressive overtones to the meaning
"irreverent, godless" (cf. Isa. 32:6).

Ps. 39:9(8) prays: "Deliver me from all my transgressions; let me not be herpal
ndldl." V. 9b(8b) can mean "do not let me become a jest of the fool,"5s with a broad
interpretation of ndldl. But it is also conceivable that it is a prayer that God will not
treat the psalmist as an ignominious naldl ("godless, impious person") on account of
his sins;56 cf. also v. l2(ll), which speaks of chastising'awdn. Hans-Joachim Kraus
and BflS emend MT peid'ay to poie'ay, "those who rise up against me"'57 in this
interpretation, too, the ndpdl of v. 9b(8b) is an enemy or transgressor.

In Ps. 14:1 (par. 53:2[]), ndldl once again has more prophetic than wisdom over-
tones. In w. 1-4 the ndQdl is characterized as denying God's effective existence (vv.
1,2t.,4b). Theclause "Thenalal saysinhisheart,'ThereisnoGod'"(v. 1),means
denial of God's efficacy; this is the voice of the wicked (rAid') in 10:4(3) and of the
inhabitants of Jerusalem inZnph. l:12: "Yahweh will not do good, nor will he do
harm." T\e ndldl disparages God's reality in word and deed; Yahweh's inspection of
humanity contrasts such persons with the wise (maikil), who seek after God (Ps. 14:2:
darai 'e1-'elahim) and those who have knowledge (v. 4a; cf . Jer. lO:21;29:-12-14). Ps.
14:4 reinforces the description by adding rejection of the prayer relationship: "They
do not call upon Yahweh." But the ndldl is not simply "godless"; he abrogates and
destroys the bonds of human society. V. lb ("they are corrupt, they do abominable
deeds, there is no one who does good") recalls the protests of the prophets conceming
the total comrption of Israel/Jerusalem even in the social realm: "The faithful have
disappeared from the land, and there is no one left who is upright" (Mic.7:2; cf. Jer.
5:1; 8:6; Isa.59:4,15). In Ps. l4:4the psalmist speaks unmistakably of the evildoers

@d-b 'awen) who eat up the people (like bread?) (cf. Mic. 3:3). Like Isa. 32:5f., Ps.

14 (53) draws a comprehensive picture of the ndpdl, who is degenerate in his relation-
ship with God and with other human beings. Of the terms used by Wisdom Literature,
"fool" might best express the malicious breach of these relationships. Udo Skladny
locates the ndldl more in the realm of the raia'; for Fahlgren, he is "someone who
has contemptuously broken the ties binding him to others and to God."58

The 4 occurrences in the Hebrew fragments of Sirach are obviously late. The first
occurence of the noun, "Do not subject yourself to annldl" (4:27a), clearly contrasts the
ndpdl, who is low in social status or deportment, with the "rulers" (mdicltm) nv.27b,

55. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 415.
56. Gerleman, 152.
57. Kraus, Psalms 1-59, 416.
58. Skladny, 33; Fahlgren, 28.
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whether the verse is read "Do not resist the rulers" with the Hebrew or emended to " Show

no partiality to the ruler" following the Greek, which is more appropriate to the context

of w.26,2d.Sir. 33(36):5, "The heart of anfrbdl islike a cart wheel, and his thoughts like

a turning axle," describesthe nnf;dt as unstable and unreliable (cf' also 33:2b,3b,6)' Two

texts usJ ndBdl adject[ally in the phrase g6y naf;al. Sir. 49:5 summarizes the history of

the kings of Judah (excepi for David, Hezekiah, and Josiah): "They [Greek; Heb. 'he']

gave ttr-eir power to otheis and their glory to a godless foreign nation'" As in Dt' 32:21'

iAy *agati"doubtedly means Israel's godless foreign neighbors, ultimately the Babyloni-

L. r"rt to punish Israel for its own godlessness. The numerical saying in Sir' 50:26

apostrophizes the inhabitants of Shechem as a "nonpeople" (Anennt'am) and g6y ndudl,

probably suggesting the aspect "notelect; foreign and godless" (cf. Dt. 32:l5t',21)'

4. n"f;dlA. The relation of the abstract noun neldld to nelElk, "colpse," is discussed

elsewheie.se It is striking to observe that 9 of its 13 occurrences are in a set formula:

the 4 exceptions are t s. zs:zs; Isa. 9:16(17);32:5f.; Job 42:8. Many occurrences of

the formula are undoubtedly earlier; some may even represent the earliest occurrences

of the root nbl.
a. Formulaic Use. Tlte formula 'dSd n"pdt b"yiird'dl or 'dSd n'bdlA hazz6'! occurs

9 times, with minor variations. In it n"bdlA is the result of human action' Four of these

occurences are in Judges, one each in Genesis, Deuteronomy, Joshua, 2 Samuel, and

Jeremiah. In this formula ne\dld is the object of human action. It is noteworthy that,

except for Dt. 22:2!, the formula does not occur in legal texts: it is found instead in

nul.rutir", (Jgs. l9:23f.; 2 S. 13:12 in discourse). The form 'did nebdi biifrd'el occurs

6 times, in each of its settings as the motivation for punitive sanctions or in reaction

to a serious rransgression (Gen. 34:7;Dt.22i2l; Josh. 7:15; Jgs. 20:6,10; ler- 29:23).

Theform'dsAnebdhhaud'loccurs3timesasawarning:twiceasavetitivewith'al
(Jgs. 19:23; Z S. t3:tZ), once as a prohibitive with lo-' (Jgs. 19:24). Twice it is followed

by the apodictic statement "Such a thing ought not to be done" (Gen. 34:7) or "Such

a thing is not done in [srael" (2 S. 13:12).

Th! transgressions incriminated by the formula involve extremely grave circumstances

in various realms: Gen.34:7; Dt. 22:21 Jgs. 19:23,24;20:6,10;2 S' 13:12; Jer' 29:23

concern sexual offenses; Jgs. 19:23,24;20:6,10 are also (and primarily) concerned with

the law of hospitality; Josh. Z:15 concems Yahweh's prerogatives, as does Jer'29:23'T]ne

cofllmon and clearly decisive element of disqualification in all these offenses consists not

just in the transgression of fundamental social or religious principles but in the consequent

,iolution (n"bitilof the Israelite community. Besides mentioning Israel explicitly, some

passages emphasize this aspect by other means: Jgs. 20:6,10 by the consent or participa-

iion oi "all Israel," Dt.22t l by the bi'artd formula,o and Josh. 7 :12-15 similarly by the

restoration of Israel's purity and holiness. The severity of the sanctions (capital punish-

ment) also plays arole inDt-22:21;Josh. 7:15; Jgs' 20:6,10; ler'29:,23'

59. See I.1 above.
60. -+ II, 203.
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Any attempt to sketch the history of the formula must be hypothetical. The earliest
text, with the most intensive use of n"!d16, is probably Jgs. 19-20, the story of the
outrage committed by the men of Gibeah against the concubine of a Levite. This
narrative probably originated during the early monarchy, possibly at the court of
David.6l Noth even thinks it contains a premonarchic nucleus.62 The formula appears

naturally and with a certain flexibility in the repeated warnings of the host to the 'aniA

b"nA b"bya'al, increasing in urgency from vetitive to prohibitive. Before the breach of
the already established hospitality relationship, Jgs. 19:.23 wruns: "No, my brothers,
do not sin ('al-tare'fr nd') agunst this man who has come into my house; do not commit
this outrage ('al-ta'"ifi'e1-hann"!ali hazza')." Y.24b uses the prohibitive formulation
and refers (more restrictively) to the crime that would be committed against the guest

by ravishing his concubine; lo' ta'affr delar hann"lald haud't.63 The absence of any
direct reference to Israel (in contrast to 20:6,10) may indicate ttrat this is the original
use of the formula: it simply introduces fundamental limits or norms for life within a
social community or the moral code of a group.fl The formula "such a thing ought not
to be done" (Gen. 34:7), too, need not be specific to Israel; the same holds true for
violation of the code of hospitality, the real offense in Jgs. 19-20.

Jgs. 20:6,10 and all the other texts speak only of n"ldh in Israel. Since Noth,
therefore, most scholars have considered 'diA neldld beyiird'dl to denote an offense
against the amphictyonic code ("unwritten customary law") and theorized that the
amphictyony was the formula's Sitz im lcben.6s But Jgs. 19:23 at least leaves open the
possibility that at an early date the formula denoted an "outrage" without specific
reference to Israel; there is also the question ofthe concrete form such an amphictyonic
code might have taken.tr

Tamar's plea to her half-brother Amnon in 2 S. 13:12 recalls Jgs. l9:23f. in its
flexible use of the formula in dialogue as well as the alternation of vetitive and
prohibitive: "No, my brother, do not ('al) force me; for such a thing is not (/d) done
in Israel. Do not commit this outrage (n"bdh)." In Jgs. 19f. and 2 S. 13:-12 (cf. 2 S.

l3:13fr), the person who commits the n"ldlA cailously disregards not only the norms
of the community but also human wamings and pleas. The sociological traditions behind
Gen. 34 may even antedate those in Jgs. 19; the characterization of the rape of Dinah
by Shechem, a non-Israelite, as nebdld in Israel (v. 7) may point to the period of the
formula's integration into Israelite traditions (or it may be a gloss).68

61. Jiingling,294f.
62.Pp.l%t.
63. Jiingling, 214-17.
64. For the former see Biichli, 140f.; for the latter see Richter, 5Of.

65. Noth, 100-106; Roth, 405; most recently A. H. J. Gunneweg, Geschichte Israels. TW,2
C1979),51: "the prerogatives of the God of Israel."

66. The debate is summarized by Biichli, 140f.
67. See tr.3 above.
68. A. de Pury, Promesse divine et ligende cubuelle dans le cycle de Jacob. EBib, 2 vols.

(1975), tr, 54O. On the sociological traditions see de Pury, RB, 85 (1978), 617; C. Westermann,
Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 535-37 .
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Despite its grammatical similarity to Gen. 34:7 (formula + inf. const.), D;22i2l is

a special case: n"!al6 appears in a casuistic law dealing with premarital sexual inter-

course on the part of an Israelite woman. The punishment of stoning is justified
("because she committed a n"pdld in Israel") and reinforced ("so you shall purge the

evil from your midst"). In Deuteronomy the biartd formula following the stipulation

of a punishment in a series of laws (e.g., Dt.22:13-21,22,23f.) emphasizes the need to

preserve the purity of the tribe or nation.6e The non-Deuteronomic charac@r of the

phrase 'dSA n"bdld would not lead one to expect that the amphictyonic formula has

been incorporated secondarily into v. 2lap (cf. Jgs. 20:10-11,13).70

Josh. 7 recounts the story of Achan's sin against Yahweh by holding back some of
the devoted things. Vv. 12ff. expressly require the Israelites to sanctify themselves by

removing the devoted things and the transgressor from their midst. Over and above the

impairment of Israel's sanctity, the parentheses of vv. 11a,15bacr explicitly define the

n"pdld as transgression ('dbar) of the beril YHWH, i.e., a direct and personal breach

with Yahweh. The question whether 'dfld n"ldld belonged to the narrative from the

very beginningTl is hard to decide; literarily, the formula has the air of an addition to

the Deuteronomistic theme of the b"ril in w. l1a,15bao,.

Jer.29:23 is probably the latest text. Here social and religious transgressions are

already combined. The explanation of God's judgment against the prophets Ahab and

Zedektah states that "they have perpetrated n"!dl6 in Israel" because "they have

committed adultery with their neighbors' wives, and have spoken in my name lying

words that I did not command them." Adultery which damages the sociosexual order

in Israel, and false prophecy, which deliberately scorns Yahweh, are described together

as n"f;ald in lsrael. This text prepares the way for Ezk. 13:3.72

The formula leaves no doubt that from the very beginning n"ldli characterized an

act as a derangement of the community in critical areas (hospitality, sexual ordel
Yahweh's royal prerogatives); very early on, such an act was understood to impugn

the community of Israel as a religious and ethical entity. This early (premonarchic?)

understanding of nef;dld as a grievously culpable derangement of communal society

may also bear on the question of the basic meaning of the root nbl.

b. Other kxts. Of the 4 texts where n"lald appears apart from the formula, the

earliest is 1 S. 25.25.ln this wisdom narrative the wealthy Nabal of Maon is not the

focus of attention, but he probably represents a vivid contrast to the figures of Abigail
and David.73 V. 25 takes the name "Nabal," which can hardly have originated as a

purely pejorative appellation,Ta and clearly tries by means of poetic wordplay to as-

sociate it with n"ldti or to find n"bdh in the name and nature of Nabal (cf. Isa. 32:6).

Abigail asks David not to take Nabal seriously: "For as his name is, so is he; Nabal

69. --+ 11,203t.
70. Contra R. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomische Gesetz. BBB, 3l (1969), 258ff.
71. As maintained by Roth, 405.
72. See tr.3 above.
73. P. Kyle McCarter, I Samuel. AB, 8 (1980), 389402.
74. See the discussion in I.l above; also Barr and Stamm'
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is his name, and n"f;dli is with him." The precise meaning of the abstract noun must
be determined from the narrative as a whole. 1 S. 25:3 already describes Nabal as
"surly and mean"; vv. 10f. develop this description as arrogant and callous treatment
of David's servants, vv. 10,14 as rudeness. According tovv. 17,25, Nabal is ben-/'ti
b"liya'al. The term b"liya'al appears primarily in contexts dealing with derangement
of the social order, as the description of the men of Gibeah in Jgs. 19:22 illustrates.Ts
It is impossible to speak to Nabal (vv. 17,19,36). He has displayed ingratitude toward
David (w. 4-8,15t.,21f .). Yv.3,21,39 explicitly depict Nabal as malicious. Despite the
contrasting figure of the beautiful and sagacious Abigail, n"Qdh is not simply folly;
neither is it breach of a personal relationship; it is something worse and more general
than lack of generosity.T6 Nabal's nsbdh as malicious treatment of David, David's
servants, and his own household (vv. 17,19,36) is fully on a plane with the meaning
of the formulaic construction.

Isa. 9:16(17) is in the second (vv. 12-17[13-18]) of three oracles ofjudgment against
the northern kingdom (vv. 7-20[8-21]). It justifies God's judgment against all classes
of the people: "For everyone is godless and wicked and every mouth speaks nepah."
As in Isa. 32:6,77 the parallel terms hanEp, "godless," and m4ra', "wicked," suggest
that n"!dl6 means "malicious, destructive, mean" toward God and other human beings.

The must unusual use of the abstract noun is in Job 42:8. Enraged at Eliphaz and
his friends, Yahweh orders them to go to Job, offer up a bumt offering, and ask Job to
pray for them, "for only to him will I listen so as not to do you nebdld; for you have
not spoken of me what is right, as my servant Job has done."

Twice Yahweh is the subject of the verb nbl: not only does he treat Nineveh with
contempt (Nah. 3:6), but according to Jer. 14:.21 he gives the throne of his glory in
Jerusalem over to contempt. In Job 42:8 Yahweh is the subject of 'dSA n"!dl6'im. The
need for burnt offering and the intercession of Job, to whom alone Yahweh will listen,
indicates that the threatened n"f;dA is a serious matter; the translations "abomination"
and "outrage" are on the mark.78 The analogy of the expression to 'a(d hesed 'im79

does not necessarily point to a mitigating, generalizing idiom. Something of how n"f;dh
imperils the social community can also be suggested when, in order to punish, God
brings someone not heseQ but nebdlA.so "I will show you consideration and not treat
you as your heedlessness deserves" is an accurate translation.8l

5. Summary. A semantic history of the root, formerly associated with the fringes of
Wisdom Literature,82 can hardly be constructed; many of the texts are difficult to date.

75. --> II, 134f.; Jiingling.
76. On the last two see, respectively, Roth, 406; Gerleman, 150.
77. See tr.3 above.
78. See, respectively, Buber; and Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XV[ 538, 540.
79. Fohrer, KAT XVl,540; Tur-Sinai, Job, 5%).
80. Roth, 408.
81. L. Alonso Schiikel and J. L. Sicre Diaz, Job (Madrid, 1983), 601.
82. See ILI above.
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It seems safe to conclude that the broadest meaning is found primarily in late texts (cf.

Isa. 32:5f.; Ps. 14 par. 53), in association with markedly religious statements,s3 as Dt.
326,15,21: Job 2:10; Ps. 14; 74:18,22 illustrate. Otherwise nbl cannot be located on

the secular/religious continuum. This holds true especially for its broad spectrum of
meanings and translations. In wisdom terminology the force of the expression most

closely approximates "fool."e More justice is usually done the texts by expressions

that somehow signal graphically a breach or derangement of the bonds that unite human

beings with each other or with God, whether expressed in status, attitude, word, or

deed. The question may remain open as to the extent to which the wisdom notion of
an ordered world lies in the background.85

6. lX{. The translators of the LXX already found it difficult to translate ndbdl; the
wide range of equivalents they used exhibits no uniformity.86 For the verb, we find
atimizein (Prov. 30:32; Mic. 7:6), aphisttinni (Dt. 32: l5), apol$nai (Jer. 14:21), tithdnai
eis parddcigma (Nah. 3:6). For the noun and adjective, we find primarily dphran (2 S.

l3:13; Jer. 17:11;Ps. 14:1 [par. 53.,2(l)];39:9[8]; 74:18,22; Job 2:10; 30:8; Prov. 17:7;

3O:22), but also mdrds (Dt. 32:.6; lsa.32:5,6; Sk. 4:27;33[36]:5; 50:26) and asjnetos
(Dt. 32:21). For n"!dlA, we find aphrorlnE (Dt.22t2l; lgs. 19:23,24; 20:6,10; I S.

25:25), dschEmon (Gen. 34:7), anim€ma (Josh. 7:15), qnomia (Jer. 29:23), ddikn (Isa.

9 : 1 6 [ I 7] ), md rd (Isa. 32:6), and ap ol$' nai (Job 42 : 8). Orly dphrdn / ap hro sjna are used

with some consistency, and possibly mor6s. This shift to a wisdom interpretation is

thus clearly complete.

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. According to Karl Georg Kuhn,87 ndbdl appears in lQS 7:9:

dbr nbl is among the culpable offenses against the community. In a similar vein, CD
10:18 forbids speaking a dASar naldl wer?q on the Sabbath. IQS 10:21f., "Belial I
will not keep in my heart and nblwt shall not be heard in my mouth," associates nef;dh
with Belial, thus emphasizing the (negatively) religious character of the root. Kuhn

reconstructs nblwt it lQH 5:21.
Marbiick

83. Roth, 407.
84. BDB, 614: "foolish, senseless. . . . (impious and presumptuous) fool"; Caquot: "in-

sens6").
85. Sebg, 713f.; with G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1972),64f .

86. G. Bertram, "po)p6q," TDNT, IV,833-36; idem, *Qpr\vl' TDNT, [)(,225.
87. Kuhn, 139.
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Contents: I. Etymology and Distribution. tr. Meaning. Itr. Usage'

I. Etymologr and Distribution. Heb. naf;el/nelel is probably a monosyllabic,

onomatopoeic primary noun with the basic vowel a, distinct from )fl nbl with the

basic vowel i (*ni/cbl in contrast to *na/ ebl, LXXB nabal, LXXA' R nabla).r Several

pieces of evidence support this conclusion: (l) IJgat. nbl, "jar," in contrast to nbl',

"harp";z (2) the Greek transliteration in the LXX: ndbel (l S. l:24; Hos. 3:2; etc. [?
nebl Sixt.l) in contrast to ndbla/E, rutblas, nailon, ruibal, and the like (l-,at. nablium);
(3) the pointing of the MT: nEbel, niUA, etc., in contrast to nepel, nalel (Ie4'S. F* 18

on Ps. lM:9, e.g., b"nalal); (4) Syr. nbl in contrast to nabld (?), Eth. nEbdl/nEbql,

'Jar," in contrast to nabal, "flame"; (5) 1 S. 10:3,5, where both nouns appear without

any recognizable distinction in the same rhetorical unit. The relationshipto AY,k. nablu,

"flame," "flaming arrow, tongue of fire, flame," specifically "fire pan," is obscure.3

The noun n^bel II occurs 28 times in the OT, including Am. 6:5 but omitting 2
occurrences in Sirach. It is thus somewhat less common than its counterpart kinndr (40

occurrences). More than two-thirds of its occurences are in the Chronicler's history

(12) and Psalms (9). It therefore came into widespread use comparatively late; the

oldest texts in which it appears are 1 S. lO:5;2 S. 6:5; Am. 5:23; Isa. 5:12. It is used

in parallel or in conjunction with kinnir some}O times. The most important occurrences

without kinn|r are Am. 5:23; (6:5?); Isa. 14:11; Ps. 144:9. It appears in the Dead Sea

Scrolls in lQS l0:9; lQM 4:5; lQH 1l:23; 1lQPs^ 28:4.

II. Meaning.If nbl tr is to be kept distinct from nbl I, 'Jar (for wine or oil)," this

holds true also for attempts to define more precisely the musical instrument it denotes.

The following evidence emerges from the usage of the word. In contrast to kinndf
"lyre," its origins are Semitic; this fact, together with its sonic form, may suggest an

n,Qel. -->'117) kinn'r (vll, 197-204); P. Casetti, "Funktion der Musik in der Bibel,"
Freiburger kitschift fiir Philosophie und Theologie, 24 (1977), 366-389; G. Delling, "6pvog,,"

ID I Vm, 489-503; A. Draffkom-Kilmer, "The Cult Song from Ancient Ugarit" Rll, 68

(1974),69-82;8. Gerson-Kiwi, "Musique," DBS,5, 14ll-1468,esp. 1422-26; P. Grelot, "Uor-
chestre de Daniel trI 5,7,10,15," W,29 (1979),23-38, esp. 33tr.; R. Hammerstein, "Instrumenta
Hieronymi," Archiv fir Musikwissewchaft, 16 (1959), ll7-134, esp. 125ff.; O. Keel, The Sym'

bolism of the Biblicalworld(Eng. trans., New York, 1978), 346-352,408f.; H. P. Kiimmel, "Zur
Stimmung der babylonischen Harfe," 04 N.s. 39 (1970), 252-263; H. Seidel, Der Beitrag des

ATs zu einer Musikgeschichte Altisraels (Leipzig, 1970); D. Wulstan, "Music from Ancient
ugarit," RA, 68 (197 4), 125-28.

l. J. J. Stamm, ZAW gO (1978), 114. Listed in HAL,ll,6&, as ):l tt.
2. On Ugar. nbl see Ugaritica, V (1968), 558; UT no. 1598; on nbl'see U4 12 (1980), 339.

3. For thi first defrnition see CAD, Xll 1,25-27; for the second, AHw, I1,698; for the third'
$y'. C. Delsman,IlE ll (1979),188; W. Mayer, ibid., 584.
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indigenous plucking instrument. According to I S. 10:5, it is portable and belongs to
an instrumental group that includes ,op, "tambouine," haltl, "double flute (?)," and

kinnbt "lyre." Since it heads the list, it may have been conspicuous. A similar grouping

appears in Isa. 5:12, and in somewhat different form in 2 S. 6:5, which mentions lyre,
double flute, and tambourine along with castanets and cymbals. The Qumran texts also

associate it with thehdltl flute. According to I K. l0:12, it could be made of 'almugg?m

wood, like all the woodwork of the palace (and the kinnbr).
When it is not associated with kinndr (Ps. 144:9; Isa. 14:11; also Am. 5:23; [6:5?]),

an association with the king or at least with the royal court is suggested.a The other
occurences in the Psalms associate the two instruments with vocal music (iir and

zimmer appearing frequently), clearly to accompany the singing of a "thanksgiving
hymn" (h68d, Ps. 33:2; 57:9181;11:22;81:3[2]; 144:9; also probably 150:3). Note the

description in92:4(3): "to the music of 'ai6r and ndf;el, to the melody of kinnOr" (cf .

Am.6:5).
This stringed instrument (so described in Sir. 39:15), of which there was a ten-

stringed variant (Ps. 33:2; 144:9;92:4[3]), appears to have been given a permanent

role in the Levitical temple orchestra (Neh. 12:27; I Ch. 15:16ff.; etc.), especially to
accompany singing (baiitr: I Ch.25:6; 15:16;2 Ch. 5:l2ff.). The kinndr and ndlel
were termed k"b dawtd, "instruments of David" (2 Ch. 29:25f.; cf. Neh. 12:36);

Josephus speaks of the ten-stringed kinf,ra and the twelve-note ruibla as instruments
introduced by David.s

The LXX often simply transliterates (hai ndblai: I S. 10:5; 2 S. 6:5; I K. 10:12;

always in Chronicles; cf. also I Mc. 13:51). In the Psalms and Neh. 12:27,ituses
psaltiirion (Ps.7l:22: psalm6s), and in Am. 5:23;6:5, 6rganon.6

Identification of the actual instrument is not certain. lf n€lel always denotes the

same instrument - uncertainty clearly begins with the LXX, which can eqtate neQel

and kinndr - the most likely candidate is the arched lyre or angled harp, both members

of the harp family, with strings tuned to fixed pitches played by the fingers of both
hands.T Such an instrument, however, is not yet attested archaeologically in Palestine.

It is also conceivable that *nabl was originally the indigenous word for portable stringed
and plucked instruments in general and over time remained associated with a particular

type when differentiation began (lyre, kithara, lute, harp, sambuca, etc.8). That the word
is used somewhat less frequently than kinndr may be due to the greater sktll the nEbel

demanded of the player (cf. Ps. 8l:3[2]: ". . . and also the naQel").

III. Usage. The procession of n"f;tim in 1 S. l0:5, the court celebration when the

ark was brought to Jerusalem in 2 S. 6:5, and the employment of the nEf;el for

4. Keel,349.
5. Ant.7.12.3 5306.
6. On psdlla/psalttirion see Delling, 490ff.; on p"santerin, Gk. psaltilrion, see Grelot, 33ff.;

on psalterium see Hammerstein, 125ff.
7. H. P. P(nger,BRLZ,235.
8. See Grelot.
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instrumental accompaniment or as part of the temple orchestra illustrate the religious
significance of the nelel harp in the context of the music in which it played a part.
Two aspects of the instrument itself are theologically significant. First is the function
of accompanying the chant of individuals singing songs of praise and thanksgiving
(hAdA, hillel, zimmdr). With harmonious chords (prt 'al-pt: Am. 6:5 [?]) or a drone,
music undergirds and sustains the performance of lay chant ("a new song") as

liturgically appropriate, "elevated" speech in the presence of Yahweh and the con-
gregation, playing a supporting role similar to that which it plays for the dance.
Second, together with lyres, cymbals, etc., as governed by liturgical regulations, it
belongs to the special institution of the Levitical temple orchestra, which serves (as

Chronicles attests) to support hymnic chant ("after the manner of young girls" [?]:
1 Ch. 15:20) and thus in a special way to celebrate the epiphany and presence of God
in the sanctuary.

SeyboLd

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Meaning. II. l. Verbal Communication;2. Nonverbal Com-
munication. IlI. l. Occurrences;2. Semantic Field. IV. Most Important Texts: l. Prophetic
Contexts; 2. Cultic Contexts; 3. Wisdom Contexts. V. l. LXX; 2.Dead Sea Scrolls;3. Jewish
Literature.

l. l. Etymology. The root ngd appearc in Phoenician as a masculine personal name;
in Arabic as a verb ("overcome, help," II "furnish, inform"), noun (najdah, "help,
courage"), and adjective (najtd, "courageous"); in Aramaic (n"ga{, "pull"; Syriac
also "lead"); and Ethiopic (nagada, "travel, engage in trade"). In Hebrew it is found
as a verb (hiphil and hophal), in negey' (a noun used adverbially), and in the noun -+
ndgiQ, "pitnce."

AttempS have been made to establish a connection between ngd and Akk. naqadu,

ngd. M. Dahood, "Denominative rihham, 'To Conceive, Enwomb,' " Bibl, 44 (1963),2M-5;
idem, "Qohelet and Northwest Semitic Philology," Bibl, 43 (1962), 349-365;0. Garcia de la
Fuente, l"a bilsqueda de Dios en el AT (Madid, l97l); H. Haag, " 'Offenbaren' in der hebriischen
Bibel,"TZ,16(1960),251-58;J.Harvey, Leplaidoyerproph€tiquecontrelsraelaprislarupture
de l'Alliance (Bruges, 1967); A. Lemaire, Ltsciptions hibratques. l'. Les ostraca (Paris, 1977);
I. L. Seeligmann, "Ztx Terminologie fiir das Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz des biblischen
Hebriiisch," Hebrriische Wortforschung. Festschrift W. Baumgartner SW, 16 (1967),251-278;
A. Schoors, "Les choses ant6rieures et les choses nouvelles dans les oracles Deut6ro-Isar'ens,"
ETL,40(1964), 19-47;M.Weinfeld, DeuterorwmyandtheDeuteronomicSchool(Oxford, 1972);
Y. Yadin, The Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness (Eng. trans.,
London, 1962); W. Zimmerli, "Der 'Prophet'im Pentateuch," Srudien zum Pentateuch. Fest-
schrift W. Kornfeld (Vienna, 1977), 197-211.
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"be in a critical situation," but these two roots are etymologically distinct'1 There may,

however, be some connection between Heb. nege{, nngtQ and Tuareg nkd, "go before,

go to meet," appearing in the Punic translation (mynkd) of Lat. imperator2 This theory

should not be rejected out of hand.

The verb ngd probably derives from the snbst. negeQ, which means literally some-

thing like "front, face," but is in fact used only as an adverb or preposition: "in front

of, opposite." The only exception is Gen. 2:18,20, wherc kenegdd means "as his

counterpart," i.e., suitable for him.3 This etymology is supported by the general ten-

dency of Ugaritic and Hebrew to form denominative verbs from words denoting parts

of the body.a

2. Meaning. From these observations, it is clear that the primary and most immediate

meaning of n gdis "place opposite, place before, confront with." From this sense derives

the mOSt common meaning, "report, inform, show, explain, announce, reveal," with a
wide range of nuances from the semantic field of communication. These nuances will
be discussed in greater detail below.

ll. l. Verbal Communication. As a rule, ngd refers to verbal communication. This

observation, which can be supported by numerous texts, is especially evident in those

cases where ngd appears in conjunction with the expressions "open the lips" (Ps.

5l:17[Eng. v. 15]) and "in the ears of" (Jer. 36:20;cf.Isa.48:14).5 In addition, Isa.

48:20 refers explicitly to the "voice" (qdl) as a means of communication; and in several

texts "words" (d"bartm)istheobject of ngd(Gen.44:24:1S. 18:26; l9:7;25:12;2K.
6:12). Verbal communication is intended to convey a message. This operation implies

a referent, a channel, and of course a sender and a receiver. In most cases, the sender

(speaker) and receiver (hearer) are human beings; the referent (the subject matter of
the message) likewise generally belongs to the human realm. This explains why ngd

functions primarily in the secular sphere.

Human cornrnunication covers a very wide range; examples of the usage of ngd

therefore are extremely varied: stating a truth (Gen. 3:11), answering a question (Gen.

32:30129); 43:7; Jer. 36:17 38:14f.,27: ia'al - higgtd), conveying information (Gen'

14;13;26:32; 46:31;1 S. 4:13f.; Job 1:15-17,19), interpreting a dream (Gen. 4l:24;

Dnl.2:2), concealing or revealing a secret (Gen. 31:20; Josh.2:14,20; Jgs. 16:6,10,13,

15,17f.) or a name (Jgs. 13:6), solving a riddle (Jgs. 14:12-29; I K. 10:l-3), explaining

aritual or sign (Ex. 13:8; Dt.32:7;Ezk.24:19;37:18), etc. In some cases ahuman

being is the speaker and God is the hearer (Ex. 19:9; Ps. 142:312)); in others, God is

L W. Richter, BZ N.s.9 (1965), 72,n.7, contra J. J' Gltick, "Nagid-Shepherd"' Izd 13

(1963), 144-l5O; AHw, Ir, 7 43.
2. KAr,n, D6t.
3. W. J. Gerber, Die hebriiischen Verba denominativa (1896), 189; C. Westermarn, TLOT ll,

714.
4. Dahood, 8ib1,43,364;44,2Mf .;idem, Psalms. AB, 16 (1965),84,237;17A(1970), 385'

5. See III.2 below.
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the sender and a human being the receiver (Gen. 4l:25;2 5.7:ll; Jer. 42:3; Mic. 6:8;
Ps. 147:19). God is represented anthropomorphically, and one may therefore hope that
he will "open his lips" (Job 1l:5f.) and communicate "his word" @Abdr) (8x.4:28;
Dt. 5:5). Divine communication may be direct or indirect (Dt. 4:13; Jer. 9:11[2]); it
may also use a mediator or messenger (l S. 3:17f.;9:8; Isa. 2l:lO; Jer. 16:10;42:20f.;
Ezk.24:l9ff .).

Syntactically and stylistically, the relationships sketched above are generally ex-
pressed by the hiphil of ngd + indirect object with /'+ (sometimes) direct object or
other expression, e.g., 1 S. 19:7: wal,yagg?Q 16 yehbndldn'e1-kol-haddcQdrtm hd'Elleh.
On rare occasions the indirect object is introduced by 'el: wayyagg?/ m1ieh'e1-di\rA
hd'dm 'el-YHWH (Ex. 19:9; cf. 1 S. 3: l5). Instead of a direct object, we may find b"
+ place (l S. 4:13; 2 S.l:201' Jer. 4:5; 5:20) or other adverbial expressions.

2. Nonverbal Communication. The verb ngd can also denote nonverbal communica-
tion. Without speech, without words, without audible voice, Ps. 19:2-4(1-3) declares,
the heavens tell the glory of God and the firmament proclaims his handiwork (cf. also
5O:6;97:6; Job 12:7). We are dealing here with a special kind of "language": despite
the absence of "words" (d"!drtm) and "voice" (qbl), it is universal and extends
throughout the entire world. The senders are the heavenly realms, the receivers the
earthly. The message consists in the proclamation of God's glory the revelation of the
mighty God.

Thus ngd expresses not only communication among human beings but also God's
communication through his word and through nature. As a rule, ngd means making
someone else share in something previously unknown. It involves informing, making
known, revealing in the broadest sense. When the subject is God, the verb can denote
revelation in the strict sense; when God does this through a messenger, his word can
be a prophetic message.

lll. l. Occuruences. The are 334 occurrences of the verb ngd in the hiphil: 48 in
the Pentateuch (3 I in Genesis - 14 in the story of Joseph), I 38 in the Deuteronomistic
history (27 in Judges -23 in the story of Samson; 80 in 1-2 Samuel; 30 in l-2 Kings),
70 in the prophetic books (29 in lsaiah -21in Deutero-Isaiah; 28 in Jeremiah), and
78 elsewhere (20 in Psalms, 17 in Job).

To these occurrences one may add the following conjectural emendations: Dt. 13:10,
haggeQ taggt/ennfi for MT hdrig tahargennfr;6 I S. l2:7: inserting w"'aggi/h ldftem
with the LXX;'1 lsa.4l..27: higgaQtt for MT hinnEh hinnam.s

There are 35 occurrences of ngd in the hophal: 5 in Genesis, 8 in l-2 Samuel, and
7 in l-2 Kings.

6. Cf. LXX; 8IIS,' Seeligm ann, 26lf .; Weinfeld, 94-97.
7. Cf. BHS: H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT, Vllll I (1973),233;P. K. McCarter,

I Samuel. AB, 8 (1980), 210.
8. Cf. BIIS; C. F. Whitley, JSS, 2 (1957),327f .: K. Elligea Deuterojesaja. BK, Xlll ( 1978),
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The vert ngd also appears in extrabiblical Hebrew texts, e.g., Lachish ostracon 3.e

The introductory formula "Your servant X has sent to tell (ngd hiphiD my lord N . . ."
recalls formulas in the Amama letters ("I have sent you this tablet to tell you . . .")
and a few biblical passages such as Gen.32:6: "I have sent to tell (ngd hiphil). . . ." r0

2. Semantic Field. In Biblical Hebrew the semantic field of ngd includes above all
+ yJ! yd/a', --> lnUi iama', and -r 1n) kihed.tt tf the basic meaning of higgil is

"cause to know," it is logical ttrat the verb should have close associations with ydSa',

as in [sa. 19:12;41:22f.,26;Job 11:6; 38:4,18; Ruth 4:4; Eccl.6:12. Ezk. 23:36 uses

higgt/ instead of hbQta'(cf. Ezk. 2O:4;22:2; also compare Ex. 13:8 to Josh.4:22).
Finally, we may note that, while the LXX uses anangdllein to translate higgtd, it
occasionally uses the same verb for hbdta'(Ps. lM:l).

The relationship between hiSSU and iama'is evident. We are dealing with the

correlation between speaking and hearing, which in this case manifests itself in two
ways: (a) parallelism of higgt/ and hiimta' (lsa. 4l:22b,26b; 42:9; 43:9,12-44:7 alBHSl,

relationship (Gen.2l:26 Isa. 21:10; 48:6; Jer. 31:10; 36:13 42:21; Ezk. 40:4; Prov.

29:24; see also Isa. 4O:21 [ngd hophaU).

There is antithetical parallelism between ngd and khd, although the two verbs appear

in synonymous parallelism when higgiQ is used affirmatively and khd is negated (Josh.

7:19:' I S. 3:18; Isa. 3:9; Jer. 38:25; 50:2; Job l5:18; cf. Jer. 38:14f.). We may observe

analogous correlation between ngd and 'lm (l K. 10:3 par.; 2 Ch.9:2;2 K. 4:27; cf .

lob 42:3) and between ngd and bniA Q K. 7:9; Isa. 57: 1 1f.).

fV. Most Important Texts. It is not always easy to categoize a text as belonging

to a particular stream of tradition. In the following discussion, therefore, we use the

term "context" in a broad sense. From the theological perspective, the verb zgd is used

primarily in prophetic and cultic contexts, although some relevant examples also appear

in Wisdom Literature. The theological meaning of a passage can exhibit a variety of
semantic nuances and be embodied in a variety of literary forms. For example, ngd

appears several times in texts of the rif; genre ([sa. 48:-14;57:12; 58:l; Mic. 6:8; Ps.

50:6).tz Without losing its theological import, in these and other texts ngd acquires

certainjuridical overtones. Other nuances may depend on the direct object or parallel

verbs and forms.

l. Pmphetic Contexts. a. The earliest texts in which ngd appears in a prophetic

context are probably in the Pentateuch. We are not always dealing with prophecy in
the strict sense, but the association is clear.

9. KAI,l93,2 (hiphil), 13 (hophal).
10. Lemaire, 101-4. On the Amarna texts see A. F. Rainey, El Amama Thblets j59-379. AOAT,

8 ('?1978), nos. 367, 2-4;369,2-4 (pp.36tr.).
I l. See [V.2.c below.
12. Harvey, l@, n.2.
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(l) In the Joseph story Gen. 4l.,24f. is a theologically programmatic textl3 in which
the verb ngd is repeated. In form and content, these verses recall 41:15f. and 40:8 (cf.
37:5tt.). Pharaoh tells Joseph that he has had a dream that his magicians have been unable
to interpret (v. 24). [n verbal communication, the message sent can convey information
only when sender and receiver share a common code: the sender encodes and the receiver
decodes the message. The magicians cannot decode the message because they do not
know the code, as one would expect in this case, since it is not a human code. The usual
word for dream interpretation in the Joseph story is payar (40:8,16,22;41:8,12,13,15). In
4l:.24 higgil is used instead, with the same meaning and in a similar form of expression:
fip61cr'An'616 (40:8; 41:15) lweAn maggtS lt (4t:24).

Here we catch an echo of the general notion that dreams have prophetic signifi-
cance.14 Both dreams and their interpretation come from God (cf. 4O8;41:25). Joseph
is "not a trained dream interpreter," like the magicians of Pharaoh, but he "depends
on God's inspiration"; he is a charismatic.ls Future events belong to God and those to
whom he wishes to reveal them. The essence of the revelation is not in the dream but
in its divine interpretation. The dream of Pharaoh is a message from God: "What God
is about to do, he has proclaimed (hi19t{ to Pharaoh" (41:25) 

- even more, it is a
message of favor (v. 16). This dream, together with its interpretation, is tantamount to
a divine revelation ofprophetic character, announcing God's favor.

The notion that dreams embody a revelation is an idea corlmon to the Elohistic
texts, to which Gen. 40-41 belong (cf. 20:3ff.; 28:12tr.).In rhe context of a dream,
Abraham is given the title ndlt' (20:7); and we are told that Joseph possesses "the
spirit of Elohim" (41:38). Joseph is not only a sage or magician but a prophet, who
receives the divine revelation through which he interprets dreams. "A prophet, not a
magician, is the proper interpreter of dreams."l6 ln 4l:24f., therefore, higgil far
transcends simple explication: it belongs in the category of authentic prophetic inter-
pretation, in the context of the revelation and proclamation of God.

Hos. 4:12 accords with these texts; like them, it originated in the northern kingdom.
It is the only passage in Hosea to we higgiQ, and it refers to the technique used to
achieve contact with the Deity.lT

Similar to these texts are Isa. 19:12; Jer. 9:11; and above all Dnl. 2:2 (+ 2:26ff.),
which probably depends on Gen. 4041. Common to all these passages is the contrast
between the sages and soothsayers of other nations and the prophets of Israel.l8 Dreams
and visions come from God and pass the comprehension of sages and court soothsayers:
they give foolish counsel, because they are not guided by the true prophetic spirit.

13. G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans. 1972),315.
14. -, D)n hdbm (IY,42t-432i.
15. Von Rad, Genesis, 375. Quotation from H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. trans., Macon, Ga.,

1977\,412.
16. O. Procksch, Genesis. KAT 1 (1913), 394; cf . Gunkel, Genesis, 412: H.-C. Schmitt, Die

nic htp ie ste rliche J o s ephs ge sc hichte. BZAW I 54 ( 1 980), 98f.
l7. J. L. Mays, Hosea. OTL (1969),73.
18. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), 103.
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(2) The understanding of Israelite prophecy as different from magical interpretation,

latent in the Joseph story, appears openly in the Balaam cycle, most concretely in Nu.

23:3ff. (E). The author contrasts the magical apprehension of Balak's ritual sacrifice

to the prophet's subjection to the word of God.le The primary source of prophecy is

the word of God; the prophet repeats the words God tells him(23.5,7,12,16f.;22:35,38)
or the vision God shows him (23:3). Balaam does not dare express his own opinion;
he does not speak prematurely, but awaits the word event in a meeting with God. J. de

Vaulx compares Balaam to Moses, who climbs the mountain to meet Yahweh (Ex. 19:3:

higgt/).zo In Balaam's case the meeting takes the form of vision and audition (Nu.

23,3,5). Balaam conveys (hig7til to Balak what God has shown him, what God reveals

to him (23:3).
Moses' preeminence as mediator of God's word is illustrated by two texts from the

northern tradition, Ex. 4:282r and Dt. 5:5. Both emphasize Moses' role as mediator;

their almost identical formulation (higg?Q + le +'e1 . . . d'f;ar YHWH) suggests not only

a connection between the two texts but dependence of the latter on the former.22 T\e
relationship between the expression d"lar YHWH and prophetic revelation on the one

hand and between Moses' role as mediator and the function of the prophets on the other

appears to be undeniable.z3
This relationship is accentuated even more if one acknowledges the connection

between Mic. 6:8 and Dt. 5:5. Micah affirms that Yahweh has made known (higSid)

his will to Israel, i.e., has told Israel what is required. Artur Weiser connects the passage

with the Decalog, and Hans Walter Wolff thinks that the terminology of Mic. 6:8 recalls

that of Dt.4:13 and 5:5 (hi17td in all three cases).24 One should note, howeYer, that

Dt. 4:13 represents a tradition different from 5:5; the former emphasizes the directness

of divine communication. The mediation of Moses expressed by higgi/ also appears

in Ex. 19:9, but in the opposite direction: from the people to God.

The Pentateuch texts here analyzed use the verb ngd in the context of primitive

witnesses to the prophetic tradition. Although they do not belong to classical prophecy,

these texts (esp. those of northern origin) represent in a sense the foundation pillars of
Israelite prophecy. In them the verb ngdmoves in the domain of prophetic interpretation,

revelation, inspiration, and prediction. At the same time, it instantiates the mediating

role of Moses and Balaam, an essential function in both communication theory and

prophetic activity.
b. In the "Former Prophets" (Deuteronomistic history), we shall focus on three

19. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (1968), 182.
20. Nombres. SB (1972),275.
21. Assigned to E by G. Fohrer, Aberlieferung und Gesihichte des Exodus. BAW 9l (1964),

28ff., 124; J. P. Hyatt, Exodus. NCB (repr. l98l), 88; et al.

22. Contra G. Seitz, Redaktionsgeschichtliche Studien zum Deuteronomium- BWANT 93
(1971), 49; A. D. H. Mayes, Deuteronomy. NCB (1979), 166.

23. G. Gerleman, TLOT I,331; Zimmerll202ff.
24. Weiser, Das Buch der zwblf Kleinen Propheten. ATD,24 (1956), 281; Wolff, Micah (Eng.

trans., Minneapolis, 1990), 179.
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places where the verb ngd ocgurs in a context relevant to the theology of prophecy:
the call of Samuel (1 S. 3), Samuel's appointment of Saul as ndgtj (l S. 9:l-10:16),
and an anecdotal story about Elisha (2 K. 4). All these texts belong to the northem
stream of tradition, and in them we can observe some significant points of contact with
the Pentateuch texts just discussed.

(1) Like Balaam, Samuel is a seer (l s. 9:9) and receives his prophetic call in the
setting of a vision (3:15). Like Elisha, Samuel is an ?J al1htm (9:6;2 K. 4:8ff.); both
possess extraordinary powers through which they can come in contact with supernatural
forces. [n the account of Samuel's call, higgt/ expresses the communication of the
divine revelation to Eli: the concern is to tell the vision (haggi/'e!-hammar'eft; I S.
3:15)andconveythewordsof Yahweh (wayyaggd!iemfi'el'e!-kol-hadd"f;drim: v. 18).
Vision and audition are the usual channels of prophetic revelation (cf. the discussion
of Balaam above).

(2) When Samuel anoints Saul, he acts as God's agent. The verb ngd, which is
especially frequent in this narrative (1 S.9:6,8,18,19; 10:15f. [4 times]), exhibits
various nuances. Saul hopes that the "man of God" will give him information (higgtL)
about the stray donkeys (v. 6b). Indeed, he expects more than just information, knowing
quite well that the man of God is endowed with special powers, so that "whatever he
says always comes true" (v. 6a). But he certainly does not expect as much as the man
of God will actually tell him, since he does not know that Yahweh has commanded
Samuel to anoint him as nagtS over Israel (9:15f.; l0:1). In this context, the meaning
of ngd wavers between "inform" and "intelpret prophetically" (9:6,19). Indeed, be-
cause of the etymological connection with ndgt/, haggtQh-nd' lt could even mean
"designate me."5

In I S. l0:15f. higgtS takes on a new aspect. It refers simultaneously to both the
revelation (v. 16a) and concealment (negated: v. 16b) of a matter. Saul's conduct toward
his servants in concealing a portion of the truth recalls the behavior of Samson toward
his parents: there too hisgtd appears with the identical meaning (Jgs. 14:4,6,16).

(3) Not only Samson and Saul but also Yahweh is depicted as concealing or revealing
(hissU) something. The "man of God" Elisha says that Yahweh hid the distress of the
shunammite woman from him and did not tell him abo:utit(weyHwH he'"ltm mimmenni
wel6' higgiQ li: 2 K.4:27). Since he'"ltm has a clear cognitive connotation, the parallel
expression encompasses the same meaning: Yahweh did not inform Elisha concerning
the event. God's word remains hidden within God as his "plan" (Dt.29:28[29]; Am.
3:7).

(4) In the story of Samuel's call in I S. 3, w. 1 1- 14 are a Deuteronomistic addition.26
In this section the object of higgtQ is an oracle of judgment against the house of Eli.
By contrast, in 2 S. 7:ll (also Deuteronomistic2T) the object is an oracle of divine favor
toward the house of David. These observations illustrate the semantic range of ngd in

25. McCarter, AB, 8, 179.
26. T. Veijola Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen, 193 (1975), 38f.
27. rbid.,79t.,132f.
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the Deuteronomistic history. Its occurrences extend from the ancient stories revised by

a prophetic redactor to its inclusion in the framework of the Deuteronomistic history.

c. In classical prophecy, ngd occurs primarily in late texts. There are, however, some

noteworthy preexilic texts.
(1) Among the earliest texts (apart from Hos. 4:12 and Mic. 6:8, discussed above)

are Isa. 3:9 and Mic. 3:8; in both, higgtQhas bap't as its object. In Mic. 3:8 the prophet

represents himself as God's true messenger, sent to declare (hiqgtil to Jacob his

transgression (peia') and to Israel his sn (hata'). It is a thankless task, but essential

to his prophetic activity. Here the verb expresses the prophetic charge against the false

prophets (vv. 5-7). Using an almost identical formula, Isa. 58:1 says that the prophet

has been charged with revealing the sin of the people (cf. Job 2l:31)'
In tsa. 3:9 higgtS battd'l has a different meaning: here the wicked themselves do

not hide their sin but proclaim it openly. Tlttts higgi/ becomes a public confession,

proud and insolent in contrast to Ps. 51:5(3), where a similar formula gives voice to a

iecognition and humble confession of sin (BFIS proposes 'aggiQ for negdi). Cf. also

Am. 5:12; Isa. 59:12; Job 13:23; 36:9 (ngd/yd' + hattd'!/peia').
A second group of preexilic texts, later than these, is found in the book ofJeremiah

(4:5;15; 20:10; 3l:10;46:14 48:20). With the exception of 4:15, the impv. haggtlfr is

followed by an indication of place introduced by b" (cf. also 5:20; 50..2,28:. exilic). This

construction is characteristic of (but not unique to; cf. Ps.9:12[1U) Jeremiah; on

occasion it appears in solemn introduction to an oracle in order to announce a happy

or tragic event. In 4:5, for example, disaster is announced for Judah and Jerusalem; in

31: l0 a message of salvation is proclaimed. Jer.46:14 and 48:20 contain oracles against

Egypt and Moab.
(2) Among the late texts, those in Deutero-Isaiah stand out on account of their

theological richness. One of Deutero-Isaiah's favorite expressions, especially in chs.

4H8, is higgtS ftophal in 40.21). of the 2l occurrences of the hiphil, only 3 have a

human subject (42:12;45:2la;48:20); in most of the rest, the subject is Yahweh or the

gods. Syntactically and stylistically, the number of interrogative clauses introduced by

rzi is significant (41:26;43:9; M:7;45.21;48:14), as well as the many instances of
combination with idma'?8 ln40:21the hophal of ngd parallels not only .iama'but also

btn and ydja'. Strictly speaking, this series of relationships shows that not just speaking

and hearing are involved but also understanding in the broadest sense, and that knowl-

edge of God comes from hearing the proclamation.2e

In Deutero-tsaiah higgtQ usually means "predict." This meaning is emphasized by

objects and modihers: "what is to come" ('6tiy6t: 4l.23; M:7), "what will take place"

(cf. 'Lier lo' na'aSfr:46:10), "new things" (b"dni60 par. "before they spring forth"

(42:9), "from long ago" (mE'dz) par. "before they came to pass" (48:5), "from ancient

times" (miqqeQem:46: l0).:o In 4l:22-27 much more is involved than mere prediction:

28. See Itr.2 above.
29. Elliger, BK, XI I l, 82t.
30. Schoors, 26.
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higgtQ refers to interpretation of both the present and the past.3l Between the past and
the future, the word constitutes arevelatory act in the present. rn43:12;48:14f., the
proclamation includes implicitly or explicitly the notion of salvation. In 48:20 all the
Israelites are called on to proclaim(haggtfifi; cf.42:12) the salvation accomplished by
Yahweh. They are to be heralds of the good news before the nations. The passage is
in the form of a herald's instructions, the central theme of which is proclamation of
the salvific event that has taken place.32

Among the late texts, some exilic passages in First Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel
deserve mention. [n Isa. 2l:l-lO ngd appears at the beginning (v. 2 [hophal]), in the
middle (v. 6), and at the end (v. l0). rn v. 2 the object of ngd is l1dzfil which includes
both vision and audition.33 This explains the different formulas in vv. 6 and l0: '"ier
yir'eh yagg?Q and '"ier idma'1t. Wtnle ngd in v. 2 refers to divine revelation, in vv. 6
and 10 it refers to the proclamation of this revelation: God reveals himself in visions
and words, and the watchman reports what he sees and hears (cf. Ezk. 4O:4).

In Jer. 16:10;33:3;42:4,20f., also, higgtQ means "reveal." In Jer. 9:11(12);Ezk.
24:19;37:18, the reference is probably to prophetic interpretation;here ngd appears in
requests for an explanation or interpretation.

2. Cultic Contexts. In cultic contexts ngd appears primarily in relatively late texts.
Some early occurrences, however, are associated with the institution of consulting God
through a priest.

a. The OT contains only two more or less complete formularies for consulting
Yahweh, one in David's inqurry in the midst of a war (l S. 23:9-12), the other in
connection with identification of a guilty party (14:41f.).3a Both we higgi!, rhe former
as part of the inquiry formula (23:ll), the latter in close connection with it (14:43). In
23:ll higgtQ expresses the answer to the inquiry through Abiathar. The request for an
oracle appears as a formal prayer, part of a ritual rooted in the cult.35 In 14:41 lots
(Urim and rhummim) are cast to determine the guilty party. In this context we are
dealing with a sacral ceremony, a divine determination in which God is called on
repeatedly (14:38ff.). In this setting, higgt/ is used once again. It would not suffice for
the lot to fall on a person: that person must also acknowledge his or her guilt.

Josh.7:14-19 describes a situation that has several points of contact with the scenes
just described. The formula using ngd is almost identical with 1 S. 14:43 (w"haggd/-nd'
It meh'dit!d: Josh. 7:19; haggtQd li meh'd$1A: I S. 14:43). The basic problem is also
similar. In the setting of the Achan story which is an etiological tale with marked
liturgical elements,36 there is mention of a sin that has been committed among the

31. Elligea BK, ){.lll, 192, 196.
32. F. Cri.isemann, Studien zur Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Danklied in Israel. WMANT

32 (1969), 50f.; R. P. Merendino, Der Erste und der lztzte. SW 3l ( 1981), 534.
33. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997),315.
34. See Garcia de la Fuente, 24.
35. rbid.,222f.
36. M. Noth, Josua. HAT VII C1953), 43tr.
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Israelites (vv. 1lf.). In a cultic ceremony beginning with ritual purification (v. 13),lots
are cast to identify the guilty party (vv. 14-18). The ceremony culminates in a doxology
and confession spoken by the guilty man (v. 19).37 Just as the transgression has a double
aspect - being an offense against both God and the communiry - so the confession

must take place before God and the people. The formulas employed are in part com-
plementary, in part parallel: itm-na' kfrbdd YYHWH . . . w"1en-16 t6Qd w"haggeS-nd' lt
meh'dft1d (v. 19). This parallelism is accentuated when we comparc lsa. 42:12: yditmfr
PYHWH kabdd nfhilldlb bd'tytm yag$ilA. The formula itm-nd' ka861 IeYHWH is

characteristic of cultic worship (cf. Ps. 66:2).zt Its close association with the higgtQ

formula gives this verb a special religio-cultic connotation. In Josh. 7:19 higgtS takes

on the meaning "confess": a quasi-sacramental confession of Yahweh and Yahweh's
representatives before the community.

The book of Jonah tells a story that coincides in part with the preceding. A storm
arises at sea, awakening the crew's suspicion that someone guilty is on board (l:4ff.).
Lots are cast, and the lot falls on Jonah, who is ordered to confess (ngd hiphil: v. 8).

Here we are hardly dealing with a cultic ceremony, although it might be possible to
speak of a cultic parody.3e

The occurrence of ngd in these texts concerning the discovery of a transgression is

certainly significant. The verb always appears in the second section, after identification
of the guilty party, who must now confess what he has done. In such solemn contexts

with a religio-cultic dimension, the scope of ngd transcends simple human declaration.
b. The law governing the offering of frstfruits (Dt. 26: I - 1 I ) contains two different

rituals (vv. 3f. and 5ff.) whose central motif is a confession of faith by the Israelites.

In vv. 3f. (a secondary addition by P40), the formula ftigga/ti hayy)m I"YHWH'"l6heyla
occurs as a central element of the ritual. It is introduced by a ritual directive (fibA'lA
'el-hakkOhzn) with a few parallels in other texts where the verb ngd also occurs (Dt.

l7:9; cf . t ev. 14:35). This introduction emphasizes the importance of the formula with
higgt{ which refers to a solemn public proclamation. The liturgical "today" is an

actualization of the historical "today" of the occupation. This "today" reappears in
Dt. 30:18 in a curse formula, introduced by higgaQtt ldftem hayybm kt. Here too ngd
refers to a solemn proclamation, pronounced in the fictive setting of the covenant
liturgy.ar

c. In the Psalms, especially in the hymns, ngd is used repeatedly to express the
proclamation of Yahweh's saving acts, the praise of the God who manifests himself to
human beings. The hymnic formulas are not limited to the Psalms, but occur also in
Isa.42:12 and Am. 4:13.

(1) In Ps. 147:19f. ngd is synonymous withyd'and means "reveal, make known":

37. F. Horst, Gottes Recht. ThB, 12 (1961),162.
38. Westermann, TLOT II, 598.
39. R. G. Boling, Joshua. AB,6 (1982),354.
40. Seitz, BWANT, 93, 248.
41. P. Buis, Deutironome. SB (1963), 187.
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God reveals his word, makes known his statutes and ordinances. The word of God is
creative (vv. 15-18) and revelatory (vv. 19f.). The doxology in Am. 4:13 represents
Yahweh under this double aspect: creator and revealer. God reveals (hiS7t{ to mortals
his plan for the world and his nature. one can say that Ps. 147:15-20 reflects a liturgy;
the doxology in Amos is likewise a liturgical addition for the response of the congre-
gation to the recitation of the prophetic text.a2 Ps. 1ll:6 states that Yahweh makes
known the power of his works. This text uses the word ma'*ieft, which also appears
in conjunction with higgtS in Ps. 19:2(1): the firmament proclaims God's handiwork.
According to Ps. 50:6; 97:6, the heavens declare the righteous ness (se/eq) of God (cf.
Ps.22:32[3]); 7l:18f., where ngd + sdq also appears). The whole creation is a language
for the praise of God's revelation to humankind. In these texts, ngd means both praise
of God, the proclamation of God's righteousness and works, and the revelation or
manifestation of God. "The whole of Nature is in the service of a Supreme Being; its
duty is to sing the praise of God and to be the vehicle of his revelation."a3

(2) Yahweh opens the lips of the faithful and they proclaim his praise (t"hilld: Ps.
5l:17[15]). To declare God's praise is the same as to give God glory [sa.42:12), sing
of God's wondrous deeds (Ps. 40:6[5]; 7l:17), and proclaim God's greatness (71:19).
The psalmist is to proclaim God's steadfast love and faithfulness (30: 10t91; 92:2t.tlf .)).
Here ngd has as its objects hcse/ and'eme7 two terms with clear liturgical overtones
that are repeated frequently in the Psalms (25:10; 40:11f.[10f.]; 57:4131;61:8[7];
85: I I I l0]; 86: l5; I 15:1; 138:2) to describe an attribure or activiry of God.a In 30: l0(9)
and 92:2f .(lf.), the parallelism is intensified by making both words dependent on the
same verb ngd, but also by the relationship between higgtQ and hbQA. To proclaim
God's hesed and'eme! is the same as to give God thanks (92:2f.lltj)_

(3) The praise of God is to go on from mouth to mouth, "from generation to
generation" (Ps. 145:4; cf.22:31f.[30f.];71:18), "from day to day" (19:3[2]). These
two expressions used in conjunction with higgi/ point to a living tradition that con-
stantly tells and proclaims the praise and acts of God. Ps. 145:4-7 specifies some of
these acts of God, which we have already noted in conjunction with higgtS: ma'aieyf;fr
(v. 4a), ge!fird1eyftfr (v. 4b), k"bbd hddeka (v. 5a), nipl"'d1eyf;d (v. 5b), gcl6l61eyln
(v. 6b), tfib"bA (v. 7), and {idqdlekd (v. 7b). Here we find most of the terms used in the
Psalms as objects of higgt/ to describe the proclamation of the acts and greatness of
God, God's honor and majesty. In Ps. 145 these terms are introduced by a variety of
verbs, all of them sometimes synonymous withngd: iibbal.t, "laud" (v. 4a, par. higgt$,
dibber (v. 5; syn. with ngd in 40:6[5]), 'dmar (145:6a, frequently interchangeable with
ngd), and sippe4 "tell" (v. 6b, par. ngd in l9:2]l). Thus Ps. 145 furnishes a synthesis
of the usage, meaning, and parallels of higgiS, without exhausting the richness of the
verb in cultic contexts. From generation to generation, from {ay to day, the whole

42. See Weiser, Psalms. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 836; W. Brueggemann, "Amos IV 4- I 3 and
Israel's Covenant Worship," W 15 (1965), l-15.

43. Weiser, OTL, 198l' cf.633.
44. J. Scharbert, "Formgeschichte und Exegese von Ex 34,6f und seiner Parallelen," Bibl,

38 (r9s7), 130tr
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world (kol:djnm: 64:1019)) is to proclaim the works of God. It is the eternal actuality

of God's activity and its constant actualization in prayer and worship'

3. Wsdom Contexts. Finally, some texts from Wisdom Literature deserve mention.

a. Prov. 29:24 speaks of those who do not disclose a crime in court, even though

failure to do so makes them vulnerable to the curse. The situation is the same as in

Lev. 5:1 (cf. Jgs. I7:2), andthe formulas employed are practically identical: idma' 'Ab

and ld' yagCid.The context is that of juridical wisdom with a religious background,

since the curse presupposes an appeal to God against the one who refuses to testify.

Dt. 17:8-13 combines two legal systems, ttrat of the priests, which finds expression

in a tOrA, and that of the judges, formulated n a miipd!. The close linkage of the two

pans tilrd/miipdl arld hira/higgtd lends ngd a juridical and sapiential flavor.4s

b. In wisdom the principle of tradition is fundamental. This principle is set down in

various texts that use ngd. The traditions of the elders are the object of instruction of
sons by their fathers (Ex. 13:8), the new generation by older generations (Dt.32:7; Job

15:18; Eccl. 6:12). In this context higgt/ takes on the sense of handing on or teaching

everything that constitutes the religious and cultural heritage of the people, the wisdom

of the elders.a6

c. In Job ll:6 higgtQ means "reveal" and has as its object "the secrets of wisdom."

In this text, which formally resembles Ps. 51:7(5), Zaphar expresses the wish that God

would "open his lips" to instruct Job in the secrets of wisdom (v. 6). Divine wisdom

surpasses human wisdom; Job discovers his ignorance through God's questions that he

cannot answer (hi17td:38:4). In the end Job acknowledges that he has spoken of
wonders that transcend his comprehension: higga/ti wel6' 'dQtn . . - w"la' 'eda' (42:3).

Y.l.IXX. The LXX usually translates the hiphil of ngd with anangdlld or apang6ll6.

The former predominates in the prophetic books (47 out of 70 times), the latter in the

Deuteronomistic history (95 out of 138). Other translations are relatively common in

late documents: deiknymi (Gen.4l-25;Ezk.40:4;43:10), hypodeiknymi (Est.2:lOa,201.

3:4; 4:7 a; 8 : 1 ; Dnl. 9:23; 10:21 ; l1:2; 2 Ch. 2:2[3]), li Sd (2 K. 22:lO; tsa. 4 1 :22b; Ruth

3:16;Est.4:8),prol,gd (Isa.41:26b),apoka$ptd (Josh.2:20). Inthelasttwoverbs,
we see the translator's intent to accentuate the sense of prediction or revelation.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb ngd dcr,s not appear often in the Dead Sea Scrolls;

nege/ is more frequent, especially in lQH, analogously to the OT. Of the occulrences

of-higgt!,3 are especially interesting: lQM l0:1 has Moses as subject and refers to

theological "instructions."47 The 2 other texts are also in the War Scroll and refer to

earlier revelations. In lQM 11:5 we find the formulaka'oier higgaStd ldnfr md'dz lE'mdr

45. Weinfeld,235f.
46. See fV.2.c above.
47. M. Burrows, "The Meaning of ir 'mr in DSH," W 2 (1952), 255-2@; I. Rabinowitz,

JBI. 69 (1950), 45; Yadin, 314.
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an allusion to Nu.24:17-19; and lQM ll:8 speaks of those who have seen the oracles
(hAzA f'frd60 "through which God has predicted for us (higgadtd lAnil the times of
the wars of his hands."

3. Jewish Literature. The hiphil and hophal of ngd appear in the Targums, the
Talmud, and midrashic literature with a meaning similar to that in the Bible. In this
literature the most important term is haggdQA, which in later rabbinic literature denotes
the nonlegal portions of biblical interpretation.as

Garcia-lipez

48. E. L. Dietrich, "Haggada," RGG3,IIl,23f.

Flf,J nagah;1tl) ndgah; hlitl) negdhill

Contents: I. Occurrences. tr. Meaning. III. Dead Sea Scrolls and LXX.

I. Occurrences. The root ngh occurs 6 times as a verb and 19 times as the noun
nogah.In addition, n"gdh61is found in Isa. 59:9 and Aram. n"gdah in Dnl. 6:20(Eng.
v. 19). Cognates include Akk. na/egA, "be happy"; Ugar. ngh, "glow, shine"; Syr.
ngh, "gleam," as a noun ndgha', "morning star."

Occurrences in combination with ,6r (Am. 5:20; Isa. 59:9; 60:19; etc.) as well as

with 'e,i (Isa. 4:5) and lapptQ (sa. 62:l), together with Prov. 4:18 and Dnl. 6:20(19),
show that the use of ngh in the context ofreligious salvation and theophanies is based
on the natural experience of pleasurable brightness.

II. Meaning. The usage of the verb, Prov. 4: 18 (ndgah as nomen rectum), and Ezk.
l:4,13,27f . together show that the root denotes not so much a source of light as the
brightness emanating from it. It is used thus in theophanies, where fire and glowing
coalsemit nOgah@2k.1:13,27; Ps. 18:13[12)p*.25.22:13f.).InEzk. l:28 "brighr
ness" is likened to a rainbow. In 10:4 it emanates from the "glory of Yahweh"; cf. Isa.
4:5, where the -+ 1|l)) kabdd spreads over the pillar of clouds and fire, the latter
characterized by ndgah. In Hab. 3:4 God's glory is hidden in brightness like the sun.

The brightness associated with a theophany also means salvation for humankind.
From gloom without brightness (minnogah: lsa. 8:22, emended on the basis of the
LXX), a great light shines forth for the people (Isa.9:l[2]). Kings shall come to its

nagah. F. Schnutenhaus, "Das Kommen und Erscheinen Gottes im AI," ZCW 76 (1964),
r-22.
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radiance (Isa. 60:3). God lightens the king's darkness (2 S. 22:29). Righteousness will
shine out like the dawn (Isa. 62:l), and light shines on the way of the righteous (Job

22:28;P:rov.4:18). Eschatological hopes reach the point that neither the light of the

sun nor the brightness of the moon will be needed, but God himself will be light and

"glory" ftip'drd) (Isa. 60:19).
This meaning is underlined by antithetical statements concerning disaster, when the

brightness of God's salvation fails. The day of Yahweh is darkness, not light (Am.

5:20). Then the stars will withdraw their shining (Jo. 2:10; 4[3]:15). The bright fire of
the wicked is put out (Job l8:5). When God appears for judgment , rqdgah can also be

used for the gleam of his flashing spear (Hab. 3:11). In the judgment against Babylon,

sun, moon, and stars do not give their light (Isa. 13:10). Even in this context, however,

an allusion to salvation is not absent: "The one who walks in darkness and has no

light, let him trust in the name of Yahweh" (50:10; cf. 59:9).
Eisinqff)

III. Dead Sea Scrolls and LXX. Despite the highly developed light/darkness
dualism of the Essene documents from Qumran, ngh appears in this context only once,

in 4Q184 8, where nOgah detotes the "shining brightness" that cloaks the righteous.

In 4Q401 (ShirShab) B 6, the "brightness" of the kdb\d of the Lord is mentioned (cf.

Ezk.l:27).
The LXX clearly did not have an exact notion of what the verb means, since it uses

5 different translations for 5 occurrences (e.g., ldmpein, phdtizein). The noun ndgah

created similar problems, even though here the translations phdngos (12 times) and

ph6s (4 times) predominate.
Fabry

1'7J nasid

Contents:I.AncientNearEast: l.Aramaic;2.Phoenician;3.Ammonite;4.Arabic;5.Ethiopic;
6. Mandaic; 7. Samaritan. II. 1. Etymology; 2. Statistics; 3. Distribution; 4. Related Terms; 5.

LXX; 6. Basic Meaning. III. Contexts: l. Monarchy; 2. Temple; 3. Elsewhere. [V. Dead Sea

Scrolls and Sirach.

ndgtQ. A. Alt, "The Formation of the Israelite State in Palestine," Essays on OT History and
Religibn (Eng. trans., Oxford, 1966), l7l-237; M. Buber, "Die Erziihlung von Sauls Kdnigs-

wahl," W,6 (1956), ll3-173; G. Buccellati, "Da Saul a David," BibOr | (1959), 99-128; R. A.
Carlson, David, the Chosen King (Stockholm, 1964); F. M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew
Epic (Cambridge, Mass., 1973); J. W. Flanagan, "Chiefs in Israel," JSOT 20 (1981),47-73;
J. de Fraine, "Teocrazia e monarchia in lsraele," Bibor I (1959),4-11; V. Fritz, "Die Deutungen
des Kdnigtums Sauls in den Uberlieferungen von seiner Entstehung I Sam 9-11," 7-4W 88
(1976),346-362, esp. 351-53; H. Gese, "Der Davidsbund und die Zionsbewegung," ZTK,6l
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I. Ancient Near East.
l. Aramaic.In Old Aramaic the word ngdy appears in Sefre III, 10, with the meaning

"my high ones," "my officers," or "my generals."l The context speaks of avenging
the political murder of one of the partners in the treaty between King Bar-Ga'yah of
Ktk and King Mati'-Il of Arpad (mid-8th century n.c.): "And if any of my brothers or
any of my father's house or any of my sons or any of my high ones (ngdy) or any of
my officers or any of the people who are subject to me . . . seeks my head to kill me

- if they actually do kill me - you must come and avenge my blood."2 The use of
ngdy in the sequence "brothers 

- father's house - sons - high ones (ngdy) - of-
frcers (ftt1qfr"3 is informative with respect to the meaning of nAgiS.It shows that ngdy
is a general term for "high" or "exalted" individuals, who either belong to the royal
house by virtue of having been elevated to it or, if subordinate to it, are still superior
to the military or civilian administrators, i.e., the "officers." Cautiously, therefore, we
may conclude that "my high/exalted ones" (ngdy) refers to aristocrats or nobles who
can hardly be understood simply as "generals" or military "commanders."

The word ngdy in Sefire III, l0 has also been read as ngry, "offrcer, prefecl" and
its meaning explained on the basis of Akk. ndgiru(m), "steward, military commandant,
prefect," but ngdy appears to be the better reading.4 We may also note, on the evidence

(1964), 10-26 = Vom Sinai zum Zion. BEvT g Onq, ll3-129; J. J. Gltick, "Nagid-Shepherd,"
W, 13 (1963), l44-,l5O; S. D. Goitein, "The Title and Office of NAGID," JQR, 53 (1962),
93-ll9; B.Halpern, TheConstitutionoftheMonarchyinlsrael.HSM,25 (1981), l-ll;T. Ishida,
"Trll, a Term for the Legitimation of Kingship," AJBI, 3 (1977),35-51; P. Jotion, "Notes de
lexicographie h6braiQue, X: lrfJ 'pr6pos6,'d'or) 'chef,' " Bibl, 17 (1936), 229-233; F. L-anglame!
"Les r6cits de l'institution de la royaut6 (l Sam., Vtr-)il)," RB,77 (1970),161-2OO; E. Lipirf,ski,
"Nagld, der Kronprinz," W,24 (1974),497-99: G. C. Macholz, "NAGID, der Stauhalter,
'praefectus,'" 5"f", Rendtoff. Festschrift R. Rendtorff. BDBAT I (1975),59-72; T. N. D.
Mettinger, King and Messiah. CB, 8 (1976); J. van der Ploeg, "Les chefs du peuple d'Israel et
leurs titres," R4 57 (1950), 4U61, esp. 45-47; W. Richter, "Die ndg-td-Formel," BZ, 9 (1965),
7l-84; E. I. J. Rosenthal, "Some Aspects of the Hebrew Monarchy," ,fSS, 9 (1958), l-18;
L. Schmidt, Menschlicher Erfolg und Jahwes Initiative. WMANT, 38 (1970), esp. 141-170;
S. Shaviv, "ndbi' and nagid it I Samuel D(.1-X.16," W, 34 (1984), 108-113; J. A. Soggin,
"Charisma und Institution im Krinigtum Sauls," 7AW,75 (1963), 53-65; idem, Das Kiinigtum
in Israel. BZAW lU (1967); T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen, 193 (1975); Y. Yeivin,
"The Administration in Ancient Israel," The Kingdom of Israel and Judah ed. A. Malamat
(Jerusalem, 196l),47-65 (Heb. with Eng. summary).

l. KAI, no.224. For the first meaning see O. R6ssler, TUAT Il2 (1983), 187. For the second,
J. A. Fitzmyer, The Aramnic Inscriptions of Sefire. BietOr 19 (1967), 112; idem, CBQ, 20 (1958),
459; cf. Cross, 220, n. 5; similarly E. Lipirdski, NER\ 264: "commanders." For the third,
Lipitf,ski, Sudies in Aramaic Inscriptions and Onomastics, I (Louvain, 1975),56.

2. Sefire m,9-11.
3. See R. Degen, Altararnciische Gramnartk dcr Inschriften des 10.-8. Jh.s v. Ch- (Wiesbaden,

21978),119; 7SS/, n,49; etal. On "officers," pqd (Sefire m,4, 10, 13), see DISO, 234; Degen,58;
cf . Atk. paqdu(m), "agent, steward," A.6Iw, 11,827; W Eilers, Ap, 9 (1933134),333, with n. 4.

4. For ngry see A. Dupont-Sommer, BMB, 13 (1956), 32; idem, Sem, I (1948), 52; followed
by M. Noth, ZDPU,77 (1961), 150, with n. 88; KAI, I, 44; Degen, 21; S. Segert, Altaramiiische
Grammatik (l-nipz\g, 1975), 494; etc. For ngdy s* Fitzmyer, ll2f.; DISO, 174; followed by
many others.
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of many texts, that for much of its history and over a wide territory Akk. ndgiru(m)
meant "herald"; only in one or two texts from the Elamite Empire does it have the

meaning "high official," authorized, among other things, to command troops.s Thus

the theory based on the comparative evidence of Akk. ndgiru(m), that the Aramaic

reading ngry means "officer, prefect" proves untenable.

In the Saqqara Papyms (7thl6th century B.c.), the so-called Letter of Adon, the words

wngd' ath t. . .l in l. 8 (fragmentary) have been translated "and this commandant [. . .]."6
An alternative reading ngr', "offrcer, commander, official," from Akk. ndgiru(m),
"steward, military commandant, prefect," has also been proposed.T As noted above, Akk.
ndgiru(m), "herald," supports neither the alternative reading nor its proposed meaning.

The reading ngw', "island, coastland, territory," instead of ngd'likewise has little to
recommend it.8 We may therefore understand the noun ngd' as a title meaning "high,

exalted," denoting someone who has the authority to appoint a pSh, "governor,"e and

thustums outtobe superiorto the latter. Whetherthengd'played any military roleremains

unproved. An Aramaic PN ngd appears in the seventh/sixth century r.c.lo
The reading ngydh in a fragmentary context in one of the Elephantine papyri is to

be understood either as the city narne Negtdd, a passive participle meaning "it is

designated," or, less likely, a noun meaning "keel (of a ship)."ll AfragmentaryAramaic
text from Memphis (5th century) includes the word ngyd, which may mean "leader."tz

Middle Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic use, respectively, ndgiQll and n"gt!i', "leader,

prince," and ndg68 afi nngbda', "leader, director," in various contexts.l3

2. Phoenician. The Old Phoenician Nora inscription (mid-gth century r.c.) uses the

word ngd.ta This might be the name of the colony NGD.ts More likely it should be

5. For "herald" sen AHw, ll,7ll: CAD,Xlll, ll5-18. For "high offrcial" see CAD, Xll l,
tt7f.

6. Dupont-Sommer, Sem, I (1948),52; J. A. Fitzmyer, Bibl,46 (1965),45. See KA1, no. 266; see

S. H. Hom, "When and Where Was the Aramaic Saqqara Papyrus Written?"AUSE 6 (1968),2945.
7. Dupont-Sommer, Sem, I (1948), 52; but KAI, 11,314, remains undecided between ngd'

and ngr'.
8. Fitzmyer, Bibl, 46 (1965),55; contra H. L. Ginsberg, BASOR, lll (1948), 25, n.4c:

followed by W. D. McHardy, Documents from OT Times, ed. D. Winton Thomas (New York,
repr. 196l), 254; TSSI, tI, l13, l15; et al.

9. KAI, tr,313; cf.ll,227f.
10. CIE II,ll2; cf. S. A. Cook,A Glossary of the Aramaic Inscriprions (Hildesheim,21974), 80.

ll. AP, 26,8. For the first meaning see E. Sachau, Aramciische Papyrus und Ostraka aus
einer jiidischen Militiir-Kolonie zu Elephantine,2 vols. (tripzig, 19l l), 46; for the second, AB
pp.92,94 for the third, R. A. Bowman, AJSI- 58 (1941), 309; cf. the Aram. rootngdlir, DISO'
174.

12. N. Aim6-Giron,Textes aramiens d'Egypte(Cano,l931), 13f.; foradifferentinterpretation
see Bowman, 310.

13. For Middle Hebrew see ANII, 262; ChW, I, 89; cf. Jastrow, 87If. For Jewish Aramaic see

WTM, 332; cf. ANH,262.
14. KN,46.
15. Z. S. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician ktnguage. AOS (1936), 123; KAI, ll, 63,

reads NGR.
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vocalized as nagld and translated either as military "commandant" or "overseer" of
the temple.l6 Although the meaning of the Nora inscription as a whole is not clear, it
is reasonably certain that ngd in its immediate context has the meaning of nagid,
denoting the function and title of a "high" or "exalted" individual associated with the
military or the temple.

3. Ammonite. In Ammonite the reading ngd, probably to be vocalized *ndgid,

appears for the first time in the recently discovered (and to date unpublished)
Heshbon Ostracon XIII (6th century s.c.). Although the fragmentary nature of this
difficult text does not permit a clear decision whether it is a PN Ndgid, a title in the
sense of a military "commander,"17 or a more general honorific "high, exalted,"
this inscription may be counted among the important occurrences of the word ndgi/
outside Israel.

4. Arabic.ln the Sabean dialect of Old South Arabic the noun ngd occurs in the
sense of "upland, plateau." 18 The verbal forms of Classical Arab. najada I, "be high,
rise up, arise, become manifest," and IY "be exalted," as well as the modem Arabic
r.oun najd, "upland, plateau,"lg point to the long usage of various forms of the root
njd with the basic meaning "be high, exalted."

5. Ethiopic. From the Ethiopic root ngd, "travel," derive in the Harari dialect the
verb nig&, "engage in trade (with or by means of caravans)," and the noun forms
nriggade, "wares," ard nugda, "guest."2o The Ethiopic root ngd is associated variously
with Aram. ndg, "pul| flow," or Jewish Aram. ngd', "leader."Zr

6. Mandaic. Mandaic has the verb ngd" "pull, draw forward, pull out, spread; extend,
expand, extract, lengthen," and the derived noun ngada, "extension, punishment,
torture, pun."2z It is unclear whether the root ngd in Mandaic is related directly to
occurrences in Aramaic, Phoenician, Ammonite, erc., discussed above.

7. Sarnaitan In Samaritan the qal stem of ngd, "lead, guide," is represented by the
nominal ptcp. ngwd (vocalized ndgude), "leader, guide."2:

16. For the vocalization see Cross, 220, n. 5. The translation "commandant" was first pro-
posed by F. Pili, Frontiera, llllT (1970),270; followed by B. Peckham, Or 41 (1972), 465; et
al. For "overseer" see A. Dupont-Sommer, CRA1, 1948, 15-24; TSSI, m,27.

17. Oral communication from F. M. Cross, Harvard, December 1983.
18. Biella,291.
19. tane,118,2752f.
20. W. t-eslau, Etymological Dictionary of Harari (Berkeley, 1963), 118.
21. HAL, tr, 665.
22. MdD,288.
23. F. Rosenthal, ed., An Aramaic Handbook PLO, lO (1967), lll2,7.
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IL l. Etymology.Tlhe subst. ptcp. ndgiQis a nominal qatilfolInanon.u It is not easy

to determine whether it derives from the act. ptcp. (*qatil >) qaltl or the pass. ptcp.

qalil, because in Hebrew the two forms coalesced phonologically, so that a qafrl form

can derive from either the active or the passive participle.s In the latter case, however,

the qal form is normally a qatul formation.26 For this reason, ndgtS probably derives

from the qal active participle of the Hebrew verbal root ngd-n

Albrecht Alt has attempted to explain ndgtS as a passive participle of the hiphil form

higgt$ denoting someone "proclaimed" by Yahweh.28 But it can hardly be correct to

base an etymology on the hiphil meaning of the Hebrew root.2e The theory that derives

ndgi/ x a qal passive participle from the yot ngd, with an original meaning "heir-

apparent designated by the reigning king,"30 must be considered improbable, because

the qal passive participle normally results in a nominal qatul formation,3l so that the

form would have to be ndgfi!.
Other etymological the-ories deive ndgi{ from the Hebrew prep. negeil, "in front

of, before,'i in the sense of "one who ii before others."32 As an extension of this

etymology, the meaning "principal, leader, prefect" has been proposed for nagi!.33 lt-
rernains io be shown, however, how the qafrl form nfrgt{ cortld have developed out of

the prep. negeS or the original subst. nege/, "that which is facing, colrespondence,"

sinci to datJ no such development has been found in Hebrew.Y

J. J. Gliick has attempted to connect the title ndgi/ etymologically with the term

n1qe/, "shepherd," deriving both words from a Semitic root ngd/nqd so that nAgU-

atro me*r ;shepherd."3s This attempt might have been inspired by Henri Cazelles,36

but was proposed independently by Gliick. Against Gliick's theory it has been shown

that ttre alternation of g and q is "methodologically inaccurate" with respect to his

24. E. Kdnig, Histoisch-kitisches lthrgebiiude der Hebriiischen Sprache, 2 vols. in 3

(l*ipag,l88l-97), IJ'l2, l4l; cf. Meyer, tr' $37.4.' 
iS.i. A. Speiser, CBe,25 (1963), l14, n. 10; Liver,753; Richter, 72,n.6. For the act. Ptcp.

see NSS, 184e, in the sense of "sayer"; cf- GK, 984\; 812,470, $6lno; cf' + NrlJ nfut" For

the pass. ptcp., albeit with active meaning, see E. I. J. Rosenthal, "/Js, 9 (1958), 7,n. 17 = Studia

Semitica,2 vols. (Cambridge, l97l), 9, t- 17.

26.Meyer, tr, $37.5.
27. HAL, fr,667; KBI], 592; GesB, 483.
28. Alt, 195, n. 54.
29. Gese, 12, n.7 = BEvT 64 (1974), ll5, n. 7.

30. Mettinger, 7lf.; similarly T. C. G. Thornton, ITS, 14 (1963)' 8'

31. Meyer, tr, $37.5; cf. Richter, 72' n- 6.

32. Joiion, 229f.: "cel:uiqui est devant les autres"; cf. BDB,617; IzxHebAram, 495:' K. Sey-

bold, Das dayidische Ki)nigium im Zeugnis der Propleten FRIANT, lO7 (1972),30' n. 35.

33. Jotion, 229,231; cf. Macholz,65.
34. Meyer, U, $34; cf. E. Brgnno, Studien iiber Hebriiische Morphologie und Vokalismus

(Laipzig, iSqr,Zizt.;W. J. Gerber, Die hebriiischenVerba denominativa (1896), 139. On the

derivation see HAI. II, 666; Meyer, tr' $87.3f.
35.h. 144-150.
lO. ft. Cazettes, review of R. de Yatx, Anclsr fI 8 (1958), 321-26', cf' C' Schedl' History

of the OT 5 vols. @ng. trans., Staten Island, 1972), W,, 57 -59'
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Semitic examples and remains totally unproved in Semitic.3T The evidence of com-
parative Semitic linguistics does not support Gliick's theory, and therefore his approach
has gained no following.38 Furthermore, the meaning "shepherd" does not agree with
the usage of the nagtQ concept in the context of the Israelite monarchy or in other OT
usage.

On the basic of comparative Semitics,3e we may hypothesize a qal form ngL of
west Semitic origin; this form is not attested in the or, which uses only the hiphil.
The various West Semitic usages of the verbal and nominal forms point to the meaning
"be high, be exalted" for the Hebrew qal.ao The meaning of the qal ngd is suggestive
for the meaning of the subst. ndg4,ar which derives from the qal active participle, a
qatil formation.

2. Statistics. The word ndgiS occurs 44 times in the OT.
To explain the difficulty of the MT in I ch. 27:4, some scholars delete as corrupt

the words fimahaluqti frmiql61 hanndgt/, which are not represented in LxxB and other
LXX MSS.; others claim that the woids are a marginal gl,oss to v. 4a that has intruded
into the text of 27:4 on account of the name in ll:L2.a2 It is quite possible, however,
that the lectio dfficilior is the original reading. In 2 ch. 6:6 the word, ndgtj is inserted
into the statement "and I have chosen David to be fndgid) over my people Israel" on
the evidence of the Peshitta, the Targ., and a few Hebrew MSS.a3 Scholars resort to
other conjectural emendations in I S. 16:6, changing the literal translation "his anointed
stands before Yahweh" to "the nngtd IMT: ncgedl of yahweh, his anointed, stands."a
The fact that ndgid always standJin relationship to the people by itself rules out this
emendation. In 2 Ch. 6:6 ndgt/ would not be out of place, but the context and meaning
of the passage do not require it. In Prov. 8:6 some scholars have repointed n"gtfim,
"exalted things, noble things," as n"gafrm, "upright things, right things" (from negeil:
others have emended itto n"l3bhim, "upright things, just things."as Here, too, however,

37. Richter, 72, n. 7; on other grounds: Gese, 12, n. 7 = BEvT &, ll5, n. 7; Carlson, 53,
n. l.

38. Macholz, 71, n. 38; Ishida, 49, n. 8; Halpern, 257, n. 2; etc.
39. See I.l4 above.
40. See I above; GesTh, 485f .; GesB, 482;Fitz,35l; similarly J. de Fraine, L'aspect religieux

de la royauti israilite. AnBibl,3 (1954),98, who assigns the Hebrew qal stemthe *"ining
"s'6lever [rise]" on the basis of limited comparative evidence.

41. See tr.6 below.
42.For the former sen, BHI(; BHS; HAI. tr, 668. For the latter see w. Rudolph, chronik-

bijcher HATxxl (1955), 178; cf. J. M. Myers, I chronicles. AB, 12 (1965), r79,n.'a;Mettinger,
152.

43. BHI? BHS; l. M. Myers, II Chronicles. AB, t3 (1965),31.
44.F.Perles, Analelden zurTextkitik des ATs,I (1895), 64; Gliick, 149, with n.6;etc.; BHI(;

K8L2,592; HAI. \,668 (with ..?").

45. For the former see L. H. Grollenberg, R8,59 (1952),4Of.; followed by W. McKane,
Proverbs. orL (1970), 345; BHK; mentioned by HAL, tr, 666 (with "?"). For the latter see, e.g.,
R. B. Y. Scott, Proverbs. A4 18 (1965), 66, with n. b.
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it is possible to retain the MT and read n"gifitm as an abstract plural: "I speak exalted

things.,,+o It seems best to let matters resiwith the 44 occulrences of the MT.a7

3. Distribution. \\e rroun ndgiQ occurs in 14 OT books. These occurrences are

concentrated especially in the hiitorical books, with 33 occulrences (l-2 Chronicles:

zl; L-2 Samuel: 7; 1-2 Kings: 4; Neh. 11:11). There are 4 occurrences in wisdom

Literature (Job 29:10; 31:37; hov. 8:6;28:16), 3 in the Major Prophets (Isa. 55:4; Jer.

21:l;Ezk.28:2), and3 in Apocalyptic Literature (Dnl.9:25,26; ll:22). There is a single

occurrence in the Psalms (Ps. 76:13[Eng. v. l2]). tt is particularly noteworthy that in

the historical books the earliest occurrences refer to Saul (1 S. 9: 16; l0:l); no nngtS

is mentioned before him in the period prior to the Israelite state.a8 Most occurrences

of the term refer to persons who were or were to become kings: Saul (2)' David (7)'

Solomon (2), Jeroboam, Abijah, Baasha, and Hezekiah (1 each). A special concentration

(11 occurrences) refers to the three kings who reigned over all Israel. The second

greatest concentration (8 occurrences) refers to ofEcials with responsibilities in or over

ihe temple (1 Ch.9:11,20;26:24;2Ch.28:7;31:12,13 35:8; Neh. 1l:11). The remain-

ing occurrences refer to various persons both within and without Israel.ae

4.RelatedTbrms.InPs.T6:13(12)thepluralof +1)n melef;appeatsinparallelism

with ncg?/im, "exalted ones, high ones" (traditionally: "princes"). The title of rank'

howevei is by no means identical with the "kings of the earth"; it is also used when

the "exalted ones" and the "kings of the earth" belong to the powers hostile to

ZionlJerusalem, the city of God (46:7t67;48:5t41). In the early period of the monarchy,

nAgtd isby no means identical with mele\so The theory that nngtS is the Deuteronomis-

tichternative to melefthas also been rejected, correctly.5l The term nagid can refer to

persons who are to become king but ale not equated with the king before their ac-

ilamation.s2 In the title "king," primary emphasis is on the political element, while in

the ndgidtttte the religious and sacral element stands in the foreground. A special notion

of majesty and honor is peculiar to the ndgiQ title, so that nagiS and meleft may not

simply be employed indiscriminately.s3 Both titles may be associated with a single

person, but each retains its distinctive elements (cf. 2 S. 5:2f.).

It is important to examine the relationship between n dgiQ and -+ ItBP qa;tn, because

46. H. Ringgren , Sprilche. ATD, l6tl el98l), 38; B. Gemser, Spriiche Salomos. HAT XYI
(31963), 44; O. Pliiger, Sprilche Salomos. BK XVtr (1983), 85f'

47. Mettinger, 152, et al.
48. See tr.4 below.
49. See Itr.3 below.
50. Conra Rosenthal, 8, et al.

51. Contra esp. Carlson, 52-55; see W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zum

Richterbuch. BI,B, 18 (1963), 149tr., 215t.; idem, BZ 9, 74, r. 9; W. Dietrich, Prophetie und

Geschichte. FRIA.NT, lO8 (1972),15ff., 5l-55, ll2ff'; Mettinger, 166f.; et al.

52. t. A. Soggin, TLOT l,676.
53. W. Eichiodt, Theology of the OT. OTI. 2 vols. (Eng. trans. 1961-67), I, 444; contra

Rosenthal; Carlson; I. Lewy, W, 7 (1957)' 325.
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Martin Noth's suggestion that in the premonarchic period ndgiQ "meant the man called
by God to undertake a military action"5a has been accepted in various quarters. The
ndgiS is looked on as the "leader of the militia" in the period of the judges, a military
commander, a "person endowed with judicial and military charisma," or an individual
"placed at the head of the amphictyony, exalted."55 This is not the place to pursue the
problem of the existence of an Israelite amphictyony.s6 Another theory assigns the
ndgt{title quite generally to the leader of the (holy) wars of Yahweh in the premonarchic
period;s7 this theory, too, is problematic.

Insuperable problems stand in the way of these various hypotheses connected with
the military history of the premonarchic period: (1) Many scholars have pointed out
that the term ndgtS does not appear in any of the passages or historical texts of the
premonarchic period.s8 (2) The title qdstn is used in the sense of "leader of the militia"
in Josh. 10:24; Jgs.1l:6,11; Isa.22:3; and finally Dnl. 11:18.5e The premonarchic period
is thus familiar with the title "leader of the militia," but this title is qdstn, not nAgt{.
(3) The title .far frequently denotes the "commander-in-chief," "supreme commander,"
or "field commander," especially in the construct phrase iar sdld' (Gen.2I:22,32;
26:26; losh.5:14; Jgs. 4:7; I S. l2:9; 14:50;17:55; etc.), bur never in conjunction with
the formulaic phrase "nAgtQ over my/his people" (1 S. 9:16; 13:14;25:30;2 S. 6:21;
7:8; 1 K. l4:7; 16:2; etc.); here too there is no support for associating nAgiS with
military leadership. (4) Some have proposed that the word -+ dg 'am in the phrase
"nagilovermylhis people" denotes the "free male property owners capable of bearing
arms" dwelling in the hereditary territory assigned to the amphictyonic league and thus
supports "leader of the militia" or the like as the premonarchic meaning of the title
ndgi/.60 This theory has been disproved by the demonstration that in the passages in
question the term 'ammeans "relatives" or "clan."6l These problems make hypotheses
concerning the ndgt/ title as denoting a premonarchic military leader appear unlikely
and in need of demonstration.

We must examine briefly the relationship between ndgtQ and -+ 'llt,l ia4 "com-
mander, chief," because three passages use both terms in semasiological proximity

54. M. Noth, History of Israel (Eng. trans., New York, z1-9eC), 169, n. l.
55. For the first see Schmidt, WMANT, 38, 91, 123, 144, l52ff. For the second see Cross,

120; W. F. Albright, Samuel and the Beginnings of the Prophetic Movement (Cincinnati, 1961),
l5f.;Veijola, 129,n. 16. ForthethirdseeSoggin, ZAW75 (1963),6l.ForthelastseeGese, 12

= BEvT @, ll5.
56. See R. de Vaux, The Earg History of Israel (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1978),695-716.
57. Richter, 82,9,821' R. Smend, Die Bundesformel. ThS,68 (1963), 19.
58. Ishida, 4lf.; et al.
59. On Josh. 10:24 see de Vaux, Early History,761; on lsa. 22:3 see H. Wildberger, Isaiah

1 j-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), 362l' on Dnl. I I : I 8 see L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di trlla,
Daniel. AB, 23 (1978\,268.

60. Richter, TT; similarly Smend, Bundesformel, llff.
61. N. Lohfink, "Beobachtungen zur Geschichte des Ausdrucks;il;lr Ey," Probleme bi-

blischer Theologie. Festschrift G. von Rad (Munich, l97l),283-86; cf. A. R. Hulst, TI,OT ll,
905f.
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(l ch. l3:l;2 Ch. 32:21; Job 29:9f.). The usage of the term sar in the time of Saul

(1 S. 14:50; 17:18,55; 18:13 22:2;26:5) shows clearly that the bearer of this title

exercised military leadership as a "corffnander" or "officer."62 This observation makes

it difficult to understand Saul bearing the title ndgiQ as a military commander or

commandant. The term .far conveys this meaning, but not nAgi{. ln the army as

organized under David (2 S. 18:1-5; 24:l-9), iar&came a technical term for any kind

oirnitit .y commander. According to 1 Ch. 13:1, David consulted "with the com-

manders (idfim) of the thousands and the hundreds and with all the exalted ones

ln"gtfrm: traditionally 'princes']." Here we can see a distinction between the "com-

manders" of the army and the "exalted ones," the aristocracy or nobility of the
..assembly" 

1-+ );f p qAhdl) of Israel (v. 2), which included the elders and the heads

of tribes and families. In Job 29:9f. ,far parallels ndgtQ: "the chiefs (Sdrim) refrained

from talking, . . . the voice of ttre exalted (n"gidim) was hushed'" The two terms are

related in meaning but not synonymous. A tripartite division of the Assyrian camp is

attested in 2 Ch. 32:21: "allthe mighty warriors lkol-gibbdr collective sg.l and supe-

iors lndgtd, collective sg.l and commanders (Sdrim)" were cut off by the angel of
yahweh.Lke the warriors and cornmanders, the "superiors" belonged to the leadership

of the Assyrian army.

Another term associated with nngtQ and its semantic field is -+ l2N'1 ro'.i, used

figuratively from early times for the 
-head" of a social group,63 in the sense of "chiefs

oitlre people" (rd'iA hd'am: Nu. 25:4), "head of a clan" (rd'i'umm61; Nu' 25:15)'
..headsl,oiyorr.tribes(Dt. l:15;5:23),"headsofthetribes"(Nu.30:2;1K.8:1).The
use of the term ro'i for the "head" or chief of the people, family, or clan in the

premonarchic and monarchic period is significant, because it also addresses the question

whether the ndgiQ played the sociological role of a leader or "chief."n The proposal

to understand nagt{ as the "chief" of a social group appears to find little support in

OT usage or in the ancient Near East.

Another sociopolitical theory understands ndgtS as "governor" or "prefect," exer-

cising political authority over a specific territory.65 This hypothesis, too, is unsatis-

factory. It is based on 1 K. 1:35 and disregards earlier texts as secondary.tr We must

also not overlook that the term for "governor" or "prefect" was iar hdir (l K.22:26;

2 K. 23:8;2 Ch. 34:8; Jer. 51:59)'67

This survey of OT titles or terms from the sociological, political, and military spheres

has shown that nAgtd is not used synonymously with any other term. Each has its own

semantic domain.

62. C. Schifer-Lichtenberger, Stadt und Eidgenossenschaft im AT. BZAW 156 (1983)' 250f.

63. J. R. Bartlett, "The Use of the Word tr2Ri as a Title in the OT," Wl 19 (1969)' 1-10;

H.-P. Miiller, TLOT lll,ll84-94.
64. Yeivin, 47tr.; idem, "Administration," The Age of the Monarchies: Culture and Society,

lY t2, ed. A. Malamat (Jerusalem, ls79),171; Flanagan, 67f'
65. Macholz,64.
66. See the criticism by Ishida, 40f.
67. Yeivin, Age of the Monarchies, I\r 12, 167.
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5. LW. The LXX uses five different nouns to translate nAgt{. The most frequent is
hegofimenos (28 times).ea There are 8 occurrences of drchon,-ee besides one additional
occrurence in an expansion of the text of 1 S. l0: I not found in the MT. In the various
translations it is impossible to detect a principle that would explain why the title nngtd
is rendered differently even when the same person is involved. The term basilerts is
used in L Ch.28:4;29:22; Prov.28:16.70 Here the notion of kingship stands in the
foreground. The other terms emphasize the notion of leadership or official authority.
In Neh. I 1: I 1 the prep. apdnanli replaces the noun ndgtQ, and in three poetic texts (Job
29:10;31:37; Prov. 8:6) the translation is so periphrastic that no Greek noun represents
the word ndgt{.

6. Basic Meaning. The qal of the Hebrew root ngd means "be high, exalted."Tl The
qaf,l form ndgtS deived from this stem thus has the original basic meaning "high,
exalted."72 In the fint instance,nngt/appears to have denoted a function;73 the diversity
of OT usage indicates that it became an honorific and specifically a title of nobility for
people appointed to various positions. This broad definition of the word's basic meaning
does justice to the wide range of OT usage.Ta

III. Contexts.
l. Monarchy. The term ndgt/first appears in 1 S.9:16; 10:1 with reference to Saul

in the account of how the monarchy began (9:1-10: 16), which account is probably
contemporary with Saul.75 Samuel is informed that he is to anoint a man from the land
of Benjamin "to be nagi/ over my people Israel" (9: 16). The traditional translation of
ndgi/ is "prince," but this translation fits neither the context nor the philological
evidence;76 here it is better translated "Highness" as a title of majesty. Saul is chosen
by Yahweh in a charismatic call like that of a prophet and is anointed to this high
position (10:1). God's choice of Saul as ndgi/ is a response to Israel's outcry (-+ i79t
zd'aq), to save (-+ !lt?r y.i) Israel from the hand of the Philistines (9:16). This had
formerly been the function of the judges (Jgs. 3:31; 6:14f.,31,36f.; 10:1; 13:5) and was
later the function of the king (l S. 10:27; Hos. l3: l0; Jer.23:6).77 In a private ceremony
Samuel anoints Saul to be the exalted ruler fuASiil over Yahweh's heritage (-+ ;f)n:

68. See F. Biichsel, "ty6opot," TDM il, m7t.
69. G. Delling, TDM I, 488f.
70. G. von Rad, TDNI I, 565-571.
71. See tr.I above.
72. Similarly Gese, 12 = BEvT 64, ll5: "one raised up."
73. Van der Ploeg, 47: "eminent person," citing Arab. najada.
74. See Itr below. Cf. W. Zmmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),76f.; Halpern, 266,

n. 78.
75. T. Ishida, The Royal Dynasties in Ancient Israel. BZAW, 142 (1977),43; Richter, 72f.;

etc. Various attempts at source analysis are noted in B. C. Birch, The Rke of the Israelite
Monarchy. SBLDS, 27 (1976),2942;lshida. BZAW, 142,26-54;Halpem, l52f .; etc.

76. Ct. HAL, II, 668: "leader." See tr.l and tr.6 above.
77. H. J. Boecker, Redeformen des Rechtslebens im AT. WMANT 14 (1964),61-66.
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nahali) ( I S. 10: 1). Saul's anointing as ndgiS by the seer Samuel is not identical with

his acclamation as king by the people (lO:17-27) or his later anointing as king
(15:1,17).7s The divine call to be ndgiS and the prophetic anointing as rfigi{ empcwer

the one on whom the title "Highness" is bestowed to perform the function of saving

the people from the hand of the enemy and to exercise broadly defined rulership over

the heritage of Yahweh (10:l).zr (The LXX has a longer text: "Has the Lord not

anointed you as leader over his people, over Israel? And you are to rule among the

people of the Lord, and you are to save them from the hand of their enemies. And this

shall be the sign to you, that the Lord has anointed you as leader over his own.";80

The ndgi/ title is applied most frequently to David (1 S. 13:14; 25:30;2 S. 5:2 par.

I Ch. 1l:2; 25.6:21;7:8par. lCh.l7:7). [nthecontextof Saul'sfailure,Samuel
announces that Yahweh has sought a man after his own heart and "appointed him to
be ndgtS over his people" (l S. 13:14).8r In the story of David's rise (l S. 16:14-2 S.

5), Abigail uses equally formulaic language to announce that Yahweh "has appointed

[David] nngiQ over Israel" (1 S. 25:30; the perf. we;iww"f;a is to be understood syn-

tactically ai a past tenses2). David speaks to Michal about his appointment as ndgt/ in
place of Saul and Saul's household (2 S. 6:21). These statements emphasize Yahweh's

appointment of David as ndgt{. Nonetheless, at Hebron he is anointed as king by the

elders of the Israelite tribes, following a covenant ceremony (2 S. 5:3 par. I Ch. 11:3).

However, Samuel had already privately anointed David as king (1 S. 16:13), so that

we are left with the impression that charismatic, sacral, and political ceremonies are

closely conjoined. It is clear that being chosen as ndgtQ by God is a legitimation of
leadership over [srael (cf .2 Ch.6:5); the anointing as king that follows is a ceremony

that provides popular recognition in the presence of the elders of the people.

The prophecy of Nathan (2 S. 7) cites the words of Yahweh of hosts: "I took you

from the pasture, from following the sheep, to be ndgti over my people Israel" (v. 8;

cf. 1 Ch. l7:7). David's exaltation from tending sheep (cf. I S. 16:11f.; 17:15-19,34f.;

Ps. 78:70f.) to being nagti over the people of Yahweh is an act of divine election (-+

nl) laqah: Ps. 78:70) to leadership over God's own people'S3

In the context of the Davidic succession (l K. l:l-2:46) and the threat to it in the

person of Adonijah (l:15-27), David determines his successor by decree: "There [by
the Gihonl let the priest Zadok and the prophet Nathan anoint him [Solomon] as king

over Israel. . . . It is he [Solomon] that shall be king in my place; for I have appointed

him to be ndgtS over Israel and Judah" (1:34f.). Here we see that being nagtQ and

becoming king are closely conjoined but are nevertheless not identical: beingndgtQ is

expressed by the perfect, and becoming king, a future event, is expressed by the

imperfect. (Richter interprets the tenses as all referring to the future, but others reject

78. See II.4 above; cf. Alt, 189ff.
79. See II.4 above.
80. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT Vlfr'll (1973), 197.

81. Ibid.,25lf.
82. Halpern, 5; contra Richter, 75.
83. Seybold, FRIANT lO7 (1972),30.

tg't
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this interpretation with weighfy arguments.)8a Here designation as nngtS is neither
selection as "crown prince" nor appoinEnent as "governor."8s It is to be understood
as a title of majesty, whereby David hands on to his successor the status of ndgtS to
which he had been elevated by Yahweh, thus legitimizing and safeguarding the suc-
cession by an appeal to Yahweh (contra Trygvve Mettinger, who uses a questionable
dating of 1 K. 1:35 to argue for an original and "normal" [i.e., secular] usage of ndgiQ,
from which the theological meaning was later derived and applied redactionally to Saul
and David86). The subsequent anointing of Solomon as king by the priest Tadokmakes
Solomon David's coregent (l K. l:39; I Ch.29:28). 1 Ch. 29:22 tells of the appoint-
ment and anointing of Solomon as the nAgtd of Yahweh.87 We must not overlook that
the appointment of Solomon as nagiQ "over Israel and Judah" (1 K. l:35) serves both
to safeguard the royal succession and to maintain the political unity of all Israel.88 We
must remember that the words "over Israel" in the appointment of Saul (l S. 9:16)
and David (1 S. 25:30; 2 S. 5:2;6:21;7:8) as ndgt/ can hardly be used as an argument
for a premonarchic or North Israelite origin of the title ndgtQ;8e neither can they be
limited to the North Israelite tribes alone and their territory during the later period of
the divided kingdoms. Each of the three rulers of all Israel - Saul, David, and Solomon

-bears 
personally the twin titles ndgtQ and "king." The transfer of the ndgt/ trtle

from David to Solomon points to a function as ruler that the ndgtS car, pass on to his
successor. Here we see an additional aspect of the ndgiQ title, which had been used
previously only by Samuel (1 S. 9:16) and Nathan (2 S. 7:8), as a term denoting a
charismatic call and exaltation. In the context of royal succession, the status of ndgi/,
established by Yahweh, can be transferred to secure the succession. I conclude, there-
fore, that nngt/ does not have simply the profane sense of "king designate," "desig-
nated heir," or "crown prince"; for the Israelite expression for these terms is "king's
son" (2 K. 15:5), corresponding to Akk. mar iarri.eo

Rehoboam, too, the son of Solomon, appointed his son Abijah, the son of Maacah
(2Ch. l1:18-20),"aschief [+l2Nl ro-J], asnagiQamonghisbrothers,forheintended
to make him king" (ll:22). The brothers were made local governors (v. 23), and Abijah
was to be over them as "chief" and "Highness." This reference shows that the nngtQ
was not a "governor,"9l but was superior to governors. It also illustrates the decided
difference between ndgtQ andking (melefi); Abijah is not yet king; he is ndgtS and will
eventually become king. But becoming king does not depend absolutely onbeingndgi/.

84. Contra Richter, 75, see Mettinger, 162; Halpem, 6f.
85. For the latter see Macholz, 64. For the former see Thornton, lTS, 14,8: "heir to the

throne"; Lipifiski, W 24,498:. "crown prince"; cf. Ishida, A"/81,3,39, against this interpretation.
86. Pp. 162-67.
87. W. Rudolph, HAT XXl, 192t.; cf. Halpern, 7, with suggested emendations.
88. Richter, BBB, t8 (1966),291.
89. Halpern, 6-8; Macholz, 65f.; et al.
9O. AHw,II, 615b. For the translations see, respectively, Ishida, 39f.; Mettinger, 160; Lipiriski,

499.
91. Contra Macholz, 59ff.
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Of the forty-three kings of Israel, only seven werendgid(Saul, David, Solomon, Abijah,
Jeroboam, Baasha, and Hezekiah). Every one of these seven n"gtQim was or became

king, but not every Israelite king was nigiQ.
The prophet Abijah instructs the wife of King Jeroboam to convey to her husband

the word of Yahweh: "Because I exalted you from among the people, made yoa ndgiQ

over my people Israel . . . yet you have not been like my servant David, who kept my
commandments, . . . therefore behold, I will bring evil upon the house of Jeroboam"
(1 K. 14:7-10). Here we are not told when and how Jeroboam became ndgiQ, but only
that he was exalted (-+ Ell rfim) ar,d thus became Yahweh's nigi/ over his people.

The prophet Jehu proclaims a threat from Yahweh against Baasha: "Since I exalted
you out of the dust and made yolu ndgiQ over my people Israel, but you have walked
in the way of Jeroboam, . . . behold, I will consume Baasha and his house" (1 K.
l6:2f.). "Exalting out of the dust" appears to be related to Akk. mdr la mammanim,
"son of a nobody,"e2 i.e., someone of lowly origin; the expression emphasizes Yahweh's
raising (rfrm) of Baasha, which is connected with his exaltation to the status of nAgU.

A word concerning Hezekiah comes to Isaiah, in which the king is called "rrdg@
of my people" (2 K.20:5). In this context the concern is preservation of the Davidic
dynasty and the city of Jerusalem (v. 6) in the face of Assyrian assault. Yahweh speaks

as "God of your father David," and Hezekiah bears the title of majesty "nngiQ of my
people," in which we hear his dynastic position as David's successor.

In summary, the title ndgt/ was first used in ancient Israel at the beginning of Saul's
reign; with the exception of Hezekiah, it was used of Israelite rulers only in the period
from Saul to Baasha. The meaning "exalted, Highness" for ndgi/, embodying election,
appointment, exaltation, and anointing, is based on philological and contextual evi-
dence. From the beginning, its theological usage reflected Yahweh's initiative; this
usage was preserved even when the one who had personally been chosen and "exahed"
by Yahweh handed on the status and authority of ndgtQ to his successor (David to
Solomon and Rehoboam to Abijah) when the dynastic succession was in danger or in
question. Every ndgtQ in Israel was or became king, but not every king was or became

ndgt/. The atJes nfrgt{ and "king" were not synonymous or interchangeable. The
authority and dignity of the nagtS derived directly from God, even when they were
handed on by a father to his son or by a king to his successor. The one "exalted" by
God exercised rule and leadership only over the people of Yahweh, in every case

"his/my people." Never are they described as the people of the earthly ndgi!. Being
ndg?Q was therefore always a divine gift, which had its full meaning and fundamental
significance in the proper relationship of God's covenant (cf. 2 S. 7). When this
covenant was violated, the status of ndgiy' could be withdrawn (l K. l4:7f.; 16:l-7)
and given to another.

The Chronicler's history contains several texts that apply the title nAgU to the king
(1 Ch. 5:2; 22:l par. 2 S. 5:2; l7:7 par. 2 S. 7:8; 28:4;29:22; 2 Ch. 6:5; ll:22). ln
1 Ch. 5:2 a Judahite who can only be David is called ndgtQ. In an address conceming

92. AHw,II,601.
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his successor (l Ch. 28:1-10), David refers to his own divine election as king and
Judah's election as nfrgt/ (v. 4). In this text, unique in the OT, election by Yahweh and
Judah's exaltation to ndgtQ are linked in such a way as to legitimize David and his
successor Solomon.

2. Temple. The term nngtQ appears frequently in the Chronicler's history as a title
of individuals who exercise primary authority in or over the "house of God," i.e., the
temple. In 1 Ch. 9: 1 I (par. Neh. I 1:1 1), we find the titular phrase n"giQ-bAyha'eldhtm,
"exalted one of the house of God" (traditionally, "prince in the house of God"; NRSV:
"chief offrcer of the house of God" ), probably referring to the high priest in Jerusalem.e3
The title nagiQ is to be distinguished from the term pdqtQ, "overseer" (-+ llD pqd),
of priests (Neh. I 1 : 14; cf . ll:22; 12:42), for the pdqt! can be an agent of the high priest
(2 Ch.24:ll).ea In Jer. 20: I there is a unique occurrence of the expression pdqiQ ndgi!,
referring to the priest Pashhur, who combines in his own person the administrative
duties of the pdqtQ, the "overseer" of the temple, and the ndgiQ or high priest. The
title ndgiQ is also applied to the high priest in 2 Ch.3l:13. The title "exalted one of
the house of God" may be abbreviated to negiS-habbayig "exalted one of the house,"
in 28:7. Even in this abbreviated form, it refers to the high priest, or possibly to the
"overseer of the [king's] house."ss The pl. n"gtQim in 35:8 refers to a number of
"exalted ones of the house of God," cultic functionaries in the temple. They include
the "chief officer (nagt!) over the contributions" (31:12), assisted by other cultic
offrcials as "overseers" Qt"qtfim: v. l3). The chief treasurer of the house of God is
also entitled nagiS Q Ch.26:24). The gatekeepers of the temple, too, had their ndgty',
who served as their chief (1 Ch. 9:20). The honored position of the temple ncgtjtm
appears to reflect, even in late texts of the OT, the divine appointment and charismatic
origin of the title ndgtQ.

3. Elsewhere. 2 Ch. 19:11 has a totally secular usage of the tbrm ndgil; the context
is the definition of responsibilities in the reorganized judicial system. Zebadiah, the
"ndgt{ of the house of Judah," is the "seniorelder" or, more accurately, "chief" of
the tribe;eo he is placed in charge of the high court for civil cases in Jerusalem. In a
list of the leaders of the tribes of lsrael (l Ch.27:16-22) the title ndgtj designates the
"chief officer of the tribe" (v. 16).e7

The nagiS can also be a military commander. The Aaronite high priest Jehoiada is
both "ndgtQ over the house of Aaron" (1 Ch. 12:28[27D and a commander of the
standing army (27:5). Mikloth is "ndgtQ of his division" of twenty-four thousand

93. Yeivin, Age of the Morwrchies, N 12, 17l.
94. W. Schottroff, TLOT II, 1020.
95. For the former see Yeivin, Age of the Monarchies, lY 12, l7l; for the latter see de Vaux,

Anclsn 2lO.
96. For the former see Rudolph, HAT XX1,257. HAL,II,667, erroneously translates as "court

official."
97. See IL2 above.
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(27:4)eB and thus their commander. Rehoboam appoints negi/tm over the fortress cities

of Jerusalem (2 Ch. l1:11); they function as courmandants.

The term ndgtQ appears 4 times in wisdom Literature (Job 29:10; 3l:37; Prov. 8:6;

28:16).The two-occurrences in Job speak of the z dgid as an exalted "aristocrat," refening

to a person who enjoys high social status.e [n Prov. 28:16 the nngtQ is someone with an

"exalted" role in society who multiplies oppression through lackof understanding.lmThe

abstract pl. n"gtfim appears once @rov. 8:6) with the meaning "noble things."lot

A single pissage in the book of Isaiah, which also reflects the prophecy of Nathan

(2 S. 7;,toz uses the title nfrgiQ theologically in the following sequence: "a witness to

the people, nngid andcommander for the peoples" (Isa. 55:4). The reference is to David
(not to the people, as some exegetes attempt to read by emending nttyw to nfiykro3),

who receives promises that include messianic elements,ls spoken for the benefit of
(cf. ldfom in v. 3) the people of God.

OT Apocalyptic Literature contains three much-discussed texts in which the title
ndgt{ appears (Dnl. 9:25,26; ll:22). The unique phrase 'ad-nfiiiab ndgtS in 9:25

combines both terms as titles, and should be translated "until [the coming ofl an

anointed one, an exalted one [traditionally: prince]." The translation "an anointed

prince/leader" is inappropriate: the absence of any conjunctions means that mniial.t

ndgtQ catnotbe understood as a hendiadys.los The primary emphasis is ontlrc ndgi/,
a figure "exalted" by God, in whom the exaltation inherent in the term finds expression

in leadership and rule. This exalted figure has been identified variously with historical

figures (Cyms, Zerubbabel, Joshua ben Jozadak, Onias III) and messianically with

Qffis1too The historical identification of the ndgtS in 9:26 is likewise disputed

(onias III, Titus, Antichrist, Christ).toz ln ll:22 we find the unusual phrase n"gtl b"ri7

traditionally "a prince of the covenant" or, more precisely, "an exalted one of a
covenant" or "covenanl sffisf."lo8 This figure has also been identified variously.loe

98. Inappropriately translated "head of a family" by HAI. n',667.
99. See tr.4.
l0O. C. H. Toy, Proverbs. ICC (1899), in loc.; Gemser, HAT )(Vl,99; Scott, AB, 18, 165,

delete nagiQ as a gloss; BIIS deletes it metri causa; following the majority of exegetes, however,

one may accept the MT.
l0l. See tr.2 above for a discussion of proposed emendations.

102. See III.I above.
103. E.g., J. L. McKenzie, Second Isaiah. AB, 20 (1968), 141; for arguments against the

emendation, see J. M. Vincent, Studien zur literarischen Eigenart und zur geistigen Heimat von

Jesaja, Kap. 40-55. BBET, 5 (1977), U.
104. On the promises see J. H. Eaton, ASII, 7 (1968169),37. On the messianic elements see

J. Coppens, NRI 90 (1968),626.
tOj. So R. J. Williams, Hebrew Syzra.r (Toronto, 1967), 17f., contra O. Pl6ger, KAT, XYU'I,

134; L. F. Hartman and A. Di l*lla, AB, 23, U0, U4.
106. For the former see the comms. in loc. For the latter see Keil, Liefoth, Young, Walvoord,

Baldwin, et al.
107. See the comms. in loc.
108. Pliigea KAI XVI[, 153.

109. See the comms.
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Three passages use nAgU in a secular sense with reference to the "princes" of
non-Israelite peoples. Ps.16:13(12) seems to have in mind the n"gt/im, "exalted ones"
or "princes," of the nations, but hostile princes from Judah are conceivably possible.
This is the only occurrence of the term in the Psalter.

In Ps. 54:5c(3c) Mitchell Dahood proposes the emendation lin"gtQt-m with enclitic
mem for MT l"negdam, translating "but it was not known to them that God is my
leader."l10 He makes the same emendation in 86:14, translating "they do not view you
as my leader."lll In 16:8, too, he finds the divine epithet by emending MT l"negdt to
linegt/t: "I have chosen Yahweh as my leader forever."l12 In 138:1 he also emends
nege/ to ndgtS and addresses Yahweh as "leader of the gods." 113 I a1s1 however, he
rejected this emendation as "unlikely."tt+ The emendations in 54:5(3); 86:14; 16:8 are

also unlikely, because no OT text refers to Yahweh or Elohim as nfrgfl, no manuscript
supports the reading (not even llQPs), and the Hebrew expressions do not agree with
OT usage.

In Ezk. 28:2 the king of Tyre is called the "exalted one of Tyre" on account of his
overbearing arrogance;ll5 judgment is proclaimed against him. The judgment of God
also befell Assyria and its "exalted ones" or "officers" (2 Ch.322l).tts

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls and Sirach. One would expect to find ndgt! as a term for
military commanders in the War Scroll (lQM) or for cultic officials in the Temple
Scroll (llQTemple). To date, however, it has been found only in 4Q504 (4QDibHam)
4:7 , a text dating from ca. 150 B.c.l 17 This text, messianic in content, uses the phrase
ngyd'l'mkh, "exalted one over my people," with reference to David, whom God chose
from the tribe of Judah and with whom God established a covenant relationship. The
text alludes to the prophecy of Nathan (2 S. 7:6-8), pregnantly associating the ideas of
election and covenant with messianic elements.

One may also note Sir. 46:13, which speaks of the "prophet Samuel," who estab-
lished the monarchy and "anointed n"gi/tm over the people." The reference is to the
anointing of Saul (1 S. 10:l) and David (1 S. 16:13).

Haself

llo. Psalms II. AB, l7 (1973),23f.
ttt. rbid.,292.
ll2. Ibid.,24, changing his earlier reading tn Psalms I. AB, 16 (1965), 86.
113. AB, 17,25.
ll4. Psalms III. AB, 17 A (1970),276.
I15. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm, 77.
l16. See II.4 above.
l17. M. Baillet, Qumrdn Grone 4. DJD,Yll (1982), no. 504.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences and Usage. Itr. "Touch": l. General;2. Sacral [.aw;
3. Theophanies. IV. Figurative Usage: l. Law; 2. "Strike with Affliction or Disease." V. Spati-
otemporal Usage: l. "Extend to"; 2. "Reach, Attain." Yl. nega': 1. Affliction, Disease; 2.

Leprosy; 3. Bodily Harm. VII. Dead Sea Scrolls and LXX.

I. Etymology. The root zg'does not belong to the common Semitic root stock.l
With the meaning "touch," the verb is found in the Egyptian Aramaic of Ahikar and
in Jewish Aramaic.2 It occurs in Mandaic with the meaning "strike, injure.":

II. Occurrences and Usage. The verb ng'occurs 150 times in the OT: 107 times
in the qal (27 in Leviticus, 10 in Numbers, 7 in Job, 6 each in Genesis and Daniel, 5

each in Exodus lBx. 4:25 hiphil, not qal],4 1 Kings, and Jeremiah), 38 times in the
hiphil (8 in Esther, 6 in Isaiah, 4 in 2 Chronicles, 3 each in Psalms and Ecclesiastes),
3 times in the piel, and once each in the pual (Ps. 73:5) and niphal (Josh. 8:15).

The derived noun nega'occurs 78 times in the OT; 61 of these are in [rv. 13-14,
and there are 4 occurrences each in Deuteronomy and Psalms. In the Hebrew text of
Sirach, the verb ng'in the qal and hiphil and the noun nega'appear frequently.s With
the qal, in most cases (80 times) the object is introduced by the prep. b"; 8 times it is
introduced by 'el ("touch lightly[?],"6 "reach"), and 4 times by 'al ("be close upon,"
with disaster as subjecl Jgs.2O:34,41; "touch," with lips as object: Isa. 6:7; Dnl. 10:16).
In 3 cases we find a direct object (Gen.26:29; Ruth 2:9; Isa.52:ll),2 of which are
suffixed.7 The verb is used without an object 5 times, twice as a passive participle (Isa.
53:4; Ps. 73:14: "struck [by God]").8 In Hag. 2:12 the object touched is introduced by

ndga'. G. Brunet, "[rs aveugles et boiteux J6busites," Studies in the Historical Books of the
OT SW 30 (1979), 65-72; idem, "David etle;innb4" ibid.,73-86; M. Delcor, "lllJ zg' 'to
touch,"'TLOTlI,7l8-19; P. Hugger, Jahwe, meine ZtJlrcht. Miinsterschwarzacher Studien, 13
(1971), esp.224ff.; J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT, lO (1977); E. Krinig, Stilistik, Rhetoik,
Poetik in Bezug auf die biblische Literatur komparativisch dargestellt (1900); H. Schulz, Das
Todesrecht im A7l BZAW, 114 (1969); T. Seidl, Torafiir den "Aussatz"-Fall. ATS, 18 (1982);
K. Seybold, Das Gebet des Kranken im AT. BWANT, 99 (1973); H. J. Stoebe, "Die Einnahme
Jerusalems und der $inn6r," ZDPU 73 (1957),73-99.

l. For Ethiopic see Leslau, Contibutions,33.
2. Ahikar 165f.; AE 218:' DISO, 174. For Jewish Aramaic see ANH, 263a.
3. MdD,25a.
4. Listed as qal by Lisowsky, 899b; see TLOT fr,718.
5. D. Barthdlemy and O. Rickenbacher, Konkordanz zum hebrciischen Sirach (Gcittingen,

t973),252t.
6. Cf. JM, $125b.
7. rbid.
8. HP,208.
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the prep. 'el, ard the means of touching ("corner of a garment," distinct from the subj.)
by the prep. b".

The hiphil is the causative of the qal (Isa. 5:8; 6:7); it also functions as an internal
causative with the same or similar meaning. The object is introduced by a preposition,

usually /e (10 times) or 'el (8 times). The piel, which has factitive meaning ("make
struck down [with afflictions]"),e is always used transitively (Gen. 12:17;2 K. l5:5;
2 Ch.26:20).

III. "Touch."
l.General. Withthemeaning "touch," ndga'candenotethestateof ongoingcontact

betweeninanimateobjects (1K.6:27 withthepreps.b'and'elpar-2Ch.3:1lf.hiphil
with the prep. l"; v. lZb: dbq).lt can also denote the action of simple contact with an

inanimate object (2 K. 13.,21: a dead body; Isa. 6:7 l'atl: a glowing coal; Ezk. 17:10:

the east wind) or with an animal (Dnl. 8:5, negated), a person (2 5.23:7; Job 6:7; Est.

5:2), God's messenger (Jgs. 6:21; 1 K. 19:5,7), or a human figure (Dnl. 8:18; 10:10

[subj.: a hand],16 t'a4,18) as subject. It can even denote the action ofbeing "touched"
violently by a "great wind" (Job 1:191.t0 Used literally, however, naga'never denotes

being struck by a violent blow (+ i1DJ nkh [hiphil]).l1 Even in Gen.32:26,33(Eng. vv.
25,321), ndga'should be translated "touch." The text does not mean a violent blow on

the hip joint but a "magic touch." 12

As a rule naga'denotes the action of outward contact, in contrast to -+ Pf? ddblaq,
which refers more to the condition of inward adherence (Sir. l3:1: "Pitch clings to
( dbq ) the hand of whoever touches ( n g' l il" tsl. In the normal causative use of the hiphil
("cause to touch"), the subject may be a person (Isa. 5:8 [acc. + b1 par,-->a'11 qrb
hiphil; F;x. 4:25; 12:12 lpartitive min + 'ell), a seraph (Isa. 6:7 ['al]), or Yahweh (Jer.

l:9 ['a4, preceded by "put out his hand").
With "ground" or "dust" as prepositional object, the hiphil of ndga'occurs 4 times

with the meaning "throw someone or something to the ground." In parallel we find
-+ )O: npl htphrl (Isa. 25:12; 26:5; Ezk 13:14), -+ lll'lt? .ifttu hiphil (Isa. 25:12), +
O1il hdras (Ezk. l3:L4; Larn. 2:2), and +))n hll piel (Lam. 2:2). The subject in all
these passages is Yahweh; the direct object may be fortifications (Isa. 25:.12), a wall
(Ezk. 13:14), a high city (Isa. 26:5), or, figuratively, kingdoms and rulers (Lam. 2:2).

In 1 S. lO;26 there is the unique expression "touch someone on the heart," with
God as subject. "Heart" also appean as genitive object in I K. 8:38 and as prepositional
object in Jer.4:18.14

9. rbid.
10. F. Horst Hiob. BK, XVI/l (1968),2: "struck."
ll. Contra Delcor, TLOT ll,718.
12. C. Westermarllrr, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 513,517; cf. III.2 below;

on 2 S. 5:8 see V.2 below.
13. R. Smend, Sirach (Berlin, lm0), 15, 21.
14. See below, VI.l; V.2, respectively.
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2. Sacral Zcw. Almost half the occurrences of the qal are found in the P regulations
governing sacrifice, food, and purity, and in the allied tradition. In most cases the
subjectof na-ga'isanunspecifiedperson("whoever," "everyonewho"). Inkv. 15:1If.
the subject is "someone with a discharge"; in Nu. 19:22, "at unclean person"; and in
Ley. 7:L9, "(sacrificial) flesh." As object we find: an unclean person (Lev. 15:7,19),
human uncleanness (5:3;7:211'22:5), a dead body (Nu. 19:11,13,16,18; 3l:19;2 K.
13:21), an unclean animal (I-ev. 7:21; ll:.26; 22:5), the carcass of an unclean animal
(5:2; ll:8,24,27,31,36; Dt. 14:8) or of a clean animal (l,ev. 11:39), an unclean object
or an object rendered unclean (15:5,10,12,21-23,27: Nu. 19:16,18,21), something un-
clean in general (l*v.7:19). The object may also be something holy (12:4; Nu.4:15
lwith 'el), an offeringby fire (Lev.6:11[18]), holy food(6:20[28]), the holy altar (Ex.
29:37), or cultic objects (Ex. 30:29). [n these passages naga' refers to direct contact
(in Hag. 2:l2f ., contact mediated by clothing) between two mutually exclusive realms:
life and death, clean and unclean, sacred and profane.ls Contact must not occur between
these two realms. If it does, the result is calamitous (Gen. 3:3; Ex. l9:.l2b,l3 lan
expansion of RP?l6l; Nu. 4:15). The purpose of the regulations is to limit the con-
sequences of such taboo violations brought about by physical contact. Such calamitous
contact can involve a touch so gentle that the person in question does not even notice
it immediately (lrv. 5:2f.). In these passages naga'is distinguished from carrying (n^f';

ll:25,28,40;15:10), which has more power to make a person 
- as well as that person's

clothing (ll:25,28,40) 
- unclean than does simple contact (15:10).

3. Theophanies. With God as subject, ndga'in the sense of "touch" occurs 3 times
in theophany accounts:I7 in Ps. 104:32, the 3rd person imperfect is part of a hymn
praising God's creative power; in the concluding doxology of the book of Amos (9:5f.),
the participle is used attributively to characterize "Yahweh of hosts" in the style typical
of hymnic predication; and in Ps. 144:5, the imperative is addressed to God in a royal
prayer for a theophany. The prep. b" introduces the objects: "the mountains" in Ps.

lO4:32; lM:5, "the earth" in Am. 9:5. Yahweh's touch brings violent upheavals to the
natural order: the mountains smoke (Ps. 104:32; 144:5) and the earth melts (Am. 9:5).
Even here, naga' does not denote violent contact.ls The point is the contrast: even
Yahweh's slightest touch (Ps. 104:32 par. "look upon") causes tumult in the natural
realm.l9

IV. Figurative Usage.
l. l^aw. In legal contexts ndga' denotes infringement of the rights enjoyed by a

person or group, in some cases even guaranteed by treaty (Gen.26:28f.; Josh. 9:l91.zo

15. See Itr.3 below.
16. E. Z.enger, Israel am Surai (Altenberge, 1982), l3l.
17. Jeremias, Theophanie, 160-62.
18. As argued by GesB, 484; HAL, tr, 668.
19. See Itr.2 above.
20. Schulz, 103f.
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In this usage, it always has negative connotations and is best translated "harm (someone

or something)" or "afflict (someone)." The object, introduced by b" or appended

directly to the verb as a pronominal suffix (Gen.26:29; Ruth 2:9), may be particularly
vulnerable or defenseless people, such as strangers (Gen.25:11,29; Josh.9:19; Ruth

2:9f.; Ps. 105 12-15 par. I Ch. 16:19-22, where it parallels r" hiphil, "do harm") and

widows (2 S. 14:10; Ruth 2:9), but also a heritage coveted by "evil neighbors" (Jer.

1214; cf . Znc. 2:l2l8l. In Josh. 9:l8f . nnga' follows -+ ;'l)l nkh lttpltrl ("slay") and

contrasts with hyh hiphil ("let live"), which follows in v. 20.

In 2 S. l4:lO ndga'follows "say something against." In Gen. 26:29 negated ndga'
is explicated by "do nothing but good" and "send away in peace."

The verb naga' can also refer to the prohibited sexual approach of a man to a woman,

which God intervenes to prevent (Gen. 20:6), or which is vigorously warned against

(Prov. 6:29). The OT does not, however, use naga'as a euphemism for sexual inter-

course itself, like the expressions yd/a'(e.g., Gen. 4:l), b6' 'el"iiid (e.g.,38:2f .) qdra!
'el-'iiid (e.g., Isa. 8:3), and iakab (Gen. 30: l5f.);2r the verb refers rather to the treatment

of a married woman by a man who intends a sexual relationship prohibited by law
(Prov. 6:29: adultery). In Ruth 2:9 nnga'probably does not have any sexual connota-

tions, the opinion of many exegetes notwithstanding; as in 2 S. 14:10, it refers to
infringement of the rights of a defenseless widow.22

2. ^Sfike with Affiiction or Disease. " Besides its meaning in legal cottexts, naga'
has a second figurative meaning: "strike, punish, inflict pain." In this usage, the subject

is always God or Yahweh (qal: Job l;ll;2:5, preceded by "stretch out your hand";
piel: Gen. 12:17;2 K. l5:5; 2Ch.26:2O) orGod's hand (l S. 6:9;Job 19:21); otherwise

the verb appears in the qal passive (Isa.53:4 [God as the logical subj.23]; Ps.73:14),
the pual (Ps. 73:5), or the niphal (Josh. 8:15, for military defeat). Here it comes very

near the figurative usage of -+ i'l)l nkh hrphrl and -+ 11) ndgap. With the exception

ofJob 1:11 ("possessions") and 2:5 ("bones"), the objects are always persons: in 1 S.

6:9 a group, elsewhere an individual. Except forJosh. 8:15 and Job l:11, all the passages

probably refer to a disease:24 2 K. l5:5 and 2 Ch. 26:20 mention disease explicitly
(pual ptcp. of sr2s); it is suggested by the context in Gen. 12:17 (figura etymologica

with n"gdim); 1 S. 6:9 (v. 4: maggdpd; I S. 5:6,9,12;6:5: 'dpel); Isa. 53:4; Ps. 73:5,14
(pzr.. ykb26); and Job 19:21 (cf. v. 20). In I S. 6:9 "his hand has punished (ng') us"
parallels "he has done us great harm." Synonymous expressions appear |n the extended

context: the hand of Yahweh (God) washeavy (lcbd: 5:6,111' qi: 5:7) upon the Philistines;

21. See K<inig, Stillsrrft, 38f.
22. See above, contra W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth. KAT XVII/l-3 (1962),48; E. Wtirth-

wein, Ruth. HAT, xYItrl (1969), 14.
23. JM, $l2lp.
24. Seybold,25.
25. See VI.2 below.
26. Text following B11S and H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6A150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),

84.
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Yahweh's hand struck (nkh hiphil) the Philistines with tumors (5:6; cf. v. 9). In Isa.

53:4 the passive participle of naga'is used to describe the Servant of God, parallel to
nkh (hophal ptcp.: "struck") and 'nh (pual ptcp.: "humbled").

Y. Spatiotemporal Usage.
l. "Extend to." In several passages the qal or hiphil of naga' is used to express not

the act of touching as such but spatial extension (topographically: Znc. 1a:5 lhiphil])
or proximity, especially in a figurative sense: Isa. 16:8c (par. t'h; v. 8d: nr.f par. 'br);

Jer.48:32 ("your branches extended ['br)to the sea, reached [ng] as far as Jazer");
Mic. 1:9 (par. b6' 'a{); Jer.4:10 ("the sword reached as far as f'aQl the throat"); Isa.

8:8 (hiphil); Gen. 28:72 (hiphil with locative acc.); Jer. 51:9b ("her judgment has

reached up to ['e4 heaven and has been lifted up [n.f'niphal] even to l'ad) the skies");
Job 20:6 (hiphil); 2 Ch.28:9 (hiphil); Hos. 4:2 ("bloodshed follows bloodshed"; cf.
Isa. 5:8 [hiphil]); Ps. 88:4(3); 107:18. In a figurative sense, this meaning of nnga'hiphll
is also found in I*v. 5:7, in the unique expression "if his hand does not extend to the

price ofa sheep."

2. "Reach, Axain. " Especially in late texts, we find naga' (15 times in the hiphil, 8

in the qal) used in the sense of "reach, arrive at (someone or something)." The subject
may be a person (1 S. l4:9; 2 S. 5:8; Isa. 30:4; Dnl. 9:21 lqall; 12:12; Est. 4: 14; 6: l4),
an animal (Dnl. 8:7), news (Jon. 3:6 [qal]), "the king's command and decree" (Est.

4:3;8:17;9:l), "disaster" (qal: Jgs.2O:34,41; Job 5:19 [negated]); "rush of mighty
waters" (Ps. 32:6), and "turn" in the phrase haggta' tAr + acc., "be someone's turn"
(Est.2:12,15). In Eccl. 8:14 (hiphil ptcp. with 'el: ". .. who are treated as . . ."), Est.

9;26,Iob 4:5 (qal: "it has come to f'aQ) you" par. b6' 'elf), and Jer. 4:18 (qal: "it has

reached to l'adl your very heart"), the verb is used impersonally.
The object may be introduced by the prep. 'el (l S. 14:9; Ps. 32:6; Jon. 3:6; Eccl.

8:14;Est.9:26;Dn1.9:21),'al(Jgs-20:34,41: "disasterbefellthem"),b"(2 S.5:8;Job
5:19),'a8 (Jer.4:18; Job 4:5), /'(Est.4:14; Dnl. 12:12),'Esel (only Dnl.8:7), or
appended directly as an accusative (Isa. 30:4; Est. 2:12,15;4:3;8:I7;9:l). In Est. 6:14
ndga' is used absolutely. The difficult phrase wJtigga' bassinndr in 2 S. 5:8 makes

most sense with the meaning "meet at the ;inn64 reach the {inndr."Zt Here there may
be overtones of the notion of magical contact.2s

Only in the latest texts do we find naga'with a temporal expression as subject (qal:

En. 3;l par. Neh. 7:72; hipbrl: Cant. 2:12; Ercl. l2:l lpar b6'); Ezk. 7:12 ["the time
has come (b6'), the day has drawn near (nS')")).

Yl. nega'. The noun nega' is found with three different meanings: (1) a general

term for an affliction or a disease sent by God; (2) a technical term in the realm of
sacral medicine, denoting a particular kind of "leprosy" found on skin, fabric, or the

27 . See Stoebe, 93f.; Brunet, 75-78; R. Wenning and E. Zenger, UE 14 (1982), 280.
28. On Gen. 32:26,33, see III.I above; on the role of the "blind and lame," see Brunet,65-72.
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walls of houses ([,ev. 13-14; Dt. 24:8); (3) a technical term in the legal realm denoting
bodily harm.2e

l. Affliction, Disease. As a general term for an affliction or a disease sent by God, the
noulr nega'occupies the same semantic space as the verb naga' in the piel, pual, and qal
passive.3O This is particularly clear in Gen. 12:17 , where negaQtm gc/dltm is used as an

adverbial accusative with the piel of ndga', with Yahweh as subject. In 1 K. 8:37 (Deuter-

onomistic; par. 2 Ch. 6:28), we find a list of afflictions: famine (rd'Ail, plague (deber),

bhght (iiddap6n), mildew (ydrdqdn),locnst ('arbeh) caterpillar (hdsil), and enemy (i.e.,

war:'6yEP). These are summarized by means of the two terms "whatever afflicnon(nega'),
whatever sickness (mah"h)," and interpreted in a secondary addition (1 K. 8:38bcr)31 as

"the affliction of his heart" (nega'1"!fu6). Ex. 11:1, too, retrospectively calls the plagues
of Egypt nega' (cf. Ex. 9:14: maggepi). The "onslaught of disease"32 with which God
afflicts people and from which the sufferer prays for deliverance (Ps. 38:12[ 1]; 39:l1[0];
Isa. 53:8) is callednega'. tn Ps. 9l:10 nega'and ra'dtogether summarize all the perils that
threaten human life (vv. 3,5-7), from which God protects the faithful. In Prov. 6:33 nega'
(par. qdl6n, "dishonor") does not clearly suggest disease.

Deuteronomistic texts use nega'in parallel with -+ D)CI iepet, "rod," for the means
(obj. of the prep. be) of punishment with which God threatens conduct contrary to the
commandments (Ps. 89:331321: pqd;2 5.7:14: ykh hiphil; cf. the similarusage [Deuter-
onomisticl with mahal1: Ex. 15..26;23:25; I K. 8:37).

2. lzprosy. The noun nega' occws 61 times in [rv. l3-14;tz in 13 of these occur-
rences itis anomen regens with -+ i1911 sara'a! (elsewhere only in O,.24'3:+). In
Lev. 13:146 nega' sara'a! is a technical term for various skin diseases ("leprosy";.:s
There is a suspicion of nega' ;ara'a! when human skin exhibits any of the following
symptoms: swelling (Sneil, eruption (sappahafl, or spot (bahere!). The proof of nega'
$Ara'a! is normally the observation that the hair of the affected area has become white
and that the disease appears to be deeper than the rest of the skin (13:l-3,20,25). A
priest makes the diagnosis. Tf nega' {ara'a! is present, the sick individual must be
declared unclean and excluded from society (13:3,45f.). What skin disease(s) the
passage actually refers to is not clear.36

Since at least some of these diseases were curable (13:15-17), we should think of
psoriasis, impetigo, or leucoderma3T rather than true leprosy (Gk elephantiasis).Instead

29. Seybold,25f.
30. See [V.2 above.
31. M. Noth, Kdnige. BK,lxll (1968), 188.
32. Seybold, 25f.
33. See Seidel for a discussion of the difficult literary problems presented by this complex.
34. K. Elligea Leviticus. HAT, Iy (1966), 180, nn. 2, 3.
35. rbid., 159tr, 180.
36. For a summary of the various theories see Seidl, 85-88, nn. 56, 58.
37. W. Kornfeld, I*vitikus. NEB (1983), 50.
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of the full exprcssion nega' {dra'a!, we also find just gara'a! ("leprosy": 13:8,11-

15,30,42f .) or nega' (13:22; LXX, Syr.: nega' Sara'e!38). In other passages that use

zega'absolutely, it refers to an infection that has not yet been diagnosed ("diseased

area": l3:3,5f.,17a,29,42; etc.) or-probably as an abbreviation for Ti hannega'-
the individual afflicted with the suspicious symptoms (13:4 [but not 5],13,17b).3e The
notion of such an "attack of leprosy" on which this Priestly tradition is based does not
appear to reflect primarily observation of bodily injuries resulting from a blow, but
rather the idea of a mysterious contact with the realm of impurity and death (cf. trv.
14:34: Yahweh sends nega' ;ara'a!).{ This notion appears also to lie behind the

regulations governing nega' ;dra'a! affecting cloth and leather (13:47-59) and the walls
of houses (14:33-53).

3. Bodily Harm. In Dt. 17:8 ncga' aryears as a legal term in a list with + d1 dim
("bloodshed") and + |'i1 dtn ("legal claim"); it is subordinate to the terms ddpdr
lammiipdy ('Judicial decision") and dif,rA riQ61 (matters of dispute"). [n Dt. 2l:5
(probably a secondary addition in the context of regulations governing murder by
persons unknown), "every rip andevery nega"'is to be decided by the kvitical priests.

Here ncga'is probably used as a legal term for bodily harm, as distinct from murder
and other matters of dispute.

VII. Dead Sea Scrolls and LXX. The Dead Sea Scrolls use the verb ndga', "touch,"
in sacral legislation (lQS 5:13; 7:19; 8:17; CD 10:13; 12:17); it also occurs with the

figurative sense of "strike" (lQpHab 9:l; lQSa 2:3-6,10: "be struck by uncleanness")
and "approach, reach" (1QM 17:11; lQH 8:29; CD 15:5). The noun appears primarily
inthe Hodayoth (lQH) with the meaning "affliction, disease" (21 times). In CD 13:5

nega'has the meaning "leprosy."4l In 4QDibHama (4Q5M) fr. 1-2 5:18; 6:7, it means

"stroke of fate" (par. nswyym). Finally, 4Q512, a purification liturgy, speaks of mng'
hndh "stoke of uncleanness" (5:17).

The LXX usually translates naga' with fuiptesthai and nega' with haphii (twice with
ruistix).

Schwienhorst

38. Elligea HAT IY,163.
39. HAI. t,669.
40. See Itr.2 above; cf. Gen. 32:26,33 (Itr.I above). See also Elliger, HAT lV, 180; Seybold,

32t.,43t. Cf. Seybold, 32f.,n. lO1, cf. also Hugger, 225: "The similarity between an open wound
resulting from a blow with a stick and the sores associated with skin diseases probably led to
the use of9fJ to describe the latter phenomenon."

41. See VI.2 above.
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Contents: I. Root, Occurrences, Semantic Field, LXX. II. Usage: l. Earthly Subjects; 2.

Yahweh as Subjecu 3. Derivatives.

I. Roo! Occurrences, Semantic Field, LXX. The root ngp is also found in other
Semitic languages: Middle Hebrew, Samaritan, Jewish Aramaic, as well as Ethiopic,
Arabic, and Akkadian.l To date, the root has not been identified in Canaanite, Punic,
or Ugaritic.2

The verb nagap occurs 49 times in the OT. Of these occurrences, 26 are in the qal,
with the meanings "strike, smite, plague": Ex. 7:27(Eng. 8:2); 12:23 (twice),27;
2l:22,35;32:35; Josh. 24:5; Jgs. 20:35; I S. 4:3; 25:38; 26:10; 2 S. 12:15; Isa. 19:22
(twice); Zpc. l4:12,18;Ps. 89:24(23);91:12:'Prov.3:23 (twice); 2 Ch. 13:15,20:' l4:ll;
2l:14,18. The niphal is used 22times ("be struck"): Irv.26:17; Nu. 14:42;Dt.l:42;
28:7,25; lgs. 2O:32,36,39; I S. 4:2,10;.7:10:2 S. 2:17; 10:15,19; 18:7; I K. 8:33; 2 K.
14:12; I Ch. 19: 16,19; 2 Ch. 6:24; 20:22; 25:22. The hithpael appears once, in Jer.

13:16,inthecontextof awarningoracle(w. 15-17): "GiveglorytoYahwehyourGod
. . . before your feet 'stumble' on the dark mountains." The verb does not occur in the
Hebrew text of Sirach.

The derivative negep occurs 7 times. Once (Isa. 8:14) it means "stumbling (block),
offense"; cf. the quotations in 1Q38 1f. and Sir. 35:20 (B + E). Elsewhere it means
"plague" or "(divine) punishment" : Ex. 12:131' 30: 12; Nu. 8: 1 9; 1 7: 1 1, 12; losh. 22:17 .

Another derivative, maggEpd, occurs 26 times: Ex. 9:14; Nu. 14:37; 17:13,14,15
(16:48,49,50); 25:8,9,18,19;31:16;1 S. 4: l7; 6:4;25.17:9; l8:7;24:21,25;Ezk.24:16;
Zec. 14:12,15 [twice],18; Ps. 106:29,30; 1 Ch. 2l:17,22;2 Ch.2l:14; cf. Sir. 48:21
(B). These nouns often appear in the same context as the verb and can therefore be

discussed with the verb.
The Dead Sea Scrolls \se negep only in lQ38 1f., quoting Isa. 8:14; magppA occurs

only in IQM 18:1,12 ("stroke" in the sense of "defeat"). The verb, both qal (lQM
l:13;3:9) and niphal (lQM 3:2; 9:2,3; 17:15), belongs to the military terminology of
lQM. God appears as the subject only in lQM 3:9, in a trumpet inscription.

The semantic field includes above all the verbs -+ !1)l nkh and --r ltll naga' (often
as the opposite of -+ ND1 ap) and the nouns --> 1)1 debher l.t"li, maltaleh (-+ ;f)n
chdldh), makkA, nega', and pega' (-+ UfD pg).

nagap. I. Hempel, Heilung als Symbol und WirHichkeit im biblischen Schrifttum (Grittingen,

'?1965) (iee index); K. Seybold, Das Gebet des Krankcn im AT. BWANT 99 (1973),26; P. Welten,
Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronikbiichern. WMANT, 42 (1973), l2l, 133
(verb).

l. HAI. \,669; AHw, ll,7l8a:. nakdpu(m).
2. See also --+ll) naqap l.
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The LXX makes substantially more semantic distinctions in its various translations
of both the verb (primarily patdssein, but also ptaiein, thrafiein, arl,d propoiln, as well
as six other verbs, sometimes used only once) and the nouns (usuallyp/e-g i4 for maggdpd,
but also thrailsis, ptertsis, ptaioma, and other nouns).

II. Usage.
l. Early Subjects. In the Covenant Code, Ex.2l:35 stipulates the damages when a

goring ox (-+ -ltU .i6r) kills another ox;3 2l:22 deals with the case of men "injuring"
a pregnant woman while they are fighting, causing her to miscarry.

People kill each other in battle (-r ;'lDn)D milhdmh) or are killed in battle (niphal:
25.2:17 10:15,19; l8:7;2K.14:12; cf. I Ch. 19:16,19;2Ch.25:22; with noun: 2 S.

17:9; l8:7).

2. Yahweh as Subject. Yahweh is usually the subject of the verb in the qal. "Smiting"
is principally part of a punitive act. ff it affects Israel's enemies, an indirect element
of salvation for Yahweh's people is implicit.

Thus Yahweh "smites" or "plagues" the Egyptians but not the Israelites (Ex.
7:2718:21; 12:23 ltwice} 27 [probably J]; cf. Ex. 12:23 verb [P]; also the retrospective
summary in Josh. 24:5).By contrast, the verb also appears in a (secondary) oracle of
salvation for Egypt in lsa. 19:22.4 The Philistines are also smitten by Yahweh (l S.

7:10; divine panic as an element of Yahweh war plays a role here5).

Yahweh also smote Nabal so that he died (1 S. 25:38; cf .2 Ch. 13:15), and David
says that Yahweh will smite Saul (1 S. 26:10). Yahweh smote David's child, so that he
became deathly ill (2 S. 12:15).

Yahweh smote the Benjaminites by (!) Israel (Jgs. 20:35), and the Benjaminites
smote each other (at the same time and as a result, v. 39 [niphal]; note the repetition
of the verb in w. 29ff.). But Yahweh also smote Israel before or by the Philistines (1 S.

4:3; cf . niphal in vv. 2,10). It is Yahweh the warrior who uses human beings to smite
others.

If Yahweh is not in the midst of his people, they will be struck down (Nu. 14:42

[J], spoken by Moses; cf. the noun in v. 37). Dt.l:42 depends on Nu. 14:42,deliberately
reinterpreting the text and adding emphasis (Moses quotes words spoken by Yahweh).
Martin Rose has the relationship between these texts backward.6

Chronicles shows a special interest in Yahweh's "smiting," mentioning it frequently
in texts that have no equivalent in the books of Kings (2 Ch. 13:15; l4:ll1'20:22;
2l:14,18).7

The psalmist who trusts in Yahweh is promised guidance and protection, so that he

3. Cf. the Laws of Eshnunna, $553-54 A. IY: TUAT, I/ 1, 38.
4. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997),217f .

5. G. von Rad, Holy War in Ancient Israel (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids, l99l), 48.
6. M. Rose, Deuteronomist und Jahwist. ATANT, 67 (1981),264tr.
7. See the discussion by Welten.
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will not strike his foot against a stone (Ps. 9l:12; cf. Isa. 8:14 as a contrast). Wisdom
can make the same promise to those who listen to her (Prov. 3:23).

It is also promised that Yahweh will smite those who hate his king (Ps. 89.,241231,

in the exilic section of the psalm, which contains promises) and that Yahweh will smite
the nations (Z,ec.14:12,18 [verb and noun]; cf. also Sir.48:21[B], the Assyrians).

According to [rv.26:17 (spoken by Yahweh; cf. Dt.28:25, spoken by Moses),

Yahweh will smite Israel by means of their enemies. Here too theological reflection is
dealing with the reality of the exile. In Dt. 28:7 it is the enemies who will be smitten
(cf. I K. 8:33 [Deuteronomistic]; 2 Ch. 6:24). All these texts use the niphal.

3. Derivatives. The usage of the nouns also makes clear that Yahweh is usually
looked upon as the subject of the "smiting" expressedby ngp and its derivatives. Only
in I S. 4:L7 and 2 S. l7:9 does maggEpd denote military defeat inflicted by human
beings on others.

According to [sa. 8:14, Yahweh himself will become a "stone of stumbling" lnegep)8
for Israel and Judah (cf. Sir. 35:20 [B + E]; also 1Q38 lf. and Jer. 13:16 with the verb
in the hithpael; for the opposite statement, see Ps. 91:12 (verbe) and Isa. 28:16.

A punishment in the form of a "plague" (maggdpd), a sudden punitive blow or
sudden death, is sent by Yahweh to punish the people for turning from him to Baal-peor
or for rebelling against their leaders (Nu. 14:37 [spies]; 17:13-15[48-50]; 25:8,9,18,19;
31: l6; cf. Ps. 106:29; cf. also the use of negep with reference to Nu. 25 in Josh.22:17 ,

an example of "P" language). These texts are primarily assignable to P or exhibit P

influence. The use of maggEpd (ard negep) in association with Yahweh is common in
P, an observation showing that these derivatives of ngp occur primarily in later texts

of the OT. This category also includes 2 Ch. 2l:14, in one of the "letters" typical of
the Chronicler; there is no equivalent in Kings.l0

P also speaks of a plague as Yahweh's punishment for the Egyptians in Ex. 9:14

@aggep{ and 12:13 (negep; cf. the verb in v.23 UD.In an oracle of judgment, Zec.

14:12,15 (probably secondary;rr cf. the verb in w. 12,18) speak of Yahweh's plagues

on the nations and their animals that attack Jerusalem or refuse to come to Jerusalem

as pilgrims. V. 18 sounds the note of the pilgrimage of the nations to Zion,tz but here

with overtones of judgment.

Sudden death by and after disease is envisioned in Ezk. 24:16, where magg?pd

denotes the sudden death of Ezekiel's wife. According to I S. 6:4, the ark of Yahweh

brings a plague on the Philistines.r3 According to 2 S. 24:21,25 (cf. 1 Ch. 2l:17,22),
by building an altar David averted a plague (maggepd) sent as punishment for a census.

If this is to be considered an act of atonement, we have here a precursor of the thought

8. -r I,51.
9. See tr.2 above.
10. See II.2 above.
ll. K. Elligea Das Buch der zwdlf Heinen Propheten, II. ATD,25 (1951), in loc.; et al.
12. -+ l1'l styOn.
13. --> lllN '"r6n (1,363-374).
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later found in P. Ex. 30: l2 speaks of a similar act of atonement to avert a plague lnegep)
in conjunction with a census.14 Similarly but with a more explicit theological concern,
Nu. 8:19 (P) speaks of averting such a plague (negey) through an act of atonement

when approaching the sanctuary (cf. Ex. 30:12 [P]; Josh.22:17 ["P"?]). The texts in
Nu. 17 (w. 1lff.: negep; vv. 13,15: maggEpd) likewise establish a connection with
atonement.l5 Yahweh's "smiting" with a plague and the possibility of averting it
become elements of priestly theological reflection.

Preuss(f)

14. On atonement see -+ -lD) kipper (VII, 288-303).
15. On the strata and historical backgrounds of Nu. 16-17 see F. Ahuis,Autoitiit im Umbruch.

cThM (1983).

W\J nagas

Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences; II. Participle; trI. Verbal Forms; IV. Semantic
Developmenq V. LXX.

I. Etymologr, Occurrences. Ouside Hebrew, the root ng.f occurs in Ugaritic (n91,

"seek")'l otherwise it is found only in South Semitic.2 It is unclear whether Eth. nagia,
"be king (ndgili)," belongs here; the verb is intransitive. The Hebrew verb occurs 4
times in the qal and 3 times in the niphal. The ptcp. nOgES occtrs 15 times.

II. Participle. The participle, used as a noun, is semantically quite similartoEth. nigil.i
(Isa. 3:12;9:3Bng. v.4);14:2,4;60:17;Z.ec.9:8; l0:4;Job 3:18; 39:7;Dnl. 1l:20).InEx.
3:7; 5:6,10,13,14, however, it denotes the Egyptian taskmasters, so that we may conclude

that the term is semantically considerably broader than "king." Significantly, Targ.

Onqelos translates it as maplah (Ex. 3:7) or iiltbn (5:6,10,13,14), while llQTgJob
translates it as iallit, (Job 39:7). Targ. Ps.-J. on the Prophets translates nogES as

iallil $sa.3:12), iiltbn (Isa. 9:3[4];3 60:17:.7.ec.9:8), m"ia'bdd, "oppressor" (Isa. l4:2),
or pamas, "overseer" (Z,ec. lO:4). The term frequently has a pejorative nuance that is
based on concrete experience but is also suggested by its etymology.

ndgaf. J.Pons, L'oppression dans /A7(Paris, l98l).

l. UT no.1612; cf. B. Margulis, UE 2 (1970),136.
2. HAI. rr,670.
3. B. Kedar-Kopfstein, ZAW 93 (1981),274.
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III. Verbal Forms. The verb nagaS means "seize, take possession of," especially
in the legal sense. We see from 2 K. 23:35 that the king of Judah can "seize" or exact
silver and gold from his subjects to pay the tribute demanded by Pharaoh Necho.
According to the regulations of Dt. l5:2f ., which presuppose a practice similar to the
Mesopotamian mazzazdnutu(m), ngi denotes a legal proceeding initiated by a creditor
against an insolvent debtor on the basis of personal liability. During the Sabbatical Year
creditors cannot enforce claims against debtors who are fellow Israelites; they may,
however, enforce claims against foreigners.

The postexilic oracle in Isa. 58:3 attacks creditors who distrain their insolvent debtors
in person without regard for the fast day. This text uses the hapax legomenon'ass4!
for the debtors, which corresponds to Arab. (dsib, "usurper"; the Vulg. correctly
translates debitores. The noun 'assep refers to persons who have not paid their debts
on time, i.e., "insolvent debtors."

The same meaning appears in the niphal. Isa. 53:7 says that the Servant of Yahweh
was "seized" for the guilt of the people, a notion confirmed by v. 8. According to Isa.
3:5, the anarchy in Jerusalem is manifested particularly in the Israelites' "seizure" of
their fellow Israelites, reducing them to servitude for nonpayment of debts. The ex-
pression niggai hd'dm (lsa.3:5) is also found in 1 S. 13:6; here, however, the exact
meaning is hard to determine (perhaps it is a variant reading for kt sar 16).

IV. Semantic Development. The verb ngi appears to reflect ancient legal ter-
minology. It denotes the assertion of a right to seize property; the sovereign had this
right within his state (2 K. 23:35), and creditors had it by virtue of rhe personal
liability of debtors (Dt. 15:2f.; Isa. 58:3). The paucity of texts makes it impossible
to be more precise or to determine the circumstances under which this right was
invoked.

The ptcp. ndgEi probably originally denoted someone who exacted property by
virtue of a right, i.e., a "collection agent." Usage in Biblical Hebrew illustrates a
semantic development that can be traced easily in the socioeconomic context of the
ancient Near East. The tax collector or overseer of the corv6e was also the ruler or
dictator. Cf. Dnl. 1l:20: "Then shall arise in his place one who shall send anAg?Sin
the finery of the kingdom" (reading ma'"rni{). This passage is generally assumed to
refer to Heliodorus, who was commissioned by Seleucus IV Philopator (187-175) to
requisition the temple treasure. Therefore many translate ndgEi here as "tax collector."
In this late period, however, it is unlikely that nbges had this etymological meaning.
ln fact, half a century later the author of I lQTgJob substituted iallit, "ruler," for nogE{
in Job 39:7. This very meaning appears already in Isa. 14:4, where n6geS denotes a
Mesopotamian ruler.

The term expanded semantically until it referred to a "ruler" in general, since the
ruler was usually perceived as the one who imposed taxes and forced labor and
exercised his authority.

4. See 8I1S,' HAL,II,84lf.
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V. LXX. The LXX clearly had problems translating the root, since no predominant

equivalent emerges. Besides apaitein and ergodi6ktes (4 times each), we find (ex-)

,lot*in, phorol,gos, and still other words. To date, the root has not been found in the

Dead Sea Scrolls' 
Liphiski

Vi\J 
"ag"s

contents: I. Etymology. II. 1. Occurrences; 2. LXX. [I. Usage: 1. Qal and Niphal; 2. Hiphil'

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymotogy.Heb. ndgai, "approach," has cognates in Ugar. nglwith the by-form

ngf anJ Akk. nagaiu, "go.", A Can. nagaiu (ng) is attested in a letter from Tell

ta anaK.'

lL 1. Occurrences. The basic form of the verb occurs in the qal and niphal; the

perfect and the participle are represented by the niphal, the other forms by the qal' The
^t 

ipt it (:z times), hophal (twice), and hithpael (once) also occur. of the 84 occurrences

oftne qa and niphai, 19 are in Genesis,20 in the other narrative and legal sections of

the Pentateuch,24 inthe Deuteronomistic history, 5 in the Chronicler's history, 13 in

the prophetic books, and one each in Psalms, Job, and Ruth'

2. IXX. In most cases the LXX translates the qal and niphal with engizein (or

prosengtzein) or pros,rchesthai, thelttptnlwith prosdgein, prosengizein, ot prosphirein.

A few other translations are also found.

III. Usage.
l. eal ind Niphal. a. The qal and niphal forms mean "approach, come near" in a

quite general sense. The goal or destination, introduced by 'el, is usually a person.

Jacob approaches Isaac (Gen.27:22), Judah approaches Joseph (44:18), Joseph ap-

proaches-his brothers (45:4). The children of Gad and Reuben approach Moses (Nu'

iZle'5, the children of Judah approach Joshua (Josh. 14:6), the family heads of the

Levites approach Eleazar and Joshua (24:l)' David approaches the Philistine Goliath

(1 S. l7:ab). At Mt. Carmel, Elijah steps before the people (1 K. l8:21) and says, "How

ndga.i. R. Rendtorff, studien zur Geschichte des opfers im Altel Israel. WMANT 24 (1967);

J. Ivii-6;-, ' rhe Cultic Use of tDlJ," Proceedings of the World Consry1-s of Jewish Studies, 5

(1969; 75-84, 164; E. Ullendorff, 'iUgaritic Marginalia' II," "/SS, 7 (1962),34o'

1. See IVUS, no. 1749f.; AHw' II,7lO.
2. W. F. Albright, BASOR,94 (1944),22, n.63.
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long will you go limping with two different opinions?" Then he says to the people,
"Approach," and all the people come closer to him (18:30). A prophet approaches
Ahab (20:13,22), the disciples of the prophets approach Elisha (2 K. 2:5), etc.

In most cases there is a reason for approaching someone, usually clear from the
context and often expressed by l" + infinitive (examples below) or an immediately
following verb, e.g., g"ifr w"iim'fi (Josh. 3:9), g'ifr fide'fi (l S. 14:38), gai pega. (Z S.
1: l5). Note also the idiom nagai lammilhdmi, discussed below.

With an impersonal complement, nagai can be used with reference to the altar,
which the priests approach "to ministei in rhe holy place (leidrel baqqdgei)" (Ex.
28:43) or "to minister, to make an offering by fire to yahweh ffiare! lehaqttr 'iiieh
rYHwHf' (30:20). The first passage deals with garments to protect the priests from
the holiness of the altar; the second requires the priests to wash with water "so that
they may not die." l*v. 2l:16-23 contains a series of prohibitions forbidding priests
with a physical defect to approach the altar; the purpose of approaching is lchaqri!
'e!-'iiie YHWH (v.21) or l"haqfi| lehem'"ldhdyw (w. 17,21). The approaching is
expressed in w. 17ff. by qdra! (cf. Ex. 3219l'40:32;t*v.9:jf.; Nu. 18:3), inw.Zl,23
by ng.L3 Priestly ministry is also the subject of 2 ch. 29:31: "Come near, bnng &nbi'tt)
sacrifices and thank offerings to the temple"; thereupon the assembly (!) brings (06'
hiphil) the sacrifices.

Nu. 4:19 deals with the sacred vessels in the tent sanctuary (v. l5 speaks of haqq6/ei
and kol-k"b haqqAdei, v. 19 of qa/ei haq(lAitm), which the Kohathites who carry
them must not look upon. Nu. 8: 19 says that the Israelites must not approach haqqodci.
What q6/ei means here is obscure; the verse is difhcult, since the lrvites otherwise
have nothing to do with making atonement. Even when Ex. 34:30 says that the people
were afraid to come near Moses when he came down from the mountain with his face
shining,a we are dealing with fear of the holy (cf. v.32, which says that rhe people
nevertheless came near). The text of Isa. 65:5 is problematic; the idolaters say: ',Do
not come near me, lest I make you holy" (if we may read qiddaifiln for q"laittfta, "r
am holy to you" t?l). In any case, the text is a warning against contact with holiness.

"Come near to God" has several meanings. It can refer simply to priestly ministry
as in Ezk. 44:13: the lrvites who have worshiped idols must bear their guilt, "they
shall not come near to me (16'-yiggeifi '€lay) to serve me as priest (l,kahen lt), nor
come near any of my sacred offerings, the things that are most sacred eageiel'al-l<ol-
qo/diay 'el-qo/ia haqq"Qnitm)"; the expression is totally analogous to the passages
just discussed, which refer to the altar. The same is probably true of Ex. 19:22: "Even
the priests who [normally] are allowed to approach yahweh must consecrate them-
selves." Cultic terminology is used to described the encounter with God at Sinai, and
the sentence in fact means only that the priests normally perform cultic duties. The
only surprising thing is that the passage already presupposes the existence of priests.
rnEx.20:21, however, Moses approaches "the thick darkness 1-+ )orv 'araper) where

3. For literary analysis see K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT ly 0966\,283t.
4. -+ l1p qeren.
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God is," i.e., he approaches God, who appears in the darkness of clouds, to serve as

mediator between God and the people. Cf.24:2: Moses alone, not the people, may

come near Yahweh, i.e., climb up the mountain.

According to Jer. 30:21, the ruler (mdiEl) of the coming age of salvation may

approach God (Yahweh will bring him near lhiqrtbD without endangering his life; he

enjoys the privilege of a priest and functions as a sacral king - or as a mediator like

Moses? In any case, he represents his people before God and has direct access to God.

In Isa.29:13, however, the word is used in a general expression: "These people draw

near with their mouths and honor me with their lips, while their hearts are far from

me." Althougtr there is a stylistic antithesis between "draw near" and "be far," and

although the people rather than the priests are the subject, ng.i suggests that the verse

refers to cultic worship: it is mere lip service and does not involve the heart.

b. In conjunction with millfimi, ng,f means "go into battle." In Jgs. 20:23, e.9., the

Israelites seek an oracular answer to the question: "Shall we again draw near to battle

against our kinsfolk the Benjaminites?" The answer is: "Go ttp ('"\fr) against them."

In 1 S. 7:10 the Philistines advance to affack Israel; in 2 S. 10:13 (par. I Ch. 19:14),

Joab advances against the Arameans. The threat against Egypt in let.46 begins with a

call to prepare weapons and advance to battle (v. 3). This is probably also the meaning

of Jo. 4:9@ng. 3:9): "Proclaim a holy war, stir up the warriors. Forward, up (yiggcifr

ya'alfr) pXX reads impvs.l, all the men of war"; the continuation contains a call to

beat plowshares into swords. We also find ng.f in a military context in 2 S. ll:.20f.:

advance against the city or its wall.
c. Another meaning of nAgai is "go to court." Ex. 24:14 stipulates that in Moses'

absence, whoever has a dispute (ba'al d"\dfim) may turn to (ndgai'el) Aaron and Hur.

They are thus appointed as arbiters, and "come before them" means to accept their
judgment. We find rwgai used similarly in the fundamental precept of Dt. 25:l: "ff
two men have a dispuie (rtU and enter into litigation (wcniggeifi'el-hammiipd!) and

the judges decide between them (fiiepd!frm), the one in the right is to be vindicated

(wchisdqfr 'e!-hassaddtq) and the one in the wrong is to be condemned (w"hirii'tt
hdraia')." Although this text has been interpolated into a law regulating flogging, it is

a general description of correct legal procedure (cf. also Dt.25:9, which deals with a

particular case).

This usage is reflected in Deutero-Isaiah, who makes use of the lawsuit form. In

Isa. 4l:1 he summons the "isles" and the peoples to come before Yahweh: "[rt them

approach (ng.i), then let them speak (dbr piel), let us together draw near for judgment

(qrb lammiipdt)." Interestingly, qrb is used here as a synonym of ngi. In a similar vein

Isa. 50:8, in the third Servant Song, says: ''He who vindicates me (magdiqt) is near

@ArOUlcf.Dt.25:ll,whowillcontend(ri,withme?lrtusstandup ('dma!)together.

Who is my adversary @a'al miipdti)? Lrt him confront me (yiggai'elay)." The whole

passage bears the stamp of legal terminology.
d. There is also a more general meaning of zg,i. Am. 9:13 contains a promise of a

time of salvation, when "the one who plows shall overtake (ngi) the one who reaps'

and the treader of grapes the one who sows the seed." In other words, the land will be

so fertile that sowing and harvest will follow hard on each other. Ps.9l:7 says that
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disaster will not come near someone under the protection of the Most High, though
thousands and ten thousands fall (die of pestilence?) round about. Cf. Am. 9: l0 (hiphil).

2. Hiphil. a. The basic meaning of the hiphil is simply .,bring," e.g., I S. 15:32:
"Then Samuel said, 'Bring Agag to me"'; 23:9: *Bt'lng the ephod here,, (similarly
30:7, with a statement that the order was carried out; probably also 14:lg LXX, where
the MT has '"r6n '"ldh?m); 2 K. 4:5f .: vessels are brought (to be filled).

The story of Jacob's ruse to obtain his father's blessing (Gen.27) depends in part
on a pun involving ng.i. After Isaac's request to bring (Dti'hiphil) savory food is rumitea
(vv. 4f.,7,10), Isaac asks Jacob to come near (ng.i qal) so that Isaac can touch him
(v. 21, carried out in v. 22). T\en follows another request to bring food (zg.f hiphil,
v.25a; carriedoutinv.25b;b6' hiphilisusedforthewine).Theqal of ngiisused
twice for coming near to be kissed (vv. 26f.). Then, when Esau brings the food he has
prepared, only b6'hiphil is used; the food is nor actually served \p (higg?i).

In Gen. 48:9f. ngi hiphil is used synonymously with laqah. Jacob (Israel) says to
Joseph: "Please bring them (qdhem-nd') to me, that I may bless them." Then we are told
that "Joseph brought them near him (zgJ hiphil) and he kissed them and embraced them. "
In v. 13 he brings them once more to Jacob, who pronounces his blessing on them.

Several times it is food that is brought. In I S. 14:34 saul says: .,Let all bring their
oxen and their sheep here to me, and slaughter them here, and eat. . . . Then all the
people brought what they had and slaughtered it." In 2g:25 a woman who has
slaughtered a calf and baked bread puts them before Saul and his servants. In 2 S.
13:10f. Amon says to Tamar: "Bring (hdbn the food into the chamber." she takes
the cakes and brings them in (bd' hiphil) and offers them (wattaggEi) to him. ln 17:29
all kinds of food are brought to David and his troops. Jgs.6:19 also belongs in this
context.

b. According to 1 K. 5:l(4:21), the whole world brings tribute (-+ inJD minhi) to
Solomon. Elsewhere, however, it is clear thatminhirefers to a sacrificial offering. The
general term for offering a sacrifice is hiqrtb.s l-ev. 2:g, however, uses three verbs:
"You shall bnng (b6'hiphil) the minhi. . . and he shall present (qrD hiphil) it ro the
priest, that he may take (ng.ihiphil) it to the altar." Here we can distinguirh thr"" ,t g",
of the offering. The unusual terminology may point to "the special status of Lev. 2.',6
InEx.32:6 (in the episode of the golden calf),'dld hiphil is used for the burnt offering,
ngJhiphil for the ieldmtm offering; trv. 8:14 uses ng.ihiphil for the sin offering. In
I S. l3:9 higgii is used for the bringing in of the sacrificial animals, he'"li for the
sacrifice of the burnt offering. In 2 Ch. 29;23 we read that the male goats for the sin
offering were brought to the king and the assembly; billc'is used for the sprinkling of
blood on the altar. Am. 5:25 asks: "Did you bring (ngJhiphil) to me sacrific es (z"baitm)
and offerings (minhn) in the desert?"7In Malachi higgtihas almost become the normal

5. Elliger, HAT Iy, 129, n.7; Rendtorff, 90-92.
6. Rendtorff, 184.
7. See the corlms. for the meaning of the verse.
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expression for the offering of sacrifice. He castigates the sacrifice of defective animals

(l:7t. t3 timesl) and speaks of sacrifice being offered to Yahweh throughout the whole

world (1:11; ngi hophal) and of right offerings (3:3; cf. also 2:12: an offering to

Yahweh).
c. In legal usage the hiphil of ng.f denotes the presentation of a case. For example,

Isa.4l'21f. reads: "Set forth your case (qrb fif,), says Yahweh, bring (ng.i hiphil) your

proofs ('al,um6!) concerning what is to happen." And Isa. 45:20f.: "Assemble your-

selves (4Ds niphal) and come together, draw near (zgJhithpael, 'come before the court'),

you suwivors of the nations. . . . Declare (ha1qtdil and present your c,rse (haggtifr)."

The nations are to bear witness that Yahweh announced everything long before.

d. Am. 9: l0 is a special case. Here taggii patallels and is almost synonymous with

taqdim: the arrogant think that evil will not overtake or meet them (cf' the qal in Ps.

91:7; perhaps the qal should be read here too).

IV. Dead Sea Scnolls. In their use of ng,i, the Dead Sea Scrolls stand for the most part

within the tradition of the OT. In lQM we find 2 instances of nagai lammilhdmi (4:7 ,ll)
and 2 of the coming of the high priest to address the warriors (16:13; 19:11, dependent on

Dt. 202: similarly 1 lQTemplea 61 : 15). CD 4:2 speaks of priests who offer the fat and the

blood. In I QSa I : 13 we read that a member who is thirty years old may come forward to

decide (fi!) legal cases (ri| fimiipdt). The use of higgii together with qrb for induction

into the community represents a special development (lQS 9:16). This same meaning

appears also in a few poetic passages, although sometimes there are echoes of the more

generalmeaningof spiritualcommuniry(IQS II:I3; IQH12:23;14:13;I8:19;probably
also 16:12). Priestly ministry is the subject of llQTemple" 63.,3.

Ringgren

A1J ndb; ;rJJl n"QaQa; arJJ ndS!; ;1?'?? neltpa
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l. l. occurrencer. The verb ndb occurs 17 times in the Hebrew text of the or (3
times in the qal, otherwise in the hithpael) and 3 times in Biblical Aramaic (hithpaal).
Only in the Hebrew text are the following derivatives found: n"dabA (25 occurrences
besides Ps. 110:3ao, where'imm"f;a n'!i!61should be read, following theLXXt), naji!
(26 occurrences, although the text of cant. 6:12 is totally uncertain2), afi n"lipd (3
occurrences, plus a conjectural occurrence in Ps. ll0:33). The verb ndb (qal perf.) is
also contained in the PNs nAQA!, ych6ndjAS/y6na4ab, n"dabyd, ,abinAdnb, ,%tnndAb,

and'ammind/df; (a total of 60 occurrences). These are phrase names with a theophoric
element.a naSdp is an abbreviated form from which the theophoric element has been
dropped.s The kinship terms'd8, 'al3 and'am ure ancient divine appellatives.6

This group of words is also found in Postbiblical Hebrew and the Jewish Aramaic
dialects.T There is also an occlurence in early Aramaic (ya'udic: notn ndb + suf.).8 In
Northwest Semitic and Old South Arabic the verb n/D is also found in phrase names
formed analogously to the Hebrew names mentioned above.e In the other Semitic
languages (with the exception of North Arabiclo), only uncertain instances of the root
are found. In these cases too we are probably dealing primarily with names.l

2. Basic Meaning. For all occurrences of the word group in the or, as well as in
Postbiblical Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic, the element of free will is determinative. The
act of giving, the gift, and the decision are all free and voluntary. The basic meaning
of therootndb can therefore be defined as "prove oneself freely willing." This meaning
corresponds to the meaning of the verb naduba in North Arabic ("be willing, noble,
generous").12 The same meaning may be postulated for the qal of ndb in the phrase
names cited ("the deity has proven to be willing, generous" [in the birth of the childl3]).
In the or, however, the independent forms of the qal have transitive meaning, with
either lE! (Ex.25:2;35:39) or raah (Ex. 35:21) as subject. In this case the North Arabic
verb nadaba ("call, incite") can be cited for comparison.la This usage may actually

1. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs 6U150 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, l9g9),344; cf . BHK, BHS.
2. See the comms.
3. See above.
4. See IPN, 2Of.
5. IPN,22.
6. tPN,6-82.
7. For Sirach see II.3 below; for the Dead Sea Scrolls see fV below; for later texts see t!,?14,

Itr, 339f. For Jewish Aramaic see wrM,Itr, 339f.; Fitzmyer and Harrington,256 (= All, 4).
8. KAr,214,33.
9. IPN, 193, n. l, and the parallels to the Hebrew names cited in KBI?; HAL.
10. See I.2 below.
ll. For Akkadian see AHw, II, 700b; bnt cf. cAD, xrfi,4l. For ugaritic see IVUS, no.

1752-54; UT no. 1613; cf . also J. C. de Moor, UE 2 (lgi}), 216t.; M. Dietrich, et al., IIE 7
(1975),545. For Punic see DISO, 174 (ndbt).

12. l-ane, ll 8, 2779.
13. See tr.4 below
14.Lane,rl8,2778t.; according to KAI, ll,22z, this meaning is also found in the noun zdD

in no.214,33 (see Ll above); DISO, 174, assigns this occurrence to ndb n.
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reflect the original meaning of the root ndb in all cases: cf. Arab. nadaba VtrI, "follow

a call to service, follow willingly."ls Chaim Rabin also proposes this meaning for the

hithpael of ndb in Jgs. 5:2.16 The meaning of nd6b, "noble," represents a special

development.lT

3.1-n(. The LXX uses a wide range of equivalents for this group of words and often

translates very freely. For the qal of ndb we find dokein (Ex. 25:2;35:21) and pWrein

(35:29); for the hithpael we always frnd ekousitizein or prothymeisthai. The most

corrmon equivalent for n"Qdf;d in the sense of "freewill offering" is t6 hekofision; for

nd/i! n the sense of "noble," it is drchfin (the noun is interpreted as a name in Cant.

6:12;7:2). Noteworthy is the use of elpis for neQt!6 in Job 30:15'

U. ndb and n"!d!6.
l. Freewill Offering. The verb ndb and-the noun n"flaQd refer primarily to the cultic

realm; they therefore appear with by far the greatest frequency in P and the Chronicler's

history. The noun n"ddbd denotes a cultic ceremony in the strict sense of the word. In

the majority of its occurrences, it means "freewill offering" and refers to the offerings

of private individuals outside the regular sacrificial system. It is always assumed that

thii takes place at major sanctuaries with a highly developed cult. The earliest text

(pre-Deuteronomic) is Am. 4:5, which speaks of the sanctuaries of Bethel and Gilgal'

All the other occurrences of the term presuppose Jerusalem or the central sanctuary

(Deuteronomy, P) as the locus of the cult. The offering may be an -+ ;t)y 'dld (I-ev.

22:18; Nu. 15:3; Ezk. 46:12;Ezr.3:5 [here together with ndb hithpael and n"dfrbA]l8)

orazebah,zelafuieldmtm,ori"lamim(I*v-7:16 [cf.v. 1l];22:21; Nu' 15:3;Ezk'

46:12l-+ tral zdbhachl). Nu. 29:39 clearly speaks of '6h, -+ inlD minhd, nesel (-+

IOJ nAsafu), and i"lamim. Such offerings could certainly be made at any time, but the

preferred occasions were definitely the major festivals, where they were proclaimed in

public and appreciated as "good works" (Am. 4:4f.).

Nothing is said about the concrete reasons for such offerings; it is clear, however,

that they were intended primarily to express thanksgiving to Yahweh' In Am. 4:5 n"ddbh

is associated closely with the thank offering (t6/.d; -+ i'Ir ydh). Tl'is association fits

with the intimate relationship between n"ddbA and vow (neder). Most texts juxtapose

the two terms, and Pundoubtedly treats them on occasion as a fixed pair (Irv. 7:16;

22:18,2L; Nu. 15:3; 29:39; cf. also l-ev.23:38;Dt. 12:6,17).It is clearly impossible to

draw a strict distinction between the t'wo (cf. also Dt.23:24lBng. v.231, which speaks

of "freely vowing" fn"Qdpd used adverbiallyl, and Ps. 54:8[6]le).

In the case of vows, we are dealing primarily with fulfillment of an obligation to

give thanks for divine help prayed for in affliction and then experienced (-+ lTf ndQar;

15. L-ane,118,2779.
16. C. Rabin, "Judges Y,2 and the 'Ideology' of Deborah's War," ./SS, 6 (1955), 125-134'

17. See Itr below.
18. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT XX (1949)' in loc.

19. See below.
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thus there is also a close relationship between nejer and fi{A [-+ i11, ydhlzo). yery
often, therefore, the purpose of a n"Qdpd was to thank yahweh for demonstrations of
favor and acknowledge Yahweh as helper and deliverer (cf. ps. 54:8t61, where the
afficted psalmist looks forward to sacrificing a freewill offering tbin4dbA after re-
ceiving help). A vow implies the notion of offering something to Yahweh in return; the
offering is understood to be bountiful and generous. The same is probably true of a
n"dabA.For this reason, a major festival was the preferred occasion for offering it it
could then be witnessed and acknowledged by a great multitude. euite logically, this
very point is the occasion for prophetic criticism (Am. 4:5).

Despite dl the similarities and points of contact, neQald cannot simply be equated with
ne/er or t68i. l*v. 22:23 makes a clear distinction. The special mark of a n"!ap4 as the
meaning of the root would lead one to expect, is that it was offered totally voluntarily and
spontaneously; it was therefore less controllable and calculable than a vow offering. In
this sense, it occupied a unique place within the framework of the otherwise strictly
regulated cult (cf. the special provisions in Ezk. 46:12; also 2 ch. 3l:142r). This is
probably also the reason why Lev. 22:23 ascibes to it a lesser degree of holiness than to
other sacrifices.22 Nonetheless, this very difference made it an especially appropriate
vehicle for expressing praise, joy, and thanksgiving to Yahweh freely and unconditionally.

This interpretation is particularly suggested by Dt. 16:10, which provides only a
freewill offering for the Festival of Weeks. Other witnesses, however, attest that this
festival included the offering of firsdruits, in other words, regular sacrificial offerings
(Ex. 23:16; 34:22; l*v. 23:17). when Deuteronomy does not require the sacrifice of
firstfruits or other regular offerings, it can only mean that the celebration of this festival
is meant to be not an obligation but an act ofjoyous thanksgiving for Yahweh's blessings
(cf. w. 10b,11), an act that can find appropriate expression only in a freewill offering.
(It is also conceivable that nejdPd serves here as a comprehensive term including
regular offerings, chosen to make clear that this festival is to be nothing other than a
festival ofjoy and thanksgiving.)

In Ps. 119:108 the offering has been spiritualized and turned into prayer.

2. Freewill contribution In P and the chronicler's history the noun n"Qa!6 serves
not only as a sacrificial term but more generally as the designation of any freewill
contribution to the central sanctuary. Similarly, in these texts the verb ndb, sometimes
appearing in the same context as n"dAba, denotes the act of making a voluntary donation
to this sanctuary. The occasions when such contributions are reported are always of
geat importance: the erection of the tabernacle (ndb qal: Ex. 25:2;35.21,29; n"ildpa:
35:29;36:3) and the Jerusalem temple (ndb hrthpael: Ezr. l:6;2:68; n"ddbA; l:4; 8:28),
as well as the reorganization of its cult under Josiah (n"y'df;d: 2 ch. 35:g) ard Ezra
(ndb hrthpnl [Aramaic]: Ezl 7:l5f .; n"/df;d: 8:28). The contributions mentioned in-
clude large quantities of precious metal, costly materials for furnishing the sanctuary,

20. See Itr.l.c below.
21. See tr.2 below.
22. L. Kiihler, OT Theology (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1957), l9l.
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and substantial numbers of sacrificial animals (for regular sacrifices). The primary

emphasis, therefore, is less on the voluntary nature of the contribution than on its

abundance and opulence. The generosity of the contribution is what matters.

This could be the special mark of a freewill contribution as distinct from a freewill

offering. We must remember, however, that the texts cited - at least those in P and

Chronicles - reflect a highly idealized presentation and can hardly be claimed as

authentic historical evidence. They permit no firm conclusions concerning the circum-

stances under which freewill contributions were actually given or about their nature.

The purpose of these texts is rather to express the special significance of the central

,un"i,rury and the necessary readiness of the whole cultic community to furnish it
elaborately (by way of contrast, cf. Hag. l:2-4). In reality, there was probably no

fundamental difference with respect to nature and purpose between freewill offering

and freewill contribution. We may therefore ask whether all the texts cited in II.1 above

refer in fact to offerings or only to freewill contributions.23

3. Free Decision. In some cases, the hithpael or hithpaal (Aramaic) of the verb ndb

suggests a free decision or choice of a particular action. Examples include the willingness

to go irrto battle expressed in the Song of Deborah (Jgs. 5:2,9; the same is probably true

in 2 Ch. l7:16),to return from exile under the leadership of Ezra(En.7:13 [Aramaic]),
and to resettle Jerusalem under the leadership of Nehemiah (Neh. 1l:2). In this context

we may also mention Sir. 45:23, which (citing Nu. 25) extols a ready zeal to contend

againsiidolatry (ndb qal). All these actions are of great import and entail substantial risk'

ro tt ut the decision to proceed demands total commitment and suppression of reserva-

tions. It is clear, furthermore, that the choice directly or indirectly involves a decision in

favor of Yahweh, who initiated these actions and in whose name they are carried out.

4. Free Divine Favor Yahweh appears as the subject of ndb qal in the phrase names

yeh6nd/d! (y6nadau and n"SaQyd (as well as the short form nfrildfa). These names

all refer to the birth of the person bearing the name, whose parents attest that Yahweh

has proved to be generous. [n other words, the (male) child born to them is a wonderful

free gift from Yahweh.25 In view of the role played by the family in biblical society,

this gift has a very concrete meaning. Only through a son could the father's name and

possessions be preserved, hence guaranteeing the continuance of the family as the

iundamental social and economic unit.% The name thus gives voice to Yahweh's favor

toward the family as a whole, securing its future through the gift of the child. The

names with a kinship term as the theophoric element also show that we are dealing

here with a very ancient notion, found also outside lstael.2l

23. See W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher- HAT XXI (1955), in loc'
24. See I.l above.
25. Noth discusses gratitude names in IPN, l92f-
26. Conrad, l3-18.
27. See I.l above; according to Albertz, 49-77,sttch names express a widespread form of

personal devotion.
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Two rexts associate n"daba with Yahweh. According ro ps.6g:10(g), yahweh show-
ers abundant rain, thus demonstrating his favor toward his people and his intent to
secure them a comfortable life. In the context of the psalm, the setting is the entry into
the promised land; but the words make a fundamental statement that holds true also
for the present day of the psalmist (n"dabt is to be understood as an abstract pl.). Hos.
14.,5(4) states that Yahweh loves Israel of his own free will and promises renewed favor
to the extent that lsrael is prepared to repent. The noun n"Qdpa is used adverbially,
modiffing 'hb.28 It is clearly intended to express Yahweh's unconditional and unre-
stricted love for his people, whose repentance, necessary as it is (vv.2-4[l-3)), must
not be misunderstood as a precondition making this love possible.2e

rrr. nd$! and ncsfa. In a small number of texts, rhe noun na/t!, hke the verb
ndb, descibes the act of making a voluntary contribution for cultic purposes (materials
forfurnishingthetabernacle:F;x.35:5,22;30*"offering of '6161:2Ch.29:31[probably
a reference to voluntary contributions,3l although the other sacrifices and offerings
mentioned in vv. 31ff. are clearly voluntary, so that v. 31bp must refer to additional
offerings above and beyond those listedl) or a constant ready devotion to Yahweh (Ps.
5l:14[12)).In 1 Ch. 28:2lbu the text clearly refers to all those who volunteer their
craftsmanship (bobmA) for the construction of the temple.3z

In all other cases (none in P or the Chronicler's history), naQi! is a social category. It
denotes a noble, a leader among the people. Other terms denoting members of this class
therefore appear frequently in parallel, sometimes in groups (esp. -+ '1vi sar: Nu. 2l:lg;
Job 34: l8f.; Prov. 8: 16; other parallel terms in Ps. 83:12[11]; Job r2:r7-21; 34: r8f.; prov.
8:15f.; 25:6f.). Tlte ndy'iQ therefore enjoys special respect (prov. 25:7; cf . 17:26 Cant.
7:2Ul): also Nu. 2l:18, which describes a well as being especially valuabre,33 and Isa.
13:2b, which refers to especially magnificent or important gates, the capital, or important
cities as a whole3a). In addition, the n"filtm as a group embody the highest human power
in tribe and state (Ps. 118:9; 146:3; with reference to foreign nations: 47:lolgl,accepting
the emendation proposed by BHK and, BHS in v. lOap; 83:12t111). Therefore melel
appears as a parallel term in Job 34:18; Prov. 8: l5f.; 25:6f .; in ps. 47:10(9) maginna-'eres
probably also refers to kings, namely, those of the nations.35 The noun n,6ba fikewise
reflects this meaning, referring to the dignity or majesty ascribed to those who are noble
and powerful (Job 30:15; referring to the king: Ps. 110:3 [emended36]).

The respect enjoyed by a naQi! is based in the frst instance on his wealth, which

28. -+ IilN 'ahabhlY.l (L 113f.).
29. Contra W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT, XIJll I (1966),251.
30. See II.2 above.
31. See II.l above.
32. Emended text; see BHK, BHS. -, E)n ch.dkham, IV.5 (ry 378).
33. H. Gressmann, Die Anfiinge Israels. SAT Il2 (1922), lO7.
34. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL(Eng. trans., 1974), 13.
35. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 465,470.
36. See I.l above-
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makes him widely influential (Prov. 19:6). There is accordingly a fundamental contrast

with + \l aa and -+ t]!tx 'efy6n (l S. 2:8; Ps. 107:40f.; 113:8; Sir. l1:1). Wisdom

texts, however, suggest that it was primarily his blameless conduct that set him apart

from others. Like the righteous (;addiq), he is innocent (Prov. 17:.26); he acts with

divine wisdom, like an upright judge (8:16). False speech3T is foreign to his nature

(17:7b). He rherefore stands in sharpest contrast to the "fool" (-+ ):: nAbAl), who is

immersed in lies (17:7 [emended3s]), spreads iniquity and ungodliness, and oppresses

the poor without restraint (Isa. 32:6-8). \\e nhbdl may be equated with the "wicked"

oaia), who is the antitype to the ;addtq throughout Proverbs.3e T\us the nadib

embodies the wisdom idea of the righteous sage and represents human perfection'40

This is also the sense of ne$l0 in Isa' 32:8.

Of course, this ideal of the perfect aristocrat does not correspond to reality. It is not

by chance that the book of Job vividly expresses the contrast. In one of Job's discourses,

nddtb and raid' are parallel terms (Job 2l:28). This incongruity must be accepted,

however, because there is no divine retribution for the wicked (cf. w. 29-31). Another

of Job's discourses says that Yahweh can pour contemptal even on the ney'ipim (12:21)'

This is not, however, an act of retribution but a demonstration of Yahweh's incalculable

wisdom and power (w. 13f.). The words of Elihu, too, assume that the na4ib can

become or" of the wicked tAid') (34:18). Elihu, however' expresses his conviction

that Yahweh does not approve of this and therefore intervenes (vv. 19-22).

According to Isa. 32:5, the incongruity that a "fool" @abdl) can be called nd6b is

resolved only in a future age of salvation. Hymnic texts, however, bear witness to

Yahweh's incalculable freedom, praising him for placing the "poor" (dal,'eby6n) on

a par with the nAdtb (1 S. 2:8 [cf. vv. 6f.]; Ps. 113:8) or for pouring contempt on the

latter and exalting the former (Ps. 107:40f.; v. 40a is identical with Job l2.,2la' dis-

cussed above). Here, however, the psalmist sees this as a salvific act of God' There is

an element of genuine wisdom in the statement of Sir. l1:1 that wisdom can place one

of the "poor" (dal) among the circle of the nc/tpim.

A general qualification is stated in Ps. I l8:9; 146:3: even the n"y'iQtm ate only human

and therefore do not deserve full confidence. Concerningthe ney'tpim of other nations,

we are told only that they too are subject to Yahweh's sovereignty (a7:10[9]) and will
be destroyed if they are among Israel's enemies (83:12[11])'

We may also assume the aspect of free will as a fundamental element in the meaning

of the noun nfu{ib asa social category. As a rule, scholars cite modem Bedouin society,

where the wealthy, especially ttre tribal leader (iefi, use their wealth not for themselves

but for the benefit of the tribal community and its guests, distinguishing themselves by

their generosity.aTheuse of nd$Q to designate a noble is thus associated with nomadic

37. -+llui iqr.
38. See BHK, BHS.
39. -+ 9O'1 ri'; see Skladny, 33, on this identification.
40. -, Pl3 $q; -+d)ll chdkham GV,364-385).
41. -+ illf bdznh Gl,6G65).
42. Nysttim, 132-34.
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concepts. But a different line of development is also possible. In all its occrurences
(except Nu. 21 : 18), nnQi! refers not to a nomadic figure but to a member of the upper
class in a socially stratified society, such as developed in Israel during the course of
the monarchy. Such individuals enjoyed far greater wealth and influence than did
members of the poorer classes, who increasingly became economically dependent. This
social and economic superiority generally made it possible for the nobilityio be lavishly
generous and thus to embody a particular ideal of nobility+: 

- a dubious ideal, insofar
as it presupposed a corresponding impoverishment of the lower classes. According to
this theory the use of nddtb to designate a noble originated during the monarchy. This
theory is also buttressed by the fact that its primary support is texts influenced by
wisdom, which made its first appearance in Israel during the monarchy.

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The word group based on ndb is also found in the Dead Sea
Scrolls. semantically, there is a large area of agreement with the corresponding or
occurrences. For example, the noun n"Sabdmeans a freewill offering (CD 16: 13 [to fulfrll
a vowl; 4Q509 fr. L3l-32 2:6, in connection with the Festival of Weeks;4 spiritualized in
IQS 9:5 [qualified by + iitl]D minhdl),as a free decision (to engage in battle in the
eschatological war: lQM 7:5; cf. nAS! in 1eM 10:5),6 or free devotion to God (leH
14:26;15:lo [qualifying'aha!asinHos. l4:5(4),butherereferringtoahumanperson];a7
cf. IQS 9:24).rn lQSb 3:27f.; 4QMa (4e491) fr. I I t:t2,a8 the n"Qtf;imare the represen-
tatives of foreign nations, who are made subject to God or excluded from salvation;ae cf.
also the quotation from Ps. 107:40 and Job l2:2I in Le25 l:7.

other texts, however, exhibit a special accent. According to cD 6:2-10, for example,
the n"Qtptm (and idrim) of Nu. 2l:18 are the converted of Israel, who have left the
land of Judah and live strictly according to the law, in other words, all those who have
freely joined this new community. Above all, this special meaning lies behind the
participial forms of the verb ndb (hithpael: leS 5:1,6,g,10,21f.;6:13; lepMic t1el4I
l0:7; 1Q31 l:l; niphal: IQS 1:7,11; pual[?]: 4e501 3;50 rhese are the only atrested
forms of the verb ndb). These forms are virtually technical terms for the members of
the community, identified by their rigorous separation from all who are ruled by evil
and by their free submission to the ordinances of the community as the new Israel.sl

Conrad

43. Van der Ploeg, 56f.
44. M. Baillet, Qumrdn Grotte 4 III. DJD, VII (1982), 203.
45. See ILI above.
46. See tr.3 above.
47. See tr.4 above.
48. DJD, YII,27.
49. See III above.
50. DJD, VII, 79.
51. See Fitzgerald.
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Contents: I. Etymology. tr. l)(X. Itr. Forms. IV. Syntax and Meaning. V. Usage with Animate

Subjects: l. Secular Contexts; 2. Secular Meaning in Theological Contexts; 3. Theological

Meaning.

I. Etymotogy. Besides ndd, the biliteral base nd gives rise in Hebrew to the

semantica[y related roots nd', ndh, andnwd. Associated with ndd is the abstract qatfil

form ne/uQtm (always pl.), "restlessness." The verb ndd, "f7ee," appears in the

Aramaic dialects (e.g., Biblical Aramaic, Jewish Aramaic, Mandaic) and in Arabic.

In Syriac it has the meaning "shrink in terror from,'loathe." In Akkadian the G stem

naddduappears only as an Aramaic loanword in Late Babylonian.l Since we can only

guess at iii meaning,2 any etymological and semasiological connection with the Old

and Middle Assyrian D stem nuddudu and its suggested meanings "sweep up, bring

together, seek, comb" must remain an open question. For Ugaritic the meaning of

nid i" defined as "go or come hastily, wander about, go away" or "go back and

forth."3

n. LXX. The LXX uses many words to translate ndd, attempting to reproduce the

appropriate contextual nuance in each case. Most common is pheilgd (4 times) together

with diaphertgd arld phyadert, (once each), followed by extst€mi/amai (4 times),

aphist1mi/amai (3 times, always with "sleep" as the subj.), and apopEdi1 (twice).

There is one occulrence each of aniptamai, apoxenilomai, aphdllomai, exotMomai,

kntapetdnnymai, leatatdttomai, pdtomai, einai plandtai, arrd pto4omai'

nddad. M. H. Gottstein, "Bemerkungen zu Eissfeldt's Variae Lectiones der Jesaia-Rolle"'

Bibl, a4-Og53),212-221; B. Grossfeld, "The Relationship Between Biblical Hebrew ll''lf and

O.ft and ih"i, Co.."sponding Aramaic Equivalents in the Targum - P]y. ']DN, )fN," ZAW 91

(lg7g), 107-123; C. itardmiler, kxuheorie und biblische Exegese. BEvT 79 (1978); E. Jenni,
i. .Fli"h.n' im akkadischen und im hebriiischen Sprachgebrauch," or 47 (1978), 351-59; E. Y'

Kutscher, The lnnguage and Linguistic Background of the Isaiah Scroll ( I Usa'). STDJ, 6 (197 4);

B. Landsberger, "Ein[" unerkannt gebliebene oder verkannte Nomina des Akkadischen," WO,

3 (1964), 4}--ig,246-i68; E. Lipiriski, "Banquet en I'honneur de Baal: CTA 3 (V AB), A, +22,"
Ui z <1s70),75-88; H. N. Richardson, "The Last Words of David," JBL, 90 (1971),257-266;

a. saor"n, vag el und vogelfang im Alten Mesopotarnien. AnAcScFen, 180 (1973); M. S. Segal,

Dhr;1 l{'lro :i 'roO (Jerusalem, 1953); W. von Soden, "Aramiiische Wtirter in neuassyrischen

und neu- und spatbabylonischen Texten. Ein Vorbericht. II (n-z und Nachtriige)" Or 37 (1968)'

261-271.

1. Von Soden, 261, no. 98.
2. CAD, Xltl, 4l: uncertain; AHw, 11,700f.: "retreat?" Using a text note cited in cAD or

AI1w, Landsberger (263, n. 57, with an erroneous semantic citation of Heb. ndd) and Salonen

(359) arrive at the meaning "scare away (a bird)."
3. For the former see WUS, UT. For the latter see Lipiriski' 77f'
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III. Forms. There are 25 certain occurrences of ndd in Hebrew and 1 in Aramaic
(Dnl.6:19[Eng. v. l8]; Lisowsky omits Prov.27:8). Two additional occurrences are
probable: 2 S. 23:6 (if the verb form does not derive from nfi{) and Jer. 9:9(10); the
same expression recurs in Jer. 50:3, but with nfrQ (by confusion?s). Four conjectures
include ndd: Isa.17:11; 38:15 (with lQlsa);6Ezk.3l:12: Dnl. 2:1. The only probable
conjecture is Ezk. 3l:l2.Therc is one occurrence in the Hebrew text of Sirach: 34:2Oc
(wndd yiynh LXX agrypnics [disregarding the wawl, "sleeplessness"T).

The verb appears 24 times in the qal; most of these texts use the suffix conjugation
or the participle. There are 4 instances of the prefix conjugation (Gen. 31:40; Nah. 3:7;
Ps. 68: l2[11] [twice]), one of the infinitive construct (Ps. 55:8[7]), and one of the polal
using the suffix conjugation: Nah. 3:7 (the Masoretic pointing of the text is dubious if
only by virtue of the number; since, however, there is no recognizable passive meaning,
it is reasonable to follow HALin treating the form as an active polel.8 We also find
one instance ofthe hiphil (prefix conjugation: Job 18:18) and rwo ofthe hophal (one
prefix [Job 20:8], one ptcp. [2 S. 23:6]).

The conjugationof nddfollows a variety of paradigms: (l) f 
,€ or9,Tl: the participle,

suffix conjugation, and infinitive construct (n"d6il of the qal; (2) l,D or, if !1,O,
"aramaizing": the prefix conjugation qal wattidda{ (Gen.31:40) and yidddlfin (Ps.
68:13[2]), and the prefix conjugation hophal w)udda{ (Job 20:8); (3) J,,D, y,II
unlikely on account of the plene orthography: the prefix conjugation qal yidd68 (Nah.
3:7);e (4) '1",ll or9',ll (helped by semahtic overlap), but not J,D: the suffix conjugation
polal (passive?) w"nbdad Nah. 3:17) and hophal ptcp. munad Q 5.23:6); (5) only
9"!I, clearly not J'!: the prefix conjugation hiphil ycnidduhfi (lob 18:18). The pairs
wjuddaQ/mundi andwattiddaS/yidddfifrn stand in opposition within the same partial
paradigm; do they reflect dialectal differences or merely problems of Masoretic orthog-
raphy? The verb ndd is descibed correctly as doubly weak.l0 Bauer-[rander's thesis
that verbs with identical second and third radicals are never doubly weak and that in
the case of ndd only the first consonant is weak, while the other two (!) are strong, is
disproved by the forms that cannot be explained as I,D forms.ll

IV. Syntax and Meaning. Most occurrences of ndd are exilic or postexilic. Apart
from the figurative expression that sleep flees from the eyes, all are in poetic contexts
exhibiting elevated language. In statements using the vetbs barah and nfis, which in

4. Richardson,265.
5. G. Bergstriisser, Hebriiische Grammatik,2 vols. (Leipzig, l9l8-29), tr, 140, 927q, note.
6. Gottstein, 218; Kutscher, 263t.,301,33O.
7. Segal, 193; D. Barth6lemy and O. Rickenbacher, Konkordanz zum hebriiischen Sirach

(Gdttingen, 197 3), 254.
8. HAI.I,672.
9. Bergstriisser,ll,132,527a. BLe, g58q', argues instead that the form represents "late plene

orthography." The latter became standard in the Dead Sea Scrolls: 'dwdh (lQlsa 38:15), ydwdw
(4QpNah 3:5).

10. GK, $76.
ll. BI-e, $58q'.
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Hebrew dominate the semantic realm of flight, "we are told with roughly equal

frequency what the subject is fleeing from and where the subject is fleeing to."l2 The

verb ndd differs characteristically. With four exceptions (Isa. 10:14; Hos.9:17; Job

15:23; Dnl. 6:19 [8]), statements with ndd either do not include any syntagmeme

making the meaning more precise (the most common pattern) or add only a preposi-

tional compound with min (9 examples). This verb, therefore, in its usage and probably

also in its meaning is interested at most in where the flight begins, not in its goal.

The prepositional compounds with min speakof: (1) in unpolitical terms, the region

from which the subject flees (the world: Job 18:18; home: Prov. 27:8b; a nest: Prov.

27:8a); (2) dangers (swords: Isa.21:15; the sound of tumult: Isa.33:3) orpersons (a

sick person, unjustly persecuted: Ps. 31: l2[11]; Nineveh, represented as a woman: Nah.

3:7; Yahweh: Hos.7:13); (3) eyes, in the figurative statement that sleep flees from

human eyes (Gen. 31:40); in Biblical Aramaic the idiom is formulated with 'al (Dnl.

6:19[l8]).
We observe the same phenomenon in expressions used in parallel with or in the

context of ndd: the act of fleeing denoted by ndd is viewed from the perspective of
the point of departure. In the perfect the verb expresses the result that the individual

or grcup in question has vanished, not that it has arrived somewhere or been saved'

Examples include: ndl niphal, "be scattered" (Isa. 16:3; Jer. 49:5); brb "flee" (Isa'

22:3); np;, "disperse" (Isa. 33:3); 'An, "cease to exist" (Jer. 4:25); hlk, "go away" (Jer'

9:9t101); "no one knows where they have gone" (Nah. 3:17); "be forgotten" (Ps.

31:l3t12l);'wp, "fly away" (Nah.3:16,17; Ps.55:7,8[6,7]; Job 20:8r3); rlSqhiphil,
"go far away" (Ps. 55:8t71); 'bd, "perish" + hdp, "drive away" (Job l8:17'18), "not

be found, not be seen" (Job 20:8,9). There is only one contextual counterexample (Isa.

lO.31 wz, "flee for safety") and one prepositional counterexample (Job 15:23, where

/'introduces the goal: "he wanders about for bread"). Many commentators, however,

like Georg Fohrer and Marvin Pope, follow the LXX and translate the expression as

"he wanders about as food for vultures." In this case there is not a single instance of

ndd with a statement of the goal.

Therefore ndd is parttcularly appropriate for restless, aimless, panicky wandering;

the participle denotes someone still in hazardous flight (Isa. 16:3; 2l:14:' Jer. 49:5). In

Hos. 9:17 the prepositional compound with b'refers not to the realm where the fleeing

lsraelites find rest but to the nations among whom they ceaselessly wander without

rest (LXX: planiitai). [n contrast to their use of nfis and nfiQ, the prophets do not use

ndd when calling on peoPle to flee.

Except for the figure that speaks of sleep fleeing (Gen. 3l:40; Dnl. 6:19[18]; Est.

6:1; cf. the simile in Job 20:8: "like a dream"; also Sir. 34:20c) and the passive

construction in 2 S. 23:6 (where the subj. is thorns or possibly wick trimmings), the

subjects of ndd are always animate - for the most part humans (individual, nations,

the inhabitants of a town, etc.) but sometimes animals, almost exclusively birds (Isa'

12. Jenni, 355; cf. Grossfeld, 108, n. 3, with earlier bibliography
13. See M. Dahood, RSe Itr, ll2, no.2ll.
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10:14; 16:2; Jer. 4:25; Prov. 27:8; cf. Jer. 9:9[10]: from birds to cattle; only in passive
construction, Nah. 3:17: locusts, i.e., flying insects; birds also appear in the immediate
context in Hos. 7:ll-13 and Ps. 55:7 ,8t6,7)). Here belongs the unique consrruction of
ndd in Isa. l0: 14, where the participle without a preposition governs an undetermined
noun, which, however, specifies the action instrumentally: flapping with wings. The
irregular flight of birds - up, down, back and forth - is described especially well by
ndd.

The reasons for flight are panic fear or terror evoked by a fearsome sight, and in
one instance (Hos. 7: 13) anger with Yahweh. Like nfrs, therefore, ndd can describe the
act of running away from a catastrophe (but without a place of refuge); kke brh, it cart
describe escape from the structures of society.la As its own particular nuance, it adds
the connotation of haste, panic, and aimlessness.

V. Usage with Animate Subjects.
l. Secular Contexts. The verb ndd app,ars primarily in secular contexts and with

secular meaning.
a. Wsdom Literature. In Wisdom Literature the subject is the typical fate of the

individual. The verb describes the situation of the godless or persecuted. They must
flee from their social support system, from the very context of their lives, without hope
of finding refuge. They are even banished from the memory of their associates, or their
misfortune may provoke these same associates to take flight. To the inner torment of
the wicked there is added outward suffering: they wander aimlessly and unceasingly,
terrified like an animal trying to escape a bird of prey (Job 15:23).

The memory of the wicked is totally lost, as though they had been banished from
the light of day and from the face of the earth (Job 18:18). Like a dream, they vanish
without a trace in an instant (20:8). Evildoers are there like scattered thorns (2 S. 23:6).

Innocent victims of persecution or those who are seriously ill are considered such
dangerous signs of divine displeasure that even their familiar friends flee their presence
(Ps. 3l:12[1]). The victim of persecution would flee into the desert, far from his
enemies in the city (55:[7]). Prov. 27:8 describes the situation of someone forced to
leave home.

b. Prophetic Texts.The prophetic texts that use nddin secular contexts reflect a wide
variety of genres and dates. Most of them refer to the horrors of war: ( l ) a group fleeing
from the enemy, or (2) the situation of the fugitives.

(l) During Sennacherib's siege of Jerusalem in 701, the cowardly officers and nobles
of Jerusalem tried unsuccessfully to flee (Isa. 22:3).T\einhabitants of Madmenah fled
from a surprise attack by the Assyrians (10:31). The king of Assyria likens himself as
conqueror to one who gathers eggs, while the birds from whom they are taken cannot
even flap their wings (10:14). Threatened by an unnamed enemy, the fleeing Moabite
women resemble fluttering birds (16:2).

(2) A Moabite delegation in Jerusalem pleads in vain(?) for total protection for their

14. See Jenni,355f.
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fugitives (Isa. 16:3). The caravans of Dedan, an Arabian oasis, have fled into the desert

to escape a mighty enemy. There the inhabitants of the oasis town of Tema are asked

to feed the fugitives (21 14t.). Nah. 3:17 resembles more the use of nddin wisdom

contexts: at the news of the fall of Nineveh, throughout the whole Assyrian Empire the

Assyrian guards and officials have vanished in an instant without a trace, like locusts

warmed by the first rays of the rising sun. Here ndd describes how the locusts suddenly

fly away in a totally unknown direction, finally vanishing from view.

2. Secular Meaning in Theological Contexts- Wthout losing its secular meaning,

ndd appears also in theological contexts where Yahweh fights against (a) Israel's

enemies or (b) his own PeoPle.
a. yahweh will so devastate Nineveh that all will shrink and flee from the sight of

it (Nah. 3:7). Yahweh punishes the Ammonites for dispossessing Israel, devastating

their land so completely that no one can gather the scattering fugitives (Jer. 49:5). A
postexilic "apocalypse" describes how the nations flee at the sound of the tumult when

Yahweh arises in response to his people's cry for help, attacking the nations of the

"destroyer" and leaving them to be despoiled (tsa. 33:3). Ps. 68:13(12) also belongs

here: the tidings of victory tell how the kings of the Canaanite armies fled when Yahweh

intervened during the wars of Israel's settlement.

b. By means of the foe from the north, Yahweh has so devastated Judah that not

just the people but even the birds have vanished (Jer. 4:25). Jer. 9:9(10) goes even

iurther: because of the people's depravity, Yahweh attacks Jerusalem and the towns of
Judah. The enemy has already so devastated the towns that all living creatures, from

birds to cattle, have fled. The earliest occurrence of ndd in such a context is Hos. 9:17:

after interceding in vain, the prophet accepts Yahweh's judgment and prays or declares

that Yahweh will reject Israel for its disobedience. This rejection means that Israel must

permanently wander aimlessly as a fugitive among the nations.

3. Theological Meaning. In Hosea we also find the only occurrence of ndd with
theological meaning: 7:13, probably to be interpreted in conjunction with 9:17 in the

sense of retributive justice. The text is a woe cry against Israel, threatening or pro'

claiming physical suffering.ls lnstead of seeking help from Yahweh, Israel has entered

into coalitions, now with Egypt, now with Assyria, thus rebelling against Yahweh and

fleeing from him. (Elsewhere brh denotes flight from God, but, in contrast to ndd,

usually with a statement of the goal: Jon. 1:3,10; 4:2;Ps. 139:7).In contrast to all other

instances of ndd, this flight was not occasioned by fear or horror, but by disobedience

toward the one who could have delivered Israel but now punishes Israel by making it
a fugitive among the nations. 

w. Gross

15. Hardmeier, 195, n.82.
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fl17 niddh?'

Contents: I. 1. Etymology and Basic Meaning;2. l-XX and Targum. tr. Meanings: l. In
Connection with Menstruation; 2. tn General; 3. Purification. III. Lam. 1:8. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology and Basic Meaning. The etymology of niddi is unclear. Some derive

it from the root ndd,t wtttch in the qal means "leave, flee, wander" (Isa. 2l:15; Hos.

9:17), in the hiphil "put to flight, chase away" (Job 18:18); cf. Ugar. ndd, "wander,
go," Akk. nadadu, "reteat(?)."2 Others derive it from ndh,3 found only in the piel
with the meaning "chase away, move aside" (Isa. 66:5; Am. 6:3); cf. Ugar. ndy(?),
"drive away," Akk. nadfi, "throw, throw down." Morphologically, the word represents

a nominal form of an 9't| root, lke biud, middd, etc.a When considering is etymology,

however, one must remember that i'1") and 9't| verbs with corresponding radicals often

have similar or synonymous meanings (e.g., igg/igh, qss/qsh). Since ndd and ndh are

almost synonymous, further semantic differentiation is superfluous for the derivation

of niddi.
Both ndd and ndh share the meaning "chase away, drive away." lf niddA can be

assigned the putative basic meaning "expulsion, exclusion," the opposite meanings

of the word are comprehensible. In the case of a menstruating woman, the word
originally denoted the discharge or elimination of the menstrual blood; it then came

to denote the impurity of a menstruating woman in particular or impurity in general.

In the phrase mA niddd, too, the word conveys the meaning "expulsion": "water of
expulsion (of impurity)," or simply "water of purification." The word l.tand'lin 7nc.

l3:1 suggests this interpretation of mA niddd. The r,olulrr hafiA'! (derived from a

privative piel), "purification," corresponds to the piel hixe', "puify."5 In other

words, in Zec. l3:l haga! and niddd are synonymous, and the phrase is to be

translated "for cleansing and for purification." This meaning of niddd appears also

in the designation of the water used for purification of the Levites, mA hatta'7 "water

niddi. J.D6ller, Die Reinheits- und Speisegesetze des ATs (Miinster, 1917); M' Greenberg,
"The Etymology of ;1J1, '(Menstrual) lmpurity,' " Solving Riddles and Untying Knots, J. Green-
field Festschrift, ed. Ziony Zevit, et al. (Winona Lake, 1995), 69-77;H. J. Hermisson, Sprache

und Ritus im altisraelitischen Kult. WMANT 19 (1965), 84ff.; J. Milgrom, "The Paradox of the
Red Cow," y7; 3l (1981),62-72; W. Paschen, Rein und Unrein. SANT, 24 (1970); S. Wefing,
"Beobachtungen zum Ritual mit der roten Kuh (Num l9,l-l0a)," 7AW 93 (1981), 341-364;
l.Zatelli, "Il campo lessicale degli aggenivi di purith in ebraico biblico," Quaderni di semitistica,
7 (197 8), 37 -42, 89-100.

l. BDB,622: Rashi; et al.
2. --> 11) nafla{.
3. KBL2,596; but notHAL,ll,673.
4. JM, $88Bh.
5. J. Milgrom, "Sin-Offering or Purification-Offering?" W, 2l (1971),237-39.
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of purification" (Nu. 8:7). Thus both mA niddd and mA hafid'! refer to a kind of water

used in purification.

2. IXX and Targum. The LXX uses a variety of substantives to translate nidd6:
dphedros (11 times), rhantism6s (5 times), alatharsia (4 times), chbismds (3 times),

and agnism6s (once). The translations metakinein and metakinEsis appear to have read

a form of ndh I. In Nu. 19 the LXX and Targ. translate niddA as though derived from
Arab. ndy, "sprinkle."6 ft1us the LXX reads hlddr rhantismofi, Targ. Onqelos and Targ.

Jonathan have mA 'adddyfi1d', "water of sprinkling" (cf. Targ. Onqelos in Nu. 3l:23),
and the Vulg. has aqua aspersionis.

II. Meanings. The noun niddi occrxs 29 times in the OT (the form nidA in I-am.
l:8 probably does not belong here). It is found in three semantic domains: (1) impurity
in connection with menstruation; (2) impurity in general, abomination; and (3) purifi-
cation.

l. In Connection with Menstruation We find niddi most often as a technical term

for the impurity of a menstruating woman (trv. 15:19,20,33). Intercourse with a
menstruant brings the same impurity on the man (v. 24; cf. 18:19; 20:18). A woman

afflicted with a discharge of blood outside the normal menstrual cycle is also considered

unclean (vv. 25-30). According to Lev. 12:2,5, immediately after childbirth a woman

is in a condition "as at the time of her menstruation."
Ezekiel shows clearly that he stands firmly in the priestly tradition in his usage of

niddi (Ezk 18:6: the phrase 'iiii niddi comprises two nouns in apposition, the second

functioning as an attribute of the first; cf.22:lO;36:17).

2. In Gencral. We also findniddi used quite generally for "impurity, uncleanness."

2 Ch.295 offers an instructive example: the Irvites are told to remove the niddd from
the sanctuary. But v. 16, which describes how these instructions were carried out, uses

the word tum'd, which suggests that niddd is used in a general sense (cf. also Ezk.

7:19f.; Lam. 1:17; Ezr.9:ll).
Once ni.ddd occurs with the meaning "abomination, atrocity": If a man takes his

brother's wife, he is guilty of niddd (l*v. 20.,21). Other sins are categoized similarly
wirh expressions like zimmd, "depravity" (18:17; 20:14), fi'ebA, "abomination"
(18 :23 ; 20: l2), and he s e 8, " disgrace " (20:17 ).

3. Puffication. In the final group of texts, niddd develops a meaning antithetical to

the sense just discussed, namely, "purification." Someone who touches a corpse must

be sprinkted with mA niddd (water mixed with the ashes of a red heifer: Nu.

19:9,13,20,21; 3l:23). A similar meaning of niddA occurs in Znc. 13:1: "A fountain

shall be opened . . . for baltd'! and for niddd." Most scholars interpret mA niddi as

6. --> illl nazi.
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"water (for the removal) of impurity," but the context here suggests the meaning
"purification" for niddfr.1

III. Lam. 1:8. In Lam. 1:8 niSd is often understood as a form of niddA.s It is better,

however, to associate this word with the root nwd and the idiom h€ntd D'ro,i (Jer. I 8: I ;

Ps. 44:15[Eng. v. 14]), with the meaning "(object of) scorn, mockery."e
Milgrom-Wright

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. The Dead Sea Scrolls make frequent use of niddd (40
occurrences); the highest concentrations are in lQS (9), 4Q512 ("Ritual of Purifica-
tion"; 8), and llQTemple (5). Surprisingly, niddh appears in lQS only in the latest
literary stratum (100-75 a.c.); in other words, itplays no role in the primary formulations
of the fundamental regulations goveming the Qumran Essenes, while the word group

-+ "lilD thr aheady appears twice in the first revision (1QS 8:17,24), the "penal code,"
and more frequently in the second revision, the Community Rule itself. Only long after
consolidation of the community did religious difficulties arise concerning "pure/im-
pure," requiring codification. There came into being a manual for novices (lQS 3f.),
the maiktl law (lQS 4), and the purity catechesis (5:13-20), which defined purity more
sharply through extensive contrastive examples. Purity/impurity was established in
both the anthropological realm (cf. also IQH l:22; ll:ll; 12:25: 17:19: CD 3:17) and

above all in the moral and ethical realm (lQS 4: l0; 5: 19; 1O:24; CD 12:2). Membership
in the community is an essential criterion of human purity (lQS 3:4,9; CD 2: l). One
can escape niddiby obedience to the Torah (lQS 5:19). Only then the purification
rituals with mA niddk (3:4) and mA dOLt (v. 9) achieve their true meaning. For the

Qumran Essenes, it is a fundamental article of faith that human niddd is ultimately
removed by God in person through sprinkling (-+ ilf ndzd)with the "holy spirit"
(rfial.t qdQei) and the "spirit of truth" (rfrah '"me!) (4:21t.). The hymnic conclusion of
the Manual of Discipline formulates this belief in dogmatic terms: "By his righteous-
ness he purifies me from human impurity (minnidda! '"n6i) and from the sin of
humankind" (1I:14f.).

In the Thanksgiving Hymns niddd appears several times as one of many terms for
human sinfulness: "source of impurity" (lQH l:22; 12:25), "abomination of impurity
and sin of unfaithfulness" (11:11),r0 "I have wallowed in impurity" (17:.19); cf. also

fr. 3 16.

The occurrences in 4Q have nothing further to add. Some in 4Q512 occur in
combinations that are very interesting linguistically (e.g., nega'hanniddd, "blow of
impurity" [5:17]; nidd61 tum'A, "impurities of impurity" ll2:9D; but they remain
essentially within the domain of Nu. 19 (cf. also llQTemple 49:18).

7. See I.l above.
8. BDB,622; K8L2,596; but cf. HAL,17,696.
9. D. Hillers, lnmentations. AB, 7 A (1972), 9f.; et al.
10. For the frst two meanings -+ VtrI, 548.
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The occurrences in the Temple Scroll refer as a rule to impurity occasioned by sexual
phenomena (pollution: 45:10; menstruation: 48:16f.). llQTemple 66:13 reflects [rv.
20:21, describing intercourse between people related by marriage as ni.ddi. Here niddi
moves into the semantic domain of taboo terminology.ll

Fabry

I l. See also G. W. Buchanan, "The Role of Purity in the Structure of the Essene Sect," RevQ,
4 (1963),397-406; idem, The Consequences ofthe Covernnt. NovTSup,2 (197O); S. B. Hoenig,
"Qumran Rules of Impurities," RevQ, 6 (1969), 559-567; B. E. Thiering, "Inner and Outer
Cleaning at Qumran as a Background to NT Baptism," NTS, 26 (1979 l8O), 266-277; H. Thyen,
EDNT, n, 218-220; L. Goppelt, TDNT, ym, 3n -322.

1117 nadah: Drn:t:tD maddihim

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Usage: 1. Survey; 2. Qal; 3. Niphal; 4. Pual; 5. Hiphil;6. Hophal;

7. maddfrl.tim. III. Dead Sea Scrolls. tV. LXX.

I. Etymology. Almost all earlier scholars thought that there was only a single root
ndhinthe OT.l This root, which in most OT texts has the basic meaning "impel, drive
out, scatter," or the like, is also found in Middle Hebrew.2 It appears as well in Ethiopic
(nadha I, "wield, strike, impel"), Tigr6, and Arabic (nadaha,I: "widen, enlarge," V:
"become dispersed"; it is also found in stem VII).3

Citing Arab. nadab, G. R. Driver proposes the existence of a verb ndhll in the OT.
He argues that the LXX recognized such a root in Prov. 7:21, where it translates
(incorrectly, according to Driver) the Hebrew with exokdllein, and claims to find the
hypothetical root in 3 OT passages: Dt.20:19 (qal): linddah'dlnyw garzen, "to
drive/impel an axe against it"; Dt. 19:5 (niphal): w"niddhA fSam.: wndhl yddb bay-
garzen, "hishandislaid/appliedtothe axe";2 S. 15:14(hiphil): w"hiddtah'dbnfr
'e!-hdrdr'A, "he impelled, i.e., set in motion, the evil against us." He concludes: "Thus
the first verb describes tuming cattle out into the open fields or driving people either
into a strange country or into license to do what they ought not, while the latter describes
driving a tool home; they describe the same action though carried out in opposite

nd4ah. G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Roots and Words," WO, I (1950), 406-415; H. D. Preuss,
Deuteronomium. EdE le 0982).

l.8.g., GesTh, 854.
2. Jastrow, 878.
3. See, respectively, kxLingAeth, 679f.: WbTiSr 338b; Lane, 1780. On stem VII see J. G.

Hava, Arabic-English l*xicon (Beirut, 1951), s.v.; HAI. 11,673, inconectly cites VIII.
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directions and ought therefore to be similarly kept apart in the dictionaries, even though
they may be ultimately derived from a common root."4 On these weak grounds, some
lexicons now list a separate verb ndl.tll.5

The root ndh appears to be related to dl.th/dfuy, and probably also to dwh ard dhh;
cf. also dhp (qal: "push away") and dfrq (qal: "oppress," "thrust, urge," etc.).6

II. Usage.
l. Survey. The Hebrew verb ndh occurs 58 times in the OT (3 times ndltfl); there

are 2 occurrences of the qal (2 S. 14:14 [not cited in HALI]; Dt. 20:19), 25 of the niphal
(including 4 of ni/hA yiird'dl [Isa. 11:12; 56:8; Ps. 147:2; Sir.51:12; sometimes
interpreted incorrectly as the niphal of dhhsl and Dt. 19:5, which IIAZ assigas to ndh
IIe), 1 of the pual (lsa. 8:22 [possibly to be read minnngdl),29 of the hiphil (including
2 S. l5:14, whtch HAL assigns to ndlt II;r0 2 K. 17:21lQl; Sir. 8:19; and a conjectural
emendation in Jer. 51:34 fwchiddthdni]), and one of the hophal (Isa. 13:14).

The 58 occurrences of ndh cluster primarily in Jeremiah (19, including 51:34 conj.)
and Deuteronomy (10). The others are distributed as follows: Isa. l-39, 6; 2 Samuel,
4; Ezektel and Psalms, 3 each; 2 Chronicles and Sirach, 2 each; Micah, 2 Kings,
Deutero-Isaiah, Znpharuah, Joshua, Proverbs, Nehemiah, Job, and Daniel, I each.

Among the roots that function in some way as synonyms of ndfu are nd.d (e.g., Isa.

16:l-4;Jer.49:5); pwh hiphil (e.g., Dt. 30:3f.; Jer.23:2f .); rdp (e.g.,29:18). The primary
antonym of ndl.t is the piel of qbh (e.g., Dt. 30:3f.; Jer. 29:141' 32:37; 49:5; Mic. 4:6;
Zeph.3:39; Neh. l:9), but others are iwb qal (e.g., Dt.30:3f.; Ier 29:14;43:5) and
hiphil (e.g., Dt.22:l; Jer. 16:15; 32:37;Ezk.34:4,16), bw'hiphil (e.g., Dl30:4f.; Jer.

23:8; Neh. 1:9), and lqb @.e., Dt. 30:4). The combination of ndl.t niphal with hiital.t"wd
and'bd in Dt. 4:19 and 30:17 is unique.

The only derivative of ndh in the OT is the hapax legomenon maddfihtm (I-an.
2:14).

2. Qal. The 2 OT occurrences of ndh in the qal can be understood quite naturdly
on the basis of a common meaning "push (away)." The early pre-Deuteronomic
formulation of one of the laws goveming war in Deuteronomy reads: "If you besiege
a town for a long time, making war against it in order to take it, you must not destroy
its trees by wielding an ax against them" (. . . la'-gifui1'e!-'C;A hnddah'dldyw garzen:
2O:19).n In the artrully framed conversation between David and the wise woman of

4. P. 409.
5. CHAI. 229; HAL, II, 673 (with a question mark).
6. HAL, I,219. The relation to dl.th/dl.ty was already noted by GesTh,854. Forthe relation

to dwl.t and dl.tlt se,e Diver, 409, n. 22.
7. Driver, HAL, et al.
8. E.g., Mandelkem, 293.
9. HAI. 1,673.
to. rbid.
ll. Preuss,55, 139f.
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Tekoa, who at Joab's request tries to intercede on behalf of Absalom, who has fled
from Jerusalem to Geshur, the argument runs: "(God) will devise plans so as not to
cast away Oiddab qal) one who has been cast out (nidddh niphal)" (2 S. 14:14).12 G. R.

Driver's arguments notwithstanding,l3 this text does not use two different verbs that
"describe the same action though carried out in opposite directions": in both cases,

the action of "casting" proceeds from the subject (God and Israel, respectively).

3. Niphal. All 25 occurrences of the niphal can be interpreted as reflexive or passive

equivalents of the qal. This is true also in Dt. 19:5: la the Deuteronomic laws governing

the cities of refuge address the case of someone who accidentally kills his neighbor
when they have gone into a forest to cut wood: "and his hand is stretched out with the

ax to cut down a tree" (w"nidd%ri [Sam.: wndhl ydQ6 baggarzen lif;ral ha'es\.rs
Many instances of the niphal make clear that ndhbelongs to the language of animal

husbandry. An early (pre-Deuteronomic?16) law in Deuteronomy requires that one take

back a neighbor's oxen or sheep that have strayed (nidddhim: 22:1). This concrete

language could naturally be used metaphorically: Israel, Yahweh's flock, repeatedly

"strayed" and became "scattered." This usage is especially transparent in Ezekiel's
invective and threat against the false shepherds of Israel during the exile: "You did not
gather the strayed" (w"'e1-hanniddahal ld' h"i€b6!em: 34:4); therefore, says Yahweh,

"I will bring back the strayed" (w"hanniddahA'd.it!: v. 16). The parallel oracle of
Yahweh in Mic. 4:6 concerning the new Jerusalem may be based on Ezk. 34: "I will
gather those who have been driven away" (wehannidddhA'"qabbes1.tt

The same metaphorical shepherd language, albeit not always so clear, lies behind the

occurrences in the book of Jeremiah. An exception is 30:17, which calls the northern
kingdom in the period ca. 622-612 an "outcast (woman)" (nidddhil.t8 Elsewhere the

image of the scattered herd (Judah, Ammon, Elam) dominates the scene. The account of
Gedaliah's govemorship and murder (40:741:18; once independent) reports that the

diaspora Judeans came to Gedaliah in the land of Judah "from all the places to which they
had been scattered" (40:12). Baruch's account of the migration to Egypt (42:143:7) says

that Johanan son of Koreah and all the commanders took all the remnant of Judah that had

retumed "from all the nations to which they had been driven" (43:5) and led them to
Egypt. In the collection of oracles against the nations (chs. 46-51), the oracle of Yahweh

against Ammon (49:l-6) says: "You will be scattered, each headlong, with no one to
gather the fugitives" (v. 5); and the oracle against Elatr(49:34-39) says: "There shall be

no nation to which the exiles from Elam will not come" (v. 36).

12. But see S. R. Driveq Noles on the Hebrew Text and the Tbpography of the Books of
Samuel (Oxford, 21913), 308.

13. P.409.
14. HAL: ndhlI.
15. E. Kiinig, Das Deuteronomium. KAT, ill (1917), 145.
16. Preuss, 56.
17. H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1990), 123t.
18. On the text see W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xn (31968), 188-193.
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The same usage has penetrated the (late exilic?) Deuteronomistic strata of Deuter-
onomy, in the great farewell discourse of Moses (Dt. 29-30): "Even if you are exiles
to the end of the heavens, from there Yahweh your God will gather you, and from there

he will bring you back" (30:4).1e This passage is adapted freely in the prayer of
Nehemiah (Neh. l:5-11a: v.9).2o Late exilic at the earliest is the related formulation
in the concluding promise of the book of Znphaniah (3 : 1 6-20): "I will gather the outcast

fZionl" (v. 19).
The other instances of the usage are almost without exception postexilic. This is

true of Job 6:13: ha'im'An'ezrdli li w"1u.ityd nidd"hd mimmennt, which may mean:

"Is not the possibility of my helping myself as nothing, and has not all means of help
been driven from me?"21 It is clearly also true of the four passages in Isa. 1-39: 16:3,4,

the "outcasts of Moab"; 27:13, "those [Israelites] who were driven out of the land of
Egyp1."zz Only the corlmon phrase "outcasts of Israel" (ndb4 yiSrd'Cl: 11:12, where
it is postexilic23) may be somewhat earlier (56:8), but it survives in later usage (Ps.

147:Zu),e.g., in Sir. 51:12 as a term denoting the diaspora communities: "Give thanks

to the one who gathers the outcasts of Israel."2s
Auniquetolerativemeaningof theniphal of ndh, "allowoneselftobeledastray,"

is found in two texts in Deuteronomy, both probably exhibiting Deuteronomistic
language.26 A vigorous warning is sounded against departing from the Deuteronomic
and Deuteronomistic ideal of monolatry: "do not be led astray and bow down to
them [sun, moon, stars, and host of heaven] and serve them" (w"niddahtd
w"hiitah"wtld lahemwa'"lajtdm:4:19); "lest you be led astray to bow down to
other gods and serve them" (w"niddahtd w"hiitahawtg lz'l6him '"l.tEfim wa'"!a/-
tdm: 30:17).

4. Pual. The only pual form of ndlt found in the MT is in Isa. 8:22, the so-called
memorial of Isaiah, which deals with the prophet's ministry in the period of the

Syro-Ephraimite war (6:1-9:6[Eng. v. 7]). Here the short passage 8:21-23aa(9:lau)
(probably genuine) speaks of the "oppressive darkness" (wa'"pdld m"nuddnl.t) of a

group of North lsraelites.27

19. Preuss,60, 160f.
20. F. Michaeli, Les Livres des Chroniques, d'Esdras et de Ndhimie. CAT, ){VI (1967),3O9.
21. E. Dhorme, Job (Eng. trans., repr. Nashville, 1984), 83f.
22. On 16:3,4 see H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), l4lt.;

W. Rudolph, "Jesaja xv-xvi," Hebrew and Semitic Studies. Festschrift G. R. Driver (Oxford,
1963), 136. Or 2i7:13 see Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 598f.

23. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991),489f.
24. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. rans., Minneapolis, 1989), 552l-56.
25. G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ, I[/5 (1981), 489,635.
26. Preuss, 47, 60.
27. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12, 376-382. He rightly says of the interpretation offered by Guil-

laume and G. R. Driver: "In this case also, making use of the Arabic seems too risky" (377).
The reading minnogah, suggested by BHS, is also possible.
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5. Hiphil. Like the niphal, the causative hiphil of ndh is used for the most part

metaphorically. The shepherd language in the background is nevertheless clear in two
Jeremiah passages, especially in the oracle against Babylon (50:1-51:58): "A stray

sheep was lsrael, chased by lions" (Seh p"zfrrA yiird'El'"ry61hiddifufr: 50:17, reading
hiddthfihfi or hiddthfihil8). An oracle of Yahweh against the kings of Judah (21:ll-23:8)
says: "You have scattered my sheep and driven them away (wattaddihhm). . . . I myself
will gather the remnant of my sheep out of all the lands where I have driven them"
(23:2f.).

This metaphorical use of the hiphil, found already inJer.23:2f ., becomes an effective

tool for theological interpretation of the exile: the people of God were indeed scattered

by hostile lions (Assyria, Babylon: Jer. 50: 17; cf. also 5l:34,lf we may read hiddthnnt
instead of MT Q heQihdnPe); but the real tragedy is this: behind all the scatterings of
Israel Yahweh, the shepherd of Israel, stands sovereign. A series of exilic texts in
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Deuteronomy used the hiphil of ndh to express the repulsing,

scattering activity of Yahweh, either in the lst person (Ezk. 4:13 [possibly secondary;

cf. LXXI; Jer. 8:3; 23:3,8;24:9 [possibly a secondary addition based on Dt.28:37307;
27:10,15 29:14,18; 32:37; 46.,28; cf. Joel 2:20) or in the 3rd person (Dt. 30:1

lhiddtbkd; Sarr,.: ydyhkl; Jer. 16:15). In the same context, however, the image of
Yahweh as the faithful shepherd is underlined by a promise, as in Jeremiah's letter to
the deportees of 598 (ler.29): "I will gather you from all the nations and from all the

places where I have driven you" (v. 14; cf. also 23:3,8;32:27;46:28;Dt. 30:1-4). This

language can still be heard in the penitential prayer of Daniel (Dnl. 9:4-20): b'kol-
harrasdl'aier hiddahtqm idm (v. 7).31

The same metaphorical language is sometimes used in other contexts. Ps. 5, a
preexilic hymnic prayer,3z calls on God to cast out (haddihcm6) the psalmist's enemies
(v. 11[0]). [n the words of King Ablah to the king and people of the northern kingdom
(2 Ch. l3:4b-12; special material of the Chronicler), Abijah criticizes his listeners

because they have driven out the Aaronite priests and the Levites (v. 9). The composite
passage Jo. 2 : 1 8-3 :5 ( 2: 18-32) says of " the northern one" ( has s " p Ont ) that Yahweh will
drive him into a parched and desolate land (v. 20;.:: *" only occurrence in a wisdom
context is Sir. 8:19: "Reveal your heart to no one, lest you drive something good

away."34
It is clear, howeveg that the hrpltrl of ndh also has roots in the language of love. In

28. BHS.
29. Rudolph, HAT, XlL312.
30. Ibid., 156.
31. On the language see L. F. Hartman and A. A. di klla, Book of Daniel. AB, 23 (1978),

248f.
32. W. Beyerlin, Die ilettung den Bedriingten in den Feindpsalmen der Einzelncn auf insti-

tutionelle zusammenhringe untersucht. F RIANT, 99 ( 1 970), 90.
33. A. Lauha, Zaphon. AnAcScFen, 49 12 (1943); H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng.

trans. 1977),62.
34. Sauer, Sirach,526.
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the wisdom warning against the temptress (Prov. 7), we read: "With much seductive
speech she persuades him [the foolish youth], with her smooth talk she compels him"
(b"lteleq Scpdleyhn taddthennfr: v.2l).35 This mode of expression can be used meta-
phorically of seductive ways of the enemy, for example, in the hymnic prayer of an

individual: "They take pleasure in seduction" Od-qfi l"fuiddtah: Ps. 62:5[4];.:0
The same usage may be reflected in a few texts that speak of religious seduction

(in parallel with the niphal: Dt.4:39;30:17[?]). The language is probably Deuter-
onomistic. For example, Dt. 13:6(5) declares that the prophet or dreamer must be put
to death because he "made you stray from the way" (l"haddih"ftd min-hadderek); a

brother who tempts someone into apostasy must be stoned (13:ll; both passages are

Deuteronomistic3T), as must those who "lead the inhabitants of the town astray" into
idolatry (13:14[13]; Deuteronomi"r:t). In the Deuteronomistic history it is Jeroboam:
he "drove Israel from following Yahweh" (2 K. 17:21); in the Chronicler's history
it is Jehoram: he "made Judah go astray" (2 Ch.21:11; special material of the

Chronicler).
Another passage in the Deuteronomistic history however, must be distinguished

clearly from this usage. Speaking of Absalom, David says to his officials in Jerusalem:
"Let us flee, lest he overtake us and bring disaster down upon us" (wehiddiah'dbnfi
'e!-hdrd'd: 2 S. 15: l4). This is not a different verb,3e but the hiphil of ndh with the
normal meaning "cause to fall upon" (cf. Eth. nadl.ta, "impel"+o;.

6. Hophal. The only occurrence of the hophal in the OT is used in a concrete
sense. The post-Isaianic oracle concerning the fall of Babylon and Israel's return
(dating from the end of the Neobabylonian Empire?) says that the Babylonians will
flee "like a hunted gazelle (kisbi mudddh), or like sheep with no one to gather them"
(Isa. 13:14).41

7. maddfihtm. The only derivative of the verb ndh in the OT is maddfrhtm.az T\e
eyewitness account of the catastrophe of 587 in Lam. 2 says of ZionlJerusalem: "Your
prophets have seen for you false and deceptive visions . . . , deception and exile" (.idw'
frmaddfrhim: v. 14).43 From the context, maddfihim here means neither "seduction" nor
"false claims" (cf. Arab. tanaddnfua), but "driving out, exile."4

35. O. Pltiger, Spriiche Salomos. AK XVII (l9M), 73-81.
36. But A. Weiser (Psalms. OTLlEtg. trans. 19621,445) and others translate: "They plan to

bring/thrust him down": cf. EU and NRSV.
37. heuss,52.
38. tbid.,53.
39. Contra Diver, CHAI" ar.d HAL.
40. See I above.
41. Wildberger, Isaiah I 3-27, 3-28.
42. BIz, $6lgn; GK $124f.
43. On the text and its context, see W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XVtr/ l-3 (1966), 216-227.
44. Cf . LI.X, Vulg.; for "seduction" see Syr., Targ., EU; for "false claims" see Driver, 4O9,

n.22.
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III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The root ndlt occun a few times in the Dead Sea Scrolls. In
IQM 14:9f. the remnant of the people of God'say of the malevolence of Belial: "And
through all the mysteries of his malevolence, they have not led (us) astray (ndhhtpltrl)
from your covenant" (cf. in the OT esp. Dt. 13:6[5], with min).In lQH 4:8f. the root
ndlt ocoxs twice (hophal and niphal?). The worshiping community speaks as a collec-

tive "I" concerning the followers of Belial: "For I was cast out by them, and they paid

me no regard, although you show yourself mighty on my behalf; for they drove me

out of my land [/cy' ydybny m'rsy; cf. in the OT esp. Jer. 51:34 conj.; 2 Ch. l7:2O Q;
also Sir. 8:19asl like a bird out of its nest. And all my friends and family have been

tumed away from me fndhw mmny; cf. in the OT esp. Dt. 4:19; 3o:.l7l and think of
me as a useless implement."

The root also occurs in the texts from Cave 4.6 Two of the passages are damaged:

in 4QM" (4Q491) 8-10 1:7, we have a parallel to lQM l4:9f.; in a halakhic fragment
(4QOrdb t4Q5l3l 18:2), we find the wordfy)dyhn[w], perhaps to be read as lw'yfohnw
and interpreted as a reference to the release of slaves in the Sabbatical Year.aT In the

liturgicalcollection4QDibHama(4Q504)fr. I-25:1l-14,Godisaddressed: "Youhave
shown your favor toward your people Israel in all the lands where you have driven

them (blcwl [h)'r;wt 'ir hdhtm imh), that they may decide to return to you and hearken

to your voice, according to all that you have commanded through your servant Moses."

Finally, there are two occurrences in 4QPrF6tes" (4Q509). A very fragmentary passage

(fr. 12 i and 13) begins: "The exiles (bnnwdhym) who stray without anyone to bring

them back"; and in fr. 183 7, without any legible context, we find hdhtw b, whrch
might possibly be interpreted as "you have scattered them in. . . ."48

IV. LXX. The LXX uses a wide variety of words to translate ndfu. The most common

is exothein (qal once; niphal 4 times; hiphil 13 times); maddfil.im (Lam.2:4) is repre-

sented similarly by exiismata (elsewhere exdthetn is used for dwh hiphil, dhh pual, k'h
niphal, lqb, nd'hiphil, ndd hophal, ndp niphal, nsb, rhq hiphil, t? hiphil). Among the

other translations of ndh in the LXX are: qal: epibdllein (once); niphal: diaspeirein
(twice), diasponi (3 times), plaruin (5 times), etc.; pual: skdtos hdste md bMpein (lsa.

8:22, probably reflecting a different text than MT '"pEh m"nuddal.t, possibly '"pdli
mEr"'6tae);hiphil: diaspeirein (3 times), etc.; hophal: pheilgein (once). Finally, we may

note that the occurrences assigned by HALto ndhll are translated as follows: Dt.20:19
(qal): epibdllein; Dt. 19:5 (niphal): ekkroiein; 2 S. 15:14 (hiphil): exothcfn; these

translations at least suggest that ttre LXX did not recognize a root nd.b fi.
Kronholm

45. See also S. Holm-Nielsen, Hodayot (Aarhus, 1960), 81.
46. M. BaiUet, Qumrdn Grotte 4. DJD, Yil (1982), index.
47.lbid.,293.
48. rbid., 207.
49. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12,376f.
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Forms and Usage in Other Languages; 3. Formulas. II. l.
Religious Usage in the OT; 2. Occurrences. III. Vows as Conditional Promises: l. Psalms; 2.

Vow Narratives. fV. Vows of Abstinence: l Nazirites; 2. Other Self-Imposed Obligations. V.

LXX.

l. l. Etymology. There are identical or equivalent verbs corresponding toHeb. ndQar,
"make a vow," in Ugaritic, Imperial Aramaic, Palmyrene, Punic, Jewish Aramaic,
Samaritan, Synac, and Mandaic.l The same is true of the noun neQer (more rarely
neder), "vow, vow offering," in Ugaritic, Phoenician, Punic, Jewish Aramaic, Syriac,
and Mandaic.2 Old Aram. nzr Atab. naQara, "consecrate," naQr, "vow, consecrated
offering," na/i4 "consecrated one," as well as Sab. nQrI, "make atonement," together
with Heb. -+ ilJ n7r niphal, "abstain," nazir "consecrated one," and nezeri "consecra-
tion," raise a difficult problem of historical linguistics: the relationship of the roots ndr,

nzr, a\d n8r.3 Akk. na1aru, "revile, curse," Arab. na/ira IV, "warn," and Sab. n/rll,
"warn, threaten," must also be taken into account.a

naQar J. Gold, Das Geliibde nach Bibel und Talmud (1926); M. Joseph, "Vow (Jewish),"
ERE, XII, 657 -59; C. A. Keller, "l'11 ndr 'to vow,' * TLOT, A, 719-22; B. Kcitting (B. Kaiser),
"Geltbde," MC, I){, 1059-66; J. E. McFadyen, "Vows (Hebrew)," ERE, Xll,654-56; S. B.
Parker, "The Vow in Ugaritic and Israelite Narrative Literature," Festschrift C. E A. Schaeffer
UE 11 (1979),693-7O0; H. G. Perelmuter, "Geliibde," TRE,){ll,304f.; H. D. Preuss, "Geliibde,"
TRE, XJJ, 3024; W. Richter, "Das Geltibde als theologische Rahmung der Jakobsiiberlieferun-
gen," BZ, N.s. 11 (1967),21-52;A.Wendel, DasfreieLaiengebetimvorexilischenIsrael.JEOL,
516 (1931), 100,-122; idem, Das israelitisch-jildische Gelilbde (Berlin, 1931).

Ancient world: (a) Ancient Near East and Egypt: J. Assmann, "Geltibde," lz.r4 g,II, 519-521;
E. Ebeling, "Geliibde," RlA,Iil,200f.; B. Ktitting (8. Kaiser), "Geliibde," RAC, IX, 1057-59.

(b) Phoenicians in North Africa: G. Garbini,I Fenici: Storia e religione (Naples, 1980), 175ff.;
S. Gsell, Histoire ancienne de l'Afique du Nord, lV (1924),404-425.

(c) Arabs: W. Gottschalk, Das Geliibde nach iilterer arabischer Auffasszzg (Berlin, 1919);
J. Pedersen, Das Ei.d bei den Semiten (Strassburg, l9l4); cf. idem, "nadhr" Handwdrterbuch
des Islam (Leiden, l94l),564t.

(d) Greeks and Romans: W. D. H. Rouse, Gree& Votive Offerings (Cambridge, 1902);
W. Eisenhut, PW Sup, XlY,964-973; B. Kiitting (8. Kaiser), MC, IX, lO72-84.

l. See WUS, no. 1758; DISO, 174f.; R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Semitic l*xicon of the
Phoenician and Punic Languages. SBLDS, 32 (1978),2lof.; IVTM, III, 345f.; Z. Ben-Fayyim,
The Literary and Oral Traditions of Hebrew and Aramaic among the Samaitans, 3 vols.
(Jerusalem, 1957 -61), Il, 4461' l,exSyn 416; MdD, 2%)a.

Z.Onn4jersenBLe,459t.,566f.; on Ugaritic, \TUE no. 1758; on Phoenician andPunic, Tomback,
211; on Jewish Aramaic,WM,346f.;onSyiac, l,exSyr 416; on Manduc, MdD,28lb,297a.

3. For Old Aramaic see the Barhadad inscription, KAI, 201,4; 7SS/, ll, 1,4; for Arabic, Lane,
2781f.; Wehr, 953; for Sabaic, Beeston, 91; Biella, 294f. For the relation see G. Garbini, 1/
Semitico di Nord-Ovest (1960), 195; cf. VG, l, 237; Keller, TLOT ll, 719.

4. Se, AHw, II,772b; Lane,2781f.; Wehr, 953; Beeston, 9l; Biella, 290.
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2. Forms and Usage in Other l,anguages. In Ugaritic, ndr 3Et means "vow an

offering" arrd ndr dbh means "vow a sacrifice."s The noun form mdr "vow," is

dubious, however.6 It is noteworthy that, despite the wealth of Palmyrene inscriptions

in comparison to Punic, the noun is not found in them and the verb is attested only

once.7 The Ugaritic PNs bn ndr and ndrgfd) are problematic in the light of the readings

in KTU, 1.79, 4;1.18, 18.8 For now, clear evidence of personal names formed by use

of the root ndr/njr appears to be limited to Nab. ndrw and Saf . nQr'\, together with

the short forms njr and mnQre These observations may be accounted for by the

hypothesis that, as a rule, children born after a vow received a nzune expressing

thanksgiving.lo

3. Formulas. Formulas and formulaic expressions found in the OT include: (l) na/ar
nedcr "vow a vow make a vow" (Gen. 3l:13; Nu. 6:2; 30:3,4lEng. vv. 2'31 pat.

llQTemple 53 ll;2 S. l5:8; Isa. l9:21;Jon. 1:16; cf. llQTemple 53:14; Ep. Jer. 35;

2Mc.3:35); note also the usual formula introducing a vow narrative: wayyiddor neder,

"and he made vow" (Gen. 28:20; Nu. 2l:2; Jgs. 11:30; 1 S. 1:11 [fem.]); (2) the

retrospective or prospective statement nc/er 'aier naSar/yidddr (Nu. 6:21; Dt.

12:ll,l7;2 S. 15:7); (3) several formulas belonging to the register of cultic language,

including iill€m neder "fulfill a vow" (2 S. 15:7; Ps. 22:261251; 50:14; 6l:9[8];
65.2fl1; 66:13; 116:14,18; Prov. 7:14 Job 22:27; cf. Isa. 19:21:' Ps. 56:13[12];

76:121111;Dt.23:22 par. llQTemple 53:11; Eccl. 5:3f.[4f.]);'asd neie4 "perform a
vow"(Jer. +4:25;Jgs.11:39;cf.Nu.30:2[1];Dt.23:24);haqtmneder "validateavow"
(Nu. 30:14,15t13,141 par. llQTemple 54:3; Jet. 44:25); hEpdr neQe4 "nulliff a vow"
(Nu. 30:9[8]; cf. vv. 13t121,16t151 [llQTemple 54:1-3]), along with the expressions

qfim neQe4 "a vow remains binding" (Nu. 30:5,8[4,7) par. llQTemple 53:.19:'54:4),

and ld' ydqfim, "ceases to be binding" (Nu. 30:6[5] par. llQTemple 53:21). The

formulas *pill€' neSer (Lev. 22:21:' Nu. 15:3,8) and hipli' neQer (l*v. 27:2; Nu. 6:2)

are associated with the Priestly language of the cult. It is debated whether they should

be translated "make a special vow" or simply "fulfill a vow," or even be accepted

only in the piel with the meaning "make a vow."11 As is shown by the different

translations of the LXX in Leviticus and Numbers and the ffanslation of the Vulg.,

which represents the second interpretation, the controversy is of long standing. (4) In

5. For the former see Parker, 694f.; for the latter see III.f.(1) below.

6. KTU,l.l19, 30.
7. H. Ingholt and J. Starcky, "Receuil des inscriptions s6mitiques," I-a PalmyrDne du Nord'

Ouest, ed. D. Schlumberger (Paris, l95l), no. l ,5 (pp. l48f.).
8.Fortheformersee PRU, ll, 154,4;cf. Prov.31:3.Forthelattersee PRU'I1,4' 18;cf.

PNU, l@,402.
9. RyNR I,236 and 136.
10. See, e.g., lPN,169tr.; R. Albertz, Persdnliche Frdmmigkeit und ffizielle Religion. CTbM,

A, 9C (1978), 49ff., with the table on 61f., and the comments of Benz, 313t.,421; PNU' l35t-;
PNPI,89b; F. Vattioni, lz iscizioni di flatra. NON.Sup,28 (1981)' 114a.

I I . For the first se.e HAI. llt, 927 ; for the second , GesB, 641b; I'exHebAram, 649a; fot the

third, D. Kellermann, Die Piesterschrift in Nwneri l:1 bis l0:10. B7-qW DO (1970)' 83'
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Priestly language a vow of abstinence, issa-4 means acceptance of a binding negative

obligation. It is undertaken by means of an oath 6ebfr'A), and is to be distinguished

from an ordinary vow (Nu. 30:312); cf. Ps. 132:2ff.). It appears in ritualized form as

neScr ndzir (Nu. 6:2). (5) The noun n"ddbd "freewill offering," denotes a subordinate

(and therefore inferior) offering related to ney'er (l*v.7:16;22:18;23:38; Nu. 29:39;

DL l2i6,l7i cf .23:23).

ll. l. Religious (Jsage in the OT. An oath is a solemn promise to a deity to perform
a certain act if the deity acts in a certain way. It is thus a prayer demanding

emphatiially that God act. A special form is the unconditional self-imposed obliga-
tion that binds the person making the vow to a particular way of life for a period

of time or perpetually. Both forms are widespread in developed civilizations and

thus appear also in the O1,tz where the only legitimate recipient of a vow is Yahweh.

In the OT, therefore, only Jer. 44:25 speaks of a vow made to another deity, malkal
haiidmayim, whose votaries are accordingly threatened with destruction by
Yahweh.l3 The high esteem enjoyed by vows in Israel can be seen from the fact that

their fulfillment in Judah (Nah. 2:1[1:15]) and even in Egypt (Isa. 19:22) is counted

among the signs of the age of salvation.ra Mal. l:14;I*v.22:20; CD 16:13ff. (cf.

6:15) indicate and attack the human weaknesses that appear in the fulfillment of
yows, as does the wisdom warning against making rash vows (Prov.2O:25; Eccl.

5:3f.[af.]). The casuistic addition ro DL 23 19(18) in vv. 22-24(21-23) inculcates

fulfillment of vows as an absolute obligation,l5 since otherwise Yahweh will inter-
vene to punish the failure, but leaves quite free the decision to make a vow. This
accords with the statement of Qoheleth that it is better not to make a vow than to

fail to fulfill it (Eccl. 5:a[5]).

2. Occurrences. The root ndr occurs 91 times in the OT. Of these occurrences, 31

are of the verb in the qal and 60 are of the noun, 5 in the form nz-gler Statistics of
distribution alone show that the root is concentrated in (1) vow narratives (21 times:

e.g., Gen. 28:20 with 3l:13; Nu. 2l:2;Jgs.11:30,39; 1 S. l:11,21 [cf. Prov. 3l:3]; 2 S.

l5:7f.; Jon. 1:16; Ps. 132:2), (2) cultic tdr61(44 times: e.g., I*v.7:16;22:18,21,23lcf .
Mal. 1 : 141 ; 23:38; 27 :2,8; Nu. 6:2,5,2 I ; I 5 :3,8; 29:39 ; 30:3-1512-14l [cf. I lQTemple
53:16-54:ll; Dt. 12.6,11,17,26lct. llQTemple 53:9f.1; 23:19[18) [cf. CD l8:17ff.];

12. See the bibliog.
13. On the secondary nature of the passage, see K.-F. Pohlmann, Studien zum Jeremiabuch.

FRI-ANT, ll8 (1978), l8lf.; on the actual religious situation in the preexilic period, see G. W.

Ahlstr6m, "An Archaeological Picture of Iron Age Religions in Ancient Palestine," StOn 5513
(1984) ll5-14s.

14. On the exilic dating of Nah. 2: l(l: 15) see J. Jeremias , Kultprophetie und Geichtsverkiin-
digung in der spiiten Kiinigszeit Israels. WMANT,35 ( 1970), 13f. On the late redactional character
of lsa. 19:22 see O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), 105; R. E.Clements, Isaiah
t-39. NCB (1980), 170.

15. W. Richter, Recht und Ethos. SAN7|^ 15 (l%6), 133.
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23:22-24[2]-231[ct. llQTemple 5312-14]; lProv.20:25; Eccl. 5:3f.[4f.]), and (3) cul-
tic poetry (12 times: individual songs of thanksgiving: Ps. 22:261251; 56:13U2);

116:14,18; Jon. 2:10;individual laments: Ps.61:6,9[5,8]; hymns: 65:2[1];t6 76:12[ll];
cultic psalms 50:14;t7 132:2;cf . also Prov. 7:14;Job22:27;Nah.2:lll:151; Isa. 19:21).

The 9 occurrences in wisdom contexts (Job 22:27; Prov. 7: 14; 2O:25; 3l:.2; Ecc[ 5:3f .

[5 times]) and the 10 occurrences in the Prophets (Isa. 19:21 [twice]; ler. 44:25 [4
timesl; Jon. l:16;2:10; Nah. 2:1[ l: l5]; Mal. 1:14) do not constitute independent groups;

as the individual citations show, they belong to one or another of the groups already

identified.

III. Vows as Conditional Promises.
l. Psalms. Except for Ps. 132,18 the occurrences in the Psalms can be interpreted in

the light of 50:14f.: in v. 15 Yahweh urges his b%tdtm to call on him in the day of
trouble and promises to deliver them. That a vow is expected to accompany the

invocation can be seen from the command in v. 14 to offer a sacrifice of t6!d to God

and pay (iilled him his vows.
Theories to the contrary notwithstanding,le the phrase zebab tddk is not to be

understood figuratively, as an expression divorced from its concrete cultic meaning and

referring instead to a song of thanksgiving, since v. 5 alludes to the beri! made with

zebalt. ln vv. 8-13, the introduction to w. 14f., the point is not rejection of sacrifice

per se but the absence of any need on God's part, since anything a mortal could sacrifice

already belongs to him. In contrast to Ps. 51, where the offering of praise in w. l8f.(16f.)
is related by vv. 20f.(18f.), a later addition, to the normative sacrificial system, the

polemic of Ps. 50 is directed not against sacrifice as such but against an attitude that

would see sacrifice as establishing a claim on God.20

The individual songs of thanksgiving that speak of paying vows (Ps. 22:261251;

56:13[2l;66131' 116:14,18; Jon. 2:10[9]) refer also to prayers answered by God (Ps.

22:25[24];66:l9f .; 116:14; Jon. 2:10[9]; also Ps. 65:3[2]), but the introductory laments

in the first two psalms do not mention any corresponding vow (of sacrifice). This

indicates either that the oath was dropped from the lament when or after it was joined

to the song of thanksgiving or that the ritual recitation of the lament referred to a thank

offering as a matter of course. Ps. 61, an individual lament, includes such a vow in
v. 9(8), although here it is unclear whether we may be dealing with a promise of
continual praise, possibly different from v. 6(5;.zt

16. F. Crtisemann, Studien lur Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Danklied in Israel. WMANT,

32 (1969), 199,201.
17 . O. Loretz, Die Psalmen. AOAT, 207 I 2 (1979), 291.
18. See IV.2 below.
19. 8.g., A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL (E'ng. trans. 1962),391 .

20. H.-J. Hermisson, Sprache und Ritw im altisraelitischen Kult. WMANT 19 (1965), 35f.
21. Weiser, OTL,445; A. R. Johnson,The Cultic Prophet and Israel's Psalmody (Cardiff,

1979), 358. On vows of praise in psalms of lamentation, see the tabulation in E. Gerstenberger,

Der binendc Mensch. WMANT 5l (1980), 133.
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The fundamental association of prayers and vows is also illustrated in the OT by
I S. 1:10,12 and outside the OT by the prayer vow of the Hinite queen Pudu[epa.22
That vows were fulfilled by sacrifice is shown by Ps. 56:13(12); 116:17-19. Although
offering a zeQal.t (ieldmim) was the norm (2 S. l5:8,11; Jon. 1:16; l-ev.7:16;22:21),
Lev.22:18 shows that it was also possible to offer an'616, a more significant sacrifice
(cf. Ps. 66:l31.zt A different meaning may be intended in Ps. 76, an eschatological song
of Zion, where v. 12(11) is addressed to the nations as well as to [srael,24 commanding
them to bring gifts to the awesome God (cf. Isa. 60:5tr ).

The site of the sacrifice was obviously the sanctuary, after the exile the outer court
of the Jerusalem temple (Ps. 116:19), in the presence of God's people (116:14,18) or
a large congregation (22:26[25]). [t is noteworthy that the texts almost always speak
of tulfilling vows in the plural (n"Qfrray: 22:26[25];56:13112l;61:9[8], but cf. v. 6[5];
66:13; I 16: 14,18; ney'cr in 65:2lll is to be understood collectively). If the plural does
not refer to sacrificial offerings (66:15), a secondary collective interpretation ofthe
Psalms is possible. It would not be surprising, however, for ritual texts to suggest
extensive votive offerings.

Vows are clearly addressed to Yahweh, and it is Yahweh who receives the offerings
(Ps. 76:12[l1]; ll6:14,18; 56:13[2l;65:2ll;66:13; Jon. 2:10[9]) and hears (idna')
the crying (.iw'piel: Ps.22:251241), the vows (61:6[5]), and the spoken prayer (qdl
tcpill6: 66: 19) of the worshiper.

The occasion of a vow can be seen as mortal danger, and the occasion of thanksgiving
as divine deliverance from it (Ps. 56:14[13]; cf.22:21f.[20f.]; 116:3,8). The danger
seems to come from enemies (56:3121;61:4[31;66:10ff.; 22:13tr.1.2s Jon. 2:3ff.(2ff.)
was composed for its context, although it is a secondary inteqpolation into the book of
Jonah.26 The worshiper's statement that he is paying a vow when he announces his
sacrifice (Ps.22:261251; 56:13[2]; 66:13:' 116:14,18; Jon. 2:10[9]) reflects the vow of
thanksgiving in a lament (Ps. 61:9[8]) and is so much a matter of course that it can
also be incorporated into a hymn as a statement (65:2[1]) or command (76:12|l); cf .
also 2 S. l5:7; Jon. l:6).

2. Vow Narratives. Because the Psalms were intended for repeated use in a ritual
context, the light they can throw on the actual practice of vows in the OT is limited to
generalities. The situation changes when we turn to the vow narratives preserved in
the OT: Gen.28:20-22; Nu. 21:l-3; Jgs. 11:30-40; I S. l; 2 S. l5:7-12.The frst four,

22. For the OT see Wendel, "Laiengebet," 105f.; for ttre Hittite material see ANET 394f .;
E. Laroche, RA,43 (1949),55ff., esp.62.

23. On the probably postexilic date of this psalm see A. Deissler, Die Psalmen, 3 vols.
(Diisseldorf, 2 197 9), 25 4f .

24. Weiser, OT1.528.
25. On the problem of identifying these enemies see H.-J. Kraw, Theology of the Psalms

(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), 129tr.; Johnson, Cultic Prophet, 352ff.
26. O. Kaiseg EvT 33 (1973),97; H. W. Wolff, Obadiah and Jorwh (Eng. trans., Minneapolis,

1986), 125tr
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admittedly, are clearly literary compositions; it is not impossible that the fifth is also.27

We may nevertheless impute to them reliable knowledge of Israelite vow practice, so

that they can help us reconstruct the vow formulary picture concretely the occasions

that brought forth vows, and extend our knowledge of the matter of vows.

a. Form. The structure of the vows recorded in these narratives is so constant "that
we must be dealing with a fixed form."28 In all 5 instances (Gen. 28:20-22; Nu.21:2;
Jgs. l1:30f.; 1 S. 1:11; 2 S. 15:8), the vow is preceded by the introductory formula
wayyidddr (X) neder (YYHWH) (l€'mdr/wayyd'mar) (cf. Gen. 28:20a; Nu. 21:2a; Jgs.

11:30a; 1 S. llacr [3rd person sg. fem.];2 S. 15:8a [inversion with description of the

situationl). If there is no explicit statement that the vow was made to Yahweh, this fact

is clear from the wording of the vow itseH (Gen. 28:20b,22a with the additions in vv.

2lb,22b2e). Jon. 1:16 precedes the clause wayyidd"rfi n"/afim with wayyizbehfr zelah
I'YHWH; in theory this might suggest a sacrifice preceding the vow and serving to

undergird it, like the sacrifice that some evidence suggests accompanied OT laments.3O

But v. 15b suggests rather that we are dealing here with a thank offering for deliverance

from peril at sea and an oath for a successful conclusion of the journey.3l

Surprisingly, only Hannah's vow in 1 S. 1:11 is introduced by an invocation of the

Deity (Yahweh of hosts). Adolf Wendel claims that this feature and the odd discontinuity
between the condition (Yahweh addressed in the 2nd person sg. masc.) and the promise
(Yahweh addressed in the 3rd person sg. masc.) establish a similarity to the oath

formula.32 Although some evidence supports mutual influence between oaths and vows,

the fundamental difference between the two must be emphasized: a vow is "undertaken

solely by the person making it, but is addressed to God as witness and recipient of
what is vowed; by contrast, an oath requires both a person to swear it and a person to

receive it; God serves only as a witness, not as the beneficiary of the performance."33

As we see from the Hittite examples cited in III.I and the vow of King Keret, with

27. On Gen. 28 (E) see E. Otto, "Jakob in Bethel," ZAW 88 (1976), 165-190; P. Weimar'
(Jntersuchungen zur Redaktionsgeschichte des Pentateuch. BZ-4W 146 (1977), 166; H.-C.
Schmitt, Die nichtspriesterliche losephsgeschichte. BZ4W, 154 (1980), 104ff.; also C. Wester-

mann, Genesis 12-36 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 453; R. Rendtorff, ZAW 94 (1982), 5l ltr
On Nu. 2l:1ff., usually assigned to J and described by M. Noth (A History of Pentateuchal
Traditions [Eng. trans., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1972], l35f .; Numbers. OTL lBng. trans. 19681,

154) as a supplement in J, see M. Rose, Deuteronomist und Jahwist. ATANT, 67 (1981),295tr.,
3Q{, arguing for a late Deuteronomistic date. [n the case of Jgs. 11:30f.,38f., W. Richter, BiDl
47 (1966),503ff., has observed affinities with E. Recently, I S. 1, along with chs. 2 and 3, has

been called Deuteronomistic by J. van Seters, In Search of History (New Haven, 1983), 153;

and R. K. Gnuse, I/re Dream Theophany of Samucl (Lanham, Md., 1984), l79f . ln my opinion
one must think at least in terms of post-Deuteronomistic redaction. Van Seters (2'17tr.) takes a
unique position in dating the Succession Narrative in the 5th century.

28. Richter, BZ, N.s. 11,22.
29. On the secondary nature of these additions see most recently Rendtorff, ZAW 94,516.
30. Gerstenberger, Der bittende Mensch, 51, 149f.

31. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah, 121f.; also Ps. 107:23ff.
32. Wendel, "Laiengebet," ll0f.
33. Gottschalk, 34f.; quotation, 36f.
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its invocation of the goddess '!rt tm w3tt ;dywn, the absence of an invocation is by
no means a matter of course.34 whether its absence in Gen. 2g:2ob; Nu. 2l:2b; Jgs.
1l:30b (it would not be expected in 2 s. l5:g) is due to the form or to the narrators,
concentration on the progress oftheir narratives is best left an open question, since the
number of texts is so small. There would be a natural explanation foi regular omission
of the invocation if a vow was normally preceded by a prayer addressed to yahweh,
as we would expect apart from extreme sifuations.

An oath consists of a protasis or paradosis introduced by 'im, ..if,', stating the
condition. under which the promise that follows will be carried out, and an apodosis
stating the promise. The reverse sequence is found, for example, in an Egyptian vow.35
The condition can be simple (Nu. 2l:2bo; Jgs. ll:30b; 2 s. 15:gbcr) o, inciua" multiple
elements (Gen. 28:20b-2la; I S. l:llaa). The condition in the Bethel narrative
nevertheless reduces to a desire for divine help expressed in the clause,im-yihyeh
'"ldhim'imnfili, the situation (imminent deparnrre) lending this desire concrete form:
protection during thejourney, food and clothing, and a safe return (cf. Gen.2g:15).
The reduction is even clearer in I S. l:llaa, where yahweh,s looking on Hannah's
misery, remembering her and not forgetting her, is to be demonstrated in the gift of a
son, described poetically as zero' 'Lnditm: this is the actual condition. The introductory
conditions are intended to demonstrate Hannah,s humility.

In the condition, Yahweh is usually addressed directly. The exception in 2 S.
15;8ba is due to the incorporation of the vow into Absalom,s account. The exception
in Gen. 28:2ob shows the extent to which the vow has become an element of the
narrative, in which it functions to establish the arch that stretches from departure for
a foreign land to return home (31:13) and the building of a massebah at Bethel
(35:7,14). The patriarch experiences the divine aid requested in his vow, fulfills his
promise, and thus becomes the founder of the sanctuary at Bethel.36 In short, Gen.
28:20-22 does not record a vow as it was actually spoken: it is a literary construct.37
This is also apparent in the absence of the infinitive absolute, normally used in the
condition to emphasize the finite verb in the modal imperfect, strengthening the force
of the obligation.38

Elsewhere the syntax of compound conditions is what we would expect: simple
verbal clauses are linked with the so-called consecutive perfect (Gen. 2gi0barp,2-la;
I S. l:llaar7,),negationsareincludedbymeans of wcld' andtheimperfect,*hit"u
following positive verbal clause returns to the so-called consecutive perfect (l S.
1:lla).reAswe soe,inKTU, 1.14, Iy4of.,theconditioncanalsospeakof thesuccess

34. KTU, 1.14, IV 38f.; Parker, 693t. ct. also the modem Arabic vow in p. Kahle, p./, g
!19-13)' I ll; the problem is discussed by A. caquot, etal.,Tbxtes ougaitiques, I. lApo, I (1974),
530, n. w.

35. Stele Berlin 23077, 13ff.; A. Erman, S?AW 49 (19l l), 1095.
36. See also Rendtorff, ZAW 94,514.
37. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 458.
38. Wendel, "Laiengebet," 107.
39. See the tables in Wendel, ..Laiengebet,', 112ff.; and Richter, BZ, N.s. 11,22.
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of the votary instead of the action of a deity (cf. also Gen. 28:2la). It is clearly

presupposed, of course, that this success results from the action of the deity invoked.

The promise always follows the condition in the lst person singular of the so-called

consecutive perfect, "in the sense of an assued pledge for the future."40 This element,

too, may be simple (Nu. 21:2b; 2 S. 15:8b) or compound (1 S. l:11b). Except in the

secondary expansion in Gen. 28:22b, Yahweh or Elohim is always spoken of in the 3rd

person as the recipient of the vow.
The syntactic structure of Jgs. 1l:31 is complex: the double promise in v.31b is

preceded by an involved description of what is being vowed, so that v. 31a contains

an expansion of the condition stated in v. 30b. This complexity may be viewed as a

stylistic device used to represent Jephthah's inner uncertainry.4l In Gen.28:21b,22 we

now have a triple promise; v. 21b is a late Yahwistic interpolation that transforms and

inverts what had been a single promis e in v. 22a. Finally, v. 22b was added, promising

to give God a tithe; the use of the 2nd prson singular to address God directly in itself

shows that this promise is secondary.a2

b.Threa1 Athreat may be viewed as a secondary form of a vow, promising negative

consequences if the deity refuses to help. It is hardly accidental that examples are found

in Egyptian pyramid, coffin, and magical texts.a3 A hybrid form comprising a negative

vow and a positive vow also appears in a coffin text.a
c. Pl.ace. we learn directly from 1 S. 1:11,19 and indirectly from Gen. 28:20ff. that

vows were made at sanctuaries. Since a temple as bAI YHWH was the place of Yahweh's

presence in a very special way, it is not surprising that people visited temples - and

later the Jerusalem temple - not only for prayer and sacrifice (1 S. 1:3; I K. 8:28ff.)

but also to perform solemn vows.45

Thus the nalrator has Hannah choose the yearly family pilgrimage to the t€mple of
Yahweh at Shiloh, probably at the time of the autumn festival (1 S. l:3,21),46 as the

occasion to express her heart's desire and make her vow. The n{urator of Gen. 28:20ff.

clearly has in mind an extension of the massebah sanctuary already consecrated by

Jacob (v. 17); this extension takes place in 35:7, when Jacob builds an altar there and

calls the place El-bethel. It is noteworthy, however, that 35:7 ascribes the building of
the altar to a divine command (35:1) rather than to Jacob's vow.47 We are to picture

the vow in Nu. 2l:2 as being spoken before the imagined assault of the Israelites on

40. Richter, BZ, N.s. 11,23.
4 l. R. Bartelmus, Miinchene r IJ nive rs itrits schriften, 17 (1982), 223.

42. Westermant, Genesis 12-36, 459t.
43. G. Roder, Die iigyptische Religion in Tbxt und Bild, 4 (Zuich, 196l), 182tr.,223;Wendel,

"Luengebet," 122.
44. 

-G. 
Roeder, Ilrhtnden zur Religion des alten Agypten (Jena, 1923),2l1f .

45. R. E. Clements, God. and Tbmple (Oxford, 1965); M. Metzger, "Himmlische und irdische

Wohnstatt Jahwes," UE 2 (1970), 139-158. See also KTU, l.l4,IV' 31ff.
46. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT Ylil'l I (1973),95t.
47. E. Otto, ZAW 58, 17 gff .; idem, Jakob in sichem. BWANT, I l 0 ( 1 979), 7 2f .; fot a different

view, see Westermann, Genesis t2-36, 549-552. On El-bethel see M. Kiickert, Viitergott und

Viiterverheissun{. FRLAM 142 (1988).
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the canaanite towns near Hormah, at the edge of the Negeb. Jephthah's vow in Jgs.
l1:30f. is clearly made while the Israelites are advancing against the Ammonites.
Absalom's vow, which he uses as a pretext for a conspiratorial meeting, is supposed
to have been made at Geshur, in the territory of his grandfather Talmai, an Aramean
king (2 S. 15:8; cf. 3:3; 13:37). It is clear, therefore, that a vow could be made ro
Yahweh not only in one's own land but also in a foreign land. The sailors in Jon. l:16
make their vow while at sea. Although a sacred place had the advantage of God's
presence,48 anyone in distress could make a vow to God at any time and in any place,
to gain God's help by promising something in return.

d. Occasion. The Psalms provide a general picture of the circumstances occasioning
vows and the sacrifices offered. The extant vow narratives supplement this picture and
give it concrete form. The Psalms suggest danger from enemies as the primary occasion
of vows but do not describe the nature of these enemies. Nu. 21:1 and Jgs. ll:30f.
speak of an advance to meet an attacking enemy of the people, suggesting a military
context. During the period of the monarchy, it would hardly be off the mark to see the
kingae or the military commander on the scene as making such a vow, with the individual
soldiers following suit progressively: victory (Nu. 2l:2; Jgs. 1l:30) and safe return
(Jgs. 1l:31ap) are here the obvious concerns. The private realm is represented by the
fugitive's prayer to return home safely (Gen. 28:20b). Also in the private realm is the
vow made by a barren woman (1 S. l:11). Such a vow is implicit in Prov. 3l:2, where
Lemuel's mother addresses her son as bar-neddray.so

In this context we may also recall the vow of King Keret, who promised princess

Hurray's weight in gold and silveron the condition that she be brought home.5l According
to another passage, he either personally made a vow for Hurray's fertility or accepted
responsibility for the corresponding vow on her part.sz To fill out the catalog, we may cite
Ps. 107, adding wanderers, prisoners, the sick, and (with the supplement) those in peril at
sea.53 With regard to sickness and health, we may also cite the vow of Pudulepa on behalf
of the king and the vow of Neb-Re, the "painter of Amon in the city of the dead," for his
son Nakht-Amon.S4 Deliverance from peril at sea recalls the vow of the sailors in Jon.
1 : l 6 and Jonah's declaration of deliverance (2: l0[9]).ss

In the nature of the case, any such list must be incomplete. In general, however, we
may say that in Israel vows were considered the means of obtaining God's help for the
people or an individual in any time of need.

48. Wendel, Geliibde, l2l.
49. Cf. Ps. 56; Johnson, Cultic Prophet,33lff.
50. See I.2 above.
51. KTU. l.l4,IV,+0f.
52. KTU, 1.15, III, 25ff.;cf.11.20ff.; Caquot, etal., IAPO, 1,541, n. r.; Nu.30:1tff.(I0ff.).
53. on the analysis of this psalm, see w. Beyerlin, werden und wesen des 107 psalms. BZ.AW,

ts3 (1979),1o2tr.
54. For the former see III.I above; for the latter see Stele Berlin23}77,13ff., and Itr.2.b

above.
55. For other occasions of vows in Jewish practice see Wendel, Geliibde, 115ff.
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e. Offerings. (1) Votive Sacriftces. As the discussion above indicates, the offerings

associated with vows were primarily cultic sacrifices.56 In I S. l:21; 2 S. 15:12, such

a sacrifice is called zeQal.t; in Ps. 116:17; 101:22, zebah tbdd. Priestly language distin-
guishes zela|t hatt6/h or zef;ah iebmtmsT from simple zebab (I-ev.7:llf .; cf. Nu. 15:8,

although the distinction is not entirely clear). Karl Elliger theorizes that the terminology
refers to official and unofficial sacrifices; Rolf Rendtorff thinks in terms of the same

occasion reflected in different stages of tradition.58 [n any case it is clear thatthe Telal.t

i"lamtm as a thank offering included an offering of food (Lev.7:ll-14), which Nu.

15:1-11 shows was later transformed, supplemented by a drink offering, and differ-
entiated according to the animal sacrificed. In addition, the flesh of the zebab i'lamtm
had to be consumed on the day of the sacrifice, whereas the flesh of the zelah on the

occasion of a ne/cr or n"fldf;A, a freewill offering, could still be consumed on the

following day.
According to Ps. 66:13-15; Lev. 22:l8,se at 'dA, a whole burnt offering, could

replace the zebah sacrifice. Since this meant that the worshiper did not partake at all
of the animal, the promise of at'6ld was certainly considered superior to the promise

of a zelall. In the case of an '61d, only male cattle, sheep, and goats could be offered,

whereas the sex did not matter in the case of a zef;ah i"lamtm (Lev.22:17 -22). Naturally
the sacrificial animals had to be without blemish (v. 20). For a neQdpA, however, an

animal with a limb that was too long or too short might be offered (22:23). This fact
and the mention of n"Qdld after ne/er show that the latter was considered superior
(7 :16; 22:18,21 ; 2 -z :38; Nu. I 5 :3 ; 29 :39 ; Dt. 12:6,17 ; 23 :24).

In Priestly language the sacrifice was termed qorbdn, "offering" (l-ev.7:16;22:18;
Nu. 15:4), because it was offered to Yahweh (hiqri!: l*v. 22:18; Nu. 15:4). In the

postexilic period, of course, Dt. 12,6,11 required the votive sacrifice to be brought to

a place chosen by Yahweh (cf. also 12:26)to be slaughtered and eaten (vv. 17f'; cf.

Ex.29:42ff.).
An Ugaritic extispicy text mentions a ndr dbh among the monthly sacrifices'6o One

gets the impression from I S. l:21 that the vow was paid once a year on the occasion

of a pilgrimage to the temple (but cf. Ex. 34:18ff.; 23:15ff.; Dt. 16:16). The narrator

may, however, have used this statement to emphasize the importance of Shiloh,6l

without necessarily contradicting Lev. 23:38 and Nu. 29:39, which state that votive
sacrifices were performed as part of the three great pilgrimage festivals. It is hardly

56. See II.2 above.
57. B. Janowski, "Erwiingungen zur Vorgeschichte des israelitischen i"lamim-Opfers," UE

l2 (1980),231ff.
58. K. Elliger, lzviticus. HAT Iy (1966), 100; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des

Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT, 24 (1967), 137.
59. On Nu. 15:3 see ibid.,85.
60. KTU, 1.127,2; see J.-M. de Tarragon, Le culte d Ugarit d'apris les textes de la pratique

en cuniiformes alphabetiques. CahRB, 19 (1980), 66; but cf. also P. Xella, 1 testi rituali di Ugait,
I. StSem,54 (1981), 181.

61. K. Budde, Die Biicher Samuel. KHC, Vm (1902), 3f.
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proper to conclude on the basis of this evidence that the offering of votive sacrifices
was possible only during these festivals.

(2) Other Offerings. Apart from votive sacrifices, a catalog of votive offerings must
be no less selective than a catalog of occasions for vows, because the biblical narrative
records only the most significant.

Without prejudice to the narrator's etiological and redactional purpose, when Jacob
vows that the massebah he has set up will become a bA1 'elAhtm (Gen. 28:22a), he is
acting as the king acted in the historical era (1 K. l2:39.a2 A popular etymology in
Nu. 2l:2b,3 (cf. Dt. 2O:L6f .) derives the ban (bdrem) imposed on towns of the enemy,
i.e., the extermination of their entire population, from the name of the town Hormah.63
In the historical era, a similar vow would once again be conceivable only in the mouth
of a king, as the inscription of Mesha, the Moabite king, shows.fl The problem becomes
more diffrcult in the case of Jephthah's promise (Jgs. 11:31), which can refer only to
a human sacrifice;65 it propels him into tragedy, so that he must sacrifice his daughter
as an 'ol.d, an act that the narrator tactfully paraphrases in v. 39a.6

I S. 1:11,24ff.;2:l,ll, concern a more everyday realm, even though the texts deal
with Samuel. The flustborn son of a previously barren woman is dedicated to Yahweh,
so that he serves in the temple. The transfer is expressed by the lifelong prohibition
imposed on him, forbidding him to shave the hair on his head.67

In principle, Israelites - like Jews of a later era - could vow anything that was
not excepted by religious tradition or law.68 In the or Dt. 23:19(18) forbids bringing
the fee of a prostitute ('e!nan z1ni; cf. Prov. 19:13 LXX) or the wages of a male
prostitute (m"btr kcleb, lit. "wages of a dog")6e into the sanctuary as a votive offering.
If we follow wilhelm Rudolph on the basis of Dt. 23:18( l7), we must reckon with the
possibility that in the OT the term was applied also to profane male prostitution (Lev.

62. G. W. Ahlstrdm, nolal Administration and National Religion in Ancient Palestine (Leiden,
1982),46.

63. -+ Y 189.
64. KAI, l8l;7SS1, I, 16, 14-18.
65. H. Gressmann, Die Anrtinge Israels. SAT, ll2 (1922),227t.
66. See the discussion by W. Baumgartner, ARW, 18 (1915), 240ff.; also Richter, Bibl,47,

5l l, n. l. On child sacrifice among the Greeks, see W. Burkert, Homo necans: The Anthropology
of Ancient Greek Sacrificial Ritual and Myth (Eng. trans., Berkeley, 1983), 84tr. On child sacrifice
in Israel, see A. R. w. Green, The Role of Human sacrifice in the Ancient Near East. AsoRDs,
I (1975), 149ff.; P. G. Mosca, "Child Sacrifice in Canaanite and Israelite Religion" (diss.,
Harvard, 1975), ll7tt.; O. Kaiser, "Der Erstgeborenen deiner Scihne sollst du mir geben,"
Danl<ender Glaube. Festschrifi C. H. Ratschow (Berlin, 1976),24tf.

67. J. Henninger, Arabica Sacra. OBO,40 (1981), 286ff.; Stoebe, KAT yllJ.l 1,96f.; on the
ncSntm see J. P. Weinberg, *NTinim und 'Stihne der Sklaven Salomos' in 6.4. Ih.v.tt.Z.," Z.AW,
87 (1975),355-371.

68. Wendel, Gelilbde, 121ff.; a rhyton is mentioned as a votive offering in KTU,6.62 (Xella,
29st.).

69. Cultic: D. Winton Thomas, t4ll l0 (1960),423ff.; noncultic: W. Rudolph,ZAW 75 (1963),
68. See also M. Delcor, uE ll (1979), 161f.; -+ vtr, 155f. on cultic prostitution in general see
B. Menzel, Asyrische Tempel. StPohl, ser. maior, l0/l (1981), 28; lOl2,27f.*, with n. 308.
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l8:22).CD 16:13ff. forbids vowing or dedicating to God something obtained by force

(,nws), one's own focil (m'kl whw), or someone else's property (cf. also cD 6:15).

It is noteworthy that no Israelite votive steles and altars have been preserved,

although they are well represented in the Semitic and Greco-Roman world.

(3)-Excursus: Punic Steles Recording Child Sacrifice. Apart from two Ugaritic texts

and the earliest Synan example,T0 the thousands of Punic tophct itsciptions are striking.

On the whole, their content is stereotyped. The basic Carthaginian formula runs: lrbt ltnt

pn b'l sl'dn lb'l hmn 'i ndr X.1t It can be expanded by adding the names of the father'

grandfather, great-grandfather, and great-great-grandfather, and above all by including the

Iearon fo, .etting up the stele in the form of a kim' ql' brk' in full or short form.72 Women

also appear as votaries.T3 Information concerning the occupation (up to chief magistrate)

of the votaries or their ancestors provides some sociohistorical insights.T4 Today it is
beyond doubt that all these inscriptions refer to child sacrifice (or a substitute).7s

(4) Redemption of Votive Offiings. The law governing redemption of votive offer-

ings or consecrated property (l*v. 27\,76 dating from the postexilic period' allows us

toixpand the catalog of what could be promised. [n this context the distinction between

a vow and simple conveyance to the deity ultimately plays no role'

Here we learn that even though children were no longer sacrificed, they could be

vowed to Yahweh (vv. 2-8; hiplt neQer: v. 2). Unlike the situation presupposed in I S.

1:11ff., there was no longer any need for additional temple personnel, so that the only

interest in such a vow was the monetary value of the person vowed. The equivalent

('ZreU was determined not by how much work the person could do77 but by his or her

value as a slave, depending on age and sex. The inclusion of young children and infants

(v. 6) shows that individuals could vow others as well as themselves. Sacrificial animals

vowed to Yahweh could not be exchanged but could be redeemed for a surcharge of

20 percent (v. 13).78 Unclean animals had to be assessed by a priest (vv. 9-13; cf. also

un. 26f.,30ff.). Under certain circumstances, the consecntion (hiqdti) of a house might

represent an attempt to keep an urban dwelling out of the hands of creditors (vv. l4f.).

The rules goveming the consecration of fields (w. 16-24) give rise to the same

suspicion. Iiredemption was impossible, human beings, animals, and fields came under

the ban (hErem) (v. 28; cf. also v. 29 with Ezr. l0:8).

7O. On KTII, 6.13, 14 see Xella, 297ff. For the syrian example see KN, 201; ISSI, tr, l.
71. See, e.g., CIS, 3328,3330,3439.
72. See, 

".E., 
Cts,3388,2;3386, 3f.; 3407,2f .;3524,3ff .; see also 3778,lff. (15 ancestors!).

For the tull form see, e.g., c1s, 33390, 3;3770, 6ff.;4283,3f. {stbrk': 3522,3;3911: 5; tbrk':

3777,2). For the short form see, e.g., CIS, 3263,3; 3278, 4.

73. i.g., CIS, 3323, 3f.;3334,2f .;3356,3; 3829,3f .;3456,2;3459, 2f '; 3460,3'

74. E.g., CIS, 3321,3t.;3432, 3;3567, 6-

75. Sg! --r 1)n maley (V1I,375-388); also Mosca, l-l16; Garbini, Fenici, 175ff.,197tr.;

O. Kaiser, "salammbo, Moloch, und das Tophet," Nordafika: Antike und Christentwn. Die

Karawane, 19 (1978), 2,3tr., l30tr-
76. See Elligea HAT,lY,386ff-
77. Contra G. B. Gray, Sacrifice in the OT (Oxford, 1925),36'
78. Elligea HAT [Y,387t.
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f . Remission of vows. The law in Nu. 30 concerning the obligation of vows (neder)
and pledges ('issdr) also brings us into the area of postexilic casuistry; it was not
developed completely and systematically, and therefore gave rise to supplementary
interpretations in rabbinic discussion.Te A man (?J,) was forbidden to break &ebel
d'\drd) a vow or a pledge of abstinence. The spoken word made them binding (v.3t2l
[all citations of Nu. 30 in the following discussion are to the MT versification]; cf.
llQTemple 53:-14f.). The situation was different in the case of vows made by an
unmarried woman still living in her father's house (vv. 4-6; cf. llQTemple 53:16-2r)
or a married woman whose vow antedated her marriage (vv. 7-9) or was made thereafter
(vv. 11-16; llQTemple 54:l-3 generalizes the question and thus avoids the casuistry
of Nu. 30:6-9,11-16). In the first case the father, in the second and third the husband,
upon leaming of the vow, could nullify (hepea "break": vv.9ao,,13acrbp,l4b,l6a) it
by disapproval (hEnt': w. 6aabp,9a,12), making it invalid (ld'ydqfrrn: v. 6a). By his
silence, however, he could confirm (hEqim: w. l4b,l5aaba) it, so that it remained in
forcn $tdqfrm; w. 5bcp,8bcr,l2bcrp). If the vow was nullified, the woman was innocent
(w"YHWH yislal.t-lAh: vv. 6ba,9b,13bp); the man bore her guilt ('awilndh| For a widow
or a divorced woman, by contrast, the law was the same as for a man (v. 10; cf.
llQTemple 54:5). When Nu. 30 was composed, vows uttered thoughtlessly (mibta'
;cpdleyhd: w. 7ba,9ap) seem to have presented a special problem. llQTemple ignores
this problem, but closes this section in 54:5f. with a general exhortation to fulfill vows
diligently.

DL23:22-24(21-23) takes the position that every vow must be fulfilled straightaway
to avoid incurring guilt and being called to account by Yahweh; it emphasizes that what
has been spoken must be performed, while refraining from making a vow incurs no
gurlt (hdt'; cf. Eccl. 5:3-4[45]; Prov. 2O:25). llQTemple 53:11-13 reproduces Dt.
23:22-24(21-23) with minor variations and stylized as spoken by God at the beginning
of its law governing vows.80 cD 16:6f. incorporates Dt.23:24(23), while limiting it to
a binding oath (icbfr'a!'issar) to carry out a specific commandment of the Torah; this
obligation cannot be evaded even at the cost of death (bmhyr mwt).

The modern reader should not look on these regulations and the Jewish craving for
specificity as curiosa, but as expressing the seriousness with which both God's word
and one's own word are taken (cf. Eccl. 5:4[5]; Matt. 5:37).

fV. Vows of Abstinence.
l. Naziites. In the OT the primary form of a vow of abstinence was the ne{er ndztr

taken by a man or a woman, through which one dedicated oneself to Yahweh for a
specific period of time (Nu. 6:2). For the durarion of the vow (kol-ney'er nizr6: v. 5),
the consecrated individual was forbidden to enjoy any products of the grapevine (w.
3f.), to shave the hair of the head (v. 5), or to have any contact with the dead or dying

79. For rabbinic discussion and practice, see tractate Nedarim of the Thlmud, esp. l0f.; also
Wendel, Geliibde, 134ff.; for additional bibliog. see Perelmuter, IRE Xtr, 305.

80. Y. Yadin, The Temple Scroll,3 vols. (Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1983), II, 168f., 258f.
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(vv. 6ff.). V. 9 shows that consecration of the hair was the essential element. Accidental

contact with the dying made reconsecration necessary: the head was shaved and two

pigeons were offered, one for a fiayyd'land one fot an'61d. At the end of the period of
consecration, a male lamb was sacrificed as an'61d, a female lamb as a haga'1, and a

ram with a min$d as a ieldm?m; the head was finally shaved and the hair burned in the

fire (vv. 13tr ). V. 2l shows that additional votive offerings were expected.8l In the OT'

Samson was set apart by the angel of Yahweh as a lifelong n"zir YHWH even before

his birttr (Jgs. 13:4f.); by Hannah's vow Samuel was likewise forbidden to shave the

hair of his head throughout his lifetime (1 S. 1:11).

2. Other Self-Imposed Obligations. Ps. 132 (late exilic or early postexilic82) speaks

of David's vow in the form of an oath (v. 2) with the triple obligation (vv. 3-4a) to

grant himself no rest until he should find a dwelling place for Yahweh, thus lending a

legendary background to the theme of the bringing of the ark to Jerusalem (2 S. 6).

This text is significant, because it illustrates the otherwise unattested realm of self-

imposed obligations outside the cult in Israel.

V. LXX. The LXX translates ndiar with eilchesthai (28 times), euchd (twice), and

homologetn (once); nejer wTth euchd (52 times), homologia (3 times), and d6ron and

efichesthai (once each). 
Kaiser

81. For a literary analysis of the t6ra1 hannaztr (Nu. 6) see Kellermann, BZ4Wi 120' 83ff.;

on the offering of hair see Henninger, Arabica Sacra,286ff.
82. T. Veijola, Verheissung in der Krise. AnAcScFen,220 (1982), l6lf-
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Contents: l. nhg l, "Drive": l. Etymology; 2. LXX;3. Forms' Phrases, and Meanings; 4'

Theological Usage. II. nhg ll, "Moan."

ndhag. G. Braulik, Die Mittel deuteronomischer Rhetorik erhoben aus Deuteronomiwt 4,1-

10. AnBlbl,68 (1978); E. Jenni, HP;W. [rslau, "Observations on Semitic Cognates in Ugaritic,"
Ot 37 (1968),347-366; idcm, "southast Semitic Cognates to the Akkadian Vocabulary," JAOS,

39 (1969), 18-22; N. Lohfinlq Kohelet. NEB (1980); W. W. Miiller, "Altsiidarabische Beitriige

zum hebriiischen trxikon," ZAW,75 (1%3),3O4-316; N. Peters, Der iiingst wiederaufgefundcne

hebrtiische Tbxt des Buches Ecclesiasticus (1902); O. Rickenbacher, Weishcitsperil<open bei Ben

Sira. OBO, | (1973); O. Rosslet "Der semitischen Charakter der libyschen Sprache," ZA, 50

(1952),121-150; S. A. Ryder II,The D-SteminWestern Semitic. Janua Linguarum, Ser. Practica
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l. nhg I, "Drive."
l. Etymology. [n Hebrew the nomen actionis minhdg, "manner of driving a chariot,"

derives from nhg I, although it is not entered as a derivitiv e under nhg n HAL.I Outside
Hebrew, nhg r is found with certainty only in Jewish Aramaic (..lead, practice, be
accustomed to") and Arabic (nahj/ndhij/manhag/minhdj, "op"n, clear, easy path,,;
nahaja, "make a path, proceed, behave").

The only old South Arabic occurrences, mnhg, "path," may be a misreading of
mnhl.z Since August Dillmann, Eth. 'anhaga, "drive cattle," has been associated Lty-
mologically with nhg I. This would be the only occurrence of the root in Ethiopic, and
Wolf kslau therefore questions this explanation.3 Derivation from Amhar. miinga,
"herd," favored since Praetorius, should probably be given up in favor of a cushite
etymology.4 otto Rdssler postulates for Kabylic inig, "travel," a middle radical ft that
has vanished in Libyan and associates it with the Semitic rootnhg.s

2' IX(. The LXX usually uses dgo and its compounds to translate both the qal and
piel of nhg: qal: dgd/omai, apdgd/omai; also aichmaldtertd (once), hodeg66 (iwice),
and' paralambdnd (3 times); piel: dgd, andgo, eisdgd, epdgd; also parakaMd (once)
and poimaind (once). Three additional translations occur in Sirach: ap1llymai, didgd,
and elaninb (once each).

3. Forms, Phrases, and Meanings. The verb nrrg occurs 20 times in the qal and l0
times in the piel. It is also conjectured in Lam. l:4, on insufficient grounds,6 and appears
4 times in the Hebrew fragments of Sirach (3:16b; 38:25c,27b; 40:23a).

a. Qal. The text refers occasionally simply to the pure action denoted by the verb:
Sir. 38:27b; 2 K. 9:20.In the latter passage an object may have been omitted, to be
understood from the context (v. 16: rkb): a chariot or the horses pulling it. Elsewhere
the qal of nhg is almost always realized as a bivalent (subj. + direct obj. or prepositional
obj.) or trivalent (subj. + daect obj. + directive)7 verb. The subject is always animate,
usually human (once, in a figurative expression, the human heart Eccl. 2:3); twice it
is Yahweh (Ps. 80:2[Eng. v. l]; Lam. 3:2). The object is usually animate: a human
being or an animal. In 2 s.6:3; I Ch. l3:l,the object is inanimate: a cart; the text is
probably thinking of the animals doing the pulling. In those passages that omit the

l3l (1974); w. von Soden, "n als wurzelaugment im Semitischen," srudia orimtalia in
memoriam Caroli Brockelmann (Hallq 1968), 175-lM.; H. Stadelmann, Ben sira als
Schrift gelehrter WUNT 1116 (l 980).

l. HAI. rr, 675.
2. Cf. Miillea 3|2;Biella,295.
3. Contibutions,33.

! Leslau, Etymological Dictionary of Gurage,3 vols. (Wiesbaden, lggl),40gf.
5. P. 132, no. 38.
6. cf. G. Bergstriisser, Hebrtiische Gramtnatik,2 vols. (Leipzig, lglg-29),il, l2g, g269, with

note: niphal ptcp. of ygh. On the conjectural pual of nhg l, see II below.

. _ ^1-^ft9 $td synt2gmeme of W Richter, Grundlagen der althebrciischen Grammatik. ATS, 13
(1e80),4otr
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object, it is always named just before and understood from the context: I S' 30:lf'' the

*i-"o; 1 S. 30:22, wives and children; 2K.4:25, a donkey. The form in Isa. 60:11

should probably be repointed as an active participle: the kings are driving their nations,

or beasis of burden, laden with treasure. In 2 S. 6:3 the qal has a dircct object; the

parallel in 1 Ch. 13:7 uses a prepositional object instead. The latter construction appears

io be restricted to late texts (cf. Isa. 11:6; Sir. 38:25), and may be characteristic of a

later state of the language. This observation supports Norbert Lohfink's interpretation

of the constmction and meaning of Eccl. 2:3 ("while my mind led my knowledge to

pasture")t the prepositional linkage with D'is not a free circumstantial qualifier of

manner or instrument, but a prepositional object as required by the valency of the verb'8

As a trivalent verb, nftg requires an indication of direction, as in Ex. 3:1. Other

occrrrences may express the direction by means of a second verb in the following

clause (Gen. 31:18; Cant. 8:2; Lam. 3:2;2 Ch. 25:lI); alternatively, the directive or

separative qualifier is implicit in the context of nhg qal ("lead away, drive away") or

tfre tottowing verb of motion (cf. 1 S. 23:5;30:2,22;2 K. 4:24; Isa. 20:4; Job 24:3).

The basic-meaning of nhg appears in the occurrences with human subject and animal

objecf "drive animals or flocks." This meaning is also illustrated by Ps. 80:2(l), with a

different structure. The verb does not, however, speclry the nature of the driving, which is

defined by the context: lead one's flock as a shepherd to new pastues far distant (Ex' 3:1);

tend in peace (Isa. 11:6; also probably the figurative usage in F{j,cl. 2:3); drive away

livestock secretly or illegally (Gen. 31:18; Job24:3lpar.inv.2'. gazal, "steal"l); take away

by force as the spoils of battle (1 S. 23:5; 30:20); urge on a mount (2 K .4:24); and (probably

as a further development of this last meaning) drive a cart or chariot (2 S. 6:3; 2K'9:20;
I Ch. 13:7). The qal can have these same nuances when the object is human: lead an army

into battle (1 Ch. 20: I ; 2 Ch. 25:lI); deport prisoners of war (Isa. 20:4); carry people off

as booty (1 S. 30:2); leave with memben of one's family (l S. 30:22). Thus in I s.30 nhg

describls both the violent aMuction of women by the enemy (v. 2) and the men's recovery

of the rescued women and children (v. 30). It is clear from this observation that the nuance

of violence versus peaceful, tender care is not determined by the verb nhg. The two

occurrences with divine subject fit easily into this framework; here too it is the context that

determines the peaceful or hostile nuance of the action: Yahweh has led Israel attentively,

like a shepher,il(Ps. 80:2[l]), and he has driven the lamenting speaker malevolently into

dar*ness (l-u-. :,2). In Sir. 38:25c nhg ptobably does not mean "driYe cattle to pasture'"

It is used in chiastic asyndeton with the poel of .il2|: "the one who leads the steer, the one

who turns the ox"; both verbs together probably refer to plowing.e In Sirach nhg also

appea$ to mean "occupy oneself (with something)" (Sir' 3:26b?;to 38:.27b)'

b. piel. The piel off"* u totally different picture. Except in Gen. 3l.26,the subject is

always yahweh, and the object is never an animal. Apart from the figure of speech that

describes Yahweh as causing a storm to break loose (Ex. 10:13 [plague oflocusts]; Ps'

8.P.26.
9. See Stadelmann,285; Rickenbacher, 180.

10. Peters, 7.
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78:26 [quails in the desert]) and the statement that he caused the wheels of the Egyptian
chariots or the Egyptians to advance with great difrrculty (Ex. 14:25), only humans are
the objects of nhg piel. Furthermore, only in Gen. 3l:26, the sole occurrence with a human
subject, are individuals the objects; elsewhere the object is always a collective: Israel, the
people of Yahweh, the exiles. Yahweh's treatrnent of Israel denoted by nhg piel is hostile
only in Deuteronomy (Dt.4i27i 28:37: deportation into exile); elsewhere it is a mark of
loving care (Isa. 49:10; 63:14;Ps.48:15[14]; 78:52).since rhese same nuances, with the
same subjects and human objects, are also attested for the qal (cf. esp. g0:2[l] [qal] and
48:15[14]; 78:52 [piel]), it is diffrcult to suggest a specific semantic function for the piel
with a human object. Accepting Gotthelf Bergstriisser's statement that there is "some-
times a secondary semantic difference" between the qal and the piel, "with one of the two
forms being used more in the literal sense, the other in the figurative sense," Emst Jenni
claims that the occrurences of the piel have "a more figurative meaning,,' especially
insofar as they have Yahweh as subject.ll This theory is hardly convincing; it is even less
persuasive when Jenni applies it to the only occurrence with a human subjecl "ln Gen.
3l:-26,'Laban said to Jacob, what have you done, deceiving me and taking my daughters
awaylikeprisonersofwar?'wecouldreplacetakingawaywith'carryingof inquotation
marks to indicate the figurative use of the verb. " As we have just seen, the qal of nhg can
likewise be used for the carrying off of prisoners of war, so that the object makes no
difference. Furthermore, just a few verses before, v. 18 uses the qal of nhg to say: ..He

[Jacob] drove away all his livestock." Jenni's reference to an "accusatory resultative"
may possibly help explain the use of the piel inv.26.

4. Theological Usage. In theological cont€xts nhg can be used in either a negative
or a positive sense. [n a negative sense it serves the theological interpretation of the
end of Jerusalem and the exile. Just as the emperor of Assyria will lead away the
Egyptians as captives and the Cushites as exiles, like captured livestock (Isa. 20:4), so
Yahweh will treat lsrael. Because his people have broken the covenant, specifically by
disobeying the prohibition of images, Yahweh will inflict on them the curses of the
covenant; Yahweh will personally remove them from the land and drive them out among
the peoples (Dt.28:37; 4:27). His action will be the opposite of that of a shepherd: he
will scatter them among the peoples so that they perish (4:27; note the three rhetorical
constituents of this verse and the use of nhg piel and pws hiphil for the scattering of
Israell2); the remnant will become an object of horror, a proverb, and a byword (2g:37).
In Lam. 3:L,2, an individual laments that Yahweh in wrath has driven him like an
animal with his rod and brought him into the deathly realm of darkness.

In texts that are equally late or latel nhg describes Yahweh's beneficent protection of
Israel' Yahweh's relationship to Israel is depicted figuratively as that of a shepherd to his
flock. The verb can denote Yahweh's specific acts in the past as well as his general present
and future mode of conduct. When nhg refers to the past, Yahweh's deliverance of Israel at

ll. HE 2Ol, no. 198, citing Bergstriisser, II, 93, glTa on p. 135
12. Braulik,55, 130.
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the Reed Sea and his guidance through the desert are meant; bttnhg never came to be used

in formulaic language. A community lament describes God's saving acts of the past in

singular language: Yahweh led Israel through the sea as safely and securely as a herd of

cattle going down into the valley at evening to drink (Isa. 63:14; cf. v. 11: "his flock"). Ps.

78:52 ("like sheep, like a flock") uses nhg to describe Yahweh's safe and careful guidance

throughthedesert(v.53usesnahh, "lead,"inparallel).Evenmorewonderfully,according

to Deutero-Isaiah, at the second exodus Yahweh will lead the exiles (Isa. 49:10) like a flock

to rich pasture (v.9: rd'd, "pasture"; v. lo nnhal, "guide," in parallel). Ps. 48:15(14)

associates nhg withthe Zion ffadition: the glory of Zion inspires confidence that Yahweh

will continue to lead his people like a guardian shepherd. Ps. 80:2(1), however, combines

lament with petition: in their distress, Israel reminds Yahweh of his past acts of mercy,

appealing to him as the one who led Joseph as a shepherd leads (r6'eh) his flock.

A. nhg II, "Moan." The etymology of Heb. nhg tr, "moan, sigh," must be con-

sidered in conjunction with the related roots n'q, "groan," and nhq, "bray'" In many

l,E verbs, the n is an augment of a biliteral root that may, among other things,
..onomatopoeically describe sounds that are characteristic of an action."l3 These in-

clude Heb. nhL, "cry haq haq" = "braY." Like Hebrew, other Semitic languages possess

this root as well as one or more phonetically related roots describing the crying and

groaning of human beings. As one would expect in onomatopoeic verbs, the third and

occasionatty the second radical are subject to variation in different languages. For the

braying of an ass (Heb. nhq), one may compare the Ugar. noun nqht, "braying of an

ass," lewlstr Aram. n"haq, Arab. nahaqa/nahiqa; butTigr. ntihaqa, Akk. nagagu.ta

The variant with g: Heb. nlrg denotes human sighing or moaning; cf. Syr. n"hag, "groan,

roar" (also of animals), Arab- nahiia, "be out of breath, gasp," modern South Arab.

(Soq.) nftg, "cry";15 variant: Eth. ndhdla, "sigh" (not ndhdqat6). For AkJr.' ndqul,
,,cry,,, AHw gives no Semitic equivalent; Leslau, however, associates it with Heb. n'q,

nhj,'afinhg,as well as Eth. naqawa, "call out." l7 With respectto Heb. na'aq, "groan,"

compare the verb 'dnaq (with metathesis), with the same meaning'

There is only one occurrence of nhg II, the piel participle in Nah. 2:8(7).18 It

describes sounds of mourning and despair at the fall of Nineveh: "Its slave women

moan like doves." According to Jenni, nhg I1 is in the piel here because "a continued

sound" is being described.le 
W. Gross

13. Von Soden, 176.
14. For Ugaritic see IVUS, no. 1761, IlT, no. 1622. Fot Tigr6 see Leslau' Etymological

Dictionary,458.
15. Irslau, lzxique Soqotri (Paris' 1938)' 259f.

16. trslau, Or 37 (1968),359,no.1622.
17 . AHw, ll, 744 [rslau, JAOS, 89 ( 1969)' 2l; idem, Etymological Dicrionary, 458'

18. With the LXX, Vulg., and Targ., w. Rudolph (Nahum. KAT,Xml3Il9751, 168) repoints

the text as the pual of nhg l, "are taken away"; but this reading postulates a textual lacuna.

19.P.247. This theory is treated with skepticism by Ryder, II, 130tr', esp' 135'
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Contents: I. Etymology; II. Occurrences; Itr. LXX, Dead Sea Scrolls.

I.Etymology.Heb.nhlmayberelatedtoAkk. nilu,na'alu,"liedown,rest."lThere
is a possible but not certain relationship with Arab. manhal, "watering place, resting
place." Heb. nahaldltm appears in Isa. 7:19 with the meaning "watering places." The
verb nhl is found only in the piel (9 times) and hithpael (once).

II. Occurences. The Song of the Sea uses nftl in parallel with nnh6, "guide," to
describe how God in his steadfast love led his people to his holy abode to give them
rest there (Ex. 15:13). Gen. 47:17 proves that the verb has nothing to do with the
commonly assumed meaning "lead,"z saying of Joseph: way"nah"lem ballehem, "he
gave them rest with bread." Deutero-Isaiah uses the verb several times. In a promise
of salvationtothepeoplecomingoutof captivity, Isa.49:10says: "Hewhohaspity
on them will lead them, and by springs of water will given them rest" (wcal-nabbfr'A
mayim ycnah"lEm). Isa. 5 I : 18, a passage about Jerusalem, says similarly that "there is
none to give her rest among all the sons that she has borne, none to take her by the
hand among all the sons she has brought up." Isa. 40:11 describes Yahweh as the
shepherd of the people of Jerusalem: he will gather the lambs in his arms and carry
them in his bosom and "give the mother sheep rest."

The use of the verb in Ps. 23:2 is familiar: "By still waters he gives me rest"
('aLmA m"nuh61 y"nah"lent); cf. Ps.3l:4(Eng. v. 3): "You are indeed my rock and
my fortress; for your name's sake you lead me and bring me to rest." In 2 Ch. 28:15
we read: "They let the feeble rest (nhl) on donkeys and brought them to Jericho, the
city of palm trees." The usage is even clearer n 32:22: "So Yahweh saved Hezekiah
and the inhabitants of Jerusalem from the hand of King Sennacherib of Assyria and
from the hand of all the enemies, and gave them rest on every side" (way"nah"l1m
missalt!).

The hithpael puts more emphasis on the element of activity. The only occurrence is
Gen. 33: 14: "Let my lord pass on ahead of his servant, and I will continue on in peace"
('e!ndh"l6 le'illi).

The meaning "give rest, bring to rest" is clear if we let the texts speak for themselves.

ndhal. F. Delitzsch, Prolegomera eines ruuen Hebriiisch-aramiiischen Wrterbuchs zum AT
(l*ipag, 1886), 17tr ; W. J. Gerber, Die hebriiischen Verba denominativa (1896), 28f.; P. Haupt,
"The Hebrew Stemnahal, to Rest,",4,ISI, 22 (1905), 195-206; T. Nrildeke, review of Delitzsch,
Prolegomena, ZDMG, ztO (1886), 728; A. Schultens, Origenes Hebree (1724).

l. AHw, n,725.
2. As already pointed out by Haupt: "Fr. Delitzsch's view that nhl means throughout to rest

is correct" (p. 195); "There is no verb nhl to lead in Hebrew, only a stem nhl to rest" (p.202).

2ffi
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m. LXX, Dead Sea Scmlls. The translation of the LXX is totally heterogeneous;

only 3 times is a compound of trdphein used. The only certain occurence in the Dead

Sea Scrolls, lQH 18:7, is textually corrupt.
Kapelrud(t)

?T

Contents: I. Ancient Near East: l. Egypt; 2. Mesopotamia; 3. Ugarit. II. Etymology. trI.

Occurrences and Meaning. IV. Rivers as Natural Phenomena: 1. Boundaries; 2. Beyond the River;

3. Dry Rivers. V. River of Living Water: l. Blessings of Water; 2. Rivers of Paradise and the

Temple; 3. Rivers Arise and Dry Up. VI. Rivers as Sacred Places. VII. Destructive Rivers. VIII.

LXX, Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Ancient Near East.
l. Egypt.Egyp. itrw, "river," refers primarily to the Nile, whereas fupy, the usual

term for the Nile, actually refers to the inundation.l Hapi can be identified with the

waters of Nun, and is thus linked with the primal sea.

2. Mesopotamia. AY,k naru mear1s both "river" and "watercourse, canal." The

Euphrates is the river par excellence; eber nfrri, "beyond the river," is Syria (cf. Aram.

'of;ar nah"ra)-z
The Assyro-Babylonian pantheon includes a "gd River"; the name is written with

the ideogram ID andwas probably pronounced "id," since ndru is feminine. This deity

is invoked as "creator of all," and is called giver of all good things and judge of

humankind.3 As the abode of Ea, Id is associated with Apsu.

nahar Y.Aharoni and M. Avi-Yonah, The Macmitlan Bible Atlas (New York, 1968, 31983);

R. T. O'Callaghan, Aram Naharaim. AnOr 26 (19a8); J. A. Emerton, l"lPdlg and Torrent' in
psalm 74:15,; Volwne du Congris, Genive 1965. SW 15 (1966), 122-133; N. Glueck, Rivers

in thc Desert (New York, 1959I O. Kenl, The Synbotism of the Biblical World (Eng. trans.' New

York, 1978); b. Kuir.., Die mythische Bedeutung des Meeres in Agypten, IJgait und Israel.

nzlw,ls (itg62); H. G. May, ':Some Cosmic connotatrons of Mayim Rabbim, 'Many waters,' "
JBI.74(1955), 9-21;K. H. iRengstorf, "rotcrp6q," TDNT,YI,595-607:' A. Schwarzenbach,Die

g"ogropi*rhi Terminologie im Hebriiischen des ATs (triden, 1954); J. J. Timmers, Symboliek

Zn iroiogrophie der chriiteliike kunst (1947); W. a. Ward, "Notes on Some Semitic Loanwords

and persinal Names in Late Egyptian," or 32 (1963), 413436, esp. 420ff.; A. J. Wensinck, The

Ocean in the Literature of thi Western Semites. Verhandelingen van de Koninklijkc Academie

der Wetenschappen, 19l2 (1968).

1. -+ ']Nr y"'6r (Y, 359-363); see also "Nil, Nilgott," I*,AS, IV 480-83, 485-89'

2. AHw, l, l8l.
3. AOT, 130.
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In the underworld is the river flubur. To cross (eb7ru) this river means "to die."4
This river is identified with Tiamat ("Mother flubur, who creates everything"; cf. the
river as creator above).5

The river plays a special role in trial by water.6 The code of Hammurabi decrees
that someone accused of sorcery or adultery must go to the (divine) river, i.e., undergo
trial by water.T The procedure is not described; other texts suggest that a guilty person
sinks, whereas an innocent person does not.8 In a later period an oracular site by a river
was called bursanu (Sum. !r.rrscg), a word scholars often associate with the homony-
mous word for "mountain," finding in it certain associations with the underworld.e But
the two words can hardly be identical.

A world map calls the waters surrounding the flat earth naru morratu, "bitterriver"
(cf . marratu, "salt sea").10 It is also interesting that Gilgamesh may dwell ina pt nfirdti,
"at the mouth of the rivers," probably the land of Dilmun at the edge of the world.

3. Ugarit. In Ugaritic texts lpt nhr; "hdge (or perhaps better: Lord) River (or
Stream)" appears as a parallel designation of zbl ym, "Prince Sea," overcome by
Ba'al.ll

Ringgren

II. Etymology. Heb. nnhdr, "iver," corresponds to Ugar. nhr A7rk. ndru, Aram.
and Syr. nehati nahrd', and fuab. nahr, all with the same meaning.l2 OSA nhr means
"canal."13 The word is not found in Ethiopic. It is probably a primary noun.

Two verbs nahar are distinguished by HAL.t4 The first (nhr I) is taken as a denom-
inative from nahdr and translated "flow, stream" (Isa.2:2 par. Mic. 4:l; ler. 5l:4).
The second (nhr II), meaning "be radiant (with joy)," occurs in Isa. 60:5; Jer.3l:lZ;
Ps. 34:6(Eng. v. 5); it is related to Syr. nehar, "be radiant," and Arab. nahdr "bight
daylight."

Closer examination of the texts in question, however, makes it dubious that a verb
nahar meating "stream" ever existed (ndhar "to stream," is also unknown to the

4. AHa 1,352.
5. EnEl,I, 133.
6. A. Falkenstein, AfO, 14 (1942),333tt.
7. CH, $$2, 132, respectively.
8. A Mari text in J. Bott6ro, "L ordalie en M6sopotamie ancienne," Annali della Scrcta

Normale, Superiore di Pisa, III/ll (1981), 1005-1067; J. M. Sasson, BA, 47 (1984), ll7f.: a
text in E. Ebeling, Tbd und l,eben (Berlin, 1931),99; a Nabonidus text, published most recently
by W. von Soden, Archciologische Mitteilungen aus lran, Erg. l0 (1983), 65.

9. Cf . AHw, I, 359f.; Ebeling, RI-A, m, 98; CAD, Xll l, 374f .; see also P. Kyle McCarter,
"The River Ordeal in Israelite Literature," HTR, 66 (1973), 403-412, who points to possible
similarities in the OT.

lO. BuA, tr, 378.
I l. -+ Er yam, Y[,90.
12. See [VUS, no. 1762;AHwlI,749.
13. Biella,296.
14. P. 676.
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Mishnah, Talmud, and Targums). In contrast to [sa. 2:2,N.dic.4:l uses the prep. 'al,

"over, above," which fits poorly with a verb of motion. Whereas lsa. 2:2 uses 'el,

"to," lQ[5ahas'a/. If weacceptthelatterreading, Jer.3l:12 istheonlyoccurrence
remaining. Here too we find ndhar 'el, but both Syr. and Targ. read "shine, be

radiant." Bertil Wiklander translates "rejoice."15 [sa. 2'.2 and Mic.4:1 would then

mean: "and nations shall rejoice over it, and many peoples shall come."l6 Hans

Wildberger, however, sees in nahar; "stream," an allusion to ndhar in the Zion hymn

Ps. 46:5(4).r7
A derivative of ndhar "be radiant," is n"hirA, "light" (Job 3:4; Sir. 43:1), usually

described as an Axamaic loanword. The hapax legomenon minhard in Jgs. 6:2 is
problematic. It is translatedby HAL as "caves cut out of the rock-face as subterranean

hideaways)."18 J. A. Soggin translates it as "hiding places," with good contextual

support but without etymological basis.le

There could be a connection between ndhar "be radiant," and ndhdr "river," if
one were to think of the glittering surface of a great river. It must be noted, however,

that nahar II is related closely to the root nwr (AW. naw/mdru, "be radiant' shine";

nfiru, "light"; Arab. nita "light").

III. Occurrences and Meaning. The word nahar occurs 110 times in the OT. In

Isa. 43:19 lQlsa supports the reading neltp^l for nehdr61. In Job 2O:17 nahara is

sometimes deleted as a mzrginal gloss. A. B. Ehrlich may be correct, however, in

understanding biplaggil as an abstract plural ("division") and connecting it with
naharA: "He takes no pleasure in the division of his rivers into streams of honey and

curds." The wicked busy themselves with dividing the spoil into various kinds of booty,

but they do not get to enjoy it.20 On the metaphor, cf. Job 29:6.

The noun ndhdris masculine. In ancient Semitic and Greek mythology, river deities

are usually gods, not goddesses. The normal plural suffix, however, is -61 (31 times);

n"hanim occurs 6 times. Hab. 3:8f. tses n'harim twice and n"har61once. It is an open

question whether this variation is due to linguistic carelessness or whether the text is

making a distinction, so that nehartm is to be understood as a plural of amplification,2l
..much wat€r, a sea," and n"har61(v.9) as referring to the streams issuing fromthe
subterranean sea. Others see in nchirdl a plural of n"hdrA, "light," i.e., "lightring
flashes."22 Otherwise only the rivers of Nubia are called n"harim (tsa. 18:1f.,7;7gph.

3:10). This usage, too, must be a plural of amplification; this is suggested also by the

wordydm, which in Isa. 18 (as occasionally elsewhere; cf. 19:5) refers to the Nile. The

15. B. Wiklander, "The Context and Meaning of nhr'linler 5l.44," SEA, $ Q978),N-@.
16. The same interpretation is proposed by H. Cazelles, Wl 30 (1980)' 418.

t7. w,7 (1957),62tt.
18. HAL, tr, 600.
19. J. A. Soggin, Judges. OTL(Ene. trans. 1981), ll0.
20. Randglossen zur hebriiischen Bibel, T vols. (Leipzig, 1908-14)' Vl,26l.
21. GK, $124d-f.
22.E.g., W. Rudolph, Habakulc KAT )(lil'|3 (1975), in loc.
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verb bdzd'occurs only in Isa. 18:2,7. The meanings "wash away" and "cut through"
remain conjectural.23

Anahir is a perennial river. For arwhar to run dry is unusual (Nah. 1:4; Ps.74:15;

cf. Ps. 66:6; Job 14:ll), in contrast to a -+ 7nl nahal, which flows only during the

rainy season.

Several rivers are mentioned by name in the OT: the Abana and Pharpar, the rivers

of Damascus (2K.5:12); the Ahava (Ezr. 8:15); the Chebar (Ezk. l:1), the Tigris and

the Euphrates (hiddeqel, pera!: e.g., Gen.2:14). The latter is often referred to simply
as "the river" (Gen. 3l:21; Ex. 23:31; Nu. 22:5; Josh. 24:,2; etc.) or "the great river"
(Gen. 15:18; Dt. I:7; 1l:24; Josh. l:4). The OT always calls the Nile -+ 1Nr y"or
(except in Gen. 15:18, where it is called "the river of Egypt"), a word that the LXX
interpreted generically, as the translation potam6s shows. This is also the case in the

MT of Dnl. 12:5, where ye'or refers to the Tigris.
It is noteworthy that no river in Israel is called ndhfrr T\e text speaks only of

n'f;altm: Jabbok, Arnon, Kishon (Dt. 2:36; Gen. 32:24[23]; Jgs. 4:7), etc. Even the

most famous river of Israel is called simply + l'I'1! yard€n. Here too we are probably

dealing with a generic term, since Job 40:23 uses yarden in parallel with lrdhAr Qike
yc'6r in Am. 8:8; 9:5) and Dt.3:27;4:21f;31:2; Josh. 1:2,11 speak of hayyardEn

hazzeh.

In some texts nehAr6! must be interpreted as a plural of amplification or extension:

it refers to the great river, the sea (Isa. 44:27;50:2; Ps. 78;.16;137:l), or the denp (24:2;

74:15; Hab. 3:8). This usage is comparable to the ase of y"'orim, "the great river," in
Nah. 3:8; Isa. 7:18, and teh6m6l for the Sea of Reeds in Isa. 63:13.

It is more surprising that the sg. nahar is sometimes equated with ydm, "sea": Isa.

l9:5 (the sea is the Nile); Ps. 66:6 (the river is the Sea of Reeds); ll4:3,5 (the sea is

the Jordan; cf. [sa. 48:18). The usage of Ugar. nhr is comparable.u
The phrase 'oram nahorayim (Gen.24l.lo;Dt.23:5[4]: Jgs. 3:8; Ps. 60:2[superscrip-

tionl) is not a dual but a locative.25 It denoted initially "the area surrounded by the

great bend of the Euphrates from Aleppo to the river '11![, later incorporated into

Greater Syria,"26 the middle stretch of the Euphrates, inhabited by the Arameans and

called in Akkadian matu ina biit *'diqlat u "d'puratti, "the land between the rivers

Tigris and Euphrates," or simply birit narim.

fV. Rivers as Natural Phenomena.
l. Boundaries. Streams often represent barriers to caravans and armies (Josh. 24: 1 I ;

lsa. 47;2; 43:2) and therefore function (like wadis or mountains) as boundaries. In

Numbers and Joshua the n"haltm Arnon and Jabbok as well as the Jordan are mentioned

as tribal and national boundaries (Nu. 34:12; Josh. 13:23; l9:22;Dt.3: 16; cf. Jgs. I l:13;

23. For the former see I1A L,I, ll7; for the latter see H. Wildberget, Isaiah 13-27 @ng. trans.,

Minneapolis, 1997), 206, 208.
24. M. Dahood, Bibl, 48 (1967),437l. "ocean current." See I above.

25. O'Callaghan, l3l.
26. HAI. rr,677.
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Josh. l2:2; etc.). The nahal of Egypt (Wadi el-Arish) was considered the southern

boundary of Canaan or Israel (Nu. 34:5; I K. 8:65). In the promise to Abraham,

however, the boundary line is the nnhdr of Egypt (Gen. 15:18), i.e., the Nile (probably

the easternmost distributary of the Delta). lQGenApoc calls this river Gihon, meaning

the Nile.27
Kings David and Solomon ruled "from the Euphrates to the nal.tal of Egypt" (1 K.

5:1,4f4:21,241; cf. Dt. 11:4; Josh. l:4;25.8:3; lsa. 27:,12; also Ps. 80:12[11]).The
Euphrates appears also as the boundary ofthe territory controlled by Egypt under Necho
(2 K. 23:29 24:'l; Jer. 46:2). T\e worldwide rule of the ideal king is described in these

terms: "May he have dominion from sea to sea" and from the River [Euphrates] to the

ends of the earth" (Ps. 72:8); or: "His dominion shall be from sea to sea and from the

River to the ends of the earth" (Ze*. 9:lO). These texts not only define western and

eastern boundaries, the Mediterranean and the Euphrates, but use nahar sytonymously
with ydm to refer to the ocean surrounding the world.28 The phrase 'apsA ha'are;
suggests Akk. apsil, the primal sea where the land ends.2e The royal dominion thus

comprises the whole inhabited world.3o

2. Beyond the River The notion of the river as boundary echoes also in the phrase
'Ef;er hanndhar, "beyond the river," which refers to a foreign land with different laws
(Ezr. 8:36; Neh. 2:7,9; 3:7). Beyond the river lies a distant, sinister, hostile world ([sa.

7:20; cf. Jer. 2:8). Joshua recalls that Israel's ancestors dwelt beyond the Euphrates,

where they served other gods (Josh. ?A:2). Beyond the river is also the cruel place of
exile (l K. 14:15). The people beyond the rivers of Cush are horrifying (sa. 18:1).

The OT knows nothing of a ndhdr of death.3l

3. Dry Rivers. Rivers and seas act as obstacles for human beings and animals. Several

texts refer to Yahweh's help in such situations. He stands by the returning exiles when

they are blocked by water (or fire): "When you pass through waters, I will be with
you; and through the rivers, they will not overwhelm you" (lsa. 43:2). Here "water

and fire stand for dangers from any element."32 This help can manifest itself in a desert

storm so hot ("the heat of his breath") that the river almost dries up - only small

channels remain ("seven n"hdltm [wadis]"), which can be easily crossed (11:15:

possibly an allusion to rendering harnrless the seven-headed serpent of 27:l). T}le
mention of Egypt at the beginning of the verse recalls the exodus. When this scorching

wind blows ("the panting of Yahweh": 42:L4), the streams dry up: "I will turn the

rivers into dry land (iytm, 'islands') and dry up the pools" (42:15). Thus a path is made

for the returnees (v. 16). lsa. 44;27, too, stands in the context of the captives' retum

27. J. A. Fitzmyeq The Genesis Apocryplun. BietOt l8A el97l), l3lf.
28. See I above.
29. Wensinck, 2lf.
30. -+ VItr,351.
31. -+ VItr,205.
32. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4M6. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 118.
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from Babylon: "Who says to the deep (sfild), 'Be dry, I will dry up your rivers
(n"hdfi0."'33 The rivers of Babylon, or better the great river of Babylon (pl. of
amplification), is a river that emerges from the subterranean ocean: it will be dried up

to help the returnees.
In Job 14: l1 the drying up of a river serves as a metaphor for the fading of human

life. The usual translation of 28: l1 suggests redirection of rivers through human inter-

vention: "The underground watercourses he [the miner] blocks up" (i.e., he dams them

so that no water leaks through). Marvin Pope is probably correct in reading hippE;,

"probe," instead of hibbei: "The sources ofthe rivers he probes, brings hidden things

to light."r+
Yahweh overcomes the river by a word of power (Isa.44:27), just as his word caused

the waters to come together into a single sea so that dry land appeared (Gen. 1:9). Isa.

50:2andPs. 106:gspeakof Yahweh'srebuke(--1'191 ga'ar), whichdriesupthesea
(cf. Nah. 1:4; Ps. 18:16[5]; lO4:7). Here the sea and rivers take on cosmic, mytho-

logical dimensions.

V. River of Living Water.
l. Blessings of Water Gardens with produce and fruit trees grow beside the river

(Nu. 24:6). The stream flows with honey and curds (d"!ai wehem'd: Job 20:17; probably

a variation on the expression 'eres zdbalbdldb frd"bai [-+ l?]1 d"bhashl). Therefore

an increase in prosperity (idl6m) can be likened to a river or stream (Isa. 66:.121' cf .

48:18); here is also an echo of the life-giving power of water. Streams from the deep

caused the cedars ofLebanon to flourish (Ezk. 31:4). Although Exodus does not speak

explicitly of the benefits of the Nile's inundation, the account of the flrst plague in

Egypt alludes to them: the water is changed into blood, the river stinks, and the fish
die (Ex. 7:19ff.; cf. 8:5[9]).

2. Rivers of Paradise and the Temple. The rivers of paradise and the temple bring

life and blessings to the world. "A river flowed out of Eden to water the garden, and

from there it divided and became four branches (rd'iim, 'major rivers')" (Gen. 2:10).

The garden3s is a huge oasis watered by a mighty spring, which gives rise to four rivers

flowing through the whole world. Althongh hiddeqel and peral are familiar names

(Tigns and Euphrates), it would be foolish to try to locate the rivers of paradise on our

maps. The world of the ancient narrator was totally different from ours. Furthermore,

the rivers Gihon and Pishon are otherwise unknown.36 The number four is significant,

reflecting the four corners of the earth (Isa. 11:12; Ezk. 37:9; I Ch. 9:24). To be more

precise, the Euphrates runs through the north (Jer. 46:6,10), the Tigris is the river of
the east (Gen.2:14), the Pishon is the river of the south (Havilah, the sands of Arabia;

33. On the notion of the subterranean ocean from which springs and rivers issue, see -+
it)1vn m"sfrh (vm, 514-19).

34. M. Pope, Job. AB,15 C1973), 181.
35. -+ Ir gan (Ifl,34-39); --> 119 'eQen.

36. Westermann, Genesis l-ll (Eig. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 217.
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cf. Gen. lO:7,29;25:18; 1 S. 15:7), and the Gihon is located in the west (Egypt/
Nubia).37 The waters from paradise bring growth and fertility to the whole world.38

From the temple of Jerusalem, the dwelling place of God, there also runs a river
that transforms the land into a luxuriant garden. In Ps. 46:5(4) this river is a nahar
feeding p"lfrgim, "watercourses, canals." The psalm describes how Yahweh exorcises
the waters of the sea, the tumult of the nations (w. 7,1 I [6, l0]) - the realm of chaos.
In the city of God, a river divides and flows through the land in all directions, i.e., God
saves and blesses the land (cf. Ps. 87, which speaks of springs). Scholars rightly assume

that the bronze sea and the ten basins on wheels in the temple (l K.7:23,43) symbolize
the river (ndhnr) and its branches in the cult.3e Ps. 36:9(8) speaks of a river (nahal) of
delight flowing from the temple, from which people drink; v. 10(9) describes the result
as light and life.

Isa. 33:21 describes the Jerusalem of the age of salvation as a paradise flowing with
water. Where God dwells, there is "a place of broad ivers (n"harim) and streams
(ynOrim).* The statement that no ships sail on the rivers means that they are not
navigable for commerce or for enemy fleets: they bring blessings only to the land. Ezk.
47:6 uses nahal for the river that gives life and blessings to the whole land. 7nc. l4:8
speaks of living water flowing from Jerusalem; one half flows toward the eastern sea,

the other half toward the western sea (cf. Jo. 4:18[3:18]).4

3. Rivers Arise and Dry Up.Both promises of salvation and oracles of judgment
draw on the notion of rivers as bringers of life and prosperity. Yahweh punishes the
nations by making the rivers cease to flow and the springs to run dry, thus depriving
the people of the necessities of life.al When a river dries up, the result is catastrophic.
In the absence of life-giving water, the garden becomes a desert. For example, Egypt,
which depends on the annual inundation of the Nile, will be smitten with drought
(Isa. 19:5ff.). The water of the "sea" (i.e., the surface of the Nile) will dry up,a2 the

river will be parched,a3 the n"har61 (lateral canals) will become foul, the ye'arim
(tributaries) will diminish, reeds and rushes will rot away. When Yahweh appears in
judgment, he rebukes the "sea" and makes it dry and dries up all the rivers; then
Bashan and Carmel wither, and the bloom of Irbanon fades (Nah. 1:4). Lebanon is

clothed in gloom (Ezk.31:15). Ps. 107 describes God's power to avail: "He turned
rivers into a desert, springs of water into thirsty ground, a fruitful land into a salty
waste, because of the wickedness of its inhabitants" (vv. 33f.; v. 35 describes the

37. A. Dillmann, Genesis,2 vols. @ng. trans., Edinburgh, 1897), I, 123ff.; for Babylonian
illustrations depicting four rivers, see Keel, ll8, ill. l53a; 140, ill. 185.

38. A. van Selms, Gezesrs. POT 2 vols. (1967), 1,54; cf. H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. trans.,
Macon, Ga., 1997),8.

39. Keel, 142,111. 188; cf. May, ?-0.
40. -+ tr,468.
41. See [V.3 above.
42. --> )\n barab (Y, 150-54).
43. -r ofi ydbei (Y,373-79).
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opposite). The sea is dried up, the rivers become a desert - so Deutero-Isaiah depicts

God's power (Isa. 50:2).
By contrast, Yahweh also provides the water in the rivers. The salvation that the

prophets proclaim they often liken to water, rivers, and strearns. This imagery recalls

the miracles during Israel's desert wandering (Ex. 17:6; Nu. 20:8). Yahweh gives water

in the wilderness, rivers in the desert, to give drink to his people (sa. 43:20; cf. Ps.

78:6; 105:41). He opens rivers on the bare heights and springs in the midst of the

valleys, he makes the desert a pool and the parched land a garden full of trees ([sa.

41:18). It is well known that flat portions of the desert turn into lakes following tropical

rainstorms. They vanish quickly but support vegetation for some time (cf. Isa. 35:6f.).4
Ps. 74:15 appars to speak of a similar wonder in the desert: "You cut openings for

springs and torrents." If so, the second part of the verse is problematic: "You dried up

ever-flowing streams," which says just the opposite. In my opinion, J. A. Emerton has

suggested a good solution to this problem, pointing out that v. 15 describes God's work

of creation. Mythological language tells of God's victory over the powers of prirnordial

chaos (w. l3f.). Then, as a transition to the creation of day and night and establishing

the bounds of the earth, God liberated the earth from the dark masses of water: "He
made holes in the ground," through which the water could drain away, and "tore wadis

in the land," through which the water could run off into the distant sea. V. 15b then is

most appropriate: "You dried up the eternal sea (n'har61: not 'streams' but the ocean

itself , may im rabbim)."

VI. Rivers as Sacred Places. The OT mentions the river Chebar several times. On

the bank of this river in the land of the Chaldeans, Ezekiel had a heavenly vision @zk.
1:1,3), to which he refers with the words "what I saw by the river Chebar" (3:23;

10:15; 43:3). The Chebar is identical with the naru kabru, i.e., the iatt el-nil, whrch

leaves the Euphrates near Babylon and rejoins it at Uruk.a5 The prophet is dwelling by

the river "among the exiles" when he receives his vision. Daniel too has visions on

the bank of a river (Ulai: 8:2; Tigris: 10:4). This location may be meant in a purely

topographic sense. Walther Zimmerli, however, has rightly pointed out that "the Jewish

diaspora of the New Testament period established its places for prayer preferably beside

water."46 According to Josephus, praying by the sea was "a custom inherited from the

fathers."aT Ps. 137:1 also speaks of assembling for worship by the river Euphrates ('al
nah"r6l babel).

It is noteworthy, furthermore, that Ezekiel has other visions in a biq'6 @2k.3:23;
37:1ff.). This word means "valley," but are there valleys between mountains in the

broad alluvial plain of Babylonia? Now the verb baqa' mearc "split (the earth)," often

so that water pours forth (Gen. 7:11; Dt. 8:7; lsa. 35:6; Hab. 3:9; Ps. 78:15; Prov. 3:20).

44. A. Parrot, Th.e Flood and Noah's Ark (Eng. trans., London, 1958)' 52; Glueck' 84f.
45. BHtIW,fr,22.
46. Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), ll5.
47. Ant. 14.10.23 $258.
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In Ezekiel, therefore, we are probably dealing with a topographical depression contain-
ing a spring, where grass grows and the flocks (not to mention the people) love to
gather (lsa. 4l:18;63:14). Samuel Krauss notes a rabbinic text:48 "Thus he spoke with
them (outside the land of Israel), but only in a pure place with water, as it is written . . .

(Dnl. 8:2; 10:4; Ezk. 1:3)." Water was needed for the prescribed ablutions.ae Others

find this explanation of prayers on the bank of a river unsatisfactory and think instead

of archaic water deities. Otto Kaiser recalls appearances of angels at desert wells (Gen.

16:7ff.;.so It is hard to say, however, what role this ancient popular response to nature

played in the customs of the diaspora community.

VII. Destructive Rivers. Rivers can also bring destruction. The secure foundation
of the wicked is washed away by a river (Job 22:16). The Psalm of Jonah speaks of a
river that surrounds him. This river is tehdm, the primordial deep; it is i"'dl, the realm
of the dead. Jonah has sunk to the depths of the sea (mesfilA biQa! yammim), to the
roots of the mountains that stand in this sea (Jon. 2:3,5f.). It is natural to describe

enemies as "mighty waters" (Ps. l8:4,17[3,26] par.2 S. 22:4,17) or "deep waters"
(Ps. 69:15[14]). The advance of a devastating army is likened to "the mighty flood
waters of the River," overflowing its banks and flooding the land of Judah (Isa. 8:7ff.).
Egypt, too, rises like the Nile, whose waters advance like floods (yQga'"ifr; not "rage").
It says: "I will rise, I will cover the earth, I will destroy the cities and their inhabitants"
(Jer.4:8).Othertextsusetheimageofahurricane(Isa.4:6;Ezk.l3:13).God'sjudgment
of wrath is like a river (Isa. 59:19).

The passages cited make clearthat "sea" and "river" are parallel concepts, and also

that the sea/river is viewed as a dangerous monster. Egypt is a dragon in the seas,

thrashing about in the streams, troubling the water with its feet and fouling it (Ezk.

32:2; cf. Isa. 51:10; Ezk. 29:3). The sea is the chaos monster that Yahweh tames and

overcomes (Ps.77:17fi61; 78:13; 93:2ff.). As at Ugarit and in Mesopotamia, the motif
of battle with the sea appears in the OT. Yahweh does battle with the power of chaos,

the primordial deep. This battle is a contest fought in the context of the creation of
heaven and earth. This is the sense, for example, of Ps. 24:2, which states that Yahweh

founded the earth on seas (yammim) and the ocean (n"hdr6l.5l Ps. 104:9 makes a

similar statement about the waters of the Flood.
But this battle takes place also within history. The dividing of the Sea of Reeds is

interpreted as a victory over the waters of chaos (tehbm61: Ex. 15:8; Ps.77:17-20116-
191; cf. ll4:3-7). Hab. 3:8f. recalls this glorious battle: "Is your wrath against the rivers

[= the sea52] or your anger against the sea, that you drive your horses, your chariots to
victory?" In a mighty storm, God reveals himself as victor over the sea; he conquers

the enemy to save his people (v. l3). The earth splits, and the devastating rivers flood

48. Midr. Mekilta on Ex. 12:1.
49. S. Krauss, Synagogale Alteniimer (Berlin, 1922),281,285.
50. Pp. 92-101.
5 l. See III above.
52. See above.
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the land (v. 9). Torrential rains fall, the deep (t"hbm) surges up. God takes the field in
a battle with the nations, destroying the enemies of Israel and delivering his people.

The whole scene is described in mythological language that recalls the Ugaritic myth
of Ba'al and Hadad. God fights by drying up the sea and the rivers, but also by
destroying the enemy with a rushing flood (Nah. 1:4,8). Nineveh is flooded when "the
gates of the river [i.e., the subterranean sea] are opened" (Nah. 2:7[6]). Thus God
masters the enemies who threaten his creation. His throne rises above their throne, his
sovereignty is unassailable. "The floods lift up, O Yahweh, the floods lift up their
voice, the floods lift up their roaring; mightier than the thunders of many waters,

mightier than the waves of the sea is Yahweh on high" (Ps. 93:3f.). And to Yahweh's
servant David it is granted to lay his hand upon "the rivers" (= the sea), David conquers

nations that represent chaos (89:26[25]; cf. v. l1[0]).
Timo Veijola expresses reservations concerning this "battle with chaos" mythology,

preferring to return to a concrete geographical interpretation in which n"hdt61 refers
to the Euphrates and its tributaries (cf. Ps. 137:-l).st In the framework of Ps. 89, which
is conceived after the analogy of ancient Near Eastem treaties, v.26(25) serves to
define a geographical boundary.

Love, too, which is as strong as death, conquers the waters of chaos: "Many waters
(mnyim rabbtm) cannot quench love, neither can rivers (n"hdr6!) drown it" (Cant. 8:7).

The forces of evil in the world cannot destroy the love of Yahweh for his people.s
Snijders

Vm. LXX, Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX had no problem with translatingnhr T\e
few occurrences ofthe verb are represented by hdkein (twice), syndgein, andphotizein
(once each).55 The noun nihdr frnds its equivalent in potam6s ( I 31 times), nah"rayim
in Mesopotamta.

In the major Dead Sea Scrolls, nAhAr is quite rare and appears to have no special

semantic overtones. Only once does n"har61 appear in connection with regulations
governing purification (1QS 3:5). The application of "garden of Eden" symbolism to
the community is interesting. The community is thought of as a great tree, and all the

nclwrdl of Eden water its branches (lQH 6:16). In lQapGen nahar occurs 11 times,
almost always defined by a proper name, e.9., ttnd, karmbnd, gtl.tdn, and perd1. The
"river" with seven "heads" is mentioned in 19:-12; the associated geographical clues

suggest that this refers to the Nile with its Delta tributaries. Finally, according to lQM
2:10, the decisive battle of the eschaton begins in Aram Naharaim.

Fabry

53. T. Veijola, "Davidverheissung und Staatsvertrag," Z{W 95 (1983), 9-31, esp.22-29;
following M. Sabo, W, 28 (1978),85t.

54. May, 18; on the cosmic overtones of this text, see H. Ringgren, Das Hohe Lied. ATD,
t6t2 ct98t), 287.

55. See II above.
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Contents: I. Etymology; II. Meaning, Usage; Itr. LXX.

I. Etymology. The root nwd appears in Jewish Aramaic with the meaning "be
mobile," in Syriac and Mandaic with the meaning "sway," and in Arabic with the
meaning "sway," "shake (one's head)." It is clearly related to -+ 'lll nddad, "flee,"
etc. The two roots are sometimes confused in the OT, e.g., Jer. 50:3 nwd, and 9:9(Eng.
v. 10) ndd, in otherwise identical contexts; Prov.26:.2 nwd, used of flitting birds, and
27:8 ndd, in a similar context. In the OT the word appears 19 times in the qal, 3 times
in the hiphil, and 4 times in the hithpael.

tr. Meaning, Usage.
l. The concrete meaning of the word is clear from I K. 14:15: Israel will be smitten

so that it will "'shake' like a reed in the water"; cf. also the hithpael inlsa.24:20:
"The earth staggers (nfra')hke a drunkard, it 'sways'like a hut." This meaning appears

also (with the same combination of nfia' and nttA in the judgment on Cain in Gen.
4:12: ni' wdndQ tihyeh bd'dre{, "you will be a fugitive and a wanderer on the earth"
(cf. v. 14). The verse characterizes the unsettled wandering of a nomad as divine
punishment; it also alludes to the land of Nod, where Cain settles.

A similar meaning may be present in'Ps. 56:9(8): "You have kept count of my ndgl,'

put my tears in your bottle (nd'd)." Here noQ may mean something like "unsettled
life" = "misery."t Other suggestions include "lamentation," shaking the head in
penitential rites, and n"QfiStm, "restlessness" = "sleepless nights."2 In any case, the
verse says that God cares for the psalmist and knows his suffering well. If the text is
correct, there is wordplay involving nnd and nd'{; the LXX, however, reads negde\fr,
"in your presence," instead of "your bottle."

The hiphil in 2 K. 2l:8 also belongs in this group: this text cites Yahweh's promise
to David (2 S. 7:10?) that he will never "cause Israel to seek refuge" from his land if
the people keep his commandments - obviously a Deuteronomistic commentary on
Manasseh's idolatry.

Elsewhere the word is often associated with flight. In Jer. 49:30, for example, the
inhabitants of Hazor are exhorted: "Flee (nusfi), get away quickly (nuflA)" 

- the two
verbs are more or less synonymous - to save themselves from Nebuchadnezzar. Jer.

50:8 is similar: "Flee (nudtr) from Babylon . . . go out (seT [O] vs. ]f ], t^'l)."
Characteristically, the imperatives are written defectively in both cases (influenced by

l. H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HATll0926),245.
2. For the first see F. Perles, A nalekten zur Textkitik des Aft, 2 vols. ( 1895), in loc.; D. Mnton

Thomas, The Text of the Revised Psalter (London, 1963), in loc. For the second, J. Eaton, The
Psalms. Torch Comm. (196'l),149. For the third, HAL,11,672, following B. Duhm, Die Psalmen
erkliirt. KHC, 14 (1899), 154.
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ndd?). Jer. 50:3 describes how a nation from the north advances against Babylon and
lays waste the land so that no one can live in it and human beings and animals "flee
(nfifl and depart (halaft)." In a similar context, Jer. 9:9(10) says that all of Judah is
laid waste, and the birds and cattle have fled and departed &alak); this text, however,
uses ndd.

By contrast, Jer. 4:l is a promise to Israel: "If you return . . . you will not need to
'flee' from 111s" - not away from God, but back to God.

Prov.26:2likens an undeserved curse to a sprurow flitting away (nfr{) and a swallow
flying away ('frp): it will not achieve its purpose. (Prov.27:8, however, uses ndd to
describe a bird "that strays from its nest.") one may also note the striking summons
in Ps. 11:l: "Flee like a bird to the mountains." The psalmist's enemies call on him to
flee, but he knows that he can take refuge in God.

2. In another group of texts nfri means "show pity," obviously related to the gesture
of shaking one's head (cf. the hiphil in Jer. 18: 16: kdl '6per . . . yaniQ r6'i6, *everyone

who passes by . . . shakes his head"; and the hithpael inJer.48:27, Ps. 64:9[8]). The
parallel expressions clearly indicate this meaning. In Isa. 51: 19 Jerusalem, having drunk
the cup of Yahweh's wrath, is asked: "who will lament (ydnfiil for you?" Her condition
is so appalling that there is no one left to care for her. The same parallel appears in
Job 2:11, 42:11 (Job's friends come to sympathize [nAQ) and comfort), and ps.

69:.21(20): "I waited in vain for 'pity,'for a comforter, and found none." Jer. 15:5 again
addresses Jerusalem as it lies in ruins: "who will have pity on you (hdmal), who will
'bemoan' you?" And Nahum declares that Nineveh is devastated, and no one exhibits
sympathy (Nah. 3:7b). In Jer. 48, an oracle against Moab, v. 17 says: "'Mourn'over
him, all you his neighbors."

In an oracle against Shallum, Jer.22:10 says: "Do not weep for him who is dead,
nor 'bemoan' him." And Jeremiah, lamenting his loneliness and isolation, says that
God commanded him not to enter the house of mourning, not to participate in mouming
for the dead, and to "show sympathy" (--> nllD marz€ah).

ru LXX. The LXX does not translate the verb uniformly. It uses the following
twice each: kinein, metanasteilein, syllypeisthai, trdmein, and (for the hiphil) saleilein;
other translations (e.g., plaruin, seiein) appear only once.

Ringgren
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fiI} naweh

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. tr. l. Ak}.. nawfr; 2. Usage. m. LXX.

L l. Etynology. Akk. nawfrm/namfi means "pasture, steppe"; OSA nwy means

"watering place" or the like. In Arab. nawa, "desination," the primary emphasis is

clearly on the notion of a goal (cf. niya, "intention," and Heb. *ndwd, "achieve one's

aim" [Hab. 2:5]). Both Akk. nawfr and Heb. naweh would therefore be the goal of a
nomadic tribe, a place where there is pasturage; this would lead to the meaning
"stopping place, dwelling place." But nawfrm/naweh may also be a primary noun'

2. Occurrences. The noan naweh occurs 45 times in the OT, almost exclusively in
poetic texts (the exception being 2 S. 7:8). The form xnA'6!, found only in the const.

nc'61, sewes as the plural of naweh.

IL l. Akk. nawfim. ,At*. nawfim occurs frequently, especially in the Mari texts. Here,

as D. O. Mzard has shown, it denotes "the flocks together with their shepherds." In
later Babylonian texts it means "the pasturelands belonging to a city." We also find
expressions hke no'wAm ia l<arkamii, "the pasturelands of Carchemish," and sippar u
nawAiu, "sippar and its pasturelands." I

2. Usage. a. Pasture. In a number of OT texts, the connection with pasture and

flocks is clear. We may note, for example, the phrase nlvEh rdim (Jer.33:12; Am. l:2;
Zeph. 2:6); the context often includes forms or derivative s of rd'd, " grazg" (Isa. 27: 10;

Jer. 50:19; maril: Jer. 25:36; mir'eh: Ezk. 34:14), forms or derivatives of rfuas, "he
down" (Isa. 27:10; Jer.33:121'Ezk.34:14; cf. Prov. 24:15), or s6'n, "sheep" (2 S. 7:8;

Isa. 65: l0; Jer.23:3; 49:20;50:45; Ezk. 25,5; Zeph.2:6). The phrase n"61mi/bar also

belongs here (Jer. 9:9[Eng. v. 10]; 23:lO; Jo. 1:18f.; 2:22;Ps.65:13[12]).
The pasture motif can be used in various ways. In 2 S. 7:8 (p-. 1 Ch. 17:7; the

prophecy of Nathan) it is quite neutral: Yahweh has taken David away from the pasture

and the sheep (go-'n) to make him king.
Several passages speak of the transformation of settled areas into pasture: "I will

make Rabbah a pasture for camels and Ammon a fold for flocks (mirbas sd'n)" @zk.
25:5; cf. also Isa. 34:13, "the haunt ofjackals, an abode for ostriches," and [sa. 35:7,

where the probably corrupt text speaks of "the place where jackals dwelt"). There is

naweh. M. Delcor, "Quelques cas de survivances du vocabulaire nomade en h6breu biblique,"
W, 25 (1975), 307-322 D. O. Edzard, "Altbabylonisch nawfrm," 7A, 53 (1959), 168-173;

A. Malamat, "Aspects of Tribal Societies in Mari and Israel," XV" Rencontre assyiologique
international (1967),129-138l' R. Zadok, "Babylonian Notes," BiOr 38 (1981), 547-551.

l. Malamat, 136.
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also Zeph. 2:6: "l will make you fland of the Philistines] 'meadows' for shepherds and

folds for flocks."2 The Isaiah apocalypse bewails the devastated city: "It is a pasture,

depopulated, forsaken like the desert; calves graze (rd'A) there, there they lie down
(rdba+)" (Isa. 27:l0).

In other passages, the pastures themselves are devastated. For example, the intro-
ductory words of the book of Amos say that the pastures of the shepherds wither when

Yahweh roars from Zion (Am. 1:2; there may be an echo of this text in Jer. 25:30:

Yahweh will roar from on high "against his pastures"). In the explanation of Jeremiah's

vision of the cup of wrath (Jer. 25), where a universal judgment of the nations is
announced, we read: "Yahweh is despoiling (idd) thellr pasture (mari1), and the peace-

ful folds [n"'6!haiidldm; cf .Isa.32:18] are devastated (dmmnipllo.l) before the blazing

anger of Yahweh" (vv. 36c,37a). TWo quite similar oracles conceming Edom and

Babylon, Jer. 49:20 and 50:45, prophesy that the smallest of the sheep (geirA hassd'n)

will be dragged away and their pasture (NRSV: fold) will be appalled. The same context
(49:19; 50:M) has the phrase n'weh 'Afin, "enduring pasture," probably to be under-

stood as "oasis."3
Other statements are positive. In ler. 23:3 Yahweh promises to "gather (4bg piel)

the remnant of his flock [i.e., the people of Israel] and bring them back to their pasture" ;
50:19, in the oracle against Babylon, says: "But I will restore Israel to its pasture, and

it shall feed (rd'd) on Carmel and in Bashan." Ezekiel uses the same image: "I will
guide them to good pasturage (mir'eh), in the mountain heights of Israel shall be their
'pastures'; there they shall lie down (rdlas) in good 'gazing land,' and they shall feed

on rich pasture (mir'eh) on the mountains of Israel" (Ezk. 34:14). The people are the

flock, and Yahweh will be their shepherd (v. l5). In Jer. 33:12 the pastures are literal:
"In this place . . . there shall again be pasture for shepherds resting their flocks (marbtsA

;d'n)." The same is true in Isa. 65:10: "For my people who have sought me, Sharon

shall become a pasture for flocks (newZh s6'n), and the Valley of Achor a place for
herds to lie down Qeles bdqdr)." Isa. 32:18 occupies a middle ground: "My people

will abide in a peaceful pasture (n"wEh idl6m), in secure dwellings (miik"n6!mibyal.ttm),

and in quiet resting places (m"nfih61 ia'anawt61)." The context also includes the terms

midbdr and karmel, as well as ;"|dqA and miipdt.
Also figurative but with more general import is Ps.23:2. Here the n"'61deie', "green

pastures," and mA m"nuh61, "waters of the resting places" (cf. Isa. 32:18), illustrate

the function of the divine shepherd. We may also note the expression "he makes me

lie down" (rbs hiphil [see above]).
To the same category belongs the phrase n"'6! midbdr, "pastures of the steppe." [n

Jer. 9:9ff.(10ff.) a lamentation (qtnh) is heard there and on the mountains, because they

are scorched (ysr hiphil) and their herds (miqneh) are gone; Jer. 23:10 laments the

drying up (ydb4i) of the pastures. The pastures of the steppe appear also in Jo. 1: l5-20,

2. The text presents problems; cited here as reconstructed by W. Rudolph, kphanja. KA\
XIII/3 (1975), in loc.

3. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATxII CtSos), 248 -->)ltJ nahal.
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a communal lament, where v. 19 says that they have been devoured by fre; in2:22ff.
God's response is: "The pastures of the steppe are green" (ddi"'fi; cf . deie' inPs.23:2).
Here we may also recall Ps. 65:13, where the pastures "overflow" (? r'p; in parallel
with gil however, the reading ydri'fi, "rejoice," is attractive) as one expression of
God's bounty.

b. Dwelling Place. ln some texts naweh parallels 'ohel, "tent," or bayiT "house."
In these cases it appears to have the broader sense of "stopping place" or "dwelling
place." The clearest example is Job 5:24: "You shall know that your tent is safe, you
shall inspect your naweh and miss nothing."l More difficult is 18:15, speaking of the

wicked, where Friedrich Horst translates: "Nothing more of him (mibb"li /d; possibly
'nothing alien to him') still dwells in his tent, on his abode funweh) sulfur is scattered."5

Prov. 3:33 speaks of the blessing on the "abode" of the righteous (par. bayi!). T\e
abode of the righteous appe:us again in 24:,15, here in parallel with rEQes, "resting
place." kov.2l:20 speaks in general terms of the "abode of the wise," calling it a

precious treasure; Job 5:3 speaks of the "dwelling of a fool," which must suddenly

curse (qbb) him (after his downfall).
Ps.79:7 (cited in Jer. 10:25) is problematic; it says that the nations have devoured

('dkal) Jacob and laid waste (^irzn hiphil) his nd'61, referring either to fields (pasture)

or to dwelling places. The same is true of Lam. 2:2: "Yahweh has destroyed fbl',
'devoured'l the nd'61of Jacob and broken down the strongholds (mip;dr) of Judah."
Here the parallelism probably requires the meaning "dwelling places."

Equally unclear is the expression n"'61'"lahtm in Ps. 83:13(12): the hostile kings
seek to take possession of (ydrai) the nd'6! of God. Does this mean "pasture" in the
sense of "land?" Or does it refer to the "holy place" (see 2.c below; cf. also LXX
thysiastiiion)? The Targ. reads "beauty" (= nd'weh?); cf. also Jer. 25,30 above. The
meaning of naweh inPs.74:20 is likewise quite obscure: the land is full of "dwelling
places of violence" (n"'61 hdmds); the LXX reads oikon anomiiin.

Andwd!or ndy61(Q; Kprobably ndwjafl also appears in I S.20:l and 19:18f.
as a place of refuge for David "in Ramah." The LXX interprets the word as a
toponym; but it clearly refers to the abode of the prophets gathered around Samuel,
although it cannot be a cloister in the strict sense of the word. P. Kyle McCarter
translates it as "camps," assuming that the prophets dwelt in camps like those of
shepherds.6

The text of Hos. 9:13 is almost certainly corrupt. Ephraim is apparently being
compared to "Tyre, planted on the meadow," but this makes no sense in the context.
Following the LXX, Hans WalterWolffreads lesayi/ idlldhbdndyw, "Ephraim exposed
his sons to the wild animals";7 but the presence of bdndyw in the following line makes

4. F. Horst, Hiob. BK, XVI/ I (1968), 88: "the security of one's dwelling place, here described
in nomadic terminology as a 'tent' and 'stopping place' (lit.: pasture)."

5. rbid.,265.
6. I Samuel. AB, 8 (1980), 328; see also A. Haldar, Associations of Cult Prophets among the

Ancient Semites (Uppsala, 1945), 142, n. l.
7. Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 160f.
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this unlikely. Francis I. Andersen and David Noel Freedman retain the MT and interpret
i"fild lendweh, "planted on a meadow," as referring to the fig tree in v. l0.s

c. Dwelling Place of Yahweh. In a few instanc es naweh clearly or possibly refers to
Yahweh's dwelling place on zion. At the very least, 2 s. 15:25 is clear. Fleeing from
Jerusalem, David says tozadokthat he hopes Yahweh will "bring me back and let me
see again '6!6 we'e!-ndwehfi." The question is whether '616 refers to yahweh or to the
ark; in either case, ndweh denotes the tent sanctuary where the ark and yahweh are
present.9

McCarter refers here to Ex. 15, the so-called Song of the Sea, where v. 13 reads:
"In your steadfast love you led (ndhfl the people, you guided (nhl) them by your
strength to your holy abode (ncweh eoSieki)."to Both nhl and (to sgme extent) zaftl
are pastoral terms (cf. Ps. 23:2f;77:2ll20l). The abode could be the temple on Zion,
but if so, the poem would date from the period of the monarchy at the earliest, a dating
supported by the expressions "mountain of your possession," "place where you are
enthroned," and, miqddi in Ex. 15:17. In "mountain of your possession,' and ..holy

dwelling place," however, Martin Noth sees terms referring to the promised land as a
whole.ll Stig Norin finds Ugaritic parallels to har nalt"ldlel.<a, mdftin lciifu"fta, and
miqdni, all referring to the abode of the gods on Zaphon; there is no parallel to newEh

Qddei.tz According to Norin, the reference to Zion would be possible in a Deuter-
onomistic context.

The situation is clear, however, in Isa. 33:20, where images from pastoral life,
including the expressions naweh ia'anan, "quiet habitation," and "immovable tent"t3
express the security of the future Jerusalem. Jer. 3I:23 is not entirely clear. It prophesies
that once more people in Judah will say, "May Yahweh bless you, o abode of righ-
teousness, o holy hill." wilhelm Rudolph considers it possible that "holy hill" (as in
Isa. ll:9) means the entire land, and correctly interprets seQeq as "salvation."la But
the use of the words "in the land of Judah and in its towns" does not prove conclusively
that the prophecy is addressed to the whole land; indeed, it makes Jerusalem alone
more likely. The expression is then borrowed and reinterpreted in Jer. 50:7 (secondary):
now Yahweh, against whom the people have sinned, is "the place of righteousness and
the hope of the ancestors."

The newal bayil that divides the spoil in Ps. 68:13(12) probably does not belong
here; it may mean "entrance hall" or "the beautiful woman of the house."ls The
expression n'wa1 sidqeftd (Job 8:6), "your rightful place," i.e., the restored abode of
the penitent, argues otherwise.

8. Hosea AB, 24 (1980), 5,14.
9. K. Rupprecht, Der Tempel von Jerusalem. BZAW 144 (1977),94.
lO. II Samuel. AB,9 (1984),371.
ll. Exodus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962), 125f.
12. S. I. L. Norin, Er spaltete das Meer. CB, 9 (1977),85tr.
13. -+ 9DJ zdsa'.
t4. HAT XII, 199.
15. See HAI. lI,679.
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m. LXX. The translations of the LXX reflect the semantic breadth of the Hebrew
words: nom6, "pastwage" (7 times), or nom6s, "pasture" (Jer. 10:25); t6pos, "place"
(4 times); 6paulis, "dwelling place" (3 times + Isa. 35:7?); katilyma (twice) and

katdlysis (once), "refuge"; mdndra, "fold" (2 5.7:5 and par.; Ezk. 34:14); dtaita,
"abode" (Job 5:3; 8:6); and euprdpeia, "beauty," or euprepiis (2 S. 15,,25; Job 5:24;
Jer.49:20).

Ringgren

DI) nfiab; ilulJt) m"nfrhd

Contents: I. General. II. Verb: l. Qal; 2. Hiphil A; 3. Hiphil B. III. Noun: 1. For Humans; 2.

For God. IV. Apocrypha and Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. General. The root nfial.t/nfu/nfi is widely attested in both early (Old South Arabic,
Canaanite, Old Sinaitic, Ethiopic, and Akkadian) and later Semitic languages (Middle
Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic, Syriac, Mandaic), as well as

Ugaritic.r
According to Mitchell Dahood, several translations have confused nfiah with nhh

nfiah G. R. Berry, "The Hebrew Word Dll," JBL, 50 (1931), 207-210:. G. Braulik, "Menu-
chah, die Ruhe Gottes und des Volkes im tande," BiKi,23 (1968),75-78; W. Brueggemann,
"Weariness, Exile and Chaos," CBQ, 34 (1972),19-38; J. Ebach, "Zum Thema: Arbeit und Ruhe
im N," ZEE,24 (1980),7-21; O. Eissfeldt, "n0a! 'sich vertragen,' " KlSchr Itr (1966), 124-28;
J. Frankowski, "Requies, Bonum Promissum Populi Dei in VT et in Judaismo," VD, 43 (1965),
124-149, 225-24O; O. Hofius, Katapausis. WUNT, tl (1970), esp. 22-50; A. R. Hulst, "De
betekenis van het woord illlllp," Schrift en uitleg. Festschifi W. H. Gispen (Kampen, 1970),
62-78;W. C. Kaiser Jr., "The Promise Theme and the Theology of Rest," BS, 130/518 (1973),
135-150; idem, Toward an OT Theology (Grand Rapids, l98l), 127-130 (see also index);
M. Metzger, "Himmlische und irdische Wohnstatt Jahwehs," UE 2 (1970), 139-158; G. von
Rad, "There Remains Still a Rest for the People of God," The Problem of the Hexateuch and
Othcr Essays (Eng. trans., New York, 1966),94-lO2; idem, OT Theology, 2 vols. @ng. trans.,
New York, 1962-65),11,373f .; G. Robinson, "The Idea of Rest in the OT and the Search for the
Basic Character of the Sabbath," 7AW, 92 (1980), 3242; W. Roth, "The Deuteronomic Rest
Theology," BR,2l (1976), 5-14; F. Stolz, "n]l nfi"h'to rest,'" TLOT 1I,722-24; cf. also 790;
P. Welten, Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronikbiichem. WMANT 42 (1973),
17t.,49,97,201; H. W. Wolff,Anthropology of the OT(Eng. trans., Philadelphia,1974),134-142;
idcm, "T\e Day of Rest in the OT," CTM, 43 (1972),498-502.

l. For Canaanite see EA, 147,56:' for Ethiopic, W. Miiller, ZAW 75 (1973),312; for Akkadian,
AHw, Il, 716; for the later Semitic languages, HAI. fi, 679 DISO, 146; KAI, 58; also K. Beyer,
Die aramriischen Texte vom Tbten Meer (Gdttingen, 1984), 634; for Ugaritic, WUS, no. 1772;
UT no. 1625 (n and nt), also M. Dahood, RSP, l, 221t. On Eccl. 10:4; Est. 9:17f., cf . Dahood,
RSe \276, with an analogous double occurrence; on Ex. 23:12, cf. Dahood, RSA tr, 23; on Isa.
57:2 (cf . Isa. 32: 18; I Ch. 22:9), cf. Dahood, RSfl tr, 32; III, 16l (in combination with ial6m).
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in a few passages (e.g., Isa. 63:14)-z On Akkadian equivalents see also 8A,74,27 ,37.3

Whether Est. 9:17f. and 2 Ch. 6:41 attest the existence of a subst. nbah is disputed.

There are also textual problems with Isa. 57:18 and 3O:32.a On the name Noah in Gen.

5:29 (cf. Sir. 44:17), see Claus Westermann's commentary.s

The LXX equivalents for the verb are primarily anapartein and epanapartesthai; fot
the nouns, aruipausis and katdpausis. For the qal of the verb aphiein/aphilnai is less

frequently used. For the hiphil the LXX has more than twenty different translations,

including leathizd and ttthdml
There are 30 occurrences of the qal of nfial.t, meaning "settle down (to rest),

become quiet and (consequently) rest." The hiphil A heniafu, often with /1 occurs 33

times, with the meaning 'tause to settle down, give rest, bring to rest." The opposite

is not just motion, e.g., wandering, but (psychic) restlessness, so that sometimes

(albeit rarely) the best translation is "satisfy, bring joy, calm" (Ex. 33:14; Prov'

29:17). The hiphil B hinntah (72 occurrences) means "lay, deposit, leave ovi:r, leave

alone."6 There are 4 occurrences of the equivalent hophal B (Ezk. 4l:9;41:.ll 12

occurrences of munndh, "free space"\;Zec.5:11 [the basket is to be "set down"]),

while the hophal A is found only in Lam. 5:5 (Q): "We are given no rest" - a sign

of divine judgment.
The most important derivatives are mcnfihi (21 occurrences), with meanings that

range from "resting place" through "rest (in the land)," "place of (God's) rest" to
(psychic) "calm"; and mfrnbah (7 occurrences), "resting place" (cf. Arab. munil.t,

"resting place," esp. for camels). In Gen. 49:15 Dahood would read mindah (with acc.

ending) instead of m"nfihd.1

We may also note 2Ch.6:41, which incorporates Ps. 132:8 but changes the m"nfih.A

of the latter to n6al.t (niphal inf.?). We also find nahalin Isa. 30:15 (contrasting with
preparation for war); cf. Prov. 29:9;Eccl.4:6; Job 17:16 ("rest").8

That the theme of "rest" addresses a matter of some substance for the OT is shown

by the number and importance of its occurrences,e as well as by its relatively broad

semantic field, which includes the following: -r DpU iq1@nd its derivatives), ialwd
(-+ 1)u ilw), ifrbd (-+ llp ifiD, -+ 13ui iakab, -+ lur yaiEn, esp. -+ yl'1 raga' with
its derivatives, and finally --+ O1)U idl6m and + nl[, idba!, although the last appears

in combination with nfiatt only in Ex. 20:11; 23:12 (and there probably in secondary

interpretations). Antonyms include + t'lyt y'p, -) XWI naia', -, ll'1 rdgaZ and --> El'l''l

rfrm (with the hiphil).

2. Bibl, 48 (1967),357f .; cf . idem, RSE I, l9lf.
3. See also Eissfeldt.
4. On the former text see J. S. Kselman, CBQ, 43 (1981), 539-542; on the lafter see

H. Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39. BK, Xl3 (1982), 1209; also Stolz, TLOT IJ',722'

5. C. Wistermatn, Gencsis t-lt (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 35ff., with bibliog.
6. See tr.1-3 below for further discussion.
7. M. Dahood, Bibl, 48 (1967),427t.
8. Cf. Ugaritic and Karatepe l, l7f.; KAI, no. 26. On -+ l1',ll]'l nihbal.t see HAI. ll, 696.

9. See tr-IV below.
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II. Verb.
1. Qal. Only a few occurrences of the qal represent strictly secular usage. David's

followers waited (rested) (l S. 25:9); Rizpah did not allow the birrls of the air to alight

on the sackcloth she had spread out (2 S. 21:10).
When Noah's ark (Gen. 8:a [P]) or the ark of the covenant (Nu. 10:36) comes to

rest, the meaning is positive (cf. also Josh. 3:13). It is negative, however, when locusts

settle on the land of Egypt (Ex. 10:14 U?l) or the fly of Assyria and the bee of Egypt

seffle on Israel (Isa. 7:19) (representing judgment; cf. also Isa. 23:12; Hab. 3:16; Lam.

5:5 [hophal]).
The qal is often associated with the gift of the Spirit,r0 as in Nu. 11:25f. with

reference to the seventy elders and other men; in 2 K. 2:15 with reference to Elisha,

on whom the spirit of Elijah rests (according to the company of prophets); and in Isa.

11:2, which states that the Spirit of Yahweh will rest on the shoot from the stump of
Jesse.

The qal of nfiattis also used frequently to express the wisdom principle of retributive
justice (Prov. 14:33; 21:16; cf. Eccl. 7:9), so that the concept also plays a role in Job's

critical dispute with this ideology. In light of life's troubles, Job longs for death: then

he would have rest, but not in this life (Job 3:13,17,26) - a wish rarely expressed in

the OT. Dnl. 12:13 is the only other text that speaks of death as rest, albeit with a
prospect of resurrection not ventured elsewhere. An expression of hope strongly in{lu-

enced by wisdom also occurs in Ps. 125:3.

That the OT views rest as a God-given gift is clear from various promises (Isa.

25 lO 57:2 [text unclear]; also 14:7). Rest (= relie0 from enemiestl is an aspiration

of the Jews (Est.9:16,22: cf. vv. 17f.); the historical retrospect in Neh. 9 uses the word

in v. 28 (thus clearly displaying Deuteronomistic influencel2) for the rest achieved in

the period of the judges 
- which rest, however, tempted the people to apostasy.

Already in the Covenant Code (Ex.23:12), the Israelite is called on to rest (ibt) on

the seventh day, "so that your ox and your donkey may rest (ydnfiah)." Dt. 5: 14 extends

this rest to male and female slaves, in the spirit of both Deuteronomic and Deuter-

onomistic thought.l3 In this context, finally, Ex.20:11 even says that on the seventh

day Yahweh "rested" (wayydnal.r; then in Gen. 2;2 [probably with more emphasis on

the Sabbathl wayyiib6lta); in any case, this is the only text that uses the verb nfrah for
the semantic opposite of working (cf. Gen. 49:15). That this resting of Yahweh (as in

Isa. 25:10 [Yahweh's yad];2 Ch. 6:41) alludes toZion is unlikely.rs Rest is not to be

a privilege of the gods (i.e., God) or of specific human social classes.

fi. -+n11 rfral.t.

11. --> 1,215.
12. See Itr below.
13. But cf. H. Rticker, Die Begriindungen der Weisungen Jahwes im Pentateuch. EIS, 30

(1973), 108, who considers this text pre-Deuteronomic.
14. F.-L. Hossfeld, Der Dekalog. OBO, 45 (1982), 47tt., 247tr.; L. Ruppert, "Die Ruhe

Gottes," ZDMG Sup, 5 (1983), l2l-131.
15. Contra Robinson.
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2. Hiphil A. Like the qal, the hiphil A (hzntah) of nfrah is used primarily in theological
contexts. It is Yahweh who gives his people or their king rest from their enemies: Dt.
l2:1O; 25:19; Josh. 2l:44; 23:l; cf. also 1 Macc. l4:4; 16:2; etc.; also 2 S. 7:I;
analogously in 2 S.7:11, but as a renewed promise; I K. 5:18(Eng.v.4) (v. l7t3l
contradicts 25.7:t,tt!); 1ch.22;9,18;23:25;2 Ch. 14:5f.(6f.); l5:15;20:30.

Even a brief survey of these texts makes three things clear: (a) for the most part,
they are associated with Deuteronomistic thought and its influence; O) they mean rest
as relief from enemies and war (sometimes "on all sides" instead of "from the enemy");
(c) this relief from enemies is often expanded to peace and prosperity in the land (cf.
idl6m exphcitly in2 Ch. 20:30). Deuteronomistic influence is clear :u,Dt.3:20; rzilol
25:19; Josh. 1:13,15; 2l:44; 22:4;23:l;2 5.7:l,ll (both verses belonging to the
Deuteronomistic recension of the chapter); I K. 5:18. Here rest is living at peace in
the land - a Deuteronomistic benefit of hope and the fruit of (Deuteronomistic) obe-
dience, as well as the substance of God's promise.l6 The clustering of several of these
texts around the figure of Solomon (1 K. 5:4,18; I Ch. 22:9; cf. also Sir. 47:13)
represents this king as the king of peace, but also exhibits an intentional association
with Yahweh's "resting" in the temple.lT This notion of rest was popular in certain
circles of the Deuteronomistic school, but was not shared by all Deuteronomistic groups
and movements, as may be seen from its absence in the Deuteronomistic redactional
sections of the book of Jeremiah. Deuteronomistic inlluence is probably present also
inEzk.33:14.

Timo Veijola's study of the Deuteronomistic history quite logically includes the
"rest formul4" which admittedly does not exhibit the same wording in all Deuter-
onomistic passages.l8 Going into s1s1g derail, Wolfgang Roth theorizes that the stratum
DtrN took a special interest in the promise of rest (e.g., Dt. 25:19; Josh. 23 l;2 s.
7:l,ll:'1 K.5:18), while its association with such themes as the oath sworn to the
patriarchs (Josh. 21:44) and Yahweh's promise (22:4) points to earlier Deuteronomistic
strata. I 9

"Rest" correlates with the notion of journeying; it is associated with guidance (on
the way to Canaan) and hence with the theology of the land. It is also related to the
theological appraisal of the Jerusalem temple (Dt. l2:9; I K. 8:56). Georg Braulik has
attempted a more detailed analysis of the Deuteronomistic texts and their mutual
"reference systems," with the aim of assigning them to various Deuteronomistic
strata;2o his proposed four phases of the Deuteronomistic conception of rest should,
however, be related more clearly to the exilic situation of the audience addressed. It is
this exitc Israel that is "not yet" (again) at rest in the land. yahweh's renewed promise
and the call to renewed obedience are intended to bring this about.

16. Contra von Rad, "There Remains," who considers this concept Deuteronomic.
17. See Itr below.
18. T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen, 193 (1975),72t.
19. See also H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomiwn. EdE l@ (1982), 194.
20. G. Braulik, "Some Remarks on the Deuteronomistic Conception of Freedom and Peace,"

The Theology of Deuteronomy (Eng. trans., North Richland Hills, Tex., 1994),87-98.
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The books of Chronicles also fall within the domain of the Deuteronomistic history

reflecting the history of its influence and interpretation. In contrast to 2 S' 7:1,11,2Ch'

l7'.l,lO deliberately omit the lexeme, because the Chronicler attaches more importance

(in view of the "wars of David") to Solomon and his temple, with which the notion

of rest is here more strongly linked (cf. 1 Ch. 22:9,18;23:25;2Ch.l4:5f.l6f.l; 15:15;

20:30 with verb and substantive - all without parallels in the books of Samuel and

Kings).21 The contrast between David the man of war and Solomon the king of peace

is stited explicitly in connection with the "gift of rest" in 1 ch. 22:9.22 T--S. Im sees

here a pieci of historical revisionism rather than an interpretation of the figures of

David and Solomon.23 The statement about "peace on every side" is transferred to

I Ch.22:18, since now it is only under David that the enemies surrounding Israel were

conquered (1 Ch. 18-20).
The books of Chronicles link the rest brought to the people by Yahweh, who is

"with" his people (l Ch.22:18), with the theology of Zion and the temple. Yahweh

vouchsafes iest Uy being himself at rest in Jerusalem2a and dwelling (ilcn) in Jerusalem

forever (l Ch.23:25). That this rest is the opposite of war and is therefore associated

with idl6m is likewise stated explicitly by such texts as 2 Ch. 14:5f'(6f.); 26:30. The

predilection of the Chronicler's history for this gift of rest is found both in the core of

it" tirtory and in the redactional additions. The continued influence ofthese ideas can

still be observed not only in 1 Maccabees but also in Sirach'2s

Like the qal, the hiphil A appears in conjunction with rfrah (lsa. 63:14;7cc. 6:8; cf .

also Ezk. 37:1, where the form may be a hiphil B). According to Isa. 63l-14, it was the

Spirit of Yahweh that gave rest (Yahweh led his people). what the spirit of Yahweh

does in Ezk.37:l is done by the hand of Yahweh in 4O:2. Whether these texts describe

actual changes of location or visionary experiences on the part of the prophet cannot

be determinid simply from the use of the hiphil A of nfiah. With its reference to the

land of the north, the promise inZec.6:8 probably refers to the Babylonian Diaspora

(cf.2:10).
The extent to which this rest is a divine blessing can be seen directly from its

appearance in several promises of salvation (Isa. 14:3 [probably also exilic; cf. the

Deuteronomistic historyl; 2812;ze also Ezk. 44,30). This association of rest with

salvation is confirmed indirectly by the prophecies of judgment that argue the contrary

or speak of the "fury" that Yahweh will "bring down" (Ezk. 5:13; 16:42;2L:221177;

24:13).n
Isolated usages are found in Ex. 17:11 (when Moses "lowers" his hand, Amalek

21. See T. Willi, Die Chronik als Auslegung. FRI"ANT, 106 (1972), 143'

22. Oi I Ch.22:18 see also K. Koch, :'Gestaltet die Erde, doch heget das l*benl" "werm

nicht jetzt, wann denn?" Festschrtft H.-1. Kraus (Neukirchen-Vluyn' 1983)' 29'

z:. r.-s. lm, Der Davidsbild in den Chronil&iichern. 8H,231263 (1986), 142tr.

24. See III below.
25. For I Maccabees see tr.I above; for Sirach, IV below'

26. --> Yl, 154.
27. On this combination -r IV, 464f.; cf. also Isa' 30:32'
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prevails rather than Israel) and Prov. 29:17 ("Discipline your son, and he will 'bring
you joy' ").

Finally, Yahweh's words to Moses in Ex. 33: 14 (not to be read as a question) promise
that Yahweh's countenance2s will go before Moses, "and I will give you rest." The
formulation is deliberately ambiguous: the promise clearly refers to rest in the land;
but at the same time Moses is "calmed" by the promise.

3. Hiphil B. The hiphil B is not used as frequently in theologically sigaificant
contexts. It means "lay, set down, leave": Gen. 2:15; 19:16;39:16; Josh.4:3,8; 1 S.
6:18;10:25; lK.7:47;8:9;13:29,31;2K.23:18;2Ch.l:L4;9:25;cf.alsoJosh.6:23
("lodge"). Someone or something is "left behind": Gen.42:33;2 S. 16:21;2O:3; I K.
19:3. In Ps. 17:14; Eccl. 2:18, the meaning is "leave something to one's descendants."

Cultic texts frequently speak of "leaving over" something (e.g., a portion of a
sacrifice) or "setting down" clothing, the tithe, a basket, or the like: l*v.7:15; 16:23;
Nu. 17:19,22(4,7); l9:9; Dt. 14..28; 26:4,10; Jgs. 6:18,20; Ezk. 4O:42; 42:t3f .; M:19;
2 Ch. 4:8. P texts of this nature often stress the correspondence between directive and
performance (Ex. l6:23f .,33f .).

Several times we find a request like "let me alone" or "let me do such and such":
Ex. 32:lO (in vv. 9-14, probably a Deuteronomistic addition); Jgs. 16:26; 2 S. 16:11.
Hos. 4: 17 should probably be interpreted in the light of these texts: the verb can hardly
mean "tolerate him [Ephraim, in his idolatry]" (cf. 2 S. 16:11); a more likely translation
would be "let him go" (cf. 2K.23:18;Ex.32:lO; and above all the immediate context,
which clearly speaks of judgment [Hos. 4:15]).

Similar words of judgment appear in Isa. 28:2;65: 15; Ezk. 16:39; 22:20 (textually
problematic2e). The verb is also used in a punitive sense ("put in custody") in Lev.
24:12 arl,d Nu. 15:34 with reference to an individual, and in Nu. 32:15 with reference
to the people (abandoned in the wilderness as a punishment).

In Jgs. 2:23:3:1, the meaning is "leave": Yahweh left certain nations instead of
driving them out (Deuteronomistic theology); cf. also ler. 43:6. In Est. 3:8 the verb
means "tolerate."

salvific elements, often associated with dwelling in the land, are found in Isa. 14:l
(where it is possible that the text should be emended3o); Jer. 27:11;Ezk.37:14 (both
similar to Isa. 14:1, albeit with a different emphasis; textual emendation is also
possible). The people can therefore pray to Yahweh, "Do not forsake us" (Jer. l4:9 in
a prayer of lamentation, w. 7-9; cf. Ps. 119:121). What Ps. 105:14 (par. I Ch. 16:21)
states positively (Yahweh allowed no one to oppress Israel during its wanderings), ps.

ll9:l2l expresses in the form of a petition.
The "setting up" of idols is criticized in 2 K. 17:29 and mocked in Isa. 46:7.
Finally, Ecclesiastes uses the verb in wisdom aphorisms (5:ll12l;7:18; 10:4b) and

28. J Oi:D pdntm.
29.W.Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1919),462.
30. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. ftans., Minneapolis, 1997),35.
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admonitions (10:4a [text? "do not leave your place = your position" ? the context [v' 4b]

suggests instead "maintain tranquility"; then also 11:6); this usage occurs with some

frequency elsewhere in wisdom texts.

Am. j:7 is unique: a woe cry speaks of bringing righteousness down to the ground

(cf. Jer. 28:2).tt

III. Noun. The noun m"nfifua (written defectively in Gen. 49l.15;2 S. 14:37; Isa.

tl:15; pl. inPs.23:2) is found also (usually as nfit) in Aramaic and Canaanite,32 as

well as in Middle Hebrew and Samaritan. In one Hebrew inscription the grave is a

place of rest.33 The term also occurs elsewhere outside the Bible'Y

In Jgs. 20:43; l Ch.2:52;8:2, menfihA may be a toponym'

l. For Humanrs. The no.urr- m"nfihd occurs 21 times in the OT text. In the majority

of passages it means rest for an individual or a group' often the Israelites. Jgs. 20:43

ruyr tt ui the Benjaminites had no rest in battle. A woman finds and may be wished

rest in the house of her husband (Ruth 1:9). Nu. 10:33 speaks of rest during a journey,

and Jer. 51:59 mentiots a sor m"nfihd (royal courier? quartermaster?).

The early text Gen. 49:15 (in Jacob's saying about Issachar) already links rest with

dwelling ln ttre tanO (here freedom to settle);35 this is an important element of the gift of

rest for human beings in the OT. Isa. 32:18 promises that the people will abide in secure

resting places. The postexilic context (vv. 15-18,[20]) describes in detail what this means.

Ps. 95:11 also understands rest as dwelling in the land; because the context (w' 7b-11) is

a prophetic admonition, the verse probably does not refer to Yahweh's resting. The use of

words spoken by Yahweh in the lst person to conclude the psalm (with -+ N]l D6', as in

Dt. 12:g) underlines the significance of the statement, which He. 3:74:13 (4:9!) devel-

oped in a manner that was to be extremely influential.36 In a quotation within a prophetic

oracle (probably reflecting later revision3T), the rich who are denounced say to those who

are driving them out, "This is no place of rest" (Mic. 2:10)'

Like the verb, the noun clearly illustrates the special interest of Deuteronomistic

texts and Chronicles in the notion of res! conceived as rest in the land and rest from

enemies (with clear overtones of "freedom"), as well as rest near the sanctuary,

yahweh's resting place.3s Both reflect a major theological concern, especially of the

exilic and postexilic periods.

3l . See also C. Story, W 30 (1980)' 72.
32.KA\,22384:Sifire:restthroughobedience; KTU, 1.4,1,33:'2'll,14;cf'UT no' 1640;

also KA1, l, 2: rest = pooc€.

33. N. Avigad, tgt,l ,239, citedby DISO, 159. Cf. KN, 34, 5;35,2; also Dnl' l2:13 (verb);

Job 3:13.
34. KAI,26,l A 18; II 8, 13; Dahood, RSEl,221f .; on the word pairs in these texts, cf. Isa'

30:15; Prov. 19:9; Eccl. 4:6;6;5;9:17; Job 17:16:,36:16.

35. See Dahood, Bibl, 48 (1967),427t.
36. See E. Lohse, TDNT Vn,34f.; and Hofius.
37. H. W Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1990)' 75f'

38. See III.2 below.
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The Deuteronomistic texts include Dt. l2:9 (cf. the verb in l2:lo;25:19; also Josh.
21:M;23:l). where "you have not yet come to rest" is given a further theological
qualification by the addition of rwhold.3e The reference is to the land west of the Jordan
as the substance of a new Deuteronomistic (not Deuteronomic) promise. The contrast
with Dt. 28:65 (likewise Deuteronomistic) is instructive (cf. also Lam. l:3; 5:24).
Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the temple (l K. 8:56; Deuteronomistic) extols
Yahweh for giving rest to his people in fulfillment of his promise (on the association
of this idea with that of "being with" in v. 57, cf . 2 s. l4:l7q). The Deuteronomistic
history does not speak of such rest at any time after Solomon. It was the gift of the
land that brought rest - and the entrance of the exilic community into the promised
land will bring this rest once more. It was the age of Joshua that brought rest from
enemies throughout the land; the period of the judges also provided this rest, but it was
intemrpted by military threats (Josh. l:13,15;21:4345 22:4; 23:l; Jgs. 3:30; g:2g).
Then it was the age of David and above all that of Solomon that was able to grant
complete rest (2 S. 7:1,11; cf. I S. 26:19 ther, I K. 5:18[4]; g:56). These texts
frequently use both verb and noun together; both are fundamental to the expression of
the Deuteronomistic notion of rest, shared by the Chronicler.

To the Chronicler, Solomon is the "man of rest" (l Ch.22:9; cf. v. g), for yahweh
will give him rest (verb) from his enemies. Therefore it was not David but Solomon
who was able to complete the "house of rest" for yahweh (l Ch.28:2).41 Once again,
the similarity to the notion of idlbm is evident.a2

Zion as the site that vouchsafes rest is probably also the subject of Isa. ll:10, an
addition to vv. l-9 that speaks of the root of Jesse that will gloriff his resting place.
The explanatory addition in Isa. 28:12 (which also uses both noun and verb) likewise
refers to Jerusalem.

Zec. 9:l (cf. I K. 8:56f.) states that the word of yahweh "is coming to rest," i.e.,
is affecting the course of historical events; the reference is to the present, not to future
punishment.a3

The extent to which the OT notion of rest is associated not only with the land, the
promise, and the temple but also with the guidance of yahweh is clear from ps. 23:2:
Yahweh leads the psalmist to "waters of rest', (a pasture with water).

In the OT, therefore, it is impossible to distinguish rest as a resting place from rest
as a divine gift. The place and the gift go together.4 As a result, "rest" (as we have
already seen in the case of the verb) can be psychic as well as local. The word of the
king sets one's mind at rest (2 S. 14:17); contrariwise, Baruch laments that he finds no
rest (Jer. 45:3).

The noun manoah also generally denotes a resting place (Isa. 34:14; Ruth 3:l; 1 ch.

39. -->lm nhl.
40. See also II.2 above.
41. See Itr.2 below-
42. See also G. von Rad, TDNT, Il, 4O4; DISO, 177, s.v. nht il..
43. K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwdlf kleincn prophete4 II. ATD,25 C1951), in loc.
44. Ebach.
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6:16[31]: here for the ark in the house of Yahweh; in Gen. 8:9, for the dove sent out

by Noah). But in this noun, too, we find inward and outward rest (or their absence)

interwoven (Dt. 28:65 [together withm"nfihd]; Lam. l:3), while Ps. 116:7 refers only

to rest for the psalmist's soul.

2. For God. Tltatthe Jerusalem temple was considered Yahweh's resting place has

already been noted in the examination of the hiphil A of the verb.as The noun is used

for this theologoumenon in I Ch.28.2 (cf. Isa. 11:10); we may also include here

statements that otherwise refer to the ark (Nu. 10:33; 1 K. 8:56). Of course, the context

of Dt. 12:9 suggests the temple (cf. the verb in v. 11). This notion is developed more

fully in Ps. 132:8,14 (see the context; cf. also 94:ll LXX and its incorporation in

Jos.As. 8:10),6 and appears again in 1 Ch. 6:16(31) and2 Ch. 6:41f., and in substance

in I Ch. 23:25.q On the use of the noun in combination with -) 1tr2" yd"ia! in Ps.

13214, cf. Lam. 1:3.48

Despite the importance of "rest" in lsraelite spirituality, it is interesting to note that

it never appears as an aspect of eschatological hope in the OT.

Isa. 66:1 (in 1st person words spoken by Yahweh) even casts doubt on the notion

that the temple is Yahweh's resting place. This text clearly presupposes I K. 8:56 and

should probably be understood as a protest against the postexilic rebuilding of the

temple, after people during the exile had learned to experience and believe in Yahweh's

presence apart from the temple.

IV. Apocrypha and Dead Sea Scrolls. The significance of the notion of rest in

Sirach has already been notedae (cf. also I Mc. I4:,4; 16:2; etc.; also the qal of the verb

in Sir. 5:6; 32:21;34:3f.,2I; 4O:5; 44:23; 46:19; and the hiphil in 5:6; 6:3; l2:3;38:7;
39:28,32;44:9;47 13). Unfortunately the text of 33:4 E is difficult, so that it is unclear

whether and how mdn\afu (or the hiphil of the verb) is used there. [n 6:28 (cf . 4:15;

14:24-27:51:26),however, it is no longer the land that provides rest but rather wisdom

-who 
also seeks rest herself (cf.24:7).In 30:17 (cf. Job 3:13; Dnl. 12:13) the noun

nfihd refers to death as eternal rest.

Jos.As. 22:13 (thinking of rest as a divine gift) cites Isa. 66'.2, while 8:10 cites Ps.

132 (ct. Ps. 94:11 LXX;.so
In the Dead Sea Scrolls,4QFlor l:7 cites the promise in 2 S' 7:11, reinterpreted

with reference to the writer's own age as rest from the followers of Belial. According

to lQpHab 1l:6, the Day of Atonement is the festival of rest; 1l:8 associates rest with

45. See tr.2 above, and esP. Metzger.
46. On Ps. 132:14 see also H. Kruse, IrI n 0983),287.
47. On the Chronicler's history, see also J. P. Weinberg, W 33 (1983)' 310; also Willi'

Chronik.
48. Cf. also Dahood, RSP,1,222; Itr, 195.

49. See [I.2 above.
50. On the use of the term in the apocryphal books, see esp. Frankowski, 225ff., where he

also discusses rabbinic literature.
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the Sabbath. This combination appears also in lQM 2:9. other rexts include le56 2;
4QDibHama (4Q504) fr. L-2 4:2;sr and 4QOrda (4Q159) 2:5.s2 The hiphil of rhe verb
can also be used for cessation of the tumult of war (lQM 17:14; cf .8;7,14: the ..quiet,,

sound of the war trumpets). Of course fighting is forbidden on the Sabbath as a day of
rest (2:9), and when the war is over the soldiers retum to their camp of rest (12:9). we
see from lQH 8:30 (important for Jgs. 2O:43?) and 9:5 that at eumran, too, the gift of
rest could be understood as inward rest.

In the Temple Scroll we find only the hiphil B of the verb (llerempre 32:r0;58:15;
probably also 33:4; 43:4) in the sense "set down, leave"; the contexts are not theo-
logically significant.

Preuss

51. Texr M. Baillet, "Un recueil liturgique de Qumrin, Grotte 4: Les paroles des luminaires,"
R4 68 (1961), t9s-250.

52. Text: J. M. Allegro, "An unpublished Fragment of Essene Halakah (4e ordinances),"
JSS, 6 (1961),7r-73.

D:lI zias; O|ftQ manbs;ilQi'Il) m'nfrsd

contents: L Distribution: l. Extrabiblical Evidence; 2. or;3. LXX and rargum. tr. Meaning:
L Qal Stem; 2. Derived Stems; 3. Nouns; 4. Related verbs. Itr. Theological usage: 1. Narrative
Texs; 2. Wars of Yahweh; 3. Israel's Flight; 4. Mythology. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Distribution.
l. Extrabiblical Evidence. The base zs does not occur in all Semitic languages: there

are no occulrences in East Semitic. Apart from Hebrew, it is clearly attested in Old
Aramaic, Syriac, and Arabic; its appearance in Ugaritic is questionable. It has acquired
the sense of "flee" only in Hebrew. For ugaritic the glossary of cMr? cites 2 occur-
rences. The first is a fragmentary lyns, translated "let him not escape"; but the isolated
nature of the text makes the meaning highly uncertain.l Cyrus Gordon derives the form
from nsy.2 The second is the form ys (identified by Gordon as the Gt stem of rs, without

nfis. B. Grossfeld, "The Relationship Between Biblical Hebrew ll'lf and D'll and Their
Corresponding Aramaic Equivalents in the Targum," ZAW 9l (1979),10].-123; E. Jenni, .. .Flie-
hen'im akkadischen und im hebriiischen sprachgebrauch," or 47 (1978), 351-59; S. schwertner,
"Ol) zr2s 'to flee,' " TLOT, 11,725-27.

t. KTU,l.4, m,5.
2. UT 444, no. 1661.
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further evidence).3 This occurrence is thus also uncertain. Close in meaning to Heb.

nfis is the form hns used by several Old Aramaic inscriptions for removing a stele;a cf.

the meaning of the hiphil of nfis in Jgs. 6:11. The meanings "shudder," "be in a state

of motion, swing," cited by HAL on the basis of Syriac and Arabic, show only that the

base represents a verb of motion in all the Semitic languages that use it.s

2. OT. In Hebrew the base w appqus as the qal stem nils, the hiphil hEnts, and the
polel n1sds; there are also two derived nouns, mdnds and m"nfisA. There are 153

occurrences of the qal, plus the hiphils in Jgs. 7:21 and Jer. 48:44, which the Masoretic
pointing requires reading as qal forms. [n Jer. 48:44 this reading is supported by the

parallel in Isa. 24:18. In Jgs. 7:2l,too, the Masoretic reading is probably preferable;

the hiphil reading may be based on a misunderstanding of the subject.6 The hiphil
occurs only 3 other times. The form l"hilndses in Ps. 60:6(Eng. v. 4) is probably an ad

hoc creation for the sake of the play on n4s; even if the writer was thinking of ntts, we

cannot draw any conclusions about the meaning of the form.

3. IXX and Targum. The LXX uses phcilgein and its compounds with dia-, l<ata-,

and ek- quite consistently to translate nfis. T\e inf . lfrnfis is sometimes represented by

a noun formed from the same stem. Variant translations (anachorein, apodidniskein,

diiikein) are explicable either as fixed idioms or as due to a desire for variety. The

translations kinein in Cant. 2:17 4:6 and phtheirein in Dt- 34i7 attempt to avoid

unfamiliar images or metaphors in Greek. lnZnc- 14:5 the LXX emphrdssein suggests

that the translator read the niphal of stm. Tlte homogeneous translation used by the

LXX already indicates that nfrs has a limited range of meanings. Bernard Grossfeld

discusses the translation of the Targum.

tr. Meaning. All occurrences of nfis and its derivatives exhibit the basic meaning

"flee"; we must not, however, ignore the semantic nuances despite their narrow range.

I shall defer discussing the necessary question of how rr2s differs from the semantically

similar verbs -+ 11'11 bdrah, -+'I'IJ nddad, and'fi2 hiphil until we have studied its own

semantic nuances more closely.

l. Qal Stem. a. The qal stem of nls appears frequently in the context of war and

battle; it denotes the flight of an individual or an entire army from a superior or

victorious foe. Defeated by the Judahites, Adoni-bezek flees but is pursued and captured

(Jgs. 1:6). This example illustrates the terms often associated with nr2s in this context,

as in the flight of Sisera (Jgs. 4:15) or the Midianites (7:21f.). To flee from the enemy

in battle is considered disgraceful: warriors who have fled from the battlefield must

3. KTU, 1.2,1Y,4; UT 368, no. 416.
4. KAI, 2O28, 20; 225, 6; 226, 8f.
5. HAI. tr, 681.
6. W. Nowack, Richten HKAT, ll4 QmD,73.
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steal secretly into the city (as do David's followers when their king is mourning
Absalom's death [2 S. 19:4]). A collective as well as an individual can be the subject
of nfis. ff the entire anny or the troops arrayed for battle take flight, it can signal the
end of hostilities: "they fled, everyone to his tent" (1 S.4:10;2 S. 18:17; l9.9;2K.
8:21 

- 
here the present text glosses over what actually happened, but the idiom refers,

as always, to Israel's fiight).
Of course, it is possible to feign flight in order to entice the foe into an ambush

(Josh. 8:5ff.; Jgs.20:32);nils is also used for such a tactical retreat. ff the purpose is
to deceive the enemy into pursuit, we see here a further nuance that the verb zfis can
take on: it can describe not only departure from battle but also flight from a pursuer
at one's heels, so that it could be translated "be engaged in flight." In 2 S. 24:13David,
finds himself forced to choose famine, flight fuaseln lipna-sdreyftd), or pestilence; in
a similar vein, Prov. 28:17 says: "someone who is burdened with the blood of another
must be a fugitive until death ('ad-bor ydnfis)" (the emendation proposed by BIls is
unnecessary). The ptcp. nas, therefore, can denote a fugitive, regardless of what cir-
cumstances have driven him to flee (Jer. 48:19,45;50:28).

b. The nuance of nfis just identified shows that nfis is not confined to mittary
situations alone. The verb can appear whenever an individual or a group has to escape
as quickly as possible from a concrete danger or a threatening situation. The danger
can be in the form of an animal: Moses flees from the snake into which his staff has
been transformed (Ex. 4:3); on the day of Yahweh, a man will flee as from a lion (Am.
5:19). The precarious situation into which Potiphar's wife has brought Joseph causes
him to flee outside (nfis hahfrsd: Gen.39:12). Jotham makes off after telling his fable
to the inhabitants of Shechem (Jgs. 9:21). The citizens of the towns across the Jordan
flee at the news of Saul's death, leaving their towns to the Philistines (1 s. 31:7).

Here nfis can express a meaning recognizably different from that of barah. Jotham
runs away (wayydnos) from the top of Mt. Gerizim, where he has delivered his speech,
betaking himself in exile to Beer, "fleeing (wayyif;rah) from Abimelech" (Jgs. 9:21).
We are told similarly that David f7ed, @As) from Saul's malicious attack - in other
words, as the following narrative shows, he sought safety in his own dwelling. when
Saul pursues him even there, he flees (wayyipral.t) to Samuel (l S. 19:10,12). Here nAs
means instant escape from immediate danger, while bdrah expresses flight from the
pursuer's sphere of influence. It would be wrong, however, to generalize this distinction
between nfis and bdrah. Gen. 16:6,8 use the latter for Hagar's flight to escape harsh
treatrnent at the hands of her mistress - i.e., the slave girl runs away from Sarah. But
nfis can also be used for escape to a place of asylum,T beyond the power of the avenger
of blood. It is noteworthy that both passages use other verbs to qualify bdrah: wayyEleft
. . . wayyeie! iam (Jgs. 9:21); wayydlels wayyimm.dl€t (1 S. 19:12); wayyimmnlEt
w ayy d!6" e 1- i"mfi' e l hdrdmdld ( 1 9: I 8).

c. Up to this point, the reason for flight has been some kind of actual danger. We
may note, however, that nfis can also denote flight occasioned by panic. In Nu. 16:34

7. See below.
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it is possible still to assume that the Israelites fled at the destruction of the "Korah

gang" because they were afraid that they might also be pulled down into the abyss.

But what causes the Arameans besieging Samaria to flee (2 K.7:7) is a sound produced

by Yahweh: "the sound of chariots and of horses, the sound of a great army." This

sound so fills them with terror that they desert their camp in panic and run for their

lives (wayyanusfr 'el-napidn). Such panicky flight is always brought about by Yahweh'

It is Yahweh who sows such confusion in the Egyptian camp that the army rushes

headlong toward the sea (ndsim tiqrd'16: Ex. 14,27); in the Midianite camp, Yahweh

tums the warriors' swords against each other until the whole army flees in panic (Jgs.

7:21f.; the toponyms here do not define the goal of the Midianites' flight but rather

illustrate vividly how far their panic scattered them). It is true that Ahithophel claims

to be able to throw David and his camp into such terror that all the people will flee

(2 S. l7:2); as everyone knows, however, his plan fails. Thus it remains true that flight
in panic is always flight occasioned by God; it therefore belongs to the vocabulary of

prophecies of disaster (I-ev.2617; Isa. 30:16f.; Jer. 49:24).8

d. Especially when nfis is used with a statement of the goal (locative hc, 'el, 1", or
'qA, ft also includes the aspect of "find safety," so that it can be translated "escape,

take refuge." This aspect appe:m, e.g., in Gen. 14:10: the kings of Sodom and Gomor-

rah, having joined battle (v. 8), take flight (wayydnusfi); when they are captured, the

rest flee to the hill country (nisfr: v. 10). When Lot is commanded to take refuge

&immAleil, he suggests: "Look, that city is near enough to flee to (ldnfis idmmd) . . .

let me escape there" (Gen. 19:20). Cf. also Jgs. 9:51: all the men and women of
Shechem take refuge in a strong tower. This nuance probably gave rise to the expression

nfis l,'ezrd (Isa. 10:3; 20:6): one turns to someone for help like a supplicant fugitive.

In this context the verb no longer expresses literal travel to a place of refuge; nfis l"'ezrd

means simply "approach someone for help." Isa. 20:6 does not mean that the inhabitants

of the coastal towns literally went to Egypt or Cush; the reading of lQlsa probably

arose from such a misunderstanding.e

e. The use of nfrs in legal contexts is closely allied to the specialized meaning

discussed in gd above. The cities of refuge are set apart ldnfis idmm,A hnrdsEal.t (Nu.

35:6ff.; Dt.4:42;19:3,10ff.; Josh. 20:3ff.; cf. also Ex.2l:13). Their purpose is to protect

the slayer (here t6;Zahro is a technical legal term; Nu. 35 15-21distinguishes the offense

from murder, and the following verses define it in greater detail) from the avenger of

blood until a regular trial finds him guilty or innocent. In the latter case he may remain

in the city of refuge until he can return home (v. 28). Here nr2s includes not just escape

from the avenger of blood but also the intention of remaining in the city of refuge for

some time, a notion expressed elsewhere by + Ill! barah.lt The regulations in question

presuppose the distinction between murder and manslaughter.Ex.2l:13f . is a secondary

8. See trI.3 below.
9. Cf. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997)' 284,286'
10. + n31 ra{dfr.
ll. Schwertner,725f.
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addition, and the earlier version of Dt. 19:1-10 does not mention an extended stay in
the city of refuge; the usage under discussion may therefore represent a later semantic
development.

f. Almost always, zils is used literally; only occasionally is it used figuratively. In
Nah. 2:9(8) it describes water running out of a pool; in Ps. 104:7 it describes the waters
retreating before the creator God; in Ps. 114:3,5, it describes the retreat of the sea at
the exodus (par. to yissd! 'dl.tbr).lnDt. 34:7 it represents the diminution of vigor (leaD.
Isa. 35: l0 (par. 51:11) foresees that when the exiles return to Zion, "sorrow and sighing
shall flee away." The poetic expression "the shadows flee" (cant.2:17;4:6) does not
signify (as in English) the dawning of the day but rather the fading light of evening,
when shadows vanish (not "lengthen"'r2 nfis can hardly have the meaning ('grow,

increase"). Isa. 30:16 is a special case; for the sake of consonance, niu is used to
describe riding on proud steeds: "But you refused and said, 'No, we will ride [NRSV:
fleel upon horses ('al-sfis ndnfrs)'; therefore you shall fle*, ('al-kdn tenfishfl.,,

2. Deived Stems. Tlte meaning of the qal stem can also account for the rare instances
of the other stems.

a. There are three clear hiphil forms.l3 InDt.32:30 ydntsfi clearly has causative
meaning: "How could one have routed a thousand, and two put a myriad to flight?"
This reflects the meaning of the qal stem discussed under l.a above. Ex.9:20 should
also be understood causatively ("put to flight"): the officials ofPharaoh who hearkened
to Yahweh made their slaves and livestock "flee to their homes" (hEnts . . .'el-
habbdltm). with rare unanimity the ancient versions "render the Hebrew DrJi'l . . . by
some word meaning 'to gather in' " '14 they were not interpreting a different text but
merely trying to represent the meaning. In Jgs. 6: l l the hiphil serves as a causative of
the meaning discussed under l d above, "bring to a safe place."

b. In the figurative language of Isa. 59:19, the polel of nfis (nos"sa) takes its meaning
from the chosen simile: the storm drives on the waters of the stream as the pursuer
drives the fugitives. Here, too, the sense is the causative equivalent to the basic meaning.

c. The form hitrndses in Ps. 60:6(4) has been discussed under I.2 above.

3. Nouns. The two nouns derived from the base zs have different meanings.
a. The noun menfrsd denotes the act of fleeing, "flight." In Isa. 52:12 it parallels

l.tippdzbn.ls Alluding to the exodus tradition inBx. 12-13. the text emphasizes that the
new exodus is superior to the old: it will not be like hasty flight. In I*v. 26:36
menusal-here! clearly associates the verb zr2s in the same clause with its meaning in
military contexts.

b. In Ps. 59:17(16);2 S. 22:3 (lacking in the par. ps. 18:3[2]); Jer. t6:19, the context

l2.w.Rudolph,DasHoheLied.KATxYul2(t962),135;G.Gerleman, DasHohelied.BK,
xvrtr (r96s), 128.

13. On Jgs. 7:21; Jer. 48:44, see I.1 above.
14. Grossfeld, 113.
15. -+ IDll bapaz (Y,90t.).
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indicates that manbs means "(place o0 refuge." In an expression of confidence, God

is described as the one who grants the worshiper safety and security (m"nfisi). The noun

has the same meaning in Ps. L42:5(4): finding no one who will take notice, the psalmist

seeks refuge with Yahweh. Here, as in the preceding texts, man^s denotes a refuge in

the metaphorical sense; unlike md'62 ar1d mahseh, it never refers to an actual place'

ps. 142:i(4) clearly uses it as part of a fixed idiom (cf. Job 11:20; Jer. 25:35; Am.

2:14).Thephrase 'dQai mdnis min descibes a hopeless situation: every "refuge" has

vanished, i.e., all prospects of deliverance have been taken away (cf. Job 1l:20 LXX:

sdtEria . . . apoleipsei; Jer.25:35: par. p"byA). But man1s can also be used in the sense

of m"niu6, simply meaning "flight." For example, Am. 2:14 does not mean that the

"swift" do not know where to turn for refuge, but that even they will be unable to flee'

This meaning is also present in the paronomastic phrase nfrs manbs in lsa. 46:5'

4. Related Verbs. There remains the question of differentiating nfis from other

semantically related verbs.

a. The choice between bdrah and nfis carr easily be influenced by objective criteria,

since only nfis is used in the context of battle or specifically named dangers. We must

also note, however, that this very usage lends nr2s overtones of opprobrium (2 S. 19:4)-

These overtones may help explain the preference of the patriarchal narratives fot barah

(nis being used only for Joseph's flight from Potiphar's wife) and the avoidance of

nfrs for David's flight from Saul (except in I S. 19:10). By contrast, barah seems to

be preferred when the reasons for flight have to do with familial disputes.l6 Otherwise

the distinctions between the two verbs are not all that clear. The difference between

secret and open flight is not the decisive criterion; it is also not true that nfis is limited

to running away from a danger andbarah to escaping from an inherited situation'I7

Indeed, the two verbs converge and overlap semantically.

b. The verb nddad, "flee, take flight," is never used in narrative texts; it is restricted

to poetic and figurative language, as may be seen from its frequent use in metaphors

(Gen. 3l:40: sleep flees from the eyes; Isa. 10:14: wings flutter; 25.23:6: thorns are

thrown away [hophal]; etc.). The semantic nuance appears to consist in vigorous

movement. A goal is never mentioned.

c. The meaningof 'fi2(qal and hiphil) is much nilrower than that of zr2s (and bdrah)

and is restricted to the notion of refuge: compare hd'Ez in Ex. 9:19 with hZnis in v' 20'

It can always be rendered as "bring to/be in a secure place'"te

III. Theological Usage. Our word belongs to everyday language; even usage in

theological or cultic texts did not transform it into a theological term. It is worth noting,

16. + tr,250f.
17. See, respectively, J. Kennedy, Sndies in Hebrew Synonyms (1898), 1-7; -schwertner,725f'

lS. p. fiugger, Jahwe, mcine Zuflucht. Miinsterschweizpcher Studien, 13 (1971),91; Y. Avi-

shur, ..BibliciiWords and Phrases in Light of Their Akkadian Parallels," ShnatMikr 2 (1977),

ll-19 (Heb.).
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however, that the appenrance of nfis in specific genres can make it a vehicle for certain
specifi c theological statements.

l. Narrative kxts. Almost two-thirds of the forms in which zils appears are 3rd
person perfect or narrative; in other words, it is used predominantly in narative texts.
When the context is military, the appearance of this verb signals victory over the enemy
or defeat. [n the narratives shaped by the deliverance schema, nls is thus one of the
semantic signals indicating the deliverance wrought by Yahweh or the elimination of
the danger facing Israel; examples include Jgs. 4:15ff. (Sisera), 9:12 (Znbah arrd
Zalmunna), and I S. 14:22 (Saul's first victory over the Philistines). But the verb may
also describe Israel's flight; when the narrative context deals with Israel's failure to
carry out the ban or transgression of the express will of Yahweh, the use of zr)s (often
in conjunction with other verbs associated with military terminology) documents
Yahweh's punitive response (e.g., Josh. 7:4; Jgs.2o45tr.).

2. Wars of Yahweh. The enemy's fleeing in panic is a characteristic motif of the
Yahweh war pattern.le In the narratives reflecting this pattern, the headlong flight of
the enemy (Ex.14..27; Jgs. 9:21f.; I S.14:22 [cf. v. 15]) manifests yahweh,s incom-
parable power, which overwhelms all resistance. The ancient ark saying in Nu. 10:35,
going back to the tradition of the Yahweh war, contains a formula stating that those
who hate Yahweh flee before him (wjdnusa m"san'eyf;i mippdneyf;d; cf. the echo in
Ps. 68:2[]). The prophetic oracles against the nations, which probably go back to the
same source, use nfs in the same way to proclaim to Israel's enemies the failure of
their plans and their own destruction (Isa. l7:3; 3l:8; Jer. 46:5,21; 49:8,24,30;50: l6).
In this context, a special stylistic device is lhe summons to flight (Jer. 48:6; 49:8,30;
5l:6).zo The victory hymn of the Yahweh war, which attests explicitly to yahweh's
participation in the battle and celebrates the victory he has vouchsafed, is the setting
of the theophany description. It, too, uses the motif of the enemy's flight denoted by
the catchword zr2s (together with nd/a{: Ps. 68:13[12]), e.g., Isa. 13:14, where it has
been combined with the notion of the day of Yahweh.2l

3. Israelb Flight. The catchword nfrs, however, is not restricted to Yahweh's inter-
vention against his or Israel's enemies. As in narrative texts, a proclamation of flight
can be directed against Israel itself. Am. 5: 19 uses the motif of flight in a metaphorical
description of the day of Yahweh as a "day of darkness, not light," for Israel. In trv.
26:-17 and Dt. 28:15, flight before the enemy threatens to reverse the blessing promised
in Lev. 26:.7 and Dt. 28:7 (Yahweh war terminology) if Israel does not keep the
covenant. Prophetic threats can use nis in prophecies of disaster against Israel as well

19. R. Smend, Yahweh War and Tibal Confederaion @ng. trans., Nashville, 1970).
20- R. Bach, Die Aufforderung zur Flucht und zum Karnpf im alttestamentlichen Propheten-

spruch. WMANT,9 (1962).
21. -, El' ydm (Yl, 7-32).
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as against the nations (Isa. 10:29, where a threat directed originally against Jerusalem

has been transformed into an oracle against Assyria). The proclamation of eschatologi-

cal judgment leads to a generalized conception of flight on the eschatological day of
judgment (Isa.24:18, using words originally directed against a foreign nation; Jer.

48:44). Finally, proverbial literature applies the threat originally spoken against un-

faithful Israel to "the wicked" in general (Prov. 28:1).

4. Mythology. only in Ps. 104:7; ll4:3,5 do we find the motif of the fleeing of the

waters (of chaos) or the sea at the exodus. This may be a distant echo of the mythological

figure of ..fleeing Leviathan" (lsa. 27:l),22 if it is not simply borrowed from the

description of the flight of the enemy.

IV. Dead sea scmlls. In the Dead Sea scrolls the verb is attested only in lQM 3:5

(flight of the enemy; cf. mdnbs in 4QMa t4Q49U 9) and 6Q9 33:3 (reminiscence of
David's flight from Saul). The rronr' manbs raises the total of occulrences to 6: 1QH

5:29; 6:33; 9:28 are anthropological, describing the worshiper as being in tribulation
"without refuge." The only "refuge" (parallels: miigaf;, "forhess"; sela', "rock"; '62,

"strength"; m"$fidd, "stronghold") is God. In 3Q15 l:13 mnws may be uroPo1o\n,,

22. -->t,252.

Contents: I. Etymology, Occurrences; tr. Usage; Itr. LXX' Qumran.

I. Etymotogf, Occurrences. Besides Hebrew, the root nw'is attested in Jewish

Aramaic with the meaning "move about" and in Arab. na'a, "sway" (of branches). A
reduplicated form n'n'is found in Modem Hebrew and Jewish Aramaic, as well as in

Arabic (na'na'a, "swing") and Ethiopic.r The Ugaritic occurrence cited by HAL is

dubious.2
The verb occurs 20 times in the qal, twice in the niphal, and 14 times in the hiphil.

l. Leslau, Contibutions, 33.
2. HAI. tr, 681, citrng KTU, 1.6, VI, 16'. yt'n.
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II. Usage.
l. Qal. In the flrst instance, nfia'mears "move back and forth," then either '.sway,

stagger" or "be unsettled, wander." It describes the swaying of mees in the wind (Isa. 7:2),
the staggering of a drunkard (rsa. 24:20; 29:9;ps. lo7:27), the moving of lips in prayer
(1 S. l:13), and the shaking of the thresholds in Isaiah's temple vision (Isa. 6:4). It usually
appears in figurative expressions and similes. The people "tremble" with fear during the
theophany at sinai (Ex. 20:18); the gods of Egypt "tremble" with fear when yahweh
appears upon the cloud (Isa. 19: l, par. mss, "lose heart"); the heart of Ahaz trembles ..like
trees in the wind" when he hears of the enemy's attack (7:2). In the great catastrophe
depicted in the Isaiah apocalypse, the earth is broken (r") andtorn asunder (pn),itis
shaken (mfrt), it sraggers (nfra') lke a drunkard and sways (nfrdhiphil) 

- a concentrarion
of words describing the disintegration of the ordered world (24:19f.). In 29:9,by conrrast,
"staggering" (par. ika "be drunk" 

- but not with wine or beer) describes the helpless-
ness of the blind inhabitants of Jerusalem, while Ps. lM:27 speaks of the desperation of
the endangered sailors (with hgg, 'Jump about"). In Job 28:4 nfia', together with dll,
describes how the miners hang by ropes in their shafu, swaying back and forth.

The 3 occurrences in the parable of Jotham (Jgs. 9:9,10,13) are not entirely clear.
The trees that are offered the kingship refuse it, saying, "Shall I give up my true nature
to nfra'over the trees?" This can hardly mean something like "reign." More likely, the
word means that when the other trees wave in the wind, the king is to tower high above
them. The use of nfra' may also imply a concealed criticism of the monarchy.

Am. 4:8 describes how the inhabitants of the drought-stricken town wander about
searching for water; in 8:12 the object of the search is a word from yahweh (although
everyone knows that God is silent and no such word will be found). Lam.4:l4describes
how the inhabitants of Zion wandered blindly through the streets on account of their
sins, their clothes defiled with blood so that they were treated as unclean. "Then they
fTed [nfrs? read nfi8?1, then they staggered (nfia')" (v. 15). Jer. 14:10 describes the
inconstant people as wavering back and forth.3 Prov. 5:6 is not entirely clear. Describing
the "alien woman" who is the adversary of wisdom, it says: "That you may fail to
recognize the path of life, her ways (ma'gdl61) 'wander,' and you do not know it." This
seems to mean that she moves about to lead the disciple of wisdom astray.

Gen. 4:12,14 use nfra'together with nfi! to describe the nomadic wandering that is
to be Cain's fate.a A similar meaning appears in ps. 109:10, in the context of a curse
upon the psalmist's enemy: "May his children wander about and beg, driven out of
the ruins of their house."

2. Niphal. The two occurrences of the niphal speak of shaking. Am. 9:9 says: ..I
will shake (nfia'tttphrl) the house of Israel [gloss: among all the nations] as one shakes
[niphal] (grain) in a sieve, and no pebble shall fall to the ground." The image is not

3. B. Duhm, Das Buch Jeremia. KHC, xl (1901), 129: "Now they adhere to their Baals, now
they go to Yahweh, they run tirelessly from one to the other."

4. --> 111 nfi{.
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entirely clear; the text probably means that the grain falls through while pebbles and

clumps of dirt remain in the sieve; cf. Sir. 27:4: "When a sieve is shaken, the refuse

appears; so do a person's faults when one considers." Nah.3:12 addresses Nineveh:

"All your fortresses are like figs . . . if (the tree is) shaken, they fall into the mouth."

In other words, they will fall to the enemy like ripe fruit.

3. Hiphil. Among the texts using the hiphil, a special group has the obj. rd'J, "head."

Shaking the head is a gesture of scorn. Thus the psalmist laments in Ps. 22:8(Eng. v. 7):

"All who see me mock (/'g hiphil) me, they make mouths at me and shake their heads."

Ps. 109:25 is even clearer: "I have become an object of scorn (berpA) to them; when

they see me they shake their heads." To the Assyrian king Sennacherib, Isaiah says:

"She despises @Azil you, she scoms (la'ag) you, the virgin, daughter Zion; daughter

Jerusalemshakesherheadoveryou" (lsa.37:22pat.2K. l9:21).Jobsaystohisfriends
(16:4): "I could join words together against you and shake my head at you." In Lam.

2:15 we read: "All who pass along the way clap (sdpaq) their hands at you; they hiss

(idraq) and shake their heads at daughter Jerusalem." Cf. also Sir. 13:7: the rich man

is your friend so long as it benefits him, but then he will shake his head and pass you

by. In Sir. 12:18 ("he shakes [niaa'hiphil] his head and waves [nwp hiphil] his hand"),

it is not clear whether the gestures express open derision or feigned sympathy.

The other occurrences exhibit the usual alternation between "cause to wander" and

"shake." Nu. 32:13 says that Yahweh made the people wander in the wilderness for
forty years. Ps.59:12(11) expresses the wish that God will not kill the psalmist's

enemies but cause them to wander, that they may not be forgotten; in v. 15(14),

however, the qal should be read (following K): they prowl around looking for something

edible. In 2 s. 15:20 David, fleeing from Jerusalem, says to Ittai of Gath: "shall I make

you wander about with us, since I must go now here, now there?"

Zeph.2:15 speaks of shaking the hand ("hissing liaraql and shaking the hand") as

an apotropaic ritual; the object is the "exultant city" of the enemy. The gesture is both

apotropaic and scornful.s
The usage in 2 K. 23:18 represents a special case: Josiah protects the tomb of a

"man of God" and commands that his bones not be "disturbed."6

Finally, Dnl. 10:10 probably means simply that a hand helped Daniel move after

his vision, so that he could get up on his hands and knees.

m. LXX, Qumran. In the LXX, salertein, kinein, arld stdnein predominate, but

other translations such as seiein also occur.

At Qumran there was a fund for the support of orphans, those in distress, the poor,

prisoners, and the 'ti 'aier ydnfia', the homeless wanderer (CD 14:15).
Ringgren

5. W. Rudolph, Zephanja. KAT X.ill I 3 (197 5), 283t.
6. The reference to G. Widengren, Iranische Geisterwelt (Baden-Baden, l96l), 2l7,inHAL,

ll, 682, is hardly relevant, for Bundahi5n , ch. 34, speaks of bones being shaken at the resurrection.
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fnfrpd

Contents: I. 1. Etymology andMeaning;2. Occurrences. II. Usage: l. Verb;2.Tlrctcnfrp,fr
Offering. m. LXX. IV. Qumran.

L l. Etymology and Meaning. There are two homonymous roots rwp. The fint,
usually translated "swing," appears in Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic ("move to and fro";
aphel: "swing") and Syriac ("bow"; aphel: "swing"). Akk. napu, "move," is dubious
and should probably be disregarded.l There may also be a connection with Soq. nud
"wave one's hand."2

The other root is represented by Arab. nafa@), "be high, exalted," "surpass" (cf.
nauf, "top of a camel's hump," "surplus"), Jewish Aram. n6pd', "treetop," and Akk.
nuptu, "strplus." Ugar. np imm, interpreted by some as "zenith," is disputed; a

different np means "surplus."3 This root is clearly represented by Heb. ndp (Ps.
48:3[Eng. v. 2]), which describes Mt. Zion as yegEh nbp, "beautTful in exaltation,
lofty."

Godfrey Rolles Driver and Jacob Milgrom derive Heb. hcntp - at least when it
refers to the tenfipA offering - from the second root. Driver translates it as "set apart
as an additional offering," Milgrom as "lift up."a Milgrom points out that in Isa. 10:15
hentp stands in conjunction with harim and in l3:2 with hefim and nfrSd'. But this
translation is not appropriate in contexts that clearly suggest back-and-forth movement
(like that of the saw in 10:15).

2. Occurrences. The verb occurs 32 times in the OT in the hiphil and once each in
the hophal @x. 29:27) and polel (Isa. 10:32 [QIsa hiphi|). Its derivatives are tenfrpd,

"wave offering" (30 occurrences), and ndpd, "winnowing fan" (Isa. 30:28: "to winnow
the nations with the winnowing fan of destruction").

nwp. G. R. Driver, "Three Technical Terms in the Pentateuch," ./SS, I (1956), 97-lO5;
J. Milgrom, "The Alleged Wave-Offering in Israel and in the Ancient Near East," IEJ,22 (1972),
33-38 = Studies in Cultic Theology and Terminology. SJIA, 36 (1983), 133-38; R. Rendtorff,
Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT,24 (1967); N. H. Snaith, "The Wave
Offering," ExpT lq (J962163), 127;L.-H. Vincent, "[rs rites du balancement (tenoOphdh) et
du pr6livement (tero0mAh) dans le sacrifice de communion de l'AI," Milanges syriens offerts
d R Dussaud,2 vols. (Paris, 1939), I, 267-272.

l. Letter from W. von Soden; sen AHw, 1I,742.
2. Leslau, Contributions, 33.
3. For the former, IUUS, no. 1826, reads npi mm, "whirlpool." For the latter see WUS, no.

1813.
4. See tr.2 below.
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II. Usage.
l. Verb. The basic meaning of the hiphil is to wave one's hand or set an implement

in motion (saw, staff: Isa. 10:15; sickle: Dt. 23:26[25); chisel: Ex. 2O:25;Dt.27:5; Josh.
8:31; spear: Sir. 46:2).

Hands can be waved for various purposes. Naaman expected Elisha to "wave his
hand overthe (affIicted) spotfmdq6m,'cf. [rv. l3:L97" (2 K.5:ll). This is usually
interpreted as a healing gesture, possibly of magical origin.s Milgrom cites Hittite and
Akkadian rituals of purification and exorcism that involved moving a sacrificial offering
back and forth.6 Albert Sanda understands mdqdm to mean the place where Naaman
was standing, and Rudolf Kittel interprets it as the holy place: Elisha was expected to
call on Yahweh and stretch out his hand in the direction of the sanctuary in a gesture
of prayer.T

Otherwise the gesture is usually threatening in character. Assyria waves his hand
(NRSV: "shakes his fist") against Mt. Zion, i.e., gives the signal to attack (Isa. 10:328).
The enemy gives a hand signal to show that it is time to enter the gates of mighty
Babylon (13:2). Yahweh raises his hand in anger against the Euphrates (ndhdr) to split
it into seven channels (11:15); the parallel "tongue ofthe sea ofEgypt" alludes to the
exodus: Israel will be delivered once more through divine intervention. The Egyptians
will tremble in fear when Yahweh raises his hand against them (19:16; zwp hiphil with
fnfipd as cognate acc.). AccordiugtoZ,ec.2:13(9), Yahweh will raise his hand against
the nations; since the verse goes on to speak of plunder, this gesture is surely notjust
a threat but an attack. Sir. 36:3 (LXX 33:3) is similar: "Lift your hand against the
foreign nation, that it may see your mighty deeds." When Job says that he has not
raised his hand against the orphan (Job 3l:21), the gesture may be either a threat or an
act of violence.

As for moving an implement, I note first the prohibition against making an altar of
hewn stones (E;x.20:25). This prohibition is probably very ancient; the stated reason
is that swinging a chisel (fiere!) over the altar would profane (bll piel) it. According
to Diethelm Conrad, mizbah 'adamd in v. 24 refers to an altar of sun-dried bricks; but
the archaeological evidence he cites is not entirely comparable.e A simple altar of stones
and earth is more likely.lo Conrad may be correc! however, in arguing that the prohi-
bition is directed against the Canaanite custom of building altars of hewn stones. I I The
precept reappears in somewhat altered form in Dt.27:5, which speaks of an altar of

5. J. Fitzmyer, CBQ, 22 (1960), 2M, n. 27; A. Dupont-Sommer, "Exorcismes et gu6risons
dans les r6cits de QoumrAn," Congress Volwne, Oxford 1959. SW, 7 (19fi),251.

6. Pp. 37f.
7. A. Sanda, Die Biicher der Kdnige. EHAT 9l[-ll (l9ll ll2), in loc.; R. Kittel, Die Bijcher

der Kdnige. HKAT ll5 (1900), in loc.
8. See I.2 above on the text.
9. D. Conrad, "Studien zum Altargesetz: Ex 2O:.24-26" (diss., Marburg, 1968), 2lff. Cf. -+

VIII,218.
10. E. Robertson, "The Altar of Earth," J"/S, I (1948), 12-21; B. S. Childs, The Book of

Exodus. OTL (197 4), 466.
I1. Conrad, "Studien," 43ff.
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unhewn stones and replaces hereQ with the more general term barzel, "(implement ofl
iron." Josh. 8:31 is an account of how this command was carried out. Both texts are

postexilic.
Isa. 10:15 castigates the arrogance of Assyria and its king: he imagines that he is

exercising the initiative, but this is like a tool's wanting to exchange roles with the

person using it. Here henip is associated with both maiidn "saw," and matteh, "rod";
it therefore refers to different kinds of motion. Isa. 45:9f. expresses a similar thought
using different words.

2. The t"nfrpi Offering. The majority of hiphil occurrences refer to the so-called
wave offering (fnfrpA; NRSV: "elevation offering"). In the case of the i"lamtm offering
(l-,ev. 7:l-21), the major portion of the sacrificial animal is consumed in a sacrificial
meal (v. 15). The fat is burned on the altar (v. 31), while the breast is assigned to the

priess, after they have set it apart as fnfipd (v. 30). "The 'waving' should be pictured

as a swinging of the sacrificial portions back and forth in the direction of the altar, as

though to cast the offerings into the fire."r2 This ordinance is followed by another,

according to which the right thigh is also assigned to the priests as terfimn, "heave

offering" (vv. 32f.). In kv. 9:211' 10:15, the right thigh is also a "wave offering."
According to Elliger, the regulation that makes the right thigh a wave offering is

literarily secondary. Driver has difficulties defining the relationship between fnfipi
andterttmd; if the latter means "contribution" and the former "additional contribution,"
the sequence should be reversed.l3 Milgrom sees in the t"nfipd an elevation of the

sacrificial offering, presenting it to God. As an analogy he cites Egyptian depictions
of sacrificial offerings on a platter "being elevated before the face of the god" (cf.

Heb. h€ntp lipnQ. The parallel, however, is not exact. In the Egyptian sacrificial ritual,
the offerings are first "placed on the ground" (wsl.t r tl then "elevated before the god"

ffsy bft l1r), i.e., presented to the god, and then set down again.la All one can say with
assurance is that hdntp fnfipA represents a symbolic offering of the sacrificial gifts.ls

There would appear to be no connection with the waving back and fofih (iubfi'u)
of incense and torches found in Akkadian purification rituals.l6 Ugar. inpt, interpreted
by Delbert Hillers as a wave offering, in fact means "two-thirds."17

The instructions for the ordination of priests in Ex. 29 (called by Martin Noth a
"supplement to P"l8) require certain choice portions of the ram of ordination (v.22)
and three pieces of bread (v. 23) to be offered before Yahweh by "waving" (v. 24).

They are then bumed on top of the already completed burnt offering (v. 25). Finally,

12. K. Elligea lzviticus. HAT IV (1966),102.
13. P. 104.
14. Bonnet, RAR, 555.
15. Cf. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 232: "indicates the distributing of the

food."
16. See AHw, I, 117; Milgrom, 37f.
17. See J. C. de Moor, UE 2 (1970),324; D. R. Hillers, BASOR, 198 (1970), 142.
18. Noth, Exodus, OTL,229.
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the ram's breast is "waved" and given to the priests (v. 26). Lev. 8:22-29 describes
how these requirements were carried out (waving in vv. 27,29). "Waving" is also
prescribed for the guilt offering at the cleansing of a leper (Lev. 14:12,24) as well as
for the shoulder of a ram and two pieces of bread offered at the end of a Nazirite's
term (Nu. 6:19f.).

The festival regulations of the Holiness Code (Lev.23) require that at the beginning
of the harvestle the first sheaf of barley be set apart by waving (v. 1l); only then are
the people free to enjoy the new harvest (v. l4). In addition to the wave offering, v. 20
mentions two lambs as a i"lamtm offering; the dating in v. 15 indicates the Feast of
Weeks.2o

Finally, "waving" became a general term for offering and consecration. At the
consecration of the Levites, Aaron can even "wave the Levites before Yahweh" (Nu.
8:11,13,15,21), thus setting them apart (hibdil) from rhe rest of the Israelites so thar
they belong to Yahweh (w'hdyfi lt) (v. l4). Offerings of gold and copper for the building
of the tabernacle are also called fndpd (Ex. 35.'22;38:24,29).

One finds fnirpd used figuratively in Isa. 30:32, a diffrcult text; the point is clearly
to "consecrate the enemy like a sacrifice for slaughter."2l

m. LXX. For the verb the LXX uses aphorizein (6 times), epititMnai (5 times),
anaphdrein, apodidbnai, aphairein, phdrein, epairein, etc. For fnfrpd, ituses eptthema,
aph6risma, aphairema, ap6doma, and four other words once each. This variety shows
that the two words were not yet considered technical terms. The rendering of the Vulg.
is equally diverse.22 By contrast, the Syr. generally uses p,ra.i, the Targ. 'arim or
'ardmfrla'.

fV. Qumran. In the Dead Sea Scrolls the verb appears 4 times in conjunction with
"hand": in IQM 17:9 as a general term for God's saving work, in IQH 8:22 to express
preparation for an action ("when I set my hand to dig canals for the plantation"), and
in lQH 8:33, "I could not move any hand," in a series of expressions describing the
speaker's desperate situation. llQTemple uses both verb and noun as sacrificial terms:
both together in 15:1lf. and20:16, the verb in 11:10 and 18:10 (with a sheaf as obj.),
fnfipd alone in 22:9 (with hErim!) and 6O:2. The text is damaged in 18:12 and l9:4.

Another verb with the meaning "sprinkle" (cf. Prov. 7:17 Ps.68:10[9]; Sir. 47:17)
is found in connection with the Holy Spirit (lQH 7:7; 17:26; leH23 tr.2 9,13).

Ringgren

19. On the date see Elliger, HAT lV,3l4t.
20. Ibid.,314.
21. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-j9. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), 309.
22. Diver, lOl.
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Contents: I. Root and Related Words. tr. Meaning: l. Qal; 2. Hiphil; 3. Isa. 52:15; 4. Personal

Name yzl. Itr. 1. LXX; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Root and Related Words. The root nzh (*ndil is attested in other Semitic
languages: Akk. nezfi, "excrete urine or feces";l Aram. ndy/nd', "sprinkle" ; Syr. n"da',
"dilute, sprinkle, throw." It has been pointed out that the instance of nzh in Isa. 52:15

might be related to Arab. naza, "jump,hop" (nvv).z If this is the case, thenHeb. nzh

reflects two originally distinct roots, n/y and nzw.

II. Meaning. The verb nazd occurs 24 times in the OT: 4 times in the qal, otherwise
in the hiphil. There is also a personal name that uses nazA as one of its elements. The
vert is always associated with liquids, which spatter (qal) or are made to spatter, i.e.,
used to sprinkle something (hiphil). Isa. 52:15 is an exception.3

l. Qal. The qal is intransitive and means "spatter." The spaftering liquid is always
the subject. Since no other active subject is found, one may conclude that the vert
denotes unintentional, accidental spattering. The qal is used to depict graphically how
Jezebel's blood spatters on the wall and on the horses when she is thrown down to
Jehu (2 K. 9:33), or to describe the spattering of the sacrificial blood of the purgation
offering: "and when any of its blood spatters on a garment, you shall wash the

bespattered part in a holy place" (l*v. 6:20 [Eng. v. 27D. It likewise describes the

spattering of nesah ([grape] juice?) on Yahweh's garments (Isa. 63:3). Here wj€z
should be vocalized as a consecutive imperfect (wayydz); the MT pointing appears to
be an affempt to give the verb future meaning.a

2. Hiphil. The hiphil hizzA is the causative of nzh and means "bespatter, sprinkle."
Except in Isa. 52:15,5 the hiphil always refers to intentional sprinkling of a liquid in a
ritual context. The texts can be categorized as follows:

a. Consecration of a Liquid. The oil used on the eighth day to purify a leper is

nazi. H. Balz, "fovti(a," EDNT, In, 207f .; C. H. Hunzinger, "povti(to," TDM Vl, 976'
984; R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im Alten Isrqel. WMAM 24 (1967),
218-220; N. Snaith, "The Sprinkling of Blood," ExpT 82 (1970 l7l), 23t.: T. C. Vriezen, "The
Term Hizza: Lustration and Consecration," OTS, 7 (1950), 201-235.

l. CAD, Xl I 2, 2OO: AHw, 17, 784.
2. See tr.3 below.
3. See II.3 below.
4. GK $107b, n.2; $53p, n. l; BIIS. On the form see GK, $76c.
5. See II.3 below

;,4l"l
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consecrated by means of two ritual acts: a tenfrpd6 (L,ev. 14:12,24) and a sevenfold
sprinkling of the oil before the Lord (vv. 16,27). This oil is secular by nature and
belongs to the person who brings it (unlike, e.g., the "anointing oil" liemen hammiihil,
which is sacred from the outset and hence does not require a consecration ritual [cf.
Ex. 3O:22-34; Lev. 8:10-121); therefore the tcnfipd and sevenfold sprinkling must be
performed to consecrate it for its ritual purpose. This double consecration does not
mean, however, that something unnecessary is being done. The fnfipA effects a general
consecration of the entire supply of oil, while the sprinkling serves to consecrate once
more - 

particularly and exclusively - the oil in the priest's hand (cf. the repetition
of '"ier 'al-kapp1 in w. 16-18), so that just this portion is made effectual for the
purification of the leper.

In the ritual of the "red heifer," the sevenfold sprinkling of the blood toward the
tent of meeting consecrates both the blood and the animal, to achieve a purifying effect
against contamination caused by a dead body (Nu. 19:4).7

b. Consecration of Objects or Persons. One also finds sprinkling associated with
consecration of an object or person. The clearest instance is the consecration of the
altar on the day when the cult was inaugurated. The specially prepared anointing oil
(Ex.30:22ff.) is sprinkled seven times on the altar, which is then anointed (-+ BI|D
mAiab) along with its utensils, basin, and its base "to consecrate (-+ U2?i7 qdSai)them"
(Irv. 8:11; cf. Ex. 30:22-30;4O:9-14).

Again, Moses takes some of the blood on the altar together with anointing oil and
sprinkles them on Aaroh's garments (or on Aaron and his garments) as well as on his
sons and their garments, to consecrate them and their garments (Lev. 8:30; Ex. 29:21).

c. Consecration and Purification of Sanctuaries. Two ritual sprinklings with the
blood of the purgation offering take place on the Day of Atonement (implicit in [rv.
16:l6b). One is performed at the exterior altar (vv. lSf.). Aaron is to take some of the
blood of the bull and of the goat and put it on the horns of the altar; then he is to
sprinkle the altar seven times with some of the blood. The reason for this double ritual
is stated in v. 19ba: "Thus he shall cleanse and hallow it." It appears that smearing
the blood on the horns effects purification, while sprinkling with blood effects con-
secration (qdi).8

The other ritual of the Day of Atonement is more difficult to understand. After
Aaron's bull has been slain, he is to take some of its blood behind the veil and sprinkle
it once with his finger on the east side of the l<appdrel (the cover of the ark);e then he
is to sprinkle the blood seven times in front of it (v. l4). In the first case, therefore,
the blood comes in contact with the lappdreT In the following sevenfold sprinkling,
the blood is simply sprinkled into the air in the holy of holies, where it falls to the

6. -+ lll nwp; see J. Milgrom, 'Hattenfipd," Studies in Cultic Theology and TerminoLogy.
SJIA,36 (1983), 139-158; idem, "Wave Offering," IDB Sup,944-46.

7. J. Milgrom, "The Paradox of the Red Cow (Num. xix)," f4 3l (1981),66 = Cuhic
Theology,89.

8. For purifrcation --r 1i19 tahar (Y, 287-296); for consecration --> Y,293.
9. -+ ''lDf kipper (YA.,288-303).
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ground. The same double ritual is performed with the blood of the hattd'1goat of the
people (v. l5). The purpose of all these blood rituals is purification (v. 16), as the entire
ritual of the Day of Atonement suggests: atonement is made for the holy of holies, the
tent of meeting, and the altar of burnt offerings (vv. 16,20,33).to

Another example of this category is the sevenfold sprinkling of blood in the tent of
meeting during the hafiA'! offering of an anointed priest or the whole congregation
(lav. 4:6,17). There follows an application of blood to the horns of the incense altar.
Both rituals serve for purification, as can be seen from the similarity of the procedure
to L,ev. l6:14-16a, where blood comes in contact with a holy object and is sprinkled
into the air (although the sequence is different). Further evidence may be found in the
likelihood that the blood ritual of Lev. 4:6f .,17f . was performed in the tent of meeting
on the Day of Atonement (16:l6b).

The final instance of sprinkling the hattd'l blood is when pigeons are sacrificed as

a substitutell (Lev. 5:7-10). The priest sprinkles some of the blood on the side of the
altar and drains the rest at the base of the altar. This procedure is distinct fromthe '6ld

of birds, in which the bird's blood is drained out against the side of the altar (1:15).
The double ritual with the blood of the hatta'1bird in contrast to the simple ritual of
the'dld bird has its parallels in the blood rituals involving larger animals, in which the
blood of the haUa't is smeared on the homs of the altar and then poured out at the base

of the altar (4:7,18,25,30,34), while the blood of the 'dh is sprinkled only toward the
altar (w. l,5,ll). The sprinkled blood of the hafia'lbird is thus equivalent tothe hand'1
blood smeared on the horns of the altar and therefore effects purification.

d. Purffication of Persons or Objects. Water or watery liquids can be sprinkled to
purify persons or objects. As part of the ritual consecrating the Levites for service in
the tent of meeting, Moses is to sprinkle them with "water of purgation" (mA hafid'!)
in order to purify them (Nu. 8:7).

Persons or objects that have been contaminated by contact with a dead body are
sprinkled on the third and seventh days with "water of purification" (mA niddd)tz (Nu.
19:18,19,21). This passage displays several interesting pieces of philological informa-
tion about na zd.T\everb zaraq,ts "throw," is used twice in the negated passive (zdraq):
"the water of purification had not been dashed on them" (vv. 13,20). Some scholars
have suggested that the use of zaraq instead of nazd is a sign that different authors
have been at work here. But a different explanation is possible: the OT does not have
a passive ofthe root ndzd conesponding to the hiphil hizzA; therefore zoraq functions
as the passive of hiui.

Finally, a healed leper or a "leprous" house can be purified by sprinkling (kv.
l4:7,51).ta A bird is slaughtered over fresh water in an earthen vessel. A living bird is

10. J. Milgrom, "The Function of the hatta'! Sacifice," Tarbiz, 40 (1970171), 1-8 (Heb.);
idem, "Sacifices and Offerings," IDB Sup,766-68.

11. --+ EtItN 'ashdm (I,429-437).
12. --> i11l niddA.
13. -+ ptl znraq (I\1, 162-65).
14. -+ M 163.
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dipped into this mixture, together with cedarwood, crimson yarn, and hyssop. The
individual or the house is then sprinkled seven times. The bird is then released.

3. Isa. 52:15. The meaning of yaueh in Isa. 52:15 is unclear. The form appears to
represent a 3rd person masc. sg. hiphil impf. of the root nzh. The syntax of the clause,

however, with gdyim rabbtm as the direct object of the verb, precludes the translation
"he will sprinkle many nations," since this meaning would require the prep. 'al. Some

scholars have proposed keeping the derivation from nzh and interpreting yaueh with
a direct object as "scatter, overcome." Others emend the text or connect the form with
Arab. naza, "jump, hop," and translate "cause to jump, startle."l5 None of these

explanations is convincing. The last is the most satisfying, since it preserves the text
and fits the context best.16

4. Personal Name yzyh. The root nzh is an element of the PN yizziyd G.zr. lO:25),
a theophorous name that possibly means "May God purify, sprinkle." The verbal
element of the name is in fact a qal, but the Greek (Iazials), Azlelia, Adeia) can be

read as a hiphil.lT
Milgrom-Wright

m. l. l,)C{. The LXX generally uses the verbs rainein and rantizein and their
compounds to translate ndzA. ba.52:15 has thaumtizein, which helps improve the MT
markedly;r8 the use of katdgein in 63:3 shows that all of v.3c is afree interpretation
on the part of the LXX.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb occurs 9 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls; 6 of these

are in the Temple Scroll. The 2 occurrences in lQS (3:9; 4:21) belong to the final phase

of redaction, which added an extensive induction ritual for novices preceding the

Community Rule. The novice is sprinkled with "water of purification" (3:9); it is

actually the Holy Spirit that is sprinkled over the novice like water of purification
(4:21). The occrurences in the Temple Scroll are concentrated in the section dealing
with removal of the impurit-v resulting from contact with a dead body (49:18,20;

50:3,14,15). In the "Ritual of Purification" (4Q512), nazd appears in l2:7, echoing its
use in the regulations governing purification after contact with a dead body (Nu. 19).

According to the rule of the Qumran Essenes, the impure individual must undertake a
far from simple series of ablutions and sprinklings, in which an important role is played
by "water of purification" (my dwky), "water of ablution" (my rbil, and "water of
sprinkling" (my hzyh lthrw) (hzyh has been added above the line, either correcting an

omission [?] or providing a Late Hebrew interpretation). The phrase my hryh stands

15. See BIIS and comms.; 8D8,633.
16. But see now HAL,II,683.
17. IPN,245f. Cf . BDB, 633; HAI. n,4O4
18. BflS.
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for the mA hanni.ddd used in the text of Numbers. The nominal form hazzdyi derived
fromnzh is Late Hebrew; it appears frequently in the Mishnah.le The ritual of the "red
heifer" at Qumran is discussed elsewhere.2o

Fabry

19. wTM,I,461.
20. J. Bowman, "Did the Qumran Sect Bum the Red Heifer?" RevQ, I (1958), 73-84.

Contents: I. Usage in the Semitic Languages. tr. OT Usage. III. Qal. IV. Participle. V. Hiphil.

I. Usage in the Semitic Languages. The verb nzl is a verb of motion, originally
describing a downward movement. It has its widest range of usage in Arabic, where
the lexicons cite the following meanings for nazala I: "descend (a ladder), disembark,
fall (rain, water level), come down from heaven (= be revealed, esp. the Koran), descend
(blows), drop (value, price), alight, take up one's abode, encamp, fall upon someone
(attack, fight), befall (disaster, punishment)." Less frequent is Syr. n"zal, "bend down,
bend back"; nazzEl, "let down, hand down (hair)." Even rarer is Akk. naTdlu, "potx
out (water, molten metal)." The form nzl occurs also in Ugaritic; WUS translates "on
hand for guests," citing Arab. nuzl, nuzul, nazal, "food reserved for one's guest,"
reflecting the verb's specialized meaning "take up one's abode, stop as a guest."l The
root is not found in West Semitic inscriptions,2 Ethiopic, or Old South Arabic. Aram.
'"zal, "go away," is related, whereas the nezal of the Targs. may be a Hebraism, as the
few occurrences cited by Levy suggest.3

II. OT Usage. The root ,?z/ occurs 15 times in the OT, 14 in the qal: 7 in the prefix
conjugation (Nu. 24:7; Dt.32:2; Isa. 45:8; Jer. 9:17[Eng. v. 18]; Ps. 147:18; Job 36:28;
Cant.4:16), another 7 in the form of the act. masc. pl. ptcp. nozelim (Ex. 15:8; Isa.
M:3; Ps. 78:44; Prov.5:15; Cant. 4:15; written plene it Jer. l8:14; Ps. 78:16). The
suffix conjugation of the hiphil occurs once ([sa. 48l.21). It is strange that, in contrast
to the other Semitic languages, Hebrew uses the root exclusively in association with
water (twice figuratively) in the broadest sense of "flow (down, out)" (so that the Vulg.

l. KTU, 1.14, II, 16; III, 58; see ITU$ no. 1765.
2. CT. DISO.
3. ChW n,99.
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translates 13 times with a form derived from fluere). It is used only in poetic texts,

often metaphorically.

III. Qat. In Nu. 24:7, in one of the oracles of Balaam, the characteristic OT meaning

"flow" describes the water flowing from a bucket (cf. the totally different, possibly

interpretative [messianic] translation of the LXX, as well as Targ. and Syr.a), serving

as an image of fertility and plentiful water. In Jer. 9:17(18), in a lament over Judah,

the verb similarly provides a graphic image of the tears of the mourners, fmm whose

eyelids the "water" streams (ndzal par. ydraS).

The basic meaning of the root comes through most clearly in the pouring down of
rain from the heavens. In the book of Job, Elihu's fourth discourse incorporates a hymn

extolling the power of God in nature, beginning with a description of the miraculous

origin of rain. In 36:28 the clouds (like the eyelids in Jer. 9:17[18]) are syntactically

the subject of ndzal (and the par. rd'ap, "drop down"); logically, however, they are

the source in both cases. The same construction occurs in the short hymn of Deutero-

Isaiah, Isa. 45:8, which bids the clouds, as a metaphor for the divine realm, to shower

righteousness (cf. Ps. 85: l2[1 1]).

The OT thinks of the dew, like the rain, as falling from heaven (cf. Dt. 33:28;7nc.
8:12; Prov.3:20). In the opening summons of the wisdom discourse referred to as

the Song of Moses, Dt. 32:2 uses similarly figurative language to describe the

speaker's teaching as dropping like the rain and his speech as "trickling down" like
the dew (cf. Isa. 55:10f.). In Ps. 147, a hymn of praise based on observation of nature,

v. 18 uses nazal for the trickling away of the water when Yahweh sends forth his

mighty word, thawing the ice with a warm wind. The notion of flowing water is

probably also associated with the verb in Cant. 4:16, n the context of a love poem:

the winds are to blow on a garden planted with exotic, aromatic herbs, that their
fragrance may "flow."

IV. Participle. The nominalized qal active participle is used only in the plural:

"flowing (waters)," a poetic term for a spring or stream. Jer. 18:14 uses this epithet

for cold, flowing springs. Cant.4:15 similarly calls the mountain strearns "flowing
down" from Lebanon ndz"ltm. Here the beloved is likened to a garden spring, whose

"living" water in its freshness, purity, and abundance is equated with the wonderful
waters of lrbanon. A similar metaphor appears in Prov. 5: I 5, which calls on the married

man to remain faithful by slaking his thirst for love only on the water that flows from
his own well.

In the other poetic texts, nOzcltm appears in conjunction with the mighty acts of
Yahweh. tn Ex. l5:8 the Song of Moses uses this word (which elsewhere refers to

"springs" or "streams") together with t"hom6l for the waters of the sea, obviously as

an antonym to ni;;"!fi, in order to emphasize the startling contrast between the fluid
motion of the sea and its sudden congealing (cf. Thrg. Onqelos: qdmfr . . . 'azclayyd',

4. More probable than the conj. proposed by BHK, BHS.
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"'the moving ones' . . . stood still"); nEy', "darrr" (NRSV: "heap"), suggests poetic
exaggeration describing the rise and sudden foaming collapse of high waves.

In the context of an oracle of salvation, Isa. 44:3 likens the revitalizing oupouring
of God's Spirit on the despairing people to strcams flowing over (LXX: tois poreuomi-
nois) parched and thirsty land. Ps. 78:44 uses the word with "rivers" (clearly to include
every channel through which water might flow) for the watercourses of Egypt, trans-
formed into blood and undrinkable (cf. Ex. 7:19). In Ps. 78:16, by contrast, it denotes

the stream of water that Yahweh caused to issue from the rock in the desert for his
thirsty people.

In 1QH 8:4 nozeltm and several synonyms symbolize the community.

V. Hiphil. Isa.48:21, a hymn of praise, alludes to the miraculous water in the desert.

This, the only instance of ndzal in the hiphil, has a causative sense: Yahweh made

water flow from the rock for them.
Maiberger(f )

117 nzr;'t!l nEzer; arlJ nfrzir

Contents: I. l. Occurrences; 2. LXX. II. Usage: l. The Charismatrc nazir;2. Naziriteship as

an Act of Devotion; 3. Diadem; 4. Other Usage. Itr. Dead Sea Scrolls.

nzr K.-H. Bemhardt, "Krcinung," BHHW II (1964), 1015f.; J. Blenkinsopp, "Structure and
Style in Judges 13-16," JBL,82 (1963), 65-76;M. Boertien, Nazir (Nasiriier) (Berlin and New
York, 1971); K. Budde, "Das alttestamentliche Nasiriiat," Die Christliche Welt, 24 (1930),
675-680; S. M. Cooke, "Nazirites," ERE,9 (1917),258-260; A. G. van Daalen, Simson (Assen,

1966); G. Delling, "Nasiriier," BHI{W, tr, 1288f.; W. Eichrodt, Theology of the OT. OTL,2 vols.
(Eng. trans. 196l-67),I, 303-6; G. Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Nashville,
1972);K. Galling, "Priesterkleidung," 8RL2,256f.;M. Gorg, "Die Kopfbedeckung des Hohen-
priesters," BN, 3 (1977), 24-26; idem, "Weitetes z! nzr ('Diadem')," BN, 4 (1977), 7t.;
H. Gunkel, "Simson," Internationale Monatszeitschrift fiir Wissenschart, Kunst und Technilc 7
(1913), 875-894; M. Haran, "irll," EMiqrY (l%8), 795-799 (Heb.); J. Henninger, "ZtxFrage
des Haaropfers bei den Semiten," Die Wiener Schule der Wlkerkunde (Vienna, 1956),349-368;
S. Herrmann, A History of Israel in OT Times (Eng. fians., Philadelphia, 21981), zZqf.;
M. Jastrow, "The 'Nazir'trgislation," JBL,33 (1914), 266-285; E. Jenni, "Nasiriier," RGG3,
IY 1308f.; D. Kellermann, Die Priesterschifi von Numeri 1,1 bis 10,10 literarkritisch und
traditionsgeschichtlich untersucht. BZAW l2O (1970); J. Kiihlewein, *a)D rnzir 'consecrated
person,' " TLOT 11,727-29; G. van der lreuw, Religion in Essence and Manifestation (Eng.
trans., New York, 1963); J. S. Licht, "il9ql 1\), EMiqr Iv (1962), 399-408 (Heb.); C. Meister,
"Kranz,Krone," BHHWII(1962),99t.;J. Milgrom, "Nazirite," EncJud, XII(1971),907-910;
J. Pedersen, ILC, U.[-[v,77t.,264-66; G. von Rad, "The Royal Ritual in Judah," The Problem
of the Hexateuch and Other Essays (Eng. trans., New York, 1966), 222-231; idem, OT Theology,
2 vols. (Eng. trans., New York, 1962-65),1,62-64,333f.; H. F. Richter, Geschlechtlichkeit, Ehe
und Familie im AT und seiner Umwelt. BBET, l0 (198); W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche
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l. L. Occurrences. The root nzr/ndr is found in all branches of Semitic (whether

AkJr.. nazaru, "vilify," is related to it is questionable). The basic meaning is "withdraw
from ordinary use, set apart."l In Biblical Hebrew the verb nzr appears 4 times in the

niphal, with the meaning "refrain, consecrate oneself," and 6 times in the hiphil, with
the meaning "consecrate oneself." The noun nZzer which means both "consecration"
and "diadem," occurs 24 times; naztr "consecrated one, nazirite," occurs 16 times.

Ezk. 14:5,7 show that zwr (Isa. l:4; Ezk. 14:5) is related semantically to nzr; it is
common for J'! verbs to become hollow verbs.2 The text of [,ev. 15:31 is disputed:

emendation to wehizhartbn has been suggested on the basis of the Sam., LXX, Syr.,

and Vulg.3 In Lam. 4:7 the conjectural emendation ne'areyha has found support.a

2. lX)( The translation of the LXX is relatively constant. Some texts merely
transliterate (nazir: Jgs. 13:5 [87; naziraios; Jgs. l3:5,7 [both A]; l6:17 [A]; Lam.4:7;
nezer: 2 K. 11:12) or attempt simply to convey the meaning (hdn h€gdsato adelphdn:
Gen.49:26; doxasthets en adelphots.' Dt. 33:16; eulabeis poiio: Lev. l5:31; pros4chd
ap6: Lev.22:2; basileion: 2 S. l:lD 2 Ch.23:ll; keir1 tiin kephaliin: Jer.7:29 [but cf.
Symmachus: ti1n k6mEn tiSs nazraiiltEtis sou); apallotri6omai: Ezk. l4:7; Hos. 9:10;
ischfs: Prov.27:24). As a rule, however, we find a derivative of hagi- (hagidzd: Nu.
6:12; hdgiasminos: Am. 2:12; hegiasmdnon: Lev. 25:.ll; hagiasma: Ex. 29:6; I*v.
25:5;7nc.7:3; Ps.89:40[Eng. v.39]; 132:18;hagiasm6s: Am.2:11;luigios:Lev.2l:12;
Jgs. 13:7 [B]; 16:17 lB);Z,ec.9:16:. hdgion: Lev. 8:9) or hagn- in the Priestly law of
the nazirite (Nu. 6:1-21) (hagneia: v. 2l; aphagnizomai hagneian: v. 2; hagnfz6: v. 3;
hagnism6s: v. 5). Peculiar to Nu. 6 is the use of euch- (ertchomai: v.5; euxdtnenos:
vv. 13,21 ; €u gmdno s : vv. 1 8-20; euchE : vv. 4,6-9,12,13,18,19,21).

II. Usage.
l. The Charismatic naztr ln the eighth century nazir rcfers to a charismatic figure,

called by Yahweh like a prophet (Am. 2:ll).s In v. 12 a later hand accuses Israel of

Untersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB, 18 (1963); H. Salmanowitsch, Das Nazirtiat rnch Bibel
und Talmud (1931); C. Serfass, "Nazir6at, Nazir6en," Dictionrutire encyclopidique de la Bible,
ll(1932),209f.; R. de Vaux, Anclsr 102-7,465-67; idem, The Early History of Israel (Erg.
trans., Philadelphia, 1978), 644; idem, "The King of Israel, Vassal of Yahweh," The Bible and
the Ancient Near East (Eng. trans., Garden City, N.Y., l97l), 152-166; H. Weippert, "Schmuck,"
8RL2,282-89, esp. 287f. with fig. 75; Z. Weisman, "The Biblical Nazirite, Its Types and Roots,"
Tarbiz,36 (1967),207-220 (Heb.); J. A. Wharton, "The Secret of Yahweh," Int,27 (1973),48-66;
H.-J. Zobel, Stammesspruch und Geschichte. BZAW, 95 (1965); E. Zuckschwerdt, "Znr liter-
arischen Vorgeschichte des priesterlichen Nazir-Gesetzes (Num 6,1-8)," ZqW 88 (1976), l9l-
205.

l. Kiihlwein, 5O:' HAL,II, 684.
2. GK, $77c; G. Bergstriisser, Hebrtiische Grammatih 2 vols. (2el9l8-29,repr. Hildesheim,

1962), II, $31c.
3. K. Elligea l*viticus. HAT fV (1966), 192; BHS.
4. H.-J. Kralus, Klas,elieder BK, XX (1956), 72: BHS.
5. With W. Rudolph,Amos. KATXIIII2(1971),146f.; contraW. H. Schmidt, ZAW,77 (1965),

174-183, who ascribes the verse to Deuteronomistic redaction.
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having made the nazirites drink wine and forbidden the prophets to speak, conduct that

provokes Yahweh's intervention. The relationship between the nazirite and God is so

intimate that an attack on the integrity of the former impugns the latter.

Samson is called n'ztr '"l6htm, "consecrated one of God" (Jgs. 13:5,7; 16:.17);

therefore no rivor may touch his head. The prohibition against wine found n Am.2:12
is repeated and even extended to all products ofthe vine and to beer GekAr). Since he

is to be consecrated from his mother's womb until his death, the same prohibition is

imposed on his mother before his conception, as well as refraining from unclean food
(Jgs. 13:4,7,14); thus the holiness of the child, whose birth is predicted by an angel, is

enhanced. The birth narrative in Jgs. 13 breathes a spirit very different from that of the

narrative cycle in Jgs. 14-16. At the same time, apart from 16:17, ch. 13 alone bears

the entire burden of depicting Samson as a nazirite. It is reasonable, therefore, to view
ch. 13 as an interpretative addition to chs. 14-16.6

Consideration of the textual development of the Samuel narratives in I S. 1-16

supports this theory. In ch. I the story of Samuel's boyhood incorporates motifs that

also characterize Samson's naziriteship: lifelong consecration and unlimited growth of
hair (1:11,28). While w. 13-15 of the MT merely allude to the required abstention from
wine and beer, the LXX has added this element to Hannah's vow (v. 11 LXX). Later

4QSama l:22 and Sir. 46:13 (Heb.) explicitly give Samuel the title nazir.T They clearly

find this term an appropriate expression of the status and close relationship with God
(cf. Jer. l5:l; Ps. 99:6) enjoyed by Samuel, whom tradition sometimes calls a priest,

sometimes a judge, and sometimes a prophet. The term ndztr thus lent itself to char-

acterizing heroic figures, since its definition reflected their holiness rather than their
function. This usage appears also in Gen.49:26 and Dt. 33:16, where the word char-

acterizes Joseph's special relationship to God that sets him apart from his brothers;

there is no need to invent the meaning "prince."
Some scholars find the origin of the ndzir in the holy war, others more generally in

a reaction against canaanizing tendencies. The former base their arguments on the

narratives associated with Samson and Samuel, as well as the sayings concerning Joseph

in Gen. 49 and Dt. 33. The latter cite abstention from alcohol and unlimited growth of
hair. The frst approach is ruled out by the redactional analysis outlined above, which
justifies at best a reference to the birth stories of Samson and Samuel. The second

approach also faces severe obstacles. Priestly abstinence from wine (kv. l0:9; Ezk.

44:21) is generally interpreted as an echo of anti-Canaanite attitudes, but it cannot have

been directed against wine in general as a product of civilization that has no place in
the cult of Yahweh. It is well known that libations were associated with various offerings
(Ex. 29:40; Nu. l5:5; 28:14; 1 Ch. 9:29), and the sacrificial meal included wine (Dt.

14.26). Amos and Isaiah criticize only the use of wine acquired through injustice (Am.

2:8) or intemperance (Isa. 28:7). The abstinence from wine required of priests during

6. E.g., Gunkel, 889f.; von Rad, OT Theology, 1,333f .; W. Richter, 142.

7. See F. M. Cross, "A New Qumran Biblical Fragment Related to the Original Hebrew
Underlying the Septuagint," BASOR, 132 (1953), 15-26. Cf . also Mishnah Naz. 9.5-
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their period of service suggests more the avoidance of artificially induced ecstasy. Just

as the classical prophets received their calls and messages from God in a state of
heightened consciousness rather than ecstasy, so too the n"ztrtm, called to special service

by Yahweh, must be sober. Their hair must not be cut, because it embodies their
consecration, symbolically and realistically.8 A luxuriant growth of hair is evidence of
their holiness. The only constant element in naziriteship is the special relationship to

Yahweh; it is easy to envision a wide range of functions.

2. Naziriteship as an Act of Devotion In Nu. 6:l-21 P deals at length with the

regulations goveming a temporary vow of naziriteship. The frst section (w. 3-7),
framed by vv. 2,8, incorporates the familiar requirements of abstinence from alcohol

and cutting one's hair and adds a prohibition against defilement by a corpse (w. 6f.),
in almost the same words L,ev. 2l:llf. uses for the high priest. Both the high priest and

the naztr must avoid contracting impurity even from the closest members of their
family: father or mother, and, in the case of the naz?r brother or sister. The version of
the prohibition framed for ordinary priests makes explicit exception for these cases

(l*v.21141'Ezk.44:25). The explanation is also the same for both: their consecration
(nEzer: l*v. 2l:12; Nu. 6:7), which comes to the high priest through his anointing.
Both sets of regulations probably derive from the same priestly circles. The addition

of kOl yemA nia6 at the end of the first prohibition (Nu. 6:4), kol-yemA nc/er nizrO as

an introduction to the second (v. 5), and lol-y"mA hazztrb l" YHWH before the third
(v. 6) limit the duration of the triple abstinence.

Like the preceding section (v. 2b), the section comprising vv.9-12 begins with the

conjunction /<i. It regulates what is to be done in case, despite all precautions, a nazirite

has become unclean. The days of consecration already spent do not count. As required

by 19:11,14,16, seven days must pass before the individual is clean once more; then

the hair is shaved and the vow renewed. On this occasion two turtledoves or ordinary
pigeons are brought to the priest to be offered as a sin offering and a burnt offering; a

lamb one year old is also offered as a guilt offering. [n the regulations goveming the

offerings, Diether Kellermann sees the text beginning with bayydm haiielt't in v. 9 as

an addition by a later author, drawing on the special regulations applying to poor women

after childbirth (Lev. 12:8), healed lepers (14:22,30), and men or women freed of a
bodily discharge (15: 14, 19).e

To the same author he assigns the section Nu. 6:13-21, which govems the ceremonies

at the end of the period of consecration.lo Referred to as tdrd in both superscription (v. 13)

and colophon (v. 21), this section begins with a sacrificial gift(qorbdn: v.14): a male lamb

as a burnt offering, a female lamb as a sin offering, and a ram as an offering of well-being,

together with a basket of loaves and flat bread. The burnt offering includes a food offering
comprising one-tenth of an ephah of fine flour mixed with one-fourth of a hin of oil,
together with a libation of one-third of a hin of wine; the offering of well-being requires

8. Henninger,365.
9. Pp. 88f., with table on p. 90.
t0. rbid., m-%.
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as a food offering two-tenths of an ephah of flour and one-third of a hin of oil, with
one-thirdof ahinofwineasalibation(quantitiesfrom[,ev. 15:1-16).Theseofferingsare
followed by deconsecrating: the hair is shaved and burned (Nu. 6:18). T\e naztr is not
allowed to drink wine, however, until the priest has performed the wave offering (f nttpd),

which, as part of the offering of well-being, includes not only the usual thigh and breast
(I*v.7:32-34) but also a boiled shoulder. It is easy to see that, just as the figure of nazir
was assimilated increasingly to that of the priest, so the institution became incorporated
increasingly into the priestly system. If one assumes that the sacrificial regulations drawn
upon here go back to the early postexilic period,ll the tdrd under discussion probably
reflects the circumstances of the first half of the fifttr century.

This situation did not remain unchanged, however. Later evidence, especially from
the last years of the Second Temple, reveals that the vow of naziriteship became the

most popular way to express thanksgiving for divine favors like deliverance from
sickness or affliction, a safe retum from war, or the fulfillment of a wish for a son.l2

If a dffierent period was not named, the naziriteship lasted 30 days, probably a parallel
to the 30 days of mouming during which male members of the deceased's family were
forbidden to cut their hair.l3 To pay for the offerings of someone else was considered

an act of piety.la Tradition preserves the names of a few women who made the nazirite
vow: Berenice, the sister of Herod Agrippa II; Helena, the queen of Adiabene, a

proselye; and a certain Miriam of Palmyra.ls

3. Diadem. The word nezet "diadem," denotes a metal band with holes for laces,

ornamented with decorations such as rosettes, imitation floral wreaths,l6 or even pre-
cious stones (Zec.9:16). As an emblem of royalty (2 S. 1:10), the priest gave it to the

king along with the royal protocol at his enthronement (2 K. ll:12;2 Ch. 23:ll).17 Is
symbolic importance is illustrated by the use of the word in the lament over the dechne

of the kingdom (Ps. 89:40[39]) as well as in the promise to David (132:18). The diadem
also played a role in the investiture of the high priest (Lev. 8:9; Ex. 29:6; 39:.30).

Wisdom speaks of the impermanence of diadems (Prov.27:24).
Manfred Gdrg calls attention to the difference between the word's etymology ("con-

secration") and its semantics ("diadem") and postulates for nEzetr "diadem," a deriva-
tion from Egyp. n1r.t, a term for the serpent goddess.18 If this is true, the king's diadem
would be functionally comparable to the apotropaic uraeus of the pharaohs.

ll. E.g., Elliger, HAT,lV, 158, 176, with 67.
12. Josbphus BJ 2.15.1 $313; Mishnah Naz 2.7;3.6.
13. For the former see Josephus BJ 2.15.1 $$313f.; Mishnah Naz. 1.3;6.3; cf. also I Mc.

3:49. For the latter see Mishnah Mo'ed Qat. 3.5; Talmud Bab. Mo'ed Qa!. l4b,27b; cf. Nu.
20:29: l*v. l9;2i7 ; Dt. l4:1.

14. Josephus Ant. 19.6.1 $294; Acts 2l:23f .; Mishnah Naz.2.5; Talmud Jer. Naz 54b, 5f.
15. On Berenice see Josephus BJ 2.15.1 $$313f.; on Helena, Mishnah Naz 3.6; on Miriam,

ibid.,6.1t.
16. Weippert, 287f.
17. Von Rad, "Royal Ritual"; cf. S. Yeivin, "'Eduth," IEI,'24 (1974), 17-20.
18. "Headgear," following M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. tans. 1962),225f.
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4. Other Usage. Usage elsewhere in the OT does not diverge from the observations
made above.

a. Prophets. Prophetic polemic against the various forms of idolatry uses the niphal
of nzr (or of zvvrrel for turning to other gods (Hos. 9:10) as well as for turning away
from Yahweh (Isa. 1:4;20 Ezk. 14:5,1). Also, when Jeremiah luses nezer to refer con-
cretely to long hair, he does so in the same context (Jer.7:29). lnZec.7:3 the verb
refers to the modalities of mourning; the context suggests fasting.

b. Holiness Code.There are many occurrences in H, obviously in passages associated
with Nu. 6.21 The noun nEzer stands for the holiness of the high priest (trv. 2l:12);
the vine that is not pruned during the Sabbatical or Jubilee Ye ar is called nizir (25:.5,11);

the admonition to abstain from holy foods uses the niphal of nzr (22:2).

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The noun nezer occurs in the Dead Sea Scrolls with both
abstract and concrete meaning. According to lQSb 4:28, the priest should be a con-
secration for the holy of holies (not a "diadem": cf. Lev. 2l:12). The eschatological
king wears a diadem (4Qplsa fr. 8-10 1922). T\e niphal and hiphil of nzr describe life
lived according to the covenant. A member of the community must abstain from godless
possessions (CD 6:15). His consecrated way of life must eschew the company of
prostitutes (7:1). By contrast, apostates are characterizedby their refusal to separate

themselves from the people (8:8; 19:20). The use of naztr is discussed in II.l above.
G. Mayer

19. See I above.
20. W. L. Holladay, "A New Suggestion for the Crux in Isaiah | 4b,* W 33 (1983), 235-37.
21. See II.2 above.
22. J. Nlegro, Qumrdn Cave 4. DJD, y (1968), 14.

Contents: I. Root: l. Etymology;2. Meaning; 3. Versions; 4.Lexical Field. tr. Statistics: 1.

Occurrences; 2. Distribution; 3. Syntactic Relationships. III. Theological Usage: l. Ancient Near

East; 2. God as Leader; 3. Variations in Meaning.

nahd-L. Delekat, "Ein Septuagintatargum," li"I 8 (1958), 225ff.,esp.237-240; J. A. Emerton,
"Notes on Jeremiah 12,9 and Some Suggestions of J. D. Michaelis About the Hebrew Words
nahd, 'ebrd, and yadi'," ZAl4 St (1969), 182-l9l:' E. Jenni, "i1ni nhh 'to lead,'" TLOT, ll,
729f.;W. Michaelis, "66tiyog,6fufco," TDNT,Y,97-lO2; G. Sauer, "l-a;7. derek'way,' " TLO\
1,34346; idem, "l)it hlk 'to go,"' TLOT 365-370; J. F. A. Sawyer, Semantics in Biblical
Research. SBT 2124 (1972),39.
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I. Root.
l. Etymology. The Hebrew (and Modern Hebrew) root nhh is usually associated

with Arab. nal.td, "look or go sideways," and OSA mnhy, ..channel (for water;.,'r 4
semantic connection is possible: both Heb. ndha and Arab. rwhd appear to embody the
idea of "motion in a particular direction." The Arabic root, however, refers to the
subjective act of turning or setting out in a direction,2 a notion that is at best present
incidentally in the usage of Heb. ndhA (lrruad" [transitive]). Caution is therefore
advisable in accepting the two roots as identical. John Sawyer's theory that nihA is a
by-form of nfrah is no longer accepted.3 The hypothesis of a separate root nhh II is
discussed later.a

2. Meaning.In Biblical and Postbiblical Hebrew (les 9:18, the only occurrence in
the Dead Sea Scrolls), the root appears only in the form of the verb nnh,a (qal and,
hiphil). No other derivatives or personal names use the root. In.both stems the verb
generally means "lead." Depending on usage and context, one can distinguish three
semantic variants.s If the emphasis is on the "initiative" of the leader, the verb can be
interpreted as meaning "lead someone in the right way," "show someone the right
way." If the context refers primarily to the action of the leader during a journey, the
word can mean roughly "accompany someone for protection." In some cases the goal
of the joumey stands so clearly in the foreground that one can interpret ndhd as "lead
someone safely to the goal."

3. Versions. Among the ancient versions, the LXX uses translations that reflect these
variations in meaning, but not consistently. The commonest translation of nahi is
hoddgein (20 times); we also find euodoin (Gen.24:27,48; Gen. 24 uses the same word
5 additional times to represent --> n)y s/fr hiphil and -+ i,l'l qrh hiphil), dgein (Dt.
32:12; lob 38:32), epdgein (kov. 6:22), deiknjein (Ex. 13:21), metapimpesthai (Nu.
23:7), l<athizinein (Prov. 18:16), and parakaletn, "comfort', (l S. 2Z:4;Isa.57:1g).
The verbs hoddgein, dgein, and parakalein are also used to translate the parallel words
-+ hr: nihal and)JlJ nnhag; hodEgeinrepresenrs -+ ''l1T drkhtphrl3 times (ps. 25:5,9;
I 19:35). Generally (about 60 out of 80 occurrences), paral<tlelz translates -+Dl:'f nhm.

The vulg. generally uses ducere for ndha, but sometimes diigere, perducere, or
adducere; deducere is quite frequent. Neither the LXX nor the Vulg. appears to distin-
guish clearly among our root, ndhal, and nnhag.

4. Izxical Field. The lexical field of ndM includes primarily the piels of nfrhal (Ex.
l5:13; Ps.23:2f.;31:4[Eng. v. 3]) and ndhag (ps.77:21[20];78:52f.;Isa.63:14), often
used in poetic parallelism; in practice all 

-three 
verbs are synonyms. For nahal the

l. GesB, 495; HAL, tr, 685. For OSA see Biella, 301.
2. ct. J. B. Belot, vocabulnire arabe-frangais d l'usage des 4tudiants (Beirut, lgg3), gllf.
3. Jenfi,729.
4. See tr.l.c below.
5. See III.3 below.

l
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derived nour. nahal1l, "watering place" (Arab. manha[), suggests that this verb is
favored to describe the way a shepherd leads a flock. In contrast withndhal ("to escort,

with care"6), ndhag appears to express a more energetic act, possibly involving force:

"drive." It, too, is often used for the action of a shepherd. We accordngly fnd ndl.ti

used as a synonym of the more general term -, ipa rd'A, "pasture" (Ps. 78:72). The

context frequently mentions the flock (-+ INI {6'n).t
The act of leading includes the notion of a way (dereb to be traveled by the one

led and often by the one doing the leading as well (Gen. 24:27,49; Ex. 13;.17,21; Ps.

5:9[8]; 23:3;27:ll 77:Z}t.tl9f.); 139:24:143:10; P:rov.6:22; Neh. 9:12,19). Therefore

"lead" can be glossed by ttre hiphil of ydrA ("show [the way]": Ps.27:ll; cf .25:8f .,12;

86:11).8 Besides ydrA hiphil, we also find as parallels ya-sa-' hiphil, "cause to go forth"
(143:10f.; Job 38:32), b6'hiphil, "cause to enter" (Ps. 43:3; 78:53f.), yalalhiphil,
"bring in" (60:11[9]; 108:11t101), or simply hdlalhiphil, "cause to go" (Isa. 63:12-14;

cf. Prov. 6:22)-naturally "on a level path" (bemtl6r: Ps.27:11;143:10; cf. 5:9[8])

and "in safety" (lalelal.t: 78:53).
The hand as an instrument of guidance is a further characteristic element in the

lexical field of nnh6. The texts often speak of "grasping," "seizing," or "holding"
(bz lqb, tmk) the right hand or with the right hand (Ps. 63:9[8]; 73:23f;77:2ll2ol;
78:72;139:10; cf. Isa. 51:18) - 

once with reference to a staff in the shepherd's hand

(Ps. 23:4 conj.). The difficult phrase ;A'n yA86 in Ps. 95:7 may refer to leading the

flock "with one's hand."9

tr. Statistics.
l. Occurrences. The verb ndhd occurs 39 times in the OT. Of these occurrences, 11

are in the qal (Gen. 2417;Ex. 13:17; 1513;32:34; Isa. 58:11; Ps. 5:9[8]; 27:11;

60:11[9]; 77:21120);108:11[10]; 139:24) and 28 in the hiphil (Get.24:48;Ex.I3:21;to
Nu. 23:7; Dt.32:L2; | 5.22:4; I K. 10:26; 2 K. 18:11; Isa. 57:18; Job 12:23;31:18;

38:32; Ps. 23:3;31:4[3]; 43:3; 6l:3121; 67:5141;73:24;78:14,53,72; 107:30; 139:10;

143:10; kov.6:22;11:3; 18:16; Neh. 9:12,19rr). Most of the qals are perfects, most

of the hiphils imperfects or infinitives.l2 But this list requires correction.

a. In many cases the similarity between forms of nnhd and nfrah in the hiphil
imperfect with suffixes has led to confusion in the MT.l: In 1 S. 22:4 wayyanhEm,

"and he led them," is better read wayyannil.tEm, "and he left them," following the

Yulg. (reliquit). The form wayyanl.tEm n I K. 10:26 should be emended to way-

yannihEm, "and he stationed them," following the LXX and 2 Ch. 9:25; the same

6. HAl.1,615.
7. But see II.3.b below.
8. -+ ;1'1r yard ll (Yl, 339-347).
9. -+ 'Ir ya{, Y,420.
10. Lisowsky: qal.
ll. Lisowsky: qal.
12. GK, $78c.
13. M. Dahood, Bibl, 49 (l%8), 357f.
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change should be made in2K. 18:11 ("and he settled them"), following the LXX,
Vulg., and Syr. The formw"'anl.rEhi in Isa. 57:18 is semantically difficult in its context.
Following Karl Marti, BflS rightly suggests reading wa'anih4hfi)a In Job 12:23, too,
the MT reading wayyanhem can hardly be correct. It agrees with the LXX, Syr., and
Targ., but the parallelism with y"'abbc/Em would lead one to expect a verb denoting
judgment or destruction. The suggestion to read wayyannihem, "and brings them to
rest," following the Yilg. (in integrum restituct), does not meet this expectation.ls
Friedrich Horst suggests a venturesome but plausible solution: wayyimham, "and wipes
them out."16 In Ps. 139:10 several modern translations assume an original tiqqdhEni
instead of the less appropriate tanhEnt. In Prov. ll:3a tanhEm, "it [integrity] guides
them," does not establish a real contrast with v. 3b, "it (crookedness) destroys them";
BI1,S therefore proposes reading tannihem, "it gives them rest." In Prov. 18:16 the
analogy of I S. 22:417 suggests reading yannihennfi, "it causes him to abide," instead
of yanhennit, "it leads him." Finally, in Isa. 63:14 the reading tanhennt (Vulg.) or
tanhem (LXX, Syr., Targ.) appears superior to MT t"nthennfi.

b. In unpointed texts the forms of ndhi in the hiphil imperfect with the 3rd person
masc. pl. suffix can be confused with piel forms of + Enl ndl.tam, "comfort." The
difficult tanhent in Ps. 6l:3(2), for which the reading tannihdni (hiphil of nfiah; BHS)
has been proposed, was taken by the Syr. in the sense of wattenahamfini; the Syr. offers
the same variant in 73:24. In 43:3, too, the Syr. (possibly influenced by the similar
construction in 23:4) appears to have read y"nahamfrni instead of MT yanhttnt, with a
few Hebrew manuscripts. In Isa.57:18 the LXX(kai parelailesa aut6n)t8 may have
had wa'"nahamEhfr as its text instead of MT me'anhehfr. Conversely, Hermann Gunkel
would replace the yenahemfini of Ps.23:4 with yanhfini: "your rod and your staff, they
lead me" does make better sense than the traditional MT ". . . they comfort me."le

c. One apparent and two real qal perfect forms of nahd require explanation. Lisowsky
assigns ndhk in Isa. 7:2 to the root nhh; it is actually a form of nfiah.zo Among the
versions only the Yulg. (requievit) has recognized this. The Vulg. also read wenahaf;a
in Isa. 58:11 as a form of nfial.t (et requiem tibi dabit, for wjannihokAT. But as a form
of nhh with the meaning "lead (to pasture)" the word provides sensible parallelism to
v. llb (hifWa'napiefid), so that the MT should be retained. In Ps.60:11(9) par.
108:11(10), for MT ndhant, "he has led me," we should follow the versions in reading
yanhent, "he will lead me" (haplography?).

Thus after we eliminate Ps. 60:11(9) par. 108:11(10), only 9 of the l1 occurrences

14. See J. S. Kselman, "A Note on w'nhhw in Isa. 57;18," CBQ, 43 (1981), 539-542.
15. See comms. by Hitzig, Delitzsch, in loc.
16. F. Horst, Hiob I-19. BK, XYlll (1968), 180.
17. See above.
18. See I.3 above.
19. Cf. BrlS.
20. On the hypothesis of a root nhh I, "stick to" (HAL, Il, 675), see Delekat; on the

interpretation of nffah as "alight upon, fall upon," see H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans.,
Minneapolis. l99l ). 283.
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of the qal remain. Further, on the one hand, the 28 hiphil occulrences are reduced by

the 9 texts where it is better to read a hiphil form of nfiah (l S. 22:4; I K. 10:261'2 K.
18:11; Isa. 57:18; Prov. 11:3; 18:16; Ps. 6l:3[2]) or a form of some other verb (Job

12:23;Ps. 139:10). On the other hand, in four cases graphically similar forms of other

verbs (Isa. 63:14: nfiqh; Ps.23:4: ndham) or what the MT presents as qal forms of
ndhd (Ps.60:11[9] par. 108:11[10]) should be reconstructed as hiphils of ndhd. There

remain 23 cenun occurrences of nnhd in the hiphil and only 32 occurrences in all.

2. Distribution With the doubtful occurrences eliminated, the improved statistics of
the usage of nahk allow several conclusions with respect to its literary distribution in
the OT.

a. An initial group of 8 occurrences is found in the Pentateuch, for the most part

(with the exception of Nu. 23:7) in its later strata. The theme of "leading" is developed

as a novella in Gen. 24 (vv.27,48); the LXX emphasizes this theme even more.2l [n

the summary account of Israel's journey through the wildemess, ndhA is a frequent

catchword (Ex. 13: 17,21 ; 32:34; Neh. 9 : I 2, 1 9; cf. Ps. 7 7 :2ll20l; 7 8:l 4,53).

b. By far the largest group of occurrences (19) is in the realm of sacral poetry' The

genre of the individual prayer is represented frequently (Ps. 5:9[8]; 23:3,4 conj.; 2'1 :ll;
3l:4131;43:3;73:24 139:24;143:10); but other genres, too, display an accentuated use

of ndhA (Ex. 15:13; Dt. 32:12; Ps. 60:11[9] par. 108:11[lO]; 67:5[4];77:2ll20l;
78:14,53,72; 107:30).

c. In the corpus ofprophetic literature, only Trito-lsaiah is represented (Isa.58:ll;
63:14 conj.; according to the MT, also 57:18).

d. The final group comprises 3 occurrences in later Wisdom Literature: Prov.6:22;
Job 31:18; 38:32. In the remaining occurrences (Prov. 11:3; 18:16; Job 12:23), the MT
can hardly be correct.

3. Syntactic Relntionships. To these statistics conceming usage, a survey of syntactic

relationships should be joined, with special attention to the subjects and objects in-
volved in the act of leading.

a. Subjects. Only rarely are humans named as the subject of the action. Balak

"brought" Balaam from the distant east (Nu. 23:7). David "guided" his people with
a skillful hand (Ps. 78:72;here, as in 67:5[4], ndfiA approaches the sense of "govern").
In Job 3l:18 textual problems make it difficult to determine the subject who does the

leading; in the context of an "oath of purgation," Job is most likely. Again, Job is asked

the ironic question whether he can lead forth the constellations in their season (38:32).

Finally, Moses is entrusted with the task of leading Israel to Canaan (Ex. 32:34; cf. Ps.

77:2lt2Ol). This example is listed last, because this function can be understood only
as indirect, reflecting Yahweh's leadership.

ln some texts the subject appears to be an abstraction: "your light and your truth"
(Ps.43:3t21), "your good spirit" (143:10), "a mother's teaching" (kov' 6:22 lcf.
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y.2Ol). Behind such abstractions, however, stands the divine leader. In the majority of
texts (20 out of 32n), Yahweh is the explicit subject. As one would expect, sacral poetry
heads the list (Ps. 5:9[8]; 23:3;23:4 conj.; 27:ll:'31:4131; 67:5[4];73:24;77:21120];
78:14,53;107:30; 139:24; Ex. 15:13; Dt.32:12); there follow Pentateuchal narrative
or its recapitulation (Gen.24:27,48; Ex. 13:17,21; Neh. 9:12,19) and finally prophetic
literature (Isa. 58: 11; 63:14 conj.).

b. Objects. The object is almost always human: Abraham's servant (Gen.24),Balaam
(Nu. 23), the people of Israel (Ex.13:17,21; 15:13; 32:34;Dt.32:12;lsa.58:11;63:14
conj.; Ps. 77:2ll2Ol;78:14,53,72; Neh. 9:12,19), upright individuals (Ps.5:9[8];23:3;
23:4 conj.; 27:ll; 3l:4131:' 43:3121;73:24; 107:30; 139:24; 143:10), widows and or-
phans (Job 31:18?), the nations of the earth (Ps. 67:6[5]; Job 12:23 MT). Only Job
38:32 speaks of the stars (constellations?), a nonhuman object (cf. yl'hiphil in Isa.

4O:261.2s

In contrast to ndhag, "drive," nal.ti never has a flock as its direct object. Israel,
however, is often likened to a flock led by God (l<aW6'n: Ps.77:21[20];78:52; cf .74:I;
79:13; 80:2lll; 95:7; 100:3; also the use of rd'6, "pasture," in parallel: Ps. 78:71f.;
Isa.40:ll).

III. Theological Usage.
l. Ancient Near East. The large number of references to Yahweh's leadership raise

the question whether similar statements were coflrmon elsewhere in the ancient Near
East. Some quotations will suggest the evidence for both Egypt and Mesopotamia.

"Amun, shepherd, early in the moming you care for your flock. . . . The shepherd
drives the cattle to the grass; Amun, you drive me, the hungry one, to food" (hymnic
prayer to Amon from an ostracon of the Ramesside period).24 "Hail to him who sits
on the hand of Amun, who directs the timid, who rescues the poor . . . the perfect guide
for everyman" (hymnic prayer to Amon from an inscription on a wooden figure, ca.

13th cenrury).25 "It is God who leads men on the path of life" (scarab inscription,
14th-12th century).26 "The beginning of the teaching of life, the instruction for salva-
tion, . . . to direct a man rightly on the ways of life, to make him prosper on earth, to
let his heart go down into his shrine, by steering him from evil" (Teaching of
Amenemope, Introduction, 1, 1-10; l2th-11th century).27 "Restrain your heart and
strengthen your heart, do not make yourself the ste€rsman of your tongue; man's tongue
is (indeed) the rudder of the ship, (but) the alllord is its pilot" (Amenemope, 18,20,
3-61.2t "I guide you . . . on the way of life, I will tell you your (right) way of life which
leads to the city of rejuvenation; keep to my words" (inscription in the tomb of Petosiris,

22. See II.l above.
23. -r I)'D kbknb Ntr,75-85).
24. NERT 40.
25. NERT,4I.
26. NERT, 43.
27. NERT, 4%.; cf. ANEls, 423t.
28. NERT, 59; ct. ANE71,423f.
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end of the 4th century).2e "Above, you direct the affairs of all men, shepherd, of those

below, guardian of the world above" (Akkadian hymn to Shamash, after 1400).30

"Loose my fetters, secure my deliverance, guide my path aright, so that I can (again)

go (my) way among men" (Akkadian invocation to Ishtar, ca. 1500).31 In an account

of military operations, Shalmaneser III speaks of "Nergal, m] leadeL"32

These texts express the shepherd and leader function of the deity often and clearly

enough. Both quotations from Amenemope reflect the wisdom notion that the deity's

leadership is mediated, being experienced through the leading function of teaching,

instruction (cf. Prov. 6:20,22), or the "heart."

2. God as lzaden The OT texts that speak of Yahweh or God as a leader can be

divided into two groups: the first describes a completed action in the past, the second

a present or future action. We shall examine only the use of ndhd.

a. Past. The statement that Yahweh "led" or "guided" his people is a characteristic motif
in Israelite hymns; it is also one of the fundamental "themes" of the Pentateuchal

narrative.33 The miraculous guidance of Israel through the wilderness is frequently extolled

asasavingactof Godinhistory(Ex. 15:13;Dt.32:12;Ps.77:2ll20l;78:53;cf. 136:16;

Isa. 63:14 conj.) or described in narrative (Ex.13:17,21). It is especially vivid in God's

going before the people in the pillar of cloud and fue @x. 13:21; Ps. 78:14; Neh. 9:12,19).

The use of nal.td is a fixed element of the wilderness tradition; the same, however,

cannot be said of the patriarchal tradition . That ndhd appears only marginally in Gen.

24 is all the more surprising because boft the Jacob cycle and the Joseph novella may

be considered true "guidance stories" (for examples of this geffe, see the books of
Ruth and Tobit).

Only a single text (Ps. 107:30) speaks of God's leadership in the immediate past

(rather than in the distant past of sacral history). In the course of a festal thanksgiving

liturgy, the final group of those who have been saved is a bunch of sailors who have

escaped a storm; they are called on to thank Yahweh for delivering them and "bringing

them to their desired haven." This is the only extant hymn of thanksgiving for divine
leadership on the way.

b. Present and Future. In the Psalms most of the texts pray to God for leadership

or express trust in God's leadership. The pure "prayer for leadership" is rare (5:9[8];

27:ll 139:24), but the confession of trust (23:3;23:4 conj.; 31:4[3];43:3[2];67:5[4];
'13:24;143:10) often has the inherent character of a prayer or petition (esp. 31:4[3];
43:212); cf .79:9;143:10). Such prayers for God's leadenhip in the future often invoke

the divine name (l"ma'an i"m6/iimftd: 23:3;31:4[3]l; cf.79:9;143:10f.); the mention

of enemies as the motivation (lema'an i6r'ray: 5:9[8]; 27:ll; cf.69:19[18]) may be

understood to mean that the very people who despise God's name (74:10,18) are to

29. NER\ 62t.
30. NERT 102.
31. NERT, ll l; cf. ANE"I3, 385.
32. AN873,277,279.
33. A History of Pentateuchal Traditions (Eng. rans., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1972),58t.
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learn to respect it (83:17[16]). The enemies will discover that yahweh upholds the
cause of those who lament.3a

c. Relationship. The question whether there is a conscious relationship between the
statements concerning God's leadership in the past and those concerning his leadership
in the present and future can hardly be answered with certainty. on the one hand, we
must recall that the initial acts of God were recited and celebrated from time im-
memorial as being exemplary for all time. On the other hand, the frequent appeals to
God's "name," "righteousness," "faithfulness," etc., show that petitions and expres-
sions of trust are based on what God is known to have done: pss. 77 and 79 are clear
examples. The prophetic promise 

- unique in its way - in Isa. 58:11 ("the Lono will
guide you continually"), too, is to be interpreted as a triumphal renewal of God's
miraculous intervention in history as the reference to Dt. 32:13 n v. 14 shows.

3. variations in Meaning. what does it actually mean to say "God leads" in the
individual texts? Depending on the contex! ndh"a may mean "lead to (or: on) the right
way," "accompany and protect on the way," or "lead to the goal of the way.,, Allowing
for occasional overlapping, I venture the following analysis.

The first, "guiding" meaning of the word appears in texts like Gen. 24:48 (b,Qereft
'emef, Ex. 13:17 (dereft hammi/bdr), Ex. 13:21 (hadderelg), ps. 78:14 (bammiSbda
v. 15), and Ps. 139:24 (b'dereb '6la@.In the wilderness tradition yahweh leads by
going before his people veiled and thus visible; to the individual (Gen. 24:48; ps.
139:24), he shows the way in mysterious fashion.

Leadership in the "protective accompaniment" sense appe,rs in Dt. 32:12 (vv.
10-11,13!) as well as the Psalms (5:9[8]; 23:3;27:tI:'3t:413);73.24;77:2tl2}l;78:53;
143:10); in67:5(4) (cf.78:2) ndhiis used more in the sense of "govern." This side
of leadership includes God's constant prcsence (23:4;73:23; opposite 'zD, "forsake":
Neh. 9:19) with the wanderer, who is exposed to deadly danger.

The "goal-oriented" use of nfrhd is marked by a followin g 'el or 'ad. It appears in
everyday language in Nu. 23:7;Ps.60:ll(9) = 108:11(10) and with God doing the
leading in Gen. 24:27 and Ps. 107:30. God's leading to the sacred precincts or land is
exemplary for both Israel @x. 15:13; cf. 32:34) and the devout individual (ps.43:3).

A few passages express the sense that Yahweh, the holy and incomparable God of
lsrael, not just any god, is truly Israel's leader @t. 32:12).In the context of Ex. 15:13
we find the hymnic mt [am6!a (v. l1); the words YHWH i"m6 (v.3) likewise claim
leadership for Yahweh alone, denying it to other gods.35 The statement of ps. 77:21(20)
can be understood correctly only against the background of the confession 'attA hd'el
in v. 15. Prophetic admonition therefore has its necessary place alongside the com-
forting promise of God's leadership (cf. Ex. 33:3b-6 following 32:4;ps.78, apenitential
liturgy; the admonitory Isa. 58).

Barthf

34. H.-1. Kraus, Psalrns 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 296.
35. F. Criisemamr, Srudien lur Formgeschichte von Hynnus und Danklied in Isracl. WMANT,

32 (1969),9s.
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I. Semantics.
l. Literal Meaning. The verb ndhal appears 59 times in the OT, the noun nahali

220 times. Both are found in a variety of Semitic languages and are attested as Amorite
loanwords as early as the Old Babylonian documents from Mari. They reflect the legal
language of the Northwest Semites: the verb means that a joint heir has received his
portion by succession, while the noun denotes the portion received. In other words, the
action denoted by the verb consists in transforming the right to a total estate into an
exclusive right to a portion, called in Hebrew nah"ld, in Ugaritic nhlt, and in Amorite
neflatu. The meaning of nah"l0 is thus n:urower than that of "inheritance," because,
strictly speaking, it cannot be applied to an undivided estate, as Dt. 25:5 and Ps. 133:l
implicitly illustrate. It is also more precise than the meaning of heleq, "share," because
nahld properly refers only to a portion of the patriarchal estate. The two terms appear
in synonymous parallelism (Gen. 3l:14; Nu. 18:20; Dt. 10:9; 12:12; 14:27,29; l8:l;
32:9), but there is a tendency to use nah"ld in a metaphorical or figurative sense (2 S.
2O:l; I K. 12:16;2 Ch. 10:16; Job 20,29:'27:13;31:2)-

2. nhl and yrJ. From the sixth century on, under the influence of Aramaic, which
uses y4 > yrt i\ the same sense as Heb. nhl, we find the noun y"ruiid used in the sense
of "(inherited) portion" (Dt.2:5,9,12,19;3:20; Josh. 1:15; 12:6f.; ps. 6l:6[Eng. v. 5];
2 Ch.20:ll;' IQS 4:24). The verb yr.f also seems to have been used as a synonym of
nhl (e.g.,Isa. 57:13; Ps. 69:36f.[35f.]), but it is difEcult to determine this with assurance
for the biblical period. Normally, only a direct male descendant could inherit. In reality,
however, yrJexpresses the opposite ofregular succession from father to son: it describes
the situation when someone comes into possession of alien property, whereas nafual
refers to division of the entire patriarchal estate. It follows that yr.f is used less in the
sense of "become someone's heir, inherit from," than "acquire, take possession of,
acquire illegally, dispossess, supplant, take someon€'s place."l

For example, Abraham laments that he has no offspring and therefore fears that "a
slave will take my place" $torei 'd6, Gen.l5:3). Sarah demands that Hagar and Ishmael

J. Pedersen, ILC, l-U, 89-96; G. von Rad, "The Promised Land and yahweh's Land in the
Hexateuch," The Problem of the Hexateuch and other Essays (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1966),
79-93; N. H. Snaith, "The Daughters of Zelophehad:'W, 16 (1966), lZ4-27;E. Szlechter, .'Les

lois n6o-babyloniennes (fr)," Revue internationale des droits de l'antiquit€,3rd ser., 19 (19i2),
43-127, esp. 79-1 l0; R. Taubenschlag,Thc Law ofGreco-Roman Egypt in the Light ofthe papyri
(1955, repr. Milan, 1972), 137-166l' W. Thiel, "Die Anfiinge von Landwirtschaft und Bodenrecht
in der Friihzeit Alt-Israels," Altoientalische Forschungen, T (1980), 127-l4l; E. E. Urbach,
"Inheritance Laws and Afterlife," Proceedings of the Founh World Congress of Jewish Sndies,
I (1967), 133-141,263 (Heb.); A. van Selms, Marriage and Family Life in Ugaritic Literature.
POS, | (1954), 137-143; R. de Vaux, ArcIsr 53-55, t@-69; G. Wanke, "AlI,! napla.posses-
sion,' " TLOT II, 731-34; J. Weingreen, "The Case of the Daughters of Zelophehad," W, 16
(1966), 518-522; H. Wildberger, "Israel und sein Land," EvT 16 (1956), 4A4422; R. yaron,
Gifis in contemplation of Death in Jewish and Roman Law (oxford,, 196o); idem, Intro. to the
ktw of the Aramnic Papyri (oxford, 196l),65-78; s. Teitlin, "Testarnentary Succession," rhe
T5thAnniversaryvolumeofJQR,ed.A.A.NeumanandS.Zeitlin(Philadelphia, 1967),57+581.

l. -+ tlf'l' yarai (rr1,368-396).
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be cast out "lest the son of this slave woman become an heir" (ld' yirai) along with

her son Isaac (21 : 10). It is unbearable "that a maid should succeed her mistress" (ttra'i;
prov. 30:23). The fratricide who would succeed to the entire inheritance is called y6rZ'i

in 2 S. l4:7,better translated "usu4)er" than "heir." The rare occasions when the verb

ydrai does refer to a legitimate heir (Gen. 15:5; Jer. 49:1) involve a play on words; the

context contrasts a legitimate heir and a usurper. The notion of "making someone an

heir" or "taking someone's place" can be used in various ways. We may recall that

ydra.i can be used in poetic parallelism with + aUir yd"iab, "settle" (Jer.49:1; Ps.

69:36[35]).

3. nah"li and '"fuuu6. The noun naloli is often associated with.'"l.tuUA, "posses-

sion." The phrase '"fuuzzat naholt therefore means "possession of an allotted portion"

of an estate (Nu. 27:7; 32:32), whrle nah"lal'"l.tuui is an "allotted portion that one

possesses" (Nu. 35:2). '"4uzzd usually refers to land, but it can also refer to slaves

owned in perpenrity (Lev. 25:45f.). kgally, however, it cannot refer to real estate of

which one has temporary usufruct but no right of ownership. Cf. Lev.'27:22-24, which

speaks of a field that has been acquired for a specific period of time but without full

{lt" ('%uzza). This legal meaningof '"huzza aho occurs in 2 Ch. 11:14, where the

pastureland (migrAfl of the Levites is distinguished from their 'ahuzzA. In fact, the

io*"r is generally considered to be communal property, while houses and the culti-

vated land are private property. For the same reason, Josh. l4:4 contrasts the arable

parcels fteleq)withthepastureland (migrA$, andJosh. 2l:llf .makes acleardistinction

between pastureland (migrdi) and cultivated land (Sa4eh).

Strictly speaking, nhlkfers only to an allotted portion to which one has a claim by

right of inheritance, while '!z refers to all the property that one has actually acquired,

whether by purchase or by some other bilateral transaction, gift, inheritance, prescrip

tion, usucapion, or the like. For this reason, the tribe of trvi has an 'ol.tuUd (but cf.

Ezk.44:28),although it received no nahalAinthe strict sense. This distinction is already

quite clear at Mari, where the verb nafidlu refers to the allotment of a hereditary portion

fro^ u parent's estate, while a causative form of a!frzu refers to concession of landed

property by the king.2- 
ihe strictly legal usage of the root nlrl is relatively rare in the OT, but it lies behind

every instance of the theological or metaphorical sense, which appears in a significant

number of texts. It is therefore important first to analyze the basic meaning, which

represents the true semantic vahte of nhl.

II. Inheritance.
l. Tbrminology. Although not a single written will survives from ancient Israel, it

is certain that a father before his death "set his house in order" (2 S. l'7:23;2 K. 2O:l

par. Isa. 38:1), i.e., he determined the division of the property he was leaving behind

(ot. ztrto; Sir. 14:13; 33:24). Furthermore, before his death he could make advances

2. ARM, X, 90, 29-31, 33-36, respectively.
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from the estate. This is clear not only from a few relatively late texts (Tob. 8:21; Sir.
33:20-24; cf. Lk. 15:12), but also from the law goveming crown properry (Ezk. 46:16-
l8). This text distinguishes clearly between a gift to a son, who thus becomes legal
owner of part of the inheritance, and a gift to a servant, who merely has right of usufruct
until ienal hodd"r\t i.e., until the year of release for debts and encumbrances (but cf.
Wov. l7:2). This may be the case with the portion of the inheritance entreated by the
son in Lk. 15:12; there may be an allusion to this practice in prov. 20:21: ,.An estate
coveted in the beginning [cf. Arab. mabfiala, 'object of desire,] will not be blessed in
the end." Sir. 45:25 (read nhlt 'i lblny kbwdw; cf. Mal. 1:6) appears to imply the
possibility of disinheriting an unworthy son.

The actual term for distribution of the esrate was the hiphil of nhl (Dt. 2l:16; Ezk.
46:18; Prov. 13:22), with a double accusative specifying the recipients of the inheritance
and the property distributed. In addition, the qal of nhl with a singular object (Nu.
34:17f.; Josh. 19:49) and the piel with a plural object (Nu. 34:29; Josh. t3:32: l4:t:
l9:51) are used in the same sense, while the hithpael seryes as the reflexive of the piel
without any additional nuance of its own (I-ev.25:46; Nu. 32:lg; 33:54;34:B;1sa.
l4:2; Ezk. 47:13). This same meaning must be assigned to the form infiil fromMari,
which might, however, be a causative form *yanfiil > Akk. in[il, because the verb
na$alu is used in the basic stem with the meaning "come into possession (of a
nifularu)-"t Since, however, Arab. nahala I means "give, grant," yinhal (qal) and the
basic stem infiil may be correct with the meaning "grant, bestow." The portion allotted
to the rightful heir constituteshis nahald and legally becomes his'"huzzd,..property."

The qal of nltl means "come into possession of a nal1"la" (Jgs. 11:2); the associated
accusative refers to ttre allotted property: 'eres (8x.23:30; Josh. 19:49; Isa. 57:13:Ezk.
47:14) or nal.r"la (Nu. 18:23f.; 35:8; Josh. r7:6). Note that the formula nahla nnhal is
already attested at Mari: nillatam inafifuil,a "he will inherit an inheritance,'(probably
from Siimu-Epu, who has just dieds), and possibly in the Phoenician inscription on the
bronze spatula of 'Azruba'al (end of the llth century t.c.: nhl tnhl.e

Distribution of the estate should be governed by common and statutory law. only
three legal texts (Dt. 2l:15-17; Nu. 27:l-ll, supplemented by 36:6-9;Ezk.46:16-tg)
deal with inheritance, and they discuss only special cases. It is therefore absolutely
necessary to supplement these limited sources of information with the pieces of legal
information scattered throughout the oT that are sometimes not easy to interpret.

2. Primogeniture. rt principle only sons have a right to inherit. Among them, the
firstborn has a special status: he receives not just a double portion but two-thirds of
his father's estate, as pi-i"nayim states explicitly in Dl 2l:17 (cf. Mishnah Bek. g.9).

This expression is used metaphorically outside the context of inheritance by a

3. ARM,I, 91, vo. 6.
4. rbid.
5. rbid.,5.
6. KAI, 3,3f.
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firstborn son in 2 K.2:9 and also inZec. 13:8, where it clearly means "two-thirds."
This accords with West Semitic practices attested at Amorite Mari as early as the

eighteenth century B.c.

According to an adoption contract,T an adopted son enjoyed the right of primogeni-

ture, including is material benefits with respect to the distribution of the estate: of the

patrimony, he could withdraw a specific portion, iittdn, "two-thirds." The same pro'

vision is found in a Neo-Babylonian law that reflects Aramean or Chaldean traditions

but can apply collectively to the children born of two successive marriages by a common

father, who has remarried after the death of his first wife.8 The sons of the flrst marriage

collectively receive two-thirds of the patrimony, the sons of the second marriage only

one-third. This regulation gives the children of the first marriage the privilege otherwise

associated with primogeniture.
The law in Dt. 21:15-17 protects the right of the frstborn: the father is forbidden

to favor the son of a favorite wife to the detriment of the firstborn son of a less favored

wife. In the case of twins, the frst to emerge from the womb is the fustborn (Gen.

25:24-26; 38:27-30). Despite the legal privileges of the firstbom, the oT furnishes

numerous examples of how younger children supplant the firstborn - besides the case

of Esau, who sold his right of primogeniture to Jacob (25:29-34). These examples serve

well to illustrate the gratuitous nature of divine election. They do not, however, show

that the ancient Israelites had a customary law protecting the last-born, like that found

among some peoples. This motif of gratuitous divine election is already attested at

Ugarit, where the god El foretells that Keret's wife will bear him seven sons and seven

daughters, declaring: "The youngest of them I will make the firstbom."e
The firstborn could, however, lose his right of primogeniture in consequence of a

serious transgression. This might account for the division of the promised land among

the sons of Jacob, in which Reuben, the firstbom, does not receive two-thirds. His

incest (Gen. 35:22) lost him the right of primogeniture (49:3f.). According to a late

tradition (1 Ch. 5:1f.), the right of primogeniture passed to Joseph's two sons, Ephraim

and Manasseh, who shared equally the privilege of a complete inheritance from

Israel/Jacob. This interpretation of I Ch. 5:1f. implies a development in the law of

inheritance, awarding the frstborn merely a double portion of the patrimony' Lateq the

disposition described in the LXX and Tirg. of Dt.2l:17 is explained in the same way.

According to the earlier account (Gen. 48:5f.), each of Joseph's two sons received a

full portion, because through adoption their grandfather had given them the same status

as his own sons (cf. kov. 13:22). Finally, Josh. 17:14-18 justifies the allotment of a
double portion to the sons of Joseph on the grounds of their number'

3. Daughters. Daughters inherit only when there is no male heir. This legal principle

was established with respect to the daughters of Zelophehad in Nu. 27:l-8 (cf. Josh.

7. ARM, VrIL l.
8. $1s.
9. KTU,1.15, m, 16.
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17:3-6), but subject to the condition that they must marry within their father's tribe, in
order to prevent the family estate from falting into the hands of a different clan (Nu.
36:l-9). This restrictive condition, however, is cited only in late additions (Nu. 36:5-9),
and seems to enshrine a modification of ancient legal custom. A similar practice is
found, for example, in an Old Babylonian law from Nippur: "If a man dies and has
no son, his unmarried daughters are to be his heirs";I0 there is no restriction on their
right to marry. But the case of Eleazar's daughters, who married their cousins (1 Ch.
23:22), fits with the restriction ascribed to Moses in Nu. 36:5-9; this is probably the
"decree of Moses" alluded to in Tob. 7:10-13.

There are, however, two noteworthy exceptions. In Gen. 31:14 Rachel and kah
lament that they cannot count on a nah"l6 in the house of their father, who has spent
everything. Job's three daughters receive a nahld along with their seven brothers (Job
42:13-15). These two exceptions are not expressions of later legal practice but reminis-
cences of a vanished era when a wealthy father could assign a portion of his estate to
all his children. New material relating to this practice has been provided by the Emar
tablets, dating from the thirteenth century s.c.ll The practice is confirmed by a legal
document from stratum vII at Alalakh (17th century a.c.), which deals with a lawsuit
over the distribution of an estate within the royal family. Citing the deposition of a
certain Abi-Haddu, King Niqmepa of Yam[ad determines that the lady Bitt-Haddi is
to receive a portion of the inheritance after her brother Abba'el has chosen his portion
from among the parcels defined by court officials.l2

4. Distribution. Abba'el is accordingly the principal heir and may select the first
portion, whatever he chooses. This right is normally assigned to the firstborn, who does
not, however, himself undertake the division of the estate. This is done by referees,
court officials as at Alalakh, or the youngest son, if the father has not done so during
his own lifetime. From the texts describing the distribution of the promised land among
the descendants of Israel/Jacob, we may conclude that a similar practice prevailed in
ancient Israel.

Moses assigns thetr nah"ld to the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and the half-tribe of
Manasseh (Josh. 13:15-32; cf. Nu. 32; 34:14f.). Note that although Reuben has pre-
sumably lost his right of primogeniture, he takes the first portion (Nu. 32:l-5). The
distribution of a rwhold to the tribes west of the Jordan is regulated by a group of
referees: Eleazar, Joshua, and a leader from each tribe (Nu. 34:t6-29; Josh. l4:l).
Although economic considerations led to division of the land on the basis of the number
of people in each tribe (Nu. 26:53-56;33:54), it was ultimately done by lot,r3 which
determined the nahald of each individual tribe (Nu. 26:55f .;33:54;34:13;36:2f.; Josh.
13:6; l4:2;15:l; l6:l; l8:6-19:49; Jgs. 1:3). This contradiction is probably due to rhe

10. M. Civil, Studies in Honor of Beruto Landsberger AS, 16 (1965), 4-6.
ll. See Huehnergard.
12. Alalakh Tablets, *7.
13. + hu g6rdt (\,450-56).
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influence of the laws governing distribution of an estate among brothers on the narra-

tives describing the distribution of the promised land. The Middle Assyrian laws

likewise envision a lottery that assigns each brother his portion after the firstborn has

selected one of the two portions that are his by right according to Assyrian law.la

5. Collateral Lines. If aman dies without issue ,his nah"ld passes to his male relatives

on his father's side in the sequence: brothers, brothers of his father, nearest relatives

within the clan (Nu. 27:9-11) .The nahli could not pass from one clan to another (Nu.

36). The rule is implicit in the ordinance governing the estate of the crown @zk.

46.16ff.), which reflects an ancient tradition, as well as in the story of Naboth (l K.

21:l-19). Some have argued on the basis of 1 K. 2l:15f. that the nah"ld of someone

condemned to death fell to the king; the narrative makes clear, however, that Ahab

committed an arbitrary act of confiscation, provoking the vengeance of heaven. Mic.

2:2 likewise condemns those who take possession of fields and houses and confiscate

"people and their nahl^" in payment of debts (cf. Isa. 5:8). For the duration of her

widowhood, Naomi ceded the usufruct of the parcel that had belonged to her deceased

husband (Ruth 4:3-6); but this case merely confirms the principle that an estate is

inalienable. Naomi does not sell the nafuli itself: it remains the property of her

husband's descendants, whom Ruth is to bear in accordance with levirate law (Ruth

4:9f .).ts

6. Wdows. In principle a widow has no right to the nal.t"ld of her husband, which

constituted his estate in the strict sense. A different principle is found in an Akkadian

will from Ugarit, in which acertain Yarimdnu leaves all his property to his wife Bidawe

and empowers her to disinherit any of his sons who should dispute her right of
,u"""..ior, while leaving the prroperty to the son who shows her respect'16 In Jewish

circles we find such a provision only in contracts from Elephantine dating from the

fifth century B.c., where a widow without children may enjoy the estate of her deceased

husband. It is possible, however, that her right is restricted to usufruct. In the story of
Judith, which dates from the Hellenistic period, Judith is left enormous wealth by her

husband, including household goods and land (Jgs. 8:7). Before her death, she dis-

tributes it to her husband's next of kin and to her own (16:24). Tradition, however,

provided that a childless widow should return to the house of her father (Gen. 38: I l;
Lev. 22:13; Ruth 1:8) with her dowry and personal property, unless a levirate marriage

kept her with her husband's family.l7 This provision accords with the Babylonian laws

and the customary law of Nuzi, which state explicitly that a widow keeps her dowry.

It also explains how the mother of Micah (Jgs. 17:1-4) can possess personal property

apart from the nahalA of her husband.

14. Tablet B, $1.
15. -+ ''|)D mkr (YllI,29l-96).
16. RS, 8.145; AN871,546b.
17. -+ D:r ybm (Y,367-373).
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If the widow had adult children, they provided for her support. ff the children were
still young, however, she administered their nah"ld as guardian (cf. prov. 15:25;23:10).
This explains the story of the shunammite woman lrr.zK.8:3-6 and the case of Naomi,
who took care of the nahald of her deceased husband (Ruth 4).

7. Division of Property. It is important to know what family property constituted
the nahald of the father that was divided among their heirs, so that each of them then
came into possession of a nah"li. Some have assumed that chaftels were divided among
the male offspring, while to preserve the family assets the real property was allotted
to the firstborn son or kept as an undivided estate. The texts, however, suggest other-
wise. A legal transaction from Mari, characteized by the use of the verb rwfrdlum,
refers to a parcel of land (eqlum) taken from the lands of the clan of Avin and allotted
to Yarim-Addu by his thirteen "brothers."l8 In another text the object of the verb
nafualum is "a field and a garden" (eqlam u kiram).te one document speaks of eqlart
na-ba-li, the hereditary land of a certain Allan5erdanu.2o Finally, Jephthah was driven
away by his brothers (Jgs. 11:2) so rhar he would not inherit any of their father's
property (16'-tinhal b"!a1-'a!tnfi),' the term bayil shows that the reference is primarily
to real property. In Dt. 2l:17 the law requires the father to give to his frstborn son
"two-thirds of all that he has," not just chattels. Finally, all of the texts referring to the
division of the promised land presuppose that landed property could be divided, each
tribe or clan receivingits nah"h. lndividual cases show that this was true not only with
respect to clans but also with respect to individuals. The daughters of Zelophehad
receive a nahali among their father's brothers (Nu.27:4-7; Josh. 17:4,6), who even
fear that the portions of the daughters will be lost to the clan if they marD/ someone
belonging to a different tribe (Nu. 36:2-4). Joshua receives his own nah"li in the hill
country of Ephraim (Josh. l9:49f.;24:30;Jgs.2:9), while Caleb receives Hebron (Josh.
l4:9,13f .).

Others theorize that a nahali in the strict sense was a piece of real property: a "parcel
of land" (ltelqal haSidQeh: Ruth 4:3), a "vineyard" (lcerem: I K.2l:l-19), ..a field
and a vineyard" (sddeh walarem: Nu. 16:1421), or more generally "landed property"
or a "house" (bayi1: Jgs. I 1 :2; Mic. 2:2; Lam. 5:2; Prov. 19: l4). But a nahold can also
consist of a "flock" (so-h: Mic. 7: 14), "slave s" ('e!ed we'amd: Lev. 25:44-46; *bd4tm
fii"pdh61: lsa. l4:2), "money" (kesep: kcl.1:ll-l2a), or "chattels" (h6n: prov. 19: 14).
A document from Elephantine regulates the distribution of slaves at the time of inheri-
tatce.22 'ftte nahald thus appears to comprise both real and movable property. The
former constitutes the bulk of an estate, and the expression "return to one's nafuald-
means "go home" (Josh.24:28; Jgs.2:6;21:23f .; Jer. 12:15; cf. Neh. ll:20).It is also
clear that keeping a patrimonial estate intact was a major concem.

18. ARM, VI[, 11.
19. ARM, X, 90, 30f.
20. RS, 16.251,7 (PRU,III, 109).
21. ct. ARM, X, m.
22. AE 28.
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Such estates were delimited by heaps of stones serving as boundary markers (g"pfrlfi),
which it was forbidden to move (Dt.19:14;27:17;CD 1:16; cf. Hos. 5:10; Iob24:2;kov.
15:25;22:28;23:10). Both clan solidarity andcommon law insisted thatthisproperty must
not be alienated or at least that it remain within the family. It was bequeathed to
descendants "forever" (le'6ldm:8x.32:13;I*v.25:46; Ps.37:18; 119:111; I Ch.28:8),
i.e., the act denoted by the verb nhl indicated a permanent transfer of the object in question.
Finally, as the example of Naboth shows (1 K. 21), a smallholder would never relinquish
the nah"lal'Ab6!, the parcel inherited from his ancestors (Nu. 36:3,8; I K. 21:3f.; Prov.
19:.14;cf . Nu. 27:7; Isa. 58:14), if only because it often contained the family tomb (Josh.

24:30,32f.;Jgs.2:9; I S.25:I; IK.2:34; cf. Gen.23).

8. Inalienability and Rights of the gd'El. When circumstances required someone to
relinquish (-> malar) usufruct of an estate, one of his immediate relatives, the gA'Zl,zz

exercised his prerogative in order to prevent the alienation of family property. The
pertinent law is codified in [pv. 25:25-28. Jeremiah acquires the field of his cousin
Hanamel as 96'€l (Jer. 32:6-15). The text speaks of his "right of yeruiid" (v. 8). Here
y"ruiid is not yet synonymous with nah"l6: it does, however, mean that the g6'El has
taken possession of the property of his nearest relative (cf. Nu. 27:ll). The same practice
informs the story of Ruth: the right of levirate is invoked in order to nullify the rights
of the gd'dl over time (Ruth 4).

These concrete examples, unique in the OT, illustrate the normal result: in return
for compensation, the gd'El took possession of the nah"lA, which was not returned to
the impoverished blood relatives. The law in lrv. 25:25-28, however, reflects an earlier
practice based on the principle that real estate was inalienable for compensation: it
could only be transferred gratis to the "nearest 96'81." The latter claimed his right by
"coming to his brother," i.e., actually exercising his proprietary right to the clan or
family property. This right was the basis of the institution of the gd'Zl. Here we can
see the survival of a socioeconomic situation in which real property was held collec-
tively. Therefore Lev. 25:25-28 does not use the temtnahalA, which denotes an allotted
inheritance, but'"huud, which can also mean the "collective property" (Gen. 17:8;
36:43;48:4;l*v. 14:34; etc.) belonging to a clan or miipdhd Q-ev.25:lO,2l).

When conditions changed, it became customary for the gd'dl who took ownership
of a parcel of land belonging to the clan to pay compensation. Possession became
ownership, and exercise of the 96'€l right was transformed into a contract of purchase.
Even though ler. 32:6-15 tries to avoid the vocabulary of purchase by using different
terminology, the true nature of the act is immediately clear. A similar purchase contract
is already found at Mari'24 the verb nafialum is used for the assignment of the real
estate and its price. The procedure may be compared to adoption contracts at Nuzi,
where the seller goes through the fiction of adopting the buyer so as to receive a gift,
thus circumventing the prohibition against selling.

23. -+ )xr gd'al (I,350-55).
24. ARM, VItr, 13.
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III. Inheritance of the Thibes and Israel.
l. Division of the Promised Land. Division of an estate among heirs served the

authors of the Deuteronomistic history and P as a leitmotif for the division of the
promised land among the descendants of Israel/Jacob. The distribution took place
b"gdrdl, "bylot"(Nu.26:55f.;33:54;34:13 36:2f.;Josh. 14-21;Jgs. l:3),atthecenrral
sanctuary of Shiloh "before Yahweh" (Josh. 18:l-10; 19:51; cf. l3:6b). This account
was revised by a redactor in Nu. 34:29; now it is Yahweh who gives the command "to
apportion the inheritance for the Israelites in the land of Canaan" (cf. v.2). The number
of n"hdl6l, "inheritances"(Josh. 19:51;cf. Isa.49:8),agreeswiththenumberof the
sons of Israel/Jacob (Nu. 32:32; 34:l4f .; Dt. 297181; Josh. 13:8,23 ,28; l4:2f .; 15:20:
16:5,8f.; 18:2,4,7,20,28; 19:l-48; Jgs. l8:l), with the exception that Manasseh and
Ephraim, the sons of Joseph, both receive a full portion, while kvi does not receive
any portion at all (Nu. l8:20,23f.;26:62;Dt. lO:9; 12:12; 14:27,29;18:1f.; Josh.
13:14,33; l4:3; l8:7;Ezk 44:28; Sir. 45.'22: but cf. Ezk. 48:13f.), and Caleb receives
a special portion (Josh. 14:9,13f.).25

2. Levites. The special case of lrvi is explained by the fact that the lrvites did not
actually have their own territory. The theological explanation was that "Yahweh is their
nahald" (Nu. 18:20; Dt. l0:9; 18:2; Josh. 13:33;Ezk.44:28; cf. Ps. l6:5f.); but the
situation was also described as a punishment for the rebellion of Korah (Nu. 18:20; cf.
16:14). Instead of their naltah, the lrvites receive the income of the "priesthood of
Yahweh" (Josh. 18:7), i.e., the "tithes" (Nu. 18:21,24,26) and the "sacrificial portions
belonging to Yahweh" (Dt. l8:l; Josh. 13:14; Silr. 45:20-22,25), together with the
Levitical cities, which were excluded from the lands belonging to the individual tribes
(Nu. 35:2-8; Josh. 21:3).

3. Israel/Jacob. T1,:re division of the promised land "among the sons of Israel"
presupposes that this land was the portion of their father, the property of Israel/Jacob
(nal.talal yiird'dl: Jgs. 20:6; nahalal ya'aqOl: Isa. 58:14; nah"lal bA1-yiird'El: Ezk.
35:15), as distinct, e.g., from the nahald of Esau (Mal. 1:3), i.e., Edom (cf. Ezk. 35:15;
36:12), or the nah"ld of the nations (Jer. 12:15; cf. Ps. 111:6). In his prayer at the
dedication of the temple, Solomon addresses the following ptition to Yahweh: "Then
hear in heaven . . . and grant rain on your land, which you have given to your people
as an inheitance" (l K. 8:36 [Deuteronomistic history] par.2 Ch.6:27). Israel - the
name refers to both the eponymous ancestor and his lineage - received this portion
from Yahweh. Although the words "father" and "son" do not even appear in the
Deuteronomist's prayer, the theologoumenon implies the notion that Yahweh is Israel's
father, has begotten Israel (Dt. 32:6; cf . Ex. 4:22f .; Isa. 63:13; 64:7181; Jer. 3:4; 3l:9;
Hos. 1l:1;Mal. 1:6;Sir.51:10),treatedlsraelasafavoritesonandgivenhimaglorious
inheritance (Ps. 47:5[4]), or else wanted to adopt Israel in order to give him a beautiful
nah"ld (Jer.3:19).

l

25. On Joseph's sons see above; on Levi -+ 11, tewt (VII,483-503).
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This theme is undoubtedly based on the notion of patriarchal inheritance, although
the "historical" traditions of the promise and occupation of the land also play a role.
Thus the gift of this nahald to Israel is represented as the fulfillment of the promise to
the patriarchs @x.32:13; Ps. 105:8-11; Ezk.47:L4;1 Ch. 16:15-18); the extermination
of the Canaanite population becomes the means whereby Yahweh has his people take
possession of the nahalA (Ex. 23:30; Dt. 4:38; 2O:16: Ps. 47:4f.[5f.]; 78:55; 135:lGl2;
136:17-22; cf. Ps. 111:6). Later, the allonnent of Canaan to Israel becomes a Deuter-
onomistic leitmotif @t.4i21,38; l2:9f.; l5:4; l9:3,10,14; 2l:23;24:4;25:L9;26:l; cf.
Jer. 3:18; 12:14; l7:4; llQTemple 64:.13); it is Joshua's task to bring Israel into
possession of its nah"ld (Dt. 1:38; 3:28;31:7; Josh. 1:6; ll:23;73:6f .; Sir. 46:1). This
concept refers to the land but can include the cities of the vanquished nations @L
20:16; llQTemple 62:13) or their inhabitants (Josh. 23:4).

4. The New Age. Toward the end of the exile, the secondary material in Ps. 69:36f.
(35f.) restricts the nahli b Ziorl, and the cities of Judah, as the heritage of those who
are faithful to Yahweh. This realistic perspective contrasts with the hopes that find
expression in the prophetic writings of this era. According to Zeph. 2:9, the remnant
of lsrael will take possession (yinbalfi) of Moab and Ammon; according to Isa. l4:2,
the house of Israel will take possession (wlitnabalfi) of the nations as their heritage,
so as to enslave them. In Isa. 49:8, by contrast, Yahweh simply promises to establish

Israel once more in its desolate heritage.
According to Ezk. 45:l-7; 47:1348:29, the land of Canaan will be reapportioned

after the exile. It will be divided into equal parallel tracts without regard for historical
and geographical realities. The "holy district" @adci) of Yahweh (45:1-6; 48:8-21),
which is reserved for the priests (45:5; cf. 48:9-12), will occupy the whole central
region, with the sanctuary at its center (45:2f.;48:8). A region with the same area as

that of the priests and parallel to it is allotted to ttre lrvites (45:5; cf. 48:13), who thus
receive their own territory. The holdings of the city of Jerusalem (45:6; cf.48:15-20)
and the prince (45:7; cf . 48:21f.) will also be in the center of the land. The rwelve tribes
receive territories to the north and south of the lands constituting the heritage of the
priests, the Levites, the city, and the prince (47:1348:.7;48:23-29). The aliens who
have dwelt among the Israelites for more than a generation are also conceded the right
to a nahald (47:22f .).

Although the term gdrdl is not used in this context, the apportionment of the land
by lot is implied semantically by the hiphil of npl (Ezk. 45:l; 47:22; 48:29). Ezekiel
does not say who is to carry out this new distribution of the promised land; by using
the hithpael of nhl (47:13), he merely indicates that the tribes are to divide the land
among themselves. The hithpael of nhl appears also in Nu. 32:18; 33:54; 34:13 in the
context of division of the land (cf. Isa. l4:2) and in Lev. 25:46 in the context of
inheritance of alien slaves. Here the hithpael serves as the reflexive of the piel, which
has the same meaning as the hiphil.

IV. The King. The father-and-son relation is associated also with the nahald Yahweh
allots to the ruler. According to 2 S. 7:14 (cf. 1 Ch. 17:13; 22:lO;28:6);Ps.2:7f.;

r
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89:27t.('26f.), Yahweh is father to the king and the king is a son, even the frstborn son

(Ps.89:28[27]), to Yahweh. Therefore Yahweh gives the king a nahdlA, ideally all the

nations of the earth (2:8) or hegemony over all the kings of the earth (89:28[27]). This

notion is an expression ofthe royal ideology ofthe ancient Near East, which is grounded

in the existence of a special relationship between the king and the deity.

This theme appears as early as text A ll2l from Mari.26 In an oracle for King

Zimi-Lim, the god Adad of Kalassu reminds him that he elevated him to the throne

of his father, but that he can likewise "take back the heritage from his hand" (nifilatam

ina qatiiu eleqqe).z1 The continuation of the oracle shows that this "heritage" comprises

the throne, the land, and its capital.z8 If the king does not give the deity all the cattle

that the latter demands, the deity can take back his "heritage." If the king is obedient,

however, Adad of Kallassu will give him "throne upon throne, city upon city, and the

land of the east and of the west."2e "In view of this heritage (ana nifilatimki)," the cult
prophet @pilu) of Adad of Kallassu "guards the territory of Alatum,"30 a statement

whose precise meaning is unknown.

V. Yahweh.
l. Mythology. Although the land of Canaan is frequently called the "heritage of

Israel," many other texts call the land or the Israelites dwelling in it the "heritage of
Yahweh." This double motif is of mythological origin and goes back to the notion of
the division of the nations or their lands among the sons of the gods. According to Dt.

328 (LXX and 4QDd), 'elyOn, the Most High, "apportioned the nations as a heritage

among the divine sons (b"nA 'eldhtm)." The apportionment took place according to the

number of the divine sons, called "sons of Elyon" in Ps. 82:6(5). The Ugaritic pantheon

includes seventy sons of Athirat,3l corresponding to the seventy nations listed in Gen.

10. The same number appears later in apocryphal texts (T.Naph. 8f.; I En. 89:59ff.;

9Ol.22,25) as well as in the Talmud and Midrash,32 which fix the number of the nations

and their "angels" or "princes" at seventy (or seventy-two, to achieve a multiple of
twelve; cf. Sir. 17:17). The Midr. Pirqe de Rabbi Eliezer24 explicitly mentions Dt.

32:8 in this connection. The War Scroll from Qumran ascribes to God "the confusion

of tongues and the dispersal of the nations, the dwelling place of the clans and the

heritage of the lands (nhlt 'rswt)" (lQM 10: l4f.), but does not mention angels.

In Ugaritic mythology the father of the gods gave a land to each of his children as

an inheritance. Thus the city hmry is the heritage ('r; nfult) of M6t, while hkpt is the

26. Published by G. Dossin, "une tablette in6dite de IMaIj," studies in oT Prophecy. Fest-

schrifi T. H. Robinson (Edinburgh, 1950), 103-6.
27.L. 15.
28. Ll. t6t.
29.Lt.19-23.
30. L.27.
31. KTU, 1.4,vr,46.
32.ZDMG,57 (1903), 474;ZAW,19 (1899), 1-14;20 (1900), 38tr.;24 (1904),311; REJ' 54

(1907), s4.
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heritage of the god Qade5-Amrur.33 The mythological motif of apportioning the earth
and the nations among the divine sons survived for centuries; it reappears in Philo of
Byblos: "When Kronos was joumeying through the inhabited world, he gave his
daughter Athena dominion over Attica." Then "he gave the city of Byblos to the
goddess Baaltis, alias Dione, and to Poseidon he gave Beirut. . . . When Kronos came
to the land of the south wind, he gave all of Egypt to the god Tauthos [Thoth] as his
residence."S

This tradition in Philo, along with the use of 'rs nhlt at Ugarit and the hiphil of nhl
in Dt. 32:8, leaves no doubt that the myth projects into the world of the gods the way
a wealthy father determines the distribution of his estate as he pleases. According to
OT tradition, Jacob would be the portion allotted to Yahweh (Dt. 32:9 ["Israel" in
Sam., LXXI), even though all the nations should be Yahweh's portion, as Ps. 82:8
seems to claim (kt 'afiA finhal b"lol-haggdyim). In the OT, however, the identification
of Yahweh with the Most High, who undertakes the distribution of the nations (cf. Dt.
7:6; Sir. 17:-17), confuses the picture.

2. Double Meaning. The OT documents call the people Yahweh's nahl.d (Dt. 4:20;
9:26,29; 1 S. 10: l; 2 5.20:19;21:3; I K. 8:51,53; 2 K. 2l:14; lsa. 19:25; 47:6; 63:17;
Jer. 10:16; l2:8f.; 51:19; Jo. 2:17; 4:213.'21; Mic. 7:14,18; Ps. 28:9; 33:t2; 74:2;
78:62,71;94:5,14;106:5,40) more often than they call the land his nah"li (l S. 26:19;
2 S. 14:16; Jer. 2:7; l2:7; 16:18;50:11; Ps. 68: l0[9]). The land is still called nah"t0 in
IQM 12:12; l9:4, but the Hodayoth once again see God's nafu"ld in his people (lQH
6:8).

According to OT tradition, Yahweh chose the people of Israel to make them his
nah"li (1 K. 8:53; Ps. 33:12), as Moses requested (Ex. 34:9). Israel became the "tribe
of his heritage" (Isa. 63:-17;Jer.l0:16; 5l:19; Ps.74:2) and the "flock of his heritage"
(Mic.7:14). The use of this figurative expression does not emphasize the transfer or
inheritance of property, but rather the constant, enduring nature of its possession. The
notion of permanent possession is in fact intimately associated with the concept of
nah"li, which constitutes a family's ancient property, an indisputable possession that
could not be transferred from one clan to another.

Jer. 12:7-9 combines the two formulations of this motif: the nah"l0 of Yahweh
comprises both his people (w. 8f.) and his land(bayi1: v.7;cf. Hos.8:l; 9:15;Zr*.
9:8). Here the term bayildoes not mean "house" but "real property" (cf. Jgs. ll:2),
"the land that is Yahweh's possession" ('ere; 'ahuua! YHWH: Josh.22:19). The same
idea is expressed in Lev. 25:23 (redactional): "The land is mine; with me you are but
aliens and tenants."

3. Yahweh's l"and, Holy l-and. The first element of this statement, "the land is mine,"
reflects the text of the covenant promise as recorded in Ex. 19:5. The expression "alien

33. On M6t see KTU, 1.4, Vm, fi-14; 1.5, tr, 15f. On Qade5-Amrur see KTII, 1.3, VI, l5f.
34. Cited by Eusebius Praep. Evang.1.10.30-39.
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and settler (gdr wc16id!) beside someone" is a stereotyped formula (Gen. 23:;4; l*v.
25:35-47: Nu. 35:15; Ps. 39:13[2]; 1 Ch. 29:15) denoting an alien given permanent

welcome in a neighboring territory but without all the rights of a native citizen. As a

consequence, Canaan is not the "inheritance of [srael." Israel is to think of iself as a

guest lodged by Yahweh in a land that is Yahweh's own possession and therefore holy.

Therefore Jeremiah trvice describes Canaan as the "inheritance of Yahweh" when

attacking the desecration of the land through idolatry (Jer.2:7; 16:18). Jer. 16:18

describes the idols as "carcasses" that, if not burie( polute the land. Dt.2l:22f ., too,

requires the burial of executed criminals on the grounds that otherwise the land as

naholi would be defiled. Similarly, the series of laws prohibiting incest (trv. 18)

concludes with an admonition making clear that dissolute sexual behavior defiles the

land; this is why it vomited out the nations that dwelt in it before lsrael (w. 24-28).

This commentary by the redactor of the Holiness Code therefore assumes that the land

of Canaan already belonged to Yahweh before the tribes of lsrael conquered it.

The land of Canaan is described also as Yahweh's inheritance in texts that speak of
other lands as being unclean (Am. 7: l7). Those who are exiled from the holy land are

removed thereby from the presence of Yatrweh; they no longer share in the nahalA and

must worship other gods. In the early period Yahweh was thought of as being associated

so intimately with "his land" (Hos. 9:3; 1 K. 8:36 par. 2 Ch.6:27) that people believed

it impossible to worship him in an alien land. Even David could not imagine a cult of
Yahweh outside the promised land, and lamented being forced into exile so that he no

longer had any share in the nallala! YHWH (l S. 26:19). Naaman took some Israelite

soil with him so that he could offer sacrifice to Yahweh (2 K. 5:17).

It was not only outside Israel that people felt it was impossible to sense the presence

of Yahweh. The dead, too, were "cut off from the nah"lfi of God" (2 S. 14:16) and

were no longer able to give him praise (Ps. 6:6[5]; 30:10[9]; 88:1lf.[10f.]; 115:17; Isa.

38:18f.). Furthermore, the soil of Canaan could be so defiled that Yahweh had to forsake

it. The notion of such a departure by a national god was by no means unique to the

religious mentality of Israel. The Moabite Mesha Inscription (9th century) furnishes an

excellent extrabiblical parallel: Mesha considers that Omri's conquest of Moab was

caused ultimately by the national god, "for Chemosh was angry with his land."35 This

anger led him to forsake his land and let it fall into the hands of strangers. tn the OT,

Jeremiah draws on this ancient notion, incorporating it in his prophetic message. He

combines the theme of the land as Yahweh's inheritance with that of the people as

Yahweh's inheritance. According to Jeremiah, therefore, Yahweh forsakes his naboli,

his land (Jer- l2:7), because he has grown to hate his people (v. 8).

The notion reappears in Ezekiel: the glory of Yahweh36 departs from the Jerusalem

temple (Ezk. 9:3; 10: 18f.; ll:22f .), an unmistakable sign of the imminent destruction

of the city and the sanctuary. Ezekiel does not use the term nalt"ld, but Ps. 79, which
probably refers to these same events, speaks of the temple as the nah"li of Yahweh

35. KAI,181; ISS1, 1,74,76, quotation from 1.5.
36. -r ]]]f l{bbdd Nll,22-38).
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(v. 1). Toward the end of the exile, Znc.2:16(12) proclaims that Yahweh will once
more take possession of his nah"li in the holy land; now, however, his portion is limited
to the territory of Judah.

4. "Mountain of God's Inheitance. "Ps.48:3(2) identifies Mt. Zion with Mt. Zaphon,
which appears in Ugaritic literature as the inheritance of Ba'al ((r nhlty).37 T\is
identification raises the question whether Ps. 79:l does not contain an echo of this
ancient Canaanite tradition, transferred to the temple mount.

Even if the Ugaritic documents did not influence the Israelite authors directly, the
religion of the inhabitants of Ugarit was similar to that of the Canaanite population
from which lsrael borrowed so much, including its religious vocabulary. It is therefore
notatallsurprisingtofindanexactequivalentto {rnhlty inEx. l5:lT,whereYahweh's
dwelling place is called har nal.tolfr1'f;fr. Quite generally, this section makes reference
to the "establishment and possession of the sanctuary on Zion by Yahweh."38 It is
highly probable, however, that Ex. 15:17 refers instead to the hill country west of the
Jordan, since the text says that Yahweh planted his people on "the mountain of his
inheritance" and made them dwell there. Now the place where Yahweh settled his
people is not Mt. Zion but the land of Canaan, which the context of v. 15 mentions
explicitly. The sanctuary that Yahweh established is therefore not the Jerusalem temple
but the holy land, in which Yahweh settles his people after it has been taken from its
earlier inhabitants. Furthermore, other OT texts use such expressions as "holy moun-
tain" of Yahweh (Isa. 57:13), "mountains" of Yahweh (Isa. 65:9), "territory lg"!fr|) of
holiness," and "mountain that his right hand created" (Ps. 78:54) for the promised
land. lsa. 57:13 and Ps. 78:54f. even combine this terminology with the nah"ld theme,
because those who are faithful to Yahweh "shall inherit [his] holy mounrain" rOinhal
par. ytrai: Isa. 57:13), where Yahweh has prepared a nah"ld for them (Ps. 78:54f.).
Thus the "mountain of God's inheritance" in Ex. 15:17 would appear to be the hill
country of Ephraim, which was first occupied by the Israelite tribes (cf. Josh. 17:15-18).

In the OT tradition, then, we can see various adaptations of the Canaanite motif of
the "holy mountain" as nahli of a deity. This image was applied first to the hilly
regions west of the Jordan, then more comprehensively to the entire holy land, and
finally to the temple of Jerusalem (Ps. 79:1).

VI. Metaphorical Usage.
l. hlq Parallel to nhlh. The metaphorical use of naltalfi3e manifests itself already in

Sheba's call to revolt, where hlq parallels nhlh (2 S. 20:1; I K. 12:16;2 Ch. 10:16).
The expression lo' nahald-ldnfi b"len-yi.iay means that Israel can expect nothing from
David. The same parallelism of hlq and nhlh also appears in Job, where nahald means

37. KTU, t3,m,29t.
38. J. Jeremias, "Lade und Zion," Probleme biblischer Theologie. Festschrifi G. von Rad

(Munich, l97l),196.
39. See above.
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"lot" or "fate" (20:29; 27:13; 31:2). T\e word is used in the same way in Isa. 54: 17

and somewhat later in the rule of the Qumran Community (lQS 4:16,24), where the
use of the subst. nhlh conesponds to that of the verb nhl.

2. Essene Theology of Predestination. According to 1QS 4:26, God has assigned
humankind portions (wayyanl.fil) in the spirit of truth and in the spirit of wickedness
by casting lots (gbrdldfl over each individual to determine his or her spirit for the day
of judgment. Thus God has given those he has chosen a portion in the lot of the holy
ones (wayyanhtlEm b"gbral q"Qbiim: lQS ll:7f.). From that time on, all enter into
possession (yinb"lit) of their fate. It follows that those who have received a portion of
truth and righteousness hate wickedness, while those who have a share (y"ruiid) in the

lot of wickedness despise the truth (lQS 4:24f.).
Here a theology of predestination uses the terminology of inheritance. The fate of

each individual, denoted by nah"ld or y"ruiid, is determined by God, who casts the
"lot of the holy ones" (gbral q"86iim) or the "lot of wickedness" (gbral 'dwel) over
all of life. This inheritance terminology is also found in lQH, where naholA appears

to presuppose the predestination theology of the Community Rule. The psalmist's
statement that he will love every faithful member of the sect "according to the fullness
of his nah"lA" (lQH 14:19) means that this love will be determined by the share in
the spirit of truth that has been allotted to the individual. To the "son of man"
(apparently the psalmist) God has given a particularly rich nah"ld with respect to
knowledge of God's truth (lQH l0:28f.). At the end of the ages. God will distribute
the totality of human glory (lehanhtldm b"ftol k"!68'd/dm) among his elect (1QH
17:15), an expression that recalls Prov. 3:35.

Even though the Bible itself does not exhibit this systematic theology of the Essenes,

it does anticipate the extension of inheritance terminology in this direction. Not only
is the subst. nahaLd used in the sense of "fate" (Isa. 54:17; Job20:29;27:13;31:2),
but the verb nhl govems objects that denote positive or negative values of a spiritual
or moral nature. The psalmist has "inherited [Yahweh's] decrees forever" @ahalti
'eQ6pld l"'6lam: Ps. 119:111), for "their [the righteous] heritage will abide forever"
(Ps. 37:18). The blameless "inherit the good (t68)" @rov.28:10), and the wise "inherit
honor" (8:35). Wisdom "appoints as heirs" (hanhtl) those who love her (8:21), and
God causes the poor and the needy to inherit (yanhil) a seat of honor (l S. 2:8).
Conversely, those who trouble their households "inherit wind" (Prov.ll:.29), and the
simple "inherit folly" (Prov. 14:18). Job laments that he has "inherited months of
emptiness" (Job 7:3), and the ancestors of the nations "have inherited nothing but lies"
(Jer. 16:19).

3. Synonym of "Give." InZnc.8:12; Ps. 127:.3, nahald has a special meaning. Zr*.
8:12 describes the coming of the new age after the return from exile: to the remnant
of his people, God will "give as a heritage" (w"hinhalti) the fruit of the vine, the
produce of the ground, and the dew of the skies. This text is associated with the gift
of the land to the chosen people, but the verb nhl refers only to the promised gifts
(kol-'elleh), not to the land itself. In Ps. 127:3 it is sons who are described as a nah"l0

I
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of Yahweh. Here God is not the possessing subject of nah"l0 as elsewhere, but the

creator or originator of the nah"ld. In both texts the verb and substantive are used in
such a general sense that they practically serve as synonyms of "give" and "gift."

Lipirtski

)n) ,"h"t,lD,*'a@n

Contents: I. 1. Etymology, Occurrences; 2. Meaning; 3. LXX. ll. nahal'A!an. lil. Wadi: l.
Uncultivated Land;2. Boundaries; 3. Dump Sites; 4. Sacrificial Sites. IV. Cultivated Land. V.

The nahal from the Temple. VI. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. I. Etymology, Occurrences. Heb. nahal, "watercourse, wadi," occurs 141 times

in the OT. It corresponds to Aram. and Syr. nahld', Ahk. naSlu, nafuallu,l Ugar. n[],
and is therefore probably a primary noun (Arab. nafil, OSAnfil mean "palm tree"). It
has been suggested that nabal derives from full, "bore," with an n- prefrx,z but such a

formation would be unique.

2. Meaning. A nahal is the valley cut by a stream, often quite deep. The water,

which runs down the mountains with great force during the rainy season (cf .Dt.9:21),
carves a channel in the soil. In contrast to a -+ '17) ndhdn which never dries up, a
naltal is a stream that flows only after a rain, but then with great force and volume.

Qoheleth's description of a nahal does not suggest a constant, monotonous flow. He

emphasizes the futility of the stream: despite the torrents of water that make their way

to the sea in the winter through the normally dry wadi, the sea is not filled (Eccl. 1:7).3

Job 6:15-17 describes a nahql:

My companions are treacherous like a torrentbed (nabnl),
like the channel of wadis ('optq n"ltalim.) that overflow,
that run dark in the winter
when the snow melts on their banks.
In the time of heat they disappear,
when it is hot, they vanish from their place.

nahal. D. Baly, The Geography of the Bible (New York, 21974); I. Eitan, "studies in Hebrew
Roots, 6: jrz," "IOR, N.s. 14 (1923 124),42-44;L. Krinetzki, " 'Tal'und 'Ebene'im AI," BZ N.s.

5 (1961), 2M-220; P. Reymond, L'eau, sa vie, et sa signification dans I'AT. SWI 6 (1958), esp.

66-71;C. Schedl, "Aus dem Bach am Wege," 7AW 73 (1961), 290-97; A. Schwarzenbach, Die
geographische Tbrminologie im Hebrriischen des ATs (Leiden, 1954).

l. AHw, 1,712.
2. Schwarzenbach,32.
3. J. van der Ploeg, Spreuken. BOT,8 (1952),21.
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In the winter, violent cloudbursts can inundate an entire region, and often the "streams"
cannot contain the water (cf. 2 K. 3:20).4

Elijah hid himself by the Wadi Cherith, because he could get water to drink there;
when the wadi dried up, he had to find a new hiding place (1 K. 17:4-7). During the
rainy season, the wadis fill up (2 K.3:16; Isa.35:6; Ezk.47:6; Ps.78:20). Then the
n"halim can become so swollen ttrat they cannot be crossed (Ezk. 47:5) and the water
reaches up to one's neck (Isa. 30:28). They can sweep everything away, and it is
therefore no wonder that one can speak of torrents of perdition (nahab beltya'al: Ps.
18:5[Eng. v.4)par2S.22:5). Tears can flow like a torrent (Lam. 2:18). Here the word
nahal conveys the impression of a sudden rush of tears.

If the text needs to emphasize that it is speaking of a flowing stream rather than an
empty wadi, it uses the phrase nahal mayim (Dt. 8:7; 10:7; Jer. 15: l8). Jeremiah alludes
to the drying up of a wadi when he compares God to "a deceitful brook and waters
that fail" (Jer. 15:18). The word 'abzdbfoutd,here and in Mic. l:14 is usually translated
"deceitful brook"; even though the word does not embrace the semantic element "wadi,
stream,"s it is hardly possible to conceive of "deceitful water" apart from a spring or
wadi.

Other Hebrew words for "valley" are 'Emeq, "lowland plain"; biq'A, a broad
geological trough with smooth walls (from bdqa', "split, divide"); and gay', e.9., ge'
hinnom, the Valley of Hinnom. The noun 'dptq denotes the stream channel of a valley;
peleg (from pdlag, "split") refers to an artificial watercourse, a canal.

3. IX)L The LXX translates naltal with chcimrirrous, "winter stream," or pfuirara,
"ravine." The former emphasizes the water flowing in the wadi, the latter, the (empty
or flowing) channel. These two elements are also found in the Vulg.: totens, a violent
torrent, and vallis, a valley.

lI. nahal 'AlAn. A flowing winter stream is also called nahal 'A!an. The form'A1dn
is associated with nahal three times and once (Ps. 74: 15) with ndhnr It is usually
translated "constant" or "ever-flowing"; but this translation is a contradictio in adiecto,
because it is characteristic of a nal.tal to flow only sporadically. There are in fact some
"wadis" that, although called nahal, are permanent streams, at least in their lower
reaches: the Kishon, described by the MT of Jgs. 5:21(comrpt?) as nahal q",/frmtm,
"the ancient wadi" '6 the Jabbok (Dt. 2:37; 3: 16; Josh. l2:2); the Jarkon, referred ro in
the OT only in Josh. 19:46 as mA yarqbn' and the Jarmuk, not mentioned in the OT.

The subst. 'Agn is associated with Arab. watana, "be constant, flow constantly."z
In Hebrew the verb ytn, "flow continuously," is found only in Isa. 33:16 and (possibly)
Prov. 12:12. The reference is to food that is "constant," i.e., assured, and a root that

4. EncJud, IX, 182; Baly, 50.
5. -+ Vtr, ll6f.
6. For a different interpretation see G. W. Ahlstrom, "Judges 5:10f. and History" JNES,36

(1977),287f.: qeSfrmtm means "front," "outstanding part," i.e., "flooding."
7. Eitan; HAL, 1,44.
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is "enduring," i.e., firm. The substantive describes a dwelling place as "enduring" (Nu.

24:21), a nation as "ancient" (Jer. 5:15, par. mE'6ldm), pain as "continual" (Job 33:19).

It is easy to hear overtones of "strong" or the like. The Kenites' nest in the rock is

"strong and secure," the ancient nation is "mighty" (Syr.:'ammfr' 'aiftnd', "a mighty
nation"; Vulg.: gezs robusrus), and the continual pain can also be severe (cf. Targ.).

The'Agfim of Job 12:19 have been interpreted in diverse ways. Edouard Dhorme

thinks it refers to those whose power is unvarying, i.e., the authorities (cf .LXX dyruistai,

Ytlg. optimates).8 Nahum Sarna connects it with Ugar. ytnm, a term for a group of
temple ministers (cf. Heb. n"ltntm).e Georg Fohrer finds an association with wadis: "[t
is as though in the natural realm God were to cause a permanent stream to run dtry."lo

In Gen. 49:24 some translate: "his bow endures"; others, however, take'A1Ana
mean "strength."tt Many scholars follow Julius Wellhausen in emending the text of
l|:dic.6:2,for ha'Aldntm reading ha'"ztnfr, "give hear," in parallel with iim'fr.l2 Wilhelm
Rudolph, however, keeps the MT and translates: "You primeval ones [par. 'mountains'],
you foundations of the earth."l3 It is possible that the text is more concerned to

emphasize the stability than the age of the mountains (Yttlg.: fortinfundatnenta). A. S.

van der Woude claims that the reference is to the potent, conclusive judgments of God.la

Since a nahalby definition cannot be'Alan in the sense of "permanently flowing,"
the expression probably describes a devastating torrent, hke nahal alone in such texts

as Jgs. 5:21; Ps. 1244 (nahld being originally a locative form); Prov. l8:4; and esp.

Isa. 30:28; 66:12; Jer. 47:2, which describe the torrent as i6tEp, "devastating." In Am.
5:24 the nighty prcgress of justice and righteousness is compared to rolling (g//)r5

waters and a nahal 'A1dn. Here the basic meaning "flowing strongly" p'roposed by HAL
fits Ore context *"11t0 (cf. righteousness [or "success"] like the "waves of the sea" in
Isa.48:18). The text of Sir.40:13 is comrpt. The phrase nahal'egn does, however,

parallel 'apiq'adfra "mighty stream"; the reference to a storm once again suggests

the notion of a devastating torrent.
Tlrc nahardl'Agn of Ps.74:15 are the primeval waters; the same verse also calls

them nahal.rT The mighty waters are sundered by the creator God. The same idea

probably lies behind Ex. 14:27 : after the dividing of the Sea of Reeds, the water retums

f'e!an6, i.e., not to its "normal level"l8 but to its previous force.

8. E. Dhorme, Job (Erg. trans., repr. Nashville, 1984), 177.

9. N. M. Sarna, "D'Jh!N, Job 12:19," JBI- 74 (1955),272f.
10. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963),246.
ll. Cf . BDB,450; H. Gunkel, Gencsis (Eng. trans., Macon, Ga., 1977), 460.
12. Cf. H. W. Wolff, Micah @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1990), 164f., who claims that the MT

is syntactically enigmatic.
13. W. Rudolph, Micha. KAT, Xml3 (1975), in loc.
14. Micha. POT (1976),206.
15. -r trI, 21.
16. See HAI. 1,44.
17. Cf. J. A. Emerton, "Torrent and Spring in Ps 74,15," Volume du Congris. Genive l%i5.

sr4; 15 (r%6), 122-133.
18. HAL,1,44t.
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Dt. 2l:4 (l lQTemple 63:2ff.) is especially difficult. The context is atonement for a
murder by persons unknown. A heifer is taken down (in)to a nahal 'a1an, where it is
slain. The qualification "where there is neither plowing nor sowing" is more suggestive
of a valley than a stream; in this case 'a1dn cannotmean either "strong" or .,permanently

flowing." August Dillmann considers the possibility that the text may refer to a water-
course that is inundated repeatedly during the rainy season and therefore cannot be
cultivated, but he decides in favor of the tradition meaning "wadi with a perennial
stream."le Alfred Bertholet points out that wadis with perennial streams were popular
cultic sites. "The fact that there is no plowing or sowing there confirms that the site
is a sanctuary, withdrawn from all secular use and reserved for the numen."20 we may
agree with Gerhard von Rad "that originally it was not a matter of sacrifice at all. It
was, on the contrary, a magical procedure for geuing rid of sin."2l peter craigie cites
ugaritic parallels.22 Perhaps it was assumed that tre stream would carry off the blood
or even the entire body of the animal. Two points argue strongly in favor of interpreting
'a1an as referring to a torrent sweeping everything away: it was impossible to find
perennial streams everywhere throughout the land, and a deserted area where no one
dwelt and where the blood or the whole body of the animal could be washed away was
ideally suited for such a ritual. The LXX speaks here only of a rugged or rocky valley
(phdranga tracheian); the vulg. has vallem asperam atque saxoscon, a translation
defended by H. Bar-Deroma.23

Finally, 'aldnbecarne a generic term for "wadi" @rov. 13:15?). Jer. 49:19 and 50:44
speak of a lion coming up from the thickets of the Jordan to a new1h 'atan.24

III. Wadi.
l. uncultivated Land. The nahal of Dt. 2l:4 is not just a wasteland. Isa. 57:6 and

I S. 17: l0 also suggest that it has stony soil. Job 22:24 says that gold as well as stones
can be found here. Job 30:6 describes such a locale as tenifying.

2. Boundaries. Watercourses, often cut deep into the land, are well-defined markers;
not rarely they are difficult to cross. It is therefore not surprising that wadis like the
Arnon, zared, and Jabbok served as boundaries between nations or tribes (Dt. zi24;
3:16; Josh. 16:8; etc.). The most famous boundary isthe nahar misrayim, the "wadi
of Egypt" (Nu. 34:5; Josh. 15:4; 1 K. 8:65; 2K.24:7;lsa.27:lZ), Ak*. nafualtu,musi,2s
generally identified with the Wadi el-'Arish. Wadi Kidron is clearly a boundary of
Jerusalem (1K.2:37; cf.2 S. t5:23).

19. A. Dillmann, Die Biicher Numeri-Josua. KEHAT Clgg6), 339.
20. A. Bertholet, KHC,5 (1899), in loc.
21. Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 136.
22. P. C. Craigie, The Book of Deuteronomy. NICOT (1976),2jg, n. l.
23. H. Bar-Deroma, A Series of Studies on the Bible and the Innd of the Bible,Y (Jerusalem,

1968) (Heb.); see G. R. Driver's comments in OT Booklist (1969), 12.
2!- HAL, I, 44: "pastureland by a constantly flowing stream"; others: "a perennial pasture.,'
25. GTTOT S7O.
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3. Dump Sites. A nahal colld serve as a dump site for refuse from a town or village.
The water, which sometimes flows swiftly, could wash away the garbage. Thus idols were
burned in Wadi Kidron (1 K. 15: 13; 2K.23:6,12), and everything unclean that was found
during a purification of the temple was brought to Wadi Kidron (2Ch.29:16;30:14). The
dust remaining when the golden calf was burned was thrown into a nahal (Dt. 9:21).
According to 2 S. 17:13, an entire city was even dragged into a wadi with ropes.

4. Sacrificial Sires. Dt. 21:4 speaks of a nahal 'Apn as the site of a cultic ritual.26

The Valley of Hinnom is famous for the child sacrifice practiced there (2 K. 23:10;
2 Ch. 28:3;33:6; cf. Isa. 57:5).27 We do not know why this site was chosen for the
Canaanite practice.2S

IV. Cultivated Land. During the dry season the winter rivers also bring fertility to
a region. Cultivated fields can adjoin such n'haltm. The association of wadis with
agriculture and settlement is attested frequently in the OT (e.g., Jgs. 16:4). Isa. 15:7

mentions a Wadi of the Willows (or Poplars) in Moab; 2 S. 17:13 speaks of a city on

the edge of a nahal. The grapes in Wadi Eshcol are famous (Nu. 13:23). A land with
springs and wadis is a good land (Dt. 8:7). Rivers and wadis flow with honey and curds
(Job 20:17). Balaam sees a nation and its dwellings "like wadis that stretch far away,
like gardens beside a river" (Nu. 24:6). Wells for shepherds and their flocks can be
dug at the bottom of wadis (Gen. 26:18f.).

Y.The nal.tal frcm the Temple. Particularly important is the nahol that flows from the

temple in Ezk. 47 . T}:re prophet paints a glorious picture of life-giving water streaming

down the hill into the Wadi Kidron and flowing on as an ever-deepening river into the

Dead Sea. Along both its banks grow trees bearing wonderful fruit. The "living water"
purifies the Dead Sea. It is noteworthy that the prophet speaks of a nahal, not a nahar
There is no suggestion, however, that this beneficent stream will dry up again like a wadi;
instead, it flows into the nahal qi/rdn, and we may assume that this circumstance has

influenced the terminology. Just as the Wadi Kidron is dry and empty before the rainy
season, so the sanctuary has been desolate and dead. Now, however, a new age has begun.
The glory of Yahweh has entered the sanctuary. Worship at the altar has begun once more.

The people are offered salvation and blessing once more (Ezk. 43tr).
Ps. 36:9(8), too, speaks of life-giving water. The thirsty drink and are revived: "Th"y

feast on the abundance ofyour house [by participating in the sacrificial feast], and you
give them drink from the river of your delights." The spring in the temple fills the
stony channel of barren human life with the fresh water of God's blessing. The sym-
bolism of the temple spring is in the background.2e

26. See above.
27 . -+ 1)a malef; (Yln ,375-388).
28. + nDn bpe!.
29. -r fll'lll gichbn (11,466-68).
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Ps. 110:7 likewise speaks of drinking from such a stream: "He will drink from the
stream by the path; therefore he will lift up his head." Here the psalmist alludes to a
sacramental action belonging to the coronation ceremony. Tlte nahal is probably the
spring of Gihon, considered by mythology to be the wellspring of life par excellence.
Claus Schedl reads a hiphil participle here, finding a reference to God as the one who
"establishes an inheritance." Even more fanciful is Gillis Gerleman's proposal: "The
verse recounts in veiled language the narrative of Gen. 38:13ff."30 Maurice Gilbert and
Stephen Pisano connect the verse with Jgs. 15:18ff., seeing in the chosen Davidide the
legendary judge reincarnate.3l

Snijders

YI. Dead Sea Scrolls. The word nahal appears 12 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls
published to date; its occurrences in IQH are all cosmological and eschatological. The
devastating effects of evil in the world are compared to the "torrents of Belial" (3:29'S,zz

which like "torrents of pitch" (3:31) lay waste all the realms of the cosmos (3:32). The
2 occurrences in 1 l QTemple 63;2,5 echo those n Dt. 2l:l-9. The Copper Scroll speaks
of anahal hakkippd' on the road from Jericho to Sekakah (3Q15 5:12) and of anahal
Sd46l (lO.,3-4); neither has been located or explained.33

Fabry

30. G. Gerlemau W, 3l (1981), 15.
31. M. Gilbert and S. Pisano, "Psalm l10(109),5-7," Bibl, 6t (1980), 343-356.
32. See I.2 above.
33. See most recently B. Pixner, RevQ, lll43 (1984),348, 353f.

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Meaning and Theological Usage: l. Niphal; a.

with Yahweh as subject; b. nhm'al-hara?,' c. Diachronic Development; d. Specialized Mean-
ings; e. With Human Subjects; 2. Hithpael; 3. Piel; a. With Yahweh as Subject; b. With Human
Subjects; c. Participle; 4. Substantives. Itr. l. LXX;2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

nhm B. W. Anderson, "'The Lord Has Created Something New': A Stylistic Study of Jer
3l:15-22," CBQ, N (1978), 463478; D. L. Barrlett, "Jer 3tl5-20," Int, 32 (1918),73-78;
P. Berthoud, "Le discours de J6r6mie dans le parvis du Temple," lirudes ivangdliques, 36 (1976),
ll2-125; D. J. A. Clines, "Noah's Flood, l: The Theology of the Flood Narrative," Faith and
Thought, lOOl2 (1972173), 128-145; A. Deissler, Psalm l19 (ll8) und seine Theologie. MTS,
I/ ll (1955); W. Fuss, "II Samuel 24," 7AW 74 (1962), 145-l@; O. Garcia de la Fuente, "Sobre
la idea de contrici6n en el AT," Sacra Pagirw. BETI. 12-13, ed. J. Coppens, et al. (1959), I,

I
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L l. EtymoLogy. The root nhm is not found in Akkadian. The verb na'amu(m),
"proceed boldly," t ir not related to nl.an.The verb nifuu (Sem. nfrfi) can mean "become

calm, be content" in the G stem, "calm, pacify" in the D stem,2 meanings close to

Heb. nhm, "comfort." Jacob lrvy therefore postulates a common root for nh and nhm,

with the basic meaning "rest. " 3 The different ft phonemes, however, rule out this theory.

The root nltmis not found in Biblical Aramaic, but it probably does appear in tmperial
Aramaic and Western Aramaic.a

Syr. nhm pael is usually translated "to raise the dead, raise to life, resuscitate," and

in some cases "was comforted" (cf. Sir. 48:27 [Peshitta Mosul]).s
Most experts no longer accept an original semantic identification of Heb. nhm with

Arab. nlan, "breathe heavily," both because of critical objections to deriving the

meaning of a word from its etymology and because the concrete semantic field as-

sociated with nhm in ttre OT clearly differs from that associated with Arab. nhm.6

For Ugaritic, IVUS connects the root with two personal names; UI lists a variety of
forms.T

559-579; R. Gordis, "A Note on [amentations 2: 13," Journal of Tamil Studies, 34 (1933), 162t.

= The Word and the Book (New York, 1976), 358f.; W. L. Holladay, The Root SlAU n the OT
(triden, 1958); J. Jeremias, Die Reue Gottes. SBS,65 (1975); L. J. Kuyper, "The Repentance

of God," W 9 (1959),91-94; idem, "The Suffering and Repentance of God," SIT 22 (1969),

257-277; B. Lindars, "'Rachel Weeping for Her Children,'Jer 3l:15-22," JSOT 12(1979),
47-62:D.Lys, L'Ecclisiaste, ou Quc vaut ln vie? (1973, repr. Paris, 1977); R. Mine, "Le verbe
'consoler'dans le livre de Ruth," Israel Wochenblatt, 69,21 (1969),41'43; J. Naveh, "The Title
SnOf O [Witness] and MNHM [= pandklEtos] in Jewish Epigraphic Texts," Studies in thc Bible
and the Arrcient Near East. Festschrift S. Ittewenstamm, 2 vols. (Jerusalem, 1978), II, 303-7
(Heb.; Eng. summary, 1,204); H. Van Dyke Parunak, "A Semantic Survey of NIIM," Bibl' 56

(1975), 512-532; P. H. Plamondon, "Sur le chemin du salut avec le IIe Isare," NRT 114 (1982),

241-266; H. D. Preuss, E. Kamlah, M. A. Signer, and G. Wingren, "Barmherzigkeit," TRE, V
(1979),215-238; R. Rendtorff, "Gen 8, 21 und die Urgeschichte des Jahwisten," KUD'7 (1961)'

69-78 = GSAT. ThB, 57 (1975), 188-197; H. Graf Reventlow, "Gattung und Uberlieferung in
der 'Tempelrede Jeremias,'Jer 7 und 26," ZAW 8l (1969), 315-352; J. Scharbert, Der Schmerz

im AT. BBB,8 (1955); H. J. Stoebe, "dl!'] nhm pi. 'to comfort,' " TLOT 11,734-39; A. Tosato,

"La colpa di Saul (l Sam 15,22-23)," Bibl, 59 (1978), 251-59; idem, "NIHAM, Pentirsi" (diss.'

Rome, 1974); P. Trible, "The Gift of a Poem,"Andover Newton Qtnrterly, l7 (1977),271-28O;
A. Weiser, "l Samuel 15," 7-AW 54 (1936), l-28; G. Wanke, Untersuchungen zur sogerumnten

Baruchschrifi. BZAW 122 (1971).

l. AHw,11,694.
2. AHw, n,716.
3. J. Levy, Neuhebriiisches und chaldriisches Wiirterbuch, 4 vols. (Leipzig,1876-89), IIL

370. Cf. Van Dyke Parunak, 514.
4. For Imperial Aramaic s* DISO, 1761,for Western Aramaic, WTM, s.v.

5. For the former see CSD,335; cf . IzxSyt;423b. For the latter see R. Payne Smith,Thesaurus
Sy riacus, 2 vols. (Oxford, I 869- I 90 I ), ll, 2338.

6. Cf. D. Winton Thomas, EcpT U (1932133),l9lf.; 5l (1939140),252; N. H. Snaith' Erp4
57 (1945146),48; the identification is still apparently accepted by I1AZ, II, 688; and kxHebAram,
510. On the critical objections see J. Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford, 1961),

I l6f.
7. WUS, no. 1770; UT no. 1634. On the presence of the root in Ugaritic PNs see PNU, 165.
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2. Occurrences. The root nbm occurs ll9 times in the OT (not counting PNs). Of
these occurrences, 108 are verbal forms (48 niphal, 51 piel, 2 pual, 7 hithpael); the
remaining ll are nominal forms. Personal names using the root are: menahem, king of
Israel (2 K. 15:14,16,19-23); naham, a leader in Judah (l Ch. 4:19); nahfim (Nah. 1:l);
n"httm and nahmini among those returning from exile (Neh. 7:7); n"hemy@ son of
Hacaliah, governor of Judah under Artaxerxes Longimanus (Neh. l:1; 8:9; lO:2[Eng.
v. ll; 12:26,47); ruler of half the district of Beth-zur (Neh. 3:lb); one of rhe twelve
leaders who returned with Zerubbabel (Ezr. 2:2; Neh. 7:7); tanhfrme! related to Seraiah,
a Hebrew ofFrcer after the fall of Jerusalem (Jer. 40:8 par. 2 K. 25:23).t Apart from the
personal names, only in Isaiah does the root occur with great frequency (13 times in
the piel, 8 in Deutero-Isaiah). The piel occurs 12 times in Jeremiah, 6 each in Psalms,
Job, and Lamentations. In the otherbooks, the various forms counted individually occur
no more than 4 times. The root is not found in Leviticus, 1-2 Kings, 2 Chronicles,
Obadiah, Micah, Habakkuk, Haggai, Proverbs, or the Song of Songs.

II. Meaning and Theological Usage. The lexicons and commentaries suggest a
substantial number of translations for nltm. For the niphal, for example, we find
"become remorseful, repent of something, regret, be sorry, feel sorrow or sympathy,
find comfort, be comforted"; for the piel, "feel sympathy for someone, comfort,
console, pity, requite, strengthen, ameliorate (someone's pain)." We also find several
ad hoc translations: "take vengeance," "observe a period of mourning." In modern
language the two broadest semantic domains ("repent [of]" for the niphal, "comfort"
for the piel) often and primarily involve the emotional realm (a change of feeling on
the part of the one who repents or comforts), coupled with de facto futility: regret over
something that has already been done or cannot be altered, consolation for someone
whom one cannot effectively help. In the majority of OT texts these meanings are not
present or are present only secondarily. The only element common to all meanings of
nhm appears to be the attempt to influence a situation: by changing the course of events,
rejecting an obligation, or refraining from an action, when the focus is on the present;
by influencing a decision, when the focus is on the future; and by accepting the
consequences of an act or helping another accept them, or contrariwise dissociating
oneself emotionally from them, when the focus is on the past. This affective dissociation
has various gradations, from regret that something specific has happened, through
remorse that what has happened was influenced by the decision or direct involvement
of the subject or intentional and explicit distancing from what has taken place, to
determination to bring about a new situation that actually alters what has gone before.
This determination is tantamount to a decision regarding a future situation.

The twin factors of decision/effect and emotion/affect are thus the rule in nhm;
they are indissolubly interwoven, even when in individual cases there may be greater
emphasis on one element or the other. Furthermore, the niphal and piel make it possible

8. For the Ugaritic, Phoenician, and Egyptian Aramaic PNs, see PNII, 165; APNM, 237-39;
Benz,359f.; Vattioni, Bibl, 50 (1969),387.
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to emphasize, respectively, the alteration of the subject with regard to a specific situation
and the subject's determination to change someone else's attitude with regard to the

situation.

l. Niphal. a. With Yahweh as Subject. In nine different texts the niphal of nhm rcfers
to Yahweh's regret or an alteration of Yahweh's decision. Three of these texts associate

Yahweh's nhm with an act other than punishment. Gen. 6:5-8, the J prologue to the

story of the Flood (Claus Westermann assigns vv. 5a,7a to the ancient tradition edited

by J9), interprets the account - in contrast to the Mesopotamian versions - as an

expression of the mysterious relationship between humankind and God. Humankind,

created by God, had so multiplied its wickedness on earth and so profoundly com-
promised itself ("every inclination of the thoughts of their hearts was only evil con-

tinually") that Yahweh was sorry that he had made them (impf. consecutive of nbn +
ki: v.6; perf. + kt: v.7b)-not without deep sadness ('sb hithpael +'el'libb6; cf.
3:16f.; 5:29). But only 6:5-8 + 8:21 provide the correct proportion for the whole

meaning of the narrative. In a fust statement, 8:21 (J) alludes clearly to 3:17; in a
second, it draws on 6:5b. It is hard to decide whether 8:21 primarily refers back to ch.

3 or concludes the account of the Flood (which is actually more concerned with the

punishment of humankind and the preservation of a single group than with the fate of
the earth as a human habitationl0). It is clear, however, that the concluding statement

of 8:21, "I will never again destroy every living creature," refers directly to a punish-

ment of all humankind that will never be repeated. Yahweh's regret in 6:6a,7b is in its
beginning stages; it is not final, but it cannot be retracted. In spite of everything, Yahweh

remains faithful to the human race he has created, as 6:8 already suggests. The strange

reason given in 8:21a for never again punishing humankind ("for the inclination of the

human heart is evil from youth")-nn s$ssrvation already made by Yahweh in 6:5

- reveals the profound meaning of nlwn for Yahweh. Yahweh has not changed his

mind because humankind has become better in consequence of its punishment; he has

instead fully accepted the incorrigible nature of humankind with patience and mercy.

"In view of the enduring character of human nature, [Yahweh's] patience is the only
conceivable way to guarantee the ongoing existence of humankind."ll Yahweh's nhm

is an act of identification with human frailty.
A similar situation obtains in 1 S. 15:11,35: Yahweh regrets (perf. + ti) having made

Saul king. Yahweh's reaction paves the way for his irrevocable promise of steadfast

love toward the house of David, alluded to in 15:28; Ps. 89:4f.,36f.(3f.,35f.); 132:ll;
2 5.7:12,16 (often with the verb ,iD). The explicit contrast stated in 2 5.7:15, "I will
not take my steadfast love from him, as I took it from Saul, whom I put away from
before you," accounts for the words of 1 S. 15:29, which appear to contradict vv. 11,35

("the Glory of Israel will not recant or change his mind; for he is not a mortal, that he

9. C. Westermann, Genesis l-11 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984), 406f.
10. rbid., 454.
I l. Jeremias.
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should change his mind"; nhm used absolutely twice). v. 29 is therefore not a theo-
logical correction of vv. 11 and 35 but a confirmation of v. 2g. The proposed inter-
pretation receives its full weight from two texts in which negated nftm appears with
Yahweh as subject: Ps. 110:4 in contrast to .ib'; Nu. 23:19 (nhm hithpael) with a
motivation similar to that in I S. l5l.29.t2 Yahweh's regret in the face of Saul's unfaith-
fulness is justified by Saul's guilt, but does not change his plans radically and defini-
tively. Yahweh's title in I S. 15:29 ("Everlasting One"t3) is an appropriate expression
of the irrevocability of Yahweh's plans. Note that while the affirmative use of nhm is
associated with a specific situation (regret at having created humankind or having made
Saul king), its use in negation is absolute: ultimately, yahweh does not change his
mind.

In the other texts where Yahweh is the subject, it is a punishment that is regretted
(or not). In Jer. 4:28 negated nhm parallels .iwb and contrasts with unm (..I have
purposed"). Jet 4:23-28 alludes to the creation, which is returning to primordial chaos
(v.23), and probably also to the Flood and the disappearance ofhumankind from the
face of the earth (vv. 24f .). The words 16' nihamtt take yahweh,s punishment to its
final extreme, which in the account of the Flood is offset by the promise in Gen. g:21.

The opposition zmm/nbm (negated) appears also in Znc.8:14, heightened by an
additional expression (iaQti zdmamtt, "change one's purpose"). The connection be-
tween the two clauses is unique: Yahweh now changes his purpose with the same power
with which he had stood by it (ka'aier/kan). v. 14 rransforms the promise of v. 13 into
a general principle and points to a profound consistency in Yahweh, who does not feel
constrained by his own previous purpose and changes his decision in response to the
reaction of the accused.

In Jer. 20:16 nhm (negatd and used absolutely) appears as an adverbial modifier
of pwh describing the manner in which Yahweh carries out his destruction: without
changing his purpose, without "regret," to the bitter end.

Negated nhm used absolutely seryes a similar function in Ezk. 24:14, contrasted
with "act" and in parallel with pr', "neglect, refrain," ar,d hws, "pity." The latter verb
appears in the technical idiom "your eye shall not show pity," with reference to
ineluctable punishment (Dt. 7: 16; I 3:9[g] ; t9:13,21; 25 :12).

In Jer. 15:6 nl.tm also expresses a contrast with a previous action: nil'O1t hinndhEm
(/7 niphal + inf., "be weary of something, be unable to continue" la). The verse states
Yahweh's self-justification with respect to the punishment announced in vv. 2-5.
Yahweh cannot "relent," cannot alter the course of his determined purpose.

In two parallel visions, Am.7:3,6 repeat the statement niham YHWH 'al-26'7 i.e.,
he relented concerning the two punishments with which the people were threatened.
The text does not suggest any change in the conduct of the people or reconsideration
on the part of Yahweh regarding a punishment deemed too harsh. only the prophet's

12. A.-Tosato (Bibl, 59 [1978], 258f.) considers I S. 15:29 a gloss dependent on Nu. 23:19.
13. P. Kylt McCarter Jr., I Samuel. AB, 8 (l9BO),264.
14. -+ iN) b',a (ylf.,395t.).
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intercession ("forgive, cease": vv. 2,5), appealing to the weakness of the people, who

would not survive such a punishment, effects a change in Yahweh's purpose: "This

shall not be." Am. 7:7-9 and 8:1-3 are two parallel visions contrasting with the pre-

ceding pair. Here Yahweh does not remain indifferent to the transgressions of his people.

The piophet does not understand the meaning of these visions; Yahweh must explain

them in words. The visions do not present instruments of imminent punishment but

rather objects associated with such punishment conceptually (plumb line) or phoneti-

cally (qiyi;/qes). Fnally,in contrast to the previous visions, the prophet does not burst

fortil rpont"riously in intercession but responds intelligently to Yahweh's didactic

questions. The absence of the prophet's intercession marks a radical contrast between

tire two pairs of visions. In the first two, Amos's intervention brought, if not pardon,

at least iemission of the punishment; here the absence of Amos's intercession gives

Yahweh a free hand to prove his case, ending with condemnation. Intercession appears

to make Yahweh's nhn possible. Without this intercession, there is nothing to prevent

Yahweh from carrying out his judgment.

b. nlm'al-hara'A. The problematic phenomenon of Yahweh's regret finds expression

12 times in the syntagmeme nfum (YHWH)',el/'al hdrd'd (once: hal;6!a) ('aier). T\e

use of this syntagmeme often appears concentrated in a single textual unit: Ex' 32:-12,14;

Jer. 18:8,10; Z6,3,l3,lgiJon. 3:10; 4:2.ltis used also in 2 S. 24:16pal 1 Ch. 2l:15;

Jer. 42.10 Jo.2:l3.In Job 42:11 the syntagmeme proper does not appear'

Ex.32:9-L4 is an addition in Deuteronomistic style that inappropriately anticipates

the question of tsrael's punishment.ls Moses implores Yahweh (using the syntagmeme

in v. 12) not to inflict ,in"." punishment on Israel. His argument cites the derision of

the Egyptians that would ensue and the promises to the patriarchs. The plea is introduced

by the words way"hal mdieh'e!-p"ni YHWH, "but Moses appeased the countenance

oiyatrwetr" (v. 11; this expression also appears withnhminJer.26:19; Mal. l:9; Ps'

119:58). V. 14 describes thi result of Moses' intercession. The nl.tm of Yahweh is thus

presented as a response to Moses' appeasement. Yahweh's repentance is a change of

purpor" incidental to the circumstances, not a modification of the circumstances'

In 2 S. 24:16 an angel stretches out his hand toward Jerusalem to destroy it; but

wayyinndhem YHWH 'it-lrara'a, and he cornmands the angel to stay his hand. Various

poiot. i, w. l6f. suggest that this passage is secondary: the presence of the destroying

angel does not accord with punishment by pestilence; Yahweh's decision to forestall

the punishment (v. 16) precedes David's prayer (v. 17); the punishment has already

achieved its goal in v. 15 ("until the appointed time"), so that it seems superfluous to

speak of Yahweh's "repentance';; the presence of the destroying angel at the threshing

flloor of Araunah in v. t6 is superfluous, since the angel takes no part in the narrative

of vv. 18ff. The parallel account in I Ch. 21 attempts in vv. 16,18 (without parallel in

2 S. 24) to lustify the problematic mention of the angel's presence in the overall

narrative by introducing the angel into the scene with Oman (Araunah) the Jebusite'

2 Sam. 24115 has all tlie earmarks of the end of a narrative, while v. 18 feels like a

15. M. Noth, Exadus. OTL(Eng.tans. 1962),244'
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beginning. Thus 2 S. 24:16f. constitute a theological interpretation emphasizing the
personal stature of David, who takes all the blame on himself, while alluding to the
mercy of Yahweh, who "repents" or withholds the punishment, contrary to what is
described in v. 15.

Jer. l8:7-10 presents proclamation of judgment, change of conduct, and Yahweh's
change of mind as a general paradigm. Vv. 8 and 10 contain the syntagmeme in two
parallel casuistic formations, concluding with the statement: "I will change my mind
about the evil/good that I intended to bring on/do to them." Vv. 1lf. apply the general
principle to Judah and Jerusalem.

The materials of which Jer. 26 is composed - in partial agreement with Jer. 7, which
describes the prophet's ministry more accurately - are used to exhort and to awaken
hope among the exiles, the narrator's contemporaries. The syntagmeme plays a struc-
tural role in vv. 1-19, appearing once in each of the thee sections of the narrative (w.
2-6,7-15,16-19). In the first, Yahweh expresses the hope that ttre people will "turn from
their evil way," that he "may change [his] mind about the disaster that [he] intended
to bring on them." In the second, Jeremiah defends himself before the officials and the
people with an exhortation to amend their ways, that Yahweh may change his mind
about the disaster that he has pronounced (dbr) against them. [n the third, the elders
argue an historical precedent in defense of Jeremiah: Micah of Moresheth, too, was
not condemned to death despite his hanh message, because he "appeased the coun-
tenance of the Lono," causing him to change his mind about the disaster that he had
pronounced against them. The syntagmeme of Yahweh's repentance thus gives expres-
sion to Yahweh's profound and fundamental determination to forgive, gives meaning
to the prophet's mission as one of intercession, and justifies the defense presented by
the elders. Theologically, the planned/promised/determined punishment is not final;
it allows room for change of conduct and intercession. Yahweh's change of heart varies
in intensity, from a mere possibility linked to a condition in the future through a future
that depends on hearkening to Jeremiah's exhortation to a declaration in the words
spoken by the elders. The three modes of expression make clear that the punishment
was not carried out.

ler. 42:lO actually prophesies that the punishment will be retracted. Yahweh's
promise to restore his people rather than destroying them, on the condition that they
continue to dwell in the land, is based on Yahweh's regret for the disaster '"ier'aSt1i
ldlem.

The theme of Yahweh's repentance pervades the whole penitential liturgy of Joel
2:12-17, structured as a threefold exhortation to return to Yahweh: Yahweh's exhortation
to the people, the prophet's exhortation to the people, and the prophet's exhortation to
Yahweh. The prophet's exhortation to the people cites the characteristic attributes of
Yahweh as hannfin w"rahttm and includes in v. 13b the complete syntagmeme of
Yahweh's repentance. Y. l4a (only the verbal form of nhm) suggests the possibility of
forgiveness in the phrase mt ybQEa'("who knows?"). The exhortation beseeching
Yahweh to be merciful uses instead the impv. l.tttsd 'al (together with nhm, as in Ezk.
24:14), citing (like Ex. 32:12) the argument of potential derision on the part of the
nations.
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Jon. 3:9f.; 4:2 sharc with Jo. 2;13f. at expression of hope ("who knows?") and the

argument that Yahweh is "a gracious God and merciful, . . . ready to relent from

punishing." The text does not stop, however, with exhorting Yahweh to be merciful

but goes on to say: "God changed his mind about the calamity that he said he would

bring upon them; and he did not do it" (v. 10). This knowledge of Yahweh's nature

and mode of action leads Jonah to yearn to die, since he cannot follow his God on the

path of understanding and mercy. The clau se w'iaf; mEh"rdn 'appb inJon- 3:9 resembles

ifrf; mEhar\n 'appesd it Ex.32:12. While Exodus and Joel refer to Israel, Jonah views

the gentile nations from the same perspective.

c.Diachronic Development.The theme of Yahweh's change of mind thus exhibits aclear

course of development. In the earlier texts (Gen. 6:6f.; 1 S. 15), regret merely leads up to

the final affirmation of Yahweh's plans. We need not consider 2 S. 24:16 an exception, if
the text is a later theological commentary.l6 From the eighth century on, Yahweh's

repentance has to do with punishment. In Amos and Hosea the decision not to punish is not

linked to forgiveness but is grounded on the weakness ofthe people, who could not survive

the punishment. Hos. 11:8 and Am.7:3,6hope for Yahweh'snhm in the immediate future.

Hos. l3:14; Jer. 4:28 15:6 treat nhmretospe*tively and negatively: Yahweh does not go

back on his word, because he has so determined and because the people have not changed

their ways. Since the time of Jeremiah's disciples (Jer.26:3,13,19; 42:10), Yahweh's nlrrn

is offered as a possibility, conditional upon the people's return. Among the Deuteronomistic

theologians, it became a theme of exhortation and a structural motif of theological reflection

on the situation of all Israel (Joel) and the nations (Jonah) in their relationship with God, as

well as an essential element of penitential liturgy (Jo. 2:12-17). [n Jer. 18:8,10, the

relationship between nhm and change of conduct has become an almost juridical formula

(cf.Ezk. l4:12-20).Withtheappearanceoftheformulanhm'el/'allfird'd'"Jerinthetime
of Jeremiah's disciples, the disquieting theme of Yahweh's nhm, which in Gen. 6 attempts

to express the mystery of the relationship beFween divine and human freedom, becomes a

standard theological and pastoral category.

d. Specialized Meanings. In four texts the niphal of nhm with Yahweh as subject

has a peculiar semantic force that is hard to associate with the regular meaning previ-

ously established: dissociation from a particular attitude or action in the past or future.

In Ps. 90:13 it is impossible to determine whether wehinnahEm'al-"bd4eykd means

"rescind a punishment"lT in direct reference to the wrath of Yahweh (w. 7,9,11) or

"have pity, console" as a prograrnmatic introduction to the urgent prayer that follows

(to rejoice and be glad, to see the manifestation of Yahweh's work: vv. 14-17). The use

of nhm in parallel with the impv. ifipd (used absolutely as in Jo. 2:14; cf. Ex. 32:12;

Jer.4:28; Jon. 3:9, with prepositional obj.) does not help decide between these inter-

pretations. The generic meaning of ifiQ, "turn back, change one's mind,"18 suggests a

wider, positive sense: "have mercy."

16. See II.1.a above.
17. Van Dyke Parunak, 528.
18. Holladay,76f.
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In Ps. 106:45 ,too, nhm has a broad meaning: Yahweh's change of mind with respect
to his people. This meaning is shown by the general tenor of the psalm, which presents
the entire history of Israel as an example of judgment interspersed with and suspended
by acts of mercy on the part of Yahweh,le moved by the intercession of Moses (v. 23)
and Phinehas (v. 30), and above all by faithfulness to the covenant. The direct paral-
lelism (regard the distress of his people, hear their cry) demands that the focus of
attention be not the punishment from which Yahweh would dissociate himself but the
unhappy lot of the people, to which Yahweh cannot close his eyes.

The historico-theological retrospect in Jgs. 2 records a similar view. The cycle of
apostasy, Yahweh's wrath, and punishment (vv. 1 1 - I 5) is intemrpted only by the sending
of judges to deliver the people (v. 16), a decision reached by Yahweh when he hears
the cries of his oppressed people, so as to have mercy on them. (There is little
justification for H. Van Dyke Parunak's emphasis on the similarity of Jgs. 2:18 to Dt.
32:36 so as to translate and interpret both texts homogeneously ["retract punish-
ment"].)20

The use of nfun niphal + min inlsa. l:24 presents a special problem. The parallel
with nqm ("avenge") suggests the translation "execute wrath," even though this usage
is admiaedly unique. Comparison toDt. 32:35 is not sufficient, since there nqm refers
to the enemy, while nhmrefers to Israel and has the opposite meaning, "have mercy."
The only possibility of assigning one of the incontestable meanings of the verb to nhm
niphal in this verse is to treat it as a reflexive, "console oneself" (at the expense of
the enemy). The verb does not actually refer to rcvenge but only to the satisfaction
enjoyed by the subject of nfun, achieved by the revenge signified by nqm.

A similar meaning must be assigned to the hithpael of nhm in Gen. 27:42: "Yorx
brother Esau milnahdm l"f;n lehorge\n" are Rebecca's words to Jacob. The expression
refers not so much to "plofting revenge" against his brother as consoling himself with
the thought of killing him (v. 4l), a consolation all the more necessary after the
disconsolate tears of v. 38.

In Ezk. 5:13, too, w"hinnehdmfr is a hithpael associated with the meaning "take
vengeance." The form (already slightly suspect as the only instance of assimilation of
the r in the hithpael) may, however, be nothing more than an orthographically corrupt
doublet of wah"nih61t.21 The latter interpretation is supported by the well-attested
presence of the syntagmeme hEntah hEmA bc + suffix (Ezk. 16:42;21:.22U71;24:13).
Then the meaning "take vengeance" would lose all textual support.

e. With Hwnan Subjects. The niphal of nhm is used in a variety of ways with human
subjects (individuals or the nation).

(1) Used absolutely, it denotes consolation, i.e., a cessation in the subject of the pain
caused by the death of someone near and dear (Gen. 24;26:Isaac is consoled after the
death of his mother; 38:12: Judah is consoled after the death of his wife). [t is not

19. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6U150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),322.
20. Pp. 529t.
2l.W.Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm @ng. trans. ln9), 152.
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necessary to interpret the two passages in different ways, with the first referring to the

end of the period of mourning, usually expressed by the phrase 'did 'ebel. The difference

between being in mourning (waryi!'abbel) and being consoled (nhm) is obyious in 2 S.

l3:37,39.n [n addition, the contrast between nltm and "cease to be angry" in v. 39

confirms for nhm the meaning "be consoled" as a restoration of inward equilibrium.
The meaning includes an emotional element: pain is followed by resignation and inward

peace. This is the composure Ephraim looks forward to after Yahweh transforms the

situation of dispersion and the infertility of the land (Jer. 3l:19).
lnlob 42l:6 nhmpar.n 's (both used absolutely) might also denote a change in inward

attitude. Rebellion is followed by submission. The verb rz's can be assigned to the root
m's II = -+ DDD mss (there is uncertainty in assigning texts to this root23), which used

absolutely refers to the shriveling of skin (Job 7:5), destruction (Job 7:16, par. "I do

not want to live"), and despair (Ps. 58:8[7]). In his final confession of faith, Job accepts

his situation in the eyes of God and thus finds peace (nihamtt).In any event, the common

rendering of rn 's as "recant, retract, reiect" (with an implied obj. such as "my words")

as a parallel to "repent" (with its overtones of disavowing wrong or sinful conduct, a

meaning rare in the OT2a) is by no means certain here.

Jer. 31:15,16-20 comprise a double lament: Rachel, the inconsolable mother (sym-

bolizing the earth), bewails both the devastation of the land and of Ephraim and the

affliction of the exiles. She receives a double answer from Yahweh: do not weep,

Ephraim is a beloved son. The repetition of the weeping motif in w. 15f. and the

contrast between "refuse l"hinndhem" in v. 15 arrd niltamti in v. 19 caution against

isolating vv. 17-19 and interpreting them as a prophetic penitential liturgy. The genre

is more that of an oracle of consolation, presupposing repentance and return to
Yahweh. Rachel declares that there can be no consolation so long as the land remains

desolated, i.e., consolation can come only from Yahweh. Yahweh's explicit promise

in vv. l6f. is followed by a statement of the accomplished change. In this context

v. lgao should not be translated "after I had turned away, I repented," but should be

treated as an affirmation of hope: "after my return I am consoled" (the niphal having

stative force). This induces Yahweh to decide finally to have mercy (rahdm
'"rah9nennfi) on his people (v. 20). V. 19 indicates that being known (yd'niphal) is
an element of conversion. The ability to console is conditional upon knowing the

distress of the weak; being consoled is conditional upon recognizing the situation of
contingency.

(2) The niphal of nl.tm uses 'cl to introduce the object that has occasioned despair

(Absalom dead:2 S. 13:39; Rachel's children: Jer. 31:15 [hithpael]). [nEzk.32:31
(part of the commentary on the basic text 31:16 and inspired by it25), 'al gives the

reason for Pharaoh's consolation. The idea can be the same as that expressed in 31:16,

22. -+ ):X 'dbhal (1,45), where the verb nlan is not listed as a synonym.
23. Ct. HAL, tr, 541; l,exHebAram, s.v.; Kuyper, 92.
24. See (2) below.
25.W.Zinrrrcrli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 178f.
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where the trees of the underworld are consoled by the fall of the cedar (Pharaoh) in
their midst (nhm niphal, used absolutely).

When the niphal of nl.tm + 'alhas hdrd'A as the object of the preposition, the meaning
"be consoled" appears impossible. In Jer. 8:6 ("No one nhm'al-rd'd16, saying .What

have I done?'"), the meaning that the expression has with yahweh as subject is
transferred to a human person: dissociation from a particular action or decision. In the
case of Yahweh, ra'd was objective evil ("disaster") used as punishment, while now
it refers to the subjective evil of blameworthy conduct. yv. 4-i (possibly a fragment
of a prophetic penitential liturgy) are built around six contrasts between rhetorical
questions or assertions and their negations (6 occurrences of ld'/welo'/'an and the
negative verb m'n): "no one nhm" is glossed by "no one rises up, no one returns, they
refuse to return, they speak what is wrong, they do not know the ordinance of yahweh."

The use of nhm (niphal) 'al-hdrd'A in Ezk. l4:22b sets itself apart from the con-
struction discussed above;20 it is also not consonant with the meaning of Jer. g:6
(repenting of moral evil). It resembles more closely the meaning of Ezk. 311,6;32:31.
Someone - here the exiles - takes consolation from a punishment that has been
inflicted on others (Jerusalem?). Ezk. l4:22b,23a intemrpt the clear flow of w. 22a
and 23b, suggesting a different level of text. In any case, the interpretation of v. 23a
("they will console you fnhm piell when you see them"), which attempts to elucidate
the thought of v.22b, is obscure.

(3) The niphal of nhm + 'el expresses a feeling on the part of the subject for another
person who is in danger or distress. Jgs. 2l:6,15 use nllm + 'el/I" to express the attitude
of the Israelites (or "the people") toward the Benjaminites, who had been condemned
to perish as a tribe because the other tribes had sworn not to give them any wives. It
does not appear appropriate to describe the sympathy expressed as "suffering emotional
pan."27 The passage instead emphasizes a dissociation from earlier feelings of ven-
geance. The "sympathy" expressed,by nhm is manifested as a desire to find a concrete
solution.

(4) In Ex. 13:17 pen-yinnahdm ha'am b" + verb cannot be assigned to the category
"suffer emotional pain." God is afraid that the people will change their minds, i.e.,
alter their decision with respect to the dangers of the journey through the wilderness,
and will want to return to Egypt. Here the meaning of nhm is the same as when yahweh
changes his mind concerning a punishment he has determined to inflict.

2. Hithpael. Apart from the special meanings in Nu.23:19 and Gen. 27:42;Ezk.
5:13,28 the hithpael of nhm expresses the affective and effective relationship between
two parties: between Yahweh and the people or a specific person, or between individu-
als; the stronger party supports the weaker, takes an interest in their fate, takes them
in hand, and helps rectify their problems. [n Ps. ll9:52 the psalmist is comforted by

26. See II.l.b.
27 . Yan Dyke Parunak.
28. On Nu. 23:19 se* II.l.a above; on Gen. 27:42;Ezk.5:13 see II.l.d above.
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his recollection of Yahweh's saving decrees in the past. This same relationship between

the experience of comfort and Yahweh's salvific judicial activity is also found in Dt.

32:36 par.Ps. 135:14 (din par. nfum), even though the meaning of Dt. 32:36b is obscure'

Both iexts view the relationship not from the perspective of the weaker party, who

experiences the beneficent influence of the stronger, but from the perspective of the

,t ong"r, who "has compassion." Compassion and comfort thus turn out to be correla-

tive aspects of the same act, starting from opposite poles. If one of the two parties is

not stronger than the other, comfort is impossible. In Gen. 37:35 Jacob refuses to be

comforted because, in fact, no one can comfort him.29

3. Piel. a. With Yahweh as Subject. The usage of the piel of nhm is more uniform

and less nuanced. It can usually be translated "comfort" or "strengthen." When Yahweh

is the subject, in many cases the texts express a fervent plea (Isa. 12:l: "Cease from

you. ung"i and comfort me"); it is difficult to draw the line between a fervent plea as

such and the absolute assurance that Yahweh will not forsake his own (v. 2). More

cofllmon is the clear statement (verb in the perf.) that Yahweh has comforted his people

(Isa. 49:13; 52:9) or Zion (Isa. 51:3 [t'wice]) or the certainty that Yahweh will comfort

Zion (Znc.1: l7). Often Yahweh personally assures his people that he will comfort them

(Isa.51:12; cf. also Jer.31:13); and the prophet's rhetorical question in Isa.5l:19

iprobably to be read in the 3rd person rather than the lst person), "Who would be able

to comfort you?" confirms that comfort comes only from Yahweh'

In Isa. 40:1 the subject of "Comfort, O comfort my people" is still a matter of

debate. Although the function of giving comfort is characteristic of Yahweh, it seems

difrrcult to imagine that such an imperative can be addressed to him. Of the two possible

solutions, the more likely is that the prophet himself, as the protagonist of the text, is

addressing those who keep watch over Jerusalem; this hypothesis finds support in [sa'

52:7 -lO 62:6f .30

yahweh's giving of comfort, expressed by the piel of nl.tm, includes concrete aspects

that can be brought out by parallel verbs or by the immediate context' lsa' 4912-13

speaks of gathering the scattered people, which leads to the statement that Yahweh has

comfo*edtris people; in 51:3 the object of the verb "comfort" is "ruins," so thatthe

verb includes the meaning "rebuild." In 52:9 nlttn is used in parallel with "redeem"

(S'l); in l2:l the comfort is the cessation of Yahweh's anger; inZpc- 1:17 it is the

o"verflowing prosperity of the cities;3r in Jer. 3l:13 it is the joyful dancing of old and

young. Never are words of encouragement the source of comfort: it always springs

iro- 
"n 

act of yahweh that truly transforms the sorrowful situation. The comforting

of those who mourn in Isa. 61:2 appears to include the concrete terminology (liberation

ofthe deportees, retum ofthe prisoners) ofv. 1.

In Isa. 40:1f. the use of dbr 'al-l€b in parallel with nhm (cf. Gen. 50:21; Ruth 2:13)

29. See 3.b below.
30. Cf. R. P. Merendino, Die Erste und der lztzte. 5W,31 (1981)'-18-20'

31. K. Elliger, Die Buch der zwdlf Heinen Propheten, II. ATD, 25 (71915), ll7 '
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- assuming that the idiom is associated specifically with "the language of love"32 
-favors an interpretation of nhm with strong affective overtones. This idiom, however,

always appears in situations of grief, fear, sin, or offense, from which those who suffer
are delivered by one who "speaks to their heart" and "comforts them."33

In prophetic texts, the piel of nfun expresses Yahweh's comforting of the peopre as
a group. By contrast, the Psalms apply the verb to the individual worshiper. Here the
meaning of the piel has been spiritualized and generalized. In Ps. 23:4 "comfort" is
tantamount to "deliver from fear" and in 71:21 to "revive, restore." In 86:17 it is used
in a context that requires the meaning "support, help" ('zr) and "empower." In 119:76
the comfort is redress of humiliation; in 119:82 the psalmist longs for both comfort
and deliverance.

The pual (Isa. 54:11; 66:13) exhibits no meaning distinct from the piel apart from
its inherent passive sense. Zion and the inhabitants of Jerusalem are (or are not)
comforted.

b. with Human subjects. with human subjects the piel often governs a personar
direct object (Gen. 5:29; 50:21;2 s.12:24; Ruth 2:13); the infinitive frequently indi-
cates the finality or completion of a movement and act ("break bread") or an inner
disposition ("strive") (Gen. 37:35; 2 S. lO.2 par. I Ch. l9:2; I Ch.7:22 Isa. Z2:4; Ier.
16:7; Job 42:ll). The commonest situation demanding human comfort is the death of
someone near and dear: the supposed death of Joseph, the death of Nahash, king of
the Ammonites, or quite generally the death of anyone. Boaz comforts Ruth, alleviating
her misery and hard labor; Job's misfortunes bring his friends to come and comfort
him (Job 2:ll);the destruction ofthe nation is so terrible that the prophet thinks there
can be no comfort (Isa.22:4).

On some occasions human comfort appears to meet with approval on the part of the
text: this happens when the comforter possesses the means to alter an unfortunate
situation (Boaz) or when the person in question somehow enjoys the privilege of
Yahweh's special love (Noah, Joseph). David's consolation of Bathsheba appears to be
nothing more than erotic diversion (2 S. 12:24); the efforts of Jacob's sons are in vain,
for Jacob refuses to be comforted (Gen. 37:35b; cf. Jer. 31:15; ps. 77:3t2) [niphal]).

Refusal to be comforted is not a voluntary decision: it signifies a realization that
comfort is not within the power of those who offer it. David's message of consolation
to Hanun (2 S. 10:3) is suspect; the attempt of Job's friends to comfoft him is irrelevant
(Job 16:2), futile (21:34), and too late (42:ll; cf. v. 10). Also futile is rhe comfort
essayed by the soothsayers in z,ec. 10:2. The futility of human comfort is expressed
most vividly inIsa.22:4: 'al-ta'isfi l,nahgneni ("do not try to comfort me',); the verb
'ys suggests urgency, often with negative connotations. The prophet contrasts the
attempt to seek comfort through diverting words with the only correct perspective:
acceptance of Yahweh's will, expressed in the tragic fate of Jerusalem. Human comfort

32. -+ lll, 98; VII, 417f.; see also H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT @ng. trans.,
Philadelphia, 197 4), 52.

33. G. Fischer, Bibl, 65 (1984), 246-250.
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is useless because it does not change anything. Only Yahweh's comfort gives assurance

(Isa. 12:1).
This same line of thought is represented by Lam. 2:13, the focus and turning point

of ch. 2. Vv. 1-10 emphasize that it is indeed the t ord who has punished Zion; Israel's

enemies are only an instrument in God's hand. Vv. ll-I2 give voice to the prophet's

emotions. Vv. 15-19 describe the reaction of those who pass by and of the enemy; the

poet exhorts Jerusalem to entreat Yahweh without ceasing, and Jerusalem obeys. Vv.

n-ru, in the middle of this composition, are different: the poet resists the temptation

to find rhetorical comparison that might persuade Jerusalem that her fate is not the

worst imaginable. In contrast to his own conduct, he calls to account the prophets who

did not expose the iniquity of Jerusalem but instead reassured the people with false

and deceptive visions. Any comfort the poet might have to offer would be a new

deception, like the deception that brought the disaster. Human comfort is irreconcilable

with open exposure of the true connection between sin and the punishment that has

been inflicted on the city. In this context mA'aiweh-ld& (v. 13) can be translated: "What

sense would it make to frame a comparison that would comfort you!"
c. Participle. Lam.2:13 states in its most extreme form the theme the poet repeats

obsessively in I:2,9,16,17,21: "there is no comforter [ptcp.] for them/me," "a com-

forter is far from me." Here, too, there is a coherent train of thought. V. 2 still leaves

room for illusion, suggesting that ttre friends who might actually comfort Jerusalem

are unfaithfirl to her, whereas v. 16 states that the only possible comforter is far away.

What one expects of a comforter is presented in Nah. 3:7: when Yahweh punishes

(v. 5), there is no possibility of finding a comforter. The suffering servant in Ps. 69

knows that only from Yahweh can he expect deliverance and protection from his

enemies; apart from Yahweh, he will find neither pity nor menal.tEm (v.21120D.

Although it is clear that comfort always involves more than kind words, there is no real

evidence to sugg estthatmTtahcmhas a specifically juridical sense - not even Eccl .4;l.v
The injustice suffered by the oppressed is one more concrete expression of the general

meaninglessness of life, which equates the lot of human beings with that of animals (3: l8).

The absence of a comforter is an expression of God's silence in the midst of human life.

Onecannotargueforajuridical aspe,ctof m"nahhmonthebasisof theparallelof nbnpiel
with g7 in lsa. 52:9.The verb most frequently used in parallel with the piel of nhm is nvvd,

which denotes the gesture of concem made in the presence of misfortune (Job 2:ll;42:ll;
Isa. 5l:19; Nah. 3:7; Ps.69:21120l). This usage suggests sympathy for the sufferer, even

though it is clear that this sympathy is useless when it comes from human beings. The

uniqueness of Yahweh as the only ttemenahEm is emphasized in Isa. 5l:12.
The only legitimate comfort in the human realm is the comfort expressed in the

gestures of mourning described in Jer. 16:5-9, especiallyp rs lel.tem and iqh tanhumtm-35

34. Lys translates "r6habilitateur"; G. t-ohfrnk (Kohelet.NEB U9801,36) keeps thetraditional

translation "and no one comforts them."
35. On the meaning and legitimacy of such gestures see W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT X\

(3r968), 107.
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That the prophet is forbidden to perform these gestures serves as a sign that Yahweh
has withdrawn his friendship from his people.

A clearer juridical aspect of m"nahzm appears in Ezk. 16:54, where b"nahlnzft plays
the same semantic role as the piel of ;dq in vv. 51,52 ("make appear righteous,', or,
in walther Zimmerli's bolder translation, 'Justify, show to be righteous"36), as the
repetition of (fr)s"T ftelimmdlzft shows. Jerusalem's acceptance of her own disgrace is
the necessary condition for the restoration of her former status; Samaria and Sodom
return to their former status on account of Jerusalem's iniquity. This is the consolation
Jerusalem has to offer her sister cities. By contrast, the consolation that the (new) exiles
bring to the exiled community is only the observation that Yahweh will punish once
more those who deserve punishment (14:23).

4. Substantives. Five substantive forms appear in eleven texts. In Isa. 57:18 nihumtm
(the obj. of ilm) appears in the context of previous divine anger and punishment already
inflicted, in contrast to God's will to heal (vv. l8f.), lead (v. 18), and give peace (v..19);
it can only mean the comfort vouchsafed by yahweh to his people as recompense for
the calamity of the past. The depdrim nihumim that yahweh gives to the angel to be
told to the prophet are likewise de facto words of comfort. In Hos. ll:g nihumtm is
the subject of lonr. The close association with the niphal of kmr + rah"mtm(Gen. 43:30;
I K. 3:26) suggests a translation reflecting intense inner feelings (Joseph's leniency
toward his brothers, the terror of the child's mother at solomon's judgment, yahweh,s
pity at seeing the consequences of the punishment his people deserve). The reason for
Yahweh's inner turmoil and his decision not to punish his people is: ..I am God and
no mortal." In Nu. 23:19; I s. 15:29, these same words explain why God will not
recant or change his mind.37 Yahweh's very divinity makes it possible for his heart to
feel pity so that he is not constrained, not even by the inflexible relationship between
guilt and punishment. Yahweh's capacity for pity is ultimately the force that determines
how he acts, even though he does not hesitate to fix responsibility.

In Hos. 13:14 naltam can mean both caution and self-control,38 or simply ..compas-

sion." The verse is hard to understand. If v. l4a is interpreted as a statement, it
contradicts v. 14bp; if it is taken as a rhetorical question expecting a negative answer,
it contradicts v. l4bs. The statement nbltam yissdler mdAnay suggests inflexibility on
the part of Yahweh.

In Job 15:11 tanhfimdl denotes the consolations that Job's friends believe spring
from Yahweh's word. ln2l:2 Job uses the same word polemically: if his friends would
be silent for a moment and listen to him, that would be true consolation. In 6:10 nchdmA
is the consolation Job hopes to find only in his own death; in ps. 119:50 the psalmist
associates it with Yahweh's word and with life.

The noun tanhamim appears in a construct phrase in Isa. 66:ll; in an image drawn

36. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1, 332.
37. See II.1.a above.
38. Jeremias.

I
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from the realm of mothering, it refers to the source of divine comfort GAd). lt can also

refer to a means of human cornfort (l6s tanhumtm; Jer. 16:7). In Ps. 94:19 it denotes

the comfort that comes from Yahweh.

[I. l. Ln(. For the most part (at least 58 times), the LXX uses parakalein to translate

the niphal, piel, pual, and hithpael of nhm.3e [t uses metanoein only for the niphal,

frequently to denote Yahweh's "remorse" (ll times), sometimes Israel's. ltuses eleefn

4 times for the piel and once for the niphal, arrd pailein 5 times for the niphal. It is
interesting to note that, while neglecting the possible influence of nhm, the NT inter-

pretation of metanoein/metdrwia is influenced heavily by the meaning of iAf;, even

though the LXX never uses metanoein to translate Jif.4
Simian-Yofre

2. Dead Sea Scrolls.In the Dead Sea Scrolls nhmis remarkably rare, occurring only

11 times (7 in lQH, 2 in 4QTanh [4Q176], and once each in lQS and 4QPrFetes"

t4Q5091). OT usage is continued but with significant additions: divine "comfort" is
paralleled by "forgiveness" (lQH 9:13; ll:32 16:17) and is linked to human "repen-

tance" (lQS 10:21; lQH 6:7; l6l.17).ar God is the "comforter" of those who moum

(lQH fr. 21 3), stumble (4Q509 l2:l + 13:5), or suffer affliction (lQH 9:13). The

Qumran Essenes even had their own book of comfort (aQTanh) arranged as a pesher

on the "Book of Comfort for Israel" (Isa. 4G-55): fr.l-21:4 cites Isa. 40:1; and fr.

9-11, 13 cite 54:4-10 as tanhfimim, interpreting them with reference to their own present

affliction.
Human nhm is "remorse" for one's own sinfulness, which results from recognition

of the truth (1QH 9:13).
Fabry

39. Ot parakaletn see J. Thomas, EDM l\,22-27; on parakldt6s see F. Porsch, ibid., 28t.,

both with bibliog.
40. E. F. Thompson, Metavotco and Meru.pt),a in Greek Literature Until 100 t.o. (Chicago,

lg}g), 348-37'7. Cf. C. Spicq, Theological Lexicon of the NT, 3 vols. (Eng. trans., Peabody,

Mass., 1994), n, 471-77, with bibliog. On the NT interpretation of metanoein/metdnoia see

J. Behm and E. Wi.irthwein,TDNT IY 975-1006; H. Merklein, EDNT, il, 415-19-

41. +)1Ui ifrb.
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lll ;epa'; ':iypy ;ip'6ni; tbl qippoz;1b,1gi t"ptpon

-+ tD:]? liwydtan; -+ llP Sdrap; + I'lE tannin

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Distribution and Syntax; 3. t exical Field and Parallels; 4.LX)(.
II. Zoology: l. General; 2.'ep'eh; 3. zAbal; 4.'akifib; 5. pelen;6. sepa'/sip'6ni;7. qippdz;8.
icpipdn. Itr. Religious and Symbolic Usage: l. Mesopotamia;2.Egypt;3. Canaan. fV. OT 1.

Gen. 3; 2. The Miraculous Staff; 3. Nu. 2l; 4. Gen. 49:17; 5. Cosmic Peace; 6. Myrhological
Texts; 7. Wisdom; 8. Prophetic Threats; 9. Oracles of Salvation. V. Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology. In Hebrew the consonant group nfti includes the verb nhi piel,
"prognosticate," and the nouns naftai, "spell"; nahail, "serpent"; ndhnill,n"hfii6,
nchbiel I, "bronze," together with the adj. nAhfii, "made of bronze"; n"hdiel II,

nnhAi. W. Baudissin, Adonis und Esmun Q*ipzig, l9ll), esp. 325-339; idem, "Wrcme
Schlange," RE, XVtr (1906), 580-86; C. H. Bowman and R. B. Coote, "A Nanative Incantation
for Snake Bite,* UF, 12 (1980), 135-39; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Die Bannung von Schlan-
gengift (KTU 1.100 und KTU l.lD7:7b-l3a,l9b-20)," UE 12 (1980),153-l7O; H. Egli, Das
SchlangensymDol (Freiburg, 1982); M. Gdrg, "Das Wort zur Schlange (Gen 3,14f.," BN, 19
(1982), l2l-l40; O. Grether and J. Fichtner, "The Serpent in the OT," TDNT, y, 571-76;
J. Haspecker and N. Lohfink, "Gn 3,15: 'weil du ihm nach der Ferse schnappst,"' Scholastik,
36 (1961), 357-372; J. Hehn, "Zur Paradiesesschlange," Festschrift S. Merkle @tisseldorf,
1922), 137 -l5l; J. Hofbauer, "Die Paradiesesschlange (Gn 3)," ZKf, 69 (1947), 228-231; K. R.
Joines, "The Bronze Serpent in the Israelite Cult," JBI.87 (1968), 245-256; idem, "The Serpent
in Gen 3," 7AW, 87 (1975), l-ll; idem, "The Serpent in the OT" (diss., Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary, 1967); idem, Serpent Symbolism in the OT (Haddonfield, N.J., 1974);
P. Kjeseth, "Nehushtan (Num 21,4-9, 2 Kgs 18,4) and Ernst Bloch," Dialog, l7 (1978),280-86;
H. Les6tre, "Serpent," DB, Y (1912), 167l-74; H. Maneschg, Die Entihlung von dcr ehemen
Schlange (Num 21,4-9) in der Auslegung derfriihen jtidischen Literatur. EH, XX.ml $7 (1981);
R. G. Murison, "The Serpent in the OT," AJSL, T Om4l5), 115-130; B. Piperov, "Die Sym-
bolik der Schlange bei den biblischen Schriftstellem," Jahrbuch der geistlichen Akademie (Sofia),
32(1957),369-39O; B. Renz, "Diekluge Schlange," 82,24(1938139),236-241; H. H. Rowley,
"Zadok and Nehushtan," lBL,58 (1939), ll3-l4l; O. Sauermann, (Jntersuchungen zu der
Wongruppe Olll (Vienn4 1955); G. Schneemann and J. Heller, "Feuerschlangen in Num 21,4-
9," ComViat, 20 (1977), 251-58; P. A. Seethaler, "Kleiner Diskussionsbeitrar zu Gen 3,1-5,"
BZ, y.s. 23 (1979), 85f.; F. Thureau-Dangin, "Le serpent d'airain," Revue d'histoire et de
lindrature religieuses, I (1896), l5l-58; M. Vernes, "Le serpent d'airain fabriqu6 par Moise et
les serpents gu6risseurs d'Esculape," Revue Arch4ologique, 6 (1918), 3649; P. Welten,
"Schlange," BRI],280f.; C. Westermann, Genesis l-tl @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1984),237-
24O;H. Wohlstein, "Zur Tier-Diimonologie der Bibel," ZDMG, 113 (1963), 483492; S. Yeivin,
"The Brazen Serpent," EMiqa 72 (1977), l0f. (Heb.); D. W. Young, "With Snakes and Dates:
A Sacred Marriage Drama at Ugarit," UF, 9 (1977),291-314; W. Zmmerli, "Das Bilderverbot
in der Geschichte des Alten Israel (Goldenes Kalb, Eherne Schlange, Mazzeben und Lade),"
Schalom. Festschrifi A. Jepsen. AzT ll46 (1971),8696 = Studien zur alttestarnentlichen Thc-
ologie und Prophetie. ThB,5l (1974),247-260.
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"menstmation(?)"; and nefuuitan as the term denoting the "bronze serpent."l The

etymology must therefore examine and explain the history of five roots and their

relationship to each other.

a. The Hebrew verb nihEi, "seek or give omens, prognosticate,"2 also occurs in

Aramaic, Syriac, and Mandaic. It is often associated with Arab. naltisa, in the fifth

stem "investigate," with the derived noun nafiai, "spell, omen." There is no discern-

ible connection with ndl1di, "serpent," since serpents have no mantic associations in

Israel. O. Sauermann derives the verb from the biliteral root h.i, "make soft sounds,

whisper," a theory that might establish a semantic link. E. L. Dietrich' however,

p.opo.", interpreting nihEi as a denominative verb from ndl.tdi or deriving it from a

iorrrrnon Semitic root nfrJ, "practice magic."3 There is no evidence, however, for

such a root.
b. outside Hebrew, ndhdi, "serpent," appears only in Ugaritic.a It is connected with

Arab. hanai, "serpent, insect, bird," llti, "whisper," ot rtti, "be excited, agitated."s

Sauermann cites Egyp. nhsy, "be dark, black" (usually "Negro" or "Nubian"; cf. Heb.

pin"ttds < W nbsy, "the Nubian" ),6 but is then forced to accept the unlikely conclusion

itrat ttre common Hebrew word for "serpent" is an Egyptian loanword' It is therefore

probable that nahali is a primary noun.

c. The nouns nelfrid arrd neh1ieT "copper, bronze," are associated with Arab. nuhas,
..copper.,,7 Mitchell Dahood cites Arab. hasana, "be beautiful"; others cite nahasa,

"be-hard, firm" (rare). Here too Sauermann sees a direct borrowing from Egyptian,s

with primary emphasis on the characteristic color of the metal. In one of the Amarna

tablets, a Canaanite gloss uses the word nufiuitwn, "copper'"e

d. The noun nehuita,? as a term for the "bronze Serpent" (n"l.tai nehbiel may be

associated with this group of words only because it sounds llke ndl.tdi.to It does not

appear to be a word native to Hebrew-speaking circles.ll Dietrich cites other personal

nu-", containing the element nft.i arrd thinks an East Semitic..origrn likely. Alfred

Jeremias sees a connection with the Mesopotamian healing deity Sa[an (by metathesis;

cf. above), but this is hardly likely.r2

l. HAL, tr, 686, 690f. On zh.i, "prognosticate," and nafiai, "spell," --) lU'] kniap (Yll'
360-66).

2. -r VII, 365.
3. E. L. Dietrich, ZDMG, ll3 (1963),202tr-
4. UT, rl.c. 1634.
5. The first, by metathesis; see VG, 1,275; J. But, Comparative Philology and the Text 9[

the OT e-otdor, ]SOS), 97. For the second s* HAI. fr, 527; but cf. W. von Soden, WZKM, 53

(1957), iSZ-tOO. The third is an association already proposed by L. Herzfeld in 1883.

6.WAS, tr,303.
7. HAI. tr,686; Lane,ll8,2775.
8. See b above.
9. EA,69, 28.Ct. CAD,){.ll2,322- + nurn: nel.tdie!.

10. E. L. Dietrich,202ff.
ll. See already P. de Lagarde, AKGW 35 (1888)' 188.

12. A. Jeremias, Handbich der altoientalischen Geisteskultur (Berbn,21929),57.
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2. Distribution and Syntax. The noun ru1hAi crc,cvrs 31 times in the OT; 15 of these
occurrences are in the Pentateuch (5 in J [Gen. 3], 2 in JE [Ex. 4:3; 7:15], 3 in P [Ex.
7:9t.,121). The occurrences irl Nu. 2l:5-9 (3 times) and Gen. 49:17 are hard to assign.
Dt. 8:15 is Deuteronomistic. Other occurrences: 2 each in Amos, Jeremiah, Proverbs,
Psalms, Ecclesiastes, and the late apocalypse oflsaiah; one each in Isaiah, Trito-Isaiah,
Job, and the Deuteronomistic history.

One finds the following phrases: n"hai (han)n"hbie1, "bronze serpent" (Nu. 2l:9;
2 K. l8:4); ndhdi idrdp, "fiery serpent" (Dt. 8:15), pl. hann"haiim haii'rdptm (Nu.
2l:6); n"hditm ;ip'dntm, "poisonous serpents" (Jer. 8:17); ndhdi bdfiah, "fleeing
serpent" (Job 26:13; Isa.27:l); ndhdi 'aqalldt6n, "twisting serpent" (Isa. 27:l); the
last two describe Leviathan (cf. the similar description of the chaos dragon in the
Ugaritic Ba'al mytht:).

Ps. 58:5(Eng. v. 4) speaks of h"rnaynahai, "venom of a serpent" (ct. homat'akifib
in Ps. 140:4[3]), Isa. 14:19 of idrei ndlfii, "root of a serpent."

3. Lexical Field and Parallels- The lexical field "serpent" has been the subject of
several studies, with the following conclusions.l4 The noun nnhdi is a generic term
meaning "serpent" in general; all the other words are subordinate to it, denoting
particular types or species. "Serpents" together with the lower animals (e.g., 'aqrd!,
"scorpion": Dt. 8:15) belong in tum to the class of "crawling things of the earth"
Qdh"b 'eres: Mic.7: l7), more generally the "animals of the field" (boyyal haifileh:
Gen. 3:1,14) or even b"hemA (3:14;.ls idrap, "frery serpent," seems also occasionally
(e.g., in Nu. 21) to be a generic term. The species mentioned in the OT are pelen,
"asp"; ;ip'6nt and sepa', "asp"; 'ep'eh, "viper";'akifrb, "adder" (Ps. 140:4[3]);
i"ptpdn, "viper" (Gen.49:17); and qippdz, "sand snake."

The language takes on mythological overtones when hybrid creatures are superim-
posed on the zoological notion of a reptile. This is occasionally true of Sdrap (lsa. 6);
it is always true of liwydldn, tannin (Isa.27:l), and rdha! (Job 26:12), as in Babylon.

Like the wolf (2"'Eb) and lion ('aryeh), the ndhdi is counted among the wild animals
(Isa. 65:25), in contrast to the lamb ftaleh) and the ox (bdqdr). The nature of their
movement, like the flight of the eagle (neier), arouses wonder in the wise (Prov. 30:19).
Eccl. 10:11 plays on the words ndhdi and laltdi, "spell," which may also have a
semantic affinity.

4. IXX. The LXX almost always uses 6phis to translate ndhdi (also Sdrdp and
'ep'eh); only in Job 26:13 and Am. 9:3 (where the context demands a sea serpent) does
it use dnikon, which elsewhere represents tan, tanntn, arrd liwydldn, and once each
pelen,'attfrd (in error for drchontes; Jer.50pXX 271:8),arrdk ptr The LXX uses cspls
for the individual species or distinguishes them with such terms as basiltskts, drdkDn,

13. KTU, 1.5, I, lff.; P. Humbert, AfO, ll (1936), 235-37.
14. Murison, Les6tre, Joines, and Grether and Fichtner.
15. -+ II, 18.
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kerdstes, and echinos.l6 The Targs. regularly use Aram. hiwyd'/hewyd'. 17 In translating
ndhdi the Vulg. alternates among the synonyms serpens, coluber and draco.ts

II. Zoology.
l. General, The zoological information concerning the serpent in the OT is based

entirely on observation; there are no flights of fancy. It lives in the mi/bdr haggdS1l
(Dt. 8:15), on a rock (.sfir Prov. 30:19), or at the bottom of the sea (Am. 9:3). Neither
explicitly nor implicitly does the OT distinguish poisonous vipers and asps from
harmless species. It appears that mention of hannnhdi (e.g., Nu. 2l:7,9) implicitly
brings with it a basic register of associations: its unusual way of moving (Gen. 3:14;
Prov. 30:19), its predilection for hiding (Am. 5:19) and striking suddenly (Gen. 49:17),
its dangerous bite and deadly poison (Gen. 3:15; Am. 5:19; Ps. 58:5[4]; Job 20:14), its
sharp, forked tongue (Ps. 140:4[3]), and its threatening hiss (Jer. 46:22; cf. Wis. l7:9).
It builds a nest where it hatches its brood (Isa. 34:15). Its eggs conceal all the treacherous
cunning of its kind (Isa. 59:J;.ts Serpents devour each other @x. 7:12). Even the
erroneous notion that serpents lick or eat dust (Mic.7:17; Isa. 65:25) is based on the
observation "that many species of snakes put spittle around their victims and thus get
dust on their mouths."2o

All these observations led people to consider serpents ugly, repulsive, sinister, and
dangerous. This view expresses the profound aversion of human beings, who walk
upright, toward everything that creeps or crawls. Nowhere in ancient Israel do we find
any possibility of developing a positive attitude toward serpents, as was the case in
Egypt, Greece, and Italy.2l There was certainly never any serpent cult, as in Meso-
potamia and Egypt.22 This - more than the inclusion of serpents in Ugaritic mythology

- accounts for the fact that serpents were considered cultically unclean.

2.'ep'eh. The noun'ep'eh, "viper" (Isa.30:6;59:5; Job 20:16), well attested in
South Semitic, may be an onomatopoetic formation echoing the reptile's pufEng breath-
ing (p'ft1.22 Its zoological identification is disputed, but it is probably an Echis (areni-
cola, arietans, carinata, or colorata),z an extremely dangerous sand viper. According
to Job 20:16b, the tongue of the reia' is the tongue of at 'ep'eh, which kills its owner.
The LXX translation basiliskos leaves the zoological realm, recalling the Greco-
Egyptian myth of the basilisk, the "king of rhe reptiles."2s

16. See Joines, "Serpent in the OT," l-8.
17. See M. Giirg, BN, 16 (1981), 57.
18. On the other versions see Sauermann, 5-9.
19. See IV.8 below.
20. L. Rost, TDNTY,572,n.8l.
21. Murison, ll5f.
22. ) lnuinJ n'huitdn.
23. HAL,1,79.
24. See, respectively, Joines, Serpent Symbolism,5 ("maybe"); Murison; F. S. Bodenheimer,

Animal Life in Palestine (Jerusalem, 1935), 190; HAL, 11,79.
25. L. Rost, "Basilisk," BHHW 1,204.
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3. zahal. The form zdhal (found in Hebrew, Aramaic, Syriac, Arabic, and Old South

Arabic) is not a term for a specific kind of serpent but a verb meaning "creep" (Job

32:6).20 OnlyinDt.32i24 andMic.T:lTdoestheptcp. zdl.t€lrefer clearlytoareptile,
not identified further. According to I K. 1:9, Adonijah offered sacrifice by the'elen
hazzdllele! near the spring Rogel, in order to be acclaimed king there. The expression

could refer to an ancient Canaanite sanctuary Gf . 'An hattanntn in Neh. 2:13).27 There
is no suggestion, however, of a serpent as a dynastic idol of the Davidides.2s The

association "serpent stone"-spring-bronze serpent is insecure at best, since the theory

that the stone has something to do with a "serpent" is uncertain.2g

4. 'aLifrb. The word 'akifib (Ps. la0:4[3]), "viper," is etymologically obscure; it
denotes the horned viper (Cerastes cornutus).3o tn Thrgumic Hebrew it means "spider."
According to Herodotus, the horned viper was sacred to Jupiter and was worshiped

cultically at Thebes.3l

5. pe1en. The noun pe1en, "aspi' is an Aramaic term for the cobra or uraeus serpent

(Naha haia, Cerastes candidus): it may be related etymologically to Gk. p!thdn.32 The
appearance of the word in Ugaritic (btn), Arabic (balan), and Syriac (pann') suggests

that in this word we have the generic Semitic term for "serpent" (cf. also Akk. baimu),

which may have entered Hebrew through Aramaic.33 According to Ps. 58:5f.(4f.), this

dangerous serpent (91:13) was used by magicians and enchanters. Its terrible poison

(Dt.32t33) causes illness (Job 20:14) oreven death (v. 16). Sir.39:30calls thepelen
an instrument of God's punishment. Isa. 1 I :8 mentions the pelen in painting a paradisal

picture of eschatological peace among human beings and animals.Y

6. sepa'/sip'6nt. T\e nouns sepa' (Isa. 14:29) and sip'6nt do not appear to have any

Semitic etymology; they probably refer to the largest and most dangerous serpent found

in Palestine, the Daboia/Vpera mnthina.3s Since this snake is viviparous, 59:5 may

26. HAL, t,267.
27. Joines, "serpent in the OT," 32f.; idem, Serpent Symbolism,92f.; R. Kittel Studien zur

hebrciischen Archdolo gie und Religionsgeschichte (I 908), I 59- I 88.
28. R. Smith, Murison.
29. Advocating the association are Baudissint Joines, Serpent Synbolism,92t.,96, n. 43. But

see, e.9., G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes," 7AW 52 (1934), 5lf.; cf. III.2 below.
30. HAL, 11,824; Bodenheimer, Animal Dfe, l9O.
31. Joines, Serpent Symbolism, 6.
32. Murison, 3. See Bodenheimer, Animal Life, 19Of .; G. Garbini, "Considerazioni sulla

parola ebraica peten," RivBibl,6 (1958), 263-65.
33. See W. Eilers, Symbolae biblicae et Mesopotamicae. Festschift E M. T de Liagre Bdhl.

SFS, 4 (1973), 134. On Ugaritic see UT, no. 546; on Arabic, M. Wagner, Die leilcalischen und
grammatilalischen Aramaismen in abtestatnentlichen Hebrciisch. BZAW 96 (1966), 97; on

Syiac, kxSyr;618; on Akkadian, AHw, l, ll2.
34. See below.
35. Bodenheimer, Animal Life, 187tr. On the etymology see EAa, Itr, 1050.
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conmdict this identification; but the prophet is probably thinking only of the deadliness

of this species without trying to describe it in detail.36 [t appears also in ll:.8; 14:29; Jer.

8:17; Prov. 23:32.There is a possible connection with "Tlphon," the name of a dragon.37

7. qippdz. The qippdz (Arab. qffizar) is mentioned only in Isa. 34:15; this noun
may refer to the arrow snake (Coluber jugularis),38 so named because of its lighhing
speed. It is the commonest serpent in Palestine.3e Isa. 34:15 prophesies that when Edom
is laid waste this snake will make its nest there, to hatch and brood.

8. i"ptpdn.The i"pipdn viper is mentioned only in Gen.49:.171. this is the horned

viper (Cerastes hasselquestil4O), an extremely poisonous reptile the color of sand, which
reaches a length of 50 cm. (20 in.). The description by H. B. Tristram matches precisely
the characterization in Gen. 49:l7.al The comparison of the tribe of Dan to this
malevolent creature is meant less to characterize the Danites pejoratively than to flaunt
the victory of this small tribe over the superior forces of its enemies.

III. Religious and Symbolic Usage.
I . Mesopotamia. T}lre serpent plays a role in Mesopotamian mythology and therefore

is depicted frequently in art, especially on seals.a2 In the Gilgamesh Epic, a serpent

robs Gilgamesh of the plant of life.a3 In the myth of Adapa, Tammuz and the serpent-god

Gizzida offer Adapa the food of life, although Ea thwarts the offer by trickery.4 In the

symbolism associated with the gods, we find the most fantastic combinations, from an

early Elamite figure with a human head on the body of a serpent to a human body with
a serpent's head at Susa.a5 Finally, Ningishzida is represented as a human figure with
serpents growing from his shoulders. Gudea of Lagash called the serpent-god Nin-
gishzida his protector. His temple was richly adorned with sculptured serpents kept in
boxes.46 More than his father Ninazu, Ningishzida was associated directly with the

realms of water, life, the tree of life, and the plant of life; he thus acquired the title
"lord of life," from which developed, as one would expect, the "god of healing."+z

36. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), 96.
37. Murison, 120.

38. Joines (Serpent Synbolism, 6), HAL (trI, ll l8), and Wildberger (lesaja 28-39. BK, ){l3
tl982l, 1328f.) do not try to identify the species.

39. Bodenheimer, Animal Life, 185.
40. Joines, Serpent Symbolism,6f.
4l . The Natural History of the Bible (New York, 1867), 27 4.
42. G. Contenaq l,a Glyptique Syro-Hittite (Paris, 1922), 87ff.; E. D. Van Btren, The Fauna

of Mesopotamia as Represented in Art. AnOr 18 (1939), 97-l0l; idem, Symbols of the Gods in
Mesopotamian Art. AnOr 23 (1945),40tr.

43. Gilg. XI, 304f.; AOT 182.
44. AOT. 145: ANET 101tr.
45. Contenau.
46. Van Buren.
47. Hehn, 146f. Cf. the Greek Asclepius and the Palmyrene Shadrapa: Syr 26 (1949), 46, frg.2.
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In Mesopotamia the serpent was one of the chthonic deities and therefore is depicted
frequently on boundary stones (kudurrul. This use already suggests an association with
fertility, an aspect that becomes totally dominant in the motif (found from Ur I on) of
the twining serpent, which according to E. Douglas Van Buren represents copulation,
thus symbolizing fertility and constituting a favorable omen for human beings, animals,

and the fruit of the ground.a8 Finally, the chthonic deities are also the gods of the

underworld.
The so-called fall of man cylinder depicts a male figure (with the determinative of

a deity) and a female figure under a date palm. There is a serpent behind the woman.4e

There is no reason, however, to see any connection with Gen. 3.s0

2. Egypt. The relationship of the Egyptians to serpents was likewise characterized
by both fear and veneration. People sought in many ways to protect themselves from
dangerous serpents in both this world and the next, especially by magic. In the

Egyptian view serpents came into being by spontaneous generation from the earth
and renewed themselves by sloughing their skins. This made them important for
theological symbolism (regeneration, resurrection). Many gods, especially the

primeval gods, were represented in serpent form. The earth-god Geb had a serpent's
head; the "serpent who created the earth" was worshiped at Thebes. Serpent deities
controlled human life and the passage of time. People sought to make use of the

danger associated with serpents, keeping a tutelary serpent ('b'.y) as a domestic
animal, a manifestation of the deity to protect life and property. The upright uraeus

serpent exercised a central apotropaic function; it represented symbolically the

omnipotent eye of the sun-god and in writing became the determinative for
"goddess."sl The use of "serpent stones" is attested in Egypt early on: two steles

with the image of an upright serpent (?) stood before the central sanctuary of the

kingdom.s2 Their origin is debated, but their tutelary function is clear; they probably
served primarily as instruments invigorating and renewing the king through the

powers of the earth.53

3. Canaan. In the Ras Shamra texts nh.f appears some 50 times; many of these

occurrences, however, are concentratedin KTU, 1.100 and 1.107, which are the subject
of much scholarly debate.sa We find the constantly repeated refrain:

48. Symbols.
49. O. Weber, Altorientalische Siegelbilden AO, 17-18 (1920), lI, no. 429.
50. Hehn.
51. A. Erman, Die Religion der Agypter (Berlin, 1934),21t; O. Keel, Jawhe-Visionen und

Sie gelkunst. SBS, 84/ 85 (19'l 7), 83tt.
52. See [I.3 above.
53. RlR, 584f.; S. Morenz, Egyptian Religion (Eng. trans., Ithaca, N.Y., 1973),26,33, 6l;

L. Sttirk, "Schlange," I-exAg, Y,644-652; D. Wildung, "schlangensteine," ibid., 655f .
54. Dietrich and Loretz.
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Charm against the bite of the serpent,
against the poison of the scaly serpent.
From it let the charmer destroy,
from it let him expel poison.
Behold, let him lift high the serpent,
let him feed the scaly serpent.

It is clear that these words refer to charming a se{pent; the ritual, however, is
embedded in the myth of a sacral marriage between floron, god of the underworld,
and an unnamed goddess (Astarte?), both of whom have the serpent as their symbolic
animal.5s Dwight Young theorizes that KTU, 1.100 is based on a Sumerian myth,
Theodor Gaster cites Egyptian spells, Dennis Pardee points out Indic parallels, and
finally Matitiahu Tsevat conjectures traditions from Asia Minor.56 Manfred Dietrich
and Oswald l-oretz see a possible Indo-European or Hurrian background to the
ritual.57 They explain the rare combination of snake charming and myth by theorizing
that the myth served the charmer in the ritual and explained the origin and power of
the charm; the whole finally constituted a fertility ritual combining snake charming
and sacral marriage.

The normal word for "serpent" at Ugarit is b1n; in mythology this is an epithet of
the chaos monster Lotan in the expressions b1n brh, "fleeing serpent," and b1n 'qltn,

"twisting serpent."58
In art the serpent appears as one of the symbols of the fertility-goddess of the

Qad5u type. A golden pendant from Ugarit depicts the goddess as "mistress of the
animals."5e The aspect of fertility is emphasized by the inclusion of serpent, lion,
and lotus symbols;60 the particular symbolic value of the serpent cannot be deter-
mined.

In the private realm, earthenware serpents were kept in houses for apotropaic
purposes.6l The serpent sculptures in Canaanite temples, however, need not have played
the same role, e.g., in the symbolic decoration of the temple paraphernalia (cultic
standard from Hazor, incense stands from Beth-shan).62 Bronze serpents have been
found among the votive offerings at Tell Mubarak and Timna' (cf. the serpent head
from Tepe Gawra with a tongue made of copper wire63).

55. See Young. On Horon see A. Caquot, "Horon, revue critique et donn6es nouvelles,"
Annales arch4ologiques arabes, syriennes,29l30 (19791 80), 173-180. Loretz disputes that the
myth is a sacral marriage.

56. Young, 308; T. H. Gaster,,/ANES, 7 (1975),50; D. Pardee, "m"r6rdt-p"tanim 'Venom'in
Job 20:14," ZAW 9l (1979), 401416; M. Tsevat, UE ll (1979),776f .

57. P. 168.
58. E.g., KTU, 1.5,I, 1f.; cf. lsa.27tl; -+ ln!l) liwyaldn (VII,504-9).
59. Ugaritica,II (1949), 36, fig. 10.

60. ct. ANET 470tr.
61. 8.g., at Taanach; cf. Welten. See Itr.l above.
62. For Hazor see BRLZ,79; for Beth-shan, ibid., 1,9o.

63. Van Buren, Fauna, 99; Joines, Serpew Symbolism, 109f.
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In the OT, serpents appear in several important contexts.

l. Gen. 3. The serpent in the story of the Fall (Gen. 2f.) is always called ndhni.
Although it is a peripheral figure (mentioned only in 3:1,2,4,13,14), its interpretation
is important. The fairy-tale motif of the speaking serpent has attracted little attention;
scholars have emphasized symbolic meanings of the serpent or historical allusions of
the Yahwist.

a. The serpent as a symbol of rejuvenation or regeneration and eternal life recalls
the ancient human longing reflected in the myths of Gilgamesh and Adapa.fl In
Egyptian mythology the serpent appears as guardian of eternal life.6s Although this
theme is addressed in Gen. 2f., it is not associated with the serpent.

The name "Eve" (hawwd) is often associated with Aram. hiwyd (Syr. hEwyA),
"serpent," and both derived from hdwA/hdy6, "hve,"6 in order to account for the
explanatory gloss in Gen. 3:20, "mother of all living." This interpretation is etymo-
logically possible, but is only one of several possible explanations.6T

b. The theory that the serpent is a symbol of wisdom probably does more justice to
the text of Gen. 3.68 V. 1 describes it as 'drim, "crafty, clever"'6e the many occrurences
of this word in Proverbs show that it was definitely perceived as a positive term. Most
of the evidence for the serpent as a symbol of wisdom is Egyptian, but one may also
cite the Mesopotamian association of the serpent with divination.To

c. It is not clear that the serpent was already considered a symbol of evil in the
period of the Yahwist; it was not identified with Satan until the rabbinic and Christian
period, although late Israelite traditions had already laid the groundwork (Wis. 2:23f.;
Rev. 20:2). The notion of God's enemy as a serpent has parallels in Egypt.Tl

d. The serpent as a symbol of chaos seeks to pervert the order of creation; Karen
Joines cites similar Mesopotamian, Egyptian, and Hittite notions.T2 Johannes Hehn's
theory that the serpent of Gen. 3 embodies a reminiscence of the Babylonian underworld
deity should be understood similarly.z:

Any interpretation of the serpent as a symbol must be measured against the statement
in 3:1 that it is also a creature made by YHWH 'el6htm. Recent scholarship, therefore,

64. Joines, Serpent Symbolism, 17; for additional bibliog. see Westermann,236f .

65. Joines, Serpent Symbolism, l9f.
66. First by Wellhausen, then W. Eilers, Dre vergleichende semasiologische Methode in der

Orientalistik (Wiesbaden, 1974), 53f .
67. See DISO,84; HAI.I, 296; for otherexplanations see Westermann,26Sf-; -->l\1,257-?,60.
68. T. C. Vriezen, Onderzoek naar de Paradijsvoorstelling (Wageningen, 1937); Joines,

Serpent Symbolism, 2l -26.
69. Renz, Hofbauer; cf. Ml 10:16.
70. G. Contenal, La divination chcz les Assyiens et les Babyloniens (Paris, 1940),222.
71. Murison, 127.
72. Joines, Serpent Symbolism, 26-30.
73. P. 149.
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has largely distanced itself from the theory of a symbolic meaning, since this theory
makes it all too easy to misinterpret the serpent as a contrary divine principle alongside
YHWH 'elohtm. Scholars today look instead for an historical allusion on the part of the
Yahwist.

e. One theory finds a criticism of Solomon's marital policies, since he formed a

marriage alliance by taking one of Pharaoh's daughters into his harem (l K.3:l; cf.
also 9:16f.; 1l:l). The emphasis on the roles of the serpent and the woman (both with
the definite article) displays J's aversion to this Egyptian woman and the cult of Renutet
she imported to Jerusalem. "The serpent becomes a symbolic animal presenting wisdom
without Yahweh."Ta On the identification of Egypt with a serpent, see also Jer. 46:22.

f. Joines reads the story of the Fall as an expression of Yahwistic monotheism.T5 A
cosmic order in which mortals can become gods like Yahweh through their wisdom is

a perversion.
g. William F. Albright, Kurt Galling, and others treat the serpent as a fertility symbol,

believing that the material used by the Yahwist originally contained a positive allusion
to a Canaanite fertility cult rampant in Israel.76 Only the Yahwist's redaction lent the
story its negative force.11

h. To explain Gen. 3:14f., a difficult passage, Manfred Giirg theorizes that the curse
reflects Hezekiah's two-faced policy.78 On the one hand, as a distant descendant of
"the woman," he destroyed the bronze serpent as a sign of the imported Egyptian cult
(2 K. l8:4);7e on the other hand, through his political toadying to Egypt he imperiled
Judah's existence and thus drew Isaiah's criticism (e.g., Isa. 14:29).It would appear

difficult, however, to read these verses as documenting the hereditary enmity between

Egypt and Israel.
Furthermore, it is hardly possible to sustain exegetically the reading of Gen. 3:14f.

as a protoevengelium, common since kenaeus,80 containing a messianic prophecy
referring to Jesus and Mary. More likely it should be read as a promise in the context
of the Yahwist's perspective on the future.8l

The description and appraisal of the serpent in Gen. 3 are much more in the
foreground, though no less thoughtrul. In vv. 1-4 the serpent, a "wisdom" creature

made by YHWH 4lohtm,leads the human couple astray. The Yahwist thus demonstrates

that any further investigation into the origin of evil in this world has little hope for

74. M. Giirg, "Die 'Siinde' Salomos," BN, 16 (1981), 42-59, esp.53; cf. also W. von Soden,
"Verschltisselte Kritik an Salomo in der Urgeschichte des Jahwisten," WO,7 (1973174),228-240.

75. Joines, Serpent Symbolism,3l.
76. O. Loretz, Schdpfung und Mythos. SBS, 32 (1968), I l7; E. Maclaurin, "The Canaanite

Backgroundof theDoctrineof theVirginMary," ReligiousTradition,3 (1980), 1-11.
77. L. Ruppert, "Die Siindenfallererziihlung (Gn 3) in vorjahwistischer Tradition und Inter-

pretation," BZ N.s. 15 (1971), 185-2021' P.-A. Seethaler, "Kleiner Diskussionsbeitrag zu Gen
3,1-5," 8Z, N.s. 23 (1979),85f .

78. M. Giirg, "Das Wort zur Schlange (Gen 3,14f)," BN, 19 (1983), l2l-140.
79. Cf. already Murison; see e above.
80. See T. Gallus.
81. See esp. Ruppert, 199-202; J. Scharbert, Genesis 1-11, NEB e1985), 58.
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success if it is based on "wisdom."8z Instead, evil must have its abode in the power
of free human beings to make decisions. Only a slight extemal impetus is needed to
turn evil into actual sin. That the Yahwist is attacking a Canaanite serpent cult83 as

such an "impetus" does not emerge necessarily from the text, in which the serpent is

a rather peripheral figure.
Vv. 14f. contain etiologies highly appropriate to the subsequent influence of a central

text like the account of the Fall. The two verses can hardly come from the same hand.

V. 14 uses the archaic form of the curse84 to explain the peculiar form and habits of
the serpent. Then v. 15 is appended to explain the enduring negative relationship
between human beings and serpents as a consequence of the curse: "The enmity will
work itself out by humans and the serpent continually . . . trying to kill each other."8s
The future, however, holds promise for human beings. Here we hear the voice of the
Yahwist and his epigoni, who certainly wanted to be considered participants in the

wisdom erudition of the royal court. Textually, this attempt to explain why human life
bears the stamp of sin and death is not a collection of etiologies; by attracting such

etiologies, however, it has become a compendium of ethically oriented attempts to
explain the natwe of the world.

2. The Miraculous Staff. The two accounts of the miraculous staff (the frst, Ex. 4:3;
7:15; the second, 7:9-12) exhibit such close parallels that they cannot be independent.

At the same time, however, the differences are so great that they must be deliberate.
Scholars disagree as to what source strata are involved: Ex. 4:3; 7:15 are J, the Vorlage
of JE, or JE;86 7:9f.,12 are P.

The earlier recension speaks of Yahweh's giving Moses a sign in the context of his
call. Then his staff is transformed into a serpent @abd.i) as a sign of Yahweh's mighty
aid. Moses flees in terror. At Yahweh's command, however, the serpent tums back into
a staff. The flight motif in particular suggests that this recension has preserved the

original form of the story. In Ex. 7:15 Yahweh commands Moses to go to Pharaoh with
the staff "that was turned into a nnl.tdi," to poison the waters of the Nile. This
description of the staff should be taken as an encouraging recollection of the authen-
ticating sign. It is noteworthy that this recension associates Moses very closely with
both the staff and the serpent (cf. also Nu. 2l:5-9; 2 K. 18:4);87 we may well ask
whether it does not enshrine ancient memories.

P presents this tradition in a form so different that we must suspect both the
incorporation of heterogeneous material and deliberate modification: Moses and Aaron
go to Pharaoh and legitimate themselves by tuming the staff into a tannin, the word

82. Westermann,238f.
83. See g above.
84. W Schotffoff, Die altisraelitische Fluchspruch. WMANT 30 (1969).
85. Westermann, 259.
86. For J see Simian-Yofre, -+ VItr, 243f.; for the Vorlage of JE, P. Weimar, Die Berufung

des Mose. OBO, 32 (1980), 237: for JE, W. H. Schmidt, Exodus 14. BK,II (1988), 193.

87. Schmidt, BK II, in loc.
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used for a sea monster in Gen. 1:21. When Egyptian magicians perform the same feat,
Aaron's staff swallows up their serpents or staffs. Thus the legitimation is expanded to
become a demonstration of power.

3. Nu. 21. Nu. 2l:4-9 is actually a murmuring episode in which the people are

attacked by serpents (hann"hiitm haii"rdptm, v. 6; n"hdiim, y.7; idrdp, v.8;
hannfrhdi, v. 9). Yahweh commands Moses to make a Sdrdp and set it on a pole (-+
Dl ne-s) (v. 8). Moses then makes the n"hai n"hoiel (v.9a; with the definite article in
v. 9b). Both 2 K. 18:4 and Wis. 16:5-ll allude to this story; the former identifies the
n"hai hann"l.tdie! with -+ Inurn: n"huitan. Dt. 8:15 (Deuteronomistic or latefs)
likewise recalls this perilous situation in the wilderness, and even Jer.8:17 (cf. Isa.

30:6f.) may reflect this danger faced by the Israelites.8e One striking element in Nu.
21:4-9 is the obvious variation in the terminology used for the serpents. Since the
content of the narrative does not require this constant variation and it cannot be

explained by literary analysis, we should consider this text a literary product ofthe late
period (R), which can easily contain earlier material (JE).e0

Less noteworthy than the apotropaic function of the serpent on a pole (an Egyp-
tian motif) is the association of the serpent image with sickness (more specifically
snakebite) and healing. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that in the original
recension the n"hai (hann)nehdiel was the symbol of a healing deity. "Clearly, then,
Yahweh is a secondary importation into what was originally a transparent symbol
of a healing deity. That he never was seen unambiguously in this context can
probably be explained by the removal of the cultic image during the reform under
Hezekiah."el Nu. 2l:4-9 is, however, no longer concerned with legitimizing the
n"fuuitan: the text does not undertake any identification, and furthermore the cultic
object mentioned in 2 K. l8:4 had long been forgotten. The healing effect is ascribed
only to obedience to Yahweh (paradigmatically expressed by looking up [at the
idrdp: vv. 9c,9bl). At the same time, we see in this passage a pragmatic interpreta-
tion of the prohibition against images, which was becoming increasingly important
in the late period.

4.Gen.49:17.T\eBlessingofJacobcharacterizesthetribeof Danasfollows: "Dan
shall judge his people, as one of the tribes of Israel. Dan shall be a snake (nahdi) by
the roadside, a viper (i"pipdn) along the path, that bites the horse's heels so that its
rider falls backward" (Gen. 49:16f.). The two sayings do not harmonize particularly
well, hence we may assume separate origins. Although neither can be assigned to a
particular source stratum, we can discern a series of twelve units belonging to JE and

a framework surrounding Gen. 49 from the hand of RP. It is impossible to date the

88. N. Lohfink, "Ich will euer Gott werdeil": Beispiele biblischen Redens von Gott. SB$ 100
(1981),60, n. 133.

89. See the further discussion below.
90. Maneschg, 97f.
91. Lohfink, 42,n.90.

i
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comparison of Dan to a snake and a viper.e2 In any case, the saying must antedate Jer.

8:16f., where the prophet uses the familiar associations with "poison" (Dan in v. 16).
The comparison to a snake is not necessarily intended to be negative; more likely the
point of comparison is the wily and determined survival instinct of this small tribe (Jgs.

l8), so that a dating of the saying as early as the period of the judges might be
considered.e3 According to Stanley Gevirtz, the word bdidn in the parallel Dan saying
in Dt. 33:22 also conceals the name of a serpent (pe1en).ea

5. Cosmic Peace. The motif of eschatological peace among animals and between
animals and human beings (Isa. l1:6-8) includes serpents: nursing children will be able
to play safely over asps'hiding places. This passage should not be interpreted as an
allegorical description of universal peace among all nations;e5 it is intended to show
paradigmatically that nothing evil or dangerous will have any place in the world of the
age of salvation (concentrated on the har qoQi).

Isa. 65:25 describes this situation in strikingly similar terms. It is noteworthy that in
both passages the prophetic authors see the natural food chain intem,rpted at the eschaton
(lions eat grass, serpents eat dust). The same idea appears in Mesopotamian mythology.%

In Isa. 34:9-15, by contrast, a late Israelite apocalyptic author paints a teniffing
picture of Edom laid waste: owls, ravens, jackals, hyenas, poisonous snakes (qippOz),
and vultures inhabit the ruins.

6. Mythological Texts. Texts colored or influenced by mythology mostly luse tanntn
as the word for "serpent." In these cases the motif of the battle with chaos is always
in the background (Ps. 74:131.148:7; Job 7:12; also Isa. 5l:9; Jer.5l:34). Only Am.
9:3; Job 26:13; lsa.27:l use ndhdi. All these passages are almost certainly late
postexilic texts. Surprisingly, Isa. 27: I contains echoes of Ugaritic mythology. Am. 9:3,
which designates the serpent as an instrument of divine punishment, is atypical.

7. Wisdom. The serpent appears frequently as a metaphor in the mdidl of Wisdom
Literature: the serpent's venom is the outstanding example of everything pernicious.
The food of the wicked is transformed into venom within them (Job 2O:14), and they
ultimately perish as though poisoned (v. l8). The wicked speak with a double tongue;
their lips conceal the venom of vipers (Ps. 140:4[3]). Ps. 58:5(4) (cf. Ps. 82) centers
these proverbial dangers on comrptjudges. Dt. 32:33 uses the same language to describe

92. Westermann, Genesis 37-50 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), 220: "horned viper";
H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. trans., Macon, Ga., 1997),459: "a small, very dangerous species of
snake."

93. L. Ruppert, Das Buch Genesis, tr (Diisseldorf, 1984),4llf .

94. S. Gevirtz, "Adumbrations of Dan in Jacob's Blessing on Judah," 7AW 93 (1981),21-37,
esp. 30ff. See already W. F. Albright, cited by F. M. Cross and D. N. Freedman, Studies inAncient
Yahwistic Poetry (1975, repr. Grand Rapids, 1997),80, n.74.

95. Buber.
96. For citations see H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), 479f.
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the enemies of Israel. Prov. 23;32 departs from this metaphorical usage, comparing the

effects of wine to the venom of serpents. Eccl. l0:8, "Whoever digs a pit can fall into
it; whoever breaks through a wall can be bitten by a snake," warns against rashly trying
to change the status quo. It is all too easy to burn one's fingers.

8. Prcphetic Threat* Imagery derived from observation of the natural world finds a
parallel in the threat pronounced in Am. 5:19: "It is as if someone fled from a lion, and

was met by a bear; or went into ttre house and rested a hand against the wall, and was

bitten by a serpent." In this vivid causal sequence, in which the serpent is the final
instrument of God's punishment, Amos attempts to show that the confidence of the people

who look forward to the "day of Yahweh"eT is misplaced. A similar causal sequence

appea$ inlsa. 14:29, an oracle against the Philistines. They are looking forward to the

death of an oppressor (Tiglath-pileser?), but "from the root of the snake (ndhii)wrllcome
forth an adder (sepa'), and its fruit will be a flying fiery serpent (iaraP m"'dpdpl'
"Whereas the Philistines regard the danger as past, they and . . . the whole world of the

nations are in fact faced with an intensification of the threat from which there is no

escape."e8 According to Mic. 7:17, God's judgmentbrings a proverbial humiliation upon

the nations: they shall eat dust like a snake (cf. Gen. 3:14; Ps. 72;9;Isa.49:231.n
In a threat against Egypt, Jer. 46:22 compares the land to a snake gliding away,

which is nevertheless struck down as though by the blow of a woodsman's ax.

Finally, [sa. 59:5 compares the intrigues of the wicked to the hatching of adders'

eggs and the weaving of webs. "Whoever eats their eggs dies, and the crushed egg

hatches out a viper" expresses metaphoricdly the difference between the outward
appearance and the true nature of the plotters.

9. Oracles of Salvation. Only once (and without the use of ndhdi) are serpents

mentioned in an oracle of salvation: "The one who lives in the shelter of the Most
High" is borne up by angels so that he can tread on the lion (?) and the adder (pe!en)

and trample the young lion and dragon (tannin) underfoot (Ps. 91:13). Yahweh protects

his own, even and especially against proverbial dangers.

V. Dead Sea Scrolls. Apart from the Damascus Document, serpents are not a theme

in the Dead Sea Scrolls. Only in l lQTemple 60:18 does the piel of nhi occur with the

meaning "practice divination," an activity prohibited at Qumran (cf. Dt. l8:ll). There
are 3 occurrences of zdhal and 5 of pelen;.rep4'occurs once.

In IQH 5:27 the intrigues of the community's enemies are compared to the venom
of serpents, for which there is no antidote. CD 5:14 cites Isa. 59:5 to describe those

who violate the Torah; CD 8:19f.; l9:22f. cite Dt. 32:33 in proscribing apostates.

Fabry

97. -+ El' ybm(Y1,7-32).
98. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 54.
99. -->1D9 'apar.
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nphl n'h6ie!; iprnl n"hfiia; r[?[t n"huitan

Contents: I. l. Etymology and Meaning; 2. Distribution; 3. Lexical Field;4. Phrases;5. LXX.
II. 1. nftit in the Ancient Near East;2. Copper/Bronze in the Ancient Near East. Itr. Bronze/Cop-
per in the OT: 1. Everyday Life;2. Military Tl:chnology; 3. Cultic Objects. IV. Metaphorical

Usage: 1. Oracular Threats; 2. Oracles of Salvation; 3. Visions. V. The "Bronze Serpent." VI.
Dead Sea Scrolls.

l. l. Etymology and Meaning. The etymology of n"hdiel appears to lie within West
Semitic, since the Canaanite gloss nufiuitum in EA, 69, 28 (glossing erfr) already
provides evidence of the word. Association with a verbal root n/r.i tr gains nothing,
since such a root is not attested.

O. Sauermann associates the word with Egyp. nhf, "black, dark,"l seeing the term
for the metal as an outgrowth of its color. Karl H. Singer reverses the argument, deriving
nelbielfrom ndhdi, "serpent," with the basic meaning "serpentlike": "this probably
refers to the reddish-yellowish (copper pyrites) color of copper, which is reminiscent
of the color of snakes."2 These derivations are not particularly convincing, since all
words for metals exhibit the same etymological problems. They have no adjective
forms, and it is as easy to consider the verbs denominative as it is to consider the nouns
deverbal.

The noun n"l.tbiellI, "menstruation" (Ezk. 16:36), is associated with Akk. nafiiatu;3
it probably has nothing to do with our etymon.

Besides EA,69,28, this etymon is found in Aramaic, Mandaic, Arabic, Ethiopic,
and the Tigr6 dialects,4 always with the meaning "copper" or "bronze." "Since it . . .

is not always possible to decide whether copper or bronze is meant, we may establish
the following rule: for all objects characterized by strength and hardness, we may

nel.toie!. A. Alt, "Hic murus aheneus esto," ZDMG,86 (1933),33-48;1. Bott6ro, "Metal-
hrgie," Dictionnaire archdologique des techniques, tr (1964), 649-657; T. A. Busink, DerTempel
von Jerusalem von Salomo bis Herodes L SFS, 3 (1970), 232-35, and esp. 287f .; H. G. Conrad
and B. Rothenberg, Antikes Kupfer im Timnn-Tal. Der Anschnitt, Beihefte I @ochum, 1980) (cf.
G. Mansfeld, 7,DPV, 99 [983], 219-224); R. J. Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology, Y[l
(Leiden, 2t9lt); D( (Leiden, 21972); M. Gsell, "Eisen, Kupfer und Bronze bei den alten Agyp-
tem" (diss., Karlsruhe, l9l0); M. Heltzer, Goods, Pices, and the Organization of Trade in Ugarit
(Mesbaden, 1978); K. D. Hill and I. Mundle, "En," RAC,Yl,443-502; J. L. Kelso, "Ezekiel's
Parable of the Corroded Copper Caldron" JBI.64 (1945),391-93; J. D. Muhly, "Kupfer," Rl,A,
Y[,345-364; K. H. Singer, Die Metalle Gold, Silber Bronze, Kupfer und Eisen im AT und ihre
Symbolik. FzB, 43 (1980); M. Weippert, "Metall und Metallbearbeitung," BRL2,219-224.

1. -i Un: nnhdi, l.l.
2. P. 47.
3. AHw, tr, 715b.
4. On Mandaic see MdD, 290; onTigr€, WbTiga 324;here we also find the clearly denomi-

native verb "apply verdigris."
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assume that the material is bronze. If, however, we are dealing with n"hdiel as a raw
material, an alloy in smelting, or a material constantly exposed to great heat, we may
...assumecopper."s

2. Distibution. Tlte noun n"hoiel is a feminine form of nuhuit, not an abstract noun

formed from nahai + ,.6 It occurs 139 times in the OT, including 7 occurrences of the

draal n"huitayim (only in texts exhibiting Deuteronomistic influence). It appears with
significant frequency in Priestly literature (Po, Pt, and RP; 44 times), Ezekiel (7 times),
Deuteronomistic literature (the Deuteronomistic history and Deuteronomistic passages

in Deuteronomy,4l times), Jeremiah (14 times), and Chronistic literature (26 times).
The word is significantly rare in J (once), JE (? Nu. 2l; tvrice), Trito-Isaiah (twice),
Psalms, Lamentations, Zecltaiah, and Daniel (once each). This uneven distribution
reflects the use of the material for cultic utensils (P, etc.), weapons, and temple furnish-
ings (Deuteronomistic history, Chronicler's history); it is out of place in wisdom and

poetry. The last ases n"l.tfrid instead (10 times: 4 times in Job, twice in Deutero-Isaiah,
once each in Psalms [cf. also 2 5.22:35), Micah, and H [Lev. 26:19)). The adj. ndhfii
occurs only once (Job 6:12); Singer considers this occurrence a misreading ofthe noun.7

The noun n"huifin appears only in 2 K. l8:4. HAL arralyzes it as a hybrid form
combining nabai, "serpent," and n"hoie1, "copper, bronze"; according to Wolfram
von Soden, the afformative serves to emphasize certain representatives (often unique)
of the class denoted by the basic word (cf . liwydldn).8 It is possibly only consonance

that connects it with n"hai n"hbie1.e It is worth noting that all Hebrew nouns ending
in -an have something to do with serpents.lo

3. Izxical Field. T\e OT does not possess any term denoting metal in general; it
uses instead words for particular metals: + filt zahabh, "gold"; -+ |1O) kesep,

"silver"; barzel, "iron"; bedtl, "tin"; '6pere1, "lead." Whether '%dk (Am. 7:7f ., in
the vision of the "plumb line") really means "tin" is highly dubious, since this
interpretation makes the vision obscure.ll The noun sig, "galina, silver dross,"t2 prob-
ably does not mean pure metal but dross with a high metal content. Gold was of the

highest importance in Israel, both as a metal and symbolically. Since there were
probably various forms of gold for commercial purposes, Hebrew also has the more
or less close synonyms ke1em, paz, hnrfrS, beser and s'gbr.r3

The language also includes words for the two alloys known since the end of the

5. Singer,46.
6.8te,609. Cf. GK 86k.
7. P. 46, n. 3.
8. HAI. 11,692; GaG $56r.
9. E. L. Dietrich, ZDMG, ll3 (1963),202tr.
lo. Bli,500r; --) uinl nahai, l.l.
1 l. For further discussion see below.
12. HAL, tr, 750.
13. -+ IV,33-35.
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third millennium: electrum (hainul, a natural alloy of gold and silver) and bronze
(nehdiel an artificial alloy of copper and tin). The primary constituent of the latter,
copper, is also calTed n"hoie1. Brass, an alloy of copper and zinc, did not become
common until the Roman period and plays no role in the OT.

That these words belong to the same lexical field is shown by their use in series
and in parallelisms: gold, silver, bronze, iron, tin, and lead (Nu. 3l:22); gold, silver,
and bronze (Ex. 3l :4; 35:2; 2 Ch. 2:6,13); silver, gold, and bronze (Josh. 22:8); bronze
and gold (Isa. 6O: l7); bronze and silver (8x.35,'24;2 S. 8:10; Ezk.22:20;1 Ch. l8:10;
29:2);bronze and iron (Gen.4:22; Nu. 3l:22; Dt.28:23;33:25; Josh. 6:19,24;Jer. l:18;
6:28;Ezk.22:18; I Ch.22:l4,l6i2Cl\24:12); iron and bronze (Jer. 15:12).

4. Phrases. On the one hand, in construct phrases n"l.tfr"id appears only as a nomen
rectum: 'aptq€ n"l.tfrid, "tubes of bronze" (Job 40:18); dal161nehfiid, "doors of bronze"
(Isa. 45:2); m?pal.t nehfiid, "forehead of bronze" (Isa. 48:4); qeiel n"hfiid, "bow of
bronze" (2 5.22:35; Ps. l8:35[Eng. v. 34]). On the other hand, neh1iel does appear in
the construct, but only in the phrase nehbie!hatt"nfrpd, "copper ofcontribution" (Ex.
38:29). Asanomen rectum, nehdiel appears in a great many phrases:'aQnA nehfiid,
"bases of bronze" (E;x.26:37);'6pannA n"hfil6, "wheels of bronze" (l K.7:30); b,riah
n"hfiid, "bars of bronze" (1 K. 4:13); dal161 n"hfiiA, "doors of bronze" (ps. 107:16;
see also above); hdft n"hfrid, "mountains of bronze" (Znc. 6:l); hbmat n"hfiid, "wall
of bronze" (Jer. 1:18; 15:20); hbr€i nehfiii, "forger of bronze" (Get. 4:22; I K.7:14;
pl. 2 Ch. 24:12); !abb"'6! n"l.tfi"id, "network of copper" (Ex. 27:4); ydm hanneh1ieg
"sea of bronz e" (2 K. 25:13, etc.); kiQdn n"hfiid, 'Javelin of bronze" (l S. 17.6); lcty\r
n"hfri6, "basin of bronze" (Ex. 30:18, erc.); kelt n"hfiid, "vessel of bronze" (Lev.
6:211281, etc.); migirutA nchfr"iA, "shields of bronze" (l K. 14:27); mfi;aq n"hfrid,
"casting of bronze" (1 K. 7:16); mal.tt61 hannehAiel, "censers of copper" (Nu.
17:4116:391); mizbah hann"hdieg "altar of bronze" (Ex. 38:30, etc.); mif;bar n"hfiid,
"grating of copper" @x. 35:16, etc.)i mislw! nehfriA, "greaves of bronze" (1 S. l7:6);
m"siltayim n"l.tfrid, "cymbals of bronze" (l Ch. 15:19); mar'Eh n"hfiid, "appearance
of bronze" (Ezk. ,10:3); miiqal lwnn"hdieT "weight of bronze" (l K.7:47, etc.); n"hai
(han)n"hdie!, "seIpent of bronze" (Nu.2l:9; 2 K. 18:4); sarnA nehfi"iA, "axles of
bronze" (l K. 7:30); 'ammfrlA n"hfrid, "pillars of bronze" (2 K. 25:13); q6!a' nchfrid,
"helmet of bronze" (1 S. 17:38); qarsA n"hiiA, "clasps of copper" (Ex.26:11, etc.);
reiel nehfrid, "net of copper" (Ex. 27:4); ieqdlim n"l.tfri6, "shekels of bronze" (l S.
17:5); tcrfima! n"l.tfriA" "offering of bronze" (Ex. 35:24).

Finally, n'hoielismodifiedbythefollowingadjectives: memordt, "burnished"(l K.
7:45); mushab, "polished" (Ezr. 8:27); mArAq, "burnished" (2 Ch. 4:16); qdldl,
"smooth" @zk. l:7, etc.); rabbd, "much" (1 Ch. 18:8). As subject, neh1iel appears
with hdmam, "become hot," and l.tdrd, "glow" (Ezk. 24:ll); in the context of refining,
it is the subject of b6'bd'€i, "go through rhe fre" (Nu. 3l:22). It appears as the object
of hdia!, "hew out, mine" (Dt. 8:9); tdh4 "purify," 'Alar (hiphil) bA'ei, "passthrough
the fre" (Nu. 3l:23); l3irai, "forge" (Gen. 4:22); ydra', "break" (Jer. 15:12); and
idqal, "weigh" (1 Ch. 22:3). One can make ('Aid) objec* of bronze (genitive of
material) or overlay (sdpA: Ex. 38:2,6) them with copper.

I
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5. IXX. The LXX always uses challc^s/chalkoils/chdlkaios to translate nehfiid/
n"l.tAie1

IL l. nhit in the Ancient Near East. In the ancient Near East the term nhit appearc

above all in Aramaic texts.14

a. In Imperial Aramaic, as the nature of the documents would lead one to expect,

copper and bronze appear as precious metals in a wide variety of conffacts and transfers

of property. A list of materials guaranteeing a loan includes silver, gold, bronze, iron,

slaves, barley, spelt, and other foodstuffs.l5 Copper and bronze were used frequently

to make household furnishings, as their frequent mention in marriage contracts (bride

price, etc.) shows-e.g., bronze mirrors (mbzy zy nh.ir), bowls (tmby? tms'?), vases

(zlw'), poi-S (kp), possibly even a bronze plow.16 One invoice lists, together with many

other utensils, such a bronze plow (?, hri' zy nft..i) and bands of copper (nhiy'1.tt "16.

meaning of the fragmentary text is obscure, but the last may have been used in the

cultivation of palm trees. One text includes bronze vases (mny zy nbi) among the gifts

given to the king at his accession.l8 According to another text, bronze nuls (msmry

nhi) alnd bronze plates (tsn) were used in shipbuilding.le Finally, we know from the

petition to the governor of Judea that ttre temple of Yahweh in Elephantine has bronze

doors (d.i.iyn) with bronze hinges (? ;yryn, "hole for door pivot")'2o
b. Phoenician inscriptions tse nhit only in connection with dedications: Yehawmilk

dedicates a bronze altar (hmzbfu nWt) to the "Lady of Byblos,"2{ recalling Ex. 38:30

as well as the bronze altar from Beth-shan and the one from Ugatit.zz Votive offerings

included an image (smlt), arelief (mi + pn), ard an inscribed bronze tablet(dlt hnhit).23

The difficult phrase r'it nhit may denote copper of particularly high quality.z+

c. In Punic inscriptions votive offerings include a bronze altar weighing some 33

kgs. (73 lbs.), a bronze statue on a base (m's hnhit 'l m'kn'), and bronze doors (dlht

inhi\.zs There are similar texts from Palmyra.26 Whether Nab. nfr"i means "copper-

smith" is questionable.2T

14. DISO, 177;K. Beyer, Die aramiiischcn Texte vom Tbten Meer (Giittingen, 1984)' 635f.

15. AP, lO, t0f.; cf. the similar list in the context of a division of property in a divorce: AB
14,4.

16. See, respectively, AP, 15, ll,l2,l3; 36, 4: BMAE 7, 13tr.
17. See, respectively, An 81,37, lll.
18. BMAI 13,5.
19. AP, 26,12,15,16.
20. An 30, l; cf . TGP,84ff. On .r)ryn see HAL, [il, 10'24.

21. KN, 10, 4; 7SS1, Itr,25, 4 (pp. 93-99, esp. 96f').
22. Syr l0 (1929), pl. 60.
23. On the image see KAI, 33,2; on the relief, 43, 7; TSSI, lll' 36,7 (pp. 134-l4l); on the

tablet, KAI, 43, 12; TSSI, lll,36, 12.
24. KAI,3l, l: "choiceness ofcopper." Cf. fSS1, ilI, 17, I (pp. 66-68).
25. On the altar see KAI,66, 1; on the statue, 119,4; on the doors, 122,2.
26. DISO, 177.
27. CrS, [ 158, l.
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2. Bronze/copper in the Ancient Near East. copper was known throughout the
entire Near East as early as the fifth millennium; the production of bronze began toward
the end of the third millennium, possibly thanks to the fortuitous juxtaposition of
supplies of copper ore and tin ore near Byblos.28 Because they were relatively easily
worked and were substantially less expensive than gold or silver, copper and bronze
were the metals in commonest use. The earliest finds (end of the 4th millennium) come
from Teleilat Ghassul and rell Abu Matar; what is probably the most famous find, from
Nahal Mishmar, attests to the cultic use of this metal at an early date.ze Large-scale
imports during the Mari period, especially in the Late Bronze Age, illustrate the
importance of these metals for the manufacture of weapons, household furnishings,
and jewelry in Palestine before the first millennium. Sheets of copper and bronze
castings served above all for the production of large sculptures of cultic significancs.30
The production of large bronze artifacts is attested in Egypt since the l8th Dynasty at
the latest (the doors of the temple of Amon at Thebes), in Palestine since the time of
Solomon (Jachin and Boaz, the bronze sea), and in Mesopotamia since Sennacherib at
the latest (the pillars of the palace at Nineveh).

copper (bmty) was produced in Egypt itself (Timna, Araba, Serabit al-Khadim),
while bronze (bzmn1 was imported from Syria. Bronze vessels sometimes even served
as curTency.

In Mesopotamia copper (Akk. erfi.; Sum. uru"d) and bronze (siparru; sum. zabar)
were common, but had to be imported from Tilmun, oman, and Cyprus. Their value
in relationship to silver varied greatly, between l:80 and 1:140 (l:200 at ugarit), and
could be affected significantly by historical events and rising prices.3l In addition to
the common uses of these metals, copper was used as an additive in the manufacture
of glass (to give the color of lapis) and for the medical treatment of eye diseases.3z

The difficult word 'andf; in Am. 7:7f. (Akk. andku), often translated "tin," could
refer to an alloy of copper and arsenic, characterized by unusual hardness.33 If this
theory is correct,34 it would make possible a new interpretation of Amos's plumb line
vision.

Finally, Mesopotamian mantics used copper figurines in the practice of sympathetic
magic, while bronze, especially music played on bronze instruments, was thought to
counteract spells.35

28. C. F. A. Schaeffer, "La contribution de la Syrie anci6nne ir I'invention dtbrorze," JEA,
31 (1945),92-9s.

29. P. Bar-Adot,The cave of the Treasure (Jerusalem, 1971, 1980); see also w. G. Dever
and M. Thdmor, IEJ,26 (1976), 163-69.

30. For technological information, see Forbes; Weippert, 8RL2,221ff.
31. W. Riillig, RIA, VI, 345-48.
32. R. C. Thompson, Assyrian Medical Texts (Oxford, 1923),9, 1,34,39 see also MC, VI,

490t.
33. E. R. Eaton and H. McKerrell, World Archacotogy, B (1976), 169-191.
34. See the cautious discussion by J. D. Muhly, RII, VI, 360.

_ 15:9, c-opper and magic see G. Meier, BAfo,2l (1966), pl. tr/91. on bronze and spells see
RAC, Vt,48t.
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III. Bronze/Copper in the OT.
l. Everyday Life. These two metals are characterized by the ease with which they

can be worked. Their hardness and durability (bronze) and flexibility (copper) are useful
qualities, and their appearance is aesthetically pleasing. Since the natural resources of
Israel were meager (despite the idealized picture of the land in Dt. 8:9), copper and
bronze had to be imported or collected as tribute from subject peoples. The OT hardly
mentions their everyday use. Gen. 4:22 calls Tubal-cain the father of all smiths (a
reference to the Kenites); I K. 7:14 mentions the smith Hiram who was hired for the
bronzework of Solomon's temple project; and Ezk. 27:13 speaks of the bronze trade
of Tyre. Ex. 38:8 knows that women used copper mirrors. The temple musicians, finally,
used copper or bronze insffuments (l Ch. 15:19).36 We may assume that such agricul-
tural tools as plowshares, axes, and sickles (l S. 13:20) were made out of bronze.

2. Military kchnology. The hardness and durability of bronze made it particularly
suitable for the manufacture of weapons (1 S. 17:5f.,38; 2 S. 2l:16;22:35; I Mc.
6:35,39), chains (Jgs. 16:21; 2 S. 3:34;2 K. 25:7; 2 Ch. 33:ll; 36:6; Jer. 39:7; 52:ll;
Dnl.4:12,20115,23);Lam.3:7), and gate bars (Dt. 33:25; I K. 4:13). Goliath is para-
digmatic of a warrior with bronze armor: I S. 17 describes him as wearing a helmet
(kdba'), coat of mail (iiry6n), and greaves (mi;hk) of bronze. On his back he carried
a bronze javelin (ki86n) (cf. the exaggerated description in 2 S. 2l:l6,l9f .). A "bronze
bow" (qeie1 n"hdiefi is mentioned as a weapon in 2 S. 22:35 ar,d Job 20:24; in the
latter passage it is probably an elliptical expression meaning "bronze arrow."37 I K.
4: 13 mentions sixty cities across the Jordan fortified with walls and gates having bronze
bars (bdrtah). Shields of bronze served as both a means of defense and a reserve for
the city treasury. Solomon made such shields out of gold, which he stored in the House
of the Forest of kbanon (l K. l0:16f.). When Pharaoh Shishak plundered them,
Rehoboam replaced them with shields of bronze (l K. 14:27). For defense of the city,
they were set up in special wooden frames to protect the tower walls from missiles.38

According to the hErem law of the holy war, silver, gold, bronze, and iron had to
be devoted to Yahweh (Nu. 3l:22; Josh.6:19,24).3e This law was not always enforced
to the letter, however: Josh. 22:8 mentions the division of silver, gold, bronze, iron,
and clothing. Bronze is also mentioned in 2 S. 8:8; I Ch. l8:8 as booty and in 2 S.

8:10; I Ch. 18: l0 as tribute. In order permanently to disarm Bronze Age Israel, the
Philistines imposed a ban on metalworking (1 S. 13:19-22). The same tactic was
pursued by the Babylonians, who exiled all the smiths of Judah (2 K.24:14).

3. Cultic Objects. The hardness and durability of bronze together with its aestheti-
cally attractive appearance and high value made it a prized raw material for the

36. On the use of such instruments to counter spells see RAC, yI, 482.
37. B. Couroyer, "NHT: 'Encorder un arc'?" RA 88 (1981), l3-18.
38. -+ flD magen (Ylll,74-87).
39. -+ El'lll l.taram (Y, 180-199).
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manufacture of cultic objects, despite the fact that it was also used to make weapons.
Only two situations are mentioned that disqualify this metal and objects made from it
for cultic use: metal taken in battle that had been made unclean by the uncleanness of
the military camp itself had to be purified by fire (Nu. 31:22f.; cf .17:4 and the oracular
threat in Ezk.24:ll), and any cultic vessel contaminated by a sin offering (which was
considered extremely holy) had to be boiled thoroughly and scoured (an example of
late priestly scrupulosity; l*v. 6:21128l).

Copper and bronze were used extensively in Solomon's temple: according to I Ch.
22:3,14,16;29:2,7, David had already begun procuring these precious metals "in
quantities beyond weighing" for the building of the temple. Solomon established a
copper industry in the southern region in order to realize the construction of his temple
and palace (l K.7:47;2 Ch. 4:18).n In Hiram he employed an expert and arristically
talented smith ( I K. 7 :14; 2 Ch. 2:13). Copper or bronze was used to make the follow-
ing: the two pillars Jachin and Boaz (1 K. 7:15) rogether with their bronze capitals
(v. 16; the Chronicler's parallel in 2 Ch. 3:15ff. does not indicate the material); ten
stands (m"l6nbfi holding basins for water (l K. 7:27-39; 2 Ch. 4:6 [again without
indication of the materiall); the "brazen sea" (1 K. 7:23-26 par. 2 Ch. 4:2-5, but
disagreeing over its capacity); pots, shovels, and basins (l K.7:45 par. 2 Ch.4:16).
Clearly secondary is the reference to the "bronze altar" in 1 K. 8:64, described in more
detail in the Chronicler's parallel (2 Ch. 4:l). Nu. 17:1-5 provides an etiology for the
bronze covering of this altar: it is an admonitory reminder that any utensil that has
come in contact with something sacred must not be used for profane purposes. This
altar must be distinguished from the bronze altar in front of the tabernacle (2 Ch. 1:5f.;
cf. Ex. 3l:1ff.), which consisted of a wooden core with copper gratings and copper-
covered horns. Accordingto2 Ch.6:13, Solomon also made a bronze platform on
which he stood to pray before the assembly. Thus the Chronicler avoids describing
Solomon in priestly terms (cf. I K.8:22, where Solomon prays before the altar isel|.
Also secondary is the Chronicler's statement about the doors overlaid with bronze in
the court of the priests (2 Ch. 4:9). These passages make clear that copper and bronze
were used primarily outside the temple structure proper. The furnishings of the bayil
were gold (l K. 7:48ff.). May this fact not account for the prohibition against using
iron in the construction of the temple? Do these texts not preserve a building ritual that
antedates the kon Age?

The renovation of the temple under King Ahaz is reported in 2 K. l6:14ff.: the
bronze altar was replaced with a new altar, i.e., it was discarded (v. 15). The therio.
morphic base supporting the bronze sea was also removed.al Behind these actions we
see Ahaz's attempt to requisition all but the most important objects made of precious
metal for the payment of tribute to the Assyrians. We must note, however, that all these
bronze cult objects, including the base of the bronze sea, are mentioned once more

40. B. Rothenberg, "Ancient Copper Industries in the Westem Arabah," PEQ, 94 (1962),
5-71, esp.40.

41. But cf. Busink, 330f.
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(2 K. 25:L3f.,16f.; cf. Jer. 52:17f.,20,22) when the Babylonians despoil the temple.

Only the bronze altar is missing! It is mentioned again inBzk.9:2.
In P these texts are drawn upon and combined with P's own traditions to form an

ideal model (8x.25:l-31:18) describing the construction and furnishings of the taber-

nacle.4z As the Priestly understanding of obedience to the Torah would lead one to

expect, this description is matched (in Ex. 35:1-40:38), with only minor adjustments,

by a detailed account (secondary?) of how the work was carried out. In comparison

with the copper and bronze furnishings of Solomon's temple, the following differences

are significant: because the tabernacle is portable, a complex set of fittings for pitching

the tent is described, including rings, pins, hooks, pegs, and footings of bronze (Ex.

26:11,37 27:lO-19;36:18,38; 38:10-20); thebronze altaris fiued with rings forcarrying
(27:4;3516 38:5), and the carrying poles are overlaid with copper (21:6;38:6); in

addition, it is to be pictured as an altar with horns (7:2;38:2).Instead of the bronze

sea and the ten basins on wheels, we now find a single copper basin (30:18; 38:8),

which better reflects the meager furnishings of the postexilic temple. Ezr.8:27 indicates

that in the postexilic period the value of bronze had increased significantly, equaling

that of gold.

IV. Metaphorical Usage. The symbolic value of copper and bronze is not especially

expansive. The substantially lower value of these metals in normal times in comparison

to gold and silver lets copper serve as a metaphor for anything base-ethically,
evildoers. Bronze, however, symbolizes hardness and impregnability, so that its meta-

phorical use can be quite ambiguous. When metals characterize a list of eras, bronze

can easily suggest a degenerate age; when political entities are compared, it can stand

for an inferior empire.

l,Oracular Threats. [n oracular threats the prophets often draw on the process of
smelting and refining to lend color to their descriptions of judgment: "As one gathers

silver, copper, iron, lead, and tin into a smelter, to blow the fire upon them in order

to melt them, so I will gather you in my anger and in my wrath, and I will put you

in and melt you" (Ezk. 22:18-20). lt will then be impressively clear that Israel is

nothing but dross. In Jer. 6:28 a glossator (thinking of Jeremiah's call; cf. l:18) has

inserted a similar image into the text: the people are so totally corrupt that even

smelting cannot separate the elements, and everything must be discarded.a3 Copper

is susceptible to verdigris (hel'd), which symbolizes sin and stubbornness; it can be

removed only by intense heat (Ezk. 24:6,llf .). Since bronze symbolizes hardness, the

destruction of Solomon's monumental bronzes in 587 must have been perceived as

an especially harsh judgment (2 K. 25l.13; Jer. 52:17 Dnl. 2:34). The obscure threat

in Jer. 15:12 (a secondary addition to a confession) may refer to this event. Finally,

42. -+ );rx '6hel (r, ll8-l3o).
43. For a discussion of the passage see J. A. Soggin, "Jeremias Yl 27-30," W 9 (1959),

95-98.
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a post-Deuteronomic threat in Dt. 28:23 (cf. Irv. 26:19) curses disobedience to the
law with this punishment: "The sky over your head shall be bronze, and the earth
under you iron." The cosmos turns hostile to life. Texts from Egypt, Iran, and Greece
also speak of a sky of bronze.4

2. Oracles of Salvation. A bronze chain symbolized captivity without prospect of
escape (Lam. 3:7), from which in the end only God can deliver, by shattering bronze
doors and breaking iron bars (Ps. 107:16). In the Blessing of Moses (possibly pre-
Deuteronomic in the form of individual sayings), Asher receives the following promise:
"May your bars be iron and bronze; have peace as long as you live', (Dt. 33:25),
symbolic of unconquerable strength (cf. Isa. 45:2). It casts a bright light on the actual
experience of the prophet's call when either he himself or one of his disciples incor-
porates into the account of his call a promise of salvation like "I have made you a
bronze wall against the whole land" (Jer. l:18; cf. 15:20; there is copious material of
this nature in the prophetic tradition, based on real experience;a5 cf. also Ezk. 3:8f.).
The prophetic individual needs superhuman hardness and ruggedness to carry out the
office (cf. Isa. 50:7: "I have set my face like flint"). Using an ascending series of
metals, the oracle of salvation in Isa. 60: 17 predicts better times for Jerusalem: "lnstead
of copper I will bring gold, instead of iron I will bring silver."

3. Visions. Four prophetic visions mention copper/bronze. Burnished bronze has a
supernatural glow that makes it useful for the description of heavenly beings (Ezk. I:7;
40:3; Dnl. 10:6). The reference to the temple and tabernacle may also cast some light
on the symbolic value of the metals. Just as gold is used only inside, i.e., in the
immediate presence of God, so copper/bronze is used outside, i.e., in the immediate
vicinity of God. Gold, the most precious metal, points to God; copper/bronze points
to the messengers who surround him. The omission of silver from this symbolism has
not been explained.

The two mountains of copper (with the definite article) in the eighth vision of the
prophet z,echariah (Znc. 6:l) are difficult to interpret. scholars suggest that they rep
resent the two jambs of the gate of heaven, the twin (?) peaks of the world mountain,
or even the temple pillars Jachin and Boaz;a6 but these theories are not persuasive.
They clearly stand for something in the supernatural realm; further speculations are
only unverifiable fantasy.

v. The "Bronze SerpenL" scholars have proposed many explanations of the origin
and function of the bronze serpent.aT

44. MC yr,476.
45. MC, Vr,492.
46. For the first see Rudolph, Singer; for instances of this notion in Egypt and Greece see

RAC, VI, 477.For the second see M. Bid, Die Nachgesichte des Sacharja (Neukirchen, 1964).
For the third see J. W. Rothstein, Die Nachgesichte des Sacharja. BWA(N)T 8 (1910).

47. Maneschg, 84ff.
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l. Mosaic origin:
. a serpent image made at the same time as the ark and stored in it;+s

. a Syro-Phoenician emblem of Eshmun from Obot, a site in the desert;ae

. the staff of Moses with a sympathetic effect as a fetish.5o

2. Davidic origin:
. a totem of the house of David (cf. the many names containing the element

nhi in the genealogy of David);5r
. a military emblem of the Calebites, captured by David.52

3. Egyptian origin:
. an Egyptian serpent staff (cf. Ex. 4:1-5; 7:8-14),s3
. an Egyptian symbol of sacral royal sovereignty;s4
. a symbol of the cult of Renutet, the influence of which in Jerusalem during

the reign of Solomon was under attack.s5

4. Babylonian origin:
. an apotropaic talisman;56
. a representation of serpentine tutelary genii in Babylonian temples;s7
. an association with iarrapu (Nergal).58

5. Canaanite origin:
. a relic of Canaanite serpent worship and the fertility cult;se
. a non-Yahwistic cultic image in the Jebusite sanctuary of Jerusalem.o

6. Phoenician origin:
. a serpent staff of the Phoenician god Eshmun (cf. Greek Asclepius).61

H. Maneschg holds that n"lluitan was a cultic image of the Canaanites borrowed

by the lsraelites.62 After it had been incorporated into the cult of Yahweh, its origin

48. R. H. Kennen, ERE,1,792f.
49. A. Vernes, Revue Archiologique,6 (1918), 36-49.
50. H. Gressmann, Die Anfiinge Israels. sAT, ll2 (1920), 106; cf. W. Eichrodt, Theology of

the OT. OTL,2 vols. (Eng. trans. 196l-67),I,llzt.
51. W. Robertson Smith, Journal of Philology,9 (1880), 99f.
52. H. Cazelles, ks Nombres. Sainte Bible (1952), l0l.
53. H. Wohlstein, ZDMG, l13 (1963), 486.
54. K. R. Joines, "Winged Serpents in Isaiah's lnaugural Vision"' JBL, 86 (1967),4O9-415;

idem, "T\e Bronze Serpent in the Israelite Clult," JBL,87 (1968), 245-256.

55. M. Gdrg, BN, 19 (1983), 133f.
56. F. Thureau-Dangin, RHPR, | (1896), 15l-58.
57. T. C. Cheyne, EncBib, III (1902), 3387.
58. J. de Vaulx, Ies Nombres. SB (1972).
59. See, respectively, F. Hvidberg, y7; l0 (l%0), 288; K. R. Joines, JBI.87.
60. H. H. Rowley, "Zadok and Nehushtan," JBL,58 (1939), ll3-141, esp- 132-141; idem,

..Hezekiah's Reform and Rebellion," BJRI. 44 (1962),395-431, esp. 425-27; possibly also

W. Zimmerli, Studien zur alttestamentlichen Theologie und Prophetie. ThB, 5l (1974),254tr.,

suggesting a chthonic deity invoked for healing.
-Ot. 

fU. U. Farbridge, Studies in Biblical and Semitic Symbolism (repr. New York, 1970), 75f.,

and many others.
62. P.93.
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was retrojected into the period of the desert. It was easy to find points of contact with
a desert tradition. As a form, the familiar genre of the "murmuring" narrative was
chosen. The image was disarmed: it no longer represented the Deity but symbolized
the salvific intervention of Yahweh. Later, when it threatened to take on independent
value as an image conveying grace, it was destroyed in the cultic reform of Hezekiah
(2 K. 18:4).

If, however, Nu. 21:4-9 is dated in the period of RP, the perspective shifts: with the
help of the statement in 2 K. 18:4 but without identifying the bronze serpent with
nehuitdn, Nu. 2l:4-9 becomes an exemplary narrative inculcating salvific obedience
to Yahweh, composed in the late postexilic period with a purpose that is clearly
parenetic. The avoidance of the wordnchuitdn suggests a superstitious origin, a further
indication that Nu. 21:4-9 and 2 K. l8:4 ultimately have to do with two different objects.

By analyzing the itinerary and the archaeological evidence (esp. ttrat of Benno
Rothenberg), Maneschg concludes that the site of the plague of serpents reflected in
Nu. 2l could well be located between Kadesh and the Gulf of Aqaba;63 he is probably
thinking primarily of rimna. Against this theory are rhe late date of Nu. 2l:4-9, the
late composition of the itinerary, the uncertain location of the yam sfrp,& and the
unresolved question of a connection with the Midianite sanctuary at Timna in the twelfttr
century B.c.

vI. Dead sea scrolls. In the Dead Sea scrolls nchfria appears onry in resb 5:26
(in a blessing formula that is already almost an apocalyptic apostrophe, the prince of
the community is accorded horns of iron and hoofs of bronze), whereas nch6ie! appears
9 times. Bronze shields ornamented with gold, silver, and copper are mentioned in
1QM 5:4,5,8. The lance is fashioned similarly. It is safe to assume that lleremple
3:7,15-17 refer directly to the account of Solomon's temple in I K. 6-8; and ileremple
49:15 speaks of purifying copper tableware after a death in the house.

The mention of a copper tablet in llQTemple 34:l is interesting even though it
offers little textually. The Qumran community itself (?) used such copper tablets (3e15)
to list the property of their various annexes.65 Since archaeological explorations have
not yielded any positive results, a topographic interpretation remains dubious.6 All we
know for sure is that the use of this unusual and costly writing material must have
something to do with the subject matter, for copper tablets were fashioned only for
extraordinarily important purposes (cf. I Mc. 8:22; 14:18,26,48).

Fabry

63. A theory already proposed by R. de vaux, "L'itin6raire des Isra6lites," Hommages d
A. Dupont-Sommer (Pais, 197 l), 331.

64. _+ rl)O swp.
65. H. Bardtke, "Qumrdn und seine Probleme," TRu, 33 (1968), 185,204; "The scroll thus

contained an inventory of the property belonging to the individual divisions" (189).
66. Contra, e.9., B.Pixner, "Unravelling the Copper Scroll Code," Reve, llt43 (1993),

323-361.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Usage: 1. Qal; 2. Hiphil. |tr. Dead Sea Scrolls.

ry. txx.

l. l. Etymology. Biblical Heb. ndtd, "stretch out," has cognates with the same

meaning in Jewish Aram. n'1d'and Arab. natan. It is uncertain whether Eth. nalaya,

"tire," and Akk. na1fr, "sfrke,"l also belong here.

2. Occurrences. The qal of nntd occurs 135 times, the niphal 3 times, and the hiphil
75 times. IIAI lists 2 occurrences of the hophal: [sa. 8:8, where others interpret mutt61

as the plural of a subst. mullA, "span"; and Fzk. 9:9, where it is better to interpret

mutleh as "perversion (of the law)" (cf. Ezk. 7:10, where the MT reads matteh,

"staff").2 The distribution of the occrrrences is hardly significant. We are dealing with
a general word having many nuances; it can be used in a wide variety of situations.

The nouns mi11d, "couch, be6,"3 and probably -r;lDD malleh "staff," derive from

ndld.

II. Usage.
1. Qal. a. "stretch Out One's Hand." To "stretch out one's hand" means that one

is ready to perform an action, usually hostile. Yahweh stretches out his hand against

the Egyptians, and they know that he is Yahweh (Ex. 7:5). He stretches out his hand

in anger against his people and strikes (nkh hiphil) them so that the mountains quake

(Isa. 5:25). This image probably comes from the idea of Yahweh as a wilrior. Yahweh

has framed a plan to break Assyria (14:2427): "This is the plan, . . . this is the hand

that is stretched out against all the nations" (v. 26); no one can annul this plan: "his
hand is stretched out, and who will turn it back?" (v.27).In the oracle against Tyre in

lsa.23, v. 11 states that Yahweh has stretched out his hand against the sea and has

shaken the kingdoms; he will destroy the forEesses of Canaan. Behind this image may

lie the mythological notions of Ba'al's battle with the sea, especially meaningful in an

oracle concerning the naval powerTyre. Ex. 15:12 describes Yahweh's actions atthe
Sea of Reeds in similar terms, but with ydmin instead of yAd.

The expression is especially frequent in Ezekiel: against the people, to make the

natA.M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography,Yl," Bibl,49 (1968)' 355-369;idem, " 'A
Sea of Troubles': Notes on Psalms 55:3-4 and 140:10-11," CBQ,4l (1979),604-7; H. Gese'
..KleineBeitrage zum verstiindnis des Amosbuches," w 12(1962),417438; N. C. Habel, "'He
who stretches out the Heavens,', " CBQ, 34 (1972),41743Q' P. Humbert, "'Etendre la main'
(Note de lexicographie h6brarQue)," w 12 (1962),383-395; L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymologien
und Parallelen zum Bibelwiirterbuch," W 9 (1959),247-287.

l. AHw, tr, 768.
2. HAI. tr, 693.
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land desolate and waste (6:14); against a prophet who is deceived, to destroy him (14:9);
against the land, to send famine upon it (14:13); against the whoring people, to "reduce
their portion" (16:27); against Ammon, to cause the land to be despoil ed (25:7); against
Edom, to cut off from it humans and animals (25:13); against the philistines, to
exterminate the people (25:-16); against Edom, to make it a desolation and waste (35:3).
zephaniah, too, uses the expression: Yahweh will stretch out his hand against Judah,
to destroy those who worship Baal (1:4); against Assyria and Nineveh, to lay them
waste (2:13). It is especially wicked to stretch out one's hand against God and defy
him (Job 15:25 [Eliphaz, referring to Job]).

Only occasionally does the stretching out of a hand have positive significance, as
in Prov. l:24, where the expression describes the invitation of Wisdom. Isa. 65:2 uses
pdrai in a similar context.

In the refrain contained in Isa. 5:25; 9:11,16,20@ng. w. 12,17,21); l0:4b, the
outstretched hand of Yahweh symbolizes his repeated and enduring wrath (cf . 14.27
above).

In Deuteronomistic language the phrase b1a4 b'zaqa filiar1a' n"tfiyd describes the
mighty acts of God during the deliverance of Israel from Egypt @x. 6:6; Dt. 4:34;
5:15; 7 :19.. 9:29; Il:2; 26:8; 2 K. 17:36; Jer. 32:21; more generally: I K. 8:42; 2 Ch.
6:32; cf. also in reverse sequence Jer. 21:5). rn Jer.27:5;32:ri, the phrase is applied
to the creation of the world, and in Ezk. 2o:33f . to God's sovereignty in general. In the
accountof theplaguesinEx. T:8-10:29 thestretchingoutof thehandorstaffof Moses
or Aaron serves repeatedly as a symbolic action almost magical in its effect (7:19;
8:1f.,12f.[5f.,16f.h 9:22f.; lo:12f.,21f.); ir functions similarly in the passage through
the sea (14:16,21,26f .).

A sword can also be stretched out: Joshua stretches out his sickle sword against Ai
(Josh. 8:18f.,26) as a signal to attack (or possibly as a symbol of powera); the king of
Babylon will stretch out his sword against Egypt (Ezk.30:25); after David's census
the angel of Yahweh stretches out his sword against Jerusalem, to destroy it (the parallel
in 2 S. 24:16 says "hand").

b. spread, Extend. "Spread a tent" refers in the first instance quite concretely to
pitchingcamp(Gen. l2:8;26:25;33:19 35:21;Jgs.4:ll)andtopitchingatentforthe
ark (2 S. 6:17:' I Ch. 15:l; 16l;2 Ch. 1:4). Used elliptically without '6hel, ndtdappears
in Jer. l4:8 in the lament that God is like a traveler who spends only a night with his
people (although here ndtd ldlfin could also mean "turn aside from the way to spend
the night"). Cf. also Jer. 43:10, with iapria "pavilion," as object.

Then the spreading of a tent can be used figuratively for God's spreading out the
heavens, especially in Deutero-Isaiah. God's creative power is underscored by the
statement that he "stretches out the heavens like a curtain, and spreads (nd1d) them
like a tent to live in" (Isa. 4O:22; also 42:5;44:24;45:12;51:13). The same idea also
appears elsewhere: Jer. lO:12;51:.15;Znc. 12:1; Ps. 104:2; Job 9:8. Job 26:7 says that

3. -+ b-tg 'erei.
4. R. G. Boling and G. E. Wright, Joshua. AB, 6 (1982),24Of .
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God strerched out "the north" over the yoid (tdhtt). The question is whether sdpdn

refers to the northern sky or to Mt. Zaphon as the dwelling place of God.s But does

one spread out a mountain? Sir. 43:12 says that God spreads out the rainbow (not the

"vault of heaven" 1ttfrg)6).
A few texts speak of extending a measuring hne (qaw), literally in Isa. 44:13 to

measure the wood used to make an idol. Elsewhere the expression is used figuratively.

In 34:11 the line of confusion (tOhfr) and the plummet of chaos (bdhfr) are extended

over Edom; the consequence is total devastation. The same image appears in a prophetic

oracle in 2 K. 21:13: Yahweh extends over Jerusalem the same line and the same

plummet as over Samaria. 7nc. l:16 uses the niphal similarly to symbolize destruction.

In Job 38:5, by contrast, the question "Who extended the line upon the earth?" points

to the power of the Creator.

Used intransitively, natd sometimes has the meaning "extend, lengthen," especially

with reference to the shadows that lengthen at evening (2 K.20:10, in the context of

Hezekiah's miraculous cure); Ps. 102:l2llll 1O9:23, referring figuratively to human

life; cf. the niphal in Jer. 6:4). It can also describe wadis that extend into the distance

(Nu.24:6).i
c. Bow. The Blessing of Jacob uses naliliterally with the meaning "bow": Issachar

bows his shoulder to the burden and becomes a slave at forced labor (Gen. 49:15; cf .

the hiphil with a water jar as its obj. in 24:.14).It is used figuratively of God appearing

in a theophany: "he bowed the heavens and came down" (Ps. 18:10[9]), and in the

petition "bow your heavens and come down" (Ps. 144:5, hiphil). In both cases the

obiect is idmayim and the result is expressed by ydra{. Klaus Koch thinks that Job

9:8, discussed above, may also belong here.8

Used intransitively, then, ndtd can denote God's "inclination" toward an individual'

Thus the psalmist confesses in Ps. 40:2(1): "I waited patiently for Yahweh; he inclined

to me and heard my cry." It is also possible that this usage represents an ellipsis for
"he inclined his ear"; in this case, however, we would expect a hiphil.e

Whether Ps. 17:11 belongs here is unclear. The psalmist's enemies set their eyes

lint61 bd'dres, "to cast [him] to the ground" (NRSV) - but the construction with b'
is difficult.

d. Change Direction. Often nQA implies a change of direction in the literal or

figurative sense, either toward or away from something. According to Nu. 2O:17, the

lsraelites want to go straight through Edom, "not turning aside to the right hand or to

the left" (cf. the similar statement about the land of Sihon in Nu. 21:22 and with ldlekc!

in 2 S. 2:19). Balaam's donkey turns offthe road when it sees the angel of Yahweh

(Nu.22:23, twice).

5. For the former see E. Dhorme, Job @ng. trans., repr. Nashville, 1984),37tt. For the latter

see M. Pope, Job. AB, 15 (31973), 183.

6. HAI. r,295.
7. For other interpretations, see HAL tr, 693.

8.7-qW 86 (1974),521.
9. See 2.a below.

t_
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The figurative usage is clear in Prov. 4:26f.: "May all your ways be sure (yikkbnfi);
do not swerye to the right or to the left; turn your foot away from evil." Cf. 4:5, "Do
not turn away from the words of my mouth," and Ps. 119:51, "I do not turn away from
your law" (v. 1 57 : "your decrees" ). In Ps. 44: 1 9( 1 8) the speakers avow that their hearts
have not turned back (swg) from God, nor have their steps departed from God's way
('dral.t). Job 31:7, too, speaks of steps that turn aside (here with derek): in parallel we
find "follow my eyes." Ps.73:2 is not really comparable: here regel is the subject of
nala, and 'a"iifrr is the subject of ,ipl< pual ("be poured out," probibly meaning "lose
stability"). The text clearly refers to involuntary turning aside or stumbling: the psalmist
experienced a crisis of faith when he thought about the prosperity of the wicked.

The change of direction can also be toward something. Judah turns aside from the
road to Tamar (wayy€! 'Eleyhn'el-haddereft: Gen. 38:16); he joins a man from Adullam
(38:1; here with 'a! instead of 'el). Joab joined Adonijah rather than Absarom (ndtd
twice with 'altara; I K. 2:28). According to Jgs. 9:3, the hearts of the citizens of
Shechem inclined to follow Abimelech (wayy1! libbdm 'al.tare. The same idea is
expressed in 2 S. 19:15(14) with the hiphil: David swayed the hearts of all Judah as
one. The combination with lepd! can also have negative import: Solomon's heart turned
away from Yahweh (1 K. 11:9). In Ps. 119:112Ie! is the object: "I have inclined my
heart to perform ('dsd) your statutes." Here we may compare Flx.23:2: "In a lawsuit,
you shall not side with fuafi'ab"ft) the majority so as ro pe*"rt (ustice) lnatahiphil;
see belowl"; also I S. 8:3: Samuel's sons turned aside after gain (besa') and perverted
justice.

e. with Abstract objects. Finally, I note some passages where ndta is used with an
abstract object and means roughly "extend" or "offer." In Isa. 66: 12 yahweh promises
zionthat he will extend prosperity (idl6m) to her like a river; in ps.2l:12(ll) the
psalmist's enemies want to inflict evil (rd'd) on him; and in Gen. 39:21 yahweh gives
Joseph the heseQ of the chief jailer (par. ndlan hdn); cf. the hiphil with hcsej in Ezr.
7:28;9:9. A similar meaning is apparently present in I Ch. 2l:LO: ,,I offer you three
(choices)"; here, however, the parallel in 2 S. 24:lZhas ntl,,,impose.,,

2. Hiphil. a. Stretch out, Extend. The hiphil is often used in combinarions similar to
those that use the qal. One may stretch out a hand: Isa. 31:3 (Yahweh stretches out his
hand and the helper stumbles); Jer. 6:12 (Yahweh stretches out his hand against the
inhabitants of the land); 15:6 ("I have stretched out my hand against you [Jerusalem]
and destroyed you"); or one may pitch a tent (2 s. 16:22: on the roof, for Absalom)
or stretch out its curtains (Isa. 54:2, reading hatti for yallfr), or spread sackcloth on a
rock (2 S. 21:10). According to HAL, the hophal form in Isa. 8:8 is used figuratively
of outstretched wings.lo

The hiphil is also used to say that God bows the heavens and comes down (ps.
L44:5).rt Especially interesting is the expression "incline one's ear,,, i.e., pay special

10. HAI. tr, 693. But cf. I.2 above.
11. See II.l.c above.
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attention. Thus God bids the exiles to hear and heed his message of salvation (Isa.

55:3); the sage admonishes his listeners to heed his instruction (Prov. 4:20; 5:l;22:17;
cf. Ps. 78:1 and the admonition to the king's bride in 45:11[10]). In Jeremiah the

complaint that the people have not inclined their ear to God and listened to him has

become a virnral commonplace (Jer- 7:24,26; 1l:8; 17:23;25:4;34:14;35:15: M:5)'

In ps. 49:5(4) the psalmist says that he will incline his ear to a mdidL The expression

is also used in prayers to attract God's attention to the worshiper, e.g., "Incline your

ear and hear, open your eyes and see" (2 K. 19:16 par. Isa. 37:17), "Incline your ear

to me, hear my words" (Ps. 17:6; also 31:3[2]; 7l:2;86:l;88:3[2]; IO2:3121; Dnl' 9:18;

as a statemenil Ps. 116:2). Like the qal, the hiphil can mean "extend something to

someone"t Ezr.7:28;9:9; in both cases the object is heseQ'

b.Tum.The hiphil can mean "turn in a specific direction." Balaam turns the donkey

back onto the road (Nu. 22:23); Joab takes Abner aside in the gateway (2 5.3:27);

David takes the ark into the house of Obed-edom (2 S. 6:10)'

c. Turn Someone's Heart. Tlrchiphil appean with some frequency in the expression

"furn someone's heart in a particular direction": "tum my heart to your decrees

kl-'ed.wdleykd)" (Ps. 119:36); "do not turn my heart to (lc) evil" (Ps. 141:4); "[if
youl incline your heart to (lc) understanding" @ov.2:2); "put away the foreign gods

that are among you and incline your hearts to ('el) Yahweh" (Josh. ?A:23); "[may

Yahwehl incline our hearts to ('el) him" (1 K. 8:58); "they [the foreign women] might

incline your heart to follow ('ab+a their gods" (l K. 11:2; this did indeed happen to

Solomon, as w. 3f. tell us).12

But the heart can lead someone astray from the right way. The idolater "feeds on

ashes," says Deutero.Isaiah; his heart is deluded (hfrtal) and leads him astray (hitlilhfr)

(Isa. 44:2d). The strange woman persuades the young man with her seductive speech

(Prov.7:2l,par. ndtt hiphil). Elihu warns Job not to let the greatness of the ransom

ftaper) turn him aside from justice (Job 36:18).

d. Tu* Aside from the Woy. The hiphil hittd is used intransitively with the meaning

"turn aside from the way." Job says, "I have kept (idmar) his way and not turned

aside" (Job 23:11). Ps. 125:5 speaks of those who "turn aside to their own crooked

ways (,aqalqall6fl." Isa. 30:ll quotes ironically what the people say to the prophet:
..Iiave 

Gnral u" [right] way (dereft), turn aside (hattil from the [right] path ('aral.tl'

e. Pervert. tt is also possible to speak of "bending" or "perverting" a Way orpath'

Prov. 17:23 warns against accepting a bribe "to pervert the ways of justice," i'e', to

violate the principles of justice. This usage leads in turn to the expression "pervert

justice.', It appears already in the Covenant Code in the general prohibition "You shall

not p"*"rt tfre iustice due to your poor in their lawsuits" (Ex. 23:6). The following

n"o", 
"*p*d 

on this principle: do not declare the innocent guilty, do not take bribes

(w. 7f.). This prohibition is then adopted by Dt. 16:19: "You must not pervert justice;

you must not show partialrty; you must not accept bribes" (even the motivating clause
i.fo, u bribe blinds the eyes of the wise" recalls Ex.23). The prohibition takes special

L

12. On2 S. 19:15 see above.
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note of the gE4 the orphan, and the widow in Dt. 24:17 and the series of curses in
27:15ff.: "Cursed be anyone who perverts the justice of aliens, the orphan, and the
widow" (the MT reads "aliens who are orphans," but the terms are probably coordi-
natel3). Then we are informed that the sons of Samuel forsook the principles of their
father and turned aside after gain (ntuA 'ah"rA habbdsa'la), took bribes, and perverted
justice (l S. 8:3). Finally, Lam. 3:35 says that God will not fail to rake vengeance
"when human rights are perverted in the presence of the Most High"; the parallel in
v. 36 speaks of subverting ('awwE!) another in a lawsuit.

f . Turn Away. The thrust of Am .2:7 is rather different. Here the people of Israel are
castigated because, among other things, they "nvist the way of the afflicted (%Awim)."
The entire verse deals with oppression of the poor, and the expression is related to
Prov. l7:23.rs Similar is the charge in Isa. 10:2 that the needy (dallim) are turned aside
(ndfi hiphil) from justice (dtn). Prov. 18:5 uses the same verb for turning away rhe
innocent (sadfrq, "one in the righf ') from justice, as does Isa.29:21: "They turn away
the innocent (saddiq)by tdhfr [i.e., without grounds]." Am. 5:12 elaborates on2:7: they
aff7ict (srr) fhe saddiq, take a bribe (kbpefl, and turn away rhe needy ('elybn) in the
gate (i.e., in court). Compare also Job 24:4 ("T\ey thrust the needy off the road");
Mal. 3:5 ("who deprive the aliens fmattdh-gdrl in the land of their rights"). Here, too,
belongs the noun mulleh, "perversion of justice" (NRSV: "perversity"), in Ezk.9:9
and probably also 7:10, where the MT reads matteh.t6

Outside legal contexts, then, hittA refers to turning away someone seeking help. In
Ps.27:9 the psalmist prays: "Do not turn your servant away in anger."

g. Special Cases. In Sir. 32:17 yayleh t6l5dfud1 means "he refuses correction"; the
subject is probably to be re ad as'ti hdmds, "the man of violence"; in parallel is "pervert
(mik) the tdrd." Jer.5:25 says that the iniquities of the people have brought toral chaos
(hityfi-'elleh).

The text of Hos. 11:4 is corrupt. If we retain MT 'dl, we can follow H. S. Nyberg,lT
supplying an object and translating: "I bent [the fruit of the tree] to him and fed him."
If, following most modern scholars, we read 7/, "suckling," it is preferable to read
wA'et (qal): "I bent down to him and fed him." An association with l,'at, "gentle," is
to be rejected.l8

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The few occurrences of ntuA in the Dead Sea Scrolls stay
totally within the framework of OT usage. In the Temple Scroll hittd miipdt, "pervert
justice," occurs 4 times in conjunction with idhad, "bribery" (llQTemple 5l:13,17;
57:l9f .). The War Scroll speaks of stretching out a hand for weapons of war (1QM

13. JM, $177o.
14. See above.
15. See above.
16. See I.2 above.
17. H. S. Nyberg, Studien zum Hoseabuche. UUA,6 (1935), 86.
18. Contra H. Ewald, Commentary on the Prophets of the O\ I: Joel, Amos, Hosea and

Zechariah (Eng. trans., [.ondon, 1875), in loc.; W. H. Gispen, Ilet Boek Hosea. COT(1953), in loc.

I
I
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8:8). The bowing down of the heavens is mentioned in 1QH l:9, and lQJuba (lQl7)
1:4 speaks of rurning aside from the way.

IV. LXX. The rich variety of translations used by the LXX reflecS the broad

semantic range of nAlA. For the qal the LXX uses primarily ekteinein (44 times) and

ekklinein (24 times), but also pdgnfnai (8 times). For netuyd we find hypszl6s (20

times). Many other translations occur only once or twice. The hiphil is represented

primarily by klinein (24 times), but also by parabdlleiz (5 times), p€gninai (3 times),

epiklinein, euthynein, etc.
Ringgren

99J nap': 99D mattd': 99) neta'; d'1191 n"tiim; )DV iapl
- =a '---'-''- i-

Contents: I. Occurrences: l. The Roots z1'and irl,' 2. Outside Hebrew; 3. Of; 4. Ancient

Versions. II. Meaning: l. Verb; 2. Nouns; 3. Distinction between nata'and id1al.[1. Theological

Usage: 1. With God as Subject; 2. As a Human Activity. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Occurrences.
l. The Roots nt' and,irl. The Hebrew verb nala'denotes a natural and oft-repeated

activify in the everyday world of the settled farmer; we should therefore expect many

occurrences, distributed widely. Indeed, ndta' occuts 55 times in the qal (and once in

the niphal), as well as 1l occurrences of nominal derivatives. Surprisingly, the same

activity is denoted by a second lexeme, idlal, wltrch is substantially less common (10

occurrences) and is used only in a very circumscribed group of texts. The noun Jdfl
derives from id1al. This study includes both roots and their derivatives.

2. Outside Hebrew. a. The root nAta', contmon in Hebrew, is attested only rarely in

other Semitic languages. Ugaritic has only the plural no:ur;r mt't, "plantings,"l which

corresponds to Heb. matta'. Cynrs Gordon erroneously associates the form nt'n with
nl'; the former in fact represents an N stem of t'n.2 As a verb, n/'is attested outside

Hebrew only in Old South Arabic.
b. By contrast, the root .itl is distributed more widely. It is common in the Aramaic

ndta'. R. Bach, "Bauen und Pflanzen," Studien zur Theologie der alttestamentlichen Uber'
lieferungen. Festschrift G. von Rad (Neukirchen, 1961), 7-32; M. Delcor, "Le problEme des

jardins d'Adonis dans Isaie 17:9-lli' Syr 55 (1978), 371-394; I. Engnell, "'Planted by the

Streams of the Water,' " Studia Orientalia loanni Pedersen (Hauniae, 1953), 85-96; H. Ringgren'

"The Branch and the Plantation \n the Hodayot," BR, 6 (1961)' 2-8.

l. KTU, 1.20, IL 7 (cf.9); probably also to be supplied in the fragmentary text KTU, 1.22,

l,'26.
2. WUS, no. 1123. Cf. UT no. 1643. The term occurs in KTU, l-lO'1I,24.
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dialects with the basic meaning "plant," but is often used figuratively (Jtl peal; ielel
and,ieltld', "shoot, slip";iattdld', "gardener").lnn;bSyriachasatitsdisposalamuch
commoner verb for "plant," but also uses the base .irl and its derivatives (in addition
to iclal and the ethpeal, Syriac has the nouns ietld', "plantation," and itelta', "plant":;.
It is reasonable to ask whether the presence of both .irl and nf in Hebrew is due to
Aramaic influence, especially srnce idlal appears only in late texts (in Hos.9:13, the
MT reading i"1fil6is dubious; most scholars follow the LXX, emending the text to read
P;ayd id! l6h bdndyw; in this division of the consonantal text .irl does not appeara).

3. OT. a. Except for the niphal in lsa. 40:24, Biblical Hebrew uses the base n/'only
in the active qal stem; it serves to denote an action performed on an object (only in
lsa. 65:22; Jer. 1: 10; 18:9; 31 :28; 45:4; tucl. 3:2 is ndta' used absolutely). The object
of nata'may be an individual planfi a tamarisk (Gen. 21:33), the cedars of kbanon
(Ps. 104:16), a laurel (Isa. 44:14), a vine (Ps. 80:9[Eng. v. 8]), an 'aiErd (Dt. 16:21).
The'"hdltmof Nu. 24:6 is questionable; elsewhere (Ps. 45:9[8]; Prov.7:17; Cant. 4:14)
it is named as an aromatic along with cassia and myrrh (aloe, Aquilaria agalocha, "a
large tree in India with dark brown, hard wood"s). Primarily, however, the objects of
the verb are tracts of cultivated plants: vineyards (Dt. 6:1 1; 28:39; Josh. 24:13; etc. fl4
times in alll) or a vineyard (Gen.9:20; Dt.20:6;28:30; Prov. 31:16); olive groves
(always in conjunction with vineyards: Dt. 6:11; Josh. 24:13); gardens (Gen. 2:8; Jer.
29:5,28); plantations (n"td'tm: Isa. 17: l0; also Jer. 31:5 conj.); all kinds of trees (kol-'ds:
Lev. 19:23; Eccl. 2:5 [here in conjunction with vineyards and parks, p ardZstmf). In the
figurative sense the verb may denote the "planting" of the ear (Ps. 94:9), the fixing of
nails (as sharp points in a goad: Eccl. 12:11), or the pirching of tents (Dnl. 11:45).

When God is the subject of the statement, the action denoted by ndta' almost always
has to do with human beings: the whole people ("my people," "they:' the Israelites:
Ex. 15:17;2 S.7:10 par. I Ch. l7:9;Jer.2:21; ll:17; Am. 9:15; Ps.44:13[12]), the
exiles (Jer. 24:6;32:41), or those who remained in Judah after the catastrophe (42:lO);
even the wicked appear in one passage as the object of God's action (12:2). This last
is also the only passage that addresses the fate of an individual (for the plural here does
not refer to the wicked as a group). In both literal and figurative usage, the place where
the object is planted can be stated (with b", e.g., Gen. 2:8; Jer. 3l:5; 32:.41).

Isa.51:16 is the only passage that raises text-critical questions. On the one hand,
the combination nr' idmayim is unique; on the other hand, not only is nth itunayim
common, it already appears in this context (v. 13), also in conjunction withysd'eres.
The LXX clearly read nth, for both here and in 40:22 it uses histdneln to translate the
verb.

b. The only passage that uses the niphal of rwta'in a clearly passive sense is Isa.

3. I-exSyr 8lh.
4. For a different approach see W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT Xmll (1966), in loc.
5. J. Feliks, "Aloe," BHHW, 1,62; KBL2, 17, suggests ice plant, Mesembrianthemum nodi-

florum.
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4O.24. Both the LXX and Targ. Jonathan (to the extent that the heavily paraphmstic

text can be relied on as evidence) appear to have read active forms of the verb Ofi!"'tt
and zarc'fr, respectively); but the reading of the MT may be preferable, since it fits the

context better syntactically (cf. the suffixes inv.24b,which presuppose the comparison

of i6p'!A 'ere{ to a tree).

c.-Two nouns,malld'andneta', deivefromthe basent'. The former, with its prefixed

m, is amaqldl form, which can denote both the site and the result of the action referred

to by the qal stem.6 The latter is a segholate (qatl) denoting the result of planting. Both

substantives appear to belong not to the realm of everyday language but to the elevated

language of poetry and prophetic preaching.

InPs. 14412the Masoretes used the pointing n"1iim, presupposing a noun ndtia', not

otherwise attested in Biblical Hebrew.T There is a subst. nett'd (pl. -im) in Middle Hebrew,

but this does not guarantee the existence of such a form in Biblical Hebrew. The defective

orthography of the consonantal text suggests rather the readrngn'taim, the plural of nera'.

ln any case, the ancient versions do not distinguish their translation of nt'yminPs. 144:2

from their translation in other passages where they read nela ' or its plur al (LXX ne6phyton

in Isa. 5:7; Job 14:9; Syr. also has nsbt', which serves to translate neta' and iAlil lPs.

128:31). This evidence suggests that the versions, too, read the same noun nela'. The MT

reading may have been influenced by the more common nefi'A of late Hebrew. If so, the

identification of a lexeme ndtia', assuneJby HAI. is superfluous.s

4. Ancient Versions. In translating the verb na!a', the ancient versions exhibit little

tendency toward variation. The LXX consistently uses phytefiein or kataphyteilein, the

latter especially (but not exclusively) when the meaning is "grow, cultivate." Only

three passages deviate from this practice. In Nu. 2416 the LXX renders nata' with
6pExen, possibly reflecting a reading ntuA,butdependent in either case on is translation

of 'hlym as sk€nai (for'dhdlim): "like tents that the Lono has pitched." In Dnl. 11:45,

too, it translates weyitta'(with the obj. "tents") with stiisei, avoiding (kata)phyteilein.

The combination of "plant" and "tents" apparently offended the translators'sense of

language. In Isa. 51:16 4stEsa probfuly indicates that the LXX was translating a text

that read lint61 idmayim.e
For the noulrs mattd' and neta', too, the LXX uses derivatives of the root phyt-

without exception: for matla', phyt6s (Ezk 34:29;31:4) and phyteia (Mic. l:6; Ezk.

17 :7); for neta" ne6phyton (Isa. 5:7; Job l4:.9) and phfteuma (Isa. 17: 1 0). In Isa. 17: 1 1

it uses a verbal form to trarclate ni1'd15.

The Syr. exhibits a similar consistency, always using nsb or a derivative' In the

Targs., Onqelos always uses nsb, while Jonathan, besides nsb, uses the pael of qwm in

Jeremiah, Ezk.36:36, and Am. 9:15 (always when "planting" is meant figuratively).

6. JM, $88e.
7. HAI" 1,694.
8. rbid.
9. See above.
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The translators were not quite so consistent in their treatment of idlal; here too,
however, the LXX prefers phytertein, the Syr. zsb, and the Targs. nsD together with jrl.

II. Meaning.
| . Verb. The almost monotonous translation of the ancient versions shows that rafa'

is a verb with little variation in meaning. It nevertheless exhibits clearly recognizable
semantic nuances. These are determined in the first instance by the possibility of using
the verb "plant" either literally or figuratively.

a. The verb natq' means "plant": the insertion of a slip (neta' or iafil into the soil;
it thus belongs to the group of verbs that refer directly to the peasant who cultivates
the land, such as -+ ll'1l Tdra', "sow," --> t2'lll harq.i, ,,plow,,, and.dr niphal, .,hoe"
(Isa. 5:6; 7:25). Nevertheless, consociation with terms belonging to this lexical field is
remarkably rare (Dt. 28:39; Isa. 5:2; Jer.35:7; ps. r07:37). Direct antonyms are likewise
rare in literal usage: the unique qal of 'aqar in Frcl. 3i2, nalai in Jer. l:10, etc. (but
always in a fig. sense), and, karal.In light of its meaning in the Aramaic dialects, syriac,
and Mandaic, the meaning "tear out (by the roots)" should be kept for'aqarto only
in Mic. 5:12(13) (tear out an'aiard; cf. Dt. 16:2r) andBzk. 19:12 (hophal, referring
to a vine; cf. Ps. 80:9[8]) is ndyai used in a literal sense; when it appears as a direct
antonym to ndla', the meaning is always figurative.ll Although it never stands in direct
opposition to nata', karatr too, should be considered an antonym, since it can be done
to the same objects that appear with nata' ('"ierd: Ex. 34:13; ?s; Dt. l9:5).

A semantic nuance results when the planting is viewed not as the result of an action
performed while a farmer works the land but as the beginning of the growth of what
has been planted, as in the extended imagery of Jer.l2:z and ps. g0:9tr(gtr). In this
case the lexical field includes terms like "take root" (iri), "grow," "spread out,,, ..send

out branches," and finally "bear fruit." The antithesis is seen when the planting is
unsuccessful: the result is no fruit at all or not the expected fruit (cf. Isa. 5:2). Used in
this sense nata' is an affective term: an expectation or even a hope is bound up with
the planting (wayeqaw: Isa. 5:2).

b. To this point the discussion has concerned the planting of an individual plant (or
several plants); bu,t nata'can also refer to planting on a large scale, establishing an
agricultural settlement, a garden (Gen.2:8), a vineyard (Gen.9:20; prov.3l:16j, or
"all kinds of trees" (kol-'4s: Lnv. 19:23). Gen. 9:20 treats the planting of a vineyard
as a pioneering act of civilization, through which Noah proves himself '^- hn'adama.
In Prov. 3l: l6 it is a sign of intelligent management on the part of a capable housewife;
in Eccl. 2:4f. it is among the great works made possible by the possession of wealth.
Here, too, we find the same nuances noted above. In particular, the planting of vineyards
is considered so characteristic of sedentary agriculture that Rechab, devoted to nomadic
ideals, commands his descendants: "You shall never build a house, or sow seed, or
plant or own a vineyard" (Jer. 35:7). Dt. 6: I I numbers among the benefits of civilization

10. HAL, 11, 874' contra M. Dahood, Bibl, 47 (1966), 270.
11. See below.
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bestowed by Yahweh and awaiting Israel in Canaan, besides houses and cisterns,
"vineyards and olive groves that you did not plant." Ps. 107:36f. describes the trans-
formation of the desert into civilization (by Yahweh): "There he let the hungry live,
and they established towns to live in; they sowed fields and planted vineyards."

Together with the building of houses and the sowing of fields, the planting of
vineyards is a sign of normal civilized life. In this sense the promise vouchsafed to
Hezekiah in 2 K. 19:29 (par.Isa. 37:30) signals the new beginning of normal life in
the third year after the Assyrian disaster of 701. "It is apparently a considered estimate
that the people of Jerusalem who are threatened by the Assyrians will be unable to
gather in the harvest during the current year nor to plough the fields for sowing in the
following year, so that the year after they will be dependent upon the second growth,
and normal economic life will not return until the third year."12 The verse immediately
following, however, proposes to understand the promise of salvation, intended quite
concretely, in a figurative sense, using "take root" and "bear fruit" as metaphors for
the restoration of the house of Judah. For the Judahites in exile, at least, Jeremiah's
call to "build houses and live in them, plant gardens and eat what they produce" (Jer.

29:5; cf . v. 28b) means that they should live their lives as normally as possible in their
place of exile and stop waiting for a speedy return to their homeland. Conversely, in
the promise of salvation appended to the oracle against Tyre in Ezk. 28:25ff., the
building of houses and planting of vineyards is symptomatic of the stability that will
be achieved after return from exile.

Anyone who plants a vineyard expects to enjoy its yield: the aspect of expectation
associated with the nuance of large-scale planting is the same as that identified above
in the discussion of the basic meaning "plant." The standard threat of future disaster
accordingly includes a reference to the futility of investing such effort: "You build
houses of hewn stones, but you shall not live in them; you plant pleasant vineyards,
but you shall not drink their wine" (Am. 5:11; cf. Dt. 28:30,39; Isa. 17:10: Znph.l:13).
Conversely, to enjoy the fruits of one's own labor is a sign that the time of judgment
has ended and the age of salvation has begun: "They shall build houses and inhabit
them; they shall plant vineyards and eat their fruit. They shall not plant and another
eat; they shall not build and another inhabit" (Isa. 65:21f.; cf. Jer. 3l:5; Am. 9:14).

c. Only rarely does niita' have the meaning "cover with plants." This sense is
expressed in Isa. 5:2 by means of a double accusative (suf. + acc.): "he planted it [the
vineyardl with choice vines." In Ezk. 36:36 this meaning is established by the use of
nelarnmfr as an object: "I, Yahweh, will rebuild the ruined places and replant that which
is desolate."

d. When nata' is used figuratively, it is not difficult to recognize the basic literal
meaning. Like a seedling planted in the soil (where it takes root), so is the ear, which
God has "planted," i.e., set in its proper place (Ps. 94:9). In a similar manner, Eccl.
12:11 uses the verb of nails embedded in the point of an ox goad. Dnl. ll:45 is
immediately clear: the tents with their pegs are, as it were, planted in the earth; it is

12. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),396.
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therefore unnecessary to emend the text to nth here (Aram. i"lal also frequently used

for pitching tents). The metaphorical use of "plant" or its opposite "uproot" to describe

the fate of an individual or a nation is readily explicable when the metaphor itself
requires it. In Isa. 40:24 the familiar image of a withered plant describes how Yahweh

brings down the powerful: "scarcely are they planted, scarcely sown, scarcely has their
stem taken root in the earth, when he blows upon them, and they wither, and the tempest

carries them offlike stubble." The imagery of Jer. l2:2 is rather different: the life of
the wicked, successful and apparently secure, leads the prophet to suspect that Yahweh

himself has planted them, so that they can take root and bear fruit. Here the planting

represents the life of the wicked, apparently grounded on a firm foundation. Ps.

80:9ff.(8tr ) likewise employs the imagery suggested by the metaphor, using the familiar
vine allegory to compare the settlement of Israel in Canaan to the planting of a vine.

ln Jer.2:21, too, the metaphor of a choice vine (possibly borrowed from Isa. 5:2) is
used with other images to represent the incomprehensibly wicked conduct of Israel;
the metaphorical use of nata'derives from the image employed, as it does also in Jer.

1l:17 (the luxuriant olive tree).

This metaphorical usage explains how nata'by itself, without further figurative
elaboration, can stand for Israel's occupation of the land. In Ex. 15:17 the context
emphasizes that Yahweh alone has done this. 2 S. 7:10 par. I Ch. l7:9 emphasizes

more the element of security; Ps. M:3(2) stresses the contrast between the driving out
of the previous occupants of the land and the stable planting of Israel.

No trace of the vine, vineyard, or olive tree metaphor, however, appears in the

characteristically Jeremianic sequence "build (and tear down), plant (and uproot)."
Robert Bach has demonstrated that this usage goes back to Jeremiah himself. His

derivation of the sequence "build 
- 

plant" from a felicitation formula, however, is

less convincing. The supposed sequence exhibits too much variability and focuses its

interest on too great a range of aspects to derive from a single root. The Jeremianic
sequence characteristically gives no additional detail qualiffing the building and

planting. "This loss of concreteness lends the terms almost the character of ciphers. . . .

They denote the salvation and disaster wrought by God as comprehensively and gener-

ally as possible: the concrete form of the salvation and disaster never comes into
view."l3 Bach finds the origin of the sequence in Jeremiah's proclamation of disaster
(Jer. 45:4); its use in the context of hope for salvation is therefore secondary (24:6;

3l:28;42 lO). Its absolute use to characterize the ambivalence of the prophet's message

stands accordingly at the end of its conceptual development (1:10; 18:9).

2. Nouns. The noun neta'candenote an individual plant or sapling, as in Ps. 144:l2ta
and Job 14:9; both texts associate it with the idea of vigorous growth. Inlsa. 5:7 neta'
parallels kerem and therefore should be translated "planting, plantation"; it has the

same meaning in Isa. 17:10, where the phrase nit'A na'9nanim probably refers to the

13. Bach,26f.
14. On the derivation of neta'see above.

j
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so-called gardens of Adonis.ls Otherwise the place where planting takes place is always
referred to as metla', literally in the sense of a place where plants are planted @zk.
l7:7;31:.4; Mic. 1:6) or figuratively in the sense of "Yahweh's planting" (Isa. 6O:21

[Q];61:3).In Ezk. 34:29 we should probably follow BIIS in reading matta' idldm (or
idlZmt6), "planting of salvation." The only passage with a different meaning is Isa.

17:11, where MT nit'4kwould have to mean "planting" in the sense of "being planted."
The LXX translates it with a verbal form, interpreting it, probably correctly, as an

infinitive construct.lT

3. Distinction between nata' and idlal. T"lrc verb idlal differs from nata'in both
usage and meaning. It appears exclusively in poetic language and has a very restricted
distribution (Ezk. 17; 19 [6 times]; Jer. 17:8; Ps. l:3 [in the metaphor of a tree by the
waterl; otherwise only Ps. 92:l4ll3l, where it is used figuratively).l8 Eight of the ten
occurrences are forms of the passive participle. [n each case it refers to a single plant
(in Ps. 92:l4ll3), an individual). The interest is always in the site (preferred, well-
watered) - an aspect of no weight in the case of nata'. The noun .ia.1il appears only
in Ps. 128:3; it has the same meaning as n"tiim.

III. Theological Usage. In itself, "plant" is not a theological term; only its use in
specific contexts and formulas lends the verb a theological quality.

l. Wth God as Subject. The theological sense is most striking when God is the
subject.

a. In the literal sense the verb nata' is predicated of God only in mythological
language; Gen. 2:8 uses it to emphasize God's special care for his creation. When Nu.
24:6;Ps. 104:16 use the verb to describe enornous trees not planted by human hands,
we are dealing with the figurative language of poetry.

b. In historical retrospect Ps. 80:9(8) describes lsrael's entrance into Canaan as

Yahweh's planting of a vine. This metaphorical language emphasizes that the gift of
the land is Yahweh's own personal act; it can also be used to express Yahweh's special
care and love (Isa. 5:2; Jer.2:21) or to underpin Israel's claim over against that ofthe
nations (Ps.44:3[2)). Israel is Yahweh's planting (maga': Isa. 60:21; neta': 5:7).The
Qumran community considered itself matta'a1 '6lam, an "eternal planting" (lQS 8:5;
1l:8; CD 1:7).re

c. This figurative language, used in the frst instance to characteize past history
can then be applied to Yahweh's future actions: as a prediction of disaster or salvation,

15. See Delcor; on the questionable identification of the deity calle.d na'1nin, gee

H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), 182t.
16. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),211.
17. Blz, 343b; HAL, ll, 694.
18. On Hos. 9:13 see I.2.b above.
19. See Ringgren; A. S. van der Woude, "Das Hiobtargum aus Qumran Hrihle XI," Congress

Volume, Bonn 1962. SW 9 (1963),33O.
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the formula of "(tearing down and building), uprooting and planting," is used to
proclaim Yahweh's sovereignty over history. It is ambivalent only when it describes
the prophetic message (Jer. 1:10; l8:9); as a prediction of God's acts, it is always
unambiguously negative (45:4) or positive (24:6; 42:lO; 3l:28:' 32:41:. Am. 9:15).

2. As a Human Activity. a. In itself the human activity of planting is theologically
neutral. It can, however, become the object of an enjoinder: planting an 'aierA as a
symbol of an alien cult is forbidden (Dt. l6:21);I*v. 19:23 associates an ancient taboo

regulation with the establishment of an agricultural settlement; the exiles are com-
manded to build houses and plant vineyards (Jer. 29:5,28). Gen. 21:33 mentions
Abraham's planting of a tamarisk as a praiseworthy cultic act.

b. Farmers by their labor lay the groundwork, but they cannot guarantee the outcome.
Their experience constitutes the background for threats that promise the frustration of
all human effort as a sanction for disobeying God's commandments (Dt. 28:30,39; Am.
5:11; erc.). Negation of such a threat (Isa.65:22) or its conversion into a positive
promise (v.21) can be an oracle of salvation announcing the end of the time ofjudgment
(Jer. 31:5; Ezk 28:26; Am.9:14).In Dt.6:11;Josh. 24:13, a modification of this threat
becomes a parenetic reminder that God freely gave the land to Israel.

Reindl

IV. Dead Sea Scmlls. In the Dead Sea Scrolls the verb nata' occurs only in the
Temple Scroll (l lQTemple 51:20; 52: l), with reference to the "planting" of an '"izrA
(Dt. l6:21f.). The nouns maltd' and matta'a! occur frequently as metaphors for the

community: it is "an everlasting plantation, the holy house [temple] of Israel" (lQS
8:5; cf. 11:8) or "the root of a planting" that has sprouted from Israel and Aaron (CD
l:7). This notion is developed extensively in IQH 8:5ff.20 As in Isa.4l:19, God causes

a planting of all kinds of trees to grow up, "trees of life in the secret source, " nourished
by living water. "They must make a shoot grow in the evedasting plantation" (similarly
lQH 6:15). Other trees (unbelievers), with access only to ordinary water, will grow
tall in their plantation (cf. Isa. 17:ll) and rise up against the eternal plantation. But the
"true plantation" (rnatla'a!'emefi, although hidden and unnoticed, will endure and its
fruit will be preserved. The other trees will be destroyed, but the "plantation of fruit"
will be an Fden, which the poet (probably the Teacher of Righteousness) will water
by his teaching, and whose trees he will align with his level. The paradisal symbolism
recallsT.Irv. 18:l0f.,whichspeaksofthepriestlymessiahopeningthegatesofparadise
and giving the saints food from the tree of life. The notion of planting appears also in
l(Eth.) En. 10:16; 84:6.21

Ringgren

20. See funggren.
21. M. Delcor, RB, 58 (1951), 537f.
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Contents: I. Etymology and Distribution: l. Etymology; 2. The Verb in the OT; 3. Derivatives;

4. Phonetically Similar Words; 5. LXX. II. Human Subjects: L Hands; 2. Lips; 3. Speech; 4.

Prophetic Speech. trI. The Heavens, Clouds, and Mountains: l. The Heavens; 2. Job 36:27;3.
Am. 9:13; Jo. 4:18(Eng. 3:18).

I. Etymology and Distribution.
l. Etymology. Outside Biblical Hebrew, the root nlp in the sense of "drip, drop,

melt" occurs in Samaritan, Synac, Mandaic, Arabic, Ethiopic, and Tigr6.1 It occurs
also in 4QEn" (4Q204) fr. 1 1:6 in the sense of "resin" (cf. ndldp).2 The Deir'Alla text
(2:35f .) probably also uses the root with reference to tal, "dew," and .ir "rain," with
the fields or mountains as subject, to symbolize a happy future.3 According to Wil-
liam A. Ward, the root is an n-expansion of an element yp, related to Egyp. *df (in a
variety of specific forms: dfy, "large jug"; dfdf.t, "drop"i dfdf, "d.ip"; etc.).4 Other
expansions of the same element appear, forexample, in Middle Heb. 1ipydp, "drip";
Arab. fifa Middle Heb. fip, "overflow"; and Arab. pfa, "flow, swim." A connection
with Akk. natapu, "uproot," is semantically impossible.s

2. The Verb in the OT The verb occurs 9 times in the qal: with the subj.
idmayim/'dpim (Jgs.5:4; Ps. 68:9[8]) and the obj. mayim (Jgs. 5:); with the subj. htuim
and the obj. 'asis (Jo. 4:18[3:18]); with the subj. yd8/'esbd'61and the obj. mbr ('6ber)
(Cant. 5:5); with the subj. iiptA/iiptdl and the obj. napel (Prov.5:3; Cant. 4:11); with
thesubj. iiptdlandtheobj. mdr'6!Er (Cant.5:13);andwiththesubj. milld(Job29:22).
Most of the occurrences are in poetic texts. The verb also occurs 9 times in the hiphil;
in 8 of these occurrences (Ezk. 2l:2,7[20:46;21:2); Am. 7:16; Mic.2:6 [3 times], 1l
[twice]) it has no object and means "speak as a prophet." It also occurs in Am. 9:13

- like the qal in Jo. 4: I 8(3: 18) - with hdrim as subject and Tsis as object.

natap. M. Dahood, "Honey That Drips," Bibl, 54 (1973),65f.; K. Kob, "Noch einmal
Netopha," ZDPV 94 (1978), ll9-134; E. Lipiriski, "Juges 5,4-5 et Psaume 68,8-11," Bibl, 48
(1967), 185-206; E. Vogt, "'Die Himmel troftbn' (Ps 68,9)?" Bibl, 46 (1965), 207-9; idem,
" 'Regen in Fiille' (?salm 68,10-ll)," Bibl, 46 (1965), 359-361; W. A. Ward, "Notes on Some
Egypto-Semitic Roors," ZAS, SS (1969\,7C72.

l. HAI. \,694.
2. J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, A Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts. BietOn 34

(1978), 10:6 (pp. 64f.).
3. J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, Aramaic Texts from Deir 'Alln. DMOA, 19 (1976),251t.
4. Pp.1Ot.
5. AHw, n,767f.
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3. Derivatives. Among the derived nouns, ndtdp @x.30:34) is a resinous exudate

that was mixed with equal parts of i"hElel (onycha) and l.tclb"ni (galbanum) and then

combined with the same amount of frankincense6 to make an aromatic mixture to be

burned as a daily offering and in the holy of holies on the Day of Atonement. The basic

material of this resin is a matter of debate: suggestions include the mastic terebinth,
Styrax fficinalis, myrrh, and balsam.T

On netep / netaptm as a drop of water in Job 36:27, see Itr.2 below.
Then there are the neltp6y mentioned in Jgs. 8:26; Isa. 3:19, probably ear pendants

but possibly neck ornaments, worn by the defeated kings of Midian and by the flashy
women of Jerusalem. Both texts speak of them in conjunction with fuhardntm, "little
moons"; they may therefore have served not only as ornaments (Isa. 3:19) but as charms

to protect fertility.s
The toponym Netophah appears in Ezr. 2:22 and Neh. 7:26 together with Bethle-

hem in the list of exiles who returned under Zerubbabel. Men from Netophah were
among David's warriors (2 5.23:28f.; 1 Ch. 11:30) as well as among the Levites and

temple singers (l Ch. 9:16; Neh. 12:28). They were also among those responsible for
supplying the king (l Ch. 27:13). "The Netophathite" is the brother of Bethlehem
(1 Ch. 2:54). Most of the references to what was probably a tiny village date from
the postexilic period; there is hardly any connection between the local tradition and

the other nlp texts (Ps. 68:9[8]; Jo.4:18[3:18]?). Identification of the site does not
appear to be certain;e the name at the edge of the desert of Judah is probably
meaningful.

4. Phonetically Similar Words. Phonetically similar to nO is ddlap/delep for a

leaking roof, an image describing an indolent person (Eccl. 10:18) and a quarrelsome
wife (Prov. 19:13;27:1510), as well as a crying eye (Job 16:20; Ps. 119.,28). Then there

is 'drap (Dt. 32:2; 33:28; Sir. 43:22); it is always used with /a/ to represent healing
(rdpd', h6ita') fertility for the parched land. Finally, there is rd'ap @s.65:12[11]; Job

36:28; Prov. 3:20; hiphil in Isa. 45:8), a sign of the constantly recurring created order
established by Yahweh; it is predicated of idmoyim/iehdqim, the ma'g"b YHWH, and
the ne'6lmiSbdrlnthe texts listed, "drip" or "drop" is usually a satisfactory translation.
By contrast, the common verb id1ap, phonetically similar but semantically different,
refers to a substantial flow or an inundation.ll

6. So U. Cassuto, Exodus (Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1967),400.
7. For the mastic terebinth see AruS, l, 541l, HAL, U, 695. For Styrax officinalis, Cassuto,

Exodus, 399f.; rejected by J. Feliks, EncJud, XV, 415f. For myrrh, A. Dillmann, Die Biicher
Exodus und lzviticus. KEHAT 12 efi97),361. For balsam, Fellks, Enclud,IY, 142f.

8. See esp. H. Weippert, "Schmuck," BRI],285f.; H. Wildberger, Isaiah I-12 @ng. trans.,
Minneapolis, l99l), 15 l-56.

9. Kob, ll9-134; O. Keel and M. Ktichler, Orte und landschafien der Bibel,2 vols. (1982),
11,662: fiirbet beddfAluh; ramat rahel; birbet umm tilba.

10. AuS, I, 188f.
ll. -+'190 mnfin Yln, 252f.
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5. IXX. In the LXX most of the occurrences use the root stag- (stdzein, apostdzein;
staWzein, apostaldzein; stagiin, staktir), which probably exhibits an onomatopoeic
similarity.tz It always means "drip" or "drop"; staktii is used for the resin in Ex. 30:34.

The prep. ap6 is a special case, used onomatopoeically with the obj. glylasmds,
"honey," in Prov. 5:3; Cant.4:11; Am.9:13; Jo.4:18(3:18). Although the verb does

not appear there, Job 29:22belongs in the same semantic field, as does Mic. 2:6 with
klaiein and dakrlein There is an element of the tumultuous and the extraordinary in
existdn, usedinJgs.5:4(A; subj. ourands),andochlagdgein,used inAm.7:16forthe
prophecy of Amos.13In Ezk. 21:2,7(20:46;21:2) epibldpeinplus a statementof direction
parallels propheteilein Jgs.8:26 and Isa.3:19 use different roots: hormiskos-
strangalis; lqithema. The word group stdzein, etc., is also used to translate Hebrew
words other thar, n1p. Gk. ndtdpon, "oil of bitter almonds," derives from the root nlp,
but does not appear in the LXX.la

II. Human Subjects.
l. Hands.In Cant. 5:5f. the hands of the beloved ("my hands dripped with mynh")

represent the opening @AUb, twice) of a locked garden (cf . 4:12.5:5f.). Here the image

shifts from the house ofvv. 2f. to the garden. It is probably also the garden ofherbody,
her totality, including her inmost feelings (md'ay-yd/ay/'esb"'61ay; cf. Jer. 3l:20; Ps.

144:1; etc.ls); myrrh is the embodiment of this garden and its riches (Cant. 4:6; 5:1).
When the door is opened (5:5), the text speaks for the first time of overflowing (the

probable meaning, not simply fluidity). All kinds of fragrances (4:14) are gathered in
the hand as a symbol of anointing. The practice of smearing door bolts with unguents

is widely attested.l6 The form of the poem may also echo the weeping at a lover's
door,lT but the image of the garden must not be overlooked.

2. Lips. The lips of the beloved dripping with myrrh, says Cant. 5:13, are lilies
(ifiiqnnim). This metaphor may refer to their brilliant color, possibly their exquisite form;
perhaps, however, the image of liliesl8 represents life and fertility; note the antonyms and

synonyms: brambles (2:2); breasts, twins (4:5); belly, heap of wheat (7:3121); pasturing
(2:16;6:2,3).It probably means also that the beloved's lips are all of these when they speak

of the bride, since elsewhere the imagery of lilies always refers to her. All the images in
5:l2f . are in fact garden images, and the feminine forms are striking. re His locks, his eyes,

12. H. Frisk, Griechisches etlmologisches Wrterbuch,2 vols. (Heidelberg, 1960-70),n,776.
13. "Court the mob": LSJ, 1281.
14. Frisk, II,308; LSJ, 1170.

15. Dahood. RSP,l,2l3.
16. Lucretius: W. Rudolph, Das Hohe Lied. KAT XYIJ.I2 (1962), 156; Mesopotamia: M. H.

Pope, Song of Songs. AB,7C (1977),522.
17. Pope, 522t.; G. Krinetzki, Kommentar zum Hohenlied. BBET 16 (1981), 159ff.; cf. also

Prov. 7:17.
18. Lotus for "sister": see A. Hermann, Agyprische Liebesdichtung (Wiesbaden, 1959), 125t.
19. F. Landy, Paradoxes of Paradise (Sheffield, 1983), 80.
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his cheeks and lips, like those of the bride, are the garden; in him, in his lips, this profusion,
this fecundity find their ultimate meaning and expression. His overflowing abundance
(dbei, his desirability (mamlaqqtm; v. 16) are his brilliant, life-giving perfection.2O

Cant. 4: l1 speaks of the lips of the bride; up to this point, the emphasis has been

on her beauty (4:1-10a: ydpO. The image of dripping honey from the comb, found
only here, is employed (note the 12 words beginning with m- in vv. 8-10). This
image probably refers not only to the refreshing taste, the beautiful appearance of
the bride (a crimson thread: v. 3), but also to her sweet and sparkling speech
(midbdrAk na'weh: v. 3; cf. Ps. 19:11[0]). The next image, honey and milk under
the tongue, points in the same direction (cf. Ps.66:17 [positive]; Job 2O:l2lnega-
tivel). In ancient Mesopotamian literature honey frequently symbolizes love, espe-

cially to the beloved.2l
Prov. 5:3-5, describing the lips of the strange woman (zdri, nohiyd) contrasts with

Cant. 4:10f. Again the text speaks of lips dripping with honey, an image that elsewhere

suggests the soothing, health-giving effect of words and even wisdom itself (Prov.

16:24; 24:13).zz But the very next words take a different turn: instead of soothing,
invigorating milk we find oil in the mouth, a plethora of words, smooth lips, speech,

and kisses that seduce the youth (7:13-22, esp. 13,21) and finally lead him like an ox
to the slaughter (v. 22).In the case of the strange woman, there can be no talk of love:
instead of soothing milk and honey he finds bitter wormwood,23 her tongue becomes

a sword, and her legs lead onward to death on the path to Sheol. The image of the

strange woman should not be construed as one-dimensional; she is primarily an antitype
to the man's own wife or bride (iiJd: Prov. 5:18; kalld: Cant. 4:ll).24

3. Speech. Job 29 speaks of happiness, respect, abundance, and vigor of days gone

by (vv. 3-5,6-7,18-20). Young and old, nobles and princes (vv. 8-10), and especially
the poor (vv. 11-16) attend to this abundance of vigor. Job is their eye, foot, hand,

father, and light (vv. 13-16,24). They listen to his counsel, they wait for it in silence

as one waits in silence for Yahweh (Ps.37:7;Lam.3:26).zs They are like the parched

earth; Job's word drops on them like rain (Job 29:22: 'dbmi tittdp milldf), which
otherwise is sent by God (28:26; 37 :6; 38:28),like the latter rain (malqii)26 for which
they open their mouths as for Yahweh's word (Ps. 119:131; cf. the wordplay in Job

29:22f.: milldlt - matar - malqbi; pthempd'"rfi).It is also Job who puts on Yahweh's

20. A. Brenner, "Aromatics and Pertumes in the Song of Songs," JSOT 25 (1983), 78f.;
G. W. van Beek, "Frankincense and Myrrh," 8A,23 (1960),70-95.

21. ANET 645 ("man of honey"); H. Ringgren, "Hohes Lied und hieros gamos," 7AW, 65
(1953), 3OO-302; idem, Das Hohe Lied. ATD,16l2 el98l), 274,n.9.

22.Dahod (65f.) paticularly emphasized 5:2f.
23. -+ itJ:,, la-nh (YllI, 14-16).
24.For a balanced treatment, with bibliog., see U. Winter, Frau und Giittin. OBO,53 (1983),

613-625.
25. -+ i1A1 damnh Il (lll, 264); --> )n, yahal, vI, 5 I , 53f.
26. -+ IDD mdlan YIIJ, 252, 255; AuS, ll 2, 302-4.
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{edeq and miipd! like a garment (v. l4). This profusion of images may be relatively
late.z1 ln any case it probably presupposes texts such as Ps. l; Jer. 17:8.28

4. Prophetic Speech. Job 29:22 may help us understand the difficult passages Am.
7:16;Ezk.2l:2,7(20.46;21:2);Mic.2:6,11, which deal with prophetic speech. These
passages (all in the hiphil) never state explicitly the actual meaning of nqp. The earliest
is probably Am. 7 : 1 6 (secondary). Amos's higip' aL b A l y i i hdq par allels "prophesying "
(hinnd\e' 'al-yiird'El). The same is true in w. 12f., where prophesying is understood

as a remunerative activity (zf;ol-idm lehem). The LXX interprets v. 16 in a negative
sense: ochlagogein, "be a demagogue" (cf. Symmachus: "reproach"); this meaning
probably does not come out of the blue2e but reflects v. 10: qdiar 'al, "conspire
against." [n any case, the prophet's message is clearly one of disaster and is more than

suspect to his audience.
This element is likewise not entirely absent from Ezk. 2l:2,7(20:46;21.'2).Here nyp

is certainly part of the total act of prophetic speech (itm pdneyftd derel - hagep 'el 
-

hinndlE' 'el 
-'amarta /e),30 directed toward all points of the compass, and is therefore

parallel to hinnfrbd'. As a message of ineluctable disaster (ld'-1iftbeh-la' fiittu, it
embraces all (kol-pdnim - kol-bdfir: vv. 3f.,10[20:47f .;21:5] ;addtq weraia': v. 8[3]).
The effect of this speech on the audience (h"ld' m"maiiEl m"ialtm htt': v.5[20:49]) is

clearly negative.3l The hiphil of n1p is not simply synonymous with hinnnf;e'; rather,

the basis of the comparison is probably the absence (also mil) of rain and storm, and

ultimately also of the blessing of the prophet's message. Nothing in these texts suggests

anything like ecstatic "slavering"; furthermore, the verb never appezrs in passages that
describe typically ecstatic speech.32

Mic.2:6-11 is an oracle in the form of a discussion with the leaders of the house

of Jacob.33 The hearers object to this prophesying (hi11tp: v. 6), which is obscure (mdidl:
v. 4) and predicts only calamities (kelimm61: v. 6). The leaders want to remonstrate

with Yahweh, to utter prophecies against him (v. 7), to listen to a prophet of empty
falsehoods (v. 11), not one who devotes himself to "the favorite theme of the officers
and soldiers,"3a but in contrast to the proclaimer of disaster one who prophesies the

salvation of an ideal future (cf. Am. 9:13;Jo.4:18[3:18]).
The image of the lying prophet, who pours out the water of falsehood over Israel,

appears later at Qumran in the Damascus Document as one who weighs wind (CD

27. F. Stier, Das Buch 17bb (Munich, 1954), 318f.
28. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (21963), 410.
29. As argued by W. Rudolph, Amos. KAT, XIlIlz (1971),251, among others.
30. F. Hossfetd, Untersuchungen zu Komposition und Theologie des Ezechielbuches. FzB, ?-0

(1977), 38lf ., 433; W. Zmmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 422f .

31. Contra Zimmefli:, cf. H. W. tMolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977), 315.
32. F. Ellermeier, Prophetie in Mari und Israel (Herzberg a.Harz, 1968), 180f.; on slavering

see A. Jepsen, Ncbi (Munich,1934), ll.
33. E. A. Neiderhiser, "Micah 2;6-11," BTB, ll (1981), 104-7.
34. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1990), 84.

L__
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8:13; 19:25) and leads the people astray into the desert (l:14f.); in lQpHab l0:9 as

one who builds a phantom city of blood and establishes a community based on false-
hood; and in the pesher on Mic. l:5-7 (1Q14 8-10;.ls This figure may pave the way
for the prophet of lies in Rev. 16: 13; 19:20; 20:l0.zo

III. The Heavens, Clouds, and Mountains.
l.The Heavens. Jgs. 5 is composed in the form of a hymn;vv.2-9 are framed by praise

of Yahweh (bdr"f;A YI{WA;zt while vv. 4f. extol Yahweh as the God of Israel. In an

awesome theophany Yahweh advances from Seir and Edom (probably parallel and equiv-
alent3s), which, like Sinai, Paran, and Teman in Dt. 33:2 and Hab. 3:3, may represent

Yahweh's original home.3e This is an advance into battle (ldhem: Jgs. 5:8), to perform
victorious deeds (siSqdg v. 1l); it is also a descent from Thbor, probably accompanying the

warriors of Israel (w. 11,13f.), with Yahweh their only shield and spear. The text envisions

a concrete battle with the kings of Canaan (nilham: v. 19). When Yahweh advances, the

earth rembles and tumult fills the cosmos (cf. esp. Ps. 77:18f.[7f.]; 18:8[7]; Isa. 24:18).4
The heavens and the clouds drip - water! There is no good reason to abridge the text or
to translate it diffetently (image of tottering); this repetitive style is typical of the Song of
Deborah.al Cosmologically, water dripping from the heavens and the clouds bespeaks an

overflowing abundance, as in the Flood (Gen. l:llf.;8:2).4 Above all, Jgs. 5:21f. help

interpret the image. Water from heaven43 and from the abyss (qeQfimtm- qti6n; cf . the
alliterating zs and 4s in w. 4f.,20f.) brings about the defeat of the Canaanite coalition.
Similarly, the hills can be described as "flowing" (ndzal), parallel to the "dripping" (nlp)

of the mountains (Am. 9:13; Jo. 4:18[3:18]). It is likely that Yahweh was worshiped early

on as "the one of Sinai," and then worshiped as a mountain god on Tabor.

Ps. 68 resembles a processional hymn, with its imperatives to praise God (vv.

5,33,35) and its repeated blessing formulas (brk: w. 20,27,36).44 In v. 8, unlike Jgs.

5:4, Yahweh does not come from a particular place; he is in his exalted sanctuary (Ps.

68:6,18f.,25,36) and in Jerusalem (v.29); Sinai (vv. 9,18) is a name rather than a place

35. D. Barth6lemy and J. T. Milik, Qumran Cave I. DJD, | (1955), 78.
36. M. A. Klopfenstein, TLOT, lI,610.
37. J. Blenkinsopp, "Ballad Style and Psalm Style in the Song of Deborah," Bibl,42 (1961),

6t-76.
38. M. Weippert, "&lom und Israel," TRE, lX (1982),291.
39. M. Weippert, "Jahwe," RLA,y (1976180),250f.,252; -+ NIr yasa', y[,232f.
40. -+ f']N 'erets (1,388-405).
4l . A. J. Hauser, "Judges 5: Parataxis in Hebrew Poetry," JBL, 99 ( 1980), 23-41; M. O'Con-

nor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake, Ind., l98O),220,362f., etc. On abridging the text
see J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT, l0 (1977),11, etc. For the image of tottering see Lipiriski,
199; Vogt, "Himmel," 207-9.

42.E.F. Sutcliffe, "The Clouds as Water-Carriers in Hebrew Thought," W,3 (1953),99-103;
P. Reymond, L'eau, sa vie, et sa signification dans I'AT. SIrI 6 (1958),202-7.

43. On the stars as bringers of rain, see Blenkinsopp, 73; R. G. Boling, Judges. AB,6A ( 1975),
I r3.

44. This paragraph cites only the verse numbers of Ps. 68 in the Hebrew text; the English
numbering is one fewer.
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of origin.as Thence he arises and thither he returns from Bashan, from his enemies,

from the "gables of the gods" (w. 16f.,23; cf. the verbs qfim, yaia!, idkan, 'dld l" in
vv. 2,17,19).a6 Yahweh goes before his people in the desert wilderness $t"itmbn
[anarthrous]: Dt. 32i10; Isa. 43:19f., erc.). Unlike Jgs. 5:4f., Ps. 68:9 begins again after

a seli. As in Jgs. 5:4f., the whole cosmos is in tumult; heaven and earth are shaken.

The enemy will be struck - they will perish before God (mipp"n6.' 3 times invv.2f .,9),

they will be scattered, be driven away, melt away, flee. But the combination of vv. 9,10

also gives nfp a positive aspect: Yahweh brings rain (geiem) to his parched, languishing
heritage, he restores it (v. 10) - he, the "rider of the clouds" (vv. 15,18,34).47

2. Job 36:27. In lob 36:27 God himself ('31) separates the water drops from the

great reservoir above the firmament, drops that ultimately "distill" rain from the

heavenly ocean ('Ed).a8 Then the clouds can pour down funzal) rain, dripping upon the

mass of humankind.ae As in Jgs. 5:4f.; Prov. 3:20, the heavenly ocean and the clouds

are involved; as in Ps. 68:9f.(8f.), this rain is both judgment (bdm ydltn'amm?m: Job

36:31) and salvation, i.e., food in abundance (v. 3lb).so t64rat God does in the firmament
will not pass away (mispar idndyw weld'-hEqer: v. 26b).It brings judgment and sal-

vation to all (adam rdb: v.28b).

3. Am.9:13. Am. 9:13-15 is probably a single unit;sl a later addition, framed as an

oracle from God, it highlights what Yahweh will do for Israel. He will lead his people

home from captivity (v. 14a), giving them back their land to plant (nd!an/ndta'). Fields
(v. 13), cities, and gardens (v. la) will be restored by God's act; his "replanting" of
his people is reflected in human activity (nd1a'/'did: v. 13a). The earth will be restored

in its fullness, the regular cycle of activity will replace destuction: building and

dwelling, planting vineyards and making gardens and enjoying their produce (v. 14);

the more restricted cycle of the year: cultivating and harvesting (v. 13a). Stability and

fruition (ydiab - ialA -'dkal) are predicted, not so much the regular monthly cycle

of fertility.sz Thus the mountains' dripping sweet wine (v. 13; hiphil) is the soil's
reaction to Yahweh's act, resembling the reaction of the human population. It is probably

also a sign of unimagined, almost paradisal abundance, which eases the labor of human

civilization. Just as the mountains will drip sweet wine, the hills will flow with it -
the imagery recalls the description of Yahweh's judgment in 9:5. Now, however, the

45. Contra M. Dahood, Psalms I. AB, 17 (21973), 143; H.-J. Kraus (Psalrns 60-150 lEng.
trans., Minneapolis, 19891, 54, etc.) is probably wrong in suggesting Tabor.

46. P. A. H. de Boer, Y7; I (1951),53f.
47. See L. Stadelmann,The Hebrew Conception of the World. AnBibl,39 (1970), 115. -+

;N, h'A (VII, 395f.); cf. yeiim^n. Vogt ("Regen," 359-361) destroys the continuity by trans-
posing w.9 and 10.- 

+4. See N. Peters, Das Buch Hiob. EHAT,2l (1928),415; M. Pope, Job. AB, 15 (1973),273.
49. Not r"!i!im with E. F. Sutcliffe, Bibl, 30 (1949),82; and Pope, Job, 236.
50. Surcliffe, 85.
51. Contra P. Weimar, "Der Schluss des Amos-Buches," BN, 16 (1981), 60-100, esp. 89-94.
52. Woltr, Joel and Amos,354.
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result is not mourning but drunkenness (the best translation of mfrg in this context),
tottering (cf. the parentheses in vv. 13ap,14b,l4ay) from strong drint 1Zsas,1.s:

4. Joel4:18(j:18)- Like Am. 9:13-15, Joel 4:18(3:18) is embedded in an oracle of
Yahweh; it is also associated with the restoration of the nation. Yahweh's habitation is
Zion (vv. 17 ,21[3:17 ,21]); the land round about resembles a new paradisal garden (cf. Isa.
5 l:3; Ezk. 36:35). The mountains, formerly the site ofjudgment (Ioel2:2,5),scorched by
fre, now bear witness to the land's fertility (cf. the resurrection of Ba'al: "The heavens
rain oil, the valleys flow with honey"s+;. The hills flow with milk where previously the
animals groaned and the cattle wandered about (1:18). The drunkards and wine drinkers
wailed over the sweet wine, cut off from their mouths (l:5); now it drips from the
mountains for all. Joel 4: 18(3: 18) harks back to the image of abundant fertility in 2:18-27;
the vivid, concrete imagery loses some of its vibrancy, but compensates for the loss by
extension to all ages. The streambeds of Judah will always flow &alaU; the paradisal
fertility is permanent. From Zion, from the house of yahweh, which had been without
offering (l:9,13f.,16) because the land was without food, goes forth a stream, like the
stream issuing from the garden of Eden in Gen. 2:10, linking beginning and end (cf. Ezk.
47:l-12), watering the whole earth (cf. Z,ec.I4:8; ps. 36:5ff.[4ff.];46:5[4];65:10[91ss;.
The mention of Wadi Shittim may bring Judah back to the entrance to the new land (cf.
Josh. 2:l; 3:l; possibly the wildemesslteitmbnl of Ps. 68:8[7]; wadi Shinim andn"ydp6l
are related traditions), where it will dwell forever in full view of the desolate habitations
of the enemy (Joel 4:19f.[3:19f.). Nothing is said of any human response, unless 3:l-
3(2:28-30), the outpouring of the Spirit of God, can be associated with 4: l g(3: l g).

Madl

53. Not " 'rippling'of wine": ibid.,354; softening the soil -+ll} mfig, VItr, 150; see K. Koch,
et al., Amos. AOAT 30 (1976),240f.;LXX s-jmphytoi isontai; .,tully cultivated,', LSJ, 16g9.

54. KTU,l.6, m, 6f..12f.
55. -+'1i1 har lll, 446.
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Contents: I. Etymology and Distribution: l. Etymolog5r;2.The verb and Its Synonyms in the
or; 3. Derivatives; 4. D(X; 5. Dead Sea Scrolls. rI. Guard, Keep: l. Guarding a vineyard; 2.
Keeping words. III. Lev. 19:18. rV. Yahweh's Anger: l. with His people; 2. wirh His Enemies.

natar. G. R. Driver, "Studies in the Vocabulary of the OT, UI,', "IIS, 32 (1931), 361-66;
M. Held, "studies in Biblical Homonyms in the Light of Accadian," JANES, 3 (l9].l), 46-55;
w. J. odendaal, "A comparative Study of the Proto-Semitic Root nrr" (diss., stellenbosch,
1966); G. Sauer, "iI) zsr 'to guard,' " TLOT n,762t.
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I. Etymology and Distribution.
l. Etymology. It is possible that ntr represents two homonymous roots. The first is

related to Akk. nadaru, "be wild, rabid" (although there are phonological problems),
and parallel to iamaru I, "rage." I This etymology has been proposed for Jer. 3:5; Am.
l:ll conj., as well as Lev. 19:18; Jer. 3:12; Ps. 103:9; Nah. l:2.2The second homonym
is related to Proto-Sem. ntr Akk. nasdru, Ugar. n(,r; Egyp. Aram. ntr, and early Heb.

nsr,' it occurs in the later form ntr in Cant. 1:6; 8:11f. (plus Dnl. 7:28 [Aramaic]) with
the meaning "guard, keep." Aram. ntr is first attested at Elephantine;3 it is not clear
whether Heb . ntr developed under Aramaic influence or analogously to Aramaic.a Other
scholars assume that all occurrences of n/r represent the same root; in such passages

as Jer. 3:5,12, they speak of "keeping anger," "being angry continually."5
Derivation from a single root seems to be supported by the various ways the

continuation of anger is expressed: (1) the modifier l"6lam (Ier.3:5,12; Ps. 103:9; cf.
Am. l:ll); (2) addition of such verbs as iamar (Jer. 3:5; Am. 1:11), fib ldnesah (Ps.

103:9), and ian7' - 
'dhnf; (Lev. 19:17) and the phrase hfrsil 'ant (Jer.3:12), expressing

a condition; (3) the verbal form of the active participle (Nah. 1:2).

2. The Verb and lts Synonyms in the OT. All occurrences of the verb are in the qal.

Cant. l:6; 8:11f.; Dnl. 7:28;Lev.19:18 differ formally from the other texts by including
an accusative object: k"rdmim, karmi (Cant. l:6); piry6 (Cant. 8:12 fcf. kerem, v. lll);
mill"ld' (Dnl.7:28); 'e1-b"nA'amme$a (Lev. 19:18). As aprepositional object, lc;drdyw
occurs in Nah. 1:2. Otherwise only the adverbial modifier le'6hm occurs (Jer.3:5,12;
Ps. 103:9). As synonyms of the meaning "be angry," we find naqam (Lev. l9:18; Nah.

l:2), idmar (Jer. 3:5; Am. 1:11), rr0 (Ps. 103:9), and hipptl panay bdkem (Jer. 3:12).

3. Derivatives. The noun mallArA derives from this root (mattard' [Aramaic orthog-
raphyl in Lam. 3:126).It means "target" in I S. 20:20; Job l6:12;l-am.3:12; "guard"
in Jer.32:2,8,12;33:l;37:21 (twice); 38:6,13,28;39:14,15; Neh. 3:25; and "guard
gate" in Neh. 2:39. In 1 S. 2O:20 the word refers concretely to the "target" fu
Jonathan's arrows.T In Job 16:12 and Lam. 3:12 it refers figuratively to the body or
kidneys, respectively, of one who has been wounded by God's arrow.8 Jeremiah is

l. See, respectively, AHw, II, 703; III, 1154.
2. First Driver, 361-63;then KBI],613 (also HAL,Il,695); O. Rtjssler, ZAW 74 (1962), 126;

Held; K. J. Cathcart, Nahum in the Light of Northwest Semitic. BietOr 26 (1973), 42-44; and
Odendaal.

3. J. A. Fitzmyer, JAOS, 8l (1961), 202; idem, Bibl, 46 (1965), 54.
4. Odendaal, 158; for Aramaic, Nabatean, and Palmyrene see DISO, 178.
5. E.g., GesTh, 8'19; GesB, 502:' l*xHebAram, 514; HAL, II, 695. -+'1Y. nasar.
6. Blz, $62x; M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen und grammatikalischen Aramaismen in alttesta-

mentlichen Hebrciisch. BZAW 96 (1966), 83f.: fem.; cf. Aram. manterd', "guard," etc.; DISO,
159.

7.H.J.Stoebe, DasersteBuchSamuelis.KATYmllGgT3),387;AuS,Yl,330-32;BRI],
49,89.

8. On kidneys --) n'l!)) keldy61, VII, 179f.; on God's arrow, -+ Yn bz; (Y l18-124).
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confined (kdlfr': Jer. 32:2; 'dsfrr: 33:r;39:15; ydia!: 3i:2r;3g:r3,zr;39:14) in the
"court of the guard." He appears to enjoy a certain freedom of movement: he can make
contracts (32:12), travel to certain destinations (37:11ff.;not to the temple: 36:5), speak
freely (38:l), and receive sufficient rations (37:21);but he also faces the possibiliry of
closer confinement (prison:37:ll-16; a cistern:3g:6tr), which can lead almost to
death.e In Neh. 3:25; 12:39, we are probably dealing with purely architectural terms.

4' IX( The LXX uses several words to translate ntr: phyldss| (Cant. r:6e); phy-
ldkissa (l:6d); terad (8ill,l2); syntzr66 (Dnl. 7:2g). In the-texts where the m"uningi,
"be angry" we find mZni6, ,.rage, bear a grudge', (Irv. 19:lg; Jer.3:12; fs. tO::e;,
emiro (Nah. 1:2), and diam4nd/diaphyldsso (for natar/idmoi J"r.3:5). This variety
in itself reflects the difficulties the LXX had in translating the root. For ..court of the
guard" the LXX always .^es au$ t6s phylakils; Neh. 12:39 ha s probatik|,..rr,""p gut"i;
1 S. 20:20 has the otherwise unknown aruittais; Job 16:12 und tuo,. 3:12 use skop6s

- reflecting a broader meaning than ma!1ard.

5' Dead Sea Scrolls- In the Dead Sea Scrolls the verb is used primarily in the exegesis
of [rv. 19:18 (lQS 7:8; CD 7:2; g:5;9:2,3; t3:tg;19:tg); soLetimes it refers to the
members of the communify (cD 7:2; g:2,4;13:1g; IQS 7:g: a concrete form of punish-
ment), sometimes to apostates (cD g:5; l9: lg). cD 9:5 relates Nah .l:2tol*v. tg: fs; tes
10:20 uses similar words to expound Jer.3:r2. with the meaning ..be angry,,, n r occurs
also in 4QFlor (4Qr74) 4:2;withthe meaning "guard, keep," it is found in 6e3l fr. r.

II. Guard, Keep.
l. Guarding a vineyard. Cant. r:6b-is connected styristicalry with l:5-g;ro 6"

daughters of Jerusalem are possibry also the speakers oflv. g 1cr. s:e;6:l)., tn any
case, the beauty (nd'wd: 1:5a) and fairness tgdp6: v. ga) of the woman appear to bracket
the passage.l2 "My mother's sons" parallers 'the daughters of Jerusalem,' 

- both with
somewhat negative overtones. They made the woman keeperof their (..the,,) vineyards.
She thus resembles the keeper of the garden mentionei in papyrus Anastasi I, who
surrenders herself in love to the visitor (with respect to the vineyard keeper, cf. Ugar.n{r krm).t3 The vineyards are linked associatively with the love the bride shares with
her "royal" beloved (2:r5;7:13[Eng. v. r2]). Her vineyard (karm?) is her body;r+ in
their love (1:7), she cannot guard it.

9. Anclsr I, 160.
10. Contra E. Wiirthwein,-Das Hohelied. HAT XVItr C1969), 40f.; G. Gerleman, Das Ho_helied. BK, XVItr C1981),99-104.
I l. For recent discussiols ojthe passage see N. L,ohfink , Tn sg (r9g3), 239-24r; M. Gdrg," 'Travesrie' im Hohen Li.d'," BN, z1 <tsl3),101-l 15; F. Landy, ra),do*'"s1y poradise (shef_field, 1983), 142-152.
12. For a similar conclusion see G. Krinetzki , Kommentar zurn Hohenlied. BBEI, 16 (l9Sl),72.
13. For Papyrus Anastasi I see Gtirg, 109-ll1; for ugaritic see KTU, 4.609, 12; r.g2,23.
14. -+ Vtr, 324: kcrem representing a woman;s bodyl
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Speaking of Solomon's vineyard, Cant. 8:1lf. is more circumstantial. The rhetorical

arc joins with l:2,4;2:4: his vineyard is also hers (karmt ielli l'panay).r5 The vineyard

is in fact the one inba'al hdm6n - the one belonging to Abraham (?) ('ab h"m6n: Gen.

17.4f.), possibly the one belonging to Yahweh (kerem hayA hfidi); its fruit (lsa.7:23)
is the fruit of Israel (?). The keepers guard is fruit, but ultimately Yahweh himself is
the guardian of the vineyard ('%i YHWH no;"rd: Isa.27:3). Raymond Tournay inter-

prets the number one thousand as an allusion to 1 K. 11:3, Ernst Wiirttrwein and

Wilhelm Rudolph to Isa. 7 :23.16

2. Keeping Words. Dnl. 7:28 concludes the vision in ch. 7 and is thus comparable

to 8:24;2 Esd. l0:50; 12:35 Rev. 13:9,18. Jacob kept the word (idmar'e!-hadddbdr;
NRSV: "keptthematterinmind")concerningJoseph(Gen.37:11); thewisdomteacher
urges the hearer to keep (ndsar) his commandments in his heart (Prov. 3: l). The idiom
is related to the expression "not let a word fall to the ground" (l S. 3:19; EsL6:10).
It means holding on to the words because one day they will come to pass (cf. Josh.

2l:45;23:14; 1 K. 8:56; 2 K. l0: l0). One should keep all the words of God and ponder

them in one's heart until they are fulfilled (cf. Lk. 2:19).

III. Lev. 19:18. In its present form (the positive statement is secondarylT), [rv.
l9:17f. are a unit framed by the contrasting terms iane', "hate," and'dhab, "love," in
parallel. The admonilion addresses intimate personal relations rather than the forensic

realm (cf. the contrast bammiipdt/bil"babekn in w. 15al 17a). The verb "hate" is made

concrete in specific repeated acts by the parallel use of ld'-tiqqam, "not take ven-

geance," and la' fifidr "not bear a grudge" (v. l8). One must not confront a brother,

sister, or neighbor with hatred smoldering in one's breast, but with clear, firm reproof.

Hatred incurs guilt to the point of death; therefore a rejoinder must always be made in
love, which must also be rooted in the heart.l8

IV. Yahweh's Anger.
1. With His People. The earliest texts using natar "be angry:' are probably Jer.

3:5,12. Jer. 3:5 is a double question asked by the people. The first, "Will he be angry

forever?" is unambiguous; the second,'im-yiimor lanesah, can be understood either

as a parallel or as an antithesis. The former depends on supplying 'ap (cf. Am. l:11;

15. R. Tournay, Quand Dieu parle aux hommes le langage de I'amour CahRB,2l (1982),

27.
16. Ibid.; Wiirthwein, HAT XVill,70f.; Rudolph, Das Hohe Lied. KAT XVtr (1962), 184.

On the image see AUE IY 316tr., 332ff.
17. H. Reventloq Das Heiligkeitsgesetzformgeschichtlich untersucht. WMANT 6 (1961)'

62; E. Gerstenberger, Wesen und Herkunft des "apodikischen Rechts." WMANT,20 (1965), 8l;
+ a, teb, vll, 418.

18. The theme is discussed by F. Maass, "Die Selbstliebe nach Lev 19,18," Fes*chift
E Baumgiirtel (Erlangen, 1959), 109-l 13; J. UHour, "Pour une enqu6te morale dans le Penta-

teuque et dans I'historire du Deut6ronomiste," Morale et AT (Lnuvun-la-Neuve, 1976),57t.
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the LXX takes a similar approach): what is kept is anger (parallel to most ft4,/12 clauses
in Jeremiah, except 2:14; nesalt has negative overtones in 15:18; 50:39;.re The latter
interprets the question to mean "or will he keep forever?" (with idmar tlsed positively,
as in 5:24;31:10). It is possible that 3:6-12aare secondary;20 in any case, they conclude

- in response to Israel's question in 3:5 
- with Yahweh's forceful declaration of

forgiveness: he is hdstS and does not bear a grudge. He will not cause his face to fall
before his people (NRSV: "I will not look on you in anger',).2r

In the middle of Ps. 103 (v. 8) stands the confession: "yahweh is merciful and
gracious, slow to anger and abounding in steadfast love." The same statement appears
in Ex. 34:6; Ps. 86:15, transposed in Jo. 2:13; Jon.4:2, and abbreviated in Nu. 14:lg;
Nah. 1:3.22 The negative formulations in ps. 103:9f. ("He will not always accuse [r@],
he will not be angry fntrf forever") are, as it were, an exegesis of the ra!-heseQ, an
expression of Yahweh's faithfulness ('eme!: F;x.34:6).Indeed, ps. 103:10 goes beyond
the requital of evil in F;x. 34:7b. God's anger is opposed by his mercy as a father, his
wrath is countered by his steadfast love from everlasting to everlasting (Ps. 103:17;
ldne ;al.t - le'6ldm: v. 9).

2. With His Enemies. It is likely that the theophany in Nah. 1:3b-6 with irs acrostic
structure contains secondary elements.23 According to v.2, the wrathful God (n6tEr) is
the jealous God (qann6'), as the parallels to n6qem indicate; before his indignation
(v. 6) none can stand. His patience (v. 3) contrasts with the heat of his anger against
the enemy (v. 6), which rages like fire and can break rocks. yahweh is patient with
those who take refuge in him (v. 7); his jealousy and anger are reserved for his enemies
('dycldyw: v.2b) 

- 
possibly not so much the enemies of the people as those from his

own ranks ('dl qn': vv. 9-11,14).

Madl

^ _19. 
Thls is the interpretation of most comms.; see B. o. Long, "The stylistic components

of Jeremiah 3: l-5," zAw 88 (1976),386-390; D. Jobling, "Jeremiah's poem in m Lly-2,,, w
28 (1978),45-ss.

- 20. ArSued persuasively by W McKane, "Relations between Poetry and Prose in the Book
of Jeremiah," congress volume, venna 1980. sw,32 (r981), 220-n7: contra J. A. Thompson,
Jeremiah. NICOT (1980), 193; J. Schreiner, Jeremia l-25,14. NEB (lggl),25f .

21. see J. Reindl, Das Angesicht Gottes im sprachgebrauch des ATs. ETS (1970), 125f.; --+
E)JD pantm.

22. J. Scharbert, "Formgeschichte und Exegese von Ex 34,6f und seiner Parallelen," Bibl,
38 (1957), 130-1s0.

23.T\e unity of vv. 2-8 is argued by S. J. de Vries, "The Acrostic of Nahum in the Jerusalem
Liturgy," W, 16 (1966),476-481; C. A. Kellea Nahoum. CAT I(Ib (197t),109-ll4; D. L.
Christensen, "The Acrostic of Nahum Reconsidered,', ZAW, Sl (1975), ll--30.
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Contents: I. Meaning, Occurrences. II. Concrete Usage. III. Theological Usage: l. Yahweh
and Israel: The Covenant Relationship; 2. Yahweh and the Nations: Creation and Chaos; 3.

Wisdom Literature.

I. Meaning, Occurrences. The various meanings of the verb natai deive from a
fundamental notion of separation. In Biblical and Postbiblical Hebrew, natai means
"to lay out, stretch out, give up."l A connection with Arab. nstisa, "be demanding,
precise, shrewd," also "move away from something unclean,"2 is uncertain. The root
is unknown in Ugaritic. The LXX translates natai vaiously. In passages where Yahweh
abandons (or does not abandon) Israel, especially in the Deuteronomistic history and
Psalms, the normal translation is apAthCA.

a. The qal of natai occurs 33 times in the OT (+ Sir. 8;8). It usually means "abandon,
discard," occasionally "spread out." In both poetry and prose natai is commonly
associated with'dza! (1 K. 8:57; Jer.l2:7;Ps.27:9). To judge from the corfiext,ndtai
can mean "abandon" in a concrete and, as it were, negligent sense. In Jer. 7:29; Sir.
8:8f ., ndtai and ma'as are parallel.

The verb can also refer to a more neutral "leaving" (like'dzab).In I S. 11:20,22,
David does not abandon his sheep and the provisions he needs for battle: he leaves
them behind under guard. His brother Eliab nevertheless chastises him for having
deserted the sheep: "With whom have you left those few sheep in the wilderness?"
(v. 28).

In the laws governing the Sabbatical Year, natai takes on a positive sense. In Ex.
23:ll netaifift means "you shall leave it [the land] to itself," i.e., let it lie fallow. In
Neh. 10:32(Eng. v. 3l) nilfii means "we will forego" the crops and now also the
exactionof debts. InEx.23:11 nataifolTowsidmal, "letloose, letdrop,"definingit
more precisely.

In Prov. l7:l4 n"tbi means "stop" ; the semantic connection with hAdal is discussed
below. [n l:8 and 6:20'al-tittdi means "do not reject" or "do not despise."

Abandoning something (or not doing so) can therefore imply a moral imperative.
Since abandoning generally involves a deliberate, intentional act (as is always true in
the case of Yahweh), the one who abandons something bears responsibility for the act.
When Israel abandons Yahweh, it is negligent and therefore sinful (Dt. 32:15ff.). When
Yahweh abandons Israel, Israel's transgressions justify his action (e.g.,2 K. 2l:l4f .).
To abandon Israel means deliberately letting Israel fall into the hands of its enemies
(ler. 12:7).

l. HAI. tr, 695; ANW, 269.
2. G. W. Freytag, Lexicon Arabico-lntinum, 4 vols. (Halis Saxon, 1830-37), [Y,295 Lane,

2810.
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Something that has been abandoned is left to its fate (Ezk.29:5;31:12;32:4; cf . nti
niphal in Am. 5:2). The verb thus covers a range from thought to energetic action. Kish,
Saul's father, no longer worries about "the matter of the donkeys," i.e., he has given
up searching for them (1 S. l0:2). Here natai comes close in meaning to l.taQal, "desist
from something" (cf. the par. pen-yehdal 'dpt min hA'70n6! in 9:5). [n most texts,
however, natai involyes an action. "Abandon" can then mean simply "leave" or "let
fall" or "discard." In Nu. 1l:31 a wind sent by Yahweh brings quails and lets them
fall into the desert camp (wayyittoi 'al-hammah%eh).In Hos. 12:15(14) Ephraim's
crimes are not simply "left" on his shoulders: they are "brought down" on him (the
corresponding term in v. 15c[14c] is yditb).

In prophetic discourse natai often means "discard"; here "abandon" represents a

violent action. The LXX recognizes this fact, translating zr.i with rdsso (Jer.23:33,39)
or katabdlli (Ezk.29:5;31:12).3 Only in two texts does the qal of ndtai mean "dis-
perse" (cf. the niphal) in the negative sense of "scatter, confuse." A scene of confusion
is described in 1 S. 30:16: the Amalekites are "scattered"4 while they eat, drink, and
dance. lD 4i2 wattitfii hammilhdmi means "and the battle spread" (or "surged back
and forth"). A root yr,i meaning "collide," proposed by G. R. Driver on the basis of
Arab. watasa, is not attested.s Mitchell Dahood finds here a second root nr.i as a by-form
of latai, "sharpen": "the battle grew fiercer."6 This hypothesis, however, is unneces-
sary.

In Gen. 3l:28 nntai functions as an auxiliary verb with the meaning "let": "let me
kiss my sons and say farewell to my daughters." In Isa. 21:15 the phrase herep netfi"id
means "drawn sword."7

b. The niphal of zrf occurs 6 times in the OT. In Am. 5:2 nitteiA means "forsaken"
or "stretched out." Jgs. 15:9 and 2 S. 5:18,22 use yinnateifi in the sense of "they
deployed themselves (for battle)." Isa. 16:8 says that "shoots spread abroad";33:23
says that a ship's rigging "hangs loose."

c. The pual appears only in Isa.32:14 (par.'dza!), with the meaning "be forsaken."
d. The nounn"tii6l (only pl.) occurs 3 times (Isa. 18:5; Jer.5:10; 48:32); itmeans

"branches" or "tendrils" (of a vine).

II. Concrete Usage. The concrete usage of ndtai n Judges and Samuel takes
advantage of the nuances of the Hebrew word and raises questions that will take on
even great weight in theological passages. In 1 S. 17 we are dealing with a situation
that is normally associated with leaving and abandoning, and especially with the tension

3. In these last two passages G. R. Driver (Bibl,35 119541,299,301) prefers "throw down";
cf. also W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 107, 144; and HAL, 11,695, which
includes Ezk.32:4 (n"laifikA par. '"yilelA), where the LXX Eanslates ektend se.

4. HAI. tr, 695: "disbanded."
5. G. R. Driver, "/TE 34 (1933), 379. Cf . also H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT

vtiln (1973),129.
6. M. Dahood, Bibl, 49 (1968), 361f.
7. Contra Dahood.
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between care and risk. When David leaves his sheep and provisions behind on the way
to battle, he is separating from things that have been entrusted to him. In both cases,

he evidences concern: he entrusts the sheep to a keeper (v. 20) and leaves the provisions
in the care of the keeper of the baggage (v.22). [n v. 28, nevertheless, Eliab censures

his carelessness. Ifthe keeper ofthe sheep should prove incompetent and let something
happen to the sheep, David would be held negligent; he could be accused of having
abandoned them. Such abandonment exhibits two aspects: (1) a relationship is influ-
enced negatively in some way, and (2) what has been abandoned is considered essen-

tially lost. The strained relationship here is that of David to his elder brother, who
represents the interests of the family. No matter how he assesses the abilities of the

person to whom he has entrusted the sheep, however, David has good reasons for his
conduct. The Philistines and Goliath have brought lsrael into serious danger. For David,
concern for the people takes precedence over concern for his family's sheep. In 10:2,

again, abandonment is justified by a concern of overriding importance.
In passages describing scenes of actual battle, natai expresses dispersion and con-

fusion. The Philistines "spread out for battle [with'Israel]" (Jgs. 15:9; 25.5:18,22).
Prior to an attack, this can mean dispersion and confusion; but it may also mean a more
orderly deployment of forces. Jgs. 15:9 has been interpreted variously. The Philistines
advance but do not yet attack; perhaps the meaning is: "they deployed near lrhi."8 In
I S. 30:16 the Amalekites are "spread out all over the ground" after their raid on

Philistia and lsrael. Thus ndlai can describe preparations for battle as well as reckless

disorderly conduct after battle, leaving the company vulnerable to attack. This is just
what happens to the Amalekites, as the text that follows shows.

III. Theological Usage.
l. Yahweh and Israel: The Covenant Relationship. Although ndtai never occurs in

conjunction withb"ri!, the occurrences that are most important theologically presuppose

the covenant relationship or bear directly on the root of that relationship. This usage

alternates between mercy and judgment, affirmation and rejection of the covenant,

Israel's abandonment of Yahweh and Israel's abandonment by Yahweh.

In the desert Yahweh provides his people with a great supply of quails from the sea.

He "thlows" them down on the camp in response to the people's plea for meat (Nu.

I 1:3 l). Although Yahweh acts fundamentally out of merciful compassion, he also treats

Israel a bit negligently, because he is angry at their entreaty: the amount of quail is

enough to make them sick (v. 33; cf. vv. 18-20). Later, Yahweh blankets the northern
kingdom with his judgment: "Ephraim has given bitter offense, so his Lono will hurl
his crimes down on htm (weQdmdyw 'dldyw yig6i)" (Hos. 12:15[14]). Human provo-
cation is the reason for divine abandonment; cf. the association of ka'as with ndtai in
Dt. 32:15f.,19,21;2 K. 2l:14f.; Ps. 78:58ff.).

The regulations governing the Sabbatical Year require Israel to forego the harvest

and remit all debts. The Covenant Code prescribes that the land be left to itself every

8. On I S. 4:2 see above.
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seventh year (Ex. 23:ll). No seed may be sown, vineyards and orchards may not be
cultivated, fruit may be neither harvested nor sold. what grows of its own accord,
however, may be eaten (cf. Lev.25:l-7). This law was reaffirmed in the postexilic
period by Nehemiah. At the same time, the people accepted the obligation to forego
collection of all debts (Neh. 10:32[31]; cf. Dt. 15:l-6).

In the covenant context, abandonment is a very serious matter. In the covenant
Yahweh as the God of Israel and Israel as the people of Yahweh have bound themselves
to each other. If either breaks the covenant, serious consequences can be expected.
Israel's early life under the Mosaic covenant is summarized in Dt. 32, the Song of
Moses - a key passage, which influences all the subsequent preaching of the prophets
and also provides a theological perspective for the Deuteronomistic history.e The poem
dates at the latest from the beginning of the prophetic movement, i.e., the time of
Samuel; it may, however, be earlier. Its theme is Yahweh's grace and favor. Israel
responds to Yahweh's beneficence with ingratitude, abandoning Yahweh. This leads to
Israel's punishment. But Yahweh sets Israel free for the sake of his holy name, after
which he punishes the enemy. V. 15 uses za tai to say that Jeshurun (= Israel) abandoned
God who made him. This is the provocation (kd'as) referred to in vv. 16,19,21.

Lundbom

George Mendenhall previously proposed the hypothesis that dates the Song of Moses
in the time of Samuel.l0 It has found little support. Dt.32 is usually dated in the exilic
or postexilic period and interpreted not as anticipating prophetic preaching but as
depending on it. "It closely resembles Deuteronomistic language and thought, and the
wide range of influences - linguistic, stylistic, and theological (including wisdom) -make an earlier dating impossible."ll

Fabry

Deuteronomic theology is expressed in the book of Judges by the concepts of sin,
abandonment to the hand of the enemy, cry for help, and deliverance. Gideon fails to
see this connection and asks the divine messenger: "Did not Yahweh bring us up from
Egypt? But now Yahweh has cast us off (n"tdianfr) and given us into the hand of
Midian" (Jgs. 6:13). According to Ps. 78:60, Yahweh abandoned his first sancuary at
Shiloh; the Deuteronomistic history found this memory too painful and did not mention
the fact (but cf. Jer.7:12-14). The psalmist explains the abandonment of Shiloh on the
grounds that Israel had provoked (ki'as: v. 58) Yahweh through idolatry. Deuteronomis-
tic theology is speaking when Samuel addresses the people and accedes to their
offensive request for a king (1 s. 12). Nevertheless, for the sake of his great narne,
Yahweh will not cast away his people (v. 22). Solomon, too, in his prayer at the

9. J. Lundbom, "The t awbook of the Josianic Reform," CBQ, 38 (1976),293-302.
10. "Samuel's 'Broken Rib': Deuteronomy 32," No Famine in the lnnd. Festschrifi J. L.

McKenzie (Missoula, 197 5), 63-7 4.
I l. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdE lU (1982), 167.
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dedication of the temple, expresses the hope that Yahweh will not leave ('dzap) or
abandon @A!ai) Israel (l K. 8:57). Ps.27:9 contains a heartfelt prayer 

- in this case
by an individual - not to be abandoned: 'al-titt"iEnt w"'al-ta'azlent 'ebhA yl,fi "Do
not cast me off, do not forsake me, O God of my salvation!"

The message that Yahweh must abandon Israel appears primarily in the prophes.
More than any others, they feel that the relationship has been broken and that Israel
will fall into the hand of the enemy. Amos laments that Israel lies like a fallen maiden,
"forsaken on her land, with no one to raise her up" (5:2). The 4sphalen of the LXX
reinforces the image of someone thrown violently to the ground. Here abandonment
means that no one will pay any attention to Israel: the "corpse" lies helpless and
alone, abandoned by God.l2 In an early oracle Isaiah proclaims the condemnation of
Jerusalem, since Yahweh has forsaken his people on account of their idolatry (sa.
2:61.rt The populous city of Jerusalem will likewise be deserted ('uzzA\ and the
palace forsaken (nufidi), until a new age when Yahweh's Spirit will be poured out
(Isa.32:14f.).

The vision of Jerusalem's abandonment becomes reality in the time of Jeremiah.
Jeremiah's message exhibits afEnities with Dt. 32:la Israel has once again rejected
Yahweh (Jer. 15:6). Therefore Yahweh will deliver the whole nation into the hands of
the Babylonians (7:29; 12:7). The people foolishly ask "What is the burden of the
Lono?" Jeremiah must reply: "You are the burden [LXX], and I will cast you off"
(23:33). An entire people and an entire city will be cast away violently from Yahweh's
presence (v. 39). In both passages the LXX translates ndtai with rdss6, "lay low." In
5:10 the people are compared to alien vine branches (nettidfl that no longer belong to
Yahweh (cf . 2:21); therefore they must be destroyed.

Alongside the prophetic prediction of certain abandonment, the OT contains the
certain assurance that Yahweh will not forsake his people (cf. Ps. 94:14; I S. 12:22).
If Israel breaks the Mosaic covenant, Yahweh must, according to its terms, likewise
withdraw from the covenant. But there is an important difference. Israel's abandonment
of God is the result of negligence, whereas Yahweh abandons Israel only with good
reason. Nevertheless, the continuity of the relationship is maintained in two ways:
(1) the unconditional covenant with Abraham undergirds the covenant relationship; and
(2) the broken Mosaic covenant is replaced by a new covenant, easier to fulfill and
more comprehensive in effect (Jer. 31:31-34).

2. Yahweh and the Nations: Creation and Chaos. Yahweh also sees to the abandon-
ment and destruction of Israel's enemies. Isaiah bewails the destruction of the famed
vineyards of Moab, which were like a giant vine with roots in Heshbon and Sibmah

12. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm @ng. trans. 1977),236.
13. For a different interpretation, see H. Cazelles, I4 30 (1980), 412;8. Wiklander, Prophecy

as Literature. CB,22 (1984), 7lf.; also H. Wldberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis,
l99l), 105f.

14. W. L. Holladay, "Jeremiah and Moses," JBL,85 (1966), 18-21.
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and whose clusters extended to Jazer in the north and to the desert in the east, whose
"shoots spread abroad" (ieluhdleyhd niyleifr) to the Dead Sea in the southwest (Isa.
16:8). Jer. 48:32 is possibly a different version of the same oracle.

The spreading branches in Isa. 18:5 are the advancing shoots of Assyria, which
Yahweh will cut off before they totally destroy Ethiopia. The text here is obscure. If it
is intended to mean that Yahweh waits to intervene until the moment when one nation
is on the point of destroying another (w. 3f.), then it is a parallel to Dt. 32:26ff.: there
Yahweh exercises restraint lest Israel be destroyed totally by the enemies sent to punish
it. In both texts Yahweh ultimately intervenes to destroy the foe.

In Isa. 33:23 the unseaworthy ship with its rigging hanging loose (nittcitt) could be
a foreign power to which Yahweh wishes to deny access to the new Jerusalem (v- 2l);
but here, too, the text is obscure. The prophet or compiler possibly wanted to express
the notion that chaos has no place in the new creation (cf. Rev. 2l:27).

In three texts Ezekiel proclaims Yahweh's abandonment of Egypt - as well as his
abandonment of Egypt's destroyers. ln 29:5 Yahweh plans to throw (LXX: katabal7)
Egypt and all the fish of the Nile into the desert. He had earlier done the same thing
with quails, but now the emphasis lies on removal of his care for a haughty nation.
Egypt and its fish will be fodder for the wild beasts and the birds (cf. also Ezk. 32:4).
Egypt was once like a cedar of Lebanon, but now its enemies will cut it down and
leave it: the nation that offered Egypt protection he will likewise abandon (Ezk.3l:12
[twice]). This abandonment is an act of violence. In v. l2athe LXX reads: kai katdbalon
aut6n epi t6n ordAn, "and cast them down on the mountains."ls

3. Wisdom Literature. Prov. 1:8; 6:20 caution against rejecting parental instruction
(cf. Sir. 8:8: 7 r,f iyht hkmym, "do not reject the speech of the wise"). The reason is
that one can learn so much from parents or teachers that success will follow. In Prov.
17:14 the sage warns: "The beginning of strife is like letting out water; so stop (nctOt)
before the quarrel breaks out."

15. Zmmerli, Ezekiel 2, 144.

Lundbom

Eintl niftlalt

Contents: I. Formulaic Usage. II. Differing [nterpretations. trI. Deluge; Cult. IV. Late Usage.

nthda|t P. A. H. de Boer, "God's Fragrance," Sndies in the Religion of Ancient Israel. SVT
23 (1972),3747;K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT IV (1966), 35f.; J. Hoftijzer, "Das sogenannte
Feueropfer," Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschift W. Baumgartner. SVl, 16 (1967), ll4-.l34;
L. Kdhler, OTTheology (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1957), 186f.
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I. Formulaic Usage. In the Hebrew OT n?hdaft (a fossilized polel) appears 43

times, always as anomen rectum dependent onrAah, and always referring to an offering.
Except for Gen. 8:21 (usually ascribed to J) and four occurrences in Ezekiel (6:13;

16:19;20:28,41), the texts belong to P or H. The word appears twice in Biblical Aramaic
(Ezr. 6:10; Dnl. 2:46), both times in the plural and without reference b rAah.

Besides being linked with rAalt, the 38 occurrences in P and H are incorporated into
formulas: (l) 'iiieh stands in apposition, either preceding (21 times) or following (6

times); (2) association with the divine realms is indicated by I"YHWH (33 times) or
hpnA YHWH (once); (3) the clause in question usually begins with the hiphil of qra

with a priestly subject, and the altar is the locus of the action. As an introductory verb
we also find the more general 'ASA 02 dmes) or the hiphil of qrb (4 times). The texts

clearly reflect an ancient sacrificial formula, probably: wehiqltr hakkdhEn'e!. . . ham-

mizbdhd 'iiieh rAalt ntl.tbal.r I"YHWH. Since the noun clause frequently appears in the
present text as a formula concluding sacrificial instructions (Lev. l:9,13; Nu. l5:7,10;
etc.), it probably played this role in the preexilic cultic rituals on which P is based.2

Two occurrences in which a suffix is added are exceptions to this fixed usage. In them

we may observe the ambivalence of the formula for the offering can be qualified as "your
nlltdalt" (I-ev.26:31; cf. Ezk. 20:28) as well as "my [God's] ntl.tdal.f'(Nu. 28:2).

The usage in Ezekiel is more varied, but still points to the realm of standardized

cultic language, with the recipients of the offering (in this case idols) being introduced
by l" or lipni (6:13; 16:19). The verbs ndlan (6:13 16:19) and iim (20:28) are used to
denote the action.

II. Differing Interpretations. The translation of rAah nthdah is disputed. Targ.

Onqelos paraphrases: "be accepted with favor" (lhit\qabbel b'ra'owa': Gen. 8:21; Lev.
1:9; etc.). The LXX uses osmii euodids, "scent of perfume," like the Yulg. odor
suavitatis. NRSV translates "pleasing odor." GesB gives the meaning as "pleasure,

favor."3
By contrast, Ludwig K0hler views these translations as "foolish twists" and insists

on "soothing" as the only possible meaning. With Ezekiel, the fundamental under-

standing of sacrifice is that it "appeases God's wrath"; this purpose is reflected in its
description as an appeasing aroma.a As evidence, Kdhler cites Ezk. 5:13:- wahanihblt

bamatt bdm, "I soothe my fury toward them." But this text uses the verb nfiah, the
many connotations of which cannot simply be extended to the noun; it is related
etymologically but appears in totally different syntagmemes.

P. A. H. de Boer suggests a totally different approach. Noting that in ancient Near
Eastern religions a pleasant aroma accompanies theophanies,s he sees in r1ah nthbah

t.8k,475t.
2. Contra K. Koch, Die Priesterschrifi. FRIANT, TI (1959), 48.
3. P.503.
4. OT Theology, 186f.; cf. KBL2,6l4i HAI.11,696; F. Stolz, TLOT 11,724; H. Ringgren,

Israelite Religion (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1966),169; and many others.
5. E.g., "God's vapor," ANET 230a.
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a salvific divine effect on human worshipers. In the earliest text, Gen. 8:21, Noah's
offering has nothing to do with propitiation or gratitude. The causative verb should be
translated: "and Yahweh spread a smell of peace, reassruance, security."6 In the P
formula that describes an offering as rAalt ntfudafu I"YHWH, the prep. /'does not mean
"for," but substitutes for the genitive. After God has accepted the sacrifice as his own
act, the pleasant aroma that emanates from it is a sign of God's salvific presence.

III. Deluge; Cult. The Akkadian accounts of the deluge describe the reaction of the
gods to the first sacrifice after the flood with the well-known words: "The gods smelled
the aroma. The gods smelled the sweet aroma. The gods assembled like flies over the
one offering sacrifice."7 Here the pleasant aroma emanates from savory food. It has
nothing to do with appeasement, since the hero of the Akkadian deluge story has not
committed any sin; it reflects the conviction that feeding the gods is one of the primary
purposes of human existence.8 The Akkadian parallel demonstrates that Gen. 8:21, the
only Hebrew occurrence of nthbah outside Ezekiel and P, in fact represents an ancient
tradition; at least in this passage, the OT is not thinking of appeasing divine wrath,
which would be inappropriate with respect to Noah, who is offering the sacrifice.e
Instead, the pleasant aroma of the burnt offering, which Yahweh inhales, makes it easier
for him to express a change of heart: "I will never again curse the ground."

It is true that some Akkadian incantations employ the expression linilfi libbal<a,
"May your heart be soothed (toward me)," which uses the same root nfi/lt as the
Hebrew lexeme and is sometimes associated with a confession of sin.10 But we should
not be too hasty in applying this association to OT usage. In P the nthdah odor is
expected primarily from a burnt offering (12 times), then also from a grain offering (6
times), a zebah (Lev. 3:5,16; Ezk 2O:28), a consecration offering (Ex. 29:25; l*v.
8:28), or a festival offering in general (Nu. 29:6,8,13, etc.; Ezk.2O:41).It is noteworthy,
however, that the expression does not occur in the context of rites whose primary
purpose is removal of sin and guilt, namely, the hafiA'! and 'diam rituals. The only
exception is Lev. 4:31, where such an odor is expected from the fat offered in the sin
offering of a private individual (not of the community or the high priest). The odor
here is probably meant "in a secondary and figurative sense."ll For P and Ezekiel,
theq rAah nthdah denotes the "comforting aroma" that arises during a festal sacrifice,
which creates the proper climate for God's beneficent intercourse with the cultic

6. De Boer, 47.
7. Atra[asis trI, Y 34f. (W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Atra-fiasis: The Babylonian Story

of the Flood [Oxford, 1969], 98f.); Gilg. XI, 159-16l (AOT 179; ANET 95; NERT 97).
8. A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia (Chicago, 1964), 183ff.
9. Contra A. Heidel, The Gilgamesh Epic and OT Parallels (Chicago, 21949, rcpr. l97O),

255f.
10. W Mayer, Untersuchungen zur Formensprache d.er babyLonischen "Gebetsbeschwiirun-

gen" StPohl, ser. maior, 5 (1976),240f.; cf. AHw, 1'716.
ll. J. Herrmam, TDM ltr, 305, with n. 22; B. JanowstJ, Siihne als Heilsgeschchen.

WMANT 55 (1982), 217, n. 176.
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community. Therefore Ezk.20:41expects "pleasure" (rdsd) from it (cf. lQS 3:11; 9:5;
lQM 2:5; llQPsa 154).

fV. Late Usage. Only in the late period of Israel's history did the increasing emphasis

of the temple cult on atonementl2 lead to the coupling of atonement (kpr) with an aroma
pleasing to God. This association occurs first in Sir. 45:16, then in lQS 3:l I (kippfirA
niltbalt); 9:5; lQM 2:5. It goes hand in hand with a spiritualization of the notion of
sacrifice.l3 Whoever praises the Most High will be viewed by God with as much favor
as one who sacrifices animals, as a qetdrel nihdah (llQPsa 154;t+ 

"1. 
lQS 3:11; 8:9;

9:5). This development is continued in the NT (Eph. 5:2; Phil. 4:18).rs
In Biblical Aramaic, nthdal.t lost its connection with "odor" and became a general

term for sacrificial offerings; therefore Ezr. 6:LO and Dnl. 2:46 use the plural.
Koch

12. K. Koch, "Stihne und Vergebung," EvT 26 (1966),217-239.
13. G. Klinzing, Die Umdeutung des Kultes in der Qumrangemeinde und im NT. SUNT,7

(197 t), 62, 64tt., 93- l 06.
14. J. A. Sanders, The Psalms Scroll of Qumrdn Cave 11. DJD, IV (1965), 64f.
15. Cf. A. Stumpff, "er)ro6{o," TDNT, 11,808-810.

fl)) *n;illD makkd.;7)J nakeh; Nfl nk'

Contents: I. l. Occurrences; 2. LXX. II. Human Acts: l. Violence; 2. Killing; 3. Military
Defeat; 4. Symbolic Acts. Itr. Acts of Yahweh. IV. Other Subjects. Y. mald<i. Yl. nakeh:

Derivatives of nt'.

L l. Occurrences. The root nkh is represented in the OT primarily by the hiphil of
the verb (480 occurrences, plus 16 hophals) and the nounmakkh (47 occurrences; text
corrupt in 2 Ch. 2:91). Since both are used most often as terms for homicide or defeat

in battle, respectively, they are found primarily in corresponding narrative texts in the

Pentateuch, the Deuteronomistic history, and the Chronicler's history; they are also

nkh. P. C. Craigie, The Problem of War in the OT (Grand Rapids, 1978); D. Daube, Srudies
in Biblical law (New York, 1947,21969); H. Schiingel-straumann, "Tod und Leben in der
Gesetzesliteratur des Pentateuch" (diss., Bonn, 1968); K. Seybold, Das Gebet des Kranl<cn im
AT. BZAW,99 (1979),26; F. Stolz, Jahwes und Israels Kiege. ATANT 60 (1972); H. W. Wolff,
Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974).

l. W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT XXI (1955), ad loc.
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comparatively frequent in prophetic oracles of disaster. In the case of the hiphil as a
term for injuring or killing an individual, some 25 of the occurences are concentrated
in the applicable laws in the Pentateuch. The other stems and derivatives of nkh appear
only rarely or as hapax legomena: the niphal occurs once, the pual twice, *ndkeh 3
times (plus Ps. 109:16; the text of Ps. 35:15 lneLim) is probably cornrpt),2 naf;iln
(possibly from kfrn3) only in Job 12:5. There is also the rare by-form n/c' and its
derivatives: one occurrence of the niphal, one of *ndkn', three of ndl7'. There are no
occurrences in Biblical Aramaic.

Outside the OT the roots nkh andnk'or their derivatives are represented in Old
and Middle Hebrew, most of the Aramaic languages (but not Imperial Aramaic), and
South Semitic, albeit sometimes very sparsely.a only highly dubious occlurences
are known in Akkadian and Egyptian.s The basic meaning of the root is "smite,
strike," usually with the negative aspect of harming or injuring. The or evidence
reflects this meaning, but with a special twist, because nkh most often means to
strike fatally.

Except in the Temple scroll (6 occurrences), nkh and makkd appear only rarely in
the Dead Sea Scrolls (only in Hebrew texts); nakeh probably occurs in leSa 2:5 (like
Ps. 109:166); it is unclear whether nk'ym ar,d nk'y in 1QS 10:21; leM 11:10 (leH
l8:15) derive from nkh or from k'h. T\e range of meanings is basically the same as in
the OT, but the context is sometimes extremely fragmentary.

2. lX( The LXX uses some forty different verbs to translate nkh. The most frequent
is patdssein (344 occurrences); relatively common (20 to 30 occurrences each) are
other verbs meaning "strike" (tjptein, paiein, plilssein [used exclusively for the niphal
and pual, 9 times for the hophall, and kbptein and its compounds); infrequent (less than
10 occurrences) are mastigoin and verbs that mean "kill," ,,destroy,,' or ..fight," 

as
well as those that render or alter the meaning of the Hebrew text (epiboulein inProv.
17:26). The noun makkk is representedby plcgii (plus slntripsis [osh. ro:ro), r<opd

[Josh. 10:20] , mistix fJer. 6:7), and pliissein llsa_ 27:71). The adjs. nafteh, ndf;E', and
ndf;fr' arc represented by a variety of equivalenrs. In Job 30:g (nk'niphal), the LXX
translation differs markedly from the MT.

II. Humans Acts.
l. violence.In its basic meaning, the hiphil of nkh (and the corresponding hophal)

denotes the act of striking a manual blow by a human agent, with or without an instrument.

2. On both these Psalm texts see BHS; HAL, tr, 698.
3. HAI.II, 698.
4. on Hebrew see DISO, 178;wrM,trr,392t.; on the Dead Sea Scrolls see below. on Aramaic

s* DISO, 178 (KAI, 11,269); WTM, tr.t,39Zf.; ttxSyP, 428; MdD, 296. On South Semitic see
HAL, il,697; cf. A. Jamme, Cahiers de Byrsa,8 (1958), 165f.

5.ForAkkadianseeAHw,ll,T24,contraCAD,){.ltl, lg7.ForEgyptian,A.Goetze, BASOR,
151,31, no.7.

6. See above.
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The object of the verb, too, is generally human.T The primary point is the use of physical

force against others, resulting in infringement on their personal existence. On the one

hand, therefore, the verb can mean the unjustified endangerment or injury or humiliation
of others, like fighting during a quarrel @x. 2:13; Dt. 25:ll; Isa. 58:4; Prov. 23:35) that
results in bodily harm (Ex. 2l:18f;Zr*.13:6 [hophal]) or an insulting slap on the cheek
(1K.22:24;Mic. 4:14[Eng. 5:l]; Job 16:10; cf. t am. 3:30).8 On the otherhand, a beating

can be a legitimate means of punishing a transgression @t.25:2f .; Neh. 13:25; cf. Cant.

5:7). More often, however, it is a means of humiliating subject or disagreeable individuals
orbreaking theirresistance (Ex. 2:ll:'5:14,16 [hophal]; Isa. 50:6; Jer.2O:2;37:15;2Ch.
25:16; with an animal as obj.: Nu. 22:23ff.; abuse resulting in bodily harm:. Ex. 2l:26:
representing a perversion ofpersonal relationships: Ex. 21:15; Prov. l7:26e). In early
proverbial wisdom, it has a purely positive meaning: it is an educational tool (Prov.

23:l3f .;to cf. 17:10; 19:25). In the context of battle, nkh can denote the wounding of an

enemy (indirectly, by means of aprojectile:2K.8:28f.; 9:15; cf.3:25). Finally, in a
struggle with a beast of prey, blows help rescue the victim (1 S. 17:35a).

According to CD ll:6, beating animals on the Sabbath is prohibited. The meaning
of nWt in 1 K. 20:35,37 is obscure (possibly stigmatization on the forehead [cf. w.
38,441 or an ecstatic act [cf. I K. 18:28; Znc. l3:5,6a]). The figurative use of z/cft is

discussed in I.3, trI, and IV below.

2. Killing. a. Murder, Homicide, Expiation. Most often, nkh ltrphrl (like the corre-
sponding niphal and hophal) denotes a deadly blow, an injury caused by a human agent

that leads to the immediate or rapid death of the victim, usually also a human being.

Especially when death is immediate, this meaning is frequently made clear by addition
of the verb + nlD mfr!. As one would exp@t, killing is, frst of all, a crime, an act

that entails bloodguilt and must be expiated. As such it is a subject of legislation. There
is no distinction in principle between intentional and unintentional homicide, i.e.,
between murder and manslaughter (Ex. 2l:12 [vv. 13f. are a later addition]; trv.
24:17,21; in Dt. 2l:1; 2 S. l4:.6f., too, it is not clear whether the text refers to an

intentional or unintentional act; according to Lev. 24:18,21, it is also a punishable crime
to kill an animal [belonging to someone else]).

The casuistic law of the Covenant Code does single out one specific kind of homicide
for special treatment @x.22:ll2l [hophal]; 2l:20f. probably also distinguishes between

murder and manslaughterll). In apodictic legislation, especially heinous instances of
deliberate homicide are also singled out (Dt. 27:24f.). Narrative texts describe other
instances of deliberate homicide: political murder (2 S. 4:7;20:10;2 K. 19:37), at-

tempted political murder (1 S. l8: I l; 19:10; 20:33),12 murder for personal reasons (2 S.

7. lnanimate objects are discussed in I.4 below.
8. -+ r) l?r, 3 (vrl,5r8f.).
9. On na6b, see -+ I'Il ndb, il.
10. -+ ']Dr ydsar fr.4 (VI, 132f.).
11. M. Noth, Emdus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), l8l; contra Schtingel-Straumann, 6lf.
12. Murder in the context of usurpation is discussed in II.2.b below.
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l2:9lin an extended sense, cf. ll:L4ff.1;cf. Gen. 37:21). only late legal texts distinguish
between murder and manslaughter (Dt. 19:4,11; Nu. 35:11,15-19,21,24,30; Josh.
20:3,5,9).

second, nkh cat denote a punishment or act ofexpiation, viz., blood vengeance or
execution in consequence of a murder (2 S. 1:15; 3:27 lhere understood also as a
political murderl; 2K. l4:5f.; averted in Gen.4:15b and Dt. 19:6 [the latter in the
context of manslaughterl), punishment for other transgressions (idolatry: Nu. 25: 14f.,18
[hophal]; political enmity: 2 K. 25:21; Jer. 29:21 [judiciar murder in Jer.26:23; cf.
18:l8l; fig.: Isa. 1l:4b [emendedl3]), or even an act of personal vengeance (8x.2:12;
2 S. 13:28). Isa. 66:3 probably refers ro human sacrifice.14

used in this sense, nkh resembles other verbs of killing, especially -+ l"lil hdragh,
-+ l]'lD malhiphi],, and -+ i1l-l rds6, which can therefore appear as synonyms in the
same context.ls In the case of nkh,however, the focus of the statement is not on the
fact of killing as such, but on the act causing the violent death; therefore the ensuing
death is often expressed separately by .the appended verb mfr1. As the basic meaning
of nth would lead one to expect, the emphasis is on the sudden blow, well aimed either
by design or by accident, that causes death, inevitably if not immediately, depriving
the person struck of all defense.l6 The death of the victim is bought about violently;
his or her fate is suddenly sealed. In the case of murder as well as in other instances
of killing, this also means that the victim is an adversary or rival, who is removed
definitively by the quickest possible means.

b. Battle. In military hostilities the primary goal is to get rid of the enemy, inten-
tionally and speedily. Therefore nkh refers primarily to killing in battle. The object can
be an individual, who is attacked and struck down (2 S. 11:15 [niphal];cf. v.2l) or is
taken by surprise (1 S. l3:3f.) or falls in single combat (2 s.2:22t.)- In the last case
the opponent is usually especially dangerous, so that his removal quickly and defini-
tively averts a serious tlreat (2 s. 2l:16-19,21;23:20f .). The killing of a beast of prey
is also mentioned in connection with single combat (r S. 17:35b,36;2 s.23:20). rf the
mightiest warrior or leader of an enemy army is killed in single combat or in the course
of a general assault, this act spells the defeat of the entire army ( I s. 17 :9,25-27 ,49f .;
I K. 22:34; cf. 2 K. 3:23). rt such a person is killed at the end of a battle or after the
battle has been lost, then this final "blow" means the annihilation of the entire enemy
force (Josh. 10:26; ll:17; cf. 1 S. 31:2).

Much more frequently, however, nkh denotes the killing of several opponents in a
single action or in a brief period of time. A small group or a multitude may be killed
in open combat (Josh.7:5; Jgs.20:31; I s. 14:14; 18:27;by an individual without
military equipment: Jgs. 3:31; 15:15f.; 15:8 probably refers to killing also), the major
part of an army in a pitched batfle (e.g.,2 S.8:5; 10:18; cf. Jer. lg:21 [hophal]), or

13. See BI1S.
14. -r I'll1 chozir (IY,29l-300).
15. For the laws of the Pentateuch see Schiingel-Straumann.
16. See Daube, lll,'ugf ., on the expression hikl<k nepei in Gen. 37.21; Lev. 24l7f .; Dt.

l9:6,1 l; Jer. 4O:14f.
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even an entire host (Jgs. 3:29; cf. Jer. 37:10). Central, however, are the numerous texts

in which not just the enemy army but the entire enemy population, usually the inhab-

itants of a city, is totally exterminated (e.g., Nu. 21:35; Josh. 8:22,24; Jgs.l:8,25; 18:27;

2l:lO;2 S. 15:14; cf.2K.15:16; Jer. 2l:T1'extermination including animals: Jgs. 20:48;

I 5.22:19; extermination of the males only: Dt. 20:13). The phrase l"pi hereQ is usually

added.lT Raids and retaliatory actions of a military nature should be included in this

context (Gen. 32:9[8]; 34:30; I S. 27:9; Job 1:15,17; Est. 9:5); cf. also the proverbial

expression in Gen. 32:l2by(llby), which also refers to extermination in battle (Hos.

10:14).
Used in this sense, especially in Deuteronomistic texts, nkh is frequently associated

with the hiphil of l.trm, denoting execution of the ban (cf. Josh. 10:28,35,37 ,39f.; I I : I I f.;
Jgs. 21: l0f. [v. 11 being a later amelioration of v. 10]; also Dt. 13:16). We may therefore

assume that other, similar texts where only nkh appears likewise refer to execution of
the ban. Dt. 20:10-18 makes an explicit distinction, albeit artificial and schematic.l8 If
we examine all the texts that refer to the killing of several opponents, it is clear once

again that this root deals with definitive annihilation at a single stroke, as suggested

by the basic meaning of nkh, even if it takes place concretely in a number of individual
actions (cf. 1 K. 20:20).

Instances of usurpation likewise involve military action, albeit in the sphere of
domestic politics. The primary goal is the killing of a particular individual, the reigring
king - 

in other words, a political murder. In such cases the power and authority

exercised by a king (cf. 2 S. 14-19) can lead to military conflict, in which the killing
of the king (17:1f.) or the usurper (18:11,15) represents a military victory (cf. Saul's
persecution of David in I S. 26 [v. 8]). Elsewhere we find a unilateral military action

carried out by the usulper, to which the king, his family, and his supporters unexpectedly

fall victim (as in the case of Jehu: 2 K. %. lnkh in9:.7,24,27; lO:9,11,17,25]; cf. texts

such as I K. 15:27,29; 16:9-11). Even when the text mentions only the killing of the

king, as in 2 K. 15:10,14f.,25,30, extensive military action may be implied. This is
shown by the common use of the catchword -+ ll2l2 qaiar in accounts of usurpation.

A counteraction is describ ed in 2 K. 2l:24. The killing of Gedaliah in Jer. 40: I 3-41 : 18

(nkh: 40:l4f .;41:2f.,9,16,18) is comparable to such usurpations.

3. Military Defeat.In military contexts the hiphil of nkh (like the Eng. verb "beat")
can convey the more general sense of inflicting (or, with the hophal, suffering) a

devastating defeat: the enemy host is not annihilated totally but decimated and battered,

and thus defeated definitively. This meaning is clear when the text speaks of scattering,

routing, pursuing, or putting to flight the enemy (Nu. 14:45; 22:6:Josh.7:5; 10;10;

13 12; I S. l1:11; 19:8;2 K. 3:24a), or when the subsequent killing or exterminating

of the enemy is distinguished clearly from a preceding military defeat (e.g., the execu-

tion of the ban in I S. l5:7f .; cf . also Dt. 7:2; another instance is Jgs. 12:4-6). This

17. + Illl herep,Il.l.b (V, 157-162).
18. On the problem of the ban in general, see -+ El''lll haram (Y, 180-199).
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meaning may also be assumed in all the texts that do not speak explicitly of extermi-
nating the enemy host (e.g., 1 S. 23:2,5;2 S. 8:1-3,9f.; I K. 2O:21; 2 K. 13:17,t9,25;
ler. 46:2; as the act of an individual: 2 S. 23 12). The same is probably true of the
familiar quotation cited in 1 S. 18:7: "Saul has killed his thousands, David his ten
thousands." 19

Finally, similar are the texts in wlich nWt refers to the destruction of an enemy city
or the ravaging of an entire region. These texts occur primarily in the prophetic books.
The subject of nkh is a great power (Jer. 43:11; 6:13 47:l;49:28; cf . the ptcp. in Isa.
27:7a;zo also lQpHab 3:1; in the metaphor of corporal punishment: lsa. lO:2O,24;
14:6,29 [also in the secondary addition 30:31b, probably with Assyria as subj.]; hophal:
Ezk. 33:21; 4O:l; cf. Gen. l4:7).

4. symbolic Acrs. The object of nkh can also be inanimate. Almost always (l S.
2:14; 2 K. 1 I : 12 being the only exceptions), such usage describes an effectual symbolic
act performed at Yahweh's command or in Yahweh's name. These acts in turn anticipate
or bring about extraordinary or portentous events. In 2 K. 1l:12, for example, the
clapping of hands in rejoicing over the king becomes a sign of Yahweh's triumph over
Israel, thus anticipating the disaster that Yahweh is about to inflict on his own people
(cf. Ezk. 6:ll; 2l:l9zl). other anticipatory symbolic acts are described in Ezk. 5:2;
Am. 9:laa (describing a marvelous event accompanying a vision; emendation is un-
necessary22). Striking the ground, a rock, or the water of the Nile symbolically antic-
ipates victory (2 K. l3:18f.) or performs wonders for the immediate benefit of Israel
(8x.7:20; 8:12f; 17:5f.; Nu. Z0:ll).zt According to 2 K.2:8,14, such an act demon-
strates the transfer of divine authority from one prophet to another. Since Yahweh is
the real agent in all these actions, he can also appear as the subject in the same context
or with reference to the same event (Ezk. 21:22U7); cf.22:13 cf. ps. 78:20 with Ex.
l7:5f.; Nu. 20:ll)-

Itr. Acts of Yahweh. Just as Yahweh is the real agent in symbolic acts, accounts of
military actions often state explicitly that it is Yatrweh who accomplishes the destruction
of the enemy army or population, or the devastation of their territory so that he is the
indirect subject of the event (e.g., Jgs. 3:28 before v.29; I s. L7:45-47 before vv. 49f .;
Jer. 43:10 before v. ll).24 Bil nkh used figuratively, can also have yahweh as its
grammatical subject, so that in accounts of military action only his activity is expressed
(Nu. 32:4; 2 S. 5:24 [cf. vv. 20,251;Ezk.32:15; Ps. 78:66; 135:10; 136:17). These texrs
presuppose that human agents are involved, but other passages make clear that Yahweh
can intervene supernaturally to injure or destroy foreign powers and nations without

19. On its original meaning, see the comms.
20. See Itr below.
21. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), l9l, 434.
22. K. Koch, et al., Amos. AOAT 30 I 2 (1976), 57.
23. On 2 K. l3:18f. -s ln @; (V, 123f.); on Moses' staff -+ itg) natd.
24. See tr.2.b, 3 above.
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resort to military means: he kills the frstborn of Egypt (Ex. l2:12f.,29; Ps.78:51;
105:36; etc.) and "strikes" people with severe or mortal illness (Ex.9:15; I S.4:8;
5:6,9 [hophal in v. 12]; Ezk.39:3, too, probably refers to a plague that destroys the

armys), strikes a hostile army with blindness (2 K. 6:18; Zec.l2:4), and smites people

with destruction through natural catastrophes (universal destruction: Gen. 8:21; in-
directly affecting the human population: Ex.1:25 [correspondingtov.lT26];Ps. 105:33;

cf. Isa. l1:15; a natural catastrophe is probably also suggestedby Zr*.9:4, reflected

in w. 10f. [emended2T]). In Ex. 3:20 the verb with Yahweh as subject summarizes the

events of the exodus.28

In the prophetic books the primary object "struck" by Yahweh is Israel, for the most

part in oracles predicting future disaster. Israel is likewise the object in the curses of
Lev. 26 and Dt. 28. Ezk. 7:9 uses the verb in a general sense; elsewhere various

tribulations are mentioned: military attack with its consequences (Mic. 6:13[14f.]; cf.

Mal.3:24), pestilence in various forms (kv. 26:24[25f.]: Jer.21:l4f .)6), a wide range

of afflictions (Dt.28i22,27f.,35), and pestilence alone (Nu. l4:12).zo Am. 3:15; 6:11

probably refer to a natural catastrophe (earttrquake) in which the houses of the upper

class are destroyed together with their owners. Postexilic prophetic texts speak retro"

spectively of a passing catastrophe: Isa.57:17;60:10; cf. Jer. 33:5; a later disaster in
lsa.27:7, which also mentions the destruction of the great power that has "struck"
(makkdhfi); in Jer. 30:14 the catastrophe of the northern kingdom appears to be inter-

preted in the same way (cf. vv. 16f.).

Other texts nefer to partial catastrophes of the past and present, intended to make

Israel reflect and retum to Yahweh: lsa. 9:12; a severe disaster in Isa. 5:25 (wat?

earthquake?); figuratively in the form of corporal punishment in Jer. 2:30; 5:3; cf. Isa.

1:5 (hophal, possibly referring to the military disaster of 701 or 58730); crop failure in
Am. 4:9; Hag.2:17; the figure of severe corporal punishment also in Jer. 14:19 (drought:

cf . v.22) and Hos. 6: I (Syro-Ephraimite war). According to 1 S. 6: 19 and 2 S. 6:7, the

desecration of the ark results in a deadly intervention on the part of Yahweh.3l

Only rarely are individuals "struck" by God: with sickness in Isa. 53:4 (hophal);

Ps. 69:27(26); with death in 2 S. 6:7:Z.e,c. l3:7 (emended).32 By contrast, Ps. 3:8(7)

has Yahweh striking the enemies of an individual (metaphorically: either a degrading

slap on the cheek or a broken jawbone in combat). The subject of nkh can also be a

divine being acting on Yahweh's authority: -+ lX)n mal'dk in 2 S. 24:17;2 K. 19:35

25. On the image of disarming an opponent in single combat see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2.

Herm @ng. trans. 1983), 308.
26. Noth, Exodus,73f.
27. See BHS.
28. -+ N)D pl'.
29. On the range of afflictions see Schiingel-Straumwn,Tl-74; on pestilence, -+'11'I debher

(m,12s-27).
30. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-2. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983;, 19.

31. -, I]']N '*6n (1,363-374). On I S. 6:19 see H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Sanuelis. KAT
VItr/l (1973), in loc.

32. On 2 S. 6:7 see above; on Zec. l3;7 see BIIS.
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(pestilence); "men" in Gen. 19:ll (blindness); Ezk. 9:5,7f. (killing); + lgtD iatan
Satan in Job 2:7 (sickness of an individual). In every instance where Yahweh is the
direct or indirect subject of nkh, the text suggests immediate definitive annihilation or
severe injury; this usage manifests clearly God's superior power and might.33

IV. Other Subjects. Only rarely are other entities the subject of nkh; in all these
cases the verb is used figuratively. First come animals and forces of nature, which, at
Yahweh's behest, kill humans (l K. 20:36; Jer. 5:6; Ex.9:25; also 4QpNah 5, where a
lion represents a power hostile to God), place them in mortal danger (Jon. 4:8 [heat-
strokel; cf. Isa. 49:10 and Ps. l2l;6,3a where Yahweh averts the danger), or cause
destruction that injures them (Jon. 4:7; Ex. 9:31f. [pual]; also 9:25). In addition,
comparison to events in the realm of plants and animals can illustrate events in the
human realm: the tribulation of an individual, likened to the destructive effect of heat
on grass (Ps. 102:5[4] [hophal]); the apostasy of Israel (Hos. 9:16a [hopha[); Yahweh's
future deliverance (Hos. 14:6[51;:s cf. the similar idea in lQH 8:23); and the milirary
defeat of an enemy power brought about by Yahweh (Dnl. 8:7; with an inanimate object
as subj.: Jgs. 7:13). Finally, the subject of nkh can be the conscience (lEb;NRSV: heart),
which figuratively hurts or punishes a guilty person (1 S. 24:6t51; 2 S. 24:10); this
usage can hardly be ascribed to observation of the heartbeat as a physiological phe-
nomenon.36

Y. mqkkd. The noun makl<i has fundamentally the same range of meanings as the
verb nkh. [n about half its occurrences, the verb also appears in the immediate context.
In its basic meaning it denotes a manual blow struck by a human being. The primary
emphasis is on the action itself, quite clearly in the case of corporal punishment (Dt.
25:3) and blows that serve an educational end (Prov. 2O:301.2t Whenmakki is used as
a cognate accusative to denote the slaying of many adversaries in a military engagement
or the inflicting of an annihilating defeat, the emphasis is likewise on the action that
bringsaboutthekillingorthedefeat (makkdg"S6hlme'6/): Josh. l0:10,20;Jgs. l1:33;
l5:8, etc.; makkal here!: Est.9:5; cf. Isa. 14:6). But the emphasis can also be on the
result (killing: 1 S. 14:14; defeat: I S.4:10; 14:30). Therefore when a blow inflicts
injury makki can take on the meaning "wound" (as the result of battle: I K. 22:35;
2 K.8:29:9:15; as the [alleged] result of a brawl: Znc. 13.6 [in fact, self-inflicted in
an ecstatic experience38l).

In the figurative sense Yahweh himself may also deliver a blow or a number of
blows, suddenly causing death, disease, or general destruction.3e Again, the emphasis

33. For further instances of Yahweh's indirect agency see IV below.
34. On the association of sun and moon see -+111, ydrdah. II.l (VI, 357).
35. W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT Xlllll (1966), in loc.
36. -+ f) leb,Ivj (vrr, 411f.); wolff, 51.
37. -+ JUf beten,Il.5 (II, 96f.).
38. Rudolph, Sacharja 9-14. KAT Xml4 0976), in loc.
39. See III above.
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may be on either the action as such (esp. when makka is a cognate acc.: Nu. 11:33;
I S.4:8; 6:19; Isa. 27:7;Ier.30:14 [all but 1 S. 4:8 referring to Israel]; cf.I,ev.26:21
[Israel];Isa. 10:26[Midian])ortheresultof theaction(referringtolsrael:Dt.28:59,61;
29:2ll22l; Jer. 19:8; referring to foreign nations: Jer.49:-17:50:13). In the sense of
"wound," makkd can also be used figuratively to denote social injustice (Jer. 6:7), but
above all to describe devastating catastrophes befalling Israel as the result of military
actions,broughtaboutinturnbyYahweh (mak6naltl6,q Jer. l0:19; 14:.17;30:-12;in
Nah. 3:19 a catastrophe for Assyria; cf. Isa. 1:6; Mic. 1:9 [emendedal]; referring to the
suffering of an individual: Jer. 15:18; destruction of the adversaries of an individual:
Ps. 64:8[7]). But Yahweh can also heal such "wounds" (Isa. 30:26; Jer.3O:17; cf. lQM
l4:6f .).

YLnn$eh; Derivatives ofnk'. Forderivatives ofnft'andthe adj.ndf;eh, the aspect
of punishment and injury is determinative (rt'niphal, "be whipped out": Job 30:8;
ndf;ehused frguratively for being crippled: 2 5.4:4;9:3; lQSa 2:5). An important usage
is the metaphor of a "broken spirit"az in the sense of being "disheartened" (nnke':
Prov. 15:13; 17:22; 18:14; ndlch with + a, bb: Ps. 109:16; cf . ndf;d' in Isa. 16:7) or
positively in the sense of being humbled and open to Yahweh (ndf;eh: Isa.66:2: possibly
also 1QM 11:10 and [as a qualifier] lQS 10:2143). The form in Ps. 109:16; lQSa 2:5
was discussed at the beginning of this article.

Conra.d

40. -+;1)n chnlnh, tr.l (ry 403).
41. See BIIS.
42. --> F'1a rfrah.
43. But see I.l above.

\)J nkr;1)) nekar;'1)J nokrt

Contents: I. Meaning, Etymology. Il. ruf;i: 1. Semantics; 2. Ruth; 3. The "Strange Woman"
in Proverbs; 4. [nanimate Objects. IIl. ben nzf;n4 "Foreigner." IV. 'ebhA nEf;nti "Foreign Gods."
V. L LXX; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls. Yl. nkr tr hiphil.

nkr. G. W. Ahlstnim, Joel and the Temple Cult of Jerusalem. SVT 2l (1971); A. Aymard,
"Les 6trangers dans les cit6s grecques aux temps classiques," Recueils de la Soci6t6 Jean Bodin,
9 (1958), l19-139; G. Bergstriisser, Intro. to thc Semitic lnnguages (Eng. trans., WinonaLake,
Ind., 1983), 210; A. Bertholet, Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden zu den Fremden
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I. Meaning, Etymology. While some lexicons distinguish two homonymous roots,

nkr I, "be foreign," and nkr II, "recognize," others attempt to make do with a single
root nkr exhibiting semantic differentiation.l The assumption of a single root is based

on the theory, borrowed from Arabic grammar, that the same root can be used to
represent both its normal meaning and the opposite.2 The hypothesis of a single root,
however, leads to a very irregular lemma n*r whose cohesion must be established by
artificial etymologizing. It is therefore better to distinguish nkr I and nkr lI.

From the root nkr I derive the words nEknt "foreign land" (36 occurrences), and

noftri, "foreign(er)" (45 times). ben nZfta; pl. b"n€ n4kdn "foreigner(s)," occurs 19

times. Occurring once each are *nofter (Ob. 12) and ne$er (Job 31:3), both of which
mean "misfortune." As a verb, n/<r niphal @ov.26:24) and hithpael (Gen. 42:7; I K.
l4:5t.) mean "dissemble, conceal one's identity"; the piel (Jer. 19:4; Sir. l1:12) means
"alienate." The piel form in Dt.32:27 means "deny, dispute," like Akk. nakdru G and

(Freiburg im Breisgau, 1896); G. Bostrtim, Proverbiastudien: Die Weisheit und das fremde Weib

in Spr I-9. LUl, N.s., Avd. 1,30/3 (1935); A. Caquot, "BrEve explication du liwe de Malachie,
1," Positions Luthdriennes, 17 (1969),187-2Ol; idem, "La fin du liwe des Douze," Annuaire du
Collige de France, 82 (1981182), 529-541 M. Dahood, "Causal Beth and the Root NKR in
Nahum 3,4," Bibt,52 (1971),395f.;2. Falk, ""lf$] UD?rD: flrln ll'l )'t)1," Mah"lakim,2
(1969), 9-15; M. Fortes, "Strangerc," Sudies in African Social Anthropology. Festschrift
I. Schapera, ed. M. Fortes and S. Patterson (1975), 229-253; R. Gordis, "SomeEffects of Primi-
tive Thought on Language," AJSL, 55 (1938), 270-284; M. Guttmann, "The Term 'Foreigner'
(ri)J) Historically Considered," HUCA, 3 (1926), l-20:, Y. Haas, "Die Diimonisierung des
Fremden und des Feindes im Alten Orient," Rocznik oientalistyczny, 4l (1980), 3744;
E. Hiiusler, "Sklaven und Personen minderen Rechts im AI" (diss., Cologne, 1956); F. Horst,
"Das Eigentum nach dem Nl," Gottes Recht. GSAT, ed. H. W. Wolff, ThB, 12 (1961),203-221;
P. Humbert, "Les adjectives zar et nokri et la 'Femme 6hangdre' des Proverbes bibliques,"
Milanges Syriens offerts d M. R. Dussaud,2 vols. (Paris, 1939), I, 259-266 =his Opuscules
d'un hibraitsan, (Neuchatel, 1958), lll-18; F. F. Hvidberg, Weeping and Laughter in the OT
(triden, 1962); A. M. Ibn Gana[r, Sepher Haschoraschim, ed. W Bacher (1896), 3(Xf.; O. Keel,
"Das Vergraben der 'fremden Gdtter' in Genesis XXXV 4b," W 23 (1973),305-336; F. Kramer,
"Fremdundfreundlich," Kursbuch,62 (1980), 17-26;B.Lang,Dieweisheitliche l*hrrede. SBS,

54 (1972),87-96; R. Martin-Achard, "-tJl ndkdr 'stranger,' " TLOT 11,739-741; R. Meyer,
Gegensinn und Mehrdeutigkeit in der althebrciischen Wort- und Begnffsbildung. SSAW, l20l5
(1979); T. Ntildeke, NBSS; L. Sabottka, Zephanja. BibOr 25 (Rome, 1972);R. B. Salters, "Notes
on the Interpretation of Qoh 6,2," 7-qW,9l (1979),282-89; C. Schedl, Rufer des Heils in heilloser
Zeit (Paderbom, 1973); S. Schreiner, "Mischehen - Ehebruch - Ehescheidung," AW, 9l
(1979),2O7-228; L. A. Snijders, "The Meaningof zar in the OT," OTS, l0 (1954), l-154, esp.

60tr ; J. A. Soggin, "Jezabel, oder die fremde Fraq" Milanges bibliques et orientaux. Festschift
H. Cazelles. AOAT 212 (1981), 453-59; J. J. Stamm, "Fremde, Fliichtlinge und ihr Schutz im
alten Israel und seiner Umwelt," Der Fliichtling in der Weltgeschichte, ed. A. Mercier (Bern,
1974),31-66; F. Steiner, "Enslavement and the Early Hebrew Lineage System," Mdn, 54 (1954),
73-75; A. D. Tushingham, "A Reconsideration of Hosea, Chapters l-3," JNES, 12 (1953),
150-59; F. Vattioni, "[,a 'staniera' nel libro dei Proverbi," AuS,7 (1967),352-57l' M. Zer-Kavod,
"NfPDf ''ll;'l r'1)fi," Sepher D. Ben-Guion (Jerusalem, 1964).

l. For the former see GesB, BDB, lzxHebAram. For the latter see Jastrow, KBL2; also
l,exLingAeth, 666-68.

2. For a general discussion see Meyer; on n&r as a bipolar root see NASS, 96; Gordis, 278;
Humbert, Opuscules, l17; Tushingham, 153f.; Snijders,60f.; Stamm, 33.
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Arab. nakira IV; the piel form in 1 S. 23:7 means "transport someone to a different
place," like Akk. nakaruD.3

The root zkr is widespread in the Semitic languages: Ak<k. nak(a)ru, "foreign,
enemy," and nal<dru, "be different, foreign, hostile"; Ugar. nkr; "foreigner"; Aram.
nkry' pl., "foreigners"; Eth. nakir "foreigner."4 Gotthelf Bergstriisser accordingly
includes it in the common Semitic word stock.s

II. no[ri.
l. Semantics. The word nof;rt always refers to a relationship, so that analysis must

always take the relation into account.
a. "Other " One meaning of nof;rt is "another," someone distinct from the subject:

"another" should praise the subject (Prov.27:2), "another" enjoys the subject's pos-
sessions @ccl. 6:2).6 Similarly, bA1nolSri (Prov. 5: l0) is "the house of another" (NEB:
"another man's family"); cf. also heq nolriyA (Prov. 5:20), "the bosom of another,
different woman" (not the subject's own wife). This meaning is also attested in Ugaritic,
e.g., in the Krt Epic: "Let the newly married man go forth (to battle), let him bring his
wife to another, his beloved to someone else (nkr)."1

b. "Outside the Family." In other texts the focus is on the family or clan, so that
nokri meats "unfamilial," i.e., standing outside the family. Someone outside a family
has not only no emotional and social ties with that family but also no legal ties. When
a person is excluded from a family, all such ties are lost.8 In Gen. 31:15 Rachel and
Leah regard themselves as having been "sold"e by their father Laban; they are therefore
"strangers" (nokr'*6t) to him and owe him nothing. ps. 69:9 (Eng. v. 8) and Job 19:15
presuppose that in certain cases sick individuals were excluded from their families; the
relatives of such persons no longer recognize any responsibility to provide for them.
Job is even looked upon as a "stranger" (nokrt) by his own (former) female slaves,
and none of his relatives takes notice of him. To his family, he is morally dead. The
Babylonian poem "I Will Praise the Lord of Wisdom" (ludlul bdl nEmeqi) contains a
pertinent text: the speaker, a brother, has become a stranger, and his family no longer
counts him among its members: "My friend (Atlrk. afifi has become my foe . . . my
family treat me as an alien."l0 In a legally important context, we also find the phrase
'am nof;ri, "a different, alien family" (Ex. 2l:8): a rejected slave concubine may not
be sold to an "alien family," but must return to her own clan through redemption. As
an ordinary slave, she would no longer have had any connection with her own family;

3. On the G stem sen AHw, ll,7l9a, no. 5; on the D stem, 719b, no. 6.
4. On Akkadian se* AHw, 1,718-720,723; CAD, Xlll, 159-171, 189-195. On Ugaritic,

WUS, no. 1786. On Aramaic, DISO, 179.
5. Pp. 2lof.
6. On the exegetical history of this text see Salters, 28G89.
7. KTU,1.14,II,48,50; cf. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UF, 12 (1980), 194.
8. See Steiner.
9. + ']fD mkr (Y[1,291-96).
10. Tablet 1.84,92 = BWI" 34f .
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as her master's concubine, however, this connection is recognized. This same familial
meaning is also attested for Akk. nakaru: awtlum awil bitiya ul nakari "the man is a
man of my house, not a stranger."ll

c. "Foreigner" For a third group of texts, the OT itself provides definitions: "a
nof;fi, lsomeonel who is not of your people lsrael and comes from a distant land" (1 K.
8:41); and "someone nof;ri, fsomeonel who is not your brother" (Dt. 17:15) - in other
words, a "foreigner." In this sense Ittai the Gittite is a nolri (2 S. 15:19), Ruth the
Moabite isarwfuiyd (Ruth 2:10), Solomon's Moabite, Ammonite, etc., wives arenaitm
nokfiyd! (1 K. 1:11), and the Babylonian soldiers are nof;fim (Ob. 11). If genuine, Isa.

2:6 appears to be an early witness to this critical attitude toward foreigners: the prophet
cites alienation by foreign soothsayers (Philistines), speaking in the same context of
yalQA no$rtm, "foreign children."l2 (Even if the exact meaning of Isa. 2:6 remains
obscure, the interpretation of yaUA nokrim as "prophetic children" on the basis of a
different root nkr, "know," has little to recommend it.;t:

Nevertheless, isolation from foreigners or xenophobia does not appear in Israel
during the monarchy but is first documented in the period of early Judaism, when the
people were living under foreign domination and were concemed for their identity. For
Deuteronomy (cf. Dt. 14:21), foreigners appear to fall into two groups: gerim,ta who
are receptive to the religion of Yahweh (29:10[11]; 3l:12), and noftrtm, for whom this
is clearly not the case. Therefore the nof;rim ("foreigners") are accorded inferior
treatment: creditors may exact claims from them during the Sabbatical Year, and they
may be charged interest (15:3;23:21[20]).

According to Dt. 15:3, foreigners do not share the privilege of the year of release.

This restriction agrees with common practice in the ancient Near East. According to
the Edict of Ammiqaduqa,ls remission of debts is granted only to Akkadians and

Amorites, i.e., the autochthonous citizenry. A funher paragraph ($8) of the same edict
decrees that remission cannot be granted if an Akkadian or Amorite has received a loan
for commercial purposes. In this case a native businessperson is on a par with a

foreigner. This regulation reflects the distinction between consumer and producer credit.
Credit qualiffing for remission was intended in case of need to make it possible for a
member of one's own people to consume and thus to survive. Credit for the purpose
of production met no such immediate need and therefore did not quali$ for remission.

While an animal that has died of natural causes may be "given" to a ger to eat
(instead of being thrown to the dogs: Ex. 22:30[-ql ]), it is "sold" to a noftfi (Dt. l4i2l).
Of all those with whom Jews came in social contact, the nokrt was treated worst. The
ger can be confident of divine and human help (10:18; 14:29); nothing similar is said
of the nof;fi. In Israel there is nothing similar to Z.eiog E6vrog, the tutelary deity not of

ll. T. Fish, Letters of the First Babylonian Dynasty (1936), no. 1,22, cited by CAa N/1,
l9l a.

12. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991), 98: "strange mob."
13. Cf. Schedl, 58f.; Dahood, 396.
14. +'lU S,frr II,443-48.
15. ANET 527.
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the resident aliens but of travelers and unassimilated foreigners (2 Mc. 6:2; cf . Homer
Od.6.20f.;9.270t.).It would be wrong, however, to conclude from these observations
that the nollri was totally without protection and rights, for hospitality appears to have
been granted foreigners (Gen. 19 being a possible instance).

According to Josephus, Jewish law distinguishes between foreigners who wish to
accept the Jewish way of life and those who merely happen to be staying among Jews
(hoi ek pardrgou prosi6ntes) 16 

- 4p expression that appears to paraphrase nokfi. lsrael
shares this dichotomy between semi-assimilated (ger) and unassimilated foreigners
(nobfi) with many peoples,t7 especially the Hittites and Greeks. Thus we read in the
Hittite "Instructions for Cultic Officials and Temple Personnel" (l3th century): "But
if a befriended citizen wants to come to one (of you), [he may] enter the temple. For
he may cross the threshold of the gods and the king. [He is to be conducted?] up, and
he is to eat and drink. But if he is a [foreig]ner, if he is not a citizen of Hattusa, he
may [not enter in to the gods(?). Anyone] who (nevertheless) introduces him incurs the
death penalty."l8 The privileged resident alien corresponds to the Heb. gZa the dis-
criminated-against foreigner to the noftrt. Comparable to this distinction is that between
mdtoilos and xdnos in the Greek cities of the classical period: le as a traveling foreigner
staying only briefly in the cify, the x6nos corresponds to the Heb. nokri; the mdtoikos,
a local resident without full rights (prohibited from entering into a mixed marriage or
own property, excluded from holding public office, but allowed to participate in the
official cult), is comparable to the ger. 5k.29:22-28 calls such a person pdroikos and
laments his way of life, filled as it is with unpleasant and demeaning duties toward a
native patron. Acts l7i2l distinguishes epidemortntus xinoi, "foreigners living (in
Athens)," probably students and travelers seeking an education, from Athenians.

The characteristic unity of religion and state in Deuteronomy explains why a rufui
("foreigner") must not become king of Israel (Dt. 17:15). Since foreigners belonging
to the royal court could attain respectable positions, possibly as personal clients of the
king, the law may be intended to make any possible succession by.a foreigner illegir
imate.m

In the postexilic period, marriage with "foreign women" fuAiim rul5rty6l was
condemned @zt.lO:2-44; Neh. 13:26f.; cf. Mal. 2:11).

2. Ruth. The book of Ruth is based on the basic attitude of Israelites toward
foreigners, clearly expressed in 2:10: hostility. The novella plots an instance when this
hostility is overcome and a foreign woman, Ruth, becomes the wife of an Israelite.
Because Ruth is not a blood relative of Boaz, he is under no obligation to show her
amity. He does so nevertheless, and Ruth responds to the favor granted her during the
grain harvest with an erotic offer that likewise has a dimension of amity, because Ruth

16. Contra Ap.2.28 $210.
17. Fortes.
18. KUB, Xill, 415; translation from NERI 182.
19. Aymard.
20. Bertholet,40.
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accepts the role of a true family member made possible by Boaz. Each of them , Boaz
and Ruth, takes a step to meet the other, overcoming the conventional ineconcilability
of foreign (nofui) and friendly (ztr hiphil).

Unlike the Moabite Mesha stela2r and Dt. 23:4(3) but like I S. 22:3f ., the Ruth
novella presupposes friendly relations between Moabites and Israelites (more precisely,
people living in Bethlehem) as well as intermarriage: the sons of Naomi had manied
Moabite women in Moab; after the death of her Israelite husband, one of these women,
Ruth, again marries an Israelite. Earlier exegesis saw in the book of Ruth an open
attitude toward foreign women, contrasting it in this respect to the books of Ezra and
Nehemiah (Ezr. 10; Neh. 13:26f.), whose rigorous opposition to mixed marriages the
author ofRuth rejects and opposes. Today this interpretation ofRuth as a political tract
is generally rejected. It is noteworthy, however, that earlier novellas speak of marriage
with foreign women (the Joseph novella [Gen. 41:45]; Ruth), while a later novella
describes marriage within the Jewish community (Tob. 7-8). Perhaps the novellas
reflect the circumstance that Jews living in the Diaspora shunned mixed marriages,
whereas Palestinian Jews were not totally opposed to such marriages.

3. The "strange Woman" in Proverbs.There has been much controversy over the
interpretation of the "strange woman" (nobriyd) against whom several school wis-
dom texts warn (Prov. 2:16; 5:20; 6:24; 7 :5). [s she the wife of "another" (Israelite)
or a foreign woman?22 Recent studies suggest that the question is misstated. Accord-
ing to Otto Pltiger, the warning is kept deliberately ambiguous so as to apply to a
neighbor's wife, a foreign woman, and a prostitute.23 A woman who ostracized
herself by committing adultery was perhaps treated like a foreign woman.2a This
interpretation echoes a widespread topos of practical wisdom in Egypt, Mesopo-
tamia, and Greece.25

4. Inanimate Objects. Several texts use nof,ri x an adjective describing inanimate
objects: 'eres no[fryA. "foreign land" (Ex. 2:22; l8.,3: Midian); ir rwfui, "foreign
(Jebusite) city" (Jgs. 19:12, btt cf. BIIS). In the MT of Prov. 6:24 the phrase ldi6n
noftr'?yd suggests "foreign language"; but we should probably follow the Syr., reading
l"i6n noSriyd, "tongue of a strange woman." InZnph. l:8 the meaning of malbfii nof;ri,
"foreign attire," is not clear from the context. Are we to look for the partisans of foreign
attire criticized by the prophet :rmong the court or the wealthy upper class, whose attire
is a symptom of polytheistic tendencies (cf. Sir. l9:.3O;2 Mc. 4:12)? Does such attire
transgress the law against clothing of different materials (Lev. 19:19; Dt. 22: I l), which
law is suspended only for clothing worn in a cultic context (Ex. 28)? Or should we

21. KAr, tgt.
22. For the former see Ibn Gand[r and Humbert] for the latter see esp. Bostr6m.
23. O. Pldger, Sprilche Salomos. BK, XVtr (1984), 56.
24. Soggin,458f.
25. lnstruction of Ani 3, 13-17 (ANET, 420); Instruction of Ptahhorep, 277 -288 (ANE|, aB);

Counsels of Wisdom, 72-79 (ANEI1, 595); Hesiod Works 328f ., 697 -705. See also Lang, 88f.
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think of priests whose pagan "vestments" (the meaning of malbfri in 2 K. lO:22)
indicate that they are not orthodox?26

Two passages use nof;ri figuratively: rwftriyd 'ab1dAfi, "strange is his deed" (Isa.
28:21); haggepen nokriyd, "the sick [?; NRSV: wild] vine" (Jer. 2:21). The meaning
"sick" is suggested by Akk. nakaru, which can also mean "look unhealthy, sick,"
albeit only of persons.2T

llf. ben nCftdr, "Foreigner." While Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic circles
tse nokfi to distinguish Israel from strangers, i.e., foreigners,2s priestly circles and
Ezekiel use benA nEftdr T\is phrase denotes uncircumcised Gentiles, who are not
allowed to eat of the Passover (Ex. 12:43) and, in the second temple, may not perform
any priestly functions (Ezk. 44:.7,9). The passage in Ezekiel casts light on the complex
history of the Jerusalem priesthood, which resists schematization; it must long have
included foreign (pre-Israelite?) non-Semitic elements. The foreigners are prohibited
from selling defective animals to Jews for sacrifice (Lev.22:25). According to Gen.
17:12,27, slaves purchased from b"nA nEf;ar who were themselves foreigners must be

circumcised.
The Chronicler's history uses bothzo(rfle andbennEkfrr although the Deuteronomic

usage predominates. In Neh. 9:2 the statement that "the seed of Israel separated itself
from all foreigners (benA ndknr)" refers to the dissolution of mixed marriages with
Gentile women (Ezr.9f .), breaking the extensive familid ties of afEnity established by
marriage. In Neh. 13:30 the phrase kol-nEknr "everything foreign," refers to the same

situation; it is a displaced gloss on Neh. 13:23-27.
The exclusion of foreigners from the cultic and familial systems, closely linked

in Judaism, is extended in the expectation that "foreigners," probably thought of as

performing forced labor, would one day rebuild the walls of Jerusalem and take on
the hard work of plowing (Isa. 60:10; 6l:5). The oracle in 56:6 moves in a different
direction, being distinctly favorable to foreigners: it welcomes to the temple "the
foreigner (ben n4ldr) who joins himself to Yahweh," i.e., the proselyte. Thanks to
a Greek inscription and Josephus, we know that only an outer "court of the Gentiles"
was accessible to foreigners; they were forbidden on pain of death to enter the inner
precincts.3O The inscription uses the word allogeniis, a term the LXX often uses to
translate ben nEkar (Ex. 12:43:Lev.22:25:Ezk.44:7,9; etc.), whereas Josephus uses

alloethniis.3r In similar fashion 4QFlor 1:4 says that no "Ammonite, Moabite,
bastard, foreigner (bn nkr), or proselyte (gr)" may enter the temple. Cf. I K. 8:41
par. 2 Ch. 6:32, which speaks of a noSri worshiping in the temple but not offering
sacrifice.

26. Rashi; Sabottka, 38.
27. CAD, x'U1,163.
28. See II.l.c above.
29. See II.1 above.
30. See TGF, no.55; Josephus Ant. l5.ll.5 $417 .

31. cf. TDNT t,266f.
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lrtr.'cbh? nC\dr, "Foreign Gods." The phrase '"bhA nEknr "foreign gods," was
coined during the exilic period of the sixth century when large groups of the people
came into unpleasant contact with foreign lands. The expression reflects a strict
"Yahweh alone" point of view and implies that only Yahweh can be the "true" God:
gods other than Yahweh, elsewhere neutrally called'eldhtm'al.t€rtm, "other gods,"3z
are referred to, with strong negative implications, as "foreign gods." The earliest texts
belong without exception to Deuteronomistic circles: Dt. 31:16; 32:12 Josh.24(LY\X
14):20,23; Jgs. 10:16; 1 S. 7:3). This holds true also for Jer. 5:19, a secondary passage,
and Gen. 35:2,4, an earlier text that has undergone Deuteronomistic editing.

Othmar Keel has shown that Gen. 35:2b,5 and the phrase 'ebhA hannElgdr in v. 4
are secondary.33 The hiding of divine images (teraphim?) was clearly already puzzling
to the ancient readers. A redactor associated with Deuteronomistic circles interpreted
the text on the basis of Jgs. 10:16 and I S. 7:3 as a necessary condition for God's
intervention to help Israel. The Deuteronomistic expression hdstrfi'ey-'"ldhA hanndf;dr
'aier b"16S"Sem, "remove the foreign gods that are in your midst" (and its variants),
appears in Gen. 35:2,4; Josh. 24(LXX 14):23; Jgs. 10:16; I S. 7:3; 2Ch.33:15.

The other occurrences of the phrase (Mal. 2:11: "daughter of a foreign god," i.e.,
a foreign woman); Ps. 81:10[9]; Dnl. 1l:39; 2 Ch. 33:15) are dependent on Deuter-
onomistic usage, as are the phrases haUA n4kdr "foreign nothings," i.e., idols (Jer.

8:19 [secondary]) and mizb"h61 hannEf;ar, "foreign altars" (2 Ch. l4:2). We should
possibly also include here the plain phrase 'adma! nEftd4 "foreign land" (Ps. 137:4),
for which the context suggests the connotation "land of exile" = "land of foreiga
gods."

The unusual phrase ba!-'Zl nekdr "daughter of a foreign god," in Mal. 2:11 is
sometimes interpreted to mean "goddess.":+ The parallel in Nu. 2l:29 (Moabite women
called "daughters" of Chemosh), however, suggests that it is a poetic expression for
"foreign woman."35 Why marriage with a "daughter of a foreign god" profanes the
temple is not immediately clear. The most likely explanation is that the text - obscure
to us but not to the prophet's contemporaries - 1sfs1s to a specific mixed marriage:
an older high priest has divorced his childless Israelite wife to marry a foreiga woman,
possibly an Edomite, and thus continue his line (Mal. 2: l3-16). The propher raises his
voice in protest.36

V. l. lX( The LXX does not have any serious problems with translation. The
meaning of the niphal of nkr (Prov. 26:24) is rendered appropriately with epineilein,
"nod to"; the piel is representedby apallotrioiln (3 times), the hithpael by apoxenortn
(twice) and by allotrioiln and, diestrammdnos (once each). The words n€f;dr and nofui

32. -+'lnN 'achEr 1,202f.
33. O. Keel, W, 23 (1973),327-331.
34. Hvidberg, 121; Ahlshrim,49.
35. Schreiner, 215.
36. Caquot (1969), 200; idem (1981 /82), 538.
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are translated primarily by allhtrios, the former also by allogends (9 times) and the

latter by xinos (5 times).

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The root is rare in the Dead Sea Scrolls. In CD 14:15 someone

who has been held prisoner by a "foreign nation" (SOy nekar) (and returns home?) is
listed with orphans, the poor, the elderly, and the homeless as needing support. Other
texts reveal a clear sense of separation from everything "pagan." As "pagans," for-
eigners must not be allowed to enter the temple (4QFlor 1:4).37 The Temple Scroll
states that a bodyguard must protect the king from attack by people belonging to a
foreign nation (llQTemple 57:ll); death on a stake (or hanging on a tree) is the
punishment for traitors serving a "foreign (pagan) nation" (g6y nEkd.r 64:7f.). These

laws are primarily theoretical; quite practical, however, is the regulation in CD l1:2,
which testifies to opposition against a coflunon custom: members of the Qumran
community must not let a Gentile (the meaning here of ben ndkfrr!) perform domestic
labor for them on the Sabbath; in other words, especially on the Sabbath they must not
be dependent on pagan "Gentiles."

Lang

VI.zftrIIhiphil.Thebasicmeaningof thehiphil of nkrU.is "recognize(aperson)":
Isaac does not recognize Jacob in disguise (Gen. 27:23), Joseph's brothers do not
recognize their brother (42:7f., antonym yd'hithpael in 45:1), Job is so disfigured that
his friends do not recognize him (Job 2:12),people do not recognize each other in the

dark (Ruth 3:14 cf. also I K. l8:7;20:41). Eliphaz recounts how God appeared to him
in a form whose appearance he could not recognize (Job 4:16). In the coming age of
salvation, the descendants of Israel will be known (ndda') among all the nations, and

people will recognize (nkr) that Yahweh has blessed them (Isa. 6l:9). In a similar
fashion a person's voice is recognized (Jgs. l8:3; I 5.26:17).

Lrke ndsd' pantm,38 hikktr pdnim means "regard a person," "be partial"; partiality
in the administration of justice is forbidden (Dt. 1:17; 16:19) and is judged tobe ld'-16!
in Wisdom Literature (Prov. 24:23; 28:'21).

With l"t6!6, hikkir means "regard with favor": God will look favorably on those

who have been carried off to Babylon, just as one looks at good figs (Jer. 24:5).Even
by itself hikktr has this meaning: Boaz looks with favor on Ruth and takes notice of
her (Ruth 2:l0,l9); the psalmist laments that no one "takes notice of him" or "asks

after his life" (ddrdi l"napit: Ps. 142:5[4]).
In Dt. 33, the Blessing of Moses, Levi is praised for having "set aside all obligations

of loyalty to his own kindred":3e he did not "see" his parents, he did not recognize
(nkr)his brothers, and he did not "know" (yada') his own children. In a similar vein,
Isa. 63:16 states that Abraham does not know (nkr) his own people and does not

37. See III above.
38. -i Rir: naia'; -s d\D pantm.
39. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966),206.
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acknowledge Oada') Israel - in other words, it is no longer possible to appeal to
natural ancestry: only Yahweh is the father of the people.

When the wind passes over a flower, it perishes, and the place where it was knows
(nkr) rotbrng of it - so transitory are humans (Ps. 103:16). Without any imagery, Job
7:10 says the same concerning humans, who die.

According to Job 24:17, sinners are "familiar" with the terrors of deep darkness;
they rebel (mrd) against the light and do not "know" its ways (24:13). God, however,
"knows" their works (34:25).

In Neh. 13:24 hikktr is used in the sense of "knowing" or "mastering" a language.
Ringgren

1D) namor

Contents: I. Etymology, Meaning, and Distribution. II. Ancient Near East. Itr. OT: l. Occur-
rences; 2. Names; 3. Hebrew; 4. Dnl. 7:6. [V. Ancient Versions.

I. Etymology, Meaning, and Distribution. The word namer (n"ma4 nimra') is
found not only in the OT but in many other Semitic languages.l Pelio Fronzaroli posits
an ancient root nimr as the basis from which the word developed in the various Semitic
languages: Ak*. nimru(m), Arab. namir, Eth. namr, Mand. nimria (sg. namar = nimar),
Syr. nemra'.z According to Frank L. Benz, the word is attested in the Phoenician and

namEr F.-M. Abel, Giographie de la Palestine. EBib, 2 vols. (31967), II; J. Aharoni, "Uber
das Vorkommen und Aussterben paliistinischer Tierarten," ZDPV 49 (1926),247-262; A. Billiq,
"1DJ," EMiqr V 870tr r S. Bocharnrs, Ilierozoicon, sive Bipertitum opus de animalibus S. Scrip-
turae (ed. tertia ex rec. Johannes Leusden) (1692),791-805; F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal and Man
in Bible Innds, 2 vols. (Eng. trans., Leiden, 196G72); F. Frank, "Tierleben inPaldstrna," ZDPV
75 (1959),83-88; V. Haas, "lropard und Biene im Kulte 'hethitischer' G<ittinnen," UE 13
(1981), 101-l 16; F. Hommel, Die Narnen der Stiugethiere bei den siidsemitischcnWlkern(1879);
B. Landsberger and I. Krumbiegel, Die Fauna des alten Mesopotamien nach der 14. Tafel der
Seie Sar-ra-flubullu (1934); J. A. Rimbach, "Bees or Bears? Sefire I A 31 and Daniel'l," JBL,
97 (1978),565f.; A. Salonen, Jagd und Jagdtiere im alten Mesopotamien. AnAcScFen, 196
(1976).

Itr.4: A. Caquot, "Les quatre b6tes et le 'Fils d'Homme' (Daniel 7)," Sem, 17 (1967),37-71;
idem, "Sur les quatre b€tes de Daniel Yll," Sem, 5 (1955), 5-13; A. J. Ferch, "Daniel 7 and
Ugarit," JBL, 99 (1980), 75-86; J. C. H. Lebram, "Daniel/Danielbuch," TRE, VIA,, 325-349;
H. H. Rowley, Darius the Mede and the Four World Empires in the Book of Daniel (Carditr,
l93s).

l. See Itrbelow; forthe variants seeA. Sperber,HUCA, l2l13(1937 138),242:Jeromehasnemer.
2. Fronzuoli, AANLR, 365 (1968), 281. On Akkadian see CAD, Xl/2,234f .; AHw, lI,79O.

On Arabic, Hommel, 294-99. On Ethiopic, Hommel, 379. On Mandaic, MdD,298. On Syriac,
kxSyn 431.
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Punic world as well.3 We find nmr also in the Deir 'Alla text and in the story of Ahikar
(nmr').4

There are two occurrences of nmrh in the Sefre inscriptions from the mid-eighth
century r.c., which Herbert Donner and Wolfgang R0llig as well as Joseph Fitzmyer
translate "panther."s According to Donner and R0llig, the word is a substantive in the

absolute form; Fitzmyer considers it feminine.6 More recently James Rimbach has

noted the uncertainty of the reading and consequently proposed another meaning: nmlh,

"ant."7
Etymologically,ndm€r has often been associated with Arab. namira, "be spotted."8

Other etymologies have also been proposed that posit a connection with Akk. namiru,
"shine, gleam."s But namdru is just a by-form of nawaru, and namer is clearly a
primary noun (Akk. nimru[m]). Hitt. parsana (sumerogram PIRIG.TUR, uc.ruR, or
rnrc.rrr) is connected with Gk. pdrdalis (since Homer), p6rdalis, pdnther (srnce

Herodotus), pdrdos (Roman period), and le6pardos.l0 The etymology of these last
words is unknown, but they may derive from a non-Indo-European language of Asia
Minor.ll

The translation of ndm€r varies in most dictionaries, translations, and commentar-
ies: sometimes "leopard," sometimes "panther," often without distinction.r2 Jer.

13:23 says that the namEr cannot change its h"f;arbur61. This suggests "spots,"l3 2

meaning associated with "leopard," to be distinguished in the Palestinian region from
the "panther," from which it also differs in minor features of appearance and anat-

omy.14

The panther (Felis panthera) is found primarily in Southeast Asia; its appearance

in Palestine, even in the early period, is scarcely attested.ls By contrast, the leopard
(Felis pardus tullianus) was (and to some small extent still is) found in Asia Minor,

3. Benz, 147,361.
4. Deir 'Alla I, 17; cf. J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, Aramaic Terts {rom Deir 'Alla.

DMOA, 2l (1976), 2l9f .; H.-P. Miiller, "Die aramiiische Inschrift von Deir 'Alld und die iilteren
Bileamspriiche," 7AW 94 (1982),214ff.; Ahikar ll8f.

5. KAI, 222A, 3ll, 2?3A, 9; Fitzmyer, The Aramaic Inscriptions of Sefire. BietOr 19 (1967),
15,49, 81.

6. KAl, t,249. Ct. DISO, 179.
7. Cf. already D. Winton Thomas, ,/SS, 5 (1%0), 283.
8. Already Bochartus, 785ff., as well as the early lexicons and such modem dictionaries as

HAL, n,701; cf. P. Fronzmoli, MNLR,365 (1968), 281,3O1.
9.E.g., 8D8,649.
10. W Richter, KlPauly, lV, 475. On the Hittite see Landsberger and Krumbiegel, T6, n. 4,

77; Salonen, 219f.; cf. K. Butz, BiOr 34 (1977),289.
11. Haas, 106; cf. F. Schwally, Idioticon des christlich paliistinischen Aramaeisch (1893),

121.
12. But see T. Wittstruck, JBL, 97 (1978), 100, n. 5.
13. Already Bochartus, 786; cf. HAL,1,288.
14. Hommel,294,n.2.
15.L€setre,DB, lY,172-75;Fel1ks,BHHW, trI, 1382;H.Wildberger, Isaiahl-12 (Eng.trans.,

Minneapolis, l99l), 461.
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Syria, Palestine, and North Africa. The swift "leopard" in Hab. 1:g refers possibly to
the hunting leopard or cheetah (Felis acirwnyx jubatus), also called bardeles (related
toGk. pdrdalis) inlaterHebrewlirerature(Mishnah sanh. 1.4;B.eam.l.4;etc.).r6
Even today, leopards and cheetahs are found occasionally near the Dead sea.l7 In
ancient times cheetahs were sometimes domesticated.l8 It is not always possible to
decide with certainty whether the word namEr refers to a leopard, cheetah, serval, or
even a lynx.le The leopard sometimes appears in ancient art, e.g., in Egypt and Meso-
Potamia.2o It might be best to avoid the translation "panther" for ndmer The leopard
lives in thickets and among rocks (cf. Cant. 4:8).

II. Ancient Near East In tlre religions of the ancient Near East, the leopard is quite
often among the animals associated with a deity - in Hittite religion, e.g., with the
goddess Inar(a), in whose temple a cup of wine was offered for the leopard.2l Inar(a)
was originally a Hatti deity of more than regional significance. The leopard was also
sacred to the Uatti sun-goddess: it protected her spring. It already played an important
role in the religious thought of the Neolithic period, as finds at the terraced settlement
of Qatal Hiiyiik (7th-6th millennium) show.22 Later the leopard appears in conjunction
with the great goddesses of central Anatolia, e.g., in Hittite festival rituals such as the
leopard dance.23 According to Volkert Haas,24 the association of the leopard with the
Anatolian goddesses cybele, Artemis, and Aphrodite (Urania) goes back to Hitrite
traditions.

In Sumerian literature the goddess Inanna is associated with the leopard; in Assyria
the animal is connected with Ishtar of Arbela.25 In Northern Arabia the leopard is sacred
to Dusares'26 In later classical literature, too, the leopard has religious associations not
only with Cybele, Aphrodite, and circe, but also with Dionysus/Bacchus and his
retinue.2T Hunting leopards is often considered a "religious act," as in ancient South
Arabia.28

16. See S. Krauss, Griechische und lateinische Lehnwiirter imTalmud, Midrasch undTargum,
2 vols. (Berlin, 1898-99), ll, 164 Levy,wrM,l,26lf. on Hab. l:g seew. S. Mccullough,TDr,
Itr, 1ll.

17. Aharoni, 251f.; Frank, 83f.; Billiq, 871.
18. Bodenheimer, 100.
19. Richter, KlPauly, ty,4i5f.
20. For Egypt see Billiq, 871f.; A-I/ER nos. 52,297. For Mesopotami a see ANEE no. 67g.
21. Haas, 107.
22.Haas, l0/.ff.
23. Haas, 108f.
24. P. ttt.
25. For Sumerian see W. Heimpel, Tierbilder in der sumerischen Literatur Stpohl, Z (1968),

331ff.; for Assyria see R. Frankena, Tdkuhu (Lriden, 1954),95, no.97.
26. M. Ht fner, wbMyth, l, 434, 522; cf. R. Dussaud, la p1nitration des Arabes en syrie

avant I'Islam (Paris, 1955), 57f.
27. Richter, KlPauly, [Y,476.
28. A. F. L. Beeston, "The Ritual Hunt,,, Mus,6l (1943), 183-196.
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III. OT.
l. Occurrences. In the OT namer occurs in Isa. 11:6; Jer.5:6; 13:23;Hos. l3:7;

Hab. 1:8 (pl.); Cant. 4:8 (pl.); and Dnl. 7:6 (Aram. nemar).

2. Names. Evidence for leopards in ancient Palestine includes the toponyms nimri
or bAlnimrd (Nu. 32:3,36; Josh. l3:27) atdmA nimfim (Isa. 15:6; Jer.48:34) in Moabite
territory not far from the Jordan and the Dead Sea.2e

3. Hebrew. In the OT the leopard is not found either in immediate conjunction
with the Deity or as a "sacred" animal. For the most part it appears in images and
metaphors (as in many Akkadian texts).30 ln Jer. 13:23 the leopard serves as a parable
expressing skepticism over the possibility of the people's changing their ways: "Can
a Cushite change his skin or a leopard its spots? Then also you can do good, who
are accustomed to do evil." Here the animal is a metaphor from the natural realm
expressing an adynaton 3l In Hos. l3:7f. God compares himself to a number of
animals in his judgment on Ephraim: "So I will become like a lion (iahal) to them,
like a leopard I will lurk on the way 'to Assyria.' "32 The text also mentions a she-bear

@aD, a lion Qali'),t3 and "beasts of the field" (hayyal hassdQeh (NRSV: "a wild
animal"). A similar menagerie also appears in Sefre texts in a so-called covenant
imprecation.3a Jer. 5:6 threatens the sinful people with a leopard as well as a lion
('aryeh) from the forest and a wolf from the desert (ze'Eb ardb6!). The wolf of the
"desert" or "evening"3s also appears in the company of the leopard in Hab. l:8. This
verse likens the swiftness of the Chaldeans on their horses to the speed of leopards
(cf. lQpHab 3:6tr.). Cant. 4:8 speaks of the descent of the bride from [rbanon.36 The
mountains are described as the "dens of lions" and "mountains of leopards."37 The
mention of lions and leopards suggests the sinister and dangerous situation in which
the poet imagines the bride. It is not impossible, of course, that the geographic

29.For the former see GTTOT $300; Abel, 278. For the latter see GTTOT $$1256-58; Abel,
399; Billiq,871; A. H.vanZyl,The Moabites. POS,fil (1960), 55ff.; cf. also T. Ndldeke,ZDMG,
29 (1875), 437, n.3: "the 'leopardlike' spotted or striped appearance of the ground"; HAL, ll,
701; Arab. namir, "having abundant water."

30. CAD, Xll2, 235; cf., among others, Butz, BiOr 34 (1977),289; also for Egyptian texts
H. Grapow, Die bildlichen Ausdriicke des Agyptischen (1924, repr. Darmstadt , 1983), 73.

31. G. van der Leeuw, JEOL, 8 (1942), 635; E. Wiirthwein, TDNT, IV, 987 .

32. L. W?ichter, Der Tod im AT. AzT 2/8 (1967),45. The reading "to Assyria" follows LXX,
Vulg., Syr., and many comms.

33. But see H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974), 220,226t.; J. L. Mays, Hosea.
OTL (1969), 173, 176; and the apparatus of BHK and BHS, inloc.: k"laQim, "dogs."

34. See T. Wittstruck, "The Influence of Treaty Curse Imagery on the Beast Imagery of Daniel
7," JBI.97 (1978), 100-102.; KAI,222A,3Of.;223A,9; see I above.

35. K. Elligea "Das Ende der 'Abendwdlfe' Tnph 3,3; Hab 1,8," Festschrift A. Bertholet
(Tiibingen, 1950), 158-175.

36. -+ I]lI) l"lan^n,11.2, 4 (Vn,451f.,455).
37. W. Rudolph (Das Hohe Lied. KAT, ){Vlllz 11962l, 147f.) prefers to read "'caves' of

leopards."
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references in this verse derive originally from association with a cultic deity who
dwelt in [rbanon.38

Peaceful coexistence among animals as well as between animals and human beings
is one of the themes of the poem in Isa. ll:1-9. The wolf shall "be the guest" of the
lamb, and "the leopard shall lie down with the kid" (v. 6). when this comes to pass,
the peaceful kingdom of the Messiah will have arrived. The text lists a whole series
of dangerous animals: wolf, leopard, young lion, bear, lion, asp, adder. They all live
together in peace, because peace :rmong animals is "a characteristic of paradiss."39
Here prophecy draws on more ancient popular traditions, using them to describe the
eschatological age of salvation. The presence of the leopard in this description is
probably deliberate,{ although it is surprisingly not included in 65:25.

4. Dnl. 7:6. The leopard in Dnl. 7:6 has the strongest association with ancient
mythological and popular motifs. Strictly speaking, the text does not refer to a leopard
but to a leopardlike creature with four wings on its back, four heads, and "great power."
It is the third of four beasts, none of which belongs to the fauna of the known world.al
It comes after a lion with eagles' wings and a bear with three ribs between its teeth;
they all arise out of the sba. We are clearly dealing here with features that "indicate
the originally mythological nature of the symbolic event."42 Whether this mythologi-
zation derives from the ancient Near East or is a product of the Hellenistic and Roman
period is difficult to determine. According to Jiirgen C. H. Lebram, the use of animals
to synbolize world empires reflects neither a battle with chaos nor a creation myth; it
is a "pseudoprognostic representation of the dominion of the world empires as an
imrption of the forces of chaos into history."a3 Like the metals of the statue in ch. 2,
the description of the beasts in Dnl. 7 reveals an increasing depravity that leads from
the partially human features of the first empire to the bestiality of the fourth.a The
"powerful" leopard occupies the third place in this series. It is difficult to determine
what empire the beast symbolizes: it might represent the Lydian, Medo-persian, persian,
Greek, Macedonian, Roman, or even the Christian Empire.as Most scholars assume
that the third beast represents the Persian Empire.6 It is nevertheless possible to
interpret the four beasts as being present simultaneously,4T so that they symbolize
empires existing in the time of the author. In this reading it is not impossible that the

38. M. Hallea Das Hohelied. HAT XVIIJ (1940), 35.
39. H. Gressmann, Der Messias (Gdttingen,1929), l5l.
40. S. N. Kramer, History Begins at Sumer (Garden City, N.y., 21961), ZlO; ANET 3g.
41. M. Haller, Das Judentum. SAT (1925),296.
42. l*brarn,332.
43.P.334; cf.333, and Ferch, 81.
44. Irbram, W 20 (1970),517ff.
45. Rowley, 184f.
46. C. Colpe, TDNT, ym,42l, n. 164; K. Koch, Das Buch Daniel (1980), 187ff.; already

Rowley, 144ff.
47.8-D. Eerdmans, The Religion of Israel (Lriden, 1947),224t.; M. A. Beeh Das Daniel-

buch Q*iden, 1935),26t., 49.
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leopard with four wings and heads represents Rome, which was expanding in the

Maccabean period (cf. also Rev. 13:2, the only mention of a leopard in the NT).

fV. Ancient Versions. The LXX translates namer with pdrdalis (also Sir. 28:23; cf .

par&ileios in 4 Mc. 9:28; T.Abr. A l9). Josephus includes the leopard among the

unclean animals.a8 In addition to pdrdalis, the LXX uses pdnthEr in Hos. 5:14; l3:7 to
translate ial.tal (also Ps. 91:13; Job 4:10; 10:16; 28:8; Prov. 26:13), usually translated

"lion."ae The Vulg. uses pardus to translate narnEr and leaena to translate iahal. The
Syr. always uses nemrd' for namEt except in Hab. 1:8, where it uses neira', possibly

because of confusion with Jer. 4:13. In 2 Ch.3l:l;33:3;34:3, the Syr. uses nemra' for
'"ierA. lt is unlikely that this translation shows that images of leopards were still known
to the Syr. translators.so

Mulder

48. Ant. 12.3.4 9146.
49. But see S. Mowinckel, ")DV," Hebrew and Semitic Studies. Festschrift G. R Diver

(Oxford, 1963), 95-103.
50. A. E. Shipley and S. A. Cmk, EncBib, m,2763.

Dl ne-s; DOl nss II

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Distribution; 3. lrxical Field; 4. Syntax; 5. LXX' II. Secular

Usage: 1. Military Contexts; 2. Nautical Contexts. trI. Theological Usage: l. Nu. 2l:8f.; 2. Ex.

17:15;3. Metaphorical Usage in the Prophets;4. Sign. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

L l. Etymology. Since the root is found only in Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, Christian

Palestinian Aramaic, and Syriac (in other words, only in languages dependent on

Hebrew), its etymology presents a difficult problem. The following theories have been

proposed.

nes. B. Couroyer, "Un Egyptianisme e.n Exode, XVtr,15-16: YHWH-NISil," RB, 88 (1981),

333-39; J. Fichtner, "Die etymologische Atiologie in den Namengebungen der geschichtlichen
Biicher des ATs," W, 6 (1956), 372-396, esp. 388; M. Gtirg, "Der Altar; theologische Dimen-
sionen im Nl," Freude am Gottesdienst. Festschrift J. Pk)ger (Stuttgart, 1983), 291-306, esp.

302ff.; idem, "Nes-ein Herrschaftsemblem?" BN, 14 (1981), 1l-17; K. Goldammer, "Die
heilige Fahne," Tibus, N.s. 4/5 (1954155), 13-55, esp. 34; R. Gradwohl, "Zum Versllindnis von
Ex. XVtr 15f.," W, 12 (1962),491-94; R. Krauss, "Feldzeichen," LexAg, IIl9 (1975), 155-57;

A. R. Mtiller, "Ex l7,l5f. in der Septuaginta," BN, 12 (1980), lO-23;H. Schiifer, "Assyrische
und iigyptische Feldzeichen," Klio,6 (19C9),393-99, esp. 396; E. Strrrmberg Krantz, Des Schiffes
'tileg mitten im Meer CB, 19 (1982), 122-26; H. Weippert, "Feldzeichen," BRL2 (1977),77-79.
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a. The noun zes derives from nss I, "go to and fro, run zigzag," hithpolel ..glitter." r

For the verb, Gesenius also proposes the meaning ,.raise up,,,2 but this theory is rejected
today.

b. The verb rus I, "go to and fro," has no connection with nes;nss II (only hithpolel)
is a denominative from zes.3

c. There is no demonstrable connection with nsh, ,,test,try.,'4

d. Paul Haupt proposes a non-Hebrew etymology, citing the Akkadian loanword
niius But this noun with the meaning "elevation" derives from the verb ndiil6 and is
related to -+ NiDl naid', as Jerome noted in the Vulg.

e. B. couroyer and Manfred Giirg have independently proposed Egyptian etymolo.
gies.7 couroyer points to Egyp. ns.t, "seat, throne," and interprets yHWH nlisi (Ex.
17: 15) as "the throne of Yahweh." when later Hebrews no longer knew of this meaning,
the phrase was interpreted in parallel with fte=s ydh (v. l6).t

According to Gbrg,n?s canbe interpreted without complications as the Hebrew version
of the Egyptian title ny.iwt, "he who belongs to the .fi.yr plant [sedge],', which originally
was the title of the king of Upper Egypt and later became the general royal title. More a
royal standard than a military standard, it symbolized the leadership role of the king as
God's appointed regent, whose primary function was to protect the people from enemies.e
The proposed mixture of iconography and etymology, however, counsels caution.

Although determining the etymology of nes is probably a hopeless task, its use in
several unambiguous contexts makes its meaning clear: "standard, pole, banner, sail,"
figuratively "danger signal" (Nu. 26:10; Isa. ll:10). The figurative meaning leads to
the meaning "wonder, mfuacle" in Late Hebrew and Aramaic.r0 In rabbinic literature
and the Talmud, nes generally replaces the term m6p?t.tl

2. Distribution The noun ne.r occurs 2l times in the or, with particular frequency
in the books of Isaiah (8 occurrences in Proto-Isaiah, once each in Deutero-Isaiah and
Trito-Isaiah) and Jeremiah (5 occurrences). The 4 occurrences in the Pentateuch (Ex.
17:16; Nu. 2l:8f.;26:10) are difficult to assign to literary sources. ps. 60:6@ng. v. 4)
and Ezk. 27:7 statd in isolation.

A verb zss [I occurs only in the hithpolel (ps. 60:6[4]; z.ec.9:16); according to
HAL,tz it is a denominative from nes and means "to assemble under the banner.', But

t. KBr],619f.
2. GesTh, U, 891.
3. GesB, 508; HAL,fi,7M.
4. G. Gerleman, TLOT Il, 741.
5. P. Haupt, JBI. 19 (1900),68.
6. AHw,11,762.
7. Couroyer, citing N. Reich, Spir'nr, 14 (1910), 29 Gorg, BN, 14, ll-17.
8. -, N0) kissa'(Vfi 232-259).
9. BN, 14, t6f.
10. K. Beyer, Die aramiiischen Texte vom Toten Meer (Gottingen, 19g4),637.
11. K. H. Rengstorff, TDNT VIIL,123f.
12. P.704.
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even the ancient versions generally interpreted these texts as using a form of nils, "seek
refuge." Only the Vulg. and Symmachus (inZnc.9:16) attest to the notion of elevation:
"raise as a sign."13

3. l,exical Field. Twice nes parallels toren, "flagstaff" (Isa. 30:17), "mast" (Isa.
33:23; cf. Ezk. 27:5). The word degel, used almost exclusively in P, clearly means
something like "military standard" (cf. Nu. 2, lO); it can also refer to a tactical military
unit ("squad") as signum pro toto. The noun has a similar meaning at Elephantine and
in the Dead Sea Scrolls.la In Cant. 2:,4 degel probably refers to the "sign" of a tavern,
its original meaning. Closely related but not totally synonymous are mOt/mOtA, "pole,"
but primarily in the sense of "carrying pole" or "yoke," arrd hibbel,."mast" (Prov.
23:34). Also in the domain of military signaling is mai'€l "raising" (in Jgs. 20:38,4O
as in the Lachish Lettersls) a "smoke signal." Used figuratively, nEs is related to -+
P'lN ?/ft and -; YDID m6p€!.

4. Syntax. neJ occurs only in the singular and almost always anarthrously; in Nu.
Zl:9;Isa.30:lT,itisdeterminedbythedefinitearticle,inEx. 17:15;Isa.49:22(closely
related texts) by the lst person singular sufFrx. It appeius as the object of -sXWJ naia',
"raise, set up" (Isa. 5:26; ll:121. l3:-2; 18:3; Jer. 4:6; 50:2; 5l:12,27), hcrim, "raise"
(lsa. 49:22;62:10), pdrai, "spread out," also possibly "slacken" (Isa.33:23), rd'd,
"see" (Jer. 4:21;Ps.60:6); its use as the object of hiimia', "cause to hear" (Jer. 50:2),
is exceptional.

A person or object can become a nds (hdyt /'nes; Nu. 26:10; Ezk.27:7) or stand
('dmad: Isa. 11:10) as nds'ammtm. One may take refuge (nss hithpolel: Ps. 60:6[4])
by a nes or flee from it (htt minnEs: Isa. 31 :9). The sites where a n es is raised are: har
"mountain" (Isa. 13:2; l8:3), gi!'d, "hill" (Isa. 3O:17),'eres, "land" (Jer.5l.,27), bdmal
bAlel, "city wall of Babylon" (Jer. 5l:12), and siydnA, "toward Zion."

5. IXX. The LXX always translates n€s colr:ectly with sEme{on (9 times), sEmaia
and semeiosis (once each), or sjssemon (3 times; used throughout by Aquilal6). The
other translations, drchein, d6xa, and histion, are singular. Ex. 17: 15 uses kataphygii.rT
The LXX has also understood n"sd:abnfi in Ps. 4:7(6) as a form of nes (semeiofin),
while deriving zss in Ps. 60:6(4) from zws (phygein).

II. Secular Usage. The strictly secular use of nes as a technical term of military
operations or shipbuilding must remain speculative, since all the texts appear in theo-
logical and metaphorical contexts.

13. But see W. Rudolph, Sacharja 9-14. KAT XlIll4 (1976), in loc.: nss, "sparkle."
14. For the former see AP, 12; for the latter see lQM 5:3.
15. KAr,194, 10.
16. J. Ziegler, NGWG, N.s. I /4 (1939), m.
17. See Mtiller.
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l. Military contexts. As a military standard, a ne=.r serves primarily as a marker,
indicating where rhe army is to assemble (Isa. 5:26; ll:12) or pointing in the direction
of advance and attack (Jer. 5l:12).t8 It is usually set up on a mountain or hill to
provide orientation (Isa. 13:2; l8:3; 30:17); but it appears also to advertise the victor,s
claim to possession when it is set up on the city wall of defeated Babylon (Jer. 50:2).
The setting up of this standard is accompanied by trumpets (Isa. lg:3), horns (Jer.
4:21; 5l:27), and battle cies (q6l: Isa. l3:2). As a military standard, comparable to
the ark, the nes appears to have been a divine emblem endowed with Ladership
qualities. te In the ancient Near East, standards symbolize concretely the gods advanc-
ing into battle.2o

we must remember, however, that a nes is not mentioned in any of the or
descriptions of battle;2t it first appears in prophetic emulations of this form. The
same holds true for the use of degel in p. All we know of the function of military
standards comes through the prophets' metaphorical exploitation of the ritual of the
holy war.

2. Nautical contexts. In Isa. 33:23; Ezk. 27:7,net appears to denote part of a ship,s
tackle. A sail of fine embroidered linen (miprdi) is to serve as a nEs. To interpret tLis
as meaning "f7ag" (Lxx) seems reasonable, but there is no evidence for flags before
the Persian peicd.z2 The necessary late dating of Isa. 33:23 would admit such an
interpretation, but the parallelism with haf;dltm, ('ropes," 

and taren,..mast," suggests
a sail. Even though "sail" is the preferred interpretation in both texts, a signal function
is not excluded, since bright (red) sails are known to have indicated a wealthy and
eminent owner or passenger.23 This interpretation does most justice to the context of
both occurrences.

III. Theological Usage.
l. Nu.2l:8f. Reference to the appearance of anes appears in the account of the

"bronze serpent" (Nu.2l:8f.: JE;.2+ rn this account, reshaped later by Rp, Moses is
commanded to set a iarap on a nes,. those who see it will be protected from the bite
of poisonous serpents. According to v. 9, Moses then sets a bronze serpent on this nzs.
It would be hard to picture the nes otherwise than as a pole (cf. Isa. i0:17;, although
its function as a support is of primary importance.T Archaeologically, standards with
a serpent motif have been found in Late Bronze Age strata atHazor.zo

18. G. Schumacher, ZDPV 9 (1886),232.

]f . !9e Weippert, c6rg; on the ark -+ hX ,dhel (1, I 18_ 130); _+ J,nN 
,"r6n (t, 363_374).

20. M. Weippert,AW 84 (1972),477f.
21. -+;lDn)D milhami (VtrI, 334-345).
22.Weippert, BRL,78.
23. Strtimberg Krantz, 126 G. R. Driver, "ISS, 13 (1968), 54.
24. -+ Uint nahd.i lY.3; -+ fhunJ nchuitan 1.2; y.
25. See II.l above.
26. Y. Yadin, BA, 20 (1957), 43; cf. atso BuA, II, frg.26.
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2.8x.17:l5.ItisverydifficulttointerpretthephraseYHWHnissi(whichalsopresents
textual problems2T), applied to the altar Moses is to build after the battle with the

Amalekites at Rephidim (Ex. 17:15f.).28 Whether this designation is anchored traditio-
historically among the southern tribes of the premonarchic period or is associated with
the later state is a minor problem2e compared to the problem of the connection between

the name of the altar and its interpretation in v. 16: ki-yd!'al-kEs ldh "a hand upon the

throne of Yahweh."30 This banner formula together with its etiology must be considered

a later appendix to the basic narrative. The battle cry on which v. 16 is based was probably
a text to protect the soldiers in battle (with the Amalekites). They gained this protection
by placing their hands on a banner ( n4s) or on an altar of Yahweh conceived of as a throne
(kEs).zt The reading /re=s ydhinv.16 is virtually certain, since it is attestedby all the ancient

versions. The misunderstanding of the LXX (reading a form of /<sft) is an excellent
example.32 The oath gesture is also a matter of debate.33 Citing good archaeological
evidence, Roland Gradwohl suggests a votive hand on a standard as a symbol of the

supporting hand of God. There is, however, no other trace of such a notion in Israel.

The solution to these problems should probably be sought along the following lines:
Just as the box-shaped ark could go forward as a military standard and emblem of
Yahweh, so could a similarly shaped altar, which could be set up on the battlefield like
the throne of a Near Eastern potentate.3a Therefore the designation of the Rephidim
altar as both nes ar,d kEs is quite possible; the one may even help explain the other
through assonance. Gtirg has shown that the post-Yahwistic author used this desiglation
of the altar as a means of making explicit reference to Yahweh.35

3. Metaphorical Usage in the Prophers. Most of the occurrences of nds are in
prophetic metaphors in the books of Isaiah and Jeremiah. In the prophetic oracles the

texts in question focus on (a) the impending end of Israel and (b) the wonderful
.restoration of Israel after the exile.

a. According to Isa. 5:26, Yahweh raises a nEs for the Assyrians or Babylonians,36

about which they are to assemble for their campaign to destroy Israel. A nes points the

way to Jerusalem for the foe from the north (Jer. 4:6). The judgment will be so terrible
that the remnant of the people will look ltke a nEs, emaciated as a signal pole.

27. See the extensive discussion in B. S. Childs, The Book of Exodus. OTL (1974),311f.
28. On the derivation from -+ Dll zl2s, "he gives me refuge," -+ Y 515.
29. For the former see Weippert, 7AW, U (1972),489, n. 145; for the latter see Gtirg, BN,

14 (r98r), 14.

30. -+ VIII,216.
31. For the former see V. Fritz, Israel in der Wiiste. MarTS, 7 (1970),57; for the latter -+

ND) tisse', Vll,254f.
32. Mtiller.
33. Couroyer.
34. -+ NOl t,ssa'ryII, B2-259).
35. Festschrirt Pk;gen 302f.
36. For the former see H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1991) 239f.;

for the latter see O. Kaiser, Isaiah t-12. OTL @ng. trans. 21983), 112.
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b' In prophecies of salvation the nef, functions similarly as an orientation signal forthe expected deliverance. Isa.3l:9 already describes ih" diuin" panic caused by
Yahweh's attack on Assyria: its officers abscond, deserting their nes.In later texts theprophecies of salvation focus on Babylon (Isa. 13:2). to set up a nds against Babylon
means a declaration of war (Jer. 50:2; 5l:12). yahweh himself calls on Israel to ,"t ,p
a nes agunst Babylon and raise a war cry (sa. l3:2; cf. Jer. 5L:27).

In the deliverance of Israel accomplished by the return from exile, a rear nds maywell have played a role. However that may be, this event is itself to be a nes for the
nations (rsa. 49:22;62:lo). According to Isa. ll:10, the awaited scion from the root of
Jesse is to be a nes for the peoples, the place of assembly and rest. ..He will raise a
n4s for the nations, and will assemble thi outcasts of Israel, and gather the dispersed
of Judah from the four corners of the earth,' (v. l2).

4' Sign' This usage opens the way for the semantic development of nzs in the
direction of "sign."37 overtones of this meaning can be heard in ttre tast passages cited;it is fully present in ps. 60:6(4): "To those who fear you, you give a sign, that they
may flee from the bow." According to Nu. 26:10, the fate of Korah and his band is a"warning" (cf. Nu. 16; Isa. l1:10).

v. Dead sea Scrorls. To date, only 3 occurrences of n€s have been found in the
Dead Sea Scrolls. Surprisingly, only one of these is in leM, and there it does not mean"military standard," for which leM uses '61. one of these standards bears the inscrip
tion nes 'el G:15): it ranks third in the series of standards, fonowing -am 'er,..people
of God'" The whole series of inscriptions (ct.4:6-13) can be diviied into a tactical
military group ('am, miipdh61, qdhal, etc.)and a metaphorical group (kabAd, rtp, g"mfrl,
etc.). According to leH 2:13, the teacher of the commu"itylrririr'of himself as ze-s
of the community (par. mdlis, "interpreter of mysteries,'). reH 6:34 may allude to the
miraculous sign of the resurrection: "the worm of the dead raises a nes.,, Thereis also
an association of nes with resurrection in Did. 16:6.38

Fabry

37. -r nstD mbpe! (y[t, 174_181); J ntN .6th (1, 167_188).
38. See also A. 

-Stuiber, 
JAC, 24 (1981), 4244; -_> Xbl nXi..
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i'lpl nlssa; Dlo?) mass61; i19D massA

Contents: I. Etymology, Related Verbs. tr. Secular Usage: l. Testing Others; 2. Testing

Oneself; 3. Testing Objects; 4. Intransitive Use. 5. Lexical Field. Itr. Theological Usage: l. Testing

God;2. Testing by God. lY. mass61. Y. mass6. VI. Dead Sea Scrolls.

I. Etymology, Related Verbs. The meaning of Ugar. nsy/ysyt has not been ex-
plained. Adrianus van Selms associates nsy with Heb. nissi and translates it "undergo

an experience."2
It is most unlikely that there is any connection between nissd ar,d nafld', despite the

Akkadian use of nqifi with rZiu ("head") as its object ("lift up the head") in the sense

of "take notice of, test," "check on quality or quantity of fields, materials, staples,

animals," and "inspect, test (a medicine), investigate (personnel, also objects)."3
A connection with + OJ nEs, "sign, standard," is also possible, especially if nissd

can be understood as a military term.a A n€^r serves to characterize and identify a tribe
or a military unit; nissd similarly pursues the goal of knowing a person or an object.

In one of the Lachish ostraca,s the writer assures his superior that no one has ever

- susse55fully - "tried" to read to him a document not intended for his ears.

The most important semantically similar verbs are -+ lnf bachan, -+ l,fll' hnqaa

and + l1l ;drap. The first has a strongly cognitive character; haqarrefers to intensive
investigation, thorough examination, leading to understanding; {Arap denotes originally

zissd. A. M. Dubarle, "La tentation diabolique dans le Liwe de la Sagesse (2,24)," Milanges
E. Tisserant, T vols. (Vatican City, 1964), I, 187-195; G. Gerleman, "i1O) nshpi. totest,'" TLOT
ll,74l-42; M. Greenberg, "i'lDl in Ex 2O:2O and the Purpose of the Sinaitic Theophany," ./BI,
73 (1960),30-54; R. Kilian, lsaafts Opferung. SBS, zl4 (1970); idem, Die vorpriesterlichen
Abrahamsiiberlieferungen literarkitisch und traditionsgeschichtlich untersucht. BBB,24 (1966);
J. H. Kom, ZEIPATMO, Die Versuchung des Gldubigen in der giechischen Bibel. BWANT,
72 (1937); S. Lehming, "Massa und Meriba," ZAW 73 (1961), 7l-77; J. Licht, ksting in the
Hebrew Scriptures and in Postbiblical ludaism (Jerusalem, 1973) (Heb.); N. Lohfink, " 'Ich bin
Jahwe, dein Arzt' (Ex 15,26)," "Ich will euer Gott werden. " SBS, 100 (1981), ll-73:' idem, "Die
Ursiinden in der priesterlichen Geschichtserziihlung," Die Zeit Jesu. Festschift H. Schlier
(Freiburg im Breisgau, 197O),38-57; S. Lyonnet, "Ir sens de peirazein en Sap 2,24 etla doctrine
du p6ch6 originel," Bibl,39 (1958), 27-36;1. V. Oikonomos, flepcropoi v tfl floLrrQ Au0{x1
(Athens, 1965); L. Ruppert, "Das Motiv der Versuchung durch Gott in vordeuteronomischer
Tradition," W,22(1972),55-63; A. Sommer,DerBegiffderVersuchung imATundimJudentum
(Breslau, 1935); H. Seesemann, TDNT, yI, 24-27 ; W. Popkes, EDNT lII, 64-67 .

l. UT no. 166l; KTU, 1.4, III, 5;1.9,14.
2. A. van Selms, U4 2 (19'lO),264; it occurs in KTU, l.2,lV,4.
3. See W. J. Gerber, Die hebriiischenVerba denominativa (1896). For the Akkadian definitions

see AHw, 11,762f.; CAD, XIl2, 107.
4. O. Eissfeldt, KlSchr m, 356-58.
5. KAI, t93.
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the process of smelting used to test the quality of precious metals. These verbs share
a teleological aspect with nrss6.' something hitherto hidden is to be revealed and known.

II. Secular Usage.
l.Testing others. People test others by asking riddles (l K. l0:l par.2 ch. 9:1), by

affliction (wis. 2:17; 4 Mc.9:7), by friendly, ingratiating words (Sir. 13:1l), and by
reflection (sir. 25:5,7; cf . 6:7: peirasm6s). Skepticism is the motive for testing (l K.
10:7), knowledge its goal (10:6f.). with her questions, the queen of Sheba seeks to test
and know Solomon's wisdom and perhaps also to find out whether he is her equal.6
When the wicked put the righteous man to the test by torture and condemnation to a
shameful death (wis. 2:l%.), they want to learn about his forbearance. They also want
to find out whether the righteous man is, as he claims (v. 17), reany God's son and
enjoys divine protection (w. 17f.).

These texts and themes show that talk of people testing others is rooted in the wisdom
tradition, wittr its riddles, its ruminations, and its interest in the righteous and the wicked.
Here a characteristic feature of nissd, notable above all in its theological usage, is already
suggested: it serves both an "etiological" and a "teleological" function. The question why
Solomon is considered wise is answered in 1 K. l0:l-7; the question why the righteous
person suffers is answered in Wis. 2:17 -21 .The goal of testing is an understanding of what
a person can do, what one really has in oneseH, and who one is.

2. Testing orcself. The object of the testing that the Preacher essays @ccl. 2:l) and
that Jesus Sirach recommends (Sr. 37:27) is the heart. After two failures (Eccl. l:14,17),
the Preacher undertakes a further tesl he will test his heartT with pleasure, i.e., he will
acquaint it with pleasure to find out whether that brings enduring happiness. The result:
"This also is vanity" (2:1). This testing involves not reflection but experience. Similarly
in sn. 37:21: one should test one's heart not in one's thoughts but in one's way of life
to find out what is bad for one (or for one's heart), what one should avoid. Here, too,
we note the wisdom setting, more specifically practical wisdom. Testing brings under-
standing that is necessary for knowing how to live.

3.Testing Objects. When someone tests something, it is to make sure of it, to become
thoroughly familiar with it, because it is important for one's life.

In the setting of a miracle story (Jgs. 6:36-40), which "sees God at work in miracles,
not in the normal course of events,"8 we are told of Gideon's desire to "make trial
with the fleece" (v. 39) to see whether the miracle (vv. 36-38) will be repeated. Although
zissd is not a theological term here,e in the background there is a testing of God on
the part of Gideon, motivated by skepticism.

6. E. Wiirthwein, 1. Kdnige l-16. ATD, tttt (1977), tZOt.
7. W. Zimmerli, Prediger ATD, 16 e1980), 152.
8. W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtlichc Ilntersuchungen zurn Richterbuch. BBB, 18 (1966),

213.
9. rbid.,2t6.
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Whoever wants to wear armor must have tested it and be comfortable in it. The
young David cannot move in Saul's armor because he lacks the requisite experience
(1 S. 17:39). Whether this text allows us to understand nlssd as a technical military
term is dubious.lo

The Preacher's attempts to find enduring happiness remained unsuccessful. He also

tried wisdom, his quest being "an experiment with wisdom," I I but it remained far from
him (Eccl. 7:23f.).

One who is wise "travels in foreign lands, testing what is good and evil in the human
lot" (Sir. 39:4). "Discernment of spirits" serves not just the end of theoretical knowl-
edge; is goal is to seek God (v. 5). Those who belong to the devil's company must
"explore" death, must experience it, must become thoroughly acquainted with it (Wis.

2:24).
The purpose of such testing is to gain experience in order to foster "assurance of a

new call"12 (Jgs.6:39), fighting ability (l S. 17:39), the search for enduring happiness
(F*cL.7:23), and the search for God (Sir. 39:4f .). In these texts the teleological nature

of nissA is primarily visible; Wis. 2:4 exhibits more its etiological character.

4. Intransitive Use. In Dt. 28:56; Job 4:2, nissd is used intransitively, as is peinizein
in 2 Mc. ll:19;3 Mc. l:25; 2:32;4 Mc. 12:3 Qteirasm6s in 4 Mc. 8:l). The meaning
is "try or undertake something," as an expression of intent (2 Mc. 11:19), a warning
(3 Mc. l:25), or an enticement (4 Mc. 8:1; l2:3). In Dt. 28:56 transitive use is not out
of the question: the spoiled woman has not tested her foot, i.e., she has not accustomed
it to step on the bare earth. The same may also be true for Job 4:2, especially since the

expected infinitive is absent; possibly zissd is used here (uniquely) with 'el (or conj.
'e!): the word puts Job to the test, it challenges him.

5. lzxical Field.People test others in order to "see" (ra'd: for I K. l0:1, cf. vv.
4,7; cf . Wis. 2:17) or "find ovt" (gignoskein: for Wis. 2:17, cf. v. 19) whether what
has been said about them by others or by themselves is "true" (for I K. l0:1, cf. v. 6:
'eme!; Wis.2:17: al€th6s). At issue, therefore, is demonstration of a truth that can be
"seen," in contrast to a truth that is "believed" (for I K. 10:1, cf. v.7; Sir.6:7).
Synonyms hke dokinuizein, "inspect, examine" (Wis. 2:19; Sir. 27:5), and exetdzein,

"examine, explore" (Sir. 13:11),13 and testing by (dia)logism6s, "conversation,
deliberation" (5k.27:5,7), characterize the testing of others as a process, motivated by
skepticism and accompanied by a demand for clarity, which aims at tangible proof of
a truth.

When the Preacher "tests" or acquaints his heart with pleasure, the purpose is to
"see" whether that is good (rd'A: E*cl. 2:l). This verse draws on the previous un-

10. TLOT, tr, 7 42l, contra Eissfeldt, KlSchr m, 356-58.
tt.ATD, t63,207.
12. H. W. Herztberg, Richter ATD,9 (41959), 194.
13. Korn, 10-13, n.6.
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successful experiments (l:13-15,17; v. 13: tfi4 "search ott"; ddrai, "seek"; v. 17:
yaQa', "know") and the test that follows (2:3: tfir). Here, too, the goal is "visible,'
demonstration. The widely accepted trust in wisdom, pleasure, and enjoyment of life
is "checked out," made subject to scrutiny.

one who is wise tests what is good and evil in the human lot (Sir. 39:4), "exploring"
(dianoetsthai: 38:34;39:7) and "seeking out" (ekzetuin: 39:L,3) rhe answer. One is not
content with mere observation of the surrounding world; one is concerned with its basic
foundations, that one may devote one's heart to the eager search after God (39;5).

III. Theological Usage.
l.Testing God. a. Survey. Texts: Ex. l,l:2,7;Nu. 14:22; Dt. 6:16; ps. 7g:19,41,56;95:9:

106:14;rsa.7:12; wis. 1:2; Sir. 18:23; Jth. 8:12. The distribution reveals a concentrarion
in the Psalms: cautionary and hortatory reminiscences of Israel's history almost exclu-
sively (except for Ps. 78:56) involving the generation of the exodus. The Psalms interpret
Israel's demand for food and water in the wilderness as defiance of God (ps. 78:18; 95:9;
106: 14). For the most part, these texts are based on the tradition preserved inEx. 17:2,7
(J); this holds true also for Dt. 6:16. Ps. 78:18 and 106:14 recall Ex. l6 (manna) and Nu.
11 (quails), interpreting the demand for bread and meat as a testing of God on the part of
the exodus generation. Ps. 78:56 looks at the continuation of this calamitous "testing" in
the promised land (cf. also Dt. 6:16; Isa. 7:12; Wis. l:2; Sir. 18:23).

The association of Israel's testing of God with the story of the spies (Nu. 14:22) is
unique. In contrast to the texts just discussed, the relevant texts in Wisdom ( I :2), Sirach
(18:23), and Judith (8:12) do not exhibit any association with earlier traditions.

b. The Exodus Generation. It is J who frst mentions the Israelites' putting Yahweh
to the test. Thirst moves them to ask, "Is Yahweh among us or not?" (Ex. l7:7). The
answer will depend on whether Yahweh provides water (cf. v. 2). The Israelites'dispute
with Moses (vv.2,7)becomes a test of Yahweh's power and care, which test presupposes
a lack of trust in Yahweh. To put God to the test means "to call into question the reality
of God's power. . . . Mortals venture in their thinking to treat God like one of them-
selves. . . . 'Tempting' God means nothing less than seeking to test and judge God by
human standards."ta

Here J is not interested primarily in the etiology of a toponym but in the people's
lack of faith, which Yahweh overcomes. In the realization of God's salvific will despite
human sin, we see a characteristic feature of J. Against the background of wisdom, J
seeks to call for trust in Yahweh alone. A limit is set to the arrogant and impatient
desire of the sages to know everything as precisely as possible (cf. v. 7). Going beyond
the geographical etiology, J provides here a theological etiology and answers the
question why Israel sinned and how Yahweh nevertheless does not abandon his salvific
will ("on the one hand, a demonstration of God's power, on the other, a testimony to
the people's lack of faith" ls).

14. Korn, 34.
15. Korn,76.
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Nu. 14:22 (with its context; Deuteronomistic?) answers the question why Israel spent

long years in the wilderness and why the Calebites in particular came into possession

of the Hebron region.16 This etiology is clearly theological and parenetic in nature, as,

e.g., the condemnatory synonyms show (vv. 9,11,22,27,34f.). This testing of Yahweh

as an expression of deficient trust in and disrespect for Yahweh forgets Yahweh's acts

in Egypt and in the wilderness (v.22; cf. v. ll).
Dt. 6: 16 recalls Ex. 17. In a legal parenesis (w. l0-18) in the form of a commentary

on the beginning of the Decalog,lT the Israelites dwelling in the land are admonished

not to put Yahweh to the test, as at Massah (v. 16). This admonition is possibly intended

to "particularize arrd deepen"l8 the call to obedience issued in general terms by the

context. Since references to historical events are not exactly rare in Deuteronomy (here

v. 12 also), the reference in v. 16 need not be a secondary addition.le The focus is not,

however, on the historical reference, but on the admonition: to forget Yahweh in a time
of prosperity (v. I2), to fail to fear and serve him (v. 13), to follow other gods (v. 14),

and to disregard Yahweh's commandments (v. 17) and not do what is good in Yahweh's

eyes (v. 18) are to put his forbearance to the test, to test whether Yahweh will actually
react - e.g., in anger (cf. v. 15). In the last analysis, it is Yahweh's trustworthiness that

is put to the t€st; this comes close to "defying God."20
ln the setting of a "prophetic" admonitory discourse (vv. 7b-11), Ps. 95:9 also recalls

the sin of Israel's ancestors at Meribah and Massah and warns against repeating the

mistake. The enormity of this sin is particularly clear in light of God's work on Israel's

behalf (v. 9c). Whoever puts Yahweh to the test expresses (groundless) mistrust, dem-

onstrating ignorance of Yahweh's ways in law and history (v. 10). The root of this sin

lies deep in the human heart, which is hardened toward God (v. 8) and leads people

astray (v. l0). The consequence is stated in v. 11: Yahweh's anger denies the sinners

entry into the land of Yahweh's rest.

Ps. 78:18 and 106:14 see the demand for food as a testing of God on the part of the

exodus generation. Ps. 78 is more than a "recapitulation of history" :2t after the manner

of wisdom and Deuteronomistic historiography, it seeks to expose "the mysteries

(riddles) of ancient times" (v. 2). The intent is didactic and parenetic (vv. 7f.). The

focus is on gaining insight into the complexities of history and demonstrating the

conclusions to be drawn from history. This is the context in which we are to understand

the references to the exodus generation, which put God to the test (w. 18,41,56). Their
demand for food (vv. 18ff.; summarily in v. 4l) and refusal to obey his decrees in the

land (v. 56) are the "facts"; elucidation of the "mysteries (riddles)" reveals their
significance: Israel thus put their God to the test.

Ps. 78 is a key text for the OT undeptanding of how Israel put God to the test, since

16. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL(Ene. trans. 1968), 109.

17. G. Seitz, Redalaionsgeschichtliche Sndien zwn Deuterorwmium. BWANT,93 (1971),73.
18. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), @.
t9. tbid.
20. Von Rad, Deuteronomy, 64; S. R. Driver, Deuteronomy.lCC (31895), 95.
21. A. Weiser, Psalms. OTL(Eng. trans. 1962),538.
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it explores the root, the expression, and the consequences of this testing. Those who
put God to the test are forgetful: they do not remember God's powerful, redeeming
hand (v. 42; cf. vv. 12-16,55). Those who forget cease to trust (v. 22) and pray; instead
they demand (v. 18) and doubt (vv. 19f.). They slight God's decrees (v. 56) by wor-
shiping other gods (v. 58). The consequences: God's anger (w. 21,49,50,59), followed
nevertheless by his actions on behalf of Israel (vv.23ff.,5lff.,65tr). Here above all the
"mysteries (riddles) of ancient times" (v. 2) arc laid bare: Yahweh's beneficence is
mightier than Israel's sin.

In Ps. 106:14, too, forgetting (v. l3a) leads the exodus generation to put God to the
test: Israel behaves as though it had never experienced God's saving acts. Another root
of this sin is human impatience, which does not trust the divine plan of salvation and
refuses to wait for its realization (v. 13b). Israel's ancestors in the wildemess replace
memory and patience with a demand for food (v. l4a), thus putting Yahweh to the test
(v. 14b). In this way they abandon belief in God's word (cf. v. l2).

c. In the Promised Land. When Israel had settled in the promised land, they continued
to test God. As in the time of the exodus generation, this testing involved slighting God
and God's word (for Dt. 6:16, cf. w. 17ff.), including the demand for exclusive worship:
by worshiping other gods, Israel put their God to the test (for Dt. 6:16, cf. v. 14; for
Ps. 78:56, cf. v. 58). To put God to the test is to distrust God (wis. l:2) andto challenge
his power (for Wis. l:2, cf. v.3).

The elders of Bethulia likewise went astray when they were in distress and chal-
lenged God's power, his readiness to act, with their demand for judgment, thus putting
God to the test (Jth. 8:12). Here putting God to the test means wanting to bind God
(v. I I ), to plumb the mysteries of the almighty l,ord (v. 13), to search out and com-
prehend God (v. 14), and thus put oneself in place of God (v. L2). To do so betrays a
deficient understanding of God's nature (v. 13) and purposes (v. 14).

Even a "pious act" like a vow can be a testing and challenging of God on the part
of a human being (Sir. 18:23), especially when it loses the character of an intensified
prayer and becomes instead the vehicle of a mercantlle do ut des. Above all, a vow
that is not performed is a testing and challenging of God (for v.23, cf. v. 22). Since
those who make such vows are not thinking of "the day of wrath and the end of days"
and "the moment of vengeance" (v. 24), they challenge God and question God's
effectiveness.

Probably echoing Ex.l'1(cf. Dt.6:16), Ahaz refuses to ask for any sign and thus
put Yahweh to the test (rsa. 7:12) - apart from the context, theologically correct
conduct. Here, however, the point is not a demand for a sign but Ahaz's reaction to the
offer of a sign. vv. 13ff. make clear that Ahaz's response is a "sign of disbelief."

d. Lexical Field. When people put God to the test, they have forgotten God (on Dt.
6:16, cf. v. 12; on Ps. 106:14, cf. v. l3), they no longer remember God's acts of
deliverance (on Ps. 78:18,41,56,cf.v.42; onPs. 106:14,cf.v.7), they fail todraw on
this memory for its present relevance. Those who put Yahweh to the test refuse to trust
him (on Ps. 78:18,41,56, cf. vv.22,32,37) and will not wait for his counsel (on ps.

lO6:14, cf. v. l3); with their impatient demands (Ps. 78:18) and cravings (106:14) they
seek to force Yahweh to act (on Jth. 8:12, cf . v. 16). But this conduct is sinful (on ps.
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78: I 8,41,56, cf . w. 17,32;on Ps. 106: 14, cf. v. 6; on Wis. 1 :2, cf . v. 4) and an expression

of rebelliousness (on Ps.78:18,41,56, cf. vv. 17,4O,56:; on Ps. 106:14, cf. v.7), "a
fundamental, evil opposition to everything revealed by Yahweh."22 Those who put

Yahweh to the test harden their hearts (on Ps. 95:9, cf . v. 8); their hearts go astray (on

Ps. 95:9, cf. v. 10), they pursue foolish and perverted thoughts (on Wis. 1:2, cf. vv.

3-5). Hubris and lack of trust lurk in the background when people put God to the test

and thus set themselves up in the place of God (Jth. 8:12), when they try to force God's

decisions, threaten and seek to influence God (on Jth. 8:12, cf. v. 16). Thus they provoke

God's jealousy (Ps. 78: 18,41,56, cf. v. 58) and anger (on Jth. 8:12, cf . v. 14).

2. Testing by God. a. Survey. Texts: Gen. 22:l; Ex. 15:25; 1614; 2O:2Ol Dt. 434:,

8:2,16;13:4(Eng. v.3);33:8; Jgs.2:22;3:1,4;2Ch.32:21;Ps.26:2; Jth.8:25,26; 1Mc.
2:52;Wis.3:5; 1l:9; Sir. 2:1; 4:17;33:l;44:20. A survey of the texts that speak of
God's testing people reveals concentrations in Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic

history as well as deuterocanonical or apocryphal Wisdom Literature. Afflictions such

as those besetting Israel in the wilderness (esp. Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomistic

history together with the earlier texts Ex. 15.,25 16:4;20:20) and the righteous (Wis-

dom and Sirach) are examined to determine the reason for them; they are understood

as tests imposed by God and presented as being meaningful in light of their purpose.

Behind this interpretation stands the question of the cause and purpose of such afflic-
tions - a question certainly rooted in contemporary history. Deuteronomy and the

Deuteronomistic history as well as the wisdom tradition clearly feel compelled to

provide meaningful answers in times of national distress and religious conflicc the

Deutemnomists in light of the national catastrophes inflicted on the northem (722s.c.)

and southern kingdoms (587/586 B.c.), the wisdom tradition in confrontation with the

question of why the righteous suffer.

The groundwork is laid for the answers by the earlier traditions discussed above and

Gen.22 (note v. l), which describe, respectively, the testing of Israel in the wilderness

and the testing of Abraham. Here it is already made clear that the afflictions of Abraham

and Israel are not blind chance but have meaning and purpose, because they proceed

from Yahweh. The story of the testing of (righteous: 15:6) Abraham (22:ltt) prepares

for wisdom's answer to the question of why the righteous suffer, and the theme of
testing by the law (Ex. 15:25; 16:4) is sounded by Dt' 8:2,16; 13:4(3) and probably

also by Sir.4:17 (and their contexts). Later the notion of discipline associated with
testing (on Dt. 8:2,16,cf. v. 5) is taken up by wisdom (Wis. 11:9f.), as is the interpreta-

tion of testing as God's "humbling" of human beings (Dt' 8:2,16; on Sir.2:l,cf.vv.
4b,5).

b. The Testing of Abraham. One of the purposes of E is to present the patriarchs as

models. This purpose is reflected in Gen. 22:l-14a,19,23 where God puts Abraham's

fear of God to the test. Here E pursues "a paradigmatic and at the same time didactic

22. TLOT tr, 688.
23. Kilian, Isaal<s Opferung,2ltr.
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goal. with the help of the exalted figure of Abraham, he seeks to show how someone
who fears and obeys God should relate to God."24 This takes place in a ..theological

amplification and reinterpretation" of the tradition drawn on by E, which explained the
establishment of a pilgrimage and cult.5 A possible source of E's temptation narrative
may lie in the cultic realm, in a ritual of divine judgment. The cultic traditions drawn
on by E may have included this ritual, so that E could borrow it to describe 

- 
in an

episode of "narrative theology"x 
- Abraham's fear of God, proved in his acknowl-

edgment that Isaac, the son of promise, did not ultimately belong to him. For E, of
course, this hypothetical cultic tradition recedes into the background. The point now
is to apply "the idea of temptation or testing to the paradoxes of God's historical
leadrng."zt These "paradoxes" include God's casting doubt on fulfilled promises.

We can trace a kind of history of the influence exerted by the story of the testing
of Abraham in Sir. 44:20; I Mc.2:52; Jth.8:25-27.In Sir. 44:20 the resting of Abraham
serves to demonstrate the patriarch's faithfulness. A not insignificant result is that his
offspring were numerous and became a blessing for the nations (v. 2l).ln Jth. g:25-27
the threat to Bethulia is understood as a divine test and likened to the testing of the
patriarchs. What is new here is God's testing of Isaac and Jacob: perhaps the tradition
in Gen. 22 is understood as a testing of Isaac also;x Gen.29:18-30;31:7ff. may be
behind the testing of Jacob in the Laban episode. What the patriarchs experienced and
what now afflicts the inhabitants of Bethulia is not an accident; it comes from God,
who has a purpose: to test their hearts and to lead them to wisdom (v. 27). Divine
testing is a purification as by fire; it reflects the nature of God, who chastens those
who are his friends (v. 27). Remembrance of these models from past history is designed
to encourage imitation, zeal for the law, and faithfulness to the covenant (1 Mc.
2:50-64). The testing of Abraham is "connected as closely as possible with the covenant
of grace with which God has blessed the people of Israel," and thus appeius as ..the

first element in a list of acts of grace through which the covenant has been constantly
renewed."29

c. The Testing of Israel in the Wildentess. In the wilderness, Israel was tested by
privation (Dt.8:2,16, and context; on Ex. 15:25, cf . v.23;Dt.33:g), by terrifying signs
(Ex.2O:20; cf. Dt. 4:34), and by God's law (Ex. 15:25; 16:4). The gift and occupation
of the land also depend on observing the law (Dt. 8:l), which serves to recall the
wilderness period (vv. 2-5,16). During rhis period, God led, humbled, tested (vv. 2,16),
and disciplined (v. 5) Israel. Here the testing is depicted as a means of disciptne.
Yahweh puts his people to the test to find out whether Israel will obey or disobey (v. 2)
and to bring Israel to knowledge of divine discipline (v. 5). The text is legal parenesis,
but it also has etiological and teleological aims: the question of why Israel suffered

24. tbid.,5t.
25. Kilian, Abrahamsiiberlieferungen, 27 4.
26. c. westermann, The Promises to the Fathers (Eng. trans., philadelphia, lggo),72.
27. G. von Rad,, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trarc.21972), Z3gf .
28. Korn, 50f.
29. Sommer, 14, citing also Sir. 44:20.
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privation in the wilderness is answered by reference to God's testing, the objective of
which is divine and human knowledge. The alleviation of the people's privation by the

gift of manna likewise serves to humble and test Israel (v. 16); it is meant to elucidate

the question of whether Israel will trust in God and recognize human dependence on

God, thereby preventing zurogance (see v. 14).

Levi is also tested by affliction (Dt. 33:8), whether the background is Ex. l7:l-7,
Nu. 20:2-13, or Ex. 32:26-29. The localization of the testing at Massah recalls Ex.

l7:.l-7 (cf. Nu. 20:2-13), even though there Israel tested Yahweh (v. 7) and quarreled

with Moses (Nu. 20:3). Dt. 33:9 suggests an association with Ex.32:26-29: with the

command in vv. 26f., Yahweh (implicitly) used Moses to put the Levites to a very

severe test, and they demonstrated that they were priests "who had determined to

renounce all ties and devote themselves entirely to God."30
Ex.20:18-21 (E) answers the question why terrifying phenomena accompany God's

appearance: "to test you" (v. 20) - in other words, an etiology that also names the

purpose: "to put the fear of him upon you so that you do not sin" (v. 20). Ex.2O:20
shares with Dt. 4: l0 "the purpose of the theophany - to give Israel a direct, palpable

experience of God."31 The people assembled at Sinai passed the test: they "have shown

the right 'fear' of God and have not attempted to go too near the theophany."3z

The text therefore also answers the question why "the voice of God himself was

no longer heard by the cultic community at the cultic recapitulation of the Sinai-

theophany and why the mediating word of a man issued forth instead."33 To the etiology
mentioned above there is added "the aetiology of the office of a cultic spokesma1,"3a

who appears, e.g., on the great Day of Atonement. The clouds and the sound of the

ram's horn accompanying the theophany point in this direction.3s The "fear of him so

that you do not sin" mentioned in Ex. 20:20 may also suggest a connection with the

great Day of Atonement. Such a connection would support the localization of the notion

of testing by God in the cult that Gerhard von Rad proposed.36

In Dt. 4:34 it is generally accepted that nissd is used in the sense of "make an

attempt," a meaning that is rare in the context of testing by God. One can hardly deny

that the text is overburdened (ct. lab6' ldqaltal 16).If we bracket bf;6' laqahal 16 gdy

miqqere!, g6y appears as the object of nissA and the original text reads: '6 honissd
'"ldhtm b"mass6l be'd!6! giy. The nation put to the test by God is Egypt. It is possible

that lab6' laqabat 16 giy has been misplaced and originally concluded v. 34. God put

the Egyptian people to the test - 
most likely a reference to the plagues. The obedience

of the Egyptians is put to the test; the purpose of this testing is stated in Ex. 7:5 and

30. trhming, 76.
31. M. Greenberg, JBL, 79 (19fi),275.
32. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 168.
33. W. Beyerlin, Origins and History of the OWest Sinaitic Traditions (Eng. trans., Oxford,

l96s), 139.
34. tbid.
35. Ibid., 134-36.
36. See the discussion of Gen. 22 above.
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elsewhere. This purpose conflicts to some extent with the intention stated in Dt.4:35:
Israel is to acknowledge the uniqueness of Yahweh. That Yahweh should want to bring
another nation than Israel to such "knowledge" appears to have been an alien or even
offensive notion to the redactor responsible for Dt. 4:34f., who therefore added or
shifted the words ld!6' ldqafua116 g6y.

Israel is put to the test by the divine commandments (Ex. 15:25); the people's
response to the law is decisive for their trust, obedience, and salvation (cf. v. 26). It is
not impossible that the idea of being tested by God was originally connected with the
"bitter waters" (Marah, v. 23). If so, a later hand (Deuteronomistic?37) borrowed the
Marah tradition and gave it topicality by associating testing by God with the law.

The portion of Ex. 16 that can probably be assigned to J, in the first instance w. l-5,38
describes the murmuring of the people in the wilderness of Sin (vv. 2f.) and God's promise
of manna (v. 4a). By demanding that the people gather only enough for their daily needs
(v. 4b), Yahweh tests the people to see "whether they will follow my instruction or not"
(v. 4c), whether they will trust Yahweh. V. 5 leads to the association of the gift of manna
with the Sabbath (vv.23-26,27-30) and thus sets the testing of the people's faith (v. 4) in
a larger context: compulsory rest on the Sabbath is a kind of test of faith.

d. The Tbsting of Israel in the Promised Land. once the people are settled in the
promised land, Yahweh tests them with false prophets (Dt. L3:4[3]), with the other
nations remaining in the land (lgs. 2:22; 3:1,4), probably by refusing a miraculous sign
(2 Ch.32:31) and by political and military rhreats (Jth. g:25f.; I Mc.2:52). Here, roo,
the notion of testing by God answers the question of the reason and purpose behind
the multitudinous afflictions of Israel. The psalmist's prayer to be tested n ps. 26.2
should probably also be localized in the promised land. In most cases the purpose of
God's testing is the familiar one: demonstration and acknowledgment of Israel's faith-
fulnessandlovetowardtheirGod(Dt. 13:4[3]; Igs.2:22;3:4;2Ch.32:31 onps.26:2,
cf. w. 1,3-5,llf.; on Jth. 8:25f., cf. v.27).

Dt. l3:4b(3b) (with vv. 5,6b[4,5b], formulated in the pl., possibly an expansion of the
unit in vv.l4q6q&ll2:32;13:l-3a,545c1, formulated in the sg.3e) states the reason why
false prophets and diviners can appear in Israel and, by means of wonders, incite the
people to follow other gods. The explanation that God is "testing" Israel is an "etiology,"
and the purpose of this testing is stated: "to know whether you love yahweh" (v. at3l).

There are varying explanations of the motive and purpose behind God's using the
nations remaining in the land to test Israel. [n the context of Jgs. 2:11ff. and congruently
with the Deuteronomist's objective of describing Israel's apostasy from yahweh in
Judges, Jgs.2:22 cites Yahweh's anger over lsrael's faithlessness (v. 20). Jgs.2:22 and
3:4 identify the purpose of this testing as Yahweh's determination of Israel's obedience
or disobedience; 3:1 cites the "military training of the second generation.",lo

37. Noth, Exadus, 127-29.
38. W. H. Schmidt, Exodus, Sinai und Mose. EdE l9l (1983), 97: w. 4f.
39. H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdE 164 (1982), ll3t.
40. Hertzberg, Richter ATD,9, 16l.
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The nature of God's testing of Hezekiah in 2 Ch. 32:31 is comprehensible only
against the background of 2 K. 20:1-11,12-19. Yahweh leaves Hezekiah (v. 3l),
possibly without a miraculous sign 

- 
in contrast to what he did previously (2 K.

20:8-11; 2 Ch.32:24,31). In this situation Yahweh leaves the king to himself, for any
testing or temptation is a situation "where God leaves an individual to himself, to
decide freely for or against God."4l

In an individual lament or psalm of innocence, the psalmist prays that God will test
him to demonstrate his innocence (Ps.26:2). This text may reflect a liturgical testing
ritual at the sanctuary (cf. I K. 8:31ff.).42

e. The Tbsting of the Righteous. The sages give their answer to the question of the
reason and purpose of the suffering of the righteous, not least because of the action-issue
nexus. They find the reason in God himself: he tests the righteous through suffering.
He also determines the purpose: demonstration that the righteous are deserving and
devout (Wis. 3:5; 11:9f.; Sir. 2:l;4:17;33:l).

The book of Wisdom views God's testing of the righteous as a means of divine
discipline (Wis. 3:5; 11:9). The testing is "in the form of a transitory affliction, which
is trilling in comparison to the eternal blessedness of the souls when they are 'in the
hand of God.'"43 Suffering therefore has two aspects: it disciplines the righteous and
punishes the wicked.4

Sir. 2:1-18 (esp. w. 1-5) answers in the form of a wisdom exhortation the question
why the righteous must suffer. The sufferings of a righteous person are a divine test
(v. 1), a calamity sent by God (v. 2; cf . v.4a), a humiliation (vv. 4b,5). The righteous
person is tested like gold; only in suffering is devotion proved genuine (v. 5). The
righteous person must suffer, but "can sense God's gracious hand in this suffering."
Since it is not a punishment for sin, it is not "authentic suffering." The testing of the
righteous is instead "transitory in nature" and includes "the assurance . . . that God is
graciously inclined toward the sufferer."45 Thus the testing becomes a mark of the
faithful, not of unbelievers.fi

Wisdom tests her "children" through her laws, brings fear and dread on them, and

subjects them to her training and discipline until they know her in their hearts (Sir.

4:17). Only then does Wisdom turn to them and reveal her secrets (v. 18).

The righteous are not spared testing, but will be delivered from it (Sir.33:l). In
contrast, sinners shun reproof (32:17) and fear (32:18).

f. l,exical Field. When God puts people to the test, this takes place through
"humiliation" (Dt. 8:2f.: 'dnA) in affliction and has "knowledge" Oada') as its
objective: Yahweh will know that Israel is obedient to his commandments (v. 2), and

41. W. Rudolph, Die Chronikbiicher. HAT, XXI (1955), 315; on being forsaken by God as a
component of temptation, see Korn, 67.

42. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. fans., Minneapolis, 1988), 325t.,326t.
43. Sommer, 17.
,14. Cf. Oikonomos, 88.
45. Sommer, l6f.
46. Oikonomos, 89.
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Israel is to know that they are dependent on Yahweh's words (v. 3) and discipline
(v. 5).

Wisdom and Sirach understand God's testing of hunran beings as a means of divine
discipline (Wis. 3:5; 11:9; Sir. 4:17: paidefiein/paidfa).

lY. mass6!. In the context of the deliverance from Egypt, mass61 is associated
primarily with "signs," "wonders," and Yahweh's "mighty hand" and "outstretched
arm." The signs and wonders are "tests" insofar as they focus on the reaction of those
affected. Such phenomena are simply "earnest money": the question remains whether
the people involved will draw the proper conclusions, whether they will acknowledge
the God who works the wonders. This association accords with the use of mass61 n
legal parenesis (on Dt. 4:34, cf. vv. 39f.; on 7:19, cf. vv. 17t.,25t.; on29:2[3-1, cf.
v. 8[9]). The purpose of the massdl finds its clearest expression inDt.29:3(4): from
them, Israel should gain an understanding heart (NRSV: "mind"), seeing eyes, and
hearing ears. The signs and wonders are also "tests" in that they test Israel's trust in
Yahweh.

The deuterocanonical books (Apocrypha) tse petra and, peirasm1s for God's testing
of human beings (Sir. 2:1; 44:20; I tr.1c.2:52), the testing of human beings by others
(Sir. 6:7; 25:5,7), and being tested (experienced) in baule (2Mc.8:9). Wis. t8:20,25
recall the testing of the exodus generation; death and God's wrath, which also touch
the righteous, are "a trial of death" and "a trial of wrath."

Y. massd. The flrst mention of the place called Massah is in Ex. l7:7 (Da7): the
place where Moses struck the rock and produced water he named Massah and Meribah.
The double name of the spring "is hardly original."4S A later tradition in Nu. 13 (P)
mentions only Meribah in this context, and appears to locate it at Kadesh (cf. v. l; Ps.
lO6:32): the same location probably holds true for Massah as well.ae For this reason,
and because Ex. 17l-2,7, and Nu.20:13 focus on the quarrel (rt!) of the people with
Moses and Yahweh, "Meribah" may be the original name of the spring.sO The other
texts mentioning Massah (Dt.6:16; 9:22;Ps.95:8) do not offer any clues as to its
location. Neither do we receive any help from the position of Massah between Thberah
and Kibroth-hattaavah (Dt. 9122), which cannot support the theory that a Massah
narrative at one time stood between Nu. ll:3 and l1:35.51

lf massi in Dt. 33:8 is not to be translated "temptation"s2 (that it should not is
argued by the unusual phrase nissd bemassd), then this text locates a testing of t evi
by God at Massah. S. R. Driver suggests the possibility "that another version of the
incidents of Massah and Meribah was current, in which the fidelity of the tribe was in

47. E. Zenger, Israel am Srnai (Altenberge, 1982), 62.
48. Noth, Exodus,139.
49. G. Morawe, BHHW, II, 1159.
50. Noth, Exodus, 139; S. Lehming, "Massa und Meriba," ZAW,73 (1961), 71.
51. trhming,73.
52. Contra ibid.,76f.
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some manner tested directly by Jehovah."s3 This "other version" most likely appears
in Ex. 32:26-29 (see the discussion of Dt. 33:8 above), which has nothing to do with
what happened "at the waters of Meribah." Massah preserves the memory of a testing
of Levi by Yahweh (Dt. 33:8), while Meribah recalls a quarrel of Israel with Moses
and Yahweh (Ex.17:2,7; Nu. 20:13).

vr. Dmd sea scrolls. The verb nsft appears 5 times in the Dead Sea Scrolls, 3
times as the qal ptcp. nswy, "tested one," used by the faithful to describe themselves
(lQS l:18; 4QDibHama t4Q504l 5:18; 6:7). The Teacher of Righteousness is obligated
to examine (bhn) the "men of truth" and put them to the test (1eH 2:14; cf. also
llQTemple 54:12 = Dt. 13:4[3]). tn lQH 2:14, among other things, rhe question of
the reason and purpose of the sufferings of the righteous is answered. It was God who
made the psalmist a disgrace (v. 9), pursuing a particular objective: God made him a
sign (nds) for the righteous elect and an interpreter of knowledge in wonderful mysteries
(v. l3). By means of this "sign," he will examine @ahan) the "men of truth" and test
(nissd) the friends of discipline (vv. 1 3f.), probably in order to bring them to understand
that the sufferings of the righteous are imposed by God for disciplinary purposes. or
perhaps the preaching of the "interpreter of knowledge" is "a decisive test permitting
the 'men of truth' to be recognized."sa

Helfmeyer

53. Deuterorutmy. ICC, 400.
54. A. Dupont-sommer, The Essene witings from eumran (Eng. trans., repr. Gloucester,

Mass., 1973), 205, n.3.
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Contents: I. Distribution in Semitic. tr. OT: l. Verbal and Nominal Derivatives; 2. LXX. 111.

Usage: 1. Metalworking; 2. Libation; 3. Anointing;4. Other. IV. Dead Sea Scrolls.

nasa$. F. Blome, Die opfermaterie in Babylonien und Israel, | (Rome, 1934); J. p. Brown,
"The Sacrificial cult and Its Critique in Greek and Hebrew, tr,"./ss, 25 (1980), l-21; A. citron,
"Semantische untersuchungen zu on€v6eo0crq on6v6erv, e6;geo0ot" (diss., Bern, 1965); c. Doh-
men, "Ein kanaaniiischer Schmiedeterminus (zsl<)," U4 15 (1983),39-42; F. Graf, ..Milch,
Honig und wein," Perennitas. Festschift A. Brelich (Rome, lg}o),209-zzl; E. Kursch, salbung
als Rechtsakt im AT und im Alten oient. BZAW, 87 (1963); o. Michel, "or6v6opor," rDNf
vII' 528-536; R. Rendtorff, studien zur Geschichte dcs opfers im AT. WMANT 24 (1967\.
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I. Distribution in Semitic. The root n.rft is found in both East and West Semitic.

Semantically, however, the individual languages use it in very different ways. For

example, Akk. nasaku and its derivatives represent the semantic field of "throwing"
in its broadest sense;l but there is no West Semitic usage comparable to that in East

Semitic. In West Semitic the root ns& possesses a double semantic range: it is used in

religious contexts with the meaning "offer, sacrifice," and in secular contexts with

such meanings as "pour" or "bring."2It is important to note that in Southwest Semitic

the occurrences are concentrated primarily in the former area. Arab. rusaka and its

derivatives denote a wide range of cultic and religious acts and attitudes (nusuk:

"offering," "offer," "be devout"3). In Northwest Semitic, besides being used in the

sense of "pour, give (esp. as a libation)," nslc is used in the context of metalworking.a

This usage appears first in Canaanite, from which it entered later branches of Aramaic,

e.g., Syriac.s tn this context nst has the meaning "forge" rather than "pour." This

meaning appears clearly in the Ugaritic rade designations nsk l<sp, "silversmith," nsl<

g/1, "rough smith," and nsk hilm, "tool smith," as well as in the Numidian-Punic

bilingual from Dougga, where Pun. hnskm i brzl matches Numidian nbln nzl'.6 Tlte
root appears also in terms for the products of metalworking, such as Heb. -+ ;'l)DD

massef;i andPw. nskh.l
Etymological dependencies between East and West Semitic (or among West Semitic)

occurrences of the root nsk cannot be determined directly, not least because phonetic

homonymy caused by spirantization of the stops makes it difficult to distinguish nsk

from the semantically similar root ntk.8 It is better to assume a very broad semantic

spectrum for nsk (like that still found to some extent in Akkadian), which crystallized

into distinct ranges of usage in the individual languages. From the perspective of
comparative semantics, we may consider a possible relationship between Heb. nsk II,
"weave," and nsk, "forge, hammer," since there is a parallel in Egyptian, where nbQ

means both "sheathe" and "interweave."9

1. AHw, Il, 752f .; III, 1579; CAD, ){'ll 2, l5-2O.
2. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UE ll (1979), 195, n. 56.

3. J. Wellhaus en, Reste arabischen Heidenrums (Berlin, 21927), I 14, I18, 142; according to

T. Ntildeke, ZDMG,4l (1887),791, it meant originally "pour."
4. WUS, no. 1801; D/SO, 180; K. Beyer, Die aramriischen Tbxte vom Toten Meer (Giittingen,

1984), 638; wTM,[IJ,406t.; ANH,272; HAL, tr, 703.

5. CgD,342.
6. For Ugaritic see Dohmen, 41. For the Dougga text see KAI, 100,7; Dofunen, 42.

7. D(SO, 180.
8. K. Tsereteli, "Zur Frage der Spirantisation der Verschlusslaute in den semitischen Spra-

chen," ZDMG,l30 (1980), 207-216.
9. W. Eilers, Die vergleichend-semnsiologische Methode in der Oientalistik. MWLM, lO

(1973). On nslc ll see HAL, 11,703; cf. Arab. nasarta, "weave" (Wehr, 961), and its derivatives.

On zst, "forge," see Dohmen, 42. On the Egyptian parallel see l4Zl$ l',246: I. Grumach-Shirun,

LexAg, A.,260f.; R. Drenkhahn, LexAg, Y. 664f .: J. J. Janssen, Commodity Prices from the

Ramesside Peiod (l*iden, 1975), 136-39.
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tr. or.
l. Verbal and Nominal Derivatives. In the OT we find several derivatives of nsk.

As a verb, nst I, "pour," occurs 25 times (7 qal, 1 niphal, 1 piel, 14 hiphil, 2 hophal);
the by-form sttf;Il, "anoint onesellf,"lo occurs 10 times. The verb nskII, "weave,"
with the by-form -+ ']l0 sdf;ahtt occurs twice. Among the nominal derivatives of zsft
I are nese!, "libation," with 60 occurrences; in 4 additional texts, it is synonymous
with massESi.l2 As a term designating the product of working with precious metals,
mass€f;i occurs 25 times (2 Ch. 28:2 and Isa. 30:l are discussed elsewherel3). As a
derivative of nsk [I, with the meaning "covering," massEf;i occurs twice.la The noun
massef;cT "warp-threads," from nskII, occurs twice.ls The noun 'dsfiP, from sttftll,
occurs in2 K. 4:,2.16

ln the Aramaic sections of the OT, nst appears as a verb in Dnl. 2:46 with the
meaning "offer," and as a noun, "drink offering," inEzr.7:17.

2. lX{. As the semantic range of the Hebrew occurrences would lead us to expect,
the LXX uses an extensive palette of equivalents to translate the root. The most common
are derivatives of spdndein, poiein, chbnertein, and aleiphein.tT

III. Usage.
l. Metalworkrng. Hebrew provides some material reflecting the Canaanite use of

the root nsk in the context of metalworking,l8 above all the noun -) i1)OD massEf;i.
As its contexts show, it is clearly restricted to designating an article fashioned by a
goldsmith. Four postexilic passages (lsa.4l:29;48:5; Jer. 10:14 par. 5l 17) use the
noun nese$ with the same meaning; elsewhere it means "l'bation.,'1e As Isa. 30:l
suggests, these texts appear to aim at a characterization of sinfulness established in this
context by the mention of libation,m so that worship of images and worship of other
gods are made parallel. Hebrew has a series of terms describing the various stages
involved in metalworking; it is therefore easy to understand why little importance
attaches to the general, undifferentiated term ruk, "forge" (y,sq being reserved for the
more specific process of "casting").21 The expression nsk pesel, which occurs only
twice (Isa. 4O:.19;44:lO), has often led scholars to suggest an even more general basic
meaning for nslc, such as "fashion, form," since the etymologically inherent basic

lo. HAL,n,704.
lt. HAL, il,712.
12. -+ i'l)00 massaf;h, I.2 (Ym, $2).
13. -+ VItr,435.
14. HAL, tr, 605.
15. HAI. tr, 605.
16. HAL, t,71.
17. Michel, 531-33; H. Schlier, "dl,e(9o," TDNT, 1,229-232.
18. See I above.
19. See Itr.2 below.
20. See Itr.2 below; on Isa. 30:l -+ VItr, 435.
21. On ysq -+ Y[,256; on the stages of metalworking see BRA, 22lf .
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meanings of the two words - 
"cast" and "carve" 

- do not seem to correspond.22 OT
usage, however, does not restrictpeselto carved images; the word can be used for any
kind of cultic image.23 The expression nsk pesel probably has the general meaning
"fashion (forge) an image."2A

2. Libation. Throughout the ancient world, libation played an important role in a

wide range of sacrificial practices. There was great variety in both the nature of the

act (complete or partial emptying of the vessel, with or after other offerings, etc.) and
the material offered (primarily water, wine, milk, and honey). Differing concepts of
the nature of the offering - alimentation of the gods, tribute, propitiation, etc. -account for much of this variety. It is noteworthy that libation almost never appears as

an independent sacrificial acq to the extent that it is not part of a divine meal, it is
usually an ancillary or preliminary offering with a specific symbolic function.25

Libation plays a special role in both the Egyptian26 and the Assyro-Babylonian cult.
Its importance in the latter is illustrated by the fact that naqft/niqu, the most frequent
sacrificial terms,27 derive etymologically from libation. In the OT, from the lexical field
of pouring, nominal and verbal forms of nsk are used to denote libation, especially in
thefigura etymologicansft (hiphil/hophal) nesek.zs Only in 1 Ch. l1:18 does the piel
appear; the parallel text 2 S. 23:16 uses the hiphil.zr Rainer Degen suggests that this
variation may be due to linguistic change.30 The qal of nsk is used twice to denote

libation; Hos. 9:4 may represent a deliberate anomaly, since the parallel sacrificial
expression 'rb zilhAhem is likewise unique. The situation is similar in Ex. 30:9, a late

addition to P concerning the incense altar, since the functional relationship of the

offerings mentioned remains obscure.3l
In the OT, libations also appear as ancillary offerings. P usually uses nese! in

combination with -+ fl117D minhd as a supplementary offering associated with an -+
iry '6b. The textual basis of this collocation is nevertheless nrurow: it is concentrated
in Nu. 28f. and l*v.23:13,18,37, which are dependent on Nu. 28f. (cf. Nu. 6:15,17;
l5:22f.; Ex. 29:38ff.; Ezk.45:17).32 In addition, Deuteronomistic terminology uses nsk
(hiphil) n"saStm to characterize syncretism, especially in the Deuteronomistic redaction
of Jeremiah (Jer. 7:18; 19 13;32:29; 44:17-19,25) and Ezk. 20:28.33 Apart from this

22. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK, XI/ | (1978),74f .

23. -slOD pesel.
24. On the we of nistft in Dnl. 1l:8 -+ IY llll.
25. Graf , esp. 2ll, 218f.; on the divine meal see Blome, nos. 280ff.
26. J. F. Borghouts, "Libation," lzxAg, fil. l0l4f .
27 . AHw, ll, 7 44t., 7 93; CAD, Xl I 1, 336-341 ; Xr I 2, 252-59.
28. -+ pIi ya;aq, -+ 1il nnlak. -+ 'lDU idpa&: --s Yl,254f .

29. HP,199.
30. R. Degen, WO,6 (1970),54.
31. Rendtorff, 170. On the late addition to P see M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng. tftns. 1962),234f.
32. Ibid. The derivation of yussaf; in Ex. 25:29 from ns& or sftk is discussed by M. Haran,

Temples and Tbmple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford, 1978),216.
33. For the former see W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia. WMANT
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literary complex, the expression appears only twice: in the singular(!) in Gen. 35:14,
where the redactor probably added it to mark the beginning of sacrificial worship at
the sanctuary; and in the unique instance of Ps. 16:4, which mentions libations of
blood.3a These "offerings of blood" have nothing to do with the Israelite blood ritual,
although the latter is sometimes associated mistakenly with libation; the terminology
of the blood ritual is entirely different.35 Instead, the nesaltm middnm should be
interpreted in parallel with the minhd dam-h"zir of Isa. 66:3 as false, illicit offerings.

3. Anointing- [n the ancient Near East, anointing in the widest variety of forms is
attested by both material and literary evidence.36 In Hebrew the verb sfk encompasses
only the secular realm (e.g., Dt.28:4O;25.14:2; Mic. 6:15; Ruth 3:3; Dnl. 10:3; 2 Ch.
28:15), not the cultic; the latter makes use primarily of -+ BoD maiah.37 cosmetic
anointing is deeply rooted in the everyday life of the ancient Near East,38 as is clearly
illustrated by classic texts like Gilgamesh Pennsylvania Tablet trI, 23-25, where the
civilizing of the wild man Enkidu after his encounter with a prostitute is completed by
anointing: pagariu iamnnm iptaiaima awElii iwe, "he anointed his body with oil and
[thus] became a human being," and the Egyptian Songs of the Harpers, which extol
anointing of the body il the context of enjoying life because it is transitory.3e In Egypt
anointing was even incorporated among the standard metaphors of the language.o

4. Other Certain late texts exhibit a somewhat obscure use of nsk that may reflect
a semantic shift influenced by Aramaic. In Isa. 29:lo, e.g.,the obduracy of the Jerusalem
leadersal is described by the image of pouring out (nsk) a rfrah tardema. or should the
verb here be derived from zslc II, conveying the sense that Yahweh has covered them
with a "spirit of deep sleep," since other verbs are used to describe the pouring out of
a spirittsz

A similar notion lies behind the use of zslr in lsa. 25:7, which uses the image of a
shroud that covers all the peoples: wchammassEf;i hannesfikh'al-ktl-hagg6yim. T\e

41, 52 (1973-81), in loc.; H.-D. Hoffrnawr, Reform und Reformen. ATANT 66 (1980), 3a0;
M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford,, 1972),322. For the latter see
F.-L. Hossfeld, Untersuchungen at Komposition und Theologie des Ezechielbuches. FzB, 2O(teu),32.

34. on Gen. 35:14 see c. westermann, Genesis 12-36 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, l9g5),553f.
On Ps. 16:4 see Rendtorff, 17l.

11. : V_Uf 222f.; -s P1t zaraq (IV, t4la3); -+ lt, ydsaq (y1,254-57): -+ luui iapal.
36. For the material evidence see BRI],260-64. For the literary evidence see Kutsch. 

-

37 . J. A. Soggin, TLOT n , 676t.
38. E. Cassin, "Kosmetik," RIA, Vl,214-18.
39. M. Lichtheim, "The songs of the Harpers," JNES, 4 (1945), l7g-212; idem, Ancient

Egyptian Literature,3 vols. (Berkeley, 1973-80), l, 193-97 H. Brunner, "wiederum die iigyp-
tischen 'Make Merry' Lieder," JNES, 25 (1966), 130f.

40. H. Grapow, Die bildlichen Ausdrilcke im Agyptischen (Darmstadt, 1924,21993), 146f.
41. H. wildbergelJesaja2S-39. BK,xl3 (1982), ll14; on obduracy ("hardness of heart,,)

-+ Vtr,20f.
42.TLOT tr,1218f.

L-
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text can hardly be referring to knowledge of God, as in 1 Cor.3:12ff.; the shroud is a

sign of mourning.43
Many emendations have been proposed for nslc inPs.2:6.a The debate focuses on its

meaning in the expression n6rs alfr malki. Many scholars follow the IXX in reading a niphal,

which, cittng neseft, "libation," and ndstlg, "prince," they interpret as meaning "be

consecrated as prince (with a drink offering)."4s Hartmut Gese has cast doubt on this

interpretation, citing Prov. 8:23; Ps. 110:3; 139:13, and proposing a derivation from sk&

with the meaning "fashion artfi,rlly."ao 11" '*Olicit need forthis revocalizationxnesakkbf
is questionable; this text possibly provides evidence for a broader semantic range of nskq

IV. Dead Sea Scrolls. Among the Dead Sea Scrolls, only the Temple Scroll uses ns&

ardnesel5.l lQTemple 19:11-21:10 describes a unique vintage festival (cf.43:7-9), which
is especially noteworthy in light of the fact that wine offerings do not play an important

role in the OT (but note the directions conceming consumption of the tithe of grain and

wine and oil in Jub. 32:llf .).aB The extensive development of the ritual for drinking the

new wine (fust the priests, then the l.evites: llQTemple 2l:4t.) is striking and might
reflect the practices followed at meals of the Qumran community. 11Q'Iemple2l:12-23:.9

goes on to describe a new oil festival, including drink offerings after the analogy of the

vintage festival.ae We must note, however, that drink offerings are not mentioned else-

where in the writings of the community; their absence agrees with the overall development

of sacrificial theory in early Judaism.so They are not mentioned even in the central texts

concerned with spiritualizing the cultic directives.sl The earliest in this series of "spirit-
ualizing texts" originates in the early days of the community but already looks back to the

texts dealing with the community's founding:52 for the first time it reinterprets expressis

verbis the requirements of the temple cult, but says merely: "For divine approval for the

earth, without the flesh of burnt offerings and without the fat of sacrifices, the offering of
the lips in compliance with the decree will be like the pleasant aroma of justice and the

correctness of behavior will be acceptable like a freewill offering" (lQS 9:3-5). Against

this background, the unique character of the Temple Scroll stands out clearly.
Dohmen

43. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), 532.

44.H.-J. Kraus, Psclrzs 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 124'

45. HAI. rr,702t.,703.
46. Gese, "Natus ex virgine," Probleme biblischer Theologie. Festschifi G. von Rad (Muruch,

l97l), 8lf.
47. See I above. In Prov. 8:23 O. Pl,ger (Spriiche Salomos. BK, XVII [1984], 87) keeps the

niphal of ns& hanslating it "be appointed."
48. See Y. Yadin, The Temple Scroll,3 vols. (Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1983), I, 108-111. On

wine offerings in the OT -+ VI, 63.
49. Yadin, I, 111-14.
50. Michel,533f.
51. G. Klinzing, Die Umdeutung des Kultus in der Qwnrangemeinde und im NT! SUNT,7

(197r), 50-93.
52. C. Dohmen, "Zrx Griindung der Gemeinde von Qumran," RevQ, ll (1982),89-92-
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Vpf nasa'; 99D massa';VQD massd'

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences;3. Meaning. II. Usage: l. eal;2. Niphal;3. Hiphil;
4. Derivatives. trI. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls.

L l. Etymology. outside Hebrew, the root ns' is attested in Ugaritic ("tear out"),
Phoenician (Karatepe: "tear out, tear down," with objs. "city" and "gate"), and Jewish
Aramaic ("drag off, pull").t Arab. naza'a, "pull out," and nasa'a, "tear," as well as
Eth. naz'a, "tear out," may also be related, but not Akk. neifi, "be distant." Heb. ndsah,
"tear down, tear out," is probably a by-form.

2. occurrences. The verb appears 135 times in the qal, twice in the niphal, and
8 times in the hiphil. There are two nominal derivatives: massa', "breaking camp,
day's journey" (12 occurrences), and massa', "breaking" (once); massa' II, the name
of a weapon, occurs once and is probably unrelated. Both the verb and the nouns
appear primarily in narrative texts (the patriarchal narratives, the exodus, the forty
years in the wilderness). occurrences are rare in the prophetic books (2 in rsa. 37
par.2K. 19,2in Jeremiah, 1 additional occurence in Isaiah, and I in zechariah)
and wisdom Literature (2 in Job, I in Ecclesiastes); there are no occurrences in
early poetry.

3. Meaning. The basic meaning of the verb is "set out, break camp, journey',; it is
therefore a verb of motion. All its semantic nuances can be explained by its context or
syntactic construction.

Koddari

"Pull out (tent pegs)" is usually taken to be the original meaning, from which the
senses "set out" and 'Journey" derive.

Ringgren

II. Usage.
l. Qal. The qal means (a) "move" (intransitive), (b) "start to move,, (inchoative),

(c) "be carried or brought" (with an inanimate subj.), (d) "move, carry, bring', (tran-
sitive with an inanimate obj.).2

ndsa'. M. Delcor, "Quelques cas de survivances du vocabulaire nomade en h6breu biblique,"
W,25 (1975),307-322; A. Guillaume, "Hebrew and Arabic Lexicography," Abr-Nahriin, I
(1959 I 60), 3-35, esp. 28f.

l. For Ugaritic see WUS, no. 1803; for Phoenician, KAI,26A,III, 15, 17.
2. The ergative use of verbs of motion is discussed by M. Z. Kaddari, Studies in Biblical

Hebrew Synrar (Ramat-Gn, 1976),87ff. (Heb.).
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a. The verb is usually used intransitively with a group of living creatures as subject,
e.g., "(the inhabitants o0 the whole earth" (Gen. l1:2), "the children of Israel" (Nu.
2:34),the Egyptians (Ex. 14: l0), Judah and all its towns (Jer.3l:24, if the text is correct;
we should possibly read nos"'A bd'Eder "those who wander with their flocks" [cf.
NRSVI). In Zec. lO:2 (text?), in a simile, a flock is the subject: "The people had to
wander [i.e., were driven out] like sheep." The subject can also be a proper name,
especially the name of a leader, e.g., Abram (Gen. 12:9), Lot (13:ll), Jacob (33:17,
etc.), or Sennacherib (2 K. 1936 par. Isa. 37:37).It is used for the movement of God's
angel and the pillar of cloud when they come between the Israelites and the Egyptians
(Ex. 14:19) and for the wind from Yahweh that brings quails (Nu. l1:31). Sometimes
contextual parallelism brings out semantic nuances, e.g., as an antonym to hanA,
"encamp" (Nu. 2:17,34, etc.), 'dma{, "stand still" (Ex. 14:19), or hdyA, "remain"; or
as a synonym b hnlaft, "go" (e.9., Gen. l2:9: hdl6l5 wends6a). The verb is usually
modified by an adverbial expression indicating the place from which the subject leaves
(Nu. 12:16), the direction in which the subject sets out (lO:29), or both the starting
point and the terminus of the journey (11:35). It can also be qualified by a general
locative expression (Ex. 14:19: mipp"nAhem) or some other adverbial modifier
(l"/igbhem: Nu. 2:31). It also appears without further qualification (Nu. 10:28). The
context can indicate that a long journey is in store, probably using mounts or carts, as

in the case of Lot (Gen. 13:ll) or the Egyptians (Ex. 14:10).
b. The inchoative rwsa', "set out, leave a place," is often used in combination with

other verbs of motion such as hAlaft (e.g., Dt. l:19: "we set out from Horeb and
went . . ."), qfrm (e.g., Dt. 2:24: "ise up, set out"), qfim and'dA (Gen. 35:3,5: "let
us rise up and go to Bethel . . . and they set out"), pand (Nu. 14:25: "turn and set out
for the wildemess"), atd'dld niphal for the movement of the pillar of cloud (Nu. 9:21).
InJer.4:7 it parallels 'dld: "a lion has gone up from its thicket, a destroyer ofnations
has set out."

Kaddari

The verb is a key word in the patriarchal narratives. Abraham sets out andjourneys
to the Negeb (Gen. l2:9; cf.20:l). Esau says to Jacob, "Let us set out and go on our
way" (nis'A w"nel"f;h: 33:12). Jacob sets out for Succoth (33:11). Jacob's family sets

out from Bethel (35:5,16). Jacob (Israel) sets out and pitches his tent beyond the tower
of Eder (35,,21), and finally sets out and goes to Egypt by way of Beer-sheba(46:l).
The verb reflects the wanderings of the nomadic patriarchs.

With the exodus a new journey begins. The Israelites set out from Rameses to
Succoth (Ex. 12:37) and from there to Etham (13:20), and from Elim to the wilderness
of Sin (16:1), whence "they journeyed from one resting place to the next (lemas'Ahem),

as Yahweh commanded" (17:l; cf. also 19:2).
The many occurrences of the verb in Numbers reflect the wilderness wanderings of

the Israelites. The text emphasizes that they made camp and broke camp just as Yahweh
commanded Moses (Nu. 2:34) or according to the command of Yahweh ('al-pi: 9:2O).
Nu. 33, with 42 occurrences, lists the stages of the desert journey.

Ringgren
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c. With inanimate subjects, the verb is used only with reference to things of religious
or national significance; here it implies being carried. Withthe miiknn, it is an antonym
to hand (Nu. 1:51); with the ark, it is an antonym to nfiah, "rest" (10:35f.).T\e'6hel
m6'E8 also appears as its subject.

d. Used transitively, nasa' has the meaning "remove, tear out," with reference to
part of a structure or an object: doors of a city gate (Jgs. 16:3), a weaving pin with its
warp threads (Jgs. 16:14), or tent stakes (Isa. 33:20).

Kaddari

Isa. 33:20 describes the future Zion as "a quiet habitation, a tent that cannot be
moved (sd'an), whose stakes will never be pulled tp (ndsa'), and none of whose ropes
will be broken (ntq niphal)." It is quite possible that this passage contrasts the "eternal
sanctuary with the portable sanctuary of the time in the wildemess," but it is equally
possible that it merely uses an apposite metaphor from pastoral life.3

Ringgren

2. Niphal. The niphal occurs only as the passive of intransitive ndsa'. In Isa. 38:12
it is predicated of dbri, "my dwelling,"4 in parallel with nigld minnt, "is removed
from me." "The expected end of [Hezekiah's] life is described inv. 12 in two very
original metaphors, that of the striking of a Bedouin or shepherd's tent and that of
the cutting off of the completed piece of cloth by the weaver from the supporting
threads known as the thrum."5 Job 4:21 states: "[Mortals'] tent-cord (ye1er) is torn
loose, and they die devoid of wisdom." The image of the destruction of the tent of
life is the same as in the psalm of Hezekiah (Isa. 38:12). The meaning of b"ld' hof;mi
is obscure: "for lack of wisdom," "unawares," or "without wisdom, i.e., sense-

lessly" ?o

3. Hiphil. With animate objects, the hiphil means "set a goup of people or animals
in motion." For example, Ps. 78:52 says that at the exodus God led his people out
(caused them to set out) like sheep and guided (nhg piel) them through the wildemess
like a flock. With personification, v. 26 uses the same two words for God's sending of
the east wind (qdQim, a reference to Nu. 1l:31): "He caused the east wind to break
loose in the heavens, and by his power he led out (nhg piel) the south wind." Ex. 15:22
uses the verb with adverbial expression of place: "Moses ordered Israel to set out from
the Sea of Reeds."

With inanimate objects, zs' hiphil means "remove, take away": a jar (2 K. 4:4), a
stone (l K. 5:31[Eng. v. l7]). The king commanded that great, costly stones be quanied
to lay the foundation of the temple; cf. Eccl. l0:9: "Whoever quarries stones will be

3. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), 348.
4. Contra H. S. Nyberg, Festschrift H. Kosmala. ASTI,9 (1974),90f.: "my people."
5. Kaiser, Isaiah 1i-39, 405.
6. See F. Horst, Hiob l-19. BK, XVI/l (1968), in loc.; E. Dhorme (Job fEng. trans., repr.

Nashville, 19841,59f.) connects 4;2lawith 5:5c; the LXX has a totally different text.
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hurt by them" - one of four lurking dangers. God is the subject of such texts as Ps.

80:9(8), "You brought a vine out of Egypt," which refers metaphorically to God's
leading Israel out of Egypt and anticipates the metaphor of the planting of the vine in
Canaan. The verb may also have an abstract noun as its object: "He broke me down
(ntl . .. and uprooted my hopes (tiqwd) like a tree" (Job 19:10).

4. Derivatives. In the first instance, mossa' as a nomen actionis refers to setting
out or journeying; it can also mean the stages of a journey, of Israel's wandering in
the wilderness (Ex. 4O:36,38; Nu. 10:12;33:lf.; cf. also Gen. 13:3; Ex. 17:1). tn
Nu. l0:2 it functions as an infinitive and is the object of the prep. 'e1.' the silver
trumpets are to be used l"miqra' . . . filemassa', "for summoning the congregation
and for breaking camp." In Dt. 10:11 Moses is to go at the head of the people as

they set out.
The meaning of massa'I is uncertain. In the context of the construction of Solomon's

temple, I K. 6:7 reads: 'elen i"bmA massd' nipnA. Ernst Wiirthwein translates: "[the
housel was built of unhewn quarry stones."7 This text may refer to the altar law in Ex.
20:25, which prohibits building an altar with hewn stones. The noun massa'II appears

in a list of weapons in Job 4l:.18(26): h"nty massd' w"iiryA, "spe*, projectile, and
javelin." According to Gustav Dalman, massd'is the throwing stick used in hunting
birds.8

IIII. LXX and Dead Sea Scrolls. The LXX usually luses apa{rein (81 times) or
exairein to translate nasa'; we also find simple airein, as well as such verbs as

anazeugnynai, kine{n, and stratopaideuein. The niphal in Job 4:21 is translated with
exerchesthai, while Isa. 38:12 has a very different text. Several compounds of airein
are used for the hiphil: apairein, exairein, epairein, and metairein.

In the Dead Sea Scrolls the verb occurs only once, in CD 1:16, where a hiphil is
used for moving boundary markers (cf. Dl 19:14, which uses ra.fJig); the context
suggests a metaphor for altering the law. massa'occurs twice: in lQM 3:5, the "trum-
pets of departure"; and in lQSa 2:15, which speaks of hierarchy "in their camps and
on their marches."

Kaddai

7. E. Wiirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kdnige, Kapitel l-16. ATD, ll ll (1977), fi.
8. AuS, VI,333.
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Contents: I. Etymology and Meaning; II. Footwear; III. Symbolism; IV. Verb; V. LXX.

I. Etymology and Meaning. In all probability na'al is a primary noun; it is found
in most Semitic languages: Arab. na'|, Syr. na'la', Mand. nala.t Ugar.n 7 is not related,
since the context requires a meaning like "couch."2 Strictly speaking, it refers to a
sandal, a simple sole of wood or leather bound to the foot with thongs (Gen. 14:.23;
Isa. 5:27). It possibly also denotes other simple footwear (shoes). It is distinct from
s"6n (Isa. 9:4[Eng. v. 5]), the laced boot worn by Assyrian soldiers (Akk. iAnu; cf.
Ugar. syr, Jewish Aram- iAnd', Syr. sc'fina', Eth. id'en).2

II. Footwean Belted loincloth, shoes, and staff are signs of readiness to set out (Ex.
l2:ll). Belt and sandals, described in I K. 2:5 as being stained with innocent blood,
probably represent standard battle gear. Here LXXR has the lst person singular pro-
nominal suffix; if this reading is correct, David bears the bloodguilt of Joab's deeds.
Inlsa. 5:27 belt and sandals likewise represent the readiness for battle of the advancing
enemy: "The leather girdles round the waists of the warriors and the thongs of their
sandals are rigid and taut, and spur the army on to take no rest."4

Nonetheless, clothes (SahA, in some MSS..(izld) and shoes (Dt.29:4[5]) are wom
every day; it is a sign of God's care that they did not wear ovt (bd| during the forty
years of wandering in the wilderness. Dt. 8:4 expresses the same idea in different
language: the Israelites' clothes (iimld) did not wear out and their feet did not swell.

The same association with bdld appears also in Josh. 9:5,13,5 in a totally different
context: the Gibeonites come to Joshua wearing worn-out clothes and patched shoes

so as to look like refugees who have come a long distance. Since sandals can hardly
be "patched" (tl'), tbrs text may well refer to some other kind of simple shoes.

na'al.C. M. Carmichael, "ACeremonial Crux: Removing aMan's Sandal as aFemaleGesture
of Contempt," JBL, 96 (1977),321-336; H. W. Hdnig, Die Bekleidung des Hebrtiers (Zurich,
1957), 82-88; E. R. Lacheman, "Note on Ruth 4,7-8," lBL,56 (1939), 53-56:L. I-evy, "Die
Schuhsymbolik im jiidischen Ritus," MGWJ, 1918, 178-185; G. Rtihlmann, "'Deine Feinde
fallen unterdeine Sohlen,' " WZ Halle,20 (1971),61-84; E. A. Speiser, "Of Shoes and Shekels,"
BASOR"77 (1940), 15-20; T. Thompson and D. Thompson, "Some Legal Problems in the Book
of Ruth," fI 18 (1968),79-99; G. M. Tucker, "Witnesses and 'Dates' in Israelite Contracts,"
cBQ,28 (1966),424s.

t. MdD,283.
2. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, UE l0 (1978), 6l; WUS, no. 1805; KTU,1.4,1,36.
3. For the Akkadian see AHw, m, l2l3f. For the archaeological evidence see BRD, 186;

G. Fohrer, BHIIW, A,67lf.; E. Hrihne, BHHW m, 1739.
4. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. OTL(Eng. trans. 1972), 138.
5. On the pl. forms see D. Michel, Grundlegungen einer hebriiischm Syntax, I (Neukirchen-

Vluyn, 1977),58.
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The descriptive poem in Cant. 7:2tr.(1tr.) depicts the dancing bride, emphasizing
the beauty of her feet (or steps: pa'am) in their shoes (v. 2allal); the text here very
likely refers to decorated dancing shoes.

III. Symbolism. According to Ezk. 24:23, taking off headgear and shoes is a sign
of mourning: the exiles are not to do so at the fall of Jerusalem; neither are they to
mourn or weep, as they would normally do.

In Isa. 20:2 Isaiah takes off his sackcloth and sandals and goes naked (+ Ellll
'drdm) and barefoot to symbolize the expected ignominious treatrnent of the Egyptians
by the Assyrians.6

Ex. 3:5 and Josh. 5:15 presuppose that one removes (.f//) one's shoes in a holy place.
This action probably reflects the notion that shoes come into contact with dust and dirt
more than other articles of clothing.T It is noteworthy that the detailed descriptions of
the priestly vestments inBx. 29 and 39 say nothing of shoes.8 In Job 12:19 the priests
are led away barefoot, a sign of disgrace.

Am.2:6;8:6 use the dual na'"layim, "a pair of sandals," to represent something of
no value. People "sell the righteous (;addiq) for silver and the needy for a pair of
sandals" (2:6), i.e., the poor person who is unable to pay is forced into servitude on
account of a minor debt. People say, "[rt us buy (qdnfl the poor (dalltm) for silver
and the needy for a pair of sandals" (8:6). On the one hand, since the context involves
deceit in commerce, the reference to debt servitude is somewhat inappropriate and
might be an interpolation from 2:6. On the other hand, we note that the text speaks of
buying rather than selling; the primary emphasis is on the eagerness of the people in
question to ply a trade, which is then specified. A similar idea appears in Sir. 46:19,
which says that Samuel never took a bribe, not even a pair of sandals. The Hebrew
text reads kbper w"na'"llay)im, close to the reading kdper w"na'"layim (instead of
w"a'ltm) in 1 S. l2:3 (cf. LXX).

In Ps. 60:lO(8) "throwing down one's shoe" on something is a sign of taking
possession (the same text reappears in 108: 10). Yahweh claims Edom as his possession.
L. Levy already noted that the image expresses "more than taking possession: the
element of humiliation and subjugation is also present."e Mitchell Dahood proposes
to interpret the verb hiiltll as "plant," finding here a reference to the custom of placing
one's foot on the neck of the vanquished.l0

6. On the problem of prophetic symbolic actions see G. Fohrer, "Die Gattung der Berichte
tiber symbolische Handlungen des Propheten," Studien zur alttestamentlichen Prophetie. B7.AW,
99 (1967),92-112.

7. Contra L. Dtin, "Zur religiongeschichtlichen Begrtindung der Vorschrift des Schuhauszie-
hens an heiliger Stiitte," OLZ (1938), 4lO-12, who claims that leather from dead animals is
considered unclean; but cf. already J. Pedersen, Der Eid ben den Semiten (Strasbourg, l9l4),
97.

8. Hiinig, 85f.
9. Levy, 180.
10. M. Dahood, Psalms II. AB, l7 (1973),80f. Cf. also Riihlmann.
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Ruth 4:7 states that "in former times" in Israel it was the custom when "redeeming"
(9"'uilA) or exchanging to confirm the transaction by "taking ott (idlail a shoe and
giving it to the other." It is unclear who took the shoe off and who received it. E. A.
Speiser cites material from Nuzi to show that this represents a mock payment. Gillis
Gerleman sees in the symbolic act a renunciation of possession in contrast to the taking
possession in Ps. 60:10(8).ll After a thorough discussion, Edward Campbell concludes
that the frst redeemer (gd'Cl) gave Boaz his shoe (v. 8) to symbolize the transfer of
his right.lz However that may be, the case discussed in Dt. 25:9f. is not comparable.
This text prescribes that when a man refuses to enter into levirate marriage with a
woman, she is to pull (hdlas) his shoe off his foot and spit in his face. Here we are

dealing with a gesture of contempt, not a normal legal action.l3

IV. Yerb. The verb n'l is a denominative from na'al; it occurs twice in the OT. In
Ezk. 16:10 Yahweh says that he gave the woman representing Jerusalem embroidered
cloth and sandals of tahai leather; the context makes clear that this was clothing of
great value. The hiphil occurs in 2 Ch. 28:15, which tells how the prisoners of war sent
back to the southern kingdom were furnished with clothing, shoes, and everything they
needed.

This denominative verb is probably distinct from na'al, "lock" (Jgs. 3:23f.; 2 S.

l3:l7f .;Cant.4:12), with its derivatives man'fiI(Cant. 5:5; Neh. 3:3,6,13,15) andmin'dl
(Dt. 33:25), both of which mean "bolt."

V. LXX. The LXX usually translates na'al with hypdddma; san&ilion is used twice.
Ringgrcn

11. Gerleman, Ruth. BK, XVm (1965),37.
12. E. F. Campbell, Ruth. AB,7 (1975), l49f .
13. W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth. KAT XVII/l (1962),68; cf. also Carmichael, who finds in

the gesture sexual symbolism alluding to the Onan episode in Gen. 38:8-10.
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I. EtymologL The root, listed as n'mlin lexicons of Biblical Hebrew (cf. also n ra

and nfim/nl.tm), is also found in Middle Hebrew and other Semitic languages: Arabic
(na'ima, "enjoy, rejoice"), Amorite (PN nfrn), Ugaritic (n'm, "lovely, good," "attrac-
tiveness, something attractive, a lovely place," "well-being, health"; n'mt, "loveli-
ness"; n'my, "loveliness, delight"i n'mn, "lovely, good," also a PN), Phoenician and
Panic (n'm, "good, friendly, lovely," 'Joy, goodness" in'mt, "good, beneficial," "good-
ness," etc.), Postbiblical Aramaic (e.9., n"imta', "loveliness"; also a PN), and Syriac
(n"'imd', "lovely, beloved"; also a PN).I

This root is distinct fromn'm II, which appears not only in Middle Hebrew (hiphil:
"sing, accompaty"; n"imi, "song, sound," etc.), but also, e.g., in Arabic (na{ama,
"hum, sing"; na{ma, "sound, melody"), Aramaic (e.9., neimta', "melody"), and
Syriac (e.g., na'matanayA', "pertaining to the modulation of the voice").2 In the OT
this root is attested only in derivatives (esp. n"imd, "song, music," Sir. 45:9; the PN
na'"rni I may mean "[female] singer," but it may also derive fromn'm I and mean
"lovely" or "friendly"; cf. also the roots n'm and nlJm).3

II. Usage.
l. Survey. The root n'm I is quite common in the OT. The verb appears only in the

qal (8 occurrences: 3 in Proverbs and one each in Song of Songs, Ezekiel, Psalms,
2 Samuel, and Genesis), but the root occurs in the adj. nAim Q3 occurrences: 6 in
Psalms, 3 in Proverbs, 2 in 2 Samuel, and one each in Song of Songs and Job), and

the nouns nb'am (7 occurrences: 3 in Proverbs, 2 each in Psalms and Zechariah),
man'ammim (once only: Ps. 141:4), andna'amantm (once only: Isa. 17:10).

The root appears also in proper names such as na'am (masc.: I Ch. 4:15, in the
genealogy of Judah), na'1nfr (possibly from n'm II;a the daughter of Lamech: Gen.
4:22;s an Ammonite woman, the mother of Rehoboam: 1K. 14:21,31;2 Ch. 12:13),

J. M. Sasson, Rzrft (Baltimore, 1979), esp. 17f.; H. Schm0kel, Heilige Hochzeit und Hoheslied
(1956); J. J. Stamm, "Hebriiische Frauennamen," Hebriiische Wortforschung. Festschift
W. Baumgamter SW, 16 (1967),301-339, esp.323.

l. For Biblical Hebrew see, e.9., BDB, 653b; HAI. fi, 705. For the variants see IPN, 166,

175,222; Z. S. Harris, A Grammnr of the Phoenician l,anguage. AOS, 8 (1936), 124; RyNP, l,
237; A. Vincent, ln religion des Judio-Aratndens d'Eliphantine (Pais, 1937), 406t. For Middle
Hebrew, Jastro% 919f. For Amorite, APNM,237f.For Ugaritic, WUS, no. 1806f.; M. Dahood,
RSE 1,277, no. 385; PNU, 163; Whitaker, 451f.; see also II.l below. For Phoenician and Punic,
DISO, 18Of.; KN,lU, l6f .; ANET 653, 656; R. S. Tomback, A Comparative Semitic l*xicon of
tlu Phoenician and Punic Languages. SAIDS, 32 (1978), 215-17. For Postbiblical Aramaic,
Jastrow,9l9f. For Syriac, R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus,2 vols. (Oxford, 1879-1901), I
2405t.

2. For Middle Hebrew see Jastrow,9l9f. For Aramaic, Jastrow, 920. For Syriac, Payne Smith,
il,2406.

3. Ot n"'imA se*, HAL, tr, 705. On the meaning of the PN, for the former see Gabriel, 418f.;
for the latter see Stamm, 323.

4. See I above.
5. M. Flashar, 7AW, 28 (1908), 307f.; S. Mowinckel, The Two Sources of Predeuteronomic

Primeval History QE) in Gen. 1-11. ANUAO (1937),2,82.
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na'aman (masc.: name of Adonis; a descendant of Benjamin: Gen. 46:21; Nu. 26:40a

ILXX Noemarzl; I Ch. 8:4,7 [LXX Noomaf: a general of the king of Damascus: 2 K.
5:l-21 lLXXNaiman, Neemanl),6 no'omt (fem.: mother-in-law of Ruth: Ruth 1:2-4:177

[the ending :i is not a pronominal suf., "my lovely one," but a hypocoristicon from
-aya;8 cf.Ugar. n'my, n'myn;e Palmyr. n'my,to also LXX N1em/e/inl), the toponym
na'hnd (near Lachish: Josh. 15:41; in Arabia[?], only in the gentilic na'1nd1t: Job 2:11

ILXX ho Minaiosf),|l the gentilic na'mt, from na'"man (Nu. 26:40b), and some com-
pound PNs such as 'altn6'am (father of Barak: Jgs. 4:6,12; 5il,l2)t2 and '"htno'am

(Saul's wife: 1 S. 14:50; David's wife: I S. 25:43;27:3;3O:5; 2 S. 2:2;3:2; I Ch.
3:1).t: y7i* respect to the use of n'm I in OT personal narnes in general, we may cite
many West Semitic appellatives constructed with the root n'm.14

In the Ugaritic texts the goddess'Anat is described as being equipped with n'2, and
n'z is used as an epithet for Canaanite heroes (Keret/Aqhat) and gods.l5

Among the roots that can appear in parallel with n'm I, we note especially -+ llU
l6b(Gen.49:15; Ps. 133:l;147:l; Job36:11; Prov.24:251?l),aswellasbrk(Prov.
24:25[?l), yph (Cant. I:16; 7:7), yqr (kov. 24:4), and mtq (Prov. 9:17). The clearest
antonym is -+'1"1D rnrr (Ruth 1:20).

2. Verb. The 8 OT occurrences of the verb n'ml are all in the qal; most are in poetry
or Wisdom Literature, where it is often impossible to determine the precise semantic
nuance. It is clear in any case that the primary context of n'm I is the language of love,
either in descriptions of the beauty and attractiveness of the beloved or in expressions
praising the delights of erotic love. Cant. l:7-lOa(Eng. vv. 6-9a) is a poetic accolade,
extolling the maiden's loveliness as an aspect of her perfect beauty, detailed in the
poem: "How fair you are and how lovely, O loved one, delectable maiden" (ma-ydpt1

fima-na'amt '"hubi [MT: 'ah"!6; cf. Vulg., LXX] bat ta'anftgtm [MT: bana'"nfigim, a

hapax legomenon; cf. Aquila and Symmachusl: v. 7[6]). While here the loveliness of
the beloved parallels her beauty (yph; cf . also 1: 16), in the context of late wisdom we
find a statement of the physical sweetness of erotic love, more specifically forbidden
love, as Dame Folly describes it: "Stolen water is sweet (yimtaqfi), and bread eaten in

6. H. Bardtke, BHHW 11, 1279. On Adonis see WbMyth, I,234t.
7.IPN, 1661' Rudolph,38; Stamm,323; Sasson, l7f.;8. F. Campbell Jr.,Ruth. AB,7 (1975),

52f.
8. Cf. PNU, 50,2t1.
9. Onn'my see KTU,4.75,y,5;on n'myn ser'. KTU,4.611,9;Beru,24143;' Glanzman,205f.
to. PNPI,99t.
11. On Josh. 15:41 see F.-M. Abel, Giographie de la Palestine. EniO,2 vols. (1933-38), II,

393; W. F. Albrieht, BASOR, 18 (1925), lO; GTTOT, $318, B/ 15. On Job 2:l I see E. Dhorme,
Job (Eng. trans., repr. Nashville, 1984), xxvii, 21.

12. HAL,1,5b.
13. HAL, r,34.
14. Berz,362.
15. For'Anat see KTU, l.l0, I, 16; III, l0; 1.14, III,41. For the heroes ser- UT no. 1665.

For the gods see KTU, 1.23, lff; 1.5, III, 15; Sasson, 17.

L-
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secret is delicious (yin'dm)" (Prov.9:17; with reference to the par. n'm/mtq, cf. the
antonyms n'm/mr' in Ruth 1:20).

This kind of language can also be used in the setting of intimate friendship, as in
David's lamentation over the death of Saul and Jonathan (2 S. l:17-27): "I am dis-
tressed for you, my brother Jonathan; greatly beloved were you to me (na'amtd lt
m"'6d)" (v.26).

Metaphorically, na'am can stand for the beauty or attractiveness of the land of Israel.
For example, the Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 49) says of Issachar: "And he saw that a
resting place was good (t6!), and that the land was pleasant (n'm)" (v. l5). There are
probably overtones here of the fertility of the land, the "beloved" of all Israelites.l6 [n
the book ofEzekiel, the prophecy against Pharaoh and Egypt (29:1-32:32) asks ironi-
cally of the pomp of Egypt, "Are you more beautiful than all the rest?" (mimmi na'amta,
lit.: "Whom do you sulpass in beauty?" 32:19).rt

A love metaphor clearly stands behind a late wisdom statement concerning the
loveliness of knowledge: "[If you accept the words of wisdom],. . . understanding will
come into your heart, and knowledge will delight your soul" (we/a'allenapielnyin'am:
Prov. 2:10; the MT is superior to the emendation proposed by BHD.I8

We find an isolated impersonal construction in one of the two remaining texts using
the verb, namely, in the second collection (Prov. 24:23-34) of the admonitions and
instructions (22:17-24.,34) of older wisdom. Here we read of the well-being of those
who stand up for what is right: "Those who stand up for what is right will have delight
(yin'dm), and a good blessing will come upon them" (24:2J1.s The final occurrence,
Ps. 141:6, is in a poetic prayer ofthe individual. The context is very obscure, and the
text may also be corrupt. The psalmist pictures the wicked falling into the hands of
those who will condemn them: "then they shall hear how pleasant my words are
('"miray ki nd'€mfr)." 20 In any case, the function of the verb is clearly comparable to
that of the adj. nd'im in two wisdom admonitions (Prov. 22:18; 23:8).zt

3. nnim. Like the verb n'm I, the adj. ndimbelongs to the language of love. It appears
inthesongof theorchard(Cant. 1:15-17),where-togetherwithydpd, "beautiful"-
it denotes the physical loveliness and atftaction of the beloved: "Ah, you are beautiful,
my beloved, truly lovely" (hinn"ftdydpeh difr'ap naim, v. 16). In the context of intimate
friendship, David's lamentation (2 S. l:17-27) says: "Saul and Jonathan, beloved and
lovely (hanne'"hd\tmwehann"imim)! lnlife and in death they were not divided" (v.23).22

16. Cf. D(X; E. Nestle, ZAW 26 (1906), 159f.
lT.W.Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 163.
18. HAL (II, 705) incorrectly cites the text as Ps. 2:10. See also O. Pl<iger, Sprilche Salomos.

BK, XVtr (t984),12.
19. Following Pliiger, BK, XVtr,285-87.
20. H.-J. Kralus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989), 525-29.
21. See below.
22. S. R. Diver, Notes on the Hebrew Text and the Topography of the Books of Samuel

(Oxford, 21913),238; HAL, ll,705, erroneously citing v. 21.
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The use of niim as an epithet is clearly connected with this usage.23 David is

described as m"ital.t 'ebhA ya'"qdb frn"im z"mir61 Q S. 23:l), which is normally
understood as "the anointed of the God of Jacob, the darling of the songs of Israel."2a

The proposed interpretation "singer of the songs of Israel," based on n'm ll, is to be

rejected as "precarious."25 The interpretation proposed by H. N. Richardson, "the

beloved of the Guardian fznrntt/zmrt; cf. Ugar. lmr and Amor. zmrl of Israel," is
likewise unconvincing.26

Inafewinstances, nd'tmsimply parallels 16Q,"good, fitting,"asinthedidactic
poem Ps. 133: "Behold, how good (t6il afi pleasant @aim) it is, when brothers live
together in unity" (v. l; cf. the combination batt6! . . . banneimtm in Job rU' r 1zz;. Ps.

135:3 says that Yahweh is "good" (tOU and his name "gracious" (ndim); it is "good"

GAD to play to him, "pleasant" (ndim) to sing his praises (147:l); cf. the "sweet lyre"
(kinnbr nnifl in 8l:3(2). The adj. naimhas roughly the same meaning in three texts

of the first collection of admonitions and instructions in Prov. 22:17'24:22: it is

"pleasant" (nd'im) to keep the words of the wisdom instructor within one (22:18);

"pleasant words" (debdreykn hanne'imtm) spoken to one who is hostile are wasted

(23:8);28 riches can also be "precious and pleasant" (yaqar w"na'im, 24:4).

Of the 3 remaining occlurences, 2 are in Ps. 16, a (preexilic?) prayer; one occturence

is masculine plural, the other feminine plural. The first is probably associated with the

"loveliness" of the land (cf. Gen. 49:15;Ezk.32:19): "The measuring line has fallen

on pleasant ground for me" (habdlim ndp"lfi-li bann"'imim, Ps. 16:6[5]), which Hans-

Joachim Kraus compares to 84:4f.(3f.): "Lovely (Dlll) is this highest good fortune: to

be privileged to live in proximity to Yahweh, to live in Yahweh himself."2e The

concluding verse of Ps. 16 also speaks of "the bliss of the nearness to God":30 "You

show me the path of life. The fullness of you is joy, in your right hand are pleasures

forevermore (ne'im6lbimtnelSd ne$ab)" (16:11[10]). The third and final passage, in the

fourth discourse of Elihu (Job 36-37), is connected with Ps. 16 both formally and

contextually. Describing the righteous, Job 36:ll says: "They complete their days in
prosperity (batt6il, and their years in pleasanfiress (bann"imtm)."

4. nA'dm. Of the 7 occurrences of the noun no'dm in the OT, at least 3 are in wisdom

contexts (cf. the verbn'm I in Prov. 2:lO:'24:25; also 9:17; Ps. 141:6; also the adj.

naim in Wov. 22:18; 23:8; 24:4). Here the noun functions as nomen rectum, twice in
the phrase 'imrA-no'am: "gracious words" are pure to Yahweh (15:26); indeed, they

23. In Ugaritic cf. KTU, 1.17, VI, 45 l.l5,ll,2O; l.l4,I,40, II, 8; see also II.l below.
24. HAL,II, 705.
25. Driver, Notes, 357.
26. H. N. Richardson, JBL, n O97l),259-262.
27. See below.
28. On the text of 23:6-8, see Pltiger, BK, XVII,263.
29.H.-J.Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988),238. On Ezk.32:19 see II.2

above.
30. Ibid., 241.
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are like a honeycomb, sweet to the gums and healthy to the bones (16:24); the LXX
sunrmarizes: "their sweetness is medicine to the soul."3l The phrase darf,i-nD'am
occurs in 3:17: the ways of wisdom and undentanding are "ways of pleasantness."

It is highly dubious that no'am refers in a wisdom sense to the "friendliness" or
"kindness" ofYahweh.32 In a (preexilic?) prayer ofa persecuted and accused individual
(Ps. 27), the psalmist says: "One thing I asked of Yahweh, that will I seek after: to live
in the house of Yahweh all the days of my life, to behold the no'am of Yahweh" (v. 4);
the verse probably refers to "God's loving way of turning to him for deliverance, to
which he looks forward in w. l-6."33 Ps. 90 is a late communal prayer; vv. 13-17, an
even later expansion, include the petition "Let the lovingkindness of the [.ono be upon
us" (v. 17; it is preferable to follow 2 MSS. and the Targ. in deleting MT '"bhAnfi.3a).

Here no'am appears to express Yahweh's miraculous intervention to reestablish the
people's life work.

The most difficult problem is the meaning of the subst. no'am in the parabolic
shepherd narrative 7,ec. ll:.4-17. Central to this passage 

- which exhibits a "dense
interpenetration of initial action and subsequent adaptation to narrative form"35 

-isthe episode of the two staffs (,i€n? maql61[v. 7], -+ )lD maqq1t), which is probably
related to Ezk. 37 :15-28 (but cf. 'E sim in Ezk. 37). At Yahweh's command, the prophet

- it is just possible that Zechariah himself is the "I" of the original account36 - uses
two staffs to guard the people's sheep doomed to slaughter: "one I named Favor
(n6'am), the other I named Unity (lt6!eltm)." The (later?) interpretation of the continued
account, which tells how the prophet-shepherd refused to guard the sheep and therefore
broke his staffs, states that the staff named Favor was broken "to annul my [Yahweh's
or the prophet's?l covenant that I had made with all the peoples" (v. l0), while Unity
was broken "to annul the family ties between Judah and Israel" (v. 14).37 In any case,
the staff Favor is to be understood as a "symbol of the happy condition of a people
under an ideal ru1er."38

5. man'ammtm The derived nolur, mon'otnmtm3e ap ars only in a (postexilic?)
individual prayer (Ps. 141). The psalmist pleads to be protected from the power of the
wicked and prays that a guard will be set over the door of his lips (v. 3). The next verse is
usually understood in something like the sense proposed by Kraus and the NRSV: "Do
not turn my heart to any evil, to busy myself with wicked deeds in company with those

31. Plriger, BK, XV[, 187t.,194f.
32. M. Seb6, Sacharja 9-14. WMANT, 34 (1969),241, n. 9.
33. Kraus, Psalms 1-59,334; theophany or oracle of salvation?
34. Kraus, Psalms 60-150,214.
35. Sabo, Sacharja 9-14,34,249.
36. rbid.,252.
37. The various possible interpretations of ll:4-17 are discussed by Sab6, ibid., 7l-88,

234-252,276-78.
38. H. G. Mitchell, Zechariah. ICC (1912),308.
39. On the gemination see Blz, 558f.
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who work iniqurty; do not let me eat of their delicacies (filal-'elham beman'anunA-

hem)."ao1r,rhis interpretation,al the psalmist speaks literally of the delectable food of the

wicked. The context, however, suggests a figurative meaning (cf. esp. v. 6: '"rnaray 16

nd'€mfiQ). [t is also possible that the wisdom tradition used man'arnmim in the sense of
"delightful, sweet words" (see, e.g., Prov. 22: I 8; 23:81.tt If so, in Ps. 141 the psalmist is
praying in fact for protection against taking the sweet (i.e., unctuous) words of the wicked
in his own mouth. The interpretation of the LXX suggests a third possibility: "and let me

not be joined to their elect (metd t6n eklekt6n aut6n)"; in this interpretation the text refers

to an elite group of the wicked (deriving 'elltam from lltm I, not from hm n4\.

6. na'"rnantm. The derivative na'amdntm is also a hapax legomenon in the OT. The
word is neither a plural tantum nor a double plural, but an incorrectly vocalized
na'ornan-ma (the DN na'ornan + -im = the affixed particle -ma found in Ugaritic; cf.
Dt. 33:1; Ps. 68:17[16); 77:l8ll7l: 125:l)!s In the OT na'%ndntm occurs in Isa.

l7:l-ll, a single kerygmatic unit comprising several originally separate strata, now
bearing the superscription "an oracle concerning Damascus" (maiSa' dammdfleq). In
w. 10f. (probably Isaianic and dating from the period of the Syro-Ephraimite War), a

fem. "you" (Jerusalem?) is addressed: "Truly you have forgotten the God of your
salvation, and have not remembered the rock of your refuge; therefore, you plant
gardens for the pleasant one ('al-kdn tigei nil'A na'4m.dnim)arrd sow them with the

vines of an alien (god). . . . The harvest will flee away in a day of weakness."6 Here

we apparently have a reference to Adonis gardens (Gk.: hoi Ad6nidos kipoi); na'amin
is to be understood as designating the god Tammuz-Adonis.aT "These little gardens of
Adonis make use of bowls, boxes, or earthenware vessels, which would have the seeds

of fast growing types of plants planted in them. The fast sprouting and the withering,
which took place just as fast, were supposed to symbolize the appearance and disap
pearance (or coming to life again and death) of the vegetation god."+s In Isa. 17:10

the Adonis gardens probably visualize the frail and fading nature of the (political and

military?) power in which the prophet's audience trusted.ae

m. LXX. The LXX uses a wide variety of translations for the root n'm I. The most
important is lal6s, which represents naim 4 times, no'am 3 times, and the verb once.

40. Kraus, Psalms 60-150,525.
41. Ct. HAI. tr, 603; also Phoen. mn'm, "delicacies," DISO, 159.
42. See [I.3 above.
43. See II.3 above.
44. Cf. HAL,ll, 526, etc.
45. J. O'Callaghan, W 4 (1954), 170f. On the double plural see Blz, 517v. On the Ugaritic

material see Jirku, 201f.
46. On the text se€ Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 155f., l60f. On the date se ibid., 18G.82.

47. Schmdkel, 29, n. 4; cf. also H. Ringgren, UUA, 1952.5, 67, 87.
48. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 182.
49. See also esp. W. W. Baudissin, Adonis und Esmun (Leipzig, 1911); Galling,59-61;

W. Baumgartner, Zum AT und seiner Umwelt (Lriden, 1959),247-281.
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we also find hddjnein (verb twice, rwim twice, rw'am twice), euprepds (ndim twice,
verb once), and terpn6s/terpn6tes (ndim 3 times, no'am once). In Isa. 17:l0b
(na'9ndntm) the LXX is rather free: did tofito phytertseis phlteuma dpiston kai spdrma
ripiston, avoiding actually translating rw'"mantm. The LXX's interpretation of
man'ammtm is discussed elsewhere.5o

Finally, the root n'm I is not attested in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Kronholm

50. See [I.5 above.
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I. Etymology. The etymology of the nominal lexeme n'r (fem. n'rh) is uncertain;
scholars have proposed various derivations.

l. n'r I. F. E. C. Dietrich derives the noun na'ar from aroot n'r, "snarl, roar," which
reproduces "onomatopoeically the rasping sounds of snarling, snoring, or the like that
issue from the throat."l A z'r is "actually in transition to puberty, when the voice
changes, someone who speaks with a rasp" (cf. the rabbinic interpretation of Ex. 2:6:
"[Moses] was a child fitld), and his voice was that of a boy [n'r1"2',. This interpretation
is accepted by F. Miihlau and W. Volck.3 It is presently supported for Ugar. and Heb.
ni by Adrianus van Selms, who cites Jer. 51:38, and by Lothar Kopf, who cites Jgs.
l3:5,7.4

Heb. n'r I is attested only in Jer.51:38, a late text. It is related to Akk.
na'dru(m)/ni'irz, which denote primarily the roaring of a lion, the braying of an ass,

or the screeching of a bird, but never the cry of a human being; cf. Ararn. ltmr n'r,
"braying ass," as well as the snarling of a camel.s Only Arab. nn'ara, which covers a
broad range of meanings, refers to a human sound, especially a war or battle cry; cf.
also na"ara, "scolding woman."6

Heb. n'r I is clearly an aramaism.T The root is not found in the other Northwest
Semitic dialects. In contrast to Hebrew, there are no nominal derivatives of n 'r meaning
"boy" or "servant" in Aramaic, Arabic, or Akkadian. We conclude that there is no
etymological connection between Heb. na'ar and ni I.

2. n'r II. Johann Buxtorf connects na'ar withn 'r tr, "shake (off)." A na'ar is a
"little boy, an infant," in that he has been "forced out of his mother's womb."8 Franz
Delitzsch takes as his starting point the striking use of z'r in the Pentateuch to refer to
a female, concluding that "originally it denoted a new-born infant of either sex," since
it "is an ancient derived noun with the meaning 'shaking off, bringing forth' (cf. Job
39:3), concretely: that which has been brought forth, offspring."e

l. GesB e1857), 35.
2. R. Jehuda, Shem. Rab.,1,24.
3. GesB e-t'1878-90).
4. A. van Selms, Mariage and Farnily Lifu in Ugaitic Literature. POS, | (1954),95; L. Kopf,

Ii-I 8 (1958), 183; cf. KBI],623a" incorrectly citing H. L. Fleischer, Kleinzrc Schriften, l-lll
(1885-88). This etymology has been dropped by HAI.11,707.

5. For the Akkadian see AHw 11,694a,709a; CAD, XIl1,7f . On the Aramaic, for the former
see Ahikar 79 (AP, 214); Bab. Ber 3a, 56a; for the latter see Bab. Yeb. l20b:' Jasluow, 922a.

6. For the former see Lane,2815; for the latter, Lisdn al:Arab of lbn-Mukarram (Caio,
1890), Y 220b.

7. Already B. Duhm, Das Buch Jeremia. KHC,XI (1901), 372;not noted as such by M. Wag-
ner, Die lexikalischen und grammatilcalischen Aramnismen im alttestarnentlichen Hebrtiisch.
BZAW 96 (1966).

8. J. Buxtorf, Lexicon hebraicum et chaldaicum (1ffi7), 477.
9. F. Delitzsch, "Pentateuch-kritische Studien, Y'{11," kitschrift fiir kirkliche Wissenschafi

und kirkliches l,eben, I (1880), 393-99.
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Heb. n'r II, "shake (off)," appears in various contexts with a variety of objects:
leaves (Isa. 33:9), dust (52:2), hands (33:15), locusts (ps. l@:23), the fold of a garment
(Neh. 5:13), and, figuratively, enemies (Jgs. t6:20;Ex. 14:27;ps.136:15). The OT
does not use n 'r II in connection with birth; nor does such usage appear in extrabiblical
texts. The association of this root with na'ar therefore appears dubious.

3. n'r III. Heb. na'ar is probably a primary noun from a distinct root n 'r III, whose
basic meaning is unknown.lo

II. Ancient Near East.
l. Egypt. Egyptian texts of the Ramesside period frequently use the word n'rz. Itis not

an Egyptian word but a Canaanite loanword denoting a military unit.ll The descriptive
legend on a relief depicting the battle of Kadesh speaks of n'nt of Pharaoh from the land
of Amumr ; their intervention saved Rameses from defeat. 1 2 Scholars have interpreted this
text as referring to a specialized Egyptian uniq an Egyptian reserve corps, or an elite unit
made up of young people from aristocratic families brought up atPharaoh's court.l3 More
likely the word denotes a Canaanite military unit in pharaoh's service.

The Karnak Inscription of Merneptah (122+lzC4) includes n'rn in a (fragmentary)
list of the military hierarchy and the associated (?) units. Here n'rnparallels i3prw, which
means something like "veterans." The text does not indicate whether the two terms
refer to the same group of people or to different units.l4 In any case, the term denotes
an experienced, battle-tested unit.

Papyrus Anastasi I, a satirical polemic, speaks of a punitive expedition of Amene-
mope to Djahi, an unidentified canaanite town, to put down a revolt of z'rn.ls Hori,
the author of this document, derisively calls his opponent "leader of the n'rn, who
stands at the head of the d3bw";16 one may ask whether Amenemope himself was once
commander of a Canaanite n'rn unit and whether it is perhaps his old unit that is
rebelling in Djahi. It appears possible, at any eyent, that the n'rn inCanaanite territory
played an important role not only militarily but also politically.

In the onomasticon of Amenope, written around 1100 (toward the end of the
Twentieth Dynasty), the toponym n'ryn apryars in the so-called Syro-Palestinian list.lT

lo. GesTh,894a;E. Ben-Yehuda, Thesaurus totius hebraitatis,8 vols. (repr. New york, 1960),
Y, 37 l2a: BDB, 654b; Sriihli, 37.

tt.wbAs,tI,2o9; cf. w. F. Albright, Afo,6(tg3ot3t),221.
12. G. A. [-ehmann, UE 2 (1970), 68t.

_ t?. lg' respectively, Gardiner, 8; schulman, 48; and s. yeivin, in Military History of the
Land of Israel in Biblical Times, ed. J. Liver (Tel Aviv, 1964), 13 (Heb.).

14. For the former see Gardiner, 37: "veterans (fuyw) of the army who were Ne'6nn." For
the latter see Schulman, 52; idem, "Military Rank," MAs, 6 (19f4), I lg: ..all the veterans (lit.
old ones of the army), (and) the ones who were n'rn-troops with captures."

15. AOT lol-5; ANET 475-79.
16. ANET 478b.
17. No. 259 in Gardinel Ancient Egyptian onomastica, I (oxford, 1947); tlrc list is nos.

25O-270; see pp. 24ff. for the whole onomasticon.
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This word is probably not connected with n'rrt as a military unit; morc likely it is

associated with the Hebrew place name n'rn = n'rh, deiving from z'r II.t8

2- Ugarit. Ugaritic texts use n'r (fem. n'rt) rl a wide range of meanings. Like Egyp.
n'rn, in the social structure of Ugarit n'rrn may denote a group of high military rank,
whose functions we cannot determine in detail.ls

In addition, n'r/n'rt denotes persons belonging to the household of a paterfamilias.
It can refer to seryants, usually holding responsible positions.2O Depending on the social
status of the paterfamilias, a n'(t) can be of distinguished birth and can occupy an

important office.21 Age is irrelevant.
This seems to be the case in KTU,4.360,5, and 4.367,7, where n'r parallels bn,

with which it appears to exhibit a certain synonymy. The first text lists as belonging
to the family of Yr[m 2 bnh b'lm, 3 n'rm, and bt 'ht. lt is probably to be understood

as meaning that Yr[m married two wives22 and had three minor sons. The meaning of
KTU, 4.367, a list of the royal personnel from the town of rb4, is obscure. One portion
of the text reads:4 bn 5wrfuz(n)'rm y{,! H. P. Stihli translates: "two sons of Iwrbz,
(being) n'rm, who are potters"; B. Cutler and J. Macdonald translate differently: "two
sons of I. (who are) n'rm; a potter. . . ."23 In their interpretation, n'rm does not refer
to a legal status within the family - minors under their father's authority2a - but rather
denotes a specific office held by the sons at the court of the king of Tbq.

By contrast, KTU, 2.33, 29 is a clear instance of n'r with the meaning "child,
youth."25 The weakness associated with youth is alluded to in KTU, 1.107, 37, where

ni parallels lir "small": the son of the goddess Sapa5 cries like a n'r and pours forth
tears like a $gr - in other words, he cries like a young child.

The evidence for n'r as an element of theophorous names is unclear. UI 10:16 has

n'4?) Jl, "Servant of Il"'26 but now KTU, 4.12, 16 reads nz*ryI. Franke Gr6ndahl
interprets n'rin KTU,3.7,16 as a hypocoristic theophorous name, while Stiihli suggests

the possibility of a secular name.21 We should probably follow Cutler and Macdonald,
who think in terms of an office.28

3. Phoenician Inscriptions. A Phoenician marble tablet of the fourth or third century
s.c. discovered near Larnaka contains a list of the expenditures of a temple adminis-

18. Contra Stiihli, 66; cf. HAI. tr, 708.
19. KTU,4.68, 60; 4.126, 12; cf. Cutler and Macdonald,32tr.; St,ihli, 44tr.
20. KTU, 4.1O2, 17; cf. 8; 4.339, 3; cf. UT no. 1666; for a different view, see van Selms,

Marriage,95.
21. Cutler and Macdonald, 27.
22. W, no.493; for a different interpretation, see PR4 V no. 80,4f.; Cutler and Macdonald, 31.
23. Steht, 49, following UT 284; Cutler and Macdonald, 31.
24. Stehli,49.
25. Cutler and Macdonald, 35.
26. Stiihli, 55; cf. PNU, 80.
27. See PNU, 5O; Stahli, 55, citing IPN, 221.
28. P.28.
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tration in Kition.2e Several times it name s n'nn amongthose receiving payments, clearly
members of the temple personnel.3o Nothing is said about their position or function.
Whether they belonged to the cult personnel and might be called "sacred ministers of
high rank"3t remains dubious.

ln KAI, 24, 12 we have the only instance of an abstract plural derived from n'r:
lmn'ry (la-min-na'-firayyu). In this inscription, composed around 825 s.c., Kilamuwa
extols the general prosperity that his rule has brought: among other things, "he who
had seen no linen from his youth was clothed with byssus in my days." This text is
important because (together with KTU, l.lO7;2.33; 4.360) it shows that Can. z'r refers
primarily to age, albeit with connotations of the naturally associated social position of
a leading personality within the extended family or the household.

4. Akk ;u[a(t)u. Neither na'ar nor its feminine derivative occurs in Akkadian. The
noun na'aru(m) deives from n'r I.32 The semantic equivalent to n'r is sufidnt or
;ufudnu.33 Both occur frequently in Assyro-Babylonian texts as well as in the Mari
letters; they have a broad range of meanings almost identical with that of n'r(t).

The noun gufiArft)u can denote a particular age: "child, youth."34 According to the
Code of Hammurabi, a son describe.d as sifuru (adj.) is not yet legally competent. He
cannot inherit his patrimony, hold property in fee, or marry.3s Middle Assyrian law
defines the minimum age for marriage as ten.36 Young persons of either sex can be
requisitioned for service by order of the king.37

In the majority of cases, ybdru denotes a servile relationship in a variety of positions
and functions. Dependence on the master is reflected in such expressions as "my JU baru,"
which parents never use of their children. One list illustrates the connection between age
and position.3s It names a series of occupations and the rations assigned to them; in each
case the sufidru are listed last and their rations are substantially scantier than those of the
others. They are clearly still apprentices in training.3e Age is not significatt. Asufrdru is
a servant. As such, he is dependent on his maste! who can employ him in a variety of
tasks - as basket maker, field hand, fisher, scribe, messenger.{ Depending on his
master's position, a sufiaru may be of high birth and be responsible for important jobs.al

29. KN,37.
30. A 8, 10(?), 12; B ll.
31. stahli,68.
32. AHw, ll, 694; CAD, Xll 1,7f.
33. See, respectively, CAD, Xy[ 23lb-35a, 229b-23 |b.
34. CAD, XYI,23lb-232b; ARM,I, 108, 6f.: II,32, 13;99, 8; Y 38, l0-14; YL,43,8f.; etc.
35. See, respectively, CH, $S177, 28t.,166.
36. ANET 184a.
37. ARM, m, 38, 5ff.
38. ARM, t){., 24, r, 47, 55; l, 46.
39. M. Birot, ARM,l](,357.
40. cAD, XVI, r32ff.
41. For the former se,e ARM, 1,79,24,28;Y[,2O,7;Y\,110, 3; etc. For the lafter see ARM,

l, 45, 13; l, 21, 15; IV, 31, l3f.; V, ll,7ff.
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The case of the ;ufudrtu is similar. The feminine usually means "marriageable girl,
young woman."az Infrequently in Old Babylonian texts but more often in the Mari
letters and the Nuzi texts, it refers to women in various servile positions. They may be

domestic servants or weavers.43 Some of them occupy high positions in the palace of
Mari.44 They occasionally perform cultic functions, always referred to by the apprG'

priate technical terms.as For this very reason, it is unlikely that sufidrtu (or sufidru) can

mean "cultic functionary."a6

III. OT.
l. Occurrences. In the OT na'ar occurs about 239 times.q Almost one-third of these

occurrences (86) are in Samuel (1 Samuel: 60; 2 Samuel: 26);then follow Kings with

35 (1 Kings: 11; 2 Kings: 24), Genesis with27 (none in P), Judges with 23, Isaiah with

11, and Nehemiah with 8. The word does not appear in Leviticus, Ezekiel, the Minor
Prophets (except for one occulrence each in Hosea and Zechaiah), Song of Songs, or

Daniel. Fewer than a quarter of the occurrences (49) are distributed among the remain-

ing books.
The fem. na'ord wcurs 38 times: Gen.24:16;F;x.2:5;Dt.22:19; Jgs. 19 (6 times);

21:12; Ruth 2:6,8,22f.; 3:2; 4:12; 1 S. 9:11; 25:42; I K. l:2-4;2 K. 5:2,4; Est. 2 (8

times); 4:4,161' Job 40:29(Eng. 4l:4);a8 Prov. 9:3; 27:27;31:15; Am.2:7 ' Other deriva-

tives are n"'firim (46 occurrences), ne'ur6! (Jer. 32:30), and n6'ar (Ps. 88:16[15]; Job

33:25: 36:14; Prov. 29:11).

A special feature is the qere perpetuumJ\2 na'"rd: Gen.24 (5 times); 34:.3,12;Dt.
22:15-29 (14 times). Delitzsch considers this a "linguistically indisputable archaism,"

showing that originally n'r was used for either sex without distinction.ae More likely
we have here an "orthographical oddity," a "survival of a system of orthography in

which a final vowel was written defectively."sO
In one group of texts (some 100 out of 239 occurrences), n'r is used absolutely (with

or without the definite atticle h-; rarely in the pl.). The semantic context points exclu-

sively to the realm of the extended family. Here na'ar denotes a son5l living within
the circle of the family. Such expressions as "my na'ar" are never used to convey the

parent-child relationship.
A second group of texts uses na'ar (sg. and pl.) as nomen regens in a construct

42. CAD, ){vl,23l.
43. For the former se.e ABBU, 1,21, 14,2O;26,6,7;lI, 108, 13; trI, 11, 34; ARM' fr" 38,

5-7; etc. For the latter see ARM, X, 125, ll-14.
M. ARM, Y 7; X, 100.

45. ARM, X, 124, 4f .; 140, 16-19; cf. ARM,lII, 8,6.
46. Despite ARM,8,6f.; Ktr, l12.
47. Stahli, 72; HAL,11,707.
48. Uncertain; see D. Winton Thomas, W 14 (1964), llsf.
49.P.399; see I.2 above.
50. For the first quotation see JM, $161 3; for the second, GK, $17c; cf. $2n.
51. -+ lf ban (11,145-159).
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phase or with a suffix. Here the contextual evidence reveals a more nuanced relation-
ship of dependency associated with the na'ar.

2. Synonyms and Antonyms. In the broader and narrower context of na'ar, we find
terms referring to age or stage of life that serve as parallels or antonyms,s2 ..g., na'ar/
zdqdn (Gen.19:4; Dt. 28:50; Isa. 2o:4); cf. bdhfrr/zdqEn (Jer. 31:13); na'ar/bdhfir/
zdqdn (Ps. 148:12;Larn.2:21); cf . na'ar/ii/ zdq€n (Josh 6:21); yineq/bdhfrr/ Ti iapa
(Dt.32:25); cf. v6n€q/'6lel/ii (Jer. 44:7); tap/na'ar/'iiid/zdqdn (Est. 3:13); cf. tap/
bdhfi r /' ii i d / zdq4 n @zk. 9 :6); na' ar / baha r7'ti / zaq E n (Jer. i t,zz\; cf .' 6le I / bdhir /
'ti/zdqEn/m"lE'yamtm (Jer. 6:11). The texts present very diverse divisions of human
life into stages. Although some terms refer to a specific age bracket or stage of
development (ydnaq, '6lel, yele/, 'elem, bdhfr4, zdqefl, it is hardly possible to assign
definite ages to them and associate them with other corresponding terms,53 despiie
many passages that include ages (Gen. 17:25;F;x.30:14; Nu. 1:3,1g; 4:3,23; g:24;
14:29;26:2:32:ll;I-ev.27:l-8; I Ch.23:3;2 Ch. 25.5).It is true, however, tlrut na.ar
always stands in contrast to zdqEn; in many passages, it has become part of a stock
phrase as an antonyml.o zAqen: minna'ar...'ad-zdqEn (Gen. l9:4; Josh.6:21; Est.
3:13),na'arwezaqen @x. l0:9; Isa.20:4;I-am.2:21)or zaqenw"na'ar (Jer.5l:22; ps.
148:12). These phrases are typical examples of merism, a figure that expresses a totality
by emphasizing its opposite extremes: "young and old" (with the natural connotations
of associated social rank) = "one and all."

These observations show that na'ar clearly refers to youth. The upper boundary
varies: 20 (Ex. 30:14; Nu. 1:3,18; 14:29;26:2;321l;2 Ch. 25:5; etc.),25 (Nu. g:24j,
30 (Nu. 4:3,23; 1 Ch. 23:3). The rabbis reflect similar uncertainty: Midn prov. on l:4
states that one is a na'ar untll age 25 (R. Meir), 30 (R. Akiba) , or zo (R. Ishmael),
because from the age of 20 one is held accountable for one's sins.sa [n any case, for
the rabbis both na'ar and the abstract n"'ur61 are precise terms for youth, with the
particular connotation of vigor and strength.5s

The antonym 'AQbn (Jgs. l9:ll,l2; I S. 25:14,17;2 K. 5:20,22,25;6:15; cf. I S.
20:38; 30: 13; 2 s. 9:9; 2 K. 5:3) indicates the dependent or servile starus of a na'ar,
similar to that of an -+ 1)i 'ele{. In contrast to the latter, however, who as a slave
"in the power of another" is not free, the na'ar is a free person who enters by choice
into a servile relationship and may even under some circumstances possess '"bddim
and i"pdh61 @.g., 2 K. 5:20-27 [6- I 31;.s0

3. na'an a. Child, Youth, Young Man. T-be three-month-old baby Moses is called a
na'ar when Pharaoh's daughter found a basket among the reeds and opened it, ,.she

saw the chlld (yele/), and behold, it was a crying na'ar" (Ex. 2:6 tJl). Judah calls his

52. See Kdhler, 39tr.,74ff.; Wolff, 120ff.; Staht,77tr, 132ff.
53. Conrad. l0; Stiihli, 84.
54. A. winsche, Der Midrasch Mischle. Bibtiotheca Rabbinica,ly (l*ipng, lgg3-g5, 21967),4.
55. Bab. Git.70a; Shab. lla; cf. Ber Rab.48:19,22 on Gen. lg:ll,13.
56. Riesener,75ff. The quotation is from Anclsr 84.
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young brother Benjamin a na'ar (Gen. 43:8; M:22,3O-34 Ul); according to M:20,
Benjamin is ayele! zequnlm qdtan. He lives with his father, whose protection he enjoys

(44:20,30; cf . 44:22). Gen.25:27 (J) calls the growing brothers Esau and Jacob n"'dfim.

Shechem, a growing youth who already enjoys respect and honor, is likewise called a

na'ar; he asks for Dinah's hand and negotiates the marriage terms with her family
(3a:19 Ul).

The story of Hagar's expulsion (Gen.2l:8-21 [E]) sometimes calls Ishmael a yele/

(vv. 14-16), sometimes a na'ar (vv. 12,17 [twice], 18-20). This is not evidence of
different Sources:57 the two nouns are synonymous here. As a small na'af Ishmael is

totally dependent on the protection and help of his mother (21:16). The ne'drimBptraim

and Manasseh whom Joseph blesses are also small children (48:15f. lBl).The ru'ar
Isaac is somewhat older (22:5,12 lBl); he walks next to his father and carries the wood

of the burnt offering.
Jgs. 13:5,7,8,12 speak of Samson as the na'ar to be born. V. 34 calls the grown boy

a na'an According to 8: 14, Gideon catches a tut'ar from Succoth, who is still young

and inexperienced but knows the information Gideon wants and can write it down.

Samuel's mother calls her child a na'arboth as a suckling (1 S. 1:22) and as a

growing boy (w. 24,25,27). The sons of Jesse are nc'drim (16:11);they still live with

their father but are old enough to share a sacrificial meal (v. 5). The story of Goliath

(17:1-18:5) frequently calls the adolescent David a na'ar (17'.33,42,55,58;17:56 par.

'elem fcf.20:221). David's seriously ill young son is called both yeley' (2 S. 12:15,

18f.,21f.) and na'ar (v. 16). The sons of David who live as young princes at court

are n"'drim (13:32). With particular emphasis, David calls his rebellious son Absalom

(who has his own property and servants t13:23ff.l) a na'ar (14:2I; 18:5,29; cf'
l8:12,32),in order to play down his rebellion and make it out to be a foolish escapade

of youth.
Jeroboam's son is called a na'ar it I K. 14.3,17 and a yeleQ in v. 12. kt 2 K.4: 18ff.

we read of a boy who is not yet old enough to work but is old enough to go by himself

to his father out in the field. In parallel with yele/ (w. 18,26,34) he is also called na'ar
(w. 29f.,31f.,35). Here, too, the alternation between the two terms should not be taken

asevidenceof differentsources.58Finally,2K.2:23 speaks of n"'drimq"lannim("small
boys") who make fun of Elisha.

Several texts in Isaiah use na'ar.Isa.8:4, "Before the na'ar knows how to call 'My

father' or 'My motheq' " refers to a child one or two years old. Isa. 7:17 reads: "Before

thena'ar knows how to refuse the evil and choose the good"; this expression refers

not so much to "freedom of choice based on personal experience," suggesting an age

of about twenty, as to the ability to distinguish what is harmful from what is beneficial,

which comes around the age of three.5e Isa. 40:30 uses n"'arim in parallel with bahfirtm

57. Contra Kilian, 228ff., 236-249.
58. Contra Schmitt, 93ff.
59. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 @rrg. trans., Minneapolis, 1990), 315; R. Kilian, Die Verheis'

sung Immanuels. irs, 35 (1968), 42f . For the quotation see o. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12. oTL (EIrg.

trans.21983), l6l.
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to suggest the vigor of youth.60 The prophecy of the coming age of salvation in
65:l6b-25 promises long life for all.6r No infant will die young, and the na'ar willhve
to be one hundred (v.2O).

Besides the youthfulness of the na'a4 wisdom texts emphasize his immaturity and
dependence (par. pelt andkstl). He is without sense (prov.7:7), is easily led astray
and deluded (7:22f.), and needs strict discipline (22:6,15) if he is to become prudent
and wise (hakam) 0:4;22:15:.29:15) and rhus be spared from death (23:13t.). To have
a na'ar as king means the total breakdown of civil order and the downfall of the
community (Eccl. 10:15f.; cf. Isa. 3:4f.).

Solomon's description of himself as ana'ar qdton (l K. 3:7; cf. I K. ll:14-22) must
be understood in the context of a notion of an ordered world that reflects Egyptian
provenience. It confesses a total inability to understandmiipdt, the meaning and order
of the world, as well as a radical dependence on the divine gift of knowledge without
which the king will always remain a na'ar qdton and a pr1i. rt is an expression of
humility and self-abasement that shows Solomon to be fi:iry hnftAm.

Jeremiah's self-predication, na'ar 'anaftt Qer. l:6), may be interpreted similarly as
resistance to God's call to be a prophet. It has nothing to do with age but acknowledges
total lack of experience and of ability for a preaching mandate of such magnitude,
while asking implicitly for God's assistance and support.

b. Military. As in some Ugaritic texts, na'ar can refer to a specific military function.
when fleeing from Saul, David is accompanied by n"'drim (l S. 21:2-10[l-9]). These
are mercenaries in his service and under his command, adventurers and malcontents
from all social classes whom he had engaged as irregulars (22:2;25:13; cf.27:2; 30:9)
even before his break with Saul.62 Ten of his n'zrimnegotiate with Nabal over payment
of protection (25:2tf.); they are identical with the '"niitm of yy.l3,2o- At the suggestion
of Abner, accepted by Joab, twelve of David's ne'drim and twelve of Ishbaal's fight a
representative duel (2 S. 2:12-17; cf. I S. 17; 2 S. 2l:15-221.02 That a contest of such
consequence would involve picked professional warriors goes without saying. In some
cases ne'drim occupy the trusted position of armor-bearer, e.g., in the case of Jonathan
(l s. 14:1,6;20:21f.,35tr.) andJoab(2S. l8:15).Asarulerheyarealreadyexperienced
fighters (but cf. Jgs. 8:20; I S. 20:35). The account of the war between Ahab and the
Aramean Ben-hadad (1 K. 20) speaks of the n"'artm of the district govemors used by
Ahab as shock troops in a surprise attack on the camp of Ben-hadad, while the militia
follows them. The text refers to units made up of experienced professional soldiers
under the personal command of the district governors. Such units do not resurface until
the time of Nehemiah, who in the process of rebuilding Jerusalem appoints his n"'arim
both to protect against hostile incursions (Neh. 4:10[16]) 

- a task the militia, "some-
thing of a rabble,"0+ could not carry out by themselves 

- and to supervise and continue

60. K. Elligea Deuterojesaja. BK, Xll I (1978), 100.
61. See C. Westermann, Isaiah 4A66. OTL @ng. trans. 1969),406t.
62. A. Gunneweg, Geschichte Israels bis Bar Kochba. TW, n (1.9g2),73.
63. Cf. also ANET 20; AOT 57t.;Yadin,I,266f.
64. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT Y\X (lg4g\, 125.
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therebuilding of the walls (4:10[6];5:16). At othertimes they performpolice functions

and administrative duties (13:19; cf. 1 K. 11:28). As agents and representatives of the

governor, they have considerable economic and social status (Neh. 5:1-10). This holds

true in general also for the early period.
c. Servant. As servants, n"afim form part of the sometimes extensive households

of wealthy individuals (1 S. 9:1,3; 25:8; Ruth 2:9); they perform miscellaneous tasks

(Gen. 18:7; 22:3,5,19) and are employed as field hands (2 K.4:19,22; Ruth 2:9,15,21;

Job 1:15) or shepherds (1 S. 25:8,14,19; Job 1:16f.). Ana'ar occasionally accompanies

his master on a joumey (Nu. 22:22; Jgs. l9:3ff.; 2 K. 4:24). Sometimes he becomes a

personal servant and confidant (Jgs.7:10f.;9:54;1 S.9:5ff.; 1 K. 18:43; 19:3;2K.
4:12,25; 5:2O;8:4). The na'ar of a member of the royal family or of the king himself
is of high birth and his position is exalted (2 S. 13:17,23ff.; Est. 2:2;6:3,5; cf .2K.
19:6f. par. Isa. 37:6f.).

d. Steward. T\e na'ar of Boaz (Ruth 2:5ff.) and Ziba, the na'ar of Saul (2 S. 9:9)

or of Saul's house (2 S. 19:18), perform the functions of an estate manager or steward.

Israelite and Ammonite seals in the form PNr z'r PN, suggest that n'r served as the

title of the person administering the royal domains.65

e. Cultic Functionary (?). Afew occurrences of na'ar appear in cultic contexts (Ex.

24:5;33:ll Jgs. l7:7,11f.; 18:3,15; I S. l:24; 2:11,18,21,26; 3:1,8). A na'ar can

perform various services at a sanctuary. Nevertheless, the Canaanite parallels and OT
passages are insufficient evidence to suggest that na'ar is a technical term for a cultic
functionary.66

4. na'"rd. The semantics of the fem. na'ord are, mutatis mutandis, similar to those

of na'ar albeit without equivalent usage in the military realm.

a. Girl, Young Woman. The noun na'ord designates a young female (l K. l:2-4;2 K.

5:2; Ruth 2:5,6; 4:12), more specifically a single but marriageable girl (Gen.

24:16,28,55,57; 34:3,12; DL 22:23-27,28f.; Jgs. 2l:12; I S. 9:11; 1 K. l:2ff.; Est.

2:2tr.,12f.). The noun b"1frld n apposition shows that she is still a virgin (Gen.24:16',

Dt.22:23,28;tgs.2l:12; I K.l:2;Est.2:2f .) who has not yet "known"67 a man (Gen.

2416; cf.Igs.2l:12). She already has certain limited legal rights and can make a vow
(Nu. 30:4; llQTemple 53:17). A married woman can be called a na'ord when the text
addresses her continuing relationship with her former family or her father even after

marriage (Jgs. 19:3-9; Dt.22il3-21; Est. 2:20).
b. Servant. The plural with a suffix (Gen. VI:61; E,x.2:5; 1 S. 25:42; Prov. 9:3;

27:27;31:15; Ruth 2:8,22; 3:2; Est. 2:9;4:16) or a genitive personal name (Ruth 2:23;

Est. 4:4) refers to female servants with a variety of positions and functions. As maids

65. StAht, 181. For the Israelite seals see F. Vattioni, "I sigilli ebraici," Bibl, 50 (1969)'

357-388. For the Ammonite seals see N. Avigad, "Seals and Sealings," IEJ, 14 (1964)' lX)-94;
M. F. Martin, "Six Palestinian Seals," RSO, 39 (1964),203tr.

66. J. Becker, 82,26 (1982), 116, contra Stiihli, 184-217. On the Canaanite parallels see II.2
above.

67. -+ 9'I! ydda'(Y,,148-481) .
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they work in the field (Ruth 2:8,22f.), as ladies of the court they are of high birth and
belong to the personal retinue of Pharaoh's daughter (Ex. 2:5), Abigail (l s. zs:42),
and Esther (Est. 2:9; cf . 4:4,16).

c. Am. 2:7. The na'ara in Am. 2:7 is problematic. Citing Hittite laws, many
scholars assume that the ancient Near Eastern institution of cultic prostitution was
present in Israel (Hos.4:14; cf. I K. 14:24; l5:t2;22:47;2K.23:7; Dt.23:lgf.)
and theorize that she was a cult prostitute.68 A variant theory associates na'"r6 with
the sacral meal of a household congregation (Jer. 16:5; Am. 6:7) and thinks of her
as "some sort of hostess attached to the mrltt." 6e More likely and more appropriate
to the cultic context of Am. 2:6-8 is the interpretation of the text as referring to a
social offense against a woman in a weak position because of her low social status.
The theory that na',ra here means "female slave"70 encounters the problem that
the presumed relationship to Ex. 2l:7ff. is mostly unlikely; furthermore,
na'ar/na'ora never means "slave" (male or female). The text probably refers in
general terms to a young virgin of marriageable age, who enjoys legal protection
(Dt. 22:28f .; cf. Ex. 22: I 5 ; Dt. 22: 13ff .; J gs. t9 :23f .; 20:6; 2 S. I 3 : I 2) but is insulted
by the conduct excoriated in Am. 2:7.

5. n6'ar n"'firtm, ne'ur61. The three abstract formations ne'firim (qatfrl masc. pl.; 46
occurrences), ne'ur61 (qar,il fem. pL; Jer. 32:30), and nb'ar (qu1l; ps. gg:16[5]; Job
33:25;36:14; Prov. 29:21) all refer to "youth" without distinction. In particular con-
texts, of course, specific attributes such as young, inexperienced, immature, unmarried,
or fresh, radiant, vigorous can shape the semantics of the text in question.

The expression minn"'firim serves as a statement of time, e.g., "from [my] youth
until this day" (1 S. l2:2; cf. 2 S. l9:8t71). ..From youth', is equivalent ro
"throughout an entire lifetime"; the expression may refer to an occupation (Gen.
46:34; I S. 17:33) or to religious conduct: the wicked nature of human beings (Gen.
8:21), the sinfulness of the people (Jer.3:25; cf.22:21), fear of God (1 K- lg:12),
trust in God (Ps. 71:5), or avoidance of unclean things (Ezk. 4:14). The phrase ?Je1
n"'fifim, "wife of one's youth," deserves special notice. A man's relationship to the
wife of his youth is especially intimate; he should treat her with constant fidelity.
This notion comes to symbolize the relationship with yahweh (Mal. 2;14f.) or with
wisdom (Prov.5:18) or rhe constant love of God for his people (Isa.54:6). Similar
expressions refer to the "friend 1'allfip) of one's youth" (Jer. 3:4; prov.2:17), the
"husband (ba'al) of one's youth" (Joel l:8), and the "devotion (beseil of one's
youth" (Ier.2:2).

68. Comms. on Amos: K. Marti, KHC, l(Ill (1904), 167;8. Sellin, KAI XII (21930), 170;
A. Weiser, ATD, 24 (1974), 141f.; T. H. Robinson, HAT, xlv (3tg@)1,79; H. E. W. Fosbroke,
IB, Vl,787f . For Hittite laws see AOT, 430; ANET 196.

69. Barstad, 35.
70. L. Diirr, "Altorientalisches Re.ht bei den kopheten Amos und Hose a," 82,23 (1935 136),

150-54; M. A. Beek, "The Religious Background of Amos tr 6-8,,, OTS, 5 (1948), 132-l4i;
Maag, 175f.; W. Rudolph, KAT, Xml2.
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IY. l. Dead Sea Scrolls. To date, some 20 occurrences of n'r and related terms have

been found in the Dead Sea Scrolls; half are in llQTemple 65,66. The midrash on Hab.

l:17 lists those who will perish by the sword: ne'artm'"iiiim itz"qEnim naitm w"tap,

"youths, men and old men, women and children" - in a word, everyone (lQpHab

6: l1). The camp of those armed for the final battle must not be entered by na'ar za'"qfi1

w"'iiid, "a boy, a youth, or a woman," or by anyone who is unclean (lQM 7:3;4QMa

t4Q49ll fr. l-3 6; cf. Nu. 5:l-4). All the occurrences in the Temple Scroll are in legal

contexts. llQTemple 53:17 speaks of the legal competence of a woman bin'firtyi,
"during her youth in her father's house" (cf. Nu' 30:4). llQTemple 65 (9,10'15) draws

onDt.22:13-21 (a man's accusation that his wife was not a virgin when they manied);

I lQTemple 66 (2,6,8,10) combines Dt. 22:28 with Ex. 22:15t.(16t.),7r modiffing the

laws governing violation of a na'ard and making them more precise. In a fragmentary

marriage rite (aQ502), the term appears several times in a formula recalling Ps. 148: 12

(4Q502 9:4; l9:3).In 11QPsa 2l:ll,l3, a Hebrew text of Sir. 51:13,15, Sirach empha-

sizes his search for wisdom "from his youth." In llQPsa 155:11 the psalmist prays,

"Remove from me the sins of my youth" (cf. the similar expression in Ps. 103:12).

The texts 1QH 17:10; 4Q502 108:3; 6Q9 60.2 ate too damaged to allow any

conclusions.

2. IX(. The LXX uses a variety of words to translate n'r andrelated terms. For

na'atr the most common are pai&irion (l4O times), paidion (27 times), pats (18 times),

neaniskos (25 times), ne6s (19 times), neanias (10 times), and nednis (8 times). The

semantic nuance of "seryant" is reflected correctly in didkonos and related terms. The

5 occurrence s of parthdnos are striking . Fot na'orA we find nednis ( 19 times)' konision
(13 times), pats (lO times), parthinos (6 times), and fuibra (5 times). For n"'firim we

generally find nefites (35 times; also for ne'ur61), but also ndpi6tEs (4 times). For no'ar
we find nedt4s, niipios, and pais. 

Fuhs

71. For a synopsis see Yadin, I, 281ff
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Contents: I. Semitic. tr. OT Occurrences. III. Usage: 1. God's Breath; 2. napal.t nepei: 3.Fire;

4. Blow Away.

I. Semitic. Heb. ndpah represents a common Semitic root with the basic meaning

"blow"; the radicalspf are probably onomatopoeic;cf. the Hebrew by-formpwb (Arab.
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fd[a), "breathe, blow." The root has the secondary meaning "blow up, swell,,' hence (?)
Heb. tappfiah, "apple" (Cant.2:3,5;7:9[Eng. v. g]). Reflexes inciude A}l.. napafiu,
Aram. and Syr. n"pah, Arab. nafofia (cf. nafaha, "blow"), Eth. naffua.In ugariric ihe
root appears only in the noun mpfim (wifrt instrumental z- preformative; cf. Heb.
mappfiah, ler. 6:29), "bellows." The meaning of the osA noun (pl.?) mnftt is uncer-
tain.l

II. OT Occurrences. The verb occurs 12 times in the OT; except for the earliest
occurrence in Gen. 2:7 (J), it appears only in exilic or postexilic texts, mostly prophetic.
There are 9 occurrences of the qal (Gen. 2:7;rsa.54:16 [er.1: l3; l5:9; Ezk. z2:2o,2li
37:9;Hag- 1:9; Job 4l:l2\2o)), twoof thehiphil(Mal. l:r3; Job31:39),andoneof
the pual (Job 2o:26). Cf. also (with Jer. l5:9 and Job 3l:39) the hapax legomenon
mappah in Job l1:20.

Itr. usage. Even though the precise meaning of ndpahin many passages is disputed,
the notion of blowing (in, out, upon, away, with mouth o,or"j is always present. rn
three texts God is the subject; elsewhere the subject is a human being, identified directly
or indirectly.

l. God's Breath. In the first instance, human "blowing', consists by nature and
necessity in breathing, a sign of life (cf. I K. l7:17).In the creation story of J (Gen.
2:7), therefore, Yahweh Elohim blows the breath of life (niimal fuayytm) into the nose
ofAdam (because human beings breathe through the nose; cf. Isa. iizzy,*to he has
formed from clay, thus making him a living being (nepei bayyd; also of animals: Gen.
l:20,21,24,30, etc.). In contrast to the forming of human beings from dust or clay, this
image is unique in the ancient Near East; the expression ."r"-bl", Ah,k. tanappafi ana
nabturiu, describing the use of a reed to blow a drug into the nose of a sick man.2 The
vivifying breath of God appears also in Ezk.37:9, where the spint (rfiah) blowing
through the whole world is summoned to blow on the dry bones of the slain to restore
them to life (cf. Arab. nafafia fr rilhiht ar,d nafasa fi suratiht, ,,revive someone',). In
the or view, all earrhly life derives from the breath of God (cf. rsa. 42:5; Job 33:4);
when this breath is taken away, they die (ps. 104:29; Job34:14f.;Isa.57:16). Breath
and life (n"iamd and nepei) are therefore synonymous (cf. Josh. 10:40 with 10:35 and
Iob 4l:13[2]).

2. ndpah nepei. Against this background, we can analyze the expression napah
nepei.

a. Qal. In Jeremiah's lament over Jerusalem (Jer. l5:9), the mother of seven sons
languishes and blows out her nepei; this is usually translated "breathes out her life,,

- i.e., she dies. There are other interpretations: KBL| interprets the phrase as "breathe

l. Biella,309.
2. CAD.XUt,264.
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heavily, sigh" (cf. AkJr..napdfiu D, "snort" [nose]; "rafrle" [windpipe]; "hiss" [snake]),
HAL as "gasp, pant," GesB as "be despondent" (Luther: "sigh from the heart";
Wilhelm Rudolph: "lost her senses," i.e., "swooned" [also NRSV]).3 But since nrpe.f
also means "vitality," and in light of the antithetic expressions i6!e! nepet @s.23:3)
and heit! nepe.f (Ruth 4:15; Lam. l:11,16,19), "restore vitality," the text may equally
well mean that when the body languishes the individual's vital energy expires; this may
be the meaning of the LXX, which uses the hapax legomenon apehikEsen.

b. Hiphil. The hiphil appears in Job 3l:39 in the image of the land crying out. The
context suggests less causing ttre death of the owner ("if I blew the life out of its
owners"a) than "causing anguished groans" on the part of exhausted individuats,s
which also amounts to impairment of physical and psychical vitality (LXX: e$pEsa;
Yulg.: ffiixi.' Luther: "made the life of the farmhands bitter"; Artur Weiser: "brought
affliction to the souls of the farmhands"6).

c. mappah nepei. Interpreters have also treated the noun phrase moppah nepel tn
Job 1l:20 quite variously. The hope of the wicked is either death ("their last breath";
"to breathe their last" [NRSV]), the gradual loss of vitality, or groans and sighs, i.e.,
sorrow of soul, heartache (Yalg. abominatio animae; cf. Sir. 30:12).t

3. Fire. Like the other Semitic languages, Hebrew sometimes ases ndpah tn the
specialized sense of "fan or kindle a fire ('e-,i, with or without Dr-)."

a. Qal.In Isa. 54:16 the smith (ltkk nappdfia/) fans the fre of coals (n6p?a].t bc'Ei
pehAm). In Jer. 1:13 a str nipfrah appears in a vision - a kettle or pot under which a
fire is blown, i.e., fanned so vigorously (LXX hypokai6menos) *rat its contents bubble
and steam (cf. Isa. 64:l).8 In v. 14, noting the LXX translation ekl<authisetai and to
achieveclearerassonancewithndpfialt(lkeidqeS/idqe/inw. 1lf.),manyinterpreters
also introduce a form of ndpah, such as tuppab (disaster is "stoked" from the north),
ndpahti (a "blazing" pot 

- I will cause disaster to "blaze"), or fipfrah (from the
by-form pwh; cf. hepial.t in Ps. 12:6[5]; Hab. 2:3 - a "seething pot," "it will steam,
fume, flame up").e Weiser and others find emendation unnecessary.l0

In a symbolic discourse, Ezk.22:20 speaks of the fire of a smelting furnace blown
on by Yahweh in his wrath (v. 2l).

3. KBC,624; HAL,11,709; GesB, 534l' W. Rudolph, Jeremia HAT Xlt el968), 102.
4. B. Duhm, Das Buch Hiob. KHC (1897), 150.
5. F. Horst, Hiob l-19. BK, XVlll (1968), 174.
6. A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD, B (1956),211.
7. For death see ibid.,82. For loss of vitality, G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963),

222.
8. For a different interpretation see S. L. Harris, "The Second Vision of Jeremiah," lBI. lvz

(1983), 281f.
9. Cf. AHS and G. R. Driver, .I88 28 (1937-38), 98. For tuppah see cornms. by C. F.

Houbigant (1753); K. H. Graf (l-eipzig, 1862); B. Duhm, KIIC, ll (1901). For nnpal.tfr s*
P. Volz, Jesaia, Kap. 4046. KAT 9 (1922),8. For uipfiah see F. Hitzig, Die zwdlf Heinen
Propheten. KEHAT I e1866), 5f.

10. A. Weiser, Der Prophet Jeremia. ATD,20l2l (1969), lO.
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b. Pual. Job 20:26 calls the fire of God's rage or judgment, which consumes the

wicked (cf. 15:16; Dt.32:22; Jer. 15:14; 17:4), an "unfanned fire" ('€i l6'-nuppdh),
i.e., a fre not fanned by human hand, a figurative e.

c. Hiphil. It is not clear from the context how to translate the hiphil w"hippahtem
'616inMal. 1:13.TheEUtranslates: "andkindlethefre."Otherssuggest"youmake
me kindle (fire)," i.e., "thus you kindle my passion" ('616 tlrcing a tiqqftn sdp'rtm for
'6li), or "you infuriate me."rr Still others, cittng hdptah D'in Ps. 10:5 (likewise
disputed), take hippah in the sense of "blow on," "sniff at," i.e., "esteem lightly,
despise," or ascribe to it the meaning it has when used with nepei in Job 3 1:39: "cause

to pant." l2

4. Blow Away. The metaphorical use of the verb (qal) in Hag. l:9 presents no

problem: to punish the Israelites, who are interested only in their own houses and not
in rebuilding the temple, Yahweh has "blown away" the harvest, i.e., he has somehow

destroyed it or made it vanish (cf. Isa. 11:4: the Messiah kills the wicked with the

breath of his lips; also 4O:7,24; also Akk. napdfiu D: the south wind blows clouds
awayl3). The interpretation of this blowing as a magical act intended to cause devas-

tation (cf. incantare),t4 although possibly reflected already in Targ. Jonathan ("I send

the curse"), is unlikely, because the OT considers all forms of magic an abomination
to Yahweh (Dt. 18:9-14; Nu.23:23).

Maibergerf

ll. For the former see W. Rudolph, Maleachi. KAT, Xfrll4 (1976),258; for the latter see

K. Elliger, Maleachi. ATD,25 (1975), 194.
12. For the former see GesB, 534; LXX exephjs€sa arrri; NRSV; for the latter see KBI],

624.
13. AHw,11,732.
14. J. C. Mauhes, ZAW 23 (1903),123.
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Contents: I. Other Languages; Statistics. IL Neutral or Positive Meanings. trI. Negative

Meanings. IV. Isa. 2618,19. V. l. Nouns; 2.Later Development.

ndpal. H. A. Brongers, "Darum, wer fest zu stehen meint, der sehe zu, dass er nicht falle,"
Symbolae biblicae et Mesopotamicae. Festschift F. M. Th. de Liagre Bdhl (Leiden, 1973),56-70;
M. Delcoq "Quelques cas de survivances du vocabulaire nomade en H6breu Biblique," l/J 25
(1975), 3U-322, esp. 313ff.; K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja in seinem Verhiiltnis zu Tritojesaja.
BWANT, 103 (1933); J. C. Greenfield, "Lexicographical Notes I," HUCA,29 (1958), 203-228,
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I. Other Languages; Statistics. The verb ndpal has its closest analogs in Ugaritic,
Amarna Canaanite (impf . nupul, from the loanword napalu trIt), Egyptian Aramaic,
Nabatean, Palmyrene, Jewish Aramaic, and Samaritan. Middle Hebrew represents a
further development. Also comparable are Arab. nafala II, "divide as booty," which
recalls OT texts describing the casting of lots, and above all Akk. napdlu I, which in
the G stem has the causative meaning "break stones, tear, destroy (an eye, etc.)."z
There is probably no OT equivalentto napdlu II, "pay compensation."3 Isa. 26:18 (qal)
and 19 (hiphil) are philologically problematic.a The rrouns mappeleg mappdli, and
mappal are normal derivatives, btt nepel and ncptltm demand closer examination.s

The verb occurs 367 times in the qal, 6l times in the hiphil, and 5 times in the
hithpael; the single occrurences of the pilpel (Ezk.28:23) should probably be emended
to the qal.6 The occurrences are distributed evenly; there is no observable significance
for narrower linguistic domains (including exceptional appearance as a technical term).
As is often the case, the verbal root has so broad a semantic range that translation
requires a variety of compounds besides the use of a simple equivalent. This explains
why the LXX uses p{ptein only 250 times for the qal and just 4 times for the hiphil
(plus once for mappele! [Prov. 29:16] and trvice for mappdb [Isa. 23: 13; 25,2f, tans-
lating the sense). It uses empiptein 25 times for the qal, and uses epipiptein 32 times
for the qal and 3 times for the hiphil (Nu. 35:23; Job 6:27; Ps. 78:28).

It is possible, as Wolfram von Soden argues, that the initial n is a root augment
analogous to the parallels he cites, and that the verb should be included among the
onomatopoeic verbs ("make the sound pul-pul"; cf. Eng plop, plump, splash).1

The verb is so universal that one can only be surprised at some of its highly specific
nuances. The majority of its occurrences in the OT point to the realm of destruction

- especially death, but also injury. We may therefore classify uses of the verb roughly
within two broad categories: neutral or positive meanings and negative meanings.

II. Neutral or Positive Meanings.
l. When a fruit tree is shaken, its fruit falls (Nah. 3:12). When a sieve is shaken,

pebbles fall through (Am. 9:9). An ax head fell into the water (2 K. 6:5f. [qal; someone
accidentally caused it to fall, v. 6, hiphill). Rebekah "fell" (i.e., dismounted; NRSV:
"slipped quickly") from her camel (Gen. 24:64lqall). People cast (lit. "cause to fall,"

esp. 215ff.; W. Grundmann, "Stehen und Fallen im qumranischen und neutestamentlichen
Schrifttum," Qwnrdn-Probleme, eJ. H. Bardtke. DAWB, 42 (1963\, 147-166; P. Hugge4 Jahwe
meine Zuflucht. Milnsterschwarzacher Studien, 13 (1971); L. Prijs, "Ergiinzungen zum tal-
mudisch-aramiiischen Wdrterbuch," ZDMG, ll7 (1967), 266-286, esp. 280; W. Wifall, "Gen
6,14, a Royal Davidic Myth?" BTB, 5 (1976),294-301.

l. AHw, n,734.
2. Ct. HAI. 709; AHw, 11,733; not cited by HAL.
3. AHa 11,734; cf . HAL, 11,709; and IV below.
4. See IV below.
5. See V below.
6. HAI. tr, 710.
7. GaG, 137.
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hiphil) lots to determine God's will (l S. 14:42; Jon. l:7 [twice]; Neh. 10:35 [Eng.
v. 341; I l:1; 1 Ch. 24:31;25:8;26:13); in a more secular sense, the pilr lot is cast (Est.

3:7; 9:24); the lot fell on Jonah (Jon. I :7). One may commit such abominable acts as

casting lots over an orphan (Job 6:27) or over the clothing of a dying man while he is
still alive (Ps. 22:19[18]). In a very different (and hgurative) sense, Prov. 1:14 says:
"Throw in your lot among us"; cf. lQH 7:34: "You [God] did not cause my lot to fall
among the congregation of the. . . ." Ezk. 24:6ba, a secondary addition not found in
the LXX,8 is obscure, since the image (rust on a pot) is not developed clearly.

2. In the five texts that speak of casting lots to apportion inherited land, we are

dealing with a truly technical usage of the verb together with its prepositional exten-
sions. The best starting point is Nu. 34:2: "This is the land that falls to you through
inalienable inheritance (ldkem tippdl benahah)." The concluding expression in partic-
ular suggests a legal formula. The formula appears more often in the hiphil, describing
the act itself (Josh. 13:6;Ezk. 45:l;47:22;48:29 [conj.], all late texts). Josh. 23:4 and
Isa. 34:17 probably reflect an abbreviated version of the formula (verb in hiphil with
/1; but they lead to a freer usage, in which one text (Ps. 78:55) can speak of Yahweh
as apportioning the land. A late addition to the description of the boundary between
Manasseh and Ephraim (Josh. 17:5) speaks of portions (fu'lAltm) falling to subdivisions
of Manasseh; Ps. 16:6, a familiar text, exhibits an especially fine figurative usage:
"Portions fell to me upon a pleasant land" - in an almost unique spiritualization of
the idiom, the worshipers (temple singers) describe God as their portion. Such usage

is reflected in the Dead Sea Scrolls: "they decide the lot of every living being" (lQS
4:26); "the man received his etemal lot" (lQH 2:29); "and casting the lot with the
messengers of the countenance [angels]" (lQSb llQ2Sbl a:26).

3. Nu.6:12 appears also to exhibit a technical usage: when a period of dedication
as a nazirite is intemrpted, the days already spent "drop away" (NRSV: "are void").
The verb is used in a similarly technical sense for the contact (accidental, of course)
of an animal carcass with anything used in the cult, rendering it unclean ([rv.
1l:32,33,35,37,38). Ruth 3:28 introduces an idiomatic usage: Ruth is to wait and see

how Boaz's words "fall (out)," i.e., whether they actually come to pass. In a similar
vein, Est. 6: l0 says that Haman must not "cause to fall" (NRSV: "leave out") anything
that he has mentioned. This idiom is used to say that Yahweh let none of Samuel's
words fall to the ground (1 S. 3:19), none of Elijah's (2 K. 10:10), and of course none
of his own (Josh. 21:45; 23:14 ltwicel; 1 K. 8:56). It is a proverbial expression (always
part of a promissory oath) that not a hair shall fall from someone's head (1 S. 14:45;
2 S. l4:ll; 1 K. l:52). Finally, a highly original and artful locution appears in Job
29:24, in Job's oath of purgation: those on whom Job smiled did not cause the light of
his countenance to fall.

8. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 494.
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4. The tone is totally different, albeit not negative, when napal is used to express
humility. More than 25 passages speak of falling on one's faie before someone of
higher rank or status (including God); 2 passages speak of falling on one's nose (l S.
20:41;2 S. 14:4),3 of falling on the ground (25.1:2; Job 1:20; 2Ch.2OlB),4 of
falling at the feet of the superior one (l S. 25:24;2 K. 4:37; Ps. 45:6[5]; Est. 8:3), 3
of falling before his face (Gen. M:14;50: 18; 2 S. 19:19[18]), and I of falling before
his nose (1 S. 25:23). In 2 K. 5:21 Naaman's "falling" from his charior before Elisha
can hardly mean that he simply jumped down (NRSV) in the normal way; it is rather
the act of a supplicant. The hithpael (Dt. 9:18,25 [twice]; Ezr. 10:1) is used only for
falling before God. It is unclear whether Gen. 50:1 refers to a mourning ritual or merely
a gesture of respect when it speaks of Joseph falling on his father's face.

5. We enter the liturgical realm with the statement (found primarily in the narrative
of Jeremiah's persecution at the time of Jerusalem's fall) that someone causes atehinn6,
a plea for favor, to fall before Yahweh (hiphil: Jer.38:26;42:9) or that such a plea falls
before Yahweh (qal: 36:7;37:20; 42:2). The expression appears in the same situation
in Dnl. 9:18,20. The idiom suggests an attitude of humility in prayer.

6. Just as the verb can express the notion of voluntarily recognized superiority, so
too it can express an involuntary weakening of the self, without negative overtones.
This took place when the hand or rfrah of Yahweh fell on a propher (Ezk. 8: I ; I I :5).
ln Balaam's oracles the seer describes himself as falling when he saw his visions (Nu.
24:4,16). For King Saul, however, it was embarrassing when he fell into a frenzy and
lay naked (1 S. 19:24). But simple human joy can also be so overpowering that it causes
someone to fall: Esau falls on Jacob's neck (Gen. 33:4), Joseph on Benjamin's (45: 14)
and on his father Israel's (46:29).

7. Also neutral is the Hebrew expression ndpal 'al/'el, "fall to," "go over to."
Jeremiah is brought to trial on the charge of desertion, a capital offense (Jer.37:13-14)

- in the final phase of the siege of Jerusalem, there is much talk of defecting or
surrendering to the Babylonian army (2K.25:ll Uer.52:151; Jer.2l:9;38:19; 39:9).
But the expression has distinctly positive overtones in 1 Ch. 12:20 (twice),2l;2 Ch.
15:9, where the North Israelites defect to David or Judah. According to 2 K. 7:4, fow
starving beggars desert to the Aramean camp, which they find deserted. A position of
(blameless) weakness inducing a shift to the stronger side probably accounts for this
idiom. There is no hint of reproach in 1 S. 29:3: Achish of Gath speaks on behalf of
David, who had deserted Saul for the Philistines (qal inf. const. without 'al).

Finally, ndpal 'al appears in Isa. 54:15. Here the expression cannot mean, as the
MT is usually interpreted,e "fall on account of Jerusalem." The parallels cited indicate
that this text, too, must refer to a change of sides (cf. LXl;.to As is well known, the

9.8.g., HAL,1,709.
10. See also Itr.8 below.
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MT appears to be comrpt, especially because 'epei does not mean "not" and v. 15bcr

looks like a doublet of v. l5a. The text should be emended on the basis of the LXX
and translated: "ff anyone should attack you, should indeed attack you, at my instigation

[QIsa: me'ifii; N{T: me'6li) they will go over to you."ll The motivation is the city so

gloriously rebuilt by Yahweh (54llf .,14-l7aa; v. 13 MT is a gloss on the association

with v. 10, based on Jer. 3l:31-34).

III. Negative Meanings.
l. The transition from the positive group to the negative is not without a middle

ground. For example, Jer. 8:4 asks quite generally: "When people fall, do they not get

up again?" Eccl. 4:10 demonstrates that two are better than one by means of the help
one gives when the other falls. Apropos the ordering of the world, hov.24:16 says

that the righteous fall seven times but rise up again. Malice already makes itself heard

in Mic. 7:8 when the enemy rejoices over the fall of the righteous; the latter rises again,

however-the enemy has rejoiced too soon. Isa.3l:3 illustrates the chaos of battle

by saying that when the helper stumbles, the one helped falls. By contrast, Ps. 145:14

extols Yahweh for upholding those who fall and raising up those who are bowed down;
Ps.37:24 is similar, as is 118:13, a narrative statement in a thanksgiving hymn. The
possible consequences of a fall appear in 2 S. 4:4: an adult is lame because he fell
when he was a child. According to 2 K. l:2, Ahaziah of Israel was confined to bed as

a result of falling through a roof lattice and could not be cured.Isa.24:18,20 describe

someone who falls into a pit from which there is no escape (cf. Jer. 48:44). Ex. 21:18
deals with the case of someone who is not killed in a fight but falls in such a way that
he is confined to bed (cf. v. 33, which regulates compensation for an ox that has fallen
to its death). In his oath of purgation, Job says: "[rt my shoulder blade fall from my
shoulder, if . . ." (Job 31:22). Jer. 25:34 uses "fall like a choice vessel" as a simile for
the destruction of nations. Clearly it is universally human to rejoice when people fall
into the pit they have dug for others (Prov.26:27;28:10; Ps. 7:16[15]; 35:8: 57:7161:'

cf. l4l:10 [their own nets]). Eccl. 10:8 draws the opposite conclusion: it can happen

that someone digs a pit for a good reason and then falls into it.

2. Several of the texts just cited are to be understood figuratively; the list is easily

extended. The wicked fall on account of their own wickedness (Prov. l1:5). The
perverse of tongue (17.20), those who follow crooked ways (28:18), those who trust
in their riches (11:28)-they all fall. Indeed, a whole nation falls when there is no

guidance (ll:14,26; I Ch. 5:22; l0:1). The wise do not rejoice when their enemies fall
(Prov.24:17), but worshipers may pray that their enemies will stumble and fall (Ps.

27.6;36:13|21; cf. Est. 6:13; Dnl. 1l:19). It is a particular horror that Yahweh makes

those with whom he is angry fall into the mouth of a strange woman as into a pit that
kills many (Prov.7:26). Ps. 37:14 laments that the wicked bring down the poor and

needy. In Prov. I 3:17 we should probably read the hiphil instead ofthe qal, and translate:

ll. Elliger; see BIIS.
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"A bad messenger causes people to fall into trouble."l2 Ps. 69:10(9) laments pointedly
that insults meant for Yahweh have fallen on the psalmist; but the psalmist of Ps. 73: 18

acknowledges that Yahweh makes the wicked fall into ruin. Hos. 7:7 speaks more
figuratively than literally of the fall of kings. Two texts are noteworthy for their
originality: in I S. ll:32,before his battle with the Philistine Goliath, David says that
no one's heart should fall on anyone else (i.e., fear should not spread); in I S. 26:20
David asks that his blood not fall on foreign soil because of Saul - an expression with
courtly overtones.

3. Hebrew has a very graphic sense ofthe forces that can cause a fall. In I S. 28:20
Saul falls to the ground in fear on account of a message spoken by the "shade" of
Samuel. Even more vivid and entirely true to life are Gen. 15:12; Ex. 15:16; Josh. 2:9;
Ps. 35:5; 105:38; Est. 8:13; 9:2f .;Dnl.10:7, describing the terror that can befall people
and render them incapable of acting. This is true particularly of dread of God: I S.

11:7; Job 13:11; Jer. l5:8 (hiphil), and with particular force, Jer. 3:13: Yahweh will not
cause his face to fall "on/among you" in anger. In Gen. 2:21 Godcauses Adam to fall
into a deep sleep, which merely renders him unconscious; in all other cases, however,
a deep sleep entails great fear (Gen. 15:12; I5.26:12 [danger more than fear]; Job
4:13; 33:15). In Prov. 19:15, too, there is more emphasis on danger: "Laziness brings
on deep sleep," because those who are idle suffer hunger. Jgs. 2:19 makes the remark-
able and unique statement that, when the Israelites relapsed into apostasy, "they did
not cause any of their wicked deeds to fall away" - 

perhaps because these deeds were
too strong. The context of prostrating oneself before other gods suggests passionate
bondage. The curse formula pronounced over a S6lA @ woman accused of adultery)
implies clearly that irresistible forces are at work: if she is guilty, her thigh will fall
away and the flow of blood will not stop (Nu. 5:21,27; v.22 is a secondary addition
that uses the hiphil to make this an act of Yahweh).

4. Injury as a result of falling (in its widest range of meanings) can be expressed
much more directly. Most of the occurrences are in the hiphil: knocking out a tooth
(Ex.2l:27), causing a sword @zk.30:22) or uurows @zk. 39:3) to drop from someone's
(right) hand, unintentionally dropping a stone on someone (Nu. 35:23), breaking down
a wall (2 S. 20:15). Many of these occurrences serve as images of total destructionl3

- the collapse of walls (Josh. 6:5,20; I K. 20:30; Ezk. 38:20), towers (Isa. 30:25),
bulwarks (Jer. 50:15; Ezk. l3:ll,l2,l4), even walls of rock (Ezk. 38:20; Job 14: l8; cf.
Hos. 10:8: people will appeal to the mountains and hills to fall on survivors, an image
of chaos). It also signifies collapse when the arms of Pharaoh fall (Ezk. 30:25; the arm
symbolizes military power). The mode of expression in Isa. 30: l3 is quite remarkable:
a break in a wall "falls," as though the observer were seeing the break itself come into
being and expand. Jgs. 7:13 tells how the Midianites on whom Gideon was eavesdrop

12. HAL, tr, 710.
13. See Itr.7 below.
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ping dreamed that their tents fell - likewise an obvious image. By contrast, Am. 9:ll
(cited in CD 77:L6;4QFlor l4Ql74l l:12,13) promises restoration of the fallen booth
of David. Without imagery Isa. 47:11 speaks of disaster falling as an appropriate
punishment for Babylon. Eccl. 9:12, however, says bluntly that times of disaster fall
quite unpredictably and can strike the innocent instead of those who deserve disaster.

5. Falling that results in injury can also have a reflexive meaning. Job insists that he

does notfallbelow his friends intellectually (12:.3; l3:2). Neh.6: 16 states thatNehemiah's
enemies fell in their own esteem on account of his successes. Similarly reflexive but very
different in meaning are the texts that speak of miscarriage (nzpel). Ps. 8:9(8); Job 3:16;
Eccl. 6:3 do not reflect injury to the family or parents but speak of the injury suffered by
the stillbom childthrough neverbeing able to behold thebeautifullightof the sun. Arguing
from this position, Eccl. 6:3 concludes characteristically that it is even worse vanity if a
man has a hundred sons, lives a long life, possesses great wealth, is even enraptured, but
does not know how to be content in his soul.

6. Some 115 out of 434 occurences (about 105 of 367 in the qal), in other words
more than one-fourth, refer to "falling" in death, as in English. We shall cite only a

few of the more significant texts to indicate the range of meanings. Yahweh made the

Israelites fall in the wilderness (Ps. 106:26); he caused their descendants to fall (NRSV:
disperse) among the nations (v.27).ta The expression "fall by the sword" occurs 35

times, but the hiphil "cause to fall by the sword" is found only in 2 K. l9:7 par. Isa.

37:7; Jer. l9:7; Ezk 6:4; 32:12; Dnl. 11:12; 2 Ch. 32:21; it is strikingly frequent in
lQM. Isa. 31:8 deserves special mention in this context: Assyria will fall by the sword
of someone who is not a mortal (Yahweh, mal'dk?); cf. IQM 19:11: they fall by the

sword of El.
Collectives, too, can fall: Sisera's army (Jgs. 4:16), the Aramean army (1 K.2O:25),

Judah (Isa. 3:8), Edom (Jer. 49:21: the earth trembles at its fall). Jet 5l:49 cites a
parallel: just as many nations fell because of Babylon, so Babylon must fall because

of Israel.
Falling into someone's hands has deadly results in Jgs. 15:18;Larn.l:7; I Ch. 5:10;

20:8; hiphil: 1 S. 18:25 (Saul planned to make David fall into the hands of his enemies

the Philistines). In 1 Ch.21:13 it is deadly to fall into Yahweh's hand. In 2 5.24:14,
however, David would rather fall into the hand of Yahweh than into human hands.

The "fallen" (ptcp.) are mentioned in Josh. 8:25;Jgs. 8:lO;20:46; I S. 31:8; fallen
warriors appear explicitly in 2 S. l:19,25,27; 1 Ch. 10:8. Lev. 26:36 foretells that at

God's judgment the Israelites will fall though sheer terror. To describe the camage of
battle, with rank upon rank falling, Jer. 46:16 says that a man falls beside his neighbor.
Isa. l0:3f. are most vivid: when the day of punishment comes, those who perverted
justice will seek refuge but will fall like corpses among the slain (cf. Nu. 14:32; Jer.

9:21[22];26:20,24).

14. HAL, tr, 7ll, conj. hept;fi, graphically dubious in my opinion.
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Eli, the chief priest of Shiloh, fell to his death from his seat upon hearing that his
two sons were dead and that the ark, which had been entrusted to them, had been
captured (1 S. 4:18). When a tiny poisonous snake by the wayside bites a horse, it rears
up so that its rider or the charioteer falls backward and is killed: ttre speaker of the
tribal oracle in Gen.49:17 looks for the tiny tribe of Dan to have this effect on
enormously superior forces.

Legal precision is probably the goal of Dt.2l:1,4. The text does not deal with murder
by a person or persons unknown in general but with a murder victim discovered on
fertile ground (Sadeh). The desecration of life in such a place demanded the ritual
described, quite apart from the curse on the unknown murderer (21:24).

7. Relevant here are a series of images representing catastrophic destruction. For
example, the fire from Yahweh upon Elijah's altar ttrat consumed not only the sacrifice
but the very stones of the altar (l K. 18:38) signified a deadly threat to Israel, which
had to be averted by the butchering of the 450 prophets of Baal. Among the calamities
inflicted on Job is the fire of Yahweh that fell from heaven and consumed his sheep
and servants (Job 1:16). Isaiah uses extraordinarily graphic language: Yahweh sent a
word against Jacob, and it fell on Israel (Isa. 9:7[8]). Exalted Lebanon (par. "tall trees":
Isa. 10:34) will fall - as will its cedars (Zec. lll,2) and the tall tree of Pharaoh @zk.
3l:12). Egypt will fall like fish falling on an open field (Ezk. 29:5). Judah will fall like
a peg falling with its load (Isa. 22:25).

8. Just as falling can be fatal, so can "falling upon" another party. When the subject
is an army, ndpal is construed with b", as in Jgs. 7:12: Midian, Amalek, and the people
of the East fell upon the plain (Jezreel). Josh. 11:7 tells how Joshua fell upon his
enemies at the waters of Merom; IQM 1:9 describes an attack on the Kittim. The vert
without any preposition also has this meaning in Job 1:15.

The expressionnapal'cl means something like "overwhelm"; the tactic is described
in 1 S. 17:12: Hushai counsels that Absalom should assemble a mighty force, and then
"we shall light on him as the dew upon the ground." The comparison to the dew must
mean that David's forces can be totally overwhelmed; the meaning "inconspicuously"
is out of the question. Isa. 16:9 and Jer. 48:32 foretell that Hedad, the destroyer, will
fall upon the harvest of Sibmah (cf. NRSV). The hithpael with 'al can be used for
falling on a small number of people within a restricted space, like a house (Gen. 43: l8).
Joel 2:8 should probably be included in this group of texts, at least if we follow Wilhelm
Rudolph in retaining ielah and translating it "water conduit," so that the attack (of the
locusts) invaded by way of the carefully protected water conduit. Isa. 54:15 has already
been discussed.15

9. Uniquely and somewhat idiosyncratically, Gen. 4:5,6 describe a countenance as

falling. Since v. 7 speaks of "lifting up" (presumably of the countenance) as the

L

15. See II.7 above.
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opposite, implying a positive relationship with the circle surrounding the person in
question, falling of the countenance probably refers to inffoverted alienation from
others. In this case, "sin is lurking at the door like a crouching (demon)." Cain does
not ask Yahweh why his offering was not accepted, but turns in on himself and becomes
a murderer.

Dnl. 8: l0 exhibits some unique religio-historical features. The context speaks of two
constellations representing great powers: a ram (Persia) and a male goat (Greece); with
its single horn, the goat throws the ram on the ground and tramples it. The imagery
changes in v. 10. A little horn comes out of one of the four horns that grew up after
the original horn (Alexander the Great) was broken off, becomes larger and larger, and
casts down (hiphil) to the earth some of the starry host. The continuation of the text
indicates that we should not envision battles between princes of heaven or the like (as

in Dnl. 10), but an abomination committed by the little horn that affects the whole
cosmos, not just the earthly powers. This echoes 7:25, which says the hom coming
after the ten horns attempts to change the sacred seasons and dd1- the fundamental
cultic ordinances reflecting the order of the universe, the ordinances prescribed by the
heavens based on that order. Mythologically, 8:10 clearly reflects Isa.14:12 (the fall
of the morning star, i.e., the king of Babylon); but like the fall of the arrogant (Jer.

5O.,32; cf. Ps. 20:9[8]), in Isaiah this fall restores the cosmic order.

fV. Isa. 26218,19. In the light of these observations, the use of the verb in Isa.

26:18,19 remains puzzlir,g. The usual translation, "be bom" (qal) and "give birth to"
(hiphil), is not supportedby ndpel, "miscarriage," or Middle Hebrew hiphil and Jewish
Aramaic aphel (from n"po[), "let drop, have a miscarriage," since birth in the OT
always represents a joyous occasion, while a miscarriage represents the opposite.16 In
v. 19 the simplest solution philologically is to assume that the metaphor of the "dew
of Yahweh" is continued, and to translate: "and on the earth of the Rephaim you

[Yahweh] cause [your dew] to fall" (cf. 2 S. 17:12: blanket totally). In Isa. 26:18bp
the LXX does not read the consonants wblbefore yplw; they may therefore be a comrpt
dittography, suggesting the reading: "and the inhabitants of the world fall (to ruin)."
If this solution is not satisfactory, I believe one should posit a different root. A possible
candidate is napalu II, "to make a support payment, to compensate,"lT which recalls
Heb. iillEm. In v. 19, then, the idea would be that the earth yields the Rephaim in
compensation for Yahweh's dew (Arab. nafilaa "grandchildren,"18 could suggest that
they are a reimbursement to their grandparents). In v. 18 one would have to assume an

ellipsis, since there would be no subject, and translate: "and the inhabitants of the
world are not replaced." I nevertheless consider it questionable to posit a separate root
or an idiosyncratic special meaning for just two occurrences (in v. 18b, contra C. F.

Whitley, bal can hardly have two different meanings).

16. Cf. C. F. Whitley, ZAW 84 (1982), 216l. HAI. tr, 7ll.
17. cAD, XU 1,.275.
18. HAL, tI, 7l I .
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Y. l. Nouns. The nouns mappdl, "what falls from the grain, refuse" (Am. 8:6),
"flabby cheeks" (of Behemoth) (Job 41:15[23]);mappald, "heap of ruins" (Isa. 17:l),
"ruin" (Isa.23:13; 25:'2);andmappele!, "carcass" (that which has fallen: Jgs. l4:8),
"fallen trunk" (Ezk. 31:13), or "fall, downfall" (Ezk. 26:15-18; 27:27; 3l:16; 32:10;
Prov. 29:16), fill out the picture without qualification. In the case of nepel, however,
we must examine its usage carefully. The noun probably does not refer to the process

of birth (the falling of the newborn infant) or the falling of a miscarriage. Its meaning
derives from the primary meaning of the qal: an entity whose necessary property is to
fall, a casualty. The Nephilim (Gen. 6:4; Nu. 13:33) should be interpreted analogously.

The noun seems to embody the notion, so characteristic of ancient Israel, that something
gigantic, something exalted, must necessarily fall.tl

2. Later Development. To date, usage in the Dead Sea Scrolls appears to agree

entirely with that of the OT. Ezr. 7:20 (Aramaic) adds a nuance to the semantic

spectrum: it speaks of payments that "fall to someone's lot" (with /'introducing both
the person obliged to pay and the purpose).

Seebass

19. H. Gese, Vom Sinai zum Zion. BevT 64 (1974), 110, n. 47: "those who have fallen
heroically in battle"; L. Kdhler, Hebrew Man (Eng. trans., New York, 1956), 44: "usually
translated 'giants'"; both cited in HAI. 1,709.

Vilf nepet

Contents: I. Comparative Linguistics. II. Ancient Near East: 1. Akkadian; 2. Ugaritic. trI.
Statistics, D(X, Fundamentals. IV. OT Usage: l. Throat, Gullet; 2. Desire; 3. Vital Self, Reflexive

Pronoun; 4. tndividuated Life; 5. Living Creature, Person; 6.The nepei of God. V. Postbiblical

Usage: l. Middle Hebrew; 2. Dead Sea Scrolls.

nepei. S. Ablr, "'Denn im Bilde Gottes machte er den Menschen'(Gen 9,6 P)," TGl,72
(1982), 79-88; J. H. Becker, Het Begrip nefesj in het OT (1942); N. P. Bratsiotis, "Nephei -r1lrl1r1," Volumc du Congris, Genbve 1965. SW 15 (1966), 58-89: C. A. Briggs, "The Use of
zp.i in the OT," JBL, 16 (1897), 17-30; H. A. Brongers, "Das Wort 'NPS'in den Qumranschrif-
ten," RevQ, 4 (1963), 407-415: M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VI," Bibl, 49
(1968), 355-369, esp. 368; A. Dihle, E. Jacob, E. Lohse, and E. Schweizer, "yupl," TDM lX,
608-666; R. Dussaud, "La notion d'ime chez les Isra6lites et les Ph6nicien.," Slr 16 (1935),
267-277; L. Dtirr, "Heb. UrPl = akk. napiitu = Gurgel, Kehle," ZAW,43 (1925),262-69; J. Ficht-
ner, "Seele oder I-eben in der Bibel," TZ, 17 (1961} 305-318; W. Gottlieb, "TheTerm'nepei'
in the Bible: A Re-appraisal," GUOST 25 (1973174 U9761), 7l-84: E. Guimet, "[rs Ames

6gyptiennes," RHR, l9l3 B,l-17; R. D. Haak, "A Study and New Interpretation of O$R NPJ,"
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I. Comparative Linguistics. The wordnepei is part of the common Semitic vocabu-
lary stock; it is probably a primitive noun that does not derive from a verbal root.l Since
its meaning must be determined entirely on the basis of usage (even more than is generally
the case),2 I shall not present the comparative Semitic material in detail but shall mention
only a few noteworthy points. Akkadian and Ugaritic usage will be explored at somewhat
greater length in II below, because both languages cast light on Hebrew usage.

The noun nepei is fem.; the masc. pl. n"pditm in Ezk. 13:20 is clearly an error.3
Manfred Weippert believes that the Old Aramhc and Phoenician spelling nD.f represents
dialectal variation.a Eb. nu-pu-ui-tu-um desewes mention on account of its antiquity,

JBI. lDl (1982), 16l-67: R. Haclili, "The NEPES: The Jericho Column-pyramid,- pEe, 113
(1981), 33-38; J. Hal6vy, "La croyance de l'immortalit6 de l'6me chez les peuples s6mitiques,"
Milanges Haldvy (Paris, 1883), 365-380; idem, "u'tmmofialitd de I'ame chez les peuples s6mi-
tiques," RA, 18828,44-53; A. R. Johnson,The wtality of the Individual in tie ihought of
Ancient Israel (Cardlff, 219@); A. Kammenhuber, "Die hethitischen Vorstellungen von Seell
und Leib, Herz und [ribesinnem, _Kopf und Person," ZA, N.s. 22 (1964), 151-212; K. Lang,
"Ka, Seele und Leib bei den alten Agyptem," Anthropos,20 (1925),55-76; R. Lauha, psych6-
physischer sprachgebrauch im AT (Helsinki, 1983); R. Laurin, "The concept of Man as Soul,"
ExpT, 72 (19601 6l), l3l-34; cf . 349-35o; M. Lichtenstein, Das wort ui[) in der Bibel (Berlin,
1920); D. Lys, "The Israelite Soul According to the LXX," W 16 ('1966), l}l-228; idem,
N,iphesh: Histoire de l'dme dans la rivilaion d'Isradl au sein des religions proche-oientales.
Etudes d'histoire et de philosophie religieuses, 50 (1958); R. Machlin, ,. .UrD:,;t)Df nlt: Ulp;.l
(The Polarization in the word llDJ)," BethM, 19l3 (1974),4al4]6; E. w. Marrea "The Hebrew
Concept of 'Soul'in Pre-Exilic writings," AUSS,2 (1964),97-108; E. Moreau, "[-a nourrirure
du monde-d-venir,"NRr 103 (1981), 567-570; A. Murtonen, The Living soul. stor23fi (1958);
M. Nishi, The I)sage of $DJ in rhe OT and the Ancient Israelite Wew of Humans (Tokyo, l97l);
S. M. Paul, "An Unrecognized Medical Idiom in Canticles 6,12 andlob9,2l,', Bibt,59 (1978),
545-47; H. F. Peacock, "Translating the Word for 'Soul' in the OT," BT 27 (191-6),216-19:
M. Philonenko, "L Ame dl'6troit," Hommages dA. Dupont-Sommer (paris, l97l),421-28; M. N.
Pope, "ALittle Soul-Searching," Maarav, I (1978179),25-31;F. C. porter, ..Thepre-existence

of the Soul in the Book of Wisdom and in the Rabbinical Writings," OT and Semitic Studies in
Memory of W. R. Harpe4 I (Chicago, l9O8),205-270; L. Sabourin, ,.Nefesh, sang et expiation
(Lv l7,ll.l4)," Sciences eccl4siatiques, l8 (1966), 2545;H. W. F. Saggs, .. .Extemal Souls' in
the OT," "/SS, 19 (1974), l-12; O. Sander, "Leib-Seele-Dualismus im AI?,, AW 7i (1965),
329-332; J. Scharbert, Fleisch, Geist und Seele im Pentateuch. SBS, tg (1967); idem, ,,Fleisch,
Geist und Seele in der Pentateuch-Septuagint4" Wort, Lied und Gottesspruch. Festschift J. Zie-
glea I. FzB, I (1972), l2l-143; W. H. Schmidt, "Anthropologische Begriffe im AT,,' EvT '24
(1964), 37 4-388; J. Schwab, Der Begiff der nefei in den hciligen Schifien des ATs ( l9l 8);
M. Seligson, The Meaning o/npS mt in the OT. StOr l6t2 (1951); D. Silber, ... . .;.|DID UD:
111'11," BethM, 1613 (1971), 312-325; W. von Soden, "Die Wdrter ftir Leben und Tod im
Akkadischen und Semitischen," Vortriige gehalten auf der 28. Rencontre Assyriologique Inter-
nationale. BAfO, 19 (1982), 1-7; W. E. Staples, "The 'Soul' in the Ol" AJSI. 44 (1927 tZ8),
145-176; C. Westermann, "I2?l nepei 'soul,' " TLOT 1,743-759 H. W. Wolff, Anthropology
of the or (Eng. trans., Philadelphia, 1974), esp. 10-25. euotations from the last two works have
been normalized with respect to transliteration.

1. HAI. II, 7l 1f.; AHw lI, 738; CAD, l{.ll l, 296ff.
2. Ct. l. Barr, Semantics of Biblical Language (Oxford, 196l).
3. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 289.
4. M. Weippett, The Settlement of the Israelite Tribes in Palestine. SBT 2t2 (Eng. trans.

197 l) , 7 8 . Cf. al so the Tel Arad posherd (HAL, II, 7 1l) .
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as does Old Akk. napaitu.s In Middle Hebrew, nepei car, denote the "soul" (inner

portion) of a fabric.6 Compared to OT usage, this application appea$ to be due to the

influence of some other language. The same is true of the use of the noun in Aramaic,

Old South Arabic, and Middle Hebrew in the sense of "tomb, monument," since a

derivation from the sense "corpse" is probably out of the question.T

II. Ancient Near East. The Egyptian conceptions of the soul are highly complex. We

must take at least three different terms into account. T}'te ka (kj is a person's double; the

noun can also mean "vital energy" and "nourishment."8 Ttre ba (bl, often translated
"soul," refers to the capacity to assume a form and can therefore mean "embodiment,

manifestation," or more generally "capability, power." At the moment of death, the /<a

departs from the body in the form of a bird.e Finally, the akh $[) reprexnts the dead

individual "transfigured": the departed becomes anakhthrough burial rites.t0 Despite the

studies cited, Erik Homung believes that these terms have not been explored completely; ll

nonetheless, it is reasonably clear that no comparable notions are found in ancient Israel.

It will be worthwhile, however, to examine the abundant Akkadian use of both
napiitu (many scribal variants; not derived from any verb) and tnpaiu I, naptiu,
"breath, perfume, odor," as well as the adj. napiu, "abundant."12 Their usage tums
out to be extraordinarily similar to that of OT nepei, even though their range of
meanings is greater. The similarity is all the more striking in that the sumero- and

akkadogram for napiitu in Hittite represents totally different notions.l3 A few Ugaritic
texts will be presented alongside the Akkadian material.

l.Akl<adian. According to Wolfram von Soden, the distinction between the commonest

Akkadian words for "life" is that "baldtu denotes life primarily as extending over a long
period of time, whereas napiitu denotes a state the opposite of death." la Even though he

makes the proviso that there is no complete corpus of occurrences and that these meanings

in their naffow sense cannot be assigned without violence to all the known occlurences

of the words, he has isolated a tendency that is illuminating for Hebrew.ls He notes, for
example, that rutpiitu occurs only rarely with araku, "to be long" (baldtu only with one

5. On the former see G. Pettinato, BA, 39 (1976), 50. On the latter see AHw, n,736.
6. G. Dalman, AuS, Y, lO2.
7. See HAL, 11,711-13; also IV.5 below.
8.L.Greven. DerKainTheologieundKt)nigskultderAgypterdesAltenReichcs.AE 17(1952):

U. Schweitzer, Das Wesen des KA im Diesseits und Jenseits der alten Agypter An 9 OSS1.
9 E. M. Wolf-Brinkmann, Versuch einer Deutung des Begriffes 'bs' anhand der Aberlieferung

der Friihzeit und des Alten Reiches (Freiburg im Breisgau, 1968); L. Y. Zabkal A Study of the
BA Concept in Ancient Egyptian Texts. SAOC,34 (1968).

10. G. Englund, Akh, une notion religieuse darx I'Egypte pharaonique. Boreas, l1 (1978).
I l. E. Hornun g, Einfilhrung in die Agyptologie (Darmstadt, 1967), &t.
12. AHw,ll,741.
13. Kammenhuber.
t4_ P. 4.
15. See below.
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of the derivatives or in conjunction with ddru, "continue, endure"), while baldtuis never
associated with expressions referring to the shortness of life, where napiin is found. 16 If,
as in Hebrew, vitality is one of the basic meanings of the Akkadian word, this usage is
quite natural.lT Expressions referring to the ending of life (even including tabaku, "pour
out") similarly require napiitu; "not be alive" is la balitu: here napiitu would be out of
place.18 It is also noteworthy that verbs meaning "save, protect, etc. someone's life" use
napiin; cf. also the expression ana napiiti/napidti maiiuru, "release alive, spare."le4
bEl napiitim is therefore a person responsible for someone's life (e.g., granting it) or
(Middle Assyrian) having the right to avenge a homicide. But when gods or goddesses are
called "lords of life," the phrase is bdl/bdlet balnfi: "A totally fulfilled life, a preserved
life, in mythology a life without death such as Gilgamesh seeks, is balatu."zo Finally, it
is probably significant thatnapiitu can mean "sustenance," especially in the expressions
napiifi mnd, "sustenance of the land," atdnapiiti niii, "sustenance of the people," while
"food as nourishment and much more frequently as medicine" requires the phrases zl
baldti and akal baldti ("water/food oflife"), respectively.

conversely, "there is no phrase using baldtu. . . that corresponds to the common
literary expression iikndt (earlier iafudt) napiiti(m),'living beings, creatures.,2l The
same holds true for napiAru, 'p€rsons,'22 common in later texts, and napiitum, ,self,,

which is used much less frequently in this sense than in West Semitic, because the
normal Akkadian word for 'self is raminu."23

A series of further observations will serve to round out the picture:
a. For the verb napa.iu I, whose range of meanings is greater than in Hebre w, AHw and

CAD give the following meanings: "to breathe freely, relax, to expand, to become
abundant, to make a claim"; in the D stem: "to let respire, to make feel easy, to air
[textiles], to put in good repair"; N stem: "to become expanded." The Hebrew niphal,
"relax, breathe freely," thus corresponds to ttre Akkadian G stem. That the semantic
associations in Akkadian differ from those in Hebrew can be seen, for example, from the
use of the G stem with libbu, "heart": "let her mind be calmed, let her heart respirc."24
It can also denote increase of wealth (mimmaiu) or the good condition of a house.25

b. While von Soden disputes thatnapiitu means "breat[,"26 1fuere is in any case a
separate nolun napiiu (old Babylonian and Late Babylonian) meaning "breath, odor,

16. P. 5.
17. cAD, tr,296ff., deriving this sense from "breath," contaAEw,Il, 738. See also G. Steiner,

Der Begriff "lzben" in denvorstellungendes Alten oients. BAfo, 19 (1982),149, who translates
napiltu "vital force," citing cogent texts.

18. Von Soden, Vortrcige.
t9. rbid.,5.
20. rbid.,5.
21. Cf. AHw,l[l, 1234b.
22. CAD, XI/ l, 300f.
23. Von Sodeq Vortrtige.
24. CAD, XU 1,289.
25. CAD, XU 1,290.
26. Von Soden, Vortrcige, contra CAD, Xll 1,302.
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perfume." When associated with Enkidu, CAD claims that it means "virility" - or
possibly even "desire," as in Hebrew.27 There are, however, not many occurrences of
this noun.

c. For napiitu, CAD gives the following meanings, which agree with those given

by AHw: "life, vigor, vitality, good health; living beings; person, somebody, (negated)

nobody; capital case; personnel, persons of menial status, animals counted in a herd;

body, self; sustenance, provisions; throat, neck."28 Other meanings are disputed: "open-
ing, air hole," and "neckerchief."2e A few noteworthy texts cited by CAD follow:

(l) The phrase mutu rupiatu denotes a capital case; from the mouth of the king, we
read: "I . . . released him alive (ana napiiti)"; the same expression is used for "flee
for one's life." The phrase napiiti uballit means "I escaped with my life," and a sick
individual recounts: "I fell sick and barely escaped with (my) life (ina napiitim)."
Especially noteworthy is: "Do you not know that I love (you like my own) life (klma

napiitim)?" i.e., like myself.
(2) Interesting on account of the legal notions embodied are the texts dealing with

the principle of "a life for a life," e.g., "If they do not discover the one who murdered

him, they will deliver 3 persons as a fine (umallu, 'nnke full')"; in the case of an

unborn child: "He gives restitution as for a person (napidte umalla)"; a pretrial
settlement: "Do not go to court against me, I will replace your slave for you with a

person (napidti ia qallika uiallamka)."
(3) Important for the light it throws on OT usage is the meaning "body, corpse" in:

"The plain was too small for . . . their bodies (they ran out of land to bury them)."
(4) Like Heb. nepei, Alk napiitu can serve as a first-person intensif,rer'. andku napiatta

ana iari lfi paqdd, "I, my napiitu, is submissive to the king" ; cf. analogous oath formulas:

ana ln nti iliiu u nnpiitiiu, "without an oath sworn by his god's life and by his own."
(5) The expression blt napiitim means "house of provisions"; the following text is

illuminating: nakkamtt ia rdii napiitiya ukallu tdkula u napiiti tattaksa, "You have

used up my storehouse where my provisions were ready for me and thus you have cut
my throat." The Euphrates can be called napiiti mdti.

(6) Utnapishtim, the hero of the Flood Story, can no longer be cited in this context
without qualification, since the reading il-ta-na-iilim is now attested.30

In summary, we may note that neither CAD nor AHw cites the meaning "soul," which
must be sought, if anywhere, in ttre Hittite use of the sumerogram zt and the akkadogram

NApISrLrM.3l Despite the close relationship with Hebrew, Akkadian does not yield an

anthropological term, as can be seen from the rarity with which the word is used in the sense

of "self" and above all from the meanings "provisions, capital case, air hole (orbile duct)."

27. CAD, XI/ l, 305.
28. rbid.,296.
29. "Opening, air hole," are from CAD, Xlll, 304; von Soden: "bile duct." He rejects

"neckerchief."
30. CAD, Xlll,297; Gilg. (Meissner fr., Old Babylonian version of tablet l0), iv. 6, 13.

31. A. Kammenhuber, Z{, N.s. 23 (1965), 183.
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2. Ugaitic. We supplement this discussion of Akkadian with a few Ugaritic texts,
cited from l7us, which lists the following meanings: "gullet, throat; appetite, desire(?);
soul; living being, human person."32 The meaning "soul," it should be noted, is far
from certain. The following noteworthy texts may be cited with assurance: bnpi bn
3lm mt, "into the maw of the divine son Mot"; cf. npi fisrt bn nim, *my 

[Mot's] np.f
had a lack of [= hu.ttt d for] human beings."33 We also find yqr' mt bnpih, "Mot
roars with his throat," and s't npih, "the screams that issue from her [Anat's] throat."3a
Finally, npi mm means "water maw, whirlpool."3s

The noun brlt appears several times in parallelism with npi.ze The etymology of
this word is uncertain; wus gives the meaning "vital spirit, appetite, desire."37 The
word thus lies within the sphere of meaning of Heb. nepei.

III. Statistics, LXX, Fundamentals.
The noun occurs 754 times, the verb (in the niphal) 3 times (Ex.23:12 31:17;2 S.

16:14). Claus Westermann gives the following list:

Gen. 43
Ex. 17

Lev. 60
Nu. 50
Dt. 35
Josh. 16

Jgs. 10

ls. 34
25. t7
lK. 23
2K. 15

Isa. 34
Jer. 62

Ezk.
Hos.
Jo.

Am.
ob.
Jon.
Mic.
Nah.
Hab.
Zeph.
Hag.
Zr*.
Mal.

42
2

3

5

3

3

1

:

Ps. 144
Job 35

Prov. 56
Ruth I
Cant. 7
Eccl. 7
Lam. 12

Est. 6
Dnl.
En.
Neh.
lch. 5

zch. 4

The distribution appears quite uniform. A significant portion of the occurrences can be
noted in the Psalms and their poetry (with ancillary texts). This comports best with the
meaning of the noun, as will be shown below. A technical use of the noun appears in

32. No. 1826;cf. UI no. 1681.
33. For the first *e KTU, 1.5,1,7; for the second, l.6,lI, 17.
34. For the former s* KTtl, 1.4, VII, 48; for the latter, 1.16, I, 35.
35. KTU, 1.3, VI, 9; M. Dahood, JANES,5 (1973), 85f.
36. Nine instances are cited by B. Cutler and J. Macdonald, UE 5 (1975),68; and an additional

one by M. Dietrich, et al.,IJE 7 (1975),537f.
37. No. 585. Cf. Dietrich, et al., IIE 7, 538: "longing, desire.', On the etymology see J. C.

de Moor,./NEs, 24 (1965),365: by dissimilation from *ballatu (cf . Ay.k.balatu, "life') B. cutler
and J. Macdonald, "An Akkadian cognate to Ugaritic brlt," uE 5 (1973),67-70: Akk. mEreltu
< mEreitu, "desire"; M. Pope, U4 t3 (1981), 305f.: Arab. burd'il, bur'ulah,..neck feathers."
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PG, Ps, and H in laws and personal narratives that seek to avoid the gender-specific
word ?,i (very rarely 'dddm) and refer explicitly to any individual at all. The poetry of
the Psalms accounts for more than one-fifth of the occurences, technical legal usage

approximately one-fifth. There are also smaller groups, such as the carefully considered
Deuteronom(ist)ic expression "with all your l€b and with all you'r nepe{'(18 occur-
rences) or the idiom "have one's soul as pize" (4 occurrences).

According to Daniel Lys, in some 680 of 740 instances (depending on the enumera-
tion of the MSS.), the LXX uses psychii to translate nepei.38 It uses the plural substan-
tially more often than the MT, but without misrepresenting the sense (see the discussion
of individuation below). According to the complementary study by Nikolaus P. Bratsi-
otis, it is no longer possible to say without qualification that the translation psychii is
totally inappropriate, since pre-Platonic usage of psychii exhibits striking similarities
to OT usage.3e "The basic meanin g of psychil is 'breath' ; it often occurs in the meaning
'life' and can indicate the seat of desire, of emotions, and the 'center of religious
expression; . . . it can also stand for 'person'or in place of a pronoun."4 Lys cites 62

passages of the LXX where psyche'translates some word other than nepei. "But this
very phenomenon indicates, however, that for the LXX translators psychd has more of
an OT than a specifically Gk. meaning."al Since, however, the linguistic development
of Greek led to the Platonic and post-Platonic usage of psychiS, the translation of the
LXX must be labeled significant, insofar as in the lingua franca it provided biblical
tradition with a counterpoise. In any case, the psychii of the LXX shares the variety of
the Hebrew noun. It would be better, however, not to follow the lead of this ffanslation.a2

Since the excellent studies of Aubrey Johnson, Hans Walter Wolff, W. H. Schmidt,
and Westermann, description of OT usage presents no fundamental problems. In the
Greek translation we may detect a circumstance that is universally present but whose
full implications may not be suffrciently appreciated: more than other OT words, nepei
is truly anthropological,a3 probably comparable in this respect only to bdidr (cf. the
merism used in Isa. 10:18: "fromnepeito baiar"). Anthropologically, we are dealing
with a synthetic-stereometric noun, well suited to making the OT interpretation of
human nature fundamentally accessible.4 Following an observation by Soren Kierke-
gaard, we can interpret human beings as creatures related to themselves. If we under-
stand the language of this definition prephilosophically, it catches the essence of the
OT noun nepei extraordinarily well. But human beings in the OT do not think of
themselves in a subject-object relationship (spirit and soul); the subject in particular is
not thematic. On the basis of being alive, of individuation within life, of perceiving
life as an in-and-out rhythm (breathing?), they find themselves to be living quanta with

38. W, 16,181-228.
39. SW, 15, 58-89; see Westermann, 759. But cf . HAL, ll,7ll,'113.
40. Westermann,759.
4t. tbid.
42. HAL, II,7ll,713; see the excursus in IV.2 below.
43. Cf. Wolfl whose list of such terms may be too inclusive.
44. Wolfl l0f.; cf. also Johnson.
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respect to hayytm, life. The word nepei does not refer to spirit, intellect, thought; these
do not have anthropological smrus in the oT. [t means joy of life (expressed through
needas) as a force against death and the longing for death. With its translation psychtl,
the LXX recognized nepei as a key term of or anthopology. That is an enduring
achievement, even if we rightly abandon this translation.

IV. OT Usage. As the sections to follow cite the particular meanings of nepei, we
must always keep in mind that the concrete meanings discussed at the beginning do
not have a semantic preponderance. Much more typical of oT usage is the global
understanding, which requires stereometrically a harmonization of all the meanings.

l. Throat, Gullet. The concrete primary meaning of nepei is usually assumed to be
"maw, throat, gullet," as the organ used for eating and breathing. Like certain ugaritic
texts,6 Isa.5:14 speaks of the mouth of sheol: "sheol enlarges its nepei, opens its
mouth beyond measure." Hab. 2:5 transfers the image to the rapacious individual, who
"is like Death and never has enough." The topos clearly centers on the throat, but it
applies to the whole person. The same is true in Prov. 10:3: "yahweh does not let the
nepei of the righteous go hungry, but he thwarts the craving (hawwd) of the wicked";
13:25: "Tt'rc righteous have enough to satisfy their nepei, but the belly (beten) of the
wicked is empty"; 25:25: "Cool water to a thirsty iepei is good news from a far
country." Instances of the topos could easily be multiplied, but I must agree with
Westermann that the concrete sense of "throat" as an organ for nourishment is rather
uncommon.4T It is clearly present in Prov. 28,25l. "The r"ha!-nepei stirs up strife, but
whoever trusts in Yahweh will be well nourished" 

- the subject is someone with a
gaping throat, a greedy-guts.a8 Textual uncertainty makes prov.23:lf. obscure, but
ba'al nepei seems to make sense only with the meaning "possessor of a throa! guzzler.,,
ln v. 2, in my opinion, one should not postulate iakktn, ..knife,,, and loa., ..throat,"

but read sakkbn and b"loa'and translate: "You [the guzzler] should provide a cover
for your swallowing."

Equally uncorlmon is the meaning "breath" or "organ of breathing." It is clearly
present only in some occurrences of the verb. According to 2 S. 16:4, after strenuous
flight from Absalom, David was able ro "breathe easily" (NRSV: rest) by the Jordan.
Ex. 23:12 requires that the homeborn slave and the resident alien "breathe easily"
(NRSV: be refreshed) on the sevenrh day. Ex. 3l: 17 appries this usage to yahweh, who
"breathed easily" (NRSV: was refreshed) afterthe six days of creation, thus establishing
the basis for the vital rhythm of creation. In a similar vein, Gen. 1:30 speaks of all the
creatures that can move about, in which there is nepei hayya. Jer.2:24 probably belongs
here as well: "[n the heat of her nepei she gasps for air"'4e cf. Job 4l:13@ng. v.2l):

45. Wolff,24f .

46. See II above.
47. Pp.745t.
48. Wolff, 12.
49. Westermann (p. 7 47) interprets differently.
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the nepei of the crocodile kindles coals. A number of metaphors show, however, that
the language was well aware of the connection between breath and the life of the
individual: "the nepei departed" from Rachel when she died (Gen. 35:18); the nepei
of the child in whom there was no breath (n'idmd) returned (l K. l7:2lf .); the mother
who bore seven exhaled her nepei (Jer. 15:9); Jerusalem gasps for breath like a woman
in labor and says: "My nepei is faint before killers" (Jer. 4:31). There is also the
wonderful statement, fundamental to the thought of J and probably a new idea, that
the man became (not "received") a nepei hayyd when Yahweh Elohim breathed his
breath into him. The expression bdtA nepei in Isa. 3:20 is obscure; the context does
not help. The best translation appears to be that of the Vulg., "scent-bottleS,"50 li .

"little houses [containers] of vital energy [ife]," made use of by breathing.
"In this archaic anatomy, therefore, the throat stands without terminological distinc-

tion for both the windpipe and the esophagus. When 'the floods rise tothe nepei,' there
is danger of drowning (Jon. 2:6[5]; Ps. 69:2[1]; cf . Ps. 124:4f .)."sr "The only weakly
attested meaning 'breath'easily combines with the meaning 'throat, gullet'reflecting
the various functions of the throat. . . . That various categories of the use of nepei still
evidence the effects of both functions of the throat, swallowing and breathing, confirms
this relationship. One function echoes in the meaning 'desire, wish, craving' . . . and
in a series of expressions associated with nepei that presume the original meaning
'throat, jaws, gullet' (e.g., 3b'hi. 'to sate,' Isa 58:11; ml' pi. 'to fill,' Prov 6:30;' rdq
'empty,' Isa 29:8; i6qEq 'thrsty,' Isa 29:8; Psa 107:91; par. to peh'mouth,' EccL 6:7;
palto gargardl'neck,'Prov 3:22; cf. also Num 2l:5; 1 Sam 2:33; Jer 4:10; Psa 105:18;
Prov 23:7 txt?), the other in the three instances of the verb and in association with 4sr
ard'rk."sz

Contra Wolff, it is better not to see nepei as referring to the (outward) neck.53 In
all cases the imagery suggests strangulation, e.9., Ps. 105:18, a text central to Wolff's
argument: "His feet were hurt with fetters, his nepei came 'into' iron" (cf. I S. 28:9

[the medium to Saul]: "Why are you laying a snare for my nepei to bring about my
death?"). In particular, it would be quite wrong to cite in support of this meaning such
expressions as "smite someone's nepei," used for precision in describing homicide.sa

2. Desire. The meaning "desire, appetite" is obviously closely related to the meaning
"throat." Thus nepei can denote simple hunger, as in Hos. 9:4: "Their bread is only
for their nepei." Dt.23:25(24) allows grapes to be eaten for one's nepei in a vineyard,
but they must not be canied away. Isa. 29:8 uses the image of a hungry person who
dreams of eating but wakes up with empty nepei and dreams of drinking but wakes
up with thirsty nepei. Prov. 27:7 says that to a ravenous appetite even the bitter is
sweet; the contrasting line shows that the whole person is intended: "A sated appetite

50. Also HAL, Il, 124, s.v. bayit I.2.
51. Woltr, 13.
52. Westermann,745f.
53. Pp. l4f.; also Westermann, 745f.
54. See 4 below.
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treads down [NRSV: spurns] honey" - the whole person does the treading. prov.
16:26, a very dense maxim, is probably best translated concretely: "The nepei (appetite)
of the worker works for him; his mouth drives him on." Isa. 56: 11 may reflect obser-
vation of animals: dogs are 'aua nepei, "strong [by virtue] of hunger," and must not
be disturbed while they are eating. Isa. 55:2 refers to finer fare: "Delight yotx nepei
with rich food" (cf. ler.3l:12,24f.: "Their nepei will be like a watered garden").

The OT considers simple sexual craving, wtrictr can be satisfied by prostitution, to
be blind and therefore repulsive (Jer.2:24), but erotic desire has positive significance
as part of the joy of living. Westermann rightly emphasizes that the meaning "desire,
appetite" is not secondary (contra Eichrodt) but denotes something inherently human
and does not view desire (epithymia) in a negative light; this understanding has much
in common with "modern psychology and sociology."55 The synthetic view of life
always thinks of desire as involving the whole person. Thus Gen. 34:3 says that
Shechem's nepei "was drawn to" @Abaq) Dinah; 34:8 goes on to say that his nepei
loved her. Ezk. 23:17f. states the opposite: after her prostitution, oholibah's nepe.i
tumed away from her lovers; in like fashion Yahweh will turn away from oholibah,
just as he turned away from the nepei of oholatr (cf. 23:22,28). Erotic desire, however,
is only one form of passionate attachment and love. For example, Gen. 44:30 records
that Israel's nepei was bound up (q"iarfl with Benjamin, Joseph's only full brother.
The same is said of Jonathan in I S. l8:1: his nepei was so bound up with David that
he came into conflict with his father's enmity toward David. But the most passionate
affachment known is that between man and woman, so that in cant. l:7; 3:14 it is
hardly possible to distinguish between the individual and the longing ncpei.

Not unrelated to this sense is the usage that speaks of enemies' thirst for vengeance,
as in Ex. l5:9: "I [Egypt] will satisfy my nepef';F;zk.16:27: "I gave you up to rhe
nepei of your enemies"; cf. Ps. 27:12: "do not give me up to the n"p"i of my
enemies" (similarly 4l:3121). Especially vivid is 35:25, which recalls the greedy cry
of the psalmist's enemies': "How wonderful for our nepei; we have swallowed him
up." In these cases nepei may have a weakened sense, something like "wish".56 cf.
the expression 'im-yZi 'e1-napief;em. "if it accords with your wish', (Gen. 23:8; cf.
2 K.9:15). Dl 2l:14, usually assigned to this group of meanings, is quite obscure to
me: if a man wishes to separate from a wife acquired as a prisoner of war, he shall
let her go lenapiah (similarly Jer. 34:16). The wording has the feel of technical legal
terminology, suggesting that the nepei of the divorced wife is not to be burdened
with public or private obligations imposed during the period of her dependency. This
interpretation is supported by Jer. 34:16 as well as Ex.23:9: "you shall not oppress
a resident alien, for you know the nepei [desire, longing; NRSV: heart] of a resident
alien." Does nepei here refer to something like the longing for an independent and
self-sufficient way of life, without the restrictions imposed by the native population?
comparing the nepei to someone who moves too hurriedly, prov. l9:2 seems to have

55. P. 747.
56. Westermann, 746.
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in mind something more like excessive zeal, desire without knowledge as a legitimate
aspiration.

This brings us naturally to the use of nepei with the qal or piel of n.f', "lift up,"
with the meaning "crave, desire," "cause someone to desire." Dt.24il5 states that the
laborer must be paid his wages, "because he is poor and lifts tp his nepei for them."
Jer. 22:27; 44:14 (piel) speak eloquently of the people's lifting up thei nepei for the
land to which they cannot return (cf. Ezk. 24:25 lv. 21: mahmdl in the sense of
maSSd5T). Of course, the object of such longing may also be something evil or wofthless
(Ps. 24:4 conj.). Hos. 4:8 describes the depravity of the priests: "They feed on the sin
of my people, they lift up their nepei for their iniquity," i.e., to profit from it. Prov.
19:18 appears to envision the same blind passion as l9:2: "Discipline your son while
there is hope; do not lift up your nepei for [NRSV: set your heart on] his destruction."
We can almost hear the parent's fit of rage. Ps. 25: l; 86:4 (piel) speak of lifting up the
nepei to God, 143:8 (qal) of the nepei being lifted up. In 25:1, it parallels "trust": it
represents a particularly fervent prayer in the proper setting. In Ps. 25 the psalmist
prays not to be put to shame; in 143:8 the psalmist prays for instruction in the right
way to go; and in 86:4, for renewal of joy in poverty and need.

The nepei appears somewhat more dissociated when used with'wh piel or hithpael,
'awwd, or ta'awA, since both the verb and the nouns already express desire. "This
association of nepei with wh implies a specific aspect of its meaning. . . . nepei, then,
is not fundamentally a passive state of being but an active pursuit of something."s8
"When the craving of the nepei is for early figs (Micah 7:1), the eating of meat (Deut.
12:15,20; I Sam. 2:16), or, beyond that, the drinking of wine (Deut. 14:26), then the
throat may still be meant as well as the seat of the desire. But when evil (Prov. 2l: l0),
the kingdom (II Sam. 3:21;I Kings 11:37) or God (Isa.26:9) becomes the object of
the wishes, or when there is no object at all (Prov. l3:4, l9), then nepei means longing
per se, the human urge of desire as the author of longing ('wh1."st The common
translation "what your heart desires" already shows that the idiom aims to express a
gfeater concealment or indirectness than simple human craving would lead us to expect.
In Mic. 7:1 a detached judgment indicates that there are no more of the desired figs.
In 2 S. 3:21 the speaker (Abner) would be in some danger if he imputed an unbridled
lust for power (nepei) to David; the expression refers rather to the calculated desire of
a masterful politician. In I K. 11:37 Jeroboam I is assured that his desire to rule over
Yahweh's kingdom was quite legitimate in Yahweh's eyes. In I S. 20:4 (conj.), in a

similar vein, Jonathan asks David to explain his unstated intentions. The worshipers
offering sacrifice at Shiloh told Eli's sons that they should wait until the fat had been
burned for Yahweh and then take whatever portions they found desirable (1 S.2:16).
Dt. l2i2o; 14:26 state that it is reasonable in Yahweh's eyes for worshipers at the
sanctuary carefully to search out meat and wine so as to be able to be joyful before

57. Zimmerli.
58. Westermann, 747.
59. Woltr, 15f.
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"the Lonn your God." Especially in association with words that mean "desfue," then,
nepei appears to mean to establish the judicious nature of this desire. Therefore
westermann discusses these texts under the heading "soul," even though he does not
consider this translation entirely appropriate. It suffices to note here that nepei presuy
poses and expresses the characteristically human distance that human beings can
observe in relationship to themselves. The word "soul" strikes a false note, unless it
is taken as meaning inward suspension of judgment, indirect desire.

This is the place, therefore, to include such texts as Nu.2l:5: "our nepei detests
this manna"; Jer. 50:19: "Israel shall satisfy its nepei on the hills of EpFaim,,; Isa.
66:3: "The nepei of the Israelites takes delight in their abominations"; and prov.
25:25: "Good news is like cold water to a thirsty nepei." In such contexts a variety
ofverbs denote the satisfaction ofdesire: ib', "be satisfied" (qal: Jer. 3l 14;50:19;
Ps. 63:6[5]; 88:4[3]; 123:4; Eccl.6:3; piel: Ezk. 7:19; hiphil: Isa. 58:10; Sd!€a':
Prov.2'7:7; S6!a', "satisfaction": Prov. 13:25); 'zg hithpael, "delight oneself', (Isa.
55:2); rwh piel, "be satiated" (Jer. 31:14; hiphil: Jer.3l.25 fpar. ml' piell); dJn pual,
"be made fat" (Prov. ll:.25; l3:4). To this category belong also texts with negative
import: Ps. 88:4(3) (be filled with troubles); 123:4 (have more than one,s fill of
scorn).60

This section concludes with two contrasting but important usages. It may well be
considered characteristic that the nepe.i should thirst and long for God (Ps. 42:2f .13t.);
63:2[l];119:20,81; 143:6lnepei thirsts like a parched landl) or for the courts of God's
house (84:3[2]). This desire does not fall victim to sublimation; instead, vitality6r is
expressed in this fashion, because Yahweh is life itseH and the psalmists never forget
that human beings are nepei (against death). Isa. 26:8f. convey the same meaning. In
an entirely different vein, in F*cl. 6:1-12 (a diffrcult text) the skeptical philosopher
examines unsatisfied desire. His musings are probably directed against unguarded
glorification of desire as a principle of life.62

Excursus: The Tianslation "Soul"
As is well known, it is quite possible to translate nepei as "soul." The more vaguely
and naively this word is used, the more correct and appropriate this translation becomes.
This excursus deals solely with the question whether it is appropriate to posit for ncpei
a meaning "soul" alongside such other meanings as "throat" and "desire"; for it has
become clear that to use the translation "soul" in every instance, as Johannes Pedersen
does,63 does not dojustice to the textual evidence. Because ofits exegetical precision,
I will take Westermann's analysis as the point of departure.e

Westermann rightly notes several times that the specialized meaning "soul" can be

60. Westermann, 748.
61. Johnson.
62. D. Michel.
63. J. Pedersen, ILC, l-ll,99ff.
64. Pp. 747-752; cf. also Wolff, l7f.
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considered only in a relatively small number of passages.6s The nucleus comprises a

group of texts that speak of the grief and sadness (less often the joy and consolation)
of someone's nepei. They also speak of placing hope in Yahweh.6 Wolff introduces
his discussion with the following statement: "It is only a short step from the nepei as

specific organ and act of desire to the extended meaning, whereby the nepei is the seat

and action of other spiritual experiences and emotions."67 But a survey of the texts

that Westermann in particular has attempted to identify with certainty cannot help
raising doubts; it appears more accurate to identify the ego or the self as the subject
of griel sadness, and so on, especially in poetry.

Westermann begins with the texts that speak of an embittered nepei.68 He ascribes

a surprising overimportance to this group: "By no means accidentally, the fixed ex-
pression mar nepei indicates a typical element of the OT understanding of nepei:
melancholy, desperation, and bitterness demonstrate the humanity of the individual
with particular clarity; these very elements constitute the 'uniqueness' (M. Heidegger)
of humanity." But the phrase occurs much too seldom in proportion to the other
characterizations to justiff such emphasis. Westermann bases his argument on the fact
that nepei is associated much more often with grief, and so on, than with such terms
as joy.6e But the wealth of textual evidence demonstrates rather that the meaning of
nepei inherently suggests a defiant affirmation of life. Johnson is correct in pointing
to vitality as the defining characteristic of nepei- impassioned, abounding vital
energy. The phrase mar nepei therefore denotes human existential inauthenticity.

The asymmetry between suffering and pain on the one hand and feelings of joy on
the other means therefore that nepei inherently expresses joy in life, vitality. We read
accordingly much more often of the nepei praising and even calling on itself to offer
praise than of its experiencing joy, the opposite of grief.70 One' s nepei catbe "fattened"
(dJn: Prov. ll:25; l3:4) - that is characteristic of it. It is by nature so affirmative of
life that any additional expression of joy has the nature of a supplement-e.g., that
knowledge is pleasant (n'm: Prov.2: l0) to the nepei, or that a disciplined son "gives
delight (ma'"/annim: 29:17) to your nepei." Ps. 138:3 is almost definitive: "On the
day I called, you answered me, since you gave great strength to my nepei." Ps. 116:7

is classic: "Return, O my nepei, to your rest (m"nfihd), for Yahweh has dealt bountifully
with you."

In this context we may also cite the lovely idiom "pour out one's nepef' (1 S. 1:15;

Ps. 42:5[4]; Job 30:16). By way of explanation, Westermann cites Ps. 102: l(superscrip-
tion), which speaks of the psalmist's pouring out his lament to Yahweh.7l It is accord-
ingly the "lamenting self" that pours itself ouq it is immediately clear that the psalmist's

65. tast onp.752.
66. P.750.
67. P. 17.
68.Pp.748-750.
69. P.750.
70. Ibid. But cf. Lauha, 8lff., citing Isa. 61:10; Ps. 35:9; 7l:23;86:4.
71. Westermann, 750.
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vital energy has been able to lay down its burden of grief and torment before Yahweh

- the relief is immediately apparent in English. we may also cite Lam. z:12: babies
and infants "pour out their nepei on their mothers' bosom."

one last point remains. Juit as nepei does not mean simply "life," but rather the
individuation of life, as which it effectively appears,T2 so too nepei does not denote
the soul as one nuance among others - it refers rather to psychic power, abounding
personality, energy that exorcises all gloominess. This basic sense of nepei isreflected
perfectly in the fact that hoping and waiting for Yahweh have nepei is their subject
(Ps. 33:20; 130:5f.; Lam.3:25). Following westermann,T3 I also cii'e here the texrs that
usenepeiwiththehiphilorpolel of ifr!:Ps.23:3;Ruth4:15;Lam. 1:ll,16.ps. l9:g(7)
may stand as an example: "The law of Yahweh . . . revives vital energy',; in Ruth 4:15,
similarly, Naomi's nepei is restored following the birth of Ruth's son, after her son's
childlessness had left her drained of energy. Quite appropriately, there is a penitential
rite called 'innd nepei (Isa.58:3,5; Ps.35:13) that is specifically associated with the
Day of Atonement (L-ev. 16:29,31;23:27,32; Nu.29:7;30:14[13]). In concrete form
this rite represents a repression of vital energy through hunger and thirst (fasting) as
expressions of repentance, itself most likely an'inni nepei. It is not simply the soul
in general and the need for nourishment that are involved, but the whole person as
nepei, a figure of joy in life and vitality.

3. Vital Self, Reflexive Pronoun. Many texts suggest that humans have a relationship
with themselves as individuals; this is unmistakably the case when nepei denotes the
vital self. There are an unusual number of examples, not all of which nted to be cited;
it suffices to note a few of the most telling. In Gen. 12:13 Abram says to Sarai: "Say
you arc my sister, so that it may go well with me because of you and my nepei may
be spared on your account." Gen. 19:19f. - a lovely passage 

- is strikingly nuanced
(Lot speaking to Yahweh): "You have shown me great kindness in keeping my ncpei
alive....L,ook,thatcitythereisnearby;...letmetakerefuget}rere,...thatmy
nepei may be saved." "It is not by chance that the plea 'let me live!' is in Hebrew
'I-et my nepei livel,' (I Kings 20:32)."tt Balaam cannot help speaking God's word,
and so he cries out: "Let my nepei die the death of the upright" (Nu. 23:10). The
summons to one's nepei to praise Yahweh speaks for itself (ps. 103:1,2,22: lO4:1,35;
cf. [sa. 6 1 : 10; Ps. 34:3[2]; 35:9 ; 7 1:23; 146:l).

Westermann lists 86 passages where nepei is translated by means of the reflexive
pronoun; Johnson cites between 123 and 233 passages, depending on interpretation.T5
The nepei is "the precise subject of the psalms of lamentation; it is frightened (6:3),
it despairs and is disquieted (42:5f .,ll;43:5), it feels itself weak and despondent (Jonah
2:7),it is exhausted and feels defenseless (Jer.4:31), it is afflicted (ps. 3l:7; cf. Gen.

72. See 4 below.
73. P.748.
74.Wotff,23.
75. Westermann, 755f.; Johnson, 15.
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42:21) and suffers misery (Isa. 53:11). The nepei is often described as being bitter
(mar),that is to say embittered through childlessness (I Sam. 1:10), troubled because

of illness (II Kings 4:27), enraged because it has been injured (Judg. 18:25; II Sam.

l7:8);'x The expression "man/men of bitter ncpef'(Jgs. 18:25; I5.22:2;2 S. 17:8)
is a stock phrase meaning "outcasts,"zz extremely dangerous fighters ready for any-
thing. It is not their soul but their whole being that displays their bitterness. In Gen.
42:21 it must be understood as an intensification when Joseph's brothers say that they
saw the anguish of his nepei (not simply ftis anguish). The same is true in the case of
the servant of Yahweh: Isa. 53:11 speaks of "the anguish of his nepef ' - consider the
context describing his torments! Among archaic texts, the poetic "I" appears already
in Jgs. 5:2lb: "March on, my nepei, with might."

Here belongs also the Deuteronomic and Deuteronomistic expression "love with
all one's nepei." Only rarely can we read the language as suggesting that nepei refers
directly to the relationship between God and an individual (e.g., Ps. 63:9[8]: "My
nepei clings to Yahweh; his right hand upholds it"). For "God is in heaven, and you
upon earth" (Eccl.5:1[2]), i.e., a direct relationship would obscure the distance
between profoundly ephemeral mortals and God, whose word endures forever. There-
fore the expression does not require the nepei to love God with all its might. Instead,
people are required to love God with all their nepei and all their might. Westermann
rightly emphasizes that the word ld|, "heart, as the seat of intellect and reason," lends
the expression a certain reflective character that clearly emphasizes the sense of
distance.T8 "With all yow nepef'elevates the intensity of involvement of the entire
being (Dt. 4:29; 6:5; 10:12:' ll:13;26:16:.30:2,6,10; Josh. 22:5;23:14:, I K.2:4;8:48
lpul 2 Ch. 6:381; 2 K. 23:5; cf. I Ch. 22:19;28:9: "with willing nepei"). Highly
audacious is the application of this expression to Yahweh in Jer. 32:41: "I will plant
them in this land with all my heart and with all my nepef'- hardly an empty
formula,Te but suggestive of an oath. "The expression has become formulaic in
association with the observance of the commandments (2 Kgs 23:3 = 2 Chron
34:31).. . . Deut 11:18 . . . also evidences this formulaic diction: 'write these my
words in the heart and in the soul.' Here nepei has become something present in the
person."80

Awareness that ncpei means the vital self makes expressions denoting repulsion
appear even more vivid:8l Sn', "hate" (Prov.29:24)i g7, "abhor" (Lev.26:11,15,30,43;

= "loathe," Jer. 14:19); qfis, "detest" (Nu. 2l:5; Ps. 106:15 conj.?); t'b piel, "abhor"
(Ps. 107:18; Prov. 6:16); qfit nrphal, "loathe" (Job 10:1); y/nq', "be disgusted" @zk.
23:17,18,22,28); i"'dt, "abhorrence" (Ezk. 25 :6,15 ; 36:5).

In conclusion, we recall that according to Gen. 2:7 a person does not have a vital

76. Wolff, 17.
77. Westermann,749.
78. Pp.750f.
79. Contra Westermann, 751.
80. Westermann, 751.
8t. tbid.
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self but is a vital self.82 It is therefore not a good idea to assume that any of the meanings
of nepei involve "having,"a: since such an interpretation would lead to a misunder-
standing of the anthropological nature of nepei.

4. Individuated Life. T"hat nepei canmean "life" is generally accepted. Here I merely
refine the conclusions of previous studies by pointing out that the word denotes not
life in general but life instantiated in individuals, animal or human. "An essential
distinction from the prior categories . . . consists in the fact that nepei is usually the
subj. in the former; by contrast, in the latter it is usually the ob3."s+ prov. g:35f. could
well be cited as an introductory motto: "whoever finds me [wisdom] finds life (fuayytm)
and obtains favor from Yahweh; but whoever misses me does violence (hms) to his
nepei; all who hate me love death."

In 2 s. 23:L7 lpar. I Ch. ll:19) we read of David's unwillingness to drink water
brought by his followers at the risk of their lives (nepei); similarly in Lam. 5:9 iim b"f;ap
withnepeimeans "riskone'slife"(Jgs.l2:3; I S. l9:5;2g:21;Job l3:14; [ps.ll9:109?]).
Even more drastic is the very archaic Jgs. 5:18: scorning death (nepei! cf. Jgs. 9:17:
Gideon hiiltk napi6), Zebulun and Naphtali fought their enemies. That something is a
matter of life and death is stated in Gen. l9:17;Dt.4: 15; Josh. 23:ll; I K. l9:3; 2K.7:7;
Jer.17:21;F,ov.7:23;Lam.2:19;Est.7:7;8:11; 9:16 (with,el, .al, 

1", or b).That the life
is that of an individual is especially clear in I S. 26:21: Saul's reepe.iwas precious to David
and he preserved it; cf .2 K. 1:13,14; I s.26:24 (gdl). "Beciuse the nepei is dear and
precious, itrequires attention (drJPsa 142:5;yd' psa31:g; Jobg:21;nsr-prov 24:12;cf.
also Ezek 16:5 with g6'al, 'disregard,' 'because no one attended to your life')."8s

Many texts have to do with saving life. Almost all the verbs of saving can have
nepei as an object: nsl piel (Ezk. 14:14). hiphil (Josh. 2:13; rsa. 44:20; 47:14: Ezk.
3:19,21 ; 14:20; 33:9 ; Prov. 14:25; 23:14 with God as subj. : Jer. 20: I 3; ps. 22:21120);
33:19;56:14[13]; 86:13; 116:8; t2O:2), and niphal (Gen. 32:31); mll piet (l S. 19:ll;
2 S. 19:6[5]; I K. l:12; Jer. 48:6; 5t:6,45;Ezk.33:5; Am.2:14,15; ps. g9:+g[+g]; wittr
God as subj.: 116:4) and niphal (124:7). The following appear only with God as subj.:
l.tls piel (6:5[4]); plt piel (17:13); y.i'hiphit (72:13); pddA e S.4:9; 1 K. l:29; ps.
34:23122);49:16[15]; 55:19;181; 7t:23; Job 33:28); gd'al (ps.69:19[18]; 72:14); ifrb
hiphil, "restore" (Ps. 35:17; Job 33:30); ilft, piel, "release" (Ezk: 13:20); ys'hiphil
(Ps. 142:8[7]; 143:11); 7ft hiphil (30:4[3]: from the realm of the dead); rp, @t:il; lrtk,
"hold back" (78:50; Isa. 38:17 conj?).86 Especially noteworrhy is the lovely language
of I S. 25:29: "May the life of my lord be bound in the bundle of the living undir the
care of Yahweh your God; but may he sling out the lives of your enemies as from the
hollow of a sling."87

82. L. Kiihler, OT Theology (Eng. trans., philadelphia, lg57), l4Z.
83. Wolff, l0; Scharbert.
84. Westermann, 752.
85. Westermann,753.
86. Westermann,752.
87. See O. Eissfeldt, Der Beutel der lzbendigen. BSAW 105/6 (1960).
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Such texts are matched by a remarkably large number that speak of threats to life.
lt would be impossible and unnecessary to cite them all. One significant element is the
formula bqi piel p\rs nepei, "seek after someone's life," which appears already in
early texts (l S.20:1; 22:23ftwicel;23:15;25:29;2 S.4:8; 16:11; I K. 19:10,14; Jer.

4:30; ll:21,. l9:7,9;21:7;22:25;34:2Of .;38:16; 44:30 [twice); 46:26;49:37:' Ps. 35:4;
38:13[l2];40:15[14]; 54:5[3]; 63:10[9]; 70:3[2];86:14; Ex. 4:19). Fear for one's life
is mentioned in Josh. 9:24;Isa. l5:4;Ezk.32:10. When deliverance from such threats
becomes precarious, we find the idiom "have/give one's life as a prize of war" (Jer.

2l:9; 38:2; 39: 18; 45:5).88

The texts dealing with homicide deserve rather closer examination. The best starting
point is the talion formula in Ex. 2l:23f., probably its earliest version: "If any harm
follows, then you shall give nepei for nepei, eye for eye, tooth for tooth, hand for hand,
foot for foot." Since the harm is accidental and the statement appears in the context of
indemnity regulations, it presumably deals also with indemnification.se "nepei here
abstractly mean 'life'but only the individual 'I.'"e0 It is not restitution but death that
is at stake when one is responsible for another nepei, for example, as a guard (2 K.
10:24; cf . Josh. 2:14). A case involving a determination based on the principle of nepei
for nepei is described in 2 S. l4:.7, albeit with a plea for a decision taking account of
the special circumstance.

While ransom is allowed in cases of accidental killing of the nepei, it is explicitly
forbidden in cases of negligent homicide or murder (Nu. 35:3 I ). If the owner of an ox
knows that the ox is accustomed to gore and it kills a nepei, ransom as imposed by
the victim's family is permitted only if they do not demand the death penalty (Nu.
35:31). I*v. 24:l7f . states a general norm: "[f a man kills a nepei, he shall be put to
death. Whoever kills the nepei of an animal shall make restitution for it." The particular
circumstances are not discussed, so that the text appears to enunciate a norm.

Dt. l9:l-10 discusses in detail the asylum system in cases of accidental homicide
(cf. also Josh. 20:3,9). Dt. 19:6 prescribes that the avenger of blood must not wrongly
kill the ncpei of the unfortunate perpetrator simply because he has caught up with him.
V. 11 goes on to discuss the question of murder: in this case, the one who has taken
the life of another is to be taken from the city of asylum and handed over. Mention of
the nepei appears to lend precision and signal the intentional nature of the act. Reuben
saw this clearly when he prevented the murder of Joseph (Gen. 37:21).

Dt. l9i2l prescribes that the principle of nepei for nepei should apply also in cases

of false witness, and 1 K. 19:2 has Jezebel say that she will make Elijah's life like that
of one of the prophets of Baal: life for life. Job 2:4 notes sententiously that people will
give all they have to save their lives, and Prov. l3:8 observes that the rich have always
sought to use their wealth to ransom their lives.

Similar but probably not quite identical is the notion that a census or registration

88. -r tr, 68.
89. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL(Eng. rans. 1962), 181f.
90. Westermann, 753.
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involves the threat of danger from the Deity (who does not want to have life quan-
tified?): a koper (ransom) must therefore be offered (Ex. 30:12). Nu. 3l:50 mentions
a similar koper as a tribute to Yahweh for captured spoils. Isa. 43:4 exceeds all limits:
Yahweh says that he gives nations for Israel's nepei. Clearly this does not refer to a
judicial act but to historical events of such magnitude that Israel's redemption stands
in correlation with the destruction of many nations 

- an idea that is certainly not
fantastic with respect to Israel's mighty enemy Babylon. In the opposite vein, the sailors
accompanying Jonah prayed that Yahweh would not let them perish on account of the
nepei of Jonah, whose life they had to take because of his offense (Jon. l:14). con_
cluding his audience with Satan, God orders him not to take Job,s nepei, his life (Job
2:6). only twice (l K. l9:4; Jon.4:3) does someone pray that yahweh will take his
life 

- in both cases a prophet.
To explain why the blood of both sacrificial victims and animals slaughtered for

food must not be eaten, Dt. 12:23 states: "The blood, that is, the nepei,,; but life
belongs to Yahweh alone. Gen. 37:2rf. likewise appears to presuppose= a connection
between blod and nepei since Reuben's intervention to prevent tfreiat<ing of Joseph's
nepei continues: "Shed no blood; throw him instead into an empty cistern.', The
identification of blood with nepei as well as the application of this idlntification to the
prohibition against eating blood appears to be the new feature in Dt. 12.e1 trv. l7:11
states more precisely: "The nepei of the flesh is in the blood.', But here the function
is different: "I give it [the blood] to you upon the altar to make atonement for your
nepdi6l; for it is the blood that makes atonement through the nepei.,, Not until v. 14
is the principle of Dt. 12:23 cited: "For the life (nepei) of all flEsh 

- its blood is its
life; therefore I have said to the people of Israel: ?ou shall not eat the blood of all
flesh,for the life (nepei) of all flesh is its blood."e2 As wolff suggests,e3 the pouring
out of the servant's nepei to death (Isa. 53:12; cf. ps. 141:g) r*v u" related to the
blood ritual, especially since v. 10 incorporates another sacrificial image: ..when his
ne-pei makes an offering for sin ('didm)." The text clearly speaks of bearing the guilt
of others vicariously. Gen. 9:4f. extends to the whole human rice the prohibition ugiirrt
eating flesh together with its nepei. ln the light of present-day reality, it would be
impossible to exaggerate the extent to which nepei, rife, rests exclusively in God,s
hands, so that even the killing of animals must respect the fact that life belongs to God.
Thus, as v. 5 states, God "will require your lifeblood from the hand of every living
creature" when an animal has been killed.

I am not entirely sure where to list the oath formula ..As yahweh lives and your
nepe{'(l S. 1:26; 20:3;25:26;2 S. ll:il; t4:19;2K.2:2,4,6;4:30). Since an oarh
envisions something like the working of a heavenly hand, we may ask whether this
formulation may not comprehend the meaning under discussion, the preceding mean-
ing, and the meaning to be discussed next.

viD) nepei

91. -+ D'I dam (IJ[,234-250).
92. See B. Janowski, Siihne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (19g2); + ..tD) kipper (yll,

288-303).
93. P. 19.
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5. Living Creature, Person. In the previous section we discussed nepei as in-
dividuated life; it is clearly easy for the emphasis to shift to "living individual," a

human person. This usage has the advantage of including both males and females. It
is therefore the usage found in lists of persons and in the most precise Priestly legisla-

tion. The language draws on ancient legal conceptions like the talion formula "nepei
for nepe{' (Ex. 2l:23) and generalizes the terminology to include other situations
involving all living creatures.

"Ifcasuistic law seeks to designate the given actor as generally as possible, both in
the determination of the circumstance and in the determination of the consequence, the

original collective 'dddm (the formula 'dddm kt. . . 'if someone . . .' occurs in the OT
in lrv l:2; l3:2; Num 19:14; see Elliger, HAT 4, 34) or the gender-exclusive ?.i (cf.

Lev 17:4,9) is not very suitable; nepei'human, person, someone' serves here as a more

abstract, juristic term."e4 Such texts include Gen. 17:14; Ex. 12:15,16,19; 3l:14; l-ev.
2:l; 4:2; 5:1,2,4,15,17,2116:2];'7:18,20-2I,25,27: 17:12,15:' 18:29 (pl.); l9:8; 20:6;

22:3,4,6;23:29,30; Nu. 5:6; 9:13; 15:27,28,30,31; 19:13,20,22;30:3-13[2-12]; also

Ezk. 18:4,20. We find a similar use of nepei in lists of persons; this usage begins very

early(Josh. 10:28,30,32,35,37,39l'11:ll; 15.22:22;Jer.43:6;52:30;butcf.alsoGen.
46:15-27; Ex. 1:5; 16:16; Nu. 3l:28-46).In Gen. 36:6 nepei refers to members of the

immediarc family; by contrast, in l2:5 it refers to the family's dependents, i.e., those

for whom the head of the family was responsible.

In recent scholarship it has become common to find the meaning "corpse," derived
from the meaning "person, indiyidual."e5 Since the characteristic feature of nepei is
vitality, such a usage would be very surprising. Diethelm Michel points out that Lev.
2l:ll speaks of napi61 me!: the dead body is in the genitive following nepei.e6

Furthermore, since nepei is used as a feminine, in Nu. 6:6 nepei me! car,not mean
"deadnepef'but only "nepei of adead body." All the passages in this semantic group
(Lev. 19:28; 2l:l;22:4; Nu.5:2; 6:lll.9:6,7,10,11,13;Hag.2:13) deal with an act that

rendersapersonunclean.Nu. 19:ll,l3aremoreprecise:whoevertouchesadeadbody
l"\ol-nepei 'd/dm or b"l<ol-nepei lfi'aQam 'aier yamfi1 becomes unclean. Therefore

nepei cannot refer to the corpse itself, but only to something associated with it. Michel
recalls Nu. 19:14f.: when someone dies in a tent, everyone who is in the tent or enters

it becomes unclean for seven days; "and every open vessel with no cover fastened to
it is unclean." The example of the open vessel shows that nepei certainTy does not refer

to the dead body. Since nepei means "vital force," it is reasonable to ask what happens

to it after death. "Rich and abundant though this use of nepei for life is, we must not

fail to observe that the nepei is never given the meaning of an indestructible core of
being, in contradistinction to the physical life, and even capable of living when cut off
from that life."e7 We may therefore assume that even in death the vital force is

something uncanny, belonging solely to God, which God's people should not come

94. Westermann, 755.
95. Wolff, 22; Westermann,T56; HAI. ll,7l3.
96. D. Michel , "nepei als Lrichnam?" Zeitschrifi fiir Althebrciistik, 7 (1994),8l-84
97. Woltr,20.
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near. The suggestion that the word means "shade" should probably be rejected, since
there is a different word with that meaning.e8 The assumption that in these texts nepei
refers to the vital force of someone who has just died, which no longer finds expresslon
in life and is therefore dangerous, easily explains [rv. 19:28 (prohibition against
gashing the flesh of the dead);22:4; Nu. 5:2;6:6,11;9:6f.,10;Hag.2:13. trv.21:l is
a kind of superscription, to be understood on the basis of the texts that interpret it.

Priestly precision probably also gave rise to the expression nepei hayyd (Gen. l:20;
2:19 [gloss]; 9:10,12,15,16 [b"ri!h kv. 1l:10,46:Ezk.4j:9): it refers to the animal
world, characterizing it in its association with human existence, conveying the sense
of both individuation and life - recall the prohibition against eating blood. Most of
the texts reflect joyful, teeming life, albeit probably not without overtones of imperiled
human life (as perceived during or after the catastrophe of the exile). The Creator
desires life, not death.

6. Thc nepei of God. It is striking how rarely the OT speaks of the nepei of God
(and never of the nepei of Yahweh); the word was not suitable for forming a standard
expression like "the countenance larml glory of Yahweh." All that was possible was
sporadic use in the sense that God, too, has a relationship with himself. In Am. 6:8;
Jer. 5l:14, he swears by hrs nepei (i.e., by his own selfl.ee The lovely phrase describing
the appointment of the servant of God springs from the same root: "in whom my ncpei
delights" (rsa. 42:l). These words express intense favor. The same idea appears in I s.
2:35: instead of the sons of Eli, Yahweh will "raise up a faithful priest, who shall do
according to my ldp and according to my nepei." As in the Deuteronomist, the merism
expresses a totality of concord.

It may have been easier to use nepei to evoke the impassioned anger of God, who
was not unjust but stood in total solidarity with his people. tn Isa. I : 14 nepe.i expresses
God's utter rejection of Jerusalem's festivals and prayers, extending to the utmost depths
of God's living being. In Jer. 6:8 God warns Jerusalem "lest my nepei tam from you";
this rejection is confirmed by Jer. 15:l (cf. also 5:9,29;9:8; Ezk. 23:18;Znc.11:8; trv.
26:11,30). These texts all articulate disgust, the rejection following impassioned favor:
"nepei is the intensely purposive 'I.'"lm nepei can clearly be attributed only very
rarely to God and only in this restricted sense.

If we now inquire into the human correlate and do not devote too much attention
to the generalities of or religion (God's acts to save, punish, bless human beings,
etc.lol), only one further observation is worth making. When God acts upon a human
nepei, the latter always has the meaning "life"; when the human nepei acts with respect
to God, it always has the meaning "desire."lm It accords with thJ reserve with which
the OT ases nepei for the relationship between human beings and God that such desire

98. Cf. K. Elliger, Icviticus. HAT Iy (1966), 288; Michel.
99. -+ gftf .iD'.
100. Westermann,757.
101. Westermann,757f.
102. Westermann,758f.
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never aims at grasping and controlling God but rather at embodying true humanity in
the eyes of God. The nepei is clearly healthy only in such desire for God. Therefore
it does not reveal human existence as "progress toward death" (Heidegger), because

nepei is utterly antithetical to the power of death.l03 It reveals human existence as

being in relationship to itself in the guise of vital energy, which cannot exist without
a relationship to God. Thus the note struck by the highly spiritual Ps. 16, although late,
is highly significanr "You will not give my nepei up to death" (v. l0).

V. Postbiblical Usage.
l. Middle Hebrew. Turning to later developments, I must note that in Postbiblical

Hebrew a significant change must have taken place vis-i-vis the usage attested in the
OT. In Middle Hebrew it is no longer possible to speak of an anthropological term. We
still find the meanings "life, person, desire, appetite, and wish in the sense of intention."
Neither is it surprisingthatilnA n"pdi6l means "trials for capital offenses," even if the
expression reflects foreign influence.ls But now nepei also has such meanings as

"attention, idea"; in other words, it appears to have shifted meaning in the direction
of Biblical Heb. le!, a phenomenon already noted (exceptionally) in Dt. ll'l8.ros
Middle Heb. ba'al ncpei accordingly means "attentive." Especially surprising vis-i-vis
OT usage, I find, is the phrase nepei ra'd (Aram. n'pa.i btid'), "(ill-will), jealousy."
With time, nepei must have lost its original OT sense 'Joy in life." The same holds
true for the meaning "(funerary) monument," already attested in 3Q15 1:5, more
precisely "memorial tomb" in contrast to Aram. q"!fird', "tomb."lffi This meaning
probably did not develop from the anthropological senses "breath/throat 

- desire -person," but from something like the survival of a personality for the sake of remem-
brance. The noun exhibits an unmistakable tendency to take on a more abstract meaning.

2. Dead Sea Scrolls. The contrast with the situation in the Dead Sea Scrolls can
only be called surprising. There are more than 150 occurrences in the texts published
to date (including occurrences in problematic contexts). Usage remains relatively close
to that found in the OT, even if there have been changes and extensions of meaning at
some points.lo7 I shall sketch the findings in a few strokes.

a. As far as I can see, there is only one occurrence with the meaning "throat,"
namely llQPsa l9:8: "My nepei roarslid'ag: like a lionl to extol your [God's] name."

b. "Desire, wish, craving, etc." Greed (r"bab neyei) appears in lQS 4:9,in a catalog
of vices. I doubt whether 1QH 12:l (context mutilated) should really be read tirha(!)
nepei, "far offis my desire"; the supplied b can hardly be correct. In 1QS 10:19, in
a vow, the nepei of the speaker "does not crave wealth by violence." Alluding to Dt.

103. See the discussion of Akkadian in [I.l above.
104. See II above.
lO5. ANH,275; on Dt. 1l:18 see IV.3 above.
106. HAL, 1'713, citing Nabatean and Palmyrene usage; cf. also the Middle Hebrew expres-

sion nepei 'otfrmi, "cenotaph."
107. See "funerary monument" above.
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12, llQTemple 53:2 speaks of the desire of the nepei for flesh;60:13 speaks of the
longing of the Levitical priests to be in the sanctuary. Unfortunately the text of 4Q499
47:l is damaged: all that is clear is some relationship between npi and dbq. yery
common is the Deuteronomistic expression "with whole ld! and, with whole nepef';
it appears primarily in Deuteronomic or Deuteronomistic contexts (les 5:9; cD
l5:9f,12; llQTemple 54:13; 59:10), but twice it is quite independent (1eH l5:10:
"with whole lcb and with whole nepei I bless/praise you',; 4eDibHama (4e504) fr.
l-2 2:13 along with the expression ;'to implant your firA in our hearts").

Bitterness (mrr) is mentioned by laments in the style of the psalms (lepHab 9: l l;
IQH 5:12; cf. IQH 5:34: the nepei is blinded by the bitterness of the day). Borrowing
from Ps, llQTemple 25:11 requlres that on the Day of Atonement "you shall humble
your nepai61." Also relatively common is the language of loathing (les 3:11; 15:lg
It'b piel); CD l:21; llQTemple 59:9 [gd'al)):; especially noteworthy is 4eDibHama
(4Q504) fr. l-2 6:7: "we have not rejected (md'as) your trials, and our nepei has not
despised (ga'al) your punishments, to the point of breaking yotr b"fi7 in spite of all
the anguish of our nepei."

c. Vtal Self, Reflexive Pronoun. This sense occurs almost exclusively in texts that
use the language of the Psalms; the two exceptions will be noted first. Alluding to Dt.
13, llQTemple 54:20 forbids mercy toward even a "friend who is like your nepei."
Elsewhere the word appears only in prohibitions against uncleanness (leS ll:lj; cD
l2:llf.; llQTemple 5l:19) and the directive that "anyone who is unclean ldnepei fin
life? as a person?1" must not enter the sanctuary. The extent to which nepei refers to
the whole person is illustrated once more by IQH Z:7: "you support iy nepei by
strengthening my loins."

The use of the language of the Psalms is so strikingly original that a few examples
must be cited. In laments we find IQH 2:24, "with your permission they attack my
nepei so that you may be glorified," and 5:17f.: "The whole day they [the wicked]
crushed my nepei; but you, my God, change the storm to a calm and have saved the
nepei ["life' '] of the poor." The shift to praise is even clearer in 2:28: "when my le!
turned to water, my nepei was confirmed in your b"rt1." More likely traditional are
lQH2:29;5:39;8:29,32; 10:31; ll:t.t do nor find leH 3:25 entirely clear: ..The

nepei of the poor person lived in aberrations of greatness (m"hfrm61 rabbd)." In an
"apostrophe tozion" (llQPsa 22:15) we read: "Let my nepei rejoice in your [Zion's]
glory." Finally, we may cite the typical words of lQH ll30: "Gradden the nepei of
your servant with your truth."

d. Individuated Life.There is one mention of the lex talionis, more detailed than the
passage in Exodus (llQTemple 6l:12): "nepei for nepei, eye for eye, tooth for tooth,
hand for hand, foot for foot. . . ." Here belong also tle texts thar speak of tribulation
and deliverance, as well as a series of expressions that sound like quotations, e.g.,
"blood is the nepei" (53:6); "murder with respect to life fnepeil" (66:7); ,.seek his
life" (59: l9); and the religio-historically inreresting texr leH z:zo: "tgive you thanks,
Lord, because you put my nepei in the bag of life and have protected me from all the
traps of the pit" (no expressed hope for resurrection). "Tribulation of my/his nepe{'
appears in IQH 9:28; 15:16;4QDibHam" (4Q58) fr. t-2 6:8. Ransom for one,s nepei
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is mentioned in 4Qorda (4Q159) fr. l2:6. several verbs express deliverance: y.i'hiphil
(lQH2:23), nsl hiphil (11QPsa l8:15 [Syr. Ps. 2]), plypiet (leH 9:33), .zr (teH7:23
[par. "exalted my horn" !], afi pdh (lQH 3:19). Highly original, finally, are the words
of 1QH 3:6: "[My enemies] made my nepei lke a ship upon the depths (m";616!.,,

e. Living creature, Person. No examp-ies of this usage ire attested to date.
f . The nepei of God. one text speaks of God's nepei, clearly as an intensifier: ..in

harmony with your nepe{'(lQH 4:21).
g. 'al nepei. Finally we come to a usage not attested in the OT: the distinctly

formulaic use of 'al nepei, which may well be connected with contractual obligations.los
It appears in the important text lQS 5:8-10 ("he shall take it upon himself (ydqdm.al
napi6) to return to the law" ); cf. also the allusion in 7 :3. In a psalmodic prayer, I eH
14: 17 says: "But I, I am familiar with (yd') the wealth of your goodness, and with an
oath I have enjoined 'al napii not to sin against you" (cf. also CD 16:4-lo; 16:l;
llQTemple 53:15-21;54:4). with the same sense of legal obligation we find'l npih
in the schematic passages Mur 24 C 19; D 20;36 fr. r-2 6; 42:lo; and with reference
to a woman in29 vo.3.10e By contrast, lleremple 48:9 prohibits tattoos (trv. 2l:5)
for the nepei (in the context of superstitious mortuary rituals).

Seebass
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I. Occurrences.
l. The Double Root nsb/ysb in Hebrew. The root nsb, found throughout the entire

Semitic language group (except in Akkadianl), appears in Hebrew only in the causative
stems (hiphil: 21 times; hophal: 2 times) and the niphal (50 times). The hithpael uses

the variant form ysb. This altemation between nsb and ysD is unique to Hebrew and
has never been explained satisfactorily. The prevalence of nsb in the other Semitic
languages suggests that it is also the primary semantic vehicle in Hebrew. Some
grammarians therefore neat hiltassA! as a formation analogical to r'! verbs having s

as their second radical, which arose because of homographic confusion with J'! verbs.2

But the existence of the root ysb in Aramaic and possibly also in Arabic3 supports the
theory that ysb is an independent variant of nsb in Hebrew as well. The opposite
explanation (that ysD is the true root, since apart from yd;d' all verbs beginning with
ys- exhibit forms in which the y is assimilateda) is out of the question, since the existence
of the root nsb is confirmed by the noun n"siB, and would be expected from its wide
distribution in the other Semitic languages.

2. Other Semitic Languages. For the root nsb, HAL cites parallels in almost all
representatives of Northwest, West, and South Semitic.s To these should be added Old
South Arabic, with the verb nsb ("set up") and the nouns nsD ("funerary stela") and
mnsbt (pl.: "pillars";.0 The lexeme nasabu II is attested in Akkadian,T but it is a
loanword from West Semitic.

In all occurrences of the root, we can derive the meaning from a basic meaning
"assume an upright position." Most similar to Hebrew is Ugaritic, where the G stem
means "set up" and the N stem "place oneself"; cf. also the root's appearance in the
Amarna letters.8 In Aramaic and Syr. an independent semantic development took place:
the nsb peal and pael mean "plant," and the corresponding nominal derivatives mean
"plantation," "sapling," and the like; it is possible nevertheless to derive this meaning
from the common Semitic basic meaning. Other semantic variations, especially in Syr.,e

can be understood as figurative usages of the meaning "plant."
The root ysb appears in Aramaic as well as Hebrew: in Biblical Aramaic we find

the pael ya;;dld' (Dnl. 7:19) and the adv. yasstf; (Dnl. 2:8,54; 3:24; 6:l3lEng. v. l2);
7:16); in the Targ. of Ex. 12:19 we find the noun ya;;tld'(for Heb. 'ezrdb). HAL cites
an Arab. wa;aba.lo

l. See below.
2.VG,1,601;Bte, $55t.
3. See below.
4. GK $7ll; cf. A. Even-Shoshan, A New Concordance of the Bible (Jerusalem, 2t989), 485,
5. il,714.
6. Biella,3ll.
7. AHw, II, 755a.
8. For Ugaritic sen UT no. 1685; WUS, no. 1831. For Amarna see AHw tr, 755.
9. lzxSyr 442.
10. HAL, II,427.
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3. Ancient Versions. The ancient versions agree substantially in translating the verbs,
but the nouns present difficulties. The LXX consistently tses h[stzmi and its compounds
for the verbs; the only other translation used with any frequency is stEloin. T}rc
occasional use of other verbs almost always serves to make the meaning clearer, e.g.,
when nissa! in Ps. 119:89 is translated (ho l6gos sou) diaminei. Since the root n-sb has
a different meaning in Aramaic and Syr. than in Hebrew, the Syr. version and the Targ.
use the root qwm (peal and pael; causative aphel for the hiphil). The Targ. consistentf
uses }d ethpe al for hiEasseS. The LXX has the most difficulty with the derived nouns:
the translators were clearly no longer acquainted with the semantic distinctions among
nestf;, nissd!, an! mag;d!. and therefore exhibit inconsistencies of translation within
the same text (e.9., I S. 14:1ff.). Sometimes they leave the Hebrew terms untranslated
or treat them as proper names (l S. l0:5; l3:3f .: Nasib ho alt6phylos). The Targ. settled
on'islar.tAgd'(= strat€gds) as a standard translation for all three nouns, usingit indis_
criminately except in texts conveying a different meaning (as in Gen. 19:26;losh.4:3,9;
rsa. 22:19; lgs. 3:22). The Syr. exhibits the best understanding, using qayema'for
ma{Sdb and nesi! when the translators thought the latter refers to a military outpost,
and qdyfimd'when it refers to a person. In the latter case, ialltta' is also usea 1iCh.
18:6,13; 2 Ch. 17:2).

II. Verb. As the survey of the ancient versions has shown, little semantic variation
is to be expected in the verbal realm. Since the qal of neither nsb nor ysb is attested,
the semantic analysis best begins with the causative and factitive hiphil.

l. causative stems. The hiphil is represented by only 2l occurrences, but they are
quite homogeneous in their semantic substance. With good justification, IIAL suggests
only the single meaning "set (up)."rt This meaning is well illustrared by Gen. 2i:zgf.:
when Abraham makes a covenant with Abimelech and gives him the agreed-upon
animals, he sets seven ewe lambs apart (l"!add"hen) for himself. The verb thus means
"set something (in a specific place)." It is not necessary that the place be mentioned
explicitly; it may be omitted as being obvious or not worth mentioning (it is obvious,
e.g., that the ox-goad in I S. 13:21 is set fhasstf;f on a stick). The object thar is set
does not necessarily stand upright. Therefore the hiphil of nsb canbe used not only for
the setting up of a pillar (Gen. 35:14,20;2 S. 18:18; 2 K. 17:lo), a monument (ya4l
1 S. 15:12), or a road marker (Jer. 3l:21), but also for the erecting of an altar 1Gen.
33:20; the emendation of mizbdatl to ma;;Eld, still suggested by Brlg is not required
by linguistic consideration), the raising of a heap of srones (2 S. lg:17), or the setting
of a trap (Jer.5:26). Finally, the hiphil of n;b canbe used in a weakened sense, without
reference to "setting," to mean simply "attach" (an ox-goad: 1 S. 13:21; gates: Josh.
6:26; I K. 16:34). The phrase ha;;t! g"bauil), "fix a boundary (boundaries)," is
virtually a technical term (Dt. 32:8; Ps. 74:17:prov. 15:25). only twice is a human
being the object of nsb hiphil; in both cases yahweh is the subject. Lam.3:12 uses a
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simile: the lamenting speaker feels set before Yahweh "like a mark for an arrow." Ps.

4l:13(12), too, speaks of "setting" only in a figurative sense.

The hophal as the passive of the hiphil is attested with certainty only in Gen.28:12.
In Jgs. 9:6 the hophal participle serves to define the '€l6n tree by which Abimelech is

to be made king. The ancient versions were already unable to determine the meaning
of this expression; the common emendation to massZpd is attractive but finds no support

there. A "crux interpretum of the flrst class" appears in the opening words of Nah.

2:8(7); to the many proposed emendations, Wilhelm Rudolph has added another, which
retains the hophal of zsb but is unconvincing because it presumes an otherwise unat-

tested meaning ("set in order";.lz The text remains a puzzle.

2. Niphal. Of the 50 occurrences of the niphal, 43 involve forms of the participle.
In the niphal, therefore, the verb serves primarily to describe a state or condition; it is
often preceded by a verb of seeing or hinnEh (Gen. 18:2; 24:13,43; Ex. 18:14; etc.).
"[Abraham] looked up and, behold, three men were standing before hrm (hinnEh . . .

nissdbtm)." The state is not permanent; what is described is what can be seen now, at

this very moment: someone has set himself in place and is now standing there. The
niphal seeks to emphasize this semantic nuance. The "standing" can imply a preceding
movement or action, especially when a finite form of the verb is used (an impv. or
optative): "Stand on the rock" (Ex. 33:21; 34:2); "Go to Pharaoh . . . and stand by to
meet him" (Ex. 7:15).

Even more frequently, nissa! expresses anxious expectation of something about to
happen:13 Abraham's servant stands (zissaU by the spring expecting Yahweh to give
him a sign (Gen.24:13,43; cf. also Jgs. 18:16; Am. 9:1; Prov. 8:2). Therefore nissd!
is not really suited to expressing a static condition; there is no trace of the nuance of
"standing fast" in these texts. This is true even in Ps. 119:89, "Forever, O Lono, your
word stands in heaven." The continuation of the ) strophe speaks of the dynamic effeit
of Yahweh's ddbdr an aspect that fits with the meaning of nissdQ: Yahweh's word -pronounced and thus "set forth" - is ready to display its effectual power.l4 Apart from
this passage, nirydb appears only once with a nonpersonal subject: "[Joseph's] sheaf

rose (qdmfr) and stood upright (wegam-nissabd)" (Gen.37:7). T};.e passage does de-

scribe a steady state, but the emphasis is on the act of rising.
Of course nsD niphal does not always invoke all the semantic possibilities. In Ex.

18:14, for example, niWdb'al serves to emphasize the contrast between the seated

Moses and the standing people. Elsewhere it can simply denote the people standing

around (1 S.4:20; Gen.45:l: all those present) or (almost like a technical term) the

constant attendants of King Saul (l S. 22:6f.; in v. 17, contrariwise, it is only an

attributive ptcp. modifying rdstm).
In some contexts, however, the niphal of nsb can also fulfill a passive function. The

12. Nahum. KAT ){llll3 (1975), 168.
13. Ap-Thomas,227.
14. Deissler, 188ff.
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passage just mentioned speaks of the Edomite Doeg nissaf; 'al-'alQA-id'fil (v. 9). If
nissdb'al is taken here in the same sense as in vv. 6f., then Doeg is only a subordinate
servant of Saul who is present by chance.l5 As Ruth 2:5 shows, however, the same
niryAb 'al can also denote a status of superiority, e.g., that of the foreman in relationship
to the reapers. It should be noted that nissd! 'al in the former sense ("the people
standing around") is always plural and expresses a relationship to a single individual
('AlAyw); in the latter sense, it describes the relationship of an individual to a group.
Here the niphal has passive meaning: "someone who is placed in charge of others";
the expression implies that he owes this position to someone else and is not exercising
his own authority. In this semantic variant the ptcp. ni;;d! has become a term denoting
an office. In the list of the highest officials of Solomon's court (l K.4:2-6), v. 5 refers
to Azariah ben Nathan as 'al-hanni;;dptm. This expression does not denote the per-
manent retinue of the king in the sense of I S. 22:6f. (as the Vulg. interprets the text)
but rather the government offrcials calTed, nissalim in I K. 4:7;5:7, whose office
corresponds roughly to that of provincial governor (cf. the definition of their function
and the list of names in 4:7,8-l9a).rc

We also frndnissdpim in I K. 5:30(16); 9:23;22:48. The organization of the works
carried out at the king's behest is discussed in 1 K. 9:23 (5:30116l is dependent on this
passagerT); they are supervised by 550 SarA hannissdf;tm- This phrase admits two
interpretations: it can mean "superintendent," or the Sartm can be interpreted as sub-
ordinate officials of the provincial governors (nipsdf;tm).r8 Since nrssa-|tm is a general
term and both meanings are attested, it is very difficult to make a convincing choice
between the two possibilities. The ancient versions do not help; they avoided the
problem either by translating only one of the trvo words or by interpretin g nissdltm as

an attributive participle modifying idrim (LXX& and Vulg. for 9:23; Syr. and LXXA
for 5:30[6]). Except for the Syr. of 9:23 (qdyfimA'), none of the ancient versions chose
to see in the nissdf;tm the previously mentioned provincial governors. Interpretations
based on the numbers given are pointless, since the number of laborers assigned to the
individual Sdrim is unknown. le

In I K. 22:48 the Masoretic pointing of fimeleS 'An be'e/6m niWdb melef; means
"there was no king in Edom; a nissdQ was king," a clear reference to a governor. The
Syr., LXXG, and Vulg., however, interpreted nip;d! as a predicative participle and
either linked the second melef;to the following verse or omitted it. The LXX of l6:28e
(= MT 22:48) reads 'ararn for 'e86m and uses vaotB (representing n";ib); it is unclear
whether it took vcrorp as part of the name lupu or left it untranslated (or not under-
stood) as a technical term. It is not inherently unlikely that the ambiguous word ni;;d!
was used here, in contrast to normal usage, for the governor of a defeated and dependent

15. H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT YIIlll (1973), 409.
16. Caqtot,273tr.
17. M. Noth, Kdnige, I. BK,lxll (1968), 93.
18. For the frst see A. Sanda, Die Biichcr der Kbnige. EHAT 9ll-ll (lgtt-L2),I, 109; for

the second see Noth, BK, lxll,93,2l9.
19. Contra Sanda.
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territory; but the text-critical problems should caution against basing far-reaching
conclusions about the political situation of Edom on this passage. We must be content
with observing that nissdb is not a clearly defined official title.

Quite problematic is the meaning of hannissapd in Znc. 11:16. If it does not derive
from another root, nsb II,20 we must find a positive meaning ("the one who stands
upright, the healthy one") in the verb, following the Syr., Targ., and Vulg. ("that which
stands"), and above all the LXX (hol6kleron). Rudolph, who has once again supported
this translation, is probably correct in treating the expression as a metaphor based on
human experience.2l

3. Hithpael. There are 47 occurrences of the hithpael of y;b, to which should be
added Ezk. 26:20, emended on the basis of LXX anastath(s: w"l6' lziebt [or tAifrli)
w"liEass"li for wenalatti sefi. Conversely, Job 38:14 should be emended to weli;-
labba'.zz ln Ex. 2:4, tdlassaf; is probably a scribal error for tifia;paf; (Sam.; cf. Syr.,
Ta.g.); Josua Blau, however, proposes to find here an obsolete r-form of the hiphil.z:

Semantically, hilyassE! is very close to ni;;d!, though not identical. The similarity
is illustrated by the alternation between the two verbs in the story of the plagues (J)
(8x.7:15 [niphal]; 8:16;9:13 [hiphil]).In the story of Balaam (Nu.22),likewise, rhere
is alternation between the two verbs; here, however, the semantic distinction is palpable.
The messenger of God "took his stand on the road as his adversary" @ithpael, describ-
ing an action, v.22); but the donkey saw the messenger "standing in the road" (niphal,
describing a situation, v.23; cf . vv. 31, 34). The same difference appears in Nu. 23:3,15
(hithpael) and 23:6,17 (niphal). This observation is confirmed by the fact that the
commonest form of the niphal is the participle, whereas the participle of the hithpael
is never used; instead, there are 15 occurrences of the imperative and almost as many
of the narrative and consecutive imperfect. There can be no doubt that the hithpael of
ysb, in contrast to the niphal of nsb, expresses not the state of "standing" but the action
of "taking up a position." There is no evidence, however, for the first meaning given
by HAL, "take one's stand (firmly)."24

Sometimes ysb hithpael parallels 'mn Q S.18:30; Hab. 2:l;2 Ch.20:17). The same
distinction is found: hiEag;e! denotes the act of taking up a position, while 'md
expresses the state: "The king said, 'Turn aside, and stand there (hiAruss€L)'; sohe
turned aside and stood still (wayya'amoj)."

When ysb hithpael is used, the place where the subject stands is often stated; but
one has the impression that the localization of the action is less important than the
relationship of the persons involved to the action. Moses' sister stands at a distance
(Ex. 2:4, naturally to see without being seen); Moses, however, has to stand lipnA
par'oh, because he must negotiate with him (8:16[20];9:13). The people take their

20. HAL, ll,7l5; cf . GesB, 539, citing Arab. rwsiba.
21. KAT Xlilt4,203.
22. BHS; HAI. fi, 427; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 492.
23. J. Blaq W 7 (1957), 387.
24. HAL, \,427.
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stand at the foot of the mountain because they are to meet with God while still keeping
the necessary distance (e.g., 19:17). This group oftexts also includes 2 S. 18:13, where
tigassEb minnegej means "you will stand aloof (from the matter)."

The hithpael ofysb can also express the nuance of "assemble," especially when the
subject is a group or collective. This usage is associated with the notion ofan organized
assembly @x. 19:17; I S. 10:29 ["by your tribes and by your clans"];cf. Nu. l1:16;
Josh.24:l; Jgs.2O:2;2 Ch. l1:13).

This nuance leads to the use of hiEassd! in military contexts. The Philistine Goliath
c€rme every morning and evening and took his stand (ready to fight) (wayyigasse!:
1 S. 17: 16). Jer. 4614 uses hiEassEf; in conjunction with other words that are clearly
military; it means something like "take up a position" (Jer.46:14; Hab. 2:1) and is a
technical term belonging to the language of military orders. Interpreted in this context,
yiEag;elit in Ps. 2:2 makes perfect sense and does not require emendation.2s In ps.

94:16 the cry mt-yiEassE! lt conveys the same meaning, but in a metaphorical sense
with respect to the conflict between the psalmist and the p6'alA 'awen.

The same semantic variant "take up a position" explains the use of hiEassz! n
Zec.6:5; Job 1:6; 2:1; Prov. 22:29.This meaning is expressed elsewhere by 'md lipnA:
"stand before someone ready to serve, stand in someone's seryice" (kov.22:291.

Especially in Deuteronomistic usage (Dt.7:24;9:2; ll:25; Josh. l:5) but also in Job
4l.'2;2 Ch.20:6, hi[ta;;eQ can mean "withstand (lipnA/bipn?)." Here too it is rea-
sonable to assume that the language reflects the technical military usage of higa;;eQ
(cf.2 S. 23:12:' I Ch. 1l:14). In a figurative sense the Gibeonites can describe their
situation as being such that they cannot hold out anywhere in the territory of Israel
(m€hiEass4| b'ftol-gef;ul yifrd'El: 2 S. 2l:5). A similar usage is found in ps. 5:6(5);
Ezk. 26:20 (emended).

III. Nouns. In Hebrew, derivative nouns are formed only from the root nsb.

l. nissd!. The noun ni;;dQ is a qital form with secondary gemination.26 It is a hapax
legomenon (Jgs. 3:22) denoting the hilt of a sword or dagger, into which the blade is
inserted.2T [n all other texts, nissob is the niphal participle.28

2. massap. The noun ma;pd! is a maqtal form. It occurs 10 times and has a
synonymous feminine counterpart, map;dld (1 S. 14:12), if the latter is not a scribal
error for massap (cf. LXX messab).It denotes the location where something stands or
is placed, i.e., a place or position. Josh. 4:3,9 refer to the place where the priests stood
as massa! ragl€ Pdh"ntm. Isa.22:.19 uses the noun figuratively (as in Eng.) for the
"post" of Shebna the steward (par. ma'"md@. Everywhere else it refers to the garrisons

25. H.-1. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 124.
26. Bl.e, $6liB, 474.
27. H. Percker, BHHW, 1,347f .; BRL2, 57ff.
28. See above.
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the Philistines established in the land (1 S. 13:23; 14:1,4,6,11,15;2 5.23:14; massald:
1 S. 14:12). More precisely, the word denotes a military unit: people can show them-
selves to the garrison (14:11); it can go out (yasa': 13:23) and, tremble (14:15). If
ma;;d!6 n 14:.12 is not an error, it may refer to the garrison as an institution rather
than the troops manning it.

ln 7nc. 9:8 the Masoretic vocalization missd\d represents the reading mis;dpd',
"before the army [that marches to and fro]"; cf. Vulg. "ex his qui militant mihi." Both
LXX andst€ma and Syr. qdyhmd', however, suggest a derivation from nsb. As in I S.

14:12, this interpretation presents Yahweh as a protective garrison encamped about his
sanctuary. Despite the reservations expressed by Nowack, there is no other convincing
interpretation.2e

3. mussaS. If mu;;d! in Jgs. 9:6 is taken as a verbal form,3O then Isa. 29:3 is the
only text that uses the hophal participle of nsD as a noun. The versions (LXX chdrax,
Yulg. agge4 Targ. karkbm [= Gk. chardkbma)) and the parallel terms dfrr ("rampart";
the emendation dwd based on the LXX and still supported by HAL is unnecessary3l)
and mcsurdl indicate that mussdp is a technical term of siege warfare, even though we
do not know its precise meaning.

4. nc;tf;. The noun nesi! is particularly problematical. [t is a qattl form (the vocal-
ization of the absolute in 1 K.4:19 is "probably to be considered an aramaism intro-
duced by the Masoretic editor"32) occurring ll times (sg. and pl.). Some of these
occurrences, however, present text-critical problems. In 1 S. 10:5 the LXX, Syr., and
Vulg. have the singular, like the usual singular in the construct phrase with p"liitim
(1 S. l3:3,4; 1 Ch. 1l:16); the sense also argues for the singular. In 2 Ch. 8;lO nissdlim
should be read, following the qere and several manuscripts, and corresponding to the
parallel text I K. 9:23.In I Ch. 18:6 an object is lacking in the MT n';iptm should
be supplied, with 2 S. 8:6 and the ancient versions. I shall discuss I K. 4:19 below.

The literal meaning of nc;tP is clear from Gen. 19:26: "pillar" or "stela."33 It is
found, however, only in this passage. The translation "victory pillar" sometimes pro-
posed3a for I S. 10:5 is a mistake based on the LXX and Syr. (neither anistema nor
qdyemtd'points persuasively to "pillar") and should be rejected. Except inGen. 19:26,
the noun is always used figuratively: "pillar" in the sense of support provided by a

foreign power. In the individual texts it is almost always unclear whether the reference
is to an individual ("prefect," military commander) or a military entity ("post," gar-

29. W. Rudolph, Sacharja 9-14. KAT XJJII4 (1976),169.
30. See tr.1 above.
31. HAL, l,2l7;cf. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),263,n. d.
32. VG, 1,357; cf. LXX nasiph/naseib.
33. G. Ryckmans, Mus,7l (1957), 13U32; J. A. Fitzmyer, JAOS, 8l (1961), 190.
34. J. Wellhausen, Der Text der Bikher Samuelis untersucht (G<ittingen, l97l), in loc.;

A. Schulz, Die Biicher Samuel. EHAT 8ll (1919), in loc.; R. de Vaux, Les livres de Samuel. I-a
Bible de Jirusalem (21961), in loc.
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rison). Unfortunately, the ancient versions do not help decide the question; in fact, they
display obvious uncertainty in translating n';tf;, altemating apparently at random be-
tween terms denoting persons and terms denoting institutions. The close relationship
of ncsi! to nissd! (in the sense of "overse€r") and ma;;db (in the sense of "garrison")
is illustrated by occasional alternation (or confusion) with these words (cf. 1 Ch. 1l:16
and 2 S. 23:14;2 Ch. 8:10 K and Q).

In 8 out of 10 texts, the n"siltm clearly serve as agents of foreign domination: they
represent the Philistines in Benjamin (1 S. 10:5; 13:3f.) and Judah (l Ch. 11:16),
David's dominion over Aram-Damascus (2 S. 8:6) and Edom (2 S. 18:14; 1 Ch. 18:13),

and Jehoshaphat's dominion over "the cities of Ephraim that his father Asa had taken"
Q A\ 17:2). Such dominion is exercised by garrisons commanded by a military
commander ("overseer" - a somewhat unfortunate translation,3s since the individual
in question is not an administrative official). But garrison and commander go hand in
hand and can therefore be represented by the same term. Since the word massd!,
"garrison," was readily available, it is reasonable to assume that nc;t! originally
denoted the military commander in charge of the occupying forces and was later
extended to refer to the garrison under his command. Since later ages were not familiar
with the precise distinction between the two terms (cf. the versions), it is hardly possible
today to determine whether a particular text refers to the garrison or its commander.
In I S. 13:3f., for example, Jonathan's heroic deed could be either the assassination of
the Philistine commander (so read by the D(X, which treats "Nasib" as a proper name)
or a surprise attack on the garrison stationed in Gibeah. An instance of imprecise usage

occurs in 2 Ch. l7:2, whtch describes Jehoshaphat as installing n";if;tm not only in the
former cities of the northern kingdom but also "in the land of Judah." Of course this
cannot refer to garrisons of an army of occupation; probably the text records the
establishment of additional military posts.

Totally different and unique is the usage in 1 K. 4:19b. The list of nissdltm and
their territories concludes with the fragmentary clause finest|'ebdd'aier bd'are;, clearly
a secondary addition.36 The LXX with its en g( Iouda bears witness to the incomplete-
ness of the text; "Judah" must have been omitted by haplography (beginning of v. 20).
We have here an expansion adding the administration of Judah, not included in the list
itself. The gloss eschew s nissap, the usual word in such contexts, in order to emphasize
the special status of Judah.37 Its author, however, reveals that he was no longer familiar
with the exact meaning of ne;i!.

fV. Theological Aspects. The verbs and nouns derived from the root nsb/ysb do
not belong to the domain of religious language; neither are they theological terms. The
verbs, however, may have a theological aspect when used with a divine subject or to
frame theological statements.

35. Contra HAL, lI,716.
36. Noth, BK, lxll,74.
37. M. Rehm, Das erste Buch der Kiinige (Wiirzburg, 1979), 54.
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l. God stanls. In 8 rexts Yahweh or Elohim is the subject of a niphal or hiphil
form; there are also 4 passages inNu.22:22ff. with mal'af; yHwH as subject.3s Taken
in the literal sense, this usage presupposes that God appears anthropomorphically.
This usage appears therefore in accounts of a revelation or theophany (Gen. 2g:13
8x.34:5; I S. 3:10), where it emphasizes the reality of God's presence as experienced
by the recipient of the revelation. In two visions Amos sees yahweh "standing,,
(niphal ptcp.); both texts (7:7;9:l) are associated with a proclamation of judgment.
(rn 7:7 ni;;dQ refers to Yahweh even if we follow the reading of the LXX, conrra
weiser,3e who considerc 'andft the subj.) The elliptical statement in Lam. 2:4 has
roughly the same meaning (again, the subj. is yahweh, notyemin6): yahweh stands
with his right hand (outstretched menacingly) like an enemy. yahweh's standing to
judge (Isa. 3:13; Ps. 82:l: niphal ptcp.) is also menacing. This stance appears conrra-
dictory to general forensic practice, according to which the judge is seated.ao But the
expression can hardly be meant to reflect a specific forensic situation; its purport is
that God thejudge stands ready to enforce hisjudgment (cf. the frequent exhortation
qfrmA in the same context). The meaning of the unique text that speaks of the divine
ddldr as "standing" (Ps. 119:89) has already been discussed; it is similar to other
examples of personification.4l

2. God sets. only metaphorically is Yahweh said to "ser" something(n;b hiphil).
Besides figurative similes (Ps. 78:13, borrowing from Ex. 15:8; Lam. 3:12) and texts
with the specialized meaning "fix boundaries" (Dt. 32:8; ps. 74:17;prov.l5:25), ps.
4l:13(12) is noteworthy: wattassil4n? lfoaneyftd l"'6lam; there are no parallels (not
even Ps. 16:11, which therefore does notiast any light on4l:l3ll2l+z;. This text does
not refer to the psalmist's dwelling "in the place of God's presence"; as vv. 9(g) (idkob
ld'-yostp ldqfrm) and 1l(10) (wahaqtmEnt) show, it speaks of the restoration or "raising"
of the psalmist lying on his sickbed (lipnA has causal forcea3).

3. Human subjects. There are also aspects of religious significance when a human
being is the subject ofthe verb. In the case ofthe hiphil, such cases include "erecting"
an altar (Gen. 33:20) or a pillar (Gen. 35:14,20) in the sense of instituting a cultic
observance. A standing posture is required for some religious or cultic acts (l S. l:26;
Nu. 23:3,6; Ex. 17:9). Here also belongs the assembling of the people (or their repre-
sentatives) lipn€YHWH toselectaking(1S. 10:19),tomake (Dt.29g)orrenew(Josh.
24:l) a covenant, or formally to discharge someone fromoffice (1 S. 12:7,16). The
adverbial modifier lipnA YHWH merely points to the divine presence without defining

38. See II.3 above.
39. A. Weiser, Die zwdlf kleinen propheten. ATD,24 (1974), lg4t.
40. H. J. Boecker, Redeformen des Rechtslebens im AT WMANT, 14 (lg7}),95.
41. See tr.2 above; Deissler, 299f.
42. Confta Kraus, Psclrns 1-59,433; and A. Deissler,Die psalmen, 3 vols. (Diisseldorf,

1965-69), in loc.
43. J. Reindl, Das Angesicht Gottes im sprachgebrauch des ATs. ETS,25 (1970), 30.
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its nature in detail.a Such "assembling" of the people, however, is always associated
with the expectation that a demonstration of God's power or a revelation of God's rvill
istobe manifested (cf. Ex. 14:13;19:17;Dt.3l:14;Jgs.20:2;2Ch.2O:17). Thehithpael
of ysb (like the more common 'dma/ lipnA) can denote the reverent attendance of
subordinate heavenly beings (7*c.6:5; Job l:6; 2:1), without any apparent difference
in usage. It is a mark of Moses' special status, however, that he is told to stand (niphal)
in the immediate present of Yahweh (Ex. 33:21; 34:2) - he alone receives such a
command.

V. Dead Sea Scmlls. Only the verb appears in the Dead Sea Scrolls; there are 25
occurrences of ysb hithpael, but only 2 clear occurrences of the hiphil (CD 2:3, also
the only text with God as subj.; 4Qtestim [4Q175] 23, a quotation from Josh. 6:26).
The usage resembles that of the niphal and hithpael in the OT, but exhibits a preference
for figurative language. In the literal sense, hl4rasse! 'al ma'amAdb is a technical
military expression referring to the arrangement of lines of battle (lQM 8:3,17, etc.;
cf. 4QMu t4Q491l fr. 1-3 11; fr. ll 2:20). The same idiom is used figuratively for
incorporation into the spiritual community (lQH 3:21; l1:13). The verb hiEass€! also
denotes the acceptance of specific obligations and function within the community
(1QSa l:11,12, etc.).

Reindl

44. Ibid.,35f.

llBJ nesah: nIlD) lam"nassEah

Contents: I. Philology and Semantics. II. Occurrences in the OT and Dead Sea Scrolls: l.
Noun; 2. Verb; 3. lam"nassEah. Itr. LXX.

nesah. P. R. Ackroyd, "ny: 
- elg t6),o6," ExpT, 80 (1968), 1261' W. F. Albright, "The Early

Alphabetic lnscriptions from Sinai and Their Decipherment," BASOR, ll (1948), 6-22; A. A.
Bevan, review of S. Schechter and C. Taylor, Portions ofthc Book ofEcclesiasticus (Cambridge,
1899), -trrt I (1899/ 1900), 135-143, esp. 142; E. R. Dalglish, Psalm Fifty-One in the Light of
Ancient Near Eastern Patternism (L,eiden, 1962); G. R. Driver, "Problems in 'Proverbs,' " ZAI{
50 (1932), 14148, esp. 144f.; S. R. Driver, Notes on th.e Hebrew Tbxt and the Topography of
the Books of Samuel (Oxford, 21913), 128f.; B. D. Eerdmans, The Hebrew Book of Psalms. OTS,
4 (1947), 54-61; I. Engnell, "Psaltaren," Svenskt biblisb uppslagsverle ed. Engnell and A. Fri-
drichsen, 2 vols. (Giivle, 1948-52),11,787-832, esp. 801f.; J. A. Grindel, "Another Characteristic
of the KAIGE-Recension: l1I!/vixoq," CBQ, 3l (l%9), 499-513; L. Kopf, "Arabische Etymo-
logien und Parallelen zum Bibelw6rterbuch," W,8 (1958), 16l-215, esp. 184-86; S. Mowinckel,
Psalmenstudien, [V (repr. Amsterdam, 21961), 17-22; l. J. Scullion, "Some Difficult Texts in
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I. Philolory and Semantics. Two roots nrft occur in the OT. In Hebrew and cognate
languages nslr I is associated with five principal meanings; philologists are uncertain
as to their relationship. (l) According to A. A. Bevan,l the basic meaning is "gleam,"
as in Syr. n"sah (cf. Arab. nasaha, Eth. neSha, "be clear"); the common meaning
"conquer" is therefore secondary. This meaning is found in Sir. 32:9f.; 43:5,13.2 From
it derives (2) the second meaning, "distinguish oneself" (hithpael), found in Biblical
Aramaic (Dnl. 6:4[Eng. v. 3]) and Egyptian Aramaic. (3) The meaning "conquer,
overcome," appears in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Aramaic, and Phoenician. (4) The meaning
"be permanent" is often considered primary.3 (5) The final meaning is "supervise,
lead" (piel), also found in the Dead Sea Scrolls.

The root ru/r II is associated with Arab. najallfta "sprinkle." William F. Albright
derives Heb. nesah from this root and deduces the meaning "vital force, permanence."a
The two occurrences of ne;alt in Isa. 63:3,6 are usually connected with zesa& tr and
interpreted as 'Juice" (of grapes), i.e., in this context, "blood." John J. Scullion, however,
derives the noun from n;lt I and translates it "glory" (the second meaning cited above).s

II. Occurrences in the OT and Dead Sea Scrolls.
l. Noun. The noun has its first meaning in I S. 15:29, "Glory of Israel" (used as a

divine appellative). Here the Syr. sees the second or third meaning, while the vulg.
(triumphator) translates with the third meaning.6 citing Arab. na;afta, "beclear, reliable,"
Lothar Kopf proposes "the Faithful One of Israel," which is consonant with the following
ld' y"iaqqdr.t Kopf goes on to argue a semantic relationship between n;fi and'mn and
proposes a similar meaning for nlslri in Lam. 3:18: "my faitMul one."8 In I Ch. 29l.ll, as
the context shows, we have a further example of the first meaning: "Glory of God."

The third meaning appears in a juristic or quasi-juristic sense in two passages: Hab.
l:4, weld'yE;E' lanesah miipdt, 'Justice does not go forth effectively, persuasively"
(cf. NRSV: "never prevails"); and Prov. 2l:28, ldncsah yedabbZr "speaks persua-
sively" (cf. Aram. t"ifrla1niss"ho!, "a persuasive answer."e In lQM 4:13 ne;att occws
with the meaning "victory."to

Isaiah cc. 56-66 in the Light of Modern Scholarship," UE 4 (1972),105-128, esp. 122 D. Winton
Thomas, "Some Further Remarks on Unusual Ways of Expressing the Superlative in Hebrew,"
f4 18 (1968), lzo-lA, esp. 124; idem, "The Use of lIlI as a Superlarive in Hebrew," ,/SS, I
(1956), 106-9; H. Torczyner (Tur-Sinai), Izi,6 (1935), 120-26.

t. P. 142.
2. See also Driver, 128f., on I S. 15:29.
3. Torczyner.
4. P. 18, n. 63; cf. GesB,517:. "eternity."
5. P. 122.
6. See also Driver, 128f.
7. P. 184.
8. --r IDR 'aman (1,292-323). But cf. W. Rudolph's conj., Die Klagelieden KAT XYtr ll-3

(1962),23r.
9. Mver, l44f .
10. Y. Yadin, Thc Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light Against the Sons of Darkness (Eng.

trans., Oxford. 1962), 277 .
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The fourth meaning is found in Lam. 3:18, but herc nisht could also mean "my
glory" (cf. NRSV: "gone is my glory and all that I had hoped for from the [ono"). It
is also found in the many texts where nesah or lanesah has the meaning "forever" or,

when negated, "never." In these cases it belongs to the same semantic field as -+ 11'I

d6r -+ 19 'a/, and --r D)19 '6lam, although it occurs only rarely in parallelism with
them: twice with ld'ad (Am. l:11; Ps. 9:19[Eng. v. l8]), 3 times with lc'6ldm (Isa.

57:16 Jer.3:5; Ps. 103:9), once with P'6ldmtm (Ps. 77:8f.[7f.]), and 4 times with dbr
(Isa. 13:20; Jer. 50:39 l'aj dbr wdddrl; tsa. 34:10 fmiddbr lad6r]; Ps. 77:9[8] U'dbr
wA46rl). Once (Lam. 5:2) it parallels l"'dref; yamim.

The span of time expressed by nesal.t always refers to the future, never to the past

(in contrast to the double reference of'6lnm to both past and future in Ps. 90:2 and

possibly the similar reference of dOr in 90: l). No more than d6r and'6lam does nesah

invotve the concept of "eternity." Neither does it denote a specific period, although
the LXX occasionally uses ai6n to translate it; it means rather "duration, permanence."
The plural in Isa. 34:10 (l"nesah ne;dbtm) is merely an emphatic expression emphasiz-

ing permanence; it has nothing to do with a succession of ages. The frequent adverbial
use of ne;alt, with or without /e, often obscures the substantival character of the word.

Most examples of nesah with temporal meaning are in contexts that describe how
God has turned away or inflicted punishment, or how the people beg for deliverance
from such a situation: Isa. 13:20 (never again will Babylon be inhabited; cf. also Jer.

50:39); Isa.34:10 ("its smoke shall go up forever"); Jer. 15:18 ("why is my pain
unceasing?" par. "incurable"); Am. l: l1 @dom kept his wrath forever); Ps. 9:7(6) (the

enemies have been defeated forever); 44:24(23) ("do not cast us off forever");
49:20(19) (no one can live forever); 74: l0 ("how long . . . is the enemy to revile your
name forever?"); 74:19 ("do not forget the poor forever"); 77:9(8) (God's heseS

forever); Job 4:2O ("they perish forever"); 14:20 ("you prevail forever against them

[human beings] and they pass away");20:.7 (the wicked perish forever); 34:36 ("let
Job be tried continually"; but see below).

The majority of examples of this negative meaning occur in laments. Although they
express recognition of the finality of God's punishment or the reality of God's absence,

they spring from trust in his faithfulness, out of which God will grant the plea.

Contrariwise, a minority of the occurrences are in contexts with a positive meaning;

these suggest the passing of God's anger or the assurance of God's constant care and

presence: Isa. 33:20 (the tent stakes of Jerusalem will never again be pulled up); 57: 16

(God will not always be angry; cf. Jer. 3:5 [-+'1EJ ndnrl; Ps. 103:9); Ps. 9:19(18) (the

needy will not be forgotten forever); 16: ll (in God's hand are "pleasures forever-
more"); 68:17(16) (Yahweh will dwell on Mt. Zion forever). Especially important in
this connection is Isa. 25:8, although both the genuineness and the meaning of the
passage are disputed. According to the traditional interpretation, the verse says that in
a final victory God has destroyed (or will destroy) the archenemy death (mfrwe!; -+
n1D mfr) "forever" (ldne;ah; LXX ischfsas,' I Cor. 15:54: eis nikos).

In a few passages where ne;al.t was formerly interpreted temporally, the view that
it occasionally has superlative force suggests the translation "totally" or the like: Isa.

28:28; Ps. l3:2(L); 52:7(5); 74:1,3 (maiiu'61 nesah, "total ruins");79:5; 89:47(46);
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lob 14:20:'20:-7; Larn. 5:20.rr In Job 34:36 'a/ nesah could have this same superlative
meaning: "to the limit."

It is noteworthy that the LXX and other Greek versions often tse nikE, nikos, and,
related expressions to translate nesah, although this meaning is rare in the Hebrew OT:
Hab. l:4; Prov. 2l:28;t2 and possibly Job 23:7, which probably says that Job's appeal
to his judge will be successful (although it is also possible that Job means that the
verdict will be "forever," i.e., final). The meaning of "victory" here is forensic, in
contrast to the military meaning in lQM.

In I ch. 29:ll nzsah, "radiance," appears in a linrrgical context that ascribes to
God power and glory (g"Qulh, g'bfrr6, tigt'ere7 nesah, h6Q), in a certain sense a parallel
but also a contrast to the words on thJbanners of the returning army in leM 4:13,
where nesah ? means "God's victory." For I S. 15:29 see above.

2. Verb. The verb zsy'r occurs only 7 times (plus once in Sirach). The fourth meaning
appears in Jer. 8:5: m"iuld ni;;al1a! (niphal prcp.), "perpetual backsliding." This
meaning may also be present in the hithpael participle in 1eM 16:g;17:13, "while the
war with the Kittim goes on"; Yigael Yadin translates: "is fought to a victorious end."
The fifth meaning appears in the piel (inf. const.: I Ch. 15:21 ; 23:4;2 Ch. 34:12; ptcp.:
2 Ch. 2:l;34:13), "lead, superintend" (work or music). This meaning appears also in
the Dead Sea Scrolls, especially in the sense of military leadership (leM g:1,6,g,9,12;
9:2; 16:6). In Ezr. 3:8f. it refers to oversight of the rebuilding; in 2 ch. 34:l2f . it
probably refers to the music accompanying the work.

3. larn"nasseah. The expression lam'nasseah presents a special problem. It appears
in Hab. 3:9 and the superscription of 55 psalms, sometimes in conjunctionwithleQdwie,
miryndr l"Qdwil, l"QdwiQ mizmor l"'ef;e{ yHwy leQdwiQ, or lif;na qorah mian\r Tl.rc
difficulty is due in part to uncertainty over the meaning of /, ("written by," ,.belonging

to the collection of songs by," "for the use of," or simply "for" in a sense to be
determined by the interpretation of mnsh?). Most interpreters have taken menass1ah as
a piel participle of nsh with the hfth meaning and referring to the leader of the music
(or of the choir?), and have assumed that the psalms in question belonged to the
collection of this leader. In I Ch. l5:19ff. l"nasscah refers to the playing of stringed
instruments and, l"haimta' to the sounding of cymbals. Association with the cult is
possible. The term has also been interpreted as a reference to the king in his cultic role
and an alternative North Israelite form of l"/awid.rz Sigmund Mowinckel understood
the word as a nomen actionis meaning "to cause [God's countenance] to shine," i.e.,
"to appease," "to make atonement" (presupposing that the Hebrew form has an
assimilated z).la On the basis of these and other theories, it is impossible to draw any

11. Winton Thomas.
12. See above.
13. I. Engnell, A Rigid Scrutiny (Eng. trans., Nashville, 1969), g6.
14. Mowinckel, 17-22.
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sure conclusion concerning the meaning ofthe expression. The various translations of
the versions do not give us any guidance.ls

IIL LXX. The LXX offers a bewildering variety of translations of nsi. In Jer. 8:5

m"ifif;d niXabalis translated apostrophdn anaidii; the piel infinitive is represented by

ischjein or enischjein (twice), episkopein (once), and ergodi6kt?s (once), the participle
by ergodidlads and episttit€s (once each). In Hab. 3:19 lam"nas;€ah is translated /o,
nikiisai, but in the superscriptions of the psalms always eis (t6) tdlos, as though the

word were ldnesafu (cf. Vulg. in finem). Aquila, however, has t( nikopoif, "for the

victor," Symmachus epinikios, "a victory sorS," and Theodotion els t6 nikos, "for the

victory" (cf. Jerome victori).
Variation between "duration" and "victory" appears also in the translation of nesah.

In Lam. 3:18 nisht is translated nik6s mou; in 1 Ch. 29:ll hannesaft is translated he

nikE. For'a! nesah, nesah, and ldne;afu we find ek toil aiiSnos (once), eis t6n ai6na

chr1non (rwice), eis t6n ai6na (twice), did pantds (3 times), eis chr6non po$n (once),

isch!,sas (once), eis nikos (6 times), and eis tdlos (21 times). In Isa. 63:3,6, we find
haima. The meaning "be victorious, mighty" predominates, but the common translation

eis t6 tdlos in the psalm superscriptions gives a certain quantitative precedence to the

meaning "endure."
With few exceptions, the various translations of the LXX reflect the several mean-

ings of the word and are not based on technical considerations of translation. ln I S.

15:29 the translation of nesafu yiird'El as diairethiisetai Israiil eis djo probably arose

through confusion between nsh arrd hsh; alterratively it may reflect a variant reading.
Anderson

15. See below.

)3: ,+1, itlp,l ha;;ah

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences and Distribution; 3. LXX. tr. Meaning in the OT:

l. Basic Meaning and Development; 2. Semantic Field; 3. Special Problems. III. Dead Sea Scrolls.

npl. C. Barth, Die Errenung vom Tode in den individuellen Klage- und Dankliedern des AT
(Zurich, 1947);U. Bergmann, ")y: zsl hi. 'to rescue,' " TLOTA,760-62; idem, "Rettung und

Befreiung" (diss., Heidelberg, 1968); G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Homonyms," Hebriiische Worrfor'
schung. Festschrift W Baumgartner SW, 16 (1963), 5O-65; idem, "Plurima Mortis Imago,"
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l. L Etymology. The root nsl is not widely represented in Semitic. For East Semitic
there are no certain occurrences in Akkadian.l The same is true for the few West Semitic
occurrences in Ugaritic, Syriac, and Ethiopic.2 The root is distributed more broadly in
Northwest Semitic. It is found in various dialects of Aramaic: (1) "save, deliver" +
accusative object; (2) "retain" ; (3) "take, take back" + accusative object + rziz.3 Klaus
Beyer cites the basic meaning as "take away" (haphel), differentiated into "take away
again" (+ acc. + min) and (usually) "deliver" (+ acc.).a It also appears in Hebrew.s

For Southwest Semitic it appears in Arabic.6
The occurrences in Northwest and Southwest Semitic clearly are closely related

semantically, so that for nsl in Hebrew we would expect a meaning ranging from neutral
"separate" to positive "deliver."

2. Occurrences and Distribution. The niphal occurs 15 times: Gen. 32:31(Eng.
v. 30); Dt. 23:16(15);2 K. 19:11; Ps. 33:16; 69:15(14); Prov. 6:3,5; Isa. 2O:6; 37:lll'
Jer. 7:10; Ezk. 14:16,18; Am. 3:12; Mic.4:10; Hab.2:9; in Ezk. 14:14 the niphal should

also be read instead of the piel.7 The subject is always a person or persons, delivered
from (min, mipp"n2, mE'im) a situation, sometimes with the help of (b") something and

to Cel) a place of refuge. The verb may be used absolutely or with an object; additional
qualifications (b", 'el) are not obligatory.

The piel occurs 4 times: Ex- 3:22; 12:361,2 Ch.2O:25;Ezk. 14:14 (where the niphal
should be read instead8). The subject is the people, who take something away from
Egypt (Ex.3:22; 12:36) ortake something forthemselves (2 Ch.20:25). Ex.33:6 is

the only use of the hithpael (as reflexive of the piel) in the OT: the Israelites strip
themselves of their own ornaments.

The root occurs 191 times in the hiphil; in addition, 3 Aramaic forms appear in Dnl.
3:29; 6:15,28(14,27).In about 65 percent of the instances the subject is a divine being,
in about 30 percent the subject is human, and in the remaining 5 percent it is something

Studies and Essays in Honor of A. A. Newnann (Leiden, 1962), 128-143; W. Ftjrster, "ot{{olr"
TDNT, VIl, 980-998; P. Hugger, Jahwe, meine Zuflucht (Miinsterschwuzach, l91l), 94ff.;
E. Jenni, HP, 240,258; W Kasch, "pr5opcru" TDNT, VI, 998-1003; J. F. A. Sawyer, Semantics
in Biblical Research. SBT 2124 (1972); I. L. Seeligmann, "Ztx Terminologie fiir das Gerichts-
verfahren im Wortschatz des biblischen Hebr?iisch," SW, 16 (1967),254; P. Weimar, Dic Beru-

fung des Mose. OBO,32 (1980); H. W. Wolff, GSAT. ThB,22 (1973).

l. AHw (tr,755; il, 1579) derives 2 occurrences from the rootnasdlu; CAD (X112,33, 125)
registers only a single occurrence, which it derives from natcilu.

2. For Ugaritic a single occurrence is cited by UT no. 1688: "to get gifts from [someone]."
For Syriac se LexSyr 443a. For Ethiopic, W. Leslau, Hebrew Cogrwtes in Amharic (Wiesbaden,

1969), 98: "detach, make single, unfold."
3. DISO, 185.
4. K. Beyer, Die aramriischm Texte vom Toten Meer (Gdtttngen, 1984), 640f.; cf. also

I*xLingAram, ll4f.
5. HAI. rr,7t7.
6. Wehr, 971; "to fall out, . . . to free."
7. See below.
8. See below.
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such as righteousness. In about 85 percent ofthe instances the verb governs an accusa-
tive object with or without 'e1 frequently in the form of a pronominal sufEx. When a
person (divine or human) is the subject, the accusative object may be either a person
or a thing; in the other cases the accusative object denotes a prson. About 60 percent
of the time the verb has an additional object introduced by min (or mittahal; only Ex.
18:10). Further syntactic additions may designate the reason for the action (t,; Neh.
9:28; Ps. ll9:l7o: D'; Ps. 7l:2;Ezk l4:2O; lema'an: Ps.79:9; no prep.: Ps. 109:21) or
its time (b'; Jgs. ll:26;Job 5:19; Isa. 57:13;Jer.39:17;Ezk.7:19 par.Tnph.l:18;Ezk.
33:12;no prep.: Jgs. 10:15; Neh. 9:28; Ps. 106:43). The expressionmas;tl bAnin2S.
14:6 and the simile (ke) "like a gazelle" in Prov. 6:5 are discussed below. Also frequent
(15 times) is the adversative expression we'An map;t\,. it may or may not have an object.

The hophal appears in two almost parallel texts, Am. 4:11 and 7nc.3:2: "a brand
snarched from the fire." Its conjectured use in Job 2l:30 is rejected by HAL and BHK.e

The noun hassali occurs only in Est. 4:14.

3. LW. The LXX translates z-sl variously. The piel forms (includingEzk.14:14)
are representedby slqkrta, "take the armor of a defeated enemy, despoil," the hithpael
in Ex. 33:6 by periairiomai, "take off something encircling, lay asidg."l0 Five texts
use aphainlomai, "take something from someone for one's own use" (Gen. 3l:9,16;
1 S.7:14; 30:18; Hos. 2:lll9)), and six use the verb el<spti6, "draw out" (l S. 17:35;
Am. 3:12 [twice]; Hab. 2:9; and the two hophals in Am. 4:ll; Z.ec.3:2). The verb sdz6,
"keep safe or healthy," is used 24 times. The most frequent LXX translations of nsl,
however, are exair6omai, "take for oneself, take away" (80 occurrences plus Dnl.
6:15[14] [Aramaic]), and rhfomai, "avett, protect, deliver" (85 occurrences plus Dnl.
3:19;6:28127l [Aramaic]; very frequent in the Psalms). In Prov. 2:16; 19:19, the LXX
represents a different text; in 2 S. 20:6; Jon. 4:6, it clearly reads a form of s// trI, which
it translates with skidzA, "cast a shadow, shroud in darkness." Jer. 7: l0 uses apdchomai,
"receive what one deserves"; Ezk. 14:20 uses hypoletpomai, "be left behind"; and
Ezk. 34:12 uses apehrtno-, "drive away."

In Ex.5:23; Isa.36:15, the use of the infinitive absolute in conjunction with the
finite form is not distinguished. The noun in Est.4:14 is translated sMpE, "cover,
refuge." The expressionw"'An ma;stl is represented in the LXX by kai ouk 6stin ho
emirufimenos/rhy6menos (Ps. 7:3[2]: sijzontos). Dt. 32i39 and Prov. 14:25 use finite
forms of the verb.

II. Meaning in the OT.
l. Basic Meaning and Development. I start with the hiphil because of its frequency.

Occurrences with a nonpersonal accusative object suggest "take away" as the basic
meaning of nplhiphil (Gen. 3l:9,16 [ivestock]; Hos. 2:11[9] [wool andflax]; Ps. 119:43

[the word of truth]). The LXX's use of aphairdomai in some passages also associates

9. HAI. n,717.
10. H. Frisk, Giechisches etymologisches Wdrterbuch,2 vols. (repr. Heidelberg, 1960-70).
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this meaning with nsl.' besides the four passages with nonpersonal objects, in I S. 30:18
the object is David's abducted wives. In Hebrew the place or condition from which
something is removed is fundamentally neutral. If the accusative object is personal, the
verb has positive valence because the condition from which the object is taken is
negative for the object. The same holds true for the expression "save/spare someone's
nepei (hfe)" (e.g., Josh. 2: 13; Isa. 4:20: 47:141' Ezk. 3:19,21; 14:20 33:9; Ps. 22:21

l2ol; 33:19:' 86: l3). The circumstances can be differentiated further. On the one hand,
there are situations from which escape is still possible: from the hand (ydil or frst (kap)
of enemies (in general: Jgs. 8:34; I S. 12:10f.; 2K.17:39; Ps. 3l:16[15]; cf. also Jer.
15:21; Ps. 82:4;97:lO; 144:ll; mentioned by name: Ex. 3:8; Jgs. 6:9; 9:17; L S. 7:3,14;
Jer.42:ll1' Mic. 5:5; with kap: 2 S. 19:10[9);22:l par. Ps. 18:1[superscription]; Ezr.
8:31; 2 K. 2O:6 par. Isa. 38:6 par. 2 Ch. 32:ll), forced labor ('"!o{d; Ex. 6:6), or
tribulation (sdrA: I S. 26.,24; Ps. 54:9[7]); here the verb can be translated "deliver
from." On the other hand, there are situations from which escape would usually be
inconceivable: death (Ps.33:19; 56:14[l3]; Prov. 10:2; l1:4), Sheol (Ps.86:13; Prov.
23:14), the sword (Ex. 18:4; Ps.22:21[20]), the strange woman (Prov.2:16); here a
better translation would be "protect from." The LXX also recognizes this distinction,
albeit in different passages: sometimes it uses spzd or rhfomai, which express the sense
of "protection"; at other times it uses emirdomai, which graphically pictures removal
from danger.

At root nsl clearly denotes an act of separation;ll constructed with min, it takes on
the sense of "take out, rescue." Even in passages where rsl takes on the meaning
"protect," a perceptible notion of "rescuing" still hovers in the background (cf. Prov.
23:14 and the notion of the "nether" world). The use of nsl in the Dead Sea Scrolls
agrees with this line of development: there too the verb means to "take out, rescue,"
while the neutral sense of "take away" no longer appears.

The niphal clearly provides the passive or reflexive of the abstract meaning "rescue,
deliver" conveyed by the hiphil; the two occurrences of the hophal refer to "being
taken out."

The piel denotes an intensification of the act of "taking away" i "take away for
one's own use, despoil";12 this is also the interpretation of the LXX. The hithpael
correspondingly means "take onesef away, separate oneself from something, lay
aside."

2. Semantic Field. The following terms constitute the central semantic field of hrssil.'
hiita'(--+YVi'yJ), + alg 'dzar -+ 7)n hillEs, millEt, -+O)o pillet, pdsA, andpdraq.t3
Among these, ftrssil is exceptional in having no derived nouns (except for the hapax
legomenon in Est. 4:14) and not being found to date in proper names. Since it appears
in construct phrases less often than hbita', 'dza4 or pillEt, it can be used only in contexts

ll. TLOT II, 760; Driver, "Homonyms," 63.
12. HP,240.
13. Sawyer, 35.
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where nominalization is not needed. Thus on purely grammatical grounds ftissil has a
more restricted semantic field than the synonyms listed above. The use of min with
hissil (128 times) in contrast to hbita'(7 times) clearly brings out the sense of spatial
separation.ta

Again in contrast to hdiia', which is used intransitively some 9 times, ftissil can be
used only transitively. Whereas in practice h6ita' appears only with Yahweh as subject
and is a technical theological term for Yahweh's deliverance of Israel (37 times in the
Deuteronomistic history), ftrssil is not restricted to theological usage. It can be used of
gods in general as well as for human objects (of 46 occurrences of hissil in the
Deuteronomistic history only 14 refer to deliverance by Yahweh). Thus hissil occupies
a position between h6iia' arrd 'dzar which is used only in secular contexts. The
difference is especially clear in 2K. 19: in v. 11 zsl refers to "infidel" deliverance,
while in vv. 19,34 y.f'refers to deliverance by Yahweh. The same is true in Jer. 15:20.

Along with he'"ld (+ irr? 'dO, hbiia', and + )xl ga'al,lrissil refers to the
deliverance of the exodus. While yJ' signifies removal of the oppressor and pil/e-l
suggests "escape," nsl and -+ ilT! pd/d denote deliverance from oppression.l5 In the
exodus narrative of the Yahwist, hissil functions as a key word (Ex. 3:8;5:23; l8:10a);
it is not able to dominate, however, and is also widely distributed among the various
source strata (D: Ex. 18:8; Jgs. 6:9; Pc: Ex. 6:6; RP: Ex. 18:4,10b).

3. Special Problems. a. we'An magtL The formulaic expression w"'An ma;;il, "there
is no deliverer," not always translated literally in the LXX, appears in Jgs. 18:28; 2 S.

14:6; Isa. 5:29;42:22; Hos. 5:14; Mic. 5:7(8); Ps.7:3(2);50:22;71:ll; Job 5:4; with
mtya! inDt.32:39; Isa. 43:13; Job l0:7. It occurs also in the Dead Sea Scrolls (lQM
14:11).ThehiphilpaticipleisusedpositivelyinProv. l4:25,whereitreferstoatruthful
witness as a lifesaver, and in Ps. 35:10; Jgs. 8:34 with Yahweh as subject. Jgs. 8:34
even describes Yahweh as hamnwssil. Hos.2:12(10) is noteworthy: in contrast to 5:14,
the expression is rephrased with a finite verb: "no one shall deliver her."

The theory that mass?l is a word reserved for Yahweh is further support€d by the
observation that in Prov.14:25, the only passage where the participle does not refer to
Yahweh, the LXX paraphrases with a finite verb. In the Dead Sea Scrolls, too, ma;sil
occurs only with Yahweh as subject (lQM 14:11; llQPsa 18 [Ps. 154, Syr. II]:16).

b. Miscellaneous. Only in Ex. 18: lOb is zgl used with mittahal Earlier in the same
verse we find the normal construction with min. The repetition in v. lOb does not appear
in the LXX. Umberto Cassuto is probably correct in asserting that the repetition is
intended foremphasis; it derives from the design of RPto emphasize Israel's liberation.l6

Only in Dt. 23:16(15) is nsl used with mE'iminsteadof min. The meaning of mE'im
is specified further by the directional'eleyli and in the following verse by b"qirb'@.

14. Sawyer,7l.
15. + VI,445.
16. U. Cassuto, A Commentary on the Book of Exodus (Eng. trans., Jerusalem, 1967, repr.

1974),216.
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In Jgs. 11:26, since the object to be separated (land) is immovable, G. R. Driver
suggests confusion of s// Itr with nsl,' he must, however, assume a meaning of s//
("purify") that is attested otherwise only in Postbiblical Hebrew.lT L L. Seeligmann
sees here as in Am. 3:12 and Ex. 22:12 atechnical term of pastoral law.l8 His translation,
"seize for one's own use," is the simplest and most sensible suggestion, and need not
even reflect a technical term.

In 2 S. 14:6 nsl clearly means "tear apart." The translation "settle a quarrel" fits
the context,le but "tear apart" is preferable because it reflects the text more closely.

The meaning of nsl in 2 S. 20:.6 is obscure and controverted. Frank Criisemann
argues for a literal interpretation.2o He maintains that "tearing out the eyes," as the
Syr. also translates, describes a common way of rendering someone totally helpless.
"Tearing out the eyes" was a common form of punishment and subjugation primarily
in Mesopotamia. This verse would, however, represent the only use of nsl for this act.2l
Karl Budde arrives at a different interpretation on the basis of the LXI bkil1z6): he
proposes hesal from,s// trI, "darken."zz But this interpretation does not clarify the
meaning of the text. Retaining the vocalization hesal, Driver therefore suggests the
meaning "escape," which makes sense in the context and agrees with the Vulg.: "and
escape from us" (also NRSV).23 Driver supports this interpretation by citing Arab.
dalla, whrch appears quite often with this meaning.

In 2 Ch. 20:25 the prep. 1", which seems odd in this context, is used twice. A
substantive introduced by F'An with consecutive meaning is not uncommon in the
Chronicler's history @f. Ezr- 9:14; Neh. 8:10; I Ch. 22:4; 2 Ch. l4:lollll,l2[3];
2l:18;36:16). The expression l"'dn should therefore not be read as an accusative object
with aramaizing /' instead of 'e1.24 The text should be translated: "They took for
themselves until they could carry no more."25

In the book of Proverbs we find two dfficult texts that use nsl. In Prov. 6:5 the
meaning of hinndsdl mtyaQ is obscure. Hermann Strack therefore transposes the words
and reads: "Save yourself from the hand."26 Preferable, however, is the interpretation
of Otto Pliiger, who cites v. 5b and reads mis;ayyd/: "Save yourself like a gazelle from
the hunter."27 The meaning of Prov. 19:19 is very difficult to determine: geQol-hEmi

17. sw 16,63.
18. P. 354.
19. GesB, 518.
20. F. Criisemarr, Der Widerstand gegen das Kbnigtum. WMANT,49 (1978), 109.
2t. rbid., to9.
22. K. Budde, Die Biicher Samuel. KHC, Vln 0902),298.
23.Diver, Fes*chift Neumann, 135.
24. Cf. the translators of JB; K. Galling, Die Biicher der Chronik. ATD, 12 (1954), 124;

J. Goettsberger, Die Bilcher der Chronik. HSAT Ml (1939), 291; P. Welten (Geschichte und
Geschichtsdarstellung im Chronikbiichem. WMANT, 42 119731, 141) leaves it untranslated.

25. NRSV; cf. W. Rudolph, Chronilcbiicher HAT XXI (1955), 262; E. Kautzsch, HSAT I
(1923), 647.

26. H. Strack, Kurzgefasster Kommentar zu den heiligen Schriften Alten und Neuen Testa-
ments, A,6,2 (1899).

27. O.Plogel Spriiche Salomos. AK, XVtr (l9M),61. Cf. BHS, NRSV.
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(Q) is preferable. The verse says in effect that anyone who tries to calm a violent-
tempered person will only increase that person's wrath.

In Job 21:30 several scholars without convincing reason emend yfrPAlfr, "be
brought," to yu;gal.z8 Others read yuSal.2e Alfred Guillaume simply uses an Arabic
meaning of ybl and translates: "that they are smitten with disease on the day of
wrath."r The most attractive approach is still Eduard Kcinig's observation that they
text is to be understood ironically: "that the wicked are spared for the day of catastrophe,
for the day of great wrath they are rescued."3l

. Isa. 20:6 is the only passage in the OT where nsl is constructed with mipp"ni instead
of min. Hans Wildberger thinks the verse is secondary; F. Huber disagrees.32 In any
case, the preposition here emphasizes that the hoped-for coalition was intended to be
a defensive alliance against Assyria (cf . LXX: sQzo).

Jer. 7:10 is the only passage in which the LXX translates nsl with apichein, "to
have received something by right." This translation reveals the theological impossibility
of the statement in the Hebrew texfi the verb expresses an extraordinary commitment
on the part of God, who delivers his people from any conceivable disaster; it is used
here to show how the people rely on this assurance while refusing to react appropriately.
God's deliverance is naturally not an action that people can claim by right simply by
virtue of being Israelites (possibly in exile33), while oppressing the alien, the orphan,
and the widow (w. 5ff.).

The piel in Ezk. 14:14 should be read as a niphal, with the LXX, not as a hiphil.3a
Ezk. 14:20 is the only passage where the LXX uses hypoleipomai to translate nsl.

In the context of vv. 16,18, it is noteworthy that even in Hebrew the phrase "they save
neither sons nor daughters" is not simply repeated; it is varied in each occurrence. The
LXX extends this variation by using three different verbs to translate nsl: sfz6, rhfomai,
and hypoleipomai. The LXX thus interprets the passage to mean that the righteousness
of individuals cannot be communicated to others in any way - not even as being "Ieft,
spared," not to mention being actively "delivered."

In the context of the flock of Israel and its shepherds, n,s/ appears in Ezk. 34:10
(LXX: emirdomai) and34:12 (LXX: apelafino [only here]). Thus the LXX uses words
appropriate to the pastoral imagery. If Seeligmann is correct in considering nsl a
technical term of pastoral law, then in this passage Heb. nsl should be understood
strictly in this sense.35 But even if we are not dealing with a technical term, the passage

28. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 338; BHK; HAL,ll,7l7.
29. G. Hdlschel Das Buch Hiob. HAT )KVIJ. (1952), 54; et al.
30. A. Guillaume, Studies in the Book of Job (l*iden, 1968), 45, 105.
31. E. Kiinig, Das Buch llioD (Giitersloh, 1929),2?nt.
32. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997), 286,297;F.Hlber, Jahwe,

luda und die anderen Viill<er beim Propheten Jesaja. BZAW, 137 (1976), 107-113.
33. Cf. Wolff,66.
34. See I.2.a above; W. Zmmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),310; contra A. Ber-

tlrclet, Hesekiel. HAT l{.l[l (1936), in loc.; G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HAT X'ln (955),77.
35. P.254, n. l.
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makes good sense, especially if v. 10 uses nql to compare the shepherds, who should
be protecting the sheep, to beasts of prey from whose mouths the sheep must be pulled
(cf. I S. 17:35,37; Am. 3:12). Because zsl in the sense of "deliver, preserve" also has
overtones of "pull out," the passage can be read on three levels: that ofthe shepherd,
who frees the sheep from the mouth of a beast of prey; that of the leaders of the people,
whom Yahweh deprives of their position; and that of the people, God's flock brought
together from all over. The passage also says that hammassil is at work both in the
catastrophe of the exile (because he saves the people from false shepherds) and in the
regathering of the people after ttre exile. A similar formulation appears in 4QDibHama
(4Q504), fr. l-2 6:12 ("save your people Israel out of all lands"), so that this language
is not exceptional.

ln Jon. 4:6 it is noteworthy that the prep. /" appears to be used instead of 'e1, although
this usage would be unique. Here the LXX read a form of s// III, influenced on the one
hand by the "shade" mentioned in the preceding verse and on the other by l)6nA.
Wilhelm Rudolph notes that in the LXX the verse is completely tautologous.s To solve
the problem, he proposes either l"hassil4 with a dittography of /, or (following Kdnig3T)
an aramaizing use of /e instead of 'et.38 The latter is probably the most likely solution,
since the book of Jonah as a whole is a relatively late work.

III. Dead Sea Scrolls. The verb is relatively infrequent in the Dead Sea Scrolls in
comparison with y^f'. The hiphil occurs 16 times (lQpHab 8:2; 12:14; lQM 14;11;

[4QM" (4Q491) fr. 8-10 1:9]; lQH 2:31;3:5;5:13; 11QPsa 18 [Ps. 154, Syr. tr]:15,16;
19 [Plea]:lO; 4QDibHama t4Q504l fr. l-2 2:161.6:12;7:2; 4QpPsa t4Ql71l fr. 3-10
4:21;4Q158 l-2:8;4QFlor 9-10,6; 185, l-2,II,3), the niphal 5 times (lQH 7:17;
4QpPsa fr.l-22:9; CD 4:18; l4:2; lQl4 [lQpMic] fr. l0 8), and the hophal once (1Q38
4:5) (4Q498 4:1?). This list includes two passages using the hiphil participle: IQM
14:11 (the commonplace'An ma;st|) and l1QPsa 18 (Ps. 154, Syr. II):16 (Yahweh the
deliverer of the upright from the hand of the wicked).

The usage of nsl does not vary significantly from OT usage but is somewhat
narrower: only the Deity is the active subject (a single possible exception being CD
l4:2, where God's covenant serves as guarantor of deliverance), and the accusative
object is always personal. As eschatological hopes might lead us to expect, the condi-
tions and situations from which people may be taken or delivered now even include
time itself (llQPsa 18 [Ps. 154, Syr. II]:15).

Hossfeld-Kalthoff

36. W. Rudolph, KAT Xml2,36l.
37. E. Ktinig, Histortsch-kritisches lthrgebiiude der hebrciischcn Sprache,2 vols. printed in

3 Q*ipzig,l88l-97), tr/2, $289h.
38. The latter possibility is supported by HAL, 11,717; and H. W. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah

(Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), l60f.
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Contents: I. Etymology and Meaning. II. Occurrences and Usage. Itr. Wisdom Lircrature. IV.
Psalms. V. Prophets. VI. Miscellaneous. Vtr. Theological Considerations. VtrI. nlnIX.LXX.

I. Etymolory and Meaning. The root nsr is common to all the classic Semitic
languages, occurring in both their earlier and later stages.l Important for our discussion
is that, besides being found in Mesopotamia (Akk nasoru, "keep") and Arabia(na4ara,
"perceive with one's eyes"), it is firmly rooted in Syria and Palestine (lJgar. n$a
"protecl keep, beware"; Aram. z;r "guard, protect, keep"; later form ntr).2 From the
earliest to the latest traditions it retains the meaning "keep" (par. to .imr), "observe"
thmugh close (visual) attention issuing in action. If visual observation is the primary
meaning of n{r3 it must be added that this sensory perception is actively engaged and
has certain consequences. The verb appears in both active and passive expressions.
Both deities and human beings can be the subject of the action expressed by nqr.

tr. Oocurrences and Usage. In view of the broad disribution of the common
Semitic mot, the modest number of occurrences in the OT is surprising. Apart from a
few texts using the Hebrew by-form + ''tEl nitar and the single occurrence in Biblical
Aramaic in Dnl. 7:28, we find only 64 instances of the root. The derivatives n";frrim
and mdsdr hardly deserve our attention, since their derivation from nsr is not beyond
question.a Noteworthy is the exclusively verbal development of the root, found in the
OT only in the qal (the pass. being represenred by the pass. ptcp.).

The root appears in both theological and secular contexts, and in both early and late
texts, although one must confess that the late texts dominate. It is impossible to overlook
a concentration of usage in Proverbs and Psalms (some two-thirds of all occunences:
19 in Prroverbs, 2 in Job, and Vl in Psalms). There are 14 occurrences in the prophetic
literaturc (l in Proto-tsaiah, 3 in the Apocalypse of Isaiah, 4 in Deutero-Isaiah, 1 in

nAyr. A- D(ez Macho, "Jesris 'ho nazoraios,'" Quaere Paulum. Festschrifi L Tunado
(Salamanca, l98l), 9-?5: B. Hartmann, "M<igen die Gritter dich behtiten und unversehrt be-
wahren," Hebniische Wortforschung. Festschrifi W. Baumgartner. SVT 16 (196j), 102-5; J. F.
Healey, "Synac n.sa Ugaritic ns4 Hebrew zsr tr, Akkadian zsr II," W,26 (1976),429437; S.E.
Loewenstamm, 'Ugaritic Formulas of Greeting," BASOR, 194 (1969), 52-54;W. J. Odendaal,
"A Comparative Study of the Protosemitic Root n1r" (diss., Stellenbosch, 1966); H. p. Riiger,
"NAZAPEO / NAZAPA NAZAPHNO>/ NAZCTPAIO>," n{W, 7 2 ( 1 98 1), 257 -263; J. Sanmar-
tin,"Zxrug. BasisN-SR," Uf, fi(1978),451f.;G. Sauer, "'tlt zsr'toguard,'" TLOT,ll,j62f.

l. The individual languages are cited n HAI. tr, 718.
2. For Akkadi aa *e AHw, II, 755. For Ugaritic, WUS, no. I 8 I I . For Aramaic, KAI, 222 B I,

C 15,17; 2?5, 12,13;24O, l;266,8; as a PN in 254. For the later Aramaic form see S. Segert,
Altaramriisclu Grammatik Q*ipzig, 1975), 553.2.6.6; 3.2.7.5.5; DISO, 178, 185.

3. HAI.II, 718.
4. See VII below.
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Trito-Isaiah, 3 in Jeremiah, I in Ezekiel, and I in Nahum). The remaining 5 are in
formulaic expressions in Exodus (once), Deuteronomy, and Kings (twice each). The
verb does not appear at all in narrative sections of the OT.

Ill.WisdomLiterature.WefindawholeseriesofzsrtextsinProv. 1-g,acollection
of didactic and hortatory admonitions generally considered to be postexilic. The in-
structor typically addresses the disciple as b"nt ("my son": 3:1,11; 6:20; pl.: 4:1, etc.)
while he himself is called 'd! ("father": 4:l). On the evidence of 6:20, there may also
have been female wisdom instructors, analogously called 'cm ("mother"). An aston-
ishing variety of language using the imperative or jussive exhorts the one being
instructed or admonished to hear, accept, observe, keep, not forget, trust in the teaching,
instruction, discipline, commandments, prudence, understanding, wisdom, and the like
(tdrd, miswd, b'ri!, mfisar t"!frnd, mezimmi, da'a1, etc.; also tbrdtri, with pronominal
suf.), in order to have life, happiness, prosperity, health, and divine and human favor.
The manifold rewards promised substantiate the exhortation and motivate the disciple
to act and behave as admonished. The content of this substantiation is always a promise,
stated in a ti clause or a consecutive clause linked with the copula (cf .3:l-2 and 3:34).
The person addressed may also be represented by a synecdoche such as lips (5:2) or
heart (3:l); the latter is the center of the entire personality.

The verb nsr is one of several used to express the exhortation to take to heart and
observe the admonition or instruction. Observance of the commandments must be such
as to take on decisive significance for all of life - indeed, it must be the guiding
principle for action and conduct. In this context zsr refers not simply to sensory
perception (including "hearing") of the commandments to be kept but also to doing
what they require. The meaning of nsr demands that the injunction be observed effec-
tually (3: I ,21 ; 4:13,23; 5:2; 6:20). In short, everything that wisdom urges be observed
and kept can be subsumed under the concept of "heart."s It is within the heart that
one decides for or against the exhortations of the wisdom instructor. If they are taken
to heart, there flow from the heart the "springs of life" (t6;"'6! hayytm: 4:23 and
context, esp. v. 2l).6

Also in this context belongs kov.23:26, a maxim from one of the minor collections
that contain preexilic proverbial material. If one follows the qere,7 what is to be
observed (and of course done) are d"rdftay, the ways (conduct) advised and taught by
the wisdom teacher (i.e., father). The "son" must choose these ways by giving his heart
to his "father." The kethibh uses rsft, "take pleasure in" (with the "ways" as its obj.).8
Conversely, woe, sorrow, and diminution of life pursue those who disdain and reject
warnings, admonitions, and wisdom, who refuse advice. This train of thought will
identify wisdom with salvation and folly with perdition (cf. 4:19; 6:12ff.; etc.).

5. --+ l) leb Nil,399-437).
6. O. Pl6ger, Spriiche Salomos. BK, XVtr (1984), 49; M. Dahood, Bibl, 49 (1968), 368f.
7. See BIIS.
8. H. Ringgren, Sprilche. ATD, 16ll (1962),94; Pldgea BK XVIL 260,263.
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The benefits associated with the "reward" that comes to those who obey the
exhortation include the remarkable coincidence that those who keep the commandments
are themselves kept, guarded, and protected by what they keep (Prov. 4:6): hobni and
bini (identtfred with the teaching of the wisdom instructor) guard and protect those
who observe, love, and do not forsake them (4:1-9). The same is true of prudence and
understandingQ:ll). As everywhere in the ancient Near East, it is ultimately God who
gives wisdom, knowledge, and understanding (2:11). Therefore God also guards the
upright $aiar), the faithful who live blameless lives, who accept and live according
to wisdom, counsel, and discipline (2:8). All these passages use r?,,rr (2:8,11; 4:6); its
meaning in this context is certainly no less complex than in the exhortations. These
texts focus not on engaged perception but on care, protection, and felicity. We must
not ignore the marked theologization of a notion of conduct belonging by nature to the
realm of pragmatic wisdom, a development that is a central feature of this late collection
of didactic wisdom.

Prov. 10: l-22:16, a collection of aphorisms that are generally dated in the preexilic
period, is dominated by short, bipartite maxims contrasting the wise and the foolish,
the upright and the wicked, the faithful and the godless. The fruits of experience in the
secular realm are handed on, as in l3:3: those who know how to restrain their flow of
talk will go unmolested (nbs€r ptw i6m€r napi6, "those who guard their mouths
preserve their lives"), but those who "open wide their mouths (lips)" come to ruin (cf.
also Ps. 34:14[Eng. v. 13]). A taithful individual who might be too weak to bridle mouth
and lips prays that Yahweh will set a "guard" (imrhe) for the mouth and a "watch"
(nsrh) over the door of the lips (Ps. 141:l).to The same contrast can be made between
the antonyms S"dAqA and rii'6 (loyalty and disloyalty); again, it is emphasized that
righteousness issuing in action "guards" the upright (Prov. 13:6). Ltke le!, dereftis a
collective term for the way of life governed by wisdom, which alone affords and
preserves life (16:17: idmEr napi6 ndsEr darf;b; v. lla points the way clearly: sr2r

mEra'; for ldQ, cf.4:23).
Naturally what applies to people in general holds true also for the king (2O.,28):

hese! we'"me! yi$Scrfr melek: it is tacitly assumed that the king in turn "preserves"
loyalty and tmth (cf. v. 28b). The same protective function of faithfulness and truth is
also prayed for on the king's behalf in Ps. 61:8(7).

Like the wisdom tradition of Israel's neighbors, Israelite wisdom teaches that reward
and punishment for human conduct come ultimately from Yahweh. The verb nsr is
used to express this notion (Prov. 22:12): Yahweh's eyes keep watch over (n;r) da'a!
(this can refer only to human knowledge and probably ultimately implied divine
knowledge of human beingsll), whereas he overthrows (y"sall€p) the affairs (words
and deeds) of the faithless (dilrA bagefl. The verb covers all aspects of protecting,
preserving, and enhancing life. This watchfulness over human life (napi"!d) means

9. See BI/S and the comms.
10. See also M. Dahood, Bibl, 43 (1968), 368f.
ll. Contra Pltigea BK, XVII, 255f., with LXX.
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that Yahweh 
- not mentioned here by understands (byn, yd') human beings

totally, so that they cannot excuse or conceal themselves before Gd (24.:12 t6\en
libb61hfi'yAptn wcnAsEr napi"ln hfr' ye/a'; cf.20:27 conj.l2). Job (7:20) calls Yahweh
the watcher of humanity (ndsdr hd'd/n@, but in his lament expresses astonishment
that Yahweh is not more generous, but persecutes the insignificant individual.

Finally, the proverbs of Solomon collected by the officials of Hezekiah (Prov. 25-29,
dating from the middle period of the monarchy) record secular wisdom based on
experience. According to 27:18, anyone who tends (n;r) a fig tree will eat its fruit.tr
This passage clearly illustrates the range of activities covered by nsr (hard work,
cultivation, care). The one who is n6p€r tdrd (i.e., who keeps the law, observing it and
putting it into practice, a complex process) earns the honorific b€n mEQ?n (the goal of
wisdom instruction has been attained! 28:7).

In the language of piety (e.g., prayer), "keeping'1God's will (commandments, laws,
instructions, etc.) is often a prerequisite for anticipated prosperity or deliverance from
affliction. What witnesses to OT spirituality (e.g., in the Psalms) as an expression of
piety parallels the conduct inculcated by wisdom in Wisdom Literature. Ps. l19, which
contains 10 of the 24 occurrences of nsr in the Psalms, occasionally exhibits clear
wisdom features in its description of devotion to the law. We see this at the very outset
(vv. 1-8), where in the style of wisdom those are called happy who keep Yahweh's
decrees ('airA nOs"rA 'edo!dw), which they have been given to learn (lmd) (w.2,7).
Vv. 33-34,100 actually pray that Yahweh as a wisdom teacher will teach (yrh hiphil,
Dyz hiphil) the psalmist deref, huqqey[a and tdr6, "that I may keep (zsr) them." This
psalm describes in great variety the rewards (prosperity, comfort, erc.) that accompany
ready observance of the law; but fulfillment of God's will can itself be happiness and
well-being. "I understand more than the aged, for I keep your precepts" (v. l(X)). Even
more - God's "decrees" are so wonderful in nature ttrat the devout keeper of the law
cannot help keeping them (v. 129).

Ps. 34, an individual thanksgiving, includes a typical wisdom passage (w. 12-17[11-
16l). The instructions that, if followed, bring life and days to enjoy good include keeping
(impv. neso4, v.l4tl3l) tongue and lips from evil and from speaking deceit. Wisdom
aphorisms may become confessions of faith, as in Ps. 25, a hymn of trust: Yahweh's
paths are steadfast love and tuth (hese! we'cme1) for those who keep (lcnAscrQ lis
covenant and his decrees (v. 10). This interdependence of keeping and being kept also
finds expression in the devout life. The psalmist is confident that integrity and upright-
ness (which he is called on constantly to observe, a requirement not stated explicitly
but tacitly presumed) will preserve him (with overtones of a prayer that they may), fon
he places his hope and trust in this correlation, guaranteed by God (v. 2l).

IV. Psalms. The preceding discussion makes clear that constitutive elements of piety
such as find expression in prayers are intimately associated with the fundamental tenets

12. See BI1S.
13. C. Amoz, "npr of Fig-Tree Will Eat Its Fruits," BethM, 25 (1979180), 8lf.

l
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of wisdom thought. This is especially noteworthy in devotion to the law.la The joyous
psalmist can declare that worth, reward, and meaning rest solely in the fact of keeping
Yahweh's piqqfr/tm (laws, statutes, ordinances, etc.), in refusal to forsake, forget,
deride, and turn away from God's instruction, as the arrogant and wicked do (Ps. I 19:56,
with context). He will not be led astray by persecution (v. 69) but meets evildoers head

on, dismissing them, firmly resolved to keep the misw61 '"l6hay (v. I 15: w"'esserd

[cohortative]). This declared situation justifies (is the reason for, /ci) his prayer to be
protected from scorn and contempt (v.22) 

- even more: the cohortative suggests that
he can expect God to answer his urgent prayer. He can even pester God: 'anEnt YHWH
(v. 145).

Conversely, God's gift of t}te laws and commandments entails the expectation that
the people of God will observe and keep them, as the historical summaries in the Psalter
state (Ps. 78:7;105:45). There is an interesting difference in viewpoint between these
two texts: keeping the commandments is both a prerequisite for Yahweh's bestowal of
divine gifts on his people and a consequence of Yahweh's favor already bestowed on
them.

In some of the nsr passages in hymns of lamentation or thanksgiving, the functional
domain of nsr is restricted exclusively to Yahweh, whether the text uses Yahweh directly
asthesubjectof nsr orexpressesapleathatYahwehwillnsr Asamotif of confidence,
the prayer of the oppressed includes a declaration of faith that Yahweh always preserves
(n6;Er) the faithful ('"mfinlm) (Ps.3l:24[23]). Texts in hymns of thanksgiving express
the same idea(32:7;40:12[11]). This confessionof faithpredicates Yahweh'sprotection
from tribulation and the trustworthy tutelary function of Yahweh's steadfast love and
truth. Wisdom aphorismsl5 use this pair of terms as the subject of n;r (Prov. 20:28; Ps.

61:8[7]). In Ps. 40:12(11) we find the basic theological foundation of this notable
rhetorical figure.

The lamenting psalmist trusts in the fundamental promises of God (Ps. 12:7[6]) to
intervene on behalf of the oppressed (v. 6[5]), expressing confidence that Yahweh will
guard (npr) the wrongfully accused from persecutors (v. 8[7]). In Ps. 64:2(l);
140:2,5(1,4), this notion takes the form of a petition (64:2111: mippahaQ '6y€! tissdr

baWay; 140:2lll: mdTi l.t9nnstm tinserEn).In both texts the situation is the same, even
though Ps. 14O appears to include physical as well as verbal (v. at3l) violence against
the oppressed psalmist. But such vivid language can also stand for violence in the form
of false accusations and charges. The foregoing predications and precautions are all
confessional in nature. Yahweh is both able and willing to deliver and protect the
oppressed person who turns to him.

V. Prophets. Analysis of the zsr texts in the prophetic literature must confront the
difficulty that, while this literature uses n{r for a wide range of concepts, the palette
of occurrences is not very extensive. (Jer. l:5 will be excluded from the outset, because

14. See the references to Ps. 119 in Itr above.
15. See above.
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the form here actually derives from y-sr,' this familiar term associated with creation also
fits ttre context better than nsr)

Two passages in Jeremiah speak of no;ertm, but in very different ways. In Jer. 4:16,
in the context of the prophet's announcement of disaster, the nAsefim are "guardians"
who come from a distant land to raise their accusatory voices in and against ('al in a
hostile sense) Jerusalem; in anticipation of v. 17, they are foreigners who already set
out to accomplish Yahweh's punitive judgment. (Wilhelm Rudolph proposes emending
n6;"rim to safim, but this reading conflicts with the par. idmertm in v. 17.)16 These
nds"tim focus their attention on deliberate actions. In Jer. 3 I :6, in a familiar collection
of assurances of salvation, the ndgertm are "sentinels" who stand like audible sigrrposts
on the hills of Ephraim, pointing the way for those "returning" (from the north and
the farthest parts of the earth: v. 8) to Yahweh in Jerusalem upon Mt. Zion. They, too,
are engaged in an activity that demands their undivided attention.lT Since they speak
of Yahweh as "our God," in this case they cannot be foreigners, but must belong to
Israel or Judah (prophets of salvation?).

There are more examples of a single rhetorical figure being used to describe anti-
thetical phenomena. one who has been spared (nd;fir) is strictly speaking a positive
figure. But when he survives universal judgment (which in various ways has already
struck down those both far off and near) only finally to perish himseH, he is a tragic
figure (Ezk. 6:12, in the context of w. 1l-13). By contrast, the Servant of God in
Deutero-Isaiah (49:6) comes to restore the n"sfrrA yiSrd'dl (following Q),the "survivors
of Israel," who have been preserved in the Diaspora after deportation; part of his
mission is to bring them home. In other words, the n"sfirtm are the members of the
people of God who have been protected and preserved in their identity. The Servant
himself could be called a na;frr, since he is the object of Yahweh's keeping and
protection. Of course Isa. 42:6;49:8, the texts to which this observation applies, appear
in passages that are supplementary to the actual Servant Songs (42: l-4,5-9;49:l-6,7-
l2).They are no longer understood to be integral parts of the songs. Karl Elliger thinks
42:5-9 is addressed to Cyrus; Claus Westermann thinks it is addressed to the "Servant,"
to be understood here collectively as representing lsrael (added epexegetically to the
Servant song 42:l-4).18 Both derive the form in v. 6 from ysr rather than z.sr but this
interpretation is unnecessary. The interpretation of the passage is still disputed (cf. the
uncertainty over tense [completed act or intention?] in the ancient versions and B11S).
Neither is there any compelling reurson not to see these verses as referring still to the
Servant. Vv.6f., in an oracle of Yahweh, speak in the lstperson of the calling of the
Servant, his mission, and favor shown him by Yahweh, which includes "keeping" him
(we'e;;orf;n). The same theme is sounded in 49:8 (in some phrases identical with 42:6;

16. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT, )(ll C1958), 30.
17. On the authenticity of these passages see W. Thiel, Die deuteronomistischen Redabion

yon Jeremia- WMAM 41, 52 (1973-81), in loc., who is much more favorable to 4:16 than to
3l:6; but see the discussion.

18. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja. BK, Xll I (1978), 229-231; C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL
(Eng. trans. 1969), 97 -101.
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here, too, Westermann proposes to read a form of ysrle). In both passages it appears
to be important that Yahweh himself speaks of his protective activity.

In the "Song of the Vineyard" in the Apocalypse of Isaiah (27:2-5),Yahweh describes
himself as the "keeper" (n6;"rA, suffixed ptcp.) of the vineyard, who keeps his eye on it
(v.3:'esfrennfl day and night so that no one can harm it. As in ch. 5, the "vineyard" is
the people of God. A hymn to the strong city (surely Jerusalem) calls on it to open its gates

so that the g6y ;addiq may enter in; the latter is said to "keep faith" in Yahweh (26:2; cf .
vv.3,4), by whom it is kept (nsr) inpeace (idlbm) (v. 3). Here Yahweh is not speaking in
the lst person; instead the hymn describes what he does. Once again, however, there is a
causal relationship between the conduct of the people toward Yahweh and Yahweh's
actions. Trust on the people's part meets with favor on Yahweh's part.2o

In Hab. 2:l the prophet stands at his watchtower (miimere!) and watchpost (mas;6rt,
with lQpHab), probably a technical term for the place where oracles are received.2l

VI. Miscellaneous. A series of other OT passages use n,.sr in highly diverse ways.
For example, the term can be used for the siege of a city or stronghold (Isa. 1:8; Nah.
2:2Ul} Many scholars have proposed emending Isa. 1:8, on the grounds that "besieged
city" does not fit the context of vv. 4-9. Hans Wildberger's "restoration" of the text is
not convincing; Otto Kaiser's interpretation also remains obscure.22 All the versions
read "besieged city; BI/S adopts August Dillmann's reading: n";6rd, from sr.yr23 If it
is truly quite impossible to make sense of this expression from its context (which is
not a settled conclusion), ir n"sfird could be understood as a "protected [by Yahweh]
city." But the point of v. 8 appears to be that, despite the survival of the ba1-stybn,
protection and security are (still) not guaranteed and final (cf. v. 5).

Opinions differ also about the interpretation of Nah. 2:2(l).In this prophetic de-
scription of the fall of Nineveh (2:2-14]-131, without v. 312)), one might see the
account as beginning with the statement that the "destroyer"z has come up against
the city and has besieged the stronghold (nds6r m"surd; here the Masoretes place the
athnach). Then follow the (ironic) demands (masc. impvs.) to redouble the (futile)
defensive struggle. On these grounds some exegetes propose including the frst phrase
in these demands: Friedrich Horst translates "reinforce the watches," repointing mesurd
as massdrd ("watch," from zsr); Elliger treats the phrase similarly but keeps m"surA
("rampart"): "Guard the rampart" (cf. NRSV).5

19. Westermann, Isaiah 4M6,212.
20. Both passages present problems of interpretation; see H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1j-27 (Eng.

trans., Minneapolis, 1997), in loc.
21. J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkiindigung in der spiiten Kbnigszeit Israels.

WMANT, 35 (1970), l04ff.
22. Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), 19f., following F. X. Wutz; O.Kaiser,Isaiah

1-12. OTL @ng. trans. 21983), 17, n.9 (differing from the lst ed. [and Ger. eds. l4]).
23. Dillmann, Der Prophet Jesaja. KEHAT (51890), in loc.
24. Elliger, Das Buch der zwdlf kleinen Propheten. ATD, 25 (81982), in loc.
25. F. Horst, Die zwdlf kleinen Propheten HAT, x^ly (1954), 160; Elligea ATD, 25, 10.
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In a prophecy of disaster in Trito-Isaiah (65:1-7), v. 4 uses the form n"sfirim, usually
translated (following the LXX) 8S "caves,"26 in which those who are threatened by
Yahweh spend the night (possibly to perform incubation rites2T); the context associates
these caves with idolatry. Bernhard Duhm thought that the obscure term meant "guard
booths"'28 BHS analyzes the form as two words, ban sfrrim, "between rocks." But
v. 4b exhibits parallel structure; if the principle of parallelism applies to v. 4a, the
second line might have a meaning similar to that of the first: those who sit inside tombs
spend the night among the "preserved," i.e., the dead.

A fixed idiom is used in 2 K. L7:9; 18:8 to describe the totality of a fortified site:
mimmigdal n6;crim'aQ-ir miQsdr "from watchtower to fortified city [citadet]." Job
27:18 refers to a sentinel who makes a booth (e.g., in a field or vineyard at harvest
time), which clearly is meant to provide only temporary protection. Job uses this simile
(k") to describe the enterprises of the wicked 

- superficially splendid and successful
but actually feeble and frail.

In two passages the qal pass. ptcp. of zsr means "be hidden." The prostitute who
entices the callow youth (Prov. 7:10) is described as nesura! lE!, "hidden uncom-
municative with respect to her heart" 

- i.e., she does not reveal her true intentions.
The expression can hardly convey the active meaning "with observant heart";2e it must
be a negative characterization. In Isa. 48:6 Deutero-Isaiah conveys Yahweh's intention
to have unprecedented, hitherto unknown salvation declared and then to accomplish it.
God's words are spoken in the lst person. The salvation to come is described as new
(b"dai6!) and hidden (ncsurdfi.

VII. Theological Considerations. Our discussion has already referred repeatedly
to theological usage of the root nsr Wisdom Literature, documents of OT spirituality
(Psalms), and finally prophetic texts (esp. Deutero-Isaiah) speak of Yahweh's favor that
protects and preserves the people of God. The upright, those who strive to keep God's
commandments (as enshrined both in the law [Ps. 119] and in the rules of conduct laid
down by wisdom [Proverbs]), can be assured of Yahweh's attentive protection.

InEx.34:6,7, a confessional statement has been added to the traditional material of
J; clearly drawing on formulaic language, it is extremely concentrated theologically.
V. 7 acknowledges Yahweh as rwsEr hesed ld'alaptm,' the context shows that this lwse/
manifests itself as mercy, pity, patience, and readiness to forgive. This God who
maintains benevolence is ra!-hesed we'eme! (v. 6). A similar formulation appears in
the Decalog @x. 20:6). Here the -laptm are described more specifically as the '6ha!ay
and the i1mcro misw1lay (the suf. refers to Yahweh). Here again nsr describes God's
beneficent treatment of human beings.

Even more pregnant theologically is the election tradition recorded in the Song of
Moses, which traces Israel's beginnings to Yahweh's finding his people in the desert

26. HAI. il,716.
27. Westermann, Isaiah 4A46, 4Ol.
28. Duhm, Das Buch lesaja (Tltbingen, e1968;, in loc.
29. PliSger, BK, )(VIJ.,73,74.
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(Dt.32:10; cf. Hos.9:10; Jer. 3l:2-3). God's care for the (helpless) people he found
necessarily included shielding and guarding them (like the apple of the eye). Here
Yahweh's tutelary activity is described with particular intensity and sensitivity. The
root nsr conveys almost emotional overtones.

The Blessing of Moses contains a highly characteristic example of the theologico.
anthropological aspect of rsr (Dt. 33:9). Within the blessing of Levi (vv. 8-ll), vv.
9b,10 play a special role: these verses speak of lrvi in the plural, whereas the other
verses use only the singular. This "interpolation" may be considered secondary: the
transition from v. 9a to v. 11 would be easy, and the change to the singular in v. 9b in
the LXX and the Dead Sea Scrolls is clearly not original, but an attempt at harmoni-
zation. If these verses are not secondary, they are meant to explain why the members
of the tribe of trvi turned their backs on family ties: because (kt) they observed (idmar)
Moses' word and strictly kept (ndsar) his covenant. Thus they should (and will) fulfill
their mission described in v. 10. These two verses present the tribe of Levi as preserving
and handing on the laws and ordinances given through Moses. It is interesting that
keeping the ordinances given by God not only brings personal well-being but also
results in (or should we even say: qualifies for?) service to the community.

VItr. zf. A few passages in the Hebrew OT use -+ "lDl natar in the sense of "guard,
keep, observe."

D(. LXX. The verb clearly created difficulties for the translators of the LXX, since
they used a total of 26 words to translate it, some only once. The predominant trans-
lations are ekzEtein (l I times), phyldssein (10 times), tErein (6 times), and exereundn
(5 times).

Wagner

a!) neser

The noun nE;er deives from a root that is not represented by a verb in the Hebrew
OT. The same root also appears as a noun in Middle Hebrew, Judeo-Aramaic, and
Arabic (Arab. nadura means "gleam, blossom").1 The meaning of the noun is constant:
"shoot, blossom, branch, scion." In extension of this basic botanical meaning, the word
is applied to historical situations: branch or shoot of a clan, offshoot of the rootstock
of a family. This meaning appears in the well-known oracle of salvation Isa. 11:1-11

nEser I. F. M. Brayley, " 'Yahweh Is the Guardian of His Plantation': A Note on Is. 60,21,"
Bibl, 4l (1960), 275-286; L. Moraldi, "Qumrania: nE;er e semah," RSO, 45 (1970), 209-216.

l. HAI. tr, 718.
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(the authenticity of which is disputed by otto Kaiser but affirmed by many others),2
which declares that a shoot (nEser) shall come out from the stump of Jesse (reading
yipral.t with the versions).

The image of a new king as nEser may be compared to the similar usage of -+ BDr
semab, "branch" (Jer. 23:5; znc. 3:8;6: l2). Geo widengren finds here an allusion to
the idea of the king as tree of life or the scepter as a branch of this tree.3 One can
hardly doubt that there are overtones of royal ideology in these texts. The basis is
probably the notion (found among many Semitic peoples) that the family is like a tree,
its vital force residing in its roots.4

A similar passage occurs in the Deir'Alla inscription (II, 5, l4), which speaks of a
nqr (old Aramaic = n{r) who, after the time of tribulation, will inaugurate a new age
of prosperity.s

In Trito-Isaiah's great prophecy of salvation, which goes into great detail conceming
its nature, Isa. 60:21 calls the people nEser malld'a yHwH, the shoot or scion of
Yahweh's plantations (cf. lQlsa); on them rests the glorious future.6

Daniel's extended historical vision, which sketches the course of history under the
Persians and Alexander the Great from the perspective of the conflicts between the
Ptolemies and the Seleucids, speaks of the successful campaigns of ptolemy trI Euer-
getes against Seleucis II Callinicus, calling him a shoot from (his father's) roots (Dnl.
ll:7; the LXX reads nEser miiiordiaywT).

In a song of triumph celebrating the fall of the king of Babylon, Isa. 14:19 uses
nEser in its literal sense, albeit in a simile. The king's fall is depicted graphically by
the image of his corpse, cast out of its grave, lying like a trampled uranctr (kcnE;er
nifap lnfi'aU must have undergone an analogous extension of meaningl). Many ex-
egetes emend neser to nzpel, "misciarriage,"s but the point of comparison is not being
buried but being cast off in contempt.

The Hodayoth of Qumran use nZserin5 passages, with emphasis on its metaphorical
meaning. In IQH 6:15 the imagery has preserved many details of the word,s botanical
background: shoot, foliage, planting. In 6:16 the planting is pictured as a tree with
branches and roots.e The "everlasting planting" is probably the eumran community
itself; the branches are its individual members or a particular messianic figure.l0 In
7: 19 the "I" of the hymns (= the Teacher of Righteousness) appears to be empowered

2. Kaiser, Isaiah l-12. orL (Eng. trans. 219g3), 253f.; cf. H. wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Fng.
trans., Minneapolis, l9l), 465-69.

3. G. widengren, sakrales Kdnigtum im AT und im Judentum (sruttgart, 1955), 56; idem, The
King and thc Tree of Life in Ancient Near Eastern Religion. uuA, rgal 14, 50.

4. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12, 255.
5. H. Ringgren , RoB, 36 ( 1977), 88.
6. Brayley,275ff.
7. See BtlS and O. Pkiger, Das Buch Daniel. KAT XiVltrI (1965), 155.
8. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1997)1,42,46.
9. -->9U7 ndn'.
10. A. Dupont-sommer, The Essene rilitings from eumran (Eng. trans., repr. Gloucester,

Mass., 1973), 219, n.2.
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by God to make a planting (ma$a') flourish and cause the shoot to wax in strength
(l"Saddel ne;er), The point of this Fssage is surely the gowth and security of the
community. The same idea lies behind the differcntiated use of n€ger in 8:6,8,10. First
trees of life belong to the plantation, which are to bring forth nEser for the etemal
plantation (v. 6). The offshoot of its foliage (the subj. having shifted casually to the
tree belonging to the plantation) is to serve as food for the animals dwelling in the
forest (v. 8). But the one who brings forth the n€ser qdQcf for the plantation of truth
remains hidden (v. l0). As in 6:15, "holy offshoot" can be understood both collectively
and individually.

The LXX vses dmthos, phytdn, and €kgonos to translate neser.

Wagner

aBJ naqaQ; ap) neqe!; fl]pl ncqeQa; n:PD maqqele1

I. Etymology. tr. l. The Verb in the OT 2. The Nouns in the OT; 3. LXX.

I. Etymologr. Modern lexicons generally distinguish the root nqb ftom + Ifp
qbb.r the root nqb is attested in most Semitic languages. In Arabic the verb means
"pierce, make a hole," but also "single out" and hence "make (someone) a leader,'
(cf. naqib, "leader"). [n Nabatean nqb means "(perforate >) appoint."2 Akk. naqilbu
means "deflower";3 it occurs also in Gilgamesh: "whose skull pierces the heavens."
The siloam inscription uses the verb to mean "break through (rock)" and the noun
nqbhto mean "breach" or "tunnel."4 The basic meaning of n aqa! is therefore probably
"make a hole, pierce." The noun ncq€la, "female sreature, woman," is likely related.
Whether Ugar. nqbn, "part of the harness of a saddle animal," is related is unclear.s

IL l. The Verb in the OT For the verb, the meaning "pierce, bore" is attested
unambiguously in 2 K. l2:10(Eng. v. 9) Ooring ahole fh6rl in the lid of a chest), 18:21

nASab. H. C. Brichto, The Problem of "Curse" in the Hebrew Bible. LBWS, 13 (1963X
M. Dahood, "The Ugaritic Parallel Pah qra ll qba in lsn,. 62:2," Bibl, Sg (1972), 527t.;
E. Lipifski, "Irs conceptions et couches merveilleuses de'Anath," syr 42 (1965),45-73; l. J.
Rabinowitz, "A clue to the Nabatean contract from the Dead sea Region," BASoR, 139 ( 1955),
lI-14; J. Scharbert, "'Fluchen'und 'Segnen' im AI," Bibl,39 (1958), l-26 H. Schult, ..Lrvi-
ticus 24,15b und 16a," Dielheimer Bkitter atm A\ 7 (1974),31f.; J. starcky, "Un contrat
nabat6en sur papyrus,"RB, 6l (1954), 16l-l8l; E. LJllendorff, "Job trI 8," W tt (1961),350f.;
J. Weingrcen, "The Case of the Blasphemer," Wl 22 (1972), ll8-123.

1. But see Scha6ert, l4f.
2. DISO, 185; cf. also Rabinowitz, 14; and Starcky, 179.
3. AHw, 1,743; CAD, Xll 1,328.
4. KAr, 189,1,2,4.
5. WUS, no. 1839.
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par. Isa" 36:6 (a broken reed pierces someone's hand), and Job 40:24,26(4tr:2) (pierce
the nose or jaw of a wild beast with a hook in order to tame it). In Hag. l:6 the s"rOr
naqfi|,is a'lbag with holes." In Hab. 3:14 the verb can hardly mean "bore through";
it must mean "strike a hole" (in the head, with sticks). Gen. 30:28 (noqbd {"kir"kd,
"name your wages" [i.e., from the animals in the flock]) reflects the practice of
identifying an animal by means of a hole in its ear.

From "mark,, identiff" it is not a long way to the meaning l'distinguish, honor" (a
human being). The nequpA r€'ii1 haggiyim in Am. 6:1 are "the most distinguished
among the first of the nations," i.e., the most aristocratic;6 derivation from qbh, "pro-
nounce (a name)," is unnecessary.T In the case of human beings, identification by a

name replaces identification by a hole in the ear. In lists ofpersons, therefore, the niphal
in conjunction with b"iEm6l means "designated by name" (Nu. l:17; Ezr. 8:20; 1 Ch.
12:32131); 16:41; 2 Ch. 28:15; 3l:19). The text always refen to appointrnent to a
particular high office, in other words, a distinction. According toIsa.62:2, vindicated
Israel will be called "by a new name that the mouth of Yahweh will give" (reading
yiqqebennfi); here nfrqa! has the nuance of "giving a (new) name as a mark of
distinction."

In Lev. 24:ll,l5f . ndqa! takes on a different nuance in conjunction with the name
of Yahweh. Because the verb parallels the piel of qll, it is usually translated "blaspheme
(the name of Yahweh)." The different legal consequences ("bear the sin" in the sense

of "have to live with the curse conjured up by the act" vs. "be put to death") show
that nqb denotes a more ,serious offense than qillel. "Cursing" refers to careless
derogatory speech concerning God; "blaspheming" refdrs to deliberate slanderous
speech concerning Yahweh, with explicit emphasis on Yahweh's name.8 It is unlikely
that this passage already interprets the prohibition against wrongful use of Yahweh's
name (Ex. 20:7;Dt.5:11) as an absolute prohibition against any use whatever of the
name. The text refers rather to a negative "branding" of the name of Yahweh.

2. Thz Nouns in the OTThe meaning of the nouns developed from the basic meaning
of the verbal root. The noun + napD maqqele! has two meanings: "hole, opening (of
a well)" (Isa. 51:1) and "hammer" (Jgs. 4:21; I K.6:7;Isa.44:12; Jer. 10:4). The
meaning of neqe! in Ezk. 28:13 is unclear. Ancient and modem translators can only
venture conjectures ("cdvities" in the body of the king of Tlre?). Edward Lipirf,ski
suggests the sexual orifice of the female body;e this is quite unlikely, since the subject
of discourse is a male (whom Lipffiski pictures as a hermaphrodite).

The noun n"qebA "female," may be associated with the meaning "deflower." It
appears almost always in conjunction with + 1)l zdkhdr "male."l0

6. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm @ng. trans. 1974), 274f.; W. Rudolph, Amos. KAT
xrlIt2 (t97t),2t5f .

7. Contra Dahood.
8. See Schult.
9. Pp.49-52.
10. On Jer. 3l:22 --> [Y,237t.
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3. I.w only in the passages wherc nqb means "pierce" does the IJ(X remain close
to the Hebrcw meaning: tetratnein (2K. 12:10; 18:21; Isa. 36:6; Job 4O:19,24), tryp&,
(Job 40:26141:21; Hag. l:6), diak6pte,n (Hab. 3:14). Elsewherc it translates freely,
depending on the context: (ep)onomlzein (l*v. 24:ll,16), ana/epitcalefn, syndgein
(Ezr.8:20), diastillein (Gen. 30:28).For ncqEfi it uses ridly (orce thElyk6s). rer.3l:22
is interpreted in a different sense.

The noun moqqele1is rended by sphlra and tiretrun ("drill"), and in Isa. 5l:l by
bdthynos.

Scharbert

ilBJ raqa;,Pl rraqt; l1,p) niqqayln

I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrcnces. II. Verb: l. Niphal; 2. Piel. Itr. naqt. Iy.niqqdyiln. V. LXX.

l.l. Etymology. The central etymological problem is the relationship between Heb.
nqh (nqy) and Akk. naqL, "gnrn a libation, offer." If they do not sharc a common
root,l we are dealing with two homophonic but distinct forms, with the meanings "be
frce from punishment" (Hebrew) and "pour a libation, offer" (Akkadian), each with
its own derivatives and semitic parallets. If the nvo words derive from a common
root, we can assume its original meaning to be "empty, be emptied." It is quite
possible to connect Akk. "pour out a libation" with this meaning.2 On the other side,
in both Hebrew and Aramaic the meaning "empty" probably still appears as a
polysemic variant (see Am.4:6; Joel 4:2llBng.3:2U; Isa. 3:26 below; and esp. the
Targ. of lsa. 3:26 ["empry"] and Clg 146 ["libation"]3). Furthermore, the lsaiah
Scroll from Qumran has a form of nqh in Isa. 65:3; the only appropriate translation
is "empty."4

Depending on which theory one accepts, one must assign the following material to

nnSA F. C. Fensham, "Das Nicht-haftbar-Sein im Bundesbuch im Lichte &r altorientalischen
Rechstexte," ,INSI, 8 (1980), 17-34: C. van L€euwen, *ily'l nqh ni. .to be innocent,' ,, TLOT,
ll, 76347; G. Liedke, Gesnlt und BeTeichnung alttestanuntlbher Rechtssdtze. WMANT, 39
(1971), 41f.;G.Many, Der Rechtsstrcit mit Gott (NB)imHiobbuch(Mwich, l97l); lv. paschen.
Rein und Unrcin SANT, 24 (1970); W. Rudolph, "Ein Beitrag zum hebriiischen Lexikon aus
dem Joelbuch," Hebrciische Wonforschtng. Festschifi W. Batnryanrcr. ffiI 16 (1961), ZU-
l5_Q,91n 25O; L. A. Snijders, "haume 26 et I'innocene,," OTS,13 (1963), ll2-L3},esp. ll2ff;
I. Willi-Plein, Vorformen der Schiftexegese innerhalb des ATs. B?AW lZ3 (lgl), 27, rc5.

l. Von Soden notes that Heb. nqy is stative, whercas l*k. naqA is fientic.
2. Cf. the Hittite equivalent J. Friedrich, Hethitisches Wirterbuch (Heidelberg, 1952),1, 193;

and Erg. (1965), 3, 29; equivalence, 3l l.
3. But cf. An 72,15,16, p. 183: "purification."
4. M. Tsevat, HUCA,24 (1952153), 109f.; cf. also ANH, Z77, which cites ndqi with the

meaning "empty."
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two roots or to a single root: Hebrew (including extrabiblical material);5 ltklr- naqfi,
"offeralibation,"anditsderivatives;6 Anm.nqy, pael "purify,"ithpael "bepurified,"
naqyd'(n"qA), "pure, free"a7 Syr.nq', pael "offer"; Mand. niqia, "gifts" (?),naqia,
"pure, clean";8 Phoen. nqt, probably "release";e OSAnqy, "be pure"'10 modern South
Arabic (Soq.) ndqe, "is pure."l1 In Arabic we find among other forms: naqiya, "be
pure," II "purify," and naqty, "pure, clean."

In the Dead Sea Scrolls nqh apparc in CD 5:14f. ("without punishment?'); 5Ql9
2:2; llQTemple 63:7,8. In Postbiblical Hebrew the piel of nqh means "purify, make
guiltless"; naq? means "pure, clear, bright, innocent, empty" (Bab. Pes. 22b onEx.
2l:28: "fre, with loss of his property"); niqqdydn means "purit], clarity, innocence";
cf. n"qtyfig (l) "purity, cleanness" (with "cleanness" signifying something distinct
from the trvitical notion of "purity," 12 (2) "purity of life, guiltlessness."

2. Occutences. The verb occurs 44 times: once in the qal (Jer. 49:12),25 times in
the niphal (kov. 6:29; ll:21; 16:5; 17:5;19:5,9;28:20;Jer.2:35;25:29 [3 times]; 49:12

ltwicel; Nu. 5:19,28,31; Gen. 24:8,41;Zpc.5:3 [npice]; Ex.2l:19:' Jgs. 15:3; I S. 26:9;
Isa. 3:26; Ps. 19:14[13]), and 18 times in the piel (Ex.2O:7;34:7 [twice]; Jer. 30:11;

ltwicel; 46:28 [twice]; Job 9:28; 10:14; Nu. 14:18 [twice]; Nan. l:3 [twice]; Joel
4:21[3:21] [rwice]; Dt. 5:11; I K.2:9; Ps. 19:13[l2]).

The adjective occurs 43 times, 2l of which are in combination with dam @t.
19:10,13;21:8,9;27:25;l S. 19:5;2K.2I:16;24:4[wice]; Isa.59:7; let2:34;7:6;
l9:4;22:3,17;26:15l Joel 4:19[3:19]; Jon. l:14; Ps. 94:2L; 106:38; Prov. 6:17);22
occurrences are in other contexts (Gen.24:41;44:10;Ex.2l:28;23:7; Nu. 32:22;Dt.
24:5; Josh. 2:17 ,19,20;2 S. 3:28; l4:9; I K. 15:22; Ps. 10:8; l5:5;24:4; lob 4:7;9:23;
17 :8; 22:19,30; 27 :17 ; Prov. I : 1 l).

The noun niqqdydn is found in Gen. 20:5; Hos. 8:5; Am. 4:6; Ps. 26:6;73:13.
Charles F. Whitley has proposed emending wcnOq€m in Ps. 99:8 to wcnoqdtn;13 he also
proposes emending the niphal in Jer. 49:12 to the qal infinitive absolute.

IL Verb. lsa.3:26 (niphal) and probably Joel4:21(3:21) (piel) are special cases. [n
Isa. 3:25f. Jerusalem is told that her men will fall in battle and she will sit on the ground
like a woman in mourning, "bereft" in the sense of "emptied."l4 The context, too,

5. KN, 20[, I l: "be free (of guilt)"; F. M. Cross, "The Cave Inscriptions from Khirbet Beit
Lei," Near Eastern Archaeology in the Twentieth Century. Festschrift N. Glucck (Garden City,
N.Y., 1970), 302,306, n. 16.

6. AHw, n,74f.
7. See also DISO, 186.
8. MdD,299b,286a.
9. KAr, 50,6.
10. Biella, 316.
11. W Lrslau, Izxique Soqoyri (Paris, 1938).
12.l*vy, WTM,Lil., 438.
13. C. F. Whitley, "Psalm 99,8," 7AW 85 (1973), 177-230.
14.8.g., Tsevat, HUCA,24 (1952153), 110: "and she sits emptied upon the ground."
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makes likely an association with a basic meaning "empty" in this passage.ls In Joel
4:21(3:21) many read niqqamtt for the first occurrence of niqq61i, but without any
textual evidence.l6 Here, too, the possible meaning "empty" suggests translating the
passage "and I will pour out their own blood, which I have not (yet) poured out."l7
Those who do not find sufficient evidence for the meaning "empty" take the piel of
nqh as meaning "leave unpunished" 18 and read v. 2la as a question ( "And will I leave
their blood guilt unpunished? I will not leave it unpunished") or as a gloss referring
to v. 19 ("And I declare their blood exempt from punishment, which I had not wished
to declare so").le

l. Niphal. The niphal means primarily "be free, exempt from punishment.', This
meaning appears in all the passages where the context provides no further details.If nqh
means "be free" from something else, the "something else" is introducedby min. [n such
cases an element of punishment is usually implicit. The verb takes on a technical sense as
a legal term indicating that, pursuant to some act, a person is exempt from responsibility
and consequences, especially punishment. There is also a broader sense that applies to the
ethical realm in general. The assailant n Ex. 2119 is exempt from punishment (albeit
required to indemnify the victim for consequent damages), as are the malefactors inZ,ec.
5:3 (being punished instead by Yahweh's cune).m Immunity to the effects of "the water
of bittemess that brings the curse" demonstrates the innocence of a wife unjustly accused
of adultery (Nu. 5:19,28). In oracles of judgment the niphal of nqh means "escape
judgment, go unpunished" (Jer. 25:29;49:12). In Jer. 2:35 nqh is always translated "be
innocent," as the second half of the verse requires, but Israel deduces its innocence from
its having gone unpunished; otherwise the second clause would make no sense: "I have
gone unpunished (and am therefore innocent); surely his anger has tumed from me."
"Because Yahweh did not punish lsrael for its deeds, . . . Israel treated them lightly; but
Yahweh will call Israel to account for this lack of responsibility."zt

The many passages in Proverbs where nqh appears (6:29l' ll:21; 16:5; l7:5;19:5,9;
28:20) all have the same form: ". . . shall not go unpunished." The verb is always
negated; the punishment is never named but is certain to be inflicted (cf .6:28 in relation
to v. 29). The offense often involves ethical conduct rather than violation ofan actual
law. when this is the case, the logical consequence is an analogous punishment,
ultimately inflicted by Yahweh (ll:21; 16:5; l7:5).

15. Contra H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, l99l), 15].,159, who
translates "all alone" but takes the basic meaning "bare, clean, be pure," as his point of departure
and understands the verb as referring primarily to the woman.

16. Including LXX; see BHS; HAI. \,72O.
17. G. R. Driver, ,IIS, 39 (1938),402.
18. See below.
19. For the former see Rudolph, 250. For the latter see H. rily'. wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm

(Eng. nans. 1977\, 73. 84.
20. Rudolph, Sacharja 1-8. KAT XIIll4 (1976), tt6.
21. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Xl (t%8), 23.
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In 5 passages nqh is constructed with min. In Gen. 24:8,41, the niphal means "be
free" of an obligation assumed under oath (v. 8: miii"bu'dlt; v. ll: m?'dldf) and
probably also from the conditional self-curse associated with an oath - in other words,
punishment. The qualifiers mippeia' in Ps. 19: 14( 13) (free of great transgression) and

mE'awdn in Nu. 5:31 (free from iniquity) refer to offenses, but the connection of
punishment with offense is maintained; indeed, it may be the use of nqh that retains

the element of punishment. In Ps. 19:14(13), a late text, "be blameless" refers to the

psalmist's entire way of life, in particular "be free from offense and punishment"

occasioned by unconscious transgressions; cf. the relationship of this psalm to t6rd
liturgies and descriptions of the sadfrq, including Pss. 24 and 15, discussed below.22

An understanding of the phrase niqqAfi mippeliitim in Jgs. l5:3 likewise requires the

connection between offense and punishment; or the verb may be taken here in the sense

of the adjective (with min) inNt. 32:22 ("free of obligation to . . .").

2. Piel. Analogously to the niphal, the piel means "let go unpunished, make or
declare exempt from punishment." Again, this applies to all the passages were the verb

appears alone, i.e., without a prepositional construction. Two passages introduce a
particular qualifier with min: Job 10:14 (mE'dwdnt, "acquit me of my iniquity") and

Ps. l9:13(12) (minnisttu6!, "clear me from hidden faults"). But the punitive aspect of
nqlr is still present: if Job sins (10:14), God will apprehend him and "not let him go

unpunished for his sin."23 The same is true in Ps. 19:13(12) (ct. also what was said

above concerning v. 14[13]). Among the other passages where the piel of nqh appears

without a preposition, meaning "let go unpunished," Job 9:28 alone is often treated as

an exception, referring only to guilt (on account of vv. 29ff.). But vv. 25-28 deal with
the consequences of Job's guilt in the eyes of God. Y. 28a mentions these consequences
("I become afraid of all my suffering"), so that 28b must be understood as meaning
"I know that you will not declare me exempt from punishment."24 Of course, Job's
punishment and guilt go together - 

"God does not declare him innocent, as one can

see from God's treating him as guilty."zs
In 1 K. 2:9 David charges Solomon not to "leave unpunished" the man who cursed

him. Elsewhere it is always Yahweh who does not leave the sinner unpunished (Ex.

2O:7;Dt.5:11; the remaining 5 passages exhibit the pattern "God shows mercy, but
does not leave the guilty totally unpunished": Jer. 30:11 ; 46:28; Ex. 34:7; Nu. 14: l8;
Nah. 1:3).

The use of the piel of nqh is thus quite uniform. Except in Ps. 19:13(12), all its
occurrences are negated. The nature of the punishment is never described; in I K. 2:9

at least its execution is left open. Except in I K. 2:9, the subject is always Yahweh;
according toEx.2O:7; Dt. 5:11, he will not "leave unpunished" anyone who misuses

22. See also H. J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1988), 275.
23. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 197.
24. tbid., 196.
25. F. Hesse, Hiob. ZBK (1978), 84.
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his name. [n texts that begin by praising God's goodness and mercy, there follows the
phrase w'naqqdh ld'ycnaqqeh ("but he does not leave totally unpunished") to attest
to his rctribution for the iniquity of the fathers (Ex.34:7; Nu. 14: lg; cf. Nah. l:3). The
formula is also addressed to Israel in Jer. 30:ll; 46:28: "I will not leave you totally
unpunished" - in other words, God will not destroy Israel, but will discipline Israel
equitably.

m. nAql The adjective covers a broader semantic range than t}e verb. In the first
instarrce, however, we observe an analogous usage in the sense ..free of obligation', or
"frce of punishment/offense." Like the verb, naqt can also mean "free" of an oath
(Gen 24:41; Josh. 2:17 ,20; always with min) or an obrigation to someon e (1,{u. 32:22,
with min and the person; cf . nqh niphal in Jgs. l5:3).

Ex.2l:28 \ses ndqt as a legal term for "exempt from punishment," in contrast to
the death penalty and expiation. Gen. 44:10 should also be interpreted in this sense:
punishment for an offense is not exacted. In such contexts, nqh and niqt are technical
tems of exoneration; nqh "de*lares that liability for a situation deemed to be an offense
is denied."% "The man who is exonerated has in fact struck his victim (Ex. 2l:19);
the ox whose owner is exonerated has in fact gored (Ex. 2l:28).In both cases the tpJ
ofjudgment at the gate saves the accused from death, inBx.2l:19 more precisely from
blood vengeance." Gen. 44:10 shows "that the formulation of the decision is by no
means limitcd to a law court," and Ex. 2l:19 shows how decisions embodying minor
self-contradictions come into being "by combining the proposals of both parties.,,2z

Dt.24:5; I K. 15:22 are also to be understood in a technical (probably legal) sense:
exemption from compulsory public service (military service, labor service). The text
states an exception to an otherwise binding obligation. The context first states the nature
of the obligation, so that ndqt can be used without further qualification. uniquely, Dt.
24:5 indicates the purpose of the exemption: pQAfi, ..for his house."

In 2 s. 3:28; r4:9; Josh. 2:19, in mutually comparable contexts, ndqt is used in the
sense "ftree of liability for an offense and its consequences" ("just as Jlg can mean
guilt and punishment, so can tp! mean blameless, not guilty"2s), "free of bloodguilt.,'
TJntts ndqt means "guiltless" (2 S. 14:9, where the context implies "free from 'dw6n,,,
since the opposite is "he'iiw6n be on me and on my father's house") and ..free of
guilt" (and punishment) for a homicide for which the individual is not responsible
(Josh. 2:19; opposite: his blood be upon our heads) or a murder that was not ordered
(2 S. 3:28, where niqt is used twice with min: "guiltless before Yahweh for the blood" ).

In addition, ndqi can mean "innocent" (one who has committed no offense or is in
the right) without reference to a specific act. The legal element is still present: Ex.237
(par. to ;adfrq and in contrast with rdld); ps. l0:8 (par. to .dni); l5.5; prov. 1:ll (in
an extended sense). The poor in particular are considered innocent (Jer.2:34;Ps. l0:8).

26. Liedke,47, citing F. Horst, Hiob. BK, XVI/I (1968), 152, on Job 9:28; cf. above.
27.Liedke,48.
28. C. Westermann, Genesis 37-50 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, l9g2), 133.

557
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In the context of a liturgy, Ps. 24:4 speaks of "clean hands" (among other things)
as a requirement for entering the sanctuary. The ethical nature of this requirement is
clear from the parallel "pure heart," the fwo concrete examples (esp. "does not swear
deceitfully"), and the detailed parallel in Ps. 15:2-5, where all the requirements "refer
to proper conduct in the everyday life of the community"2e - the portrait of an
"exemplary" sadfrq.3o In the case of Job, too, ndqt means "innocent," although here
the concept is extended and generalized, so as to encompass a total way of life: one
who is innocent keeps far from sin (cf. 22:23), lives devoutly, has clean hands unspotted
by guilt (22:30).It is claimed that such a person will never perish (4:7, in the language
of wisdom, par. ydidr). God nevertheless - Job says 

- destroys the innocent like the
guilty (9:23, par. tqm and in contrast with rdid). The ultimate triumph of the innocent
over the wicked is the subject of 27:17 (wisdom language; cf. 17:8, par. ydidr; 22:19,
par. sad&qim). In Job ndqt also appears as the subject of various verbs (17:8; 22:19;
27:17).

The obvious question whether the various semantic aspects of nqh and ndqt can be
accounted for in terms of conceptual development can be answered only with great
caution. [s the narrowly defined meaning "(be) guiltless, exempt from punishment," a
secondary development of the legal term, preceded by ttre more general meaning "(be)
free, exempt" (which was still preserved)? But even the meaning "(be) free, exempt"
is confined to certain contexts and associated with specific complements (obligation,
responsibility, guilt, punishment). If the basic meaning is "empty, be empty," the
meaning "(be) free" can probably be accommodated, even in its specialized senses. In
the OT an understanding of nqh and ndqt as meaning "(be) clean" - unless this simply
means "innocent" 

- must evolve from a usage that has been extended to the general
ethical realm (including use in certain cultic texts). Matitiahu Tsevat says of zqh.' "IS
original meaning [was] 'to empty'from which the common 'to cleanse'is derived."3l
The meaning "(be) clean" can be extended figuratively to "(be) free from guilt or
obligation."32

The phrase ddm nAqi, "innocent blood," refers to the blood of someone wrongfully
killed; shedding such blood incurs bloodguilt @t. 19:10) and must be expiated. This
does not include killing in batfle, ajust death sentence, blood vengeance, the blood of
an intruder, or the like. Bloody deeds were categorized variously,33 and distinctions
were made as to the guilt incurred (Dt. 19:l-13; Josh. 20:1ff.). When innocent blood
is shed, bloodguilt @amtm) rests on the culprit (Dt. 19:10) or the culprit's entire family
(2 S. 14:9), or even the whole land (Ps. 106:38) and nation (cf. Josh. 2:19). The nation
and the land are particularly affected when an unknown culprit (Dt. 21:8) or the king
(2 K. 24:3t.) has shed innocent blood. When blood vengeance (or some other form of

29. Kraus, Psalms l-59,227.
30. G. von Rad, "'Righteousness' and 'Life' in the Cultic Language of the Psalms," 7fte

Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essays (Eng. trans., New York, 1966),246.
31. M. Tsevat, HUCA,24 (1953154),l0gf.
32. D. R. Hillers, JBL,97 (1978),179.
33. -+ El dam, fr,,243f.
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the death penalty) was exacted, the blood ofthe culprit "purged" from Israel the blood
of the innocent victim with its fateful power (Dt. 19:t3).la If the culprit remained
unknown, an expiatory rite had to be performed @t. 21:8f.).

In the legal texts Dt. 19:10,13; 2I:8f .;27:25, naqt means "innocent',; it can be used of
any person, and its specific force is determined by the case at hand. In Dt. 19:10 someone
who has inadvertently killed a prson is not subject to blood vengeance: that would be
shedding innocentblood; 27:2f,whercbribery precipitates the shedding of innocentblood,
condemns primarily clandestine acts rather than those that are a matter of record. The word
is also used in this sense in Jer. 7:6; Isa. 59:7 (probably referring to the helpless3s).

Certain classes of persons are described as innocent:
l. Those unjustly condemned to death, an act that is often a royal transgression: Ps.

94:21; 1M:38 (emended: "Reference is made to the bloody verdicts and judicial
murders which an unjust judicial system conjured up. . . . Because of the later gloss
. . . v. 38 was interpreted incorrectly together with v. 37"36); 2 K. 2l:16; 24:4 (charged
to Manasseh); Jer.22:3 (Deuteronomistic), 17 (possibly Deuteronomistic). Since the
king is addressed in the Jeremiah texts, both the context and the reference to 2 K. 2l:16
suggest judicial murders or murders left unpunished.

2. sacrificed children (Ps. 106:38 MT). This is probably a secondary interpretation:
"A gloss to rP: E7 has been interpolated here. It clearly breaks up the meter and
interprets rPl Dl incorrectly."3T Without the gloss, the text refers to bloody verdicts.38
In Jer. 19:4 the interpretation of n"qtytm as children remains uncertain; it depends on
the meaning of hammdqdm hazzeh.If the latter phrase refers to Tophet, "the reference
is not to 2 K. 2l:16 but to child sacrifices, for which the kings led the way by setting
bad examples (2 K. 16:3; 2l:6)."ts If hammaqdm means Jerusalem, as it does else-
where, the "blood of innocent victims" probably refers again to evils in the adminis-
tration of justice, for which a king would once more be responsible.{ possibly Jer.
l9:4 comprehends both cases.4l

3. Judahites whose blood was shed (Joel 4: l9[3: l9]). Interpretation of this expression
depends on to whom the suffix in bc'arsam refers. The text may reflect "the slaying
of innocent and defenseless people in the land of Egypt and Edom," i.e., colonists or
refugees and political 6migr6s,a2 or it may refer to Judahites slain in their own land by
Egypt and Edom. In the latter case, the events of 2K.23:29 (Megiddo) or Ob. 9-14
must be meant.43

34. s lll,7l2f.
35. Ct. TLOT l, 765; and Prov. 6:17.
36. H.-J. Kraus, Psalrzs 6U150 (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1989),316,321.
37. Ibid., 316.
38. See above.
39. Rudolph, HAT X.n3,1-?;6.
40. F. Giesebrecht, Dai Buch Jeremia HKATlll2 C1907), ll0.
41. A. Weiser, Das Buch Jeremia. ATD,20l2l e1969), 163.
42. W. Rudolph, Joel. KAT Xrul2 (1971),87.
43. Cf. Woltr, Joel and Amos, U.
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4. Prophets, who were probably the victims of some of the judicial murders. Wilhelm
Rudolph, emending the text of Jer. 2:34, finds a reference to the prophets: ,,Since

mention of the poor is inappropriate to the context, we should at least follow the IXX
in deleting Dtlltf N."44 v. 34b, which can apply only to adults, rules out child sacrifice;
neither can the text refer simply to judicial murders in general. The most likely targets
were the prophets of Yahweh, "who paid with their lives for protesting against the cult
of foreign deities."as "Jeremiah is probably thinking especially of the age of Manasseh,
when 'innocent blood was shed in streams' (2 K. 2l:lg)."*

5. Private individuals like David, persecuted by saul (l S. 19:5); Jeremiah, thr€at-
ened by the authorities (Jer. 26:15); and Jonah, thrown overboard (Jon. 1:14). On the
interpretation of ddtn ndqt n Jon. 1:14, see Hans Walter Wolff:

Here formal Israelite legal terminology has been taken over; cf. the wording of Deut.2l:8;
Jer.26:15. . . . "Innocent blood" always refers ro the (shedding of the) blood of a slain
person or of someone who is about to be slain (cf. DeuL 2l:8) - in this case, that is to
say, Jonah's blood, not the blood ofthe sailors. . . . uncertainty can only arise because it
iscalled "innocent."ForJonahhasfinally, nv. t2,himself admittedhisguilt,whichhas
been known to the sailors ever since the lots were cast (v. 7). . . . This being so, lirp! can
only refer to the behavior of the men with regard to (the shedding of) Jonah's blood. What
worries them is that the nature ofthe slaying which Jonah expects, according to v. 12, is
not a punishment that accords with his guilt - that is to say, they are afraid that Yahweh
might expect a different kind of expiation, rather than that they should throw Jonah into
the sea. [n this case Yahweh would lay an irresponsible shedding ofblood to their charge,
as guilt (irresponsible because not realty appropriate to Jonah's guilt). Nrp: D1 therefoe
means "unjustly shed blood."47

Innocent blood is mentioned in a variety of contexts: legal regulations (Dt. 19:10,13;
21:8f .;27:25), narrative texts (1 S. 19:5: Saul seeks to kilt David;2 K.2l-16;24:4:
royal annals; Jon. 1:14), prophetic indictments (against the people: ler. 2:34; L9:4
[Deuteronomistic]; cf. Isa. 59:7; against Jehoiakim: 22:17 fDe*eronomistic]; against
foreign nations: Joel 4:19[3:19]), laments and poetic reviews of history (ps. 94:21;
106:38), admonitions (Jer. 22:3 [Deuteronomistic]; cf. 7:6 [Deuteronomistic]), and
threats (Jer.26:15).

The phrase "innocent blood" appears in two basic forms: dan (han)ndqi, ..(the)

blood of the/an innocent person," and ddm ndqi, "innocent blood."48 The concept
may have belonged to the language from early on (Dt. 19:10),4e but it did not become
frequent until the period of Deuteronomy and Jeremiatr. It becomes a stereotyped term
in the legal traditions of Deuteronomy and appears at the same time (more fluidly) in
Jeremiah (2:34;26:15). It then becomes a commonplace as a Deuteronomic and Deuter-

44. HAT,Xt,2?.
45. rbd.,23.
46. P.22.
47. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah (Eng. trans., Minneapolis, 1986), I l9f. See also J. Magone!

Form and Meaning. BBET, 2 (1976),69-73.
48. On the relationship between the two, --> IIl, ?13.
49. See R. P. Merendino, Das deutercnomistische Gesetz. BBB, 3l (1969), Z0fltt.
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onomistic concept. Both 2 K. 24:4 and,2l:16 are Deuteronomistic; except for 2:34;
26:25, so are the texts in Jeremiah:50 7:6; l9:4;22:3:22:17. ps.94:21;106:3g are
postexilic (cf. the Deuteronomistic structure of Ps. 106). The usage was borrowed in
the late texts Isa. 59:7;Joel4:19(18); Jon. l:14; prov.6:17. Still problemaric is I S.
l9:5. The otheroccurrences in Deuteronomy (19:10,13; 27:25;21:8f.) are in the context
of the ritual for expiating a murder at the hands of an unknown assailant; here dam
ndqi is a legal term that has nothing to do with the kvitical cult (the phrase does not
occur in Leviticus).

The blood of the innocent is protected by Yahweh's commandment (Dt. 19:l-3; cf.
Ier. 22:3). To shed such blood is therefore a heinous offense (Isa. 59:7; ps. 94:21;
106:38; Prov. 6:17; etc.), .which Yahweh will not pardon (2 K. z4:4). He declares his
judgment against such transgressions (Jer. l9:4 against Israel [cf. ps. 106:3g]; Joel
4:19[3:19] against Egypt and Edom; Jer. 22:l7f . and 2 K. 24:3f . against the king). He
hates "hands that shed innocent blood" (Prov. 6:17); he repays them for their iniquity
and wipes them out (Ps. 94:21ff.). Therefore people beseech him not to take account
of innocent blood (Jon. 1:14; Dt. 21:8f.).

Parallel to ndqt we find saddtq, "righteous" (Ex.23:7; ps.94:21; lob 22:19;27:lj);
ydida "upight" (Job 4:7; l7:8); 'ant, "poor" (ps. l0:8f.); and tdm, ..blameless.,,

Antonyms are: rdia', "wicked" (F;x.23:7; Job 9:22f .;22:l8f .); bnn€p, 
..godless,' (Job

17:8); and 'epeQ, "sewant" (Gen. 44:lO).In 2 S. l4:9 we find the expression ?/ay
he'awdn wc'al-bA1'alt.

l\1. ni4qdy6n The noun niqqdydn occurs in Am. 4:6; Hos. 8:5; Gen. 2O:5;ps.26:6;
73:13; in the last three it is used with kappay (Gen. 20:5 in a const. phrase; ps.26:6
and 73:13 in the expression'erhas beniqqdydn l<appay). Different interpretations must
be weighed, especially in the case of Am. 4:6; Hos. 8:5. Ina willi-plein proposes "cultic
purity and innocence" as a single translation acceptable for all occurrences.5l If so, in
Am. 4:6 this "expression borrowed from the language of the cult . . . denoting the
purity given by Yahweh is used ironically to describe the privation sent by Yahweh."s2
In Hos. 8:5b, too, usually considered a gloss, the word "hardly fits the Hoseanic
context."53 As a further emendation, in the meaningless D t) of v. 6a willi-plein
proposes supplying a D (omitted by haplography) after the ); rhe resulting Et'D) estab-
lishes a connection like that in Gen. 20:5. The reader's gloss then asks: "How long
will Israel not maintain innocence of hands?" 

- in other words, how long will it
continue to sin in the eyes of Yahweh?v

This uniform translation of niqqdydn as "cultic purity and innocence" (which also
obtains for the other passages) is directed against the theory of special meanings in
Am.4:6; Hos. 8:5. "Here [Hos. 8:5] Jltpl means neither impunity nor innocence, but

50. Thiel, Die deuteronomistischen Redaktion von Jeremia. WMANT 41,52 (1973-gl)
51. P. 165.
52. P. 27.
53. P. 165.
54. P. 165.
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cleanness in the physical sense as in Am.4'6."5s For Am. 4:6 Wolffproposes "cleanness
of teeth" or "shining teeth."56 This meaning is also found in Postbiblical Hebrew.sT
The view ttre;t niqqdydn is a cultic term might be supported by Ps. 26:6;58 73;13, but
the word always refers to ethical innocence, which in turn establishes cultic purity.
(The usage of nqh and ndqi likewise does not support a cultic interpretation.) In Gen.
20:5 there is no cultic context; bcniqydn kappay, "in innocence of hands" (par. to [dd\
in v. 4) has ethical force. Neither is there a cultic context in Ps. 73:13, which deals
wift the saddtq whose obedience to God's law remains unrewarded despite proper
conduct. He appeals to the handwashing of the oath of purification, which has demon-
strated his (ethical) innocence: "The psalmist has obviously demonstrated by means
of an oath of cleansing that his oppressive suffering (v. 14) is not to be attributed to a
failure on his part. He is suffering in innocence."se In the cultic and ritual usage of Ps.
26:6, too, niqqdydn denotes an ethical status, summarizing the preceding verses; vv.
9f. similarly characterize ethically the antithesis to the "innocence" ofthe supplicant:
murderers whose hands are full of evil and bribes.o Here also belongs the parallel
usage (in the context of an entrance liturgy) of neqi lappayim h Ps. 24:4 (cf. the
discussion of Ps. 24:4 and Ps. 15 above) in the pair "clean hands and pure heart."6l
Whether the influence of prophetic ideas led to the linking of cult and ethics in the
psalms or worship and God's law were intenroven from the beginning does not affect
the ethical aspect of niqqdy6n.62 In.either case, though, the expression "I wash my
hands in innocence" may well have become independent of its cultic context so as to
be used more metaphorically (Gen. 20:5; also Ps. 73:13; the expression is already
stereotyped;63 cf. also the tendency of late texts like Job and Proverbs to spiritualize
the meaning of the adj.).

Nevertheless, the semantics of Am. 4:6; Hos. 8:5 remains difficult. We must again
understand Am. 4:6 ironically (unless a special meaning is involveds) or, on the basis
of the possible root meaning "empty," treat it as referring to "empty" teeth.65 In any
case, the context (par. to lack of bread) makes the situation clear. For Hos. 8:5 we

55. W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XnUl (1966), 158.
56. Wolff, Joel and Amos,7.O9.
57. Cf. the discussion of ncqtyfil above; also Aram. "clean" in contrast to "dirty"; most

recen0y HAL, ll,72l: "cleamess, whiteness," citing C. M. Doughty, Travels in Arabia Deserta,
2 vols. (Cambidge, 1936), I, 366.

58. I. L. Seeligmann, "Zur Terminololgie fiir das Gerichtsverfahren im Wortschatz der bi-
blischen Hebriiisch," Hebreiische Wortforschung. Festschrifi W. Baumgartner. SVT 16 (1967),
258; N. Ridderbos, GTT,50 (1950),92.

59. Kraus, Psalms 60-150,88.
60. Snijders.
61. -r f) leb, Yll,430; Kraus, Psalms t-59, 314: "here purity and cleanness of external

acts and the innermost movements of the heart are demanded."
62. For the former see H. Gunkel, et al.; for the latter, Kraus, BK XY I ls, 226f .
63. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 @ng. trans., Minneapolis, 1985), 323.
64. See above.
65. See the discussion ofthe root's etymology above.
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should probably have recourse to the most secure meaning, "innocence," and "purity,"
understood in the same sense. This interpretation rules out both idolatry and ethical
misconduct:56 "How long can Israel continue to be incapable of innocence?"

v. Lxx. The LXX most often uses athfos/athQoiln to represent nqh/ndqi; also
worthmentioningareatimdr7tos(Prov.ll:21; l9:5;28:10), ekdiketn(znc.5:3),dikaios
(Job 9:23; 17:8; Joel 4:L913:197; Jon. l:14; prov.6:17), anattios (Dt. 19:10,13 21:g),
and kathar6s/l<atharizein (the latter not in the sense "be/make pure," as the context
shows [Ex. 20:7;Dt.5:11; Ex. 34:7; Nu. 14:18; Gen. M:IO;24:g; also Job 4:7; ps.

l9:13f.[12f.]). The LXX translation of nqh/ndqt thus supports the meaning "un-
punished, innocent," in both the legal and the more general ethical sense. 

Warmuth

66. cf. Kraus, Psalzs l-59, 314, on Ps. 24:4: clean hands and a pure heart manifest
themselves in two specific ways - no idolatry and no perjury


